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The State of the
Fraternity: 2006-2007

By Shawn M. Collinsworth,
Indiana Eta ’91

The Executive Council Focuses on the
Ongoing Attempt to End Hazing
INTRODUCTION

physical discomfort, embarrassment, harassment, or
ridicule.” Paddling, line-ups, forced or encouraged
drinking, personal servitude, excessive fatigue, theft,
or any other behavior that would violate the
Fraternity’s and/or campus’ hazing policies, or state or
federal hazing laws would be constituted as hazing.
I always find it ironic that some fraternity men
say, “The new members need to prove they want
to be in a Fraternity!” In actuality, it’s the active
members who should be the ones proving to the
new members every day the benefits of the
organization. Furthermore, the idea that hazing
makes a closer pledge class or chapter is also a
falsehood. In reality, hazing has proved to create a
divide and harbor ill feelings towards the chapter
and individual members. Besides, making the claim
that chapters that haze are closer with their
chapter brothers then those chapters who do not
haze is preposterous.

Hazing is a very real problem in today’s
fraternities. It is a cancer and can rip through a
chapter’s core and tarnish the Fraternity’s history in
a short period of time. As you will read in this issue
of The Shield, Phi Psi chapters at Dickinson and
Arizona State were recently closed by the
Executive Council due to hazing. These two
chapters have been historically successful chapters
on their campuses dating back to their founding
years in 1859 and 1962 respectively. Unfortunately,
due to these hazing practices, their alumni now
have a closed chapter, and future students will
temporarily miss out on experiencing the benefits
of Phi Kappa Psi.
People have asked me what actually constitutes
hazing. Phi Kappa Psi defines hazing as, “any action
taken or situation created, intentionally, whether on
or off fraternity premises, to produce mental or
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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The Fraternity has recently taken steps to reach
MEMBERSHIP
out to our chapters to help the ongoing attempt to
Phi Kappa Psi’s undergraduate membership for
end hazing. First, Phi Kappa Psi partnered with 25
the June 1, 2006 to May 31, 2007 report year was
other fraternities and sororities to create a Greek
4,412, which was up 372 members from the last
Anti-Hazing Hotline. The toll-free number is 1report year. This number is a record for
888-NOT-HAZE (1-888-668-4293). The line is
undergraduate membership in the Fraternity’s
available to those who think they, or students they
recent past history. As you will see in the
know, have been or may become victims of hazing.
membership chart, Phi Psi has enjoyed a large spike
Callers may remain anonymous or they can
in membership the last ten years, with only one
provide personal information so that their
declining year during this run. This is during a time
concerns can be responded to directly. The
when many fraternities are experiencing a decline
Hotline connects to a dedicated Voice Mailbox at
of membership nationwide.
the Cincinnati law firm of Manley Burke. Manley
Looking at the preliminary census numbers for
Burke will monitor the Hotline on a daily basis and
the June 1, 2007 to May 31, 2008 report year, our
forward any messages to our Headquarters staff to
undergraduate numbers have grown to a new
conduct an investigation. In states in which the law
record high again, with chapters reporting 4,442
requires notification of other authorities, this will be
undergraduates. This census number is always
done as well.
taken in September of each school year, for
The Fraternity has also created a Hazing
insurance and record maintenance purposes at
Amnesty program that will give chapters an
Headquarters. This number is obviously the “low
opportunity to call Headquarters and talk openly
watermark” in membership during the school year
about hazing in their chapter. The expectation is
and will grow throughout the year as chapters
that they work extensively with the Headquarters
continue to recruit.
staff to change their new member program to
eradicate hazing in their chapter. This program is in
addition to having the Fraternity’s Educational
Leadership
Consultants
speaking on hazing and risk
8
2
management during their
2
three day chapter visits, anti4,442
hazing discussions at all the
4,412
Fraternity’s national programs
4,038
Undergraduates
4,046 3,926
and the various other
3,932
resources and materials we
3,908
3,660
send to chapters on a regular
3,613
basis.
3,342
The Executive Council has
taken a very firm stand against
hazing and it will not be
tolerated
it
in
our
organization. It is a cancer that
can quickly disintegrate Phi
–’08
–’07 ’07
6
’0
Psi’s structure and proud
6
’0
’05 ’05–
heritage that we hold so dear.
3–’04 ’04–
’0
3
’0
–
’02 ’02
Always remember, as we
–’01 ’01–
0
’0
0
’0
–
9 ’99
honor ourselves, we will
Year ’98–’9
honor her…as we disgrace
ourselves, we will disgrace her.

membership
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AVERAGE CHAPTER SIZE
An “average” Phi Kappa Psi chapter had 44
members during the 2006-2007 academic school
year. Though many chapters and campuses are
different, this number is used as a benchmark for
many of our chapters.The Fraternity asks that our
chapters be above the average chapter size on
their respective campus.
A recent survey conducted by the Fraternity
Executives Association reported that the average
chapter size for all men’s fraternities was 38 in
2006-2007. Although our average chapter size has
increased over the past several years, the Fraternity
still needs to concentrate as an organization to
recruit quality men that will make a difference in
their chapters, campuses and communities as
undergraduates and alumni.
From February 19, 1852, through May 31, 2007,
the names of 111,155 men have been recorded on
the Grand Membership Rolls.

top 10 chapter
membership numbers

** Numbers are from the fall 2007 semi-annual report

CHAPTER SERVICES
The Educational Leadership Consultant (ELC)
Program remains the most visible component in
chapter services, with their attempt to help
chapters improve chapter operations. Phi Psi had
four road warriors during the report year traveling
the red and green highway for nine months of the
year, visiting each chapter for three days, with the
goal of helping every chapter reach its potential.
Many chapters have taken advantage of the
program and request additional visits during the
year or ask for a recruitment visit prior to formal
recruitment periods.
The purpose of the ELC program is to
continue to assist chapters in leadership and
scholarship programming, chapter management
evaluations, officer training, risk management
presentations, recruitment workshops and general
troubleshooting. It is vital to have area alumni
work with local chapters to help institute these
best practices with follow-up from staff. The
strongest chapters nationwide are those that have
alumni attend chapter meetings and advise the
chapter on a weekly basis. If chapters need help
getting local alumni involved with the chapter,
please contact Will Haskett at Phi Kappa Psi
Headquarters.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

During this report year, the Chapter Services
team at Fraternity Headquarters, which includes
the Executive Director, Assistant Executive
Director, Director of Leadership Development,
Director of Chapter Services, Director of Alumni
Services, Director of Expansion and the four
Educational Leadership Consultants, worked very
hard to provide the support and services chapters
need to improve and excel. Every chapter was
visited at least once, with most groups receiving
multiple visits.

ALUMNI PROGRAMS
The cultivation of alumni associations continues
to be a strong focus in our alumni development
efforts.The Fraternity currently boasts a total of 42
active alumni associations across the country. This
February 19th will mark the 156th anniversary of
the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity, with this year’s
Founders Day theme being: “Brotherhood for All
Ages.” Please see page 15 in this issue of The Shield
to find the closest Founders Day celebration, and
plan on attending.
The Fraternity is also working on developing
volunteer training programs for chapter advisors,
5
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house corporation board members, and alumni
association officers. The first program will be a New
Volunteer Training Orientation (NVO) held on
January 25-27, 2008, in conjunction with the
President’s Leadership Academy at Laurel Hall in
Indianapolis, Indiana. This program will be centered on
giving Fraternity volunteers the training and resources
to be effective in their current positions. Attendees
will be able to learn about fraternal programs, policies,
paperwork, as well as helpful hints on how to do their
job effectively.

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
Due to the generosity of the Fraternity’s
Foundation, the Fraternity was able to host several
leadership
programs
that
helped
our
undergraduates become better leaders in their
respective chapters and communities. Programs
that were offered the past report year include: the
Presidents Leadership Academy (PLA), Recruitment
Bootcamp, and the Leadership Experience.
The PLA is in its 13th year and was held in
Indianapolis, Ind. This year the Fraternity hosted
over 80 chapter presidents at the new home of Phi
Kappa Psi, Laurel Hall. Having a new Headquarters
facility to host the event was a positive addition to
the program. As always, the Fraternity furnishes
travel, room and board for each chapter president
so he will be able to attend. The 2008 PLA was
held January 25-27 at Laurel Hall in Indianapolis.
The Recruitment Bootcamp program was a
new addition to the Fraternity’s programming
arsenal this past report year. Undergraduate
brothers from around the country traveled this
past June to the Kansas Alpha chapter house to
take part in an intensive weekend of recruitment
instruction and training. It allowed members to
learn about how to sell the organization, and
recruit the best students on their respective
campuses. The program received great reviews,
and the Fraternity is looking for ways to make it a
yearly program for chapters.

EXPANSION
Expansion continues to be one of the top
priorities for the Fraternity. There are currently 7
colonies across the nation working to become
chartered chapters of Phi Kappa Psi.The Fraternity
has colonies at: Bowling Green State University,
Houston Baptist University, Indiana UniversityPurdue University Indianapolis, Ohio University,
Occidental College, University of California,
Riverside and Temple University.
The Fraternity has also chartered a total of
three chapters during the report year. Those
groups include: Northern Illinois University (April
21st), University of Maryland (September 29th)
and Iowa State University (October 27th).
Currently, chartering dates have been set for
Houston Baptist University and Ohio University on
January 19th and February 9th respectively.
As you can see, this is a very impressive list of
places at which we are planting the Phi Psi flag, and
we continue to look for future expansion
opportunities. The Fraternity is looking forward to
many of these groups completing their chartering
petitions in the near future and being inducted into
the mysteries of “our strong band.”
The Fraternity has also lost three chapters
during the report year. As stated earlier, chapters
at Arizona State University and Dickinson College
were closed by the Executive Council due to
hazing violations, and the chapter at Eastern New
Mexico State University due to low membership
numbers. In addition, the University of Southern
California chapter was suspended for a year due to
university sanctions, but will be returning to
campus during the 2008 fall semester.

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Working together to solve problems is a
theme of PLA’s small groups
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The Fraternity was again able to reward
scholarships to our members for various nationally
endorsed leadership programs. Phi Kappa Psi
awarded ten Undergraduate Interfraternity
Institute scholarships and five Futures Quest
scholarships during the reporting year.The NorthAmerican Interfraternity Conference (NIC)
facilitates both leadership programs, and Phi Psi
attendees gave both programs rave reviews.
The Woodrow Wilson Leadership School was
held on the Vanderbilt University campus on July
18-22, 2007. Nearly 300 undergraduates and
alumni participated in the four day program and it
received some of the best reviews of any
leadership program the Fraternity sponsors.

make it more manageable for the chapters. Now
the accreditation application is due in April before
each WWLS (odd years). The accreditation
application will also be used as the awards packet
for the WWLS.You can view the full application on
www.PhiKappaPsi.com.
A chapter that reaches an accredited status
remains at the level for two years before being
asked to resubmit an application before the next
WWLS. Chapters that meet or exceed all 11
standards are designated as accredited with
distinction. Chapters meeting or exceeding 10 of
the 11 standards are designated accredited with
honors, and chapters reaching eight or nine of the
11 standards are termed accredited.

CHAPTER EXCELLENCE PROGRAM

Accredited with Distinction
Alabama
Stanford
UCLA
University of Illinois,
Chicago
Northern Illinois
DePauw

The Chapter Excellence Program just
completed its seventh year, and is designed to give
chapters a self-assessment on whether they are
meeting the Fraternity’s minimum standards in 11
key areas of chapter life. In 2004, the Executive
Council “fine tuned” the accreditation program to

Accredited with Honors
Arizona
Wabash
Kansas
Loyola
Johns Hopkins
Brandeis
Michigan

top 10 fall 2006
cumulative
chapter GPAs

Accredited
Auburn
Cal Poly
Georgia
Georgia Tech
Illinois
Illinois State
DePaul
Minnesota State
Duluth
Missouri
Creighton

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Valparaiso
Butler
Iowa
Ohio State
Toledo
Dayton
Ashland
Minnesota
Case Western Reserve
Bucknell
Sciences in Philadelphia
West Virginia
Beloit

RIT
Oneonta
East Carolina
Allegheny
Franklin & Marshall
Penn
York
Lycoming
Brown
Texas Tech
Washington
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INSURANCE AND
RISK MANAGEMENT

Phi Kappa Psi is also a member of FIPG, Inc., a
risk management association made up of more
than 40 men and women’s fraternities. Phi Psi has
adopted the FIPG, Inc., risk management policy as
its minimum risk management standard.
The Sentry is Phi Kappa Psi’s risk management
newsletter that is produced several times each year
and sent to chapters, advisors and house
corporations. In addition, the Fraternity sends the
FRMT, Ltd., newsletter, Fraternal Law, a newsletter
concerned with legal issues facing the
Interfraternity world, to those same audiences
throughout the year.

Since 1997, Phi Kappa Psi has been a member
of FRMT, Ltd., a United States-based mutual
reinsurance company.
The cost for liability insurance during the report
year was $176 per man. For the 2006-2007
academic year, the rate is going to increase to
approximately $181 per man in the 2007-2008
report year. Insurance rates continue to climb
across the country, and the fraternal market is no
different. Phi Kappa Psi’s insurance rates have an
opportunity to be lowered by a 20% margin, if the
Fraternity were to significantly lower its insurance
claims during a five-year span. FRMT has developed
a variable rating schedule that allows fraternities
with good loss rates to obtain a discount, and,
conversely, those with poorer records pay a higher
premium. Over the past years the Fraternity has
had an excess of claims from its members,
therefore increasing our premiums dramatically.
With a concerted effort from our members to
manage their risk, the rates will again begin to
decrease. FRMT continues to be the best option
for Phi Kappa Psi. Non-FRMT group rates are
significantly higher then ours and those groups are
unable to get into FRMT due to their loss record.
It is interesting to note that, in today’s world, it is
more expensive to insure a fraternity then it is to
insure a nuclear dumping ground.
Phi Kappa Psi has instituted a variable rating
schedule for chapters. Chapters with a risk
management violation during an academic year will
pay a higher premium than those chapters who do
not have a violation. Furthermore, chapters may
earn an extra discount if they have a history of no
losses during a tracking period and complete risk
management educational programming, found in
the back of the risk management guide. If you are
interested in lowering your insurance premium,
please contact Claude Warren at Fraternity
Headquarters. Educational programming guides
and forms are available at www.PhiKappaPsi.com.
Phi Kappa Psi paid over $800,000 in insurance
premiums for both property and liability coverage
during the report year. The Fraternity’s coverage
included a $40 million property coverage policy for
chapter houses, and liability coverage of $6 million.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
The Executive Council is the supreme
governing body of the Fraternity between Grand
Arch Councils.This 10-member board of directors
is the policy-making arm of the Fraternity. Serving
on the Executive Board during the report year
were: President Stephen R. O’Rourke, Missouri
Alpha ’74, Vice President Paul R. Wineman,
Washington Alpha ’55, and Treasurer J. Tryon
Hubbard Jr., Alabama Alpha ’64, and Secretary
James L. Miller, Ohio Delta ’85. Other members of
the Executive Council include six District Archons
elected at the District Council meeting. The
Archons serving during the report year include:
District I - Allan Rysin, New York Iota ’04; District II Bryce A. Myers, Ohio Epsilon ’02; District III - Ryan
E. Fischer, Indiana Zeta ’03; District IV - John C.
Cochran, Alabama Alpha ’03; District V - Jason A.
Martin, Texas Alpha ’01; District VI - Daniel J. Duran,
Arizona Alpha ’03.
During this past summer’s District Council
meetings, held in conjunction the Woodrow Wilson
Leadership School in Nashville, Tennessee, six new
Archons were elected to serve a two-year term.
The new Archons include: District I – Sean Michael
Devlin, Pennsylvania Upsilon ’06, District II – David C.
Voll, Ohio Delta ’04, District III – Charles Albert, Illinois
Iota ’07, District IV – John J. Shumaker, Kentucky Beta
’04, District V – Barrett J. Anderson, Iowa Alpha ’05,
District VI – Scott A.Wood, Arizona Alpha ’04.

FRATERNITY STAFF
Shawn M. Collinsworth, Indiana Eta ’91, just
completed his sixth year as Executive Director, and
8
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editor of The Shield, and has been on staff since
1998. Along with Collinsworth, serving on the
management team during the report year were:
Assistant Executive Director Claude M. Warren III,
Indiana Alpha ’96 (Indiana Zeta ’95); Director of
Chapter Services Chad M. Stegemiller, Indiana Zeta
’98; Director of Leadership Development Robert
S. Nagel, New York Eta ’99; Director of Publications
RJ Proie, Pennsylvania Beta ’00; Director of Alumni
Services William L. Haskett, Indiana Zeta ’00;
Director of Expansion Ronald K Ransom, Indiana
Zeta ’00.
The support staff included: April M. Johnson,
Database Administrator; Jacklyn H. Cole,
Bookkeeper; Christina A. Silas, Administrative
Assistant.
Educational Leadership Consultants include: Eric
M. Jezewski, Ohio Theta ’01; Erik B. Rechenbach,
Tennessee Epsilon ’02; and Zhi C. Yee, Indiana
Epsilon ’04.
Staff changes occurring during the report year
saw the departure of Bookkeeper Jacklyn H. Cole
and Consultants Mark J. Lipka, Pennsylvania Phi ’04,
Aaron R. Chandler, Michigan Beta ’02;

The total assets of the Fraternity are
determined by combining the totals of the various
funds under the umbrella of Phi Kappa Psi
Fraternity, Inc., an Indiana nonprofit corporation.
The assets of three funds – the General Fund, the
Insurance Fund and the Permanent Fund – make
up the vast majority of the Fraternity’s net worth.
There exist a few smaller funds that have been
created for specific purposes.
At the end of the report year, the net assets of
the Fraternity were $6,059,356, compared to
$5,451,896 a year ago, an increase of $607,460.
Total liabilities and net assets were $6,340,699 for
the report year.
The graphs show the Fraternity’s breakdown of
income and expenses in the General Fund from
June 1, 2006 to May 31, 2007.
Copies of the Fraternity’s audited financial
statements are available from the Fraternity
Headquarters upon written request.

Revenues and Expenses
TOTAL REVENUE
$3,345,217
Insurance
Premiums
36%

Chapter Finance
Charges
1%
Endowment
Fund Grant
3%

Interest and
Dividends
22%

Alumni
Contributions
1%
Chapter Services
Fees
9%
Administrative Fees
2%

Sales and
Other
1%

Conferences &
Conventions
7%

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Other
1%

Initiation and
Pledge Fees
17%
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TOTAL EXPENSES
$2,737,757

Publications and
Communication
6%

Fraternity
Activities
33%

Convention and
Leadership Activities
Administrative
11%
50%
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Phi Kappa Psi’s
Most Initiates by Chapter
2,600 + INITIATES

Rhode Island Alpha
Tennessee Delta
Virginia Alpha
Virginia Beta
Wisconsin Gamma

Indiana Beta

2,200 – 2,399 INITIATES
Kansas Alpha
Texas Alpha

1,200 – 1,399 INITIATES
Indiana Gamma
Indiana Epsilon
Iowa Beta
Maryland Alpha
Ohio Epsilon
Oklahoma Alpha
Pennsylvania Eta

2,000 – 2,199 INITIATES
California Delta
Illinois Delta
Indiana Delta
Ohio Delta
West Virginia Alpha

1,800 – 1,999 INITIATES
1,000 – 1,199 INITIATES

Illinois Alpha
Indiana Alpha
New York Alpha
New York Beta
Ohio Alpha
Pennsylvania Beta
Pennsylvania Gamma

Colorado Alpha
Nebraska Beta
Ohio Lambda
Rhode Island Beta

800 – 999 INITIATES
Ohio Eta
Texas Beta

1,600 – 1,799 INITIATES
Iowa Alpha
Missouri Alpha
Nebraska Alpha
Ohio Beta
Washington Alpha

600 – 799 INITIATES
Arizona Beta
California Eta
Indiana Zeta
Michigan Beta
New York Eta
Ohio Zeta
Ohio Theta
Oregon Beta

1,400 – 1,599 INITIATES
California Beta
California Epsilon
Michigan Alpha
Minnesota Beta
Mississippi Alpha
Oregon Alpha
Pennsylvania Alpha
Pennsylvania Epsilon
Pennsylvania Zeta
Pennsylvania Theta
Pennsylvania Iota
Pennsylvania Lambda
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

400 – 599 INITIATES
Alabama Alpha
Arizona Alpha
DC Alpha
Florida Alpha
Louisiana Alpha
Pennsylvania Nu
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The Hardest Decision
Two Chapters Closed In 2007 For Hazing Violations
One of the most difficult events for the
Fraternity to bear is the closing of a chapter. In over
150 years, Phi Psi has lost chapters to host
institution opposition to Greek life, lack of alumni
support, depletion of the student body due to war
or illness, and falling recruitment numbers.
However, it is perhaps most painful to watch
undergraduate members make the conscious
decision to jeopardize the future of their charter by
ignoring our policies and undermining the most
sacred meanings of the word “brother” by hazing
their pledges.
In 2007, the Executive Council and
Headquarters staff were compelled to close two
chapters, Pennsylvania Zeta (Dickinson) and
Arizona Beta (Arizona State), in accordance with
National and host institution policies.The Phi Kappa
Psi Fraternity is firmly against hazing, a practice that
is in direct opposition to the fundamental values of
our organization. We attempt to bring like-minded
men together to improve their lives and thereby
improve society; hazing degrades individuals,
destroys camaraderie and is a black eye on our and
all Greek organizations.
Hazing is against the law in most states, and
rightly so.The pledge period is perhaps a member’s
most vulnerable time, when he desires
membership and brotherhood but has not yet
been initiated.To turn his vulnerability against him is
a perversion of the positive relationship that can
be built during this formative period. Instead of
utilizing the pledgeship as a time to teach tradition,
responsibility, balance between scholastic, social
and spiritual life, and the many functions of a good
chapter, a hazing chapter wastes time abusing and
intimidating young men whom they will soon call
“brother.”
We hope to never be forced to close another
chapter because of hazing, but the National
Fraternity recognizes that only our proactive
measures can prevent that from happening. We
have a number of resources set up to help
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

For more information on how your
chapter can avoid hazing and establish a
pledge program that is fun, safe and will
be fundamental to a lifetime of Phi Psi
membership, call the Headquarters at
1-800-486-1852.
chapters comply with our rules and use the pledge
period as a constructive and instructional time, and
to change their ways if they are hazing.
Our first line is our Educational Leadership
Consultants (ELCs). ELCs travel to every single
chapter each year, and many more than once.
While on campus, they meet with chapter officers,
alumni volunteers and campus Greek Life officials.
Each chapter is given a tailor-made report
specifying areas for improvement, modeled around
our Chapter Excellence Program, or Accreditation.
ELCs often meet with pledge classes, educating
them about what a productive pledge process
looks like and offering to help if anything seems
awry. ELCs also meet with the entire chapter and
discuss our risk management policies, so there can
be no misunderstanding of what hazing means to
Phi Kappa Psi.
continued on page 80
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Mark Biscone:
Phi Psi Aiming High
Brother to climb Mt. Kilimanjaro to raise funds,
awareness of cancer research
Mark J. Biscone, New York Theta ’96, is looking
forward to the adventure of a lifetime, but he also
wants that personal adventure to have a much
wider impact. “This is the biggest thing to come
along where I can combine my love of hiking and
adventure with a good cause,” Biscone says. “This
opportunity allows me incredible challenges
matched with immeasurable rewards.”
Biscone, who has spent most of his life
researching medicines and treatments in a
laboratory setting, will be hiking Mt. Kilimanjaro, in
Tanzania, Africa, from Feb. 23 to March 8, 2008. He
will be a member of one of four teams that plan to
meet from four directions on the highest point in
Africa at sunrise. According to the website
www.journeysforinspiration.com, those individuals
will be there “to celebrate the struggles, the
courage of spirit and the sharing of
community…to spread hope to the world…to
demonstrate what is possible in a world
community…to strive to develop support for each
other, spread awareness, fund the cancer fight and
celebrate the beauty and goodness in life.”
Biscone is going with a team, mostly based in
Rochester, N.Y. although he now lives in
Philadelphia.The members of the group are people
who themselves have been or have had someone
close to them affected by cancer. The goal is to
raise at least $100,000 for the American Cancer
Society to use for research on cures for cancer.
Biscone, now 31, received a B.S. degree in
biochemistry from Rochester Institute of
Technology, then went on to the University of
Pennsylvania where he earned his Ph.D. in
microbiology. Biscone worked on virus research in
Philadelphia and is now teaching part-time at the
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

University of Pennsylvania along with doing some
construction work and bartending to help earn
funds for his planned hike.
Several years ago, Biscone introduced his
former boss and good friend Jim to hiking, inviting
him on several trips in the northeast including Mt.
Katadhin and Mt. Washington. Jim is now nearly 60
years old, and has embraced the passion of hiking
while at the same time surviving prostate cancer.
When Jim called and asked if Biscone would like to
join the team hiking on Mt. Kilimanjaro, Biscone says
he only had to think for a minute before replying,
“Sure.”
Now Biscone is trying to raise the funds to pay
for the expenses of the trip itself, $2,500 plus
airfare and the necessary equipment, and toward
the fundraising goal for cancer research.
He’s also making sure he is in shape, mentally
and physically, for the hike up the 19,340 foot
mountain. Biscone says his most difficult climb to
date has been an ice climb up a 5,000 foot
mountain near Seattle, but he has done a lot of
hiking and, while the climb will be a challenge, he is
in good physical shape.
As for Biscone, he says his life has been affected
by cancer. His grandmother died from the disease
and his grandfather continues to fight prostate
cancer. He has an aunt who died from pancreatic
cancer, just three weeks after being diagnosed; one
of his sisters had a bout with skin cancer; and a
close friend is currently fighting the disease.
Biscone is asking many people, including his Phi
Psi brothers, to “please help me to take the Great
Joy of Serving Others to the next level. Make a
continued on page 28
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Brotherhood for All Ages
By: Larry Zaiser, Michigan Beta ’62
Director of Alumni Associations
that the alumni from other chapters living in the
area of the alumni association are made welcome.
Brothers from across the country and generations
are invited to join in our celebrations!
Each alumni association should contact the
leadership of each chapter and colony within
driving distance. Call your brothers and make them
welcome. Better yet, call and then visit a chapter
meeting to make your personal invitation to
Founders Day and other events. I have seen the
results of such outreach in causing mentors to rise
from the fertile fields sown by mentors of ages
past. There is nothing more vital, and frankly
nothing more rewarding, than discovering that
those 18-22 year old brothers value your stories,
experiences and advice. After all, alumni have lived
that which is in the future for our undergrads; we
have experienced college years, military service,
job seeking, career choices, marriage and
fatherhood.
All of these adventures lay ahead for the young
brothers. I suspect that every alumnus has at one
time or another said, “If I only had someone to
ask…” I propose that each of us be that mentor,
that Brother for All Ages.

Founders Day 2008 celebrates the 156 year Phi
Kappa Psi heritage, proudly displayed by over
60,000 living initiates and by the positive imprints
made by those others who are now in Chapter
Eternal. The enduring links from generation to
generation is the lifeline of our beloved fraternity
and strengthens her continuously growing history.
This brother to brother sharing is the mortar
which joins the pieces of the past into an inclusive
story for the eager ears of the present. This
dynamic occurs only if our brotherhood keeps
communication within itself.
The theme of this year’s Founders Day urges
brothers of all ages to join together, to share
experiences and to share the special relationships of
brotherhood. It is important to the success of the
initiatives of the Director of Alumni Associations,
approved by the Executive Council, which call for a
re-melding of alumnus brothers of all decades to
each other and to the undergraduates, who are the
newest to bear our glorious shield. Founders Day
cannot be the sole effort toward these ends, but it
is a good place to start.
Be sure that not only the alumni from the home
chapter of the alumni association participate, but

These brothers from all
ages met for an initiation
ceremony at Ohio Eta
(Toledo). L-R Walter
Carstensen, Ohio Eta ’69,
Larry Zaiser, Michigan
Beta ’62, Timothy Kiss,
Ohio Eta ’01, Andrew
Sinner, Ohio Eta ’05,
Painting of Edward
Schmakel, Ohio Eta ’37

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Founders Day Event Schedule
Brothers from all over the country will celebrate Founders Day 2008 with the theme of Brotherhood
For All Ages.The Fraternity was founded by William Henry Letterman and Charles Page Thomas Moore in
Canonsburg, Pa., on February 19, 1852. You are invited to join a celebration near you! A complete and
updated listing is available at www.phikappapsi.com. You can submit events we aren’t yet aware of to Will
Haskett, Director of Alumni Services, at WLH@PhiKappaPsi.com or by calling 1-800-486-1852. Help us wish
Phi Kappa Psi a happy 156th anniversary!
2/1/2008 - Friday

2/9/2008, Saturday

ST. LOUIS AA

WASHINGTON DC AA / DC ALPHA

Start Time: 6:30 p.m.
Event Location: McMurphy’s Grill
614 North 11th Street; St. Louis, MO 63101
Special Guest Speaker: Paul Wineman, Vice
President - Phi Kappa Psi
Special Information: Day before the St. Louis Mardi
Gras parade; All profits from the restaurant help
the St. Louis homeless population
RSVP to Bill Reinecke: billreinecke@yahoo.com;
314-609-1489

Start Time: 5:00 p.m.
Event Location: McFadden’s Restaurant
2401 Pennsylvania Avenue;Washington DC, 20037
Special Information: Cost is $75; Dinner starts at
6:00
RSVP to Doug Miller: dcphipsi@yahoo.com; 301704-2104
2/15/2008, Friday

PHILADELPHIA AA
Start Time: 5:00 p.m.
Event Location: Happy Hour at Keating’s River Grill
(Hyatt); Dinner at Plough & the Stars
201 S. Columbus Blvd (Hyatt) / 123 Chestnut St
(Restaurant); Philadelphia, PA
Special Guest Speaker: Shawn Collinsworth,
Executive Director - Phi Kappa Psi
Special Information: Happy hour from 5:00 - 7:00;
Dinner starts at 7:00; Saturday includes a “Meet
and Greet” with Shawn Collinsworth at
Behrakis Hall on the Drexel University Campus
from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
RSVP to Russell Pocaro: Russell.Pocaro@TMobile.com

2/9/2008, Saturday

CHICAGO AA
Start Time: 6:30 - 10:00 p.m.
Event Location: Goose Island Brewery
1800 N. Clybourn; Chicago, IL
Special Guest Speaker: Todd Schoell, Sales
Representative - Allied Sales and Marketing
Special Information: Business Casual attire for the
evening
RSVP to president@phipsichicago.org
2/9/2008, Saturday

MID-MISSOURI AA / MO ALPHA
Event Location: Wine Cellar and Bistro
505 Cherry St.; Columbia, MO
Special Guest Speaker: Steve O’Rourke, President
- Phi Kappa Psi
Special Information:
RSVP to Ed Brandon: a3diners@aol.com

2/15/2008, Friday

TWIN CITIES AA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Event Location: McNamara Alumni Center University of Minnesota
200 Oak St SE; Minneapolis, MN 55455
Special Guest Speaker: Paul Wineman, Vice
President - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to Josh Mohr: mohrjosh@gmail.com

2/9/2008, Saturday

SAN DIEGO AA / CA LAMBDA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Event Location:Tom Ham’s Lighthouse
2150 Harbor Island Dr.; San Diego, CA 92101
RSVP to Ben Moraga: benmoraga@gmail.com
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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2/16/2008, Saturday

2/16/2008, Saturday

INDIANAPOLIS AA

SOUTH FLORIDA GULF COAST AA

Start Time: 11:30 a.m.
Event Location: Columbia Club - Crystal Court
121 Monument Circle; Indianapolis, IN 46204
Special Guest Speaker: Paul Wineman,Vice
President - Phi Kappa Psi
Special Information: Reception prior to lunch. For
more details visit www.pkpindyaa.org.
RSVP to Douglas Palmquist:
douglaspalmquist@aim.com

Start Time: 11:30 a.m.
Event Location: Snook River Grill
2505 Manatee Ave. East; Bradenton, FL 34208
Special Guest Speaker: Will Haskett, Director of
Alumni Services - Phi Kappa Psi
Special Information: Luncheon
RSVP to Bob Greene NY Eta ‘59
(rg27masten@aol.com)
2/16/2008, Saturday

2/16/2008, Saturday

WESTERN CHICAGO AA

OREGON AA

Start Time: Noon - 2:00
Event Location:The Westin - Lombard
70 Yorktown Center; Lombard, IL 60148
Special Guest Speaker:TBD
Special Information: Cost is $30 for lunch Spouses and Guests are welcome
RSVP to Paul Oblon: consults@ais.net; 630-886-6102

Start Time: 5:00 p.m.
Event Location: Kells Restaurant
112 SW 2nd Ave,; Portland, OR 97204
Special Guest Speaker: Uchenna Agu OR Alpha ‘85
- Winner of Amazing Race 7, along with his
wife, Joyce
Special Information: House Corporation Meetings
for OR Alpha and OR Beta from 4:00 - 5:00;
Live auction again this year - raised $3600 for
both chapters last year!
RSVP to www.oregonphipsialumni.com - Click on
Founders Day Link

2/16/2008, Saturday

SILICON VALLEY AA / CA BETA
Start Time: 6:30 p.m.
Event Location: CA Beta Chapter House
592 Mayfield Ave.; Stanford, CA 94305
Special Guest Speaker: Gordon Letterman, GreatGrandson of William Henry Letterman
Special Information: Cocktails with dinner to
follow
RSVP to Eric Watkins:
ewatkins@stanfordalumni.org; 650-814-4364

2/16/2008, Saturday

HUNTSVILLE AA
Start Time: 6:30 p.m.
Event Location: Heritage Club
111 Washington St NE; Huntsville, AL 35801
Special Guest Speaker: Steve O’Rourke, President:
Phi Kappa Psi
Special Information: Dinner starts at 7:00 and
includes AA meeting and discussion of
potential colony expansion to U. of AlabamaHuntsville
RSVP to Glen Buttrey: imglenb@comcast.net

2/16/2008, Saturday

LANCASTER COUNTY AA / PA ETA
Start Time: 4:00
Event Location:TBD
Campus of Franklin and Marshall College
Special Information:Two-hour reception followed
by dinner; Beginning of a series of events
leading to the chapter’s sesquicentennial in
2010
RSVP to Ricardo Rivers: rgrivers@aol.com;
646-824-6981

2/16/2008, Saturday

CENTRAL IOWA AA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Event Location: Hotel Fort Des Moines
1000 Walnut St.; Des Moines, IA 50309
Special Guest Speaker: Barrett Anderson, Archon District V
RSVP to Mark Easler: easlerm@nationwide.com
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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2/16/2008, Saturday

2/17/2008, Sunday

TEXAS SOUTH PLAINS / TEXAS BETA

OHIO MU

Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Event Location: Lubbock Country Club
3416 Mesa Rd.; Lubbock,TX
Special Guest Speaker: Major General Scott Black
CA Eta ‘74, Major General - US Army
Special Information: $40 for alumni; $25 for
undergraduates; coat and tie recommended
RSVP to Don Weldon: dweldon@ectisp.net; 972846-9929

Start Time:TBD
Event Location:TBD
Dayton, OH
Special Guest Speaker:TBD
Special Information:TBD
RSVP to Glenn Ferguson:
fergusga@notes.udayton.edu
2/19/2008,Tuesday

HOUSTON AA
2/16/2008, Saturday
Start Time: 7:00 p.m.
Event Location: Oklahoma Alpha Chapter House
720 Elm Ave.; Norman, OK 73069
Special Guest Speaker: Mike McCoy, Historian Phi Kappa Psi
Special Information: Cost is $10 per person
RSVP to okalpah-foundersday@hotmail.com

Start Time: 7:00 p.m.
Event Location: Macaroni Grill
5802 Westheimer; Houston,TX 77057
Special Guest Speaker: Paul Wineman, Vice
President - Phi Kappa Psi
Special Information: Suit and Tie dress code;
wives/dates/guests are welcomed
RSVP to John Packard: john.packard@hilton.com;
832-453-6636

2/16/2008 – 2/20/2008, Saturday – Wednesday

2/19/2008,Tuesday

ARKANSAS ALPHA

NEW MEXICO AA

Event Location: Cabo Alpha
Cabo San Lucas, Mexico
Special Information: Donation required to attend
RSVP to Mac Pafford: tmacp@aol.com;
713-882-3508

Start Time: 5:30 p.m.
Event Location: MCM Elegante Hotel
2020 Menaul Blvd. NE, Albuquerque, NM on the
corner of Menaul and University
Special Information: Cocktails with dinner to
follow at 6:00 p.m.
RSVP to Lewis Bejcek: lbejcek@comcast.net 505550-4033 by Feb. 14

OKLAHOMA ALPHA

2/16/2008, Saturday

IOWA ALPHA
Start Time: 1:00 p.m.
Event Location: Nile Kinnick Press Box (subject to
change)
RSVP to Alan Cosby: alan-cosby@uiowa.edu

2/20/2008, Wednesday

PITTSBURGH AA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Event Location: Duquesne Club
325 Sixth Ave.; Pittsburgh PA
Special Guest Speaker: Paul Wineman,Vice
President - Phi Kappa Psi
Special Information: Dinner at 7:00; Pittsburgh AA
Hall of Fame Induction; Billiards after dinner
RSVP to Jim Denny: jcpdenny@comcast.net OR
Ron DeMay: rdemay@ryconic.com

2/17/2008, Sunday

GARDEN STATE AA
Start Time: 11:00 a.m.
Event Location:The Farnsworth House
135 Farnsworth Ave.; Bordentown, NJ 08505
Special Guest Speaker: Shawn Collinsworth,
Executive Director - Phi Kappa Psi
Special Information: Also includes annual meeting
RSVP to Dave Dziengowski:
dziengowski@yahoo.com

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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2/21/2008,Thursday

2525 Jefferson Blvd.; Sacramento, CA
Special Guest Speaker: Wade Garard, Executive
Director - Phi Psi Foundation
Special Information: Cost is $40 for alumni, $70
for couples and $30 per undergraduate;
Dinner served at 7:00. Phi Psi Ladies are
welcome!
RSVP to Travis Nagler: travisnagler@hotmail.com

CHARLOTTE AA
Start Time: 6:30 p.m.
Event Location: Cans Bar & Canteen
500 W 5th St; Charlotte, NC 28202
Special Guest Speaker: Will Haskett, Director of
Alumni Services – Phi Kappa Psi
Special Information: For more information, visit
www.charlottephikappapsi.com
RSVP to president@charlottephikappapsi.com

2/23/2008, Saturday

WISCONSIN AA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Event Location: Madison Club
5 E. Wilson St.; Madison, WI
Special Guest Speaker:Tryon Hubbard,Treasurer Phi Kappa Psi
Special Information: $35 per person; dinner
served at 7:00; Banquet caps off a day-long
event of optional tours and ceremonies; RSVP
for more information
RSVP to Rob Ulaszek: rob.ulaszek@gmail.com

2/22/2008, Friday

TOLEDO AA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Event Location: Central Park West Banquet
Facility
3141 Central Park West Drive;Toledo, OH
Special Guest Speaker: Jim Miller, Secretary Phi Kappa Psi
Special Information: Cost is $35; Event also
includes an alumni induction ceremony for
recent graduates
RSVP to Larry Zaiser:
lzaiser@muzakoftoledo.com; 419-473-8811

2/23/2008, Saturday

CLEVELAND AA / OH EPSILON
Start Time: 5:00 p.m.
Event Location: Carlton Commons
Case Western Reserve Campus;The end of
Carlton Road, down from chapter house
Special Information: Dinner served at 6:00 after
happy hour
RSVP to Chris Carach:
christopher.carach@case.edu

2/22/2008, Friday

WHEAT STATE AA / KS ALPHA
Start Time: 6:30 p.m.
Event Location: KS Alpha Chapter House
1602 West 15th Street; Lawrence, KS
RSVP to www.wheatstatealumni.com
2/23/2008, Saturday

NEW YORK CITY AA

2/23/2008, Saturday

Start Time: 1:00 p.m.
Event Location: Fraunces Tavern
54 Pearl Street; New York, NY
Special Guest Speaker: Will Haskett, Director of
Alumni Services - Phi Kappa Psi
Special Information: Cocktails and a 3-course
lunch
RSVP to Nick Hsu: nickhsu@gmail.com;
650.862.6731

RUBBER CITY AA (AKRON, OH)

2/23/2008, Saturday

2/23/2008, Saturday

SACRAMENTO AA

NEBRASKA BETA

Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Event Location: Club Pheasant Restaurant

Start Time: All Day
Event Location: NE Beta Chapter House

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Event Location:The Tangier
532 W. Market St.; Akron, OH 44303
Special Information: Any alumnus in the
Akron/Cleveland area can join in on the fun.
Cost is $50 per person. Dinner starts at 7:15
RSVP to Steve Horgan: HorganS@nskind.com
OR Tim Lynskey: tskey@maits.com
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3618 Farnam; Omaha, NE 68131
Special Information: Day includes happy hour &
dinner, a viewing party for the Bracketbuster
basketball game, philanthropy events with
Habitat for Humanity and a casino night
RSVP to Jeffrey Murnan:
JeffreyMurnan@creighton.edu

Special Information: Silent Auction at 6:00 with
dinner to follow at 7:00
RSVP to Bill McCallum: 206-998-1247
3/1/2008, Saturday

WESTERN NEW YORK AA / NY ETA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Event Location: Pearl Street Bar and Grill
76 Pearl Street; Buffalo, NY 14202
Special Information: 3-day weekend celebration:
Block of hotel rooms reserved at Hyatt
Regency (2 Fountain Plaza) - 716-855-4953
RSVP to Mike Jasper: 716-512-3215;
mike@softwareleads.com

2/23/2008, Saturday

FLORIDA ALPHA
Start Time: All Day
Event Location: Seminole Golf and Country Club
Tallahassee, FL
Special Information: Golf tee times throughout the
day with a dinner/banquet to follow at 7:00.
RSVP to Aaron Freeman: 727-709-9262;
alf06d@fsu.edu

3/6/2008,Thursday

NORTH TEXAS AA
Start Time: 6:30 p.m.
Event Location: Maggiano’s
6001 W. Park Blvd.; Plano,TX 75093
Special Guest Speaker: Shawn Collinsworth,
Executive Director - Phi Kappa Psi
Special Information: Special celebration of TX
Delta’s 20th anniversary
RSVP to Bill Long: iblong2@sbcglobal.net; 214435-7839

2/23/2008, Saturday

PHOENIX AA
Start Time:TBD
Event Location:TBD
Phoenix, AZ
Special Information: More information to come
soon
RSVP to Ted Hackman: thackman@cox.net; 602312-7222

3/8/2008, Saturday
2/29/2008, Friday

BIRMINGHAM AA / ALABAMA ALPHA

ATLANTA AA

Start Time: 12:30 p.m.
Event Location: Indian Hills Country Club
1650 McFarland Blvd N;Tuscaloosa, AL
Special Guest Speaker: Gordon Letterman, GreatGrandson of William Henry Letterman
Special Information: Banquet is $30. Morning
activities at the chapter house include a
continental breakfast at 9:00, initiation at 10:00
and social hour from 11:00 - noon
RSVP to Tim Connell: tkcbama@bellsouth.net; 205919-8073

Start Time: 6:30 p.m.
Event Location: Petite Auberge Restaurant
2935 North Druid Hills Rd.; Atlanta, GA 30329
Special Guest Speaker: Andy Heller NY Alpha ‘74,
President of Domestic Distribution - Turner
Broadcasting
Special Information: Dinner starts at 7:30
RSVP to Flynn Brantley: 404-325-0595 or
flynn151@aol.com
3/1/2008, Saturday

SEATTLE AA / WA ALPHA

4/12/2008, Saturday

Start Time: 5:30 p.m.
Event Location: Seattle Yacht Club
1807 East Hamlin St.; Seattle, WA 98112
Special Guest Speaker: Jim Boyle, Chapter Advisor
- WA Alpha

PENNSYLVANIA BETA

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Start Time:Appetizers at 3:30 p.m., Dinner at 4:00 p.m.
Event Location:Tippie Alumni Center at Allegheny
College
RSVP to Eric Schonberg: schonbe@allegheny.edu
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Phi Kappa Psi Welcomes
Three New Chapters
The National Fraternity is proud to highlight our
newest chapters. In 2007, we brought three new
groups into the bonds of our brotherhood, fitting
considering our Ritual and the underlying meanings
of our Fraternity. We asked representatives from
Illinois Iota (Northern Illinois), Maryland Gamma
(Maryland) and Iowa Beta (Iowa State) to share
their unique experiences helping a new group

form, recruit, grow on campus and become
recognized as a chapter.Though each colony faced
different challenges, they share a sense of pride and
accomplishment that few Phi Psis have the
opportunity to be part of. Congratulations to our
newest groups, and best of luck as you create new
branches of Phi Psi history!

The new members of Illinois Iota pose with their charter
and District III Archon Charles Albert
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Illinois Iota:
Northern Illinois University
CHRIS CHAMPION, ILLINOIS IOTA ’07
Splash. Paired with the NIU Silverettes, the colony
was able to win the lip sync event and then place
second overall in the entire event. Our first petition
for chartering was rejected during this semester
though. But even with this bad news, the colony
had built a strong base for the upcoming semester.
In fall of 2006, the colony went under some
hard times. People began to drop from the colony,
and recruitment was not going as well as planned.
Membership hit a low of 13 members, and there
was not much self-esteem left in the chapter. But
even with this hardship, the brothers refused to let
the colony end. Recruitment ended up being a
success, and nine new members came to the
colony during this semester. Also during this time,
the brothers began working on the petition that
would ultimately help get us our charter. During
the fall of 2009 the colony also continued its
existing philanthropies and began a new one. The
colony once again held its annual blood drive.Then

When many of us look back on chartering and
the events leading up to the event, there were
many highs, and many lows that our colony at the
time experienced, but we would never change
these experiences. The Illinois Iota Chapter was a
colony for about one and a half years before being
installed as a chapter. Here is a brief history of the
young chapter.
We were installed as a colony in January of
2006. At the time the colony had 16 members and
was ready to grow the colony with spring
recruitment coming up. During the spring, the
colony was able to recruit three new guys to join,
thus bringing our numbers up to 19 members.
During the spring semester, the colony also began
many annual events that continue still with the
chapter. These events include attending the NIU
Relay for Life, and our annual Blood Drive. Also
during this time, the colony participated in the
Delta Gamma annual philanthropy of Anchor

Illinois Iota’s members sing “Noble Fraternity”
at their installation banquet as guests look on
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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again in the annual Delta Gamma Anchor Splash
event, this time paired with the Alpha Delta Pi
sorority.This all led to our chartering ceremony on
April 21, 2007.
Not many words can describe the chartering
ceremony. All of our struggles and all of our highs
had finally brought us to this day. Different events
from the weekend included a welcome event on
the Friday before chartering in which many of the
colony members were able to meet alumni in Phi
Kappa Psi. Saturday, the events of the day included
the chartering ceremony itself, lunch with many of
the alumni and undergraduates that attended the
ceremony, and finally the banquet in which we
were able to share the best day of our lives with
our families and friends outside of the fraternity.
April 21, 2007 is one day that none of the brothers
in the chapter will never forget for their entire lives.
Heading into our second semester as a chapter,
the Illinois Iota chapter has already reaped the
benefits of being a chapter.The chapter brought in
eight new members bringing our total numbers to
this point up to 28. We also are looking to have a
house lined up on Greek Row for the fall of 2008
semester and finally are looking to create our own
annual philanthropy which would be a Battle of the
Bands. Needless to say, the chapter only will
continue to prosper and grow.

later in the semester the colony began helping the
annual YMCA Halloween party. So through all of
the recruitment and petition issues, the colony still
continued to work on its philanthropy work, which
continued into the Christmas season with helping
the Salvation Army with bell ringing around the
Dekalb, Ill. area. Finally before the end of the
semester, the colony sent in its petition for
chartering.
Heading into the spring of 2007, the colony had
many high hopes for the near future. Then at the
PLA event, the colony received word that the
executive council had approved our petition for
chartering, and that the colony would soon
become a chapter. The news overwhelmed many
of its members and many felt they were dreaming,
but it didn’t really hit home to us until we finally set
a date for the event. April 21, 2007 was the date in
which the colony would become a chapter. There
was much to do for chartering in preparation, but
that didn’t stop the recruitment and the
philanthropies during the semester. Once again the
colony was able to accumulate the Phi Psi 500 with
its community service hours that included
attending relay for life and painting the Dekalb
Women’s shelter. The colony also brought in two
more members before the chartering ceremony.
The colony also managed to place second once

Maryland Gamma:
University of Maryland
“Fear The Turtle”
MICAH KLEID, PENNSYLVANIA ETA ’00
Brotherhood is an intangible entity, one of those
qualities that cannot be properly explained to
someone who was not a member of a fraternity
himself. But while brotherhood is intangible, it is
very real, and it permeated the University of
Maryland, College Park campus on September 29,
2007 when the University of Maryland Colony was
installed as Maryland Gamma, the 149th chapter of
the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity.
Thirty-three men were initiated as the
chartering members of the new chapter that day
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

at Memorial Chapel on campus. First, the 21
Founding Fathers, those men who had been a part
of this experience from the very beginning, were
initiated, and then they watched from the pews as
the other 12 men, the Alpha and Beta pledge
classes, were initiated in turn. I had the
unbelievably fortunate opportunity to act as the
VGP that early Saturday morning, and so not only
did I have the privilege of administering the oaths
of brotherhood, but I was also able to stand in
front of the brothers as the oaths were
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Maryland Gamma’s new members pose with alumni and
Executive Council members following their initiation ceremony

administered, to see the looks on their faces as the
men before me became brothers.
A year and a half before that day it had begun
with a dream, a dream to create a new kind of
fraternity at the University of Maryland. The men
in that room during the colonization ceremony
were all there for different reasons – some had
rushed other fraternities but did not feel that any
of them were a fit, some had never considered
joining a fraternity until the opportunity to start a
new one arose and some were just there to boost
their resumes with leadership positions. For 18
months the men in the room changed, as some left
the group to pursue other activities and new men
joined in the auspicious task of turning a colony
into a chapter in just one full academic year, but the
work remained the same – hard, tiring, strenuous,
difficult and, more often than not, fun. The other
alumni advisers and I, brothers from different
chapters who took time out of their busy lives to
help the men become brothers, worked hard over
that year and a half as well. And all of that hard
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

National Treasurer Tryon Hubbard and
Maryland Gamma President Matthew
Oster present the chapter’s new charter
work, determination and dedication paid off on
that beautiful Saturday morning in September
when the Maryland Gamma chapter was installed
and its new members initiated.
But as was stated over and over again by the
many prominent Fraternity figures who attended
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the banquet on Saturday night – Dud “Mr. Phi Psi”
Daniel, National Treasurer Tryon Hubbard,
descendent of Founder William Henry Letterman,
Gordon Letterman, and staff members Shawn
Collinsworth, Claude Warren, Ron Ransom, Ben
Nicol and others – this was not the end, but just
the beginning. Now that the Maryland Gamma
chapter is established, and off and running with a
full head of steam, one more goal lies in the

horizon. The brothers have Maryland Gamma have
pledged that they will not rest, that they will use
the same drive and determination it took to
achieve chapter status, to achieve their next goal –
being recognized as Grand Chapter. And given
how quickly, and how well, the brothers earned
chapter status, all of the other chapters in Phi Psi
should heed this warning – Fear the Turtle!

The former and now current home of the Iowa Beta Chapter

Iowa Beta: Iowa State University
“Phantom Chapter” Revived
BY: BURNS DAVISON, IOWA BETA ’79
The chill of an approaching winter was in the air
early in the morning of Saturday, October 27, 2007.
Brothers from the ages had begun to gather at the
Baptist church next to the chapter house where
many had the recollection of initiations years
before, but this initiation was different, it was special
– Iowa Beta, for the second time in its history, was
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

returning to campus.
Several of the alumni brothers recalled the
Corporation Board meeting nearly a decade
before when the decision had been made to
relinquish the charter to the National office.
Precipitating that decision was more than four
years of the undergraduate chapter coming up
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significantly short on their financial responsibility to
the Corporation Board, citing low membership.
Despite the alumni group doing everything short
of moving in and mentoring the chapter daily, the
undergraduates were unable to maintain any
significant recruitment. As it turns out, integral in
the revival of Iowa Beta was the personal
dedication of alumnus Bill Good ’69 who, with his
wife Lindy (Delta Zeta), actually did move into the
chapter house, where Lindy is the housemother.
In the early 1970s, housemothers became a
historical footnote in many of the fraternity houses
on the Iowa State campus, including the Phi Psi
house. After more than 30 years, 2006 once again
found a housemother at the Phi Psi house.
The revival of Iowa Beta began several years
ago as the alumni group grappled with what to do
with the chapter house, which had been rented to
another fraternity in the interim. Unaware of the
situation, several alumni had stopped by “their
house” only to find another fraternity residing
there. The “old guard” found themselves without a
base before and after the fall football games or for
the spring Veishea parade and celebration. A critical
mass of alumni came together and planned the
resurgence of the chapter.
In the course of planning the revival, it was
determined that the chapter house needed to be
completely renovated, with a focus on the needs
and expectations of today’s university student.
Fortunately, the structural evaluation of the 1920s
vintage chapter house indicated that the house
itself was structurally “sound,” although a substantial
amount of refurbishment was in order. A capital
campaign was begun without a chapter (or even a
colony) in place – only the promise of revival.
In the spring of 2004, the first attempt of
recolonizing the chapter was made by the National
office. Colony members were recruited, but
unfortunately they were unable to generate the
necessary enthusiasm to build their group much
beyond their original number. Within a year, that
group faltered. Curiously, this mirrored the
faltering of the local group who had sought to reestablish the chapter in the 1910s; which chapter
had been originally chartered in 1865*, but in a
university environment that was hostile to
fraternities until after the turn of the century.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

A second attempt at recolonizing the chapter
was made in the summer of 2005. That effort
resulted in the recruitment of who we refer to as
our re-founding five: Ryan Biller, Chris Rada, Bryan
Hoag, Pat Pannkuk and Umang Patel. These young
men, bold and with initiative, were able to grow
their numbers over the next two years to the 33
strong who were initiated into Phi Kappa Psi this
fall. The initiates included legacy Peter Anderson
’07, son of Dave “Andy” Anderson ’73.
Our keynote speaker for the reinstallation
banquet was Congressman Bruce Braley ’76, who
shared a poignant reflection of what “The Great
Joy of Serving Others” really means. As a
testament to many of the principles we talk about
glibly, Bruce and his family put those principles to
action by extending their family to include a young
man who otherwise might have been lost to
society. As Brother Braley reflected, that was the
day he truly became a Phi Psi.
The weekend was marked with several other
special events including a ribbon-cutting event to
showcase several recently completed exterior site
improvements designed to demonstrate
sustainable urban water resource management
measures. The project was funded in part by an
Iowa Department of Natural Resources grant and
incorporates several urban water best
management practices including a rain garden, a
modular porous pavement patio and walkway, and
a large dry well constructed in conjunction with
the sand volleyball court. Jim Patchett ’71 and Dan
Canova ’91 were instrumental in the concept and
implementation of this project.
Another special event was the installation of a
new flag pole in front of the house and the raising
of the colors on the initiative of Bill Cahoon ’51.
Upon learning of the restoration of the chapter
house, Bill decided that he wanted to make a
specific contribution of a flag pole, having retired to
eastern Tennessee from the aluminum industry. Bill
secured a 25-foot pole, only to find that he was
unable to get a common carrier to transport it.
Not to be denied, he constructed his own carrier
for his pick-up and personally delivered the pole
which was raised on the weekend.
One of the final touches for the first floor of the
chapter house will be the construction of a new
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trophy case to display the various awards the
chapter has acquired over the years. Jeff Kilburg,
father of undergraduate Collin Kilburg ’07 and an
experienced woodworker, had volunteered to
donate his labor to build the trophy case if we
could provide the materials. Prior to the weekend
we were about $1,000 shy of the material cost, but
our shortfall was covered by a contribution from
our brothers from the University of Iowa (Iowa
Alpha).
As our periodic email updates to our loyal
alumni end, “It was a good weekend at 316 Lynn
Avenue!” For more information on our restoration

project, including pictures, please follow this link to
the chapter’s website: http://www.stuorg.
iastate.edu/phipsi/Home/main.php
Originally chartered in 1865, the Greek letter
society environment at Iowa State was so secretive
at that time that there exists no documented
history of the chapter’s actual existence on
campus. When a local fraternity sought to establish
a Phi Psi chapter in 1913, the previous charter was
discovered and the chapter retained the “Beta”
designation despite several other chapters having
been colonized at smaller colleges in Iowa in the
interim.

Alumni Clubs & Associations
Atlanta AA
Keith Troutman, 770-478-6463, keith.troutman@us.army.mil
www.geocities.com/atlantaphipsi

Los Angeles AA
John Ciccarelli, 818-700-1336, jcicarelli@aol.com
www.laphipsialumni.com

Baltimore AA
Josiah Lau, 917-478-5578, LAU.JOSIAH@GMAIL.COM

Mid Missouri AA
Ed Brandon, 573-642-7342, a3diners@aol.com
www.geocities.com/midmoaa

Birmingham AA
Freddie Stakes, 205-879-4346,
JFSINC@MINDSPRING.COM

New Mexico AA
Lewis Bejcek, 505-720-4872, LBEJCEK@COMCAST.NET

Central Iowa AA
Mark Easler, 515-457-1278, easlerm@nationwide.com

New York City AA
Nicholas Hsu, 650-862-6731, nickhsu@gmail.com

Charlotte AA
Alex Jankowsky, 704-655-9261, jankowa@adelphia.net

North Texas AA
Bill Long, 214-553-5396, iblong2@sbcglobal.net

Chicago AA
Karl Marschel, 773-506-0746, kmarschel@sbcglobal.net
www.phipsichicago.org

Northern California AA
Ken Perscheid, 925-947-6797,
KPERSCHEID@WESTAFF.COM

Cleveland AA
David Matteson, 814-833-2164, dtm6@case.edu

Oregon AA
Kevin Joshi, 503-384-0864, ducksrock@comcast.net

Columbus AA
Mitch Grant, 614-296-6029, mitch.grant@lfg.com

Philadelphia AA
Paulie Sanborn, 215-901-1484,
PSYCHOLOGYMAJOR316@YAHOO.COM

Garden State AA
David Dziengowski, 609-635-5517,
dziengowski@yahoo.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group.gardenstateaa/

Phoenix AA
Ted Hackman, 623-312-7222,
THACKMAN@QWEST.NET

Greater Orange County AA
Matt Shaw, 949-645-4942, matthew.shaw@yum.com

Pittsburgh AA
Jim Denny, 412-429-0156, JCPDENNY@ADELPHIA.NET

Houston AA
Chuck Brandman, 281-856-8279, cebrandman@dow.com

Rhode Island AA
Tom Linhares, 401-683-1747, tlinhares@verizon.net
www.ribeta.com

Huntsville AA
Charles Buttrey, 256-883-2353, imglenb@comcast.net
Indianapolis AA
Eric Sampson, 317-816-0057, samps@sbcglobal.net
www.pkpindyaa.org
Lancaster County AA
Ricardo Rivers, 212-807-6726,
RG_RIVERS@YAHOO.COM
www.geocities.com/lancasteraa
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Rochester Area AA
Michael Maloney, 585-802-5947, ritmaloney@yahoo.com
Rubber City AA
Michael Horgan, 330-873-9499,
HORGANS@NSKIND.COM
Sacramento AA
Travis Nagler, 530-601-6596,TNAGLER@ZLAND.COM
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Saint Louis AA
Bill Reinecke, 636-226-4188, billreinecke@yahoo.com
San Diego AA
Jack Campbell, 858-761-3036, jack@campbellsd.com
Seattle AA
William McCallum, 206-882-2355,
bill@autonewsonline.com
Silicon Valley AA
Eric Watkins, 650-814-4364, ewatkins@gmail.com
http://www.phipsisvaa.com/
South Florida Gulf Coast AA
Bones Davis, 941-423-9904,
SUBLIMEDADDY@HOTMAIL.COM
Texas South Plains AA
Frank Bray, 972-386-7792, FBRAY@AIRMAIL.NET
www.texastechphipsi.org/association.html
Toledo AA
Larry Zaiser, 419-474-8714, lzaiser@muzakoftoledo.com
Twin Cities AA
Josh Mohr, 612-845-5057,
MOHRISBETTER@YAHOO.COM
Washington, DC AA
Douglas Miller, 301-681-3990, douglasjmiller@yahoo.com
www.geocities.com/dcphipsi
Western Chicago AA
Paul Oblon, 630-579-1831, consults@ais.net
Western New York AA
Tony Thothongkum, 716-439-4999,
THOTHONGKUM@HOTMAIL.COM
Wheat State AA
Kevin McShane, 913-341-5395,
KEVIN.MCSHANE@MAIL.SPRINT.COM
www.wheatstatealumni.com
Wisconsin AA
Robert Ulaszek, 630-513-1855, rob@ulaszek.com
www.badgerphipsi.net
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Colony Newsletters
Phi Kappa Psi continues to grow as we add new chapters and reopen those that have closed. If you would
like to help one of our existing colonies, or would like to help open one in the future, please contact Ron
Ransom, Director of Expansion, at RKR@PhiKappaPsi.com

Bowling Green
State University

University of
California,
Riverside

BOWLING GREEN,
OHIO

RIVERSIDE, CALIF.

The Bowling Green State University Colony
(re-founding the Ohio Zeta Chapter) hit the
ground running during the fall semester with big
plans for recruitment. The brothers of the colony
kicked the year off by assisting with the BG MoveIn team on campus. They assisted incoming
freshmen move into their residence hall, while at
the same time talking to prospective members
about Greek Life and Phi Psi. The brothers
collected names and phone numbers and then
invited each man to various events around campus.
They started by taking the prospective members
to events that introduced them to other freshmen
on campus as well as other Greeks. The Bowling
Green Colony has adopted the motto of “Phi Psi:
Start a Legacy.” It has been helpful with the
brothers’ goal of at least 15 members in their first
recruitment class. The brothers have also been
holding weekly brotherhood and recruitment
activities that include attending school sports,
holding poker tournaments as well as other
activities that promote the bonds of Phi Psi. We
have also been very active within IFC and the rest
of the campus, both Greek and non-Greek. Our
first community service project as a colony was
volunteering for the annual ALS Charity walk held
in October at the Flower Hospital in Toledo, Ohio.
The colony can be contacted through our email:
bgphipsi@gmail.com

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

The brothers of UC Riverside successfully
recruited 20 members last year. This year we hope
to continue to do well in recruitment. With 28
active members, Phi Psi is the third largest
fraternity on campus. We are looking forward to
recruitment and hope to continue on last year’s
success. This fall was more difficult due to lack of a
house to have nightly events. Our brotherhood
remains committed to growth and we know it will
take a team effort to overcome this obstacle. Our
unity as a group has grown due to the many
brotherhood events we had last year. Some of
those events include an ice skating social, our first
spring formal, fight night boxing, a brotherhood
retreat to the mountains and a Route 66 road trip.
This past year we also reached another milestone.
For the first time since colony was founded, we
made the intramural playoffs in football and
basketball. For the first time ever, our community
service accomplishments, growth and strong
standing at the university allowed the colony to
compete in Scotts Year, an annual triathlon
between fraternities. This year, only four IFC
fraternities qualified for participation. The UC
Riverside Colony is proud to report that we are
nearly finished with our petition for charter.
Completing our petition has been a long and
difficult process but we never lost sight of what has
been the most important goal since we founded as
a colony in the spring of 2005. As we prepare for
recruitment and look forward to the upcoming
school year, we know that we rise and fall as one.
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Colony hopes to make this a remarkable and
memorable year in which we continue to strive for
our absolute best.

Indiana
University
Purdue University of
Indianapolis

Ohio University
ATHENS, OHIO

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

The colony at Ohio University has had an
outstanding first year and a half. We have seen
many exciting things happen. During the spring
2007 quarter, we won Greek Week and were able
to field successful intramural softball, soccer and
volleyball teams, proving to those on our campus
that our members are dedicated to being
successful at Ohio University. Jim Blazer, Ohio Delta
’79 has accepted the position as our colony advisor.
We would also like to welcome our newest faculty
advisors, Todd Brokaw (Professor in Management
Information Systems) and George Armann (Flight
Instructor in Aviation). More importantly, our
spring quarter GPA was a 3.07 which is the highest
fraternity GPA on campus, and second in the
Greek Community to only one sorority. We
continue to stay involved in the local community.
Members have volunteered around Athens on
several different levels including recent work with a
local elementary school. We are very proud to
welcome our 13 newest members to the group
who joined during the fall ’07 rush period.
Our petition was submitted to the Executive
Council and has been approved. We will be
chartering on February 9, 2008 in Athens, Ohio.
For more information, please contact Jon Miller at
jm138406@ohio.edu. We welcome all Phi Psi
members to join us for this very exciting occasion.

The brothers of the Indiana University Purdue
University Indianapolis (IUPUI) Colony are very
excited to mark this year as one filled with growth
and accomplishments. In order to encourage this
growth and maintain the same level of
accomplishments that we were able to achieve last
year, we have several events and goals that we
hope will highlight us as leading Greek authority on
campus. We look forward not only expand our
presence on campus but create a set of ideals by
which the brothers of the IUPUI Colony can abide
and that the community can hold us to. We will
use these ideals to help improve us not only as
individuals and brothers, but as leaders as well.
After the culmination of last year, we were very
happy to double our membership numbers, and
we hope that the trend continues to this year. To
begin this year off, we had our first annual Carbash.
It was a very successful event that raised money for
social purposes but most importantly got our
name out to incoming students. This recruitment
week hopes to be a milestone for us in that it will
supply us with enough brothers to charter this
coming spring or summer. The events vary from
social gatherings like a casino night and cookout to
a philanthropy outing in which we will have the
chance to help those less fortunate at Wheeler
Mission. We were recently visited by ALA Director
Tom Pennington and Valparaiso Alumnus Ryan
Hayes where they offered words of
encouragement and advice on how to make the
most of this coming year.
Some events this fall include a Halloween mixer
with a sorority, Dodgeball Tournament, intramurals
and a brother retreat. This retreat will mark the
first one of its kind for us as a colony and took
place at the beginning of October. We hope that
from this event the brothers will be able to take a
better understanding of what we are trying to do
and the bonds that form from it. The IUPUI
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Temple
University
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
The Temple University Colony has been hard at
work this past year, expanding and excelling in all its
goals at Temple. Our determination toward making
a difference on campus as well as within our
brotherhood has never been stronger. Our colony,
which had started out being a small group of
friends, has now doubled in one semester
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composing of 21 brothers. We have had some
tough times during the formation of our
brotherhood, but our resolve has never faltered.
The pinnacle of pride within our brotherhood
was no doubt our colonization. February 16, 2007
was truly a crowning achievement.The colonization
ceremony took place in our very own Ritter Hall at
Temple University, where newly pledged brothers
and alumni came together to celebrate the “refounding” of the Pennsylvania Pi Chapter. All
brothers were very excited and at the same time
a bit nervous of what to expect, but all went well
and there was plenty of cheer to go around. As if
by fate, that same night the Drexel chapter’s annual
formal was held, and we celebrated the inception
of our colony with the entirety of all Philadelphia
Chapters. It was a night that will certainly be
remembered by all of our brothers.
Nevertheless, our colonization was only the
beginning of our road to achieving our charter. It
was followed by various events that our colony
participated in and even hosted. During our
university’s Greek week, Phi Kappa Psi was a major
success. A campus-wide fundraiser was held for
Alex’s Lemonade Stand, where teams of three
fraternities were given 30 minutes to raise as much
capital as possible. Phi Kappa Psi’s team raised the
most money, with numbers exceeding $500.
Among other events, Phi Kappa Psi participated in
a 24-hour See Saw, a Greek wide fundraiser for St.
Jude’s hospital. Phi Kappa Psi was one of the few
fraternities on campus that had representation at
the fundraiser during its entirety. Our dedication

had made a great mark within the Greek
community. We additionally had a great a Spring
Fling, which here at Temple is a big celebration of
Temple Pride. We had drawn huge crowds to our
stand, where basketball and water ice was available
for all students. Additionally, as a sign of our deep
sympathy and condolence for the tragic events that
occurred at Virginia Tech, we had built a wooden
“VT” that was signed by all students visiting our
stand.
Our greatest accomplishment though, came
during the spring semester of 2007, when the
event Relay for Life (a cause for the American
Cancer Association) was held.The objective of the
event was to raise money through a non-stop
overnight walk held in one of Temple’s indoor
gymnasiums. Our commitment to this matter was
deep, and we were very passionate about helping
this cause.The fundraiser was open to participation
by all campus organizations and students, with well
over 100 teams in total.Within just two weeks, the
Temple Colony grouped together to raise over
$1632.42 for the American Cancer Society, and
were ranked 2nd place in all team donations.
Our commitment and passion has grown
exponentially for Phi Kappa Psi over the past few
months. Our brotherhood has come together to
form an excellent group of brothers and friends.
Our hope is to continue to strive to be the best
colony we can be, as well as the best fraternity on
Temple’s campus. Our motivation will stay
unbroken, and all of our goals set forth will be
achieved.

continued from page 12
donation today, small or large.You will be making a
difference and helping me to conquer a mountain:
physically, emotionally and spiritually. I need your
help and know that many of you personally know
a family member or friend who had either had or
succumbed to cancer. Here’s a chance for you to
help make a difference.”
Donations can be made out to: American
Cancer Society and sent to the attention of Matt
Flanigan, American Cancer Society, 1400 N.Winton
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Rd., Rochester, N.Y. 14609. On the memo line,
write: Mark Biscone, Kili Climb, JOI. Additional
information can be found on the website:
www.journeysofinspiration.com.
Biscone is also asking anyone who makes a
donation to let him (email: mark.biscone@gmail.com)
or his father, Mark Biscone, executive director,Waldo
County General Hospital, know the amount so
Biscone can keep track of his progress and make sure
it is credited to his fund drive.
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ACCREDITATION UPDATES
With each chapter’s newsletter, you will find the chapter’s level of accreditation, if applicable. A chapter is
considered “Accredited” by successfully completing at least 8 of the 11 areas of the accreditation packet,
which is due on a biannual basis during Woodrow Wilson Leadership School years. A chapter is “Accredited
with Honors” if it exceeds our standards in 10 of the 11 categories, and a chapter that is able to surpass
National guidelines in all 11 categories is “Accredited with Distinction.”
There are several reasons that a chapter may not be accredited. The packet may have been submitted
after our deadline, or not submitted at all. Documentation may have been lacking in certain areas, or the
chapter may struggle to meet our standards in several areas. For more information on a chapter’s
accreditation status, please contact the chapter. To find out how you can help your chapter become
Accredited with Distinction, contact your Alumni Advisory Committee, Housing Corporation or Chad
Stegemiller, Director of Chapter Services, at cms@phikappapsi.com, or by calling 1-800-486-1852.

ALABAMA ALPHA

ALABAMA BETA

University of Alabama

Auburn University

Accredited with Distinction
This semester, the Alabama Alpha Chapter has
kept itself very busy with work. Whether it’s
philanthropy, improving Greek relations or
schoolwork, it’s been a busy semester.We have had
several opportunities to work on philanthropy by
working with the Boys and Girls Club of West
Alabama, Best Buddies of Tuscaloosa, Habitat for
Humanity and various other philanthropy projects
around campus.
This year, Alabama Alpha has been Accredited
with Distinction and is in the running for Grand
Chapter. Along with being Accredited with
Distinction at the National level, Alabama Alpha
received the Greek Relations award by the Order
of Omega for sharing our front lawn with Delta
Kappa Epsilon on game days.The Order of Omega
also selected former GP, James Sims as the
outstanding Greek president last spring.
With the fall semester drawing to a close, we
are looking forward to the spring semester. Our
Founders Day will be on March 8, 2008. We are
also planning our spring formal and Outback, our
spring party, and hope that those will help draw in
future members. We are anticipating a large spring
pledge class to bring total membership numbers
up, along with the fall initiation.
Adam Rudolphy

Accredited
With the coming of a new school year, comes
another great semester for the brothers of the
Alabama Beta Chapter. Now that we have
completed formal rush, we have gained seven
pledges to the chapter. All of the brothers feel that
these seven gentlemen will be future chapter
leaders.We hope to initiate them soon so that they
will be able to benefit the chapter in the next
calendar year. In the social arena, the brothers of
Alabama Beta have been quite active.We held our
semi-formal “Fall Fling” at Grayton Beach in Florida
on the weekend of October 13. On November 12,
the brothers participated in the annual “Reds vs.
Deads Social.” Participating in the social with us
were Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity, Delta Delta
Delta Sorority, and Delta Zeta Sorority. Phi Kappa
Psi is still gaining more and more reputation on
Auburn’s campus as a premiere fraternity.
The biggest success of the fall for the brothers
of Alabama Beta was our philanthropy,“Get Hands
On.” This is the first philanthropy that the chapter
has undertaken in our short time here at Auburn.
Through the event, the chapter raised $5000 that
will be donated to Susan G. Komen for the Cure.
The proceeds will benefit breast cancer awareness,
education and research. With the success of the
event, the brothers feel that “Get Hands On” will
become an annual function that the entire
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university and Auburn community can participate
in.
On the sports fields, Alabama Beta is still
charging hard. We finished 3rd in our fraternity
division and are looking to move up.We competed
well in football and are currently succeeding in
soccer. Although we succeed on the sports fields,
the brothers still know that our classes must come
first. We finished in the top 15 of all fraternities at
Auburn and our goal this semester is to get into
the top 5.
Finally, Alabama Beta continues to work on our
housing situation. We are currently in the process
of establishing an Alumni and Housing
Corporation. If you are interested in helping out or
would like some more information, please contact
Robert Berezov at berezra@auburn.edu. The
brothers of Alabama Beta are very proud of what
we have accomplished as a chapter at Auburn
University, and we hope that the growth of the
Alabama Beta Chapter continues long after we
have left as undergraduate brothers.
Brett Sprouse

ARIZONA ALPHA

University of Arizona
Accredited with Honors
After being re-chartered in 2000, the Arizona
Alpha chapter has established itself as one of the
most outgoing chapters at the University of
Arizona. At the end of the spring 2006, our
chapter had outgrown its current house. Last year,
we finally made the move to just off campus to the
biggest fraternity house at the university (and
probably Arizona). The new house was not in
livable conditions at the beginning of summer. By
the end of summer each room had been properly
fixed and is inhabitanted by brothers. All this work
was very difficult on the brothers because we did
most of the work ourselves. Practically every
room needed some drywall work, the floors
needed to be redone, the counters needed to be
resealed, and every room needed to be repainted.

Members and guests enjoy Alabama Beta’s formal
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Every brother pitched in and fixed his room. Every
brother sacrificed something to live in this new
house, and it is paying off for the entire chapter.
The heat in Arizona in the summer is
excruciating. Luckily our new fraternity house has
a pool to relax in. When the night came and the
brothers grew restless, a pick up game of basketball
would start on our new basketball court. With all
of the basketball that happens around here it looks
like we are the front runners for the inter-Greek
league. All of this hard work is really starting to pay
off. Our chapter is making the transition from
being the biggest medium sized fraternity to a pillar
of the Greek community. These growing pains are
tough on chapters but our brotherhood is
flourishing under the pressure.
This semester Arizona Alpha had the pleasure
of hosting our 60 year and 30 year class reunions.
Alumni came from all over the country for this
reunion. Since the reunion was this semester, the
alumni took it upon themselves to honor “Mr. Phi
Psi” Dud Daniel. The university was kind enough to
give Brothers Daniel a commemorative bench on
campus right next to Old Main. The alumni asked
Arizona Alpha to throw a formal chapter meeting,
which we were glad to do. During this chapter
meeting we decided that every October 20 would
be recognized as Dud Daniel day. The chapter is
honored to have Brother Daniel as an alumnus and
will forever celebrate his accomplishments.
Eric Rhone

Our social events have really taken off, with
brothers having great times at barbeques, movie
nights and sorority mixers with the lovely ladies of
Delta Delta Delta, Chi Omega and Pi Beta Phi. Our
commitment to the “Great Joy of Serving Others”
stays strong, with participation in habitat
restoration projects, an upcoming Habitat for
Humanity build and the Habitat Home Run 5K and
10K races. In addition, later this year, we are hoping
to host a successful Phi Psi 500 philanthropy soccer
tournament, a project that kicked off the ground
(no pun intended) last year, as well as honor
worthy student-initiated public service projects
through our Public Service Grant. Also, we are in
the midst of organizing our signature Speaker
Series event. Last year’s function featuring Paypal
co-founder Peter Thiel filled to capacity, and we
look forward to continuing this very popular and
successful event.
Alumni involvement in the chapter remains
solid. This year’s Homecoming dinner had a great
turnout. Over 100 brothers, recent graduates, and
alumni from as far back as the 1930s enjoyed an
evening of delicious food and good memories. We
look forward to seeing even more brothers at our
Founders Day dinner this coming February.
Last, but certainly not least, this past summer,
three brothers of our chapter had the privilege of
representing us at the Woodrow Wilson
Leadership School in Nashville. Our chapter
received recognition for chapter academic

CALIFORNIA BETA

Stanford
University
Accredited with Distinction
Despite the hurried pace of being on a quarter
system, the brothers of Cal Beta have had a great
start. Last year, we initiated an amazing spring pledge
class of 19 Men of Excellence, one of the largest
pledge classes in recent memory. Their enthusiasm
for Phi Psi was evident during their pledge period,
and is evident now, with many of them stepping up
as committee heads and participating in our Newly
Initiated Brother Orientation sessions for continuing
fraternity education.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

California Betas pose with the Grand
Chapter award at the Woodrow Wilson
Leadership School in Nashville, Tenn.
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The term active brothers takes on a double
meaning here at California Epsilon, as we have
brothers who are part of athletics teams (both
varsity and club), G.A.M.M.A. Chairs, officers in IFC,
the President of the Undergraduate Business
Society, and officers (and founders) of the first
Society of Leadership and Success at UCLA, to give
some highlights.
Of course, academics remain a priority at
UCLA as well. Our house GPA continues to
surpass that of the all-UCLA average, and is in the
top five of all fraternities on campus. Several
brothers plan on attending medical and law school
in the coming years, and we wish them the best of
luck in their journey. Bravo, gentlemen.
Alumni remain an important, and central, aspect
of Phi Psi and we continue to look forward to, and
enjoy seeing, as many alumni as possible at our
home football games. For those who have not
been able to make it in recent years, we encourage
you to come out and enjoy the satellite TV,
couches, barbecues, cold beverages and the
winning tradition of UCLA football. Go Bruins!
As the possibility of a new house in the recent
future becomes more and more likely, at California
Epsilon we are finding ourselves reminiscing on the
good times we have shared here, and are trying to
enjoy the last quarters we have left with this piece
of history. We would also like to take this time to
thank all of those who have donated, or who have
contributed in any way, shape, or form to making
this dream a reality, especially the members of the
House Corporation, who have worked vigorously
on this project.This year is shaping up to be one of
Cal Ep’s best; with the continued, exceptional
alumni support, California Epsilon will easily be able
to live on for another 75 years. Amici.

excellence, but the greatest moment was when it
was announced that California Beta was Grand
Chapter, an honor we have now received for the
third time in six years. With this amazing
accomplishment, we know we have our work cut
out for us this year, but as always, the brothers of
California Beta are up to the challenge.
Luke Li

CALIFORNIA EPSILON

UCLA
Accredited with Distinction
For its first 75 years, the California Epsilon
Chapter of Phi Kappa Psi has stood as a destination
for many in the area just surrounding the UCLA
campus. In its 76, it continues to do so. After a
crowded summer at 613 Gayley Avenue, those
who spent time at home are back and ready to get
the year started off right, and being back for a little
over a month, they have done just that. From our
packed social calendar, to our intramural sports
teams, to our philanthropy, every facet of our
house is alive and well.
Our philanthropy chair, Daniel Kim, has been
working tirelessly to ensure that Phi Psi not only
maintains its outstanding reputation at UCLA, but
also with the surrounding community. Already this
year, as a brotherhood, we attended a Boys and
Girls Club Halloween Bash to help underprivileged
children take part in Halloween festivities who
otherwise would not have been able to. We are
also currently planning a trip to Africa to promote
higher education by constructing a computer lab in
a university in the small town of Dakar, Senegal.This
is still in planning stages and can hopefully take
place within the next year.
Stronger than ever, The Phi Kappa Psi chapter
at UCLA now boasts well over one hundred active
brothers, the largest amount in its history. We are
also proud to announce a successful fall
recruitment in which we were able to gain 25 new
pledges who will soon be able to call themselves
brothers. Once again, our pledge class extends
beyond the confines of the California borders as
one is from London, while many others are
scattered from throughout the nation.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

CALIFORNIA ETA

California Polytechnic
Accredited
Despite some turbulence involving other Greek
organizations on campus, the brothers of Calif.
Eta are pleased to report further progress
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to visit if you are ever in town. We are looking
forward to the New Year. “In the noble perfection
of Phi Kappa Psi, I pledge my life and my sacred
honor!”
Kevin Bernotas

specifically involving philanthropy, membership and
organization. With strong alumni support, we were
able to host a large-scale philanthropy concert.
Having never thrown a concert before, we learned
about how to manage a successful event. We
worked with the Big Brothers Big Sisters of San
Luis Obispo County and they look forward to
making this an annual fund-raising event.
Greek membership campus-wide was up this
year and we were able to see those benefits in our
own chapter. After a successful fall recruitment, we
have 12 excited young pledges who are almost
ready to carry on the tradition of Phi Kappa Psi and
continue improving our chapter.
“I believe that I am honor bound … to help and
forgive my Brothers; to discharge promptly all just
debts.” On many levels this quote means different
things but taken in a literal sense this quote
illustrates progress. With the growth of the
chapter, changes were necessary in order to sustain
our membership efficiently. Our chapter has
recently undergone a dramatic infrastructural
change in which we are transitioning into an onlinebased system of dues payments and
communication. We would like to thank the
support of our alumni and would like to invite you

CALIFORNIA IOTA

UC-Davis
Accredited with Distinction
The UC Davis chapter of Phi Kappa Psi, under
the innovative leadership of President Steven Chen
and Vice-President Christopher Casas, has become
one of the fastest growing national Greek
organizations on campus. Our new chapter home
is now fully furnished and has become a hub of
hospitality at UC Davis. California Iota has doubled
in size since the beginning of the last fall academic
quarter with a total of 23 active undergraduates.
Although our recruitment for the academic fall
quarter is lower than previous quarters, we are
confident in the intention and character of our four
man pledge class. The fall pledge class, however
small, is both ambitious and enthusiastic. In hopes
of emulating the fraternity aspects of courtesy and
culture in Phi Kappa Psi, our pledges have prepared

California Eta’s members pose in front of a chapter keepsake
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Kappa continues to lead the way in philanthropy,
impacting the immediate community with projects
such as beach clean-ups and Boys and Girls Club
partnerships, while also impacting issues abroad
with our recent “Phi Psi Fight Against Poverty” to
benefit The Moses Fund in Africa.
Many speculated Cal Kappa would flounder in
the absence of a chapter house, but Cal Kappa has
become a more united and motivated chapter in
the past year. For more information on California
Kappa or how you can help with their ongoing
efforts to get a new house, please visit their
website at www.uciphipsi.com or contact VGP
Michael Sene at msene@uci.edu.
Michael Sene

to serenade all national Greek sororities on the
UC Davis campus.
In coordination with Sacramento Alumni
Corporation of Phi Kappa Psi, our chapter recently
held a Homecoming barbeque on October 27.
During the barbeque, we held an open house to
showcase the progress we have made since
moving in. Our hard work and dedicated effort has
paid off. We are now both proudly displaying the
letters and colors of Phi Kappa Psi. Special thanks
to Brother Rich Naval for helping plan the dining
arrangements and thanks to all alumni who
participated with feedback on our progress with
the Cal Iota house. Despite the disappointing upset
against South Dakota State, the Phi Psis of
California Iota came out on top with a solid
turnout and mixture of both alumni and
undergraduates. Our undergraduates are thankful
for alumni involvement and will continue to
become more involved in the university and its
surrounding communities. The California Iota
Chapter is planning its first major philanthropy
event under new leadership, which is projected to
take place on our return from winter break. The
event will be set up to raise awareness and
donations for multiple sclerosis. Our committee
chair for alumni relations will be contacting the
alumni association with further and finalized details.
California Iota wishes to all alumni and
undergraduates a happy and safe holiday season
and 2008. May we continue to pledge throughout
our daily lives to uphold the spirit of fraternal love
and the act of selfless service.
Matthew Vogele

CALIFORNIA LAMBDA

San Diego State
University
No newsletter submitted.

COLORADO ALPHA

University of Colorado
No newsletter submitted.To find out why, contact
GP Mark Phelan at MarkCPhelan@gmail.com.

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA ALPHA

George Washington
University

CALIFORNIA KAPPA

UC-Irvine

The brotherhood of Phi Kappa Psi, D.C. Alpha
Chapter, is immensely proud of its achievements
during this semester, both the ones being planned
and already completed. After another successful
recruitment, the chapter has taken on 15 new
pledges who will undoubtedly add to the great
traditions of humanity and generosity in Phi Psi.
We are currently involved in various philanthropy
events as well: planting trees on campus, aiding in
trick-or-treating events throughout the district and

The California Kappa chapter of Phi Kappa Psi
has yet again raised the bar above all other campus
organizations. With a brother as the latest
Associated Student Body President – making it 7
out of the past 8 – domination in IFC sports with
multiple championships including football and
basketball, and bringing in the largest pledge class in
UCI history with a 100% bid acceptance, Cal Kappa
remains the top chapter in Orange County. Cal
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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the Phi Psi 500. The brotherhood is also doing a
great job in supporting the other Greek
organizations at George Washington University by
participating in their events and helping with their
planning and execution. Phi Kappa Psi DC Alpha
has committed itself to creating a legacy of
support, integrity and consideration for the greater
joy of serving others both in and around the GW
campus. Live Ever, Die Never!
David Levy

GEORGIA ALPHA

University of Georgia
Accredited
The chapter of Georgia Alpha has undergone a
phenomenal year. The chapter has improved in
numerous ways, particularly in rush, philanthropy
and campus involvement. We had one of our most
successful rush efforts in years, as the brotherhood
signed 20 pledges, most of which pledged during
summer rush. We are looking forward to
expanding our brotherhood and teaching the new
guys what it means to be “Men of Excellence.”
Our philanthropic efforts have been improving
over the past two years and we are looking
forward to countless events in the future. We
currently have the third largest involvement of 28
fraternities in UGA Hero. UGA Hero addresses
quality of life care for kids stricken with pediatric
AIDS. UGA Hero was the 2007 campus
organization of the year, and we take pride in our
involvement with UGA Hero. Along with our
involvement in Hero, Georgia Alpha has
continuously been one of the strongest supporters
of Relay for Life. This past year, Georgia Alpha
raised the most money of any fraternity on campus
for Relay for Life.
As this year comes to a close, the Georgia
Alpha chapter is looking to the future. The chapter
is looking forward to Brothers Jerry Nelson and
Paul Wineman’s visit this December. We hope to
learn a lot from two very influential Phi Psi alumni.
This upcoming January, the brotherhood is planning
its inaugural Keystone Weekend. The Keystone
Weekend is a mountain retreat for brothers that
will focus on goal setting and leadership
responsibilities for the upcoming year. With these
events, Georgia Alpha hopes to progress even
more for the future and become an even stronger
brotherhood for years to come.
Nicholas Davies

FLORIDA ALPHA

Florida State
University
Florida Alpha is embarking on new and
challenging times in chapter history. Florida Alpha
is currently in the rebuilding phase and all the
brothers are working tirelessly on rebuilding the
chapter and recruiting new and exciting gentleman
to become members of Florida Alpha. Phi Kappa
Psi is receiving increasing alumni support from the
Phi Kappa Psi Panhandle Alumni Association
recently founded by Frank Taylor, Alabama Alpha
’64. We our currently in the process of bringing
back our famous Phi Psi 500 Philanthropy after a
one year hiatus, and have been actively
participating in many other Greek events. We
recently concluded an enjoyable Homecoming
with a win over Duke. Florida Alpha is also
finalizing plans for our annual Christmas semiformal and several other events including Founders
Day. Phi Psis are also very active in the Florida
State community, volunteering for Habitat for
Humanity and participating in other community
service projects. Phi Psi brothers have been
enjoying another year of intramural sports and just
completed a successful season of flag football. We
are also looking forward to competing for the title
in softball and basketball. Florida Alpha is excited
about the year to come and is looking forward to
the challenges it will bring, with a strong focus on
making Phi Kappa Psi Florida Alpha stronger than
ever.
Aaron Freeman

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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ILLINOIS ALPHA

Northwestern
University

GEORGIA BETA

Georgia Institute of
Technology

Illinois Alpha has had a fantastic start to the
school year. There is a great sense of pride in our
house, with several returning members living in,
along with nearly every new sophomore member.
We plan to welcome back brothers who are
spending the fall quarter studying abroad in China,
Scotland and Australia. New member recruitment
process is well under way; we recently helped the
university to establish an Interfraternity Council
website to educate prospective members and
parents about campus fraternities. We have a page
dedicated to our chapter which can be accessed by
going to www.NorthwesternIFC.org. Our
philanthropy efforts are also strong as we work
toward putting the finishing touches on our fall
scavenger hunt for charity. This year, our
philanthropic efforts will focus on the World
Bicycle Relief Foundation and the Evanston Shelter
for Battered Women and Children. Finally, we
would like to extend thanks to all alumni who
participated in homecoming festivities, along with
alumnus Gary Kaufman, who did a fantastic job
planning the weekend’s events.
Patrick Slevin

Accredited
In the fall semester, Georgia Beta has remained
quite active at the Georgia Institute of Technology,
successfully completing several philanthropic
events. Recently, brothers of the chapter worked
with the Institute and the Freedom Park
Conservancy to remove large amounts of kudzu
plaguing one of Atlanta’s major parks. For the first
time, our major project of the semester is to raise
money for breast cancer research. Georgia Betas
began selling “Phi Kappa Psi for a Cure” bracelets
to the student body in October and hope to
continue sales through the remainder of the
semester.
In membership, the chapter has been significantly
challenged to improve. The chapter currently has
16 active brothers and three pledges, well below
the membership average for campus fraternities.
Additionally, we still look forward to gaining a house
on campus. Membership has been the biggest
concern of the chapter and the brothers have been
working constantly to improve it.
On campus, the brothers of the chapter
recently finished our contraption entry for the
homecoming parade. The contraption competition
is a tradition unique to Georgia Tech. The
contraption parade requires groups to build a
vehicle with an indirect drive train. Georgia Betans
successfully engineered a 1970’s mail Jeep powered
by a pressure washer through campus. The
pressure washer rotated a bike wheel with paddles
welded to it that was chained to the vehicle’s
transmission. The vehicle was one of the few to
complete the course in the competition. The
construction of the vehicle was completed in two
nights.
Overall, the Georgia Beta chapter continues to
remain active on campus despite recent struggles
with membership. Georgia Beta’s main focus for
the next semester will be recruitment.
Christopher Pool
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

ILLINOIS DELTA

University of
Illinois
Accredited
The men of Illinois Delta plan on continuing the
success of the 2006-2007 school year into the fall.
Last year, the chapter grew substantially with the
initiation of 45 brothers, including a 10 man pledge
class in the spring, the largest in recent memory. At
the end of the fall recruitment period we
handpicked 29 individuals for the opportunity to
become a part of our eternal brotherhood.
The new pledge class played a vital role in
raising money for our newest philanthropy, The
Blitz. Brothers and pledges alike camped on the
quad for a week enduring the unpredictable
36
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weather of the Midwest as we sold tickets and
raised awareness for the need to send local
children to summer camp through lIlini Summer
Opportunity Organization. At the end of the week,
Illinois Delta partnered with Alpha Delta Pi for a
two hour Blitz to sell raffle tickets before an Illini
football victory. The noble efforts of our chapter
helped raise $20,000 for underprivileged children
due to the extraordinary efforts of Sebastian
Bohorquez, Grant Reed and Ari Franklin.
The academic year is only beginning, and Illinois
Delta has its eyes set on raising the expectations of
fraternity life and we can always look for help and
insight from our alumni to achieve this goal. We
encourage you to visit our website at
www.phipsiuiuc.com to update your contact
information and stay continuously updated of the
hard work being put into “Old 911.”
Adam Lopez

they will be memorable brothers for years to
come. With more than half of the chapter living in
the house now, we are accomplishing more tasks at
a faster rate than any of us could have predicted.
Our weekends are filled with community service
projects, school activities and Greek events.
For the rest of this semester and year we seek
to further our influence. Currently, we are looking
forward to our first Barndance in years, and
potentially building on the huge success of last
year’s alcohol awareness event.
We would also like to thank our alumni. Through
their continuous support and dedication, they have
helped us overcome many obstacles and we are
forever thankful and grateful.Thank you again.
Brendon Weidner

ILLINOIS ZETA

DePaul
University

ILLINOIS EPSILON

Illinois State
University

Accredited
The brothers of the Ill. Zeta Chapter have had
a great year and have many things to look forward
to in the coming year.
Over this past summer we were able to send
our largest contingent of brothers to Woodrow
Wilson Leadership School ever. At Woodrow
Wilson, Ill. Zeta was notified that we became
Accredited for the first time in our 14 year history.
We have also continued to be one of the
largest and most active chapters on DePaul’s
campus. This fall we had a very successful
recruitment that culminated in the initiation of a 16
man pledge class, our largest yet. We also have
shown support for our fellow Greek organizations
by participating in Delta Zeta’s inaugural Turtle Tug
tournament (tug-o-war). The brothers of Ill. Zeta
proved to be victorious, beating all challengers in
the men’s bracket.
The brothers have also been working hard
manning a concession stand at Soldier Field, home
of the Chicago Bears. This partnership has allowed
the brothers to earn money for the chapter that
will be used to host fun events, sponsor
philanthropy and help augment chapter scholarship
programs for the spring quarter.

Accredited
The brothers of Illinois Epsilon have been
continuing their strides towards growth and
progress these past few months. In April, we held
our largest philanthropic event of the year, aimed at
alcohol awareness. With personnel, equipment
and squad cars from six local police departments,
we were able to expand students’ knowledge
about the problems of alcohol. At the end of last
year, not only did we further improve our GPA,
we were also recognized for having the second
most service hours among fraternities at Illinois
State. Over the summer, we moved into a larger
house, which was much anticipated. Being closer
to campus and in a finer establishment, we were
ready to tackle the 2007-2008 school year and
continue our ambitions towards expansion and
improvement.
This fall has fulfilled our expectations. Despite a
decrease in the number of new members campuswide, we were still able to match last year’s fall
recruitment of 11 pledges. This pledge class is
continuously outdoing themselves and proving that
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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This spring we are also planning our 2nd annual
Corn Hole for Cancer charity event, which is to be
held on April 25, 2008 in partnership with our
brothers at Illinois Theta at UIC. This is a bags
tournament with proceeds benefiting the
American Caner Society. Groups or individuals can
sponsor board and bags sets, while pairs can sign
up to participate in the event themselves. Look for
flyers and notices with further information at the
end of February 2008.
All of the undergrads would also like to thank
our alumni for their support.
William Haro

Once again we won Homecoming King
(congratulations Reese) and Spirit Week as well.
The prize money from this we believe will be going
to a new computer in our office which will be a
great help to tracking member GPA.
We would like to thank our alumni and advisors
as well. Those who come out to our events are
always a great morale booster and make for a
good time with stories from your days when you
were here. It’s just not the same if we don’t have
you guys around.To our advisors, we just wouldn’t
be able to do it with out you.
Robert Schmittling

ILLINOIS THETA

University of
Illinois – Chicago

ILLINOIS ETA

Southern Illinois
University at Edwardsville

Accredited with Distinction
Here at Illinois Theta, things are going very well.
Our Fraternity Education Process is in full swing
after an excellent recruitment. Pledge class Kappa
consists of 12 men who we felt would be good
additions to our chapter. This may not seem like
many people to some chapters, but at UIC it is an
excellent number considering the small size of our
Greek community. This past summer we were
incredibly pleased and proud when our chapter
was Accredited with Distinction, and we hope to
continue that level of achievement for many years
to come. The summer was also a time for bonding
as brothers. We held several barbecues and our
annual retreat. This year’s brotherhood retreat
started at a ropes course in a Chicago suburb
where we worked to accomplish tasks, fostering
already-strong bonds of trust. We held our retreat
in the Indiana dunes and discussed a myriad of
issues, from gender issues to recruitment tactics.
Our annual golf outing was scheduled to go off
without a hitch, but nature had other ideas. Several
very large storms passed through the area and
flooded the course, causing us to cancel. Brother
Matt Olszak attempted to relocate to another
course, but he was unable to locate a proper
venue in time despite his efforts. In lieu of the golf
outing, we decided to have an alumni vs. actives
softball game. The actives put up a very valiant

Illinois Eta is a small but growing chapter. We
have several major goals this year and are
expecting to meet all of them.
Our first goal is to have our Phi Psi 500 services
hours. At the rate we are going it looks like we will
double that amount, and with only seventeen
active members we feel this is a great
accomplishment. We have service projects nearly
every week and our members love doing them.
Our second goal is to have a cumulative GPA of
3.0. Many of us were disappointed to have missed
this last semester thinking we had achieved it. After
all, no fraternity on campus has ever been able to
do this and we believe whole-heartedly that we
will be the first.
Our third goal for this semester will be to have
all debts paid off and have no fees due for anything.
Since last year we have had some awesome
fundraisers and are becoming much more stable
financially than last year.
Another goal is to recruit 20 pledges. Looking at
the potentials that have been coming out we are
very confident that we will meet this goal, which
would more than double our chapter size. The
entire Greek system at SIUE is doing well; in fact,
this may be one of the best recruitment seasons
ever for the school.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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All is well here at Illinois Theta, and we look
forward to the rest of the year and beyond. We
wish all of our brothers across the country the best
of luck with school and their spring recruitment.
Always Proud To Be!
Dustin Nash

fight, but the alumni powered up to a 17-14 victory.
Illinois Theta’s annual Halloween party “PhiPsilum”
was a good time for all involved, and was a great
fundraising event for us. With the coming year,
Illinois Theta is elated in celebrating our 5 year
anniversary. It was at 8:21 p.m., February 21, 2003
when we became the 143rd chapter of our
glorious Fraternity, and we are going to celebrate it
with style. Our still-infant Alumni Corporation is
sponsoring the event with Brother George Radka
as the head of the planning committee. It is not all
in the hands of the alumni, as several actives
stepped up to help plan what will prove to be an
extraordinary affair. Last year we held our first ever
“Bags Against Breast Cancer” bags, or corn hole,
tournament. While it went well, it was not as
successful as we would have liked it to be.
Therefore, in an attempt to make it a larger event,
Brother Jon Clairmont has been communicating
with our brothers at DePaul to make it larger and
more successful, and with any luck this event
should be happening this coming spring. Once
again, this year we are working at Soldier Field for
the Chicago Bears. This is our major source of
fundraising, and in past years raised over $20,000.

ILLINOIS IOTA

Northern Illinois
University
Accredited with Distinction
The brothers of the Illinois Iota chapter at
Northern Illinois University are excited to begin
their first full year as a chapter of the Phi Kappa Psi
Fraternity. In the past year the brothers have
accomplished many goals leading up to the
chartering ceremony, and then following the
ceremony.As a colony, Illinois Iota won awards such
as most congenial chapter at NIU and Honorable
Mention best chapter at NIU. The brothers have

The brothers of Illinois Iota
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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also had success in the annual Greek event Anchor
Splash, placing second two consecutive years in the
event. Finally, the brothers have held up the ideal of
“The Great Joy of Serving Others” with a total of
over 500 community service hours in the past year.
After the brothers became a chapter, the successes
continued to come to the brothers. First, at
Woodrow Wilson Leadership School, Illinois Iota
was Accredited with Distinction. Following that
news, Illinois Iota learned that one of their own
brothers, Charles Albert, was elected to the
Executive Council of Phi Kappa Psi as the Archon
of District III. Now, Illinois Iota looks forward to
going into their first year as a chapter.The brothers
have been working hard in many aspects: we have
brought in 10 new pledges; we are planning a battle
of the bands for an annual philanthropy along with
doing different philanthropies this year such as
participating in a chariot race event and working at
the annual YMCA Halloween party; and we are
looking to secure a bigger and more permanent
house for next year.The future looks bright for one
of Phi Psi’s newest chapters.
Chris Champion

to the chapter’s philanthropy of choice and allowed
for the brothers to meet prospective pledges.
Indiana Alpha warmly welcomed numerous
parents for Phi Psi’s annual Parent’s Weekend in
October. Each year the brothers, especially the new
initiates, look forward in welcoming their parents to
show them just what Indiana Alpha is like for them.
Of course, Parent’s Weekend would not be
complete without the yearly live and silent auction.
Here, various items could be bid on and the
proceeds from the auction go towards various
projects to improve the chapter house.
DePauw’s Old Gold weekend brought back
many alumni to campus as well as to Indiana Alpha.
This weekend also means it is time for Indiana
Alpha’s annual Symposium observance. The
chapter opened its doors to numerous alumni for
a relaxing dinner and conversation. We welcomed
Brother Michael Montagano ’03, a congressional
hopeful, to the house as well as Brother James
Locke ’87, who provided a speech just before all
the brothers sang “Amici” to conclude the
evening’s ceremonies.
As with every year, the brothers at Indiana
Alpha look forward to DePauw and Wabash
College’s annual Monon Bell football game. This
year brought recent alumni back to relive old times
and cheer on their alma mater.
Trent Hackett

INDIANA ALPHA

DePauw
University
Accredited with Distinction
The brothers of Indiana Alpha have been
extremely busy since August.The fall semester has
been nothing but excitement. From supporting the
brothers on the athletic field, to raising money for
various philanthropies, to hosting an honorable
alumni reunion, the brothers of Indiana Alpha have
made this semester one to remember.
Indiana Alpha hosted a reunion in honor of the
Class of 1946 in September. The members of this
pledge class were received with much enthusiasm
and warmth. Active brothers mingled with the
alums and greatly appreciated their participation.
September also brought Indiana Alpha’s annual 3
vs. 3 philanthropy basketball tournament. Here,
brothers participated and hosted event which
included other houses as well as members of
DePauw’s freshman class. The money raised went
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

INDIANA BETA

Indiana
University
Indiana Beta has been off to a busy but great
year. Everyone is happy to be back in Bloomington
and ready to start the year off. Sophomore Eric
Phillips has recently become the new philanthropy
chair and took the initiative to create the inaugural
Phi Psi Haunted House, which benefited Hoosier
Hills Food Pantry. Everyone in the house was
involved in the preparation and the event itself. It
was a great success with over 300 people in
attendance. Earlier this fall, we had a successful
rush, with a fantastic turnout of 39 pledges. On
Saturday of Homecoming, the chapter hosted a pig
roast for alumni at our house and attendance
40
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leadership group on campus, the Sphinx Club.
Other organizations that Phi Psi is represented in
both leadership and serving roles this semester
include The Bachelor (the campus newspaper),
Student Senate, The Wabash (the college
yearbook), Glee Club, the service group Alpha Phi
Omega, The Callimachus (Division II journal),
Wabash Christian Men, as well as several other
campus-related groups and activities. Our current
pledge class also made a large statement to the
rest of the class of 2011 by winning overall in the
series of Homecoming events.
It sure is great to be a Phi Psi!
Patrick Griffith

exceeded 50 alumni. Once again our chapter will be
participating in the Indiana University Dance
Marathon, which is led by Corresponding Secretary
Ian Stribling. We are looking forward to a great school
year as well as becoming more active on campus.
Jake Seidman

INDIANA GAMMA

Wabash College
Accredited with Honors
The 2007-08 school year at Indiana Gamma had
an amazing start, with all active brothers either living
in our chapter house or studying abroad! We also
had a very successful fall rush, leaving us with a pledge
class of 17 and nearly filling the house to capacity!
Both of these exciting facts are by in large due to the
recent renovation of the chapter house, making this
year the first full academic year living in the new
house. We will never be able to fully convey the
thanks to our alumni base and Wabash College
enough for their generous donations and support of
our chapter and Phi Kappa Psi as a whole.
We are also fortunate enough to have several
of our brothers represent Phi Psi outside the
borders of our nation. Brothers Steve Abbott ’09,
Matt Goodrich ’09, Derek Lough ’09, George
Mavrelis ’09, and Krzysztof Wojciechowski ’09 are
all taking part in the Off-Campus Study option
offered through the college and are studying in a
variety of countries (mostly European) this year.
Other brothers currently in the house who also
had the opportunity to study abroad are seniors
Benjamin Bly, John Garrett, J. Daniel Gillespie, Joshua
Harris, L. Christopher Haskell, Nicholas Leon, Luke
Odom, and Brian Weil.
With over a third of the house participating in
varsity level collegiate athletics, and another third
participating in intramural activities, it is safe to say
that Phi Psi athletes are making a large impact. Our
intramural teams are leading the house in our
“Return to Glory,” leading in the competition of
nine other fraternities and two non-Greek teams
as well. Along with the athletes’ impact,
brotherhood involvement on campus is on the
rise, especially with Junior Daniel Anglin going
through the process of joining brothers Jason Gray
’08 and Jake Thomas ’09 in the most prestigious
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

INDIANA DELTA

Purdue
University
Greetings from West Lafayette! At writing, we
have just finished a great Homecoming weekend,
which was a success thanks to the help of our solid
pledge class of 23 young gentlemen who will serve
the chapter well for years to come. I am very
happy to announce the creation of a spring
philanthropy revolving around time trials involving
tricycles, co-sponsored with the ladies of Kappa
Alpha Theta. This February we will be observing
Founder’s Day the Sunday before with lunch at the
house and a golf outing. If you don’t get to take this
opportunity to meet our new members, there will
be a great showing in Indianapolis for GAC.
The recent updates from the undergraduates
have received positive reviews and are available on
the www.purdue.edu/phipsi website. If you wish to
get in contact with us, please shoot an email to
IndianaDelta@gmail.com which will forward
perpetually to our current AG.
Robert Heeter

INDIANA EPSILON

Valparaiso
University
Accredited with Distinction
It is time once again for our annual report. This
past year has been full of changes for the
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Indiana Delta’s Bid Dinner is bigger than usual with 23 pledges
America. We also hosted a basketball tournament
this past semester, the annual Kyle Carson
basketball tournament, in which we raised nearly
$250 that we also donated to the Boys and Girls
Club. We have also volunteered around the
community by donating time at the Valparaiso
Popcorn Festival, Rebuilding Together and many
other events hosted by other organizations on
campus to raise money for charities. Last year, our
chapter was second overall in volunteer hours of
community service. This shows our dedication and
devotion to our pledge to “The Great Joy of
Serving Others.”
This past October, we held our third annual
freshman scholarship banquet, where we
recognized five outstanding freshmen in four
different categories.
The categories were
Leadership, Community Service, Physical Wellness
and the Excellence Bound scholarship. After the
scholarship recipients were recognized, we came
back to our fraternity house and hosted our first
annual presentation to our members’ parents
called “What Phi Psi does for your son.” In this
presentation, we explained many facets of our

betterment of our chapter in many ways. First, we
have inducted 18 new members in the past year
alone. This is a very high number and is actually
second among all the fraternities on Valparaiso
University’s campus. Our new members also had
the highest grade point average of all the
fraternities’ new member classes. They bring with
them a lot of potential and many of them have
already undertaken higher roles in our chapter.
A few things that we have done around
the house are updating our weight room and
kitchen. We have purchased many new pieces of
equipment for our weight room including a new
treadmill and weight bench. In our kitchen, we
received a brand new stove and all new kitchen
supplies. Most of these purchases were made
possible through our house improvement fund,
which we set up two years ago in order to help
make the proper improvements to our house over
the course of the school year.
This past year we have also performed many
hours of community service. We have hosted
many campus-wide dance parties where we
accepted donations for the Boys and Girls Club of
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Valpo Phi Psis gather for a dressy group photo
new opportunities to increase our relations with
the rest of the campus and community. Amici.
Dean Webb

Fraternity, including scholarship, philanthropy, house
improvements and intramurals. We also talked
about what responsibilities come with joining Phi
Kappa Psi. This was a very informative presentation
that brought a lot of positive feedback back about
our chapter. Our parents are very important to us,
so we wanted to inform them of the benefits that
this fraternity has brought to all of us.
The final thing to discuss is our Faculty-Phi Psi
Christmas Party this upcoming December. This is a
new event for all of us and we are hoping for a
great turn out. We are inviting many faculty and
administration members here at Valparaiso
University over to our house for a social event that
consists of snacks, jazz music and mocktails. This
should be a great event to socialize with faculty and
administration about our chapter and our
perception and relations with the University as a
whole. This will help to create a much stronger
relation between Indiana Epsilon and the
administration on campus.
As you can see, this past year has been filled
with great events and we are not done there. We
are continually striving for excellence and creating
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

INDIANA ZETA

Butler
University
Accredited with Distinction
Indiana Zeta has continued to enjoy success this
fall semester. One of our largest successes thus far
was our Phi Psi 5k, which raised money for the
American Cancer Society. This year we worked
exceptionally hard to raise as much money as
possible. In all, Indiana Zeta raised over $10,000 for
the American Cancer Society, and we are very
proud of this accomplishment.
New this semester was our chapter’s
participation in Sigma Chi’s chariot race.The race is
the oldest tradition on Butler University’s campus,
but had not taken place in the last few years. This
year, Sigma Chi wanted to continue the tradition
and asked Indiana Zeta to compete against them.
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We enthusiastically accepted the invitation and
began to assemble our team.The race was held on
Butler’s Homecoming Day and many Indiana Zeta
alumni had the opportunity to come to the race.
There was a lot of excitement around campus for
the race, and the streets were lined with students,
faculty and alumni. The beginning of the race was
fairly close, but Indiana Zeta prevailed and defeated
Sigma Chi in our first chariot race.
Indiana Zeta has continued its winning tradition
in other on-campus competitions as well, including
Alpha Phi’s Phiesta, Kappa Alpha Theta’s Grill-Off, Pi
Beta Phi’s Arrow Spike and others.The success we
have had in these events have been beneficial for
our on-campus image and our brotherhood. We
look forward to continuing the hard work we have
put into events such as these throughout the rest
of this semester and are very excited for the
upcoming spring semester.
Brian Rochford

IOWA ALPHA

University of Iowa
Accredited with Distinction
Here at the University of Iowa we, the men of
Iowa Alpha, are excited about some of the big
initiatives that we are undertaking. We are
extremely proud of our 34 man pledge class, which
is accelerating through the pledge education
process and showing signs of being promising
leaders on campus. We were able to obtain 15 of
these men through the Kinnick Scholarship that we
offer during the summer to incoming men that
represent the qualities of Iowa’s only Heisman
Winner and fellow Iowa Alpha brother, Nile
Kinnick. Through working with the National
Foundation and our housing corporation, we were
able to distribute over $6500 in scholarships to
nine men of strong character and academic
excellence.This year, we held the scholarship lunch
in the newly renovated press box overlooking the
stadium that the scholarship is named and
modeled after. We look forward to expanding the
scholarship next summer and appreciate the
support of our alumni who continue to help guide
us through the scholarship’s process.
In addition to meeting our recruitment goals,
the chapter has begun reevaluating our scholarship
plan in an effort to continue to strengthen our
position academically.We felt fortunate to obtain a
chapter average of 3.17 last semester, but are
striving towards more improvement in the future.
We take pride in our unique ability to be a large
chapter of over 100 men that can still maintain a
strong focus on the importance of scholarship. Last
summer many of our men spent their time
working at internships in places such as Chicago,
New York and even London.
Although the date is not until early April, we are
currently also beginning to organize the third
annual Phi Psi-Theta Hoops tournament. Last year,
we were able to team up and raise over $5,000
together. Iowa Alpha gave $2500 to the Juvenile
Diabetes Fund last year, and we are motivated to
write a check for over $3000 this year.The event is
always a blast and attracts over 100 three-person

Indiana Zeta won this chariot race
against Butler’s Sigma Chi chapter

INDIANA ETA

Indiana State University
No newsletter submitted.To find out why, contact
GP Timothy Porter at tporter5@mymail.indstate.edu.

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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We are extremely excited to report another
semester of great academic success at Kansas
Alpha. Our overall chapter GPA was a 3.19, placing
second on the hill, which is one of the best spring
averages in recent memory. Very soon we will be
hosting our scholarship dinner in order to reward
the undergraduates who achieved high academic
standing this past spring. Through the unbelievable
support of our endowment association, they will
be receiving scholarship checks to reward their
hard work and success.
Around 40
undergraduates will be receiving scholarship
rewards for their performance for this past spring
semester.
For the 12th time out of the past 13 semesters,
we won the fall campus wide blood drive for the
university. As a reward for our previous success in
the blood drive, we were allotted a station to be
held at the chapter house, which helped shed a
very positive light on our brotherhood.
Recently we held our Halloween philanthropy
with the women of Kappa Alpha Theta. For this
event we invite the children of the local Boys and
Girls Club over to the chapter house to enjoy a
haunted house along with other activities. This
yearly philanthropy is hosted by our
undergraduates and proves to be a very rewarding
experience.
We are in the beginning stages of our
recruitment process for the fall ’08 school year and
have already compiled a very promising list of
names. It is vital to the recruitment process to
have support from the alumni through
recommendations in order to create as strong a
pledge class as possible. Our recruitment
chairmen for this year are Brandon Budd
(bbudd05@ku.edu)
and
Ricky
Zahner
(Rzahner@ku.edu). Both of them are looking
forward to hearing from alumni with
recommendations in order to carry on the legacy.
On behalf of the active chapter I would like to
thank everyone who has invested time and
support in Phi Kappa Psi and in particular Kansas
Alpha. It is through the gracious support of our
alumni that really makes the wonderful
undergraduate experience of our Fraternity what it
is today.
Don Wilson

basketball teams and some of the area’s elite
basketball players. Partnering with Kappa Alpha
Theta has enriched the tournament and we look
forward to continuing the tradition for a long time
to come.
After a long but important housing corporation
meeting last January, we began working on some
house improvements that have already began to pay
off. Besides renovating both of our bathrooms and
re-carpeting, the men are excited about the new
patio and grill that has just been installed. With the
addition of some picnic tables, the patio has been a
place full of vibrant activity as we have barbecues
with the different sororities on campus every week.
We look forward to continuing our growth both
as a fraternity and as individuals as the year continues.
Additionally, we would be happy to have any alumni
who would like to see some of the house changes
stop by. Lastly, we would like to congratulate the men
at Iowa Beta on their re-installation at Iowa State and
thank them for having us as their guests at their
banquet in October.We wish them luck and hope to
establish a strong relationship with them as we are
sure they will quickly grow into a fantastic new
chapter at Iowa State.
Alan Cosby

IOWA BETA

Iowa State
University
Accredited with Distinction
No newsletter submitted.To find out why, contact
GP Nicholas Decker at decker87@iastate.edu

KANSAS ALPHA

Kansas
University
Accredited with Honors
Another fall semester is going by fast as we at
Kansas Alpha have had a great start to the 2007 year.
We welcomed 32 new members into our
chapter that have shown promise to be great Phi
Psis in the future. They have been busy with
learning what it means to be a fraternity man and
have enjoyed themselves.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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KENTUCKY BETA

University of Kentucky

LOUISIANA GAMMA

The brothers of Kentucky Beta are really
excited about this new school year. Having
recently initiated some terrific new brothers into
the chapter, we are expecting great things in the
coming years. We are also looking forward to our
20th Anniversary Celebration, to take place in
February. This anniversary is extremely important
to us, and we would like any and all brothers who
wish to celebrate with us to attend.
We are continuing to send out the Kentucky
Beta Quarterly, so if you are an alumnus of Kentucky
Beta and didn’t receive any newsletters, the chapter
urges you to send us an email. Email about the KBQ
can be directed to dgpick2@uky.edu. Or you can
visit our chapter’s web site at www.kybeta88.com.
Damian Pickering

Loyola University
Accredited with Honors
The fall semester holds a lot of promise for our
chapter. The newly elected officers of the chapter
have been working diligently to continue our
prominence on Loyola’s campus. Further, we are
enjoying the company of 12 new brothers who are
already taking an active role in improving the
chapter. Some have become effective committee
chairs while others work for the betterment of the
chapter in whatever capacity possible.
Despite being a small chapter, the effects of our
presence on campus are widespread. One of our
actives, Braxton Bernard, is the president of the
University Programming Board, which is the most
important student position on campus. In addition,
we have brothers involved in residential life,
student government, The Maroon student
newspaper, the American Marketing Association, as
well as numerous other student organizations.
As we approach our 15th anniversary as a
chapter, we have begun to place a priority on
developing a strong relationship with our alumni.
Two of our brothers have been working diligently
to create a biannual newsletter for our alumni
letting them know about the goings-on of the
chapter. Further, we recently concluded our second
annual alumni reunion the first weekend of
October. The reunion was an incredible success,
with well over 40 alumni dating all the way back to
our founding as a chapter in attendance.
As we come back from fall break, the chapter
has a lot to look forward to.We have our signature
social event, Magical Mystery Tour, coming up at the
end of October. We are excited to bring back an
old social event in November called Boston Tea
Party which promises to be a good time.While we
are excited about those social events, we will
continue to place a priority on developing and
fostering our brotherhood.
Andrew Dickhute

LOUISIANA ALPHA

Louisiana State
University
The Louisiana Alpha chapter is moving full
speed ahead. The spring semester showed full
potential with exciting events and preparation for
summer recruitment. Our Annual Pig Roast was a
success with Texas country singer Roger Creager
playing in the backyard surrounded by 1,000
pounds of crawfish and two pigs roasting. Spring
ended and summer began with recruitment heavy
on our minds.
Fall recruitment went really well bringing in 12
energetic pledges. Chapter size has decreased
from previous years, but the brothers are holding
on strong. Several events were planned for our fall
semester including our fall philanthropy, the annual
Halloween Carnival, which was held on October
24, as well as several brotherhood events. Our
focus is to keep our pledges active and excited
about their pledge semester. And as we end off
the year and semester, we look to a new slate of
executive officers to continue pushing our chapter
to strive at LSU.
J. Aaron Johnson
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Division III National Championships, the Johns
Hopkins water polo team, headed by Captain Sean
McCreery, pledge class of 2006, is currently ranked
number two in the nation for Division III water
polo and looks to earn another national title in the
coming weeks.
In looking forward, we are proud to say that
scholarship is still at the forefront of Maryland
Alpha, made evident by a recent contribution that
has tripled our yearly scholarship awards. Though
faced with much adversity, the enduring spirit and
founding principles of Phi Kappa Psi are thriving at
Maryland Alpha.
Peter Sargent

MARYLAND ALPHA

Johns Hopkins University
Accredited with Honors
This semester at Johns Hopkins has been one of
perseverance for Maryland Alpha. In the spring
2007 semester, a Baltimore city hearing left us
without a house. Though zoning and minimal
support from the university were largely to blame,
our spirits are high and we have persevered. A
large portion of this vitality is thanks to the
dedication of newly initiated brothers that have
accepted nothing less than full participation in
resolving this all-consuming issue.
This recent pledge class has brought 24
outstanding minds, perspectives and personalities
to the ranks of Maryland Alpha. The 2007 pledge
class is the quintessential example of the eclectic
grouping that is Phi Psi. Included are eight water
polo players, two tennis players, two swimmers,
one member of the Hopkins Jazz ensemble, both a
class president and secretary, the co-founder of the
Hopkins Earth Action Team, who contributed in
large part to Hopkins’ adoption of a Climate
Change policy, and many other involved students.
Furthermore, of the 24 newly initiated brothers,
eight have taken leadership roles within the
chapter for the 2007-2008 scholastic year.
In addition to the housing situation, a large
initiative of Maryland Alpha has been to uphold the
philanthropic principles upon which Phi Kappa Psi
was founded. Perennial winners of the Johns
Hopkins Greek Life Philanthropy award, we have
spearheaded a campaign for Habitat for Humanity,
raising in excess of $1,800 for their Sandtown row
house rehabilitation in Baltimore City. In addition
to fundraising, brothers have participated in both
Habitat for Humanity volunteering opportunities
as well as SAT tutoring and, in one instance,
teaching a pre-calculus class at ACCE High School,
an academy for underprivileged youths in
Baltimore City.
Though we wish that all brothers could commit
their time to service, we recognize that a large
portion of our brotherhood is consumed by
athletic commitments. Having won the 2005
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

MARYLAND GAMMA

University of
Maryland
Accredited with Distinction
On September 29, 2007 the Maryland Gamma
colony of Phi Kappa Psi became a fully chartered
Fraternity chapter! That morning, the founding
fathers and first three pledge classes were initiated
as full brothers of Phi Kappa Psi in the campus
chapel.The ceremony was performed primarily by
Tryon Hubbard Alabama Alpha ’64, Dud “Mr. Phi
Psi” Daniel Arizona Alpha ’47 and our chapter
advisor Micah Kleid Penn Eta ’00. We were also
lucky enough to have representatives from
Headquarters staff (special thanks to Ron, Shawn
and Claude), the District Archons (thanks Jon, Dave
and Sean) and many other brothers in attendance
(thanks Penn Phi). In celebration of this
momentous event, the brothers hosted family,
friends and Phi Psis alike for a banquet that evening,
highlighted with a speech by Brother Hubbard.
After working toward this day for a year and a half,
the occasion, when it finally arrived, was both
relieving and celebratory. The following week we
were accepted by our university’s Interfraternity
Council, and are proud to call ourselves University
of Maryland’s newest fraternity chapter. With the
help of National representatives, local alumni and
of course the hard work of our brothers, we were
able to earn our charter and are extremely proud
to be brothers of the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity.
Nathan Kassalow
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alumni to contact us and stop by to meet the new
brothers, admire our new house and see that the
spirit of fraternity is alive and well at Massachusetts
Beta.
Jeremy Konar

MASSACHUSETTS
BETA

Brandeis University
Accredited with Honors
The brothers of Massachusetts Beta have been
enjoying an excellent semester so far.We kicked off
the year with an extremely successful recruitment,
resulting in a pledge class of 10 young gentlemen
whom we look forward to initiating into our
brotherhood.This will increase our brotherhood to
45 active members, a huge increase in size from
even just a few years ago. Excitement over our new
house, purchased for us just over a year ago by Phi
Psi alumnus Jerry Nelson, has not waned as a new
group of brothers has occupied the house and we
continue to work on house beautification projects.
For this purpose we have kept up with fundraising
efforts, including a magazine drive and a joint
promotion with Wendy’s. Fundraising has helped us
increase the size of our newly established Chapter
Scholarship Fund, and we were able to give a
brother a scholarship for the first time last
semester.
Our brotherhood has benefited from a variety
of social events, including watching the Patriots at
the chapter house and holding Olympic-style
competitions in which brothers team up and
participate in various contents. We are looking
forward to holding our semi-formal at a restaurant
in Boston’s North End this fall, and upcoming
chapter events include a trip back to the Good
Times Emporium for another contentious game of
laser tag.
The chapter is continuing to work hard to
uphold the philanthropic mission of Phi Kappa Psi
as we have done in the past. Last year we had no
trouble achieving the Phi Psi 500 and this year we
plan to meet and surpass our goal again. Brothers
participated in the IGC charity walk, spent
Halloween collecting canned food from houses for
charity and a day at the Greater Boston Food Bank.
Finally, the chapter is looking to reconnect with
more alumni after a successful Founder’s Day
weekend last semester. We would like to invite any
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

MICHIGAN ALPHA

University of Michigan
Accredited with Honors
The brothers of Michigan Alpha anxiously
awaited our return to Ann Arbor after a long
summer. Once we got back, it was business as
usual. Our chapter house is hosting brothers at full
capacity, 31 live-ins and 81 brothers in total.
Michigan Alpha is the third largest fraternity on
campus and continues to maintain the second best
GPA of all fraternities in the IFC. We are currently
in good standing with the University of Michigan
IFC and are proud to say that we have recently
been Accredited with Honors by the National
Fraternity. Our fall recruitment was headed by five
very enthusiastic recruitment chairmen. The
increased number of chairmen almost certainly
attributed to the quantity and quality of men that
we hosted at the chapter house during
recruitment. On October 21, our chapter formally
initiated 27 outstanding young gentlemen into our
fall 2007 pledge class. The brothers could not be
happier with the work of the recruitment chairs
and their dedication to continuously improving our
chapter. “The Great Joy of Serving Others”
continues to be at the forefront of our priorities, as
we have our annual community service event
scheduled for December 8, 2007. Our philanthropy
chairmen have been hard at work corresponding
with the directors of the SOS Charity in Ypsilanti,
Mich. to organize transportation and gift requests
of the underprivileged children that we will be
hosting in our chapter house.The event will, for the
fifth year in a row, be one of the largest community
service events on the campus. After the most
successful Founders Day in recent history last year,
Michigan Alpha expects to build on this success
and host a record number of alumni this year. Our
2008 Founders Day is scheduled for March 8,
2008, it is sure to be a great time for all. Socially, our
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house continues to abide by the rules set forth by
the IFC while improving our relations with other
fraternities, sororities and social groups on campus.
Things are moving very well in Ann Arbor this year.
Michigan Alpha is proud to say that we continue to
embody the ideals of the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity.
Zach LaPalme

good work throughout the Greek and campus
community. We are planning on sending multiple
brothers to the American Leadership Academy in
Cabo San Lucas, Mexico this spring to experience
that leadership opportunity, as Brother Joey
Taralson will be one of the coordinators there.
Chris Hodge

MICHIGAN BETA

Michigan State
University

MINNESOTA GAMMA

Minnesota State
University at Mankato

No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Chris Seeber at seeberch@msu.edu.

Accredited
The men of Minnesota Gamma have been
keeping busy this semester with several exciting
events. Recently, we successfully had our annual
alumni golf tournament this past September. A
number of alumni made the trip and participated
in all the activities over the weekend. We offer our
thanks to them for making the event a success.
We have also been very busy with recruitment
this fall, and our hard work has paid off with one of
our best pledge classes in years. We hope to
continue our success and plan to make recruitment
our number one priority in the semesters to come.
Besides our recruitment efforts, we have also
been participating in some great philanthropy
projects. Two of our brothers spent an entire day
assisting flood victims in southern Minnesota. We
also devoted time to the American Red Cross for
their blood drive on campus.
We do have one member graduating this fall,
Matthew Hamilton, who we would like to
congratulate on completing his time here and
thank for all his devotion to our chapter.
Lastly, we are extremely excited that our
national Vice President Paul Wineman visited
Minnesota State University, Mankato, to present a
speech on negotiating. Our chapter worked hard
to promote this event on campus, and we are
pleased that this event was a great success for our
chapter. We would like to extend our sincere
thanks to Paul for giving his time and energy for
this event.
Patrick B. Wilson

MINNESOTA BETA

University of
Minnesota
Accredited with Honors
The Minnesota Beta Chapter of Phi Kappa Psi is
off to a phenomenal year.We kicked off the school
year with a great rush period and by initiating 20
guys this past October. This brings our total
numbers up to 62, making us one of the biggest
chapters on an ever-expanding Greek campus. We
were also pleased to have Brother Paul Wineman
here to talk to our then-pledges and the chapter as
a whole about what it means to be a Phi Psi.
We had a successful homecoming week while
being paired with Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and
the lovely ladies of Pi Beta Phi. The house looked
great and full of Gopher spirit like usual, and
students and alumni together had a fantastic time.
Last spring our chapter won at our annual
University of Minnesota Greek Awards. We took
four awards back to the pillars for Scholarship,
Recruitment and Community Service. Also,
Brother Alec Catsuros took home the Greek Man
of the Year award and has helped our chapter
become a premier name on campus. Along with
Brother Catsuros, we have two members out of
possible positions on the Interfraternity Council.
Clint Been serves as the Vice President of Public
Relations and Josh Mortensen serves as the vice
President of Programming. Overall it has been a
great fall semester and we hope to continue the
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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MISSOURI ALPHA

MINNESOTA DELTA

University of Missouri

University of
Minnesota, Duluth

Accredited
The men of Missouri Alpha started off the year
on the right foot with a Fall Alpha pledge class of
14 young men. Currently, the chapter is recruiting
for the winter and spring pledge classes. The
brothers set an ambitious goal to make the 20072008 school year one of the largest recruiting
classes in the chapter’s history and are on pace to
achieve it!
The oldest and most hallowed tradition at
Mizzou is Homecoming. The chapter performed
well in the competition against the other campus
Greek houses this year, placing in the skit and blood
donation categories. We also captured first place
in intramural football. Now that Homecoming is
over, planning is beginning for Greek Week in the
spring.
Missouri Alpha participated in many
philanthropies and service events this fall. The
house’s golfers participated in Kappa Kappa
Gamma’s “Kappa Klassic.” The golf tournament
benefits the Boys and Girls club of Columbia. Next
up was Delta Delta Delta’s “Triple Play.” The charity
softball tournament raised money for St. Jude’s
Children’s hospital. Brothers and pledges also
participated in the “Trick or Treat So Kids Can Eat”
door-to-door food drive this October.
As the Missouri Alpha chapter continues to
grow and become more prominent at the
University of Missouri, we strive to improve the
brotherhood by recruiting quality young men and
focusing on academics and balanced living.
Brandon Laughridge

Accredited
The fall of 2007 has turned out to be a
promising semester for the brothers of Minnesota
Delta. To start off the semester right, our alumni
were very helpful in putting together a rush
workshop and planning session. The workshop
session was held Labor Day weekend as many of
the brothers were moving back into town. We are
very lucky and grateful for the wonderful alumni
we have that help support us. Many alumni also
returned to campus for homecoming when our
traditional Alumni vs. Undergrad football game
took place. Even though the conditions were a bit
to be desired, the undergrads prevailed.
In late September, we hosted a Phi Psi Paintball
outing open to all students. Students received
discounted rates for rental and field fees at
Superior Fire Power. About 50 people attended,
the weather was beautiful and a great time was had
by all. In the works right now is another Phi Psi
Texas Hold’em Tournament. Aside from holding
campus wide events and events with other Greek
organizations on campus, we were able to induct
six great gentlemen into the pledge process and
will hopefully be initiating them later on in the
semester. Looking ahead to spring our brothers are
excited for a few brotherhood trips that are getting
planned and a trip to ALA over spring break.
Matt Slinger

MISSISSIPPI ALPHA
NEBRASKA ALPHA

University of
Mississippi

University of
Nebraska

No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Brad Sweet at bssweet@olemiss.edu.
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Remarkable strides were made over the past
few months. First of all, our membership chairmen
recruited a top class on campus, numbering 30.
This group, the largest in many years, is active and
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diverse. Many of them come to UNL as
distinguished prep scholars and athletes or with
other noteworthy accomplishments.
Alumni participation is also rising. Our annual
alumni/scholarship banquet was well attended.
One particular individual, Tom Henrion, deserves
high praise. Mr. Henrion, whose father actively
participated in chapter affairs for decades, has
followed suit and helped assemble a new alumni
board. The role models on this board will
undoubtedly share their wisdom and help guide us
to future successes.
This fall we conducted a philanthropic event,
the “Phi Kappa Fry.” The event was more successful
than last year’s, which raised over $1,000 for
charitable causes. It’s a great time to be a Nebraska
Phi Psi.
Stephen Hassler

NEBRASKA BETA

Creighton
University
Accredited
The greatest thing about our chapter is strong
leadership. Our commitment to excellence is
evident by our recent Accreditation along with our
regional honors in academics at the GAC counsel.
The record pledge class of 2006 is now playing a
key role in shaping our chapter for the better.
Athletically our group has swept the Greek
Olympics competition in basketball, flag football
and soccer. Our diverse group will undoubtedly go
on to become very successful businessmen,
doctors and lawyers partially because of the great
leadership experiences we have been afforded
through brotherhood in Phi Kappa Psi.
One of the most important things to our

Nebraska Beta celebrates their intramural soccer championship
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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philanthropy event in the form of a Belly Flop
Competition planned in the coming weeks. New
Jersey Delta is enjoying its current success and
plans on doing everything possible to maintain and
build upon it.
Ryan Kent

chapter is our house. The brothers living here now
are more determined than ever to make it the best
symbol of Nebraska Beta possible. Brothers,
alumni, parents and friends who stop by our house
now are amazed at the continuous improvement
of our property.
Our recent Halloween
philanthropy event transformed our home into a
haunted house for the Omaha Boys and Girls Club
to enjoy free of charge. Actives dressed up in
costumes while the kids went through a dark maze
in the basement of our house. The kids then had
their faces painted and enjoyed bags of candy.
The brothers of Nebraska Beta are excited to
push ourselves even further and bring in record
numbers for the crucial spring recruitment season.
We are proud to be debt free (other than the
mortgage) and are committed to continually
uphold the ideals that this great fraternity holds
dear. For those alumni who have not been to the
house or attended Founders Day celebrations
recently, we encourage you to stop by the chapter
house at 36th and Farnam and put February 23,
2007 on your calendar for Founders Day.
Questions can be directed to Nick Kohlmeyer,
402-981-3955. We encourage all of you to remind
yourself what you loved about Phi Psi and to know
that those same things exist right here in our active
chapter. Live Ever Die Never!
Jeff Murnan

NEW JERSEY EPSILON

Rowan
University
The brothers of N.J. Epsilon are excited for
another year of exemplifying the values of Phi
Kappa Psi at Rowan University. The Greek Cup
trophy was the award for the best fraternity on
Rowan’s campus, and though the university
decided to replace it with a new award last March
and did not issue a 2006-2007 Greek Cup winner,
when scoring ended our chapter was significantly
ahead of everyone else and on the verge of a
repeat award, meaning not only are we living the
philanthropic and academic values of Phi Psi, which
were the two biggest contributors in scoring, but
also living by the values of Rowan University. This
has helped garner us a very positive image with
nearly everyone at Rowan, and they are values we
are still looking for everyday as our still young
chapter is prepared to reach our 100th member
this fall with our Xi pledge class.
Steven Hanson

NEW JERSEY DELTA

The College of
New Jersey

NEW YORK ALPHA

Cornell
University

The New Jersey Delta Chapter is currently on
the top its game in all aspects of fraternity life. We
started the year off with a bang by holding wellexecuted recruitment events, and combined with
hard work from the brotherhood we were able to
recruit a five man pledge class, the largest fall class
we have had in over five years. Also, just recently
we participated in our school’s Homecoming,
where we placed in the top two for all Greek
organizations. One of our brothers, Purak Parikh,
also won Homecoming King. We have the highest
GPA for all social fraternities on campus and
looking further into the semester, we have a
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Devin DeMenno at djd35@cornell.edu.

NEW YORK BETA

Syracuse
University
Since our refounding in 2001, we have grown
significantly to a total of 51 brothers. With an
average of 14 new initiates each semester, our
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New Je rsey Epsilon welcomes its Xi pledge class, including the chapter’s 100th initiate
future is looking bright. Our house is one of the
most beautiful properties along Syracuse
University’s fraternity row. While we are already a
step above other houses, we continually strive to
improve upon our house in both a physical and
theoretical manner. Our latest improvements have
included repainting of the basement and porch,
minor construction of house doors, a prominent
drawing in the basement of our old house, and a
colorful drawing of the Jacqueminot Rose. One of
our New York Beta alumni, Rich Klink, has done an
amazing job as our housing corporation president
to help us ensure the continued success of our
chapter. Rich’s time commitment demonstrates
the Phi Psi mentality of brotherhood before self.
Matthew Agnello

NEW YORK THETA

Rochester Institute of
Technology
Accredited
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Thomas Read at tpr9555@rit.edu.

NEW YORK IOTA

Binghamton
University

NEW YORK ETA

It has been another amazing semester for us
over here in Binghamton. Our numbers continue
to grow and recruitment for next semester already
looks like it is going to be one of the most
promising yet. Along with rising numbers, our
reputation on campus is also growing at a rapid
rate after our GP brought us one more step closer

University at
Buffalo
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact
GP
George
Bochenek
at
grb3@buffalo.edu.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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to winning the annual body building and skit
competition held every fall. What made the event
really memorable was seeing the majority of our
alumni come back to help support and celebrate
this special time with us. Philanthropy efforts are
also going very strong, with our participation at the
Boys and Girls Club every week, the CHOW Walk
and a Halloween event at the local zoo where we
had the esteemed honor of running the Dracula
exhibit. With such strong and positive momentum
built up behind us, the sky is the limit and we are
ready for the ride.
John Dekan

registration area. At the end of the day, this event
provided to be an extremely fulfilling opportunity
for the brotherhood to serve our community.
The weekend of October 12-14 was family
weekend at the College at Oneonta. Many of our
parents and family members were able to join the
brothers for a barbeque held at the chapter house.
It offered an occasion for us to bond not only with
each other but also with brothers’ family members,
an occasion that is very rare. It was also great to
have our advisor Roger Sullivan and his wife spend
the day at our house.
Over the summer, one of our brothers’ nieces
was stricken with a very debilitating skin disease
that will make it very difficult for the young girl to
take of herself. We are diligently planning a music
festival, with all proceeds going to the girl’s family to
help defer medical costs and other expenses. The
College at Oneonta is very musically oriented and
overflowing with talented acts, many of which have
volunteered their talents to perform in the benefit.
The festival is aptly named “Save Our Grace.”
Our chapter continues to prove itself
academically, as Phi Psi has again posted the highest
cumulative GPA of all fraternities on campus. Also,
this summer at the Woodrow Wilson Leaderships
School, N.Y. Kappa was honored to receive the Dr.
Thomas D. Myers Scholarship award.
We are looking forward to the rest of the year
and the many opportunities that lay ahead. If you If
would like to plan an event or visit NY Kappa,
contact Brooks Rahmer, Corresponding Secretary,
at brooksrahmer@gmail.com.
Brooks Rahmer

NEW YORK KAPPA

State University of New
York College at Oneonta
Accredited
Greetings, from the brothers of New York
Kappa!
I would like to start off by passing along
congratulations to our recently initiated Kappa
class.We are extremely excited to have seven new
and dedicated brothers in our chapter. With the
induction of these gentlemen, our numbers are
increasing at a noticeable rate and we are actively
anticipating bringing in our largest pledge class in
the spring. We continually hold recruitment as one
of our highest priorities and it is because of this
emphasis that N.Y. Kappa will soon be approaching
its one- hundred member mark.
The fall 2007 semester has brought with it a
plethora of many great philanthropic opportunities.
Perhaps the one that sticks out most in the minds
of our brothers is when we lent our hands (and
feet) to the local Punt, Pass and Kick competition.
This was an event in which we helped to facilitate
a competition in which young adolescents
participated in a multifaceted football contest.
Those of us who are a bit more football savvy
enjoyed the chance to coach the youngsters in a
particular event; others were able to apply their
time to other aspects of the day, such as preparing
the field for competition and manning the
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

NORTH CAROLINA
BETA

East Carolina University
Accredited
The North Carolina Beta Chapter welcomes
three new pledges to our chapter. Tom Wall,
Andrew Paul and Michael Hoover are the newest
members as the Alpha Zeta pledge class. This
semester we are striving to get our GPA up and
win Best Fraternity on Campus at East Carolina.
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Our community service projects this semester is
with the Humane Society of Greenville and also
the Boys and Girls Club of Greenville. We are still
a small chapter but we are growing and learning.
Live Ever, Die Never.
Joshua Burns

when we hosted a benefit dinner for single parents
and their children. In regards to academics, our
chapter GPA ranks amongst the best the Greek
system at Ohio State University has ever seen.
Coming in at an average just above 3.7 compared
to an average of 2.6 for all fraternities, Phi Kappa Psi
is a beacon for academic excellence on campus.
This fall has also been a record for members of the
Ohio Delta Chapter in regards to scholarships
received.
Eighty percent of Phi Kappa Psi
members have received a scholarship. As a
brotherhood, we look forward to having the best
year yet. We have many hopes and dreams for the
entirety of the year to follow. With the strong
foundation we have created, may Ohio Delta Live
Ever, Die Never!

OHIO ALPHA

Ohio Wesleyan
University
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact
GP
Nicholas
Wagner
at
ndwagner@owu.edu.

OHIO BETA

Wittenberg
University

OHIO EPSILON

Case Western
Reserve

No newsletter submitted.

Accredited with Honors
I am proud to report that Ohio Epsilon has
become a force on campus at Case Western. We
are now the second largest fraternity here and
initiated 13 new members on November 17, 2007.
There are many other upcoming events for
alumni to interact with their peers and the active
brothers. First, we just finished celebrating
homecoming weekend with an Oktoberfest
gathering at our new house at 11915 Carlton
Road. Alumni from different eras visited to enjoy
German food, an oompah band of active brothers,
and each other’s company. On November 10, we
held a charity 3-on-3 indoor soccer tournament at
the Veale Center on the CWRU campus. Proceeds
went to Tomorrow’s Stars, an organization that
helps provide education in Ghana. Ohio Epsilon
alumnus George Weir ’67 works closely with and
provides funding for the charity, so we are
especially proud to hold this event. We will
celebrate Founders Day on Saturday, February 23,
2008 most likely on Case’s campus, so expect an
invitation in our next newsletter.
Over the last couple of years, the chapter has
taken many strides towards reaching alumni, but
we would like to go further. Thus, we would like to

OHIO DELTA

The Ohio State
University
Accredited with Distinction
Fall quarter has been a very bountiful time for
the Ohio Delta Chapter. Once again with the
largest fraternal membership at Ohio State
University, we are the premier fraternity on
campus. In regards to athletics, we have continued
our dominance in all fall quarter intramurals. Ohio
Delta are champions in flag football, outdoor
soccer and 200-meter relay in swimming for fall
quarter 2007. We have also donated a large
amount of time and funding to community service
this fall. We have assisted the greater Columbus
area in constructing light poles for increased safety.
We have also been greatly involved in inner city
recreation, setting up multiple soccer and flag
football leagues for underprivileged children. Innercity street cleanups have also been a weekly event
for the brothers of Phi Kappa Psi. Though we have
been involved in several philanthropy events for
the city of Columbus, our crown jewel of
achievement was during the week of Thanksgiving,
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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improve ourselves and build on what we’ve
accomplished in the past. We were recognized at
the end of last year by the university for being the
most improved chapter on campus, an
achievement all of us are very proud of. We are
going build off our successes of last year and strive
to make Phi Psi the elite chapter on campus. Some
of our goals for this year include continuing to raise
our chapter grade point average, get all of our
members in at least one other campus
organization, and reach the chapter goal of 500
community service hours.
Phi Psi volunteered its time setting up water
stations, distributing water and tearing down during
The Race for the Cure which was held in
downtown Toledo. Race for the cure is a 5k run
that benefits victims of breast cancer. Brother Matt
Ginsburg ran in the event and successfully
completed the 5k. We will also be raising money
and sponsoring a team to participate in the annual
Relay for Life, which benefits the American Cancer
Society. We also have planned to set up events
working with the Boys and Girls club of greater
Toledo, thus leaving our chapter well prepared to
reach our goal of the Phi Psi 500. At our recent
Greek recognition night, the ladies of the Delta
Delta Delta sorority recognized our chapter with a
beautiful plaque honoring us for our outstanding
fundraising last spring. The ladies of Tri-Delta host
an annual golf tournament that benefits the victims
of multiple scleroses, and we raised more money
than any other organization that participated.
The Homecoming festivities have recently taken
place with Phi Psi being highly involved in the
celebration. We were paired with the ladies of
Alpha Xi Delta and our combined effort resulted
in a great float and a very fun week. The float we
entered into the parade turned out amazing and
an alumnus commented that it was the best he had
seen in seven years. We were very proud of the
effort put in by both chapters and were satisfied by
the end result.
We are coming off a successful fall recruitment,
where we signed a group of quality men who we
believe can all have a positive impact on the
Fraternity. The pledges are enjoying the process
thus far and are excited to become active brothers.
We as a chapter have high expectations for our

encourage alumni to join our email list, phipsialumni@case.edu. By joining, you will receive about
two updates a month about chapter events, and
can connect with over 200 other alumni. We also
created an online chapter directory at
https://phipsi.case.edu/directory/. Here, nearly 300
alumni are registered. Alumni can add a picture,
their badge number and any little brothers they
had. It even has a huge family tree of the chapter,
and we would like to keep it growing. If you would
like to get on the email list or join the directory,
want more information about event details, or
just want to contact the chapter, don’t hesitate
to email alumni chair Chris Carach at
christopher.carach@case.edu.
Lastly, there are also other chances to interact
with alumni in Cleveland. The Cleveland Alumni
Association is gaining momentum under the
leadership of Ohio Epsilon alumnus David
Matteson ’02. Everyone from Ohio Epsilon will
receive an email detailing future activities within the
next few months. Additionally, if you know any
non-Ohio Epsilon brothers living in the Cleveland
area, have any suggestions or want more
information, please contact Brother Matteson at
dtm6@alumni.case.edu.
Joseph M. Friedman

OHIO ETA

University of Toledo
Accredited with Distinction
The Ohio Eta chapter of Phi Kappa Psi has been
very busy so far this school year participating in
sports, community service, social events and
philanthropy.The chapter has more events planned
for the immediate future and for next semester.
Our semi-annual quesadilla dinner was held in the
beginning of November with all of the proceeds
donated to The University of Toledo’s Dance
Marathon, which benefits the Children’s Miracle
Network. The dinner was held at the chapter
house and was prepared and served completely by
the brothers. Guests were treated with unlimited
cheese quesadillas and nachos.
We are a chapter that is committed to
continuous improvement and growth.We strive to
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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new members and for the rest of this school year.
We wish all other chapters the best and may they
have continued success.
Alton Lynum

Wright. This is one of the most enthusiastic pledge
classes in years, and the brotherhood is excited to
have these fine men as part of our organization.
The 2006-2007 academic year saw Ohio Theta
net more than 2,000 hours of community service.
Keeping true to the motto “The Great Joy of
Serving Others,” the brotherhood began the fall
semester by raising money with the Alpha Phi
sorority for Madeline Ellingworth, a young girl from
Findlay suffering from ataxia telangiectasia, a rare
degenerative disease. Alpha Phi and Ohio Theta
planned on raising $1,000 dorm storming, but
were able to present Madeline and her family a
check for $1,561.64. In early October we hosted
a Root Beer Pong Tournament to raise money for
Boys and Girls Clubs of America. In addition to
raising money for these causes, the Brotherhood
has been helping to clean up and paint the
Mansfield Playhouse, where our new Faculty
Advisor, Dr. John Moser, performs in various
theatrical events.
Homecoming 2007 was a weekend to
remember for Ohio Theta. We welcomed home
the most alumni since our 40th Anniversary
Founders’ Day in April 2006. Several of our alumni

OHIO THETA

Ashland University
Accredited with Distinction
Ohio Theta is proud to once again achieve
Accredited with Distinction honors within the Phi
Kappa Psi National Fraternity. News of this award
set the tone for the fall 2007 semester, pushing the
brotherhood to accomplish amazing things barely
halfway through the semester. Greek Recruitment
at Ashland University went well under the direction
of IFC President Brother Dave White ’03, with over
33% more students interested in Greek Life than
last year. A strong recruitment effort under
Brother Kyle Malone ’06 saw ten outstanding
gentlemen pledge themselves to our chapter:
Ryan Augustitus, Daniel Ball, Jose Barreiro, Ron
Brooks, Tyler Gatton, Joe Pelasky, Ben Wheeler,
Garrett Wienecke, Eric Wooddell and Adam

Ohio Theta continues to set the bar for excellence at Ashland Unive rsity
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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structural changes and additions to our aging
house. We are revamping our chapter room and
hoping to turn it into a nice lounge where brothers
can do work as well as socialize.We are also getting
ready for open house. We hope to continue to
draw a large number of new members who will
continue our strong tradition on Miami’s campus.
We finished 3rd in Greek Week earlier this year
and were awarded the spirit award for most
supportive fraternity on campus. We are looking
forward to our annual Mud Volleyball philanthropy
coming up soon. We are raising money for fire
safety on Miami’s campus in lieu of a house fire
tragedy that occurred a few years ago. We look
forward to seeing other brothers in Cabo and to
another great year.
David Cooley

came in from as far away as California to attend
our Housing Corporation meeting and mingle at
the All-Greek Cookout sponsored by Greek Life in
Fraternity Circle. Plans were made to increase
alumni participation in our semi-annual newsletter,
The Voice of Psimon. The weekend following
Homecoming, 25 of our brothers ventured up to
Cedar Point Amusement Park in Sandusky, Ohio to
work merchandising as a fundraiser for the chapter.
We earned over $4,000 dollars to benefit ongoing
chapter activities including philanthropy, social
events and alumni outreach.
Never a chapter to sit back while others take
the glory, Ohio Theta’s intramural program has
been on a roll this year. Lead by Brothers Cody
Granneman, Ittle Adams and Josh Braun ’05, and
Tony Glessner ’06, we have brought home the
men’s, women’s and co-rec sand volleyball, men’s
doubles tennis, men’s whiffle ball, and men’s and corec flag football championships. We currently lead
in all-sports points as well. Brother Jeremy Horton
’07 has contacted Guinness World Records about
the longest basketball game ever played, and at the
end of November twenty-four brothers will be
playing to break the world record by playing for
over 70 hours. Sponsorship money will go toward
charity.
Continuing a tradition of being leaders on
campus: 11 brothers and pledges hold positions in
Student Senate, including the Presidency, VicePresidency, two executive officer positions, and two
class presidencies; three brothers serve on the
Campus Activities Board; seven brothers
participate in the AU Club Soccer Team, including
holding the Presidency and Vice-Presidency; a Phi
Psi holds the Inter-Fraternity Council Presidency;
and five brothers are members of the Honor
Society. We look forward to a great year of making
a difference at Ashland University.
Ben Kepple

OHIO MU

University of
Dayton
Accredited with Distinction
The past summer and fall have been times of
excitement, growth, and accomplishment for Ohio
Mu. Having graduated many of our founding fathers
in the spring of 2007, the younger brothers of our
chapter have stepped up to fill many leadership
roles. Our success, illustrated by numerous
accomplishments, awards, and distinctions, has
been exceptional.
Our accomplishments became evident at
Woodrow Wilson Leadership School as Ohio Mu
was once again Accredited with Distinction. Big
news about our accomplishments arrived in August
when the Greek Annual Report was released for
the University of Dayton. Ohio Mu achieved the
highest average GPA, most service hours, and
raised the most money for philanthropies out of all
fraternities on campus. Once arriving back on
campus the chapter began feverishly planning Phi
Psi 500 and recruitment among many other events
this semester.
The 2nd annual Phi Psi 500 at Dayton proved
to be even more successful then last year’s
inaugural 500. During the week we had many
events to raise money for our philanthropy – the

OHIO LAMBDA

Miami University
The Ohio Lambda Chapter is off to another
great year. We are in the midst of making many
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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OKLAHOMA ALPHA

American Heart Association.These events included
a volleyball tournament and a sweetheart
competition. We raised over $2,000 and had a
great time while bringing the campus together.
The scholarship committee will be awarding a
$1,000 and a $500 scholarship to incoming
freshmen who demonstrate that they are Men of
Excellence. This has no doubt piqued the interest
of many applicants and we expect that a number
of them will be rushing in the fall.
Our athletic program continues to improve this
year. Our athletics committee has set a goal to win
the Fraternity Cup this year. Ohio Mu is off to a
good start so far, progressing deep into the playoffs
in all of the fall sports we participated in.
Recruitment this semester included a chipotle
rush event and a stogies and hoagies event, which
turned out to be a great event and attracted many
of potential pledges. As a result of deferred
recruitment, we were able to sign five
upperclassmen as pledges.We now look forward to
initiating four of these individuals at Headquarters in
Indianapolis. These individuals have proven to be
outstanding, passionate gentlemen.
The first Greek Week in eight years returned to
UD this year, including events such as Greek God
and Goddess, a torch race, a toga competition, a
dance competition called Putting On The Hits
(look for it on YouTube), a weeklong service
project benefiting troops overseas and finally
Greek Olympics. Ohio Mu actively participated in
all events, placing in many of them. Overall we
finished 3rd in a tight race.
A few improvements have been made to Ohio
Mu’s house as well. The summer saw the
installation of a new state of the art fire alarm
system as well as some new tile at the entrance to
the house. Also, the finance committee planned
and built a recycling box where cans are stored for
recycling as a fundraiser for the chapter.
Other events that the chapter has planned this
semester are a local alumni barbeque, a parent’s
weekend cookout and ziti dinner, capture the flag,
and serenading all of the sororities on campus.The
future for Ohio Mu is bright as every brother
continues to strive for mental, physical and spiritual
excellence.
Greg Marconi
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Oklahoma
University
As the year began, we said farewell to our
former alumni advisor Andy Ferguson and
welcomed John Laudermilk. This semester, Brother
Laudermilk has already accomplished many great
tasks in shaping the future of the chapter. The
Homecoming game against Miami this fall reunited
many alumni from across the country, and was also
the groundbreaking weekend for many renovation
projects on the house. We would like to thank the
many alumni who have donated time and money
to make these repairs possible. This past August,
we released our first chapter alumni newsletter
and have heard nothing but positive feedback. If
anyone would like to be placed on our mailing list,
please contact the chapter. Phi Psi recently
competed in Gamma Phi Beta’s annual chili cookoff, placing first in spiciest chili for the third time
within the past four years. The brothers of
Oklahoma Alpha are continuing to work hard as
the semester comes to a close and are excited for
the New Year.
Kyle Ray

OREGON BETA

Oregon State University
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact
GP
Christopher
Gerritz
at
Christopher.Gerritz@gmail.com.

PENNSYLVANIA ALPHA

Washington &
Jefferson College
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Jeff Borchik at borchikrg@washjeff.edu.
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PENNSYLVANIA BETA

Allegheny
College

PENNSYLVANIA
GAMMA

Bucknell University

Accredited
The start of the 2007-2008 school year has
marked one of the most exciting times in recent
history for Penn Beta. With a total of almost 30
current brothers, we are beginning to distance
ourselves from the other fraternities on campus in
almost all areas. Athletically, our brothers could not
be more accomplished. We have four brothers on
the nationally ranked Allegheny Golf team, which
has competed in a number of tournaments this
autumn alone. A number of brothers are also
members of the Allegheny Men’s Rugby team,
which this past April went to the Division III
National Championships at Wake Forest
University. As always, the beach volleyball court
outside our house has been put to good use with
the beautiful weather on campus the past few
months.
Recruitment has been very successful so far this
year. With 23 new initiates the past two years and
2 current upperclassman pledges, we are confident
that fall recruitment will be a tremendous success
as well. Philanthropically, our chapter has continued
to honor its commitment to serving others in the
community. We have already completed three
major projects this year and are well on our way to
reaching the Phi Psi 500 before semester’s end. In
addition, our brothers continue to excel in the
classroom. Last fall, the chapter’s GPA saw the
highest increase from one semester to the next
that Allegheny College has on record for any
organization ever, and we look forward to building
on that this year.
As you can see, we are all very proud of what
has been accomplished so far this year, and look
forward to all that remains to be done. Please visit
our website at www.moredudes.com to find out
more about the successes of the oldest
uninterrupted chapter of any fraternity in the
nation.
Eric Schonberg

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Accredited with Honors
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact
GP
John
Bierwirth
at
jbierwir@bucknell.edu.

PENNSYLVANIA
EPSILON

Gettysburg College
The fall 2007 semester has been filled with its
share of ups and downs, but the overcoming of
adversity has helped strengthen our brotherhood
even more. At the start of the semester, a sizeable
debt was thrown upon us. However, our
brotherhood rallied around this obstacle, raising
money and, with the generous aid of alumni, we
have since paid off this substantial sum of money.
Last spring we had some very successful events,
including Relay for Life, where Phi Kappa Psi
brotherhood had the largest turnout of any
fraternity on campus, as well as the King of Wings
competition, where we were able to raise money
for the family of a cancer patient. We have some
philanthropy events that we are very excited about
coming up, including a charity kick ball tournament
and Thanksgiving baskets. We hope for this positive
trend to continue as we head into our spring
semester.
Kyle Healy

PENNSYLVANIA ETA

Franklin &
Marshall College
Accredited
Pennsylvania Eta is current experiencing a
renewal at Franklin and Marshall. Recruitment has
surged in the past two semesters, bringing 13 new
brothers into the Fraternity. The past two pledge
classes have brought a lot of new energy,
reinvigorating the chapter’s presence on campus.
Equally impressive is the relationship built and
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Pennsylvania Eta’s members show up in droves for Homecoming
sustained with the alumni community.
Homecoming weekend was well attended by Phi
Psi graduates of all ages. Among the topics
discussed were plans for fraternity housing next
year, preparation for the chapter’s 150 anniversary
in 2010 and continuing to build upon the strides
Phi Kappa Psi has made at Franklin and Marshall in
the recent past.
Of particular importance is the chapter’s
continual commitment to community service. The
brothers have become increasingly involved in
philanthropic events, ranging from our ongoing
work with the local Boys and Girls club to helping
bring 1 in 4 to F&M, a men’s group dedicated to
ending sexual assault. In addition to aiding those
outside the college, a large number of brothers
remain engaged with the campus, leading clubs,
social organizations and acting as advisors to
underclassmen in the dormitories.
While we continue to look towards the future
of Pennsylvania Eta, the current state of the chapter
is commendable. When speaking to alumni during
Homecoming weekend, Dean Kent Trachte gave a
flattering speech on how the Fraternity is a model
to others in the community. With the help of the
alumni community, current brothers and the
continuing trend of attracting highly committed
pledges, Phi Kappa Psi can only continue to grow at
Franklin and Marshall College.
Craig Harris

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

PENNSYLVANIA
THETA

Lafayette College
This past August, our brotherhood moved back
into our house after a year of renovation. Thanks
to our alumni, we are now living in the nicest and
newest living quarters on campus. There were
complete renovations to the upper two levels,
which consist of the bedrooms. From walls to
furniture, it’s all brand new. Our basement was also
redone along with our brothers’ room. The first
floor in our house was restored to preserve the
100 year old architecture. The renovation also
included the installation of the HVAC air
conditioning units. These units are state of the art
and energy efficient – a great added bonus to the
house. Outside the house was the addition of two
side porches. The return of the side porches now
makes our house resemble its original layout. Our
house is a big hit on campus, with everyone who
enters complimenting on it and wishing they were
living there.
At a school with a relatively small Greek life, our
chapter initiated 19 new brothers this past fall
semester. This is after we initiated 19 new brothers
last fall semester and four more in the spring. In
the past two years, we have more than doubled
the number of undergraduate brothers from three
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years ago. A larger number of brothers means
more campus awareness about our Fraternity and
enables us to become active leaders on campus.
We hope this is part of a current pattern for our
house and we continue to grow in size and in
leadership.
All in all, our chapter is has been renovated,
both in our house and brotherhood. We look
forward to this year and next with our new
presence on campus and continue this upward
trend.
James Castelluccio

garner a positive reputation for the chapter. Our
current house manager has also done a marvelous
job with maintenance and renovations of the
chapter house. Most alumni commented that the
house has never looked so good.
Looking ahead to the following year, we hope to
continue to ride our positive momentum. We look
to initiate another strong class of new members
and, as previously mentioned, focus on generating
robust alumni interest. Live ever, die never!
Matt Wang

PENNSYLVANIA
LAMBDA

PENNSYLVANIA IOTA

University of
Pennsylvania

Penn State University
As we once again start a new school year, the
brothers of Phi Kappa Psi at Penn Lambda continue
to look forward with high hopes and aspirations.
For the first time in several years our house is filled
almost to capacity with 27 people filling out our 18
rooms, and we have eight new men who are
currently going through the pledge process.We are
again participating in every intramural sport that
we can sign up for. Our house floor hockey team is
currently undefeated and vying for its third straight
championship. The dance marathon THON is also
fast approaching and we have paired up with the
sisters of Phi Mu and began to raise money for the
Four Diamonds Foundation for kids with cancer.
We are continuing to mould leaders at the Penn
Lambda chapter and we are excited to be sending
12 of our members to Cabo this coming spring
break to learn even more about becoming a leader.
Peter Bradley

Accredited
The Pennsylvania Iota Chapter is proud to
announce the fruits of another successful year for
our beloved Fraternity. We had a very successful
recruitment last spring, pledging 19 new members,
which brought our chapter size up to 39 active
brothers, the largest we’ve been since the late
1990s. Our alumni also came out in full force over
Homecoming weekend. We had a great time
catching up, and many alumni felt compelled to
generously give back to the house. Further, this
coming year marks the 30th anniversary of our recolonization. We look to make our Founders Day
celebration in the spring nothing short of
spectacular, in commemoration of this special year.
Our other committees have also worked hard
towards keeping the brotherhood positively active.
Last semester, we conducted a toy drive for the
Children’s Hospital of Pennsylvania. The success of
this fund-raising encouraged us to make it an
annual event. The brothers have also volunteered
a significant portion of their time through two trips
to a local soup kitchen this semester.
Our annual Gentleman, Leader, Innovator
freshman scholarship has continued to produce
great results. We are fortunate to be able to award
$850, split amongst three outstanding new
students, and this year’s applicants have been
nothing short of stellar. We are happy to not only
promote academics within the university, but also
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

PENNSYLVANIA NU

Indiana University of
Pennsylvania
The Pennsylvania Nu Chapter has had one of its
most productive semesters since its founding in
1970. We recently had Brother Paul Wineman
Washington Alpha ’55, and Brother Jerry Nelson
California Epsilon ’48 visit our campus here at the
Indiana University of Pennsylvania on October 2,
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2007. Our chapter has seen a great boost in morale
since their visit. We are all fortunate to have such
great alumni. With plans being in the works since
the untimely fire in the last chapter house in spring
2003, we here at Pa. Nu finally have construction
beginning soon. We have also constructed a new
website, www.phipsipanu.com to help improve
alumni relations. Additionally, we have a strong
pledge class that we are looking forward to
becoming the future leaders of Phi Kappa Psi.
Brian Horvath

Accredited and with an award for scholastic
improvement from National.
Pa. Rho has the highest GPA of all fraternities on
campus, we are third in overall membership, and
currently do more philanthropy than any other
Greek organization. We continue to keep our
Adopt-A-Block tradition alive once a month, but
have also expanded to mentor programs,
volunteering at the ASPCA and walked to help
support those with asthma.We are certainly out in
the community breaking the stereotype of the
typical “Frat Boy.”
I would like to congratulate those brothers
graduating in December and wish them lots of luck
in their future careers. Always remember the great
times you had with your brothers and never be a
stranger: we are brothers of Phi Kappa Psi forever.
As I am graduating also, I would like to say thank
you for everything Phi Psi has done for me.
In closing, I would like to invite all alumni to this
years Founders Day celebration. As we always
want to see as many alumni as possible, this year is
more important than most because it is the 15year anniversary of the installation of Phi Psi at York
College.The undergraduates are eagerly inviting all
alumni to come share stories and offer advice from
those who came before us.We hope everyone can
attend and all alumni will be receiving a gift from
the undergrads as a token of thanks for what you
started for us to be apart of in college.
Daniel Tyler

PENNSYLVANIA XI

Edinboro
University
The brothers of Pennsylvania Xi have had a
great start to this fall semester. Homecoming was
great this year, especially with the big alumni
turnout. Thanks to all those brothers and families
that came! We have a nice-sized pledge class with
many of them showing promising signs of
leadership. Keep up the hard work guys! In sight
right now we are looking forward to a car wash
fundraiser, and lots of brotherhood events such as
weekly football games. Also, the brothers are
excited to be able to participate in the Toys for Tots
program in the Erie area, which provides toys for
the less fortunate families of the surrounding areas.
We are already looking forward to the spring
semester and the continued success of
Pennsylvania Xi.
David Knight

PENNSYLVANIA
SIGMA

University of the
Sciences in Philadelphia

PENNSYLVANIA RHO

York College
Accredited
Salutations brothers!
Here at York College, the school year is in full
swing. The brothers here have been enjoying the
weather with our Friday football games, community
service projects for the York Art Association, and
barbequing in the warm weather. Our in high spirits
started when we went to the Woodrow Wilson
Leadership Academy in July and came home being
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Accredited with Honors
We have had great success in our philanthropic
events during this fall semester. One of the events
that we organized was our annual “Hoops for
Humanity” 3-on-3 basketball tournament. We
successfully had eight teams sign up and participate.
We not only raised funds for the Go for the Goal
Foundation, but we all had fun doing so. Each of the
teams was able to play three games and those with
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strong recruitment period and recently pinned our
largest pledge class in the history of our chapter.
We hope to see them become brothers of Phi
Kappa Psi and help boost the speed at which our
chapter is growing.
Our Thanksgiving philanthropy is our biggest
philanthropy event of the year.We hope for that to
be a great success. Aside from our philanthropy, we
also have plans for our chapter’s alumni
Homecoming and Winter Formal well underway.
Over the last two terms Pennsylvania Upsilon
has picked up a lot of steam and we hope to
continue that in the near future with our current
pledge class.
Freddy Padilla

the best records advanced to the playoffs. Playoff
games were single elimination, so the competition
was fierce. At the end, we crowned the winning
team champions and thanked all teams for
participating and supporting a very good cause.
Another event that we sponsored was the
annual Clothing Drive. In this event, we collected
used clothes, coats, shoes and items that could be
donated to the St. Vincent’s Church for those in
need. We received a very positive result as many
students and faculty donated their belongings
throughout the week. At the week’s end, brothers
collected all the bags and sorted out all items.With
help from our excellent advisor, we loaded up the
bags and shipped them out to the church.
In terms of the future, we are planning to go
and give assistance to Philabundance, a foundation
that helps fight hunger in the Delaware Valley and
reduces food waste. We will be assisting in making
care packages containing different assortments of
food items for the hungry. It promises to be a very
successful event and we are eager as a chapter to
get involved.
Another highlight this semester was the Alumni
Barbeque Event that our alumni relations committee
planned and put together. All alumni of the
Pennsylvania Sigma Chapter were asked to come
back for a fun-filled day of softball, a tour of the
school campus and an outside barbeque cookout. It
was a great experience, especially for our newer
brothers to get to meet our alumni and listen to
experiences and funny stories alumni had while they
were active. It was certainly an amazing day.
As the school year continues, we are continuing
to plan and participate in programs and events that
will increase our participation in the community.
Things have been great so far, but we expect things
in the nearby future to be amazing. Amici.

PENNSYLVANIA PHI

Lycoming
College
Accredited
The brothers of Penn Phi have been busy as
always, but are celebrating numerous successes.
We have been a great asset to the Williamsport
thanks to our community service committee.
Some of our projects include working a pumpkin
patch for a local church, as well as setting up a
haunted house for the children of the faculty and
the Big Brothers, Big Sisters organization.
We are also working on setting up an academic
debate with the political science department.
Lycoming College has never had an academic
debate organized by a Greek organization, and we
are proud to put our name on it.
We have elected two new advisors for our
chapter. First is our new faculty advisor, Dr Donald
Kurtz. Dr. Kurtz has been a great asset to the
chapter. He always makes himself available to talk
to us, whatever the reason or occasion may be.
We thank him every day for his dedication, advice,
and service. Second is our new chapter advisor
and brother, Ryan Michael Bolig ’04. Brother Bolig
has always been an important part of our chapter,
and we are extremely lucky to have him working
with us. We believe his alumni status will help the
chapter in an extraordinary way, because he can
offer advice from experience.

PENNSYLVANIA
UPSILON

Drexel University
Pennsylvania Upsilon began the fall 2007 term
strong. We hope to continue this momentum into
our winter and spring terms.We had strong a very
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Pennsylvania Phi’s haunted house was a hit with Williamsport children
Also, we have started working on an alumni
newsletter. With this, we hope to keep alumni in
contact with not only the chapter, but with each
other. Each brother has chosen to write an article
about a few alumni about what they are doing
post-college. We hope to keep writing newsletters
each semester.
Sadly, we will be graduating seven brothers this
year. They will be sorely missed, but they can leave
our college proud, knowing that the leadership,
morals and work ethic that they have instilled in us
will never, ever leave.
Joseph Falchek

Friedman is currently taking the year off to attend
paramedic school.
Around campus, we’ve been host to a range of
events. In addition to our weekly projections of
Monday Night Football onto the side of our house,
we also decorated our campus pink in support of
Breast Cancer Awareness, and sold pink ribbons to
wear all week, in hope that progress continues and
a cure is found sooner rather than later. In the spirit
of Halloween, we hosted events and games for 200
local Providence elementary school children, in
conjunction with the other Greek chapters at
Brown University, which was a huge success.
Also planned is our 2nd annual Afrobeat event,
hosted along with the Darfur Action Network.The
Superpowers (formerly known as the Boston
Afrobeat Society), currently a 2007 Boston Music
Award nominee, will be joining our groups to
support an end to the genocide in Darfur.
Finally, we’d like to thank all of our alumni for
their continued support. R.I. Alpha would not be
where it is today without your help, and we always
look forward to hearing from all of you, or better
yet seeing all of you back at the house.
Jeffrey Lian

RHODE ISLAND ALPHA

Brown University
Accredited
Rhode Island Alpha has had a great start to fall
semester. Our newly initiated class joins a
brotherhood with members involved in a wide
variety of activities. Brothers are currently abroad
in various locations such as Denmark, Brazil and
South Africa. Additionally, Brother Benjamin
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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and would like to encourage all alumni to get more
involved in the newly reestablished East Tennessee
Alumni Association. Our annual alumni golf
tournament is planned for the spring, and we
would love to see a lot of alumni participate. We
hope everyone will keep up-to-date with what is
going on with the chapter through our website at
www.utkphipsi.com and as always, if you are ever in
Knoxville, make sure you stop by the Phi Psi house!
Luke Gustafson

RHODE ISLAND BETA

University of
Rhode Island
TENNESSEE DELTA

Vanderbilt
University
The members of Tennessee Delta have been
focusing on recruitment and fundraising in the first
few months of this school year. Led by senior Sam
Neel, the chapter recently organized a philanthropy
golf tournament which drew brothers, rushees and
other members of the Vanderbilt Greek
community. In total, the event raised $2,100 for
The ALS Foundation of Tennessee. Currently just
under 60 brothers in size, the chapter looks
forward to increasing its membership with another
strong pledge class next semester.
We would all like to thank our alumni who
helped make this year’s Homecoming such a
success. More than 50 brothers returned this
October, including numerous members of the
classes of 1967, 1987 and 1997. The chapter plans
to host a Founders Day celebration in February
and invites all of our alumni to return to Nashville.
Andrew Malgieri

TEXAS ALPHA

University of Texas
With the initiation a strong spring 2007 pledge
class, Texas Alpha celebrates another year of
success. Our chapter now boasts over 140 active
brothers. Combining our size with our social
strength, Texas Alpha has maintained its steady
climb to “top dog” status within the UT Greek
community. As always, recruitment is one of our
strengths at Texas Alpha. We enjoyed a solid
summer recruitment this year, yielding a top caliber
pledge class that is comparable in size to the other
large fraternities on campus at UT. Our active social
calendar has seen the repeat of Bermuda, this year
featuring Paul Wall and Corey Morrow. This event
among others benefited our philanthropy partner,
the Bastrop Food Bank, which received another
large donation from Texas Alpha’s perennial Field
Day canned food drive. We look forward to
continuing Texas Alpha’s tradition of excellence in
2008.
Jeremiah Bickham

TENNESSEE EPSILON

University of
Tennessee
The fall semester has been an eventful one for
Tennessee Epsilon. Over the summer at the
Woodrow Wilson Leadership School, the chapter
was recognized for having an increasingly improved
GPA and we look forward to perpetuating this
trend in the coming semesters. Fall recruitment
was an extreme success for our chapter and we
look forward to initiating our Alpha Phi pledge class
shortly. We paired with Sigma Kappa sorority for
Homecoming and hope to continue our trend of
placing highly in those events. We look forward to
seeing our alumni during the Homecoming game
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

TEXAS BETA

Texas Tech
University
Accredited
Texas Beta is moving up, exceeding the
expectations of all by having one of the largest
pledge classes in a decade. Thanks to the generous
donation from Brother Scott Noble of Texas Alpha,
we held several recruitment events that brought us
20 outstanding young men who demonstrate what
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Phi Psi believes. Over the summer, a small group of
brothers revamped the inside of the chapter lodge
with new furniture, a fresh coat of paint and a
thorough cleaning. This helped lead to our recent
success. In November, we hosted a croquet
philanthropy tournament from which all donations
went to the Boys and Girls Club of America.
Under the direction of Brother Jeff Cook, we have
raised over $4,000 with the assistance of Texas
Tech Sororities and various local sponsors. Once
again, our gracious alumni have shown their
support for us in making sure that Texas Beta has
everything we need to continue our success in the
future. Several alumni have kindly donated the
funds for a new addition to our lodge.We hope to
break ground in the not too distant future. An
additional donation we received was for a backyard
putting green from Brother Chuck Strehli, and after
much anticipation it is being put to good use by all
brothers. We would like to thank all of our alumni
that were able to travel to Lubbock to partake in
our Homecoming festivities. This proved to be a
great opportunity for our alumni to view the
improvements to the lodge, reconnect with
current members and meet the new pledges.
Thanks to the involvement of our alumni, current
members, pledges and leadership by President Kyle
Keltz, Texas Beta is excited about the future
because from here anything is possible.
Brent Kirbo

TEXAS GAMMA

Texas State University
at San Marcos
Fall recruitment went extremely well as we
pulled in a great group of pledges. With the
addition of our latest initiated Kappa pledge class,
we have climbed into position as one of the three
largest fraternities on campus. Our chapter
recently celebrated homecoming with several of
our illustrious alumni, followed by a social with the
sisters of Alpha Xi Delta. The Texas Gamma
Chapter looks forward to continuing our local
philanthropy projects. We are especially excited
about our inaugural “Phill Up the Truck”
philanthropy event. This event consisted of the
brothers collecting non-perishable food items
along with hot or cold clothing for the needy
families of San Marcos, Texas. Our intramural
teams have performed valiantly as we placed in
the top three in basketball, softball and flag
football.
The brothers of Texas Gamma
encourage all alumni to visit our website at
http://www.pkptxgamma.com.
Marshall Dixon

The Texas Beta Chapter members in front of the chapter lodge
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Weekend, which took place October 26-28. Friday
night, the chapter hosted a cocktail party and
Saturday night featured the regional Motown band
Another Level, a huge hit with both parents and
students alike. Both events were extremely
successful, and this year’s recruitment efforts
should benefit from it once again.
The highlight of the weekend, however, was a
pancake breakfast on Saturday morning. Va. Beta
co-hosted the event with the sorority Kappa Alpha
Theta. All proceeds are going to Court Appointed
Special Advocates, a nonprofit group that
advocates in court for children who are the victims
of abuse and/or neglect. The breakfast, which was
held at the Phi Psi house, was immensely popular.
Although the final amount of the donation is not
yet known, both Theta and Va. Beta were very
pleased with the turnout.
Charles McCoy

TEXAS EPSILON

Stephen F. Austin
University
The Texas Epsilon Chapter has started the year
strong. We were asked to work a concession stand
for the college after being highly recommended by
several UPD officers. This November was our 5th
annual Phi Psi Phast to raise money for breast
cancer. The chapter is having a Halloween bash
sponsored by our alumni with a live band
performing. For homecoming the chapter will
construct a float for the parade themed “Beach
Party” put on by the Student Activities Association
on campus. Between weekly Monday Night
Football, study hours, bowling and athletics, the
chapter is always finding ways to stay busy.
We had two brothers, Christopher Stanaland
and Josef White, attend the Woodrow Wilson
Leadership School this previous summer.
Interacting with brothers around the nation
opened new ideas and expanded our networking
with other chapters. We look forward to future
events and having a successful year.
Christopher Stanaland

VIRGINIA ZETA

Virginia Polytechnic
Institute & State
University
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Thomas Brennan at tdbrennan@vt.edu.

VIRGINIA ALPHA

University of
Virginia

WASHINGTON ALPHA

University of
Washington

No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact
GP
Patrick
DiGregory
at
pkd3u@virginia.edu.

Accredited
After spending the summer between
recruitment, school and relaxing, about 20 brothers
and their parents enjoyed a week down in Cabo
San Lucas, Mexico attending the American
Leadership Academy. There, several chapter alumni
spoke as well as Jerry Nelson, who kindly extended
his hospitality to everyone who attended. Shortly
after returning, the house began its fall work week,
in which the brothers repaired and fixed up the
house for the coming school year.

VIRGINIA BETA

Washington &
Lee University
The Virginia Beta Chapter recently entertained
W&L parents during the school’s Parents
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Members of Washington Alpha take a swim break during the
American Leadership Academy in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico
The school year started off with the initiation of
two members from last year. From there it has
been a steady diet of social activities and school.
The brothers continue to dedicate themselves to
service by volunteering at one of the nearby
elementary schools and food banks and involving
themselves in other service projects such as
Adopt-A-Highway. We are also planning on trying
something new this spring by hosting a Greek-wide
philanthropy event, and hope to raise money for a
charitable organization.
Almost all the parents of the brothers attended
our annual parent’s brunch in mid-October, where
we welcomed our chapter alumnus and current
National SWVGP Paul Wineman. Thanks to all the
parents who came over early, we were able to have
food. Our cook from last year was diagnosed with
a serious illness and had to quit shortly after school
started. So after a few weeks without a cook, we
were pleased to find a new cook who so far is
doing a great job. Our chapter continues to see
increased alumni involvement and we only hope
that this trend will continue. For more information
email fisselbm@u.washington.edu.
Blake Thomas

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

WEST VIRGINIA
ALPHA

West Virginia University
Accredited with Honors
Here marks another exciting year here at WVU,
with the house at full capacity and our numbers
higher than they have been in years – the chapter
is strong as ever! We continue to have a great
relationship with our house corporation and we
can not say enough about the help and support
they have provided to our chapter and officers.
After having another successful philanthropy in
which we held a beach volleyball tournament, we
ended the spring semester with a great event that
benefits the WVU Children’s Hospital.
The fall semester proved to be another great
opportunity for our chapter to flourish and shine
on campus. Since the start of the semester, we
participated in many extra- curricular activities
including sorority philanthropies, various intramural
sports and inter-fraternal activities. As for
recruitment, we pledged 16 potential new
members. It includes young men from several
states, including Penn., Ohio, Md., N.J. and N.Y. This
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cheer, in enthusiastic support for its fellow
Beloiters. After the game, both the Phi Kappa Psi
Association of Beloit College and the Chapter
Advisory Committee met for their annual
gatherings, with the Advisory Committee
welcoming Brother Ryan Fischer, Past Archon of
District III, as its newest member.
After a successful Fall Rush culminating the day
of Homecoming, we pledged four outstanding men
(Timothy McCalister, Matthew Reed, James Shea
and Joshua Wilson) with several alumni present to
help us kick off the pledge process.The energy and
enthusiasm of Fall Alpha 2007 is unmistakable and
the enduring quality of these young gentlemen will
serve them well. Meanwhile, our deferred Spring
Rush is already in the works with dozens of
prospective freshmen excited to pledge our Noble
Fraternity.
With the stabilization of our financial health,
we’ve regained fiscal self-reliance which has led to
several improvements to our house and given us
the capability to expand both material and
membership horizons much further and with more
secure confidence.
We continue to strive for philanthropic idealism,
with programs like a Frisbee Golf Tournament, with
proceeds donated to Play for Peace (coordinated
by Brothers Andrew Bartles and Connor
Donahue), sponsoring the Annual Buck-an-Ear
Homecoming Corn-Roast with proceeds donated
to the Stateline Boy’s and Girl’s Club (organized by
Brother Andrew Roth) and working with our
Campus Community Outreach Center to
supervise blood drives on campus in support of
the Beloit area blood bank. Last semester,
Wisconsin Gamma doubled the goal of 500
community service hours and is already on its way
to again surpassing that mark.
Finally, in future news, for this coming Founders
Day Wisconsin Gamma looks forward to hosting
National SWP Tryon Hubbard for a celebration in
Madison with the chapter’s current and past
members.
Travis Barrett

pledge class is a strong group of guys that has a lot
to offer to the chapter.
Our winter/spring semester (2008) will begin
with our annual formal in Toronto, Canada. This is
our biggest event of the year, with chapter
participation at over 90%.
Founders Day will be held on Saturday,
February 9, 2008. Plans have been in the works for
some time. We cordially invite all alumni and
spouses to “come back” for the weekend and enjoy
the festivities. Our alumni relations chair has been
working with local alumni to make this event the
best it has been in years.The keynote speaker will
be Bob Reynolds ’71, former CEO of Fidelity
Investments. In addition, there will be a special
ceremony at our Memorial Chapel honoring all
brothers who have served our country in our
nations’ wars.
With the support from alumni, exciting events
planned, and the chapter being as strong as ever
this should be a year for the record books for West
Virginia Alpha. And as always, proud to be a Phi Psi!
Justin Heydon

WISCONSIN GAMMA

Beloit College
Accredited with Honors
It has been a semester of success for Wisconsin
Gamma.This summer’s Woodrow Wilson awarded
our chapter the status Accredited with Honors,
accepted by our attending members Nachiket
Karnik, William Brownson and Andrew Roth. The
conference also marked the campaign of Brother
Karnik to become the next Archon of District III.
Though his campaign did not bring victory, the
experience taught him much about the
importance of quality leadership.
Homecoming brought the welcome return of
many of our brothers from both Beloit and nearby
chapters demonstrating the continued support
and success of the Wisconsin Alumni Association.
Though the game ended in defeat, Wisconsin
Gamma came out with corn, brats, burgers and
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Retraction: The fall 2007 issue of The Shield mistakenly listed Richard A. Knudsen, Nebraska Alpha ’43, as
deceased. Brother Knudsen contacted us to say that he is alive and well. The Shield regrets this error.
Additionally, the obituary for William A. Henderson, Missouri Alpha ’47, inadvertently omitted Brother
Henderson’s tenure as Editor of The Shield from 1962-64.

Arizona Alpha, University of Arizona
Walter M Vreeland ’53
R. Scott Hitt ’77

Indiana Delta, Purdue University
William N. Rider Jr. ’40
Jerry L. McMillin ’54

California Beta, Stanford University
William K. Kelley ’46

Indiana Zeta, Butler University
Bruce Graf Schram ’77

California Delta,
University of Southern California
Eric S. Godfrey ’63

Iowa Alpha, University of Iowa
David H. Steinle ’43
Iowa Beta, Iowa State University
Peter K. Carrell ’39
George L. Friedl ’47

California Epsilon,
University of California, Los Angeles
Carl L. Hostrup ’47

Kansas Alpha, Kansas University
Thomas S. Cadden ’42

California Gamma,
University of California, Berkeley
William B. Hehir ’53

Kentucky Beta, University of Kentucky
John Michael Haughton ’92

Colorado Alpha, University of Colorado
Wayne A. McAninch ’47

Michigan Beta, Michigan State University
Kenneth L. Leib ’57

Illinois Alpha, Northwestern University
Winfield S. Fisher Jr. ’42
Lloyd P. Stoik ’45

Minnesota Beta, University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities
Frederick W. Putnam Jr. ’36

Illinois Beta, University of Chicago
George P. Williams Jr. ’39

Missouri Alpha, University of Missouri
Dale E.Thorp ’50
Joseph P. Greco ’69

Illinois Delta, University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign
Richard Edward Hayes ’85

Missouri Beta, Westminster College
Craig P. Kayser ’65

Indiana Alpha, DePauw University
Edward J. Lee ’28
Ray H. Montgomery ’37

New Jersey Gamma, Rutgers,
The State University of New Jersey
Timothy Thomas Sarkisian ’89

Indiana Beta, Indiana University
John D. Leslie ’44
Jeffry A. Mauk ’69
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New York Alpha, Cornell University
John D. Hull Jr. ’36
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New York Gamma, Columbia University
Graham S. McConnell ’33

Pennsylvania Kappa, Swarthmore College
Robert L. Roemer ’45

Ohio Alpha, Ohio Wesleyan University
Robert D. Diehl ’49
Robert J. Notar ’55
Wilbur R. Korengel Jr. ’57
Wesley W. Nichols Jr. ’57
John H. Opdycke ’58
Barry L. Holcomb ’60

Pennsylvania Lambda, Pennsylvania State
University
George N. Wendt ’41
Pennsylvania Zeta, Dickinson College
Jerry Mitchell Johnston ’52
Texas Beta,Texas Tech University
William H. Richmond ’56
Joseph D. Joiner ’63

Ohio Epsilon, Case Western Reserve
University
Duncan Robert Lowne ’97

Texas Gamma,Texas State University,
San Marcos
Dennis R. Zavadil ’69

Oklahoma Alpha, University of Oklahoma
James J. Wantland ’47
Oregon Alpha, University of Oregon
Justin M. Smith ’53
Ronald L. Foster ’90

Virginia Alpha, University of Virginia
Charles B. Walden Jr. ’49

Pennsylvania Epsilon, Gettysburg College
J. Duncan Campbell ’34
Russell H. Oursler ’55

Washington Alpha, University of Washington
Carl R. Anderson ’40
Walter W. Baz ’41
Robert E. Sayles ’43
Roderick V. Williams ’55

Pennsylvania Gamma, Bucknell University
Joseph T. Quick ’35
Eugene B. Nicolait Jr. ’39
Richard J. Roush ’39

West Virginia Alpha, West Virginia University
Robert Peck Sibley ’87

JAMES DUNCAN CAMPBELL
PENNSYLVANIA EPSILON ’34
The passing of Phi Kappa Psi’s Historian Emeritus was noted by many prominent Phi Psis. Current
National Historian Michael McCoy, Indiana Beta ’58, compiled these thoughts for The Shield to bid J. Duncan
Campbell a fond farewell and to remember his years of loyal service to Our Strong Bandl.
It was a story J. Duncan Campbell told on
himself with some amusement. About 35 years
ago in Harrisburg, Pa., where he lived, “I went for
my car at a local parking lot, walked up to the tiny
shed to pay my bill and get car keys, when the
attendant greeted me. He spoke with such a burr I
asked him if he were Scottish.”
“‘Aye’, he said.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

“I drew up my 6’1” frame, inhaled, and proudly
told him: ‘My name is Duncan Campbell.’
“He looked me over and responded:‘Tis a name
not highly regarded in the heelands’.”
“The heelands” must have been a rare spot
where the name did not command respect. And
surely it commanded respect nowhere more than in
the Fraternity he loved and served for so many years.
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J. Duncan Campbell, Pennsylvania Epsilon 1934,
had been a Phi Psi pledge or brother for just over
74 years when he died at age 91 Nov. 8 at
Harrisburg’s Community General Hospital. His
association with us had spanned nearly half of Phi
Psi’s existence and, as Historian Emeritus of the
Fraternity, no one still living knew the other half as
well as he. After all, it was “Dunc” who wrote the
first volume of the Centennial History of the Phi
Kappa Psi Fraternity, covering the first 50 years,
through 1902. Along the way, he served a two-year
term as a member of the Executive Council as our
national Secretary and as editor of The Shield for
seven years (from 1954-61).
“Among the prominent Phi Psis of his generation
Dunc Campbell stood out as the schoolmaster –
more properly, the masterly and disciplined teacher
who encouraged his brothers, younger and older
alike, with his vital love of learning,” Phi Psi’s
Mystagogue Kent C. Owen, Indiana Beta 1958, said
after learning of Campbell’s death.
“He was truly a man of parts, each of which he
seemed to cultivate to high competence and
distinction. But for all his diligently earned
knowledge, Dunc never appeared distantly
academic. Whether the subject was military
insignia, early Army aviation, excavations of
Revolutionary War encampments, or – most
fascinating for his fraternity brothers – the
personages and significant events of Phi Psi history,
Dunc could engage practically anyone with his
focused enthusiasm and command of telling details.
Dunc was ever a congenial companion, easy to
engage in conversation and generous in sentiment.
“Throughout his years of active service to the
Fraternity he bestowed his impressive talents:
authorship of the Centennial History Volume I,
numerous articles and editorial projects for The
Shield, and his appointed and elected tenure on the
Executive Council. All in all, he exemplified what
Robert Greenleaf described as ‘servant leadership’
in his constant willingness to strive for the better
interests and greater good of others. Surely, it was
a rare privilege to know Dunc Campbell as a man,
a gentleman, and our brother.”
Dunc was born May 17, 1916, in Harrisburg, the
son of Dr. J. Moore Campbell and Rose (White)
Campbell, at a time when a Phi Psi, Woodrow
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Wilson, occupied the White House. A still-young
Rose Campbell would die in one of the very early
automobile collisions in central Pennsylvania, as J.
Duncan was in his teens.
It was after her death and in the depth of the
Great Depression when he went off to college. He
always was reluctant, for reasons of modesty, to
recount his early encounter with Phi Kappa Psi and
the importance those first years of membership
had for him, but when he did he would note he
was not able to share that happy event with his
mother.
“The older Phi Psis who knew it are now gone,
but once in a while the story pops out when I want
it to,” he said in recent years. “However, I never
have wanted it published.”
Here is that account, in his own words in 2002,
presumably published for the first time and with
the permission of his family.
“In May 1933 I became 17 years old. In June I
was a high school graduate, and in September this
motherless child entered Gettysburg College. I was
not bewildered or unprepared scholastically, but I
knew I had been thrust into an environment for
young adults – and I was not one.The only ‘asset’ I
had was size: 6’1”, 195, and mildly athletic. During
fraternity rushing I was most comfortable with Phi
Psis. They were quieter, but had a firm, subtle
enthusiasm for their fraternity.”
While the college gave him a fine academic
background, he added: “Phi Kappa Psi came into
my life at the hour of my greatest need, gave me
guidance, molded my character, taught me social
graces, and made a gentleman out of the 17-yearold motherless child.”
He later told former National President John C.
Ciccarelli, in a 2004 phone interview: “It was in Phi
Psi that my philosophies and all my values in life
were formed.” Noting that “our greatest critics of
the concept of ‘fraternity’ are made by those who
know the least about us,” J. Duncan suggested to
Ciccarelli that critics be asked: “Why, in fact, are
there so many Phi Psi legacies today, including sons,
grandsons, nephews, if the purpose wasn’t
important?”
His own Phi Psi experience was one he hoped
his own legacies – eventually a son and grandson –
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Duncan to Phi Kappa Psi at Gettysburg was its
ethnic diversity. “When I arrived on Gettysburg’s
campus, the Phi Psis were called ‘The League of
nations,’ with Turk Azur, Tony Kozma, Johnny Visco,
Bob McMillan, Joe Bredbenner, to name a few.” In
1936, he added, the Chapter initiated a young
Hawaiian whose cousins soon also were initiated at
the Chapter, in 1939 and 1942. “Phi Kappa Psi
historically has shown many times a liberal stance
concerning members’ backgrounds.”
“My favorite true story that tells much about
Phi Psis and their character happened while I was
an undergraduate,” he recalled in the letter to
McDonald. (“Duncan was a real treasure,” Dave
recalls. “We carried on correspondence after the
Pittsburgh GAC, always greeting each other as
Brothers” – and adding with tongue in cheek –
“despite the animosity between the Campbells and
the MacDonalds.”)
“A college junior was approached by at least
two fraternities and told one of them he had to
decline because he couldn’t afford the cost, adding
that were he able, he would try to become a Phi
Psi. The word got back to Phi Psi. The chapter
figures up all the costs for two years: initiation, pin,
dues, and miscellaneous assessments, then divided

would have an opportunity to share.“Fathers want
the best for their sons when they cut home ties
and enter college,” he said in a 2002 letter to the
Rev. David McDonald, Wisconsin Gamma 1982.
“When my son, and grandson, entered Cornell and
became Phi Psis, I had high hopes that the
Fraternity would do for them what it had done for
me. It did.”
But it was his son’s decision whether to pick a
fraternity to pledge, notes that son, James D.
Campbell Jr., New York Alpha 1959. “When I left for
college, he strongly urged me to join a good
national fraternity, but there was never any
pressure that it had to be Phi Psi. My son Duncan
tells the same story. But I know (J. Duncan) was
proud, and he did say so, that I reached the office
of (President) at New York Alpha, and my son
followed in my footsteps some 30 years later.”
Yet J. Duncan was modest here, too, about his
similar achievement at Pennsylvania Epsilon. “(He)
was always proud, although he never told me in so
many words, that he attained the office of
(President) in his chapter,” his son said. It was just
an early example of how Phi Psi “had a huge impact
upon his entire life.”
Something else that may have attracted J.

Three generations of Phi Psi Historians posed during the 2002 GAC.
L-R Phil Davidson, Arizona Alpha ’59,
J. Duncan Campbell, Pennsylvania Epsilon ’34,
Hal Dick, Ohio Zeta ’55
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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it by the number of members. The assessed cost
to each brother was announced, followed by a
unanimous vote to make an offer to the prospect.
“He became an outstanding, grateful brother.
He began his career as a high school teacher, later
a principal. Throughout his entire career he was a
prime ‘rusher’, telling those he selected to tell that
they should look carefully at Phi Kappa Psi when
they entered college, and if offered a bid, ‘by all
means take it!’ None of those young men knew
that he also had sent letters to different Phi Psi
chapters, giving their names and his
recommendations.”
His interest in the Fraternity’s history began as
an undergraduate, he noted is his preface to his
volume of the Centennial History. “The Chapter
archives in Miller Hall on the Gettysburg campus
“aroused my interest in Phi Kappa Psi history and
formed the framework of this volume.”
Working on the Centennial History, he said,
“was sheer delight….To relive those days with men
now immortal was, indeed, like strolling with them
down hallowed halls.”
Dunc was a graduate of John Harris High
School and Gettysburg College, class of 1937.
Upon graduation he was commissioned as an
Army Second Lieutenant, served as an infantry
officer, and subsequently earned his wings as an
Army Aviator and served in the Army Air Corps. He
was teaching Military Science at Lehigh University
when Pearl Harbor was bombed Dec. 7, 1941.
Following active duty during World War II,
Duncan was on the faculty of the Harrisburg
Academy for many years, and subsequently served
as the Secretary of the Phi Kappa Psi from 196264, the 12th person to hold that office, following his
election at the Ashville, N.C., Grand Arch Council.
Phil Davidson, Arizona Alpha 1959, recalls J.
Duncan’s election by acclamation and “how Dunc
was talented in assisting other EC members in
getting their points across during the meeting.
Dunc’s ‘Yes, that is a good idea AND not only
that…’ proved to be helpful in facilitating the
passing of motions.”
He also was a member of the Order of the
S.C., having been initiated in 1960 at his seventh
Grand Arch Council in a series that began in 1936
and which included consecutive appearances from
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

1950-1966. His eleventh and last, given his health,
was at the Sesquicentennial GAC in Pittsburgh in
2002, his first in 36 years and which also was
marked by the presence of his son and grandson.
“With Dunc’s passing, Phi Kappa Psi has lost an
outstanding Historian Emeritus, strong Pennsylvania
Epsilon supporter and a true friend to many of its
members,” Davidson says.
J. Duncan served for several years as the first
Director of the William Penn Museum in
Harrisburg, where he worked until his retirement.
He was also retired from the U.S. Army Reserve,
having attained the rank of Lieutenant Colonel.
He held a life long interest in U.S. military
history, insignia and uniforms. He also was a highly
skilled archeologist and served as a consultant
to the Smithsonian Institution and the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Among the sites
he was retained to excavate and study were the
Revolutionary War encampments at Valley Forge
and Morristown, N.J., as well as Fort Ticonderoga
and Sackets Harbor, N.Y.; Fort Atkinson, Neb.; and
Fort Adams, Miss. He was a Founding Director of
the Company of Military Historians.
An accomplished author, he published, among
other books, a standard reference work on
American Military Insignia 1800-1851 (Smithsonian
Publications, 1951) and another on Aviation Badges
of the United States Army, 1913-1946. His final
book, covering American Military Headgear
Insignia, was published at age 88 in 2004.
He was a widower with the passing in March
2004 of Margaret H. Campbell, to whom he was
married for 63 years.
He is survived by two sons, James D., N.Y. Alpha
’59, of Camp Hill, Pa., and John W. of High Point,
N.C., five grandchildren (including James Duncan
Campbell III, N.Y. Alpha ’90) and two greatgrandsons. Also surviving is a sister, Virginia R.
Campbell, of Trinity, N.C.; and many nieces and
nephews. A brother, Dr. J. Moore Campbell, III, of
Oklahoma City, preceded him in death.
The Phi Psi grandson, James Duncan III, and wife
have a son born in early 2007 who also bears J.
Duncan’s name. “Dad had trouble smiling
because of a muscular weakness due to his
Myasthenia,” said James D. Jr., ”but there is an
unmistakable smile in our photo of the four
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clearly illustrates that a foundation built on Honor,
Virtue, Conscience, and Truth will support a mighty
structure.”
National President Stephen R. O’Rourke issued
a resolution memorializing J. Duncan’s death and
proclaiming a 15-day period of mourning from
November 15-30 with a request that “Fraternity
badges, charters and shields should be draped in
mourning in accordance with custom and
regulation outlined in the Ritual of Phi Kappa Psi
Fraternity.” Copies were sent to the family.
Memorial contributions may be made to the
Endowment Fund of Phi Kappa Psi, 5395 Emerson
Way, Indianapolis, IN 46226-1415; the Doriane
Heather Campbell Fund, Eastern North Carolina
Chapter, 3101 Industrial Drive, Suite 210, Raleigh, NC
27609; or the Vista School, 1249 Cocoa Avenue,
Hershey, PA 17033.
Michael H. McCoy, Indiana Beta ’58, currently is
the Historian of Phi Kappa Psi. Timothy Tangen,
Minnesota Delta ’03 and the Fraternity’s Archivist, also
helped in the research for this article. Many of the
quotations attributed to J. Duncan Campbell are from
a three-page handwritten letter of Aug. 19, 2002,
which just has been donated by David McDonald to
the Archives of the Fraternity. We welcome any other
donations about J. Duncan Campbell. Send them to:
Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity,Attn:Archives, 5395 Emerson
Way, Indianapolis, IN 46226.

generations together, three wearing our Campbell
plaid ties and the baby wrapped in a Campbell
plaid blanket. Perhaps little James will one day be a
Phi Psi, too.”
Hardly a day has gone by since I assumed
responsibilities for Phi Psi’s historical activities
during both the Sesquicentennial and as Historian
that I haven’t said a silent thanks to J. Duncan for his
love of Phi Kappa Psi, its history, and his
documenting so much of our past. That account
now is the only documentation we have of parts of
our history. Whenever I’m at work at my desk, the
Centennial History is never more than a reach
away.
His thoughts of Phi Kappa Psi were always
within reach, as well, and I believe he died secure in
the knowledge that the Fraternity today was still
the one he had known. He had said in recent years
that he was “comfortable with the outlook of our
young leaders, and I believe a majority of today’s
Phi Psis compare most favorably with all other
generations.”
As we mark his passing, we perhaps can best
honor him by recalling the words he left with us in
his Centennial History preface. “Irresistible faith,
devotion to an ideal, unceasing efforts, and spirit in
the face of defeat, all characterize these men who
‘builded better than they knew’. The strength
manifested by Phi Kappa Psi during its first 50 years

science in 1953. Graduation led to employment
with the Bon Marche (Macy’s) Interior Design
Department. After several years, he joined
McBreen’s Design Firm where he spent 18 years as
an interior designer. Later, he opened his own firm
to continue serving his far flung clients up and
down the West Coast and Hawaii. He remained
active in design until very recently and was a
longtime member of the American Society of
Interior Designers, in which he was awarded a life
time membership.Walter was an avid skier into his
70s, enjoyed tennis and was an inveterate traveler.
A lively participant in Seattle’s arts community, he
loved theater, art and especially music, from opera
to jazz. He particularly enjoyed the swing music of
the 1930s and 40s and organized two singing
groups that met frequently, accompanied by a

WALTER WILLIAM BAZ
WASHINGTON ALPHA ’41
A dear friend to many passed quietly Sept 10,
2007 after a month-long illness.Walter was born in
Camas, Wash. on Jan. 23, 1920. He graduated from
Camas High School in 1939 and in 1940, as one of
our “Greatest Generation,” entered the U.S. Army
Air Force and served until the end of hostilities in
1945. Following the war, he joined the Civil Service
and worked with the U.S. Military Forces in Japan
until 1950. During this period he became
acquainted with and enjoyed the Japanese culture,
particularly the Kabuki Theatre. Walter returned to
the Northwest and the University of Washington,
where he graduated with a degree in political
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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pianist, to sing together and solo. He had many
friends throughout the world. Until he fell ill, he
retained a keen interest and curiosity in the world
around him. He was a gentleman and in many ways
a Renaissance man. To encourage education and
the study of interior design, he founded and
endowed the Walter Baz Interior Design
Scholarship Fund at Bellevue Community College.
Walter was predeceased by his brother, Paul. He is
survived by his sister Virginia, sister-in-law Belva and
niece Penny.

love, support and lifelong friendships. Joe was
employed by JPMorgan Chase & Co. in Columbus.
Joe is survived by the love of his life, Julia Hansley;
her daughter Ashley; brother Paul; sister Angela;
favorite nephew Paul; and favorite niece Jeannette.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Paul T.
and Helen A. Greco, and sister-in-law Rose Mary
Greco. Joe is also survived by a host of close
friends, neighbors and angels. Joe was a huge fan of
the St. Louis Cardinals and the Mizzou Tigers
football team. He loved running, reading and
military history, and likened his cancer journey to a
war. He will be remembered for his big heart,
constant smile and will never be forgotten. Joe and
his family deeply appreciate the love, support and
the friendships he made through the Brain Tumor
Support group and the care received from his
entire medical team whom he considered his allies
in his battle.

ERIC STEPHEN GODFREY
CALIFORNIA DELTA ’63
Eric Stephen Godfrey died on August 11, 2007.
Eric lived his life with a love of the outdoors, friends
and fraternity and, most importantly, sports of all
kinds! Born in Hollywood, Calif., raised in Arcadia,
Calif., and educated at the University of Southern
California, he never left those roots. In Arcadia, he
played on the most interesting Little League
baseball team started by Babe Dahlgren (who took
Lou Gehrig’s spot at the end of his spectacular
career), and Eric’s father. They built the first Little
League baseball stadium in Arcadia. Eric went on to
play stellar baseball at Arcadia High School and
Glendale Jr. College before transferring to USC.
Eric was a huge inspiration to future Phi Kappa Psi
at USC and other universities. His nephew, little
Eric, as he is called, formed the first colony of Phi
Psis at UCI, now California Kappa. What a legacy!
Eric leaves behind his loving sister, Mary Ann; cousin
Phil; niece Kelley; nephew Eric; Dominick and Jake
Buscaglio, and Morgan, Brynne and Nicholas
Norquist.

CARL L. HOSTRUP
CALIFORNIA EPSILON ’47
Carl Louis Hostrup, 83, passed away peacefully
at Saint John’s Health Center in Santa Monica, Calif.
on August 22, 2007. He is survived by his wife of
57 years, Betty, the love of his life, whom he met
while attending UCLA; their three children,
Christian, Alan and Diane, and their spouses,
Beverly, Margaret and Randall; his sister Millicent;
and five grandchildren Michelle, Alison, Daniel,
Melissa and Eric. He was born in Ann Arbor, Mich.
July 7, 1924 the son of Christian and Ester and
loving brother to sisters Millicent and Marilyn. Carl
is a 1942 graduate of Santa Monica High School
where he was student body president and captain
of the baseball team. After serving his country in
WWII, he attended UCLA earning a degree in
Mechanical Engineering, and was a member of the
Psi Kappa Psi Fraternity where he was Chapter
President, prior to graduating in 1949. He retired in
1984 from LAUSD as Director of Construction
Branch and was a member of the American
Society of Civil Engineers. He began his career
working with his father as a principle of C.F.
Hostrup and Associates Civil Engineers in Santa
Monica. Extremely active in his community as a
volunteer with the Westside Family YMCA, UCLA,

JOSEPH P. GRECO
MISSOURI ALPHA ’69
Joseph P. Greco, 59, born in St. Louis, Mo. on
May 5, 1948 passed away on November 8, 2007 at
Riverside Methodist Hospital in Columbus, Ohio
after a strong, courageous and honorable 27
month battle with brain cancer. Joe obtained his
undergraduate graduate degree from his alma
mater, University of Missouri, and graduate degrees
from both St. Louis University and Roosevelt
University. He was a proud brother in the Phi
Kappa Psi Fraternity and truly appreciated their
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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distinction in the 2nd Armored Division, Ft. Hood
Texas, as a Platoon Leader, Company Executive
Officer and later at Divisional Headquarters as part
of their journalism unit. His career including
working in sales for Proctor and Gamble, Smith
Corolla, Akvo-Novell, the International Salt Co., and
later in real estate. He is survived by his daughter
Samantha, his step-mother, step-sister and two
step-brothers.

and Westwood United Methodist Church, Carl
was most involved supporting his family and
enjoying his beautiful home with Betty in
Westwood. A strong leader and highly principled
individual in every sense of the word, Carl’s impact
on his family, his business associates, and his friends
will be forever remembered. He adored his five
grandchildren and had a special relationship with
each as they felt his passion for life and deep sense
of responsibility and fun loving ways.

KENNETH L. LEIB
MICHIGAN BETA ’57

JOSEPH DUTTON JOINER
TEXAS BETA ’63

Kenneth L. Leib, 73, departed this life on August
13, 2007, following a brief but courageous battle
with cancer. Born November 8, 1933, in Detroit, he
was a kind and gentle man who will be missed by
family and friends. Ken graduated from Michigan
State University in 1958 with a degree in
horticulture. He was president of the Floriculture
Forum and a member of Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity.
Ken maintained a lifelong love of MSU and his
fraternity. He was also past master of Logan Elm
Lodge 624 F & A.M., Kingston, Ohio. He is survived
by his wife Carole, whom he married on
September 16, 1961; four sons, Gregg, Eric, Kurt
and Daryl; and grandchildren Michael, Katie,
Meagan, Connor, Bailey, Sydney, Alexis, Sam, Audrey,
Austin, Alyson and Taylor. Ken was preceded in
death by his parents, Homer and Florence Leib.
Active in the Boy Scouts as a youth and parent, Ken
served in the U.S. Army during the Korean War. He
enjoyed telling stories, jokes and gardening. Ken had
a long career in sales in the lawn and garden
industry, including serving as national sales manager
for the former Cole Nursery, Circleville, Ohio.
Following retirement, he located to the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan where he worked part-time
at Wal-Mart in Houghton.

Joseph Joiner, born March 3, 1944 in
Washington, D.C. to J.B and Mildred, passed away
unexpectedly Aug. 14, 2007 at his home in Santa
Fe, N.M. Joe grew up in Lubbock, Texas, where he
graduated from Texas Tech University in May 1966.
He was commissioned in the U.S. Marine Corps
and served in Vietnam from 1967-68 as a rifle
platoon commander. After completing his military
service, Joe attended law school at USC, receiving
a J.D. in 1972. He practiced law in San Francisco for
many years before relocating to Santa Fe in 2000.
His work as pro bono counsel to the Northern
New Mexico Radio Foundation helped keep Santa
Fe’s public radio station on the air, and his work on
behalf of the Santa Fe Farmers Market helped
secure the market a permanent home. Joe also
served on the Board of Directors of the Northern
New Mexico Chapter of the ACLU and as a
chairperson for the Santa Fe County Corrections
Advisory Committee. His acute intellect, along with
a passion for law and the Constitution, were
partnered with a terrific sense of humor. He will be
greatly missed by his family and numerous friends.
He is survived by his son Scott; parents J.B and
Mildred; brother Steve and niece Casey.

JEFFRY A. MAUK
INDIANA BETA ’69

CRAIG P. KAYSER
MISSOURI BETA ’65

Jeffry A. Mauk, 57, died Aug. 30, 2007 in his
Cumming, Ga.residence after a nine year battle
with cancer. He was born in Marion, Ind. to Jacqulin
and the late Ray G. Mauk. He lived in Marion until
1986 when he moved to Cumming, Ga. He
married Pamela Gatewood on Oct. 18, 1975. Jeff

Craig Kayser passed away on March 26, 2007 of
conjunctive heart failure. He was 61. Craig
graduated from Westminster College in 1968,
where he served 3 terms as GP of the Missouri
Beta Chapter. Following graduation, he served with
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retired as the plant manager at the International
Paper plant in Atlanta, Ga. In 2004, prior to his
move to Georgia, Jeff was employed at the Bell
Fibre plant in Marion. Jeff was a member of the
Indiana Football Hall of Fame. He graduated from
Oak Hill High School in 1968 and Indiana
University in 1972. Jeff was a member of Phi Kappa
Psi Fraternity, and a Volunteer Fireman in Converse.
He attended the First Friends church, and was a
member of the First Redeemer Church in
Cumming, Ga. Jeff enjoyed boating, traveling,
woodworking and was a fan of all sports. But, most
of all he enjoyed his family. Survivors include his
wife Pam; son Michael; daughters Karri and Melissa;
grandchildren Samantha, Jonathan, Justin, Keeley
and Sofia; brothers Brett and Chris; and sister
Laurie.

Speedway Hall of Fame and a member of the
Development Board of the National Training
Center of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. He
was a Sagamore of the Wabash. In 1963, he was
named to the Silver Anniversary Sports Illustrated
All-American Hall of Fame. He was a member of
the Bloomington Rotary and the First Christian
Church in Bloomington. He is survived by his wife
of 66 years, Billie; his daughter and son-in-law
Brenda and Ken; daughter Beth; grandchildren
Annie, Margaret, Emily and Henry; and greatgrandchildren Charlie, Henry, Samuel and Jacob. He
was preceded in death by his sister Dorris and a
son-in-law, William.

RAY HENRY MONTGOMERY
INDIANA ALPHA ’37

Called “Pat” by all who knew him, he led a full
and active life with wife Mary Lee after retiring 20
years ago from a successful career as a property
casualty insurance executive. During his retirement,
Pat was an avid trainer of Labrador retrievers and
a frequent competitor in field trials all over the
country. To all who knew him – his wife, children,
grandchildren, friends, colleagues and employees –
he was a pillar of quiet strength, a great mix of
easygoing leadership, fairness, wisdom and humor
who had a positive influence that will keep his
memory vivid in the minds of a great many for
many years to come. Born and raised in Clinton,
Iowa, Pat was a top athlete as a youth: all-state
football player in Clinton; UP All America, football
team captain and later hall of fame inductee at his
alma mater, Western Illinois University. After
graduating from high school, Pat attended
Northwestern University for his freshman year
before serving in the Army occupation forces in
Japan for two years following World War II before
finishing his studies at Western Illinois University on
the G.I. Bill.

LLOYD PALMER STOIK
ILLINOIS ALPHA ’45

The Reverend Ray Henry Montgomery died
October 19, 2007, at his home in Bloomington, Ind.
Born on February 24, 1917, in Martinsville, Ind. he
was the son of Ray and Evelyn. He graduated from
DePauw University in 1939 and received a Master
of Divinity from Yale University in 1941. In 1955,
Vincennes University honored him with a Doctor
of Divinity. He was ordained into the ministry of
The Disciples of Christ in 1941 and served the
Central Christian Church in Connersville, Indiana,
and the Speedway Christian Church in Speedway,
Indiana. He retired from the ministry in 1979. He
was a humble, gracious and gentle man of strong
faith and conviction. His devotion to family, friends,
church and the communities where he lived serve
as an inspiration to many. He enjoyed wearing
Harris Tweed jackets, masterfully telling stories and
spending summers at his home on Crooked Lake
in Oden, Mich. with his family. During his
undergraduate years at DePauw University, he was
a three-year varsity football player and a member
of Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity. While a graduate
student at Yale, he served on the freshman football
coaching staff. He served as Protestant Chaplain of
the Indianapolis Motor Speedway from 1957 until
1978. He was a past president of the Indianapolis
Day Nursery, a member of the Marion County
Human Rights Commission, a member of the
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

GEORGE P.WILLIAMS, JR.
ILLINOIS BETA ’39
George P. Williams, Jr., age 87, World War II
Veteran, died in his home in Lisle, Ill. on Aug. 7,
2007. In recent years he also lived in Scottsdale,
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Ariz. and Wheaton and Glen Ellyn, Ill. Born May 18,
1920, he attended Hyde Park High School and the
University of Chicago. He started law school, but
was drafted in September, 1941.After basic training
he went to Signal Corps Officer Candidate School
in 1942. He married the late Mary Alice Hyde in
January of 1943. He was assigned as the
commanding officer of the 1104th Signal Company.
His unit crossed the Atlantic on a Liberty Ship in
late 1943 and was stationed at various locations in
India until late 1945. Among other assignments, he
participated in the establishment and operation of
the Command Headquarters of the newly formed
Twentieth Air Force in Kharagpur. His oldest son,
Skip, was born while he was overseas. When
George returned from the war he began working
for Illinois Bell Telephone Company and attending

night school. He received his Master’s in Business
Administration from the University of Chicago. As
a financial analyst, George was a pioneer in the use
of index funds for pension fund assets. He
supervised the banks and investment advisors that
were managing pension fund holdings for Illinois
Bell, retiring from there after 35 years. He
thoroughly enjoyed good music of various kinds.
Very bright, with an often impish sense of humor,
George was a man who exemplified integrity. He
was a devoted caregiver to Mary, his dear wife of
62 years, through her struggle with Parkinson’s
Disease, to which she succumbed in 2005. He is
survived by his children Skip, Mimi, John and Tom;
and seven grandchildren. He was preceded in
death by his parents, Isabell Nafe and George P.
Williams Sr.; and by a sister, Isabell.

continued from page 11
Chapter leaders are exposed to our stance on
hazing during our National leadership conferences.
In addition to letting chapter officers know that
they may be held liable for their chapter’s actions
while they’re in charge, we give positive alternatives
to hazing and show examples of what a non-hazing
chapter will look like in terms of motivation,
participation in chapter life and alumni response.
Our alumni volunteers play a vital role in
helping to ensure that chapters are fulfilling their
duty to continue the Fraternity in a safe manner
while passing along the best ideals of Phi Kappa Psi
to new members. Chapter advisory committees
and housing corporation boards have far more
contact with chapter members than the National
possibly can, and are often in a position to tell a
chapter not to make a bad decision before they
have to find out the potentially tragic
consequences of hazing.
Our National staff can also provide chapters
with lists and descriptions of team building
exercises and other activities that are safe and
productive. We use many of these activities at
National leadership events, and all of them can be
used with pledges or as brotherhood building
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

experiences when chapters don’t have a pledge
class.
We’ve also partnered with over 21 other
national fraternities and sororities to establish the
Greek Anti-Hazing Hotline at 1-888-NOT-HAZE
(1-888-668-4293). This line is available to those
who believe they or others they know are or may
become victims of hazing. Callers may remain
anonymous or can provide personal information
so their concerns can be addressed directly. This
hotline connects to a dedicated voice mailbox at
Cincinnati law firm Manley Burke, publishers of
Fraternal Law.
As the Executive Council’s edict against hazing
begins,“The fraternity experience is shaped largely,
often decisively, by pledgeship.” We believe that,
between proactively working to stamp out hazing
where it may exist, educating chapters on how to
run a responsible fraternity education program,
and appropriately punishing chapters that still
choose to ignore our rules, state laws and good
conscience, we will continue the long tradition of
Phi Psis enjoying our fraternal bonds throughout
life.We hope to never again be forced to make this
most difficult decision.
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Indiana Beta - Indiana University
www.indiana.edu/~phipsi
1200 N. Jordan Ave., Bloomington, IN 47406
Chapter Advisor: James Bridenstine, 317-257-7980, jbridenstine@kortbuilders.com
Indiana Gamma - Wabash College
602 W.Wabash Ave., Crawfordsville, IN 47933, Chapter Advisor: Ben Kessler, 219-462-0058
Indiana Delta - Purdue University
www.indianadelta.com
359 Northwestern, West Lafayette, IN 47906
Chapter Advisor: Erik Props, 765-538-2380, props@purdue.edu
Indiana Epsilon - Valparaiso University
http://www.valpophipsi.org
PO Box 80095, Indianapolis, IN 46280
Chapter Advisor: Kevin Marks, 630-379-6647, kevinjohnmarks@yahoo.com
Indiana Zeta - Butler University http://www.butler.edu/studentlife/phikappapsi/
810 West Hampton Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46208
Chapter Advisor: Ray Volpe, 317-576-1869, revman@insightbb.com
Indiana Eta - Indiana State University
www.phipsiisu.org
228 South 6th Street, Terre Haute, IN 47807
Chapter Advisor: Greg Bailey, 317-831-6848, greg.bailey@kmna-kyb.com
Iowa Alpha - University of Iowa
www.uiowa.edu/~phipsi
363 N. Riverside Drive, Iowa City, IA 52246
Chapter Advisor: Jim Trigilio, 319-621-3604, JimTrig2000@yahoo.com
Iowa Beta - Iowa State University
36 Lynn Avenue, Ames, IA 50014
Chapter Advisor: Bill Good, 515-955-2737,William.Good@JohnsonLawIA.com
Kansas Alpha - Kansas University
1602 W. 15th St., Lawrence, KS 66044
Chapter Advisor: Jeff Burgess, 785-218-1282, Jeff.burgess@uscm.org
Kentucky Beta - University of Kentucky
403 Aylesford Place, Lexington, KY 40508
Chapter Advisor: Rob Patterson, 859-441-3294, RHPATTERSON@YAHOO.COM
Louisiana Alpha - Louisiana State University
P.O. Box 16009, Baton Rouge, LA 70893
Chapter Advisor:David Normand,225-328-7639,DJNORMAND@CARTERCHAMBERS.COM
Louisiana Gamma - Loyola University New Orleans
Box 1 Danna Ctr. Loyola Univ., 6363 St. Charles Ave. New Orleans, LA 70118
Chapter Advisor: Bill Cruikshank, 985-764-0517, bcruikshank@wpcoinc.com
Maryland Alpha - Johns Hopkins University
223 E 33rd St, Baltimore, MD 21218
Chapter Advisor: Adam Stolz, 410-563-0211, ADAM.STOLZ@JHU.EDU
Maryland Gamma - University of Maryland - College Park
PMB #877, 4423 Lehigh Road College Park, MD 20740
Chapter Advisor: Micah Kleid, 443-722-3465, MKLEID@YAHOO.COM
Massachusetts Beta - Brandeis University
20 Hammer St, Waltham, MA 2453, Chapter Advisor: None listed
Michigan Alpha - University of Michigan
www.umich.edu/~mialpha
700 South State Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Chapter Advisor: Mark Steffanina, 248 758-9228, marksteffanina@earthlink.net
Michigan Beta - Michigan State University
www.msuphipsi.com
522 Abbott Rd., E. Lansing, MI 48823
Chapter Advisor: Cole Buccafurri, 248-335-5203, buccafu1@msu.edu
Minnesota Beta - University of Minnesota,Twin Cities
1609 University Ave. S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55414
Chapter Advisor: Lance Fischer, 612-730-1434, fisc0282@umn.edu
Minnesota Gamma - Minnesota State University, Mankato
http://katophipsi.no-ip.org
227 Lincoln St., Mankato, MN 56001
Chapter Advisor: Paul Benson, 763-441-5132, PABENSON@CARLSON.COM
Minnesota Delta - University of Minnesota, Duluth www.umdphipsi.com
10 University Drive, Duluth, MN 55812
Chapter Advisor: Justin Meinhold, 612-483-3488, mein0055@d.umn.edu
Mississippi Alpha - University of Mississippi http://www.olemiss.edu/orgs/phipsi/
P.O. Box 8168, 315 Fraternity Row University, MS 38677
Chapter Advisor: Scott Bennett, 662-236-2054, SCOTT.BENNETT@PENSKE.COM
Missouri Alpha - University of Missouri,Columbia http://students.missouri.edu/~phipsi
809 S. Providence Rd., Columbia, MO 65203
Chapter Advisor: Steve O’Rourke, 573-446-3602, tork1038@aol.com
Nebraska Alpha - University of Nebraska
1548 S St., Lincoln, NE 68508
Chapter Advisor: Ryan Sewell, 712-322-4033,
Nebraska Beta - Creighton University
3618 Farnam, Omaha, NE 68131
Chapter Advisor: Richard Hauser, 402-280-3010, rjh98250@creighton.edu

Alabama Alpha - University of Alabama
www.phipsiala.com
P.O. Box 11122, Tuscaloosa, AL 35486
Chapter Advisor: Jay Masingill, 205-752-3369, jmasingill@ogb.state.al.us
Alabama Beta - Auburn University
315F Genelda Ave, Auburn, AL 36830
Chapter Advisor: Gordon Carter, 334-279-1213, rebelgtc@yahoo.com
Arizona Alpha - University of Arizona
http://clubs.asua.arizona.edu/~phipsi/
1011 North Tyndall, Tucson, AZ 85719
Chapter Advisor: Joel Davis, 520-882-5233, jadavis282@aol.com
California Beta - Stanford University www.stanford.edu/group/phi_kappa_psi
592 Mayfield Ave., Stanford, CA 94305
Chapter Advisor: Mark Brighton, 415-641-7553, mark.brighton@case.edu
California Delta - University of Southern California
642 W. 28th St., Los Angeles, CA 90007
Chapter Advisor: Christian Navar, , cnavar@mac.com
California Epsilon - University of California, Los Angeles
613 Gayley Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90024
Chapter Advisor: Kevin Jan, 310-345-5518, kjan@sprintmail.com
California Eta - California Polytechnic State University
1335 Foothill Blvd., San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Chapter Advisor: Brad Lachemann, 805-481-5735, blachemann@lmusd.org
California Iota - University of California, Davis
Mark Wong, 508 Second St., Ste 207 Davis, CA 95616
Chapter Advisor:Travis Nagler, 530-601-6596,TNAGLER@ZLAND.COM
California Kappa - University of California, Irvine
http://www.phipsi.net
2967 Michelson Dr. Ste. G269, Ste. G269 Irvine, CA 92612
Chapter Advisor: Xavier Quan, 510-635-1083, XAVIER.QUAN@GMAIL.COM
California Lambda - San Diego State University http://www.pkpsdsu.com
5525 Aztec Walk, San Diego, CA 92115
Chapter Advisor: Kurt Hartman, 619-850-8270, OSTK14@AOL.COM
Colorado Alpha - University of Colorado
1131 Unversity Ave., Boulder, CO 80302
Chapter Advisor: Aaron Maassel, 720-304-8703, AJM23@CWRU.EDU
District of Columbia Alpha - George Washington University
http://www.dcphipsi.com/
2152 F Street North West, Washington, DC 20037
Chapter Advisor: Ed Roessler, 703-815-1813, milesedr@aol.com
Florida Alpha - Florida State University
A300 University Center, Tallahassee, FL 32306
Chapter Advisor: Kory Ickler, 800-324-3533, kory@penningtonlaw.com
Georgia Alpha - University of Georgia
398 S. Milledge Ave., Athens, GA 30605
Chapter Advisor: Robert Brouillard, 706-355-9914, LEG_OF_THREE@HOTMAIL.COM
Georgia Beta - Georgia Institute of Technology
PMB 332, 541 10th St. NW Atlanta, GA 0
Chapter Advisor: Flynn Brantley, 404-325-0595, FLYNN151@AOL.COM
Illinois Alpha - Northwestern University
2247 Sheridan Rd., Evanston, IL 60201
Chapter Advisor: Glenn Gibisch, 630-968-6061, ggibisch@seeler.com
Illinois Delta - University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
911 S. Fourth St., Champaign, IL 61820
Chapter Advisor:Todd Salen, 217-356-2439, tsalen@sbcglobal.net
Illinois Epsilon - Illinois State University
Phi Kappa Psi - IL State University, Campus Box 2700 Normal, IL 61790
Chapter Advisor: Mike Burrell, 847 462-9556, mike.burrell@fmr.com
Illinois Zeta - DePaul University
www.phipsidepaul.org
2250 N Sheffield St., Chicago, IL 0
Chapter Advisor: Marc Dumas, 773-733-2617, MASDUMAS@SBCGLOBAL.NET
Illinois Eta - Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville
http://www.siue.edu/STACTV/PKP/
Campus Box 1168, Univ. Center, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, IL 62025
Chapter Advisor:Wheels Wiegand, 618-632-0555, ERWINHU@AOL.COM
Illinois Theta - University of Illinois, Chicago
http://www.uicphipsi.com/
UIC Campus Program MC-118, 750 S. Halstead ST. Chicago, IL 60607
Chapter Advisor: Marc Dumas, 773-733-2617, MASDUMAS@SBCGLOBAL.NET
Illinois Iota - Northern Illinois University
345 Augusta Avenue, DeKalb, IL 60115
Chapter Advisor: Paul Oblon, 630-579-1831, consults@ais.net
Indiana Alpha - DePauw University
www.depauw.edu/student/greek/phipsi
110 E. Larabee St., Greencastle, IN 46135
Chapter Advisor: None listed
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Pennsylvania Eta - Franklin & Marshall College
http://www.penneta.org
Phi Kappa Psi - Office of Student Activities, PO Box 3003 Lancaster, PA 17604
Chapter Advisor: Marc Persson, 215-880-1505, mper129572@aol.com
Pennsylvania Theta - Lafayette College
Lafayette College, Farinon Center Box 9453 Easton, PA 0
Chapter Advisor: Jonathan Glick, 973-366-1329, glickj@gmail.com
Pennsylvania Iota - University of Pennsylvania
3934 Spruce St., Philadelphia, PA 19104
Chapter Advisor: Bill Staples, 610-688-9222, staples1177@comcast.net
Pennsylvania Lambda - Pennsylvania State University
403 Locust Ln., State College, PA 16801
Chapter Advisor: Charles Brown, 814-422-8490, chbrown@magloclen.riss.net
Pennsylvania Nu - Indiana University of Pennsylvania
223 Millay Circle, Indiana, PA 15701, Chapter Advisor: None listed
Pennsylvania Xi - Edinboro University www.edinboro.edu/cwis/phikappapsi/
P.O. Box 411, Edinboro, PA 16412
Chapter Advisor: Michael Ley, 814-866-6191, lmley655@msn.com
Pennsylvania Rho - York College of Pennsylvania http://www.phipsiycp.org/
York College, Student Activity Office York, PA 17403
Chapter Advisor: Damien Lynch, 717-244-8160, DLYNCH@YCP.EDU
Pennsylvania Sigma - University of the Sciences in Philadelphia
4401 Pine St., Philadelphia, PA 19104
Chapter Advisor: Steven DeVane, 301-848-9265, sjdevane1212@yahoo.com
Pennsylvania Upsilon - Drexel University
http://www.duphipsi.com
001 Creese Student Center, Drexel University Philadelphia, PA 19104
Chapter Advisor:Tony Philip, 215-870-8087,VEN_A_U@YAHOO.COM
Pennsylvania Phi - Lycoming College
http://www.lycoming.edu/orgs/pkp/
Lycoming College, 700 College Place Box 202 Williamsport, PA 17701
Chapter Advisor: Ryan Bolig, 570-321-1235,VBALL12CHAMP@YAHOO.COM
Rhode Island Alpha - Brown University www.brown.edu/Students/Phi_Kappa_Psi
P.O. Box 1166 Brown Univ., Providence, RI 2912
Chapter Advisor: Mark Marinello, 401-433-1007, SIGNSYS@EMAIL.COM
Rhode Island Beta - University of Rhode Island
4 Fraternity Circle, Kingston, RI 2881
Chapter Advisor: Bruce Tavares, 401-364-3814, tavaresfamily@cox.net
Tennessee Delta - Vanderbilt University
Vanderbilt Univ., 7042 Station B Nashville,TN 37235
Chapter Advisor: None listed
Tennessee Epsilon - University of Tennessee
http://web.utk.edu/~phipsi
1804 Fraternity Park Dr., Knoxville,TN 37916
Chapter Advisor: Jim Hagler, 865-376-5718, haglerfarm@aol.com
Texas Alpha - University of Texas
www.utphipsi.com
2701 Nueces Street, Austin,TX 78705
Chapter Advisor:Terik Chettouh, 512-567-1337,TERIK04@YAHOO.COM
Texas Beta - Texas Tech University
www.texastechphipsi.org
1406 Orlando, Lubbock,TX 79416
Chapter Advisor: Mark Young, 512-848-4972, markwyoung@yahoo.com
Texas Gamma - Texas State University, San Marcos
LBJ Student Center, 4-7.1, 601 University Dr. San Marcos,TX 78666
Chapter Advisor: Forrest Higdon, 512-392-8640, fhigdon@kw.com
Texas Epsilon - Stephen F.Austin State University
SFA Box 6159, Nacogdoches,TX 75962
Chapter Advisor: Chuck Brandman, 281-856-8279, cebrandman@dow.com
Virginia Alpha - University of Virginia
159 Madison Ln., Charlottesville,VA 22903
Chapter Advisor: Ryan Johnson, 612 327-5752, ryan.stafford.johnson@gmail.com
Virginia Beta - Washington & Lee University
http://phipsi.wlu.edu/
301 E.Washington St., Lexington,VA 24450, Chapter Advisor: None listed
Virginia Zeta - Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University
1391 L. G. Sweeney Rd., Blacksburg,VA 24060
Chapter Advisor: Donald Barker, 540-961-1040, donbarkervt@comcast.net
Washington Alpha - University of Washington
2120 N.E. 47th St., Seattle,WA 98105
Chapter Advisor: Jim Boyle, 425-591-5378, jboyle@nevadafirm.com
West Virginia Alpha - West Virginia University
780 Spruce St., Morgantown,WV 26505
Chapter Advisor:Terry Turner, 304-367-0574, tturner@ma.rr.com
Wisconsin Gamma - Beloit College
Beloit College Box #193, 700 College St. Beloit,WI 53511
Chapter Advisor: Mike McCoy, 608-274-1638, mccoymh@chorus.net

New Jersey Delta - The College of New Jersey http://www.tcnj.edu/~phikpsi
Brower Student Center, P.O. Box 7718 Ewing, NJ 8628
Chapter Advisor: Mark Kadetsky, 609-601-0032, markbassk2@aol.com
New Jersey Epsilon - Rowan University
http://www.njepsilon.com
Student Government Assoc., 201 Mullica Hill Rd. Glassboro, NJ 8028
Chapter Advisor: Russell Pocaro, 856-366-4941, phipsiruss@gmail.com
New York Alpha - Cornell University
http://www.phikappapsi-cornell.org/
120 Mary Ann Wood Dr, Ithaca, NY 14850
Chapter Advisor: John Jacobs, 716-876-8585, JACKJACOBS@ADELPHIA.NET
New York Beta - Syracuse University
500 University Place, Syracuse, NY 13210
Chapter Advisor: David Murray, 315-425-1281, INDYDAVID@GEOCITIES.COM
New York Eta - State University of New York at Buffalo
169 Highgate Ave., Buffalo, NY 14215
Chapter Advisor: Ron Dinino, 716-695-1816, rjdinino@yahoo.com
New York Theta - Rochester Institute of Technology
616-1 Charters Way, Rochester, NY 14623
Chapter Advisor: Alfio Macri, 301-908-3672, alinroch@gmail.com
New York Iota - State University of New York at Binghamton
Binghamton University, UU 145 Binghamton, NY 13902
Chapter Advisor: Kevin Yeager, 607-729-4080, kyeageresq@aol.com
New York Kappa - State University of New York College at Oneonta
56 Maple St., Oneonta, NY 13820
Chapter Advisor: None listed
North Carolina Beta - East Carolina University
109 Mendenhall, East Carolina University Greenville, NC 27858
Chapter Advisor: Eric Miller, 919-732-5289, ericmillerot@gmail.com
Ohio Alpha - Ohio Wesleyan University
Adam Schultz, HWCC Box 3343 Delaware, OH 43015
Chapter Advisor: Dennis Adams, 513-844-8396,
Ohio Beta - Wittenberg University
203 W. College, Springfield, OH 45504
Chapter Advisor: Christopher Silliman, 614-934-4005, clsilliman@gmail.com
Ohio Delta - The Ohio State University
124 E. 14th St., Columbus, OH 43201
Chapter Advisor: David Rausch, 614-284-5484, drausch@insight.rr.com
Ohio Epsilon - Case Western Reserve University http://home.cwru.edu/phipsi/
11915 Carlton Road, Cleveland, OH 44106
Chapter Advisor: Jim Miller, 440-324-4529, jmiller@buckleyking.com
Ohio Eta - University of Toledo
2999 W. Bancroft Unit E1, Toledo, OH 43606
Chapter Advisor: Larry Zaiser, 419-474-8714, lzaiser@muzakoftoledo.com
Ohio Theta - Ashland University
Box 1983, 401 College Ave Ashland, OH 44805
Chapter Advisor: John Moser, 419-289-5231, ELLASKILAKI@YAHOO.COM
Ohio Lambda - Miami University
122 S. Campus Ave., Oxford, OH 45056
Chapter Advisor: George Jonson, 513-241-4722, gjonson@mrj.cc
Ohio Mu - University of Dayton
www.udayton.edu/~phipsi
106 Lawnview Ave., Dayton, OH 45409
Chapter Advisor: Michael Hauck, 513-755-7522, mjhauck@fuse.net
Oklahoma Alpha - University of Oklahoma
720 Elm Ave., Norman, OK 73069
Chapter Advisor: John Laudermilk, 405-737-0984, UMIKE1@AOL.COM
Oregon Beta - Oregon State University
140 NW 13th St, Corvallis, OR 97330
Chapter Advisor: Ryan Robinson, 541-752-1255, RYANMROBINSON@YAHOO.COM
Pennsylvania Alpha - Washington & Jefferson College
50 S. Lincoln Street #1, Washington, PA 15301
Chapter Advisor: Albert Cuneo, 412-882-9516, ace@aecuneo.com
Pennsylvania Beta - Allegheny College
Allegheny College, Box 49 Meadville, PA 16335
Chapter Advisor:Tom Zumpella, 814-332-2389, phipsi1780@aol.com
Pennsylvania Gamma - Bucknell University
http://www.penngamma.org
Box C-3960, Bucknell Univ., Lewisburg, PA 17837
Chapter Advisor: Clifford Lesher, 570-524-4633, lesher@dejazzd.com
Pennsylvania Epsilon - Gettysburg College
www.PennsylvaniaEpsilon.com
102 W.Water St., Gettysburg, PA 17325
Chapter Advisor: Douglas Brouder, 703-503-7358, dbrouder@gettysburg.edu
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5VOOY 7RWCXOY 7S%Y *OOVTSVQFY *SDWFY 1VTTXQSUWFY 1VQQSLRVF
$XBRWQ<WFY5VQMSTQVT
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&XWNXRQPVJY/XCXOSJKXTUYAOLKTVYSOLTUXXRVQK
5VOOY7RWCXOY7S%Y1VNDXQU
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5VOOY7RWCXOY7S%Y1VNDXQU
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;JXW<VTHY 7SJVMQ%Y &XWNXRQPVJY /XCXOSJKXTUY =PV
WJJWY=QVY.VQUSREY@PWJUXRY1WTWHXKXTU
5VOOY 7RWCXOY 7S%Y $SRUPXRY @WOVISRTVWY =WMVIVM
$SRUPDXQU
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5VOOY7RWCXOY7S%Y$SY'XQURVMUVSTQ
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#WMPY (WTLWREY QVTMXY >669FY =PVY =QV+QY LTNXRHRWNLWUX
OXWNXRQYPWCXYURWCXOXNYUSY*TNVWTWJSOVQYUSYQPWRJXTYUPXVR
OXWNXRQPVJY Q<VOOQFY HXUY PWTNQ8STY ULUXOWHXY IRSKY WOLKTV
CSOLTUXXRQYWTNYBLVONYWYQXTQXYSIYUPXYHRXWUXRY)RWUXRTVUE
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WTNY MWKWRWNXRVXY WUY UPXY =RXQVNXTUQY &XWNXRQPVJ
AMWNXKEY=&AGY7PXY:??0YCXRQVSTYSIYUPVQYJRSHRWKYNVN
TSUYNVQWJJSVTUFYDVUPYSCXRY0?YJWRUVMVJWTUQYXTHWHVTHYVTYW
OVCVTHYWTNYOXWRTVTHYXTCVRSTKXTUYUPVQY(WTLWREY:98:,G
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*TYWNNVUVSTYUSYQDWJJVTHYQUSRVXQYSIYPSDYNVIIXRXTU
MPWJUXRQYPWCXYQLMMXXNXNYWTNYIWVOXNYVTYUPXVRYKERVWN
SJXRWUVSTQFY UPXQXY !=QY WTNY RVQVTHY OXWNXRQY HXUY US
XJXRVXTMXY =PVY WJJWY =QVY $WUVSTWOOEY BEY KXXUVTH
QUWIIFY SIIVMXRQFY WTNY BEY OXWRTVTHY WUY &WLRXOY .WOOFY UPX
)RWUXRTVUEY.XWNLWRUXRQGY )SRULTWUXOEFY &WLRXOY.WOOYVQ
QJWMVSLQFYWTNYLTNXRHRWNLWUXQYPWNYUPXYSJJSRULTVUE
USY IVTNY SLUY KSRXY WBSLUY PSDY USY VKJRSCXY UPXVR
MPWJUXRQYUSNWEYDPVOXYQLRRSLTNXNYBEY)RWUXRTWOYOSRXG
7PXY =&AY MLRRVMLOLKY PWQY BXXTY NXCXOSJXNY VT
MSTMXRUY DVUPY WRETY $VQPVKLRWY ;TXWUPY SIY TJSDXR
DDDGTJSDXRESLRQXOIGMSKFY DPSY WOQSY QXRCXQY WQY W
OXWNYIWMVOVUWUSRGY (SVTVTHYPXRYUPVQYEXWRYISRYUPXYQXMSTN
UVKXYDWQY(VKY7RVHVOVSFY"PVSY7PXUWY+69FYDPSYPWQYEXWRQ
SIY XJXRVXTMXY DSR<VTHY DVUPY LTNXRHRWNLWUXQY WTN
JWRUVMLOWROEY=PVY=QVQGY5VUPY WRETYWTNY(VKYWUYUPXYPXOKF
UPXY=&AYQXRCXQYUSYHVCXYXCXREYQVTHOXYJWRUVMVJWTUYUPX
USSOQYWTNY<TSDOXNHXYPXYTXXNQYUSYRXULRTYUSYMWKJLQ
WTNYBXMSKXYWYOXWNXRYVTYWMUVSTYWQYDXOOYWQYVTYUVUOXG

*F56
"IY UPXY KWTEY WMUVCVUVXQY VTY UPXY =&AY WRQXTWOFY UPX
/V;@Y WQQXQQKXTUY VQY STXY SIY UPXY KSQUY NVRXMUY WTN
LQXILOGY /V;@Y VQY WY JXRQSTWOVUEY UXQUY UPWUY WOOSDQY UPX
LQXRYUSYIVTNYSLUYDPVMPYSIYISLRYJRSIVOXQY/SKVTWTMXF
*TIOLXTMXFY;UXWNVTXQQYWTNY@STQMVXTUVSLQTXQQYPXYIVUQ
$!&$%!&&$%&"##"&%

DVUPY KSQUY WMLUXOEFY DPWUY UPXY KSQUY MSKKST
QURXTHUPQYWTNYDXW<TXQQXQYSIYXWMPYUXTNYUSYBXFY WTN
PSDYXWMPYBXPWCVSRWOYQUEOXYIVUQYVTUSYWTYSRHWTVWUVSTGY
ARKXNY DVUPY UPVQY <TSDOXNHXY WIUXRY UW<VTHY UPX
WQQXQQKXTUY WTNY NVQMLQQVTHY VUY VTY UPXY OWRHXY HRSLJF
JWRUVMVJWTUQY UPXTY BRXW<Y SIIY VTUSY QKWOOY HRSLJQY WTN
OXWRTY PSDY USY LVM<OEY HWLHXY UPXY OXWNXRQPVJ
MPWRWMUXRVQUVMQYSIYUPXVRYIXOOSDYSIIVMXRQGY5PXTYUPXQX
MPWJUXRYOXWNXRQYRXULRTYUSYUPXVRYMPWJUXRQFY UPXEYDVOO
BXYWBOXYUSYVNXTUVIEYDPVMPYSIYUPXVRYBRSUPXRQYWRXYKSQU
QLVUXNYUSYWYMSKKVUUXXYJSQVUVSTYBEYUPWUYKXKBXR+Q
OXWNXRQPVJYURWVUQFY WTNYTSUYQVKJOEYBEYPVQYXTUPLQVWQKG
&WUXRY VTY OVIXFY UPXY QWKXY JRVTMVJOXQY DVOOY WJJOEY US
BSWRNRSSKQFY MSTIXRXTMXQY WTNY UPXY MSRJSRWUX
DSRONGY 3XMWLQXYSIYUPVQFY UPXY/V;@YWQQXQQKXTUYVQYWT
VTCWOLWBOXYRXQSLRMXYUSYSLRYLTNXRHRWNLWUXQG

234G6G1#23
"TXYSIYUPXYPVHPOVHPUQYSIYXWMPY=&AYVQYWYCVQVUYBE
XTUY @GY "DXTFY =PVY WJJWY =QV+QY 1EQUWHSHLXGY .VQ
<TSDOXNHXY SIY UPXY 'VULWOY WTNY )RWUXRTVUEY PVQUSREY VQ
LTQLRJWQQXNFY WTNYPXYWODWEQYDSDQYUPXYMRSDNYDVUP
PVQY KLQVTHQGY7PSLHPY PXY PWQY WY TLKBXRY SIY PVOWRVSLQ
WTXMNSUXQY WBSLUY IXOOSDY =PVY =QVQFY STXY UPXKXY SI
XTU+QY=&AYWNNRXQQXQYUXTNQYUSYBXYUPXYMSTTXMUVST
SIYUPSLHPUYUSYWMUVSTG
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=PVY WJJWY =QVY VQFY VTY KWTEY DWEQFY WTY VNXWOVQUVM
SRHWTVWUVSTGY5XYJOXNHXYSLRQXOCXQYUSYMXRUWVTYVNXWOQ
UPRSLHPSLUY SLRY OVCXQFY DXY PSONY QXRCVMXY USY UPX
MSKKLTVUEY WQY WY JRVKWREY CVRULXFY WTNY DXY HXTXRWOOE
DWTUYUPXYDSRONYUSYBXYWYBXUUXRYJOWMXGY7PXYNVIIXRXTMX
BXUDXXTY PSONVTHY UPXQXY VNXWOQY WTNY QXXVTHY UPXK
RXIOXMUXNY VTY RXWOVUEY VQY WMUVSTFY DPVMPY XTUY XQJSLQXQ
UPRSLHPY LSUXQY OV<XY 1RGY =PVY =QVY /LNY /WTVXO+Q
IWKSLQY&XUYLQYBXYDPWUYDXYQWEYDXYWRX%YWY)RWUXRTVUEF
TSUYWYMOLBY RLTYBEYKXTFY TSUYBSEQY HLVNXNYBEYVNXWOQ
WTNYTSUYXJXNVXTMEGY XTU+QYQJXXMPYWUY=&AYQSOVNVIVXQ
WTYLTNXROEVTHYJSVTUYSIYUPXYJRSHRWKYYSTX+QYMPWJUXRF
MSKJWTEY SRY RXOWUVSTQPVJQY DVOOY TSUY VKJRSCXY LTUVO
STXYWMULWOOEYNSXQYQSKXUPVTHYUSYMPWTHXYUPXKG

$XDY(XRQXEY#JQVOSTY+?4Y$XDY(XRQXEY/XOUWY+6>Y#RVM
(XXDQ<VFY"PVSY7PXUWY+?>Y'(Y=RSVXFY=XTTQEOCWTVWY3XUW
+??Y7SNNY ;WOXTFY *OOVTSVQY /XOUWY +,,Y7VKSUPEY7WTHXTF
1VTTXQSUWY /XOUWY +?4Y PVYXXFY *TNVWTWY #JQVOSTY +?2
WTNY @WRWY (XT<VTQFY )RWUXRTVUEY WTNY ;SRSRVUEY &VIX
@SSRNVTWUSRYISRYVRHVTVWY@SKKSTDXWOUPYTVCXRQVUEG
"LRY QKWOOY HRSLJY IWMVOVUWUSRQY WRXY CSOLTUXXRQFY JWVN
STOEYVTYUPXYRXDWRNYSIYJWQQVTHYNSDTY<TSDOXNHXFYWTN
WRXYMRLMVWOYUSYUPXYQLMMXQQYSIY=&AG
*TY WNNVUVSTY USY UPXY )RWUXRTWOY OXQQSTQY OXWRTXN
DVUPVTY UPXQXY QKWOOY HRSLJQFY BSTNQY WRXY ISRKXN
BXUDXXTY LTNXRHRWNLWUXQY UPWUY OWQUY DPXTY UPXE
RXULRTY USY MWKJLQGY 3XMWLQXY SIY UPVQY MOSQXTXQQFY =&A
MRXWUXQY VUQY SDTY QLJJSRUY QEQUXKY MSKJRVQXNY SI
XCXREY JWRUVMVJWTUY WTNY IWMVOVUWUSRY UPWUY MWTY PXOJ
LTNXRHRWNLWUXQY QSOCXY JRSBOXKQY VTY RXWOY UVKXY DVUP
UPXYMSOOXMUVCXYUPSLHPUQYSIYSUPXRY=PVY=QVYOXWNXRQG

5&=--G+19(5
*TUXHRWOY USY UPXY QLMMXQQY SIY UPXY =&AY WRXY QKWOO
HRSLJQFY USYDPVMPYXWMPYJWRUVMVJWTUYVQYWQQVHTXNGY #WMP
HRSLJYVQYOXNYBEYWYIWMVOVUWUSRYDPSYPWQYBXXTYUWLHPUYUPX
=&AY MLRRVMLOLKY WTNY PWQY SIUXTY IWMVOVUWUXNY SR
WUUXTNXNY VTY UPXY JWQUFY DPSY VQY WBOXY USY PXOJ
LTNXRHRWNLWUXQY WJJOEY UPXY OXQQSTQY OXWRTXNY VTY UPX
OWRHXY HRSLJQY IRSKY (VKY WTNY WRETY USY UPXVRY SDT
LTVLXYQVULWUVSTQGY7PVQYEXWR+QYQKWOOYHRSLJYIWMVOVUWUSRQ
DXRX%Y1WRMY/LKWQFY*OOVTSVQYXUWY+64Y@PRVQY.WKKXRF

*=8*G#25417PXYIVTWOYQJXW<XRYSIYUPXY=&AYDXX<XTNYUSLMPXN
STYWYQLBXMUYUPWUY=PVY=QVYPWQYBXXTYMSTMXTURWUVTHYST%
UPXYXOVKVTWUVSTYSIYPWVTHGYAIUXRY>0YEXWRQYWUYUPXYPXOK
SIY7PXUWY@PVY)RWUXRTVUEYWTNYUSNWEYWQYWYMSTQLOUWTUF
/WCXY5XQUSOY PWQY JRXQXTUXNY PVQY.WVTHY STY7RVWO
JRSHRWKY SCXRY >F,??Y UVKXQGY 7PXY JSVTUY SIY PVQ
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JRXQXTUWUVSTYVQYUPWUYPWVTHYVQYWODWEQYWYMPSVMXFY WTN
VU+QY WODWEQY UPXY DRSTHY MPSVMXY VTY UPXY XEXQY SIY UPX
$WUVSTWOFYUPXYOWDYWTNYBWQVMYPLKWTYNXMXTMEG
/WCXY VQY WTY VTUXTQXFY XTXRHXUVMY QJXW<XRY DPS
NRVCXQY PVQY JSVTUY PSKXY DVUPY PVQY XJXRVXTMXY WUY UPX
PXWNY SIY WY TWUVSTWOY IRWUXRTVUEY WTNY WQY WTY WQQVQUWTU
JRSQXMLUVTHYWUUSRTXEYVTY WOWKWSSFY 1VMPGYAQY/WCX
TSUXQY UPRSLHPSLUY .WVTHY STY7RVWOFY UPXRXY WRXY W
TLKBXRY SIY RXQSLRMXQY WCWVOWBOXY USY LTNXRHRWNLWUXQ
USY JRXCXTUY PWVTHY IRSKY PWJJXTVTHY STY MWKJLQG
5PXTY SLRY =PVY =QVY BRSUPXRQY RXULRTY USY UPXVR
MPWJUXRQFY UPXEY PWCXY UPXY <TSDOXNHXY HWVTXNY IRSK
/WCX+QY JRXQXTUWUVSTFY #NLMWUVSTWOY &XWNXRQPVJ
@STQLOUWTUYCVQVUQYIRSKYUPXY$WUVSTWOFY .XWNLWRUXRQ
QUWIIFY !RXX<Y&VIXYRXQSLRMXQFY WOLKTVFY UPXYTXDY!RXX<
ATUV8.WVTHY.SUOVTXYWUY>80008$"78.A#FYWTNYUPX
RXQJSTQVBVOVUEYUSYBXYUPXYCSVMXYSIYRXWQSTYBEYQUWTNVTH
LJYWTNYQWEVTHFY#TSLHPYVQYXTSLHPGY

UPXVRY UPSLHPUQFY UPXY WQQXKBOXNY BRSUPXRQY MVRMOXY LJ
WTNYQVTHYAKVMVFYWTNYUPXTYRXULRTYUSYUPXVRYMWKJLQXQ
DVUPYUPXYUSSOQYWTNY<TSDOXNHXYUPXEYTXXNYUSYKW<X
WY QVHTVIVMWTUY NVIIXRXTMXY VTY UPXY MSLRQXY SIY UPXVR
MPWJUXRQG
=PVY WJJWY=QVYWOQSYQWVNYHSSNBEXYUSYVUQY$WUVSTWO
/VRXMUSRYSIY&XWNXRQPVJY/XCXOSJKXTUFY 'SBY$WHXOF
< =56'= 4;= "# DPSY OXIUY UPXY )RWUXRTVUE+QY QUWII
WHWVTY WIUXRY WY UDSY EXWRY QUVTUY WQY WTY #NLMWUVSTWO
&XWNXRQPVJY@STQLOUWTUFYUPXTYXWRTVTHYPVQY1WQUXR+QYWU
*TNVWTWYTVCXRQVUEFY WTNYMSKVTHYBWM<YISRYUDSYWTNYW
PWOIY EXWRQY WQY SLRY /VRXMUSRY SIY &XWNXRQPVJ
/XCXOSJKXTUGY 'SB+QY DVUY WTNY XJXRVXTMXY DVOOY BX
KVQQXNGY
"LRYTXDY/VRXMUSRYSIY&XWNXRQPVJY/XCXOSJKXTU
VQY#RVMY(XXDQ<VGY3XQUYSIYOLM<FY#RVMFYWTNYQURVCXYUSYKXXU
SRY BXWUY UPXY PVHPY BWRY QXUY BEY =PVY =QV+QY OXWNXRQPVJ
XCXTUQY OV<XY UPXY :??0Y =RXQVNXTUQY &XWNXRQPVJ
AMWNXKEG
*IYESL+RXYVTUXRXQUXNYVTYOXWRTVTHYKSRXYWBSLUY=PV
=QV+QY XNLMWUVSTWOY JRSHRWKKVTHFY SRY DSLONY OV<XY US
CSOLTUXXRY USY BXY WY IWMVOVUWUSRY ISRY WTY XCXTUFY MSTUWMU
#RVMY (XXDQ<VFY /VRXMUSRY SIY &XWNXRQPVJ
/XCXOSJKXTUFY WUY 4>,8-4:8>09:FY XUGY 42>-FY SR
#1(=PV WJJW=QVGMSKG

5=83G11*%2
3XISRXY IOEVTHY SRY NRVCVTHY PSKXFY JWRUVMVJWTUQ
HWUPXRXNY ISRY STXY IVTWOY UVKXY VTY UPXY 'LUPY &VOOE
@STIXRXTMXY@XTUXRYWUY&WLRXOY.WOOYUSYJWQQYUPXYHWCXO
LQXNY BEY UPXY ;5!=Y WUY !A@Y WRSLTNY WTNY KW<X
RXKWR<QY ISRY UPXY HSSNY SIY UPXY SRNXRGY AIUXRY QPWRVTH
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5XYWOQSYQWDYWYOWRHXRYVTMRXWQXYSIYHRSLJQYLUVOVVTH
UPXY WJJXWRWTMXY SIY WY $WUVSTWOY QJXW<XRY SR
RXJRXQXTUWUVCXGY *TY WOOFY SCXRY :9Y MXOXBRWUVSTQY PWNY W
$WUVSTWOY RXJRXQXTUWUVCXFY WBOXY USY QPWRXY VKJSRUWTU
KXQQWHXQYWTNYIWMUQYWBSLUYDPXRXY=PVY=QVYVQYPXWNVTHG
7PXY XWROEY NWUWY QPSDQY UPWUY WOLKTVY HRSLJQY UPWU
LUVOVXNY UPXY LQXY SIY WY IXWULRXNY QJXW<XRY PWNY BXUUXR
ULRTSLUQY UPWTY HRSLJQY UPWUY NVNY TSUGY XXJY VTY KVTN
UPWUYDXYWRXYPXRXYUSYPXOJYWOOYSIYSLRYHRSLJQYDPXTYVU
MSKXQYUSYJRSCVNVTHYRXJRXQXTUWUVSTYWUYWOOYILTMUVSTQG
@STUWMUYUPXY$WUVSTWOYSIIVMXYWUY>80??820-8>09:FY SR
LUVOVXY UPXY ;JXW<XRQY 3LRXWLY QXXY JWHXY 4Y ISR
VTISRKWUVSTY STY UPXY RXMRXWUVSTY SIY UPVQY HRXWU
RXQSLRMXYUSYJOWTYUSYPWCXYWYRXJRXQXTUWUVCXYWUYESLR
TXUYXCXTUG
AQY ISRY KW<VTHY ESLRY WOLKTVY XCXTUQY BVHHXRY WTN
BXUUXRY VTY UPXY ILULRXFY DXY WRXY PXRXY USY WNCVQXY WTE
HRSLJY VTY PSDY USY RXWMPY WY OWRHXRY WLNVXTMXGY 7PX
$WUVSTWOYSIIVMXYMWTYJRSCVNXYWOLKTVYOVQUQFY BLUYJOXWQX
<XXJYVTYKVTNYUPWUYSLRYVTISRKWUVSTYVQYSTOEYWQYHSSN
WQYDPWUYESLFY SLRYKXKBXRQFY JRSCVNXYUSYLQGY5XYMWT
WOQSY PXOJY USY NXCXOSJY XCXTUY VNXWQFY MSKKLTVMWUVST
JOWTQY WTNY RXMRLVUKXTUY USSOQY USY KSRXY XIIXMUVCXOE
BRVTHYWOLKTVYUSHXUPXRYVTYESLRYWRXWG
AHWVTFY VUY DWQY WTSUPXRY QLMMXQQILOY EXWRY ISR
)SLTNXRQY /WEY MXOXBRWUVSTQFY WTNY :??6Y MWT+UY HXU
PXRXYIWQUYXTSLHP

)SLTNXRQY /WEY :??0FY )6549<69552= 56= ,88= ,1<3F
RXJRXQXTUXNY UPXY QVTHOXY HRXWUXQUY WTTLWOY HWUPXRVTHY SI
=PVY=QVYBRSUPXRQYWRSLTNYUPXYMSLTUREGY"CXRY2?YHRSLJQ
MPWJUXRQY WTNY AOLKTVY AQQSMVWUVSTQY QLBKVUUXN
VTISRKWUVSTY WBSLUY UPXVRY XCXTUQY USY UPXY $WUVSTWO
)RWUXRTVUEFY BLUY DXY <TSDY UPWUY KWTEY KSRXY QSMVWO
HWUPXRVTHQYUSS<YJOWMXYIRSKYMSWQUYUSYMSWQUYMXOXBRWUVTH
UPXY>9-UPYBVRUPNWEYSIYSLRYBXOSCXNY)RWUXRTVUEG
)RSKYJRXOVKVTWREYQLRCXEVTHYSIYUPXYXCXTUQFYDXYMWT
XQUVKWUXYUPWUYRSLHPOEY:F???YKXKBXRQYUSS<YUVKXYSLU
SIY UPXVRY BLQEY QMPXNLOXQY USY MSKXY USHXUPXRY WQ
BRSUPXRQY WTNY QPWRXY QUSRVXQY SIY UVKXQY STY MWKJLQG
1SRXYVKJSRUWTUOEFY QXCXRWOYHRSLJQYRXJSRUXNYUPWUYUPX
MSTTXMUVSTYSIYBRSUPXRQYWMRSQQYHXTXRWUVSTQYDWQYUPX
KSQUYBXTXIVMVWOYJWRUYSIYUPXYXCXTVTHFYJRSCVNVTHYESLTH
KXTY DVUPY MWRXXRY WTNY OVIXY KXTUSRQFY DPVOXY WOQS
MSTTXMUVTHYSONXRYWOLKTVYDVUPYDPWUYDWQYUW<VTHYJOWMX
VTY SLRY KSNXRTY )RWUXRTVUEGY *UY DWQY WY JXRIXMUY OVCX
XWKJOXY SIY UPVQY EXWR+QY UPXKXGY5XY OSS<Y ISRDWRNY US
)SLTNXRQY/WEY:??6YWTNYPSJXYUPWUYSLRYTLKBXRQYMWT
VTMRXWQXYWMRSQQYUPXYBSWRNYVTYUXRKQYSIYJWRUVMVJWUVSTG
5XY DVOOY BXY DSR<VTHY USY JRSCVNXY XWMPY HRSLJY DVUP
KSRXY RXQSLRMXQY WTNY DVOOY WOQSY XTMSLRWHXY ESLY US
WNSJUY UPXY TWUVSTWOY UPXKXY WQY ESLRY SDTY ISRY :??6G
/ST+UY ISRHXUY USY QUWRUY JOWTTVTHY ISRY )SLTNXRQY /WE
XWROEFYWQYXCXTUYVTISRKWUVSTYISRY;PVXONYJLBOVMWUVSTYDVOO
BXY NLXY STY /XMXKBXRY >FY :??0GY5XY DWTUY USY <TSD
WBSLUYESLRYXCXTUQYWTNYWTEYDWEYDXYMWTYWQQVQUG
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AOJPWY +,:GY "LRY OLTMPXSTQY DVOOY MSTUVTLXY WUY UPX
3RVM<XREYSTY'SQDXOOY'SWNFYSTYUPXYQXMSTNY)RVNWEYSI
XCXREYKSTUPFYWUY>>%92YWGKGY5XYPSJXYESLYDVOOYKWR<
ESLRYMWOXTNWRQYUSYSVTYLQYWUYOXWQUYSTMXYNLRVTHYUPX
MSKVTHYEXWRGY7PXYNXKWTNQYLJSTYSLRYKXKBXRQPVJ
WRXY IXDFY BLUY UPXY RXDWRNQY WRXY KWTVISONGY /XUWVOQ
WBSLUYLJMSKVTHYXCXTUQFYVTISYWBSLUYSLRYTXDQOXUUXRF
JWEKXTUYSIYNLXQYQUVOOYSTOEY>?YJXRYEXWRFYWTNYSUPXR
VUXKQY SIY VTUXRXQUY WTNY TSUXDSRUPEY TXDQY MWTY BX
ESLRQY BEY MSTUWMUVTHY 3RSUPXRY 3RWTUOXEY WU
IOETT>9>WSOGMSKYSRYMWOOVTHYWUY2?2Y4:98?969G
8+77=)6;748<+

 GF??GDG/>DEBG;DCG<A)G0E>BF"F0EBD
/XQJVUXY UPXY DVTUREY JRXNVMUVSTQY SIY UPX
!RSLTNPSHFY ILOIVOOXNY USY CWREVTHY NXHRXXQY BEY UPX
WMULWOYMSONFYQTSDYWTNYQUSRKEYDXWUPXRYXJXRVXTMXN
PXRXYVTYAUOWTUWFYUPXYWRXWY=PVY=QVQYRXKWVTYLTNWLTUXN
VTY UPXVRY LXQUY ISRY BLVONVTHY STY UPXY WQQSMVWUVST
URWNVUVSTY SIY PSQUVTHY XCXTUQY WTNY XTMSLRWHVTH
MSSJXRWUVSTYBXUDXXTYUPXYWOLKTVYWTNYUPXYMPWJUXRQG
AHWVTFY DXY DXOMSKXNY WJJRSVKWUXOEY WY NSXT
LTNXRHRWNLWUXYKXKBXRQYXWMPYIRSKY!XSRHVWYAOJPW
!XSRHVWFY !XSRHVWY 3XUWY !XSRHVWY 7XMPY WTN
AOWBWKWY 3XUWY ALBLRTY SVTVTHY VTY UPXY IXOOSDQPVJ
DVUPYWOLKTVYIRSKYWMRSQQYUPXYMSLTUREYWTNYQJWTTVTH
QXCXTY NXMWNXQY SIY BRSUPXRPSSNGY 5VUPY WY USUWO
WUUXTNWTMXYSIY->FYSLRYHWUPXRVTHYSTY)RVNWEFY)XBRLWRE
:6FY :??0Y QUSSNY WQY WY KVMRSMSQKY SIY UPVQY EXWR+Q
UPXKX%Y 3RSUPXRPSSNY ISRY AOOY AHXQGY 3RSUPXRY ATNE
.XOOXRFY $XDY SR<Y AOJPWY +,2FY DWQY UPXY IXWULRXN
QJXW<XRFY XTMSLRWHVTHYLQYUSYVKJWMUYSLRYMSKKLTVUEF
BSUPY DVUPVTY WTNY BXESTNY UPXY BRSUPXRQFY VTY QLMPY W
KWTTXRYUPWUYDXYBXMSKXY<TSDTYWQYWYHSSNYIRVXTN
RWUPXRYUPWTYQSKXSTXYDPSYPWQYWYOSUYSIYIRVXTNQGY7PX
TLWTMXYRXISMLQXQYSLRYWUUXTUVSTYSTYDPWUYJRSBWBOE
WUURWMUXNYLQYUSYUPXY)RWUXRTVUEYVTYUPXYIVRQUYJOWMX%Y UPX
LWOVUEYSIYOVIXOSTHYRXOWUVSTQPVJQFYXTRVMPXNYBEFYBLUYTSU
NXJXTNXTUYLJSTYKXRXYTLKBXRQYSIYVTCSOCXKXTUG
'XMSHTVXNY DVUPY :98EXWRY JVTQY DXRXY 3RSUPXR
ATNEY .XOOXRY WTNY 3RSUPXRY /WCVNY &SRXTSFY $SRUP
@WRSOVTWYAOJPWY+,2FYWTNYDXYDXOMSKXNYEXUYWTSUPXR
9?8EXWRYKXKBXRFY(WM<Y@WNEFY"RXHSTYAOJPWY+92FYDPS
PWQYBXMSKXYWYRXHLOWRYWUYSLRYKSTUPOEYOLTMPXSTQYWQ
DXOOGYAQYKWTEYSJJSRULTVUVXQYISRYQXRCVMXYXKXRHXFYDX
WRXYNXOVHPUXNYUPWUYQSYKWTEYWRXYRXWNEYUSYRXQJSTNYUS
UPXY MWOOGY 3VOOY ;VKJQSTFY =XTTQEOCWTVWY $LY +,?FY UW<XQ
SCXRYUPXYRXVTQYISRYUPXYWQQSMVWUVSTFYISOOSDVTHYQXCXRWO
EXWRQYSIYOSEWOYQXRCVMXYIRSKYPVQYMSOSTEYBRSUPXRFY XVUP
7RSLUKWTGY 3VOOYDVOOYQXRCXYWOSTHYDVUPYCVMXYJRXQVNXTU
;MSUUY =XRMEFY !XSRHVWY 3XUWY +??FY WTN
QXMRXUWREURXWQLRXRY )OETTY 3RWTUOXEFY ;SLUPY @WRSOVTW
$!&$%!&&$%&"##"&%
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!RXXUVTHQYIRSKYUPXYPXWRUOWTNY3RSUPXRPSSNYISR
AOOY AHXQY DWQY UPXY UPXKXY ISRY UPXY QXMSTNY WTTLWO
@XTURWOY *SDWY AOLKTVY AQQSMVWUVSTY )SLTNXRQY /WE
@XOXBRWUVSTFYPXONY;WULRNWEYXCXTVTHY)XBRLWREY>-FYVT
/XQY 1SVTXQGY AQQSMVWUVSTY =RXQVNXTUY 1WR<Y #WQOXR
XJXRUOEYSRHWTVXNYWTNYHRWMVSLQOEYPSQUXNYTXWROEY4?
WOLKTVYWTNYLTNXRHRWNLWUXYBRSUPXRQYIRSKYWOOYJSVTUQ
WRSLTNY*SDWYWTNYXWQUXRTY$XBRWQ<WGY=OXNHXYMOWQQXQ
QJWTTVTHY UPXY OWQUY IVCXY NXMWNXQY IRSKY WUY OXWQUY QV
NVIIXRXTUY=PVY=QVYMPWJUXRQYDXRXYRXJRXQXTUXNYVTYUPX
RSSKGYAIUXRYWYRXOWVTHYMSM<UWVOYPSLRYWTNYXTSEVTHYW
IVCX8QUWRY KXWOFY 3RSUPXRQY ULRTXNY UPXVRY WUUXTUVSTY US
=PVY=QV+QY/VQURVMUYYARMPSTY3WRRXUUY(GYATNXRQSTFY*SDW
AOJPWY +?9FY UPXY IXWULRXNY QJXW<XRY DPSY QPWRXNY DVUP
UPXY HRSLJY PVQY7PSLHPUQY STY 3XVTHY WY =PVY =QVGY7PX
MSKKXTUQY SIY UPVQY ISRKXRY MPWJUXRY JRXQVNXTUY WTN
QULNXTUY BSNEY JRXQVNXTUY WUY UPXY TVCXRQVUEY SIY *SDW
DXRXYURLOEYVTQVHPUILOFY JRSCSMWUVCXYWTNYXTUXRUWVTVTHG
AUY XCXTVTH+QY XTNFY UPVQY )SLTNXRQY /WEY MXOXBRWUVST
DWQY LNHXNY USY BXY WTY XMXOOXTUY OWLTMPY ISRY UPX
@XTURWOY*SDWYAGAGYXCXTUYQMPXNLOXYISRY:??0GYAOOYWRXW
=PVY =QVQY WRXY LRHXNY USY DWUMPY ISRY NXUWVOQY WBSLUY UPX
LJMSKVTHYQXMSTNYWTTLWOY;JRVTHY!SOIY"LUVTHYYWTN
QUWRUYHXUUVTHYUPWUYQDVTHYHRSSCXN
88:54=0*:49
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7PXY@PVMWHSYAOLKTVYAQQSMVWUVSTYBSWRNYRXMXTUOE
KXUYWTNYVQYKW<VTHYJOWTQYISRYUPXYILULRXYWTNYPSJVTH
USYXTHWHXYKSRXYSIYSLRYOSMWOYWOLKTVYVTYWMUVCVUVXQYWTN
WMUVCXYBRSUPXRPSSNGY5XYOSS<YUSYMWRREYSTYUPXYHRXWU
SEY SIY QXRCVTHY SUPXRQY WTNY WRXY IVTWOVVTHY WY QXRCVMX
JRSXMUYWTUVMVJWUXNYISRY(LTXYWUYUPXY!RXWUXRY@PVMWHS
)SSNY/XJSQVUSREGY ;UWEYULTXNYISRYKSRXYNXUWVOQGY5X
WRXY MSTUVTLVTHY SLRY =PVY =QVY .WJJEY .SLRQY WQY UPX
DXWUPXRY BXHVTQY USY BRXW<GY ANNVUVSTWOOEFY DXY WRX
OSS<VTHYUSYQMPXNLOXYWYUSLRYSIY5RVHOXEY)VXONYISRYUPX
@PVMWHSY AGAGY @STUVTLXY USY MPXM<Y SLRY DXBQVUXF
DDDGJPVJQVMPVMWHSGSRHFYISRYKSRXYNXUWVOQYWTNYDWUMP
ESLRYX8KWVOYISRYIRVXTNOEYRXKVTNXRQGY)VTWOOEFYDXYDSLON
OV<XYUSYUPWT<Y/WCXY1XUHXRYISRYPVQYEXWRQYSIYQXRCVMX
STYUPXYBSWRNG
< :7=%;6'3

7PVQYJWQUY)XBRLWREFYDXYMSKJOXUXNYSLRYIVRQUYEXWR
WQY WTY SIIVMVWOY AOLKTVY AQQSMVWUVSTGY 5XY MWJJXNY W
QLMMXQQILOY EXWRY DVUPY WY UWO<Y DVUPY 5VOOY .WQ<XUUF
/VRXMUSRYSIYAOLKTVY;XRCVMXQFY WUYSLRY)SLTNXRQY/WE
XCXTUY PXONY STY )XBRLWREY :>GY5VOOY HWCXY LQY WY BRSWN
SCXRCVXDYSIYUPXYQUWUXYSIYUPXY)RWUXRTVUEYWTNYOXNYLQ
VTY WY NVQMLQQVSTY STY PSDY USY KW<XY WY QURSTHY WOLKTV
WQQSMVWUVSTG
5XYMSTUVTLXYUSYPWCXYQURSTHYWUUXTNWTMXYWUYSLR
KSTUPOEY BRSUPXRPSSNY PWJJEY PSLRQFY DPVMPY WRX
HXTXRWOOEYPXONYUPXYUPVRNY7PLRQNWEYSIYXCXREYKSTUPG
AOSTHY DVUPY UPXY PWJJEY PSLRQFY DXY PXONY SLRY IVRQU
WTTLWOY HSOIY USLRTWKXTUY STYAJRVOY >6FY :??0GY =OXWQX
MSTUWMUY3RSUPXRY3RWTNSTY/RXQMPYISRYKSRXYNXUWVOQG
7PXY @PWROSUUXY 3SWRNY SIY !SCXRTSRQY RXKWVTQ
QURSTHY WTNY KXXUQY STY KSTUPOEY BWQVQY USY QXUY XCXTU
QMPXNLOXQYWTNYWNNRXQQYAOLKTVYAQQSMVWUVSTYBLQVTXQQG
@LRRXTUY BSWRNY KXKBXRQY VTMOLNX%Y =RXQVNXTUY AOX
(WT<SDQ<EFY*TNVWTWY3XUWY+00YVMXY=RXQVNXTUY1V<XY.VOOF
*TNVWTWY #UWY +64Y 7RXWQLRXRY 1V<XY )SXQQFY
1VMPVHWTY 3XUW+69Y ;XMRXUWREAOLKTVY 'XOWUVSTQY
1WUUY @WKXRSTFY *TNVWTWY /XOUWY +?>Y @PWJOVTY ;PWDT
!LTQSOOXEFYVRHVTVWYXUWY+60G
*IYESLYWRXYVTYUPXY@PWROSUUXYWRXWYWTNYDSLONYOV<X
USY OXWRTY KSRXY WBSLUY SLRY PWJJEY PSLRQFY UPXY HSOI
USLRTWKXTUFY SRY DSLONY OV<XY USY HXUY VTCSOCXNFY JOXWQX
CVQVUYSLRYDXBQVUXYWUYDDDGMPWROSUUXJPV<WJJWJQVGMSKG
%;44=;*<657

*854+864G1G61-9&%8=
!RXXUVTHQYBRSUPXRQY;LKKXRYVQYWOKSQUYLJSTYLQ
VTYUPXYTWUVST+QY@WJVUWOYWTNYDXYVTUXTNYUSYKW<XYHRXWU
LQXYSIYWOOYUPWUY/G@GYPWQYUSYSIIXRGY5XYPWCXYPWNYWYHSSN
EXWRYQSYIWRYDVUPYUPXYPVHPOVHPUYBXVTHYSLRY)SLTNXRQ
/WEY MXOXBRWUVSTY WUY 1M)WNNXT+QY VTY5WQPVTHUSTGY *U
DWQYWYURXKXTNSLQYQLMMXQQYWTNYSCXRWOOYSTXYSIYUPX
BXQUY)SLTNXRQY/WEYVTYUPXYOWQUYQXCXRWOYEXWRQGY !SVTH
WOSTHY DVUPY UPXY UPXKXY SIY 3RSUPXRPSSNY ISRY AOO
AHXQFY DXY PWNY UDSY HLXQUY QJXW<XRQGY @ERLQ
$WNXRJSLRFY WY )SLTNVTHY )WUPXRY SIY STXY SIY UPX
TXDXQUYMPWJUXRQFY 1WREOWTNY!WKKWYTVCXRQVUEYSI
1WREOWTNFY @SOOXHXY =WR<FY WTNY ANWKY &LB<VTFY W
)SLTNVTHY )WUPXRY SIY /VQURVMUY SIY @SOLKBVWY AOJPWF
BSUPYUWO<XNYWBSLUYDPWUYVUYDWQYOV<XYISLTNVTHYWYTXD
MPWJUXRGY 3SUPY SIIXRXNY UPXVRY SDTY JXRQSTWOY VTQVHPU
VTUSYDPWUYVUYKXWTQYUSYBXY=PVY=QVYWTNYDXYDVQPYUS
UPWT<YUPXKYSTMXYWHWVTYISRYBXVTHYUPXRXYISRYLQGY$SD
VUQYUVKXYISRYUPXYAOLKTVYAQQSMVWUVSTYUSYBXYUPXRXYISR
WOOY SIY UPXY BRSUPXRQY VTY UPXY KXURSJSOVUWTY /G@GY WRXWG
5XYWRXYOSS<VTHYUSYXJWTNYWTNYWRXYQXX<VTHYWTESTX
UPWUY DVQPXQY USY BXMSKXY WMUVCXY VTY UPXY AOLKTV
AQQSMVWUVSTGY *IY ESLY DWTUY USY PXOJY WTNY DWTUY USY HXU
VTCSOCXNY JOXWQXY XKWVOY NMJPVJQVEWPSSGMSKGY 5X
DXOMSKXY WTEY PXOJY ESLY MWTY HVCXGY 7PXY AOLKTV
AQQSMVWUVSTYDWTUQYUSYPWCXYWYILT8IVOOXNYQLKKXRYWTN
DXY PSJXY ESLY MWTY SVTY LQY WUY QSKXY SRY WOOY SIY SLR
XCXTUQGY *IYESLYWRXYTSUYSTYSLRYWOLKTVYOVQUFY QVHTYLJYWU
NMJPVJQVEWPSSGMSKGY #TSEY UPXY RXKWVTNXRY SI
QJRVTHYWTNYOXU+QYPSJXYISRYWYDSTNXRILOYQLKKXR

6!86=1
!RXXUVTHQY IRSKY UPXY5VTNEY @VUEY7PXY @PVMWHS
AOLKTVYAQQSMVWUVSTYVQYWOVCXYWTNYDXOOYWTNYVQYIRXQPYSII
VUQYWTTLWOY)SLTNXRQY/WEYMXOXBRWUVSTGY !SSQXY*QOWTN
3RXDXREY STMXY WHWVTY PSQUXNY SLRY QURSTHY BWTNY SI
KSRXY UPWTY 4?Y BRSUPXRQY WTNY BRSLHPUY USHXUPXR
WOLKTVYWTNYLTNXRHRWNLWUXQYIRSKYISLRYSIYSLRYOSMWO
MPWJUXRQY ISRY NVTTXRFY QSMVWOVVTHY WTNY KW<VTHY TXD
IRVXTNQYWTNYRXTXDVTHYSONYIRVXTNQPVJQGY3RSUPXRY7SNN
;MPSXOOFY *SDWYAOJPWY+,9FY DWQYSLRY<XETSUXYQJXW<XR
WTNY JRSCVNXNY DSRNQY SIY XTMSLRWHXKXTUY ISRY BSUP
WOLKTVY WTNY LTNXRHRWNLWUXQY USY QUWEY WMUVCX
UPRSLHPSLUY UPXVRY OVCXQY DVUPY NXWRY =PVY =QVGY "LR
LTNXRHRWNLWUXY BRSUPXRQY RXJSRUXNY WOOY VQY DXOOY WU
*OOVTSVQY XUWFY *OOVTSVQY #UWFY *OOVTSVQY7PXUWY WTNY *TNVWTW
#JQVOSTG
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ANNVUVSTWOOEFY3RSUPXRY#RV<YABRWKQSTFYWTYWOLKTLQ
SIY UPXY MLRRXTUOEY VTWMUVCXY $XDY (XRQXEY !WKKW
@PWJUXRFY HWCXY WY JRXQXTUWUVSTY STY PSDY PXY QXXQY WT
SJJSRULTVUEY ISRY XJWTQVSTY VTY $XDY (XRQXEG
@LRRXTUOEFY STOEYUPXY/XOUWYWTNY#JQVOSTYMPWJUXRQYWRX
WMUVCXYVTY$XDY(XRQXEFYBLUY3RSUPXRY#RV<YMXRUWVTOEYHWCX
QSKXYPSJXYISRYWNNVTHYKSRXYMPWJUXRQYVTYUPXYILULRXG
&SS<VTHY WPXWNFY VTMSKVTHY AGAGY =RXQVNXTUY 7SK
@PXOMPSDQ<VFY$XDY(XRQXEY/XOUWY+?4FYPWQYWYOSUYSIYBVH
JOWTQY ISRY UPXY !G;GAGAGY .XY PSJXQY USY MSTUVTLXY UPX
URWNVUVSTY SIY PSONVTHY WY HSOIY SLUVTHY WUY QSKXY JSVTU
NLRVTHY UPXY QLKKXRY WTNY WOQSY PSJXQY USY WNNY SUPXR
XCXTUQY QLMPY WQY BWQXBWOOY SLUVTHQFY RWMXURWM<Y XCXTUQ
WTNY XCXTY UPXY TSUVSTY SIY WTY WOLKTVY JWVTUBWOOY HWKX
PWQY BXXTY UPRSDTY WRSLTNGY =OXWQXY MSTUWMUY UPX
!G;GAGAGYVIYESLYWRXYVTUXRXQUXNYVTYJWRUVMVJWUVTHG
0.544=%:..:5

7PXY )OSRVNWY AOJPWY @PWJUXRY RXMXTUOEY PXONY VUQ
)SLTNXRQY/WEYSTY)XBRLWREY:4GY7PXYXCXTUYVTMOLNXNYW
KXXU8WTN8HRXXUYMSS<8SLUYSTY)RVNWEYUPXY::FYMSKJOXUX
DVUPYSEQUXRQYWTNYMWUIVQPGY7PXYNWEYQUWRUXNYSIIY DVUPY W
RSLTNY SIY HSOIY WUY UPXY /STY XOOXRY ;XKVTSOXY !SOI
@SLRQXGY*UYDWQYWYHRXWUYNWEYISRYHSOIVTHYWTNYWYHRXWUYUVKX
DWQY PWNY BEY XCXREBSNEGY /VTTXRY DWQY PXONY OWUXRY UPWU
TVHPUY WUY UPXY 'XTXHWNXY !RVOOY WUY UPXY /STYXOOXRY !SOI
@SLRQXGY ;JXW<XRQY VTMOLNXNY )RWT<Y 7WEOSRY SIY UPX
AOWBWKWYAOJPWY@PWJUXRYWTNYUPXY=WTPWTNOXYAOLKTV
AQQSMVWUVSTFY MPWJUXRY JRXQVNXTUY @PRVQY !STWOXQFY WTN
MPWJUXRYQXRHXWTU8WU8WRKQY'SBXRUY;UXXOGY )RWT<Y7WEOSR
HWCXYWTYXTUXRUWVTVTHYWTNYLJOVIUVTHYQJXXMPYSTYUPXYQJVRVU
SIYBXVTHYWY=PVY=QVGY3RSUPXRY'SBXRUY;UXXOYSLUOVTXNYUPX
HSWOQY SIY )OSRVNWY AOJPW+QY TXDY PSLQVTHY MSKKVUUXXF
NXQVHTXNY USY RXQSOCXY UPXY MPWJUXR+QY PSLQVTHY QVULWUVSTF
WTNYJRXQVNXTUY@PRVQY!STWOXQYQLKKWRVXNYUPXYEXWR
QSYIWRYWTNYSLUOVTXNYSLRYHSWOQYISRYUPXYRXKWVTNXRYSIYUPX
QXKXQUXRY WTNY TXUY EXWRGY !LXQUY VTMOLNXNY @PWJUXR
ANCVQSRY SREY*M<OXRYWTNYCWRVSLQYWOLKTVYSIYUPXY)OSRVNW
AOJPWY@PWJUXRGY
96:3=57;8<3

!93458--2
5XY<VM<XNYSIIYUPXY.LTUQCVOOXYAOLKTVYAQQSMVWUVST
STY)XBRLWREY>>FY:??,YWUY3RSUPXRY7RESTY.LBBWRN+QF
AOWBWKWY AOJPWY +-2FY PSKXFY WY HWUPXRVTHY DPVMP
VTMOLNXNY WY NVQMLQQVSTY DVUPY UPXY =RXQVNXTUY SIY UPX
TVCXRQVUEYSIYAOWBWKWYVTY.LTUQCVOOXYA.YSTYUPX
IXWQVBVOVUEYSIYXQUWBOVQPVTHYWY=PVY=QVY@SOSTEYWUYA.G
5XYPWCXYQVTMXYUW<XTYWNNVUVSTWOYBWBEYQUXJQYVTYUPVQ
RXHWRNY WTNY UPXY SLUOSS<Y VQY LVUXY JRSKVQVTHGY5X+CX
WOQSY LTNXRUW<XTFY ISRY UPSQXY SIY LQY DPSYJOWEY HSOIF
UDSY HSOIY SLUVTHQY WUY OSMWOY MSLRQXQGY 5XY JOWT
WNNVUVSTWOY LWRUXROEY SLUVTHQY VTY :??0FY DVUPY UPX
SBXMUVCXY BXVTHY TSUY TXMXQQWRVOEY OSDY QMSRXQFY BLUY W
RXOVCVTHY SIY UPXY QXTQXY SIY BRSUPXRPSSNY DPVMP
WUURWMUXNYLQYUSYUPVQY)RWUXRTVUEGY #OXMUVSTQYDXRXYPXON
WUY WY OLTMPXSTY VTY NSDTUSDTY .LTUQCVOOXFY WTNY DX
QXOXMUXNY UPXY ISOOSDVTHY SIIVMXRQ%Y !OXTY 3LUURXEF
%:3356:=,8/9;= "#= JRXQVNXTUY 'SBY5SMVXMPSDQ<VF
,6:57;= )<4;= "!# CVMXY JRXQVNXTUY /WCVNY 5VOOVWKQF
,8;$;*;= ,8/9;= "# URXWQLRXRY WTNY ;UXCX
5VOOSLHPBEFY ,8;$;*;=)<4;="#= QXMRXUWREGY Y5XYPWCX
WY KWVOVTHY OVQUY SIY 9?Y BRSUPXRQY WTNY DVOOY MSTUVTLXY US
QXX<YDWEQYISRYJWRUVMVJWUVSTG
5XYPXONYSLRY)SLTNXRQY/WEY3WTLXUYSTY;WULRNWEF
)XBRLWREY>-UPYWUYUPXY.XRVUWHXY@OLBFYWUUXTNXNYBEY>9
BRSUPXRQY JOLQY WY TLKBXRY SIY QDXXUPXWRUQGY 7DS
LTNXRHRWNLWUXYBRSUPXRQYIRSKYAOWBWKWYAOJPWYDXRX
WOQSYVTYWUUXTNWTMXGY3RSUPXRY;UXCXY"+'SLR<XFY$WUVSTWO
;5!=FY HRWMVSLQOEY WHRXXNY USY BXY SLRY HLXQUY QJXW<XRF
WTNY LVUXY XIIXMUVCXOEY VOOLQURWUXNY USY LQY PSDY UPVQ

=+*23G54=42
=?)$CFG(?E<FC/G(EFCBE??G
=C<B;FC/G6ECG!E00DCGFCGD>@D<
7PXY!WRNXTY;UWUXYAOLKTVYAQQSMVWUVSTYVQYMSKVTH
SIIYWYCXREYQLMMXQQILOYEXWRYWTNYVQYOSS<VTHYISRDWRNYUS
WTSUPXRYSTXG
"TY ;LTNWEFY )XBGY >,FY UPXY AGAGY MXOXBRWUXN
)SLTNXRQY /WEY WUY 7PXY )WRTQDSRUPY .SLQX
'XQUWLRWTUY VTY 3SRNXTUSDTFY $G(GY WTNY DXRXY OLM<E
XTSLHPYUSYBXYSVTXNYBEY#XMLUVCXY/VRXMUSRY;PWDT
@SOOVTQDSRUPGY 3RSUPXRY @SOOVTQDSRUPY HWCXY WOLKTV
WTNY MLRRXTUY BRSUPXRQFY WOOY SIY DPSKY PWVOXNY IRSK
MSOOXHXQYVTY$XDY(XRQXEFY WTYVT8NXJUPYOSS<YWUYDPXRX
UPXY)RWUXRTVUEYQUWTNQYTSDYWTNYDPXRXYUPXY$WUVSTWO
)RWUXRTVUEY QXXQY VUQXOIY VTY UPXY NXMWNXY USY MSKXGY .X
DWQY CXREY XTUPLQVWQUVMY WBSLUY UPXY TLKBXRY SI
MPWJUXRQY DXY MLRRXTUOEY PWCXY WTNY UPXY NSTWUVSTQ
DPVMPYWRXYMSKVTHYVTYWUYWYPVHPXRYRWUXYUPWTYWTEYSUPXR
)RWUXRTVUEFYBLUYPXYDWQYWOQSYXMVUXNYWBSLUYUPXYILULRX
DVUPY JOWTQY USY MRXWUXY TXDY MPWJUXRQY STY MWKJLQXQ
DPXRXY =PVY WJJWY =QVY DSLONY BXY WY IWTUWQUVMY IVUG
@LRRXTUY BRSUPXRQY WTNY WOLKTVY WOV<XY DXRXY CXRE
JOXWQXNY DVUPY 3RSUPXRY @SOOVTQDSRUP+QY QJXXMPY WTN
UPXYNVRXMUVSTYUPWUYUPVQYIRWUXRTVUEYVQYPXWNVTHYVTG
$!&$%!&&$%&"##"&%
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)RWUXRTVUEY VQY VTNXXNY WY 3RSUPXRPSSNY ISRYAOOYAHXQFY WQ
DXOOY WQY LJNWUVTHY LQY STY DPWU+QY HSVTHY STY $WUVSTWOOE
DVUPY=PVY=QVGY5XYOSS<YISRDWRNYUSYWTYSLUQUWTNVTHYEXWR
VTY:??0YWQYDXYHRSDYUPVQYWQQSMVWUVSTYSIY=PVY=QVQFY WTN
DXOMSKXY WTEY WTNY WOOY CVQVUVTHY BRSUPXRQY USY SLR
TSRUPXWQUXRTYMSRTXRYSIYAOWBWKWG
)VTWOOEFY WYQJXMVWOYTSUXYSIYVTUXRXQUYISRYWOOY=PVY=QVQG
1QGY;LQWTTWY=PVOOVJQYSIY.LTUQCVOOXYVQYUPXYNWLHPUXRYSI
/RGY 'GY 1WMSTY1WMY=PVOOVJQFY $SRUPY@WRSOVTWYAOJPW
+-6GY ;LQWTTWYVQYWTYWMMSKJOVQPXNY;SJRWTSFY WTNYDVOO
KW<XY PXRY NXBLUY VTY =LMMVTV+QY &WY 3SPXKXY UPVQ
/XMXKBXRYWUYUPXY1XURSJSOVUWTY"JXRWYVTY$XDYSR<
@VUEGY;PXYDVOOYJOWEYUPXYRSOXYSIY1LQXUUWGY*IYESLRYURWCXOQ
UW<XY ESLY USY $XDYSR<Y VTY /XMXKBXRFY *Y XTMSLRWHX
ESLY USY UW<XY VTY UPXY JXRISRKWTMXY SIY .LTUQCVOOX+Q
IVTXQUYMOWQQVMWOYQVTHXRG
04< <=(:88519$+

LTNXRHRWNLWUXY BRSUPXRQY BRSSKBWOOY USLRTWKXTUY ST
AJRVOY 9GY 5XY WRXY WMUVCXOEY JOWTTVTHY ISRY UPXY >9?UP
ATTVCXRQWREY SIY =XTTQEOCWTVWY #UWY VTY AJRVOY :?>?Y WTN
MSTUVTLXYUSYQXX<YWOLKTVYDPSYDSLONYOV<XYUSYJWRUVMVJWUXG
=OXWQXYMSTUWMUY'VMWRNSY'VCXRQYWUYRHRVCXRQWSOGMSKYISR
KSRXYVTISRKWUVSTFYWTNYUSYBXMSKXYVTCSOCXNY
;4<=)557:3;6

-15G=32-25
7PXY&SQYATHXOXQYAOLKTVYAQQSMVWUVSTYMS8PSQUXNYVUQ
WTTLWOY)SLTNXRQY/WEYSBQXRCWTMXQYSTY1WRMPY:YWOSTH
DVUPYUPXY!RXWUXRY"RWTHXY@SLTUEYAOLKTVYAQQSMVWUVST
SIY ;SLUPXRTY @WOVISRTVWGY =PVY =QVY WOLKTVY WTN
LTNXRHRWNLWUXYBRSUPXRQYRXJRXQXTUVTHYWRXWYMPWJUXRQ
SVTXNY USHXUPXRY WQY3RSUPXRPSSNY SIY AOOY AHXQY WTN
HWUPXRXNYSTYUPXYPVQUSRVMYLXXTY1WREY"MXWTY&VTXRYVT
&STHY3XWMPFY @WOVIGFY ISRYWYILTYWTNYVTISRKWUVCXY;LTNWE
XCXTVTHYSIY=PVY=QVYIXOOSDQPVJYWTNYWRXWYWMUVCVUVXQG
"CXRY>??Y=PVY=QVQFYQJSLQXQYWTNYHLXQUQYWUUXTNXN
UPXY MXOXBRWUVSTFY DPVMPY VTMOLNXNY RXKWR<QY SI
;5!=Y =WLOY 5VTXKWTY WTNY =PVY =QVY )SLTNWUVST
7RLQUXXY.WT<Y1WRCVTGY
AYPVHPOVHPUYSIYUPXYXCXTVTHYVTMOLNXNYUPXYVTWLHLRWO
JRXQXTUWUVSTY SIY UPXY 3RSUPXRY (GY 'SBXRUY 1XQXRCXF
@WOVISRTVWY 3XUWY +42FY ADWRNY SIY 1XRVUFY VTY QJXMVWO
URVBLUXYWTNYRXMSHTVUVSTYSIYWYMXTULREYSIY=PVY WJJW
=QVY OXHWMEY RXJRXQXTUVTHY QXCXRWOY HXTXRWUVSTQY SIY UPX
1XQXRCXYIWKVOEYVTY@WOVISRTVWGY)SRKXRY;5!=Y>6008
6?Y3SBY1XQXRCXFY @WOVISRTVWY3XUWY+42FY WTNYPVQYDVIX
/SUUVXYRXQVNXNYVTY$XDJSRUY3XWMPYISRYKWTEYEXWRQ
WQY 3SBY ISOOSDXNY VTY UPXY ISSUQUXJQY SIY PVQY IWUPXR
;PVROXEY 1XQXRCXFY @WOVISRTVWY !WKKWY >6?0FY DPS
QXRCXNYWQY;5!=YVTY>6:-8:0
5XY WRXY JRSLNY USY WTTSLTMXY UPWUY UPXY IVRQUY UDS
RXMVJVXTUQY SIY UPVQY TXDOEY NXQVHTWUXNY NVQUVTHLVQPXN
WOLKTLQYWDWRNYDXRXYJRXQXTUXNYUSYISRKXRY;5!=
!XSRHXY .LKJPRVXQFY "RXHSTY AOJPWY +9?FY WTN
5XTNXOOY@PVONQFY@WOVISRTVWY#JQVOSTY+2,FYISRYUPXVRYOSEWO
QLJJSRUY WTNY NXCSUVSTY USY UPXY =PVY WJJWY =QV
)RWUXRTVUEYWTNYISRYPXOJVTHYUSY<XXJYUPXY=PVY=QVYIOWKX
SIY;SLUPXRTY@WOVISRTVWYAOLKTVYAQQSMVWUVSTYWMUVCVUVXQ
ISRYQXCXRWOYNXMWNXQG
7PXY &SQY ATHXOXQY AOLKTVY AQQSMVWUVSTY DVOOY BX
RXJRXQXTUXNY WUY UPXY :??0Y *TNVWTWJSOVQY ;LKKXR
!RWTNYARMPY@SLTMVOYWTNYVQYLTNXRUW<VTHYXIISRUQYUS
MSKJVOXYWOLKTVYXKWVOYOVQUYQXRCXQYUSYVKJRSCXYMSTUWMU
WOLKTLQYVTISRKWUVSTYSIYLJMSKVTHYXCXTUQG
&597=:..;6<88:

=35=5G684
!SSNY$XDQ 5X+RXYBWM<YWTNYVTUXTNYUSYBXYUPX
SRHWTVWUVSTWOYKXXUVTHYJSVTUYISRYWOOY=PVY=QVQYVTYUPX
HRXWUXRY WTQWQY@VUEYWRXWGY5XYKXUYISRY)SLTNXRQY/WE
STY)XBRLWREY::YWUYUPXY.XRXISRNY.SLQXY'XQUWLRWTU
QSLUPGY !LXQUQY VTMOLNXNY ;UXCXY "+'SLR<XFY UPX
$WUVSTWOY =RXQVNXTUFY DPSY XTOVHPUXTXNY LQY STY UPX
JRSHRXQQFY HRSDUPYWTNYQURXTHUPYSIYUPXY)RWUXRTVUEYST
WYTWUVSTWOYBWQVQG
5XY JOWTY STY HXWRVTHY LJY ISRY KSRXY ISRKWOY XCXTUQ
WTNYVTISRKWOYHWUPXRVTHQGYSLRYVTJLUYVQYVKJSRUWTUYUSYLQG
AQYUPXYMLRRXTUY G@GAGAGY JRXQVNXTUFY *YMWTYBXYRXWMPXN
NLRVTHY UPXY NWEY WUY 0>-82,28?>,6Y SRY SPTSPTHVOOVQ8
OWDGMSKYISRYESLRYMSKKXTUQYSRYLQUYHXUUVTHYMSTTXMUXN
DVUPYUPXY G@GAGAGY5XYDXOMSKXYWOOY=PVY=QVQG
&597=:88:3

-=36=542+
7PXY &WTMWQUXRY @SLTUEY AOLKTVY AQQSMVWUVST
MXOXBRWUXNY)SLTNXRQY/WEYSTY)XBRLWREY>-YWUY)RWT<OVT
WTNY 1WRQPWOOY @SOOXHXGY /LRVTHY SLRY KXXUVTHFY DXY PXON
SIIVMXRYXOXMUVSTQFYWTNY'VMWRNSY'VCXRQYDWQYRX8XOXMUXNYWQ
UPXY &G@GAGAGY JRXQVNXTUGY AIUXRDWRNQFY =XTTQEOCWTVWY #UW
WOLKTVYDXRXYURXWUXNYUSYWYMSM<UWVOYRXMXJUVSTYISOOSDXN
BEYNVTTXRYWUYWYOSMWOYRXQUWLRWTUGY;JXMVWOYRXMSHTVUVSTYDWQ
HVCXTYUSYCWRVSLQYWOLKTVYWTNYLTNXRHRWNLWUXYBRSUPXRQ
ISRYUPXVRYWMPVXCXKXTUQGY7PXYXCXTUYDWQYWOQSYWYUVKXYUS
RXKXKBXRYSLRYKSQUYRXMSHTVXNYWOLKTLQFY3RSUPXRY'SE
;MPXVNXRY +99FY DPSY RXMXTUOEY JWQQXNY WDWEGY 5XY PWCX
QXCXRWOYLJMSKVTHYXCXTUQYJOWTTXNYVTMOLNVTHYWTYWOLKTV8
$!&$%!&&$%&"##"&%
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.QLY WUY TVM<PQLHKWVOGMSKY SRY 3RWTNSTY ;S<SOY WU
RSBXRUQS<SO :??2WOLKTVGNXJWLDGXNLY ISRY KSRX
VTISRKWUVSTG
)6;7257=05'58

7PXY 1VN81VQQSLRVY AOLKTVY AQQSMVWUVSTY PXONY VUQ
WTTLWOYBWTLXUYWTNYBLQVTXQQYKXXUVTHYSTY)XBGY 6YWU
UPXY5VTXY@XOOWRYVTYNSDTUSDTY@SOLKBVWGY.VHPOVHPUQ
VTMOLNXNY WY 1VQQSLRVY AOJPWY @PWJUXRY RXJSRUY IRSK
LTNXRHRWNYSIIVMXRQYVTYWUUXTNWTMXYWTNYWYBRVXIYLJNWUX
STY$WUVSTWOY=PVY=QVYVQQLXQYIRSKYTWUVSTWOYJRXQVNXTUF
;5!=Y;UXCXY"+'SLR<XFY1VQQSLRVYAOJPWY+,2GY/LRVTH
UPXYBLQVTXQQYJSRUVSTYSIYUPXYBWTLXUFYAGAGYJRXQVNXTU
#NY3RWTNSTFY 1VQQSLRVYAOJPWY+?9FY PVHPOVHPUXNYRXMXTU
WTNYJOWTTXNYWMUVCVUVXQY ISRY UPXYWQQSMVWUVSTGY .XYWOQS
JRXQXTUXNY WOOY WOLKTVY WUUXTNXXQY OXWNY MREQUWO
NXMWTUXRQFY XUMPXNY DVUPY UPXY =PVY =QVY MRXQUFY WQY HVIUQ
IRSKYUPXYMPWJUXRGY)SRYKSRXYVTISYSTYLJMSKVTHY1VN8
1VQQSLRVY AGAGY XCXTUQFY JOXWQXY MSTUWMUY 3RSUPXR
3RWTNSTY WUY 9,4Y 0:-8?:4:Y SRY XKWVOY WU
A4NVTXRQWSOGMSKG
(+77= (9<<83=(:<1;72

31+4!G42=5
$XVUPXRYDVTNFYRWVTFYQOXXUFYQTSDFYTSRYNWR<YSIYTVHPU
MSLONY <XXJY SLRY HLXQUY QJXW<XRY IRSKY KW<VTHY PVQ
WJJSVTUXNY QJXXMPGY 3RSUPXRY ;PWDTY @SOOVTQDSRUPF
*TNVWTWY#UWY+6>FY)RWUXRTVUEY#XMLUVCXY/VRXMUSRFYSVTXN
:0YSUPXRYPXWRUEYQSLOQYUSYBRWCXYWTYLTUVKXOEYDVTUXR
QUSRKY ISRY SLRY $SRUPY 7XWQY )SLTNXRQY /WE
MXOXBRWUVSTGY
5VUPY WY HSSNY PSLRY ISRY JRSJXRY OLBRVMWUVSTF
$G7GAGAGY =RXQVNXTUY WTNY TXDY IWUPXRY 3VOOY &STHF
"<OWPSKWYAOJPWY+6:FY HSUYUPXYMXOXBRWUVSTYSIIY USY W
RSLQVTHY QUWRUY WTNY 3RSUPXRY 'VMPWRNY 3SDXRF
"<OWPSKWYAOJPWY+9-FY NVNYWYDSTNXRILOYSBYIVOOVTHYVT
WQY SLRY ;EKJSQVWRMPY DVUPY WY IVUUVTHY VTURSNLMUVSTY SI
SLRYHLXQUYQJXW<XRGY
3RSUPXRY @SOOVTQDSRUPY VQY RWRXOEY WUY WY OSQQY ISR
DSRNQYWTNYUPVQYTVHPUYDWQYTSYXMXJUVSTGY;PWDTYIVOOXN
LQYVTYSTYUPXYQUWULQYSIYUPXY)RWUXRTVUEYVTMOLNVTHYWOOYSI
UPXY WOLKTVY WTNY LTNXRHRWNLWUXY XNLMWUVSTWOY WTN
CSOLTUXXRY SJJSRULTVUVXQGY ;PWDTY QJS<XY SIY UPXY =PV
=QVY )SLTNWUVSTY '"A/;."5Y XCXTUY VTY AJRVO
WOSTHYDVUPYUPXYPVHPOEYWTUVMVJWUXNY!A@YUPVQYQLKKXR
VTY*TNVWTWJSOVQGY
"LRYIXQUVCVUVXQYXTNXNYDVUPYSLRYWM<TSDOXNHXKXTU
SIY UPXY7XWQY /XOUWY MPWJUXRY WTNY WOLKTVY UPWUY DXRX
JRXQXTUYSTYUPVQY:?UPYWTTVCXRQWREYSIYUPXVRYMPWRUXRVTH
WUY ;SLUPXRTY 1XUPSNVQUY TVCXRQVUEGY 3RSUPXRY !RXH
3RLMXFY7XWQY/XOUWY+00FYQJS<XYUSYUPXYHWUPXRVTHYSIYUPX
BSTNQYWTNYKXKSRVXQYUPWUYDXRXYISRHXNYNLRVTHY UPX
KLMPY USSY BRVXIY >?8EXWRY XVQUXTMXY SIY UPVQY MPWJUXRG
5VUPYQXCXTYWOLKTVYIRSKY7XWQY/XOUWYVTYWUUXTNWTMXF
UPXVRYJRXQXTMXYVQYQUVOOYIXOUYVTYWYCXREYJSQVUVCXYDWEGY7PX
JSQQVBVOVUEYUSYRXMSOSTVXYQXXKQYKSRXYRXWOYUPWTYXCXRGY
&;*<3=,2;*3

32#G1+G684
*TY VUQY QXMSTNY SIIVMVWOY EXWRY ISOOSDVTHY WY BSLUY SI
VTWMUVCVUEFY UPXY$XDYSR<Y@VUEYAOLKTVYAQQSMVWUVSTYVQ
BWM<YWTNYWQYQURSTHYWQYXCXRGY "CXRYUPXYJWQUYEXWRFYUPX
AQQSMVWUVSTY PWQY HWUPXRXNY BRSUPXRQY IRSKY MPWJUXRQ
WMRSQQYUPXYMSLTUREYWUYCWRVSLQYJOWMXQYVTYWTNYWRSLTN
!SUPWKFY IRSKY WTY "<USBXRIXQUY HXU8USHXUPXRY VT
LXXTQYUSYWYPSHYRSWQUYVTY1VNUSDTY1WTPWUUWTG
7PXY AQQSMVWUVST+QY KWVTY XCXTUY VQY UPXY WTTLWO
)SLTNXRQY /WEY OLTMPXSTGY )SRY UPXY QXMSTN
MSTQXMLUVCXY EXWRFY UPXY OLTMPXSTY DWQY PXONY WU
NSDTUSDTY $XDYSR<+QY PVQUSRVMY )RWLTMXQY7WCXRTF
STXYSIYUPXYSONXQUYXNVIVMXQYVTYUPXYMVUEYWTNYWYQVUXYSI
QVHTVIVMWTUYJRX8'XCSOLUVSTWREYWMUVCVUVXQGY7PVQYEXWRYDX
DXOMSKXNY 44Y BRSUPXRQY IRSKY :>Y MPWJUXRQY WRSLTN
UPXY MSLTUREFY VTMOLNVTHY 3RSUPXRY (SPTY @VMMWRXOOVF
ISRKXRY $WUVSTWOY =RXQVNXTUFY WTNY 3RSUPXRY 5VOO
.WQ<XUUFY $WUVSTWOY /VRXMUSRY SIY AOLKTVY ;XRCVMXQG
;XCXRWOY BRSUPXRQY WOQSY SVTXNY IRSKY TXWRBEY MVUVXQF
VTMOLNVTHY 3SQUSTY WTNY =PVOWNXOJPVWGY )SOOSDVTHY UPX
OLTMPXSTFY BRSUPXRQY MSTUVTLXNY UPXY RXCXOREY WUY UPX
3RWTNEY&VBRWREYVTY1WTPWUUWT+QY7RVBXMWYNVQURVMUG
/LRVTHYUPXYQLKKXRFYUPXYAQQSMVWUVSTYVQYJOWTTVTHYW
HRSLJY SLUVTHY USY WYWT<XXQY SRY 1XUQY HWKXY Y UPX
QLBXMUYSIYQSKXYNVQJLUXYYWQYDXOOYWQYWYRXMXJUVSTYUS
DXOMSKXY UPSQXY =PVY =QVQY DPSY PWCXY XVUPXRY RXMXTUOE
KSCXNYUSY$XDYSR<Y@VUEYSRYWRXYPXRXYISRYVTUXRTQPVJQG
AOOY=PVY=QVQYOVCVTHYSRYCVQVUVTHYUPXYMVUEYWRXYXTMSLRWHXN
USYUW<XYJWRUYVTYUPXYXCXTUQYWTNYQPSLONYMSTUWMUY$VM<
$!&$%!&&$%&"##"&%

1+213
7PXY "RXHSTY AOLKTVY AQQSMVWUVSTY RXMXTUOE
MXOXBRWUXNYVUQYSTXYEXWRYWTTVCXRQWREYQVTMXYRXMXVCVTH
VUQYMPWRUXRYIRSKY.XWNLWRUXRQYVTY)XBRLWREY:??,GY*T
SLRYIVRQUYEXWRFYSCXRY-?YWOLKTVYSVTXNYSLRYWQQSMVWUVSTG
*TY :??0FY DXY WRXY OSS<VTHY USY XJWTNY USY SCXRY >??
KXKBXRQ
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=QVY =VUUQBLRHPY AOLKTVY AQQSMVWUVSTY MXOXBRWUVSTY ST
)XBRLWREY:?GY "CXRY,?YWOLKTVYWTNYLTNXRHRWNLWUXQ
WUUXTNXNYUPXY>9-UPYMXOXBRWUVSTYSIYUPXYISLTNVTHYSI
=PVY WJJWY =QVGY =VUUQBLRHPY AOLKTVY AQQSMVWUVST
=RXQVNXTUY (VKY /XTTEFY =XTTQEOCWTVWY AOJPWY +-0F
DXOMSKXNYWOOYUPXYWUUXTNXXQYWTNYQXUYUPXYUSTXYISRYWT
VTISRKWOY XCXTVTHY SIY KXXUVTHY TXDY BRSUPXRQF
RXLTVUVTHY DVUPY SONY IRVXTNQY WTNY PSTSRVTHY SLR
)RWUXRTVUEG
'WEY1M@SRKVM<FY =XTTQEOCWTVWY&WKBNWY+,4FY DWQ
UPXYXKMXXYISRYUPXYXCXTVTHYWTNYDXOMSKXNYUPSQXYVT
WUUXTNWTMXGY 'STY/X1WEFY =XTTQEOCWTVWY&WKBNWY+,4F
QUWRUXNYUPXYXCXTVTHYSIIYDVUPYSJXTVTHYRXKWR<QYWTN
MSTNLMUXNY SLRY BRVXIY WTTLWOY BLQVTXQQY KXXUVTHG
ABRWPWKY XEFY5XQUYVRHVTVWYAOJPWY +,0FY SIIXRXNY WT
VTCSMWUVSTY JRVSRY USY NVTVTHGY AIUXRY NVTTXRFY =VUUQBLRHP
AGAGY =RXQVNXTUY (VKY /XTTEY SIIXRXNY RXKWR<QY WBSLU
UPXYAOLKTVYAQQSMVWUVSTYWTNYHXTXRWOYILULRXYJOWTQYSI
UPXY AQQSMVWUVSTGY ;UXCXY $SSRBW<PQPFY =XTTQEOCWTVW
3XUWY +?2FY JRXQXTUXNY :9Y WTNY 9?8EXWRY KXKBXRQPVJ
JVTQYUSYUPSQXYBRSUPXRQYVTYWUUXTNWTMXGY
;MSUUY;MPRVM<XRFY=XTTQEOCWTVWY$LY+0?FYVTURSNLMXN
UPXY =VUUQBLRHPY AOLKTVY AQQSMVWUVSTY .WOOY SIY )WKX
RXMVJVXTUQY ISRY :??0GY #TQPRVTXNY VTUSY UPXY =PVY WJJW
=QVY =VUUQBLRHPY AOLKTVY AQQSMVWUVSTY .WOOY SIY )WKX
DXRX%
XTTXUPY AOKXQFY =XTTQEOCWTVWY $LY +,?FY DWQY UPX
IVRQUY BRSUPXRY VTNLMUXNY VTUSY UPXY MPWJUXRY WU
*TNVWTWYTVCXRQVUEYSIY=XTTQEOCWTVWGY)SOOSDVTHYPVQ
LTNXRHRWNLWUXY NWEQFY XTY WMUXNY WQY @PWJUXR
ANCVQSRYISRYSCXRY:9YEXWRQGY.VQYWQQVQUWTMXYUSYUPX
LTNXRHRWNQY PXOJXNY NXCXOSJY UPXY OWRHXY WTN
QLMMXQQILOY MPWJUXRY WUY *=GY =XTTQEOCWTVWY $L+Q
MPWJUXRY PSLQXY DWQY NXQURSEXNY VTY WY IVRXY 2Y EXWRQ
WHSGY ;VTMXY UPWUY WMMVNXTUFY UPXRXY PWCXY BXXT
STHSVTHY XIISRUQY USY RXBLVONY UPXY PSLQX
RXMSTQURLMUVSTYVQYQOWUXNYUSYBXHVTYOWUXRYUPVQYEXWRG
*TYQJVUXYSIYUPWUYPLHXYNVQWNCWTUWHXFYUPXYMPWJUXRYVQ
STXYSIYUPXYOWRHXQUY!RXX<YSRHWTVWUVSTQYSTYUPX
*=YMWKJLQGY
XTTXUPYRVQPFY =XTTQEOCWTVWY&WKBNWY+-6FY VQYUPX
)SLTNXRYWTNYMLRRXTUY1WTWHVTHY=WRUTXRYSIYRVQP
=SJXM<Y Y@SGFY&&@GY.XYQXRCXQYWQY7RLQUXXFY3SWRN
/VRXMUSRY WTNY @PWVRKWTY SIY UPXY ALNVU
@SKKVUUXXY SIY 3OWM<Y 'SM<Y &VLVNVUEY )LTNQGY7PX
3XUWYAOJPWY=QVY$WUVSTWOYAMMSLTUVTHYWTNY)VTWTMX
.STSRY ;SMVXUEY TWKXNY XTY WQY =XTTY ;UWUX
AOLKTLQY SIY UPXYXWRY ISRY :??98?-GY .XY VQY WOQS

)SRY UPXY QXMSTNY QURWVHPUY EXWRFY UPXY WQQSMVWUVST
SRHWTVXNY WTNY PSQUXNY )SLTNXRQY /WEY WUY XOOQ
'XQUWLRWTUY VTY NSDTUSDTY =SRUOWTNGY )SLTNXRQY /WE
:??0YDWQYSTMXYWHWVTYWYRSLQVTHYQLMMXQQFY DVUPYSCXR
>??YKXKBXRQYWTNYHLXQUQYVTYWUUXTNWTMXG
"LRY <XETSUXY QJXW<XRY ISRY UPXY XCXTVTHY DWQ
MPXTTWY AHLFY WTY "RXHSTY AOJPWY WOLKTLQY WTN
ISRKXRYURWM<YWTNYIVXONYQUWTNSLUYWUYUPXYTVCXRQVUEYSI
"RXHSTGY MPXTTWY WTNY PVQY DVIXY (SEMXY DXRXY UPX
DVTTXRQYSIY7PXYAKWVTHY'WMXFY ;XWQSTY,FY STY@3;F
WTNYUPXEYWOQSYJWRUVMVJWUXNYVTY7PXYAKWVTHY'WMXYAOO8
;UWRQY VTY :??,GY MPXTTWY MWKXY WOOY UPXY DWEY IRSK
.SLQUSTFY7XWQFYWTNYPXYNXOVCXRXNYWYMSKJXOOVTHYWTN
XTUXRUWVTVTHYQJXXMPYVTYDPVMPYPXYRXMWOOXNYUPXYKWTE
UVKXQYVTYPVQYOVIXYDPXTYPVQYKXKBXRQPVJYVTY=PVY WJJW
=QVY DWQY VTQURLKXTUWOY USY PVQY JXRQSTWOY WTN
JRSIXQQVSTWOYNXCXOSJKXTUG
"TMXYWHWVTYUPVQYEXWRFYDXYXTNXNYUPXYXCXTVTHYDVUP
WY PVHPOEY QLMMXQQILOY WLMUVSTFY DVUPY KSQUY SIY UPX
JRSMXXNQY NXNVMWUXNY USDWRNY QMPSOWRQPVJY ILTNQY ISR
SLRYOSMWOYLTNXRHRWNLWUXYKXKBXRQGY $XWROEY,F???
DWQYRWVQXNYIRSKYUPVQYEXWR+QY)SLTNXRQY/WEYXCXTUYWTN
OVCXYWLMUVST
5XYOSS<YISRDWRNYUSYWTSUPXRYBLQEYEXWRFYVTMOLNVTH
SLRY QXMSTNY WTTLWOY WOLKTVY HSOIY USLRTWKXTUY UPVQ
QLKKXRG
:.456=;:3<6

(!1238
7PXY =PSXTVY ARXWY AOLKTVY AQQSMVWUVSTY HSUY UPX
EXWRYSIIYUSYWYHRXWUYQUWRUYDVUPYWYQLMMXQQILOY)SLTNXRQ
/WEGY5XYQUWRUXNYSIIYDVUPYWYBLQVTXQQYKXXUVTHYUPWUYPWN
OSUQYSIYNVQMLQQVSTYWTNYVNXWQYSTYPSDYUSYVKJRSCXYUPX
AOLKTVYAQQSMVWUVSTYWTNYKLMPYNVQMLQQVSTYWBSLUYUPX
OSQQY SIYARVSTWY 3XUW+QY MPWRUXRGY5XY ISOOSDXNY DVUPY W
NVTTXRY WUY /STY WTNY @PWROVX+QY VTY ;MSUUQNWOXGY 7PVRUE
BRSUPXRQY IRSKY WY NVCXRQXY QXUY SIY MPWJUXRQY VTMOLNVTH
ARVSTWY 3XUWFY ARVSTWY AOJPWFY *TNVWTWY 3XUWFY *TNVWTW
!WKKWFY*TNVWTWY/XOUWYWTNY@WOVISRTVWY/XOUWYWUUXTNXN
UPXYNVTTXRGY "LRYJOWTQYISRY:??0YVTMOLNXYQXUUVTHYLJYW
DXBQVUXYWUYPUUJ%JPJ<JGMSKYWTNYUDSYPSONVTHYUDS
KSRXYXCXTUQYVTMOLNVTHYSTXYJPVOWTUPRSJVMYXCXTUGY#KWVO
LQYWUYAOLKTVJPJ<JGMSK
-<2=;.'*;7

(8445%9+!
7PXY IWKSLQY /LLXQTXY @OLBY VTY NSDTUSDT
=VUUQBLRHPYDWQYUPXYQXUUVTHYISRYUPXYWTTLWOY=PVY WJJW
$!&$%!&&$%&"##"&%
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WIIVOVWUXNY DVUPY TLKXRSLQY TST8JRSIVU
SRHWTVWUVSTQYVTMOLNVTHYUPXYTVUXNY5WEYWTNYUPX
.SOEY)WKVOEY*TQUVULUXG
=WLOY5VTXKWTFY;RGFY=XTTQEOCWTVWY3XUWY+>0FYDVOOYBX
VTNLMUXNYJSQUPLKSLQOEGY=WLOYDWQYWYMPXKVQUYDVUP
3G)GY !SSNRVMPY ISRY PVQY XTUVRXY MWRXXRFY KSQUY SI
DPVMPY DWQY QJXTUY VTY *RWTGY .XY DWQY WY OVIXOSTH
QLJJSRUXRY SIY =PVY =QVGY *TY >692FY =WLOFY ;RGY URWCXOXN
IRSKY *RWTY USY UPXY TVCXRQVUEY SIY5WQPVTHUSTY US
JVTY=WLOY(RG+QYBWNHXYSTYWUYPVQYVTVUVWUVSTYVTUSY=PVY=QVG
AUYUPXYWHXYSIY6?FY =WLOY;RGY URWCXOXNYUSY1XWNCVOOX
USYCVQVUYDVUPYUPXYBRSUPXRQYSIY=XTTQEOCWTVWY3XUWG
AMMXJUVTHYUPXYWDWRNYSTYBXPWOIYSIYPVQYIWUPXRYDWQ
=WLOY5VTXKWTFY(RGFYUPXY$WUVSTWOYVMXY=RXQVNXTUYSI
=PVY WJJWY=QVGY
=WLOY'GY5VTXKWTFY (RGFY5WQPVTHUSTYAOJPWY+99FYVMX
=RXQVNXTUYSIYUPXY#XMLUVCXY@SLTMVOYSIY=PVY WJJW
=QVFY DWQYUPXY<XETSUXYQJXW<XRGY 3RSUPXRY5VTXKWT
QJS<XYWBSLUYDPWUYUPXY)RWUXRTVUEYKXWTQYUSYPVK
WQYWYOXHWMEYWTNYDPWUY=PVY=QVYQPSLONYKXWTYUSYESL
WQYWYBRSUPXRGY .XYWNNRXQQXNYUPXYLTNXRHRWNLWUXQ
XQJXMVWOOEY STY NLUEFY OSEWOUEFY IRVXTNQPVJY WTN
KXKBXRQPVJGY *UY DWQY WTY VTQJVRVTHY NVQMLQQVSTY WTN
DXOOYRXMXVCXNYBEYUPXYWOLKTVYWTNYLTNXRHRWNLWUXQGY
(SXY ;SOUVQFY =XTTQEOCWTVWY $LY +,6FY QJS<XY BRVXIOE
RXHWRNVTHYUPXYXIISRUQYUSYRXBLVONYWYMPWJUXRYPSLQX
WUY *TNVWTWY TVCXRQVUEY SIY =XTTQEOCWTVWY WIUXRY W
NXCWQUWUVTHYIVRXYUPWUYUSS<YJOWMXYWYIXDYEXWRQYWHSG
=RSHRXQQYVQYBXVTHYKWNXYWTNYJOWTQYWRXYUSYPWCXYW
TXDYMPWJUXRYPSLQXYISRYUPXYIWOOYSIY:??0G

7PXYXCXTVTHYMSTMOLNXNYDVUPYWYRSLQVTHYRXTNVUVST
SIY $SBOXY )RWUXRTVUEGY AIUXRDWRNQFY WY BVOOVWRNQ
USLRTWKXTUYDWQYPXONGY5XYVTCVUXYWOOYSLRYBRSUPXRQYUS
KWR<YTXUYEXWR+QYNWUXYSTYUPXVRYMWOXTNWR%Y7PLRQNWEF
)XBRLWREY>6FY:??6G
,$6;9;*=<+

+!1*2G85-=3*
)SLTNXRQY/WEYDWQYPXONY1WRMPY4YDVUPYSCXRY4?
WOLKTVY VTY WUUXTNWTMXGY #OXMUXNY USY UPXY XXMLUVCX
BSWRNYDXRXYIVRQU8UVKXRQY3RWNY1VRWYWTNY5VOOY1WRUVTG
@STHRWULOWUVSTQYUSYPWCVTHYTXDYWOLKTVYSTYBSWRN
"LRYWTTLWOY=SJY7SJY"JXTYDVOOYBXYPXONY;WULRNWEF
1WEY :FY :??0Y WUY UPXY 3XWCXRY 'VCXRY !SOIY @OLBY VT
'VMPKSTNFY 'G*GY )SRY KSRXY VTISRKWUVSTFY MSTUWMUY 3VOO
3SDXRQFY ;RGY WUYDVONBVOO6-MSGTXUYSRY/XRX<Y=RXCVUX
WUYNJRXCMSGTXUG
7PXYAGAGY XUXTNQY JWRUVMLOWRY MSTHRWULOWUVSTQY US
3RLMXY3XWQUY7WCWRXQYISRYPVQYBXVTHYTWKXNY$WUVSTWO
@SSRNVTWUSRY SIY =PVOWTUPRSJVMY AMUVCVUVXQGY 5XY WOQS
XUXTNY BXQUY DVQPXQY USY 3VOOY 3SDXRQFY ;RGY ISRY WY ILOO
RXMSCXREYYPXYVQYQLRXOEYKVQQXNYWUYUPXYTVCXRQVUEYSI
'PSNXY *QOWTNFY DPXRXY PXY VQY UPXY AQQVQUWTUY AUPOXUVM
/VRXMUSRFY WTNYWUY'PSNXY*QOWTNY3XUWFY DPXRXYPXYPWQ
QXRCXNY STY UPXY .SLQVTHY @SRJSRWUVSTY ISRY SCXRY 4?
EXWRQG
*UYDVOOYBXYWYBLQEYQLKKXRYISRYUPXY'PSNXY*QOWTN
3XUWY @PWJUXRY WTNY VUQY WOLKTVGY7PXY PSLQXY VQY VTY UPX
KVNQUY SIY WY >Y KVOOVSTY RXTSCWUVSTFY WTNY DVOOY BX
MSKJOXUXOEYHLUUXNYSTMXYUPXYLTNXRHRWNQYKSCXYSLU
ISRY UPXY QLKKXRGY5XY WTUVMVJWUXY VUQY MSKJOXUVSTY ISR
UPXY IWOOY :??0Y QXKXQUXRGY7PXY RXTSCWUVSTY VTMOLNXQY W
BRWTNY TXDY NXM<FY WY 'PSNXY *QOWTNY 3XUWY VTQUVULUVST
7PXY MPWJUXRY DVOOY WOQSY BXY <VM<VTHY SIIY WY MWJVUWO
MWKJWVHTYUPVQYQLKKXRG
&5<=;64

'WEY 1M@SRKVM<Y MOSQXNY UPXY KXXUVTHY BE
RXMSHTVVTHY UPXY OXHWMVXQY VTY WUUXTNWTMXFY UPXY ;SOUVQ
BRSUPXRQYIRSKY=XTTQEOCWTVWY$LYWTNYUPXY1SRWQME<
BRSUPXRQYIRSKY=XTTQEOCWTVWYAOJPWG

&:CD:<9CD!>;B@9D.).)>
<6@9C=>D#B8D2C;C*=B?A<@
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EXWRQY WHSFY UPVQY ISLTNXRY DWQY 9+6FY KXNVLKY BLVONF
BRSDTYPWVRFY WTNYJWOXGY *TYWNNVUVSTFY PXYDWQYWYNSMUSR
WTNYWYJWMVIVQUYPXYQXRCXNYWQYWYKXNVMYNLRVTHYUPXYMVCVO
DWRFYWTNYPXYWTNY@PWROXQY1SSRXYDRSUXYOXUUXRQYUSYWOO
UPXY MPWJUXRQY JOXWNVTHY ISRY BRSUPXRQY TSUY USY PWRK
IXOOSDY =PVY =QVQY STY UPXY BWUUOXIVXONGY 7PWT<Y ESLF
!SRNSTY5XYPWCXYWYHVIUYISRYESLYWUY!A@G
5XY RXMXTUOEY QWVNY HSSNBEXY USY SLRY OSTHUVKX
URXWQLRXRY1WR<Y3RVHPUSTFY "PVSY#JQVOSTY+69GY .XYWTN
PVQYIVWTMXYXTLQY3LUOXRYWRXYKSCVTHYUSY3LIIWOSFY $GG
USY HXUY KWRRVXNY WTNY QUWRUY WY IWKVOEGY 5XY PXONY UDS
NVIIXRXTUYHSVTH8WDWEYNVTTXRYJWRUVXQYVTYUPXVRYPSTSRGY*U
PWQYMSKXYUSYSLRYWUUXTUVSTYUPWUY1WR<+QYMPWJUXRYNVN
TSUY HVCXY PVKY WY TVM<TWKXFY QSY UPXY ;GGAGAGY PWQ
NXMVNXNY USY MSRRXMUY UPVQY SCXRQVHPUGY 3XQUY SIY OLM<F
;JRXWNQPXXU
7PXY ;VOVMSTY WOOXEY AAY PSONQY UDSY VTISRKWO
NVTTXRQY JXRY KSTUPY 8Y STXY TXWRY ;UWTISRNFY WTNY UPX
SUPXRY VTY ;WTY )RWTMVQMSGY AOOY WOLKTVY WTNY QVHTVIVMWTU
SUPXRQY WRXY DXOMSKXGY @STUWMUY #RVMY 5WU<VTQY WU
XDWU<VTQHKWVOGMSKYISRYNXUWVOQGY;XXYESLYWUY!A@Y
6:.=(;4':73

7PXY ;UGY &SLVQY AOLKTVY AQQSMVWUVSTY PSQUXNY VUQ
WTTLWOY )SLTNXRQY /WEY BWTLXUY WTNY BLQVTXQQ
KXXUVTHYSTY)XBGY>YWUY1M1LRJPE+QY!RVOOYVTYNSDTUSDT
;UY&SLVQGY5XYDXRXYJRVCVOXHXNYUSYPWCXYMLRRXTUY=PVY=QV
JRXQVNXTUY ;UXCXY "+'SLR<XFY 1VQQSLRVY AOJPWY +,2
MLRRXTUY CVMXY JRXQVNXTUY =WLOY5VTXKWTFY5WQPVTHUST
AOJPWY+99Y JWQUYJRXQVNXTUY!RXHY TWJJFY *OOVTSVQY/XOUW
+,>Y WTNY TWUVSTWOY MPWJOWVTFY 'XCGY /WCVNY 1M/STWONF
5VQMSTQVTY!WKKWY+0:FYSVTVTHYLQYVTYUPXYIXQUVCVUVXQG
)SRY EXWRQFY 3RSUPXRY5VTXKWTY PWQY CSOLTUXXRXN
PVQYUVKXYUSYBXYSTXYSIYUPXYQJXW<XRQYWUYUPXYAKXRVMWT
&XWNXRQPVJYAMWNXKEY VTY @WBSY ;WTY &LMWQFY 1XVMSG
AQY<XETSUXYQJXW<XRYWUYSLRYBWTLXUFY PXYMPWOOXTHXN
LTNXRHRWNQY WTNY WOLKTVY WOV<XY USY QXUY PVHPY JXRQSTWO
HSWOQY WTNY QURVCXY USY BXY BXUUXRY BRSUPXRQY WTN
AKXRVMWTQGY
/LRVTHYUPXYBLQVTXQQYJSRUVSTYSIYUPXYXCXTVTHFYAGAG
JRXQVNXTUY 3VOOY 'XVTXM<XFY 1VQQSLRVY AOJPWY +0,F
PVHPOVHPUXNY ;WVTUY &SLVQY AGAGY WMUVCVUVXQY NLRVTHY UPX
EXWRFY VTMOLNVTHY TLKXRSLQY QSMVWOY PSLRQY WTN
JPVOWTUPRSJVXQGY #OXMUVSTYRXQLOUQYDXRXYWQYISOOSDQ%Y 3VOO
'XVTXM<XY JRXQVNXTUY (SXY )RXLTNFY 1VQQSLRVY AOJPW
+?>YCVMXYJRXQVNXTUY1WUUYATQSTFY1VQQSLRVYAOJPWY+60
URXWQLRXRYWTNY5PXXOQY5VXHWTNFY1VQQSLRVYAOJPW
+,2YQXMRXUWREG
3RSUPXRY )RXLTNY VQY BXHVTTVTHY USY SRHWTVXY SLR
JWRUVMVJWUVSTY VTY UPXY LJMSKVTHY /XOUWY !WKKW
MPWRVUEYRLTYVTY1WEYWTNY3RSUPXRY'XVTXM<XYVQYWBSLU
USY QXTNY SLUY WY TXDY ;UGY &SLVQY AGAGY KXKBXRQPVJ
RSQUXRG
1SRXY WQQSMVWUVSTY XCXTUQY WRXY JOWTTXNY ISRY UPX
QLKKXRYWTNYIWOOGY $XDYUSYUPXYWRXWYSRYDWTUYUSYHXU
VTCSOCXNY
@STUWMUY
3VOOY
'XVTXM<XY
WU
BVOORXVTXM<XEWPSSGMSKYSRY4>2Y-?68>206G
(+77= (9<<83=(:<1;72

5194!G-1+8*=G9-G61=54
$WUVSTWOY /VRXMUSRY SIY AOLKTVY ;XRCVMXQY 5VOO
.WQ<XUUY DWQY UPXY QJXW<XRY WUY SLRY :??0Y )SLTNXRQ
/WEY OLTMPXSTFY )XBRLWREY >-FY :??0Y WUY UPXY ;TSS<
'VCXRY!RVOOYVTY3RWNXTUSTFY)OWGY
7PXY:?YWQQXKBOXNYBRSUPXRQYDXRXYQSYPWJJEYDVUP
UPXY )SLTNXRQY /WEY JRSHRWKY UPWUY UPXEY WJJOWLNXN
UPXY QJXW<XRFY RX8XOXMUXNY UPXY WQQSMVWUVSTY SIIVMXRQF
S<WEXNYUPXY;TSS<Y'VCXRY!RVOOYISRY)XBY>2FY:??6YWTN
MPSQXY3RSUPXRQY3VOOY'XMPUFY$XDYSR<YAOJPWY+26FY3SB
!RXXTXFY$XDYSR<Y#UWY+96FYWTNY3VOOY3RXTTVQSTFY$XD
SR<Y #UWY +96FY WQY UPXVRY !A@Y NXOXHWUXQGY ARU
3XCVOWMLWFY $XDYSR<Y #UW+90FY RXMXVCXNY PVQY 9?8EXWR
JVTY WTNY OXNY 3RSUPXRQY 3RXTTVQSTFY !RXXTXFY 1WR<
@OXKXTUFY=XUXY1WTMLQSYWTNY@WKY'SQQYUSYUPXY1SQU
AUUXTNXXQY ADWRNY ISRY $XDY SR<Y #UWGY 5XY WRX
JOWTTVTHY WY JSSOY JWRUEY WUY 3RSUPXRY .WRU+QY TXD
3RWNXTUSTYPSKXYQSSTG
)5$=6<<7<

58-8613G=--2
"LRY)SLTNXRQY/WEYNVTTXRYSTY)XBGY:4YWUURWMUXN
4>Y WOLKTVY IRSKY UPXY WRXWGY 5XY HWUPXRXNY WUY UPX
@WOVISRTVWY 3XUWY ;UWTISRNY @PWJUXRY PSLQXY ISR
MSM<UWVOQY WTNY NVTTXRGY "LRY QJXW<XRY DWQY !SRNST
&XUUXRKWTFY HRXWUYHRWTNQSTYSIYSLRYISLTNXRY5VOOVWK
.XTREY &XUUXRKWTGY .VQY VTQJVRWUVSTWOY QJXXMP
MSTMXRTXNY UPXY KEUPQY WTNY RXWOVUVXQY QLRRSLTNVTH
5VOOVWKY .XTREGY *TQUXWNY SIY UPXY NWR<FY USDXRVTH
ANSTVQYWQYPXYDWQYRXIXRRXNYUSYVTYUPXY;PVXONYQSKX
$!&$%!&&$%&"##"&%

42=5G5194!G(-=835G
*QY UPXRXY WY OWDEXRY VTY UPXY PSLQXY *IY ESLY PWN
WUUXTNXNY UPXY 7G;G=GAGAGY WTNY 7XWQY 3XUWY @PWJUXR
)SLTNXRQY/WEYNVTTXRFYUPXYWTQDXRYDSLONYPWCXYBXXT
WY RXQSLTNVTHY EXQGY5XY PWNY UPXY JOXWQLRXY SIY PWCVTH
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WOLKTVYWNCVQSRQYRXMXVCXNYWYDWRKYDXOMSKXYWQYNVN
UPXYKXKBXRQYWTNYJOXNHXQYSIYUPXY"PVSY#UWYMPWJUXR
WTNY UPXVRY WNCVQSRQGY7PXY UPXKXY DWQY QLJJSRUXNY WQ
UPXYWHXQYSIYBRSUPXRQYVTYWUUXTNWTMXYBXHWTYWUY>6YWTN
JXW<XNYWUY02GY
7PXY <XETSUXY QJXW<XRY ISRY UPXY XCXTVTHY DWQ
3RSUPXRY (WKXQY 1VOOXRFY MLRRXTUY ;5A!Y $WUVSTWO
QXMRXUWREGY (VK+QYRXKWR<QYMWJULRXNYUPXYHRSDUPYWTN
WNCWTMXQY SIY UPXY $WUVSTWOY )RWUXRTVUEY WTNY VUQ
)SLTNWUVSTGY (VKY VTCVUXNY WOOY USY WUUXTNY UPXY !A@Y VT
*TNVWTWJSOVQYWTNYUSYCVQVUY&WLRXOY.WOOGY
ADWRNQY DXRXY HVCXTY USY UPXY JWQUY JRXQVNXTUY SI
"PVSY#UWFYATNRXDY;VTTXRYUSYUPXY#NDWRNY;MPKW<XO
"LUQUWTNVTHY AOLKTVY ADWRNY RXMVJVXTUFY (LQUVT
3RXTTXRY WTNY USY UPXY "LUQUWTNVTHY "PVSY #UW
LTNXRHRWNLWUXFYAOUSTY&ETLKGY7PXY9?9?YRWIIOXYJRVX
DWQYNSTWUXNYBEYVUQYDVTTXRYBWM<YUSYUPXYAGAGFYDPVMP
DWQYDXOOYWJJRXMVWUXNG
=OWTQYWRXYLTNXRDWEYISRYUPXYAGAGY HSOIYXCXTUYUPVQ
QLKKXRYWTNYNXUWVOQYDVOOYBXYQXTUYUSYAGAGY KXKBXRQ
WTNYWRXWY=PVY=QVQGY7PXYNWUXYISRYUPXY:??6Y)SLTNXRQ
/WEYDWQYWTTSLTMXNYWQY)XBRLWREY:?FY:??6YWTNYDVOO
BXYPXONYWUYUPXYQWKXYIWMVOVUEG
;66+=;:3<6

UPXY 49UPY ARKEY (LNHXY ANCSMWUXY !XTXRWOY WTN
MLRRXTUY 7XWQY 7XMPY &WDY ;MPSSOY /XWTFY 1WSR
!XTXRWOYRXUVRXNY5WOUXRY3GY.LIIKWTFY7XWQY3XUWY+-2
VTURSNLMVTHY SLRY PSTSRXNY HLXQUY QJXW<XRFY UPXY 4,UP
WTNYMLRRXTUYARKEY(LNHXYANCSMWUXY!XTXRWOFY 1WSR
!XTXRWOY;MSUUY@GY3OWM<FY@WOVISRTVWY#UWY+,2G
7PXY &LBBSM<Y @SLTUREY @OLBY DWQY WOVCXY WQ
LTNXRHRWNLWUXQFYWOLKTVFYWTNYHLXQUQYXTSEXNYQJVRVUXN
MSTCXRQWUVSTY JRVSRY USY UPXY ISRKWOY XCXTUQGY 7PVQ
)SLTNXRQY/WEYXCXTUYDWQYDXOOYWUUXTNXNYBEYWOLKTV
WTNY XQJXMVWOOEY LTNXRHRWNLWUXY BRSUPXRQGY 5XY WRX
JOXWQXNYDVUPYUPXYSJJSRULTVUEYISRYUPXY:-YWUUXTNVTH
WMUVCXQYUSYHXUYWYMPWTMXYUSYKXXUYWTNYHXUYUSY<TSD
UPXY::YWUUXTNVTHYWOLKTVFYUPXVRYBRSUPXRQYISRYWOOYWHXQG
"LRY HLXQUY QJXW<XRFY !XTXRWOY 3OWM<FY JRSCVNXN
RSLQVTHY QUSRVXQY WTNY XCXTY PSTSRXNY WUUXTNXXQ
DPSQXYIWKVOEYKXKBXRQYWRXYQXRCVTHYSTYWMUVCXYNLUEG
7PXY (LNHXYANCSMWUXQY !XTXRWOQ+Y SIIVMVWOY KXNWOOVSTQ
DPXRXYJRXQXTUXNYWTNYQXRCXNYWQYWYJXRIXMUYRXKVTNXR
SIYUPXYQXRCVMXYWTNYQWMRVIVMXYSTYUPXYJWRUYSIYWOOYSIYSLR
ARKXNY)SRMXQYWTNYUPXVRYIWKVOEYKXKBXRQGY
7PRXXY QMPSOWRQPVJQY DXRXY WDWRNXNY US
LTNXRHRWNLWUXQYWUYUPXYNVTTXRGY5XYWRXYWOQSYWMUVCXOE
OSS<VTHY WUY VTMRXWQVTHY UPXY TLKBXRY SIY QMPSOWRQPVJQ
SIIXRXNYXWMPYQXKXQUXRGY
7PWT<QYHSYSLUYUSYWOYUPSQXYUPWUYPXOJXNYDVUPYUPX
QLMMXQQY SIY UPVQY )SLTNXRQY /WEY MXOXBRWUVSTGY ;JXMVWO
UPWT<QYHSYSLUYUSY/STY5XONSTFY7XWQY3XUWY+-:FY ISR
PVQYUVKXYWTNYXIISRUQG
&;*<3=,2;*3

496513G
ATTSLTMVTHY UPXY NXBLUY SIY UPXY7LMQSTY AOLKTV
AQQSMVWUVSTY 5XY DSLONY OV<XY USY VTCVUXY ESLR
JWRUVMVJWUVSTY VTY SLRY TXDOEY MPWRUXRXNY WOLKTV
WQQSMVWUVSTGY "LRY OSMWOY HRSLJY VQY BLVONVTHY STY UPX
QLMMXQQYSIYUPXYARVSTWYAOJPWY4?-?UPYRXLTVSTYPXON
OWQUY"MUSBXRYVTY7LMQSTFYWYCXREYQLMMXQQILOYXCXTUYUPWU
WUURWMUXNYOSMWOYWOLKTVYIRSKY7LMQSTFY=PSXTVYWTNYWOO
SCXRYUPXYMSLTUREGY *IYESLYWRXYOSTH8UVKXYRXQVNXTUY SI
7LMQSTFY SRYWYTXDYWRRVCWOYUSYUPXY"ONY=LXBOSFY JOXWQX
MSTQVNXRYSVTVTHYLQYISRYSLRYLJMSKVTHYXCXTUQFYDPVMP
DVOOY BXY JSQUXNY USY SLRY DXBQVUXY OSMWUXNY WU
PUUJ%DDDGJPVJQVWGMSKG
5XYWRXYJOWTTVTHYQKWOO8QMWOXYXCXTUQFY OV<XYOLTMPXQ
WTNYNVTTXRQFY WQYDXOOYWQYWYOWRHXRYWOLKTVYHWUPXRVTHYWU
UPXYYSIYA+QY:??0Y.SKXMSKVTHYVTY"MUSBXRGY=OXWQX
MSTUWMUY(SXOY/WCVQYWUYSXOWOXWTNXRNWCVQHKWVOGMSK
ISRYWNNVUVSTWOYNXUWVOQG
&5<8=; :3

41-2*1
7PXY7SOXNSYARXWYAOLKTVYAQQSMVWUVSTYMXOXBRWUXN
UPXYISLTNVTHYSIYSLRYBXOSCXNY)RWUXRTVUEYBEYHWUPXRVTH
WUYUPXY@XTURWOY=WR<Y5XQUY3WTLXUY)WMVOVUEYVTYDXQU
7SOXNSYSTYUPXYXCXTVTHYSIY)RVNWEFY )XBRLWREY::GY7PX
XCXTUY BXHWTY DVUPY WY RXMXJUVSTY NLRVTHY DPVMPY RWIIOX
UVM<XUQY DXRXY QSONY WTNY KXKBXRQPVJQY VTY UPX
WQQSMVWUVSTYDXRXYMSKJOXUXNGY7PXY6>YBRSUPXRQYWTN
JOXNHXQYVTYWUUXTNWTMXYDXRXYDXOMSKXNYWTNYQLVUWBOX
USWQUQYWTNYWTYVTCSMWUVSTYDXRXYHVCXTG
7PXYJRSHRWKYUPXKXYDWQY3RSUPXRPSSNYISRYAOO
AHXQFY WQY QLHHXQUXNY BEY UPXY $WUVSTWOY )RWUXRTVUEGY7S
VOOLQURWUXYUPXYWHXOXQQYTWULRXYSIY=PVY=QVFYQXCXRWOYSIYUPX
SRVHVTWOY>9?YBRSUPXRQYIRSKYUPXY;VHKWY3XUWY=PVYOSMWO
IRWUXRTVUEYWUYUPXYTVCXRQVUEYSIY7SOXNSYVTVUVWUXNYVTUS
=PVY WJJWY=QVYVTY>69?YDXRXYRXMSHTVXNGY 1XKBXRQ
WTNY JOXNHXQY SIY UPXY "PVSY XUWY @SOSTEY WTNY UPXVR
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4#83G684825
)SLTNXRQY /WEY :??0Y DWQY WY CXREY OWRHXY QLMMXQQF
DVUPY>>4YBRSUPXRQYWUUXTNVTHYUPVQYEXWR+QYXCXTUYWUYUPX
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1M$WKWRWY AOLKTVY @XTUXRY WUY UPXY TVCXRQVUEY SI
1VTTXQSUWGY 5XY DXRXY HRWMXNY BEY UPXY JRXQXTMXY SI
$WUVSTWOY ;5!=Y =WLOY 5VTXKWTFY WTNY WQY ESL
JRSBWBOEY <TSDY DSRNQY MWTTSUY XJRXQQY UPX
VTIOLXTUVWOY VKJWMUY PXY OXIUY STY WOOY BRSUPXRQY VT
WUUXTNWTMXFYBSUPYWMUVCXYWTNYWOLKTVG
7PVQY EXWR+QY WTTLWOY 7DVTY @VUVXQY AOLKTV
AQQSMVWUVSTY!SOIY"LUVTHYDVOOYBXYPXONYVTY1VTTXWJSOVQ
STY (LTXY :-FY :??0GY 7SY RXHVQUXRFY SRY ISRY KSRX
VTISRKWUVSTFY JOXWQXY MSTUWMUY (SPTY ;SNXROLTNY WU
(SPTG'G;SNXROLTRBMNWVTGMSKG
&539=%596

DXOOY UPWUY UPXY QWKXY OSMWUVSTY PWQY WORXWNEY BXXT
BSS<XNY ISRY TXUY EXWRY !RXWUY UPWT<QY USY 7STEY 7GF
AOLKTVYAQQSMVWUVSTYJRXQVNXTUFY ISRYWOOYPVQYPWRNYDSR<
USY XTQLRXY UPXY DXX<XTNY DWQY WY PLHXY QLMMXQQY
)SRYVTISRKWUVSTYSTY)SLTNXRQY:??6FY .SKXMSKVTH
SRY UPXY WOLKTVY HSOIY USLRTWKXTUFY CVQVU
PUUJ%HRSLJQGEWPSSGMSKHRSLJLBJPVJQVQG
%:'<=&;3/<6

#!2=4G54=42
7PXY 5PXWUY ;UWUXY AOLKTVY AQQSMVWUVSTY PWN
)XBRLWREY::YQMPXNLOXNYISRY)SLTNXRQY/WEGY )SRYUPX
QXMSTNYEXWRYVTYWYRSDFY)SLTNXRQY/WEYDWQYJOWHLXNYBE
BWNYDXWUPXRGY1WTEYBRSUPXRQYDXRXYLTWBOXYUSYWUUXTN
OWQUYEXWR+QYNVTTXRYNLXYUSYUPXYDXWUPXRFYWTNYDXYNVNT+U
DWTUYBRSUPXRQYUPVQYEXWRYNRVCVTHYUSY!SN+QY@SLTURE
W<WY&WDRXTMXFY WTGYVTYJSSRYMSTNVUVSTQGY7PXRXISRX
UPXYNXMVQVSTYDWQYKWNXYUSYMWTMXOYUPXYNVTTXRG
.SDXCXRFYJOWTQYPWCXYBXXTYQSOVNVIVXNYISRYSLRY:??0
RXLTVSTYWTNYHSOIYUSLRTWKXTUGY5X+OOYJOWEYSTY(LTXY>6F
:??0Y WUY UPXYAOCWKWRY !SOIY @OLBY VTY &WDRXTMXFY WTGF
DVUPYWYQPSUHLTYQUWRUYWUY0WKGYAIUXRYUPXYUSLRTWKXTUF
UPXY WTQWQYAOJPWY @PWJUXRY DVOOY PSQUY WOLKTVY DVUPY W
MSS<SLUY MWUXRXNY BEY 3WM<EWRNY 3LRHXRQFY WTNY WOLKTV

#2542+3G32#G1+
7PXY5XQUXRTY$XDYSR<YAOLKTVYAQQSMVWUVSTYDWQ
JRSLNYUSYPSQUYVUQY:9UPYWTTLWOY)SLTNXRQY5XX<XTN
3RSUPXRQYIRSKYWOOYWMRSQQYUPXYMSLTUREYMSTCXRHXNYST
3LIIWOSY ISRY WY UPRXX8NWEY MXOXBRWUVSTY SIY UPX
WTTVCXRQWREY SIY UPXY )SLTNVTHY SIY SLRY BXOSCXN
)RWUXRTVUEGY 7PVQY EXWR+QY BWTLXUY DWQY PXONY WUY =XWRO
;URXXUY!RVOOFYWTNYDWQYWUUXTNXNYBEYSCXRY,9YBRSUPXRQG
7PXYSCXRWOOYIXXOVTHYDWQYUPWUYUPVQYDWQYSTXYSIYUPXYUSJ
IVCXY )SLTNXRQY5XX<XTNQY SIY WOOY UVKXFY WTNY DXTUY QS
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KWEY QUWEY SCXRTVHPUY WUY UPXY MPWJUXRY PSLQXY ISOOSDVTH
UPVQY WOLKTV8STOEY XCXTUGY 7PXY >:9Y RXHVQURWUVSTY IXX
MSCXRQY HSOIFY ISSNFY BXCXRWHXQY WTNY XCXTVTH
URWTQJSRUWUVSTGY )SRY KSRXY VTISRKWUVSTY SRY USY ';=F
MSTUWMUY (XIIY 1WPXRY WUY XIIKWPXRWSOGMSKY SRY 6>48
94?80260G
< :7=%.09;7<

!RXWUY/WTXY=LBYVTY)VUMPBLRHYIRSKY-80YJKYSTYUPX
QXMSTNY7LXQNWEYSIYXWMPYKSTUPGY5XYWRXYPSJVTHYUS
NLJOVMWUXYUPVQYXCXTUYVTYSUPXRYOSMWUVSTQYQSSTYWTNYWRX
OSS<VTHYISRYCSOLTUXXRQYUSYQXOXMUYWYRXHLOWRYNWEYWTN
OSMWUVSTGY ;XTNY LQY WY TSUXY WTNY DX+OOY PXOJY IVTNY WRXW
BRSUPXRQY WTNY KW<XY QLRXY XCXRESTXY <TSDQY UPX
NXUWVOQG
*IY ESLY PWJJXTY USY BXY VTY 1WNVQSTY SCXRY UPX
1XKSRVWOY /WEY DXX<XTNFY BXY QLRXY USY CVQVUY UPX
5SRON+QY &WRHXQUY 3RWUY )XQUGY &WQUY EXWRY UPVQY WTTLWO
IXQUVCWOY QSONY WY DSRONY RXMSRNY SIY WOKSQUY >90F???
(SPTQSTCVOOXY BRWUDLRQUGY 7PVQY EXWRFY UPXY 5VQMSTQVT
AOLKTVYAQQSMVWUVSTYDVOOYBXYUW<VTHYJWRUYVTYUPXY3RWU
)XQU+QYJRSHRWKYUSYWOOSDYTST8JRSIVUYSRHWTVWUVSTQYUS
RWVQXYKSTXEYBEYDSR<VTHYWUYUPXYIXQUVCWOGY*IYESLYDVOOYBX
VTYUSDTYWTNYWCWVOWBOXYUSYDSR<YWTEYSIYUPXYISLRYNWEQ
1WEY:48:-FY ESLYMWTYPXOJYLQYRWVQXYKSTXEYISRYUPX
WOLKTVYWQQSMVWUVSTYWTNYSLRYJPVOWTUPRSJVMYWMUVCVUVXQG
@STUWMUY'SBYOWQX<YWUY>80008:?:86066YISRYKSRX
VTISRKWUVSTG
5$= 8;3<'

#85613583G
5XY DXRXY PSTSRXNY USY PWCXY ;5=Y 7REST
.LBBWRNY WQY UPXY IXWULRXNY HLXQUY ISRY SLRY )SLTNXRQ
/WEYXCXTUYWUYUPXY1WNVQSTY@OLBYVTY)XBRLWREGYAKSTH
UPXY 49Y WUUXTNXXQY DXRXY RXJRXQXTUWUVCXQY IRSKY QV
MPWJUXRQFYWTNYDXYDXRXYPWJJEYUSYPWCXYRWVQXNYTXWROE
4??YISRYUPXYILTNYXQUWBOVQPXNYBEYUPXY*OOVTSVQY#JQVOST
.SLQVTHY @SRJSRWUVSTY USY WQQVQUY AOXY ;PXOUSTFY W
BRSUPXRYDPSYVQYRXMSCXRVTHYIRSKYQXRVSLQYVTLRVXQG
"LRY3WNHXR8=PVY=QVY.WJJEY.SLRYXCXTUYPWQYBXXT
QLMMXQQILOFYBLUYDXYPWCXYMPWTHXNYUSYWYTXDYNWEYWTN
OSMWUVSTY USY BXUUXRY WMMSKKSNWUXY WRXWY BRSUPXRQGY *I
ESLYWRXYVTYUPXY1WNVQSTYWRXWFY JOXWQXYSVTYLQYWUYUPX
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;VTMXYUPXYOWQUYVQQLXYSIY-9<=09:<82=DWQYJLBOVQPXNFYUPXY)RWUXRTVUEYDXOMSKXNYUDSYTXDYHRSLJQYUSY"LRY;URSTH
3WTNGY!RSLJQYSIYBLRHXSTVTHY=PVY=QVQYWUY.SLQUSTY3WJUVQUYTVCXRQVUEY7XWQYXUWYWTNY"PVSYTVCXRQVUEY"PVS
$LYSIIVMVWOOEYBXMWKXYUPXY>9?UPYWTNY>9>QUYHRSLJQYVTQUWOOXNYWQYMPWJUXRQYNLRVTHYUPXYDXX<XTNQYSIY(WTGY >08:?
WTNY )XBGY 08>?FY RXQJXMUVCXOEGY7PXQXY KXTY WMMSKJOVQPXNY DPWUY IXDY SUPXRY =PVY =QVQY XCXRY MWTY XJXRVXTMX%Y UPX
RXQJSTQVBVOVUEYSIYQJRXWNVTHY7PXY!RXWUY(SEYSIY;XRCVTHY"UPXRQYUSYWYBRWTNYTXDYMWKJLQG
5XYXJXMUYUPWUYUPXQXYTXDYHRSLJQYDVOOYWMPVXCXYDPWUYSUPXRYMPWJUXRQYWRSLTNYUPXYTWUVSTYWRXYXJXRVXTMVTH
Y QLQUWVTWBOXY HRSDUPFY RXMSHTVUVSTY UPRSLHPY !RXX<Y WTNY QULNXTUY OVIXY WQY SLUQUWTNVTHY SRHWTVWUVSTQFY VTNVCVNLWO
WDWRNQYWTNYVTCSOCXKXTUYSTYMWKJLQGY@STHRWULOWUVSTQYUSY7XWQYXUWYWTNY"PVSY$L%YSLRYTXDXQUYBRSUPXRQ
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!WCXOY90
;SLTNVTHY3OSM<Y:9
=PVY=QVY)OWHY66
AKXRVMWTY)OWHY:9
3WOOSUY3SY>??
)SRKWOY;STHBSS<Y:9
AOUWRY&WKJY-?
AOUWRY&WKJY-?
=RXQVNXTUY!=Y3WNHXY>:?
=RXQVNXTUY3WONRVMY,9
VMXY=RXQVNXTUY3WONRVMY,9
7RXWQLRXRY3WONRVMY,9
@SRRXQJSTNVTHY;XMRXUWREY3WONRVMY,9
'XMSRNVTHY;XMRXUWREY3WONRVMY,9
@PWJOWVTY3WONRVMY,9
;HUGYWUYARKQY3WONRVMY,9
1XQQXTHXRY3WONRVMY,9
@PWJUXRY3VBOXY>??
1VTLUXY3SS<Y-?
=PVY=QVY;STHQY@WQQXUUXY>?
=PVY=QVY;STHQYAOBLKY>:
=PVY=QVY;STHQY@/Y>4
=PVY=QVY;STHQY;STHBSS<Y-
7PXY*NXWYSIY=PVY WJJWY=QVY9
7PXY=PVY WJJWY=QVY@RXXNY9
@XTUXTTVWOY.VQUSREY4?
@STURVBLUVSTQ)RWKXYISRY@PWJUXRY@PWRUXRY
#QUGY2??
@STURVBLUVSTQYUSY@PWJUXRY;MPSOWRQPVJY)LTN

*TYWNNVUVSTYUSYUPXYVTQUWOOWUVSTYSIY7XWQYXUWYWTN
"PVSY $LFY UDSY KSRXY MSOSTVXQY PWCXY PWNY JXUVUVSTQ
WMMXJUXN%Y "MMVNXTUWOY @SOOXHXY @WOVISRTVWY 1LY WTN
*TNVWTWY TVCXRQVUE8=LRNLXY TVCXRQVUEFY *TNVWTWJSOVQ
*TNVWTWY 7PXUWGY 7PXY "MMVNXTUWOY VTQUWOOWUVSTY DWQ
PXONY STY AJRVOY :-FY :??0Y STY UPXY MWKJLQY SI
"MMVNXTUWOY@SOOXHXGY Y7PXY*=*Y@PWRUXRVTHYDVOOYBX
PXONY VTY MSTLTMUVSTY DVUPY UPXY ,2UPY !RWTNY ARMP
@SLTMVOY VTY *TNVWTWJSOVQFY *TNGY UPVQY QLKKXRGY Y 3SUP
MSOSTVXQYPWCXYDSR<XNYCXREYPWRNYUSYJRXJWRXYISRYUPVQ
SMMWQVSTY WTNY WRXY OSS<VTHY ISRDWRNY USY UPXY OSTH8
WDWVUXNY SJJSRULTVUEY USY BXMSKXY BRSUPXRQY SIY =PV
WJJWY =QVGY Y5PVOXY MSOSTVXQFY BSUPY "EY WTNY *=*
PWCXY QXUY TXDY QUWTNWRNQY STY UPXVRY MWKJLQXQF
KWVTUWVTVTHY UPXY PVHPXQUY !=AY SIY WTEY SIY UPXY SUPXR
IRWUXRTVUVXQY WTNY HXUUVTHY VTCSOCXNY VTY QULNXTU
SRHWTVWUVSTQFY MWKJLQY WMUVCVUVXQY WTNY UPX
QLRRSLTNVTHY MSKKLTVUEGY Y )SRY KSRXY VTISRKWUVST
RXHWRNVTHY UPXY *=*Y XCXTUFY JOXWQXY RXIXRY USY UPXY
!A@Y QMPXNLOXY SIY XCXTUQY WCWVOWBOXY WU
DDDG=PV WJJW=QVGMSKGY *UY VQY URWNVUVSTWOY ISRY WOLKTV
WTNY SUPXRY MPWJUXRQY USY JLRMPWQXY 'VULWOY RXHWOVWY ISR
TXDYMPWJUXRQFYQSYVIYESLYWRXYVTUXRXQUXNYVTYNSTWUVTHYW
HVIUYUSYXVUPXRYHRSLJYIRSKYUPXYOVQUYBXOSDFY JOXWQXYX8
KWVOY1VMPXOOXY=WETXYWUY1/==PV WJJW=QVGMSKGY Y*I
ESLY PWCXY WTEY SUPXRY LXQUVSTQY RXHWRNVTHY XVUPXR
HRSLJFY SRY WTEY SUPXRY XJWTQVSTY LXQUVSTQY SR
MSTMXRTQFY JOXWQXYMSTUWMUY'STWONY'WTQSKFY /VRXMUSR
SIY#JWTQVSTFYWUY' '=PV WJJW=QVGMSKG

*IY ESLY WRXY VTUXRXQUXNY VTY NSTWUVTHY WY HVIUY USY UPXY MSOSTEFY JOXWQXY MSTUWMUY 1VMPXOOXY =WETXY WU
1/==PV WJJW=QVGMSKY SRY >80??820-8>09:GY Y7PWT<QY ISRY ESLRY QLJJSRUFY WTNY DXY PSJXY USY QXXY ESLY WUY UPX
VTQUWOOWUVSTYWUY!A@
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7PXY 5PVUTXEY 'GY .WRRVQY ;MPSOWRQPVJY DWQ
WDWRNXNY USY WY NXQXRCVTHY 5WQPVTHUSTY AOJPW
LTNXRHRWNLWUXYISRYUPXYIVRQUYUVKXYWUY)SLTNXRQY/WE
:??0GY 5PVUTXEY RXMXTUOEY KWNXY WY QLBQUWTUVWO
MSTURVBLUVSTY USY UPXY RXTSCWUVSTY ILTNY ISR
5WQPVTHUSTY AOJPWGY 7PXY VTMSKXY IRSKY UPWU
MSTURVBLUVSTYDVOOYILTNYUPVQYQMPSOWRQPVJYVTYPVQYTWKXF
VTYJXRJXULVUEGY.XYMSKKXTUXNFY*YDWQYUPXRXY,,YEXWRQ
WHSYDPXTYUPXYMPWJUXRYPSLQXYDWQYTXDGYAIUXRYWOOYUPX
EXWRQYSIYPWRNYLQXFYUPXYPSLQXYTXXNQYRXTSCWUVSTFYWTN
*Y DWTUY USY QLJJSRUY UPXY XIISRUGY &XU+QY HXUY UPVQ
RXTSCWUVSTYHSVTHY
7PVQY QMPSOWRQPVJY DVOOY SVTY UDSY XVQUVTH
5WQPVTHUSTYAOJPWYQMPSOWRQPVJQYTWKXNYVTYPSTSRYSI
5PVUTXE+QYMSTUXKJSRWRVXQFY 'LNNVM<Y&WDRXTMXY+4>F
WTNY/WOXY1M TVHPUY+4:GY 5PVUTXEY
PWNY
WT
XURWSRNVTWREY MWRXXRY VTY OWDY WTNY JLBOVMY QXRCVMXG
AIUXRY XWRTVTHY PVQY NXHRXXY IRSKY 5WQPVTHUSTFY PX
HRWNLWUXNY IRSKY UPXY TVCXRQVUEY SIY @WOVISRTVWY &WD
;MPSSOYVTY>64-FY WTNYJRWMUVMXNYOWDYVTY&SQYATHXOXQ
LTUVOY>62:GY7PXTFY WIUXRYUPXYQUWRUYSIY55**FY5PVUTXE
XTUXRXNYKVOVUWREYQXRCVMXYWQYWY$WCEY#TQVHTGY
$XWRYUPXYXTNYSIYUPXY5WRFYPXYDWQYURWTQIXRRXNYUS
UPXY ";;Y JRXNXMXQQSRY SIY UPXY @*AY WTNY QXTUY US
#LRSJXFYJLUYVTYMPWRHXYSIYVTCXQUVHWUVTHYDWRYMRVKXQGY*T
>629FY WQYWYESLTHY$WCEY&VXLUXTWTUFY PXYDWQYVTCVUXN
USYQXRCXYWQYWQQVQUWTUYJRSQXMLUSRYSTYUPXYQUWIIYSIYUPX
@PVXIY =RSQXMLUSRFY ;LJRXKXY @SLRUY (LQUVMXY 'SBXRU
.GY(WM<QSTFYWJJSVTUXNYBEY=RXQVNXTUY7RLKWTYUSYPXWN
UPXY $LRXKBXRHY 7RVWOQGY 7PXEY DXRXY UPXY IVRQU8XCXR
VTUXRTWUVSTWOYDWRYMRVKXQYURVWOQFYVTQUVULUXNYVTYSRNXRYUS
JRSQXMLUXYKWSRY$WVYDWRYMRVKVTWOQYWUYUPXYXTNYSI
5SRONY5WRY**GY
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/LRVTHYUPXY7RVWOQFY5PVUTXEYSBUWVTXNYQSKXYSIYUPX
KSQUYVTMRVKVTWUVTHYXCVNXTMXYSTYMRVKXQYMSKKVUUXN
DVUPVTY UPXY $WVY MSTMXTURWUVSTY MWKJY QEQUXKGY *T
>692FY PXYJLBOVQPXNYUPXYIVRQUYNXIVTVUVCXYBSS<YSTYUPX
URVWOQFY -+6;77+= 57=-6:;8 = 49<=  :2<7.<= ;4= 6<*$<61G
&WUXRYXNVUVSTQYSIYPVQYBSS<YMSCXRXNYQLBQXLXTUYDWR
MRVKXQYURVWOQYWIUXRY$LRXKBXRHGY
AIUXRY$LRXKBXRHFY PXYQXRCXNYWQY@PVXIYSIY&XHWO
ANCVMXYSTYUPXYQUWIIYSIY!XTXRWOY&LMVLQY@OWEYNLRVTH
UPXYJXRVOSLQYJXRVSNYSIYUPXY3XROVTYBOSM<WNXYBEYUPX
;SCVXUYTVSTGY.VQYQLBQXLXTUYMWRXXRYWMPVXCXKXTUQ
VTMOLNXY JRSIXQQSRY SIY OWDY WUY ;SLUPXRTY 1XUPSNVQU
TVCXRQVUEFY/VRXMUSRYSIYUPXY&XHWOY;XRCVMXQY7WQ<Y)SRMX
STY UPXY >694Y .SSCXRY @SKKVQQVSTFY IVRQUY #XMLUVCX
/VRXMUSRY SIY UPXY AKXRVMWTY 3WRY AQQSMVWUVSTFY WTN
;SOVMVUSRY !XTXRWOY SIY ;SLUPDXQUXRTY 3XOOY7XOXJPSTX
@SKJWTEYVTY;UGY &SLVQFY ISOOSDXNYBEYJRVCWUXYJRWMUVMX
VTYUPWUYMVUEYLTUVOYPVQYRXUVRXKXTUGY
.XY PWQY NXCSUXNY KLMPY UVKXY WTNY XIISRUY US
JPVOWTUPRSJEFY WTNY DWQY TWKXNY UPXY TWUVSTWO
ILTNRWVQVTHY CSOLTUXXRY SIY >604Y BEY UPXY $WUVSTWO
AQQSMVWUVSTY SIY )LTNRWVQVTHY =RSIXQQVSTWOQGY .X
ISLTNXNYUPXY5PVUTXEY'GY .WRRVQY@SOOXMUVSTYSTYUPX
7PVRNY'XVMPYSIY!XRKWTEYWUY5WQPVTHUSTYTVCXRQVUEG
*TY:??:FY UPXY5PVUTXEY'GY .WRRVQY*TQUVULUXYSTY!OSBWO
&XHWOY;ULNVXQYDWQYXQUWBOVQPXNYWUYUPWUYTVCXRQVUEGY7PX
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5VOQSTFY ;RG+QFY BVRUPNWEFY DPXTY DXY RXKXKBXRY UPXY OWQUVTH
VKJWMUYSIYSLRY@STQUVULUVSTG
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AQYRXJSRUXNYBEYUPXY*OOVTSVQY/XOUWY@PWJUXRFY )RWT<Y;G
5PVUVTHFY(RGYPWQYJWQQXNYWDWEG
*UY VQY DVUPY NXXJY RXHRXUY WTNY QSRRSDY UPWUY UPXY *OOVTSVQ
/XOUWYIWKVOEYVTISRKQYESLYSIYUPXYNXWUPYSIY3RSUPXRY)RWT<
;GY5PVUVTHFY (RGFY *OOVTSVQY/XOUWY+24FY UPXYRWT<VTHYKXKBXRYSI
SLRYSIIVMVWOYIWKVOEYWUYUPXYTVCXRQVUEYSIY*OOVTSVQGY Y3RSUPXR
5PVUVTHY XTUXRXNY @PWJUXRY #UXRTWOY STY UPXY XCXTVTHY SI
(WTLWREY:4FY:??0GY.XYQURLHHOXNYDVUPYPXWOUPYMSTMXRTQYST
WTNY SIIY QVTMXY PXY OWQUY SVTXNY LQY VTY MSTCSMWUVSTY WUY UPX
;XQLVMXTUXTTVWOY !RWTNYARMPY @SLTMVOY VTY =VUUQBLRHPY VT
:??:GY Y .XY DWQY JRXMXNXNY VTY NXWUPY BEY PVQY IVRQUY DVIXF
@ETUPVWFY WY DVTTXRY SIY UPXY &WNVXQY ;VOCXRY 3SDOFY WTN
QUWODWRUYQLJJSRUXRYSIY=PVY WJJWY=QVYWTNY*OOVTSVQY/XOUWG
.XY VQY QLRCVCXNY BEY UPXVRY UPRXXY QSTQFY )RWT<Y AGFY *OOVTSVQ
/XOUWY>6,0FY5VOOVWKY.GFY*OOVTSVQY/XOUWY>60?FYWTNY7VKSUPE
WYKXKBXRYSIY=PVY!WKKWY/XOUWY)RWUXRTVUEFYWQYDXOOYWQ
PVQY QXMSTNY DVIXFY =XWROGY Y .XY DWQY UPXY QSTY SIY 3RSUPXR
)RWT<Y;VKJQSTY5PVUVTHFY*OOVTSVQY3XUWY+>4FYWTNYTXJPXDYSI
3RSUPXRY&WDRXTMXY.GY5PVUVTHFY*OOVTSVQY3XUWY>6?6GY
"CXRYUPXYEXWRQY)RWT<YQXRCXNYUPXY)RWUXRTVUEYVTYKWTE
MWJWMVUVXQFY VTMOLNVTHY /VQURVMUY *Y JRVSRY USY RXNVQURVMUVTH
ARMPSTY>62,8>626FY=RXQVNXTUYSIYUPXY@PVMWHSYAOLKTV
AQQSMVWUVSTFY Y ARXWY /VRXMUSRY RXQJSTQVBOXY ISRY *OOVTSVQ
/XOUWYWTNY*OOVTSVQYAOJPWFYWTNY;XMRXUWRE87RXWQLRXRYSIYUPX
ATMVXTUY"RNXRYSIYUPXY;@FYWKSTHYSUPXRYNLUVXQGY Y.XYWTN
PVQY*OOVTVY"RWTHXYQJSRUYMSWUYWQYDXOOYWQYWTYLTISRHXUUWBOX
MWTWREY EXOOSDY WTNY QXCXRWOY JOWVNQY DXRXY JWRUY SIYUPX
IWBRVMY SIY KWTEY !A@QGY .XY WUUXTNXNY !A@QY VTY >690F
>6-?FY>6-2FY>6--FY>6-0FY>6,9FY>6,0YVTNLMUXNYVTUSY;@F
>60?FY>60:FY>602FY>60-FY>600FY>66?FY>66:FY>662FY>66-F
>660FY:???FYWTNY:??:G
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5VOOVWKY 'GY AOOXTFY (RGFY 0-FY SIY ;ULWRUFY )OWGFY ISRKXROEY SI
WTQWQY@VUEFY 1SGFY JWQQXNYWDWEY$SCXKBXRY>>FY :??,YWU
PVQYPSKXGYY.XYDWQYBSRTYVTY*TNXJXTNXTMXFY1SGYSTY)XBG
>:FY >6:>YWTNYDWQYWY)OSRVNWYRXQVNXTUYISRY>4YEXWRQGY Y.X
DWQYWYNXCSUXNYIWKVOEYKWTYWTNYXTSEXNYPLTUVTHFY IVQPVTH
WTNY BSWUVTHGY Y .XY DWQY CXREY JWQQVSTWUXY WBSLUY BSWUVTH
WTNYIVQPVTHYWTNYOSCXNYOVCVTHYSTYUPXY#WQUY@SWQUYSIY)OSRVNWG
1RGYAOOXTYSDTXNYWTNYSJXRWUXNY3VOOYAOOXTY@PXCRSOXUYVT
$SRUPY WTQWQY@VUEFY1SGYISRY49YEXWRQYLTUVOYPVQYRXUVRXKXTU
WTNYQWOXYSIYUPXYBLQVTXQQYVTY>600GY Y.XYDWQYWY&UGY VTYUPX
$WCEYWTNYQXRCXNYWQYWYTWCWOYWCVWUSRYWTNYIOEVTHYVTQURLMUSR
NLRVTHY55**GYY.XYDWQYWYISRKXRYKXKBXRYSIYUPXYAOJPW
1WQSTVMY&SNHXFYARWRWUY;PRVTXFY WTQWQY@VUEY@OLBFY;WNNOX
WTNY;VROSVTY@OLBYWTNY1VQQVSTY.VOOQY@SLTUREY@OLBGY Y.X
DWQY CXREY WMUVCXY VTY UPXY $SRUPY WTQWQY @VUEY BLQVTXQQ
MSKKLTVUEYWTNYQXRCXNYSTYKWTEYBSWRNQYVTMOLNVTHYUPX
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$SRUPY WTQWQY@VUEY;UWUXY3WT<YWTNY$SRUPY WTQWQY@VUE
@PWKBXRY SIY @SKKXRMXGY Y .XY WOQSY QXRCXNY WQY UPX
=RXQVNXTUYSIYUPXY3SWRNYSIY/VRXMUSRQYSIY&W<XY5WL<SKVQ
VTY =OWUUXY @SLTUEFY 1SGY Y .XY DWQY WIIVOVWUXNY DVUPY UPX
AKXRVMWTY'SEWOYVTY WTQWQY@VUEYISRYKWTEYEXWRQYLTUVOYPVQ
RXUVRXKXTUGYY.XYDWQYJRXMXNXNYVTYNXWUPYBEYPVQYIVRQUYDVIX
5VOKWFY DPSY NVXNY VTY >699Y PVQY JWRXTUQY 5VOOVWKY WTN
1WRUPWYWTNYWYQVQUXRY(XWTXGYY.XYVQYQLRCVCXNYBEYPVQYOSCVTH
DVIXYSIY2,YEXWRQY WRVTYUDSYQSTQY5VOOVWKYWTNY)GY'SBXRU
WTNY WY NWLHPUXRFY 1WRUVTWGY Y .XY WOQSY OXWCXQY QV
HRWTNMPVONRXTY &VQWFY 1WHHVXFY 3SBBEFY ;WNVXFY RVQUVTWY WTN
.WOXEY UDSY HRXWU8HRWTNMPVONRXTY7WEOSRY WTNY $SWPY WTN
KWTEYSUPXRYRXOWUVCXQG

'WNVSY5RVUXRYWTNY=RSNLMXRFY >69>8>694Y RLJTVM<YWTN
AQQSMVWUXQY ANCXRUVQVTHY AHXTMEFY ;UGY &SLVQFY 1SGY WQ
/VRXMUSRYSIY7XOXCVQVSTYWTNY'WNVSFY >6928>699Y !XSIIRXE
5WNXYANCXRUVQVTHYAHXTMEFY@PVMWHSFY*OOGYWQY7XOXCVQVSTYWTN
'WNVSY 5RVUXRFY >6998>69-Y 7WUPWK8&WVRNY Y LNTXR
ANCXRUVQVTHY AHXTMEFY @PVMWHSFY *OOGY WQY VMXY =RXQVNXTUF
1XKBXRY SIY 3SWRNY SIY /VRXMUSRQFY /VRXMUSRY SI
@SKKXRMVWOY=RSNLMUVSTYISRY7XOXCVQVSTYWTNY'WNVSFY>69-8
>6,?Y WLUPSRFY IRXXOWTMXY DRVUXRFY JRSNLMXRY WTNY KLQVMVWTF
>6,>8:???YRXUVRXNY:??>GY7SKYDWQYWTYWMUVCXYKXKBXRYVT
UPXY $WUVSTWOYAMWNXKEY SIY7XOXCVQVSTFY ARUQY Y ;MVXTMXQF
AKXRVMWTY )XNXRWUVSTY SIY 7XOXCVQVSTY WTNY 'WNVSY ARUQF
A;@A=FY WTNY @PVMWHS8)XNXRWUVSTY SIY 1LQVMVWTQGY .XY DVOO
BXQUYBXYRXKXKBXRXNYBEYPVQYIWKVOEYWTNYIRVXTNQYISRYPVQ
<VTNTXQQFY OSCXY SIY KLQVMFY QSTHDRVUVTHFY JVWTSY JOWEVTHF
QVTHVTHFY KSCVXY DWUMPVTHFY BVMEMOVTHY RVNVTHY SCXRY 2?F???
KVOXQYVTYPVQYOVIXUVKXYBLUYKSQUYSIYWOOYISRYBXVTHYWYHRXWU
PLQBWTNFY IWUPXRYWTNYIWKVOEYKWTGY .XYDWQYWYRXWOYOVIXY1RG
@OXWTGY.XYVQYQLRCVCXNYBEYPVQYDVIXYBRSUPXRY(SPTYMPVONRXT
7PSKWQFY .SOOEY WTNY7VKSUPEY WTNY KWTEY HRWTNMPVONRXTG
.XY DWQY JRXMXNXNY VTY NXWUPY BEY PVQY ESLTHXRY BRSUPXR
5VOOVWKG
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7PSKWQY ;MSUUY @WNNXTY DWQY BSRTY /XMXKBXRY :F
>6:4YVTY3WUXRY;JRVTHQFY WTGYQSTYSIY(SPTYWTNY#QUXOOXGY.X
KWRRVXNY&SRXUUWY7PSRDWRUYSIY;UGY 1WREQFY =WGY STY(LOEY>?F
>692YVTY*TNVWTWJSOVQFY*TNGY
7SKYDRSUXYWTNYJRSNLMXNYMSKKXRMVWOQYVTYUPXY9?QF
-?QYWTNY,?QYLQVTHYKWTEYJXSJOXYVTYUPXYXTUXRUWVTKXTU
BLQVTXQQYQLMPYWQY3SRVQY WROSIIFY(SXY#GY3RSDTFY=PVOY;VOCXRQF
WEY 3WOOWRNFY 7XNY @WQQVNWEFY #CWY !WBSRFY ATNEY /XCVTXF
!XSRHXY'WIUFY =XUXRY&SRRXFY 1XOY3OWTMFY (VKKEY/XWTYWTN
UPXYOVQUYHSXQYSTGY .VQYWQQSMVWUVSTYDVUPYOVUXRWOOEYPLTNRXNQ
SIYWMUSRQYOXNYUSYPVQYWLUPSRVTHYSIYWYBSS<YXTUVUOXNY(9;4
;=)7.9=5 =9;6;.4<63GY7PXYBSS<YMPRSTVMOXNYUPXYMWRXXRQ
SIY9?YSIY.SOOEDSSN+QYKSQUYIWKSLQYQUWRQFYOVQUVTHYTSUYSTOE
UPXVRYRXWOYTWKXQYWTNYBVRUPYNWUXQFY BLUYXCXREYRSOXYXWMP
PWQYJOWEXNGY7SK+QYOSTHYOVQUYSIYMRXNVUQYWOQSYVTMOLNXYSRVHVTWO
KLQVMY WTNY VTHOXQY ISRY QLMPY JRSNLMUQY WQY .XWNY WTN
;PSLONXRQFY3SONFY=RVTHOXQY=SUWUSY@PVJQFY;DWTQSTY)RSXT
/VTTXRQFY &VBBE+QY;OSJJEY(SXQFY 3LUUXRTLUY@SIIXXYWTNY1RG
@OXWTFYISRYDPVMPYPXYDRSUXYUPXYXTNLRVTHY1RGY@OXWTFY1RG
@OXWTYVTHOXGY7SKYHRXDYLJYVTY3WUXRY;JRVTHQFY WTGY WTN
WUUXTNXNY3WUXRY;JRVTHQY.VHPY;MPSSOYJRVSRYUSYXTRSOOVTH
WUYUPXYTVCXRQVUEYSIY WTQWQGY7SKYWTQDXRXNYUPXYMWOOYSI
SLRY MSLTUREY ISRY55**Y KVOVUWREY QXRCVMXY DVUPY UPXY G;G
ARKEFY *TIWTUREY WTNY @SRJQY SIY #THVTXXRQFY >6248>62-F
QXRCVTHY VTY #THOWTNFY )RWTMXFY !XRKWTEY WTNY UPX
=PVOVJJVTXQGY /LRVTHY BWQVMY URWVTVTHY 7SKY WUUXTNXNY UPX
TVCXRQVUEY SIY @SOSRWNSFY >62:Y TVCXRQVUEY SIYAOWBWKWF
>624YWTNYHRWNLWUXNYJSQUY55**YIRSKYUPXYTVCXRQVUEYSI
WTQWQFY DVUPY WY 3GAGY VTY (SLRTWOVQKY VTY >62,GY7SK+QY XWROE
MWRXXRYPVHPOVHPUQYVTMOLNXN%Y ;7&8'WNVSFY ;UGY &SLVQFY 1SGY WQ
@STUVTLVUEY/VRXMUSRYWTNY=LBOVMVUEY/VRXMUSRFY >6208>69>
5*&8'WNVSFY ;UGY &SLVQY 1SGY WQY @STUVTLVUEY /VRXMUSRY WTN
=LBOVMVUEY /VRXMUSRY >69>Y ;KVUPFY 7WEOSRY Y (XT<VTQ
ANCXRUVQVTHY AHXTMEFY =VUUQBLRHPFY =WGY WQY 7XOXCVQVSTY WTN
$!&$%!&&$%&"##"&%
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(SPTY(SQXJPY@WQPXOY(RGFY0:FYNVXNY/XMXKBXRY:0FY:??,G
3SRTY AJRVOY >9FY >6:9FY USY (SPTY WTNY (SPWTTWFY PXY DWQ
RXWRXNYVTY=WOSYAOUSFY@WOVIGYWTNYHRWNLWUXNYIRSKY=WOSYAOUS
.VHPY;MPSSOYDPXRXYPXYDWQYWYQULNXTUYBSNEYSIIVMXRYWTN
KXKBXRYSIYVUQYMPWKJVSTQPVJYDWUXRYJSOSYWTNYBWQ<XUBWOO
UXWKQGY .XYBRVXIOEYWUUXTNXNY1XTOSY@SOOXHXYSTYWYUPRXX8
QJSRUYWUPOXUVMYQMPSOWRQPVJYBXISRXYXTOVQUVTHYVTYUPXYTVUXN
;UWUXQY 1WRVTXY @SRJQY ISRY QXRCVMXY WQY WTY SIIVMXRY NLRVTH
WTNY ISOOSDVTHY 55**GY .XY UPXTY WUUXTNXNY ;UWTISRN
TVCXRQVUEY DPXRXY PXY JOWEXNY CWRQVUEY BWQ<XUBWOOY WTN
RLHBEFY WTNYDWQYQJSRUQYXNVUSRYSIY-9<=04;7 562=;:8+GY .X
HRWNLWUXNY VTY >620Y DVUPY WY NXHRXXY VTY SLRTWOVQKGY .X
QXRCXNY WHWVTY VTY UPXY 1WRVTXY @SRJQY NLRVTHY UPXY SRXWT
5WRFY RXQVHTVTHY PVQY MSKKVQQVSTY VTY >699Y WUY UPXY RWT<Y SI
@WJUWVTGY *TY >69:Y PXY KWRRVXNY MSOOXHXY MOWQQKWUXY !LEOW
'LTEWTFY WTNY QUWRUXNY WY MSRJSRWUXY MWRXXRY VTY JLBOVM
RXOWUVSTQY WTNY MSKKLTVMWUVSTQY DVUPY WVQXRY AOLKVTLK
UPWUY DSLONY QJWTY SCXRY 4?Y EXWRQGY /LRVTHY UPWUY UVKXFY PX
WOQSYQXRCXNYWQYQUWUXYMPWVRKWTYSIYSTXYSIYUPXYMSLTURE+Q
SRVHVTWOYRXMEMOVTHYSRHWTVWUVSTQGY AIUXRYXWROEYRXUVRXKXTUF
PXY ISRKXNY WY JLBOVMY RXOWUVSTQY MSTQLOUVTHY IVRKFY PXOJXN
ISLTNY WY RXUVRXXQY WNCSMWMEY WQQSMVWUVSTFY WTNY QXRCXNY ST
UPXY 3SWRNY SIY UPXY5SRONYAIIWVRQY @SLTMVOY SIY $SRUPXRT
@WOVISRTVWGY (SPTY DWQY WY QLJJSRUXRY SIY QMPSOWRQPVJQY ISR
QULNXTU8WUPOXUXQFY QXRCVTHY WQY WY 3SWRNY KXKBXRY SIY UPX
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;UWTISRNY 3LM<@WRNVTWOY @OLBGY )SRY PVQY QVHTVIVMWTUY WTN
OSTH8QUWTNVTHYCSOLTUXXRYQXRCVMXFY PXYDWQYTWKXNYUSYUPX
PSTSRWREY SRHWTVWUVSTY SIY ;UWTISRNY AQQSMVWUXQGY *T
&WIWEXUUXFY @WOVIGY PXYQXRCXNYWQYWTYXWROEYKXKBXRYSIYUPX
&WIWEXUUXY *KJRSCXKXTUY AQQSMVWUVSTFY MSWMPXNY ESLUP
BWQ<XUBWOOFYWTNYJRSCVNXNYWNLOUYOXWNXRQPVJYVTY3SEY;MSLUQG
.XY DWQY WTY WMUVCXY OXWNXRY SIY ;UGY ;UXJPXT+QY #JVQMSJWO
@PLRMPYVTY"RVTNWFYQXRCVTHYIVCXYUXRKQYWQY;XTVSRY5WRNXTF
WTNYWQYMPWVRKWTYSIYWYKWSRYMWJVUWOYILTNYMWKJWVHTGY .X
WOQSY DWQY WY BSWRNY KXKBXRY SIY 7PXY 3VQPSJ+QY 'WTMP
MSTIXRXTMXYMXTUXRFY .XWONQBLRHGY (SPTYVQYQLRCVCXNYBEYPVQ
DVIXFY!LEOWYNWLHPUXRQY(SWTYWTNY;LQWTYQSTY(WKXQYQVQUXR
=WURVMVWY WTNYKWTEYHRWTNMPVONRXTYWTNYIWKVOEYKXKBXRQG
AQYWYPLQBWTNFY IWUPXRFY RXOWUVCXFY MSOOXWHLXYWTNYIRVXTNFY PX
DWQYWNKVRXNFYOSCXNFYWTNYDVOOYBXYKVQQXNYCXREYKLMPGY

PWTNBWOOFYDWQYWTYWCVNYQLRIYIVQPXRKWTFYXTSEXNYQ<VVTHYWTN
BVRNYPLTUVTHYWTNYOSCXNYUPXYHWKXYSIYHSOIGY
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(SQXJPY (GY /LR<VTFY (RGY JWQQXNY WDWEY STY "MUSBXRY :-F
:??,YWUYPVQYRXQVNXTMXGY 3SRTYVTY5VO<XQ83WRRXFY =WGY (SQXJP
PWNY BXXTY WY RXQVNXTUY SIY (XTQXTY 3XWMPFY )OWGY ISRY KWTE
EXWRQGY (SQXJPYQXRCXNYVTY55**YIRSKY>6228>629YVTYUPX
ARKEYAVRY@SRJGY.XYXWRTXNYPVQY3WMPXOSR+QY/XHRXXYIRSK
/VM<VTQSTY@SOOXHXFY DPXRXYPXYSVTXNY=PVY WJJWY=QVGY .X
DSR<XNYISRY=RLNXTUVWOY*TQLRWTMXY@SKJWTEYISRY4?YEXWRQ
VTY)UGY &WLNXRNWOXFY )OWGY WTNYWOQSYPWNYBXXTYWTYSDTXRYSI
/LR<VTY 'XWOUEY ISRY >?Y EXWRQY VTY ;ULWRUFY )OWGY .XY DWQY W
KXKBXRYSIY;UGY1WRUVTY/X=SRRXQY@WUPSOVMY@PLRMPYWTNYW
OVIXY KXKBXRY SIY UPXY #WHOXY ;MSLUQGY (SQXJPY DWQY WOQS
ISLTNXRY SIY UPXY &VSTQY @OLBY VTY "MXWTY @VUEFY $G(GFY JWQU
=RXQVNXTUY SIY UPXY 3WEQPSRXY $G(GY &VSTQY @OLBFY JWQU
JRXQVNXTUY SIY UPXY 1WRUVTY @SLTUEY .SUXO1SUXO
AQQSMVWUVSTFY MS8ISLTNXRY SIY UPXY )UGY &WLNXRNWOX
3LQVTXQQKXT+QY AQQSMVWUVSTY WTNY WOQSY DWQY /VRXMUSRY SI
7SLRVQKYVTY1WRUVTY@SLTUEY@PWKBXRYSIY@SKKXRMXGY.X
DWQY UPXY JWQUY JRXQVNXTUY )OSRVNWY #WQUY @SWQUY AOLKTV
AQQSMVWUVSTYSIY=PVY WJJWY=QVGY (SQXJPYDWQYJRXNXMXWQXN
BEY PVQY DVIXY 1WREY !LQUWIQSTY WTNY UDSY NWLHPUXRQY 1WRE
@WUPXRVTXYWTNY1WREYATTGY ;LRCVCSRQYVTMOLNXYPVQYDVIXYSI
>0Y EXWRQY ;WRWY UDSY QSTQY (SQXJPY WTNY 1VMPWXOY UPRXX
NWLHPUXRQY =WURVMVWFY WUPOXXTY WTNY 1WLRXXTY IVCXY QUXJ8
QSTQY(WKXQFY(SPTFY/WCVNFY#NDWRNYWTNY5VOOVWKYWTNYXVHPU
HRWTN8MPVONRXTFYUDSYHRXWU8HRWTNMPVONRXTYWTNYXVHPUYQUXJ8
HRWTN8MPVONRXTG
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5VOOVWKYATNRXDY/VM<VTQSTFY3VOOEYUSYWOOYDPSY<TXD
PVKFY NVXNYSTY;LTNWEFYALHLQUY:-FY :??,YWUYPVQYRXQVNXTMX
VTY 'SWTS<XY WUY UPXY WHXY SIY 6?GY 3VOOEY DWQY WY URLXYVRHVTVW
HXTUOXKWTGY.VQYOWDYMWRXXRYQJWTTXNYTXWROEYIVCXYNXMWNXQ
WTNYUSLMPXNYKWTEYJWRUQYSIYUPXY'SWTS<XYWOOXEFYWYJOWMX
PXY DWQY VTSRNVTWUXOEY JRSLNY SIY WTNY RXOLMUWTUY USY XCXR
OXWCXGY 5VUPY UPXY XMXJUVSTY SIY QULNXTUY EXWRQY VT
@PWROSUUXQCVOOXYWTNYKVOVUWREYQXRCVMXFY 3VOOEYRWRXOEYOXIUYUPX
MVUEY SIY PVQY BVRUPGY 3VOOEY /VM<VTQSTY HRWNLWUXNY IRSK
(XIIXRQSTY.VHPY;MPSSOFY7PXYTVCXRQVUEYSIYVRHVTVWYWTNYUPX
TVCXRQVUEYSIYVRHVTVWY;MPSSOYSIY&WDGY*TY>62>YPXYQXRCXN
WQY &WDY @OXR<Y USY UPXY OWUXY .STSRWBOXY .XRBXRUY 3G
!RXHSREFY (LQUVMXY SIY UPXY ;LJRXKXY @SLRUY SIYVRHVTVWFY WT
XJXRVXTMXYPXYOWUXRYMWOOXNYOVIX8MPWTHVTHGY.XYQXRCXNYWQ
&VXLUXTWTUY VTY UPXY TVUXNY ;UWUXQY $WCEY VTY UPXY ;SLUP
=WMVIVMYNLRVTHY5SRONY5WRY**YUPRSLHPY>629GY.XYRXULRTXN
USY'SWTS<XYUSYJRWMUVMXYOWDGY .XYDWQYWYQXTVSRYKXKBXR
SIYUPXY.WOXHRSCXFY ;PWM<XOISRNY Y@WRRY&WDY)VRKYLTUVO
>609YDPXTYUPWUYIVRKYKXRHXNYDVUPYDPWUYVQYTSDY5SSNQF
'SHXRQFY =&@GY )SRY WJJRSVKWUXOEY >9Y EXWRQY JRVSRY USY PVQ
RXUVRXKXTUY VTY >60,Y PXY DSR<XNY JRVTMVJWOOEY VTY BWT<VTH
WTNYQXMLRVUVXQGY .XYQXRCXNYSTYUPXYVRHVTVWY3SWRNYSIY3WR
#WKVTXRQY ISRY QXCXRWOY EXWRQFY WY UVKXY PXY ISLTNY BSUP
QUVKLOWUVTHY WTNY NXKWTNVTHGY 3VOOEY DWQY VTCSOCXNY VTY UPX
XJWTNVTHY MSKKLTVUEY SIY 'SWTS<XY @VUEGY .VQ
MSKKVUKXTUQYRWTHXNYIRSKY=RXQVNXTUYSIYUPXY'SWTS<X
'SUWREY @OLBY WTNY OWUXRFY /VQURVMUY =RXQVNXTUY BSWRNQY SI
'SWTS<XY 1XKSRVWOY .SQJVUWOFY /SKVTVSTY 3WT<Y ;PWRXQF
;PXTWTNSWPY@OLBYWTNYUPXY'SWTS<XY@SLTUREY@OLBGY.X
DWQYWYKXKBXRYSIY;UGY(SPT+QY#JVQMSJWOY@PLRMPGYAUPOXUVMQ
DXRXYWQYVKJSRUWTUYUSY3VOOEYWQYDWQYPVQYOSCXYSIYIWKVOEYWTN
JRSIXQQVSTGY .XY MSKJXUXNY IVXRMXOEY VTY UXTTVQY WTN
$!&$%!&&$%&"##"&%
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@PWROXQYAGY !VOOXQJVXFY (RGFY DPSYQXRCXNYWQYWKBWQQWNSR
USY!RXTWNWFY@SOSKBVWYWTNY@PVOXFYDWQY,:YDPXTYPXYNVXN
1WRMPY,YSIYMWTMXRYWUY;MRVJJQY1XKSRVWOY.SQJVUWOYVTY&W
(SOOWFY @AGY *TYRXMXTUYEXWRQYPXYPWNYPSKXQYVTY;WTY/VXHSF
@WOVIGFYWTNYAROVTHUSTFYWGY!VOOXQJVXYHRWNLWUXNYIRSKY@&A
WTNY WOQSY QULNVXNY WUY ;ERWMLQXY TVCXRQVUE+QY 1WDXOO
;MPSSOYSIY=LBOVMYAIIWVRQYWTNYUPXY$WUVSTWOY5WRY@SOOXHX
VTY5WQPVTHUSTFY/G@GYAIUXRYISLRYEXWRQYWQYWTYSIIVMXRYVTYUPX
G;GY ARKEFY KSQUOEY VTY #LRSJXFY !VOOXQJVXY SVTXNY UPXY ;
)SRXVHTY;XRCVMXYWTNYQXRCXNYWUYNVJOSKWUVMYJSQUQYVTYKWTE
MSLTURVXQGY *TY UPXY >60?QY PXY QXRCXNY WQY WKBWQQWNSRY US
!RXTWNWY ISOOSDVTHY UPXY VTCWQVSTFY @SOSKBVWY NLRVTHY UPX
DSRQUY SIY UPXY NRLHY DWRQY WTNY @PVOXY ISRY UPXY RXULRTY US
NXKSMRWMEYWIUXRY=VTSMPXUGY .XYWOQSYQXRCXNYWQYWYNXJLUE
WQQVQUWTUY QXMRXUWREY SIY QUWUXY ISRY &WUVTYAKXRVMWTYAIIWVRQ
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WTNYWQYWYKXKBXRYSIYUPXY$WUVSTWOY;XMLRVUEY@SLTMVOYVT
UPXYWNKVTVQURWUVSTYSIY=RXQVNXTUY!XSRHXY.GY5GY3LQPGYY.X
DWQY WY JRVTMVJWOY KXKBXRY SIY UPXY ;MSDMRSIUY !RSLJFY WT
VTUXRTWUVSTWOY MSTQLOUWTMEY OXNY BEY !XTXRWOY 3RXTU
;MSDMRSIUGY !VOOXQJVX+QYDVIXFYVCVWTY.WCXTQFY NVXNYVTY:??4G
.XYVQYQLRCVCXNYBEYPVQYQSTY@PWROXQFYNWLHPUXRY RVQUVTFYWTN
UPRXXYHRWTNMPVONRXTG

*TQLRXRQFY TSDY UPXY =RSJXRUEY Y @WQLWOUEY *TQLRXRQ
AQQSMVWUVSTY SIY AKXRVMWGY .XY WOQSY QXRCXNY STY UPX
HSCXRTVTHY BSWRNQY SIY UPXY =XTTQEOCWTVWY *TQLRWTMX
!LWRWTUEY AQQSMVWUVSTFY UPXY *TNXJXTNXTUY 1WTLWO
ANCVQSREY"RHWTVWUVSTFYUPXY=XTTQEOCWTVWYALUSY*TQLRWTMX
=OWTY WTNY UPXY &W<XY #RVXY $XDMSKXTY ;SMVXUEY SIY UPX
TVUXNY;UWUXQGY1RGY.VRUYWOQSYDWQYMSKKVUUXNYUSYUPXYOSMWO
MSKKLTVUEGY.XYQXRCXNYWQYBSWRNYKXKBXRYWTNYILTNYNRVCX
MPWVRKWTYSIYUPXYTVUXNY5WEYSIY#RVXY@SLTUEYWQYDXOOYWQ
WYBSWRNYKXKBXRYSIYUPXY#RVXY1@AFY#RVXY;WOCWUVSTYARKEF
1XRMEPLRQUY @SOOXHXFY !XRURLNXY AGY 3WRBXRY @XTUXRFY UPX
#RVXY @SKKLTVUEY )SLTNWUVSTY WTNY KWTEY SUPXR
SRHWTVWUVSTQGY.VQYMSKKLTVUEYVTCSOCXKXTUYWOQSYVTMOLNXN
QXRCVMXY WQY WY JWQUY MPWVRKWTY SIY ;WVTUY VTMXTUY .XWOUP
@XTUXRGY .XY DWQY WY OSTHUVKXY BSWRNY KXKBXRY SIY UPX
;XMLRVUE8=XSJOXQY7RLQUY@SGY WTNYVUQYQLMMXQQSRY=XTTY3WT<
WTNYWYMS8URLQUXXYSIYUPXY.G"GY.VRUY7RLQUQG

G#8--8=&G!8+4
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)GY 5VOOVWKY 3VOOY .VRUFY BSWRNY MPWVRKWTY SIY UPXY #RVX
*TNXKTVUEY @SKJWTEY WTNY RXUVRXNY JRXQVNXTUY WTNY MPVXI
XXMLUVCXYSIIVMXRYSIY#RVXY*TQLRWTMXFY JWQQXNYWDWEYSTY(LOE
>4FY :??,FY WUYUPXYWHXYSIY0>GY /LRVTHYPVQYUXTLRXYWQY@#"
>6,-8>66?FY#RVXY*TQLRWTMXYHRXDY>9YUVKXQYVTYWQQXUQYWTN
TVTXYUVKXQYVTYJRXKVLKQFYKW<VTHYVUYOWRHXRYUPWTY66YJXRMXTU
SIYUPXY4F???YJRSJXRUEMWQLWOUEYVTQLRWTMXYMSKJWTVXQYVT
UPXYMSLTUREGY 1RGY .VRUYWOQSY ISLTNXNY#RVX+QYOVIXYVTQLRWTMX
WIIVOVWUXFY #RVXY )WKVOEY &VIXY *TQLRWTMXY @SKJWTEGY5VUPY UPX
XMXJUVSTY SIY WY UPRXX8EXWRY PVWULQY IRSKY >66?864FY PX
QXRCXNYWQYUPXY@PWVRKWTYSIYUPXY3SWRNYSIY/VRXMUSRQYSI
UPXY #RVXY *TNXKTVUEY @SKJWTEY IRSKY >60:Y LTUVOY PVQ
JWQQVTHGY 7PXY XTUVRXY #RVXY SRHWTVWUVSTY VQY NXXJOE
QWNNXTXNYBEYUPXYOSQQYSIY3VOOY.VRUFYQWVNY(XIIRXEYAGY&LNRSIF
JRXQVNXTUYWTNY@#"YSIY#RVXY*TQLRWTMXGY.XYKXWTUYWYHRXWU
NXWOYUSYXCXREYVTNVCVNLWOYDPSYPWNYUPXYJRVCVOXHXYUSY<TSD
PVKYSCXRYUPXYEXWRQGY.XYDVOOYBXYQWNOEYKVQQXNGY1RGY&LNRSI
QWVNY UPWUY 1RGY .VRUY JXRQSTVIVXNY #RVX+QY MSRJSRWUXY CWOLXQF
JWRUVMLOWROEYUPSQXYSIYSJXRWUVTHYLTNXRYUPXYPVHPXQUYXUPVMWO
QUWTNWRNQY WTNY WMMSRNVTHY USY UPXY !SONXTY 'LOXGY 1RGY .VRU
PWNYBXXTYWQQSMVWUXNYDVUPY#RVXY*TQLRWTMXYOVUXRWOOEYWOOYPVQ
OVIXGY3SRTYVTY#RVXFY=WGYSTY"MUSBXRY0FY>6:9FYLQUYQVYKSTUPQ
WIUXRYPVQYIWUPXRYSJXTXNYUPXYNSSRQYSIYUPXY#RVXY*TQLRWTMX
#MPWTHXFY PXYBXHWTYPVQYISRKWOYXKJOSEKXTUYWUY#'*#YWU
WHXY>:YWTNYQLMMXXNXNYPVQYIWUPXRYWQYJRXQVNXTUYWTNY@#"F
WYJSQVUVSTYPXYPXONYLTUVOYPVQYRXUVRXKXTUYVTY>66?GY /LRVTH
PVQY NVQUVTHLVQPXNY MWRXXRFY PXY WOQSY QXRCXNY WQY MSRJSRWUX
QXMRXUWREFY CVMXY JRXQVNXTUFY XXMLUVCXY CVMXY JRXQVNXTUF
URXWQLRXRY WTNY MPVXIY IVTWTMVWOY SIIVMXRGY AY HRWNLWUXY SI
AMWNXKEY.VHPY;MPSSOFY 1RGY .VRUYQXRCXNYVTYUPXY=WMVIVMYWQ
WY 'WNWRY "IIVMXRY NLRVTHY 5SRONY 5WRY **GY AIUXRY BXVTH
KLQUXRXNYSLUYSIYUPXY$WCEYVTYUPXYQLKKXRYSIY>62-FY PX
HRWNLWUXNYIRSKY5VUUXTBXRHYDVUPYWYBWMPXOSR+QYNXHRXXYVT
BLQVTXQQYVTY(LTXY>62,GY .XYUPXTYWUUXTNXNYUPXY5PWRUST
;MPSSOY SIY UPXY TVCXRQVUEY SIY =XTTQEOCWTVWFY XWRTVTHY W
KWQUXR+QY NXHRXXY VTY BLQVTXQQY WNKVTVQURWUVSTY VTY >626G
JSTY HRWNLWUVSTFY 1RGY .VRUY RXULRTXNY USY #RVXY *TQLRWTMXF
DPXRXYPXYLQXNYPVQYWMMSLTUVTHYWTNYNWUWYJRSMXQQVTHYQ<VOOQ
USY KXMPWTVXY UPXY #'*#+;Y WMMSLTUVTHY QEQUXKY WTN
XCXTULWOOEY VUQY JSOVMEY JRSMXQQVTHY QEQUXKGY /LRVTHY PVQ
JRSIXQQVSTWOY MWRXXRFY 1RGY .VRUY DWQY WY OSTHUVKXY BSWRN
KXKBXRY SIY UPXY $WUVSTWOY AQQSMVWUVSTY SIY *TNXJXTNXTU
$!&$%!&&$%&"##"&%
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1WM<Y 5XBBY &XDVQFY (RGY 0:FY SIY =WOKY /XQXRUFY @WOVIG
JWQQXNYWDWEYSTYAJRVOY9FY:??,YSIYTWULRWOYMWLQXQGY.XYDWQ
BSRTYSTY(WTLWREY6FY>6:9YUSY1WM<Y;RGYWTNY.XOXTYVTYLKWF
ARVGY1WM<YDWQYWTYVTQLRWTMXYBRS<XRYLTUVOYPXYRXUVRXNGY.X
QXRCXNYVTYUPXY$WCEYNLRVTHY55**GY 1WM<YVQYQLRCVCXNYBE
PVQY NWLHPUXRY $SXOOXY QSTQY =WLOFY (XIIRXEY WTNY 3RVWTY 9
HRWTNMPVONRXTYWTNY:YHRXWU8HRWTNMPVONRXTG
&86!=2-GG(=9-
 "!"!
1VMPWXOY!XTXY=WLOEYNVXNYSTY$SCXKBXRY>?FY:??,YWQ
WYRXQLOUYSIYVTLRVXQYQLQUWVTXNYVTYWYKSUSRMEMOXYWMMVNXTUG
1V<XYDWQYBSRTYSTYAJRVOY>6FY >6-9YVTY7SOXNSFY "PVSFY UPX
QSTY SIY 'STWONY WTNY (WTXUGY .XY HRWNLWUXNY IRSKY UPX
TVCXRQVUEY SIY *OOVTSVQY VTY >66:GY .XY DWQY WY OWTNQMWJX
WRMPVUXMUFY XKJOSEXNY BEY UPXY 'SM<ISRNY =WR<Y /VQURVMUY VT
*OOVTSVQY ISRY >:Y EXWRQGY .XY DWQY WY KXKBXRY SIY AOJVTX
&LUPXRWTY @PLRMPFY !XRKWTY @OLBY SIY 'SM<ISRNFY ;GAG&G
AKXRVMWTY &XHVSTFY WTNY WY ISRKXRY KXKBXRY SIY UPX
.VQUSRVMWOY =RXQXRCWUVSTY @SKKVUUXXGY 1V<XY DWQY WTY WCVN
!RXXTY 3WEY =WM<XRQY IWTGY .XY OSCXNY PVQY >660Y )WUY 3SE
.WROXEFY WTNY DWQY HSVTHY PSKXY WIUXRY PVQY OWQUY RVNXY SIY UPX
QXWQSTY DPXTY UPXY WMMVNXTUY SMMLRRXNGY 1V<XY DWQY CXRE
WMUVCXYDVUPY VNQYARSLTNYUPXY5SRONFYWTNYDWQYJOWTTVTHYW
URVJY USY UPXY /SKVTVMWTY 'XJLBOVMY USY PXOJY BLVONY W
JOWEHRSLTNY PXY PWNY NXQVHTXNY ISRY UPXKGY 1V<X+QY JWRXTUQ
WTNYPVQYQVQUXRQY(WRSTYWTNY'PSTNWYDVOOYBXYHSVTHYUSYUPX
/SKVTVMWTY'XJLBOVMYUSYBLVONYUPXYJOWEHRSLTNYWTNYILOIVOO
STXYSIYPVQYNRXWKQG
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VTYUPXYIVRKYSIY'VOXEY Y'VOXEYWTNYMSTUVTLXNYUSYJRWMUVMXYISR
UPXYRXKWVTNXRYSIYPVQYOVIXGY'VOXEFYWY/XKSMRWUFYDWQYXOXMUXN
USYUPXY5XQUYVRHVTVWY;XTWUXYVTY>696FYWUYUPXYWHXYSIY:0FYWTN
WUYUPWUYUVKXYDWQYUPXYESLTHXQUYQXTWUSRYXCXRYXOXMUXNGY.X
QXRCXNYVTYUPXY;XTWUXYLTUVOY>6-4YWTNYDWQY@PWVRKWTYSI
UPXY@SKKVUUXXYSTYUPXY(LNVMVWREGY*TY>6-2YPXYDWQYXOXMUXN
=RSQXMLUVTHYAUUSRTXEY SIY "PVSY @SLTUEY WTNY QXRCXNY WQ
QLMPYLTUVOY>6-0GY5PVOXY=RSQXMLUVTHYAUUSRTXEFYPXYOXNYUPX
OWDY XTISRMXKXTUY UWQ<Y ISRMXY NLBBXNY'VOXE+QY 'WVNXRQG
'VOXEYWMUXNYWQYHXTXRWOYMSLTQXOYISRYUPXY5PXXOVTHYRBWT
'XTXDWOYALUPSRVUEGY.XYDWQYWJJSVTUXNY@PWVRKWTYSIYUPX
=LBOVMY /XIXTNXRY @SRJSRWUVSTY ISRY UPXY )VRQUY (LNVMVWO
@VRMLVUYVTY>60:YWTNYQXRCXNYSTYVUQYBSWRNYLTUVOYPVQYNXWUPG
.XYDWQY)VNLMVWREY@SKKVQQVSTXRYSIY"PVSY@SLTUEYIRSK
>604Y USY >60-GY 'VOXEY WOQSY QXRCXNY WQY @PWVRKWTY SIY UPX
"PVSY@SLTUEY/XKSMRWUVMY#XMLUVCXY@SKKVUUXXYISRYUXT
EXWRQGY .XY DWQY =RXQVNXTUY SIY UPXY "PVSY @SLTUEY 3WR
AQQSMVWUVSTY IRSKY >6698>66-FY WY KXKBXRY SIY UPX
AKXRVMWTY 3WRY AQQSMVWUVSTFY UPXY 5XQUY VRHVTVWY 3WR
AQQSMVWUVSTFY WTNY UPXY 5XQUY VRHVTVWY ;UWUXY 3WRFY DPVMP
WDWRNXNYPVKYUPXY@XRUVIVMWUXYSIY1XRVUGY *TY:??2FY PXYDWQ
TWKXNY WY 5XQUY VRHVTVWY 3WRY )SLTNWUVSTY )XOOSDFY VT
RXMSHTVUVSTYSIYPVQYSLUQUWTNVTHYNXNVMWUVSTYUSYUPXYDXOIWRX
SIY PVQY MSKKLTVUEY WTNY PSTSRWBOXY QXRCVMXY USY UPXY OXHWO
JRSIXQQVSTYVTYPVQYJRSIXQQVSTWOFY JLBOVMFY WTNYJRVCWUXYOVIXGY *T
WNNVUVSTY USY PVQY JWRXTUQFY PXY DWQY JRXMXNXNY VTY NXWUPY BE
BRSUPXRQY 'SBXRUY WTNY7PSKWQGY .XY VQY QLRCVCXNY BEY PVQ
OSCVTHYWTNYNXCSUXNYDVIXY'SQXYPXRYNWLHPUXRY5XTNEYWTN
UDSYQSTQYARMPY(RGYWTNY@PRVQUSJPXRGY.XYDWQYBOXQQXNYDVUP
ISLRYHRWTNMPVONRXTFYATTFY;WRWPFY XCVTYWTNY@SOVTGY

+1G5G+=3*2+513'G+
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'SEY ;GY 'WTNXRQSTY (RGFY WTY VTUXRTWUVSTWOY SVOY XXMLUVCXF
DPSY WQY WY UXXTWHXRY STY WY QPSXQURVTHY USLRY SIY #LRSJX
RXJSRUXNY QXXVTHY WUY MOSQXY RWTHXY UPXY $WVY PVXRWRMPEY SI
ANSOIY .VUOXRFY .XRKWTTY !SXRVTHY WTNY (SQXJPY !SXBBXOQF
NVXNY$SCGY-FY:??,YVTYWY.SLQUSTYPSQJVMXYWIUXRYQLIIXRVTHYW
IWOOGY.XYDWQY0,GY*TY>64,FYUPXY>,8EXWR8SONY'WTNXRQSTYQWVOXN
STY WY IRXVHPUXRY ISRY WY ,98NWEY CVQVUY USY #LRSJXGY *TY 1LTVMPF
'WTNXRQSTFY DPSY XTSEXNY MOWQQVMWOY KLQVMFY WUUXTNXNY W
JXRISRKWTMXY SIY 'VMPWRNY5WHTXR+QY SJXRWY <6= 8:<1<72<
588;72<6 7PXY)OEVTHY/LUMPKWTGY ;VUUVTHYVTYWYIRSTU8RSD
QXWUYVTYUPXYBWOMSTEFY'WTNXRQSTYQWDYWYOWRHXYNXOXHWUVSTYSI
$WVYOXWNXRQYUW<VTHYUPXVRYQXWUQYISRYUPXYJXRISRKWTMXGY'SE
DWQY BSRTY (WTGY :4FY >6:?FY VTY "<OWPSKWY @VUEFY QSTY SIY SVO
DVONMWUUXRY'SEY;RGY WTNY&LOWGY .XYHRWNLWUXNYIRSKY@OWQQXT
.VHPY;MPSSOYVTY"<OWPSKWY@VUEYWTNYXWRTXNYWTYWQQSMVWUX+Q
NXHRXXY VTY QMVXTMXY IRSKY XKJXRY 1VOVUWREY ;MPSSOY VT
1VQQSLRVGY *TY >62>FY 'WTNXRQSTY HRWNLWUXNY DVUPY PSTSRQ
IRSKY UPXY TVCXRQVUEY SIY "<OWPSKWGY .XY UPXTY KSCXNY US
.SLQUSTFYDPXRXYPXYSVTXNY=LRXY"VOY@SGY7PXYNWEYWIUXRYUPX
(WJWTXQXYWUUWM<YSTY=XWROY.WRBSRFY 'WTNXRQSTYWJJOVXNYISR
WYMSKKVQQVSTYVTYUPXY$WCEGY'WTNXRQSTYQXRCXNYVTYMSKBWU
STY UPXY G;G;GY 3WUWWTFY WY QKWOOY WVRMRWIUY MWRRVXRFY DPXRXY PX
QPWRXNY OVCVTHY LWRUXRQY DVUPY UPRXXY JVOSUQGY "TXY TVHPUFY WOO
UPRXXYJVOSUQYIWVOXNYUSYRXULRTYIRSKYUPXVRYKVQQVSTQGYAIUXRYUPX
DWRFY 'WTNXRQSTY RXULRTXNY USY .SLQUSTY WTNY SVTXN
7XTTXMSY "VOY @SGY *TY >6-9FY PXY BXMWKXY JRXQVNXTUY SI
7XTTXMSY"VOY@SGYSIY$VHXRVWYWTNYPXYWTNYPVQYIWKVOEYKSCXN
USY &WHSQGY *TY >6-6FY UPXY 'WTNXRQSTQY KSCXNY USY &STNSTF
DPXRXY 'SEY 'WTNXRQSTY BXHWTY WY MWRXXRY WQY WT
VTNXJXTNXTUYSVOYMSTQLOUWTUGYAIUXRY>?YEXWRQYVTY#THOWTNFYUPX
IWKVOEYRXULRTXNYUSY.SLQUSTG

+1%2+4G2G5=-25G
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3SBYJWQQXNYWDWEYAJRVOY>FY :??,FY VTYWTMSLCXRFY5WQPG
.XYDWQYBSRTYVTYW<VKWYUSYJWRXTUQY3XRUPWYWTNY;URWLQG
AIUXRY QXRCVTHY VTY UPXY ARKEY -4RNY 3WUUWOVSTFY <TSDTY WQ
3OSSNYWTNY)VRXYVTY)RWTMXYWTNY!XRKWTEYVTY55**FY PX
KSCXNY USY @WOVISRTVWFY HRWNLWUVTHY IRSKY G@GY 3XR<XOXE
>626GY Y .XY KXUY WTNY KWRRVXNY PVQY DVIXY /SRVQFY DPVOXY WU
3XR<XOXEGY7PXEYDXRXYKWRRVXNYISRY96YEXWRQGY.XYVQYQLRCVCXN
BEY UPRXXY OSCVTHY MPVONRXTFY @OWLNVWFY 'SBY WTNY ;MSUUFY WTN
BXOSCXNY HRWTNNWLHPUXRY .WTWGY 3SBY DSR<XNY WQY WTY *31
MSKJLUXRYJRSHRWKKXRYISRY:9YEXWRQYVTY;WTY(SQXFY @WOVIG
.XYXTSEXNYURWCXOFYHWRNXTVTHYWTNYKSNXOYRWVORSWNVTHG
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ARMPY 5VOQSTY 'VOXEFY ,,FY SIY 5PXXOVTHFY 5GWGFY NVXN
/XMXKBXRY>:FY:??,GY.XYDWQYBSRTY$SCXKBXRY>>FY>64?F
QSTYSIY'SBXRUYWTNY#OOXTFY WTNYDWQYUPXYHRWTNQSTYSIYUPX
ISRKXRYAUUSRTXEY!XTXRWOYSIYUPXY;UWUXYSIY5XQUYVRHVTVWF
7PSKWQY;EOCXQUXRY'VOXEFY WTNYUPXYTXJPXDYSIYUPXYISRKXR
5XQUYVRHVTVWY ;LJRXKXY @SLRUY (LQUVMXFY (WKXQY 3GY 'VOXEG
'VOXEY HRWNLWUXNY VTY >699Y IRSKY5XQUYVRHVTVWY TVCXRQVUE
DVUPY WTY AG3GY WTNY /SMUSRY SIY (LRVQJRLNXTMXGY JST
HRWNLWUVSTYIRSKYUPXY@SOOXHXYSIY&WDFY'VOXEYDWQYWNKVUUXN
USYUPXY5XQUYVRHVTVWY3WRYVTY>699FY WTNYUPXYG;GY /VQURVMU
@SLRUQFY G;GY @SLRUYSIYAJJXWOQYISRYUPXY2UPY@VRMLVUFY WTN
G;GY ;LJRXKXY @SLRUGY .XY QXRCXNY WQYAQQVQUWTUYAUUSRTXE
!XTXRWOYSIY5XQUYVRHVTVWYVTY>69-YWTNYUPXTYRXULRTXNYUS
5PXXOVTHFYDPXRXYPXYBXHWTYJRWMUVMVTHYOWDYDVUPYPVQYIWUPXR
$!&$%!&&$%&"##"&%
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7PXYW<VKWY WRXWY PWQY ILRTVQPXNY5WQPVTHUSTYAOJPW
DVUPYKWTEYSLUQUWTNVTHYBRSUPXRQFYTSUYUPXYOXWQUYSIYDPSK
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DWQYAOY ;ULBBQFY WY PLKBOXY WTNY PSTSRWBOXY KWTGY AOY DWQ
BSRTYSTY/XMXKBXRY>>FY>6:?YWTNYNVXNYWQYLVXUOEYWQYPX
DXTUYUPRSLHPYOVIXFY STY1WEY>FY :??,GYAQYUPXYMOSM<QYDVTN
NSDTFY UPSQXY SIY LQY DPSY PWNY UPXY JRVCVOXHXY SIY IVTNVTHY W
PSKXYWUY5WQPVTHUSTYAOJPWYBXISRXYWTNYLQUYWIUXRY55**
MSLTUYWHWVTQUYUPXYOWDQYSIYMPWTMXYUPSQXY=PVY=QVQYDPSYOXIU
UPXVRY ISSUJRVTUQY VTY UPXY QWTNQY SIY UVKXGY AOY DWQY STXY SI
UPXKGY AOYQXRCXNYWQYWY;LJJOEY"IIVMXRY VTYUPXY;;Y$WCE
NLRVTHY55**YWTNYPVQYQXWYNLUEYDWQYQXRCXNYVTYUPXYURSSJ
URWTQJSRUY G;G;GY !XTXRWOY (SPTY =SJXGY AIUXRY HRWNLWUVTH
IRSKYUPXYTVCXRQVUEYSIY5WQPVTHUSTYISOOSDVTHYUPXY5WRF
AOYQJXTUYKWTEYKSTUPQYRXQXWRMPVTHYCWRVSLQYBLQVTXQQXQ
DVUPYUPXYUPSLHPUYJWRWKSLTUYUPWUYPXYDSLONYSDTYWTN
SJXRWUXY PVQY SDTGY .XY QXUUOXNY STY RXUWVOY PWRNDWRXY WTN
MPSQXY WY OSMWUVSTY UPWUY DWQY VTY UPXY JWUPY SIY RWJVN
RXQVNXTUVWOY WTNY MSKKXRMVWOY XJWTQVSTFY WTNY UPXY QUSRX
DWQYWYQLMMXQQYIRSKYUPXYBXHVTTVTHGYTISRULTWUXYISRYAO+Q
QSMVWOY WTNY RXMRXWUVSTWOY OVIXFY VUY DWQY WY BLQVTXQQY DPVMP
RXLVRXNY PVQY WUUXTUVSTY ISRY OSTHY PSLRQFY QXCXTY NWEQY W
DXX<GY =RVSRY USY XTUXRVTHY UPXY $WCEFY BXHVTTVTHY WUY UPX
W<VKWY1@AFY AOY NXCXOSJXNY VTUSY STXY SIY UPXY =WMVIVM
$SRUPDXQU+QY JRXKVXRY PWTNBWOOY JOWEXRQGY Y .VQY BWUUOXQY WU
UPXYYDVUPYAQQVQUWTUY7RWM<Y@SWMPYWTNY7RWVTXRY=XRMEY@G
#HUCXUFY 5WQPVTHUSTY AOJPWY +::Y WTNY AQQVQUWTUY )SSUBWOO
@SWMPY @SUUSTY 5VOMSY WRXY OXHXTNWREGY AOY DSTY KWTE
$SRUPDXQUYWTNY=WMVIVMY@SWQUYPWTNBWOOYMPWKJVSTQPVJQF
IVRQUYVTYQVTHOXQYWTNYOWUXRYVTYNSLBOXQGY7PXYPWRNDWRXYQUSRX
KXWTUYPXYPWNYOVUUOXYUVKXYUSYMSKJXUXYNLRVTHYPVQYJRVKX
PWTNBWOOYEXWRQFY BLUYPXYKWTWHXNYUSYQOVJYWDWEYTSDYWTN
UPXTY WTNY UPXY UVUOXQY JVOXNY LJGY7PXRXY DXRXY UVKXQY VTY PVQ
LTNXRHRWNLWUXY EXWRQY DPXTY UPXRXY DSLONY BXY UPRXXY SR
ISLRY OWRHXY URSJPVXQY VTY UPXY 5WQPVTHUSTY AOJPWY PSLQX
OVBRWREYDPVMPYAOYPWNYDSTGY *UYDWQYNLRVTHYUPVQYUVKXYUPWU
UPXY5WQPVTHUSTYAUPOXUVMY @OLBFY DPXRXY PWTNBWOOY DWQY W
KWSRYQJSRUFYHWCXYAOYWYILOOYRVNXYUSYMSKJXUXYISRYUPXYMOLBG
&WUXRYPXYDWQYSTXYSIYIVCXYVTVUVWOYVTNLMUXXQYUSYUPXY5A@
.WTNBWOOY.WOOYSIY)WKXGY .VQYHWKXYDWQYLVUXYLTVLXFY WQ
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OWUBZ OWGRFZ 'YZ IWRZ YPYMXYOZ >UYRSOYTXZ WXZ /YR
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EYZSTZRYUDSMYZSTZ%NPGZVUZANJNRXFZ +TYZVHZXQYZJUVNK
PYHXZ ONUSTJZ XQYZ 0A?CZ QWDSTJZ UYMYSDYOZ WZ XYPYJUWL
OSUYMXSTJZ QSLZ XVZ UYKVUXZ SLLYOSWXYPGZ HVUZ WSUZ MVUKR
MWOYXZXUWSTSTJZSTZ3PPSTVSRFZ ZATVXQYUZAUMQVTZIVUBSTJ
STZ WZ OYHYTRYZ KPWTXZ STZ RVNXQYUTZ ?WPSHVUTSW
XUWTRLSXXYOZQSRZUYRSJTWXSVTZIQSPYZXQYZ0A?ZIWRZST
RYRRSVTFZ ZAZ HSHXQZAUMQVTWXYZ QWOZ EYYTZ DWMWTXZ RSTMY
5WUMQFZ<QYZ -UWXYUTSXG*RZAXXVUTYGZ 0YTYUWPCZ WZ $WDG
VHHSMYUZ HVUZ XQYZ KUYDSVNRZ GYWUCZ QWOZ UYRSJTYOZ NRX
EYHVUYZXQYZ0A?ZEYMWNRYZVHZIWUZONXSYRF
8VLYZ VHZ XQVRYZ WXZ XQYZ 0A?Z WPRVZ BTYIZ WXZ XQY
XSLYZ XQYGZ IVNPOZ EYZ PYWDSTJZ MSDSPSWTZ PSHYZ EYQSTO
RQVUXPGFZZ-VUZY1WLKPYCZ%VQTZAFZ-FZ:YTOXCZ%UFCZ5SMQSJWT
APKQWZ =(7(CZ EYJWTZ QSRZAULGZ RYUDSMYZ RQVUXPGZ WHXYU
WXXYTOSTJZXQYZ0A?F
3XZ IWRZ XQYZ HVNUXQZ XSLYZ STZ XQYZ -UWXYUTSXG*RZ (@
GYWURZXQWXZ>QSZ>RSRZQWOZJVTYZXVZIWUFZ :Y*OZLWXMQ
XQWXZTNLEYUZVHZMVTHPSMXRZSTZXQYZ.@ZGYWURZRSTMYFZAT
YRXSLWXYOZVTYZVHZYDYUGZHVNUZLYLEYURZSTSXSWXYOZSTXV
>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSZEYXIYYTZ=,49ZWTOZ=(29ZQWOZRYUDYO

STZXQYZLSPSXWUGFZATZYRXSLWXYOZ7C@@@Z>QSZ>RSRZWPUYWOG
IYUYZSTZLSPSXWUGZRYUDSMYZEGZXQYZXSLYZXQYZ=(29Z0A?
MVTDYTYOZ WXZ XQYZ OVITXVITZ 'VXYPZ -VUXZ /YR
5VSTYRCZISXQZLWSTPGZNTOYUJUWONWXYRZSTZWXXYTOWTMYFZ
ARZ XQSRZ SRZ IUSXXYTCZ HYIZ Z SHZ WTGZ Z VHZ XQVRYZ ST
WXXYTOWTMYZ WXZ XQWXZ 0A?Z RNUDSDYFZ 3TOYYOCZ XQY
TNLEYUZ WTOZ TWLYRZ VHZ RNUDSDSTJZ >QSZ >RSRZ IQV
RYUDYOZSTZXQYZLSPSXWUGZONUSTJZ:VUPOZ:WUZ33ZWPRVZSR
NTBTVITFZZAPPZXQWXZSRZMYUXWSTZSRZXQWXZXQYGZWUYZWLVTJ
WZ UWKSOPG;OISTOPSTJZ JUVNKZ NKVTZ IQVLZ TWXSVTWP
WXXYTXSVTZ QWRZ EYYTZ STMUYWRSTJPGZ HVMNRYOZ STZ UYMYTX
GYWURFZZ8VVTCZWRZXQYZPWRXZVHZXQYLZ VSTZXQYSUZEUVXQYUR
HUVLZ VXQYUZ IWURZ STZ XQYZ ?QWKXYUZ "XYUTWPCZ IYZ TV
PVTJYUZ ISPPZ QWDYZ XQYZ KUSDSPYJYZ VHZ BTVISTJZ WTGZ VH
XQYLZVUZRQWUSTJZXQYSUZMVLKWTGF
-VUZ=2)ZGYWURCZ HUVLZXQYZHSURXZEWXXPYRZVHZXQYZ?SDSP
:WUZXVZXVOWG*RZMVTHPSMXRZSTZAHJQWTSRXWTZWTOZ3UWCZ>QS
>RSRZ QWDYZ EYYTZ XQYUYZ STZ OYHYTRYZ VHZ XQYSUZ HYPPVI
RVPOSYURCZ XQYSUZ VITZ PVDYOZ VTYRCZ WTOZ XQYSUZ MVNTXUGC
WTOZ QWDYZ OVTYZ RVZ STZ XQYZ RWLYZ RKSUSXZ VHZ RYUDSTJ

 

  

 

RYXZ XQYZ Y1WLKPYZ HVUZ NRZ XVZ HVPPVIFZ 3XZ SRZ VNUZ RWMUYO
ONXGZXVZOVZTVZPYRRF
>YUQWKRZSTYDSXWEPGCZVTPGZWZUYPWXSDYPGZRLWPPZTNLEYU
VHZXQVRYZUYHPYMXSVTRZVHZXQYRYCZVNUZVITZEUVXQYUQVVO
VHZIWUUSVURCZQWRZGYXZEYYTZXVPOZISXQSTZXQYZ-UWXYUTSXGC
WTOZ LVRXZ ISPPZ TYDYUZ EYCZ XVZ VNUZ PVRRFZ 6NXZ IYZ QWDY
TYIZIWGRZWDWSPWEPYZXVZNRZXVOWGZXVZLWBYZSXZKVRRSEPY
XVZLVUYZKYULWTYTXPGZUYMWPPZLWTGZVHZXQYZRXVUSYRZIY
VTMYZ BTYIZ WTOZ XVZ EYJSTZ XQYZ LYLVUSYRZ VHZ XQVRY
RXSPPZISXQZNRF
'YUYZ WUYZ NRXZ WZ HYIZ VHZ XQYZ RXVUSYRCZ VTPGZ EUSYHPG
XVPOCZHUVLZ:VUPOZ:WUZ33
AZ>YTTRGPDWTSWZ6YXWCZ 6USJFZ 0YTYUWPZ$YIXVTZ:F
&VTJHYPPVIZ =(=@CZ XVVBZ XQYZ HSURXZ JUVNKZ VHZ QYWDG
EVLEYURZ VDYUZ XQYZ AXPWTXSMZ YWUPGZ STZ XQYZ IWUZ WTO
KSVTYYUYOZQSJQZOWGPSJQXZKUYMSRSVTZEVLESTJZHVUZXQY
,XQZASUZ-VUMYF
<IVZVHZXQYZPSYNXYTWTXRZIQVZHPYIZVTZALYUSMW*R
HSURXZVHHYTRSDYZWMXSVTZVHZXQYZIWUZXIVZLVTXQRZEYHVUY
XQYZ /YRZ 5VSTYRZ 0A?Z IYUYZ >QSZ >RSRFZ #SMQWUOZ +F
%VGMYCZ$YEUWRBWZAPKQWZ*7)CZWTOZ#VEYUXZ0FZ"LLYTRC

VXQYURZXQWXZSTRKSUYOZXQYZHVNTOSTJZVHZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSF
5WTGZ XQVNRWTORZ VHZ VNUZ LYLEYURZ STZ LSPSXWUG
RYUDSMYZKYUHVULYOZXQYSUZONXGZMVTRMSYTXSVNRPGZWTO
QYUVSMWPPGCZ 0VUJWRZ IUVXYZ PWXYUZ WEVNXZ XQVRYZ IQV
RYUDYOZSTZ:VUPOZ:WUZ33ZZENXZXUNYCZ WRZIYPPCZ HVUZVNU
DYXYUWTRZ VHZ VXQYUZ IWURFZ 8VLYZ WMQSYDYOZ NTNRNWP
OSRXSTMXSVTCZ WTOZ RVLYZ HVNTOZ QYUVSMZ OYWXQF
:QYUYDYUZ WTOZ STZ IQWXYDYUZ MWKWMSXGZ WZ >QSZ >RS
RYUDYOCZQYZOSOZQSRZEYRXZWTOZTVZVTYZMVNPOZQWDYZOVTY
LVUYF
AZXUSENXYZXVZXQYRYZRVPOSYURZIWRZKNEPSRQYOZSTZ?>E
->AE<;F STZ /YMYLEYUZ =(29CZ IUSXXYTZ EGZ 5VUJWTZ 6F
?V1CZ?WPSHVUTSWZ/YPXWZ*9)FZ3XZSTMPNOYOZXQYRYZPSTYR
8VLYZVHZXQYRYZMWRNWPXSYRZVHZIWUZQWDYZLVUY
KVSJTWTXZLYWTSTJZXVZNRZSTZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSFZ:YZBTYI
XQYLZLVUYZSTXSLWXYPGCZ HVUZIYZRQWUYOZISXQZXQYLZW
RKYMSWPZQWESXZVHZEYPSYHFZ"DYTZTVICZSTZVNUZRVUUVICZIY
KVSTXZ XVZ XQYLZ ISXQZ KUSOYFZ<QYGZ QWDYZ Y1YLKPSHSYO
VNUZ HUWXYUTWPZ QYUSXWJYZ Z WTOZ XQNRZ XQYLRYPDYRZ WUY
TVIZWZKWUXZVHZSXFFFZ<QVRYZVHZVNUZEUVXQYURZIQVZWUY
TVIZIWUZOYWOZWUYZWPRVZTVIZVNUZPYWOYURFZ<QYGZQWDY
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IWRZXQYZMVTTYMXSVTZVHZQSRZEWOJYZISXQZXQYZQVNRYFZ3X
EUSTJRZ XVZ LSTOZ XQYZ OSRMVDYUGZ VHZ XQYZ EWOJYRZ VH
NTBTVITZ>QSZ>RSRCZ VTYZWXZXQYZEWXXPYZVHZ0YXXGRENUJ
WTOZWTVXQYUZSTZ&N1YLEVNUJZSTZ:VUPOZ:WUZ33CZ EVXQ
VHZIQSMQZWUYZQYPOZEGZXQYZAUMQSDYRZVHZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSF
&XFZ%WLYRZ?FZ+IYTRCZ?WPSHVUTSWZ/YPXWZ*7@CZKSPVXYO
WZ XVUKYOVZ KPWTYZ WXZ VTYZ VHZ XQYZ ESJJYRXZ >WMSHSM
YTJWJYLYTXRCZ XQYZEWXXPYZVHZ5SOIWGZ3RPWTOZSTZYWUPG
%NTYZ=(29CZ NRXZEYHVUYZXQYZ0A?ZMVTDYTYOFZ8YMVTO
STZMVLLWTOZVHZXQYZRNWOUVTZVHZ=4ZKPWTYRCZ QYZPYO
RYDYTZ STXVZ XQYZ WXXWMBZ ISXQVNXZ WZ HSJQXYUZ YRMVUXF
$VTYZVHZXQYZ=4ZKPWTYRZUYXNUTYOFZ
<QUYYZ VXQYUZ >QSZ >RSZ WDSWXVURZ Z $WDGZ &XFZ FJF
&NXQYUZAFZ 6YUJYUCZ 3VIWZ6YXWZ*7@CZ 5WUSTYZ&XFZ %VQTZ/F
&NMWRCZ ?WPSHVUTSWZ0WLLWZ*7)CZ WTOZ5WUSTYZ&XFZ /WDSO
:FZ >STBYUXVTCZ $VUXQZ ?WUVPSTWZ APKQWZ *7)Z Z YWMQ
UYMYSDYOZ XQYZ $WDGZ ?UVRRZ HVUZ Y1XUWVUOSTWUG
QYUVSRLZONUSTJZXQYZEWXXPYZVHZ5SOIWGFZ<QYZWIWUORZXV
6UVXQYURZ &NMWRZ WTOZ >STBYUXVTZ IYUYZ LWOY
KVRXQNLVNRPGFZ

+UYJVTZ APKQWZ *79CZ UYMYSDYOZ XQYZ /SRXSTJNSRQYO
-PGSTJZ?UVRRZHVUZXQYSUZEUWDYUGZSTZWMXSVTZONUSTJZXQY
EVLESTJZ VHZ<VBGVZ VTZ WZ LSRRSVTZ PYOZ EGZ 6USJFZ 0YTF
%WLYRZ 'FZ /VVPSXXPYZ Z XQYZ /VVPSXXPYZ #WSOFZ <QY
KPWTYRZNRYOZIYUYZ6;94RZ5SXMQYPPZEVLEYURCZ TWLYO
XVZQVTVUZWZ/F?FZAPKQWCZ:SPPSWLZ6SPPGZ5SXMQYPPF
>WRRYTJYURZ WEVWUOZ KPWTYRZ HPVITZ EGZ &XF
?VLLWTOYUZAPPWTZ:WJJVTYUCZ +BPWQVLWZAPKQWZ*77C
STMPNOYOZ >UYRSOYTXZ -UWTBPSTZ /YPWTVZ #VVRYDYPX
8YMUYXWUGZVHZXQYZ$WDGZ-UWTBZ!TV1Z'WUUGZ'VKBSTRCZW
PVTJXSLYZ MPVRYZ WODSRVUZ XVZ -/#CZ WTOZ XQYZ QSJQYRX;
UWTBSTJZHSDY;RXWUZAULGZJYTYUWPCZ0YVUJYZ?FZ5WURQWPPF
<QYZ Y1YMNXSDYZ YOSXVUZ VHZWTBCZ XQYZ IVUPOISOY
WULGZTYIRKWKYUCZ IWRZ?WKXFZ 'WUXYPPZ8KYTMYCZ 3VIW
APKQWZ*9,F
ATZNTRVPDYOZLGRXYUGZVHZXQYZIWUZIWRZQVIZXQY
>QSZ >RSZ EWOJYZ VHZ 'WUVPOZ &FZ 'WNJQXVTCZ ?WPSHVUTSW
6YXWZ =(=9CZ IWRZ HVNTOZ STZ WZ OUYRRYUZ OUWIYUZ STZ W
QVNRYZSTZ0YULWTGZEGZWZRVPOSYUFZZYWURZWHXYUZXQYZIWUC
XQYZHWXYZVHZ6UVXQYUZ'VNJQXVTZRXSPPZIWRZNTBTVITCZWR
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AZ GYWUZ PWXYUCZ STZ %NTYZ =(27CZ VTYZ VHZ XQYZ LVRX
HWLVNRZ ALYUSMWTZ MVPPYJSWXYZ WXQPYXYRZ IWRZ BSPPYO
IQYTZ XQYZ $WDGZ HSJQXYUZ KPWTYZ QYZ IWRZ KSPVXSTJ
MUWRQYOZ STXVZ XQYZ >WMSHSMZ ONUSTJZ WZ MWUUSYUZ XWBY;VHHF
"TRSJTZ$SPYZ!STTSMBCZ3VIWZAPKQWZ*7,CZQWOZIVTZLWTG
QVTVURZ HVUZ QSRZ HVVXEWPPZ Y1KPVSXRCZ STMPNOSTJZ XQY
'YSRLWTZ<UVKQGZWTOZ5W1IYPPZAIWUOCZEVXQZSTZ=(7(
WTOCZ WHXYUZ QSRZ OYWXQCZ STONMXSVTZ STXVZ XQYZ ?VPPYJY
-VVXEWPPZ 'WPPZ VHZ -WLYFZ:QSPYZ WXZ XQYZ TSDYURSXGZ VH
3VIWCZQYZWPRVZQWOZEYYTZRYPYMXYOZHVUZ>QSZ6YXWZ!WKKW
HVUZQSRZVNXRXWTOSTJZRMQVPWURQSKFZ
AZHYIZIYYBRZPWXYUCZONUSTJZXQYZSTDWRSVTZVHZ8SMSPGCZW
HVULYUZ /SRXUSMXZ -SDYZAUMQVTZ OSYOFZ ?WKXWSTZ %FZ AUMQ
#VRRCZ<Y1WRZAPKQWZ*74CZ QWOZEYYTZMUYOSXYOZWRZQWDSTJ
EYYTZWZOUSDSTJZHVUMYZSTZQSRZWMXSDYZMQWKXYUZWTOCZPSBY
!STTSMBCZ OYRMUSEYOZ WRZ WTZWEPYCZ MVTRMSYTXSVNRCZ WTO
JYTXPYLWTPGZLYLEYUZVHZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSF
?WKXFZ #VEYUXZ 5FZ /NTJWTCZ 5SRRVNUSZ APKQWZ *74C
IWRZBSPPYOZYWUPGZSTZ=(22ZSTZWZEVLESTJZLSRRSVTFZ 'SR
LVXQYUZIWRZXQYZMQWKXYU*RZQVNRYLVXQYUFZ 'SRZMPVRY
HUSYTOZ RSTMYZ MQSPOQVVOCZ &XFZ #VEYUXZ ?FZ 0PYTTCZ WPRV
5SRRVNUSZ APKQWZ *74CZ OSYOZ STZ WYUSWPZ MVLEWXZ VDYU
0UYYMYZWXZWEVNXZXQYZRWLYZXSLYFZ
<QUYYZLYTZIQVZIYUYZSTSXSWXYOZWXZ3PPSTVSRZ6YXWZVT
XQYZ RWLYZ OWGZ STZ =(7)Z WTOZ IQVZ IYUYZ WRRSJTYO
MVTRYMNXSDYZEWOJYZTNLEYURZZ474CZ47.CZWTOZ47)Z
WPPZOSYOZSTZRYKWUWXYZWMXSVTRZEYHVUYZIWU*RZYTOFZ<QYG
IYUYZ=RXZ&XFZ'WUUGZ?VUTYPSNRCZ?WKXFZ:WXYUZFZVNTJC
WTOZ?WKXFZ%VQTZ:FZ:WPPWMYCZ%UF
<QUYYZ 6VGRVTZ EUVXQYURZ IYUYZ STZ RYUDSMYCZ ST
"NUVKYZ WTOZ XQYZ >WMSHSMCZ IQSPYZ XQYSUZ HWXQYUZ IWR
RXWXSVTYOZ STZ -UWTMYCZ IQYUYZ QYZ WPRVZ QWOZ HVNJQXZ ST
:VUPOZ:WUZ 3FZ Z APPZ IYUYZ STSXSWXYOZ WXZ >YTTRGPDWTSW
"KRSPVTF
+HHSMSWPPGZ UYMVJTSYOZ WRZ XQYZ HSURXZ RVPOSYUZ XVZ RYX
HVVXZVTZXQYZ>QSPSKKSTYZ3RPWTORZWXZ&YGXYZIWRZ&XFZ#WPKQ
"FZ ?VTUWOCZ SUJSTSWZ APKQWZ *2@CZ WZ 6UVTYZ 8XWU
UYMSKSYTXFZZ'YZIWRZBSPPYOZSTZWMXSVTZRVVTZXQYUYWHXYUF
<IVZ >QSZ >RSRZ IYUYZ BTVITZ XVZ QWDYZ OSYOZSTZ XQY
RSTBSTJZVHZWZ%WKWTYRYZKUSRVTZRQSKFZ<QYGZIYUYZ?WKXF
#NRRYPPZ'FZ ?UWMUWHXCZ:YRXZSUJSTSWZAPKQWZ*79CZ WTOZ&XF
-UWTBZAFZATRPYGCZ$YIZVUBZ6YXWZ*7)F
<IVZ $WDGZ RQSKRZ IYUYZ TWLYOZ WHXYUZ >QSZ >RSR
ONUSTJZXQYZIWUFZ Z<QYZF8F8FZ:WPXYUZFZVNTJZIWRZW
QSJQ;RKYYOZ$WDGZXUWTRKVUXZTWLYOZWHXYUZXQWXZ3PPSTVSR
6YXWFZ<QYZF8F8FZ %WLYRZ?FZ +IYTRZIWRZWZOYRXUVGYU
QVTVUSTJZWZ?WPSHVUTSWZ/YPXWZIQVZOSYOZSTZXQYZEWXXPY
VHZ5SOIWGF
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PYTJXQGZKVYLZWEVNXZEVGRZXNUTYOZLYTZEGZXQYZIWU
WTOZ IQVZ IYUYZ KUVDSTJZ XQYLRYPDYRZ XVZ EYZ XQY
PSHYEPVVOZ VHZ ALYUSMWFZ <QYZ ?YTXYTTSWPZ 'SRXVUG
OYDVXYRZ TYWUPGZ HSDYZ KWJYRZ XVZ SXRZ UYKUVONMXSVTCZ VH
IQSMQZXQSRZSRZ NRXZWZEUSYHZY1MYUKXFZ 3XRZRYTXSLYTXRZWUY
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0YTYUWPZ:SPPSWLZ6SPPGZ5SXMQYPPCZ/FZ?FZAPKQWZ=,(.C
WZDYXYUWTZVHZXQYZ8KWTSRQ;ALYUSMWTZ:WUZWTOZ:VUPO
:WUZ3CZQWOZRYYTZWZIWUZSTZXQYZ>WMSHSMZMVLSTJZWRZYWUPG
WRZ =(92FZ 'YZ OSOZ IQWXZ QYZ MVNPOZ XVZ KUYKWUYZ XQY
LSPSXWUGZWTOZXQYZMVNTXUGZHVUZXQYZMVLSTJZIWUZQYZRWIF
3TZ WZ UYKVUXZ HVPPVISTJZ WZ XUSKZ XVZ %WKWTZ XQWXZ GYWUC
QYZHVUYXVPOZVHZ%WKWTYRYZY1KWTRSVTSRXZWLESXSVTRZST
XQYZ >WMSHSMZ WTOZ KUYRYTXYOZ IQWXZ QYZ MVTRSOYUYO
IVNPOZEYZXQYZRXWUXZVHZWZ>WMSHSMZIWUCZWMMVUOSTJZXVZW
F8FZASUZ-VUMYZ5NRYNLZUYKVUXFZ6WRSMWPPGCZ QYZRXWXYO
RNMQZWZIWUZIVNPOZRXWUXZISXQZWZ%WKWTYRYZWSUZWTOZRYW
WXXWMBZ NKVTZ >YWUPZ 'WUEVUZ STZ 'WIWSSZ ISXQZ WT
WMMVLKWTGSTJZWYUSWPZWXXWMBZVTZXQYZ>QSPSKKSTYRF
NVXSTJZ HUVLZ QSRZ UYKVUXZ AXXWMBZ ISPPZ EY
PWNTMQYOZ WRZ HVPPVIRZ 6VLEWUOLYTXCZ WXXWMBZ XVZ EY
LWOYZVTZ-VUOZ3RPWTOZ'WIWSSZWXZ)7@ZAF5FZFFFZAXXWMB
XVZ EYZ LWOYZ VTZ ?PWUBZ -SYPOZ WXZ =@2@Z AF5FZ
+TZ /YMFZ )CZ =(2=CZ XQYZ %WKWTYRYZ WXXWMBYOZ >YWUP
'WUEVUZ WXZ )44Z WFLFZ WTOZ PWXYUCZ ?PWUBZ -SYPOZ STZ XQY
>QSPSKKSTYRZ WXZ =974Z KFLFCZ UYKVUXRZ XQYZ ASUZ -VUMY
5NRYNLFZ Z5SXMQYPPZQWOZYUUYOZEGZVTPGZ94ZLSTNXYR
HVUZ 'WIWSSZ WTOZ PYRRZ XQWTZ XIVZ QVNURZ HVUZ XQY
>QSPSKKSTYRFZ
'YZ OSOZ TVXZ PSDYZ XVZ RYYZ QSRZ KUYOSMXSVTRZ MVLY
XUNYCZOGSTJZVTZVNUZ-VNTOYURZ/WGZSTZ=(7.CZ=@ZGYWUR
WHXYUZ QSRZ OYMSRSVTZ XVZ UYRSJTZ HUVLZ XQYZ LSPSXWUG
HVPPVISTJZQSRZMVNUX;LWUXSWPZZRVLYXQSTJZQYZWPRVZQWO
KUYOSMXYOZ Z HVUZ MUSXSMSSTJZ XQYZ MVNTXUG*RZ LSPSXWUG
PYWOYURQSKZ HVUZ PYWDSTJZ XQYZ MVNTXUGZ NTKUYKWUYOF
&VTJZUYJWUOYOZWRZXQYZHWXQYUZVHZXQYZF8FZASUZ-VUMYC
5SXMQYPPZ UYXWSTYOZ RXUVTJZ RNKKVUXYURZ ISXQSTZ WTO
VNXRSOYZ XQYZ LSPSXWUGCZ WTOZ IWRZ KVRXQNLVNRPG
QVTVUYOZ EGZ XQYZ F8FZ ?VTJUYRRZ STZ =(2.Z ISXQZ W
NTSNYZ5YOWPZVHZ'VTVUZZVTYZEYWUSTJZQSRZKUVHSPYF
AZPVGWPZ>QSZ>RSCZQYZIWRZXQYZLWTZIQVZRWMUSHSMYO
QSRZMWUYYUZWTOZHSTWPPGZQSRZPSHYZXVZLWBYZALYUSMWZRWHY
EGZ WSUZ KVIYUCZ IUVXYZ 0VUJWRZ HVUZ XQYZ -UWXYUTSXG*R
=(49Z ?YTXYTTSWPZ 'SRXVUGFZ 'YZ IWRZ XQYZ LWTZ IQV
IYPMVLYOZ QSRZ MVNUX;LWUXSWPZ EYMWNRYZ SXZ IWRZ VTY
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F:FHDBGJGAIJC9G?HDIJC6JGAIJ0AHJ0BHJ2F@:I
VKKVUXNTSXGZVHHSMSWPPGZXVZEUSTJZXVZPSJQXZQSRZDSYIRZVT
XQYZLSRNRYZVHZXQYZWSUKPWTYF
ATVXQYUZ>QSZ>RSZMVTXUSENXYOZXVZXQYZIWUZYHHVUXZST
:VUPOZ:WUZ33ZWTOZRSTMYZSTZWZNTSNYZWTOZPWRXSTJZIWGF
'YZIUVXYZWZLVUWPY;ENSPOSTJZRVTJZXQWXZEYMWLYZXQY
RSJTWXNUYZ VHZ XQYZ XQYT;AULGZ ASUZ ?VUKRZ STZ:VUPO
:WUZ33ZWTOZUYLWSTRZXQYZVHHSMSWPZF8FZASUZ-VUMYZRVTJ
STZWPPZXQYZIWURZRSTMYFZAPWRBW;EVUTZ#VEYUXZ?UWIHVUOC
+QSVZ "KRSPVTZ *9@CZ WTOZ PWXYUZ WTZASUZ ?VUKRZ MWKXWSTC
XVVBZKWUXZSTZWTZASUZ-VUMYZMVLKYXSXSVTZWJWSTRXZRNMQ
VNXRXWTOSTJZ MVLKVRYURZ WRZ 3UDSTJZ 6YUPSTZ WTO
5YUYOSXQZ:SPPRVTZSTZ=(7(FZ'YZJWDYZXQYZRVTJZSXRZHSURX
KNEPSMZ KYUHVULWTMYRZ ONUSTJZ XQWXZ &WEVUZ /WG
IYYBYTOZ STZ ?PYDYPWTOZ Z EGZ MQWTMYZ XQYZ RWLY
IYYBYTOZ XQWXZ 'SXPYUZ STDWOYOZ >VPWTOZ WTOZ :VUPO
:WUZ33ZEYJWTFZ
<QYZ HSURXZ KWJYZ VHZ XQYZ RMVUYZ XQWXZ 5UFZ ?UWIHVUO
RNELSXXYOZXVZXQYZRYPYMXSVTZMVLLSXXYYZSTZ%NPGZ=(7(
IWRZMWUUSYOZXVZXQYZRNUHWMYZVHZXQYZLVVTZVTZ%NPGZ7@C
=()=CZWEVWUOZXQYZAKVPPVZ=4ZPNTWUZLVONPYF
3UVTSMWPPGCZWXZXQYZLVLYTXZXQYZLVONPYZEPWRXYOZVHH
XQYZ RNUHWMYZ VHZ XQYZ LVVTCZ WZ UYTOSXSVTZ VHZ XQYZASU
-VUMYZ 8VTJZ IWRZ EUVWOMWRXZ XVZ XQYZ IVUPOZ EGZ 5W F
APHUYOZ:FZ :VUOYTZ %UFCZ IQVZ QWOZ WZ XWKYZ UYMVUOYU
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WEVWUOZ XQYZ"TOYWDVUZ MVLLWTOZ LVONPYCZ IQSMQ
IWRZSTZVUESXZWEVDYZXQYZLVVTF
3TZSXRZLVRXZUYMYTXZTWXSVTISOYZRWPNXYZXVZDYXYUWTRC
>QSZ !WKKWZ >RSZ MQVRYZ XVZ RKVXPSJQXZ WPPZ:VUPOZ:WUZ 33
DYXYUWTRZ HVUZ QVTVUZ IQYTZ SXZ OYOSMWXYOZ SXRZ 9@@2
-VNTOYURZ /WGZ VERYUDWTMYZ WRZ WZ <USENXYZ XV
ALYUSMW*RZ 0UYWXYRXZ 0YTYUWXSVTFZ <QYZ 0UYWXYRX
0YTYUWXSVTZ IWRZ XQYZ XSXPYZ VHZ WZ EYRX;RYPPSTJZ =((,
EVVBZVHZ::33ZUYMVPPYMXSVTRZVHZDYXYUWTRCZ MVLKSPYO
EGZPVTJ;XSLYZ$6?Z<ZTYIRZWTMQVUZ<VLZ6UVBWIF
AXZ WZ XSLYZ STZ XQYSUZ PSDYRZ IQYTZ XQYSUZ OWGRZ WTO
TSJQXRZ RQVNPOZ QWDYZ EYYTZ HSPPYOZ ISXQZ STTVMYTX
WODYTXNUYCZ PVDYCZ WTOZ XQYZ PYRRVTRZ VHZ XQYZ IVUBWOWG
IVUPOCZ XQYGZ IYUYZ HSJQXSTJZ STZ XQYZ LVRXZ KUSLSXSDY
MVTOSXSVTRZKVRRSEPYZWMUVRRZXQYZEPVVOSYOZPWTORMWKY
VHZ -UWTMYCZ 6YPJSNLCZ 3XWPGCZ ANRXUSWCZ WTOZ XQYZ MVUWP
SRPWTORZ VHZ XQYZ >WMSHSMCZ 6UVBWIZ IUVXYFZ +XQYUR


  



EYMWNRYZQYUZQNREWTOCZ #VEYUXCZ:SRMVTRSTZ0WLLW
*74Z IWRZ PYJWPPGZ EPSTOFZ 3TZXQYZ PYXXYUCZ RQYZ UYPWGYOZ QSR
HYWURZXQWXZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSZWTOZ:SRMVTRSTZ0WLLWZQWO
PVRXZ XVNMQZ WTOZ HVUJVXXYTZ QSLFZ >YUQWKRZ XQY
-UWXYUTSXGZ LSJQXZ TVXZ YDYTZ EYZ STXYUYRXYOZ STZ XQY
DSYIRZVHZWTZVPOZLWTCZ3RWEYPPYZIUVXYFZ
THWLSPSWUZ ISXQZ &NQURYTCZ #VEZ HVNTOZ XQUVNJQ
RNERYNYTXZ UYRYWUMQZ XQWXZ QYZ QWOZ JUWONWXYOZ HUVL
6YPVSXZ?VPPYJYZSTZ=(7)CZRQVUXPGZWHXYUZQYZPVRXZEVXQZVH
QSRZKWUYTXRZWTOZVTYZVHZQSRZEUVXQYURZXVZOSRYWRYFZAR
QYZPWXYUZXVPOZ#VECZVTYZVHZQSRZKUVNOYRXZLVLYTXRZWR
WZ >QSZ >RSZ IWRZ STZ JYXXSTJZ XQYZ YTXSUYZ MQWKXYUZ XV
OVTWXYZEPVVOZHVUZQSRZSPPZHWLSPGZLYLEYURF
'YZYTPSRXYOZSTZXQYZF8FZAULGZSTZ+MXVEYUZ=(27C
ISXQZQSRZHSURXZWRRSJTLYTXZWHXYUZEWRSMZXUWSTSTJZEYSTJZXV
XUWSTZ STHWTXUGZ WTOZ QYWDGZ IYWKVTRZ MVLKWTSYRFZ 3T
5WUMQZ=(24CZ WRZXQYZ>WMSHSMZHVUMYRZKUYKWUYOZHVUZXQY
STDWRSVTZVHZ%WKWTCZQYZIWRZXUWTRHYUUYOZXVZ&YGXYZSTZXQY
>QSPSKKSTYRZWRZWZ-SURXZ8YUJYWTXF
PWRYBZ MVTXSTNYOZ 'YZ RVVTZ PYOZ XQYZ PVTJYRX
RNRXWSTYOZLWUMQZONUSTJZ:VUPOZ:WUZ33ZIQYTZQYZPYO
QSRZXUVVKRZVTZWZ=22;LSPYCZ=);OWGZLWUMQZXVZMWKXNUY
XQYZ%WKWTYRYZRXUVTJQVPOZVHZ/WDWVZVTZXQYZSRPWTOZVH
5STOWTWVF
3TZXQYZLWUMQCZ&NQURYTZWTOZQSRZLYTZQWOZXVZQWMB
XQUVNJQZ OYTRYZ NTJPYRZ WTOZ MUVRRZ 72Z USDYURZ WTO

KUVONMYOZXQYZIYWKVTRZIQSMQZIVNPOZISTZXQYZIWUFZ
3XZ LWGZ QWDYZ EYYTZ XQYZ -UWXYUTSXG*RZ HSURXZ XQYLYO
-VNTOYURZ /WGFZ APNLTSZ WRRVMSWXSVTRZ WTOZ MQWKXYUR
IYUYZYTMVNUWJYOZXVZSTDSXYZDYXYUWTRZVHZXQWXZIWUZXV
RKYWBFZ ARZ XQYT;8:0>Z %VQTZ ?SMMWUYPPSZ PWXYUZ IVNPO
UYMVNTXCZ XQVRYZ RKYWBYURZ QYPKYOZ >QSZ >RSRZ VH
RNERYNYTXZJYTYUWXSVTRZXVZEYZLVUYZWIWUYZVHZXQY
GVNTJZ EVGRZ UWSRYOZ STZ XQYZ /YKUYRRSVTZ IQVZ XQYT
WTRIYUYOZVNUZTWXSVT*RZMWPPZXVZONXGZXQUVNJQZRYUDSMY
STZ:VUPOZ:WUZ33CZXQNRZSTRNUSTJZWZPSHYZVHZHUYYOVLZWTO
PSEYUXGZHVUZLSPPSVTRZSTZRNMMYYOSTJZJYTYUWXSVTRF
8NMQZMYUYLVTSYRZMWTZQWDYZXUYLYTOVNRZSLKWMX
VTZ EVXQZ XQVRYZ QVTVUYOZ WTOZ XQVRYZ OVSTJZ XQY
QVTVUSTJFZ <QYZ HVPPVISTJZ RXVUGCZ TYDYUZ KNEPSRQYO
ISXQSTZXQYZ-UWXYUTSXGZNTXSPZTVICZSRZ NRXZVTYZY1WLKPY
VHZ >QSZ >RSRZ STZ LSPSXWUGZ RYUDSMYZ IQVZ QVTVUZ QYUZ WR
XQYGZ QVTVUZ XQYLRYPDYRZ Z WTOZ QVIZ XQYGZ STRKSUY
XQYSUZEUVXQYURF
#VEZPWRYBCZ:SRMVTRSTZ0WLLWZ*,(CZ UYMWPPRZQSR
EYSTJZ KNXZ STZ MQWUJYZ WRZ WTZ NTOYUJUWONWXYZ VHZ QSR
MQWKXYU*RZ=((9Z-VNTOYURZ/WGF
:YZIYUYZIVUBSTJZVTZXUGSTJZXVZHSTOZWZXQYLYCZW
JNYRXCZ VUZ WTGXQSTJZ YPRYZ XVZ ENSPOZ VTCZ QYZ UYMYTXPG
UYMWPPYOFZ
/NUSTJZXQSRZKUVMYRRZIYZUYMYSDYOZWZPYXXYUZHUVL
WTZ3RWEYPPYZ&NQURYTZIQVZQWOZXVZIUSXYZXQYZPYXXYU
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MQSYHZVHZRXWHHZWTOZIWRZSTHVULYOZXQWXZQYZIWRZEYSTJ
UYMVLLYTOYOZ HVUZ XQYZ ?VTJUYRRSVTWPZ 5YOWPZ VH
'VTVUFZ/YRKSXYZXQYZYHHVUXRZVHZXQYZPWXYZ&YRZARKYTC
XQYTZ WZ :SRMVTRSTZ 'VNRYZ LYLEYUZ WTOZ PWXYU
/YHYTRYZ8YMUYXWUGZNTOYUZ>UYRSOYTXZ6SPPZ?PSTXVTCZXQY
WIWUOZIWRZTYDYUZWNXQVUSYOF
>PWJNYOZ EGZ XQYZ ST NUSYRZ QYZ RNRXWSTYOZ ONUSTJ
>WMSHSMZMVLEWXCZQYZUYXSUYOZHUVLZMSDSPSWTZYLKPVGLYTX
WXZ.9CZUYXSUSTJZXVZ-PVUSOWFZ
:YZIYUYZWEPYZXVZXUWMBZOVITZQSRZKQVTYZWTOZ3
UYLYLEYUZXQYZMWPPZOSRXSTMXPGCZPWRYBZRWSOF
3RWEYPPYZWTRIYUYOZWTOZ3ZY1KPWSTYOZIQVZ3ZIWRC
XQWXZIYZQWOZJVXXYTZQSRZPYXXYUCZ WTOZIQWXZIYZQWOZST
LSTOFZ 3Z MVNPOZ HYYPZ XQYZ YLVXSVTZ VHZ JUWXSXNOYZ WTO
UYPSYHZ STZ QYUZ DVSMYZ WRZ RQYZ XNUTYOZ XVZ 6VEZ WTO
Y1KPWSTYOZIQWXZIWRZJVSTJZVTF
+TMYZ IYZ JVXZ QSLZ VTZ XQYZ KQVTYCZ IYZ UYPWGYO
VNUZISRQZXVZHPGZEVXQZVHZXQYLZHUVLZ$WKPYRCZ -PWFCZ XV
EYZ XQYZ JNYRXRZ VHZ QVTVUZ WXZ VNUZ -VNTOYURZ /WGF
'YWUSTJZQSRZDVSMYZMUWMBZWRZQYZWMMYKXYOZPYXZNRZBTVI
XQWXZ IYZ QWOZ UYWPPGZ QSXZ VTZ RVLYXQSTJZ ESJFZ 'YZ IWR
VDYUMVLYZWXZXQYZLWJTSXNOYZVHZXQYZUYRKVTRYF
<QYZ -VNTOYURZ /WGZ KUVJUWLZ IWRZ WT
VDYUIQYPLSTJZ RNMMYRRFZ 6VECZ IQVZ IWRZ VNUZ LWST
RKYWBYUCZIWRZXQUSPPYOZXVZEYZWEPYZXVZUYPWXYZQSRZ>QSZ>RSC
IWUCZ WTOZ ENRSTYRRZ RXVUSYRZ XVZ WZ MVPPYMXSVTZ VHZ LYT
ISXQZYWJYUZYWURFZ0WLLWZNTOYUJUWONWXYRZMVNPOZTVX
QYPKZ ENXZ EYZ HWRMSTWXYOZ EGZ XQYZ RXVUGZ VHZ QSRZ PSHYF
8YDYUWPZVERYUDYOZQYZIWRZ NRXZPSBYZNRCZ WTOZIYZQWO
XQYZRWLYZKVXYTXSWPZXVZOVZWLWSTJZXQSTJRF
6GZXQYZYTOZVHZXQYZIYYBYTOCZ 3ZWLZRNUYZXQWXZQY
PYHXZBTVISTJZXQWXZXQYZ0WLLWZQYZPVDYOZRXSPPZY1SRXYO
WTOZ XQWXZ SXZ IWRZ TVXZ KVRRSEPYZ HVUZ QSLZ XVZ EY
HVUJVXXYTFZ -VUZ LYCZ XQSRZ IWRZ XQYZ HSURXZ XSLYZ 3Z UYWPPG
NTOYURXVVOZ XQYZ JUWDSXGZ WTOZ XSLYPYRRTYRRZ VH
EUVXQYUQVVOFZ
6VEZ &NQURYTZ PSDYOZ XQUYYZ LVUYZ GYWURCZ NTXSPZ WJY
)(CZ WTOZ SRZ TVIZ ENUSYOZ STZ AUPSTJXVTZ $WXSVTWP
?YLYXYUGF
AHXYUZQSRZOYWXQCZ3RWEYPPYZRYTXZLYZQSRZEWOJYZWTO
QSRZ >QSZ >RSZ USTJCZ PWRYBZ RWSOZ<QYZ EWOJYZ SRZ VTPG
EUVNJQXZVNXZVTZXUNPGZRKYMSWPZVMMWRSVTRCZ ENXZ3ZIYWU
XQYZUSTJZWXZYDYUGZ>QSZ>RSZYDYTXFZ'YZRYTXZ:SRMVTRST
0WLLWZXQYZHVULWPZKPWNYRZHVUZWPPZVHZQSRZLYOWPRCZWR
IYPPZ WRZ >NUKPYZ 'YWUXZ UYJSRXUGZ EVVBRZ RQVISTJZ QSR
TWLYFZ:QYTZ3*LZSTZ:WRQSTJXVTCZ/F?FCZ3ZXUGZXVZLWBY
WZXUSKZVNXZXVZAUPSTJXVTZXVZRYYZXQYZJUWDYZQYZRQWUYR
ISXQZ3RWEYPPYF
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RXUYWLRZ IQSPYZ NTOYUZ MVTRXWTXZ WXXWMBZ EGZ %WKWTYRY
3LKYUSWPZ 5WUSTYRFZ 'YZ NSMBPGZ YWUTYOZ WZ UYKNXWXSVT
WTOZIWRZUYHYUUYOZXVZWRZVTY;LWTZAULGZ&NQURYT*ZEG
0YTYUWPZ /VNJPWRZ 5WMAUXQNU*RZ RXWHHZ VHHSMYURFZ 6G
IWU*RZ YTOCZ QYZ QWOZ EYMVLYZ VTYZ VHZ XQYZ LVRX
OYMVUWXYOZIWUZQYUVYRZVHZ::33CZYWUTSTJZ97ZLYOWPR
WTOZ OYMVUWXSVTRZ HVUZ QYUVSRLZ WTOZ DWPVUCZ STMPNOSTJ
HVNUZKNUKPYZQYWUXRZWTOZXIVZ6UVTYZ8XWURF
AHXYUZ%WKWT*RZRNUUYTOYUZEYHVUYZXQYZSTDWRSVTZIWR
PWNTMQYOCZ &NQURYTZIWRZRYTXZXVZ%WKWTFZ+TZ/YMFZ )C
=(24CZ ONUSTJZ WZ OYDWRXWXSTJZ EWUUWMBRZ HSUYCZ &NQURYT
MWUUSYOZ YSJQXZ LYTZ XVZ RWHYXGZ IQVZ QWOZ EYYT
VDYUMVLYZEGZRLVBYFZ:QSPYZLWBSTJZWZHSTWPZMQYMBZVH
XQYZ ENUTSTJZ RXUNMXNUYZ HVUZ WTGZ VXQYUZ DSMXSLRCZ XQY
RXWSUMWRYZENUTYOZWIWGZWTOZQYZIWRZHVUMYOZXVZ NLK
7@ZHYYXZXVZXQYZMVTMUYXYZIWPBIWGCZ HUWMXNUSTJZQSRZPYJC
ST NUSTJZQSRZEWMBCZWTOZRNHHYUSTJZRYUSVNRZHWMSWPZENUTRF
-VUZQSRZY1XUWVUOSTWUGZYHHVUXRCZ QYZIWRZWIWUOYO
XQYZ 8VPOSYURZ 5YOWPFZ :QSPYZ UYMVDYUSTJZ STZ XQY
QVRKSXWPCZ QYZ IWRZ DSRSXYOZ EG Z 0YTFZ 5WMAUXQNU*R
 



  



+TYZ RXVUGZ HUVLZ XQYZ HSURXZ LSPSXWUGZ MVTHPSMXZ ST
IQSMQZ >QSZ >RSRZ RYUDYOCZ XQYZ ?SDSPZ:WUCZ MWTZ TVXZ EY
UYKYWXYOZVHXYTZYTVNJQFZ
3TZ VTYZ VHZ XQYZ LVRXZ OUWLWXSMZ LSTNXYRZ VHZ WTG
MQWKXYUZLYYXSTJZSTZXQYZ-UWXYUTSXG*RZQSRXVUGCZSUJSTSW
APKQWZLYXZ5WGZ==CZ =,.=CZ RVVTZWHXYUZXQYZVNXEUYWB
VHZXQYZ?SDSPZ:WUFZZZ<QYZEUSYHZENRSTYRR;PSBYZXVTYZVHZXQY
LSTNXYRZ VTPGZ HNYPRZ XQYZ SLWJSTWXSVTZ WRZ XVZ IQWXZ SX
LNRXZQWDYZEYYTZPSBYZXVZQWDYZEYYTZKUYRYTXZSTZXQWX
UVVLZWRZXQYGZLYXZXVJYXQYUZHVUZXQYZPWRXZXSLYF
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WRZWZMQWKXYUZNTXSPZ=,.4F
ARZ HWUZ WRZ VNUZ UYMVUORZ RQVICZ "OISTZ 6PWMBIYPP
5WRRSYCZ SUJSTSWZ APKQWZ =,.@CZ WZ RYMVTOZ PSYNXYTWTX
ISXQZXQYZ9@XQZSUJSTSWZVPNTXYYURCZRNUDSDYOZXQYZIWUF
#SMQWUOZ 6W1XYUZ 8QYWUYUCZ WZ =,4.Z STSXSWXYCZ IWRZ BSPPYO
PYWOSTJZ WZ MQWUJYZ VHZ QSRZ MVLKWTGZ WXZ XQYZ EWXXPYZ VT
XQYZ5VTVMWMGZSTZ5WUGPWTOZSTZXQYZRNLLYUZVHZ=,.2C
STZ WZ PWRXZ WXXYLKXZ EGZ XQYZ ?VTHYOYUWMGZ XVZ BYYK
HSJQXSTJZVTZTVUXQYUTZRVSPFZ
+TYZMVLEWXWTXZIQVZIVNPOZSTSXSWXYZSTXVZ>QSZ>RS
WXZ SUJSTSWZ APKQWZ VTPGZ WHXYUZ XQYZ ?SDSPZ :WUZ IWR
KUYRYTXZ IQYTZ XQYZ PWRXZ RQVXZ VHZ XQYZ ?SDSPZ:WUZ IWR
HSUYOCZ WEVNXZ HVNUZ LVTXQRZ WHXYUZ &YY*RZ RNUUYTOYUZ WX
AKKVLWXXV1Z?VNUXZ'VNRYFZ 'SRZRXVUGZSRZRXSPPZXVZEY
XVPOZ STZ >QSZ !WKKWZ >RSZ ENXCZ DYUGZ EUSYHPGCZ %VQT
<QVLWRVTZ RKYPPSTJRZ DWUGZ 5WRVTZ IWRZ W
LSORQSKLWTZVTZXQYZ?VTHYOYUWXYZLWT;VH;IWUZ?88
8QYTWTOVWQCZIQSMQZIWRZXUGSTJZXVZOYRXUVGZXQYZ$YI
"TJPWTOZ IQWPSTJZ STONRXUGZ EGZ RSTBSTJZ SXRZ NTWULYO
RQSKRZSTZXQYZ>WMSHSMFZ3XZIWRZWXZRYWZHVUZ NRXZVDYUZWZGYWU
STZ XQWXZ WRRSJTLYTXCZ WTOZ 5WRVTZ IWRZ WZ LYLEYUZ VH
XQYZMUYIZXQYZYTXSUYZXSLYF
-STWPPGZ MVTDSTMYOZ STZANJNRXZ =,.4Z XQWXZ XQYZ IWU

<QYTZXQYZPWRXZLWXXYUZWXZQWTOZIWRZSTXUVONMYOF
<QYZNYRXSVTZWUVRYZIQYXQYUCZSHZIYZRQVNPOZLYYX
WZ>QSZ>RSZSTZWTZVKKVRSTJZWULGCZ IYZRQVNPOZUWSRYZVNU
QWTOZWJWSTRXZQSLF
<QYZOSRMNRRSVTZXQYTZEYJWTCZENXZHVUZQVIZPVTJZIY
OVZ TVXZ BTVIFZ $VUZ OVZ IYZ BTVIZ IQYXQYUZ XQYUY
IYUYZOSHHYUSTJZKVRSXSVTRZWODWTMYOZEGZWTGZVHZXQYZRS1
KUYRYTXFZAPPZIYZBTVIZHUVLZXQYZXYURYZNTYLVXSVTWP
PWTJNWJYZSRZXQWXZXQYZNYRXSVTZIWRZUYRVPDYOZWTOZSTZW
IWGZXUNYZXVZXQYZXYTYXRZVHZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSFZ
3XZ IWRZ OYMSOYOZ XQWXZ IYZ RQVNPOZ TVXCZ ENXZ SHZ QY
IYUYZ MWKXNUYOCZ XVZ XWBYZ XQYZ EYRXZ MWUYZ KVRRSEPYZ VH
QSLF
:QYUYNKVTZXQYZKUYRYTXZLSTNXYRZIYUYZUYWOZ
RXVVOZ WKKUVDYOCZ WTOZ XQYZ -UWXYUTSXGZ WO VNUTYOZ ST
>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSFZAO VNUTYOZRSTYZOSYF
<QYZLSTNXYRZIYUYZRSJTYOZEGZ#FZ6FZ8QYWUYUZWTOZ"F
6FZ 5WRRSYFZSUJSTSWZAPKQWZIVNPOZTVXZMVTDYTYZWJWST
 



  

 

UYMVTTYMXZISXQZVNUZ>QSZ>RSZDYXYUWTRF
+TYZMQWPPYTJYZRXSPPZWIWSXSTJZNRZSRZVTYZHUVLZ>QS
>RSZ QSRXVUSWTZ 'WUUGZ 0VUJWRCZ STZ QSRZ DVPNLYZ VHZ XQY
?YTXYTTSWPZ'SRXVUGZ Z8VLYOWGZSXZLWGZEYZKVRRSEPY
XVZ KNEPSRQZ STZ WZ RYKWUWXYZ DVPNLYZ XQYZ -UWXYUTSXG*R
RYUDSMYZ UYMVUOZ STZ :VUPOZ :WUZ 33Z WTOZ WZ LVUY
MVLKPYXYZ WTOZ OYXWSPYOZ WMMVNTXZ VHZ Y1KPVSXRC
OYMVUWXSVTRCZWTOZOSRXSTJNSRQYOZRYUDSMYRZUYTOYUYOZXV
XQYZ $WXSVTZ EGZ XQYZ LVUYZ XQWTZ YSJQXZ XQVNRWTO
EUVXQYURZVHZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSF
+TYZ>QSZ>RSZQVKYRZXVZOVZ NRXZXQWXFZ6PWSUZ8MQVYPPC
3VIWZAPKQWZ*@7CZIWTXRZXVZJWXQYUZXQYZUYMVPPYMXSVTRZVH
XQVRYZRXSPPZPSDSTJZIQVZQWDYZRYUDYOZTVXZVTPGZSTZ:VUPO
:WUZ 33CZ ENXZ VXQYUZ KWRXZ MVTHPSMXRCZ WRZ IYPPZ WRZ XQVRY
RYUDSTJZ STZ MNUUYTXZ VTYRFZ 'Y*RZ IVUBSTJZ VNXZ XQY
OYXWSPRZTVIZWTOZKPWTRZXVZRQWUYZSXZWPPZTVZPWXYUZXQWT
XQSRZ GYWU*RZ 0UWTOZ AUMQZ ?VNTMSPFZ :Y*PPZ PVVBZ HVU
WOOSXSVTWPZIWGRZXVZJYXZXQYZIVUOZVNXF
<VLZ 6UVBWIZ VTMYZ OYRMUSEYOZ XQYZ DYXYUWTRZ VH
:VUPOZ:WUZ33ZXQSRZIWGCZSTZWZ?$$ZSTXYUDSYI
<QYGZ MWLYZ QVLYZ XVZ VGVNRZ WTOZ RQVUX;PSDYO
MYPYEUWXSVTRZ WTOZ SLLYOSWXYPGZ EYJWTZ XQYZ XWRBZ VH

IWRZVDYUZXQYGZQWOZQYWUOZUNLVURZEYHVUYZXQYZRQSK
WTOZ SXRZ MUYIZ QYWOYOZ XVZ "TJPWTOZ IQYUYZ XQYG
OSRYLEWUBYOFZ 5WRVTZ WTOZ WZ QWTOHNPZ VHZ VXQYUR
QYWOYOZXVZ8VNXQZALYUSMWZHVUZRYDYUWPZGYWURZEYHVUY
MVTMPNOSTJZSXZIWRZRWHYZXVZUYXNUTZXVZALYUSMWFZZ5WRVT
YTUVPPYOZ WXZ XQYZ TSDYURSXGZ VHZSUJSTSWZ WTOCZ STZ =,)=
IWRZ STSXSWXYOZ WRZ WZ LYLEYUZ VHZSUJSTSWZ APKQWFZ 'Y
EYMWLYZWZRNMMYRRHNPZPWIGYUZSTZ6WPXSLVUYF
AXZ PYWRXZ HVNUZ EVVBRZ WEVNXZ XQYZ 8QYTWTOVWQ*R
LSRRSVTZQWDYZEYYTZKNEPSRQYOZ NRXZRSTMYZ9@@4CZUYPGSTJ
STZ KWUXZ VTZ 5WRVT*RZ OSWUSYRZ HUVLZ XQYZ KYUSVOFZ 'Y
IWRZ VTYZ VHZ VTPGZ HVNUZ MUYIZ LYLEYURZ XVZ BYYKZ W
OSWUGF
<VOWGCZ XQYZ 'VXYPZ -VUXZ /YRZ 5VSTYRZ RXSPPZ RXWTOR
WTOZUYLWSTRZSTZVKYUWXSVTCZWZHYPPVIZRNUDSDVUZISXQZ>QS
!WKKWZ>RSFZ -UVLZXSLYZXVZXSLYZ>QSZ>RSRZSTZXQYZWUYW
RXSPPZJWXQYUZHVUZOSTTYUZWTOZLYYXSTJRZXQYUYCZSTZKWUXZXV
RKSUSXNWPPGZUYMVTTYMXZ ISXQZ XQYZ >QSZ >RSRZ IQVZ LYX
XQYUYZSTZ=(29ZISXQZXQYZIYSJQXZVHZXQYZIVUPOZVTZXQYSU
RQVNPOYURZ WTOZ WXZ XQYZ VTPGZ 0A?Z YDYUZ QYPOZ STZ XQY
RXWXYFZ
<VOWGCZ IYZ WPRVZ MWTZ Y1KPVUYZ IWGRZ XVZ RKSUSXNWPPG
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+TZ WZ IQSXYZ RXUYXMQZ VHZ EYWMQZ STZ &VRZ ?WEVRC
5Y1SMVCZ 5WUEYPPWZ 8NSXYRZ YTZ PWZ >PWGWZ SRZ IUSXSTJZ W
RXVUGZ XQWXZ ISPPZ LWBYZ WZ DYUGZ ESJZ SLKWMXZ VTZ XQY
IVUPOFZZ <QSRZKSMXNUYRNYZ2@;RNSXYZEVNXSNYZQVXYPZSR
XUWTRHVULSTJZ SXRYPHZ STXVZ WZ KUYLSYUYZ JUVNKZ YDYTX
PVMWXSVTZ IQVRYZ LSRRSVTZ SRZ XVZ MUYWXYZ PYWOYURZ HVU
XVLVUUVIFZ Z 3X*RZ WZ KYUHYMXZ TSMQYZ HVUZ XQSRZ NTSNY
HWMSPSXGCZ MVLESTSTJZ XUWOSXSVTWPZ 5Y1SMWTZ WUMQSXYMXNUY
ISXQZ MVPVUZ WTOZ MQWUWMXYUZ TVXZ RYYTZ STZ XQYZ LWTG
LWRRSDYZKUV YMXRZMQWTJSTJZXQYZ6W WF
>NUMQWRYOZ RS1Z GYWURZ WJVZ EGZ 6UVXQYUZ %YUUG

$YPRVTCZ?WPSHVUTSWZ"KRSPVTZ*2,CZVTYZVHZXQYZHVNTOYUR
VHZ<SMBYX5WRXYUCZ XQYZ QVXYPZ IWRZ PSXXPYZ LVUYZ XQWTZ W
MVTMUYXYZRQYPPFZZ <QYZHVULYUZVITYURZQWOZJSDYTZXQY
QVXYPZ EWMBZ XVZ XQYZ EWTBCZ NTWEPYZ XVZ MVLKYXYZ ISXQ
XQYZJUVISTJZTNLEYUZVHZLNPXS;LSPPSVTZOVPPWUZJVPHZWTO
RKWZUYRVUXRZKVKKSTJZNKZVTZIQWXZSRZVTYZVHZXQYZLVRX
EYWNXSHNPZRXUYXMQYRZVHZEYWMQZVTZXQYZXVNUSRXZMVUUSOVUF
6NXZ6UVXQYUZ$YPRVTZQWOZWTZSOYWZZWZDSRSVTZZWTO
XQYZQVXYPZIWRZWTZSLKVUXWTXZKWUXZVHZXQYZPYJWMGZQY
WTOZQSRZISHYZ-PVUYTMYZIWTXZXVZPYWDYF
-VUZ VDYUZ WZ OYMWOYCZ %YUUGZ QWOZ QVRXYOZ MVPPYJY

+DGIEF>GH3IJBIBBHCDBJFEIJ>E9>HF?JGCJGAIJ;';*BJB9>>IBB
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TYXIVUBSTJCZ UYPWXSVTRQSKRCZ TYJVXSWXSVTCZ MVTHPSMX
LWTWJYLYTXCZ KYURVTWPZ HSTWTMYCZ XSLYZ LWTWJYLYTX
WTOZ VXQYUZ SLKVUXWTXZ XVKSMRZ Z XVKSMRZ XQYRYZ LYT
IYUYZTVXZJYXXSTJZHUVLZXQYSUZWMWOYLSMZY1KYUSYTMYF
<VZQYPKZQSLCZ%YUUGZUYMUNSXYOZVXQYUZRNMMYRRHNPZWPNLTS
PYWOYURZSTZWZDWUSYXGZVHZKUVHYRRSVTRF
6GZ GYWUZ =@CZ %YUUG*RZ QVRKSXWPSXGZ WTOZ QVLYZ IYUY
UYWMQSTJZ XQYSUZ PSLSXRZ WRZ OVYTRZ VHZ RXNOYTXRZ WTO
JNYRXZ HWMNPXGZ DSRSXYOZ YWMQZ IYYBZ ONUSTJZ XQYZ 8KUSTJ
6UYWBZRYWRVTFZZ'SRZMQVSMYRZIYUYZXVZOSRMVTXSTNYZXQY
KUVJUWLCZ PSLSXZXQYZY1KYUSYTMYZXVZRLWPPYUZTNLEYURC
VUZHSTOZWZESJJYUZPVMWXSVTZWTOZHVULWPSYZXQYZKUVJUWLF
$VZ RXUWTJYUZ XVZ PYWKRZ VHZ HWSXQCZ QYZ OYMSOYOZ VTZ XQY
LVRXZWLESXSVNRZVKXSVTF
<QYZ HSURXZ RXYKZ IWRZ XQYZ HVULWXSVTZ VHZ XQY
ALYUSMWTZ &YWOYURQSKZ AMWOYLGZ A&AZ Z WZ F8F
MQWUSXGZ HVULYOZ HVUZ XQYZ KNUKVRYZ VHZ EUSTJSTJ
RNMMYRRHNPZ PYWOYURZ STZ ENRSTYRRCZ RMSYTMYCZ XYMQTVPVJGC

LYTZHUVLZWMUVRRZXQYZTWXSVTZWXZQSRZYRXWXYZ NRXZWZHYI
OVYTZ GWUORZ OVITZ XQYZ EYWMQFZ Z 8XWUXSTJZ ISXQZ W
JUVNKZ VHZ KPYOJYZ EUVXQYURZ QSRZ RVTZ %>CZ ?WPSHVUTSW
"KRSPVTZ*(7CZ EUVNJQXZOVITZONUSTJZWZMWLKNRZEUYWBC
XQYZ KVKNPWXSVTZ JUYIZ WRZ LVUYZ WTOZ LVUYZ RXNOYTXR
QYWUOZWEVNXZXQYZY1KYUSYTMYZWTOZXQYZHWTXWRXSMZ?WEV
YTDSUVTLYTXF
%YUUGZ HVNTOCZ IQYTZ XQYZ RXNOYTXRZ MWLYZ XVZ DSRSXC
LNMQZVHZXQYSUZXSLYZIWRZRKYTXZWRBSTJZQSLZNYRXSVTR
WEVNXZPSHYCZRNMMYRRZWTOZIQWXZSXZXVVBZXVZEYZWZPYWOYUF
/NUSTJZ KYUHYMXPGZ EYWNXSHNPZ OWGRCZ IQYTZ XQYZ EPNY
IWXYURZVHZXQYZ8YWZVHZ?VUXYZIYUYZVTPGZWZHYIZHYYX
WIWGCZ XQYRYZ LYTZ IYUYZ LVUYZ STXYUYRXYOZ XVZ BTVI
IQWXZPYRRVTRZQYZQWOZPYWUTYOZHUVLZQSRZLWTGZGYWUR
STZENRSTYRRZXQWTZXVZQSXZXQYZRNUHF
-UVLZOSRMNRRSVTRZWUVNTOZWZEUYWBHWRXZ XWEPYCZ XQY
KUVJUWLZ JUYIZ XVZ VUJWTSYOZ KUYRYTXWXSVTRZ WTO
OSRMNRRSVTRZ VTZ YXQSMRCZ PYWOYURQSKCZ YXSNYXXYC
 



  



YONMWXSVTCZKVPSXSMRCZPWIZWTOZLYOSMSTYCZXVJYXQYUZISXQ
MVPPYJYZRXNOYTXRZIWTXSTJZXVZPYWUTZQVIZXVZPYWOZSTZWT
YDYUZLVUYZMVLKPSMWXYOZJPVEWPZRVMSYXGF
<QYZ RYMVTOZ RXYKZ IWRZ XQYZ KNUMQWRYZ WTO
UYTVDWXSVTZ VHZ XQYZ QVXYPZ XVZ RYUDYZ WRZ QVLYZ XVZ XQY
A&AZ KUVJUWLRFZ Z %YUUGZ MPVRYOZ VTZ XQYZ QVXYPZ ST
/YMYLEYUZ VHZ 9@@9CZ XUSJJYUSTJZ WZ HPNUUGZ VHZ WMXSDSXGF
+DYUZ=@@ZIVUBYURZXVSPYOZOWGZWTOZTSJQXZXVZJYXZXQY
QVXYPZ UYWOGZ HVUZ XQYZ HSURXZ JUVNKZ VHZ RXNOYTXRZ 
UYKWSUSTJZ UVVHRCZ UYKWSTXSTJCZ HNUTSRQSTJCZ ISUSTJZ WTO
UYKPWMSTJZWPPZXQYZSXYLRZXQWXZQWOZEYYTZPVRXZVDYUZXQY
GYWURZXVZRMWDYTJYURFZ Z <QYZOVVURZVKYTYOZ5WUMQZ=C
9@@7ZXVZXQYZHSURXZJUVNKZVHZRXNOYTXRZWTOZXQYZQVXYP
QWRZJUVITZWTOZSLKUVDYOZWTTNWPPGZRSTMYF
<VOWGCZ XQYZA&A*RZ ?WEVZ &YWOYURQSKZ "1KYUSYTMY
QVRXRZVDYUZ.@@ZLYTZWZGYWUZHUVLZVDYUZ)4ZMWLKNRYRC
STZ WZ IYYBPVTJZ Y1KYUSYTMYZ NTPSBYZ WTGZ VXQYU
PYWOYURQSKZ KUVJUWLFZ Z <QYZ 5WUEYPPWZ 8NSXYRZ YTZ PW
>PWGWZ QVXYPZ QWRZ EYYTZ SLKUVDYOZ WTOZ NKJUWOYOZ XV
WMMVLLVOWXYZXQYZJUVIXQZWTOZQWRZHVNTOZWZJUVISTJ
KNEPSMZ WNOSYTMYZ VHZ XUWDYPYURZ PVVBSTJZ HVUZ WZ NTSNY
QVXYPZ Y1KYUSYTMYZ STZ WZ PVMWXSVTZ TVXQSTJZ PYRRZ XQWT
EUYWXQXWBSTJF
AODYUXSRYOZVTZLWTGZVHZXQYZLW VUZVTPSTYZXUWDYP
RSXYRCZ 5WUEYPPWZ 8NSXYRZ QWRZ EYMVLYZ WZ KVKNPWU
JYXWIWGZ HVUZ XQVRYZ IQVZ IWTXZ XVZ RXWGZ STZ WZ LVUY
XUWOSXSVTWPZ5Y1SMWTZQVXYPFZ Z:YOOSTJRCZ UYNTSVTRZWTO
UYXUYWXRZQWDYZSTMUYWRYOCZ WRZJUVNKRZOSRMVDYUYOZXQYG
MVNPOZXWBYZVDYUZXQYZYTXSUYZKUVKYUXGZWXZWZUYWRVTWEPY
MVRXFZ Z ATOZXQYZRXWHHZQWRZJUVITZXVZRNKKVUXZWZISOY
DWUSYXGZVHZJUVNKRZWTOZWMXSDSXSYRFZ
3TZ9@@)CZ 5UFZ $YPRVTZLWOYZWZJSHXZVHZXQYZQVXYPZXV
XQYZA&ACZ XVZ YRXWEPSRQZ QSRZ PYJWMGZ VHZ PYWOYURQSKZ HVU
XQYZ GYWURZ XVZ MVLYFZ Z <QYZA&AZ 6VWUOZ UYMVJTSYO
XQYZUYRKVTRSESPSXGZXVZRXYIWUOZXQSRZWLWSTJZJSHXZWTO
WPRVZ XQYZ MQWPPYTJYZ XVZ JYTYUWXYZ KUVHSXRZ XV
NTOYUIUSXYZXQYSUZYONMWXSVTWPZKUVJUWLLSTJFZ Z APPZVH
WZRNOOYTCZWZDYQSMPYZY1SRXYOZXVZVHHRYXZXQYZHNTOUWSRSTJ
YHHVUXRZWTOZMUYWXYZWZLVUYZRXWEPYZRVNUMYZVHZSTMVLYF
AHXYUZ WZ MWUYHNPZ UYDSYIZ VHZ VKXSVTRCZ XQYZ A&A
6VWUOZDVXYOZXVZEYJSTZWZKUVMYRRZVHZXUWTRHVULWXSVT
Z SLKUVDSTJZ XQYZ EYWMQHUVTXZ QVXYPZ XVZ WZ KUYLSYUY
JUVNKZ YDYTXZ PVMWXSVTFZ Z 5VRXZ 6VWUOZ LYLEYURZ WUY
RNMMYRRHNPZENRSTYRRZVITYURZXQYLRYPDYRFZZ<QYGZRWIZW
TYYOZXQWXZIWRZTVXZEYSTJZHSPPYOZEGZVXQYUZQVXYPRZWTO
WZKUVKYUXGZXQWXZIWRZWZKYUHYMXZRSYZWTOZPVMWXSVTZHVU
WZJUVNKZLWUBYXF
<QYZ KUVMYRRZ EYJWTZ ISXQZ WTZ STDSXWXSVTZ XV
 

;';J=FEGH>H=FDGBJFEIJID>C9EF:I@JGCJ7EHGI
@C7DJ7AFGJGAI8J?IFED5JGAIJ2IGGIEJGC
EI<I<2IEJ?FGIEJFD@JBAFEIJ7HGAJCGAIEB
KUVHYRRSVTWPZYDYTXZKPWTTYURZXVZDSRSXZXQYZKUVKYUXGZXV
LWBYZUYMVLLYTOWXSVTRZWTOZQYPKZOYRSJTZXQYZHWMSPSXG
XQYGZIVNPOZIWTXZXVZEUSTJZXQYSUZJUVNKRZXVZNRYFZZ AR
WZUYRNPXCZ WKKUV1SLWXYPGZ=ZLSPPSVTZSRZEYSTJZSTDYRXYO
XVZ WOOZ WTOZ SLKUVDYZ LYYXSTJZ RKWMYCZ NKOWXYZ JNYRX
UVVLRCZ SLKUVDYZ XQYZ EWUCZ KVVPZ WTOZ KWXSVZ WMXSDSXG
WUYWRCZ WOOZWZHSXTYRRZMYTXYUCZ KUVDSOYZISUYPYRRZWMMYRR
XQUVNJQVNXZ XQYZ KUVKYUXGZ WTOCZ JYTYUWPPGCZ MUYWXYZ WT
YDYTXZRKWMYZNTPSBYZWTGZVXQYUZSTZ&VRZ?WEVRZ;ZVTYZVH
XQYZ LVRXZ Y1MSXSTJZ WTOZ Y1VXSMZ PVMWXSVTRZ STZ $VUXQ
ALYUSMWF
<QYZ EYRXZ KWUXZ WEVNXZ XQYZ YTXSUYZ KUV YMXZ Z <QY
KUVHSXRZJYTYUWXYOZYWMQZGYWUZHUVLZQVXYPZVKYUWXSVTR
WUYZ STDYRXYOZ STZ XQYZ YONMWXSVTZ WTOZ XUWSTSTJZ VH
MVPPYJYZRXNOYTXRCZ QYPKSTJZXVZMUYWXYZXQYZPYWOYURZHVU
XVLVUUVIFZ Z 0UVNKRZ WUYZ KUVDSOYOZ WZ NTSNYC
KYURVTWPZ Y1KYUSYTMYZ WTOZ QWDYZ XQYZ RWXSRHWMXSVTZ VH
BTVISTJZ XQYZ HNTORZ RKYTXZ XVZ SLKUVDYZ XQYSU
MVLKWTSYRZ WPRVZ WUYZ SLKUVDSTJZ XQYZ KVVPZ VHZ GVNTJ
JUWONWXYRZXQYGZRVVTZLWGZEYZQSUSTJF
ATOZ SRT*XZ XQWXZ NRXZ IQWXZ %YUUGZ IVNPOZ QWDY


  

 

IWTXYOZ Z 'SRZ PYJWMGZ VHZ PYWOYURQSKZ HVUZ GVNTJ
ALYUSMWTRCZWXZPYWRXZKWUXPGZNTOYUIUSXXYTZEGZXQYZDYUG
VUJWTSWXSVTRZ IQVZ RXWTOZ XVZ EYTYHSXZ LVRXZ HUVL
XWPYTXYOCZ YXQSMWPZ GVNTJZ PYWOYURZ Z WPPZ WRZ WZ UYRNPXZ VH
HNTORZ RKYTXZ OVSTJZ RVLYXQSTJZ XQYG*OZ TYYOZ XVZ OV
WTGIWGFFFZ WTOZ SXZ OVYRT*XZ QNUXZ XQWXZ SX*RZ OVTYZ STZ &VR
?WEVR
-VUZ LVUYZ STHVULWXSVTZ VTZ XQYZ ALYUSMWT
&YWOYURQSKZ AMWOYLGCZ DSRSXZ XQYSUZ IYERSXYZ WX
IIIFA&A?WEVFVUJCZVUZIUSXYZXVZ"1YMNXSDYZ/SUYMXVU
<VLZ>YTTSTJXVTCZWXZ<?>ALYUSMWT&AFVUJF
-VUZLVUYZSTHVULWXSVTZVTZ5WUEYPPWZ8NSXYRZYTZPW
>PWGWCZ DSRSXZ XQYZ QVXYPZ IYERSXYZ WX
IIIF5WUEYPPW8NSXYRFMVLCZ VUZ IUSXYZ XQYZ QVXYP*R
0YTYUWPZ
5WTWJYUCZ
5WUBZ
0UWYHCZ
WX
5WUB5WUEYPPW8NSXYRFVUJF

?NUUYTXPGCZ XQYZ A&A*RZ ?WEVZ &YWOYURQSK
"1KYUSYTMYZ ?&"Z WXXYTOYYRZ WUY
KUYOVLSTWTXPGZ >QSZ >RSRFZ Z -UYRQLYTZ WTO
RVKQVLVUYRZWUYZJSDYTZKUYHYUYTMYZXVZKUVDSOY
XQYLZ STHVULWXSVTCZ YTYUJGZ WTOZ RBSPPRZ YWUPGZ ST
XQYSUZ MVPPYJYZ MWUYYUFZ Z<QYZ SLKWMXZ QWRZ EYYT
RSJTSHSMWTXFZZ#YMYTXZWXXYTOYYRZIUVXY
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<QYZA&AZ KUVJUWLRZ QWDYZ OVTYZ LNMQZ XV
UYMVTTYMXZ WPNLTSZ ISXQZ RXNOYTXRZ WTOZ XV
KUVDSOYZSTDWPNWEPYZPSHYZPYRRVTRZXVZXQYZGVNTJYRX
JYTYUWXSVTZVHZ>QSZ>RSRCZ IQVZJVZEWMBZXVZQYPK
PYWOZXQYSUZMQWKXYURF
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:SXQZYWMQZMQWKXYU*RZTYIRPYXXYUCZGVNZISPPZHSTOZXQYZMQWKXYU*RZPYDYPZVHZWMMUYOSXWXSVTCZSHZWKKPSMWEPYFZAZMQWKXYUZSR
MVTRSOYUYOZAMMUYOSXYOZEGZRNMMYRRHNPPGZMVLKPYXSTJZWXZPYWRXZ,ZVHZXQYZ==ZWUYWRZVHZXQYZWMMUYOSXWXSVTZKWMBYXC
IQSMQZSRZONYZVTZWZESWTTNWPZEWRSRZONUSTJZ:VVOUVIZ:SPRVTZ&YWOYURQSKZ8MQVVPZGYWURFZAZMQWKXYUZSRZAMMUYOSXYO
ISXQZ'VTVURZSHZSXZY1MYYORZVNUZRXWTOWUORZSTZ=@ZVHZXQYZ==ZMWXYJVUSYRCZ WTOZWZMQWKXYUZXQWXZSRZWEPYZXVZRNUKWRR
$WXSVTWPZJNSOYPSTYRZSTZWPPZ==ZMWXYJVUSYRZSRZAMMUYOSXYOZISXQZ/SRXSTMXSVTF
<QYUYZWUYZRYDYUWPZUYWRVTRZXQWXZWZMQWKXYUZLWGZTVXZEYZWMMUYOSXYOFZ<QYZKWMBYXZLWGZQWDYZEYYTZRNELSXXYO
WHXYUZVNUZOYWOPSTYCZ VUZTVXZRNELSXXYOZWXZWPPFZ /VMNLYTXWXSVTZLWGZQWDYZEYYTZPWMBSTJZSTZMYUXWSTZWUYWRCZ VUZXQY
MQWKXYUZ LWGZ RXUNJJPYZ XVZ LYYXZ VNUZ RXWTOWUORZ STZ RYDYUWPZ WUYWRFZ -VUZ LVUYZ STHVULWXSVTZ VTZ WZ MQWKXYU*R
WMMUYOSXWXSVTZ RXWXNRCZ KPYWRYZ MVTXWMXZ XQYZ MQWKXYUFZ <VZ HSTOZ VNXZ QVIZ GVNZ MWTZ QYPKZ GVNUZ MQWKXYUZ EYMVLY
AMMUYOSXYOZ ISXQZ /SRXSTMXSVTCZ MVTXWMXZ GVNUZ APNLTSZ AODSRVUGZ ?VLLSXXYYCZ 'VNRSTJZ ?VUKVUWXSVTZ VUZ ?QWO
8XYJYLSPPYUCZ/SUYMXVUZVHZ?QWKXYUZ8YUDSMYRCZWXZMLRKQSBWKKWKRSFMVLCZVUZEGZMWPPSTJZ=;,@@;2,.;=,49F
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<QSRZRYLYRXYUCZ XQYZAPWEWLWZAPKQWZ?QWKXYUZQWR
EYYTZENRGZISXQZIVUBFZ6YXIYYTZKQSPWTXQUVKGCZ0UYYB
UYPWXSVTRZWTOZRMQVVPCZSX*RZWLWSTJZXQWXZIYZQWDYZXSLY
HVUZ WTGXQSTJFZ <QSRZ RYLYRXYUCZ IYZ QWDYZ QWOZ RYDYUWP
VKKVUXNTSXSYRZXVZIVUBZVTZKQSPWTXQUVKGZEGZIVUBSTJ
ISXQZ XQYZ 6VGRZ WTOZ 0SUPRZ ?PNEZ VHZ:YRXZ APWEWLWC
6YRXZ 6NOOSYRZ VHZ<NRMWPVVRWCZ 'WESXWXZ HVUZ 'NLWTSXG
WTOZ DWUSVNRZ VXQYUZ KQSPWTXQUVKGZ KUV YMXRZ WUVNTO
MWLKNRFZ 5VRXZUYMYTXPGCZAPWEWLWZAPKQWZQYPOZWZISTJ
YWXSTJZMVTXYRXZWTOZMVVBVNXZISXQZWPPZKUVMYYORZJVSTJ
XVZ XQYZ APWEWLWZ ?YTXYUZ HVUZ +TMVPVJGFZ 3TZ XQY
MVVBVNXCZVNUZDYUGZVITZ6UVXQYUZ<SLZ'NJQYRZLWOY
WZ TVEPYZ WXXYLKXZ ENXZ MWLYZ NKZ RQVUXZ YWXSTJZ NRX
NTOYUZ7ZKVNTORZVHZISTJRZHVUZXQYZXSXPYZVHZ9TOZKPWMYF
<QSRZ GYWUCZ APWEWLWZAPKQWZ QWRZ EYYTZ WMMUYOSXYO
ISXQZ /SRXSTMXSVTZ WTOZ SRZ STZ XQYZ UNTTSTJZ HVUZ 0UWTO
?QWKXYUFZ<QSRZRKUSTJCZXQYZ+UOYUZVHZ+LYJWZRYPYMXYO
EUVXQYURZ ?QWOZ /NUUWTMYZ WTOZ $WESPZ /WIWUQUYZ XV
XQYZ KUYRXSJSVNRZ QVTVUZ RVMSYXGZ HVUZ XQYZ 0UYYB
8GRXYLFZ
:SXQZ XQYZ RKUSTJZ RYLYRXYUZ OUWISTJZ XVZ WZ MPVRYC
IYZ WUYZ PVVBSTJZ HVUIWUOZ XVZ VNUZ +NXEWMBZ KWUXGC
HVVXEWPPZ RYWRVTZ WTOZ XVZ XQYZ EYJSTTSTJZ VHZ XQYZ HWPP
RYLYRXYUFZ:YZWUYZKPWTTSTJZUYMUNSXLYTXZYDYTXRZHVU
XQYZRNLLYUZWTOZHWPPZLVTXQRZSTZQVKYRZXVZEUSTJZVNU
LYLEYURQSKZ PYDYPZ NKFZ:YZ WUYZ WTXSMSKWXSTJZ WZ PWUJY
HWPPZ KPYOJYZ MPWRRZ XVZ EUSTJZ XVXWPZ LYLEYURQSK
TNLEYURZNKF
);D8F%:;@<7>6
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APWEWLWZ 6YXWZ WXZANENUTZ TSDYURSXGZ QWRZ QWOZ W
ENRGZ RKUSTJZ RYLYRXYUFZ :YZ WUYZ MNUUYTXPGZ STZ XQY
KUVMYRRYRZVHZLVDSTJZSTXVZVNUZTYIZQVNRYZXQWXZSRZTVX
VTPGZESJJYUZENXZSRZWPRVZSTZWZEYXXYUZPVMWXSVTZTYWUZXQY
MWLKNRFZZ<QYUYZISPPZEYZWZPVXZVHZIVUBZXQWXZISPPZEYZKNX
STXVZSLKUVDSTJZXQSRZQVNRYZENXZIYZEYPSYDYZXQSRZISPP
PYWOZVNUZMQWKXYUZXVZXQYZTY1XZPYDYPZSTZWPPZMWXYJVUSYRC
STMPNOSTJZUYMUNSXLYTXFZ
:YZ QWDYZ WPRVZ EYJNTZ RVLYZ YWUPGZ KUYKWUWXSVTR
HVUZ VNUZ ESJZ KQSPWTXQUVKGZ STZ HWPPZ 0YXZ 'WTORZ +T
IQSMQZ UWSRYRZ LVTYGZ HVUZ EUYWRXZ MWTMYUZ WIWUYTYRRF
:YZQWDYZRYXZWZJVWPZXVZUWSRYZVDYUZ=@C@@@CZIQSMQZSR
OVNEPYZXQYZWLVNTXZIYZUWSRYOZPWRXZHWPPF
ARZHWUZWRZUYMUNSXSTJZQWRZJVTYZXQSRZRYLYRXYUCZ IY
IYUYZWEPYZXVZJYXZHVNUZKPYOJYRCZIQSMQZSRZWZTSMY;RSYO
JUVNKZHVUZRKUSTJZRYLYRXYUFZ/NUSTJZRNLLYUZIYZQWDY
RYDYUWPZYDYTXRZXQWXZIYZWUYZKPWTTSTJZRVZXQWXZIYZMWT
JYXZ WZ NLKZ YWUPGZ VTZ UYMUNSXLYTXZ HVUZ XQYZ HWPP
RYLYRXYUF
+TYZPWRXZXQSTJZIYZQWDYZEYYTZPVVBSTJZXVZJYXZSTXV
XVNMQZ ISXQZ RVLYZ VHZ VNUZ VPOYUZ WPNLTSZ HUVLZ APWF
6YXWCZRVZKPYWRYZMVTXWMXZ#VEYUXZ6YUYVDCZVNUZWPNLTS
MQWSUCZWXZEYUYUWWNENUTFYONFZ
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STXVZ HSPPSTJZ VNXZ KWKYUIVUBZ WTOZ LWBSTJZ RNUYZ XQY
KUVMYRRZIYTXZRLVVXQPGCZ IYZWUYZTVIZWZUYMVJTSYO
MQWKXYUZVTZMWLKNRZWTOZMWTZQWDYZYDYTXRZRKVTRVUYO
EGZXQYZNTSDYURSXGF
:YZQWOZ=@ZLYLEYURZWXXYTOZXQYZA&AZPYWOYURQSK
WMWOYLGZ XQSRZ RKUSTJZ EUYWBCZ IQYUYZ %YUUGZ $YPRVT
JUWMSVNRPGZWPPVIYOZNRZXVZRKYTOZXQYZIYYBZPSRXYTSTJZXV
RVLYZ WLWSTJZ RKYWBYURCZ IQSPYZ WPRVZ MVVUOSTWXSTJ
ISXQZ VXQYUZ MQWKXYURZ XQUVNJQVNXZ XQYZ MVNTXUGFZ Z:Y
IVNPOZPSBYZXVZXQWTBZWPPZVHZXQYZWPNLTSZXQWXZXVVBZXQY
XSLYZVNXZVHZXQYSUZENRGZRMQYONPYRZXVZMVLYZOVITZWTO
RQWUYZXQYSUZIVUORZVHZISROVLZISXQZNRF
:YZ MNUUYTXPGZ QWDYZ =9Z TYIZ LYLEYURZ XQWXZ ISPP
RVVTZEYZSTSXSWXYOZSTXVZXQYZHUWXYUTSXGZWTOZSTSXSWXYOZ9@
LYLEYURZ STZ XQYZ HWPPFZ Z<QYRYZ PWUJYUZ XQWTZ WDYUWJY
KPYOJYZMPWRRYRZRQVNPOZQYPKZNRZSTZWXXWSTSTJZVNUZJVWP
VHZEYMVLSTJZWZ=@@ZLWTZMQWKXYUF
ATVXQYUZ TVXYIVUXQGZ XQSTJZ IYZ QWDY
WMMVLKPSRQYOZXQSRZRYLYRXYUZIWRZVNUZRYMVTOZWTTNWP
>QSZ>RSZHVUZ03RFZZ<QSRZMVLKYXSXSVTZQWRZWPPVIYOZNRZXV
YRXWEPSRQZ WZ RVPSOZ KQSPWTXQUVKGZ YDYTXZ XQWXZ SR
MVLKYXSXSDYZISXQZVXQYUZMQWKXYURZVTZMWLKNRFZ Z#NT
EGZVNUZKQSPWTXQUVKGZMQWSUCZ8WLZ"PPSRCZXQYZYDYTXZUWSRYO
VDYUZ 2C@@@Z HVUZ MWUYZ KWMBWJYRZ XVZ RYTOZ XVZ VNU
STHWTXUGZVDYURYWRF
<QSRZ QWRZ EYYTZ WZ UYDVPNXSVTWUGZ GYWUZ HVUZ VNU
MQWKXYUFZZ:YZQWDYZLWOYZWZESJZSLKWMXZSTZLWTGZWUYWR
VHZ0UYYBZ&SHYZVTZMWLKNRZWTOZKPWTZXVZMVTXSTNYZXQSR
RNMMYRRZSTXVZXQYZHNXNUYF
*E33F);D8
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<QSRZ RYLYRXYUCZ AUSVTWZAPKQW*RZ LWSTZ HVMNRZ QWR
EYYTZ ENSPOSTJZ WZ TYIZ QVNRYZ VTZ MWLKNRFZ:YZ QWDY
EYYTZ IVUBSTJZ QWUOZ VTZ SXZ WTOZ WUYZ WPUYWOGZ IYPPZ VT
VNUZIWGZXVZMVLKPYXSTJZXQSRZY1MSXSTJZKUVMYRRFZ8VZHWUC
IYZQWDYZRYXZWTZVHHYUZHVUZVNUZVPOZQVNRYZWTOZQWDY
RYPYMXYOZ XQYZ PVXZ XQWXZ VNUZ TYIZ QVNRYZ ISPPZ EYZ ENSPX
VTFZ Z 3TZ XQYZ LYWTXSLYCZ IYZ QWDYZ UYTXYOZ VNXZ WT
WKWUXLYTXZ MVLKPY1Z VTZ XQYZ YOJYZ VHZ MWLKNRZ WTO
QWDYZ 29Z VHZ VNUZ 44Z LYLEYURZ MNUUYTXPGZ PSDSTJZ STF
:SXQZRVZLWTGZKYVKPYZPSDSTJZSTZMPVRYZKUV1SLSXGCZ VNU
MQWKXYUZQWRZJUVITZRNERXWTXSWPPGZMPVRYUZVDYUZXQYZPWRX
GYWUFZZ<QSRZTYIZRYXNKZQWRZWPPVIYOZNRZXVZYWRSPGZRYXZNK
EUVXQYUQVVOZ YDYTXRZ XQWXZ KUVLVXYZ EUVXQYURZ IQV
OVZTVXZRYYZYWMQZVXQYUZVHXYTZXVZIVUBZXVJYXQYUZST
DWUSVNRZRKVUXRFZZ$SMQVPWRZ8XNUSWPYZWTOZWMXSDSXSYRZMQWSU
%NRXSTZ !SLNUWZ QWDYZ RYXZ NKZ ISHHPYZ EWPPZ XVNUTWLYTXR
XQUVNJQVNXZ XQYZ RYLYRXYUCZ IQSMQZ WPLVRXZ WPPZ VHZ VNU
EUVXQYURZKWUXSMSKWXYOZSTF
ATVXQYUZESJZWMMVLKPSRQLYTXZXQSRZRYLYRXYUZIWR
JWSTSTJZUYMVJTSXSVTZWRZWZHUWXYUTSXGZVTZMWLKNRFZZ:SXQ
HVULYUZKUYRSOYTXZ8MVXXZ!WRYUZKNXZTNLYUVNRZQVNUR
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<QYZRNTZSRZVNXZWTOZXQYZIWULZIYWXQYUZSRZEWMBZWX
8XWTHVUOZ TSDYURSXGFZ <QYZ ?WPSHVUTSWZ 6YXW
EUVXQYUQVVOZ IYPMVLYOZ HSDYZ TYIZ LYLEYURZ XQSR
KWRXZISTXYUZNWUXYUFZAHXYUZXQYZSTSXSWXSVTZMYUYLVTGZWX
XQYZ QVNRYCZ IYZ IYUYZ QVTVUYOZ XVZ QVRXZ 6UVXQYU
0VUOVTZ &YXXYULWTCZ JUYWX;JUWTORVTZ VHZ -VNTOYU
:SPPSWLZ'YTUGZ&YXXYULWTCZWRZXQYZJNYRXZRKYWBYUZHVU
VNUZ -VNTOYURZ /WGZ MYPYEUWXSVTFZ <QYZ YDYTXZ IWRZ W
JUYWXZ VKKVUXNTSXGZ XVZ PYWUTZ HSURX;QWTOZ WEVNXZ XQY
KYURVTWPZQSRXVUGZVHZVTYZVHZVNUZ-VNTOYURCZWRZIYPPZWR
UYMVTTYMXZISXQZWPNLTSZSTZXQYZWUYWF
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VXQYUZMQWKXYURZIWRZWTZYGY;VKYTSTJZY1KYUSYTMYZHVU
XQYRYZ HSURX;XSLYZ EUVXQYURFZ<QYG*DYZ UYXNUTYOZ ISXQZ W
UYTYIYOZOUSDYZXVZSTMUYWRYZSTXYU;MQWKXYUZEVTORZWTO
WPNLTSZUYPWXSVTRF
+NUZ RKUSTJZ NWUXYUZ RXWUXYOZ VNXZ RXUVTJZ WTO
KUVLSRYRZ XVZ YTOZ ISXQZ WZ EWTJFZ /NUSTJZ XQYZ HSURX
IYYBYTOZVHZXQYZNWUXYUCZ 8XWTHVUOZRXNOYTXRZUVMBYO
VNXZWXZVNUZ=,XQZATTNWPZ6WXXPYZVHZXQYZ6WTORFZ8XNOYTX
EWTORZ UWTJSTJZ STZ RXGPYZ HUVLZ HNTBZ XVZ QYWDGZ LYXWP
KYUHVULYOZ XVZ WZ KWMBYOZ QVNRYFZ :YZ IYUYZ YDYT
LVUYZY1MSXYOZXVZQWDYZEUVXQYURZHUVLZ?WPSHVUTSWZ3VXW
OUSDYZ WPPZ XQYZ IWGZ HUVLZ ?Z /WDSRZ XVZ DSRSXZ NRZ XQWX
TSJQXFZ :YZ WUYZ TVIZ QWPHIWGZ XQUVNJQZ 8XWTHVUO*R
8KUSTJZ3-?ZUYMUNSXLYTXZKYUSVOFZAZRXUVTJZRQVISTJZVH
HUYRQLYTCZ RVKQVLVUYRZ WTOZ NTSVURZ STXYUYRXYOZ ST
VSTSTJZ?WPZ6YXWZQWDYZEYYTZDSRSXSTJZVNUZUNRQZYDYTXRC

<QSRZISTXYUZNWUXYUCZ ?WPZ6YXWZIWRZWPRVZKPYWRYO
XVZ WIWUOZ SXRZ WTTNWPZ >NEPSMZ 8YUDSMYZ 0UWTXZ XV
8XWTHVUOZ0#3/CZWZMWLKNRZVUJWTSWXSVTZOYOSMWXYOZXV
STRXWPPSTJZ WHHVUOWEPYZ RVPWUZ KWTYPRZ STZ TYSJQEVUQVVO
QVNRYRFZ <QYZ JUVNK*RZ MVLESTWXSVTZ VHZ PVMWPZ SLKWMX
WTOZRXNOYTXZSTDVPDYLYTXZEYRXZY1YLKPSHSYOZXQYZRKSUSX
VHZ RYUDSMYZ IYZ IWTXZ XVZ HVRXYUZ WXZ VNUZ RMQVVPFZ :Y
YRKYMSWPPGZYT VGYOZRQWUSTJZVNUZOYOSMWXSVTZXVZRYUDSMY
ISXQZA">QSCZ XQYZTYIYRXZLYLEYUZVHZ8XWTHVUO*RZ38?
RVUVUSXSYRCZ XQUVNJQZ WZ VSTXZ EYWMQZ MPYWTNKZ YDYTXFZ 3X
IWRZ JUYWXZ XVZ YRXWEPSRQZ XSYRZ ISXQZA">QSZ RVZ NSMBPG
WHXYUZXQYSUZMQWUXYUSTJZWTOZXVZRQVIZXQYZOSDYURSXGZVH
MQWKXYUZSTDVPDYLYTXZSTZXQYZMVLLNTSXGF
8YDYTZVHZNRZWXXYTOYOZXQYZALYUSMWTZ&YWOYURQSK
AMWOYLGZSTZ?WEVZAPKQWZXQSRZ8KUSTJZ6UYWBCZ WPPZENX
VTYZHVUZXQYZHSURXZXSLYFZ5YYXSTJZHYPPVIZ>QSZ>RSRZHUVL
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WTOZIY*UYZPVVBSTJZHVUIWUOZXVZEUSTJSTJZSTZWZRXUVTJ
RKUSTJZKPYOJYZMPWRRZXQSRZGYWUFZAHXYUZVNUZRKUSTJZUNRQC
IYZ WUYZ WPRVZ PVVBSTJZ HVUIWUOZ XVZ QVRXSTJZ 6UVXQYU
5WUBZ 8XYDYTRCZ +D<A3@BCADF &E<?DF CZ WRZ VNUZ BYGTVXY
RKYWBYUZHVUZVNUZ&VVBSTJZAQYWOZ8KYWBYUZ8YUSYRFZ'SR
XWPBZISPPZEYZRNUYZXVZVHHYUZLWTGZSTRSJQXRZXQUVNJQZQSR
Y1KYUSYTMYZ WRZ WZ DYTXNUYZ MWKSXWPSRXZ WXZ 8YNVSW
?WKSXWPFZ-STWPPGCZVNUZ>QSZ>RSZ4@@Z>QSPWTXQUVKGZ"DYTXZST
5WGZKUVLSRYRZXVZEYZWZRNMMYRRCZISXQZWZOSTTYUZRYUSYR
WTOZ WZ 0NSXWUZ 'YUVZ XVNUTWLYTXZ WPPZ EYTYHSXSTJ
>UWGWRCZ WZ JUVNKZ OYOSMWXYOZ XVZ MWUSTJZ HVUZ WTO
YONMWXSTJZ NTOYUKUSDSPYJYOZ MQSPOUYTZ STZ 3TOSWFZ:Y*DY
LWTWJYOZXVZRNRXWSTZPVXRZVHZYTXQNRSWRLZWTOZYTYUJG
STZWPPZVHZVNUZWMMVLKPSRQLYTXRFZ3TZRQVUXCZXQSRZGYWUZQWR
EYYTZWTZY1MSXSTJZXSLYZHVUZ?WPSHVUTSWZ6YXWCZ WTOZIY
QVKYZXVZMVTXSTNYZRXUYTJXQYTSTJZVNUZRXUVTJZEWTOF
:1EFA

QVNRYZ QWRZ IVUBYOZ XVIWUORZ MVVKYUWXSVTZ WTO
MVTXUSENXSVTRZ VNXRSOYZ VHZ XQYZ QVNRYZ IWPPRCZ IVUBSTJ
ISXQZ XQYZ RMQVVPCZ HYPPVIZ 0UYYBRZ WRZ IYPPZ WRZ PVMWP
VUJWTSWXSVTRZ XVZ LWBYZ WZ ESJJYUZ SLKWMXZ STZ XQY
MVLLNTSXSYRZ STZ IQSMQZ IYZ WUYZ STDVPDYOFZ Z<QVNJQ
RVUVUSXGZ UYPWXSVTRZ LWGZ EYZ VTYZ VHZ XQYZ LVUY
MVTRKSMNVNRZ WUYWRZ VHZ YHHVUXCZ IYZ QWDYZ EYYT
MVTRMSVNRZ VHZ WPPZ VHZ XQYZ IWGRZ STZ IQSMQZ WUYZ WEPYZ XV
MVTXUSENXYZ WTOZ SLKUVDYZ VNUZ EUVXQYUQVVOFZ Z 5VRX
TVXWEPGCZ XQYZ QVNRYZ QWRZ LWOYZ NTKUYMYOYTXYO
YHHVUXRZXVIWUORZSLKUVDSTJZKQSPWTXQUVKGFZZ'WDSTJZKNX
VTZWZ'WPPVIYYTZ?WUTSDWPZHVUZXQYZBSORZWXZXQYZ8WTXW
5VTSMWZ6VGRZWTOZ0SUPRZ?PNEZYWUPGZSTZXQYZGYWUCZ ?WP
"KZRYXZXQYZXVTYZHVUZSTMUYWRYOZSTDVPDYLYTXCZIQYXQYU
SXZSRZVTZVUZVHHZXQYZ?&AZMWLKNRFZZ?VLSTJZNKZSTZXQY
RKUSTJZ IYZ QWDYZ EYJNTZ XVZ VUJWTSYZ WZ MVTMYUXZ VT
MWLKNRZ EYTYHSXSTJZ 'YWPZ XQYZ 6WGCZ WTZ VUJWTSWXSVT
HVMNRYOZ VTZ KUYRYUDSTJZ WTOZ MPYWTSTJZ NKZ 8VNXQYUT
?WPSHVUTSWZ EYWMQYRFZ Z 3HZ XQSRZ GYWUZ QWRZ EYYTZ WTG
STOSMWXVUCZ XQYZ MVTMYUXZ RQVNPOZ MYUXWSTPGZ WZ DWPNWEPY
WTOZYTXYUXWSTSTJZYDYTXFZZ
+TZWZLVUYZSTOSDSONWPZEWRSRCZXQYZEUVXQYURZVHZ?WP
"KZ QWDYZ EYYTZ Y1MYPPSTJZ STZ YWMQZ VHZ XQYSUZ STOSDSONWP
YTOYWDVURZ WRZ IYPPCZ YLEVOGSTJZ XQYZ OSDYURSXGZ VH
XWPYTXRZWTOZSTXYUYRXRZXQWXZLWBYZXQSRZQVNRYZIQWXZSX
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?WPZ"KZWUYZEYMVLSTJZPYWOYURZWUYZYNWPPGZTNLYUVNRF
8KUSTJZ NWUXYUZ QWRZ WZ PVXZ STZ RXVUYZ ?WPZ "KC
EYJSTTSTJZRKYMSHSMWPPGZISXQZWZUNRQZIQSMQZGSYPOYOZ92
TYIZ KPYOJYRZ Z WTZ NTKUYMYOYTXYOZ TNLEYUZ HVU
RKUSTJZ UYMUNSXLYTXFZ Z:YZ WUYZ Y1MSXYOZ XVZ IYPMVLY
XQYRYZ TYIZ LYTZ STXVZ XQYZ KPYOJYZ KUVMYRRZ WTOZ WUY
Y1MSXYOZXVZRYYZXQYZBSTORZVHZMVTXUSENXSVTRZXQYGZMWT
EYJSTZXVZLWBYFZ ZARZUNRQZMVTMPNOYRCZ WXXYTXSVTZRQSHXR
XVIWUORZ VXQYUZ WRKYMXRZ VHZ PSHYZ WXZ ?WPZ "KFZ Z 'VNRY
KWUXSYRZWTOZKSTTSTJZWUYZMYUXWSTPGZBYGZSTJUYOSYTXRZXV
WZJUYWXZRVMSWPZMWPYTOWUZWTOZWZNTSXYOZEUVXQYUQVVOC
ENXZWRZISXQZLVRXZVXQYUZWRKYMXRZVHZXQYZMQWKXYUCZ IY
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SRZTVZRQVUXWJYZVHZWMXSDSXSYRZJVSTJZVTZWXZXQYZ>QSZ>RS
QVNRYFZ Z 'VIYDYUCZ EYGVTOZ WTGZ RVMSWPZ VU
KQSPWTXQUVKSMZ YDYTXRZ SRZ WTVXQYUZ KSDVXWPZ KUV YMX
IQSMQZQWRZRYYTZRSJTSHSMWTXZKUVJUYRRZVDYUZXQYZMVNURY
VHZ XQYZ RMQVVPZ GYWUFZ Z:SXQZ XQYZ QYPKZ VHZ TNLYUVNR
WPNLTSCZXQYZMQWKXYUZSRZLVDSTJZHVUIWUOZXVIWUORZXQY
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XNUTVNXZSTZXQYZ0UYYBZMVLLNTSXGCZIQSMQZMNPLSTWXYO
STZ XQYZ WOOSXSVTZ VHZ XIYPDYZ TYIZ KPYOJYRZ XQWXZ ISPP
RVVTZ LWBYZ JUYWXZ TYIZ EUVXQYURFZ<QSRZ KWRXZ HWPPCZ XQY
0UYYBZ MVLLNTSXGZ QVRXYOZ XQYSUZ WTTNWPZ 0UYYB
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KQSPWTXQUVKSMZ MVTXUSENXSVTRFZ +NUZ RKUSTJ
KQSPWTXQUVKGCZ #A3$$Z +NXZ #WKYCZ JVXZ WLWSTJ
RNKKVUXZHUVLZWPPZVHZXQYZRVUVUSXSYRZVTZMWLKNRFZ<QY
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PYWOYURQSKZ WTOZ KUYRYTMYZ VTZ MWLKNRFZ -STWPPGCZ XQY
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KMVLSTJZSTZXQYZHWPPCZIYZWUYZPVVBSTJZHVUIWUOZXVZVNU
WTTNWPZ0YXZVTZXQYZ6WPPZHNTOUWSRYUZWRZIYPPZWRZXQY
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WKKUYMSWXYZXQYSUZMVTXUSENXSVTRZWTOZMVLLSXLYTXZXV
-PVUSOWZAPKQWCZWTOZIYZPVVBZHVUIWUOZXVZRYYSTJZLVUY
WPNLTSZTY1XZGYWUFZZ<QYZMQWKXYUZWPRVZRKYTXZWZUYPW1STJ
IYYBYTOZ STZ 8XYSTQWXMQYYCZ -PWFZ VTZ WZ EUVXQYUQVVO
UYXUYWXCZ IQYUYZ IYZ YDWPNWXYOZ XQSRZ GYWUZ WTOZ EYJWT
KUYKWUWXSVTZHVUZTY1XZGYWUF
)DB@CFBEE8DC

 



  



MQWKXYUZ QVKYRZ XVZ MVLKPYXYZ SXRZ UYTVDWXSVTZ VHZ XQY
MQWKXYUZUVVLFZ
3PPSTVSRZAPKQWZSRZWPRVZKUVNOZXVZIYPMVLYZ=)ZTYI
EUVXQYURZ HVPPVISTJZ ISTXYUZ UYMUNSXLYTXCZ LVRXZ VH
IQVLZ QWDYZ UYMYTXPGZ EYYTZ YPYMXYOZ XVZ PYWOYURQSK
KVRSXSVTRZSTZXQYZMQWKXYUFZZAPUYWOGCZXQYZTYIPGZSTSXSWXYO
EUVXQYURZ QWDYZ RNMMYRRHNPPGZ VUJWTSYOZ WTOZ QYPOZ W
KQSPWTXQUVKSMZ YDYTXCZ XQYZ KUVMYYORZ VHZ IQSMQZ IYUY
OVTWXYOZXVIWUOZWZLYLVUSWPZHVUZXQYZDSMXSLRZVHZXQY
XUWJSMZ RQVVXSTJRZ WXZ $VUXQYUTZ 3PPSTVSRZ TSDYURSXGZ ST
-YEUNWUGFZ 3PPSTVSRZ APKQWZ Y1XYTORZ SXRZ JUYWXYRX
RGLKWXQSYRZ WTOZ RNKKVUXZ XVIWUOZ SXRZ EUVXQYURZ WX
$3ZWTOZXQYZRMQVVPZWRZWZIQVPYF
#YMYTXPGCZ 3PPSTVSRZAPKQWZWPRVZQYPOZSXRZWTTNWPZMWUO
KWUXGCZ WXXYTOYOZ EGZ EVXQZ MNUUYTXZ EUVXQYURZ WTO
WPNLTSFZ <QYZ MQWKXYUZ PVVBRZ HVUIWUOZ XVZ WZ RKUSTJ
NWUXYUZHSPPYOZISXQZRVMSWPZYDYTXRZRKYMSHSMWPPGZHVUZTYI
EUVXQYURCZ STZ IQSMQZ XQYGZ ISPPZ RXUYTJXQYTZ XQYSU
HUSYTORQSKRZWTOZYT VGZXQYZRKSUSXZVHZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSF
"E2ACF%6DC
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<QYZ0YVUJSWZ6YXWZ?QWKXYUZQWRZEYYTZBYYKSTJZENRG
XQSRZKWRXZRYLYRXYUZOVITZQYUYZSTZ0YVUJSWZ<YMQFZ Z+NU
MQWKXYUZBSMBYOZVHHZXQYZGYWUZISXQZWZIYYBPVTJZUNRQZXQWX
STMPNOYOZ ESPPSWUORZ TSJQXCZ XIVZ RKVUXSTJZ YDYTXRZ WTOZ W
MQWKXYUZOSTTYUFZ ZAXZXQYZYTOCZ IYZJWDYZVNXZLWTGZESOR
WTOZSTONMXYOZVTYZKPYOJYFZ Z3TZ-YEUNWUGCZ VNUZMQWKXYUC
WPVTJZ ISXQZ TNLYUVNRZ WPNLTSZ WTOZ LYLEYURZ VHZ XQY
0YVUJSWZ APKQWZ MQWKXYUCZ WXXYTOYOZ WZ -VNTOYURZ /WG
EWTNYXZSTZAXPWTXWFZ Z<QYZYDYTXZIWRZDYUGZLYLVUWEPY
WTOZQWOZWZDYUGZPWUJYZWXXYTOWTMYFZZ5WTGZEUVXQYURZHUVL
VNUZMQWKXYUZUYMWPPZXQYZLYLVUWEPYZRKYYMQYRZOYPSDYUYO
WXZXQYZEWTNYXFZZ<QUVNJQVNXZ-YEUNWUGZWTOZ5WUMQCZXQY
MQWKXYUZ QVRXYOZ KWUXSYRCZ VNXSTJRZ WTOZ VXQYUZ YDYTXR
MWXYUYOZ XVIWUORZ RKUYWOSTJZ VNUZ MQWKXYU*RZ TWLYZ VT
MWLKNRFZZ:YZSTSXSWXYOZVNUZKPYOJYZWTOZQWOZWTZWLWSTJ
EUVXQYUQVVOZUYXUYWXZWXZWZPWBYZQVNRYZSTZANJNRXWCZ 0WF
#YMYTXPGCZ IYZ KWUXSMSKWXYOZ STZ 0UYYBZ IYYBCZ WZ RKYMSWP
YDYTXZ WXZ 0YVUJSWZ <YMQZ STZ IQSMQZ HUWXYUTSXSYRZ WTO
RVUVUSXSYRZ VTZ MWLKNRZ MVLKYXYZ STZ DWUSVNRZ RKVUXR
YDYTXRFZ Z:YZ KPWMYOZ RYMVTOZ STZ VTYZ YDYTXCZ WTOZ WUY
UWTBYOZ STZ XQYZ XVKZ QWPHZ VHZ XQYZ HUWXYUTSXSYRFZ Z:SXQZ XQY
RYLYRXYU*RZYTOZWKKUVWMQSTJCZVNUZMQWKXYUZRXSPPZQWRZWZHYI
YDYTXRZKPWTTYOZHVUZXQYZPWRXZHYIZIYYBRFZZ<QYRYZSTMPNOY
WZMPVXQSTJZOUSDYCZWZRYLS;HVULWPZYDYTXZSTZ8XFZANJNRXSTYC
-PWFZWTOZWZ-UWXZ#WXZXVZQVTVUZVNUZJUWONWXSTJZEUVXQYURF
APRVCZLWTGZVHZVNUZEUVXQYURZWUYZKPWTTSTJZXVZWXXYTOZXQY
0A?ZXQSRZRNLLYUF
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0UYYXSTJRZHUVLZ3PPSTVSRZ/YPXWZ<QSRZRYLYRXYUZQWR
EYYTZ WZ HWRXZ WTOZ Y1MSXSTJZ VTYZ HVUZ YDYUGVTYZ WXZ +P*
(==FZ ?VLSTJZSTXVZXQSRZRKUSTJZRYLYRXYUCZ WZJUVNKZVH
RYDYTZ >QSZ >RSRZ OUVDYZ OVITZ XVZ $YIZ +UPYWTRZ WTO
OVTWXYOZXSLYZWTOZQWUOZIVUBZXVIWUORZXQYZ!WXUSTW
UYPSYHZYHHVUXRFZ&SBYZXQYZKUYDSVNRZGYWUCZIYZPVJJYOZVDYU
7@@ZLWT;QVNURZWTOZRKUYWOZXQYZIVUOZXVZVNUZWPNLTS
WTOZ XQYZ PVMWPZ $YIZ +UPYWTRZ MVLLNTSXGZ VHZ VNU
VNXRXWTOSTJZIVUBZYXQSMF
'WUOZ IVUBZ RYYLRZ XVZ EYZ WZ XQYLYZ WXZ 3PPSTVSR
/YPXWFZ :YZ QWOZ WZ JUYWXZ UNRQCZ WTOZ KPYOJYOZ RYDYT
NWPSXGZ LYTFZ +NUZ IVUBZ OSOT*XZ RXVKZ ISXQ
UYMUNSXLYTXZ XQSRZ GYWUZ IYZ QWDYZ XWBYTZ XQYZ STSXSWXSDY
XVZ OYDYPVKZ XQYZ STWNJNUWPZ #SMBZ #SPYGZ 7;VT;7
EWRBYXEWPPZ XVNUTWLYTXZ XVZ UWSRYZ LVTYGZ XVZ EYTYHSX
XQYZ $VXQSTJZ 6NXZ $YXRZ VUJWTSWXSVTFZ :YZ WUY
IVUBSTJZISXQZXQYZPWOSYRZVHZ>SZ6YXWZ>QSCZXQYZ3PPSTYXXYRC
XQYZ 5YT*RZWURSXGZ 6WRBYXEWPPZ XYWLZ WRZ IYPPZ WRZ XQY
$WXSVTWPZ ?QWLKSVTRQSKZ 5YT*RZ :QYYPMQWSU
6WRBYXEWPPZ XYWLFZ +DYUWPPCZ SXZ SRZ RQWKSTJZ NKZ XVZ EYZ W
JUYWXZYDYTXFZ
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3TZ XQYZ PWRXZ RYDYUWPZ LVTXQRCZ 3PPSTVSRZ APKQW
MVTMYTXUWXYOZ SXRZ YHHVUXRZ VTZ SLKUVDSTJZ XQYZ QVNRY
HVUZSXRZLYLEYURFZ 3TZWZMVPPWEVUWXSDYZYHHVUXZEYXIYYT
XQYZ NTOYUJUWONWXYRZ WTOZ VNUZ 'VNRYZ ?VUKVUWXSVTC
RYDYUWPZ WOOSXSVTRZ QWDYZ EYYTZ LWOYZ XVZ XQYZ QVNRY*R
BSXMQYTCZ STZ VUOYUZ XVZ WMMVLLVOWXYZ XQYZ EUVXQYUR
WTOZXQYSUZJNYRXRZWXZLYWPRFZ3TZXQYZMVLSTJZNWUXYUCZXQY
 



  

   

+??HDCHBJ.I?GFJ<I<2IEBJ=CBIJ7HGAJIEE8J%I?BCDJFGJGAIJ.HBGEH>GJ+++J<IIGHD:
3X*RZTVXZWPPZQWUOZIVUBZQYUYCZ IYZPSBYZXVZQWDYZHNT
XVVCZ YRKYMSWPPGZ ISXQZ VNUZ PVDYPGZ LVXQYURZ<QSRZ GYWU
IYZKWUXSMSKWXYOZSTZXQYZ0UYYBZYDYTXZAXXSNR;8WMQYLC
IQSMQZ XWBYRZ KPWMYZ VTZ 5VL*RZ /WGFZ :YZ IYUY
KWUXTYUYOZISXQZXQYZPWOSYRZVHZAPKQWZ0WLLWZ/YPXW
WTOZIYZKUVONMYOZWZRBSXZXVZKYUHVULZHVUZVNUZLVLRF
<QSRZ YDYTXZ IWRZ JUYWXCZ EYMWNRYZ IYZ RQVIYOZ VNU
LVLRCZ XQYZAPKQWZ0WLRZWTOZXQYZUYRXZVHZXQYZ0UYYB
MVLLNTSXGZVNUZJUYWXZOWTMYZRBSPPRF
:YZ WUYZ MNPLSTWXSTJZ XQSRZ RYLYRXYUZ ISXQZ VNU
WTTNWPZ APNLTSZ 0VPHZ +NXSTJFZ :YZ YTMVNUWJYZ WPP
WPNLTSZXVZMVLYZWTOZJVPHZISXQZNRZYSXQYUZXQSRZGYWUZVU
TY1XZRKUSTJFZ<QSRZSRZWZJUYWXZIWGZHVUZYDYUGVTYZXVZRYY
XQYZ QVNRYZ WTOZ IQWXZ IYZ QWDYZ OVTYZ RSTMY
QVLYMVLSTJFZ3HZGVNZMWT*XZLWBYZSXZOVITZKPYWRYZDSRSX
NRZWXZIIIFKQSKRSNSNMFMVLZHVUZMVTXSTNVNRZNKOWXYR
VTZMQWKXYUZWMXSDSXGFZALSMSF
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<QSRZ QWRZ EYYTZ WZ OSHHSMNPXZ RYLYRXYUZ HVUZ 3PPSTVSR
"KRSPVTFZ Z +DYUZ ISTXYUZ EUYWBCZ RS1Z VHZ VNUZ LYLEYUR
IYTXZ XVZ XQYZ ALYUSMWTZ &YWOYURQSKZ AMWOYLGZ ST
?WEVZ 8WTZ &NMWRZ WTOZ ONUSTJZ XQYSUZ RXWGCZ VNUZ OYWU
HUSYTOZ WTOZ EUVXQYUCZ APY1Z 5SMQWYPZ 8QYPXVTZ QWOZ W
XYUUSEPYZHWPPCZPYWDSTJZQSLZSTZMUSXSMWPZMVTOSXSVTZWTOZSTZW
MVLWFZ Z APY1Z QWRZ WPIWGRZ EYYTZ XQYZ QYWUXZ VHZ VNU
MQWKXYUCZ MVTRXWTXPGZVKXSLSRXSMZWTOZYTYUJYXSMCZ WTOZSX
IWRZDYUGZQWUOZHVUZNRZXVZMVKYZISXQZXQYZUYWPSXGZVHZTVX
QWDSTJZQSRZKUYRYTMYZHVUZXQYZUYLWSTOYUZVHZXQYZGYWUF
'VIYDYUCZ VNUZ MQWKXYUZ MWLYZ XVJYXQYUZ WTOZ QYPOZ W
EYTYHSXZMVTMYUXZHVUZQSLZWTOZQSRZHWLSPGCZWKKUVKUSWXYPG
TWLYOZ8QYPXVT;ASOCZUWSRSTJZVDYUZ4C@@@FZZ<VOWGCZQY
SRZ STZ KQGRSMWPZ XQYUWKGCZ IVUBSTJZ QWUOZ XVIWUORZ IQWX
ISPPZQVKYHNPPGZEYZWZHNPPZUYMVDYUGF


  



ARZ HVUZ VNUZ MWLKNRZ STDVPDYLYTXCZ IYZ QWDY
MVTXSTNYOZXVZVNXOVZVNURYPDYRFZZ+NUZKWUXSMSKWXSVTZST
VXQYUZ VUJWTSWXSVTRZ WRZ IYPPZ WRZ MWLKNRZ WMXSDSXSYRZ SR
MVNTXPYRRFZ Z #YMYTXPGCZ IYZ XVVBZ 2XQZ KPWMYZ STZ VNU
RMQVVP*RZ?WLKZ:YYBZ RSLSPWUZ XVZ 0UYYBZ:YYBC
QWDYZTYWUPGZOVLSTWXYOZSTZLWTGZVHZVNUZSTXUWLNUWPRC
WTOZ QWDYZ EYYTZ STMUYWRSTJPGZ EYMVLYZ VTYZ VHZ XQY
KUYLSYUZ HUWXYUTSXSYRZ WXZ 3PPSTVSRZ 8XWXYFZ -NUXQYULVUYC
IYZ ISPPZ RVVTZ EYZ QWDSTJZ VNUZ WTTNWPZ WPMVQVP
WIWUYTYRRZ KQSPWTXQUVKGCZ STDVPDSTJZ KYURVTTYPC
YNSKLYTXCZ WTOZ RNWOZ MWURZ HUVLZ RS1Z PVMWPZ KVPSMY
OYKWUXLYTXRF
ARZ XQSRZ RYLYRXYU*RZ YTOZ MVLYRZ TYWUYUCZ RVZ OVYR
XQYZ OWGZ IQYTZ IYZ PVRYZ TSTYZ VHZ VNUZ EYPVDYO
EUVXQYURZ XVZ JUWONWXSVTFZ Z 6YGVTOZ RXUYTJXQYTSTJZ W
MQWKXYUZHUVLZXIYPDYZRXUVTJZ NRXZXQUYYZRQVUXZGYWUR
WJVCZ XVZ VTYZ XQWXZ SRZ TYWUPGZ HVUXGCZ XQYRYZ LYTZ QWDY
MVLYZ XVZ YLNPWXYZ YDYUGXQSTJZ WZ >QSZ >RSZ RQVNPOZ EY
XQYGZQWDYZPSDYOZEGZXQYZ?UYYOZOWG;STZWTOZOWG;VNXC
XQYGZ QWDYZ YWUTYOZ XQYZ UYRKYMXZ VHZ LWTGZ VHZ XQYSU
KYYURZ WTOZ LYTXVURCZ WTOCZ WEVDYZ WPPZ YPRYCZ XQYGZ QWDY
STRKSUYOZ 7@Z VXQYURZ XVZ MVTXSTNYZ XQYZ XUWOSXSVTRZ VH
EUVXQYUQVVOFZZ&SDYZ"DYUCZ/SYZ$YDYU
(BEC;@CFEA;CEB

XQWTBRZ XVZ WRRSRXWTMYZ HUVLZ XQYZARKSUYZ VUJWTSWXSVT
WTOZ XQYZ /Y>WNPZ TSDYURSXGZ ?VLLNTSXGFZ :Y
UYMYTXPGZ KUVDSOYOZ WRRSRXWTMYZ HVUZ WTZ STOVVU
MQSPOUYT*RZ MWUTSDWPZ XQWXZ IWRZ QYPOZ VTZ MWLKNRFZ :Y
IYUYZSTZMQWUJYZVHZXQYZUSOYRZWTOZJWLYRZIQSMQZIWR
HNTZHVUZWPPFZZ<QYUYZSRZLVUYZKQSPWTXQUVKGZSTZXQYZIVUBR
STMPNOSTJZVXQYUZARKSUYZYDYTXRZWTOZ#YPWGZHVUZ&SHYF
+DYUZ XQYZ KWRXZ NWUXYUZ IYZ QWDYZ UWSRYOZ VNU
WDYUWJYZ0>AZVDYUZ@F=ZKVSTXRZWTOZKPWTZXVZMVTXSTNY
VTZ XQSRZ KWXQFZ<QSRZ SRZ STZ XQWTBRZ XVZ VNUZ RMQVPWURQSK
MVLLSXXYYZ IQSMQZ QWRZ SLKPYLYTXYOZ RVLYZ TYI
KVPSMSYRZWTOZLVXSDWXSVTZHVUZNRFZ:YZWUYZRXSPPZIVUBSTJ
VTZJYXXSTJZXQWXZ0>AZYDYTZQSJQYUCZ ENXZXQWXZSRZJVSTJ
XVZ XWBYZ LVUYZ NWUXYURZ WTOZ QWUOZ IVUBZ XV
WMMVLKPSRQFZ
<QYZEUVXQYURZVHZ3PPSTVSRZYXWZIVNPOZPSBYZXVZJSDY
WZQYWUXGZXQWTBRZXVZVNUZPVMWPZWTOZ$WXSVTWPZWPNLTSZWR
IYPPZHVUZWPPZXQYZRNKKVUXZXQYGZQWDYZJSDYTZNRZVDYUZXQY
KWRXZMVNKPYZLVTXQRFZZZAPRVCZIYZIVNPOZPSBYZXVZXQWTB
XQYZHUWXYUTSXGZWTOZVNUZTSDYURSXGZHVUZWPPZXQYSUZQYPKF
>UVNOZ<VZ6Y Z
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3PPSTVSRZ "XWZ QWOZ WZ DYUGZ ENRGZ RKUSTJZ RYLYRXYUF
:Y*DYZ TYDYUZ Y1KYUSYTMYOZ RNMQZ MWLWUWOYUSY
EYXIYYTZ EUVXQYURFZ +NUZ MWLKNRZ STDVPDYLYTXZ QWR
EYYTZ XQYZ JUYWXYRXZ STZ LWTGZ GYWURFZ :YZ WUYZ DYUG
KUVNOZ VHZ VNUZ STSXSWXSDYZ XVZ KWUXSMSKWXYZ STZ RVZ LWTG
YDYTXRCZ RNMQZ WRZ #YPWGZ HVUZ &SHYFZ Z <QYZ ALYUSMWT
?WTMYUZ 8VMSYXG*RZ #YPWGZ HVUZ &SHYZ SRZ QWDSTJZ SXRZ HSURX
WTTNWPZ83"ZYDYTXZWTOZYDYUGVTYZHUVLZVNUZMQWKXYU
SRZ KPWTTSTJZ XVZ KWUXSMSKWXYFZ <QYZ UYMYTXZ .4Z #VRYR
0WPWCZWTZWNMXSVTZWTOZOSTTYUZQVRXYOZEGZXQYZ/YPXWZ>QS
"KRSPVTZ RVUVUSXGZ XVZ UWSRYZ LVTYGZ HVUZ MGRXSMZ HSEUVRSRC
IWRZ WXXYTOYOZ EGZ LNMQZ VHZ VNUZ MQWKXYUFZ :YZ QWDY
WPRVZ WXXYTOYOZ LWTGZ XUSDSWZ TSJQXRZ HVUZ PVMWPZ JUVNKR
EYTYHSXSTJZ RYDYUWPZ MQWUSXSYRFZ :YZ IVNPOZ PSBYZ XV
MVTJUWXNPWXYZ WTOZ IYPMVLYZ VNUZ TYIZ LYLEYUR
0YUWUOZ#NRRYPPCZ /VNJZ8WTOIYJCZ WMQZ8WTOYHYUCZ %SL
'YUMQYTEWMBCZ 6UWOZ 8WTOYHYUCZ %YUYLGZ /VLEYMBC
6YTZ/VUUSTJXVTCZWTOZ/WTSYPZ>WDPSRSTFZZ:YZLNRXZRWOPG
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3XZQWRZEYYTZWZDYUGZRNMMYRRHNPZGYWUZHVUZXQYZ3PPSTVSR
YXWZ MQWKXYUZ STZ XQYZ WUYWRZ VHZ UYMUNSXLYTXC
KQSPWTXQUVKGZWTOZWMWOYLSWFZ:YZRYXZVNUZJVWPRZQSJQ
WTOZ STZ XNUTZ IYZ WMMVLKPSRQYOZ XQYRYZ SLKVUXWTX
SXYLRZ ONYZ XVZ WZ RXUVTJZ RYTRYZ VHZ EUVXQYUQVVOC
OYXYULSTWXSVTZ WTOZ HVMNRFZ Z <QYZ NTSDYURSXGZ WTO
VNURYPDYRZWUYZKUVNOZVHZVNUZWMMVLKPSRQLYTXRZWTO
PVVBZHVUIWUOZXVZWTZYDYTZEYXXYUZHNXNUYF
+NUZ ISTXYUZ UYMUNSXLYTXZ MNPLSTWXYOZ ISXQZ XQY
STSXSWXSVTZVHZWTZ==ZLWTZKPYOJYZMPWRRFZ Z<QSRZIWRZVNU
LVRXZRNMMYRRHNPZUYMUNSXLYTXZSTZXQYZISTXYUZSTZLWTG
GYWURZWTOZEUVNJQXZVNUZTYIPGZSTSXSWXYRZXVXWPZXVZ9=F
:YZ WUYZ WPUYWOGZ STZ XQYZ KUVMYRRZ VHZ KPWTTSTJZ VNU
UYMUNSXLYTXZHVUZTY1XZHWPPZISXQZXQYZJVWPZVHZUYKPWMSTJ
VNURYPDYRZSTZLSTOF
:YZ QWDYZ WPUYWOGZ PVJJYOZ 4@4Z XVXWPZ QVNURZ VH
MVLLNTSXGZ RYUDSMYZ RSTMYZ XQYZ EYJSTTSTJZ VHZ 9@@,C
 



  

   

RWGZ JVVOEGYZ WTOZ JVVO;PNMBZ XVZ XQVRYZ IQVZ WUY
JUWONWXSTJZ Z 8XYDYZ WTVCZ 6UWTOSTZ #WUOSTCZ #NRQSX
>WXYPCZ WTOZ 0WNUWDZ %YXQSFZ Z<VZ VNUZ WPNLTSZ IYZ IVNPO
PSBYZ XVZ RWGZ XQWXZ IYZ WKKUYMSWXYZ IQYTZ GVNZ MVLY
EWMBFZ >PYWRYZHYYPZIYPMVLYOZZAPRVCZ UYLYLEYUZXQWX
IYZQWDYZVNUZ=@;GYWUZMYPYEUWXSVTZMVLSTJZNKZTY1X
-YEUNWUGZ@(ZWTOZIYZIWTXZGVNZWXZXQYZYDYTXRZLVUY
OYXWSPRZXVZHVPPVIFZ NSXYZWZHYIZVHZVNUZLYLEYURZWUY
JVSTJZXVZ0A?ZXQSRZGYWUZWTOZIYZWUYZ>5>"/F

?QNUMQCZ XQYZRWLYZKPWMYZHSDYZGYWURZKUYDSVNRZIQYUY
VNUZMVPVTGZIWRZHVNTOYOFZ<VZMYPYEUWXYCZXQYZEUVXQYUR
IYTXZ VNXZ HVUZ 4@Z MYTXZ ISTJRZ XVZ MVTJUWXNPWXYZ XQY
TYIZSTSXSWXYRZISXQZWZUYTYIYOZRYTRYZVHZMWLWUWOYUSY
WTOZEUVXQYUQVVOF
8NERYNYTXPGCZ VTZAKUSPZ ==CZ IYZ DVPNTXYYUYOZ HVU
?VPPYJYRZ AJWSTRXZ ?WTMYU*RZ #YPWGZ HVUZ &SHYZ XVZ UWSRY
LVTYGZ HVUZ MWTMYUZ UYRYWUMQZ WTOZ IYUYZ KPYWRYOZ WX
XQYSUZIWULZUYMYKXSVTFZAOOSXSVTWPPGCZIYZDVPNTXYYUYO
WXZ<ZMQWTTYPZ:<<:Z>68CZXVZLWTZXQYZKQVTYRZHVU
OVTWXSVTRZONUSTJZXQYSUZRKUSTJZOUSDYFZAPRVCZXQYZYTXSUY
0UYYBZ RGRXYLZ WXZ VNUZ RMQVVPZ MVLKYXYOZ STZ W
HNTOUWSRYUZ MWPPYOZ >YTTGZ :WURCZ UWSRSTJZ LVTYGZ HVU
DWUSVNRZ MQWUSXSYRFZ :YZ UWSRYOZ =7@Z STZ Y1MYRRZ VH
YDYUGVTYZYPRYCZ STZYRRYTMYZUWSRSTJZLNMQZLVUYZXQWT
=7C@@@ZKYTTSYRF
<QSRZGYWUCZVNUZMQWKXYUZHNTOUWSRYUZIVUBSTJZHVUZXQY
?QSMWJVZ 6YWURZ IWRZ DYUGZ RNMMYRRHNPCZ WTOZ IYZ WUY
KPYWRYOZXVZEYZSTDSXYOZWJWSTZTY1XZGYWUZXVZMVTXSTNY
XQSRZ PNMUWXSDYZ VKKVUXNTSXGFZ:SXQZ LVUYZ EUVXQYURZ XV
IVUBZXQYZMVTMYRRSVTRCZIYZKUV YMXZJYTYUWXSTJZLVUY
STMVLYZ HVUZ IVUBSTJZ MWKSXWPZ WTOZ XVZ STMUYWRYZ VNU
MQWUSXWEPYZOVTWXSVTRF
<QSRZIYYBCZ3PPSTVSRZ<QYXWZSRZSTZXQYZLSORXZVHZ0UYYB
:YYBCZ WTOZ XQYZ MVLKYXSXSVTZ SRZ STXYTRYCZ YRKYMSWPPG
RVMMYUCZHVVXEWPPZWTOZXYTTSRFZ/NUSTJZXQYRYZMQWPPYTJYR
IYZ IYUYZ UYLSTOYOZ QVIZ JUYWXZ SRZ XVZ EYZ WZ >QSZ >RSC
ISXQZXQVRYZEUVXQYURZTVXZKWUXSMSKWXSTJZMQYYUSTJZNTXSP
QVWURYZVTZXQYZRSOYPSTYRFZ3HZXQYZUYRXZVHZXQYZIYYBZSRZWR
Y1MSXSTJZWRZXQYRYZHSURXZHYIZOWGRCZLWGEYZWZMVVPZOVIT
STZ&WBYZ5SMQSJWTZLSJQXZTVXZEYZXVVZEWOF
*D=@CF>A=?@C
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<QSRZ GYWUCZ 3PPSTVSRZ<QYXWZ PWNTMQYOZ XQYZ WMWOYLSM
GYWUZISXQZVNUZ-SHXQZATTSDYURWUGZ?YPYEUWXSVTZ6WTNYX
VTZ -YEUNWUGZ 97Z WXZ XQYZ 3TXYUMVTXSTYTXWPZ ?QSMWJV
'VXYPCZMYPYEUWXSTJZQWPHZWZOYMWOYZVHZEUVXQYUQVVOZWTO
WZUYLYLEUWTMYZVHZXQYZYHHVUXZY1YUXYOZEGZVNUZMVPVTG
HVNTOYURCZ WTOZ RNMMYYOSTJZ EUVXQYURCZ XVZ YWUTZ NRZ VNU
KPWMYZ ISXQSTZ XQYZ -UWXYUTSXGFZ <QYSUZ WMQSYDYLYTX
YTWEPYRZVNUZHUWXYUTWPZHNXNUYFZAPPZEUVXQYURZUVRYZHUVL
XQYSUZ RYWXRZ WTOZ RWTJZ 8IYYXQYWUXZ 8VTJZ XVZ XQYSU
UYMYKXSDYZ OWXYRFZ AHXYUZ UVNRSTJZ RKYYMQYRZ HUVLZ VNU
MQWKXYUZWODSRVUCZ 5WUMZAFZ 8FZ /NLWRCZ 0>Z6YTZ%VQTRVT
ISXQZQSRZ8XWXYZVHZXQYZ?QWKXYUCZ /WDSOZ'WSLZISXQZXQY
APNLTSZ ?VUKVUWXSVTZ AOOUYRRCZ 5WXXQYIZ 8IWTRVT
ISXQZWZ!YGTVXYZAOOUYRRZWTOZ%VTZAWUORLWZISXQZXQY
APNLTSZ#YMVJTSXSVTZ?YUYLVTGCZIYZRYXXPYOZOVITZXV
YWXSTJZ WTOZ JUYWXZ MVTDYURWXSVTRFZ AOOSXSVTWPPGCZ LWTG
NTOYUJUWORZWTOZWPNLTSZKUVDSOYOZKSMXNUYRZWTOZRXVUSYR
VHZXQYSUZY1KYUSYTMYRZWRZWZ>QSZ>RSZHVUZA2EF EDBF,E8@ABC
KNEPSRQYOZEGZVNUZ80CZ<SLZ%VQTRVTF
AOOSXSVTWPPGCZ IYZ IYUYZ KPYWRYOZ XVZ UYMYSDY
6UVXQYUZ QSZ ?FZ YYCZ "ONMWXSVTWPZ &YWOYURQSK
?VTRNPXWTXCZ VTZAKUSPZ 7CZ IQVZ STRXUNMXYOZ NRZ VTZ USRB
LWTWJYLYTXFZ 8YDYUWPZ EUVXQYURZ IYUYZ WEPYZ XVZ XWBY
WODWTXWJYZ VHZ QSRZ DSRSXZ WTOZ STOSDSONWPPGZ RKYWBZ ISXQ
QSLZXQUVNJQVNXZXQYZOWGF
+NUZRKUSTJZSTSXSWXSVTRZVTZAKUSPZ=@ZQYPOZWZRKYMSWP
HVTOTYRRZ WRZ SXZ IWRZ QYPOZ WXZ 8XFZ -UWTMSRMVZ ARRSRS
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<QSRZRKUSTJZRYLYRXYUZQWRZVTMYZWJWSTZEYYTZWZDYUG
YDYTXHNPZ XSLYZ HVUZ 3PPSTVSRZ 3VXWFZ <QYZ EUVXQYUR
KWUXSMSKWXYOZSTZLWTGZKQSPWTXQUVKGZWTOZMVLLNTSXG
RYUDSMYZ YDYTXRFZ !YYKSTJZ WMXSDYZ ISXQZ XQYZ 0UYYB
MVLLNTSXGZWXZ$3CZ XQYZEUVXQYURZQWOZWZPSDYPGZRVMSWP
WTOZ STXUWLNUWPZ RMQYONPYZ WTOZ VNUZ RYMVTOZ WTTNWP


  



HVULWPFZ<QUVNJQZ XQYZ YDYTXRZ VHZ -YEUNWUGZ =2CZ 9@@,
XQWXZUVMBYOZVNUZMWLKNRZMVLLNTSXGZWRZWZIQVPYCZXQY
EUVXQYURZ NRYOZ XQSRZ Y1KYUSYTMYZ XVZ EWTOZ XVJYXQYU
WTOZ EYMVLYZ RXUVTJYUZ STZ VNUZ EUVXQYUQVVOFZ Z<QY
EUVXQYURZIYUYZDYUGZWMXSDYZSTZDSJSPRZWTOZLYLVUSWPR
VTZMWLKNRCZQYPKSTJZISXQZIQWXYDYUZIYZMVNPOFZ
/SHHYUYTXZMVLLNTSXGZRYUDSMYZYDYTXRZ3PPSTVSRZ3VXW
KWUXSMSKWXYOZSTZSTMPNOYOZ#YPWGZHVUZ&SHYCZ5?AZ8ISL
LYYXRCZ XQYZ <GPYUZ "PYLYTXWUGZ -NTZ -WSUCZ /YPXW
0WLLWRZ WTTNWPZATMQVURKPWRQZ YDYTXCZ WTOZ HVUZ VNU
HSURXZ XSLYZ STZ VNUZ RQVUXZ QSRXVUGCZ 5YT*RZ <NJRFZ -VU
ATMQVURKPWRQCZ XQYZ EUVXQYURZ XYWLYOZ NKZ ISXQZ XQY
IVLYTZVHZ8SJLWZ&WLEOWZ8SJLWZXVZKPWMYZHSURXZSTZXQY
PSKZ RGTMZ YDYTXCZ 5UFZ ATOZ 5URFZ ATMQVURKPWRQCZ XQY
RISLLSTJZ YDYTXRZ WTOZ HSTWPPGZ XQYZ VDYUWPPZ YDYTXF
<WBSTJZ HSURXZ KPWMYZ VDYUWPPZ SRZ WZ XUWOSXSVTZ XQWXZ XQY
EUVXQYURZIVNPOZTVXZLSTOZJYXXSTJZNRYOZXVZWXZ3PPSTVSR
3VXWFZ ZZ<QYZEUVXQYURZQWDYZWPRVZEYJNTZXVZKWUXSMSKWXY
STZ 5YT*RZ XNJRZ XYWLSTJZ ISXQZ XQYZ >SZ !WKKWZ >QS
HUWXYUTSXGZXVZHSYPOZWZXYWLFZ<QYZXIVZHUWXYUTSXSYRZQWDY
QSJQZQVKYRZVHZEYSTJZMVLKYXSXSDYZXQSRZGYWUZXVJYXQYUF
0YXXSTJZWZQVNRYZQWRZWPRVZEYMVLYZVTYZVHZ3PPSTVSR
3VXW*RZLWSTZJVWPRFZ<QYGZQWDYZEYJNTZXVZIVUBZISXQZXQY
"LKYUVUZ0UVNKZXVZENSPOZXQYZEUVXQYURZWZQVNRYZXV
EYZMVLKPYXYOZISXQSTZ9;7ZGYWURZVTZMWLKNRFZ -STWPPGC
UYMUNSXLYTXZQWRZEUVNJQXZXQYZEUVXQYURZXVZWTZWPPZXSLY
QSJQZVHZWMXSDYRZISXQZUYWMQSTJZWEVDYZXQYZ7@;EUVXQYU
LWUBZHVUZXQYZHSURXZXSLYZSTZVNUZGVNTJZQSRXVUGFZ:SXQZW
TYIZ UYMUNSXLYTXZ KUVMYRRZ EYSTJZ RYXZ NKZ ISXQSTZ XQY
MQWKXYUCZ3PPSTVSRZ3VXWZQVKYRZXVZOVNEPYZSXRZTNLEYURZEG
XQYZYTOZVHZTY1XZGYWUCZISXQZVDYUZ.@ZWMXSDYZLYLEYUR
STZXQYZMQWKXYUZEGZXQYZYTOZVHZTY1XZRKUSTJFZ
+TYZTYIZXUWOSXSVTZXQYZEUVXQYURZQWDYZRXWUXYOZWX
$3Z SRZ XQYZ >QSZ !WKKWZ >RSZ 3PPSTVSRZ 3VXWZ &YWOYURQSK
"1KYUSYTMYCZ VUZ >!>3&&"Z HVUZ RQVUXFZ /SHHYUYTX
LYLEYURZVHZXQYZMQWKXYUZPYOZXQYZYDYTXCZ XVZUYLSTO
XQYZ EUVXQYURZ VHZ IQGZ XQYGZ VSTYOZ >QSZ >RSCZ QYPKZ RYX
JVWPRZ HVUZ XQYZ NKMVLSTJZ RYLYRXYUCZ WTOZ UYLSTO
YDYUGVTYZ VHZ XQYSUZ ONXSYRZ HUVLZ Y1YMNXSDYZ EVWUO
LYLEYURZXVZMVLLSXXYYZLYLEYURFZ<QYZYDYTXZIWRZW
QNJYZRNMMYRRZWTOZXQYGZQVKYZXVZVKYTZNKZXQYZYDYTX
XVZVXQYUZ>QSZ>RSZMQWKXYURZSTZXQYZWUYWZRXWUXSTJZTY1X
GYWUFZ$YYOPYRRZXVZRWGZXQYZRKUSTJZRYLYRXYUZQWRZEYYT
WZDYUGZYDYTXHNPZRYLYRXYUZHVUZXQYZEUVXQYURCZWTOZXQYG
VTPGZPVVBZXVZMVTXSTNYZXVZENSPOZVTZXQYZRNMMYRRFZ
+>BA=F+>D87A@C
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<QSRZ RYLYRXYUZ QWRZ EYYTZ WTVXQYUZ JUYWXZ RNMMYRR
HVUZ XQYZ EUVXQYURZ VHZ 3TOSWTWZ APKQWFZ Z :YZ QWDY
UYMYTXPGZSTSXSWXYOZ9=ZKPYOJYRZIQVZQWDYZXWBYTZJUYWX
STSXSWXSDYZ STZ XQYSUZ TYIZ UVPYRZ WRZ EUVXQYURZ WTOZ ISPP
MVTXSTNYZXVZMVTXUSENXYZXVZXQYZMQWKXYU*RZRNMMYRRZST
XQYZMVLSTJZGYWURFZ ZAPXQVNJQZIYZISPPZEYZJUWONWXSTJ
92ZRYTSVURZWXZXQYZGYWU*RZYTOCZXQYZWMXSDYZEUVXQYURZWUY
Y1MSXYOZXVZRYYZXQYZTYIZKPYOJYZMPWRR*ZKVXYTXSWPF
<QYZ NTOYUJUWONWXYRZ STZ XQYZ MQWKXYUZ QWDY
WMQSYDYOZ LNMQZ XQSRZ RYLYRXYUZ WRZ IYPPFZ Z :YZ QWDY
STMUYWRYOZVNUZ0>ACZ IQSMQZUYLWSTRZIYPPZWEVDYZXQY
WPP;LYT*RZWTOZWPP;HUWXYUTSXGZWDYUWJYFZ Z6UVXQYURZQWDY
YT VGYOZ WXQPYXSMZ RNMMYRRZ VTZ XQYZ NTSDYURSXG*R
TWXSVTWPPG;UWTBYOZ EWRYEWPPCZ XYTTSRCZ JVPHZ WTOZ XUWMB
XYWLRCZ WRZ IYPPZ WRZ STMUYWRSTJZ VNUZ STXUWLNUWP
MQWLKSVTRQSKZ RXUYWBZ XVZ =@Z GYWURFZ Z 3TOSWTWZAPKQW*R
MVLLSXLYTXZ XVZ KQSPWTXQUVKGZ QWRZ UYRNUJYOZ XQSR
RYLYRXYUCZ ISXQZ EUVXQYURZ WUUWTJSTJZ YDYTXRZ HUVL
EWUEYNYRZXVZMVTMYUXRZXVZUWSRYZLVTYGZWPVTJZISXQ
KWUXSMSKWXSVTZ STZ MWLKNRZ KQSPWTXQUVKSYRZ RNMQZ WR
8KYMSWPZ +PGLKSMRZ WTOZ #YPWGZ HVUZ &SHYFZ Z :YZ WPRV
QVRXYOZWZRNMMYRRHNPZOWO*RZIYYBYTOZJVPHZXVNUTWLYTX
WPXQVNJQZXQYZIYWXQYUZOSOZTVXZMVVKYUWXYZWTOZISPP
QVRXZXQYZHSURXZLVXQYU*RZIYYBYTOZSTZUYMYTXZLYLVUG
STZYWUPGZ5WGFZZ
APNLTSZVHZ3TOSWTWZAPKQWZWUYZLVUYZXQWTZIYPMVLY
XVZOUVKZSTZXQYZQVNRYZIQYTYDYUZVTZMWLKNRZWTOZRWG
QYPPVZXVZXQYZEUVXQYURFZ Z:YZISPPZEYZQVRXSTJZWTVXQYU
WPNLTSZRGLKVRSNLZSTZXQYZHWPPCZ IQSMQZSRZIYPMVLYZXV
WPPZWPNLTSZHUVLZWTGZGYWUCZWRZIYPPZWRZYDYTXRZONUSTJZXQY
5VTVTZ HVVXEWPPZ IYYBYTOZ WTOZ 'VLYMVLSTJFZ Z<QY
MQWKXYUZQVNRYZPSBYPGZQVRXZWZUYNTSVTZHVUZXQYZMPWRRZVH
=(),Z ONUSTJZ /Y>WNIZ TSDYURSXG*RZ UYNTSVTZ HVUZ XQY
*),Z MPWRRCZ RVZ WTGZ WPNLTSZ VTZ MWLKNRZ ONUSTJZ XQWX
IYYBYTOZ RQVNPOZ BYYKZ WTZ YGYZ VNXZ HVUZ HYPPVI
EUVXQYURFZZ3HZWTGZWPNLTNRZRQVNPOZISRQZXVZMVTXWMXZXQY
MQWKXYUZ QVNRYZ VUZ VNUZ QVNRYZ LVXQYUZ /VUVXQG
6UVITCZ XQYZ WOOUYRRZ SRZ ==@Z "WRXZ &WUWEYYZ 8XUYYXC
0UYYTMWRXPYCZ3$Z2.=74CZ).4Z.4,;4@@,F
+TZ WZ LVUYZ RVLEYUZ TVXYCZ XQYZ EUVXQYURZ VH
3TOSWTWZAPKQWZIVNPOZPSBYZXVZRYTOZXQYSUZMVTOVPYTMYR
XVZ XQYZ HWLSPGZ VHZ 6UVXQYUZ 0NGZ 5VUUSRVTZ 6ST1


  

   

:WPBYUCZIQVZXUNPGZYLEVOSYOZIQWXZSXZLYWTXZXVZEYZW
6UVXQYUZ WTOZ IQVRYZ LYLVUGZ RQWPPZ PSDYZ HVUYDYUZ ST
XQYZ3TOSWTWZAPKQWZQVNRYFZ&SDYZ"DYUCZ/SYZ$YDYU
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3TOSWTWZ6YXW*RZ9@@);@,ZWMWOYLSMZGYWUZQWRZEYYT
VTYZVHZXQYZLVRXZWMXSDYZWTOZYDYTXHNPZGYWURZXVZOWXYF
6YRSOYRZISTTSTJZ3-?Z?QWKXYUZVHZXQYZYWUCZIYZQWDYZW
TYIZ MPWRRZ VHZ 72Z XQWXZ IYUYZ STSXSWXYOZ WXZ >QSZ >RS
'YWONWUXYURZ&WNUYPZ'WPPZVTZ-VNTOYURZ/WGZ9@@,F
<QYZ PSDY;STZ EUVXQYUQVVOZ QWRZ USRYTZ XVZ (@Z HVUZ TY1X
GYWUFZ :SXQZ XQYRYZ TYIZ TNLEYURCZ XQYZ 'VNRSTJ
?VUKVUWXSVTZWTOZWPNLTSZQWDYZEYJNTZXQYZHNTOUWSRSTJ
HVUZWZTYIZQVNRYZXVZEYZENSPXZVTZVNUZMNUUYTXZPVMWXSVT
STZ6PVVLSTJXVTZWZHYIZGYWURZHUVLZTVIFZ
<QSRZ GYWU*RZ KQSPWTXQUVKGZ STSXSWXSDYRZ QWDYZ EYYT
RXUVTJYUZ XQWTZ YDYUFZ +TZ 'WPPVIYYTZ 9@@)CZ PYWOZ EG
RVKQVLVUYZ KQSPWTXQUVKGZ MQWSUZ "USMZ >QSPPSKRCZ XQY
MQWKXYUZXQUYIZWZQWNTXYOZ QVNRYZISXQZWZRNJJYRXYO
OVTWXSVTZVHZXIVZMWTTYOZJVVORZXVZXQYZ'VVRSYUZ'SPPR
-VVOZ 6WTBCZ IQSMQZ IWRZ WXXYTOYOZ EGZ VDYUZ 74@
KYVKPYFZ +NUZ MQWKXYUZ SRZ WPRVZ DYUGZ STDVPDYOZ STZ 3*R
PWUJYRXZHNTOUWSRYUCZ3Z/WTMYZ5WUWXQVTFZ6YRSOYRZHVNU
EUVXQYURZ IQVZ WUYZ WMXSDYZ LYLEYURZ VHZ 3/5
MVLLSXXYYRCZ VDYUZ 7@Z EUVXQYURZ KWUXSMSKWXYOZ STZ XQY
YDYTXZ SXRYPHZ IQSMQZ SRZ WZ 7.;QVNUCZ TV;RPYYKZ OWTMY;W;
XQVTZXQWXZUWSRYOZ=C@2=C=()F9@ZHVUZ#SPYGZ?QSPOUYT*R
'VRKSXWPFZ APRVCZ NRXZ XQSRZ KWRXZ %WTNWUGZ XQYZ HUYRQLWT
MPWRRZ KWSUYOZ ISXQZ YXWZ <WNZ APKQWZ HVUZ 3Z 8STJC
HSTSRQSTJZISXQZXQYZWIWUOZHVUZ5VRXZ"TXYUXWSTSTJZAMXFZZZZ
+TYZ VHZ 3TOSWTWZ 6YXW*RZ PWUJYRXZ XUWOSXSVTRZ SRZ VNU
ESBYZ XYWLZ WTOZ &SXXPYZ 4@@FZ 3TZ PWRXZ GYWU*RZ UWMYCZ VNU
USOYURZNWPSHSYOZ=RXZWTOZHSTSRQYOZ9TOCZISTTSTJZNRZXQY
0UYYBZ &SXXPYZ 4Z ?QWLKSVTRZ WIWUOFZ <QSRZ GYWUCZ IY
NWPSHSYOZ7UOZWTOZSTZXQYZUWMYZVNUZUSOYURZMVLKYXYO
WPVTJRSOYZ RVLYZ VHZ XQYZ XVNJQYRXZ XYWLRZ STZ GYWURC
KNPPSTJZ LNMQZ VHZ XQYZ EYJSTTSTJZ VHZ XQYZ UWMYZ WTO
HSTSRQSTJZ4XQFZ<IVZRXWUZRYTSVUZUSOYURCZ5SBYZ8YJWPZWTO
/WDSOZ 8MQIYYUZ JUWONWXYZ XQSRZ RYLYRXYUZ PYWDSTJ
EYQSTOZ XIVZ EWTTYUZ >QSZ >RSZ ESBSTJZ MWUYYURZ WTOZ W
PYJWMGZHVUZXQYZGVNTJYUZUSOYURZXVZNKQVPOF
)C;BE4F-D:5AEB
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$VZ TYIRPYXXYUZ RNELSXXYOFZ -VUZ LVUY
STHVULWXSVTCZ MVTXWMXZ 0>Z 0YVUJYZ 5WDUYPSRZ WX
LWDUYPSJIWEWRQFYONZVUZ9=(;)(2;297(F
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<QYUYZQWDYZEYYTZRVLYZJUYWXZXQSTJRZQWKKYTSTJ
QYUYZ WXZ 3TOSWTWZ /YPXWFZ -SURXZ VHZ WPPCZ VNUZ DYUGZ VIT
#VEYUXZ'YYXYUZVUJWTSYOZWTOZUWTZWZDYUGZRNMMYRRHNP
KQSPWTXQUVKGFZ :YZ MPYWUYOZ VHHZ VNUZ KWUBSTJZ PVXZ WTO
QYPOZWZXUSBYZUWMYZEYTYHSXSTJZ?A8AFZ:YZQWOZWZJUYWX
RQVISTJCZ WTOZ IYZ KWMBYOZ VNUZ PVXZ ISXQZ RKYMXWXVUR
WTOZ UWMYURFZ ATVXQYUZ VHZ VNUZ LYLEYURCZ 5WUB
0UWTNLCZ SRZIVUBSTJZXVZRXWUXZNKZWZKQSPWTXQUVKGZXQSR
HWPPZHVUZXQYZ+WBYTZ6NMBYXZ0WLYFZ:YZIWTXZXVZUNT
XQYZ JWLYZ EWPPZ HUVLZ 3Z NKZ XVZ >NUONYZ NRSTJZ VNU
LYLEYURZ WRZ IYPPZ WRZ STDVPDSTJZ 3TOSWTWZ 6YXWRFZ :Y
QWDYZWZJVVOZJUVNKZVHZJNGRZXQWXZISPPZEYZLVDSTJZST

+D@HFDFJ.I?GFJ=FEGH>H=FGI@JHDJBI3IEF?
=AH?FDGAEC=HIBJGAHBJB>ACC?J8IFE
  



NWTXSXGZVHZLYTFZZ:YZWUYZDYUGZQWKKGZXVZQWDYZXQYL
ISXQZNRZWTOZQVKYZXQWXZXQYGZOVZJUYWXZXQSTJRZHVUZ>QS
!WKKWZ>RSF
:YZQWDYZEYYTZNKOWXSTJZXQYZNWPSXGZVHZXQYZQVNRY
XQWTBRZ XVZ XQYZ QVNRYZ SLKUVDYLYTXZ HNTOZ IY
MUYWXYOFZ Z AZ HYIZ MQWTJYRZ IYZ QWDYZ LWOYZ WUY
LVOYUTSSTJZ VNUZ MQWKXYUZ UVVLCZ BSXMQYTZ WTO
UYMUYWXSVTZUVVLFZZ+NUZMQWKXYUZUVVLZUYMYSDYOZTYI
XWEPYRZ XVZ RXNOGZ WXZ WTOZ WZ TYIZ MVLKNXYUFZ Z +NU
BSXMQYTZUYMYSDYOZWZTYIZHUYYYUZWTOCZISXQZQYPKZHUVL
VNUZWPNLTSCZTYIZMWESTYXRZWTOZWZTYIZKWSTXZ VEF
3TOSWTWZ "KRSPVTZ KUSOYRZ SXRYPHZ VTZ KQSPWTXQUVKGF
<QSRZ RYLYRXYUZ IYZ QWDYZ JVTYZ WEVDYZ WTOZ EYGVTO
XQYZ Y1KYMXWXSVTRZ IYZ KPWMYOZ VTZ VNURYPDYRFZ Z <QY
RLWPPZ MSXGZ VHZ WPKWUWSRVZ QWRZ HYPXZ VNUZ KUYRYTMY
EYMWNRYZIYZDVPNTXYYUZHVUZYDYTXRZRNMQZWRZXQYZRVNK
BSXMQYTCZXQYZPVMWPZ5?AZ4!Z#NTZWTOZXQYZWPKWUWSRV
"WRXYUZ"JJZ'NTXFZ Z-UVLZVNUZMWLKNRZOWTMYZKWUXSYR
IYZIYUYZWEPYZXVZUWSRYZTYWUPGZ=C@@@ZXVZJSDYZEWMB
XVZXQYZPVMWPZ6VGRZ Z0SUPRZ?PNEFZZ'VIYDYUCZIYZOVT*X
NRXZ RYUDYZ XQYZ MSXGZ IYZ WPRVZ QYPKZ WPKWUWSRV
TSDYURSXGZWTOZSXRZVUJWTSWXSVTRFZZ-UVLZYDYTXRZRNMQ

TY1XZ GYWUCZ WTOZ IYZ WUYZ KWMBSTJZ XQYZ QVNRYZ XV
LW1SLNLZ MWKWMSXGFZ 3X*RZ WZ JVVOZ XQSTJZ XQWXZ IY*PPZ EY
LVDSTJZXVZWZTYICZ WTOZESJJYUCZ QVNRYZHVUZXQYZ9@@(;
=@Z RMQVVPZ GYWUFZ :YZ WUYZ WPPZ Y1MSXYOZ HVUZ XQSR
VKKVUXNTSXGZIYZQWDYZEYYTZJUWTXYOFZ:YZWUYZRYYSTJ
XQYZ YHHYMXRZ VHZ XQSRZ STZ ESJJYUZ UYMUNSXLYTXZ TNLEYUR
WTOZJUYWXYUZMQWKXYUZKWUXSMSKWXSVTZSTZLWTGZMWLKNR
WTOZ0UYYBZWMXSDSXSYRF
)0*0F-5>@5>
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3X*RZXSLYZVTMYZWJWSTZXVZSTHVULZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSZVH
WPPZ XQYZ JUYWXZ XQSTJRZ XQWXZ 3TOSWTWZ "KRSPVTZ QWRZ OVTY
XQSRZ KWRXZ RYLYRXYUFZ Z <QYZ RXWUXZ VHZ XQSRZ RYLYRXYU
UYRNPXYOZ STZ WZ KPYOJYZ MPWRRZ VHZ =7FZ Z<QSRZ IWRZ XQY
RYMVTOZQSJQYRXZWLVTJZHUWXYUTSXSYRCZ ENXZIYZHYYPZXQY
NWPSXGZ VHZ XQYZ LYTZ SRZ LVUYZ SLKVUXWTXZ XQWTZ XQY

+D@HFDFJ"=BH?CD*BJDI7J<I<2IEBJ=CBIJC9GBH@IJC6J'F9EI?J)F??5J0AHJ0BH*BJ)IF@9FEGIEB

 



  

   

3TOSWTWZ "KRSPVTFZ Z :YZ WUYZ MVTXSTNWPPGZ IVUBSTJZ XV
WMQSYDYZVNUZJVWPRZWTOZMUYWXYZTYIZVKKVUXNTSXSYRZHVU
VNURYPDYRZEVXQZISXQZWPKWUWSRVZTSDYURSXGZWTOZXQY
MWLKNRZMVLLNTSXGFZALSMSF
AC5EFD=@

WRZ5UFZWPKVCZ 5WBY;A;8ISRQCZ 5&!Z8YUDSMYZ/WGZWTO
>QSZ >RSZ 4@@Z IYZ WUYZ WEPYZ XVZ JSDYZ EWMBZ XVZ XQY
NTSDYURSXGZWTOZVXQYUZVUJWTSWXSVTRZMQWUSXSYRFZZ3TZXQSR
KWRXZGYWUZIYZQWDYZMVTXUSENXYOZTYWUPGZ7C@@@ZQVNUR
VHZ MVLLNTSXGZ RYUDSMYFZ :YZ WUYZ OYDVXYOZ XVZ XQY
HVNTOWXSVTZNKVTZIQSMQZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSZIWRZMUYWXYOF
"DYTZ VNXRSOYZ VHZ MVLLNTSXGZ RYUDSMYCZ VNU
KUYRYTMYZSRZRXSPPZDYUGZLNMQZHYPXZEYMWNRYZVHZWPPZVHZVNU
VTZMWLKNRZSTDVPDYLYTXFZ Z:YZQWDYZXIVZLYLEYUR
VTZ XQYZ 3TXYUHUWXYUTSXGZ ?VNTMSPZ XQYZ DSMYZ KUYRSOYTX
WTOZ XQYZ XUYWRNUYURYMUYXWUGCZ XQUYYZ +USYTXWXSVT
ARRSRXWTXRCZ XQYZ -SURXZ SMYZ >UYRSOYTXZ VHZ 8XNOYTX
APNLTSZ ARRVMSWXSVTCZ XQUYYZ DYUGZ QSJQ;UWTBSTJ
LYLEYURZ VHZ ASUZ -VUMYZ #+<?Z WTOZ LWTGZ VXQYU
KVRSXSVTRZXQWXZQYPKZWPKWUWSRVZTSDYURSXGF
:YZ WUYZ DYUGZ KUVNOZ XVZ WTTVNTMYZ XQWXZ VNU
EUVXQYUZ"USMQZ5WNPZISPPZEYZRKYTOSTJZQSRZRNLLYUZST
<NUBYGZ WXZ XQYZ 3TMSUPSBZASUZ -VUMYZ 6WRYFZ Z 'YZ ISPPZ EY
OVSTJZ LWSTXYTWTMYZ IVUBZ VTZ !?;=74Z UYHNYPSTJ
KPWTYRFZ Z<QYZ ONXSYRZ WUYZ XVZ WRRSRXZ STZ UYHNYPSTJZ XQY
KPWTYRZ XQWXZ WUYZ RYUDSTJZ STZ XQYZ IWUZ STZ 3UWZ WTO
AHJQWTSRXWTFZ Z:YZ ISRQZ QSLZ XQYZ EYRXZ VHZ PNMBZ WTO
BYYKZQSLZSTZVNUZKUWGYURF
ARZ GVNZ MWTZ RYYCZ XQSRZ KWRXZ RYLYRXYUZ QWRZ EYYT
HSPPYOZ ISXQZ JUYWXZ YDYTXRZ WTOZ JUYWXZ KYVKPYZ HUVL
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<QYZLYTZVHZ3TOSWTWZYXWZWUYZYT VGSTJZWTVXQYU
RNMMYRRHNPZ RYLYRXYUZ WXZ 6NXPYUZ TSDYURSXGFZ:SXQZ XQY
RXWUXZVHZXQYZRYLYRXYUZWTOZ-VULWPZ#YMUNSXLYTXZIY
EUVNJQXZ 9,Z TYIZ LYLEYURZ STXVZ VNUZ MQWKXYUFZ<QY
TYIZ KPYOJYZ MPWRRZ RXWUXYOZ RXUVTJZ ISXQZ WZ DSMXVUGZ ST
XQYZMWLKNRZISOYZ-UYRQLWTZ8BSXRFZ<QSRZIWRZXQYZ==XQ
GYWUZ STZ WZ UVIZ XQWXZ 3$Z YXWZ QWOZ IVTZ XQSR
MVLKYXSXSVTZ WTOZ IYZ IYUYZ WPPZ DYUGZ Y1MSXYOZ WEVNX
XQYZDSMXVUGF
ATVXQYUZ RNMMYRRZ XQYZ TYIZ KPYOJYZ MPWRRZ QWR
YT VGYOZ IWRZ WZ UYMYTXZ KQSPWTXQUVKGZ YDYTXZ XQYG
VUJWTSYOFZ-VUZXQSRZYDYTXCZMQSPOUYTZHUVLZWZPVMWPZWHXYU
RMQVVPZMWUYZKUVJUWLZMWLYZXVZ6NXPYUZTSDYURSXGZHVU
+D@HFDF
IGF*B
B=EHD:
=?I@:IJ>?FBB
GCC-JAC<I
6HEBGJ=?F>I
HDJGAI
6EIBA<FD
B-HGB
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WZ HSYPOZ OWGFZ<QYZ OWGZ MVTRSRXYOZ VHZ XQYZ BSORZ KPWGSTJ
BSMBEWPPCZ QWDSTJZ WZ OYPSMSVNRZ PNTMQZ KUYKWUYOZ EGZ XQY
LYTZVHZ3$ZYXWZWTOZQWTJSTJZVNXZISXQZXQYZEUVXQYUR
WTOZ VXQYUZ LYLEYURZ VHZ XQYZ 6NXPYUZ MVLLNTSXGFZ 3X
IWRZ WZ JUYWXZ OWGZ HVUZ YDYUGVTYCZ ENXZ YRKYMSWPPGZ XQY
MQSPOUYTF
ATZVT;MWLKNRZYDYTXZSTZXQYZTYWUZHNXNUYZXQWXZ3$
YXWZQVKYRZXVZRNMMYYOZSTZSRZXQYZALYUSMWTZ?WTMYU
8VMSYXG*RZ #YPWGZ HVUZ &SHYFZ AXZ #YPWGZ HVUZ &SHYCZ KYVKPY
HUVLZ ISXQSTZ XQYZ 6NXPYU*RZ MVLLNTSXGZ JWXQYUZ XV
MYPYEUWXYZ RNUDSDVURCZ UYLYLEYUZ XQVRYZ PVRXZ XV
MWTMYUCZ WTOZ XVZ HSJQXZ EWMBZ WJWSTRXZ XQSRZ OSRYWRYFZ &WRX
GYWUZXQYZ3$ZYXWZXYWLZUWSRYOZXQYZLVRXZLVTYGZHVU
XQSRZVDYUTSJQXZIWPBZXVZUWSRYZMWTMYUZWIWUYTYRRCZ WTO
XQSRZGYWUZIYZISPPZEYZEUSTJSTJZXIVZXYWLRZWTOZQVKY
XVZUWSRYZYDYTZLVUYZLVTYGF
ARZXQYZRYLYRXYUZTYWURZWTZYTOCZ IYZPVVBZHVUZXQY
HNXNUYZXVZSLKUVDYZ3$ZYXWFZ+TYZWUYWZIYZWUYZUYWPPG
PVVBSTJZXVZSLKUVDYZSTZSRZVNUZWPNLTSZUYPWXSVTRFZ:SXQ
'VLYMVLSTJZSTZXQYZHWPPZIYZQVKYZXVZSTMUYWRYZXQY
TNLEYURZ VHZ WPNLTSZ KUYRYTXZ WRZ IYPPZ WRZ QWDYZ XQYL
EYMVLYZLVUYZWMXSDYZSTZVNUZMQWKXYUFZ:YZWUYZDYUG
Y1MSXYOZHVUZIQWXZXQYZTYIZRMQVVPZGYWUZISPPZEUSTJZST
XQYZHWPPFZ:YZQVKYZXVZMVTXSTNYZISXQZXQYZRNMMYRRZIY
QWDYZRYYTZXQSRZRYLYRXYUCZWTOZIVUBZVTZXQYZXQSTJRZIY
TYYOZXVZSLKUVDYZNKVTFZZZ
(BADCF%@5>3@B;
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$VZ TYIRPYXXYUZ RNELSXXYOFZ -VUZ LVUY
STHVULWXSVTCZ MVTXWMXZ 0>Z <SLVXQGZ >VUXYUZ WX
XKVUXYU4LGLWSPFSTORXWXYFYONZVUZ7=);.();4@=(F
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-VNUXYYTZGYWURZWJVCZ XQYZLYTZVHZ3VIWZAPKQWZWX
XQYZTSDYURSXGZVHZ3VIWZRNHHYUYOZWZJUYWXZPVRRZIQYT
VNUZMQWKXYUZQVNRYZENUTYOZXVZXQYZJUVNTOZSTZ=((2F
6UVXQYURZ PVRXZ XQYSUZ EYPVTJSTJRCZ XQYSUZ LYLVSURCZ WTO
XQYSUZ QVLYFZ AHXYUZ XQYZ TYIZ QVNRYZ IWRZ ENSPXCZ IY
 

IYUYZ VTPGZ WXZ QWPHZ VHZ VNUZ LW1SLNLZ MWKWMSXGCZ WTO
HWMYOZISXQZKWGSTJZVHHZWZ7@@C@@@ZLVUXJWJYF
$VICZ WZPSXXPYZVDYUZ=@ZGYWURZPWXYUCZ 3VIWZAPKQWZSR
KUVNOZXVZUYKVUXZXQWXZIYZQWDYZKWSOZVHHZXQYZYTXSUY
LVUXJWJYZ STZ HNPPCZ ONYZ STZ PWUJYZ KWUXZ XVZ VNXRXWTOSTJ
WPNLTSZRNKKVUXFZ:SXQZLVTYXWUGZENUOYTRZPSJQXYTSTJ
NKCZ IYZ QWDYZ EYYTZ WEPYZ XVZ KNURNYZ WOOSXSVTWP
HNUTSXNUYCZ MWUKYXSTJCZ WTOZ WZ TYIZ EUSMBZ KWXSVZ WUYW
MVLKPYXYZ ISXQZ WZ RLWPPCZ LVOYRX;RSYOCZ XIV;WTO;W;
QWPHZHVVXZISOYZJUSPPFZ:YZPVVBZHVUIWUOZNRSTJZSXZONUSTJ
XQYZLWTGZIYYBPGZ66 RZIYZQVRXZISXQZRVUVUSXSYRZVT
MWLKNRZSTZXQYZHWPPF
:YZWUYZDYUGZYTXQNRSWRXSMZWEVNXZRVLYZDYUGZESJ
KPWTRZHVUZXQYZRNLLYUZLVTXQRFZ:SXQZXQYZMVTXSTNYO
QYPKZ VHZ XQYZ $WXSVTWPZ -VNTOWXSVTZ WTOZ VNUZ 'VNRY
?VUKVUWXSVTCZ IYZ QVKYZ XVZ JSDYZ WIWGZ WT
NTKUYMYOYTXYOZ =@C@@@Z STZ RMQVPWURQSKRZ XV
STMVLSTJZ HUYRQLYTZ XQUVNJQZ VNUZ !STTSMB
8MQVPWURQSKZ KUVJUWLFZ 8STMYZ RXWUXSTJZ XQYZ !STTSMB
KUVJUWLZWXZXQYZTSDYURSXGZVHZ3VIWCZ IYZQWDYZEYYT
HVUXNTWXYZ XVZ IYPMVLYZ XVZ XQYZ MQWKXYUZ LYT
OSRKPWGSTJZ RXUVTJZ WMWOYLSMRCZ JVVOZ MQWUWMXYUCZ WTO
VNXRXWTOSTJZPYWOYURQSKZNWPSXSYRFZ<VZY1KWTOZVTZXQY
KUVJUWLCZ IYZ WUYZ DYUGZ KPYWRYOZ XVZ QWDYZ XIV
EUVXQYURZIVUBSTJZXQUVNJQVNXZXQYZRNLLYUZHVUZXQY
RVPYZKNUKVRYZVHZRKUYWOSTJZXQYZIVUOZVHZ>QSZ!WKKW
>RSZ XVZ STMVLSTJZ RMQVPWURFZ :YZ QVKYZ XQYRYZ TYI
KVRSXSVTRZISPPZJSDYZ3VIWZAPKQWZWZQYWOZRXWUXZVTZXQY
TVULWPZHWPPZUYMUNSXLYTXZKYUSVOF
<QSRZKWRXZRYLYRXYUCZ 3VIWZAPKQWZQYPOZVNUZWTTNWP
-VNTOYU*RZ/WGZ?YPYEUWXSVTZSTZXQYZ!STTSMBZ8XWOSNL
KUYRRZEV1CZ VDYUPVVBSTJZXQYZ'WIBYGYZHVVXEWPPZHSYPOF
6UVXQYUZ >WNPZ:STYLWTZ IWRZ STZ WXXYTOWTMYZ WRZ VNU
JNYRXZRKYWBYUZHVUZWZMUVIOZHNPPZVHZMNUUYTXZLYLEYUR
WRZIYPPZWRZWZHWTXWRXSMZXNUTVNXZHUVLZWPNLTSZWTOZXQYSU
HWLSPSYRF
<QSRZ KWRXZ RKUSTJZ WPRVZ HYWXNUYOZ 3VIWZ APKQW*R
/WO*RZ /WGCZ IQYUYZ EUVXQYURZ WTOZ HWXQYURZ IYUY
STDSXYOZ VDYUZ XVZ XQYZ QVNRYZ HVUZ WZ 66 Z WTOZ XQYTZ W
UVNTOZ VHZ JVPHFZ 5WTGZ VHZ XQYZ OWORZ Y1KUYRRYOZ XQYSU
WTXSMSKWXSVTZVHZXQYZTY1XZYDYTXZEYHVUYZYDYTZLWBSTJ
SXZVNXZVHZXQYZQVNRYF
:SXQZXQYZQVNRYZMNUUYTXPGZWXZHNPPZMWKWMSXGZISXQZ2@
LYTZ PSDSTJZ STCZ WTOZ WZ XVXWPZ VHZ ==2Z LYLEYURCZ 3VIW
APKQWZSRZDYUGZMVTXYTXZISXQZXQYZKUVJUYRRZLWOYZVDYU
XQYZ KWRXZ GYWURCZ ENXZ SRT*XZ RXVKKSTJZ XQYUYFZ AHXYU
UYMPWSLSTJZ XQYZ XVKZ 0>AZ VHZ WPPZ HUWXYUTSXSYRZ VT
MWLKNRCZ IYZ WPUYWOGZ QWDYZ QSJQYUZ JVWPRZ TY1X
  

   

RYLYRXYUZXQWTBRZXVZWTZWMWOYLSMZSTMYTXSDYZKUVJUWL
IYZ STRXSXNXYOFZ ?VTXSTNSTJZ STDVPDYLYTXZ STZ XQY
MVLLNTSXGZSRZWPRVZWZLWSTZHVMNRCZ WRZLWTGZEUVXQYUR
KWUXSMSKWXYOZ STZ /WTMYZ 5WUWXQVTZ XQSRZ RYLYRXYUCZ WT
YDYTXZ IQYUYZ KWUXSMSKWTXRZ UWSRYZ LVTYGZ HUVL
RKVTRVURZ XVZ OWTMYZ 92Z QVNURZ RXUWSJQXZ XVZ EYTYHSX
MQSPOUYTZ ISXQZ MWTMYUFZ +UJWTSYURZ VHZ XQYZ YDYTX
MVLLYTXYOZ XQWXZ QWOZ SXZ TVXZ EYYTZ HVUZ XQYZ MUNMSWP
MVLLSXLYTXZ VHZ RVLYZ 3VIWZAPKQWZ EUVXQYURCZ XQYG
LSJQXZTVXZQWDYZUYWMQYOZXQYSUZJVWPZHVUZXQYZGYWUZVH
=C@@@C@@@F
3VIWZ APKQWZ PVVBRZ HVUIWUOZ XVZ WZ RNMMYRRHNP
RNLLYUZ UYMUNSXLYTXZ WRZ IYPPZ WRZ WTVXQYUZ UVNTOZ VH
Y1MYPPYTXZLYTZXQUVNJQZVNUZ!STTSMBZ8MQVPWURQSKFZ:Y
IVNPOZ PSBYZ XVZ Y1XYTOZ VNUZ RSTMYUYZ JUWXSXNOYZ HUVL
YWMQZ WTOZ YDYUGZ LYLEYUZ XVZ WTGZ STOSDSONWPZ IQV
WRRSRXYOZ NRZ VDYUZ XQYZ KWRXZ GYWURZ IQYXQYUZ SXZ EY
QYPKSTJZ ISXQZ XQYZ MVLKPYXSVTZ VHZ XQYZ TYIZ MQWKXYU
QVNRYZ VUZ WPPVISTJZ NRZ XVZ VHHYUZ RNMQZ WZ RNMMYRRHNP
RMQVPWURQSKZ KUVJUWLZ GYWUZ WHXYUZ GYWUFZ >PYWRYCZ XWBY
XQSRZWTZSTDSXWXSVTZHUVLZXQYZLYTZWXZ3VIWZAPKQWZXVZWPP
EUVXQYURZ XVZ RXVKZ EGZ XQYZ QVNRYZ WTOZ WPPVIZ NRZ XV
RQVIZ GVNZ QVIZ Y1MSXYOZ IYZ WUYZ WXZ IQYUYZ VNU
MQWKXYUZSRZWTOZXQYZOSUYMXSVTZSXZSRZQYWOSTJF
)$E<FDB=@C

OVTWXSVTRCZIYZIYUYZWEPYZXVZUWSRYZVDYUZ(@@ZHVUZXQY
6VGRZWTOZ0SUPRZ?PNEZVHZ8XVUGZ?VNTXGZQYUYZSTZALYRF
<QYZTY1XZOWGZIYZQVRXYOZWTZWPP;0UYYBZKWUXGZSTZVNU
EWRYLYTXFZZ<QYZXQYLYZVHZXQYZ>QSZ>RSZ#YLS1ZIWRZW
JPVIZ STZ XQYZ OWUBZ UWDYFZ Z :YZ RXUWXYJSMWPPGZ KPWMYO
EPWMBPSJQXRZWPPZXQUVNJQVNXZXQYZEWRYLYTXZWTOZVHHYUYO
QSJQPSJQXYUZLWUBYURZXVZKYVKPYZWRZXQYGZYTXYUYOFZZ<QY
QVNRYZIWRZHNPPZXQUVNJQZXQYZTSJQXCZWTOZYDYUGVTYZQWO
WZJUYWXZXSLYF
:YZWPRVZQWOZWZPVXZVHZRNMMYRRZISXQZVNUZKWSUSTJZHVU
0UYYBZ:YYBFZZ>WSUYOZISXQZ/YPXWZYXWCZAPKQWZ8SJLW
!WKKWZ WTOZ >QSZ 0WLLWZ /YPXWCZ IYZ IVTZ EYRX
RXVUYHUVTXZ ISTOVIZ OSRKPWGCZ WTOZ IYZ IVTZ RYMVTO
VDYUWPPZHVUZ8KSUSXFZZ+TZXQYZ8WXNUOWGZVHZ0UYYBZ:YYBC
VNUZQVNRYZQVRXYOZXQYZXNJZVHZIWUZXVNUTWLYTXCZ WTO
VNUZ KWSUSTJZ IVTZ LNPXSKPYZ MVLKYXSXSVTRCZ STMPNOSTJ
XQYZMWTVYZUWMYZVTZ&WBYZ&WYUTYFZ Z:YZWPRVZUWSRYO
LVTYGZHVUZ8KYMSWPZ+PGLKSMRZEGZKWUXSMSKWXSTJZSTZXQY
>VPWUZ6YWUZ>PNTJYFZZ8YDYTZVHZVNUZLYLEYURZ NLKYO
STXVZXQYZHUSJSOZIWXYUZHVUZXQYZMWNRYF
ATVXQYUZRNMMYRRHNPZKWSUSTJZIYZQWOZIWRZISXQZ>S
6YXWZ >QSCZ 6YXWZ 8SJLWZ >RSCZ 6YXWZ<QYXWZ >SZ WTOZAPKQW
?QSZ+LYJWFZ ZARZWZJUVNKCZ IYZIVTZWUSYXSYRCZ WZPWUJY
9@;LSTNXYZ LNRSMWPZ MVLKYXSXSVTFZ Z <QYZ NKEYWX
RQVIZHVPPVIYOZXQYZDWUSVNRZ-UNSXRZVHZXQYZ&VVLZWTO
XQYSUZUSRYZHUVLZLYTSWPZ VERZXVZEYMVLSTJZXQYZHWMYZVH
XQYZ HWLVNRZ MPVXQSTJZ LWTNHWMXNUYUFZ Z<QYZ WNOSYTMY
PVDYOZ SXZ IYZ IVTZ EYRXZ LWPYZ KYUHVULWTMYCZ EYRX
HYLWPYZ KYUHVULWTMYZ WTOZ EYRXZ EWTOCZ IQSMQZ IWR
MVTONMXYOZEGZVTYZVHZVNUZEUVXQYURF
+TZ 5VTOWGRZ WXZ HVULWPZ OSTTYUCZ IYZ STDSXY
KUVLSTYTXZHSJNUYRZHUVLZXQYZMVLLNTSXGZXVZYWXZISXQ
NRFZ Z<QSRZRYLYRXYUZIYZQVRXYOZXQYZNTSDYURSXGZXYTTSR
XYWLCZ LWTGZWPNLTSZWTOZYDYTZ3VIWZ8XWXY*RZHVVXEWPP
MVWMQFZ Z0YTYZ?QSSBCZ Y1;HVVXEWPPZMVWMQZHVUZANENUT
WTOZ<Y1WRFZ'YZEUVNJQXZQSRZHWLSPGZXVZXQYZQVNRYCZWTO
XQYGZ RXNMBZ WUVNTOZ HVUZ MVTDYURWXSVTZ WTOZ KSMXNUYR
WHXYUIWUORFZZ:YZWPRVZQWOZWZIVUPO;UYTVITYOZVKYUW
RSTJYUZRKYTOZWTZYDYTSTJZISXQZNRFZ Z8SLVTZ"RXYRZSRZW
UYRSOYTXZWUXSRXZWXZ3VIWZ8XWXYCZ WTOZXVVBZXSLYZVNXZVH
QSRZENRGZRMQYONPYZXVZYWXZOSTTYUZISXQZNRFZ Z3XZIWRZW
DYUGZHNTZLYWPZISXQZWZJUYWXZJNGCZIQVZ NRXZQWKKYTRZXV
QWDYZWTZWIWUO;ISTTSTJZDVSMYF
-STWPPGCZ IYZ QWOZ VNUZ HSURXZ NTOYUJUWONWXY;PYO
STSXSWXSVTZXQSRZRYLYRXYUFZZ<QVNJQZIYZQWOZWZHYIZXUSKR
WPVTJZXQYZIWGCZ SXZIWRZWZUYWPPGZJUYWXZYDYTXFZ Z"TYUJG
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<QYZ 3VIWZ 6YXWZ ?QWKXYUZ QWRZ QWOZ WZ DYUGZ ENRG
RYLYRXYUFZZ8STMYZEYSTJZUY;MQWUXYUYOZSTZ+MXVEYUCZIY
QWDYZXQUNRXZVNURYPDYRZSTXVZXQYZ0UYYBZMVLLNTSXGZWX
3VIWZ 8XWXYFZ Z "DYUGZ:YOTYROWGZ XQSRZ RYLYRXYUCZ IY
QWDYZ QWOZ WZ RVMSWPZ YDYTXZ ISXQZ WZ RVUVUSXGZ WTOVU
KVRRSEPYZ UYMUNSXRFZ Z "DYTXRZ UWTJYOZ HUVLZ MVPPYJY
EVWUOZ JWLYZ TSJQXZ ISXQZ /YPXWZ /YPXWZ /YPXWZ XV
6VIPSTJZ ISXQZ >QSZ 6YXWZ ?QSFZ Z:YZ QWDYZ WPRVZ EYYT
UYJWSTSTJZ UYMVJTSXSVTZ STZ XQYZ MVLLNTSXGZ XQUVNJQ
VNUZ WTTNWPZ KQSPWTXQUVKGZ YDYTXZ WTOZ WTZ WPP;0UYYB
KWUXGZIYZQVRXYOZVTZXQYZ-USOWGZVHZ0UYYBZ:YYBFZ
<QYZ>QSZ>RSZ8QSTOSJZSRZWZKQSPWTXQUVKGZYDYTXZXQWX
IYZ QVPOZ VTZ MYTXUWPZ MWLKNRFZ Z :SXQZ WZ IYRXYUT
XQYLYCZ IYZ RYUDYZ ENUJYURCZ KPWGZ WZ RLWXXYUSTJZ VH
MVNTXUGZ LNRSMZ WTOZ RKVTRVUZ EWUTGWUOZ RXGPY
MVLKYXSXSVTRFZZ<QUVNJQZVNUZYHHVUXRZWTOZMVLLNTSXG
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IWRZQSJQCZWTOZY1KYUSYTMSTJZXQYZ#SXNWPZWJWSTZWPPVIYO
NRZXVZBYYKZXQYZSOYWPRZVHZ>QSZ>RSZWXZQYWUXFZ Z<QYZTYI
EUVXQYURZWUYZY1MYPPYTXZWOOSXSVTRZXVZVNUZMQWKXYUZWTO
XQYZ-UWXYUTSXGZWXZPWUJYFZZ:YZTVIZPVVBZXVZXQYZHNXNUY
VHZ3VIWZ6YXWFZZ8NLLYUZUYMUNSXLYTXZSRZEYSTJZPYOZEG
XIVZVNXRXWTOSTJZEUVXQYURZXQSRZGYWUCZ WTOZVNUZJVWPZSR
XVZHSPPZVNUZTYIPGZUYTVDWXYOZQVNRYZXVZXQYZEUSLFZZ<QSR
RQVNPOZ TVXZ EYZ WZ KUVEPYLCZ WRZ VNUZ QVNRYZ SRZ ST
Y1MYPPYTXZMVTOSXSVTCZVNUZEUVXQYURZWUYZWPPZNKRXWTOSTJC
STXYPPSJYTXZ LYTCZ WTOZ VNUZ UYMUNSXLYTXZ MQWSURZ WUY
YTXQNRSWRXSMZWTOZSTONRXUSVNRF
A51F*:E<=9DDB;

PSBYZWXLVRKQYUYZWTOZSTDSXYZXQYZ6VGRZWTOZ0SUPRZ?PNE
VHZ/VNJPWRZ?VNTXGCZ !WTFZ VDYUZXVZYT VGZWZDWUSYXGZVH
JWLYRZWTOZWMXSDSXSYRFZZ
#YMUNSXLYTXZSRZWPRVZSTZHNPPZJYWUZQYUYZSTZ&WIUYTMYF
8VZHWUZIYZQWDYZQWOZJUYWXZXNUTVNXZWTOZWUYZPVVBSTJZXV
RSJTZ WZ KPYOJYZ MPWRRZ VHZ 74;2@Z LYLEYURFZ Z +NU
UYMUNSXLYTXZMQWSURZ#SMBGZWQTYUZUWQTYUBNFYON
WTOZ6UWTOVTZ6NOOZ6ENOO@4BNFYONZQWDYZOVTYZW
XUYLYTOVNRZ VECZ WTOZ WUYZ TVIZ KUYKWUSTJZ HVUZ VNU
RNLLYUZHVULWPZUNRQZIYYBFZZZZ
!8ZAPKQWZ SRZ PVVBSTJZ XVZ RXWUXZ EWMBZ NKZ WZ >QSZ >RS
TWXSVTWPZXUWOSXSVTZXQWXZQWRZRYYLYOZXVZOSRWKKYWUZXQY
KWRXZHYIZGYWURZ XQYZ>QSZ>RSZ4@@FZ Z:YZWUYZQVKSTJZXV
PWNTMQZXQYZYDYTXZSTZ8YKXYLEYUCZ WTOZWUYZQVKSTJZXV
JYXZ STKNXZ HUVLZ HYPPVIZ >QSZ >RSZ ?QWKXYURZ IQV
MNUUYTXPGZKWUXSMSKWXYZSTZXQSRZJUYWXZYDYTXFZZ
-STWPPGCZ IYZIVNPOZPSBYZXVZXWBYZXQYZXSLYZXVZXQWTB
WPPZ XQVRYZ IQVZ QYPKZ LWBYZ !WTRWRZ APKQWZ WZ JUYWX
MQWKXYUZQYUYZWXZXQYZTSDYURSXGZVHZ!WTRWRFZ Z:SXQVNX
XQYZMVTRXWTXZRNKKVUXZVHZVNUZ?QWKXYUZAODSRVUZ%YHH
6NUJYRRCZ VNUZ PVGWPZ QVNRSTJZ MVUKVUWXSVTZ VUZ VNU
JYTYUVNRZ WTOZ MWUSTJZ WPNLTSCZ !WTRWRZAPKQWZ IVNPO
TVXZEYZXQYZJUYWXZ-UWXYUTSXGZXQWXZSXZSRZXVOWGFZZ
+>DB<E=FEB8DC
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<QYZGYWUZ9@@,ZQWRZRVZHWUZKUVDYTZXVZEYZWZJUYWX
GYWUZXVZEYZWZ%WGQWIBFZ Z:SXQZWZ6?8Z+UWTJYZ6VIP
DSMXVUGZ STZ %WTNWUGZ WTOZ WZ $?AAZ 6WRBYXEWPP
?QWLKSVTRQSKCZ MWLKNRZ QWRZ EYYTZ MUWGCZ WTOZ XQY
LYTZ VHZ !WTRWRZ APKQWZ QWDYZ QWOZ WZ JUYWXZ XSLY
YT VGSTJZWZVTMYZSTZWZPSHYXSLYZY1KYUSYTMYZQYUYZWXZ!F
:QSPYZ !Z WXQPYXSMRZ QWDYZ EYYTZ RXYPPWUCZ XQYZ >QS
>RS*RZ QWDYZ QWOZ KPYTXGZ XVZ VHHYUZ XVZ XQYZ NTSDYURSXGZ WR
IYPPFZ Z<QSRZ KWRXZ RYLYRXYUZ IYZ QWOZ WTZ WMMNLNPWXYO
0>AZVHZ7F@,CZ IQSMQZSRZSLKUYRRSDYZRSTMYZIYZUYJSRXYU
WTOZKVRXZXQYZJUWOYRZVHZ=94ZLYLEYURCZXQYZLVRXZVH
WTGZHUWXYUTSXGZVUZRVUVUSXGZVTZMWLKNRFZZ
+TYZ XUWOSXSVTZ IYZ >QSZ >RSRZ VHZ !Z XWBYZ JUYWX
KUSOYZSTZSRZ#VMBZ?QWPBZ#YDNYFZ Z&WRXZ$VDYLEYUCZ IY
IYUYZ MQVRYTZ STZ WZ RYPYMXSDYZ JUVNKZ XVZ KYUHVULZ W
RQVIZXQWXZVNUZOSUYMXVURZIVUBYOZDYUGZOSPSJYTXPGZVT
WPPZRYLYRXYUFZZ!WTRWRZAPKQWZIWRZQVTVUYOZXVZEYZWEPY
XVZ KYUHVULZ ISXQZ XQYZ IVLYTZ VHZ !WKKWZ !WKKW
0WLLWFZ$VXZVTPGZSRZXQSRZWZHNTZRVMSWPZYDYTXCZENXZWPRV
#VMBZ?QWPBZ#YDNYZUWSRYRZVDYUZ74C@@@ZYDYUGZGYWU
XVZXQYZTSXYOZ:WGFZZ
KVTZ UYXNUTZ XVZ VNUZ QNLEPYZ OVLSMSPYC
KQSPWTXQUVKGZIWRZVTZVNUZMWPYTOWUZHUVLZXQYZJYX;JVF
:YZWUYZKUVNOZXVZWTTVNTMYZXQWXZIYZIVTZXQYZEPVVO
OUSDYZ XQSRZ RYLYRXYUCZ IQSMQZ SRZ XQYZ =2XQZ XSLYZ STZ XQY
KWRXZ=4ZRYLYRXYURFZ ZAPRVCZ IYZQWDYZ NRXZQVRXYOZVNU
9TOZ WTTNWPZ KQSPWTXQUVKGZ YDYTXCZ XQYZ 8BSKZ /WG
?WUTSDWPFZZ<QYZPWOSYRZVHZ>SZ6YXWZ>QSZWTOZXQYZ5YTZVH
!WTRWRZAPKQWZXNUTZXQYZ?QWKXYUZQVNRYZSTXVZWZMSUMNR;
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<QYZ !YTXNMBGZ 6YXWZ ?QWKXYUZ QWOZ WZ JUYWXZ GYWUF
<QYZMQWKXYUZMNUUYTXPGZQWRZESJZKPWTRZHVUZXQYZHNXNUYF
<QYZMQWKXYUZXVVBZWZXUSKZXVZXQYZ8LVBGZ5VNTXWSTR
XVZSTSXSWXYZWPPZVHZTYIZLYLEYURZSTZWZUYLVXYZMWEST
ISXQZ EYWNXSHNPZ RMYTYUGFZ :YZ STSXSWXYOZ HSDYZ KPYOJYR
ONUSTJZXQYZRKUSTJZRYLYRXYUCZIQVZQYPKYOZUYLVOYPZW
UVVLZSTZXQYZMQWKXYUZQVNRYFZ<QYZTYIZKPYOJYRZQWDY
RXWUXYOZWZTYIZXUYTOZHVUZXQYZ!YTXNMBGZ6YXWZ?QWKXYUF
<QYZ MQWKXYUZ QVNRYZ SRZ JVSTJZ XVZ QWDYZ WZ MVLKPYXY
UYLVOYPSTJZXQSRZRNLLYUZXQYZIYYBZWHXYUZHSTWPRZIYYBF
<QYZ!YTXNMBGZ6YXWZ?QWKXYUZSRZKPWTTSTJZXVZSTSXSWXYZWX
PYWRXZ=.ZLYLEYURZTY1XZGYWUFZ<QYZNKMVLSTJZGYWURZST
XQYZ !YTXNMBGZ 6YXWZ MQWKXYUZ ISPPZ DYUGZ Y1MSXSTJZ WTO
RYXZ XUWOSXSVTRZ HVUZ GYWURZ XVZ MVLYFZ ?VTXWMXZ VNUZ
A0CZ /WDSOZ >NXQVHHCZ HVUZ LVUYZ STHVULWXSVTZ
WEVNXZ QVIZ XVZ WRRSRXZ !YTXNMBGZ 6YXW*RZ JUVIXQZ WX
OWDSOKNXQVHHJLWSPFMVLZVUZ4=7;7=2;@9@2F
&D2A;F :?>@33F
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ARRVMSWXSVTCZ TSDYURSXGZ >UVJUWLLSTJZ 6VWUOZ WTO
'>EF,DB@@CFRXNOYTXZTYIRKWKYUZXVZTWLYZWZHYIFZ<QY
MQWKXYUZMVLKYXYOZSTZ0UYYBZ:YYBZWTOZIWRZNSXY
RNMMYRRHNPCZ ISXQZ DSMXVUSYRZ STZ XQYZ 0UYYBZ +PGLKSMR
WTOZXQYZOWTMYZMVLKYXSXSVTFZ #YMYTXPGCZ 6UVXQYUZ%VRQ
AUWTJNSZ IWRZ YPYMXYOZ XQYZ >UYRSOYTXZ VHZ XQYZ 3TXYU;
-UWXYUTWPZ ?VNTMSPZ WTOZ 6UVXQYUZ :SPPZ 5STSVUZ IWR
YPYMXYOZ XQYZ SMYZ >UYRSOYTXZ VHZ 8XWTOWUORFZ >UYK
8MQVVPZ >WUWOSRYCZ XQYZ MQWKXYU*RZ RKUSTJZ RVMSWPZ YDYTXC
IWRZWJWSTZWTZSTMUYOSEPYZRNMMYRRF
<QSRZ RKUSTJCZ XQYZ MQWKXYUZ ISPPZ WMQSYDYZ WT
SLKVUXWTXZ LSPYRXVTYZ STZ SXRZ GVNTJZ QSRXVUGZ WRZ IY
MYPYEUWXYZ XQYZ =4XQZ WTTSDYURWUGZ VHZ EYMVLSTJZ W
MQWUXYUYOZMQWKXYUZVHZXQYZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSZ-UWXYUTSXGF
<QYZ MQWKXYUZ QWRZ YT VGYOZ RNRXWSTYOZ JUVIXQZ STZ SXR
HSURXZ =4Z GYWURZ WTOZ PVVBRZ XVZ ENSPOZ NKVTZ VNUZ KWRX
RNMMYRRZ STZ XQYZ GYWURZ XVZ MVLYFZ :YZ ISPPZ EY
MVLLYLVUWXSTJZ XQSRZ LSPYRXVTYZ ISXQZ VNUZ RKUSTJ
HVULWPZ IQSMQZ IYZ Y1KYMXZ LWTGZ WPNLTSZ XVZ WXXYTOF
ATGZ WPNLTSZ ISRQSTJZ XVZ JYXZ STZ XVNMQZ ISXQZ XQY
MQWKXYUZWTOZUYMYSDYZVNUZESWTTNWPZTYIRPYXXYUZRQVNPO
MVTXWMXZ VNUZ WPNLTSZ MQWSUCZ 6UVXQYUZ %WGZ +*?VTVUCZ WX
Q VMVTVUPVGTVFYONFZ
ARZXQYZGYWUZOUWIRZXVZWZMPVRYCZXQYZMQWKXYUZQWRZXV
RWGZ JVVOEGYZ XVZ LWTGZ EUVXQYURZ IQVZ ISPPZ EY
JUWONWXSTJZ XQSRZ RKUSTJFZ "WMQZ VHZ XQYRYZ EUVXQYURZ QWR
PYHXZ WZ PWRXSTJZ LWUBZ VTZ XQYZ MQWKXYUFZ 8VLYZ ISPPZ EY
MVTXSTNSTJZ XQYSUZ YONMWXSVTZ VTZ XQYZ JUWONWXYZ PYDYP
IQSPYZ VXQYURZ ISPPZ YLEWUBZ NKVTZ XQYSUZ KUVHYRRSVTWP
MWUYYURFZ <QYZ MQWKXYUZ ISRQYRZ XQYLZ XQYZ EYRXZ VH
RNMMYRRZSTZXQYSUZHNXNUYZYTOYWDVURFZ:QSPYZMQWTJYZST
XQYZMQWKXYUZSRZSTYDSXWEPYCZ XQYZEUVXQYUQVVOZUYLWSTR
RXUVTJZWTOZISPPZMVTXSTNYZXVZYLEVOGZWPPZXQYZWRKYMXR
VHZEYSTJZWZ>QSZ>RSFZ
)C;BE4F&A51>:?EF
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<QSRZKWRXZGYWUZQWRZEYYTZWZJVVOZVTYZHVUZ&VNSRSWTW
APKQWZWRZIYZRXUSDYZXVZKUVDSOYZLVUYZSTZXQYZIWGZVH
MVLLNTSXGZ VNXUYWMQZ WTOZ KNEPSMZ RYUDSMYFZ :YZ QWDY
EYYTZWMXSDYZSTZRYDYUWPZKQSPWTXQUVKSMZYDYTXRCZSTMPNOSTJ
VNUZ XIVZ LWSTZ WTTNWPZ WMXSDSXSYRCZ XQYZ >QSZ >RS
'WPPVIYYTZ ?WUTSDWPCZ EYTYHSXSTJZ XQYZ MQSPOUYTZ VH
HWMNPXGZ WTOZ MWLKNRZ IVUBYURCZ WTOZ XQYZ >QSZ >RSZ -SYPO
/WGCZ EYTYHSXSTJZ XQYZ 6VGRZ WTOZ 0SUPRZ ?PNEZ VHZ 6WXVT
#VNJYFZ6VXQZVHZVNUZLW VUZKQSPWTXQUVKSYRZIYUYZJUYWX
RNMMYRRYRCZISXQZXNUTVNXRZSTZXQYZQNTOUYORZVHZMQSPOUYTF
:YZWUYZWPRVZWXXYLKXSTJZXVZJUVIZVNUZMQWKXYUCZ ISXQ
XQYZHSURXZRKUSTJZKPYOJYZMPWRRZSTZRYDYUWPZGYWURFZ<QSRZGYWU
WPRVZ LWUBRZ XQYZ EYJSTTSTJZ VHZ WZ KUVJUWLZ XVZ LWBY
MVTXWMXZISXQZVNUZWPNLTSZWTOZKUVDSOYZLVUYZKPYTXSHNP
VKKVUXNTSXSYRZ HVUZ XQYLZ XVZ EYMVLYZ STDVPDYOZ ISXQ
XQYZMQWKXYUFZ:YZQVKYZXQWXZXQYZRNMMYRRZVHZ9@@);@,
MWTZEYZMVTXSTNYOZSTXVZXQYZTY1XZGYWUFZ
+<D6?@CF)<<EC
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<QYZRKUSTJZRYLYRXYUZQWRZEYYTZWZENRGZVTYZHVUZXQY
EUVXQYURZ VHZ &VNSRSWTWZ 0WLLWFZ <QYZ EUVXQYUR
IYPMVLYOZ =9Z TYIZ KPYOJYRZ XVZ XQYZ MQWKXYUZ IQVZ WPP
QWDYZXQYZMWKWMSXGZXVZMVTXUSENXYZSLLYOSWXYPGFZ<QYGZQWDY
OYDYPVKYOZ WZ XQVUVNJQZ NTOYURXWTOSTJZ VHZ IQWXZ IY
RXWTOZHVUZWRZLYLEYURZVHZXQYZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSZ-UWXYUTSXGFZ
<QYZMQWKXYUZMVTXSTNYRZXVZPVVBZVNXZHVUZXQYZIYPP;
EYSTJZ VHZ SXRZ EUVXQYURZ STZ LWTGZ IWGRCZ STMPNOSTJZ XQY
OYDYPVKLYTXZVHZWZPVTJZVDYUONYZOYRSJTWXYOZOUSDYU
KUVJUWLFZ/YRKSXYZRVLYZJUVISTJZKWSTRCZXQYZMQWKXYU
SRZMVTXSTNSTJZXQYZSLKPYLYTXWXSVTZVHZXQSRZKUVJUWLF
<QSRZKUVJUWLZYTRNUYRZXQWXZEUVXQYURZIQVZQWDYZQWO
WZPSXXPYZXVVZLNMQZXVZOUSTBZQWDYZWZRWHYZIWGZXVZJYX
QVLYFZ
+TZ &VGVPW*RZ MWLKNRCZ &VNSRSWTWZ 0WLLW
MVTXSTNYRZ XVZ UYLWSTZ DSRSEPYZ WTOZ WMXSDYZ ISXQZ XQY
NTSDYURSXGFZ 6UVXQYURZMVTXSTNYZXVZVMMNKGZSLKVUXWTX
RXNOYTXZ PYWOYURQSKZ KVRSXSVTRZ VTZ MWLKNRZ STMPNOSTJ
LYLEYURQSKZ STZ XQYZ 8XNOYTXZ 0VDYUTLYTX
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<QSRZ RYLYRXYUZ QWRZ EYYTZ LWUBYOZ EGZ EVXQ
Y1KWTRSVTZ WTOZ OSPSJYTMYZ QYUYZ WXZ 5WUGPWTOZAPKQWF
ARZ IWRZ LYTXSVTYOZ STZ VNUZ PWRXZ RNELSRRSVTZ XVZ '>E
->AE<;CZ IYZ PVRXZ XQYZ WESPSXGZ XVZ PSDYZ STZ XQYZ MQWKXYU
QVNRYZ WXZ 7(@.Z ?WTXYUENUGZ XQWTBRZ XVZ WZ 6WPXSLVUY
?SXGZ QYWUSTJFZ Z<QVNJQZ XQSRZ LSJQXZ QWDYZ RVITZ XQY


  



RYYORZ VHZ VNUZ OYHYWXCZ IYZ QWDYZ UYRKVTOYOZ ISXQ
TVXQSTJZPYRRZXQWTZYTXQNRSWRXSMZY1KWTRSVTFZZ
:SXQZVNUZQYWORZQYPOZQSJQCZ IYZUYMUNSXYOZVTYZVH
XQYZPWUJYRXZKPYOJYZMPWRRYRZVHZWTGZHUWXYUTSXGZWXZ%VQTR
'VKBSTRFZZ<QSRZMPWRRZVHZ9.ZHUYRQLWTZWTOZRVKQVLVUYR
STMPNOYRZ DWURSXGZ WXQPYXYRCZ PYJWMSYRZ WTOZ LYLEYURZ VH
RXNOYTXZMVNTMSPFZZ3TZWOOSXSVTCZ/WTSYPZ<YUWTCZEUVXQYUZVH
APY1Z <YUWTCZ KPYOJYZ MPWRRZ VHZ 9@@.CZ IWRZ UYMYTXPG
YPYMXYOZ >UYRSOYTXZ VHZ 8XNOYTXZ ?VNTMSPFZ Z 3TZ EYSTJ
YPYMXYOZXVZXQSRZKVRXZQYZEYMVLYRZXQYZHSURXZHUYRQLWT
>UYRSOYTXZYPYMXZSTZLVUYZXQWTZWZNWUXYUZMYTXNUGFZZ
+XQYUZ LYLEYURZ VHZ XQYZ HUWXYUTSXGZ XQWXZ WUY
YTJWJYOZ STZ RXNOYTXZ MVNTMSPZ STMPNOYZ 5WUBZ >YUBSTRC
KPYOJYZMPWRRZVHZ9@@)CZ IQVZSRZXQYZSMYZ>UYRSOYTXZVH
XQYZRVKQVLVUYZMPWRRZWTOZAHHWTZ8QYSBQCZKPYOJYZMPWRR
VHZ 9@@)CZ IQVZ SRZ XQYZ 8YMUYXWUGZ VHZ XQYZ RVKQVLVUY
MPWRRFZZ6VXQZVHZXQYRYZSTOSDSONWPRZQWDYZRXYKKYOZNKZXV
PYWOYURQSKZ ISXQSTZ XQYZ -UWXYUTSXGZ TY1XZ GYWUZ WPVTJ
ISXQZ XQYSUZ KPYOJYZ EUVXQYUCZ !GPYZ 0YUXUSOJYFZ Z $Y1X
GYWUCZAHHWTZ8QYSBQZISPPZEYZ0>CZ !GPYZISPPZEYZ0>CZ WTO
5WUBZISPPZEYZ>FZZ
<QYRYZXQUYYZEUVXQYURZWUYZRXWTOVNXRZWLVTJZXQYSU
STMUYOSEPYZKPYOJYZMPWRRCZ IQVRYZYHHVUXRZQWDYZEUVNJQX
5WUGPWTOZAPKQWZEWMBZXVZIQYUYZSXZVTMYZIWRFZ Z3TZQSR
UVPYZWRZKQSPWTXQUVKGZMQWSUCZAHHWTZQYPKYOZNRZISTZXQY
%VQTRZ 'VKBSTRZ TSDYURSXGZ +HHSMYZ VHZ 0UYYBZ &SHY*R
"1MYPPYTMYZSTZ?VLLNTSXGZ8YUDSMYZWTOZ>QSPWTXQUVKG
VTMYZ WJWSTFZ Z 3TZ WOOSXSVTCZ QYZ WPRVZ IVTZ XQYZ 5VRX
+NXRXWTOSTJZ 0UYYBZ 8VKQVLVUYZ WTOZ XQYZ -UWXYUTWP
8KSUSXZWIWUORZHUVLZXQYZ+HHSMYZVHZ0UYYBZ&SHYFZZ
8SLSPWUPGCZ XIVZ JUWONWXSTJZ LYLEYURZ VHZ XQY
HUWXYUTSXGZ IYUYZ UYMYTXPGZ STONMXYOZ STXVZ >QSZ 6YXW
!WKKWCZ %#ZWUEUVNJQCZ KPYOJYZMPWRRZVHZ9@@4ZWTOZ0>
9@@.;9@@)CZ WTOZATOUYIZ5M<WLLWTGCZ KPYOJYZMPWRR
VHZ9@@)F
3TZWOOSXSVTCZIYZUYMYTXPGZQVRXYOZWTZWPNLTSZEWUEYNY
VDYUZ'VLYMVLSTJZIYYBYTOCZIQSMQZEUVNJQXZXVJYXQYU
WPNLRZ WTOZ EUVXQYURZ HVUZ WZ OWGZ VHZ PWMUVRRYCZ HVVOCZ WTO
MVTDYURWXSVTZ XQWXZ MNPLSTWXYOZ ISXQZ XQY
WTTVNTMYLYTXRZVHZVNUZXIYPDYZMQWKXYUZRMQVPWURQSKRFZ
3TZ RNLCZ XQVNJQZ IYZ WUYZ RXSPPZ HSJQXSTJZ XVZ HSTOZ W
PVMWXSVTZXQWXZMWTZQVNRYZVNUZJUVISTJZEUVXQYUQVVOC
XQYZRXWXNRZVHZ5WUGPWTOZAPKQWZSRZEYXXYUZXQWTZSXZQWR
YDYUZEYYTFZ Z:SXQZWTZYGYZXVZXQYZHNXNUYCZ XQVRYZVHZNR
IQVZ WUYZ JUWONWXSTJZ WUYZ RWOZ XVZ PYWDYZ STZ RNMQZ WT
Y1MSXSTJZ XSLYCZ ENXZ WUYZ QWKKGZ PYWDYZ XQYZ MQWKXYUZ ST
RNMQZJVVOZQWTORFZZZ
E?EBF-DB9EC?
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5WUGPWTOZ0WLLWCZHUYRQZHUVLZSXRZSTRXWPPWXSVTZPWRX
RYLYRXYUCZ QWRZ MVTXSTNYOZ XVZ RXUSDYZ XVIWUOR
Y1MYPPYTMYZ STZ WPPZ WRKYMXRZ VHZ MVPPYJYZ WTOZ HUWXYUTSXG
PSHYFZ Z :YZ EYJWTZ XQYZ RYLYRXYUZ ISXQZ WTZ YHHSMSYTX
UYMUNSXLYTXZ XQWXZ EUVNJQXZ XVZ NRZ YSJQXZ QSJQPG
LVXSDWXYOZKPYOJYRZIQVZSTRXWTXPGZEYMWLYZSTJUWSTYO
STZVNUZMNPXNUYFZ Z<QYGZWPPZJUWONWXYOZXQYZKUVJUWLZXV
EYMVLYZEUVXQYURZWTOZWUYZWPUYWOGZWMXSDYPGZRYYBSTJ
PYWOYURQSKZUVPYRFZZ<QYSUZSTSXSWXSVTZIWRZHVPPVIYOZEGZWT
WPNLTSZEWUEYNYZIQSMQZIWRZWZJUYWXZRNMMYRRFZZAPVTJ
ISXQZ0YVUJYZ:WRQSTJXVTZTSDYURSXGCZIYZMYPYEUWXYO
-VNTOYURZ /WGZ STZ :WRQSTJXVTZ /F?FZ Z 3TZ VUOYUZ XV
UYLWSTZ STZ JVVOZ RXWTOSTJRZ ISXQZ XQYZ +HHSMYZ VH
-UWXYUTSXGZ WTOZ 8VUVUSXGZ &SHYCZ IYZ QWDYZ MVLKPYXYO
RYDYUWPZYDYTXRZXQUVNJQVNXZXQYZRYLYRXYUZSTMPNOSTJZW
KUYRYTXWXSVTZ VTZ RY1NWPZ WRRWNPXCZ WZ IVUBRQVKZ VT
STXYUTRQSKRCZ WTOZ EWUEYNYRZ ISXQZ XQYZ 5WUGPWTO
?NPXNUWPZ 0USPPSTJZ 8VMSYXGFZ Z #YMYTXPGCZ IYZ QVRXYOZ WT
YDYTXZISXQZXIVZWZMWKYPPWZJUVNKRZWTOZWZEYPPGZOWTMSTJ
MPNEZWTOZOVTWXYOZXQYZLVTYGZHUVLZSXZXVZXQYZ6VGR
WTOZ 0SUPRZ ?PNEFZ Z:YZ RYTXZ RYDYTZ EUVXQYURZ XVZ XQY
ALYUSMWTZ &YWOYURQSKZ AMWOYLGZ WTOZ XQY
YTXQNRSWRLZ WTOZ KWRRSVTZ SXZ QWRZ JSDYTZ XQYLZ QWR
STRKSUYOZ WTOZ YTYUJSYOZ NRZ WPPFZ Z Z:YZ WUYZ MNUUYTXPG
KWUXTYUYOZ ISXQZ >QSZ 8SJLWZ 8SJLWZ WTOZ >QSZ /YPXW
<QYXWZ HVUZ 0UYYBZ :YYBZ WTOZ WUYZ PVVBSTJZ XVZ EY
RXUVTJZ MVLKYXSXVURFZ Z <QYZ UYLWSTOYUZ VHZ XQSR
RYLYRXYUZISPPZPSBYPGZEYZDYUGZENRGZWRZIYZQWDYZRYDYUWP
KQSPWTXQUVKSMZ YDYTXRZ RMQYONPYOCZ STMPNOSTJZ /F?F
+NXHSXXYURCZ WZ KUVJUWLZ XQWXZ JSDYRZ MPVXQSTJZ XV
QVLYPYRRZSTZXQYZ/F?FZ WUYWCZ WTOZAOVKXZWZ'SJQIWGF
:YZWUYZWPRVZSTZXQYZKUVMYRRZVHZWKKPGSTJZHVUZWZQVNRY
VTZ -UWXYUTSXGZ #VIFZ Z <QSRZ IVNPOZ EYZ WZ DYUG
KUYRXSJSVNRZ NLKZHVUZNRZRVMSWPPGZWRZIYPPZWRZKVPSXSMWPPGF
:YZWUYZWXZWZOSRWODWTXWJYZEYMWNRYZIYZWUYZRVZTYIC
ENXZIYZWUYZRXSPPZRXUVTJZMVLKYXSXSVTZSTZKWUXZONYZXV
VNUZQWDSTJZXQYZQSJQYRXZJUWOYZKVSTXZWDYUWJYZVHZWTG
HUWXYUTSXGZHVUZWRZPVTJZWRZXQYZTSDYURSXGZVHZ5WUGPWTO
QWRZ BYKXZ UYMVUORFZ ZAPRVCZ VNUZ HVULWPZ WTOZ 8S1Z -PWJR
YDYTXZSRZUWKSOPGZWKKUVWMQSTJCZ WRZIYPPZWRZXQYZYTOZVH
XQYZRYLYRXYUFZZ:YZISPPZEYZQVRXSTJZKUYRYTXWXSVTRZEG
>WNPZ :STYLWTZ WTOZ %YUUGZ $YPRVTZ VTZ 8YKXYLEYU


  

   

KPWMYZNRZISXQSTZXQYZXVKZ4ZMQWKXYURZ$WXSVTWPPGFZ Z:Y
PVVBZHVUIWUOZXVZYRXWEPSRQSTJZWTZYDYTZPVTJYU;PWRXSTJ
XUWOSXSVTZ VHZ WMWOYLSMZ Y1MYPPYTMYFZ Z +NXRSOYZ VHZ XQY
MPWRRUVVLCZ IYZ QWDYZ LWOYZ VNUZ KUYRYTMYZ BTVIT
EVXQZVTZMWLKNRZWTOZSTZXQYZMVLLNTSXGFZ Z6UVXQYUR
RYUDYZWRZPYWOYURZVHZLWTGZVTZMWLKNRZMPNERCZWTOZVNU
LYLEYURZ WUYZ BTVITZ HVUZ XQYSUZ MVNUXYVNRZ WTO
MNPXNUYOZTWXNUYFZ Z3TZXQYZMVLLNTSXGZIYZQWDYZXWBYT
WODWTXWJYZ VHZ LWTGZ DVPNTXYYUZ VKKVUXNTSXSYR
STMPNOSTJZRYUDSTJZWXZPVMWPZRVNKZBSXMQYTRZWTOZUWSRSTJ
LVTYGZ XVZ QYPKZ MWTMYUZ UYRYWUMQFZ Z 5WRRZ 6YXWZ SR
Y1XUYLYPGZ RWXSRHSYOZ VHZ WPPZ XQWXZ SXZ QWRZ WMMVLKPSRQYO
XQSRZ GYWUCZ WTOZ IYZ PVVBZ HVUIWUOZ XVZ MVTXSTNSTJZ XV
ENSPOZ NKVTZ XQYZ RXUVTJZ EWRYZ MUYWXYOZ EGZ VNU
OYKWUXSTJZRYTSVUZMPWRRFZZ
&D2A;F,D9A;

9)XQZWTOZIYZIVNPOZPSBYZXVZYTMVNUWJYZXQWXZWTGVTY
STXYUYRXYOZ STZ WXXYTOSTJZ MVTXWMXZ VNUZ A0CZ $VWQ
5GYURCZ WXZ TLGYUR=9NLOFYONFZ Z -STWPPGCZ IYZ WUY
JUWONWXSTJZXIYPDYZRYTSVURZXQSRZRYLYRXYUCZ RYDYUWPZVH
IQVLZ WUYZ -VNTOSTJZ -WXQYURZ VHZ VNUZ MQWKXYUF
<QVNJQZXQSRZSRZWEVNXZWZXQSUOZVHZVNUZVUJWTSWXSVTCZIY
WUYZMVTHSOYTXZXQWXZIYZISPPZEYZWEPYZXVZMVTXSTNYZXV
JUVIZWTOZXVZRNMMYYOF
@D>F,6EB=
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5WRRWMQNRYXXRZ 6YXWZ QWRZ RYYTZ XUYLYTOVNR
JUVIXQZ WTOZ KUVJUYRRZ XQUVNJQVNXZ XQYZ PWRXZ GYWUF
+TPGZ WZ HVNUZ GYWURZ WJVZ XQYUYZ IYUYZ =9Z EUVXQYURC
IQSPYZTVIZXQSRZKUVRKYUSTJZMQWKXYUZKUVNOPGZMPWSLR
2(Z EUVXQYURZ WRZ VHZ XQSRZ RKUSTJZ RYLYRXYUFZ Z APPZ XQY
EUVXQYURZWUYZY1XUYLYPGZKUVNOZVHZXQSRZJUVIXQCZ WTO
QVKYZ XVZ MVTXSTNYZ XQSRZ RNMMYRRZ STZ XQYZ NKMVLSTJ
GYWURFZZ&YOZEGZWZDYUGZRXUVTJZRYTSVUZMPWRRCZ5WRRZ6YXW
QWRZ YRXWEPSRQYOZ SXRYPHZ ISXQZ WZ RXWEPYZ HVNTOWXSVTZ WX
6UWTOYSRCZ WTOZ IYZ PVVBZ HVUIWUOZ XVZ LWBSTJZ VNU
KUYRYTMYZHYPXZYDYTZLVUYZEVXQZPVMWPPGZWTOZTWXSVTWPPG
STZXQYZTYWUZHNXNUYFZZ
ATVXQYUZ UYMYTXZ OYDYPVKLYTXZ IQSMQZ IYZ WUY
Y1XUYLYPGZ KUVNOZ VHZ SRZ VNUZ TYIZ ?QWKXYU
8MQVPWURQSKZ -NTOZ XQUVNJQZ XQYZ >QSZ !WKKWZ >RS
-VNTOWXSVTFZZRYOZHVUZXQYZHSURXZXSLYZSTZRKUSTJZ9@@)C
XQSRZTYIZRMQVPWURQSKZHNTOZRQVNPOZYTWEPYZ5WRRZ6YXW
XVZ MVTXSTNYZ XVZQYPKZ SXRZ EUVXQYURZ EYXXYUZ XQWTZ YDYU
EYHVUYFZ Z APRVCZ XQYZ -VNTOWXSVTZ QWRZ NRXZ UYMYTXPG
WMMYKXYOZXQYZJYTYUVNRZOVTWXSVTZVHZVNUZTYIZQVNRY
HUVLZ EUVXQYUZ %YUUGZ $YPRVTCZ ?WPSHVUTSWZ "KRSPVTZ *2,F
<QSRZ TYIZ QVNRYZ QWRZ EUVNJQXZ JUYWXZ KUSOYZ XVZ XQY
EUVXQYURZVHZ5WRRZ6YXWFZZ<QSRZTYIZQVNRYZISPPZYTRNUY
EUVXQYURZEVXQZTVIZWTOZSTXVZXQYZHNXNUYZQWDYZWZKPWMY
XVZ MWPPZ XQYSUZ QVLYCZ WTOZ WZ KPWMYZ IQYUYZ XQYZ JUYWX
XUWOSXSVTRZ VHZ XQYZ >QSZ !WKKWZ >RSZ -UWXYUTSXGZ ISPPZ EY
WEPYZXVZJUVIZWTOZXQUSDYFZZ
<QSRZ GYWUZ QWRZ KUVDSOYOZ XQYZ EUVXQYURZ VHZ 5WRR
6YXWZISXQZWLWSTJZVKKVUXNTSXSYRZSTZWPPZWUYWRZVHZXQY
MVPPYJYZ Y1KYUSYTMYFZ Z<QYZ MNLNPWXSDYZ 0>AZ VHZ XQY
5WRRZ 6YXWZ MQWKXYUZ MVTXSTNYRZ XVZ EYZ Y1MYPPYTXZ WTO
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ARZEUVXQYURZVHZ5SMQSJWTZAPKQWCZ IYZUYXNUTYOZXV
ATTZAUEVUZY1MSXYOZWTOZUYWOGZHVUZISTXYUZRYLYRXYUF
+NUZ MQWKXYUZ SRZ RXSPPZ LWSTXWSTSTJZ EUVXQYURZ WXZ HNPP
MWKWMSXGCZ ISXQZ 7=Z PSDY;STRZ WTOZ =@,Z XVXWPZ EUVXQYURF
:YZXWBYZKUSOYZSTZVNUZRXWXNRZVTZMWLKNRCZ WRZIYZWUY
XQYZ RYMVTOZ PWUJYRXZ HUWXYUTSXGZ ISXQZ VTYZ VHZ XQYZ XVK
0>ARZSTZXQYZ3-?FZZ:YZWPRVZYPYMXYOZWZTYIZY1YMNXSDY
EVWUOZ MVLKVRYOZ VHZ HVNUZ DYUGZ XWPYTXYOZ WTO
QWUOIVUBSTJZ LYTFZ Z AHXYUZ XQYZ LVRXZ RNMMYRRHNP
UYMUNSXLYTXZ STZ MQWKXYUZ QSRXVUGZ ONUSTJZ XQYZ HWPPCZ VNU
ISTXYUZ UYMUNSXLYTXZ OSOZ TVXZ HWPXYUFZ Z +NUZ HVNU
UYMUNSXLYTXZ MQWSULYTZ QYWOYOZ WTZ Y1XUYLYPG
RNMMYRRHNPZ UNRQZ KYUSVOCZ WTOZ IYZ HVULWPPGZ STSXSWXYO
YSJQXZYTXQNRSWRXSMZJYTXPYLYTZSTXVZVNUZISTXYUZ9@@,
KPYOJYZ MPWRRZ VTZ %WTNWUGZ 9)FZ Z<QYZ OYOSMWXSVTZ WTO
QWUOZIVUBZHUVLZVNUZUYMUNSXLYTXZMQWSULYTZOSOZTVX
JVZ NTWKKUYMSWXYOCZ WRZ XQYGZ IVUBYOZ YTOPYRRPGZ XV
SLKUVDYZ XQYZ MQWKXYUFZ Z >QSPWTXQUVKSMWPPGCZ 5SMQSJWT
APKQWZMVTXSTNYOZXVZRYUDYZVXQYURCZWRZIYZQVRXYOZVNU
HSURXZYDYUZ6VIP;W;XQVTZHVUZ8MPYUVOYULWCZ WZOSRYWRY
XQWXZKYURVTWPPGZWHHYMXYOZXQYZHWLSPGZVHZWZEUVXQYUFZZ<QY
YDYTXZ UWSRYOZ VDYUZ =C@@@CZ WTOZ IYZ ISPPZ QVRXZ VNU
RYMVTOZ WTTNWPZ 6VIP;W;XQVTZ TY1XZ ISTXYUFZ Z +T
5WUMQZ =@CZ IYZ QVRXYOZ 74Z WPNLTSZ HVUZ VNUZ PWUJYRX
-VNTOYURZ/WGZSTZMQWKXYUZQSRXVUGCZ WTOZIYZWPPZQWOZW
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MQWUSXGZ HNTOUWSRYUZ WRZ IYPPZ WRZ RYDYUWPZ VXQYU
KQSPWTXQUVKGZ YDYTXRCZ WTOZ QWDYZ WPUYWOGZ RXWUXYO
IVUBSTJZVTZVNUZRVHXEWPPZJWLYZHVUZXQYZWTTNWPZAPKQW
?QSZ +LYJWZ RVHXEWPPZ XVNUTWLYTXFZ Z 3TZ STXUWLNUWP
RKVUXRZTYIRCZ IYZYTOYOZNKZEUSTJSTJZQVLYZXQYZJVPO
STZ XQYZ 0UYYBZ EWRBYXEWPPZ XVNUTWLYTXCZ WTOZ PWRXZ HWPP
MWLYZMPVRYZXVZISTTSTJZHVVXEWPPCZHSTWPPGZRNMMNLESTJZXV
VNUZ HUSYTORZ WXZ <QYXWZ ?QSFZ ?VTJUWXNPWXSVTRZ XV
JUWONWXSTJZ EUVXQYURZAOWLZ-WTMGZ ?UWTOYPPCZ 8XYDY
/UWBYCZ%WLYRZ&VVEGCZ"DWTZ5WUBRCZ<VLZ>VPWTSMCZ%NRXST
#SMQWUORCZ"USBZ?QYHHPYUCZ$SMBZ8YWURZWTOZ5WXXZ8NXSBWF
#BA1FAE<=EC

JUYWXZ XSLYZ DSRSXSTJZ ISXQZ WPNLTSZ LYLEYURFZ Z 5VRX
WPNLTSZIYUYZSTZATTZAUEVUZHVUZXQYZYTXSUYZIYYBYTOC
WTOZ IYZ XUNPGZ WKKUYMSWXYOZ XQYSUZ RNKKVUXSTJ
KUYRYTMYZ ONUSTJZ VNUZ LVRXZ SLKVUXWTXZ HUWXYUTWP
XUWOSXSVTFZ Z 8VMSWPPGCZ IYZ QWDYZ MVTXSTNYOZ XVZ XQUSDY
ISXQSTZXQYZUNPYRZRYXZHVUXQZEGZ3-?FZZAZLW VUZQSJQPSJQX
IWRZ WZ XUSKZ ISXQZ !WKKWZ !WKKWZ 0WLLWZ RVUVUSXGZ XV
6VGTYZ LVNTXWSTZ HVUZ WZ IYYBYTOZ VHZ RBSSTJFZ Z !WKKW
!WKKWZ 0WLLWZ WPRVZ WMMYKXYOZ VNUZ UYNYRXZ XVZ EY
KWUXTYURZ ISXQZ VNUZ MQWKXYUZ HVUZ HVVXEWPPZ 8WXNUOWGR
TY1XZ GYWUFZ Z &VVBSTJZ HVUIWUOCZ IYZ ISPPZ VTMYZ WJWST
QWDYZ WZ HNPPZ QVNRYZ TY1XZ GYWUCZ WTOZ QWDYZ UYMYTXPG
WKKVSTXYOZ XQYZ TYIZ LYLEYURQSKCZ RVMSWPC
KQSPWTXQUVKGZ WTOZ EUVXQYUQVVOZ MQWSULYTZ HVUZ XQY
NKMVLSTJZHWPPZRYLYRXYUFZZARZWPIWGRCZIYZMVTXSTNYZXV
YLEVOGZXQYZSOYWPRZVHZXQYZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSZ-UWXYUTSXG
WTOZWUYZY1MSXYOZWEVNXZXQYZKUVJUYRRZIYZQWDYZLWOY
WTOZXQYZSLKUVDYLYTXZXVZMVLYFZ
%6DCF D?BA51F&@<DC
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<QYZJYTXPYLYTZVHZXQYZ5STTYRVXWZ6YXWZMQWKXYU
VHZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSZQWDYZQWOZWZDYUGZRNMMYRRHNPZ8KUSTJ
8YLYRXYUZRVZHWUFZZZ:YZBSMBYOZVHHZXQYZRYLYRXYUZISXQ
WZDYUGZRNMMYRRHNPZ/WXYZANMXSVTZSTZIQSMQZIYZUWSRYO
WZMVSTMSOYTXWPZ=C,49ZOVPPWURZIQSMQZIYZOVTWXYOZXV
XQYZ ALYUSMWTZ ?WTMYUZ 8VMSYXGFZ Z ?VTXSTNSTJZ VNU
KQSPWTXQUVKGCZ IYZ ISPPZ QWDYZ YTVNJQZ EUVXQYUR
KWUXSMSKWXSTJZ STZ #YPWGZ -VUZ &SHYZ XVZ QWDYZ XIVZ XYWLR
KWUXSMSKWXYZ STZ IQSMQZ YWMQZ KWUXSMSKWTXZ ISPPZ UWSRY
==4FZ Z:YZQWDYZWPRVZEYYTZDYUGZENRGZKPWTTSTJZVNU
WTTNWPZ3TRWTSXGZHVUZ'NLWTSXGZKQSPWTXQUVKGZMVTMYUX
IQSMQZISPPZEYZQYPOZ5WGZ=RXZWXZWZPVMWPZ5STTYWKVPSR
DYTNYCZ IQYUYZWPPZKUVMYYORZISPPZWPRVZEYZOVTWXYOZXV
XQYZALYUSMWTZ?WTMYUZ8VMSYXGF
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:SXQZ XQYZ RYLYRXYUZ HPGSTJZ EGZ WTOZ XQYZ IYWXQYU
IWULSTJZSTZ"WRXZ&WTRSTJCZ XQYZEUVXQYURZVHZ5SMQSJWT
6YXWZ PVVBZ HVUIWUOZ XVZ HSTWPRZ IYYBZ WTOZ IQWXZ XQY
RNLLYUZ ISPPZ EUSTJZ NRZ WPPFZ Z :YZ QWOZ NSXYZ WZ HYI
EUVXQYURZWXXYTOZXQYZALYUSMWTZ&YWOYURQSKZAMWOYLG
MVTHYUYTMYRZSTZ?WEVZ8WTZ&NMWRZXQSRZRYLYRXYUZXWBSTJ
QVLYZ DWPNWEPYZ UYRVNUMYRZ IYZ ISPPZ EYZ YLKPVGSTJZ ST
XQYZHNXNUYFZ Z:YZKWUXVVBZSTZVNUZPVMWPZ#YPWGZHVUZ&SHY
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:YZ WPRVZ QWOZ WZ DYUGZ RNMMYRRHNPZ 8IYYXQYWUX
:YYBZ STZ IQSMQZ YWMQZ RVUVUSXGZ VTZ MWLKNRZ RYTXZ W
MWTOSOWXYZ XVZ EYZ MQVRYTZ WRZ XQYZ RIYYXQYWUXZ VHZ >QS
!WKKWZ>RSFZZAPXQVNJQZYWMQZMWTOSOWXYZOSOZWZJUYWXZ VEC
RYTSVURZ VHZ VNUZ MQWKXYUZ MQVRYZ XQYZ UYKUYRYTXWXSDY
HUVLZ !WKKWZ !WKKWZ 0WLLWZ XVZ EYZ XQYZ QVNRY
RIYYXQYWUXFZ ZAPRVZ ONUSTJZ XQSRZ IYYBCZ IYZ QYPOZ VNU
-VNTOYURZ/WGZEWTNYXZIQYUYZIYZQYWUOZ8:0>
>WNPZ:STYLWTZRKYWBFZ ZAHXYUZXQYZYDYTXCZ NTOYUJUWOR
WTOZWPNLTSZQWOZWZRVMSWPZQVNUZWXZWZPVMWPZUYRXWNUWTX
IQYUYZIYZIYUYZWEPYZXVZJYXZXVZBTVIZLWTGZVHZVNU
RNKKVUXSDYZWPNLTSF
:YZWUYZMNUUYTXPGZPVVBSTJZHVUIWUOZXVZ8KUSTJZ%WLC
WZIYYBPVTJZQVLYMVLSTJZXGKYZYDYTXCZIQSMQZIYZISPP
EYZ KWSUYOZ ISXQZAPKQWZ ?QSZ +LYJWZ WTOZ /YPXWZ<WN
/YPXWFZ Z<IVZ VHZ XQYZ LW VUZ YDYTXRZ XQWXZ IYYBZ WUY
6WPPGQVVCZ WZ OWTMYZ MVLKYXSXSVTCZ WTOZ 6WXXPYZ VHZ XQY
6WTORZ IQSMQZ EVXQZ VHZ VNUZ XYWLRZ PVVBZ DYUG
KUVLSRSTJZWTOZIYZWUYZQVKSTJZXVZXWBYZHSURXZKPWMYFZZ
<QSRZKWRXZRYLYRXYUZQWRZEYYTZDYUGZENRGZRVMSWPPG
WRZIYPPFZ Z:YZQYPOZVNUZWTTNWPZ<NEYRZWTOZ<NERZOWXY
KWUXGZ PWRXZ -YEUNWUGZ IQYUYZ YWMQZ EUVXQYUZ STDSXYOZ W
OWXYZXVZJVZXNESTJZWXZWZPVMWPZRBSZQSPPZWTOZXQYTZUYXNUT
XVZXQYZQVNRYZXVZUYPW1ZSTZQVXZXNERZXQWXZIYZUYTXFZZ:Y
QWDYZWPRVZQWOZRNMMYRRHNPZY1MQWTJYRZRNMQZWRZWZOSRMV;
XQYLYZISXQZAPKQWZ>QSCZWZMWUTSDWP;XQYLYZISXQZAPKQW
?QSZ +LYJWCZ WTOZ WUYZ PVVBSTJZ HVUIWUOZ XVZ HNXNUY
 

Y1MQWTJYRZ ISXQZ !WKKWZ !WKKWZ 0WLLWZ WTOZAPKQW
+LSMUVTZ>SF
AXZXQYZWTTNWPZ0UYYBZAIWUORCZ>QSZ>RSZIWRZWIWUOYO
HVUZ+NXRXWTOSTJZ?VLLNTSXGZ8YUDSMYZHVUZXQYZRYMVTO
GYWUZ STZ WZ UVIZ WTOZ WPRVZ UYMYSDYOZ XQYZ ?QWKXYUZ VH
"1MYPPYTMYZAIWUOFZ ZARZ XQYZ 5STTYRVXWZ 6YXWZ MQWKXYU
MVTXSTNYRZXVZJUVIZWTOZOYDYPVKZIYZRXUSDYZXVZNKQVPO
XQYZRXWTOWUORZVHZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSZHVMNRSTJZVTZWMWOYLSMRC
KQSPWTXQUVKGZWTOZEUVXQYUQVVOF
*D8E=F(BAEC
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<QYZ EUVXQYURZ VHZ 5STTYRVXWZ 0WLLWZ QWDY
YT VGYOZWZKUVONMXSDYZRYLYRXYUZISXQZLWTGZY1MSXSTJ
YDYTXRFZ Z+DYUZISTXYUZEUYWBCZ LWTGZVHZXQYZEUVXQYUR
VUJWTSYOZ HVUZ XQYZ HPVVURZ VHZ VNUZ QVNRYZ XVZ EY
UYOVTYFZ Z <QYZ MWUKYXZ IWRZ USKKYOZ NKCZ XQYZ HPVVUR
IYUYZ RWTOYOCZ WTOZ WZ TYIZ MVWXZ VHZ RYWPWTXZ IWRZ KNX
OVITFZ Z <QYZ KUVMYRRZ KUVDYOZ XVZ EYZ DYUGZ XSLY
MVTRNLSTJZENXZIWRZIYPPZIVUXQZXQYZYHHVUXF


  



:YZ RXWUXYOZ XQYZ RYLYRXYUZ VHHZ ISXQZ VNUZ WTTNWP
WPNLTSZ KVBYUZ XVNUTWLYTXFZ Z AZ TNLEYUZ VHZ WPNLTS
LWOYZXQYZXUSKZWTOZKWUXSMSKWXYOZSTZXQYZXVNUTWLYTXF
<QYZ YDYTXZ QWRZ EYMVLYZ DYUGZ KVKNPWUZ ISXQZ XQY
WPNLTSZ WTOZ SXZ QWRZ JSDYTZ XQYZ WMXSDYZ EUVXQYURZ WT
VKKVUXNTSXGZXVZHYPPVIRQSKZISXQZVNUZJUYWXZWPNLTSF
:YZ IVNPOZ PSBYZ XVZ MVTJUWXNPWXYZ 6UVXQYU
5WXXQYIZ 'WLSPXVTZ HVUZ PYWDSTJZ NRZ XVZ XQYZ YDSPRZ VH
JUWONWXSVTFZ Z :YZ ISPPZ WPRVZ QWDYZ XQUYYZ WMXSDY
EUVXQYURZ JUWONWXSTJZ XQSRZ RKUSTJZ WTOZ IYZ IVNPOZ WPP
PSBYZ XVZ MVTJUWXNPWXYZ >WXUSMBZ:SPRVTCZ %VRQZ >WUXPVIC
WTOZ AOWLZ 'YTOUSBRFZ Z <QYSUZ OYOSMWXSVTZ XVZ XQY
MQWKXYUZQWRZEYYTZDYUGZLNMQZWKKUYMSWXYOF
+NUZ UYMUNSXLYTXZ YHHVUXRZ VDYUZ RKUSTJZ RYLYRXYU
QWDYZ KWSOZ VHHZ ISXQZ WZ TYIZ JUYWXZ MPWRRFZ Z:YZ QVKY
XQYRYZKUVRKYMXRZISPPZQYPKZPYWOZVNUZMQWKXYUZHVUZGYWUR
XVZMVLYZWTOZQYPKZNRZIQYUYZIYZQWDYZEYYTZPWMBSTJF
#YMUNSXLYTXZQWRZEYMVLYZVTYZVHZVNUZXVKZKUSVUSXSYR
VDYUZXQYZPWRXZGYWUZISXQZXIVZDYUGZRNMMYRRHNPZKPYOJY
MPWRRYRFZ Z:YZQVKYZXVZMVTXSTNYZVNUZRNMMYRRZSTZXQY
HNXNUYF
%6DCF%D33EB?6
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<VZ JYXZ XQYZ RYLYRXYUZ VHHZ VTZ XQYZ USJQXZ RXWUXZ IY
QWOZ WZ EUVXQYUQVVOZ IYYBYTOZ WXZ VTYZ VHZ VNU
EUVXQYU*RZMWESTRFZAPXQVNJQZXQYZIYWXQYUZIWRZKVVUCZW
JVVOZ XSLYZ IWRZ QWOZ EGZ WPPFZ +TZ -YEUNWUGZ =.CZ VNU
MQWKXYUZQVRXYOZSXRZWTTNWPZ-VNTOYURZ/WGZ6WTNYXZWX
6PWMBIVVORZ STZ >UVMXVUCZ 5STTFZ +DYUZ 4@Z JNYRXR
YT VGYOZWZTSMYZQWKKGZQVNUCZKUYRYTXWXSVTZWTOZOSTTYUF
8KUSTJZ STZ 5STTYRVXWZ SRZ BTVITZ HVUZ NTKUYOSMXWEPY
IYWXQYUZWRZWPPZIQVZWXXYTOYOZVNUZ8KUSTJZ6WTNYXZWX
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DYUGZRXUVTJZUYMVUOZVHZMVLLNTSXGZRYUDSMYZXQUVNJQ
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XQYZEYJSTTSTJZVHZXQSRZRMQVVPZGYWUCZIYZQWDYZMVLKSPYO
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7C=44Z HVUZ MQWUSXGFZ Z 3TZ XQYZ HWPPCZ IYZ QWOZ VNUZ ==XQ
WTTNWPZ 5NOZ <NJZ XVNUTWLYTXZ IQYUYZ IYZ MV;
RKVTRVUYOZ ISXQZ YXWZ <WNZ APKQWCZ IQSMQZ UWSRYO
9C2@@Z HVUZ<QYZ 8NRWTZ 0FZ !VLYTZ 6UYWRXZ ?WTMYU
-VNTOWXSVTFZ Z<QYTZ STZ XQYZ ISTXYUZ IYZ QWOZ VNUZ ,XQ
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9@@,FZ Z :YZ QWOZ VDYUZ 9@Z WPNLTSZ MVLYZ EWMBZ XV
KWUXWBYZSTZXQYZYDYTXRZXQWXZSTMPNOYZWZ#VMQYRXYUZ#YO
:STJRZEWRYEWPPZJWLYCZ LYYXSTJRCZ WZEWUEYNYZWXZVNU
QVNRYCZ WTOZQYWOSTJZVDYUZXVZ%YUYLSWQ*RZHVUZPNTMQZW
HWDVUSXYZVHZRVLYZWPNLTSFZZ3ZIVNPOZPSBYZXVZYTMVNUWJY
WPNLTSZVHZ$Z<QYXWZXVZNKOWXYZLYZISXQZXQYSUZYLWSP
WOOUYRRYRZRVZIYZMWTZRXWGZSTZEYXXYUZMVTXWMXZIQYT
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YTJWJYOZ VNURYPDYRZ ISXQZ XQYZ MVLLNTSXGZ XQUVNJQ
LNPXSKPYZ YDYTXRFZ 8YDYUWPZ MQWKXYUZ LYLEYURZ WUY
KWUXSMSKWXSTJZSTZWZPVMWPZMVLLNTSXGZKUVJUWLZXVZQYPK
WUYWZGVNXQRZPYWUTZXVZRISLFZ -VNTOYURZ/WGZIWRZGYX
WTVXQYUZ YDYTXHNPZ JWXQYUSTJCZ ISXQZ LVUYZ WPNLTS
RNKKVUXZXQWTZSTZGYWURZKWRXFZ<QYZUYKYWXYOZGYWURZVH
OYOSMWXSVTZ XVZ XQYZ -UWXYUTSXGZ EGZ LWTGZ $FFZ "XW
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STMUYWRYZ VNUZ ENOJYXZ XQUVNJQZ LWTGZ OSHHYUYTX
HNTOUWSRSTJZ YDYTXRCZ XQYZ LVRXZ UYMYTXZ STMPNOSTJ
KUVLVXSTJZ 5VNTXWSTZ /YIFZ 'WDYZ JVVOZ VTYZ WTO
PVVBZHVUIWUOZXVZRYYSTJZRVLYZVHZGVNZWXZ0A?F
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EWRYZJUVIFZ ZARZWZGVNTJZMQWKXYUCZ WPNLTSZUYPWXSVTRZSR
WZ TYIZ WUYWZ HVUZ VNUZ LYLEYURZ ENXZ RVLYXQSTJZ IY
PVVBZ HVUIWUOZ XVZ OYDYPVKSTJFZ Z $YIZVUBZ !WKKWZ SR
KUVNOZXVZWTTVNTMYZSXRZHNPPZKWUXSMSKWXSVTZSTZXQYZ&SDY
"DYU;/SYZ $YDYUZ MWLKWSJTZ XQSRZ KWRXZ HWPPCZ ISXQZ YWMQ
LYLEYUZ OVTWXSTJZ XQYZ HNPPZ =,F49FZ Z AHXYUZ QYWUSTJ
WEVNXZ XQYZ SLKVUXWTMYZ VHZ LYTXVURZ STZ ?WEVCZ IY
OYMSOYOZXVZRXWUXZVNUZVITZLYTXVUZKUVJUWLFZ Z"WMQ
EUVXQYUZISXQZWZQSJQZ0>AZIWRZKWSUYOZISXQZWZEUVXQYU
ISXQZ WZ PVIYUZ 0>ACZ STZ WTZ YHHVUXZ XVZ QYPKZ VNXZ ISXQ
XQYSUZ WMWOYLSMRFZ Z %NRXZ VTYZ KWUXZ VHZ XQYZ LYTXVU
KUVJUWLZ STMPNOYRZ WTZ WMXNWPZ UYHUSJYUWXVUZ OVVUZ VT
VNUZIWPPCZIQSMQZYWMQZIYYBZXQYZLYTXVUZSRZRNKKVRYO
XVZKVRXZWZTVXYZVUZXYRXZRMVUYZVTZXQYZOVVUFZ ZZ3XZQWR
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PVVBZ HVUIWUOZ XVZ RYYSTJZ XQYZ UYRNPXRZ XQWXZ SXZ ISPP
KUVONMYZWXZXQYZYTOZVHZXQYZRYLYRXYUFZZ6UVXQYURZXQWX
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QVRXRZHVUZXQYZ#YOZ/UWJVTZ8KYTO;A;$SJQXZKUVJUWLC
IQSMQZWPPVIRZKUVRKYMXSDYZRXNOYTXRZXVZRKYTOZWZTSJQX
WXZ MVPPYJYFZ Z 3XZ SRZ JUYWXZ XVZ RYYZ >QSZ >RSZ QVRXSTJZ XQY
LW VUSXGZ VHZ LWPYZ RXNOYTXRZ WTOZ SXRZ KVXYTXSWPZ WRZ W
UYMUNSXLYTXZXVVPZQWRZGYXZXVZKYWBFZZ<QSRZRYLYRXYUZIY
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:YZ PVVBZ HVUIWUOZ XVZ XQYZ JUYWXZ KQSPWTXQUVKG
YDYTXRZXQWXZIYZQWDYZKPWTTYOZHVUZXQYZUYLWSTOYUZVH
XQYZ RYLYRXYUCZ STMPNOSTJZ WZ MVLLNTSXG;ISOYZ HVVO
OUSDYFZZ&WXYUZXQSRZRKUSTJZIYZISPPZEYZKNXXSTJZVNUZXIV;
XSLYZ0UYYBZ:YYBZ?QWLKSVTZXSXPYZVTZXQYZPSTYZWTO
IYZWUYZMVTHSOYTXZXQWXZIYZISPPZOYHYTOZSXZRNMMYRRHNPPGF
3HZGVNZIVNPOZPSBYZXVZKPWTZWTZYDYTXZVUZDSRSXZ$Z!WKKWC
MVTXWMXZ "OIWUOZ 'GOYZ ?PWUBYCZ ?VUUYRKVTOSTJ
8YMUYXWUGCZWXZYOIWUOQGOYMPWUBYJLWSPFMVL
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NTOYUZ WZ OYMWOYZ VPOCZ IYZ QWDYZ YRXWEPSRQYOZ WZ JUYWX
UYKNXWXSVTZVTZMWLKNRZISXQZXQYZ0UYYBZMVLLNTSXGC
0UYYBZ WODSRVUZ WTOZ XQYZ RXNOYTXZ EVOGFZ <QSRZ KWRX
RYLYRXYUZ IYZ QWDYZ OYMSOYOZ XVZ JVZ YDYTZ HNUXQYUF
ALVTJZ XQYZ DWUSVNRZ WMXSDSXSYRZ IYZ WUYZ MNUUYTXPG
Y1YMNXSTJCZ IYZOYMSOYOZXVZMUYWXYZWZMVWPSXSVTZMWPPYO
<QYZ 5WMQSTYZ ISXQZ 7Z LNPXSMNPXNUWPZ HUWXYUTSXSYRZ XV
QYPKZ EUYWBZ RVLYZ UWMSWPZ EVNTOWUSYRZ XQWXZ QWDY
NTHVUXNTWXYPGZ UYLWSTYOZ NTEUVBYTZ STZ VNUZ 0UYYB
MVLLNTSXGZHVUZWZPVTJZXSLYFZ:YZQWDYZWPPSYOZISXQZXQY
ARSWTZ HUWXYUTSXGCZ 3TOSWTZ HUWXYUTSXGZ WTOZ AHUSMWT
ALYUSMWT&WXSTZHUWXYUTSXGZNTOYUZXQYZNTOYURXWTOSTJ
VHZXQYZSLKVUXWTMYZVHZOSDYURSXGZSTZEVXQZYXQTSMSXGZWTO
MNPXNUYFZ+NUZHSURXZESJZYDYTXZSRZWZMQWUSXGZRVHXEWPPZYDYTX
RMQYONPYOZSTZ5WGFZ:YZQWDYZLYYXSTJRZXVJYXQYUZWTO
WPPZRNKKVUXZYWMQZVXQYU*RZYDYTXRZVTZWTOZVHHZMWLKNRF
:YZQVKYZXQWXZWPPZVHZXQYZYHHVUXZIYZWUYZKNXXSTJZSTZISPP
QYPKZLWBYZXQSRZWPPSWTMYZPWRXZIYPPZSTXVZXQYZHNXNUYFZ
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0UYYXSTJRZ HUVLZ XQYZ EUVXQYURZ VHZ $YIZ VUB
!WKKW
'YUYZ WXZ 8$Z +TYVTXWZ IYZ WUYZ Y1KYUSYTMSTJ
XUWTRSXSVTZSTZVNUZMQWKXYUCZWRZIYZ NRXZRWSOZJVVOEGYZXV
VNUZPWRXZHVNTOSTJZEUVXQYUZPWRXZRYLYRXYUFZ Z3ZWLZRNUY
VXQYUZ GVNTJZ MQWKXYURZ MWTZ UYPWXYZ XVZ XQSRZ XNUTSTJ
KVSTXZSTZVNUZYWUPGZQSRXVUGFZZ:QSPYZSXZSRZRWOZXVZRYYZVNU
PWRXZ HVNTOSTJZ EUVXQYUZ JUWONWXYCZ IYZ WUYZ Y1XUYLYPG
Y1MSXYOZ WEVNXZ VNUZ TYIZ EUVXQYURFZ Z<QYZ &WLEOW*R
QWDYZ RQVITZ JUYWXZ KVXYTXSWPZ XQNRZ HWUZ WTOZ XQYSU
STOSDSONWPZXWPYTXRZRQVIZWZKUVLSRSTJZHNXNUYZHVUZVNU
MQWKXYUFZZ
$YIZVUBZ !WKKWZ NRXZ UYMYTXPGZ MYPYEUWXYOZ VNU
2XQZWTTSDYURWUGCZWTOZSXZSRZY1MSXSTJZXVZRYYZVNUZWPNLTS
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WXQPYXSMWPPGFZ +NUZ UNRQZ MQWSURZ QWDYZ OVTYZ WT
Y1MYKXSVTWPZ VEZ VHZ UYMUNSXSTJZ TYIZ LYLEYURZ XQWX
QWDYZ WOOYOZ XVZ XQYZ OSDYURSXGZ VHZ VNUZ MQWKXYUF
-NUXQYULVUYCZ IYZ QWDYZ UYMYTXPGZ YPYMXYOZ TYI
VHHSMYURCZWTOZYDYUGVTYZSRZSTZWJUYYLYTXZXQWXZXQYGZISPP
MVTXSTNYZXVZPYWOZXQYZMQWKXYUZSTZWZKVRSXSDYZOSUYMXSVTF
+NUZJUWOYZKVSTXZWDYUWJYZSRZMNUUYTXPGZ7F9CZUWTBSTJ
NRZRYDYTXQZVNXZVHZXQYZ7@ZHUWXYUTSXSYRZWXZ<QYZ+QSV
8XWXYZ TSDYURSXGFZ Z <QVNJQZ XQSRZ SRZ WZ JUYWX
WMQSYDYLYTXCZ VNUZ MVLLSXLYTXZ XVZ WMWOYLSMRZ SR
KNRQSTJZ NRZ XVZ OVZ YDYTZ EYXXYUZ STZ XQYZ HNXNUYFZ :Y
MVTXSTNYZXVZYTMVNUWJYZPSEUWUGZRXNOGZXSLYRZXISMYZW
IYYBZ WTOZ QWDYZ LWOYZ XQYLZ LWTOWXVUGZ HVUZ XQVRY
IQVZOVZTVXZWMQSYDYZWZ7F@ZXVZQYPKZNRZUYWMQZXQSRZJVWPF
:YZQWDYZMVTXSTNYOZXVZQWDYZWZRXUVTJZKUYRYTMY
STZXQYZSTXUWLNUWPZRKVUXRZKUVJUWLZWXZXQYZTSDYURSXGF
+NUZ EWRBYXEWPPZ XYWLZ IVTZ XQYZ MQWLKSVTRQSKZ XQSR
KWRXZ ISTXYUCZ WTOZ VNUZ RVHXEWPPZ XYWLZ SRZ MNUUYTXPG
NTOYHYWXYOFZ 3TZ WOOSXSVTCZ VNUZ QVMBYGZ XYWLCZ HVULYO
HVUZ XQYZ !WKKWZ /YPXWZ 8PWKZ 8QVXZ >QSPWTXQUVKG
<VNUTWLYTXCZIVTZXQYZYDYTXF
3TZ XQYZ >QSPWTXQUVKGZ WUYWZ IYZ QWDYZ EYYTZ OVSTJ
IYYBPGZRXUYYXZMPYWT;NKRZSTZVNUZTYSJQEVUQVVOFZ:Y
QWDYZ WTOZ WUYZ MVTXSTNSTJZ XVZ KWUXSMSKWXYZ STZ DWUSVNR
RVUVUSXGZ KQSPWTXQUVKSYRZ XQWXZ STMPNOYZ XQYZ /YPXW
0WLLWZATMQVUZ8PWLZWTOZATMQVUZ8KPWRQCZ XQYZ?QS
+LYJWZ 5VVTZ 6WPPZ XVNUTWLYTXZ WTOZ XQYZ !WKKW
0VPOFZ APRVCZ VNUZ MQWKXYUZ KPWTTYOZ XQYZ >QSZ >RSZ 4@@C
IQSMQZ XVVBZ KPWMYZ 5WGZ =)XQCZ 9@@,Z WTOZ UWSRYO
LVTYGZHVUZXQYZ6VGRZWTOZ0SUPRZ?PNEZVHZ?VPNLENRF
5WTGZVHZVNUZEUVXQYURZLWOYZXQYZXUSKZXVZ6UVXQYU
$YPRVT*RZUYRVUXZSTZ?WEVZVDYUZRKUSTJZEUYWBFZ<QYGZWPP
WJUYYOZ SXZ IWRZ WZ DYUGZ KVRSXSDYZ WTOZ EYTYHSMSWP
Y1KYUSYTMYFZ <QYSUZ STXYUWMXSVTZ ISXQZ SLKVUXWTX
ENRSTYRRZ KUVHYRRSVTWPRZ IWRZ JUYWXZ HVUZ TYXIVUBSTJF
<QYGZJUYWXPGZEYTYHSXYOZHUVLZXQYZKUYRYTXWXSVTRZVT
RNMMYRRZWTOZPYWOYURQSKZWTOZRQWUYOZXQYSUZTYIZSTRSJQX
ISXQZXQYZUYRXZVHZXQYZMQWKXYUF
:YZQWDYZEYYTZHVUXNTWXYZXVZHSTOZWZTYIZQVNRY
LVLZ IQVZ QWRZ LWOYZ RVLYZ DYUGZ KVRSXSDY
SLKUVDYLYTXRZ XVZ VNUZ MQWKXYUFZ +NUZ QVNRY
MVTXSTNYRZXVZRXWGZMPYWTCZ WTOZRQYZOVYRZWTZY1MYPPYTX
VEZ WXZ LVTSXVUSTJZ VNUZ KUVJUYRRCZ WRZ IYPPZ WR
SLKUVDSTJZ VNUZ LWTTYURZ WTOZ YXSNYXXYCZ IQSPY
UYRKYMXSTJZVNUZKYURVTWPZRKWMYF
+NUZ OYOSMWXSVTZ HVUZ Y1MYPPYTMYZ STZ XQYZ WUYWRZ VH
WMWOYLSMRCZWXQPYXSMRCZWTOZKQSPWTXQUVKGCZWRZIYPPZWRZVNU
VXQYUZ SLKUVDYLYTXRZ STRSOYZ XQYZ MQWKXYUZ QWR
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:YRPYGWTZ SRZ XQYZ PWUJYRXZ VHZ XQYZ HUWXYUTSXSYRZ VNXZ VHZ (
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RYLYRXYUCZ HNPPZVHZRNMMYRRZWTOZWMMVLKPSRQLYTXFZ Z:Y
KUVNOPGZ STSXSWXYOZ =2Z HSTYZ LYTCZ VNUZ PWUJYRXZ MPWRRZ ST
VDYUZXQUYYZGYWURFZZ
>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSZIWRZHVNTOYOZNTOYUZXQYZKUYLSRY
XQYZ0UYWXZ%VGZVHZ8YUDSTJZ+XQYURCZWTOZXQYZEUVXQYUR
VHZ+QSVZ6YXWZQWDYZPSDYOZNKZXVZXQSRZSOYWPFZZ3TZ5WUMQC
IYZ UWSRYOZ VDYUZ 74@Z EYTYHSXXSTJZ WZ &YRVXQV
VUKQWTWJYZ IQYUYZ XIVZ VHZ VNUZ EUVXQYURZ ISPPZ RYUDY
XQSRZRNLLYUFZZ+NUZMQWKXYUZWPRVZQWOZXQYZKUSDSPYJYZVH
QVRXSTJZ WZ EVTYZ LWUUVIZ WIWUYTYRRZ YDYTXZ WX
:SXXYTEYUJZ HVUZ WTZ WPNLTNRZ IQVRYZ RVTZ IWR
OSWJTVRYOZISXQZWZHVULZVHZEVTYZLWUUVIZMWTMYUFZ
<QYZ EUVXQYURZ VHZ +QSVZ 6YXWZ MVTXSTNYZ XVZ RXUSDY
HVUZ Y1MYPPYTMYFZ Z +NUZ QVNRYZ PVVBRZ LNMQZ EYXXYU
XQWTBRZ XVZ XQYZ UYTVDWXSVTRZ PYOZ EGZ VNUZ QVNRY
LWTWJYUCZ %SLZ 'YTRVTFZ Z :YZ WPRVZ QWDYZ EUVXQYUR
PYWOSTJZ RXNOYTXZ VUJWTSWXSVTRCZ MPNERCZ WTOZ DWURSXG
RKVUXRZXYWLRFZ Z3XZSRZVNUZOYRSUYZXVZNKQVPOZXQYZPVHXG
RXWTOWUORZXQWXZXQVRYZXQWXZMWLYZEYHVUYZNRZRYXFZ
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MVTXSTNYOZ XVZ LWBYZ XQYZ +QSVZ /YPXWZ ?QWKXYUZ W
KUVONMXSDYZWTOZRNMMYRRHNPZVTYFZ
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LVUYZ LYTZ IQVZ ISPPZ HNUXQYUZ OYDYPVKZ VNUZ MQWKXYUF
<QWXZ EYSTJZ RWSOCZ IYZ WUYZ DYUGZ Y1MSXYOZ WEVNXZ VNU
HUYRQLWTZ MPWRRCZ STMPNOSTJZ YSJQXZ TYIZ EUVXQYURZ IQV
IYUYZSTSXSWXYOZVTZ5WUMQZ9(CZ9@@,F
ATVXQYUZ VHZ XQYZ MQWKXYU*RZ JVWPRZ SRZ XVZ MVTXSTNY
SLKUVDSTJZ WPNLTSZ STDVPDYLYTXFZ Z :YZ WUYZ DYUG
KPYWRYOZISXQZXQYZMNUUYTXZPYDYPZVHZWPNLTSZUYPWXSVTRC
WTOZWUYZKUVNOZXVZUYKVUXZWTZVNXRXWTOSTJZXNUTVNXZVH
VDYUZ44ZWPNLTSZSTZWXXYTOWTMYZWXZVNUZLVRXZUYMYTX
-VNTOYURZ/WGZMYPYEUWXSVTFZ'VIYDYUCZXQYZMQWKXYUZSR
MVTXSTNWPPGZRXUSDSTJZXVZMVTXWMXZLVUYZWPNLTSFZ Z3HZGVN
IVNPOZ PSBYZ XVZ VSTZ VNUZ LWSPSTJZ PSRXZ WTOZ UYMYSDYZ
LVUYZNKOWXYRZVTZXQYZRXWXYZVHZVNUZMQWKXYUZKPYWRY
MVTXWMXZ VNUZ WPNLTSZ MQWSUZ ?QUSRZ ?WUWMQZ WX
MQUSRXVKQYUFMWUWMQMWRYFYONF
AHXYUZWZXIVZGYWUZWERYTMYZIYZIYUYZOYPSJQXYOZXV
WJWSTZQVRXZVNUZ'YWDYTZWTOZ'YPPZKWUXGZISXQZWZPVMWP
RVUVUSXGCZ8SJLWZ>RSFZZ'YWOYOZEGZVNUZRVMSWPZMQWSULWTC
6UVXQYUZ<QVLWRZ'SJQEYUJZ*@)CZ XQSRZIWRZVTYZVHZXQY
PWUJYRXZ RVMSWPZ YDYTXRZ VTZ MWLKNRZ ISXQZ XQYZ ESJJYRX
XNUTVNXZ STZ UYMYTXZ LYLVUGFZ:YZ WUYZ WPRVZ MNUUYTXPG
PVVBSTJZ HVUIWUOZ XVZ VNUZ ==XQZ WTTNWPZ 92Z QVNU
8VHXEWPPZ<VNUTWLYTXZXVZEYTYHSXZ?GRXSMZ-SEUVRSRFZZ&YO
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<QYZ +QSVZ "KRSPVTZ ?QWKXYUZ VHZ >QSZ !WKKWZ >RS
RXWUXYOZ XQYZRKUSTJZ XYULZ VHHZJUYWXZWRZ ==Z LYLEYUR
UYXNUTYOZHUVLZXQYZALYUSMWTZ&YWOYURQSKZAMWOYLG
STZ?WEVZ8WTZ&NMWRCZ 5Y1SMVFZ Z:QSPYZSTZ?WEVZXQYRY
EUVXQYURZ QYWUOZ HUVLZ LWTGZ LVXSDWXSVTWPZ RKYWBYUR
STMPNOSTJZ +QSVZ "KRSPVTZ WPNLTNRZ 6UVXQYUZ ?QWUPYR
6UWTOLWTFZZ<QYZEUVXQYURZOUWHXYOZRYDYUWPZJVWPRZXQWX
QYPKYOZXVZOYHSTYZXQYZMVNURYZVHZVNUZRYLYRXYUF
:YZOYMSOYOZXQWXZVNUZHSURXZJVWPZIWRZXVZSTMUYWRY
LYLEYURQSKFZZAPXQVNJQZIYZWUYZMNUUYTXPGZVTYZVHZXQY
PWUJYRXZHUWXYUTSXSYRZVTZMWLKNRZIYZISRQZXVZLWSTXWST
XQYZ RXUVTJZ LVLYTXNLZ XQWXZ QWRZ EYYTZ OUSDSTJZ VNU
UYMUNSXLYTXZHVUZXQYZKWRXZRYDYUWPZGYWURZWTOZUYMUNSX

&I3IEF?JAHCJ"=BH?CDJ9D@IE:EF@9FGIBJFGGID@I@JGAIJ;<IEH>FDJ'IF@IEBAH=J;>F@I<8
 



  



<VPYOVFZ Z<QYGZQWDYZEYYTZENRGZKPWGSTJZJWLYRZRNMQ
MWUORCZ KVVPZWTOZMQYRRFZ Z<VZXQYZRNUKUSRYZVHZRVLYZVH
XQYZ EUVXQYURCZ XQYGZ QWDYZ YDYTZ EYYTZ MQWPPYTJYOZ ST
EWRBYXEWPPZJWLYRFZ
+DYUZ RKUSTJZ EUYWBCZ =(Z EUVXQYURZ WXXYTOYOZ XQY
ALYUSMWTZ&YWOYURQSKZAMWOYLGZSTZ?WEVZ8WTZ&NMWRC
5Y1SMVFZ Z 3TZ ?WEVCZ EUVXQYURZ KWUXSMSKWXYOZ STZ LWTG
RYLSTWURZ IQYUYZ XQYGZ PYWUTYOZ HUVLZ XQYZ PSHY
Y1KYUSYTMYRZVHZWPNLTSCZWTOZQWDYZEYYTZSLKPYLYTXSTJ
IQWXZXQYGZQWDYZPYWUTYOZWXZA&AZXVZEYMVLYZWZEYXXYU
WTOZLVUYZMVLKPYXYZMQWKXYUFZ:QSPYZLWTGZTYIZSOYWR
IYUYZ PYWUTYOZ WTOZ PSHYZ PYRRVTRZ IYUYZ XWNJQXCZ XQY
EUVXQYURZWPRVZHVNTOZXSLYZXVZQWDYZHNTZSTZXQYZRNTZWTO
DSRSXZLWTGZVHZXQYZPVMWPZQVXRKVXRF
<QYZ +QSVZ "XWZ ?QWKXYUZ VHZ >QSZ !WKKWZ >RSZ SR
YRKYMSWPPGZ KUVNOZ VHZ VNUZ MNUUYTXZ KUYRSOYTXCZ APXVT
&GTNLFZ 'YZ UYMYTXPGZ QWRZ EYYTZ WIWUOYOZ ISXQZ XQY
?VPPYJYZ VHZ 6NRSTYRRZ 8XNOYTXZ >WMYLWBYUZAIWUOFZ<QY
WIWUOZSRZJSDYTZXVZHSDYZ NTSVURZWTOZHSDYZRYTSVURZIQVZWUY
EYPSYDYOZ XVZRYXZ XQYZ KWMYZ HVUZ XQYZ UYRXZ VHZ ENRSTYRR
RXNOYTXRFZ<QYZWIWUOZUYMVJTSYRZVNXRXWTOSTJZWMWOYLSM
WMQSYDYLYTXZ WTOZ MWLKNRZ WTOZ MVLLNTSXG
STDVPDYLYTXFZ6UVXQYUZ&GTNLZQWRZWPRVZEYYTZSTDSXYOZXV
VSTZ 6PNYZ !YGZ 'VTVUZ 8VMSYXGCZ IQSMQZ SRZ XQYZ LVRX
OSRXSTJNSRQYOZ RVMSYXGZ VTZ VNUZ MWLKNRFZ<QYZ RVMSYXGZ SR
MVLKUSRYOZVHZ=7ZRXNOYTXZPYWOYURZXQWXZWUYZRYPYMXYOZEG
XQYZMNUUYTXZMPWRRFZ<QYZEWRSRZHVUZRYPYMXSVTZSRZWMWOYLSM
WMQSYDYLYTXCZ MVLLNTSXGZ RYUDSMYCZ PYWOYURQSK
Y1KYUSYTMYZ WTOZ MWLKNRZ STDVPDYLYTXFZ <QY
WTTVNTMYLYTXZVHZQSRZSTDSXWXSVTZIWRZDYUGZY1MSXSTJZHVU
QSLCZWPVTJZISXQZXQYZYTXSUYZ-UWXYUTSXGFZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSZQWO
TVXZEYYTZUYKUYRYTXYOZVTZ6PNYZ!YGZSTZVDYUZ9@ZGYWURF
<QYZ RYLYRXYUZ SRZ MVLSTJZ XVZ WTZ YTOZ WTOZ XQY
EUVXQYURZISPPZMVTXSTNYZXVZIVUBZOSPSJYTXPGZWTOZQWUO
VTZYDYUGXQSTJZXQWXZSRZSTZXQYSUZKWXQFZ:SPPZIYZHSTSRQZXQSR
RYLYRXYUZRXUVTJCZSTZWPPZWRKYMXRZVHZ-UWXYUTSXGZPSHYZWTO
WUYZPVVBSTJZHVUIWUOZXVZWZRNMMYRRHNPZHNXNUYFZ:YZISRQ
WPPZVXQYUZMQWKXYURZIYPPZSTZWPPZXQYSUZYTOYWDVURF
A1@<D=FD.ADCA5>

EGZ 6UVXQYUZ /WTSYPZ /YTTQWUOXZ *@2CZ XQSRZ GYWU*R
XVNUTWLYTXZ PVVBRZ XVZ EYZ ESJJYUZ WTOZ EYXXYUZ XQWT
YDYUZ WTOZ ISPPZ HYWXNUYZ VDYUZ =C@@@Z STZ KUSYRZ WTO
RYDYUWPZTYIZXISRXRF
ARZ RNLLYUZ WKKUVWMQYRZ IYZ WUYZ KPYWRYOZ ISXQ
XQYZ YDYTXRZ VHZ XQSRZ RYLYRXYUZ WTOZ PVVBZ HVUIWUOZ XV
RYYSTJZVNUZEUVXQYURZWXZXQYZ0A?ZSTZ3TOSWTWKVPSRFZ
(BA5EFD8.E<E?
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<QYZ +QSVZ "XWZ ?QWKXYUZ VHZ >QSZ !WKKWZ >RSZ QWR
EYYTZDYUGZENRGZXQUVNJQVNXZXQYZGYWUZKWUXSMSKWXSTJZST
MVLLNTSXGZRYUDSMYCZ KQSPWTXQUVKGCZ RKVUXRZWTOZRVMSWP
YDYTXRFZZ+NUZMQWKXYUZSRZAMMUYOSXYOZISXQZ/SRXSTMXSVT
TWXSVTWPPGZ ONYZ XVZ XQYZ XSUYPYRRZ QWOZ IVUB
WMMVLKPSRQYOZEGZXQYZEUVXQYURZWTOZXQYZWUYWZWPNLTS
XVZWMQSYDYZXQSRZJUYWXZQVTVUF
<QYZ EUVXQYURZ QWOZ XQYSUZ RYLS;WTTNWPZ NYRWOSPPW
OSTTYUZ VTZ 5WMQZ 9)FZ Z "DYTZ XQVNJQZ XQYUYZ IWRZ W
EPSWUOZ XQWXZ TSJQXCZ XQYZ KQSPWTXQUVKGZ YDYTXZ UWSRYO
=C7@7ZHVUZTSDYURSXGZVHZ<VPYOV*RZ/WTMYZ5WUWXQVTF
/WTMYZ5WUWXQVTZSRZXQYZPWUJYRXZKQSPWTXQUVKGZYDYTX
VTZ MWLKNRFZ <QYZ YDYTXZ UYNSUYRZ KWUXSMSKWTXRZ XV
RXWTOZ HVUZ =.Z QVNURZ WTOZ XQYGZ PYWUTZ WZ PSTYZ OWTMY
XQUVNJQVNXZ XQYZ TSJQXFZ <QYZ OWTMYURZ QWDYZ KYVKPY
RKVTRVUZXQYLZXQUVNJQZOVTWXSVTRCZIQSMQZSRZQVIZXQY
LVTYGZ SRZ UWSRYOZ WPVTJZ ISXQZ VUJWTSWXSVTRZ LWBSTJ
MVTXUSENXSVTRFZ <QYZ KUVMYYORCZ IQSMQZ JVZ XVZ XQY
?QSPOUYT*RZ 5SUWMPYZ $YXIVUBCZ EYTYHSXZ MQSPOUYTZ IQV
QWDYZEYYTZWHHPSMXYOZISXQZOSRYWRYZWXZWTZYWUPGZWJYFZZ3T
RNKKVUXZVHZXQSRZIVTOYUHNPZYDYTXCZ=.ZVHZVNUZEUVXQYUR
KWUXSMSKWXYOCZ ISXQZ APXVTZ &GTNLZ EYMVLSTJZ XQY
/WTMYZ 5WUWXQVTZ !STJZ HVUZ QSRZ RYTRWXSVTWPZ OWTMSTJ
XQUVNJQVNXZXQYZTSJQXFZZ<QYZEUVXQYURZIYUYZWIWUOYO
XQYZ6WEGZ 8QVYZ AIWUOCZ IQSMQZ IWRZ JSDYTZ XVZ XQY
VUJWTSWXSVTZ XQWXZ QWOZ XQYZ RYMVTOZ QSJQYRX
KYUMYTXWJYZVHZKWUXSMSKWXSVTZSTZXQYZYDYTXFZ
+QSVZ "XWZ ISPPZ UYWMQZ XQYZ EYTMQLWUBZ VHZ 4@@
MVLLNTSXGZRYUDSMYZQVNURZXQSRZRYLYRXYUFZ ZZ6UVXQYUR
QWDYZ JSDYTZ EWMBZ XVZ XQYZ MVLLNTSXGZ STZ RNMQZ JUYWX
YDYTXRZWRZXQYZ#WMYZHVUZXQYZ?NUYCZ5NPXSKPYZ8MPYUVRSR
:WPBCZ XQYZ /YPXWZ /YPXWZ /YPXWZ 0VPHZ +NXSTJZ WTO
/WTMYZ 5WUWXQVTFZ Z #YMYTXPGCZ EUVXQYURZ QWDYZ EYYT
WXXYTOSTJZ XQYZ 6VGRZ WTOZ 0SUPRZ ?PNEZ VHZ OVITXVIT
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3X*RZ WZ JUYWXZ XVZ EYZ WTZ +QSVZ<QYXWZ WTOZ WTZ YDYT
EYXXYUZXSLYZXVZEYZWZEUVXQYUZVHZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSFZ:Y
WUYZ Y1XUYLYPGZ ENRGZ XQSRZ RKUSTJZ RYLYRXYUZ ISXQC


  

   

PWTORMWKSTJZ EYXIYYTZ XQYZ 'VNRYZ WTOZ XQYZ<!"*RC
JNXXSTJZXQYZ5WTWJYU*RZ?PVRYXZWTOZXQYZMVTDYURSVTZVH
XQYZ BSXMQYTZ XVZ WZ <Z UVVLFZ Z KMVLSTJZ YDYTXR
%WLEVUYYCZ 5VL*RZ :YYBYTOCZ WTOZ 8YTSVUZ >WRR;
/VITFZ 8KVUXRZ:YZWUYZSTZOSDSRSVTZ3ZQVMBYGZPYWJNY
WTOZIVTZXQYZKQSPWTXQUVKGZHPWJZHVVXEWPPZXVNUTWLYTXF
:YZ NRXZ WKKPSYOZ HVUZ XQYZ 0UWTOZ AUMQZ ?VNTMSP
WIWUORZ WTOZ WXZ XQYZ 0UYYBZ AIWUORZ WTOZ IVTZ XQY
WIWUOZHVUZLVRXZWMXSDYZMQWKXYUZSTZAOVKX;A;8MQVVPF
APNLTSCZ MQYMBZ VNXZ VNUZ UYOYRSJTYOZ IYERSXYZ WX
IIIFVQSVPWLEOWFMVLFZ Z SRSXZ XQYZ RSXYZ WTO
WOONKOWXYZ GVNUZ MVTXWMXZ STHVULWXSVTZ STZ XQY
APNLTSZ RYMXSVTFZ Z 3X*RZ WZ JUYWXZ IWGZ XVZ UYMVTTYMX
ISXQZEUVXQYURZWTOZRXWGZWXXNTYOZXVZ=99Z8FZ ?WLKNR
WPNLTSZ YDYTXRFZ Z<QYZ WTTNWPZAPNLTSZ 0VPHZ +NXSTJZ SR
8WXNUOWGZ%NPGZ9.FZ Z0UVNKZUWXYZUVVLRZWXZXQYZ5SWLS
3TTZWUYZWDWSPWEPYZNTOYUZ+QSVZ&WLEOWFZZ-VUZLVUY
STHVCZ MVTXWMXZ<VLZ 5YUUSXXZ XULYUUSXXQVXLWSPFMVLF
3XZ RQVNPOZ EYZ WTVXQYUZ JUYWXZ XNUTVNXCZ WRZ XQSRZ YDYTX
BYYKRZ JUVISTJFZ 5YYXZ NRZ WXZ =99Z HVUZ APNLTS
:YYBYTOZ%NTYZ=9;=4ZWTOZ'VLYMVLSTJZ+MXVEYU
94;9.FZ Z AMXSDSXSYRZ WUYZ KPWTTYOZ XQUVNJQVNXZ XQY
IYYBYTORZ RXVKZ EGZ XVZ UYMVTTYMXCZ DSRSXZ ISXQZ WMXSDY
EUVXQYURZWTOZ NRXZUYLSTSRMYF

KQSPWTXQUVKGCZ UYMUNSXLYTXCZ STXUWLNUWPRCZ MQWKXYU
SLKUVDYLYTXZWTOZVHZMVNURYZEUVXQYUQVVOFZ
<QSRZRYLYRXYUZIYZWPUYWOGZQWDYZOVTYZVDYUZ.4@
QVNURZVHZMVLLNTSXGZRYUDSMYCZLWTGZVHZXQVRYZMVLSTJ
XQUVNJQZVNUZMWLKNRYRZSTDVPDYLYTXZISXQZ8XFZ %NOY*R
?QSPOUYT*RZ'VRKSXWPFZ 6UVXQYURZ%WRVTZ8XYYPYZWTOZ!YT
>YPWRBGZOSOZWTZY1MYPPYTXZ VEZXQSRZRYLYRXYUZRYUDSTJ
VTZ XQYZ Y1YMNXSDYZ MVLLSXXYYZ HVUZ 8XFZ %NOY*RZ XQWX
UWSRYOZVDYUZ24C@@@F
:YZ QWDYZ XIVZ TYIZ HUYRQLWTZ KPYOJYRZ 6UWTOVT
?VPPSTRZ HUVLZ 8QYPEGCZ +QSVZ WTOZ !YTXZ #QVOYZ HUVL
5SPPYURENUJCZ +QSVFZ:YZ QWOZ WZ DYUGZ RNMMYRRHNPZ 8NKYU
6VIPZKWUXGZISXQZVDYUZ=@@ZJNYRXRFZ5YLEYURQSKZ?QWSU
%WUUVOZ:SPPSWLRZ SRZ MVTXSTNWPPGZ IVUBSTJZ VTZ MUYWXSTJ
YDYTXRZXQWXZISPPZJYTYUWXYZSTXYUYRXZWMUVRRZMWLKNRZWTO
WPPVIZ NRZ XVZ HSTOZ LVUYZ NWPSXGZ LYTZ XQWXZ MVNPO
EYMVLYZEUVXQYURZVHZXQSRZJUYWXZ-UWXYUTSXGFZ:YZISPPZEY
IVUBSTJZY1XUWZQWUOZXVZSLKUVDYZVNUZHWPPZUYMUNSXLYTX
ONYZXVZXQYZHWMXZXQWXZ99ZVHZVNUZEUVXQYURZWUYZJVSTJZXV
EYZRYTSVURZTY1XZGYWUFZ:YZTYYOZXVZUYKPWMYZXQYLZST
VUOYUZXVZRXWGZXQYZPWUJYRXZHUWXYUTSXGZVTZMWLKNRF
:QSPYZ IYZ WUYZ IVUBSTJZ VTZ UYMUNSXLYTXCZ VNU
WPNLTSZ MVLLSXXYYZ QWRZ IVUBYOZ VTZ LWBSTJZ XQSR
GYWUR*Z-VNTOYURZ/WGZEYXXYUZXQWTZYDYUFZ:YZWOOYOZWT
NTOYUJUWONWXYZWPNLTSZJVPHZRMUWLEPYZXQWXZIYZQVKY
ISPPZ EYMVLYZ WTZ WTTNWPZ YDYTXFZ ARQPWTOZ TSDYURSXG
>UYRSOYTXZ /UFZ -UYOYUSMBZ -STBRZ ISPPZ EYZ VNUZ RKYWBYU
XQSRZGYWUFZ
3TXUWLNUWPRZ MVTXSTNYZ XVZ EYMVLYZ WZ RXWKPYZ VHZ XQSR
MQWKXYUFZ :YZ MPSTMQYOZ XQYZ MWLKNRZ WPP;RKVUXR
MQWLKSVTRQSKZ VDYUZ WZ LVTXQZ EYHVUYZ XQYZ YTOZ VHZ XQY
WMWOYLSMZ GYWUFZ +NUZ EUVXQYUQVVOZ QWRZ EYMVLYZ DYUG
STDVPDYOZSTZVNUZRMQVVPRZMPNEZRKVUXRZKUVJUWLFZ:YZQWDY
EUVXQYURZKPWGSTJZRVMMYUCZPWMUVRRYCZUNJEGZWTOZXYTTSRFZ
5WTGZVHZVNUZEUVXQYURZXVVBZWODWTXWJYZVHZVNUZRKUSTJ
EUYWBZWTOZIYTXZVTZXUSKRZXVJYXQYUFZ-SDYZVHZVNUZEUVXQYUR
IYTXZXVZA&AZ?WEVZAPKQWCZHSDYZIYTXZXVZ:UYRXPY5WTSW
94ZSTZ+UPWTOVZWTOZHVNUZIYTXZVTZWZEWMBKWMBSTJZXUSKZVT
XQYZ:SPPSWLZ6WUXUWLZXUWSPZSTZ0YVUJSWFZ
,D$F*:<ADC
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0UYYXSTJRZHUVLZ+QSVZ5NZZ<QYZKWRXZHYIZLVTXQR
QWDYZ RYYTZ WZ PVXZ VHZ MQWTJYZ STZ XQYZ MQWKXYUFZ 3T
/YMYLEYUCZ XQYZ MQWKXYUZ QWOZ YPYMXSVTRZ WTOZ DVXYO
#GWTZ?WUKYTXYUZWRZVNUZ0>CZWTOZ0UYJVUGZ5WUMVTSZWR
XQYZ0>FZ 8STMYZXQYZYPYMXSVTCZ +QSVZ5N*RZMVLLSXXYYR
QWDYZ EYYTZ QWUOZ WXZ IVUBZ SLKPYLYTXSTJZ LWTGZ TYI
KUVJUWLRFZ +NUZ8MQVPWURQSKZ?VLLSXXYYZQYWOYOZEG
<GPYUZ /YNXRMQZ QWRZ MVTXSTNYOZ XQYZ OSRXSTJNSRQYO
RKYWBYURZ WTOZ RXWUXYOZ WZ RMQVPWURQSKZ EUVXQYUZ VHZ
XQYZ IYYBFZ Z "DYUGZ IYYBZ WMWOYLSMWPPGZ RNMMYRRHNP
EUVXQYURZYLWSPZXQYSUZWMMVLKPSRQLYTXRZXVZ<GPYUCZ WTO
XQYTZWXZMQWKXYUZQYZWTTVNTMYRZWZISTTYUZIQVZISTRZW
JSHXZMWUOZXVZWZPVMWPZWUYWZUYRXWNUWTXFZ<QYZEUVXQYUQVVO
MVLLSXXYYZ WTOZ ?QWKPSTZ QWDYZ XYWLYOZ NKZ XVZ RXWUX
XQYZ EUVXQYUZ VHZ XQYZ IYYBZ KUVJUWLZ IQYUYZ YDYUG
IYYBZ WXZ MQWKXYUZ WZ EUVXQYUZ JYXRZ WTTVNTMYOZ WTO
UYMYSDYRZOSRXSTMXSVTZHVUZ?UYYO;PSBYZEYQWDSVUFZZ
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<QYUYZ WUYZ WZ TNLEYUZ VHZ SLKUVDYLYTXRZ XVZ XQY
QVNRYZ STMPNOSTJZ XQYZ KPYOJYZ KUV YMXZ UYDWLKZ VH
 



  



<QYZ >QSPWTXQUVKGZ MVLLSXXYYZ PYWOZ EGZ #NRR
>SYUMYZQWRZEYYTZHYDYUVNRPGZWXZIVUBZISXQZ#YPWGZHVU
&SHYCZ WTZ YDYTXZ IQYUYZ XYWLRZ UWSRYZ LVTYGZ HVUZ XQY
ALYUSMWTZ?WTMYUZ8VMSYXGFZZ+DYUZXQYZKWRXZGYWURCZXQY
EUVXQYURZ VHZ +QSVZ 5NZ QWDYZ MVLLWTOYOZ XQY
HNTOUWSRSTJZ RXWJYZ VHZ #YPWGFZ Z <QSRZ GYWUZ IWRZ TV
OSHHYUYTXFZ Z:YZSTSXSWPPGZRYXZWZJVWPZVHZ=@C@@@ZWLVTJ
VNUZ..ZEUVXQYURFZ Z'VIYDYUCZ IYZLYXZXQSRZJVWPZISXQ
WZ IYYBZ XVZ RKWUYFZ Z 8STMYZ IYZ QWOZ XIVZ LVUY
HNTOUWSRSTJZ YDYTXRZ PYHXCZ IYZ UYRYXZ XQYZ JVWPZ XV
=9C@@@FZ Z AJWSTZ IYZ XUSNLKQWTXPGZ LYXZ WTO
Y1MYYOYOZXQSRZJVWPCZWTOZWPXQVNJQZXQYZTNLEYURZQWDY
TVXZEYYTZMVLKPYXYPGZXWPPSYOZGYXCZ IYZWUYZY1KYMXYO
XVZQWDYZVDYUZ=7C@@@ZUWSRYOZZ
:YZQWDYZEYYTZDYUGZWMXSDYZSTZRYUDSMYZWRZIYPPZXQSR
RYLYRXYUZQWDSTJZWMMUNYOZVDYUZ=@@@ZRYUDSMYZQVNUR
+TYZRSJTSHSMWTXZYDYTXZIWRZVNUZDVPNTXYYUSTJZHVUZXQY
ALYUSMWTZ'YWUXZARRVMSWXSVTZ'YWUXZ5STS;5WUWXQVT
STZ ?STMSTTWXSFZ Z +NUZ 6UVXQYUQVVOZ ?VLLSXXYYC
QYWOYOZ EGZ RYTSVUZ !YDSTZ "EPYZ QWRZ EYYTZ WMXSDYC
KPWTTSTJZY1MSXSTJZYDYTXZHVUZVNUZEUVXQYURZXVZYT VGF
:YZ UYMYTXPGZ QWOZ VNUZ HSURXZ5VL*RZ:YYBYTOZ VT
AKUSPZ 4XQFZ Z "DYTXRZ STMPNOYOZ WZ5VLZ >UVLZ WTOZ W
PNTMQYVTFZZAPRVCZVNUZLYLEYURQSKZMVLLSXXYYCZPYOZEG
#GWTZ:SXXUNKZWTOZAPY1ZVJPCZ QWRZEYYTZWMXSDYFZ<QYG
IYUYZWEPYZXVZUYMUNSXZ=)ZGVNTJZLYTZXVZKPYOJYZWTO
WUYZIVUBSTJZVTZWZLSO;RYLYRXYUZUNRQZYDYTXZXVZJYX
WZPYJZNKZHVUZTY1XZHWPP*RZUYMUNSXLYTXF
8KYWBSTJZVHZXQYZ=)ZKPYOJYRCZIYZXUWDYPYOZXVZ+QSV
/YPXWZSTZ5WUMQZWHXYUZ.ZIYYBRZVHZKPYOJSTJZXVZSTSXSWXY
XQVRYZ=)ZKPYOJYRZSTXVZVNUZEUVXQYUQVVOFZ<QYGZQWDY
EYYTZWZJUYWXZWOOSXSVTZXVZXQYZMQWKXYUZISXQZVTYZVH
XQYZ TYIZ EUVXQYURZATXQVTGZ &V>UYRXSZ YDYTZ RYXXSTJ
NKZWZHNTOUWSRYUZHVUZ#YPWGZHVUZ&SHYZISXQSTZIYYBRZVH
EYSTJZ STSXSWXYOFZ "DYUGVTYZ SRZ Y1MSXYOZ XVZ RYY
YDYUGXQSTJZ XQWXZ XQYRYZ TYIZ EUVXQYURZ EUSTJZ XVZ XQY
XWEPYZSTZXQYZTY1XZHYIZGYWURF
AXZ XQYZ TSDYURSXGZ VHZ /WGXVTZ 0UYYBZ WIWUOR
OSTTYUZ HUWXYUTSXGZ WODSRVUZ 5SMQWYPZ 'WNMBZ IVTZ XQY
WIWUOZ HVUZ LVRXZ VNXRXWTOSTJZ WODSRVUZ HVUZ XQYZ XQSUO
GYWUZSTZWZUVICZWTOZ0UYJZ5WUMVTSZIVTZXQYZWIWUOZHVU
VNXRXWTOSTJZ>QSZ>RSFZ<QYZMQWKXYUZSRZDYUGZY1MSXYOZHVU
XQYZYTOZVHZXQYZGYWUZYDYTXRZSTMPNOSTJZHVULWPZWTOZXQY
RYTSVUZUVWRXFZ:YZIYPMVLYZWTGVTYZPSDSTJZVUZDSRSXSTJ
STZXQYZ/WGXVTZWUYZXVZRXVKZEGZ=@.Z&WITDSYIZXVZRYY
IQWXZIYZWUYZNKZXVFZZ
D?>DCF&E:?=5>FDC;FBE9@B6F,DB5@CA
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ARZ XQYZ RKUSTJZ RYLYRXYUZ OUWIRZ XVZ WZ MPVRYCZ XQY
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"SJQXZ TYIZ KPYOJYRZ XQSRZ GYWUZ QWDYZ WPUYWOGZ LWOY
SLKVUXWTXZ MVTXUSENXSVTRZ WTOZ UVNTOYOZ VNXZ XQY
MQWKXYUFZZ:SXQZXQUYYZVHZXQYRYZYSJQXZGVNTJZLYTZHUVL
VNXZ VHZ XQYZ MVNTXUGCZ IYZ QWDYZ WPPZ JWSTYOZ WZ EUVWOYU
NTOYURXWTOSTJZVHZVNUZVITZKPYOJYZKUVJUWLZWTOZSXR
VDYUWPPZ YHHYMXSDYTYRRFZ Z :YZ WUYZ WPIWGRZ Y1MSXYOZ XV
Y1XYTOZXQYZEVTOZVHZEUVXQYUQVVOZXVZOYRYUDSTJZTYI
LYTFZZ+TYZVHZXQYZLVRXZNTSHGSTJZKUVJUWLRZIYZQWDY
EYYTZSTDVPDYOZSTZXQSRZGYWUZIWRZ<'+$CZ>YTTZ8XWXY*R
KQSPWTXQUVKGZ HVUZ MQSPOUYTZ ISXQZ MWTMYUFZ Z ARZ XQY
PWUJYRXZRXNOYTX;UNTZKQSPWTXQUVKGZSTZXQYZTWXSVTCZ IY
UWSRYOZVDYUZ.F.ZLSPPSVTZWRZWZRMQVVPFZ Z+NUZMQWKXYU
WPVTYZUWSRYOZVDYUZ.@C@@@ZVHZXQWXZXVXWPFZ Z?NUUYTXPGC
IYZ WUYZ HVMNRSTJZ VTZ 0UYYBZ:YYBCZ IQSMQZ VHHSMSWPPG
EYJWTZVTZAKUSPZ=7FZ Z:SXQZOVYTRZVHZKQSPWTXQUVKSM
YDYTXRZ RMWXXYUYOZ XQUVNJQVNXZ XQYZ IYYBCZ 0UYYB
:YYBZSRZVTYZVHZVNUZHWDVUSXYZXSLYRZXVZJSDYZEWMBZXV
XQYZMVLLNTSXGZWTOZRXUYTJXQYTZVNUZXSYRZISXQSTZXQY
0UYYBZMVLLNTSXGZWXZ>YTTZ8XWXYFZZ+NUZHNXNUYZPVVBR
EUSJQXCZ ISXQZ KPWTRZ HVUZ LW VUZ UYTVDWXSVTRZ XVZ VNU
QVNRYZWTOZXQYZKUVLSRYZVHZMVTXSTNYOZSTDVPDYLYTX
STZVNUZMVLLNTSXGZWTOZEUVXQYUQVVOF
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'YPPVZEUVXQYURZ<QYZ>YTTRGPDWTSWZ#QVZ?QWKXYU
SRZ VTZ WTZ NKRISTJZ VHZ RNMMYRRFZ Z<QYZ EUVXQYURZ QWDY
EYYTZMVTRXUNMXSDYZWTOZSTXYUWMXSDYZISXQZXQYZRMQVVP
WTOZ MVLLNTSXGFZ Z :YZ WUYZ MVTXSTNSTJZ VNU
KQSPWTXQUVKGZ XUWOSXSVTZ VHZ AOVKX;A;6PVMBZ WTOZ WUY
RYYSTJZEYXXYUZXNUTVNXRZISXQZOSHHYUYTXZVUJWTSWXSVTR
XWBSTJZSTXYUYRXFZ Z:YZQWDYZWPRVZEYYTZKWUXSMSKWXSTJZST
LYTXVUSTJZKUVJUWLRZWTOZQWESXWXZHVUZQNLWTSXGFZZ<QY
EUVXQYURZVHZ >AZ #QVZ WUYZ OVSTJZ XQYSUZ EYRXZ XVZ BYYK
VNUZTYSJQEVUQVVOZWTOZMWLKNRZWXXUWMXSDYFZ Z+TZXQY
WMWOYLSMZRSOYZIYZQWDYZVTYZVHZXQYZQSJQYRXZ0>ARZVH
WTGZVUJWTSWXSVTZVTZMWLKNRZWTOZRXSPPZUSRSTJFZ Z8VLY
EUVXQYURZ WUYZ YDYTZ UYMVJTSYOZ EGZ XQYZ RMQVVPZ HVU
XQYSUZ WMWOYLSMZ Y1MYPPYTMYFZ -NTZ IWRZ QWOZ EGZ WPP
ONUSTJZVNUZPVTJ;YRXWEPSRQYOZ?QUSRXLWRZKWUXGFZ3XZIWR
JUYWXZ XVZ RYYZ WPNLTSZ XNUTVNXZ XVZ MWXMQZ NKZ ISXQ
EUVXQYURZWTOZJUYYXZTYIZLYLEYURZIYZWPIWGRZYT VG
RYYSTJZWPNLTSZRVZOVT*XZEYZRQG
'A8@?>6F%0F,@:<?>B@7

>YTTRGPDWTSWZ $NZ SRZ KUVNOZ XVZ WTTVNTMYZ XQY
MVTRXUNMXSVTZ VHZ VNUZ TYIZ MQWKXYUZ QVNRYFZ Z 8KYMSWP
XQWTBRZ JVYRZ XVZ VNUZ 'VNRSTJZ ?VUKVUWXSVTC
OYOSMWXYOZ WPNLTSCZ %YUUGZ $YPRVTCZ +D<A3@BCADF #7=A<@C
CZ WTOZ XQYZ XSUYPYRRZ IVUBZ HUVLZ VNU
NTOYUJUWONWXYRFZ Z3TZ-YEUNWUGCZ LWTGZVHZNRZWXXYTOYO
XQYZ -VNTOYURZ /WGZ ?YPYEUWXSVTZ RKVTRVUYOZ EGZ XQY
>SXXRENUJQZAPNLTSZARRVMSWXSVTFZ<QSRZMYPYEUWXSVTCZXQY
MVTRXUNMXSVTZ VHZ XQYZ TYIZ QVNRYZ WTOZ VXQYUZ YHHVUXR
QWRZ EVPRXYUYOZ VNUZ EUVXQYUQVVOZ XVZ TYIZ QYSJQXRF
ATVXQYUZ JUYWXZ Y1KYUSYTMYZ HVUZ NRZ QWRZ EYYTZ XQY
ALYUSMWTZ&YWOYURQSKZAMWOYLGZSTZ?WEVZ8WTZ&NMWRF
3TZ WOOSXSVTZ XVZ WZ HWTXWRXSMZ XSLYCZ IYZ PYWUTYOZ PSHY
PYRRVTRZHUVLZRNMMYRRHNPZWPNLTSCZ LYXZEUVXQYURZHUVL
LWTGZMQWKXYURZWTOZPYWUTYOZTYIZIWGRZXVZWOOUYRR
SRRNYRZ UYJWUOSTJZ UYMUNSXLYTXZ WTOZ WPNLTSZ UYPWXSVTRF
:YZ WPPZ MWLYZ EWMBZ YTYUJSYOZ WEVNXZ >QSZ >RSFZ Z $VX
PVTJZ WHXYUZ UYXNUTSTJZ XVZ XQYZ 3>Z MWLKNRC
>YTTRGPDWTSWZ $NZ UYMYSDYOZ XQYZ LVRXZ SLKUVDYO
MQWKXYUZ WXZ 3>CZ WTOZ WZ JUYWXZ RYTRYZ VH
WMMVLKPSRQLYTXZ IWRZ HYPXZ EGZ WPPFZ Z<QYZ RKUSTJZ WPRV
EVWRXYOZWZRXUVTJZKPYOJYZMPWRRZVHZHSTYZLYTZYWJYUZXV
WOOZXVZXQYZRNMMYRRZVHZVNUZ-UWXYUTSXGF
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3XZ QWRZ EYYTZ WZ JVVOZ 4Z LVTXQRZ RSTMYZ XQYZ PWRX
NKOWXYZ HUVLZ XQYZ >YTTRGPDWTSWZ 8SJLWZ ?QWKXYUF
'VIYDYUCZ 4Z LVTXQRZ WJVZ IYZ IYUYZ YSJQXZ EUVXQYUR
HYIYUZXQWTZIYZWUYZTVIFZ:YZWUYZQWKKGZXVZUYKVUX
XQWXZIYZQWDYZSTSXSWXYOZYSJQXZTYIZEUVXQYURZSTXVZXQY
JUYWXZ -UWXYUTSXGZ VHZ >QSZ !WKKWZ >RSZ ?VTJUWXNPWXSVTR
XVZ VNUZ KRSPVTZ ?PWRRZARZ WPPZ MWTZ SLWJSTYCZ IYZ WUY
YMRXWXSMZWEVNXZVNUZUYMYTXZWOOSXSVTCZ ENXZIWSXCZ XQYUY
SRZLVUYZ:YZISPPZRVVTZEYZQWDSTJZVNUZWTTNWPZWPNLTS
EWUEYNYZSTZYWUPGZ5WGFZZARZRXWXYOZSTZVNUZPWRXZNKOWXYC
SXZ SRZ WZ XSLYZ IQYUYZ WPNLTSZ HUVLZ XQYZ >YTTRGPDWTSW
8SJLWZ?QWKXYUZWUYZWRBYOZXVZKWUXSMSKWXYZSTZWZOWGZVH
HNTCZHVVOCZWTOZUYLSTSRMSTJFZ-NUXQYULVUYCZSXZSRZWZJUYWX
IWGZHVUZGVNTJYUZEUVXQYURZXVZMVTTYMXZXVZXQVRYZXQWX
IYUYZEYHVUYZXQYLF

<QYZKWRXZGYWUZQWRZEYYTZVTYZVHZXQYZEYRXZGYWURZHVU
XQYZ >YTTRGPDWTSWZ SZ MQWKXYUZ STZ WZ PVTJZ XSLYFZ Z +NU
RYMVTOZ WTTNWPZ QVLYPYRRZ HVUZ WZ IYYBZ KQSPWTXQUVKG
UWSRYOZVDYUZ=C9@@ZHVUZXQYZ"USYZ?SXGZ5SRRSVTZWTOZXQY
8YMVTOZ'WUDYRXZ-VVOZ6WTBFZZ:YZWUYZWPRVZKUVNOZXV
QWDYZ WOOYOZ YSJQXZ TYIZ LYLEYURZ STZ XQYZ KWRXZ GYWUC
KNXXSTJZVNUZXVXWPZWXZ=(ZNTOYUJUWONWXYZEUVXQYURFZ:Y
QWDYZ WPUYWOGZ RXWUXYOZ KPWTTSTJZ XQYZ 9@@,
QVLYMVLSTJZ KSMTSMZ WTOZ ISPPZ EYZ STDSXSTJZ WPPZ VHZ VNU
WPNLTSZ XVZ VSTZ NRFZ Z:SXQSTZ XQYZ KWRXZ GYWUZ IYZ QWDY
EYMVLYZWZOVLSTWTXZTWLYZWUVNTOZMWLKNRZWTOZPVVB
HVUIWUOZXVZY1KWTOSTJZSTZXQYZTY1XZMVNKPYZGYWURF
-?E7>ECFC;E1
 



  



ARZHWUZWRZVNUZKQSPWTXQUVKSMZYTOYWDVURCZ IYZQWDY
MVTXSTNYOZ XVZ RXWGZ WMXSDYZ STZ XQYZ >QSPWOYPKQSWZ WTO
TSDYURSXGZ MVLLNTSXGFZ :YZ DVPNTXYYUYOZ WXZ XQY
8WPDWXSVTZAULGZWTOZVNUZXWRBZIWRZXVZRVUXZWTOZEV1
XVGRZ XQWXZ IYUYZ QYWOYOZ XVZ MQSPOUYTZ STZ DWUSVNR
RQYPXYURFZ <QYZ Y1KYUSYTMYZ IWRZ IVTOYUHNPFZ ATVXQYU
YDYTXZ IYZ KUVDSOYOZ WRRSRXWTMYZ HVUZ IWRZ XQY
TSDYURSXG*RZ7UOZATTNWPZ4BZ#WMYZHVUZ'NLWTSXGFZ<QSR
IWPBZEYTYHSXYOZ?NUY8YWUMQCZXQYZ$WXSVTWPZ?QSPOQVVO
?WTMYUZ -VNTOWXSVTZ ?QSPOUYT*RZ +TMVPVJGZ 0UVNKF
6UVXQYURZKUVDSOYOZWRRSRXWTMYZEGZQVPOSTJZOSUYMXSVTWP
RSJTRZ XVZ OSUYMXZ UNTTYURCZ OSRKYTRSTJZ IWXYUZ WTO
0WXVUWOYZXVZUNTTYURCZWTOZRVLYZKWUXSMSKWXYOZSTZXQY
UWMYFZ&WRXPGCZIYZWPRVZWRRSRXYOZSTZXQYZ-YLSZ5YLVUSWPZ7
VTZ7Z6WRBYXEWPPZ<VNUTWLYTXFZ<QSRZXVNUTWLYTXZSRZST
QVTVUZ VHZ WZ HYPPVIZ 8>Z RXNOYTXZ XQWXZ KWRRYOZ WIWG
XIVZ GYWURZ WJVZ WXZ XQYZ WJYZ VHZ 9@FZ<QSRZ XVNUTWLYTX
IWRZ OYDYPVKYOZ TVXZ VTPGZ XVZ UWSRYZ LVTYGZ HVUZ XQY
-YLSZ5YLVUSWPZ-NTOCZ OYDYPVKYOZEGZQSRZKWUYTXRZXV
EYZ JSDYTZ XVZ WZ RXNOYTXZ IQVZ Y1YLKPSHSYRZ -YLS*R
MQWUWMXYUSRXSMRZWTOZNWPSXSYRZSTZPSHYCZENXZXVZUYLYLEYU
QSLZ WPIWGRFZ 6UVXQYURZ QYPKYOZ STZ UYHYUYYSTJZ JWLYRC
BYYKSTJZ XSLYZ WTOZ RMVUYRCZ WTOZ UYMVUOSTJZ ISTRZ WTO
PVRRYRZVHZKWUXSMSKWXSTJZXYWLRFZ3XZIWRZXUNPGZWZUYHUYRQSTJ
WTOZSTRKSUSTJZYDYTXF
:YZWUYZTVIZTYWUSTJZXQYZYTOZVHZVNUZRMQVVPZGYWU
WTOZWUYZDYUGZQWKKGZISXQZXQYZXQSTJRZIYZQWDYZOVTYF
6NXZ IYZ RQWPPZ TVXZ RXVKZ XQYUYFZ :YZ WUYZ WPUYWOG
KPWTTSTJZYDYTXRZHVUZTY1XZRMQVVPZGYWUZQVKSTJZXVZXVK
XQYZYHHVUXRZVHZXQSRZGYWUFZARZRVLYZRWGCZPYXZXQYZEYRXZVH
VNUZKWRXCZEYZXQYZIVURXZVHZVNUZHNXNUYFZALSMSZWTOZIY
ISRQZWPPZWZRWHYZWTOZIVTOYUHNPZRNLLYUF

"KRSPVTZ HVUZ VNUZ NWUXYUPGZ 'SZ UYXUYWXCZ IQYUYZ IY
OSRMNRRYOZKPWTRZHVUZ/UY1YP*RZRKUSTJZXYULZWTOZDSRSXYO
5SPPYUZ'WPPFZ:YZWUYZWPRVZSTZXQYZKUVMYRRZVHZRYXXSTJZNK
VNUZ APNLTSZ 'VNRSTJZ ?VUKVUWXSVTFZ :YZ PVVB
HVUIWUOZXVZSXRZMVLKPYXSVTZWTOZRYYSTJZLVUYZVHZVNU
WPNLTSZEWMBZWXZ/UY1YP
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<QYZ >YTTRGPDWTSWZ >QSZ ?QWKXYUZ WXZ &GMVLSTJ
?VPPYJYZ QWRZ EYYTZ STDVPDYOZ STZ LWTGZ OSHHYUYTX
WMXSDSXSYRZ WUVNTOZ MWLKNRZ STDVPDSTJZ MVLLNTSXG
RYUDSMYZWTOZHNTOUWSRSTJFZ<VZRXWUXCZ IYZQWDYZWZKWUYTX
TYIRPYXXYUZWTOZWTZWPNLTSZTYIRPYXXYUZXQWXZSRZLWSPYO
VNXZ WXZ XQYZ EYJSTTSTJZ VHZ XQYZ RYLYRXYUZ RVZ IYZ MWT
BYYKZVNUZWPNLTSZWTOZKWUYTXRZNKZXVZOWXYZVTZIQWX
IYZWUYZOVSTJFZ -VUZMVLLNTSXGZRYUDSMYZXQSRZGYWUCZ XQY
EUVXQYURCZ WPVTJZISXQZXQYZMWLKNRZUWOSVZRXWXSVTZMPNEC
RKVTRVUYOZ WZ 6WXXPYZ VHZ XQYZ 6WTORCZ WTOZ ONUSTJZ XQSR
GYWU*RZ#YPWGZHVUZ&SHYZIYZVKYTYOZNKZWZJUSPPZRXWXSVTZWTO
RYUDYOZ MQYYRYENUJYURZ WTOZ QVXZ OVJRZ XVZ YDYUGVTYC
ISXQZ WPPZ VHZ XQYZ KUVMYYORZ JVSTJZ XVZ XQYZ ALYUSMWT
?WTMYUZ 8VMSYXGFZ +XQYUZ DWUSVNRZ MVLLNTSXGZ RYUDSMY
YDYTXRZ XQWXZ XQYZ EUVXQYURZ KWUXSMSKWXYOZ STZ STMPNOYO
RYPPSTJZ OWHHVOSPRZ HVUZ XQYZ ALYUSMWTZ ?WTMYUZ 8VMSYXGC
RYXXSTJZNKZWTOZXYWUSTJZOVITZHUVLZXQSRZGYWU*RZ0VVO
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>YTTRGPDWTSWZKRSPVT*RZ5NZMPWRRZIWRZSTSXSWXYOZST
YWUPGZ%WTNWUGCZ WOOSTJZWTVXQYUZ==ZLYLEYURZXVZVNU
EWTOZ VHZ EUVXQYURFZ +TZ -YEUNWUGZ 97CZ 9@@,Z XQY
EUVXQYURZVHZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RSZ>AZKRSPVTZQVRXYOZXQYSU
WTTNWPZ :STXYUZ -VULWPFZ :YZ QWOZ LVUYZ XQWTZ 4@
WXXYTOYYRZ MVLKUSRYOZ VHZ EUVXQYURCZ WPNLTSZ WTO
QVTVUYOZJNYRXRFZ"DYUGVTYZQWOZWZJUYWXZXSLYZWTOZIY
PVVBZ HVUIWUOZ XVZ WZ ESJJYUZ XNUTZ VNXZ TY1XZ GYWUFZ 3T
WOOSXSVTCZ >AZ KRSPVTZ UYMYTXPGZ DSRSXYOZ >YTTRGPDWTSW
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MVTRSOYUSTJZ XQWXZ IQYTZ XQSRZ XYULZ EYJWTZ STZ PWXY
%WTNWUGCZ XQYZ EUVXQYUQVVOZ QWOZ XVZ SLLYOSWXYPG
WOOUYRRZWZQVNRYZISXQZVTPGZHSDYZJUWONWXSTJZRYTSVURC
LWTGZ EUVXQYURZ ISXQZ QYMXSMZ RMQYONPYRCZ WTO
XQVNRWTORZ VHZ OVPPWURZ VHZ OYEXFZ<QSRZ RYLYRXYUZ MVNPO
QWDYZEYYTZEWOCZ ENXZXQYZYHHVUXRZVHZXQYZ7@ZEUVXQYUR
QYUYZ XQSRZ RYLYRXYUZ YTRNUYOZ XQWXZ VNUZ MQWKXYUZ ISPP
MVTXSTNYZXVZXQUSDYF
<UYWRNUYUZ?QWRZ?UWTOVTZKUVONMYOZWTZY1MYPPYTX
ENOJYXZ XQWXZ YHHYMXSDYPGZ UYRXVUYOZ VNUZ QVNRY*R
HSTWTMSWPZKVRSXSVTZIQSPYZWPPVISTJZXQYZQVNRYZXVZYT VG
LGUSWOZRVMSWPZWTOZKQSPWTXQUVKSMZYDYTXRFZ
AXQPYXSMZ ?QWSULYTZAOWLZ "KRXYSTZ WTOZ %YHHZ &SWT
PYOZ XQYZ QVNRYZ STZ RNMMYRRHNPZ STXUWLNUWPZ RYWRVTRZ ST
HPWJZ HVVXEWPPCZ STOVVUZ RVMMYUCZ EWRBYXEWPPZ WTOZ RVHXEWPP
XQSRZ RKUSTJFZ ?VLLNTSXGZ 8YUDSMYZ MQWSULYTZ 0WEY
/VRRZWTOZ6VEEGZ!WNHLWTZVUJWTSYOZWZ>QSZ>RSZXYWL
HVUZ#YPWGZHVUZ&SHYCZUWSRSTJZQNTOUYORZVHZOVPPWURZSTZXQY
YHHVUXZ XVZ UWSRYZ LVTYGZ WTOZ WIWUYTYRRZ HVUZ XQY
ALYUSMWTZ ?WTMYUZ 8VMSYXGFZ +TZ >QSZ >RS*RZ $WXSVTWP
8YUDSMYZ/WGZVTZAKUSPZ9.CZXQYZEUVXQYURZIYPMVLYOZW
OVYTZBSORZHUVLZXQYZ#QVOYZ3RPWTOZMQWKXYUZVHZXQY
$WXSVTWPZ /SRWESPSXGZ 8KVUXRZAPPSWTMYZ XVZ KPWGZ JWLYRC
XVNUZ XQYZ MWLKNRCZ WTOZ YT VGZ WZ EWUEYMNYZ WXZ VNU
QVNRYF
>UYRSOYTXZ ?VUYGZ 0VYUOXZ WTOZ LYLEYURQSKZ MV;
MQWSULYTZ AOWLZ "KRXYSTCZ APY1Z !VUYMZ WTOZ ?QS
$IVJNZ WPPZ RSJTSHSMWTXPGZ MVTXUSENXYOZ XVZ UYMUNSXSTJZ W

?QWUPVXXYZMVTMYUXCZ WTOZKWUXSMSKWXSTJZSTZXQYZANXSRL
:WPBFZ:YZHSTSRQYOZXQYZGYWUZVHHZISXQZVNUZWTTNWPZKSJ
UVWRXCZIQSMQZEVNJQXZWPPZVHZVNUZMNUUYTXZEUVXQYURZWTO
WPNLTSZXVJYXQYUZXVZMWKZVHHZWZJVVOZGYWUFZ#YMUNSXSTJZSR
JVSTJZIYPPZHVUZVNUZMQWKXYUCZ WTOZIYZUYMYTXPGZSTSXSWXY
WTZ YSJQXZ LWTZ KPYOJYZ MPWRRFZ +NUZ EUVXQYUQVVOZ SR
PVVBSTJZ XVZ QWDYZ VNUZ HSURXZ HWPPZ KPYOJYZ MPWRRZ STZ HYI
GYWURCZ WTOZ IYZ WUYZ PVVBSTJZ XVZ UYKPWMYZ RS1Z VHZ VNU
RYTSVURZ IQVZ QWDYZ JUWONWXYOZ XQSRZ GYWUFZ +NU
EUVXQYUQVVOZISPPZQWDYZ9=ZLYLEYURZVTZMWLKNRZWX
XQYZ RXWUXZ VHZ TY1XZ GYWUFZ :YZ WUYZ WPIWGRZ IYPMVLSTJ
OVTWXSVTRZHUVLZWPNLTSZVUZENRSTYRRYRCZWTOZWUYZWPIWGR
PVVBSTJZHVUZTYIZIWGRZXVZHNTOUWSRYZRVZIYZMWTZUWSRY
LVTYGZ HVUZ VNUZ MQWKXYUZ STZ VUOYUZ HVUZ SXZ XVZ RNMMYYO
WTOZJUVIFZ3HZWTGZWPNLTSZIVNPOZPSBYZXVZOVTWXYZLVTYG
XVZXQYZMQWKXYUZKPYWRYZMVTXWMXZNRCZWTOZSHZGVNZQWDYZWTG
SOYWRZ HVUZ HNTOUWSRSTJCZ VUZ UYMUNSXSTJZ XYMQTSNYRCZ OV
TVXZQYRSXWXYZXVZPYXZNRZBTVIFZZ
#;;AEFBA51
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<QSRZ RYLYRXYUZ MVNPOZ QWDYZ EYYTZ EWOFZ <QSR
RYLYRXYUZ MVNPOZ QWDYZ EYYTZ EWOZ HVUZ VNUZ MQWKXYU
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KPYOJYZ MPWRRZ VHZ =2Z IYPP;UVNTOYOZ WTOZ WLESXSVNR
HUYRQLYTFZ<QSRZRYLYRXYUZMVNPOZQWDYZEYYTZEWOZ ENX
#QVOYZ 3RPWTOZ APKQWZ OYLVTRXUWXYOZ SXRZ MVPPYMXSDY
MVNUWJYZ NTOYUZ WODYURSXGZ XQSRZ XYULZ WTOZ YT VGYOZ W
RYLYRXYUZ XQWXZ IWRZ EVXQZ UYIWUOSTJZ WTOZ HNTZ HVU
YDYUGZEUVXQYUF
(@..6F"D:38DC

6NSPOSTJZ VTZ XQYZ RXUYTJXQZ VHZ VNUZ LVRXZ UYMYTX
KPYOJYZ MPWRRCZ IYZ Y1KYMXZ XQWXZ<YTTYRRYYZ /YPXWZ ISPP
HNPPGZ WOWKXZ XVZ WTOYUESPX*RZ UWKSOPGZ MQWTJSTJ
YTDSUVTLYTXZIQSPYZKUYRYUDSTJZXQYZXUWOSXSVTWPZLVUWP
DWPNYRZ XQWXZ QWDYZ OYHSTYOZ >QSZ !WKKWZ >RSZ HVUZ GYWURC
XQNRZ YTRNUSTJZ VNUZ MVTXSTNYOZ SLKUVDYLYTXZ IYPP
STXVZ XQYZ HNXNUYFZ Z ARZ WPIWGRCZ IYZ STDSXYZ WPPZ VHZ VNU
WPNLTSZXVZUYXNUTZXVZ$WRQDSPPYZSTZXQYZHWPPZXVZYT VGZVNU
'VLYMVLSTJZMYPYEUWXSVTRF
E?EBF,D;;EC
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<QYZAPNLTSZ'VNRYZ?VUKVUWXSVTZVHZXQYZ#QVOY
3RPWTOZ6YXWZ?QWKXYUZSRZKUVNOZXVZWTTVNTMYZSXRZTYI
VHHSMYURZ Z!YDSTZ&VIZ>UYRSOYTXZ %VYZ'WUXZ<UYWRNUYU
<YOZ ?WRWRRWZSMYZ >UYRSOYTXCZ %SLZ 0UNYEZ 8YMUYXWUGF
<QYZ ESJJYRXZ TYIRZ HVUZ #3Z 6YXWZ SRZ XQYZ UYENSPOSTJZ VH
XQYZ MQWKXYUZ QVNRYZ XQSRZ RNLLYUZ Z:VUBZ RXWUXRZ ST
5WGZWTOZISPPZIUWKZNKZSTZXSLYZHVUZWZUSEEVTZMNXXSTJ
MYUYLVTGCZ XYTXWXSDYPGZ RMQYONPYOZ HVUZ ANJNRXZ 7=C
9@@,FZ Z :YZ WUYZ WRBSTJZ WPPZ APNLTSZ WTOZ HWLSPGZ XV
WXXYTOCZ SHZ WXZ WPPZ KVRRSEPYFZ Z <VZ QYPKZ ISXQZ ENSPOSTJ
UYTVDWXSVTRZIYZQWDYZVHHSMSWPPGZBSMBYOZVHHZVNUZMWKSXWP
MWLKWSJTFZZ<QYZLVUYZIYZMWTZUWSRYCZXQYZPYRRZIYZQWDY
XVZ EVUUVIFZ Z :YZ QWDYZ WPIWGRZ EYYTZ WZ HSRMWPPG
UYRKVTRSEPYZ MQWKXYUZ WTOZ SX*RZ EYYTZ EYMWNRYZ VHZ XQY
YHHVUXRZ VHZ VNUZ WPNLTSFZ Z:YZ QWDYZ RYXZ WZ HNTOUWSRSTJ
JVWPZ VHZ 94@C@@@FZ Z:YZ ISPPZ TYYOZ YWMQZ WTOZ YDYUG
WPNLTNRZXVZMVTXUSENXYZWTOZQYPKZNRZUYWMQZXQSRZJVWPF
>PYWRYZYLWSPZBYDSTRTR;NRWFTYXZHVUZSTHVULWXSVTF
"E2ACF@4

<QYZ EUVXQYURZ VHZ<YTTYRRYYZ "KRSPVTZ QWDYZ EYYT
HVMNRSTJZ VTZ RMQVVPCZ KQSPWTXQUVKGZ WTOZ UYMUNSXLYTXF
+TZMWLKNRZIYZQWDYZMVTXSTNYOZXVZUWSRYZVNUZ0>A
WTOZHSTOZVNURYPDYRZWEVDYZXQYZWPP;HUWXYUTSXGZWDYUWJYF
:YZ QWDYZ KWUXSMSKWXYOZ STZ LNPXSKPYZ KQSPWTXQUVKSYR
STMPNOSTJZ XQYZ 8SJLWZ APKQWZ "KRSPVTZ EV1STJ
XVNUTWLYTXZIYZQWOZXQUYYZEUVXQYURZKWUXSMSKWXYZWTO
JWDYZWZRXUVTJZRQVISTJZHVUZXQYZXQUYYZOWGZYDYTXFZ<QSR
RKUSTJZONUSTJZ0UYYBZ:YYBCZIYZWUYZKWSUYOZISXQZXQY
RSRXYURZVHZ8SJLWZ!WKKWZWTOZQVKYZXVZMVLKYXYZSTZWPP
XQYZYDYTXRFZ:YZISPPZWPRVZEYZIVUBSTJZVTZENSPOSTJZW
QVNRYZ HVUZ 'WESXWXZ HVUZ 'NLWTSXGFZ +NUZ WPNLTSZ JVPH
XVNUTWLYTXZSRZNSMBPGZWKKUVWMQSTJZIYZQVKYZXVZRYY
WZJVVOZRQVISTJZVHZWPNLTSZHVUZWZUVIOGZOWGZVTZXQY
MVNURYFZ:YZWPRVZIVNPOZPSBYZXVZUYLSTOZWPNLTSZVHZVNU
UYYRXWEPSRQYOZ "WRXZ<YTTYRRYYZ APNLTSZ ARRVMSWXSVTF
:YZYTMVNUWJYZVNUZWPNLTSZXVZRXWGZNKZXVZOWXYZWTO
STZ XVNMQZ ISXQZ VNUZ MQWKXYUZ XQUVNJQZ VNUZ IYERSXY
IIIFNXBKQSKRSFMVLF
)C;BE4F<E8AC9
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<QYZLYLEYURZVHZ<YTTYRRYYZ/YPXWZWUYZKPYWRYOZXV
UYKVUXZ WTVXQYUZ Y1MSXSTJZ WTOZ RNMMYRRHNPZ RYLYRXYUF
<QSRZRKUSTJZRWIZ=4ZTYIZLYLEYURZSTSXSWXYOCZ EUSTJSTJ
VNUZ MQWKXYU*RZ XVXWPZ LYLEYURQSKZ XVZ )4Z WMXSDY
EUVXQYURCZ XQYZ PWUJYRXZ MVNTXZ STZ UYMYTXZ LYLVUGFZ Z 3T
KWUXTYURQSKZISXQZXQYZ6VGRZ Z0SUPRZ?PNEZVHZ$WRQDSPPY
WTOZ XQYZ >SZ 6YXWZ >QSZ 8VUVUSXGCZ VNUZ MQWKXYUZ UYMYTXPG
QVRXYOZ VNUZ WTTNWPZ >PWGZ /WGZ YDYTXFZ Z 6UVXQYUR
YT VGYOZWZEYWNXSHNPPGZRNTTGZWHXYUTVVTZVHZYTXYUXWSTSTJ
MQSPOUYTZVHZWPPZWJYRZISXQZWZDWUSYXGZVHZHNTZWTOZJWLYRF
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:SXQZXQYZSTSXSWXSVTZWZRXUVTJZRKUSTJZ9@@)ZKPYOJY
MPWRRCZ<Y1WRZAPKQWZMYPYEUWXYRZWTVXQYUZGYWUZVHZRNMMYRRF
+NUZMQWKXYUZTVIZEVWRXRZVDYUZ=2@ZWMXSDYZEUVXQYURF
?VLESTSTJZ VNUZ RSYZ ISXQZ VNUZ RVMSWPZ RXUYTJXQCZ<Y1WR
APKQWZQWRZLWSTXWSTYOZSXRZRXYWOGZMPSLEZXVZXVKZOVJ
RXWXNRZ ISXQSTZXQYZ <Z 0UYYBZ MVLLNTSXGFZ ARZ WPIWGRC
UYMUNSXLYTXZSRZVTYZVHZVNUZRXUYTJXQRZWXZ<Y1WRZAPKQWF


  

   

,I<2IEBJC6J#IFBJ;?=AFJAI?=J-II=JFJ>C<<9DHG8JBGEIIGJ>?IFD
MVTMPNOYOZ XQYZ HWPPZ RYLYRXYUZ EGZ STSXSWXSTJZ =(
IVTOYUHNPZ LYTZ WTOZ YPYMXSTJZ VNUZ TYIZ >UYRSOYTX
WMBZ "XPSTJYUCZ IQVZ QWRZ WPUYWOGZ SLKUVDYOZ <Y1WR
6YXW*RZY1MYPPYTXZRXWTOSTJZVTZMWLKNRFZZ<QSRZRKUSTJZIY
STONMXYOZ HVNUZ WOOSXSVTWPZ LYTZ XVZ<Y1WRZ 6YXWZ WTO
QWDYZ RNMMYRRHNPPGZ UYMUNSXYOZ RYDYUWPZ LVUYZ HVUZ TY1X
HWPPFZZ:YZWUYZVTZXUWMBZXVZUYWMQZVNUZJVWPZVHZWZ7@;LWT
KPYOJYZ MPWRRZ HVUZ XQYZ 9@@,Z HWPPZ RYLYRXYUFZ 6G
WMMVLKPSRQSTJZXQSRZJVWPZ<Y1WRZ6YXWZISPPZUSDWPZXQYZRSY
SXZ IWRZ WXZ SXRZ QYGOWGFZ Z<QSRZ -YEUNWUGZ IYZ QWOZ WT
STMUYOSEPYZ WTOZ STRKSUSTJZ -VNTOYURZ /WGZ IQYTZ XQY
MNUUYTXZ%NOJYZAODVMWXYZ0YTYUWPZWTOZ>QSZ!WKKWZ>RS
?WPSHVUTSWZ >VPGXYMQTSMZ 8XWXYZ TSDYURSXGZ APNLTNR
5W VUZ 0YTYUWPZ 8MVXXZ 6PWMBZ RKVBYZ XVZ XQYZ WMXSDY
LYLEYURZWTOZWPNLTSZVHZ<Y1WRZ6YXWZWEVNXZQSRZPSHYC
QSRZHWLSPGCZWTOZVNUZMVNTXUGFZZ"WMQZVHZNRZWXZ<Y1WRZ6YXW
IVNPOZ PSBYZ XVZ XQWTBZ 5W VUZ 0YTYUWPZ 6PWMBZ HVUZ QSR
STRKSUWXSVTWPZ IVUORCZ ISROVLZ WTOZ RYUDSMYZ XQWXZ SR
BYYKSTJZ VNUZ MVNTXUGZ RWHYFZ Z:YZ IVNPOZ WPRVZ PSBYZ XV
XQWTBZ<Y1WRZ6YXWZWPNLTNRZ5W VUZ0YTYUWPZ:WPXYUZ6F

:YZYT VGYOZWZRVPSOZ RNLLYUZUYMUNSXLYTXZXQSRZGYWUC
GSYPOSTJZWZXVKZMWPSEYUZKPYOJYZMPWRRZXQWXZSRZMVLKWUWEPY
STZRSYZXVZXQYZVXQYUZPWUJYZHUWXYUTSXSYRZVTZMWLKNRZWX
<FZ+NUZWMXSDYZRVMSWPZMWPYTOWUZQWRZRYYTZXQYZUYKYWXZVH
6YULNOWCZ XQSRZ GYWUZ HYWXNUSTJZ >WNPZ:WPPZ WTOZ ?VUYG
5VUUVIFZ <QSRZ YDYTXZ WLVTJZ VXQYURZ EYTYHSXYOZ VNU
KQSPWTXQUVKGZKWUXTYUCZ XQYZ6WRXUVKZ-VVOZ6WTBCZ IQSMQ
UYMYSDYOZWTVXQYUZPWUJYZOVTWXSVTZHUVLZ<Y1WRZAPKQW*R
KYUYTTSWPZ -SYPOZ /WGZ MWTTYOZ HVVOZ OUSDYFZ :YZ PVVB
HVUIWUOZ XVZ MVTXSTNSTJZ <Y1WRZ APKQW*RZ XUWOSXSVTZ VH
Y1MYPPYTMYZSTZ9@@,F
*EBE8AD>F(A51>D8
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9@@,ZSRZWZXSLYZVHZMQWTJYZHVUZ<Y1WRZ6YXWCZ WRZIY
NRQYUZ STZ XQYZ TY1XZ JYTYUWXSVTZ VHZ >QSZ >RSRFZ Z Z :Y
 



  



EYMVLYZ JUYWXZ EUVXQYURZ XQSRZ RKUSTJZ WTOZ HVU
RYLYRXYURZ XVZ MVLYFZ<QSRZ RNLLYUZ IYZ WUYZ PVVBSTJ
HVUIWUOZXVZQVRXSTJZVNUZSTWNJNUWPZRMQVPWURQSKZOSTTYU
HVUZ STMVLSTJZ HUYRQLYTFZ Z:YZ ISPPZ EYZ QWTOSTJZ VNX
XIVZRMQVPWURQSKRZWTOZJSDSTJZMWLKNRZXVNURZXVZYWRY
XQYZXUWTRSXSVTZHUVLZQSJQZRMQVVPZXVZMVPPYJYF
*@CD?>DCFEBD
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<QSTJRZ WXZ <Y1WRZ "KRSPVTZ WUYZ JVSTJZ IYPPZ XQSR
RYLYRXYUFZ <QVNJQZ IYZ IYUYZ MNXZ OVITZ XVZ XQUYY
WMXSDYRZWXZXQYZEYJSTTSTJZVHZXQYZRYLYRXYUCZ IYZQWDY
STSXSWXYOZRS1ZTYIZLYLEYURFZZ6UVXQYURZ<YUUGZ'NDYPZ33C
/UYIZ 8XYYPGCZ WTOZ !YDSTZ >YWDGZ QWDYZ IVUBYO
XSUYPYRRPGZ XQYSUZ HSURXZ WMXSDYZ RYLYRXYUZ XVZ UYDSDYZ XQSR
MQWKXYUFZ:YZ QWOZ WZ EPWRXZ VTZ VNUZ MQWKXYUZ HVNTOSTJ
OWGZ VHZ AKUSPZ .CZ ISXQZ LNPXSKPYZ WPNLTSZ MVLSTJZ XV
MYPYEUWXYFZ<QYZMQWKXYUZSRZLVUYZSTDVPDYOZSTZRXNOYTX
VUJWTSWXSVTRZ QYUYZ WXZ 8-AZ XQWTZ MWTZ EY
UYLYLEYUYOZSTZXQYZUYMYTXZKWRXFZ:YZYTXYUYOZSTXVZW
MV;YOZRVHXEWPPZXVNUTWLYTXZISXQZXQYZPWOSYRZVHZ8SJLW
APKQWZWTOZQWOZWZJUYWXZY1MQWTJYFZ<QYZEUVXQYURZWUY
JYWUYOZ NKZ WTOZ UYWOGZ HVUZ HWPPZ UYMUNSXLYTXFZ :Y
Y1KYMXZ XVZ EYZ WEPYZ XVZ KNPPZ WXZ PYWRXZ RS1Z WXZ XQY
EYJSTTSTJZ WTOZ IQVZ BTVIRZ QVIZ LWTGZ LVUYZ TY1X
RYLYRXYUFZZ
&DCF&BA2EB

'NHHLWTZ HVUZ WUUWTJSTJZ XQYZ BYGTVXYZ RKYWBYUZ WX
-VNTOYURZ /WGZ XQSRZ GYWUFZ ZARZ IYZ LVDYZ STXVZ 9@@,C
<Y1WRZ6YXWZSRZY1MSXYOZXVZRYYZXQYZSTMUYWRYZSTZWPNLTS
RNKKVUXZWTOZSTXYUYRXZSTZXQYZ-UWXYUTSXGFZZ:YZQVKYZXV
MVTXSTNYZ XVZ RYYZ XQYZ EVVRXZ STZ WPNLTSZ STXYUYRX
EYMWNRYZXQYZQSRXVUGZWTOZWODSMYZXQYGZEUSTJZJUYWXPG
QYPKRZSTZXQYZJUVIXQZWTOZMWLWUWOYUSYZVHZXQYZ<Y1WR
6YXWZEUVXQYUQVVOFZ Z+TMYZWJWSTZXQWTBRZXVZGVNCZ XQY
WPNLTSCZIQVZQYPKYOZKNXZ<Y1WRZ6YXWZVTZXQYZUVWOZXV
MVTXSTNYZ SXRZ Y1KWTRSVTZ WTOZ RNMMYRRZ WXZ<Y1WRZ<YMQF
ARZGVNZBTVIZ-UVLZQYUYZWTGXQSTJZSRZKVRRSEPYFZ
(BEC?F"AB.@
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$YWUSTJZ XQYZ YTOZ VHZ WZ JUYWXZ GYWUCZ XQYZ LYTZ WX
<Y1WRZ 0WLLWZ QWDYZ RNMMYYOYOZ STZ UYWMQSTJZ TYI
QYSJQXRZWTOZRYXXSTJZTYIZY1KYMXWXSVTRZHVUZGYWURZXV
MVLYFZ Z+NUZMQWKXYUZUYMYSDYOZWZ94@ZOVPPWUZMQYMB
HUVLZ 3-?Z HVUZ LVRXZ SLKUVDYOZ JUWOYRZ VTZ MWLKNRF
AHXYUZ VNUZ DYUGZ RNMMYRRHNPZ >QSPZ NKZ XQYZ <UNMB
KQSPWTXQUVKGZMWLKWSJTZXQWXZIYZQYPOZSTZXQYZHWPPCZ IY
QWDYZ HVPPVIYOZ XQWXZ NKZ ISXQZ VNUZ STWNJNUWP
KQSPWTXQUVKGCZ XQYZ#YRKYMXZWTOZ'VTVUZMWLKWSJTCZ XV
WSOZ XQYZ 'WGRZ ?VNTXGZ:VLYT*RZ RQYPXYUFZ Z /VTWXSTJ
XQYZ LVTYGZ XVZ QYPKZ EYWXYTZ WTOZ EWXXYUYOZ IVLYT
QWRZ EYMVLYZ WZ PWUJYZ RNMMYRRZ ISXQZ XQYZ MVLLNTSXGF
$STYZ GVNTJZ JYTXPYLYTZ IYUYZ STSXSWXYOZ WTOZ QWDY
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<Y1WRZYXWZSRZTVXZVTPGZXQYZTYIYRXZHUWXYUTSXGZVT
XQYZ 'VNRXVTZ 6WKXSRXZ MWLKNRZ ENXZ IYZ WUYZ WPRVZ XQY
PWUJYRXFZ:YZIYUYZSTRXWPPYOZVTZ%WTNWUGZ=(CZ9@@,ZISXQ
XQYZKPYWRNUYZVHZBYGTVXYZRKYWBYUZ>WNPZ:STYLWTZWX


  

   

'VNRXVTZ WUYWZ XVZ MVTTYMXZ ISXQFZ :YZ WUYZ PVVBSTJ
HVUIWUOZXVZTY1XZHWPPZIQYTZIYZWUYZWTXSMSKWXSTJZXQY
PWUJYRXZ KPYOJYZ MPWRRZ IYZ QWDYZ YDYUZ QWOZ WRZ XQY
TSDYURSXGZ SRZ WTXSMSKWXSTJZ SXR*Z PWUJYRXZ HUYRQLWTZ MPWRR
YDYUFZ -STWPPGCZ IYZ IVNPOZ PSBYZ XVZ XQWTBZ VNUZ MQWKXYU
WODSRVURZ %VQTZ >WMBWUOZ WTOZ /NRXSTZ $SMQVPRVTZ HVU
XQYSUZMVTXSTNYOZRNKKVUXZIYZIVNPOZTYDYUZEYZIQYUY
IYZWUYZISXQVNXZXQYLF
'BA5EFD8

VNUZ STSXSWXSVTZ EWTNYXFZ :YZ IVNPOZ PSBYZ XVZ XQWTB
YDYUGVTYZ IQVZ WXXYTOYOZ VUZ MVTXUSENXYOZ XVZ VNU
STSXSWXSVTCZ KWUXSMNPWUPGZ %YUUGZ $YPRVTZ IQVZ QYPKYO
RXWUXZ VNUZ ?QWKXYUZ 8MQVPWURQSKZ -NTOFZ 8STMYZ VNU
MVPVTSWXSVTZXQUYYZGYWURZWJVZIYZQWDYZMVTXSTNYOZXV
JUVICZISXQZXQYZPWUJYRXZKPYOJYZMPWRRZVHZWTGZHUWXYUTSXG
VTZMWLKNRZSTZYDYUGZRSTJPYZUNRQFZ:YZWPRVZQWDYZXQY
QSJQYRXZ0>AZVHZWTGZHUWXYUTSXGZWXZ'6ZWTOZIYZQWDY
NRXZSTRXSXNXYOZWZTYIZRYUDSMYZKPWTZXQWXZISPPZOUWRXSMWPPG
STMUYWRYZVNUZMNUUYTXZMVLLNTSXGZRYUDSMYFZ3TZXQYZPWRX
GYWUZIYZQWDYZLWOYZXQYZKPWGVHHRZSTZYDYUGZSTXUWLNUWP
RKVUXZ WTOZ WUYZ STZ KVRSXSVTZ XVZ ISTZ XQYZ VDYUWPP
STXUWLNUWPZMQWLKSVTRQSKFZ$VXZVTPGZOSOZIYZISTZXQY
EYRXZHUWXYUTSXGZWIWUOZHVUZ0UYYBZ:YYBCZIYZWPRVZIVT
XQYZ MWLKNRZ ISOYZ VUJWTSWXSVTZ EWXXPYZ ONUSTJ
QVLYMVLSTJZ IYYBFZ :YZ WUYZ IYPPZ UYKUYRYTXYOZ WPP
WUVNTOZ MWLKNRZ XIVZ EUVXQYURZ WUYZ OSDSRSVTZ VTY
XUWMBZWXQPYXYRCZVTYZVHZIQVLZSRZXQYZDSMYZKUYRSOYTXZVH
-YPPVIRQSKZ VHZ ?QUSRXSWTZ AXQPYXYRFZ <IVZ VHZ VNU
EUVXQYURZ WUYZ UYKUYRYTXWXSDYRZ VHZ XQYZ 8XNOYTX
0VDYUTLYTXZ ARRVMSWXSVTZ WTOZ IYZ MNUUYTXPGZ QVPO
XQYZ RYWXZ VHZ KUYRSOYTXZ HVUZ XQYZ 3-?FZ:YZ MYPYEUWXYO
-VNTOYURZ /WGZ ISXQZ XQYZ 'VNRXVTZ APNLTS
ARRVMSWXSVTZ WTOZ TWXSVTWPZ DSMYZ KUYRSOYTXZ >WNP
:STYLWTFZ<QSRZIWRZWZJUYWXZYDYTXZXVZJYXZXVZBTVI
LWTGZ VHZ XQYZ 'VNRXVTZ APNLTSZ ENXZ IYZ WUY
MVTXSTNWPPGZ PVVBSTJZ HVUZ LVUYZ APNLTSZ STZ XQY
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<QYZEUVXQYURZVHZSUJSTSWZAPKQWZQWDYZYT VGYOZWT
WMWOYLSMZ GYWUZ MQVMB;HNPPZ VHZ WMQSYDYLYTXZ WTO
KUVJUYRRFZZ<QYZHWPPZRYLYRXYUZEYJWTZVTZWZMYPYEUWXVUG
TVXYZ WRZ XQYZ PVTJ;WTXSMSKWXYOZ QVNRYZ UYTVDWXSVTR
IYUYZMVLKPYXYOCZIQSMQZSTMPNOYOZWZTYIZUVVHZISXQZW
XYUUWMYCZTYIZHPVVUZHSTSRQYRCZWTOZPN1NUGZHNUTSRQSTJZHVU
XQYZ PSEUWUGZ WTOZ MQWKXYUZ UVVLFZ Z SUJSTSWZ APKQW
RXUYTJXQYTYOZ SXRZ MVLLNTSXGZ RYUDSMYZ UYRNLYZ EG
QWDSTJZ XQYZ LVRXZ KWUXSMSKWTXRZ VHZ WTGZ JUVNKZ STZ XQY
?USLRVTZ:WUCZWZNTSDYURSXG;ISOYZEPVVOZOUSDYZQYPOZST
$VDYLEYUFZ Z 3TZ WOOSXSVTCZ RYDYUWPZ EUVXQYURZ WUY
RYUDSTJZ WRZ OSUYMXVURZ VHZ XQYZ 6SJZ 8SEPSTJRZ KUVJUWLC

#AIJDI7J#IFBJ IGFJ1AF=GIE*BJ<I<2IEBJFD@J3C?9DGIIEBJ=CBIJ7HGAJ%FGHCDF?
EI=EIBIDGFGH3IB
 



  



IQSMQZ JSDYRZ NTOYUKUSDSPYJYOZ MQSPOUYTZ WT
VKKVUXNTSXGZ XVZ RKYTOZ XSLYZ ISXQZ UVPY;LVOYP
RXNOYTXRFZ Z8KUSTJZUYMUNSXLYTXZKUVDYOZXVZEYZVTYZVH
XQYZ RXUVTJYRXZ XVZ OWXYCZ WRZ XQYZ EUVXQYURZ VHZSUJSTSW
APKQWZIYUYZWEPYZXVZEUSTJZSTZ7@ZKPYOJYRCZ WZUYMVUO
TNLEYUZWLVTJZXQYZNTSDYURSXGZHUWXYUTSXSYRFZZ:YZPVVB
HVUIWUOZXVZWZJUYWXZHSTSRQZXVZXQYZRYLYRXYUZISXQZVNU
'VLYUNTZ/YUEGZEYTYHSXSTJZ NDYTSPYZWUXQUSXSRF
(ADCF)0F">D<D?.DBA

IYZWUYZMVTHSOYTXZXQWXZUYMUNSXLYTXZISPPZMVTXSTNYZXV
SLKUVDYZ IYPPZ STXVZ TY1XZ GYWUFZ Z +TYZ VHZ VNUZ TYI
LYLEYURZ YDYTZ YT VGYOZ WZ TSMYZ WTOZ YONMWXSVTWP
8KUSTJZ6UYWBZISXQZRVLYZVHZXQYZVPOYUZLYLEYURZWTO
%YUUGZ $YPRVTZ STZ ?WEVZ XQSRZ -YEUNWUGF
>QSPWTXQUVKSMWPPGCZSTZPWXYZHWPPZIYZMV;QVRXYOZVNUZWTTNWP
>WTMWBYZ 6UYWBHWRXZ ISXQZ XQYZ : &Z RVUVUSXGZ !WKKW
APKQWZ<QYXWZWTOZSTXYTOZXVZMV;QVRXZWZMWLKNR;ISOY
DVPPYGEWPPZXVNUTWLYTXZPWXYUZXQSRZRKUSTJFZZ
*E33F>A?E
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<QYZSUJSTSWZ6YXWZ?QWKXYUZSRZKUVNOZXVZIYPMVLY
WTOZMVTJUWXNPWXYZSXRZ=@ZTYIZLYLEYURFZZAHXYUZLWTG
RNMMYRRHNPZ UNRQZ YDYTXRCZ STMPNOSTJZ 'VLYMVLSTJ
:YYBYTOCZ >WUYTXR*Z :YYBYTOCZ WTOZ ?QUSRXLWR
:YYBYTOCZ IYZ IYUYZ WEPYZ XVZ XUNPGZ UYMUNSXZ WT
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The 74th

Grand Arch Council –
Phi Psi Takes Indy
GAC Advances Fraternity’s Business, Vision Into Future
Phi Psi’s official
photographer for the
74th GAC is Denis Ryan
Kelly Jr. Indiana
Gamma ’81. His work
at this GAC and other
Phi Psi events is topquality and much
appreciated. You can
view all of the official
photos from the 74th
GAC at his website at
www.deniskelly.com
under “Client Work,”
“Phi Kappa Psi Grand
Arch Council 2008.”
Once you sign the
guestbook, you can
browse all of the
photos and even order
prints of your
favorites!

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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4LM4WMLEWEVMGLLMWXSV][MXL-RHMERETSPMW [MXLJMZITVIZMSYW+%'W
LSWXIHLIVI8LI,IEHUYEVXIVWSJXLI*VEXIVRMX]WXEVXIHMR'PIZIPERH
3LMSFYXLEWFIIRPSGEXIHMR-RHMERETSPMWWMRGI -RXLEX]IEV XLI
*VEXIVRMX]TYVGLEWIH,IVMXEKI,EPPMRXLILMWXSVMG0SGOIVFMIHMWXVMGXSJ
XLIGMX] ERHVEREPP4LM4WMERH*SYRHEXMSRSTIVEXMSRWSYXSJ,IVMXEKI
,EPP YRXMP  [LIR XLI KVS[MRK WM^I SJ XLI *VEXIVRMX] ERH MXW WXEJJ
TVSQTXIHYWXSFIKMRWIEVGLMRKJSVQSVIWYMXEFPIEGGSQQSHEXMSRW
8SHE] XLI 4LM /ETTE 4WM *VEXIVRMX] ERH *SYRHEXMSR EVI
LIEHUYEVXIVIHEX0EYVIP,EPP [[[PEYVIPLEPPSVK  EWUYEVI
JSSX.EGSFIERQERWMSRXLEXVIQEMRWEGSQQYRMX]MGSR ;LMPIXLIWXEJJ
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SZIV%PYQRM%WWSGMEXMSRW FYXVIWXEWWYVIHXLEXXLIVI[EWTPIRX]SJ
XMQI XS LIEV VITSVXW JVSQ GSQQMXXIIW ZSXI SR 'SRWXMXYXMSREP
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(L-R) Mike Hauck Ohio Delta ’89, Kevin Marks Indiana Epsilon ’92, Shawn
Collinsworth Indiana Eta ’91 and Bruce Morgan Indiana Epsilon ’06 were clearly the
best-dressed foursome at the Founders’ Cup
amendments and the new Executive Board, and
give Phi Psi a clear vision of the future.
If you didn’t have the chance to make it to
Indianapolis for the 74th Grand Arch Council, be
sure to mark your calendar for the 75th GAC in
Orlando, Fla., July 28 – August 1, 2010. With the
Disney World campus as our GAC home, it
promises to be a family-friendly and exciting event!

Psis and guests enjoyed a day on the links, with
prizes available for longest drive, closest to the pin
and lowest foursome score. With sponsored holes
by Phi Psis as well as a few catered snack stops, the
experience, if not the golf, was wonderful all day.
Our winning foursome (scramble format) was
made up of Kent Newmark California Gamma ’57,
Bruce Jackson Ohio Epsilon ’70, resident Phi Psi
staff pro Will Haskett Indiana Zeta ’00 and
undergraduate Tony Briggs Pennsylvania Beta ’06.
Other teams ranged from very competitive to
mediocre, though a good time was had by all.
The Founders’ Cup will be played biennially in

FOUNDERS’ CUP
The inaugural Founders’ Cup golf event,
sponsored by the Phi Psi Foundation, was held July
30, 2008 at Prestwick Country Club. Over 50 Phi
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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conjunction with the Grand Arch Council. You’ll
want to arrive early for the 2010 GAC so you can
have the opportunity to play golf with your
brothers.

PRESIDENT’S RECEPTION
One of the great advantages of holding the
GAC in Indianapolis was the chance to show off
our Headquarters, Laurel Hall, to our brothers.The
traditional President’s Reception, held on the
evening of July 30, gave us the opportunity to bring
hundreds of Phi Psis into this Fraternity treasure.
With the Foundation, Fraternity and
Indianapolis AA jointly working on the reception,
hundreds of Phi Psis attended. With tours running
constantly throughout the building, brothers and
guests had the chance to see all of Laurel Hall
while most of the festivities were held on the
ground floor.
In addition to greetings from Phi Psi and
Foundation staff and board members, hors
d’oeuvres were replenished throughout the
evening and the Indianapolis Maennerchor, an allmale vocal group, sang Phi Psi standards on the
main stairwell.
At the end of the President’s Reception,
members were bussed back to the Hyatt Regency
to continue their celebrations in downtown
Indianapolis.
photo courtesy Denis Ryan Kelly Jr.

photo courtesy Denis Ryan Kelly Jr.

Phi Psi staff’s best golfer Will Haskett
admires another great shot en route to
victory

Then-President Steve O’Rourke Missouri
Alpha ’74 and now-Vice President Tryon
Hubbard Alabama Alpha ’64 pose on the
course

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Wheels Wiegand Missouri Alpha ’74 and
Dave McDonald Wisconsin Gamma ’82
enjoyed the President’s Reception
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President’s Reception attendees pose on the porch of Laurel Hall

The Pennsylvania Beta contingent gathered for a photo at the President’s Reception
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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The Indianapolis Maennerchor delighted with Phi Psi standards during the President’s
Reception

FRATERNITY BUSINESS

Chairman Larry Zaiser Michigan Beta ’62;
Communication Chairman Bob Marchesani Indiana
Zeta ’94 (Pennsylvania Nu ’79); Constitution
Chairman Karl Marschel Missouri Alpha ’97;
Credentials Chairman Mark Solomon Missouri
Alpha ’98; Extension Chairman Marc Dumas Illinois
Zeta ’93; Finance Chairman Tryon Hubbard
Alabama Alpha ’64; Fraternity Education Chairman
Steve Hall Illinois Epsilon ’86; Grievance Chairman
Thomas James Texas Alpha ’48; Membership
Chairman Todd Salen Illinois Delta ’77; Ritual
Chairman Kent C. Owen Indiana Beta ’58;
Scholarship Chairman Wes Schaub Ohio Eta ’80;
State of the Fraternity Chairman Stu Rhodes
Indiana Beta ’69. Out of these committees’
recommendations, new programming, resources
and focal points will be created and defined.

What would a Grand Arch Council be without
Phi Psi business? Each GAC takes responsibility for
the next two years of progress, but in reality is in
charge of a large chunk of history. Between GACs,
the Executive Council, Headquarters staff,
appointed officers and volunteers do the work of
the Fraternity, but all of it is spurred by the
direction of past attendees and delegates to the
Grand Arch Council.
With this responsibility in mind, over 600 Phi
Psis convened in general sessions to listen, speak to
the floor and vote on Constitutional amendments
and new Executive Board members.They also met
in smaller groups to work on specific areas and
projects. Phi Psi thanks our volunteer committee
chairmen for their time and energy: Alumni
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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The largest gathering of Phi Psis in the world
happens for only 4 days every two years in the
general session rooms. Each chapter and Alumni
Association is allotted three official delegates,
though many groups send far more members to
experience the GAC. The unique tradition of Phi
Psi’s governing documents gives control of the
Fraternity to undergraduates, and the GAC is no
exception – the voting bloc from chapters
comprises well over half of the GAC’s power.
Though it may seem that it would be difficult to
get anything done with over 600 Phi Psis in a single
room, parliamentary procedure is followed and
decorum is maintained.This summer, Phi Psis voted
to enact protective measures to the Constitution
for the Permanent Fund that delineates the
Fraternity’s use of its monies, and to fund the
Canonsburg Corporation, Phi Psi’s National housing
arm, with an assessment billed to undergraduate
chapters. Each of these Constitutional amendments
was carefully deliberated and speaks to the
forward-thinking nature of our attendees. By
clarifying the Fraternity’s position on each subject,
Phi Kappa Psi will ensure growth and strength well
into the future.
photo courtesy Denis Ryan Kelly Jr.

Mike McCoy Indiana Beta ’58, National
Historian, addresses the general session

For perspective, the photographer was not even all the way at the back of the room
when this shot was taken during the general sessions
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Mark Solomon Missouri Alpha ’98 gives a Credentials Committee update to the general
session as the Executive Council looks on

Seersucker day at the GAC is arguably the most dapper day in Phi Psi

photo courtesy Denis Ryan Kelly Jr.

services

One of the more exciting parts of each GAC is
the election of a new Executive Board. Each board
member serves a two-year term, with the SWGP
(President) limited to one term consecutively. The
Executive Board comprises 40% of the Executive
Council, with the other six positions filled by
undergraduate Archons elected at District Council
meetings at the Woodrow Wilson Leadership
School, held biennially in non-GAC years.
The Executive Council is responsible for seeing
that the Headquarters staff and appointed
officers are working toward the goals and
recommendations set by each Grand Arch
Council. These positions are among the most
important in Phi Kappa Psi, and have been held by
some of our most dedicated brothers. The new
Board members: SWGP (President) Paul R.
Wineman Washington Alpha ’55; SWVGP (Vice
President) J. Tryon Hubbard Alabama Alpha ’64;
SWP (Treasurer) James L. Miller Ohio Delta ’85;
SWAG (Secretary) A. Scott Noble Texas Alpha ’80.
We thank outgoing SWGP Steven R. O’Rourke
Missouri Alpha ’74 for his service, and look forward
to his continued work with Phi Psi.
photo courtesy Denis Ryan Kelly Jr.

Jim Miller Ohio Delta ’85 is
congratulated after being elected
SWP (Treasurer)

NEW EXECUTIVE BOARD

District I Archon Sean Devlin Pennsylvania Upsilon ’06 (back to camera) collects a
ballot during voting for the new Executive Board
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Scott
Noble
Texas
Alpha ’80
addresses
the GAC
after
being
elected
SWAG
(Secretary)

FINAL BANQUET

and rekindled, Fraternal bonds renewed, and a
sense of purpose in our brotherhood is
strengthened. Whether you’ve never attended a
GAC or are a member of the Order of the S.C.
(reserved for Phi Psis who have attended at least
seven GACs), we hope to see you in Orlando in
2010 to share in the joys of Phi Kappa Psi.

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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The final banquet of the Grand Arch Council is
a black-tie affair and is open to guests and nonmembers. Finding a room large enough to seat
everyone can be a challenge, but it helps to have
planned the entire convention for well more than
600 people daily.
Our Symposiarch,Terry Harper Oklahoma Beta
’85, skillfully (and hilariously) played the role of
Master of Ceremonies, presenter of awards and allaround utility man. His presence also caused a
rarity in Phi Kappa Psi – three Executive Directors
of the Fraternity were on the dias, with Terry,
Shawn Collinsworth (current Executive Director)
and Ralph D. “Dud” Daniel (Executive Director
Emeritus) together.
As the final strains of “Amici” faded, it was
apparent that Phi Kappa Psi is as strong and
relevant as ever, evidenced by the hundreds of Phi
Psis, guests and family members present for the
GAC who were excited by the prospects of our
future, but still mindful of the thousands of men
who built the Fraternity to where it is today.
Though the final banquet is the last event of the
GAC, the power and momentum of the
convention don’t stop here. Friendships are made

Undergraduates from Iowa Alpha pose
with outgoing SWGP Steve O’Rourke
after being named Grand Chapter
12
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Phi Psis regale the female guests of the final banquet with a rendition of
“The Sweetheart Song”

Symposiarch
Terry
Harper
poses as
SWGP
(President)
Paul
Wineman
peruses
the final
banquet
program
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Ralph D. Daniel Award for Interfraternal
Excellence: Patrick Alderdice, Delta Chi
Advisor to Fraternities: Melissa Williams, Northern
Illinois University
Anna Ritchie Letterman Silver Bowl: Christina A.
Silas
Undergraduate of the Year: Barrett Anderson Iowa
Alpha ’05
Phi Psi Medal of Honor: Fred Clay Alabama Alpha
’67
Edward H. Knight Award of Merit: Bill Good Iowa
Beta ’69
Edward H. Knight GAC Attendance: Ralph D.
“Dud” Daniel Arizona Alpha ’47 (31 Grand
Arch Councils attended)
Thomas Cochran Campbell Award for Ritual
Exemplification: Washington Alpha
Founders Award (best Code of Conduct for
members): Missouri Alpha
Membership Excellence (recruit and retain quality
members): California Beta
Outstanding Recruitment Publication: Kansas Alpha
Senior Involvement: Minnesota Beta
Griffing-Tate Award for Fraternity Education: Ohio
Mu
Amici (fraternal friendship during consultant visits):
Ohio Mu
Man-Mile (most miles traveled to GAC): California
Beta
Edgar Fahs Smith (written contributions to The
Shield): Kent Christopher Owen Indiana Beta
’58
Ralph R. Haney (best chapter bookkeeping):
Massachusetts Beta
Alumni Relations: Indiana Epsilon
Outstanding Newsletter: Alabama Alpha, “The Psi”
Chapter Public Relations: Kansas Alpha
Risk Management: Ohio Mu
Outstanding Alumni Association: Pittsburgh AA
Alumni House Corporation Award for Continued
Excellence: Ohio Delta House Corporation
Alumni Corporation Achievement: Pennsylvania
Theta House Corporation
Outstanding House Corporation Officer: Alex
LaRoche Pennsylvania Theta ’95, Pennsylvania
Theta
Outstanding Chapter Advisor: Todd Salen Illinois
Delta ’77, Illinois Delta

AWARDS
Phi Psi congratulates all of our chapters, Alumni
Associations and members who were recognized
for their excellence at the 2008 GAC during our
awards luncheon and final banquet. The most
coveted award is the Grand Chapter award, which
is given to the chapter that operates the best, top
to bottom, including alumni relations, campus
activities and financial management. Only chapters
scoring 11 out of 11 on the Accreditation
application are invited to apply. While there can be
only one Grand Chapter, each of the groups
recognized at the Grand Arch Council have proven
their efficiency in focused areas.The competition is
always fierce, and these groups and men represent
the very best that Phi Kappa Psi has to offer.

GRAND CHAPTER: IOWA ALPHA
2008 NATIONAL
LEADERSHIP AWARDS

photo courtesy Denis Ryan Kelly Jr.

B. Wayne Hughes California Delta ’55
Whitney R. Harris Washington Alpha ’30
Ralph D. “Dud” Daniel Arizona Alpha ’47
William W. Pond Indiana Zeta ’73

Fred Clay Alabama Alpha ’67 receives
the Phi Psi Medal of Honor
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Outgoing SWGP
Steve O’Rourke
congratulates
Todd Salen Illinois
Delta ’77 upon
winning the
Outstanding Advisor
award

photo courtesy Denis Ryan Kelly Jr.

photo courtesy Denis Ryan Kelly Jr.

services

Patrick Alderdice (L) of Delta Chi, winner of the Ralph D. Daniel Award for
Interfraternal Excellence poses with Dud Daniel
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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photo courtesy Denis Ryan Kelly Jr.

chapter

Tommaso
Marsella
Pennsylvania
Theta ’03 (L)
accepts the
Alumni
Corporation
Achievement
award on behalf
of his chapter
from outgoing
SWGP Steve
O’Rourke

Hyatt “Pat” Eby Community Service: Nebraska
Beta
Intramural Excellence: Nebraska Beta
Dr. Gordon S. Letterman Men’s Health: Minnesota
Beta
Ralph D. Daniel Award for Excellence in Chapter
Management: California Beta
Most Improved Chapter: Massachusetts Beta

3.20-3.29, and Summa Cum Laude for an average
of 3.30 or higher. Congratulations to our
scholastically best and brightest chapters!
Outstanding Academic Chapter (by District)
District I: Rhode Island Alpha
District II: Maryland Gamma
District III: Illinois Alpha
District IV:Virginia Alpha
District V: Nebraska Beta
District VI: California Beta

SCHOLASTIC AWARDS
Phi Kappa Psi prides itself on its members
achievements within the Fraternity, but all Phi Psi
undergraduates are students first. We honor our
scholastically highest-achieving chapters during the
first general session of the Grand Arch Council, and
continue to be inspired by their diligence as
students.
In addition to naming outstanding chapters by
district, Phi Psi recognizes chapters ranking #1
overall in fraternity grades on campus with the
Woodrow Wilson award for Scholastic
Achievement, as well as chapters that significantly
improve their grade point average.The Dr.Thomas
D. Meyers Scholarship awards recognize chapters
as Cum Laude for achieving a chapter average of
3.00-3.19, Magna Cum Laude for an average of
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

DR.THOMAS D. MEYERS
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
Summa Cum Laude (3.30+)
California Beta
Illinois Alpha
Massachusetts Beta
Maryland Gamma
Pennsylvania Gamma
Pennsylvania Iota
Rhode Island Alpha
Magna Cum Laude (3.20-3.29)
California Epsilon
Michigan Alpha
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Nebraska Beta
Pennsylvania Theta
Tennessee Delta
Virginia Alpha

Indiana Zeta
Kansas Alpha
Louisiana Gamma
Maryland Alpha
Minnesota Beta
New Jersey Delta
New York Beta
Ohio Delta
Ohio Lambda
Pennsylvania Eta
Pennsylvania Sigma
Pennsylvania Upsilon
Virginia Beta
Washington Alpha
Wisconsin Gamma
photo courtesy Denis Ryan Kelly Jr.

Cum Laude (3.00-3.19)
California Mu
District of Columbia Alpha
Florida Alpha
Georgia Alpha
Georgia Beta
Iowa Alpha
Illinois Delta
Indiana Alpha
Indiana Beta
Indiana Epsilon

ACADEMIC IMPROVEMENT
Alabama Beta
California Kappa
Louisiana Gamma
Massachusetts Beta
Minnesota Beta
Nebraska Alpha
Oklahoma Alpha
Oregon Beta
Pennsylvania Gamma
Pennsylvania Iota
Pennsylvania Nu
Pennsylvania Upsilon
Pennsylvania Theta
Tennessee Epsilon
Texas Gamma

Bill Pond Indiana Zeta ’73 was awarded
a National Leadership Award during the
final banquet

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

WOODROW WILSON AWARD FOR
SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT
Florida Alpha
Illinois Theta
Iowa Alpha
Louisiana Gamma
Pennsylvania Eta
Wisconsin Gamma
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Going Beyond Cabo
Young Phi Psis Intern For Texas Alpha Alum
By: Mark Kang,Alabama Beta ’05
The American Leadership Academy (ALA) at
Cabo San Lucas, Mexico has been one of the finest
programs provided to Phi Psi brothers all across
the country. Along with a spring break experience
at one of the hottest resorts in the world, brothers
are provided with education and training in the
areas of leadership, scholarship, service, citizenship
and free enterprise. A few Phi Psis took this
opportunity one step further this past summer.

After being in Cabo for the ALA, Mark Kang
Alabama Beta ’05, Chris dePolo West Virginia Alpha
’06, Matt Wemmer Maryland Gamma ’07, Matthew
Goodell Arizona Alpha ’05 and Nathan Beird
Arizona Alpha ’05 were given an opportunity to
intern under Richard Poe II Texas Alpha ’88 in El
Paso, Texas.
Brother Poe is a very successful
entrepreneur, operating many different businesses
including Dos Lunas Spirits, El Paso Honda,

Chris dePolo, Mark Kang and Matthew Goodell pose with Richard Poe (back)
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Voodoo Blue Studios and others. These five
A deal announced in September
undergraduates worked under different branches
named Dos Lunas tequila the official
of Poe’s enterprises such as Marketing and Public
tequila of Dolphin Stadium in Miami,
Relations, Advertising, Accounting and Sales.
Fla., which is home to the Miami
Mark Kang from Auburn University worked at
Dolphins football team as well as the
Dos Lunas headquarters where he helped manage
Florida Marlins baseball team.
different marketing events including Telluride
Bluegrass Festival, San Francisco Lunar Launch and
For more information on Dos Lunas,
a few local events such as a Dos Lunas Tequila
go to www.DosLunas.com. The
Dinner in El Paso. He also worked with other
American Leadership Academy’s
corporate staff in contacting different national
homepage can be found at
media to promote Dos Lunas Tequila.
www.AmericanLA.org.
Chris dePolo from West Virginia University
interned at Voodoo Blue Studios where he help to
pay, all courtesy of brother Poe. When asked
create advertisements for Dos Lunas Spirits, El Paso
about the internship program he began this
Honda and El Paso Honda’s Camelot USA. Some of
summer for the Phi Psi undergraduates, brother
his work included El Paso Honda’s monthly
Poe describe it as a “win-win for our young interns,
advertisements that ran on local television stations.
myself personally, and my companies.”
Matt Wemmer from the University of Maryland
Richard Poe recently sat down for an interview
came to El Paso to learn more about automobile
with Mark Kang about his Phi Psi experience, his
sales. Throughout the summer, he worked at Dick
passion for his various businesses and his involvement
Poe Toyota to learn about the sales process and
with the American Leadership Academy.
customer relations.
Matthew Goodell and Nathan Beird are both
Q: Can you give us a brief story of how you
from University of Arizona. Matthew interned at El
became a Phi Psi and the experiences you had at
Paso Honda in the accounting department. His job
University of Texas as a brother?
duties included entering data for accounts
receivable and payable, registering new and used
A: I was the first in my family not to be a member
vehicles, balancing company deposits, and writing
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon. I will never forget the rush
up commission vouchers.
Nathan Beird worked with Tilo
Martinez, a Dos Lunas Regional
Representative in Arizona, where
he helped promote the sales and
distribution of Dos Lunas Tequila.
He helped run several promotions
and traveled to different cities in
Arizona. Nathan also worked
with local liquor distributors in
furthering the promotion and sales
of Dos Lunas Tequila.
These men began their
internship as soon as school was
out for the summer.
The
internship lasted about two and a
half months in El Paso where they
were provided with lodging, Mark Kang (with microphone) introduces Richard Poe
automobiles for work and weekly during a Dos Lunas event
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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night when I met the Phi Psis at Texas Alpha and I
can not describe why, but I just felt at home.
Nobody was concerned about how much money
I had or what my dad did for a living. It was
refreshing; they were sharp good guys interested in
a good time and good friends.
Q: How did you get involved with American
Leadership Academy?
A: I have always loved the ocean; we don’t have
much of it in El Paso. Once my first businesses, El
Paso Honda, was doing well enough, I decided to
buy a boat with a young attorney friend of mine as
a partner; we were both in our early 20s. It was a
53-footer and we kept it in Cabo San Lucas for
two years. On its last night in Cabo, prior to going
to new owners in San Diego, I was out in Cabo and
heard the Phi Psi yell – I went and introduced
myself to the brothers and, long story short, it
resulted in some great friendships. It was those
brothers from Arizona that later introduced me to
Jerry Nelson and American Leadership Academy.

Mark Kang displays his winning drink
during the Dos Lunas Cocktail
Competition
it a “head start” for the guys. And, for that
company, which now has about 100 employees, as
well as my other companies, it gives the employees
new perspectives and in our busy summer months,
it lends us a hand too, while we are teaching the
young brothers about real world business. The
real payback comes when you see an intern really
apply himself and succeed, which can lead to a
permanent job offer; another win-win.

Q: How would you describe your relationship with
the ALA program, and what do you see of this
program in the future?
A: What Jerry Nelson has created in Cabo San
Lucas for our Fraternity is both unique and
fantastic. My relationship with ALA is that of a
brother of Phi Kappa Psi who has had two decades
of experiences building large businesses since my
initiation. I am honored to be invited to share
some of those experiences with the younger
brothers in the hopes that it may help them as they
embark on their careers.

Q: What was the process that took you to creating
Dos Lunas tequila, an entirely new venture?
A: Hey, this is a loaded question! I could go on
about this all day. If you are asking about the
company, the simple answer is that it’s a lifelong
dream of mine to have a challenge like this – it is
exciting for me to go up against big brands you see
every day and give them a run for their money. If
you are asking about the product, it was my goal to
create the world’s smoothest and best tasting
tequila without any artificial chemicals – to make
the very best product the tequila world has ever
known. The marketing and the bottle can be the
best, but if what is in the bottle is not equally good,
then people will buy it once and that is not the
idea. I want to provide the best lifestyle brand tied

Q: What prompted you to being an internship
program for Phi Psi undergraduates, and what are
your expectations?
A: It should be, and is, a win-win for our young
interns, myself personally, and my companies. I had
to learn this stuff on my own, through my own trial
and error. When I ran my first company, which had
about 35 employees, I didn’t know the first thing
about really being in business in the real world. Call
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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will be more of a “destination” than a dealership.
With a hair salon, restaurant and business center, it
will also be home to several of my other
companies as I try to centralize my businesses.

to the highest quality product in the world. About
four months after we launched Dos Lunas in 2006,
Dos Lunas won First Place,“94 Points, Exceptional”
in the Chicago International Review of Spirits, one
of the most important competitions in the world.
No tequila has ever scored higher since the
inception of the contest. It was one of the best
days of my new career in the spirits industry. On
June 25, 2008, the Mayor of El Paso, John Cook,
along with Keith Majar, publisher of El Paso
Magazine, presented Dos Lunas Tequila with the
annual award of “Best El Paso Product” for 2008 at
a gala in front of approximately 2,000 people.

Q: For those undergraduates who haven’t had a
chance to attend ALA yet, what can they expect
out of your session?
A: To be invited to attend ALA is a once-in-alifetime experience not to be missed, but is only as
good as the undergraduate’s willingness and desire
to succeed. If he has that drive, it will be one of
the best experiences of his college years. I try to
keep my sessions “real” and give back to Phi Psi by
sharing experiences that may help them to
succeed. I keep an “open door policy” and stay at
the hotel when I am at ALA. It is really the
informal break-out sessions I have that give the
guys the one-on-one time to learn about life,
business or whatever else it is that they want to
learn about.

Q: What are some of the most important
concepts you believe in when running all of your
different businesses?
A: This is the difficult part. I would say that I
violate the rule, “stick with what you know best.”
It’s still a good rule. I recently broke ground on a
new 117,000 square foot Toyota dealership, which

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Alumni Clubs & Associations
Atlanta AA
&MPP7MQTWSR 
FWMQTWSR$WOGJMPQWGSQ
[[[KISGMXMIWGSQEXPERXETLMTWM
Baltimore AA
.SWMEL0EY 
0%9.37-%,$+1%-0'31
Birmingham AA
*VIHHMI7XEOIW 
NJW$FIPPWSYXLRIX
Central Iowa AA
1EVO)EWPIV 
QNIEWPIV$QWRGSQ
Central Texas AA
+ISVKI(M\SR 
KHM\SR$EYWXMRVVGSQ[[[GIRXI\TLMTWMGSQ
Charlotte AA
%PI\.EROS[WO] 
NEROS[E$EHIPTLMERIX
[[[GLEVPSXXITLMOETTETWMGSQ
Chicago AA
/EVP1EVWGLIP 
OQEVWGLIP$WFGKPSFEPRIX
[[[TLMTWMGLMGEKSSVK
Cleveland AA
(EZMH+EVHRIV 
KEVHRIVH$KQEMPGSQ
Columbus AA
1MXGL+VERX 
QMXGLKVERX$PJKGSQ[[[SLMSHIPXEGSQ
East Tennessee AA
.SLR.EGSFW 
EQMGMZMHIS$]ELSSGSQ[[[TOTEPYQRMGSQ
Garden State AA
8SQ'LIPGLS[WOM 
XGLIPGLS$STXSRPMRIRIX
LXXTKVSYTW]ELSSGSQKVSYTKEVHIRWXEXIEE
Greater Orange County AA
1EXX7LE[ 
QEXXLI[WLE[$]YQGSQ
Houston AA
'LYGO&VERHQER 
GIFVERHQER$HS[GSQ
Huntsville AA
'LEVPIW&YXXVI] 
MQKPIRF$GSQGEWXRIX
Indianapolis AA
8SQ4IRRMRKXSR 
XGT$QIGSQ[[[TOTMRH]EESVK
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Kansas City AA
.SLR+MPPMW NSLR$NSLRKMPPMW
PE[GSQ

Sacramento AA
8VEZMW2EKPIV 
XVEZMWREKPIV$KQEMPGSQ

Lancaster County AA
6MGEVHS6MZIVW 
VKVMZIVW$ESPGSQLXXTKVSYTW]ELSSGSQPGEE

Saint Louis AA
&MPP6IMRIGOI 
FMPPVIMRIGOI$]ELSSGSQ

Los Angeles AA
.SLR'MGGEVIPPM 
NGMGEVIPPM$ESPGSQ[[[PETLMTWMEPYQRMGSQ

San Diego AA
&IRNEQMR1SVEKE 
FIRQSVEKE$KQEMPGSQ

Mid Missouri AA
)H&VERHSR EHMRIVW$ESPGSQ
[[[KISGMXMIWGSQQMHQSEE

Silicon Valley AA
)VMG;EXOMRW 
I[EXOMRW$KQEMPGSQ
LXXT[[[TLMTWMWZEEGSQ

New Mexico AA
0I[MW&INGIO 
0&).')/$'31'%782)8
New York City AA
2MGO,WY RMGOLWY$KQEMPGSQ
LXXTTLMTWMR]GFPSKWTSXGSQ
North Texas AA
&MPP0SRK MFPSRK$WFGKPSFEPRIX
Northern California AA
/IR4IVWGLIMH 
OIRTIVWGLIMH$]ELSSGSQ
[[[GEPKEQQEGSQ
Oregon AA
'LVMW/SSRW 
GLVMW$XVEZIPTH\GSQ
[[[SVIKSRTLMTWMEPYQRMGSQ
Philadelphia AA
4EYPMI7ERFSVR 
TW]GLSPSK]QENSV$]ELSSGSQ
Phoenix AA
8IH,EGOQER 
XLEGOQER$GS\RIX
Pittsburgh AA
.MQ(IRR] 
NGTHIRR]$GSQGEWXRIX
[[[TMXXWFYVKLTLMTWMWGSQ

South Florida Gulf Coast AA
&SRIW(EZMW 
JWYFSRIW$ZIVM^SRRIX
Texas South Plains AA
(EZMH2SVQER 
HERNHGTE$ESPGSQ[[[XXYTLMTWMSVK
Toledo AA
0EVV]>EMWIV 
P^EMWIV$QY^EOSJXSPIHSGSQ
Tucson AA
.SIP(EZMW 
NSIPEPI\ERHIVHEZMW$KQEMPGSQ
[[[TLMTWME^GSQ
Twin Cities AA
.EWSR&EOIV NFEOIV$NFEOIVSVK
Washington, DC AA
(SYKPEW1MPPIV 
HSYKPEWNQMPPIV$]ELSSGSQ
[[[KISGMXMIWGSQHGTLMTWM
Western Chicago AA
4EYP3FPSR GSRWYPXW$EMWRIX
Western New York AA
8SR]8LSXLSRKOYQ 
8,38,32+/91$,381%-0'31

Rhode Island AA
/IZMR0S[ OIZMR$WRWYWERIX
[[[VMFIXEGSQ

Wheat State AA
/IZMR1G7LERI 
OQGWLERI$TIEZI]GSVTGSQ
[[[[LIEXWXEXIEPYQRMGSQ

Rochester Area AA
.SREXLER>MILP 
NSREXLER$^MILPRIX

Wisconsin AA
6SFIVX9PEW^IO 
VSF$YPEW^IOGSQ[[[FEHKIVTLMTWMRIX

Rubber City AA
7XIZI,SVKER 
,36+%27$27/-2('31
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Alumni Association Newsletters
%PYQRMEVSYRHXLIGSYRXV]EVIKIXXMRKXSKIXLIV[MXLPSGEP%PYQRM%WWSGMEXMSRW8SKIXMRZSPZIH WIIXLI
%PYQRM%WWSGMEXMSRHMVIGXSV]SRTEKI 2S%PYQRM%WWSGMEXMSRMR]SYVEVIE#'SRXEGX;MPP,EWOIXX (MVIGXSV
SJ%PYQRM7IVZMGIW EX;0,$4LM/ETTE4WMGSQSVGEPPXSPIEVRLS[XSWIXSRIYTMR]SYV
XS[R

%80%28%

I\GIPPIRX JIPPS[WLMT *SV QSVI HIXEMPW SV XS FI
EHHIH XS SYV PMWXMRK GSRXEGX *P]RR &VERXPI] EX
JP]RR$ESPGSQ
*P]RR&VERXPI]

;MXLEWXVSRKVITVIWIRXEXMSREXXLI-RHMERETSPMW
+%' XLI %XPERXE %PYQRM %WWSGMEXMSR HIPIKEXMSR
IRNS]IH QEOMRK RI[ JVMIRHW ERH VIOMRHPMRK SYV
FSRHW[MXLFVSXLIVWXLEX[ILEZIORS[RJSV]IEVW
;I WLEVIH QER] EHZIRXYVIW [MXL XLI
YRHIVKVEHYEXIW JVSQ FSXL +ISVKME GLETXIVW ERH
VIEGLIH FI]SRH SYV HMWXVMGX XS VIRI[ XMIW [MXL
HIPIKEXIWERHEPYQRMJVSQJEVERHRIEV 8LIXMQI
WTIRX MR GSQQMXXIIW [EW TVSHYGXMZI TVSZMHMRK
QER] STTSVXYRMXMIW JSV WIVZMGI KVIEX MHIEW JSV
GSRXMRYIHKVS[XL ERHLSTIJSVEWXVSRKIVJYXYVI
JSV 4LM 4WM 3YV GSRZIRXMSR QEHI XLI TSPMXMGEP
GSRZIRXMSRW XLEX JSPPS[IH WIIQ VEXLIV HYPP F]
GSQTEVMWSR ERH[IXSSOPIWWXMQIXSEGLMIZIXLI
TVSKVIWW[IQEHI
;IVIXYVRIHXSJMRHXLIJSSXFEPPWIEWSREXSYV
HSSVWXITW [MXL9+%VEROIHMRXLITVIWIEWSR
TSPPW FYXXLI7)'[MPPLEZIQSVIXSWE]EFSYXXLEX
EW[IPPEWEJI[WGLSSPWJVSQEGVSWWXLIGSYRXV]%W
[IPSSOELIEHXS[EVHXLILSPMHE]W ERI[]IEV ERH
SYV *SYRHIVW (E] TPERRMRK [I EVI GSSVHMREXMRK
SYV WTIEOIV [MXL XLI 'LEVPSXXI %% MR LSTIW SJ
KIXXMRKERI\GIPPIRXWTIEOIV[MXLQMRMQEPJMRERGMEP
FYVHIRXLEX[MPPFISJQYXYEPFIRIJMXXSEPPMRZSPZIH
%W YWYEP [I EVI XEVKIXMRK XLI PEWX *VMHE] MR
*IFVYEV]SVXLIJMVWX*VMHE]MR1EVGLJSVXLIPSGEP
GIPIFVEXMSR [MXLMRZMXEXMSRWXSXLIYRHIVKVEHYEXIW
EX 9+% +ISVKME8IGL ERH%YFYVR /IIT ER I]I
SYXJSVSYVRI[WPIXXIVERHSVEXXIRHSYVQSRXLP]
PYRGL SR XLI WIGSRH *VMHE] EX XLI &VMGOIV] SR
6SW[IPP6SEH;IQIIXEXEQ [MXLXLIPEXIWX
RI[W WXSVMIW ERH VIQIQFVERGIW KSSH JSSH ERH

')286%0-3;%
-X [EW E FIEYXMJYPP] WYRR] WYQQIV HE] XLEX
[IPGSQIH PMROWXIVW JVSQ 4LM 4WM GLETXIVW
REXMSR[MHI XS XLI 7IGSRH %RRYEP 'IRXVEP -S[E
%PYQRM %WWSGMEXMSR '-%%  +SPJ 3YXMRK SR .YRI
 8LIVSPPMRK XVIIPMRIHLMPPWSJ]IEVSPH
;EZIPERH +SPJ 'PYF MR (IW 1SMRIW SRGI EKEMR
WIVZIH EW XLI LSWX WMXI 4EVXMGMTEXMSR VEXI F]
FVSXLIVW KVI[   XLMW ]IEV EW 4LM 4WMW MRMXMEXIH
SZIV RIEVP] XLVII HIGEHIW XIIHYT JSV E ZIV]
IRNS]EFPIEJXIVRSSRXSYVMRKXLIGSYVWI´W[IPPOITX
JEMV[E]W XLMGOVSYKLERHHIRWI[SSHPERHW
8[SPMZIP]³&EXXPISJXLI(IGEHIW´ GSQTIXMXMSRW
IRWYIH [MXLJSYVWSQIWHMZMHIHMRXSFSXLFIWXFEPP
ERH FIWXWLSX JSVQEXW 4VIZEMPMRK EW GLEQTMSRW SJ
XLI FIWXFEPP XSYVREQIRX F] GEVHMRK E VIGSVH
FVIEOMRK [IVIFVSXLIVWMRMXMEXIHHYVMRK
 +PIR&VIYIV-S[E&IXE´ .SI7GLIQQIP-S[E
%PTLE´ )PPMSXX7QMXL-S[E%PTLE´ERH7XIZI
*PSSH-S[E%PTLE´ 4SWXMRKXLI[MRRMRKFIWXFEPP
VSYRH [MXL ERSXLIV VIGSVH FVIEOMRK WGSVI SJ 
[IVIFVSXLIVWMRMXMEXIHHYVMRK 1EVGYW
(YRR;IWX:MVKMRME %PTLE ´ 1EVO )EWPIV -S[E
%PTLE´ .E]'EWMRM-S[E%PTLE´ERH%RXLSR]
4IRRMQER-S[E%PTLE´ )EVRMRKVMFFSRWJSVSR
GSYVWIGSRXIWXW[IVI1EVGYW(YRR XLI8];IFF
±8LIVI´W%*SVGI-R8LI9RMZIVWI%[EVH² JSVPSRK
HVMZI WIGSRH]IEVMREVS[  7XIZI*PSSH XLI'EVP

0SSOMRK XS EXXIRH XLI GIPIFVEXMSR SJ XLI XL ERRMZIVWEV] SJ 4LM 4WM´W JSYRHMRK#
*SYRHIVW(E]%RRSYRGIQIRXWJSVGLETXIVWERH%PYQRM%WWSGMEXMSRW[MPPFIMRGPYHIHMR
XLI[MRXIVMWWYISJ8LI7LMIPH 0SSOJSVMXMRQEMPFS\IWMRIEVP].ERYEV] 
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7TEGOPIV±-X´WMRXLILSPI%[EVH² JSVGPSWIWXXSXLI
TMR  .SI 7GLIQQIP XLI±.YHKI )PMLY 7QEMPW³&MPP]
&EVSS´ %[EVH² JSV PSRKIWX TYXX  ERH 1EVO )EWPIV
XLI%P'^IVZMO±*EWLMSR'SYVEKI%[EVH² JSVFIWX
KSPJTERXW 
%JXIV XLI VSYRH TPE]IVW IRKEKIH MR QYGL
GEQEVEHIVMI ERH FVSXLIVLSSH [LMPI IRNS]MRK
PMFEXMSRW MR XLI WXEXIP] ;EZIPERH GPYFLSYWI %PP
EKVIIH XLEX XLMW LEW FIGSQI E TVIQMIV ERRYEP
IZIRXJSVXLI'-%% &IWYVIERHWGLIHYPIXLI8LMVH
%RRYEP 'IRXVEP -S[E %PYQRM %WWSGMEXMSR +SPJ
3YXMRKSR]SYVGEPIRHEVMR
4PIEWI [EXGL ]SYV IQEMP JSV ERRSYRGIQIRXW
VIKEVHMRKERSXLIV'-%%IZIRXXLMWJEPP;IEVIZIV]
TPIEWIH [MXL XLI RYQFIV SJ FVSXLIVW [LS
GSRXMRYIXSTEVXMGMTEXIMRSYVKVS[MRKSVKERM^EXMSR
ERHYVKIIZIV]SRIXSMRZMXIQSVI4LM4WMEPYQRMXS
±'SQIFEGOXS4LM4WM² LIVIMRGIRXVEP-S[E
8S VIGIMZI QEMPMRKW ERH KIX MRZSPZIH EX ]SYV
PIMWYVI TPIEWIGSRXEGX1EVO)EWPIVEX
SVEXIEWPIVQ$REXMSR[MHIGSQ
)PPMSX7QMXL

;MPP,EWOIXX-RHMERE>IXE´ (MVIGXSVSJ%PYQRM
7IVZMGIW MR SYV VISVKERM^EXMSR ;MPP´W WYTTSVX ERH
KYMHERGI[EWIWWIRXMEPMRSYVIJJSVXW
;I IRGSYVEKI EPP EVIE EPYQRM XS EXXIRH SYV
QSRXLP]QIIXMRKWXLIWIGSRH;IHRIWHE]SJIEGL
QSRXL ERH SYV MRJSVQEP 1SRHE] 2MKLX *SSXFEPP
KEXLIVMRKEX4PYGOIVW &YVRIXXERH TQ
:MWMX SYV [IFWMXI EX [[[GIRXI\TLMTWM JSV
HIXEMPW 3YV QEMPMRK EHHVIWW MW 43 &S\ 
%YWXMR8<
+ISVKI(M\SR

',%60388)
-R %YKYWX [I LEH XLI HMWXMRGX TPIEWYVI SJ
TEVXMGMTEXMRKMRSYVJMVWX+%'EWERSJJMGMEP%PYQRM
%WWSGMEXMSR &VSXLIVW%PI\.EROS[WO]-RHMERE&IXE
´ 6MGO.SRIW7SYXL'EVSPMRE´ERH1MOI*PIGLEW
1MWWMWWMTTM%PTLE´QEHIXLIXVMTXS-RHMERETSPMW
XSFISYVSJJMGMEPVITVIWIRXEXMZIW -X[EWERLSRSV
XSWIISYV%%FERRIV %PWS &VSXLIV.EROS[WO]EPWS
NYWX JMRMWLIH VYRRMRK E LEPJ QEVEXLSR XS WYTTSVX
JYRHVEMWMRKIJJSVXWXSJMRHEGYVIJSV0IYOIQMEERH
0]QTLSQE 'SRKVEXYPEXMSRW %PI\ %PYQRM
%WWSGMEXMSR8VIEWYVIV1MOI*SIWW1MGLMKER&IXE´
LEH LMW WIGSRH GLMPH %PPMWSR +VELEQ *SIWW XLMW
QSRXL
;IGSRXMRYIXSLSWXSYVQSRXLP]FVSXLIVLSSH
LETT] LSYVW [LMGL EVI KIRIVEPP] LIPH XLI XLMVH
8LYVWHE] SJ IZIV] QSRXL %PSRK [MXL XLI LETT]
LSYVW [I VIGIRXP] TEVXMGMTEXIH MR E NSMRX )EWXIVR
'EVSPMRE ¯:MVKMRME8IGL XEMPKEXI JSV XLI FMK KEQI
&VSXLIVW &V]ER /S[EPMRWOM:MVKMRME >IXE ´ ERH
6SF 7QMXL 2SVXL 'EVSPMRE &IXE ´ LSWXIH XLI
IZIRX ;I LEH E KVIEX WLS[MRK SJ FVSXLIVW ERH
[IVIEFPIXS[EXGLEJERXEWXMGKEQI
-J]SYEVIMRXLI'LEVPSXXIEVIEERH[SYPHPMOI
XS PIEVR QSVI EFSYX SYV LETT] LSYVW 4LM 4WM
PEFIPIH[MRI SV[SYPHPMOIXSKIXMRZSPZIH TPIEWI
ZMWMXSYV[IFWMXIEX[[[GLEVPSXXITLMOETTETWMGSQ
1EXX'EQIVSR

')286%08)<%7
8LI 'IRXVEP8I\EW%% LEW FIIR VIIWXEFPMWLIH
ERHMWSRXLIVMWIXSFIGSQIXLIPIEHIVMREPYQRM
VIPEXMSRWMR'IRXVEP8I\EW;ILEZIEPYQRMJVSQ
EGVSWW XLI REXMSR ERH GIRXVEP8I\EW XLEX EVI SYV
JSYRHMRKQIQFIVW .EWSR7XMIJIV8I\EW+EQQE´
[EW MRWXVYQIRXEP MR FYMPHMRK SYV [IFWMXI
[[[GIRXI\TLMTWMGSQ 3YV[IFWMXIMWIREFPMRKYW
XSGSQQYRMGEXI[MXLXLIQER]FVSXLIVWXLEXLEZI
VIPSGEXIHXS'IRXVEP8I\EWMRXLIPEWXWIZIVEP]IEVW
8LMW.YP][ILIPHSYVJMVWXEPYQRMJYRGXMSR[MXL
XLI PSGEP GLETXIV8I\EW +EQQE EX8I\EW 7XEXI ¯
7ER1EVGSW ;ILEHSZIVYRHIVKVEHYEXIWERH
EPYQRMEXXLI7ER1EVGSW±%VQEHMPPS6MZIV*PSEX²
8LMWJPSEX[MPPFIGSQIERERRYEPIZIRX[MXL8I\EW
+EQQEERHXLIEWWSGMEXMSR
;IEVITPERRMRKSYV*SYRHIVW(E]IZIRX[MXL
8I\EW+EQQEERHEVILSRSVIHXSVITSVXXLEXSYV
2EXMSREP 4VIWMHIRX 4EYP ;MRIQER ;EWLMRKXSR
%PTLE ´ [MPP FI SYV KYIWX WTIEOIV ;I PSSO
JSV[EVH XS LEZMRK 4EYP ERH SXLIV FVSXLIVW JVSQ
'IRXVEP8I\EW
;I [ERX XS XLERO 8I\EW +EQQE JSV XLIMV
WYTTSVX ERH PSSO JSV[EVH XS EWWMWXMRK XLIQ MR
EGLMIZMRKXLIMVKSEPW 1SWXSJEPP[I[ERXXSXLERO
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

)%788)22)77))
8LI )EWX 8IRRIWWII %PYQRM %WWSGMEXMSR LEW
EPVIEH]LEHERI\GMXMRK]IEV;ILEHEKVIEXWLS[MRK
SJEPYQRMEXXLI-RHMERETSPMW+%'XLMWWYQQIVERH
[IEVII\GMXIHXSLEZIVIGIMZIHSYVEPYQRMFERRIV
;IEVIPSSOMRKJSV[EVHXSYWMRK[LEX[IPIEVRIH
XS WXEVX SYV EPYQRM QIRXSVMRK JSV XLI8IRRIWWII
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)TWMPSR GLETXIV 8LI JMVWX QIIXMRK [EW LIPH SR
7ITXIQFIV  ERH EPP EPYQRM EVI IRGSYVEKIH XS
XEOITEVXMRXLMWTVSKVEQ ;IEPWSLEHEKVIEXXMQI
EX SYV *SYRHIVW (E] KSPJ XSYVREQIRX XLMW WTVMRK
=SY GER WII XLI TLSXSW SR SYV RI[ [IFWMXI
[[[TOTEPYQRMGSQ =SYGEREPWSYWIXLI[IFWMXI
XSYTHEXI]SYVMRJSVQEXMSRERHKIXMRGSRXEGX[MXL
SXLIVEPYQRMMRXLIEVIE 8LMWJEPPTVSQMWIWXSFIE
JYR XMQI JSV SYV EPYQRM ERH [I PSSO JSV[EVH XS
WIIMRKIZIV]SRIEXQIRXSVQIIXMRKW
.SLR.EGSFW

0SSOMRK ELIEH XLI +7%% TPERW XS LSPH MXW
*SYRHIVW(E]FVYRGLSR*IFVYEV]  8LI
XMQIERHPSGEXMSREVI]IXXSFIHIXIVQMRIH
7GSXX1MGMGS

+6)%8)636%2+)'3928=
8LI +VIEXIV 3VERKI 'SYRX] %PYQRM
%WWSGMEXMSR MW KIEVMRK YT JSV E LMWXSVMG *SYRHIVW
(E] )ZIRX XS GIPIFVEXI XLI 'EPMJSVRME /ETTE
'LETXIV´W XL %RRMZIVWEV] EX 9' ¯ -VZMRI 8LI
IZIRX [MPP FI LIPH EX XLI QEKRMJMGIRX 1IWE:IVHI
'SYRXV] 'PYF MR XLI LIEVX SJ 3VERKI 'SYRX]
[LMGLMWGIRXVEPP]PSGEXIHJSVEPP0SW%RKIPIW -RPERH
)QTMVI ERH 7ER (MIKS 4LM 4WM YRHIVKVEHW ERH
EPYQRM XS EXXIRH 8LI IZIRX [MPP FI LIPH SR
*IFVYEV]  *SVJYVXLIVMRJSVQEXMSRTPIEWI
GSRXEGX )XLER 8IQMEROE 'EPMJSVRME /ETTE ´ EX
   IXIQMEROE$KQEMPGSQ SV 4LMP
2E^EVSJJ'EPMJSVRME/ETTE´EX  
TLMPRE^EVSJ$KQEMPGSQ
4LMP2E^EVSJJ

+%6()278%8)
±*SVI 8LI +7%% LMXW XLI PMROW²
4IVLETW XLI FIWX XLMRK EFSYX LEZMRK X[S ZIV]
WYGGIWWJYPYRHIVKVEHYEXIGLETXIVWMR2I[.IVWI]MW
XLEX RIX[SVOMRK STTSVXYRMXMIW ERH XLI +EVHIR
7XEXI%PYQRM%WWSGMEXMSR GSRXMRYI XS KVS[ &SXL
2I[ .IVWI] (IPXE ERH 2I[ .IVWI] )TWMPSR 8LI
'SPPIKI SJ 2I[ .IVWI] ERH 6S[ER 9RMZIVWMX]
VIWTIGXMZIP] GSRXMRYIXSEHHQSVIRI[QIQFIVW
XLER IZIV FIJSVI [LMGL MW XVERWPEXMRK MRXS QSVI
KVEHYEXIWERHQSVIPSGEPEPYQRM8SQ'LIPGLS[WOM
2I[.IVWI](IPXE´ 4VIWMHIRXSJXLI+7%% WE]W
XLMWMWGIVXEMRP]ERI\GMXMRKXMQIMR2I[.IVWI]
±-´QWSTVSYHSJXLIJEGXXLEXREXMSR[MHI 4LM4WM
GSRXMRYIW XS XLVMZI² 'LIPGLS[WOM WEMH ±&YX XLI
KVS[XL XLEX [I EVI WIIMRK LIVI MR 2I[ .IVWI] MW
MRGVIHMFPI -RXLIGSQMRK]IEVW SYVEPYQRMRIX[SVO
MWKSMRKXSWXEVXEHHMRKQSVIERHQSVITISTPISR
E]IEVP]FEWMW ERH[IGIVXEMRP]PSSOJSV[EVHXSXLI
XLVMPP ERH GLEPPIRKI SJ OIITMRK IZIV]SRI
GSRRIGXIH²
3RI RI[ QIXLSH XLI +7%% LEW WXEVXIH XS
VIEGL SYX XS YRHIVKVEHYEXIW ERH EPYQRM EPMOI MW
XLVSYKLXLIYWISJRI[XIGLRSPSK] PMOI*EGIFSSO
±;ILEZIXSYWIER]RIX[SVOMRKXSSP[ILEZI
EXSYVHMWTSWEP² WEMH'LIPGLS[WOM±;IEVIQSZMRK
TEWXXLIHE]WSJXLITLSRIGLEMRERHMX[SYPHFI
[EWXIJYPRSXXSXEOIEHZERXEKISJXLIRIX[SVOMRK
MRWXVYQIRXW[IEPPLEZIEXSYVHMWTSWEP²
%RH SJGSYVWI XLIVIMWRSFIXXIV[E]XSKEXLIV
EKVSYTSJFVSXLIVWXLEREXEKSPJSYXMRK 3R.YRI
 XLI +EVHIR 7XEXI%PYQRM%WWSGMEXMSR LIPH MXW
ERRYEPSYXMRKEX+EQFPIV´W6MHKI'SYRXV]'PYFMR
'VIEQ 6MHKI 2I[ .IVWI] ;MXL QIQFIVW JVSQ
2I[.IVWI]´WEGXMZIERHMREGXMZIGLETXIVW XLIIZIRX
[EWEKVIEXWYGGIWW
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

,397832
8LI,SYWXSR%PYQRM%WWSGMEXMSRLEWLEHEFYW]
WTVMRK [MXL XLI GLEVXIVMRK SJ XLI RI[8I\EW >IXE
'LETXIV EX ,SYWXSR &ETXMWX 9RMZIVWMX] XLI 4LM 4WM
6SEHWLS[ ERH SYV PEVKIWX *SYRHIVW (E]
GIPIFVEXMSR]IX 2SXXSQIRXMSRXLIJYRLEHF]JMZI
SJSYVQIQFIVWXLEXJSYRHXLIMV[E]XS-RHMERETSPMW
JSV XLMW ]IEV´W +%' =SY´PP LEZI XS EWO FVSXLIV
4EGOEVH [L] LMW REQI [EW FVSYKLX FIJSVI XLI
+VMIZERGI 'SQQMXXII ETTEVIRXP] LI (-( LEZI E
KSSHXMQIEX+%'%JXIVEPIMWYVIP]WYQQIV[IEVI
PSSOMRKJSV[EVHXSERSXLIVIZIRXJYP]IEV8SOIITXLI
QSQIRXYQKSMRK[IRIIH]SYVTEVXMGMTEXMSR -J]SY
LEZIR´X EPVIEH] WMKR JSV SYV =ELSS KVSYT
,SYWXSR4LM4WMW$]ELSSKVSYTWGSQXSVIGIMZIIQEMP
YTHEXIWEFSYXSYVQSRXLP]PYRGLIW *SYRHIVW(E]
 ERHSXLIVYTGSQMRKIZIRXW
(YWXMR2MGLSPWSR

-2(-%2%430-7
8LI-RHMERETSPMW%PYQRM%WWSGMEXMSR[EWTVSYH
XS LIPT LSWX XLMW WYQQIV´W +VERH %VGL 'SYRGMP
8LI IZIRX WLS[GEWIH E KVIEX GMX] ERH EPPS[IH
EPYQRM JVSQ EVSYRH XLI [SVPH XS WII ERH
ETTVIGMEXI SRI SJ XLI QSWX MRXIVIWXMRK ERH
IRXIVXEMRMRK GMXMIW MR XLI 1MH[IWX 3YV
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037%2+)0)7

GSRKVEXYPEXMSRWXSXLISJJMGIVWERH*VEXIVRMX]WXEJJ
JSVEJERXEWXMGIZIRX %HHMXMSREPGSRKVEXYPEXMSRWXS
XLI -949- GSPSR] XLEX FIGEQI XLI -RHMERE8LIXE
'LETXIVHYVMRKXLIQSHIPMRMXMEXMSRGIVIQSR]
8LIPEWXJI[QSRXLWLEZIFIIRWTIRXJSGYWMRK
SRERMQTVSZIH[IFWMXI [[[TOTMRH]EESVK ERH
IZIRX TPERRMRK XLVSYKL SYV *SYRHIVW (E] RI\X
*IFVYEV] 8LI [IFWMXI LEW I\TERHIH XS MRGPYHI E
PIXXIVXSEPYQRMERHMRJSVQEXMSRSRPSGEPGLETXIVW
&YXPIVERH-949-  3YV&YWMRIWW2IX[SVOMRKERH
'EVIIV'SYRWIPMRKTEKILIPTWEVIEEPYQRMGSRRIGX
XSJMRHSVTVSZMHIMQTSVXERXWIVZMGIW ERHWXYHIRXW
XSJMRHPSGEPEPYQRM[LSEKVIIXSFIVIWSYVGIWMR
XLIMVGLSWIRTVSJIWWMSRW
%WWSGMEXMSR PYRGLISRW WXMPP EVI LIPH XLI JMVWX
;IHRIWHE]SJIEGLQSRXLMRXLI'SRWXMXYXMSR6SSQ
SJ XLI 7GSXXMWL 6MXI 'EXLIHVEP HS[RXS[R %PP EVIE
EPYQRMEVIMRZMXIHERH[I´VI[SVOMRKHMPMKIRXP]XSJMRH
MRXIVIWXMRKWTIEOIVW 3YV%YKYWXWTIEOIVVITVIWIRXIH
-RHMERETSPMW (S[RXS[R -RG ERH MR 7ITXIQFIV [I
LIEVH JVSQ XLI:4 SJ XLI -RHMERETSPMW 7]QTLSR]
3VGLIWXVE´W 0IEVRMRK 'SQQYRMX] *SV 2SZIQFIV
[I´PP IRXIVXEMR XLI (MVIGXSV SJ 'SQQYRMGEXMSRW JSV
XLI-RHMERE7TSVXW'SVTSVEXMSR
;I´PPLSPHSYVERRYEP8LEROWKMZMRK)ZI(MRRIV
EXXLI%XLIREIYQ ;IHRIWHE] 2SZIQFIV ERH
SYV  *SYRHIVW (E] 'IPIFVEXMSR 7EXYVHE]
*IFVYEV]  EX 0EYVIP ,EPP %R IZIRMRK PIGXYVI
WIVMIW MW FIMRK HIZIPSTIH XS SJJIV GPEWWIW JSV
TVSJIWWMSREPERHTIVWSREPHIZIPSTQIRX ERHIZIRXW
EVIFIMRKHIWMKRIHXSFVMRKJEQMPMIWXSKIXLIV
;IEPWSEVIHMWGYWWMRKETSWWMFPILSPMHE]IZIRX
MR (IGIQFIV EPWS EX 0EYVIP ,EPP :MWMX XLI %%
[IFWMXIJSVQSVIHIXEMPW EWXLI]FIGSQIEZEMPEFPI
6MKLX RS[ [I´VI PSSOMRK JSV EPYQRM XS [SVO
[MXL SYV RI[IWX GLETXIV EX -949- ;I RIIH
QIQFIVW JSV XLI GLETXIV EHZMWSV] FSEVH ERH XS
JSVQ E RI[ LSYWI GSVTSVEXMSR EW [IPP EW QSVI
TVSJIWWMSREP GSRXEGXW MR XLI GSQQYRMX] [LS GER
WIVZI EW GEVIIV GSYRWIPSVW XS -949- ERH &YXPIV
-RXIVIWXIH EPYQRM WLSYPH GSRXEGX8SQ 4IRRMRKXSR
EXXGT$QEGGSQJSVQSVIMRJS
8LI[IFWMXIERH)QEMP[MPPGSRXMRYIXSFISYV
TVMQEV]QIERWSJGSQQYRMGEXMRK[MXLPSGEPEPYQRM
WS TPIEWI ZMWMX SJXIR ERH QEOI WYVI [I LEZI ]SYV
PEXIWX )QEMP EHHVIWW 'SRXEGX YW EX
TOTMRH]EE$QEGGSQ SVF]TLSRIEX
8SQ4IRRMRKXSR
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

8LI 0SW %RKIPIW %PYQRM %WWSGMEXMSR [EW
VITVIWIRXIH EX XLMW TEWX WYQQIV´W +VERH %VGL
'SYRGMP MR -RHMERETSPMW ERH IRNS]IH XLI
STTSVXYRMX] XS TEVXMGMTEXI MR XLI %PYQRM
%WWSGMEXMSRFVIEOJEWXWIWWMSRLMKLPMKLXMRKXLIRI[P]
MQTVSZIH4LM/ETTE4WM*VEXIVRMX][IFWMXIXLEX[MPP
TVSZMHI SYXWXERHMRK GSQQYRMGEXMSR ERH IZIRX
MRJSVQEXMSR WIVZMGIW XS WIVZI SYV REXMSR[MHI
EPYQRM
1EVO ]SYV GEPIRHEVW JSV *VMHE] (IGIQFIV 
 [MXL XLI ERRYEP 7SYXLIVR 'EPMJSVRME EVIE
EPYQRM³´&MK +EQI 0YRGLISR´´ XS FI LIPH EX XLI
LMWXSVMG8EM\ *VIRGL 6IWXEYVERX MR HS[RXS[R 0SW
%RKIPIW 'SQINSMR]SYV4LM4WM&VSXLIVWJVSQEPP
GLETXIVWJSVRSSRXMQIJIPPS[WLMTSRXLIIZISJXLI
7SYXLIVR'EPERH9'0%JEPPJSSXFEPPGPEWWMG
0YRGLISRMRJSVQEXMSRERHVIWIVZEXMSRWGERFI
QEHI [MXL NSLR$TEGMJMGMRWTIGXMSRWMRGGSQ ERH
NGMGEVIPPM$ESPGSQ
.SLR'MGGEVIPPM

1-(1-773968LI1MH1MWWSYVM%PYQRM%WWSGMEXMSRLEWLEHE
TVIXX] FYW] WTVMRK ERH WYQQIV WMRGI SYV PEWX
*SYRHIVW(E]GIPIFVEXMSR %RHXLMWJEPP [IMRXIRH
XS GSPPIGX ERH HSREXI XS]W JSV XLI 97 1EVMRI´W
±8S]W JSV 8SXW² TVSKVEQ HYVMRK LSQI JSSXFEPP
KEQIW
1IQFIVW )H &VERHSR 1MWWSYVM %PTLE ´
6ERH] *MWO 1MWWSYVM %PTLE ´ (EZI ,IPP[MK
1MWWSYVM %PTLE ´ ;LIIPW ;MIKERH 1MWWSYVM
%PTLE ´ (SRR=IEKPI] 1MWWSYVM %PTLE ´ ERH
7XIZI 3´6SYVOI 1MWWSYVM%PTLE ´ TVSZIH XLIMV
±+VIEX .S] SJ 7IVZMRK 3XLIVW² F] XVEZIPMRK XS
'SPYQFME 1S HYVMRKXLI.YP]%RRYEP1S %PTLE
%PYQRM ;SVO ;IIOIRH XS QEOI VITEMVW ERH
VIRSZEXMSRW XS XLI 1S %PTLE GLETXIV LSYWI
&VSXLIV&VERHSRHSREXIHERHTVITEVIHFEVFIGYI
JSVEPPXLIZSPYRXIIVW
8LI1MH1S %%LEHJSYVQIQFIVWEXXIRHXLI
VIGIRX+VERH%VGL'SYRGMPMR-RHMERETSPMW )H
&VERHSR 2EXMSREP(MVIGXSVSJ,SYWI(MVIGXSVW 
7XIZI 3´6SYVOI 7;+4  /IZMR /S^PIR 1MWWSYVM
%PTLE ´ ERH ;]RR ;LIIPW ;MIKERH
'ERSRWFYVK'SVTSVEXMSR7IGVIXEV] 
1SVIEWWSGMEXMSRIZIRXWEVITPERRIHJSVXLIJEPP
ERH [MRXIV MRGPYHMRK E [MRIV] XSYV MR IEVP]
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2SZIQFIV ERH &VSXLIV 3´6SYVOI´W ERRYEP
'LVMWXQEW TEVX] EX LMW LSQI (IGIQFIV 
*SYRHIVW (E] TPERW EVI EPWS FIMRK JMREPM^IH
XIRXEXMZIP] WGLIHYPIH JSV XLI JMVWX [IIOIRH MR
*IFVYEV] 1SVI MRJS SR XLIWI IZIRXW [MPP FI
JSVXLGSQMRK
2I[ XS XLI EVIE SV [ERX XS KIX MRZSPZIH#
4PIEWIGSRXEGX)H&VERHSREX  SV
IQEMPEX%HMRIVW$ESPGSQ
;]RR±;LIIPW² ;MIKERH

JSSXFEPPKEQIFIX[IIRXLI'EP&IEVWERH1MGLMKER
7XEXI;IIRNS]IHVIRI[MRKFSRHW[MXL±PSRKPSWX²
'EPMJSVRME+EQQEFVSXLIVWWYGLEW4EYP&VYHIVIV
´ .MQ7SFG^]O´ )HHMI8SPIRXMRS´ERH1EVGYW
6EFEVE ´ ERH [IVI I\GMXIH XS LIEV EFSYX 'EP
+EQQE´WVIXYVRXSXLI9'&IVOIPI]GEQTYWRI\X
]IEV;ITVSGIIHIHXSEWTMVMXIHXEMPKEXILSWXIHF]
'EVP 7XSRI] ´ XLIR IRNS]IH E XLVMPPMRK KEQI EW
XLI+SPHIR&IEVWIHKIHXLI7TEVXERWXSSTIRXLI
GSPPIKIJSSXFEPPWIEWSR ;IMRZMXI]SYXSPSKSRXS
[[['EP+EQQEGSQJSVRI[WEFSYX
 8LI&MK+EQI0YRGLSR2SZIQFIVEX.SLR´W
+VMPPMR7ER*VERGMWGS
 3YV 'EFS )\TIHMXMSR JVSQ *IFVYEV] 
 ERH
 8LI'SQIFEGOSJ'EP+EQQEMR*EPP

2368,8)<%7
7YQQIV HVE[W XS E GPSWI JEPP ERH [MRXIV EVI
WIXXMRK MR 6IJPIGXMSR MW RSX NYWX VIQMRMWGMRK YTSR
XLITEWX MXMWEGLERGIXSVIQMRHSYVWIPZIWSJSYV
JVEXIVREPFSRHWERHLS[XSQSZIJSV[EVH8SXLEX
IRH XLI2SVXL8I\EW%%GEPPWEPP4LM4WMFVSXLIVW
MR XLI (EPPEW*SVX;SVXL EVIE XS VIGSRRIGX ERH
LIPT YW VIEGL SYX XS WYTTSVX ERH QIRXSV XLSWI
]SYRKIVFVSXLIVWEPPEVSYRHYW
8EOMRK MRWTMVEXMSR JVSQ XLI 4LM /ETTE 4WM
*SYRHEXMSR´W6SEH8VMTXS(EPPEW XLI28%%LIPHE
ZIV]IRXIVXEMRMRKERHWYGGIWWJYP[MRIXEWXMRKIZIRX
EX&VSXLIV7LE[R,SVRI´W3LMS)XE´VIWXEYVERX
/MXGLIR  MR (EPPEW 2I[ GSRRIGXMSRW [IVI
QEHIERHSPHSRIWWXVIRKXLIRIH
8LI28%%EXQIQFIVWJMRHWMXWIPJ[MXLXLI
PEVKIWX VEROW MR QER] ]IEVW 3YV I\TERHIH
RYQFIVW EPPS[ YW XS MRGVIEWI XLI RYQFIV ERH
EQSYRX SJ WGLSPEVWLMTW SJJIVIH XS YRHIVKVEHYEXI
QIQFIVW 4PIEWI GLIGO XLI [IFWMXI JSV HIXEMPW EX
[[[RSVXLXI\EWTLMTWMGSQ
&]4VIWWXMQIXLIGSPPIKIJSSXFEPPWIEWSR[MPPFI
[IPPYRHIV[E]ERH]SYEPPEVIMRZMXIHXSGSQIERH
XEMPKEXI[MXLXLIEPYQRMFVSXLIVWSJ8I\EW(IPXEEX
XLI719JSSXFEPPKEQIWMR(EPPEW8LITPERRMRKJSV
EJEPPWSGMEPIZIRXMWYRHIV[E]EWEVIXLITPERWJSV
(*;*SYRHIVW(E] WGLIHYPIHJSV1EVGL

-X´W RIZIV XSS PEXI XS VIGSRRIGX WS [SR´X
]SY NSMR YW# (IXEMPW GER FI JSYRH EX
[[[RSVXLXI\EWTLMTWMGSQ
.EQIW%HEQW

*SV QSVI MRJSVQEXMSR IQEMP &PEOI =IEQER
'EPMJSVRME +EQQE ´ EX F]IEQER$QEGGSQ SV
GEPP/IR4IVWGLIMH'EPMJSVRME+EQQE´EX 

/IR4IVWGLIMH

36)+32
8LI 3VIKSR %PYQRM %WWSGMEXMSR IRNS]IH E
[IIOIRHJYPPSJ4LM4WMEGXMZMXMIWXLMWTEWX.YP] 3R
*VMHE] .YP]XLI4LM/ETTE4WM6SEH7LS[QEHI
E WXST MR 4SVXPERH EX XLI ;MHQIV &VSXLIVW
+EWXLEYW 3ZIV  QIQFIVW EXXIRHIH XLI IZIRX
8LILMKLPMKLXSJXLIIZIRMRK[EWEWTIIGLF]XLIR
2EXMSREP :MGI 4VIWMHIRX 4EYP ;MRIQER RS[
2EXMSREP4VIWMHIRX  [LSIQTLEWM^IHXLIFIRIJMXW
SJXLI%QIVMGER0IEHIVWLMT%GEHIQ]MR'EFS7ER
0YGEW 1I\MGS ;MRIQEREPWSVIJPIGXIHSRLMWS[R
TIVWSREPI\TIVMIRGIWXSWXVIWWXLIMQTSVXERGIERH
WEXMWJEGXMSRSJLIPTMRKSXLIVW8LIJSPPS[MRKHE] XLI
EWWSGMEXMSR LSWXIH MXW WIGSRH ERRYEP KSPJ
XSYVREQIRX EX8LI 6IWIVZI:MRI]EVHW ERH +SPJ
'PYF MR %PSLE 4EVXMGMTERXW [IVI XVIEXIH XS
KSVKISYW[IEXLIVFYX[IVIGLEPPIRKIHF]XLI
WERHFYROIVW;IPSSOJSV[EVHXSSYVXLMVHERRYEP
XSYVREQIRXMR
8LI EWWSGMEXMSR FSEVH MW GYVVIRXP] HMWGYWWMRK
TPERW JSV E LSPMHE] KEXLIVMRK ERH JSV XLMW ]IEV´W
2SZIQFIV  'MZMP;EV JSSXFEPP KEQI FIX[IIR
XLI3VIKSR7XEXI&IEZIVWERHXLI3VIKSR(YGOW
-RMXMEP TPERW EVI EPWS MR XLI [SVOW JSV *SYRHIVW
(E]  4PIEWI ZMWMX SYV [IFWMXI EX

2368,)62'%0-*362-%
3R%YKYWX 2SVXLIVR'EPMJSVRME4LM4WMW
ERHJVMIRHWKEXLIVIHJSVPYRGLEXXLI9RMZIVWMX]SJ
'EPMJSVRME &IVOIPI] *EGYPX] 'PYF TVMSV XS XLI
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[[[SVIKSRTLMTWMEPYQRMGSQ SV IQEMP XS
MRJS$SVIKSRTLMTWMEPYQRMGSQ
:MGXSV/EMWIV

GSPPIKI JSSXFEPP GSEGL %YFYVR  GSPPIKI JSSXFEPP
XIPIZMWMSRGSQQIRXEXSVERHVEHMSLSWX
.MQ(IRR]

4-887&96+,

7398,*036-(%+90*'3%78

1SPP]&VERRMKER´WMR1X 0IFERSR[EWXLIWMXISJ
XLIVIGIRX+VIEXIV4MXXWFYVKL4LM/ETTE4WM%PYQRM
%WWSGMEXMSR´WJEPPVISVKERM^EXMSREPQIIXMRK 4VIWMHIRX
.MQ (IRR] 4IRRW]PZERME %PTLE ´ [IPGSQIH
EXXIRHIIWERHERRSYRGIHXLIEHHMXMSRSJWM\RI[
FVSXLIVWXSXLI&SEVHSJ+SZIVRSVW8LEXFVMRKWXLI
XSXEPRYQFIVSJFSEVHQIQFIVWXS
;I [IPGSQIH X[S ZMWMXW JVSQ 4EYP;MRIQER
4VIWMHIRX SJ 4LM /ETTE 4WM *VEXIVRMX] MR 3GXSFIV
8LIJMVWXWXEVXIHSR3GXSFIV [LIR4EYPZMWMXIH
XLI-RHMERE9RMZIVWMX]SJ4IRRW]PZERME 4IRRW]PZERME
2Y GEQTYWXSLIPT[MXLXLISJJMGMEPSTIRMRKSJXLI
RI[GLETXIVLSYWI 3RXLIXL 4EYPGEQIXSXLI
;IWX :MVKMRME 9RMZIVWMX] ;IWX :MVKMRME %PTLE
GEQTYWJSVE ZMWMX [MXL XLIGLETXIV 3R XLIXL
4EYP VIXYVRIH XS 4MXXWFYVKL´W 'EVRIKMI 1IPPSR
9RMZIVWMX] XS HMWGYWW VIGLEVXIVMRK XLEX GLETXIV
.SLR,YVWX4IRRW]PZERME&IXE´MW[SVOMRKXSKIX
XLMWWIXYTERHPIEHXLIIJJSVX
4EYP´WWIGSRH4MXXWFYVKLXVMTVERJVSQ3GXSFIV
 XS 2SZIQFIV  3R 3GXSFIV  .MQ (IRR]
EVVERKIHERIZIRMRKIZIRX[MXLWIZIVEPTVSQMRIRX
PSGEP FVSXLIVW XLEX LEZI RSX FIIR EGXMZI MR XLI
EWWSGMEXMSR ;I LSTI XLEX [I GER QSZI XLSWI
FVSXLIVWXSTEVXMGMTEXIERHGSRXMRYIXSKVS[XLI
EWWSGMEXMSR 3R 3GXSFIV  4EYP ZMWMXIH XLI
;EWLMRKXSR ERH .IJJIVWSR 'SPPIKI 4IRRW]PZERME
%PTLE GEQTYWMR;EWLMRKXSR 4E 4EYPGEQIFEGO
XS4MXXWFYVKLJSVERIZIRMRKGSGOXEMPTEVX][MXLXLI
PSGEPEPYQRM 3R2SZIQFIV 4EYPXVEZIPIHXSXLI
%PPIKLIR]'SPPIKI 4IRRW]PZERME&IXE GEQTYW
8LVIIFVSXLIVWLEHXLIKSSHJSVXYRIXSEXXIRH
XLI+%'MR-RHMERETSPMW .SLR,YVWX &VMER,SVZEXL
ERH .MQ (IRR] TVSZMHIH XLIMV MRWMKLXW SR XLI
%YKYWX+%'QIIXMRK .MQEPWSHMWGYWWIHXLIRI[
2EXMSREPEPYQRMEHZMWSV]GSQQMXXII
6SR (IQE] 4IRRW]PZERME 0EQFHE ´ PIH E
HMWGYWWMSR SR XLI;IHRIWHE] *IFVYEV]  
*SYRHIVW (E] HMRRIV 8IRXEXMZI TPERW GEPP JSV
*SYRHIVW(E]XSFILIPHEXXLI(YUYIWRI'PYFMR
HS[RXS[R4MXXWFYVKL &VSXLIV8IVV]&S[HIR;IWX
:MVKMRME%PTLE LEWEGGITXIHERMRZMXEXMSRXSFIXLI
JIEXYVIHWTIEOIVJSVXLIIZIRMRK8IVV]MWEJSVQIV

&VSXLIVW &MPP 6IGLX 2I[=SVO %PTLE ´ ERH
&SF +VIIRI 2I[=SVO )XE ´ HIPIKEXIW XS XLI
+%' LEHEKVIEXXMQI
*SV *SYRHIVW (E]  [I I\TIGX E ZIV]
MRXIVIWXMRK WTIEOIV JVSQ XLI *VEXIVRMX]´W
,IEHUYEVXIVW;I[MPPKEXLIVEXEQ7EXYVHE]
*IFVYEV] EXXLI*MVOMRW *S\4YF 
7XEXI 6SEH  EOE  1EREXII %ZI )EWX
&VEHIRXSR *PE  -XMWPSGEXIHNYWXQMPIW[IWX
SJ -RXIVWXEXI  I\MX  SR XLI RSVXL WMHI SJ
76 *SVQIVP] XLI 7RSSO 6MZIV +VMPP XLI RI[
S[RIVWLMTTVSQMWIWEKVIEXQIEPGLSMGI
;MXLETVMZEXIFERUYIXVSSQ GEWLFEVERHKVIEX
WIPIGXMSR SJ PYRGLISR MXIQW  TVSQMWIW XS FI
ERSXLIV I\GIPPIRX QIIXMRK *SV MRJSVQEXMSR ERH
VIWIVZEXMSRW GSRXEGX%% 4VIWMHIRX%RXLSR] (EZMW
*PSVMHE %PTLE ´ EX  SV
JWYFSRIW$:IVM^SRRIX %% 8VIEWYVIV 8VEZMW ,EVX
-RHMERE &IXE ´ EX  SV
8VEZMWC,EVX$I\GMXIGSQ SV %% 7IGVIXEV] &SF
+VIIRIEXSV6KQEWXIR$ESPGSQ
&SF+VIIRI
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1IQFIVW SJ XLI 7X 0SYMW %PYQRM %WWSGMEXMSR
LEZI LEH E TVIXX] FYW] WTVMRK ERH WYQQIV WMRGI
*SYRHIVW (E] 1ER] QIQFIVW TEVXMGMTEXIH ERH
EWWMWXIHMRXLI(IPXE+EQQE7SVSVMX]GLEVMX]VYRMR
1E] MR HS[RXS[R 7X 0SYMW SRI SJ SYV ]IEVP]
TLMPERXLVST] IZIRXW [MXL 4LM 4WM MRZSPZIQIRX
SVKERM^IHF].SI*VIYRH1MWWSYVM%PTLE´
7SGMEPIZIRXW¯XLEROWXS/IZMR/EQT1MWWSYVM
%PTLE ´ [LS LSWXIH ERSXLIV SJ LMW MRJEQSYW
TEVXMIW EX LMW LSQI XS GIPIFVEXI XLI XL SJ .YP]
%PWS XLEROWXS.SI/EMWIV1MWWSYVM%PTLE´[LS
LSWXIHE±TVIXEMPKEXITEVX]² EXLMWLSQITVMSVXS
XLI 1M^^SY-PPMRM JSSXFEPP IZIRX%YK  1IQFIVW
EPWS IRNS]IH E WYQQIV WSGMEP KEXLIVMRK EX XLI
&SXXPI[SVOWQMGVSFVI[IV]
1IQFIVW6ERH]*MWO1MWWSYVM%PTLE´ (EZI
,IPP[MK 1MWWSYVM %PTLE ´ ;LIIPW ;MIKERH
1MWWSYVM%PTLE ´ ERH 7XIZI 3´6SYVOI 1MWWSYVM
%PTLE ´ TVSZIH XLIMV ±+VIEX .S] SJ 7IVZMRK
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3XLIVW² F] XVEZIPMRK XS 'SPYQFME 1S HYVMRK XLI
.YP]%RRYEP1S %PTLE%PYQRM;SVO;IIOIRH
XSQEOIVITEMVWERHVIRSZEXMSRWXSXLI1S %PTLE
GLETXIVLSYWI
8LI780%%LEHEVIGSVHQIQFIVWEXXIRH
XLI+VERH%VGL'SYRGMPMR-RHMERETSPMWERH
GLEPPIRKIWSXLIV%%WXSXSTXLMWVIGSVH
1SVIEWWSGMEXMSRIZIRXWEVITPERRIHJSVXLMWJEPP
ERH[MRXIV *SYRHIVW(E]TPERWEVIFIMRKJMREPM^IH
ERH[MPPFIERRSYRGIHWSSR 2I[XSXLIEVIESV
[ERX XS KIX MRZSPZIH# 'SRXEGX &MPP 6IMRIGOI EX
FMPPVIMRIGOI$]ELSSGSQSVEX  
;]RR±;LIIPW² ;MIKERH

*VEXIVRMX] 4EYP;MRIQER;EWLMRKXSR%PTLE´ ERH
*SYRHEXMSR8VYWXII.IVV]2IPWSR'EPMJSVRME)TWMPSR
´[LIRXLI]ZMWMX%VM^SRE%PTLESR3GXSFIV
8LIWI X[S HMWXMRKYMWLIH EPYQRM [IVI SR LERH XS
SJJIV E PIEHIVWLMT ERH RIKSXMEXMRK WIQMREV XS XLI
YRHIVKVEHYEXI FVSXLIVW SJ %VM^SRE %PTLE HYVMRK
XLI HE] ERH EXXIRHIH E HMRRIV MR XLI IZIRMRK
4PERW ERH HIXEMPW JSV *SYRHIVW (E]  [MPP FI
TSWXIH XS XLI %PYQRM %WWSGMEXMSR [IFWMXI
[[[TLMTWME^GSQ ERH ]SY EVI [IPGSQI XS
GSRXEGX.SIP(EZMWEXNSIPEPI\ERHIVHEZMW$KQEMPGSQ
JSVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSR
.SIP(EZMW

8)<%77398,40%-27

;)78)62',-'%+3

%VI]SYVIEH]JSVWSQIJSSXFEPP;IPPJSSXFEPP
WIEWSR MW [IPP YRHIV [E] [MXL &MK ,SQIGSQMRK
*IWXMZMXMIW SYX MR 0YFFSGO EW 1MOI 0IEGL´W 6IH
6EMHIVWXEOISRSYV&MK2SVXLVMZEPW 2IFVEWOE
8LI8I\EW7SYXL4PEMRW%%GSRXMRYIWXSWXVIRKXLIR
SYV FSRH MR WYTTSVX SJ SYV PSGEP YRHIVKVEHYEXI
GLETXIV8I\EW&IXE8LVIIWGLSPEVWLMTWEVIE[EVHIH
MRXLIJEPPERHERMRGVIEWIMRXLIWM^IERHRYQFIV
SJ WGLSPEVWLMTW XS FI E[EVHIH EX XLI 
*SYRHIVW (E] GIPIFVEXMSR MW SR XLI LSVM^SR JSV
WTVMRK
*SYRHIVW (E] GIPIFVEXMSR TPERW EVI MR XLI
[SVOW 3YV KSEP MW XS XV] ERH GSQI GPSWI XS XLI
WYGGIWW EGLMIZIH F] FVSXLIV (SR;IPHSR8I\EW
&IXE´MRLMWTPERRMRKERHI\IGYXMSRSJTVIZMSYW
*SYRHIVW(E]IZIRXW8LERO=SY(SR
;I EPWS [ERX XS GIPIFVEXI XLI
EGGSQTPMWLQIRXW SJ ERSXLIV %PYQRYW &VSXLIV
+ISVKI4EXXIVWSR8I\EW&IXE´ +ISVKIMWVIXMVMRK
XLMW JEPP ERH LEW WIVZIH EW XLI 'MX] 1EREKIV JSV
,MKLPERH4EVO8I\EWWMRGI8LVSYKL+ISVKI´W
PIEHIVWLMT XLIGMX]SJ,MKLPERH4EVOLEWJPSYVMWLIH
EWSRISJXLITVIIQMRIRXGMXMIWMR8I\EW +ISVKI
]SYQEOIYWEPPTVSYHXSFIGEPPIH4LM4WM
;I PSSO JSV[EVH XS WIIMRK IZIV]SRI EX XLI
YTGSQMRKIZIRXWERHIRGSYVEKI]SYXSVIGSRRIGX
[MXL]SYVFVSXLIVWXSLIPTSYVEWWSGMEXMSRERHXLI
8I\EW&IXE'LETXIVKVS[
.EQIW%HEQW

8LIEWWSGMEXMSRLIPHMXWERRYEP,SPMHE](MRRIV
MR (IGIQFIV  SVMKMREPP] SVGLIWXVEXIH F]
&VSXLIV &SF %PPER;MWGSRWMR +EQQE ´ ERH E
KVSYTSJ&IPSMX4LM4WMWXLEXVIKYPEVP]KEXLIV
%VGLSR'LEVPIW%PFIVXLIPHE(MWXVMGX---IZIRX
EX XLI RI[ ;IWXMR ,SXIP MR 0SQFEVH [LIVI
&VSXLIVW2IPWSRERH;MRIQEREHHVIWWIHEKVSYT
SJYRHIVKVEHYEXIWJVSQWIZIVEPGLETXIVWERHEJI[
EPYQRM SR XLI GYVVIRX WXEXI SJ XLI *VEXIVRMX]
RIKSXMEXMSR WOMPPW ERH FIMRK E [MRRIV MR PMJI 8LI
EWWSGMEXMSRLEHXSGERGIP*SYRHIVW(E]HYI
XS XLI WLSSXMRKW EX 2-9 PMXIVEPP] HE]W FIJSVI SYV
IZIRXMR*IFVYEV] 6IGIRXP] E[SVOWLST[EWLIPH
JSV XLI -PPMRSMW -SXE GLETXIV EX %UYEPERH &VSXLIV
+VIK;MXXWXSGO´W3LMS(IPXE´GSQTER] XSSJJIV
EHZMGIERHKYMHERGIJSVXLIYTGSQMRK]IEV
8LI2-9FVSXLIVW[IPGSQIER]EPYQRMMRXLI
EVIEXSXEMPKEXIJSVIEGLLSQIKEQI 0SSOJSVXLI
4LM4WMJPEKF]XLIXEMPKEXIEVIE
8LMW]IEV´WLSPMHE]TEVX][MPPFISR(IGIQFIV
 TQEX3H]WWI]8EZIVRE ; 6SSWIZIPX6H
MR0SQFEVH -PP
8S KIX MRZSPZIH SV MRUYMVI EFSYX YTGSQMRK
IZIRXW TPIEWI GEPP SV IQEMP 4EYP 3FPSR
 GSRWYPXW$EMWRIX 
4EYP3FPSR

;)78)622);=36/
+VIIXMRKW FVSXLIVW 8LI ;IWXIVR 2I[ =SVO
%PYQRM%WWSGMEXMSR MW LEZMRK ERSXLIV WXVSRK ]IEV
;IVIGIRXP]GIPIFVEXIHSYVERRYEP±*EPP*SYRHIVW²
XLI [IIOIRH SJ 7ITXIQFIV  )EGL ]IEV EVSYRH
XLMWXMQI EKVSYTSJ;IWXIVR2I[=SVOIVWQEOI

897'32
8LI 8YGWSR %PYQRM %WWSGMEXMSR MRZMXIH PSGEP
EPYQRM XS QIIX XLI 4VIWMHIRX SJ XLI 2EXMSREP
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WISCONSIN

the trek to NYC to connect with brothers in the
area. Call it a warm-up for the February
celebration, or a payback for the New York City
Folk making the reverse trip annually.
The offbeat political (and anything else topical) discourse
continues on our internet group and I’m proud to
say we’ve recently concluded the Great Dissert
War and, as a neutral observer, I declare victory
goes to the Pies. Hurrah!
We are currently working with the local housing
corporation to complete improvements to the
bathrooms and kitchen of the N.Y. Eta chapter
house as well as completing plans for the
University at Buffalo homecoming game on Oct. 18
vs. Army, which was quite an event. Several
members of our rank have recently brought
children (future Phi Psis?) into the world, so cheers
to the bambinos! Proud to be Phi Psi.
Stephen Soricelli

In an effort to continue our outreach to Phi Psi
alums throughout the state, we are happy
announce that we are expanding our Badger Phi
Psi Happy Hour program. In addition to our
current regular date in Madison, we are now going
to be holding a happy hour in Beloit at Suds
O’Hanonhan’s Irish Pub from 5-8pm on the 4th
Monday of each month. Suds is located on Grand
Avenue in Beloit (local.yahoo.com/info-16770360suds-o-hanahan-s-irish-pub-beloit). If you need
more information, please contact Scott Murphy
Wisconsin Gamma ’88(phipsimurph@gmail.com).
The Madison edition of the happy hour is still
being held from 6-8pm on the 2nd Tuesday of each
month at the Fitchburg location of the Great Dane
Pub (www.greatdanepub.com). If you need more
information, please contact Michael H. McCoy
Indiana Beta ’58 (mikemccoy1852@yahoo.com).
Are you a Phi Psi that lives in the greater
Milwaukee area? The Wisconsin Alumni Association
is actively searching for someone local to host a
new edition of the Happy Hour in the Milwaukee
area. You get to select the date, time, and place –
we’ll help by getting the word out to other Phi Psis
in the area.
At any of the happy hour editions, you’ll have
the ability to hang out with your brothers and get
caught up with them and hear about the other
social and philanthropic activities being planned by
the Wisconsin Alumni Association. We are hoping
to repeat our volunteer effort at Brat Fest and are
working on arrangements for Founder’s Day for
2009.
Rob Ulaszek

A group of Wisconsin Gammas
annually gather in Baraboo, Wis.
Back row, L-R: Ron Beisler; Doug
Williams; Phil Braun; Rich Sheriff;
Bob Scott. Front row, L-R: Doug
Davis; Dave Hennicke, Bob Allen,
Skip Davis (host).
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CALLING ALL PHI PSIS:
if you’ve recently published a book, set up a Phi Psi reunion, gotten married
or any other accomplishment, your brothers want to know!
Send your articles for From Here & There to Shield@PhiKappaPsi.com.

Phi Psi Authors
attending a series of defense lawyer meetings
during a specific two-year period.
He says that he adopted the writing style of the
late Irish/English writer, Pete McCarthy, who wrote
about his travels in Ireland which were based upon
stopping at every pub with the name McCarthy on
it. In much the same manner, Crislip recounts tales
on the road with his humorous no-theme storyline
about nothing in particular, but from great venues.
The books are available on line directly from his
publisher at www.AuthorHouse.com/bookstore.
Significantly, all the proceeds over costs are going to
The Greater Kanawha Valley Foundation, a
community foundation.

CHRIS BURNHAM,
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ALPHA ’98
NIXON’S PALS
Burnham’s black-and-white 120-page graphic
novel Nixon’s Pals is about Nixon, a parole officer
for supervillains. It has been called a “note-perfect
blend of low brow spectacle and boundarypushing storytelling techniques,” by no less an
authority than Burnham himself. Burnham draws
inspiration from Elmore Leonard (author of Out of
Sight) and Jack Kirby (artist of The Fantastic Four),
and their influence is clear in this new work.
Available at a comic store near you.
Burnham has also begun work on an X-Men
project for Marvel Comics.

GEORGE GUESS,
CALIFORNIA GAMMA ’65
FOREIGN AID SAFARI: JOURNEYS IN
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

STEPHEN CRISLIP,
WEST VIRGINIA ALPHA ’67
DOWN TO THE HARD ROAD –
ALMOST LEGAL HUMOR

Have you ever wondered what it would be like
to be in the field as an international aid worker?
Guess’ Foreign Aid Safari chronicles his work as a
short-term technical assistance consultants on
projects in countries from Albania to Myanmar. He

Lawyers and humor, now how could that be?
Steve says the title comes from standard West
Virginia directions and that it is an allegedly
humorous recounting of stories on the road
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Rojas, with music. In this down-and-dirty love story,
a la Romeo & Juliet, the forces of love and greed
entangle a young aristocratic couple, their servants,
town prostitutes and legendary crone and gobetween Celestina and sweep them into a violent,
dark ages maelstrom that ends with a dance of
death. Available at www.Xlibris.com and
www.Amazon.com.

illustrates the frustration and successes of an
international aid worker confronting all manner of
obstacles. Available at www.Amazon.com.

WHITNEY HARRIS,
WASHINGTON ALPHA ’30
Whitney R. Harris, Washington Alpha ’30, has
published several books. His best-known book is
Tyranny on Trial – the principal work on the trial of
the major German war criminals at the end of
World War II at Nuremberg, Germany, 1945-1946,
published by SMU Press, Dallas,Texas, and available
at leading bookstores and Texas A&M Press,
www.tamu.edu/upress. He has also more recently
published Murder by the Millions and The Tragedy
of War, both available at the Jackson Center,
Williamstown, N.Y.

DAVID NADOLNY, OHIO DELTA ’86
FELLOWSHIP OF THE WHITE STAR
– LEGACY OF THE ROSE
Co-writing with two interfraternal brothers,
Paul Dorothy and Victor Long, Nadolny’s
Fellowship is a role-playing adventure set in semihistoric Earth between 1905-1914, with a horrorinspired atmosphere hidden from the view of
regular people. In this version of Earth, magic exists
and players create heroes to investigate suspicious
events and battle evil supernatural beings. Fans of
investigative role playing will particularly enjoy this
game. Available at www.FellowshipWhiteStar.com.

BILL ROMEY, INDIANA BETA ’49
AN ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO
GEOLOGY AROUND THE
ANTARCTIC PENINSULA,
SOUTH GEORGIA AND
THE FALKLAND ISLANDS
Following an initial visit in 1993 as a lecturer and
naturalist aboard cruise ships bound for Antarctica,
Romey has made over two dozen expeditions to
this remote continent.This guide describes many of
the geological sites that passengers on these ships
encountered with several hundred illustrations and

RICK HITE,NEW HAMPSHIRE ALPHA ’57
LA CELESTINA:A PLAY WITH MUSIC
Hite’s La Celestina is freely adapted from the
1499 work of the same name by Fernando de
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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NORWAY THROUGH A
GEOLOGIST’S EYES

maps. It is written in a straightforward manner with
a glossary, so laypersons will be able to follow along
easily. Unlike many Antarctic guides that deal with
wildlife, Romey’s guide encourages attention
toward the geologic dimensions of Antarctica.
Available at www.Libri-Terrarum.com.

Romey’s Norway shows how he encountered
and became fascinated with the geology and
people of Norway. After an initial visit in 1963 as a
member of a group of geologists sent by the
American Geological Institute, he returned on
professional and personal trips throughout his life.
In addition to discussing various geological aspects
of the country, Romey shows what it is like to work
as a field geologist in remote areas of Norway.
Available at www.Libri-Terrarum.com.

ANDREW WOELFLEIN,
RHODE ISLAND ALPHA ’84
HERBERT KNOTEL’S GERMAN
ARMIES IN COLOR
Woelflein’s Knotel’s German Armies includes 137
never-before published pieces by famed artist
Herbert Knotel, known for detailed sketches and
watercolors of German military figures from the
18th-20th centuries. These pieces, from the Anne
S.K. Brown Military Collection at Brown University
and the private collection of Alfred and Roland
Umhey, offer vivid insight into one of the 20th
century’s most accomplished military artists. Also
included is a biographical essay from Knotel’s only
child, providing personal context for his life and
brilliant work. Available at www.SchifferBooks.com.

THE NORMAN CONQUEST: HOW
NORMANDY CONQUERED US
This book recounts the adventures Bill Romey
and his wife Lucretia had during a year when he
directed the St. Lawrence University Program in
France. In The Norman Conquest, Romey gives a
detailed account of what it’s like to live as a
geologist in Rouen, France, with digressions into
Paris, Provence, the Loire Valley, the Alps and
Brittany. Available at www.Libri-Terrarum.com.
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Pennsylvania Alpha Hall of Famer
Sets Another National Record
Pennsylvania Alpha Hall of Famer and Phi Psi
Notable, Woody Wollesen, Pennsylvania Alpha ’62,
of Germantown, Md. continues to set professional
and athletic national records. According to the
national governing body, USA Taekwondo, Woody
recently became the first person (man or woman)
in United States Taekwondo history to have ever
started as a true beginner and risen or achieved
the 3rd degree black belt level or Master of
Taekwondo status in the over 50 year category.
This unprecedented feat is especially
noteworthy from numerous perspectives.
First, Woody is a fulltime executive with
Execunet, Inc, which provides financial engineering
services nationwide (www.execunetfinancial.com).
He is not retired.
Second, he started as a pure beginner at age 53
and has continued through approximately twelve
years of dedicated work and effort which included
numerous injuries and other physical setbacks. He
turned 65 in February 2008.
Third, his mentor/teacher, Master Parshotam
Sharma of East West Taekwondo in Potomac, Md.,
follows the traditional Korean standards within his
programs that require and emphasize balance in
every facet of this art/Olympic sport. As a
traditional studio, there are no special allowances
for age. Woody had to directly meet and satisfy all
requirements, to include full contact fighting with
everyone, including teenagers and young adults, in
many cases accomplished state and national
competitors.There were no shortcuts.There were
no automatic test dates.
Every student must prove worthiness to
advance or test at every level – there are no
exceptions. All tests above blue belt are minimally
4-5 hours in duration. Mental and physical fatigue
exists within every test to challenge one’s abilities
under duress in all facets.These are highly exacting
and challenging standards to satisfy, especially for
any adult in the over-50 ranks.
There are specific belt ranks or levels in order
to progress. From beginner to black belt (1st
degree) the following are levels: White belt, yellow
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

belt, green belt, blue belt, and red belt.Within each
belt there are sublevels involving one or two black
strips on the belt depending on merit. Accordingly,
to get to red belt one must minimally take eightnine separate 4-5 hour exams.
At the red belt level, one must still go through
at least three separate pre-test 4-5 hour
examinations. Here the Master is looking for major
intensity and attitude changes to demonstrate to
him that a student is truly worthy. Most never get
beyond the red belt level for any number of
reasons. Only after these pre-tests (assuming one
passes each) will the Master allow the individual
the privilege of testing for black belt. In traditional
studios, out of every 100 students starting as a
beginner only two-three will ever make it to black
belt; hence the saying that many will start, but only
the strongest and most deserving few will finish.
In traditional studios, five-six years is the usual
time period to achieve 1st degree black belt.This is
in reality just a higher platform from which to start

Woody Wollesen (R) is honored by the
Pennsylvania Alpha Chapter.
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ERI[ )ZIV]XLMRK KIXW LEVHIV ERH QSVI GSQTPI\
JVSQWXHIKVIIFPEGOFIPXERHFI]SRH
8SKSJVSQWXHIKVIIFPEGOFIPXXSRHHIKVII
VIUYMVIW RMRI   QSVI PIZIPW SJ  LSYV
I\EQMREXMSRW )ZIRMJSRIXIWXIHIZIV]QSRXLW
[LMGL MW WLSVXIV XLER XLI VIEPMWXMG XMQI TIVMSH
FIX[IIR XIWXW XLEX EQSYRXW XS ERSXLIV XLVII
]IEVWQMRMQYQ
*VSQ RH HIKVII XS VH HIKVII VIUYMVIW
ERSXLIVJSYVXIIR  WITEVEXII\EQMREXMSRW
8LIYWYEPXMQIJVEQIMREXVEHMXMSREPWXYHMSXSKS
JVSQ FIKMRRIV XS VH HIKVII SV 1EWXIV SJ
8EIO[SRHSMWEFSYX]IEVW FYXSRP]MJEXIEGL
PIZIPXLIGERHMHEXIGERTVSZI[SVXLMRIWW ;SSH]
EGLMIZIHXLMWQEVOMR]IEVW
-X´W QSVI XLER NYWX XLI TL]WMGEP EWTIGXW %PP SJ
XLIWI XIWXW JSGYW SR IRHYVERGI WXEQMRE FEPERGI
JSGYWERHGSRGIRXVEXMSR 8LISFNIGXMRIZIV]GEWI
MW XS KIX SRI XS E WXEXI SJ TL]WMGEP JEXMKYI SV
I\LEYWXMSR -XMWEXXLMWPIZIPXLEXXLIVIEPXIWXJSVEPP
SJ XLIWI EXXVMFYXIW ERH ZEPYIW GER FI XVYP]
I\EQMRIH ;LIR SRI MW JEXMKYIH XLIVI MW E
XIRHIRG]XSPSWIXLIEFMPMX]XSGSRGIRXVEXI JSGYW
XLMRO GPIEVP] ERHSV VIQEMR GIRXIVIH 3RP] EX XLI
IRH MW XLIVI FSEVH FVIEOMRK [LIR SRI GPIEVP] MW
EPVIEH]I\LEYWXIH XIWXMRK[MPP JSGYWERHXLIEFMPMX]
XSVMWIYTXSHS[LEXWIIQWMQTSWWMFPI  0EWXXLIVI
MWERSVEPI\EQMREXMSREKEMRXIWXMRKSRI´WEFMPMX]XS
JSGYW XLMRO EREP]^I VIGEPPERHERW[IVGSVVIGXP]
;SSH]´W VIGSVH SJ SXLIV TL]WMGEPQIRXEP
EGLMIZIQIRXW MW I\XVIQIP] MQTVIWWMZI %HHMRK XS
LMW GVIHIRXMEPW HYVMRK LMW NSYVRI] XS 1EWXIV SJ
8EIO[SRHSSJETTVS\MQEXIP]]IEVWEVIX[S 
9RMXIH 7XEXIW 'LEQTMSRWLMTW JMZI GSRWIGYXMZI
]IEVW SJ REXMSREP QIHEPW MR WTEVVMRK JYPP GSRXEGX
JMKLXMRK ERHJM\IHJSVQW ERHJMZIGSRWIGYXMZI]IEVW
EW XLI 1EV]PERH 'LEQTMSR MR EPP GEXIKSVMIW JSV
WTEVVMRK JSVQW ERHFSEVHFVIEOMRK
-JXLEX[IVIRSXIRSYKL EXEKILIHIGMHIH
XS TYVWYI XVEGO ERH JMIPH ,I VETMHP] VSWI XS
WYGGIWW EW MR8EIO[SRHS [MRRMRK XLVII WXVEMKLX
1EV]PERHXMXPIWMRHMWGYWERHWLSXTYXERHIEVRMRK
WMPZIV QIHEPW MR XLI NEZIPMR ,I VITVIWIRXIH
1EV]PERH MR EPP XLVII IZIRXW EX XLI 97 7IRMSV
3P]QTMG'LEQTMSRWLMTWMR
8EIO[SRHS MW XLI SPHIWX QEVMXEP EVX MR XLI
[SVPH ERH MW XLI SRP] SRI VIGSKRM^IH ERH
WERGXMSRIH JSV 3P]QTMG GSQTIXMXMSR SXLIV XLER
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

NYHS -XMWETL]WMGEPP]KVYIPMRKERHQIRXEPP]I\EGXMRK
WTSVXEVX MRZSPZMRK LMKLP] VIJMRIH OMGOMRK ERH
TYRGLMRK XIGLRMUYIW GSQFMRIH [MXL ER MRLIVIRX
TLMPSWSTLMGEPFIRX
8EIO[SRHSERHSXLIVQEVXMEPEVXWEVIXLISRP]
TL]WMGEPIRHIEZSVWSVWTSVXW[LMGLEVIWTIGMJMGEPP]
TVIQMWIH SR IXLMGEP ERH QSVEP ZEPYIW 8LI FEWMG
XIRIXW SJ 8EIO[SRHS EVI MQFIHHIH [MXLMR MXW
VIUYMVIQIRXW JSV MRXIKVMX] GSYVXIW] WIPJGSRXVSP
MRHSQMXEFPI WTMVMX ERH TIVWIZIVERGI ,SRIWX]
VIWTIGX IQTEXL] GEVMRK EGGSYRXEFMPMX] ERH QSVEP
GSYVEKI EVI TEVX ERH TEVGIP SJ XLSWI WEQI
WXERHEVHW8LISEXLWTIGMJMGEPP]MRGPYHIW[SVOMRKJSV
EQSVITIEGIJYP[SVPHERHGLEQTMSRMRKJVIIHSQ
NYWXMGI ERH KMZMRK FEGO XS EMH QEROMRH 8LIWI
TEVEPPIPXLIZIV]WEQIZEPYIWLIPHMRLMKLIWXIIQ
[MXLMRXLIFVSXLIVLSSHSJ4LM/ETTE4WM
;SSH] LEW GPIEVP] IWXEFPMWLIH LMQWIPJ EW E
FEPERGIHGLEQTMSRERHSYXWXERHMRKVSPIQSHIPJSV
EPP SJ XLSWI 8EIO[SRHS ERH 4LM 4WM ZEPYIW ,MW
EGLMIZIQIRXW HYVMRK XLI I\EGX WEQI  ]IEV
TIVMSH SJ XVEMRMRK EVI RSXLMRK WLSVX SJ
TLIRSQIREP ,I [EW±KMZMRK FEGO² MR WMKRMJMGERX
[E]W GLEQTMSRMRK XLI GEYWIW SJ SXLIVW ERH
EXXIQTXMRKXSQEOIEVIEPHMJJIVIRGIXSQEOIXLMW
EQYGLFIXXIV[SVPH
%W JSYRHIV S[RIV ERH GLMIJ I\IGYXMZI SJ LMW
S[R JMRERGMEP WIVZMGIW GSQTER] )\IGYRIX
[[[I\IGYRIXJMRERGMEPGSQ  ;SSH] LEW ERH
GSRXMRYIWXSGLEQTMSRXLIGEYWISJWQEPPFYWMRIWW
JMVQW REXMSR[MHI VIKEVHMRK XLIMV IZIV MRGVIEWMRK
RIIH JSV ZMXEP HIFX JMRERGMRK ,I MW E VIGSKRM^IH
VIKMSREP I\TIVX SR WQEPP FYWMRIWW JMRERGMRK ERH
IRXVITVIRIYVWLMT 8LEXVITYXEXMSR[MPPWSSRXSFI
KSMRKREXMSREP[MXLLMWEYXLSVWLMTSJXLIJMVWXIZIV
GSQTPIXIXVIEXMWIERHFSSOSRXLIIRXMVIEVVE]SJ
WQEPP FYWMRIWW JMRERGMRK STXMSRW TVSNIGXIH
VIPIEWIMWWYIWYQQIVSJ 
,MW XMVIPIWW TIVWSREP GSQQMXQIRXW LEZI RSX
KSRI YRRSXMGIH ,I VIGIMZIH XLI GSZIXIH 9RMXIH
7XEXIW 7QEPP &YWMRIWW %HQMRMWXVEXMSR ±
*MRERGMEP 7IVZMGIW  'LEQTMSR² E[EVH VIGSKRM^MRK
LMW WMKRMJMGERX GSRXVMFYXMSRW ERH EHZSGEG] SJ
JMRERGMEPWQEPPFYWMRIWWMRXIVIWXW IWTIGMEPP]XLSWISJ
QMRSVMX] LMWXSVMGEPP] HMWEHZERXEKIH ERH [SQIR
S[RIH FYWMRIWWIW %W [IPP LI VIGIMZIH E WTIGMEP
E[EVH ERH GIVXMJMGEXI SJ QIVMX JVSQ XLI XLIR
+SZIVRSV SJ 1EV]PERH 6SFIVX )VLPMGL JSV LMW
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Pennsylvania, Raymond P. Shafer (1967-1971).
Robert Murray, former President of the
Pennsylvania Governing Board, noted in his
presentation that Woody’s multi-discipline
accomplishments were so extraordinary in their
scope and dimension as to clearly make him a role
model for all Phi Psis and collegiate men across
America. This Pennsylvania Alpha Washington &
Jefferson College honor graduate has paved a road
that brightly shines with unparallel achievements, all
grounded with solid attributes of honesty, integrity
and moral courage. This is a man who has and
continues to give back of his personal time, energies,
and resources in order to unselfishly benefit others.
The best part is that Woody is anything but
resting on his laurels. In the true Phi Psi spirit, he
continues his journey with new ventures, causes,
and avenues for his focused energies always with
the aim to somehow contribute and hopefully
make a difference.

direct contributions to the economy and general
welfare of the State of Maryland.
After serving for eight years on the Board of
Directors, three as an executive officer and one as
co-chair of the prestigious National Women’s
Business Center in Washington, D.C., he received
their first ever “Man of the Year” award.This was the
first time in U.S. history that any man had been
honored by any nationally recognized women’s
organization for championing the cause of women
and entrepreneurship through and by his personal
volunteer sacrifices in time, energies and dedication.
In February 2007, Woody was selected as a
national role model for collegiate men. He was
inducted into the Phi Kappa Psi Pennsylvania Alpha
Hall of Fame and included in its list of “Notables.”
Woody was honored and joined with posthumous
awards to the Fraternity founders (in 1852)
William Henry Letterman and Charles Page
Thomas Moore, and the late Governor of

Executive Directors Unite!
At the 74th Grand Arch Council, a rare sight
was caught on camera – three Executive Directors
of Phi Kappa Psi in the same place! Shawn
Collinsworth, current Executive Director, posed
with former directors Ralph “Dud” Daniel and
Terry Harper following the GAC’s black-tie final

banquet. Confusingly, all three played major roles in
the GAC, as Daniel received a Leadership Award,
Harper served as Symposiarch for the final
banquet and Collinsworth worked behind the
scenes all week (and for several months prior) to
make sure the week went off without a hitch.

Three Executive
Directors of Phi Psi
L-R Shawn
Collinsworth,
Ralph “Dud” Daniel,
Terry Harper

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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This plaque explains the statue erected in memory of Phi Psi Henry H.H. Bingham
tending to a mortally wounded Confederate general at Gettysburg.

Phi Psi Visits Memorial
As noted by Phi Psi Historian Mike McCoy,
author of the article, the first member of our
Fraternity to receive the Medal of Honor was
Henry H. H. Bingham Pennsylvania Alpha 1858, for
his actions at the battle of the Wilderness during
the Civil War. During Pickett’s Charge at
Gettysburg, Bingham tended to a mortally
wounded Confederate general, an event
remembered today by a Masonic memorial on the
battlefield.
Daniel Deacon Pennsylvania Nu ’76 visited
Gettysburg soon after reading the summer 2008

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

issue of The Shield. He writes, “[My wife Nancy and
I were] eager to find the ‘Friend to Friend
Monument’ commemorating brother Henry H. H.
Bingham’s dramatic story. We found it at the
Soldiers’ National Cemetery.” Thanks to Brother
Deacon for the report and photo of this memorial.
The summer 2008 cover story,“Phi Psi’s Military
Heritage,” garnered lots of feedback from Phi Psis,
especially in response to our call for members’
military backgrounds. If you’ve served in the
military, we want to know – contact us at 1-800486-1852 so we can make note of your service.
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Swimmer Awarded Graduate Scholarship
8MQ 1G+PEWXSR :MVKMRME &IXE ´ E WIRMSV
W[MQQIV JSV ;EWLMRKXSR  0II 9RMZIVWMX] [EW
E[EVHIH E  WGLSPEVWLMT JSV TSWXKVEHYEXI
[SVOF]XLI2EXMSREP'SPPIKMEXI%XLPIXMG%WWSGMEXMSR
2'%%  1G+PEWXSR[EWSRISJWXYHIRXEXLPIXIW
JVSQEPP2'%%(MZMWMSRWXSVIGIMZIXLIWGLSPEVWLMT
EJXIV TEVXMGMTEXMRK MR E [MRXIV WTSVX 8LI 2'%%
E[EVHWWGLSPEVWLMTWERRYEPP]
% FMSPSK] QENSV 1G+PEWXSR LEW IEVRIH XLI
; 0 7GLSPEV%XLPIXI HIWMKREXMSR SR WIZIR
SGGEWMSRW ERH EPWS IEVRIH 'SPPIKI 7[MQQMRK
'SEGLIW %WWSGMEXMSR %GEHIQMG %PP%QIVMGE

LSRSVW 1G+PEWXSR PIXXIVIH JSYV ]IEVW [MXL XLI
QIR´WW[MQQMRKXIEQERHLIPTIHPIEHXLIWUYEH
XSESZIVEPPVIGSVHHYVMRKLMWJSYVWIEWSRW ,I
EPWSLIPTIHXLI+IRIVEPWJMRMWLXLEXXLI2'%%
'LEQTMSRWLMTWEWEWSTLSQSVIERHIMKLXLIEGLSJ
XLI PEWX X[S ]IEVW 1G+PEWXSR S[RW RMRI %PP
%QIVMGEGMXEXMSRWERHLEWFIIRXEFFIHXSXLI%PP
&PYIKVEWW1SYRXEMRXIEQIEGLSJLMWJSYV]IEVW ,I
KVEHYEXIH EW E QIQFIV SJ XLVII WGLSSPVIGSVH
VIPE]W QIHPI] JVII JVII 
1G+PEWXSR[EWEGGITXIHXSWIZIVEPXSTQIHMGEP
WGLSSPW ERHMWRS[WXYH]MRKEX,EVZEVH

Pszczolkowski Appointed Hopewell Valley (N.J.) YMCA CEO
% KVEHYEXI SJ %PPIKLIR] 'SPPIKI [MXL E
FEGLIPSV´WHIKVIIMRTSPMXMGEPWGMIRGIERHLMWXSV] LI
XSSO TSWXKVEHYEXI [SVO EX 7TVMRKJMIPH 'SPPIKI´W
;MPQMRKXSR (IP GEQTYW ,IEPWSKVEHYEXIHJVSQ
;EPX (MWRI] -RWXMXYXI´W %TTVSEGL XS 5YEPMX]
7IVZMGI ,I MW E QIQFIV SJ XLI %WWSGMEXMSR SJ
=1'%4VSJIWWMSREPWERH6SXEV]-RXIVREXMSREP ,I
WIVZIWEWJEGYPX]JSVXLI=1'%SJXLI97%XVEMRMRK
GSYVWIW MR EUYEXMGW QIQFIVWLMT WIVZMGIW ERH
QEREKIQIRXQSHYPIW
4W^G^SPOS[WOM´W [MJI %Q] LEW FIKYR [SVO EW
XLI EWWMWXERX HMVIGXSV SJ 'EVIIV 7IVZMGIW EX
4VMRGIXSR 9RMZIVWMX] 8LI] LEZI X[S WSRW .SIP 
ERH(ERMIP QSRXLW

(SYKPEW . 4W^G^SPOS[WOM 4IRRW]PZERME &IXE ´
[EW VIGIRXP] ETTSMRXIH GLMIJ I\IGYXMZI SJJMGIV
')3  SJ XLI ,STI[IPP :EPPI] 2. =1'% F]
4VIWMHIRX.SR7TIRGIV
4W^G^SPOS[WOM GEQI XS XLI ,STI[IPP :EPPI]
JVSQETSWMXMSRMR'SRRIGXMGYX[LIVILIWIVZIHEW
XLII\IGYXMZIHMVIGXSVSJXLI(S[RXS[R=1'% E
FVERGLSJXLI=1'%SJ+VIEXIV,EVXJSVH ,ILEW
EPWS[SVOIHJSVXLI=1'%MRZEVMSYWGETEGMXMIWMR
4IRRW]PZERME
1V 4W^G^SPOS[WOM [SVOIH SR XLVII RI[
FYMPHMRK TVSNIGXW [MXL XLI =1'% SJ +VIEXIV
,EVXJSVHERHMW±HIPMKLXIHXSTYXLMWI\TIVMIRGIXS
[SVO MR XLI ,STI[IPP :EPPI] MR FYMPHMRK E
GSQQYRMX]GIRXIVJSVXLI[LSPI:EPPI]²

Amidst Ashes, Phi Psi Memorabilia Survives House Fire
-R 2SZIQFIV  E [MPHJMVI W[ITX XLVSYKL
XLI LMPPW SJ 1EPMFY 'EPMJ HIWXVS]MRK XLI LSQI SJ
1MOI7ERWSR'EPMJSVRME)TWMPSR´8LSYKL7ERWSR
ERH LMW [MJI +PEH]W PSWX RIEVP] IZIV]XLMRK MR ERH
EVSYRH XLI LSQI WIZIVEP TMIGIW SJ 4LM 4WM PSVI
[IVIWEPZEKIH
7ERWSR [VMXIW ±&] WSQI EQE^MRK QMVEGPI JSYV
SJ Q] QSWX XVIEWYVIH TSWWIWWMSRW WYVZMZIH XLI
MRJIVRS ZMVXYEPP] YRWGEXLIH Q] 4LM 4WM FIIV QYK
Q]+4KEZIP EREWLXVE]JVSQSYV'LVMWXQEW
*SVQEP ERHE]IEVSPHFEPHIEKPIIKKJVSQE
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

JEQSYW %PEWOER ERGIWXSV -X [EW XVYP] E QMVEGPI
FIGEYWI IZIV] SXLIV GIVEQMG [SSHIR SV JVEKMPI
SFNIGX[EWMRGMRIVEXIH²
*SVXYREXIP] XLI7ERWSRW[IVIRSXLSQI[LIR
XLIFPE^I TYWLIHF]QTL[MRHW GEQIXLVSYKL
1EPMFY )ZIR EW XLI] VIFYMPH 7ERWSR LEW FIIR MR
GSRXEGX [MXL GLETXIV FVSXLIVW EFSYX TPERRMRK
ERSXLIV VIYRMSR %W JSV EHZMGI 7ERWSR WE]W ±&Y]
QSVI JMVI MRWYVERGI FIGEYWI XLI] RIZIV KMZI ]SY
IRSYKLXSVITPEGI]SYVLSQI² &IWXSJPYGOXSXLI
7ERWSRWEWXLI]VIFYMPHXLIMVLSQI
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Mississippi Alpha, University of Mississippi
0E[VIRGI7IQWOM´
(SREPH. 4VSILP´
+VIKSV] +SQI^ -: ´

California Delta,
University of Southern California
+SVHSR* 7XITLIRW.V ´
0I[MW7 %OIVQER.V ´
7XERPI]7 7LEOI´

Missouri Alpha,
University of Missouri, Columbia
.SWITL( 4EMWPI]´
)PQIV. 7GLYP^´

California Epsilon,
University of California, Los Angeles
(SYKPEW 1 &IEQMWL ´
+PIRR 0 7LITLIVH ´

New Hampshire Alpha, Dartmouth College
%PI\ERHIV1 %GOPI]´

California Gamma,
University of California, Berkeley
.SLR7 4EVV´

New York Beta, Syracuse University
8LSQEW. 1YPVS]´

Colorado Alpha, University of Colorado
+ISVKI% *VSLPMGO´
4EYP7GLQMHX´

New York Epsilon, Colgate University
;EPXIV) ;IPGL´
0IWXIV) 7EZEKI.V ´

Illinois Alpha, Northwestern University
'PEVIRGI. &VMHKIR.V ´

New York Eta,
State University of New York at Buffalo
+PIRR* +YIVMR´
*VERO . /EKIV ´

Indiana Alpha, DePauw University
.SLR ' &YPPIMX ´
;MPPMEQ, 1G'SVQMGO´
;MPPMEQ* *IGLXQER´

North Carolina Alpha, Duke University
1EVWLEPP; 7ERHIVJSVH´

Indiana Beta, Indiana University
;MPPMEQ*S\´

Ohio Alpha, Ohio Wesleyan University
;MPPMEQ , ,SVV ´
6SFIVX' 'EQTFIPP´

Indiana Delta, Purdue University
6SFIVX) &YIRXMRK´
&YVXSR, +IHKI---´
6SFIVX0 ,EQMPXSR´
(SYKPEW. 7GLSXXI´

Ohio Beta, Wittenberg University
(EZMH0 ;MXLMRKXSR´
/IRRIXL1 'PIZIPERH´
1EVO7 0ERH[ILV´

Iowa Alpha, University of Iowa
,EVV]% +VSZI´
'LEVPIW) 1G0EYKLPMR´

Ohio Delta,The Ohio State University
%PER ; 0MZMRKWXSR ´
(SREPH ' 7GLYQEGLIV ´

Kansas Alpha, Kansas University
.EQIW8 .IRRMRKW.V ´
,EVV], /EREX^EV.V ´
,EVZI]7 7XIIPI´
1EVXMR/8LSQIR.V ´

Ohio Epsilon,
Case Western Reserve University
;MPPMEQ& 7GSXX´
Ohio Eta, University of Toledo
1MGLEIP0 7PERI´

Michigan Beta, Michigan State University
/IPPIV 6 (S]PI ´
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Ohio Theta, Ashland University
.IVV] (YRPET ´

Pennsylvania Theta, Lafayette College
.SLR; 7XIP[EKSR´

Ohio Lambda, Miami University
+EV]1MXGLIPP'EMVRW´

Pennsylvania Kappa, Swarthmore College
)HWSR 7 ,EVVMW .V ´

Oklahoma Alpha, University of Oklahoma
;MPPMEQ8 )KSPJ´

Pennsylvania Lambda,
Pennsylvania State University
'LEVPIW2 7GL[IMX^IV.V ´

Oregon Alpha, University of Oregon
*VERO+ 0]SR´

Rhode Island Alpha, Brown University
/EVP 1 )GOIP ´

Oregon Beta, Oregon State University
.EGO(IPP4VMGI--´

Texas Alpha, University of Texas
8LSQEW . 2EWL ´
+ISVKI) (IVVMGO´

Pennsylvania Alpha,
Washington & Jefferson College
;MPPMEQ,IRV]0IXXIVQER´

Virginia Alpha, University of Virginia
;MPPMEQ% 7XYEVX.V ´

Pennsylvania Beta, Allegheny College
.SWITL' 7GLQMHX´

Virginia Beta, Washington & Lee University
;MPPMEQ( ,IPTVMR´
.SLR8 &SSRI.V ´

Pennsylvania Epsilon, Gettysburg College
7IXL0 &YGOPIR´

West Virginia Alpha, West Virginia University
0]PI1 &PEGO[IPP´

Pennsylvania Eta,
Franklin & Marshall College
'PEVO4 >MX^QERR´

Wisconsin Gamma, Beloit College
.EGO1 ,IMHE´

.)66=(920%4
3,-38,)8%´

ORS[ 3RI SJ XLSWI QIR [LS - JSPPS[IH SR Q]
MRMXMEXMSRHE][EWQ]JEXLIV.IVV](YRPET (EH[EW
ORS[R XS LMW GPSWIWX FVSXLIVW EW 1V 4LM 4WM
FIGEYWI SJ LMW PMJIPSRK GSQQMXQIRX XS XLI
TVMRGMTEPW ERH PIWWSRW [LMGL LI PIEVRIH MR XLI
FVSXLIVLSSHSJ4LM/ETTE4WM ERHPIJXXLI[SVPHE
FIXXIVTPEGIXLIRLIJSYRHMX ,IERHQ]QSXLIV
8IVVMI (YRPET [IVI E[EVHIH TPIEWI JMPP MR [LEX
E[EVHLIKSX 
3R 1E]   EJXIV E JMZI ]IEV FEXXPI [MXL
4YPQSREV],]TIVXIRWMSR (EHHMIHEXXLIEKISJ
 ,MWHIEXLLEWFIIREHMJJMGYPXPSWWJSVLMWJEQMP]
ERHLMWFVSXLIVWMR4LM/ETTE4WMXSHIEP[MXL FYX
XLVSYKLLMWPMJIEGSQQYRMX][EWEFPIXSWII[LEX
[IEWFVSXLIVWMR4LM/ETTE4WMEPVIEH]ORS[LS[
XSHS PMZIIZIV HMIRIZIV IQFSHMIHMRXLIPMJISJ
XLMWKVIEXQER-LEHXLITVMZMPIKISJGEPPMRKHEHERH
Q]FVSXLIVMR4LM/ETTE4WM

.IVV](YRPETTPE]IHEQENSVVSPIMR4LM/ETTE
4WMXLVSYKLXLI]IEVW ,MWWSR8]PIV3LMS&IXE´
VIQIQFIVIHLMWJEXLIVEWEJM\XYVIMRXLI*VEXIVRMX]
TYFPMWLIHLIVIMRQIQSV]SJ.IVV]
;LIR - [EW MRMXMEXIH MRXS XLI 3LMS &IXE
'LETXIVMRXLIWTVMRKSJERHJSVXLIJMVWXXMQI
EWERI[P]MRMXMEXIHFVSXLIV-I\YFIVERXP]GLERXIH
±,MKL ,MKL ,MKL 4LM /ETTE 4WM 0MZI )ZIV (MI
2IZIV4LM/ETTE4WM² -ORI[-[EWNSMRMRKEPSRK
PMRI SJ KVIEX QIR 1IR [LS LEZI MQTEGXIH XLMW
[SVPH SR FSXL E 2EXMSREP PIZIP [MXL [IPP
HSGYQIRXIHIZIRXW EW[IPPEWEKVIEXPMRISJQIR
[LSIZIV]HE]PMZIHSYXXLI4LM4WM'VIIHMRXLIMV
PMZIWSJJMRHMRK8LI+VIEX.S]SJ7IVZMRK3XLIVWERH
GLERKMRK MX JSV XLI FIXXIV [MXL VERHSQ EGXW SJ
OMRHRIWW ERH PMZIW XSYGLIH MR [E]W [I [MPP RIZIV
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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9, 1913 in Corydon, Ind. he graduated from
DePauw University and received his MBA from the
University of Chicago. He worked for International
harvester for 42 years, climbing the ladder to
executive management. He retired to Laguna
Niguel, Calif., was active on the Niguel Shores
board and was a trustee at the Laguna
Presbyterian Church. His joy was family and
traveling the world. He is survived by daughters
Becky and Sally; six grandchildren and five greatgrandchildren. He was preceded in death by his
son David, and his wife of 68 years Jean passed
away two weeks after John, on March 3, 2008.

Those of us in attendance at dad’s memorial
service were reminded, through a series of
speakers, and stories of dad’s life and most
importantly of the work that he started at the
Nuhop Center for Experiential Learning with his
wife Terrie, now run by his son Trevor Ohio Theta
’94. It was at this service that we were all taught
one more lesson by dad: that whatever our gift is,
in whatever field we are working, in whatever town
we are living in, we need to take the gifts granted
to us by our creator and make a difference in this
world. We were reminded that we should
celebrate each day as a gift from our creator and
always remember that “Life is good.”
Phi Kappa Psi has lost a brother and a living
example of what William Henry Letterman and
Charles Page Thomas Moore began well over 150
years ago, but their legacy and dad’s as well as all
brothers are intertwined and even though Dad is
gone from this earth he will “live ever and die never”
thanks to what he learned in lived in Phi Kappa Psi.
It is my hope that all of us can live the Creed that
we pledged to when we joined Phi Kappa Psi and
continue to make this world a better place.

KELLER DOYLE
MICHIGAN BETA ’57
Keller Doyle was born the son of Pearl and
Francis of Detroit. He was a graduate of Michigan
State University. He retired as a manager after 35
years with Ford Motor Co. Preceding Mr. Doyle in
death were his parents and his brothers Patrick and
Thomas. He is survived by his wife of 49 years,
Nancy; his children John, Barbara and her husband
David Fobare, and Susan and her husband David
Malinowski; grandchildren, Shannon, Johnny, Haley
MacKenzie and Keller; and sister Linda Doyle Genik
and her husband Richard.

DOUGLAS BEAMISH JR.
CALIFORNIA EPSILON ’43
Doug Beamish passed away peacefully at his
home on Feb. 21, 2008. After serving two years
with the Navy in WWII, he began a career with the
Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) that
lasted 36 years. He was a principal or assistant
principal at eight schools. He also provided
leadership to many community organizations. He
served on the board of directors of the Bel Air Bay
Club and the Palisades-Malibu YMCA. He was
president of the Rotary Club of Pacific Palisades
and chairman of the LAUSD’s United Way Fund
Drive. His hobbies included paddle tennis, golf and
reading history. He is survived by his wife of 39
years Betsey; sister Diana; sons Phil and Richard;
daughter Sara; and five grandchildren.

KARL M. ECKEL
RHODE ISLAND ALPHA ’54
Karl Eckel died March 21, 2008. He was born in
Toledo, Ohio to John and Martha. He was married
to Sharron for 40 years. He was employed for 26
years at Armstrong World Industries as a research
physicist, working most of his career at the
Research and Development Campus of
Armstrong, retiring in 1988. Following his career at
Armstrong, he and Sharron became owners of six
Command Performance Hair Salon franchises. He
was a 1957 graduate of Brown University with a
B.A. in physics. He earned his Master of Sciences
degree in physics from Franklin and Marshall
College. He entered the U.S. Navy in 1957, and
served on the destroyer escort U.S.S. Howard D.
Crow and at the naval base in Rota, Spain.
Following four years of active duty, Karl remained in
the Naval Reserves for 17 years, retiring as a

JOHN C. BULLEIT
INDIANA ALPHA ’32
After a long and good life, John Bulleit passed
away on Feb. 19, 2008 at the age of 94. Born Dec.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Commander. Karl was a member of Chestnut Level
Presbyterian Church and a member of Bent Creek
Contry Club. He loved classical music and the
theater, playing golf, skiing, all animals and world
travel. He is survived by his wife Sharron; daughter
Jennifer ; son David; brother John; and two
grandchildren.

his return. He will be loved and missed by family,
friends and those lives that he touched.

EDSON HARRIS
PENNSYLVANIA KAPPA ’32
Edson Harris died in Eugene, Ore.
on Dec. 27, 2007. Born in Philadelphia in 1913 to
Edson and Caroline, he attended Swarthmore
College and received his mechanical engineering
degree in 1935. He met Virginia Littlejohn at a
dance in Philadelphia and married her in Mexico
City in 1938. They returned to Philadelphia and
raised their six children. In 1942 he joined the
Marine Corps and proudly served as the Assistant
Operations Officer with VMB 611 Marine Bombing
Squadron in the Philippines. In 1962 the family
moved to Scottsdale, Ariz. and Edson worked for
Thompson Industries as a design engineer. He and
Virginia embraced life, family and friends. They
traveled extensively, played tennis into their 80s
and loved each other for more than 60 years.
Virginia preceded him in death in 2000. Edson is
survived by Stuart and Sandy Harris, Georgia
Hudak, Shep and Mary Harris, Bruce and Jo Ann
Harris, Barbara Harris and Polly and George Long,
13 grandchildren and 4 great-grandchildren.

GREGORY GOMEZ
MISSISSIPPI ALPHA ’04
Gregory Gomez IV, age 22 of Glen Carbon, Ill.
died on July 5, 2008 while serving as a missionary in
Abancay, Peru. He was born on Oct. 13, 1985 the
son of Gregory and Elida. He is survived by his
parents and two sisters April and husband Chris,
and Jennifer and husband Jason; paternal
grandparents Gregorio and Ofilia. He is preceded in
death by his maternal grandfather Frank and
maternal grandmother Lupe. Since Greg grew up in
a military family, he also lived in Deepwater, N.J.
Greensborough, N.C. and Topeka, Kan. Greg was
doing what he loved when he died in the South
American country of Peru doing missionary work
for the Lord. Greg graduated from Edwardsville
High School in 2004, where he played football all
four years and ran track for two years. He played
center for the two consecutive state champion
runner-up football teams. Greg was an avid guitar
player. His memberships include Bethel Baptist
Church in Troy, where he was very active in all
aspects of the church, including the youth praise
team. Greg loved to serve the Lord and share the
word of God all around the world, also participating
in multiple missionary trips to Mexico. Greg was a
2008 graduate of the University of Mississippi,
where he received his degree in engineering. He
was the president of the ASME-Association of
Mechanical Engineering, active in the Baptist Student
Union where he was a member of the leadership
for four years. While at Ole Miss, he spent two
spring breaks helping the refugees of Hurricane
Katrina.When attending college, he attended North
Oxford Baptist Church. Greg recently passed the
National Board of Mechanical Engineering exam
and had recently accepted a position at Nestle’
Purina in St. Louis as an entry level engineer. Greg
was an avid runner, competing in three half
marathons and was to run in a full marathon upon
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

WILLIAM HORR
OHIO ALPHA ’33
William Horr passed away in Portsmouth, Ohio
on Aug. 13, 2008. Born to Charles and Effie in
Portsmouth on Sept. 23, 1914, he graduated from
Ohio Wesleyan University and the College of Law
at the University of Cincinnati. Admitted to the Bar
of Ohio in 1939, Bill practiced law privately in
Portsmouth until the beginning of WWII, when he
became a Special Agent of the FBI, working out of
Louisville, Ky., Newark, N.J. and Bloomington, Ind. Bill
married Marjorie Marshall in 1940. Resuming his
private law practice in Portsmouth in 1946, Bill
continued for 60 active years, for which he was
honored by the Ohio Bar Association. He also
served as substitute Municipal Judge of the
Portsmouth Municipal Court for 25 years and as
general counsel for Ohio Wesleyan University for 5
years. He was the first recipient of the Ohio Junior
Chamber of Commerce’s Distinguished Citizen
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Award. He also served as president of the
Portsmouth Rotary Club, the YMCA and the Bar
Association. He was predeceased by his wife
Marty; his second wife Wilma; and his brother
Charles. He is survived by his children Robert,
Mary, James and Elizabeth; nine grandchildren and 3
great-grandchildren.

THOMAS NASH
TEXAS ALPHA ’48
Thomas Nash died on Feb. 23, 2008. He was a
native of Texas and attended public schools in
Lubbock prior to entering the Navy in February
1944, where he served aboard the destroyer U.S.S.
Philip. He was awarded the Victory Medal, Asiatic
Pacific Campaign Medal with two battle stars, the
Philippine Liberation Campaign with one battle
star, and the Combat Action Ribbon after
participating in nine invasion operations in WWII.
He transferred to the University of Texas after
attending Texas Tech University. He worked for
Reynolds Metals Company in Corpus Christi, Tex.,
and was transferred to Longview,Wash., eventually
settling in the Reynolds headquarters in Richmond.
He had a passionate interes in the Holocaust and
its impact on mankind, and visited the Holocaust
Museums in Washington, D.C., Richmond and Yad
Vashem in Israel, and a concentration camp in
Europe. He is survived by his wife of 56 years Mary
Ann; daughter Brenda; son Neil and two
grandchildren and a great-grandchild.

FRANKLIN J. KAGER
NEW YORK ETA ’50
Frank Kager died Aug. 13, 2008. He was a
founding member of the New York Eta Chapter at
the University at Buffalo. He is survived by his wife
Barbara; children Jeffrey, Scott, Susan and Joseph;
and seven grandchildren.

ALAN LIVINGSTON
OHIO DELTA ’39
Alan William Livingston, Upper Arlington, Ohio
passed away June 14, 2008 at home surrounded by
his loving family. He was born Jan. 26, 1920 in
Columbus, Ohio. He was preceded in death by his
parents A. Wilmer and Cleone. He is survived by
his best friend and wife of 58 years Betty; daughter
Martha; son Andy; daughter-in-law Toby; and
granddaughters Katie and Jackie. He was a graduate
of University School and then attended The Ohio
State University where he was a member of the
varsity track team. He was the Ohio AAU high
jump champion in 1941. He served his country in
WWII as a 1st Lieutenant in the Army Ordinance
Department. He was President of the Livingston
Seed Company for 34 years and great-grandson of
A.W. Livingston, developer of the modern day
tomato. He was past president of the Ohio Seed
Dealers Association and past member of the
American Seed Trade Association Board of
Directors. He thoroughly enjoyed traveling the
world with his wife and was an avid Great Lakes
cruising sailor. He was a past member of the
Detroit Yacht Club, Great Lakes Cruising Club and
Leatherlips Yacht Club. He was a member of Scioto
Country Club, ROFLC and Covenant Presbyterian
Church where he was an elder, trustee and clerk
of session. He was an Eagle Scout and avid
Ohio State Buckeye fan.
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DONALD SCHUMACHER
OHIO DELTA ’65
Donald C. Schumacher, age 61, of Dublin, Ohio
passed away June 6, 2008 with the comfort of his
daughter Stacie and former wife Linda at his side.
He was born July 7, 1946 in Columbus, Ohio, son
of the late Warren and Dorothy. He was a criminal
defense attorney and public defender for the past
34 years. In February of this year, his last criminal
defense trial was his 50th death penalty case.
Donald is survived by his daughter and son-in-law
Stacie and Floyd Cisco; grandchildren Craig,
Katelynne and Anthony; step-grandchildren Floyd
and Jordan; former wife Linda; and many friends
and colleagues. A 1964 graduate of Columbus
West High School, Donald received a Bachelor of
Science degree in Business from The Ohio State
University in 1968. He was also on the Board of
Directors and their legal counsel for many years.
He received his Juris Doctorate from Capital
University School of Law with Honors in 1974.
Don was past President of the Central Ohio
Chapter of Criminal Defense Lawyers and current
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GLENN SHEPHERD
CALIFORNIA EPSILON ’47

President of the Ohio Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers. He was a member of the
National Ski Patrol for 26 years and their legal
counsel for 23 years. One of Don’s proudest
moments was when his daughter Stacie passed the
National Ski Patrol test at age 16, the youngest to
achieve that distinction. He was a member of the
OSU President’s Club and was an avid Buckeye fan.
He loved golf, model railroading, racing and
photography. His daughter Stacie posthumously
accepted the Lifetime Achievement Award
presented to Don from the Ohio Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers.

Maui, Hawaii community activist and geologist
Glenn Shepherd died March 11, 2008. He earned
his doctorate in geology from the University of
Hawaii, and worked as a petroleum geologist in
South Africa.There, he discovered frozen methane
hydrates under the sea floor of Peru, which was
only the second discovery of such deposits to that
point. According to his daughter Diane, he believed
that citizens should determine public policy, and
worked to that end throughout his life. In the
1970s, he fought against armoring the Kalama Park
shoreline on the island of Maui, reasoning that the
beach would eventually be destroyed. In the years
following, he was proved correct. Glenn is survived
by his wife Shirley; son Anthony; daughter Diane;
and three grandchildren.

Statement of Ownership
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Brothers Of Phi Kappa Psi:
As our newly-elected SWGP for the next two years I want to share with you my initial
objectives.
#1: Expand our Phi Psi website to inform undergraduates and alumni about (1) where our
Fraternity is going and (2) how we’re going to get there.
#2: Expand our current chapter membership and continue adding colonies.
#3: Expand the role of House Corporations and Alumni Advisory Committees to better
understand the concerns of our undergraduate brothers, so that the Fraternity can best
respond positively to those concerns.
#4: Expand our mentoring program, both by phone and via the internet, so that any young Phi
Psi has access to help and support of older Phi Psi alumni.
#5. Promote a chapter atmosphere of leadership and scholastic achievement with emphasis on
overall chapter GPA.
#6. Support House Corporations to create capital campaign programs to refurbish, renovate
and expand chapter houses.
#7: Reemphasize the Fraternity’s positions regarding (1) drugs and (2) the use of alcohol.
Phi Kappa Psi is here for the benefit of our younger brothers. It is our job, as alumni, to ensure
that our undergraduate brothers are given the maximum opportunities and support to move
into the world of the 21st Century… and succeed!
I call upon all Phi Psis, of all ages, to join in the support of that purpose!

Paul Wineman
Washington Alpha, ’55
SWGP, Phi Kappa Psi
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How to change your address

Head to www.phikappapsi.com or e-mail your old
and new address to Shield@PhiKappaPsi.com.You
may also call 1-800-486-1852, or send a letter to
the HQ at 5395 Emerson Way, Indianapolis,
IN 46226. If your update does not occur
immediately we ask your patience during this time
as we make a change that will allow us to better
serve you.

How to contact The Shield

Email: Shield@PhiKappaPsi.com
Mail: RJ Proie, 5395 Emerson Way,
Indianapolis, IN 46226.
Call: 317-632-1852 ext. 3418 or just ask
for the Director of Communications
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How to get published

Undergraduates: Each chapter’s AG or
corresponding secretary is that chapter’s
correspondent for The Shield and for the
PhiKappaPsi.com. For submission requirements
or deadlines, he may contact the Director of
Communications. All photos must be sent via
regular mail, or as separate attachments at 300
dpi or higher. All text submissions must be
submitted via e-mail to Shield@PhiKappaPsi.com.
Alumni: Alumni are strongly encouraged to
submit news and stories to The Shield. Tell us
about events or your accomplishments. If you
have news about an individual alumnus, mail
information to the address above care of RJ
Proie, Director of Communications.

Estimated deadlines for
submissions

The following deadlines are estimates. For
updates email Shield@PhiKappaPsi.com. Due to
pre-press and production schedules, 1-3 issues
may appear before a submission is published.
Submission is not a guarantee of publication.The
Editor of The Shield reserves final call in all
matters concerning submissions. The Shield is
dedicated to being a magazine of, by and for its
members. Chapter newsletters appear in the
summer and winter issues.
spring issue-February 1
summer issue-May 1
fall issue-August 1
winter issue-October 1
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How to send a letter to the editor

We always welcome your comments – both
positive and negative – about this publication.
E-mail the Editor at SMC@phikappapsi.com or
send mail to Shawn Collinsworth, 5395
Emerson Way, Indianapolis, IN 46226.
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By Shawn M. Collinsworth,
Indiana Eta ’91
INTRODUCTION
There have been many positives that have taken
place within Phi Kappa Psi over the past several
years. Just within this annual report you will read
about the Fraternity’s undergraduate membership
growing over 40% during the past 10 years, as well
as our average chapter size continuing to be well
above the average of all national fraternities. In
addition, you will be happy to hear that the past
four Grand Arch Councils have doubled in size
from our previous averages and have become the
largest in our 157 year history as a Fraternity, and
alumni associations are larger and more active then
ever before.
With all the success Phi Kappa Psi has enjoyed,
there is definitely a “buzz“ not only within the
membership, but also within other Greek
organizations as well. I often have colleagues from
other Greek organizations approach me and say
they have noticed the progress in Phi Kappa Psi.
The reason for all these successes is due to the
hard work, dedication and countless hours that the
 "! ""!""!
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members have logged to in order to support the
Fraternity. Of course, these members include: past
and present Executive Council members,
appointed officers, chapter advisory team
members, undergraduate officers, house
corporation boards, staff and the Trustees from the
Foundation, Canonsburg and Permanent Fund.
These brothers have come together with the same
goal: to make Phi Kappa Psi the most influential
Fraternity of the 21st century.
I wanted to take this opportunity to thank the
membership for all they do for Phi Kappa Psi. It’s
inspiring to me to talk to brothers each and every
day that continually giving back to the organization
that has given so much to them. Because of you,
we are able to build a stronger brotherhood.
Obviously, the Fraternity doesn’t intend to rest
on these recent achievements. In fact, the Executive
Council has been hard at work creating a vision for
the future of the organization. Following this Annual
Report in this issue of The Shield, you will read
about the Executive Council’s 20-year vision for Phi
Kappa Psi. By using this vision as our road map in
the coming years the elected and appointed
officers, local volunteers, staff and undergraduates
will have a clear understanding where the
Fraternity is headed as well as celebrating the
achievements along the way.

MEMBERSHIP
Phi Kappa Psi’s undergraduate membership for
the June 1, 2007 to May 31, 2008 report year was
4,442, which was slightly up from 4,412 members
from the last report year. This number is a record
for undergraduate membership in the Fraternity’s
recent history. As you will see in the membership
chart, Phi Psi continues to enjoy an increase in
membership during the past 11 years.
Looking at the preliminary census numbers for
the June 1, 2008 to May 31, 2009 report year, our
undergraduate numbers have grown to a new
record high again with chapters reporting 4,719
total undergraduates. During the past 11 years, the
Fraternity has experienced over a 40% growth in
undergraduate membership!
The Fraternity’s census number is always taken
from the fall’s semi-annual report for insurance and
record maintenance purposes at Headquarters.
 "! ""!""!
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This number is obviously the “low watermark” in
membership during the school year and will grow
throughout the year as chapters continue to
recruit.

AVERAGE CHAPTER SIZE
An “average” Phi Kappa Psi chapter had 47
members during the 2007-2008 academic school
year. Though many chapters and campuses are
different, this number is used as a benchmark for
many of our chapters. The Fraternity asks that our
chapters be above the average chapter size on
their respective campus.
A recent survey conducted by the Fraternity
Executives Association reported that the average
chapter size for all men’s fraternities was 39 in
2007-2008. Although our average chapter size has
increased over the past several years, the Fraternity
still needs to concentrate as an organization to
recruit quality men that will make a difference in
their chapters, campuses and communities as
undergraduates and alumni.
From February 19, 1852, through May 31, 2008,
the names of 111,503 men have been recorded on
the Grand Membership Rolls.

CHAPTER SERVICES
The Fraternity has altered the consultant
program during this past report year. In the past,
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the Fraternity hired three or four consultants to
travel the red and green highway to help chapters
on a variety of different topics. This year, the
Fraternity has hired a fifth consultant and created
three different types of “specialty” consultants. The
breakdown of the three types of consultants
include two recruitment consultants, two
management consultants and a leadership
consultant. Although they are still cross-trained on
a variety of helpful topics, each consultant group
received extensive training in their specific area to
work with chapters over the school year.
Recruitment consultants will be working with
colonies, and chapters who wish to receive training
on how to increase their membership numbers.
The management consultants will work with
chapters on the day to day operations on how to
effectively run a successful chapter, and the
leadership consultant’s role is to give members
leadership and life skill training. Although the
change is new, it has been receiving high marks so
far this year. Every chapter will receive at least one
visit during the report year, with over half of the
chapters receiving two specialty visits during the
school year.
Of course, the purpose of the consultant
program is to assist chapters in leadership and
scholarship programming, chapter management
evaluations, officer training, risk management
presentations, recruitment workshops and general
troubleshooting. It is vital to have area alumni work
with local chapters to help institute these best
practices with follow-up from staff. The strongest
chapters nationwide are those that have alumni
attend chapter meetings and advise the chapter on
a weekly basis. If chapters need help getting local
alumni involved with the chapter, please contact
Will Haskett, Director of Alumni Services, at Phi
Kappa Psi Headquarters.

Growing, One Brother at a Time.” Please see page
18 in this issue of The Shield to find the closest
Founders Day celebration, and plan on attending.
The Fraternity continues to work on developing
volunteer training programs for chapter advisors,
house corporation board members, and alumni
association officers. The next program the
Fraternity will offer will be the second annual New
Volunteer Training Orientation (NVO), which will
be held on January 23-25, 2009, in conjunction with
the Presidents Leadership Academy at the
University Place Hotel and Conference Center in
Indianapolis, Indiana. This program is centered on
giving the new Fraternity volunteers the training
and resources to be effective in their current roles.
Attendees will be able to learn about fraternal
programs, policies, paperwork, as well as helpful
hints on how to do their job effectively. If you are
interested in attending this program, please contact
Will Haskett at Fraternity Headquarters. Cost is a
$150 investment fee, with travel, hotel and some
meals paid for by the Fraternity.

EXPANSION
The past report year was very successful on the
expansion front. The Fraternity was able to charter
four colonies during this time. These groups
include: Ohio University, Houston Baptist
University, Occidental College and Indiana
University – Purdue University in Indianapolis.
With the addition of these groups, that makes
seven new chapters chartered in the past two
years!
The Fraternity currently has four colonies that
are currently working to become chartered
chapters of Phi Kappa Psi. These groups include
Bowling Green State University, University of
California at Riverside, Lockhaven College and
California State University at Long Beach.
The Fraternity has not lost any chapters during
the report year.

ALUMNI PROGRAMS
The cultivation of alumni associations continues
to be a strong focus in our alumni development
efforts. The Fraternity currently boasts a total of 45
active Alumni Associations across the country. This
February 19th will mark the 157th anniversary of
the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity, with this year’s
Founders Day theme being: “1 + 1 = 71,000:
 "! ""!""!

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
Due to the generosity of the Fraternity’s
Foundation, the Fraternity was able to host several
leadership
programs
that
helped
our
undergraduates become better leaders in their
respective chapters and communities. Programs
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The Woodrow Wilson Leadership School
(WWLS) will be held on the University of Buffalo
campus on June 17-21, 2009. The WWLS is held
during off-years of the Grand Arch Council. Nearly
300 undergraduates and alumni participated in the
four day program two years ago, and it received
some of the best reviews of any leadership
program the Fraternity sponsors.

that were offered the past report year include the
Presidents Leadership Academy (PLA), Recruitment
Boot Camp and the Leadership Experience.
The PLA is in its 14th year and was held in
Indianapolis, Ind. This year the Fraternity again
hosted over 80 chapter presidents at Phi Kappa Psi
Headquarters, Laurel Hall. As always, the Fraternity
furnishes travel, room and board for each chapter
president so he will be able to attend. The 2009
PLA will be held on January 23 - 25 at the
University Place Hotel and Conference Center in
Indianapolis, Ind. Please contact Eric Jezewski at
Fraternity Headquarters, to reserve your chapter’s
spot or with any questions about the program.
The Recruitment Boot Camp program was a
new addition to the Fraternity’s programming
arsenal this past report year. Undergraduate
brothers from around the country traveled this
past June to the Kansas Alpha chapter house to
take part in an intensive weekend of recruitment
instruction and training. It allowed members to
learn about how to sell the organization and
recruit the best students on their respective
campuses. The program received great reviews,
and the Fraternity is looking to host the program in
on January 23-25, 2009 in Indianapolis, Ind. in
conjunction with the PLA.

INSURANCE AND
RISK MANAGEMENT
Since 1997, Phi Kappa Psi has been a member
of FRMT, Ltd., a United States-based mutual
reinsurance company.
The cost for liability insurance during the report
year was $181 per man. For the 2007-2008
academic year, we are happy to report that the rate
is going to remain at $181 per man in the 20082009 report year. Insurance rates continue to climb
across the country, and the fraternal market is no
different. Phi Kappa Psi’s insurance rates have an
opportunity to be lowered by a 20% margin, if the
Fraternity were to significantly lower its insurance
claims during a five-year span. FRMT has developed
a variable rating schedule that allows fraternities with
good loss rates to obtain a discount, and, conversely,
those with poorer records pay a higher premium.

TOP 10 FALL 2007
CUMULATIVE
CHAPTER GPAS

TOP 10 CHAPTER
MEMBERSHIP NUMBERS

** Numbers are from the Fall 2008 semi-annual report
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Alpha ’64; and Secretary James L. Miller Ohio Delta
’85. Other members of the Executive Council
include six District Archons elected at the District
Council meeting. The Archons serving during the
report year include: District I – Sean M. Devlin
Pennsylvania Upsilon ’06; District II – David C. Voll
Ohio Delta ’04; District III – Charles B. Albert Illinois
Iota ’07; District IV – John J. Shumaker Kentucky
Beta ’04; District V – Barrett J. Anderson Iowa Alpha
’05; District VI – Scott A. Wood Arizona Alpha ’04.
A new Executive Board was elected during this
past summer’s 74th Grand Arch Council, held in
Indianapolis, Ind. The new Executive Board consists
of: President Paul R. Wineman Washington Alpha’55;
Vice President J. Tryon Hubbard Jr. Alabama Alpha
’64; Treasurer James L. Miller Ohio Delta ’85; and
Secretary A. Scott Noble Texas Alpha ’81.

Over the past years the Fraternity has had an excess
of claims from its members, therefore increasing our
premiums dramatically. With a concerted effort
from our members to manage their risk, the rates
will again begin to decrease. FRMT continues to be
the best option for Phi Kappa Psi. Non-FRMT group
rates are significantly higher then ours and those
groups are unable to get into FRMT due to their loss
record. It is interesting to note that, in today’s world,
it is more expensive to insure a fraternity then it is
to insure a nuclear dumping ground.
Phi Kappa Psi has instituted a variable rating
schedule for chapters. Chapters with a risk
management violation during an academic year will
pay a higher premium than those chapters who do
not have a violation. Furthermore, chapters may
earn an extra discount if they have a history of no
losses during a tracking period and complete risk
management educational programming, found in
the back of the risk management guide. If you are
interested in lowering your insurance premium,
please contact Chad Stegemiller, Assistant
Executive Director, at Fraternity Headquarters.
Phi Kappa Psi paid over $800,000 in insurance
premiums for both property and liability coverage
during the report year. The Fraternity’s coverage
included a $40 million property coverage policy for
chapter houses, and liability coverage of $6 million.
Phi Kappa Psi is also a member of FIPG, Inc., a
risk management association made up of more
than 40 men and women’s fraternities. Phi Psi has
adopted the FIPG, Inc., risk management policy as
its minimum risk management standard.
The Fraternity also sends the FRMT, Ltd.,
newsletter, Fraternal Law, a newsletter concerned
with legal issues facing the Interfraternity world, to
chapters, advisors and house corporations
throughout the year.

FRATERNITY STAFF
Shawn M. Collinsworth Indiana Eta ’91, just
completed his seventh year as Executive Director
and editor of The Shield, and has been on staff since
1998. Along with Collinsworth, serving on the
management team during the report year were:
Assistant Executive Director Claude M. Warren III
Indiana Alpha ’96 (Indiana Zeta ’95); Director of
Chapter Services Chad M. Stegemiller Indiana Zeta
’98; Director of Leadership Development Robert S.
Nagel New York Eta ’99, and Eric M. Jezewski Ohio
Theta ’01; Director of Communications RJ Proie
Pennsylvania Beta ’00; Director of Alumni Services
William L. Haskett Indiana Zeta ’00; Director of
Expansion Ronald K Ransom Indiana Zeta ’00; and
Archivist Timothy N. Tangen Minnesota Delta ’03.
The support staff included: April M. Johnson,
Database Administrator; Michelle D. Payne,
Bookkeeper; Christina A. Silas, Administrative
Assistant.
Educational Leadership Consultants include:
Michael D. Buehner Ohio Theta ’04; Nicholas T.
Dascoli Indiana Alpha ’05; Tommaso R. Marsella
Pennsylvania Theta ’05; Corey J. Peart Indiana
Epsilon ’05; Nicholas S. Reed Pennsylvania Phi ’06.
Staff changes occurring during the report year
saw the departure of Robert Nagel New York Eta
’99 as the Director of Leadership Development
and Consultants Erik B. Rechenbach Tennessee
Epsilon ’02 and Zhi C. Yee Indiana Epsilon ’04.

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
The Executive Council is the supreme governing
body of the Fraternity between Grand Arch
Councils. This 10-member board of directors is the
policy-making arm of the Fraternity. Serving on the
Executive Board during the report year were:
President Stephen R. O’Rourke Missouri Alpha ’74;
Vice President Paul R. Wineman Washington
Alpha’55; Treasurer J. Tryon Hubbard Jr. Alabama
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TOTAL REVENUE AND EXPENSES
Sales and Other
$19,491
1% Administrative

Total Revenue $2,649,361

Fees
$92,930
4%
Endowment
Fund Grant
$265,181
10%

Insurance Premiums
$1,220,378
46%

Alumni Contributions
$4,844
1%
Conferences and Conventions
$128,614
4%
Chapter Services Fees Other
$311,150
$25,386
11%
1%

Chapter
Finance
Charges
$53,634
2%
Initiation and
Pledge Fees
$587,650
22%
Interest and Dividends
($59,077)
-2%

Total Expenses $3,036,592
Publications and Communication
$270,619
9%

Administrative
$1,425,811
47%

Fraternity Activities
$908,836
30%

Convention and
Leadership Activities
$431,326
14%
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FINANCES
The total assets of the Fraternity are determined
by combining the totals of the various funds under
the umbrella of Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity, Inc., an
Indiana nonprofit corporation. The assets of three
funds – the General Fund, the Insurance Fund and
the Permanent Fund – make up the vast majority of
the Fraternity’s net worth. There exist a few smaller
funds that have been created for specific purposes.
At the end of the report year, the net assets of

the Fraternity were $5,672,125, compared to
$6,059,356 a year ago, a decrease of $387,231.
Total liabilities and net assets were $5,928,286 for
the report year.
The graphs show the Fraternity’s breakdown of
income and expenses in the General Fund from
June 1, 2007 to May 31, 2008.
Copies of the Fraternity’s audited financial
statements are available from the Fraternity
Headquarters upon written request.

PHI KAPPA PSI’S MOST INITIATES BY ACTIVE CHAPTER
!..BB(<?@?9@A8
Indiana University
!..BB! **B(<?@?9@A8
The Ohio State University
University of Kansas
University of Texas
!...BB!"**B(<?@?9@A8
Bucknell University
Purdue University
University of Illinois
University of Southern California
West Virginia University
"!..BB"!***B(<?@?9@A8
Allegheny College
Cornell University
DePauw University
Northwestern University
Ohio Wesleyan University
Syracuse University
University of Nebraska
"!..BB"!**B(<?@?9@A8
Gettysburg College
UCLA
University of Iowa
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University of Michigan
University of Missouri
University of Washington
Wittenberg University
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Miami University
University of Colorado
University of Rhode Island
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Beloit College
Brown University
Lafayette College
Pennsylvania State University
Stanford University
University of Minnesota
University of Mississippi
University of Pennsylvania
University of Virginia
Vanderbilt University
Washington & Jefferson College
Washington & Lee University
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Texas Tech University
University of Toledo
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Case Western Reserve University
Creighton University
Franklin & Marshall College
Iowa State University
Johns Hopkins University
University of Oklahoma
Valparaiso University
Wabash College
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Ashland University
Bowling Green State University
Butler University
California Polytechnic
State University
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Michigan State University
Oregon State University
University of Arizona
University of Buffalo
..BB **B(<?@?9@A8
Florida State University
George Washington University
Louisiana State University
University of Alabama
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PHI KAPPA PSI: LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Inside the front cover of this issue of The Shield, SWGP Paul Wineman published his
seven near-term priorities for the Fraternity. The Executive Council and Headquarters Staff
recognizes the need for Phi Psis, administrators, parents and others to understand where
Phi Kappa Psi is going over the next 20 years. After considerable collective thinking, we have
agreed on the following twelve statements of our vision over that span:
•Grow our undergraduate membership to 8000 members in 130 chapters.
•Establish Alumni Associations in every locality which has a sufficient alumni population.
•Grow the Endowment Fund to over $100,000,000.
•Have our leadership and personal development events (PLA, WWLS, NVO, ALA)
recognized as the best in the Greek community.
•Arrange for an alumnus mentor to be available to every Phi Psi undergraduate.
•Establish a professional counseling and networking capability for all undergraduates and
alumni.
Emphasize and support chapter scholarship such that every chapter achieves and
maintains at least a 3.0 GPA or their school’s all men’s average, whichever is higher.
Ensure that an Alumni (House) Corporation functions for every chapter and enable
every chapter to own its own house wherever that is desirable.
Place a qualified House Mother/Director in 75% of our housed chapters.
Make certain that every chapter carries out at least one major, well-publicized
philanthropy event annually.
Implement programs to improve chapter retention rates to a level of 95%.
Continue to develop the content and participation in our member education and
personal development programs so that they are recognized as among the best and that
they routinely reach a high level of participation in every chapter.
These goals are the product of conversations held between the Executive Council,
Headquarters staff, appointed officers and members across the country. The Executive
Council and Executive Director, as noted below, have placed a priority on moving toward
these goals as Phi Psi moves into the future.
SWGP Paul R. Wineman Washington Alpha ’55
SWVGP J. Tryon Hubbard Alabama Alpha ’64
SWP James L. Miller Ohio Delta ’85
SWAG A. Scott Noble Texas Alpha ’81
Archons: District I Sean M. Devlin Pennsylvania Upsilon ’06; District II David C. Voll Ohio Delta
’04; District III Charles B. Albert Illinois Iota ’07; District IV John J. Shumaker Kentucky Beta ’04;
Distict V Barrett J. Anderson Iowa Alpha '05, District VI Scott A. Wood Arizona Alpha ’04
Executive Director Shawn M. Collinsworth Indiana Eta ’91
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PHI PSI’S NEW WEBSITE
CONNECT WITH YOUR BROTHERS
Phi Kappa Psi’s new presence on the web is a modern representation of the Fraternity for members and
non-members alike. After several years of conversations about where we wanted to go with our online
identity, what tools would be most beneficial and how our current site was lacking, we are proud to debut
a completely revamped www.phikappapsi.com.
While there is plenty of information on the site for non-initiates, we’re most excited about our membersonly social network Phi Psi Connect. Once you create your personal login page with our account creation
wizard, you will join thousands of Phi Psis around the world in an environment where you can communicate,
debate, network, find old friends and make new ones.
If you’re familiar with social networks like Facebook, MySpace and LinkedIn, picking up on Phi Psi Connect
will be a breeze. The new site isn’t designed to replace those powerful tools, but it is a great way to keep
up with what’s going on in the Fraternity and to get in touch with other Phi Psis. If you’re not already on
another social network, we’ll walk you through the process of setting up an account and making connections
in this article.There’s a lot of information on the site, so don’t get overwhelmed. Connect is going to continue
to be a major part of Phi Kappa Psi moving forward, so you’ll have plenty of opportunities to learn a little
bit at a time. Use this issue of The Shield as a reference your first few times logging on so you can experience
the full functionality of the new site.

GET CONNECTED
To begin, point your browser to
www.phikappapsi.com/Connect and click the
account creation wizard link. We designed the new
site to talk directly to our database, which lets us
know that every person logging in is a Phi Psi.
Utilizing our centralized database also allows us to
update the information for every user, so you won’t
have to worry about contacting us every time you
move or get a new email address. As long as you
update your Connect profile, we’ll know
immediately. Your account is created using four
pieces of information that are unique to you: your
last name, your initiation year, your birthday and
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your chapter. We’ve even made it possible for pledges to
log in by indicating that they are “not yet initiated,” so new
members have all of the functionality of the new site.
Once you have completed the verification, you will be
taken through a four-step process that will complete your
account. In the first step, you identify your email address
and unique password for future login. Your email address
will also be used to inform you of any updates that come
through your account, like when a friend messages you or
a group you’re a part of has a new post.
In step two, you select your network. On Connect,
your “network” is your chapter, and the network you
select will allow you to find out more about your chapter
through the Dashboard function (more on that later). You
can change your network at any time later, so don’t worry
if you are a member of two chapters or just want to learn
about a chapter near you, as you have that option.
Step three is where you share your personal
information that will be visible to other users. This
information can also be shared with our database, so if
you’re not sure whether Headquarters has your new
mailing address or phone number, Connect makes it easy
to update.You can also give the Fraternity information that
we haven’t traditionally tracked, like the year you
graduated from college and your major and minor. We are
working to make all of these fields searchable, so Phi Psis
from every corner of the globe will be able to congregate
around shared interests easily.
You can also upload a profile photo in step three.
Though you can do this at any time by editing your
account, it might not be a bad idea to get used to the
photo editor now. Press the “Browse” button to find a
photo on your computer that you want to use. Once
selected, the photo will open at the bottom of the screen,
and you will be given a box to position on the picture in
order to crop it to the correct size to fit as your profile
picture. Hit “Submit” below the photo to save it as your
profile picture and to continue.
The final step is where you really begin to fill out a
profile that is truly yours. Now that we have your contact
information, which will help Headquarters and your fellow
Phi Psis stay in touch, you personalize your experience. By
filling out fields with your interests, favorite books and even
political views (among several others), you make your
profile say what you want. Anyone viewing your page can
see what you’ve filled out in these sections, so it’s a great
way to give a snapshot of who you are and what you do.

! "

USING CONNECT
Once your account is created, you need to agree to our terms of use document, and you’ll be taken to
your personal homepage. Note your profile information in the top right corner – while every member can
set up his homepage to look the way he chooses, the profile box appears in the same place on every page.
You’ll notice that the site is organized by into a number of different boxes, known as containers. Each
container has a specific purpose, denoted by its heading, ranging from Fraternity-specific information to
website functionality. To start personalizing your page, you can drag and drop any container into any of the
three columns to change your page layout. Make sure you press the “Save My Current Layout” link in the
“Page Editor” after making layout changes, or they’ll revert to the previous layout the next time you refresh
the page.
Each container has a number of hyperlinks, most of
which will open a document. For example, clicking on
“SWGP Paul Wineman’s Vision 2008-2010” in the “Phi Psi
Vision” container will open the vision statement that
appears on the inside cover of this issue of The Shield.You
can find most of the Fraternity’s resources in Connect,
making it an invaluable resource to every involved
member.
Personalization doesn’t stop with the look of your
homepage. Clicking “Edit My Page” on the top menu bar
opens many options to make Connect work the way you
want. Use “My Layout” to choose which containers you
want to view. Grayed-out checkboxes next to container
names mean those are required, like “Page Editor,” but
most containers are optional. You can also switch
networks, change your password and update information
=2>B%=<<A;@B7=0A49/AB;9<B-AB9>>9</A:
you filled out during registration from “Edit My Page.”
1=>B+=2>B;=<#A<?A<;A
Simply making Connect look the way you like isn’t the
end of the site’s personal touch through Edit My Page.You
can use “My To Do List” to access a calendar where you can note upcoming appointments and Fraternity
events. Put your thoughts into cyberspace with the “My Blog” link, or store and share your favorite websites
with “My Links.”You can even upload photos to the site with “My Photos,” and create searchable tags for each.
As you will see when you log in, the possibilities of making your profile your own are endless. Of course,
so far we’ve only created a single profile, and it wouldn’t be much of a social network without other people.
So, read on to learn about how to connect with your brothers.

MAKING CONNECTIONS
The most interesting part of building a new site was deciding what is most important to members. The
National Fraternity needs to be able to get the word out about upcoming events, the good works of our
members and administer things like new members and reports from chapters and Alumni Associations.
However, as we found with previous iterations of phikappapsi.com, those subjects aren’t necessarily
captivating to most of our brothers. Pages and pages of the message we want to get across certainly put our
resources out there, but our audience was somewhat limited. The one common thing we’ve found with Phi
Psis, from the most involved to those who haven’t thought about the Fraternity in years, from undergraduates
to retirees, was the desire to be able to connect with other brothers.
Hence, a social network. In other words, instead of creating a site where we tell you what we want you
to hear and are responsible for the content, Connect allows you to decide what you want to see, and
individuals create the bulk of the site’s content.
 "! ""!""!
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When you create your account, your information is stored on the site along with the same information
from thousands of other Phi Psis. Now you just need to find them, and you can do that with the search field
in the top menu bar. The default search term is “All Members,” so anything you type into the field will search
through all of the names of brothers with Connect profiles. You don’t need a full name, or even a complete
name, to execute a search.Try to find friends by typing a name into the field and pressing the magnifying glass
next to the search bar. For example, if you type “Richard Proie” into the bar, you’ll pull up the profile of our
Director of Communications, who would very much like to be your friend on Connect.
Once you find someone with the search function, click their name to open their profile. You can view any
information the member has added on their profile page, and you can make a direct connection with that
member by pressing the “add as a friend” link in the top right profile box on their page. Once you’ve added
someone as a friend, they’ll get an email informing them of your request. All friend requests can be managed
in “My Friends,” located through the “Edit My Page” link in the top menu bar.
Now that you know how to make personal connections, you can create or join existing groups to connect
with like-minded Phi Psis. Using the search bar, open the pulldown menu and select “Groups.” You can type
anything into the search bar to find a group to join. More groups are created every day, and if you don’t see
something you want, create a new one with the “Create a Group” link in the “Page Editor” container on your
homepage.
Some groups are even more than they seem. For example, the group “Bicycle Enthusiasts” is aimed at any
Phi Psis who enjoy bicycling, but is also concerned with setting up a charity bike ride at the 2010 Grand Arch
Council. Groups allow you to send messages to all members, which allows for continuing conversations on
myriad topics. And if you’re ever having trouble with the site, you can join the “Website Improvements” group
to give us ideas on how to make Connect even better. You can also press the “Email” link at the bottom of
every page to generate an email to Headquarters.

DASHBOARD
While you’re making connections to Phi Psis from around the world, you might start thinking about the
chapter at your alma mater or one down the road from where you live. The Dashboard allows you to learn
more about our undergraduates and how our chapters are operating.Your network gives you access to your
chapter’s Dashboard, and you can change your network with the “My Network” link through “Edit My Page.”
The Dashboard is actually a reflection of information stored in the National database. Click on “view
chapter dashboard” in the container named for your chapter (network) on your homepage to view it. Each
chapter is constantly recruiting, being invoiced, having consultant visits scheduled and operating on campus,
and the Dashboard lets you see how the chapter is doing.
You can view the entire roster or just the officers in the Dashboard’s “Members” container. “Recent Visits”
shows you the dates of the most recent Fraternity consultant visits to the chapter. You can see how much
money your chapter owes for insurance and other charges in the “Finances” container, but keep in mind that
you’re viewing a snapshot of the chapter’s operations, so a balance doesn’t necessarily mean that the chapter
is behind on billing.
Two of the most important parts of the Dashboard are “Documents” and “Statistics.” In most cases, these
containers will be empty, because the site is brand new. However, as we collect information from chapters
and input it into our database, you’ll be able to see an accurate overview of the chapter’s standing in the
“Statistics” container. If you want a more detailed view, the “Documents” container will house chapter-specific
documents that will give you an in-depth look at precisely what the chapter is up to.
Undergraduates have been using Connect since October, and we’re encouraging all undergraduate
members to log on and create a profile because, starting with the fall 2009 semester, all new member
reporting and initiation, billing, reporting, and most event registration will only be accepted through the
website. So, as we collect this information and place it in our database, it will appear in the Dashboard.
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FUTURE GROWTH AND THE PUBLIC SITE
We’ve gone through a lot of information, and we’ve really only scratched the surface of Connect’s
possibilities. As more and more Phi Psis use the site, we’ll discover new ways to get people talking. For now,
log on and get started, and let us know what you think. If you need more help with the site, you can view
short video clips that will walk you through specific Connect functions from your homepage.
The Headquarters is excited about Connect, because we want to see what our brothers will come up
with now that you all are truly in control of the hub of Phi Psi communication. Brothers are constantly
updating the site with new members, groups and information. As our Connect membership grows, we’ll look
for new and better ways to get Phi Psis talking. We already have a list of improvements that are being
developed, and your input is crucial to our success, so please let us know what you like and what you hate.
With all the talk about Connect, it’s easy to overlook our public site. In fact, for our members, that’s the
intent. The public site is designed to cater to non-members by giving them information about Phi Kappa Psi
that we presume initiates already know. With an emphasis on “The Great Joy of Serving Others” and the
plans and goals of the Fraternity, the site specifically
targets potential recruits and their families, as well
as students and faculty of our host campuses.
One interesting part of the public site is an
interactive timeline, which runs along the bottom
of the main page. By clicking any thumbnail, you
can learn about important events in Phi Psi from
our Founding in 1852 to today. The “News
Center” contains important information about Phi
Kappa Psi and allows us to show non-members
what brothers are doing on campuses and in
communities around the country.
We also use the public site to give simple
information about Phi Psi to site visitors. For
example, though it is obvious to members that
community service is important to the Fraternity,
7AB42-5?;B8?@AB9@B47?'944948?;=0B87=38
an undergraduate’s parents may not be aware of
<=<)7?B)8?8B379@B3A>AB955B9-=2@
our commitment to service. We are continuing to
update this site to make it a user-friendly resource
for the many non-members that have a stake in
Phi Kappa Psi.
Log on to Connect today and start talking to
your brothers!
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1+1=71,000 – Growing, One Brother at a Time
As February 19, 2009 quickly approaches and
Phi Kappa Psi nears its 157th birthday, the time is
upon us to begin using the ideals of our past to
help grow our future.
As we all know, our Fraternity was founded on
the principle of “The Great Joy of Serving Others.”
Well, thanks to the ever-changing landscape of
Greek Life around the country, that ideal can be
applied internally more and more. Volunteering to
help our own brothers has become the model of
success for our modern organization. In addition to
the great work we can do in our communities, we
can further the lives of our own members.
What is the one common thread amongst our
strongest chapters? A strong, large base of alumni
volunteers.
What is the number one benefit our members
look for from their membership? Their own
network of friends, mentors and support.
We offer something that so many individuals
lack, but it can only be as strong as our dedication
to volunteering. Currently, just over 1% of our
entire alumni population serves in volunteer roles.
A little more than double that number are engaged
in smaller capacities, such as attending GAC or
joining alumni associations.
This is where Founders Day becomes so
important. Based on recent surveying, upwards of
3-4% of our population attend a Founders Day
event on an annual basis. It is the single greatest
opportunity for us to come together and find ways
to help our fellow brothers, while also gaining from
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the tangible benefits that being a Phi Psi provides.
Not only that, but the attendees at Founders Day
provide the start of a new wave of volunteers to
filter through our advisory boards, house
corporations and Alumni Associations.
So, this coming Founders Day, we want to
increase our coverage when it comes to Founders
Day attendance. With a basic theme like
1+1=71,000, we want to grow the tradition of
celebrating the work of Brothers Moore and
Letterman. In the end, every initiated brother can
make a huge difference in the future success of our
organization. We all have a vested interest and a
share in our future. If you have attended a
Founders Day before, attend another event this
coming February BUT make sure you bring
another brother you keep in touch with.
Event planners: Make sure that as you spread
the word, you gain the commitment of previous
attendees to not only attend again, but bring a new
brother who has never been to an event before.
Work with your association/chapter membership
to adopt this ‘Bring One Brother’ mentality to
increase participation and reengage somebody in
Phi Kappa Psi.
If we can partner together on this initiative, our
participation will grow exponentially across our
71,000-plus members, and afford us a larger pool
of volunteers to help serve throughout the
country. Happy Founders Day, and we hope that
2009 is the start of a reawakening for many
brothers around the country.
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Additional Information: Same venue as past years
only with a new name.
Featured Speaker: RJ Proie Pennsylvania Beta ‘00,
Director of Communications - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Bob Greene rg27masten@aol.com or
941-798-2095

HUNTSVILLE AA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Location: Valley Hill Country Club (8300 Valley
Hill Dr SE; Huntsville, AL 35802)
Additional Information: Cocktails at 6:00 with
dinner following at 7:00
Featured Speaker: Byron Cain Tennessee Delta
‘70, Past SWAG - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Glen Buttrey 256-509-1267 or
imglenb@comcast.net

2/18/2009

PITTSBURGH AA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Location: Duquesne Club (325 Sixth Ave.;
Pittsburgh, PA 15222)
Additional Information: Cocktails at 6:00; Dinner
at 7:00; Hall of Fame Induction and Billiard
Tournament also.
Featured Speaker: Terry Bowden West Virginia
Alpha ‘75, Former Head Football Coach Auburn
RSVP to: Joe Pavlik jmpavlik2@aol.com

2/7/2009

MINNESOTA DELTA
Start Time: 5:00 p.m.
Location: Black Woods Banquet Center (Proctor,
MN)
Additional Information: Dinner served at 6:00
following a short presentation
Featured Speaker: Timothy Tangen Minnesota
Delta ‘03, Archivist - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Matt Slinger slin0031@d.umn.edu

2/19/2009

HOUSTON AA
Start Time: 6:30 p.m.
Location: Spanish Flower Restaurant (4701 N.
Main St.; Houston, TX 77009)
Additional Information: $30 for alumni or $20 for
undergraduates; wives/dates/guests are
welcomed
Featured Speaker: Will Haskett Indiana Zeta ‘00,
Director of Alumni Services - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Dustin Nicholson
nicholsondustin@yahoo.com or 281-871-9623

2/7/2009

NEW YORK CITY AA
Start Time: 1:00 p.m.
Location: Fraunces Tavern (54 Pearl St.; New York,
NY 10004)
Additional Information: Reception with luncheon
to follow
Featured Speaker: Jim Miller Ohio Delta ‘85, SWP
- Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Nick Hsu nickhsu@gmail.com

2/19/2009

2/7/2009

NEW MEXICO AA

RHODE ISLAND AA

Start Time: TBD
Location: TBD
Additional Information: For more information on
the event please contact Lewis Bejcek
RSVP to: Lewis Bejcek lbejcek@comcast.net or
505-550-4033

Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Location: North Main Street Firehouse
(Providence, RI)
Featured Speaker: Kevin Low Rhode Island Beta
‘96, President - Rhode Island AA
RSVP to: Joe Hart jphart@cox.net

2/19/2009

2/14/2009

ROCHESTER AREA AA

SOUTH FLORIDA GULF COAST AA

Start Time: 7:00 p.m.
Location: Jeremiah’s Tavern (1104 Monroe Ave;
Rochester, NY 14620)
Additional Information: For more information, join

Start Time: 11:30 a.m.
Location: Firkins & Fox Pub (2505 State Road 64
(Manatee Ave. East); Bradenton, FL 34208)
 "! ""!""!
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the Rochester Area AA group at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RAAA_PhiKappaPsi
RSVP to: Jonathan Ziehl jonziehl@yahoo.com

2/20/2009

TWIN CITIES AA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Location: McNamara Alumni Center - University
of Minnesota (200 Oak St SE; Minneapolis, MN
55455)
Featured Speaker: Jim Miller Ohio Delta ‘85, SWP
- Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Jason Baker jbaker@jbaker.org or 612605-8825

2/20/2009

CENTRAL IOWA AA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Location: The Wakonda Club (1400 Park Ave.;
Des Moines, IA 50315)
Additional Information: Program starts at 7:00
Featured Speaker: Todd Schoell Iowa Alpha ‘75,
Sales Representative - Allied Sales and
Marketing
RSVP to: Mark Easler EASLERM@nationwide.com

2/21/2009

ARKANSAS ALUMNI
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Location: West End Smokehouse & Tavern (215
N. Shackelford Rd.: Little Rock, AR)
Additional Information: Alumni from all chapters
living in Arkansas are welcome. Dress is casual
RSVP to: Dave Ferguson 870-974-4477

2/20/2009

SAINT LOUIS AA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Location: McMurphy’s Grill (614 N 11th St.; St
Louis, MO 63101)
Additional Information: Friday night before the
annual Mardi Gras Parade. Come into town
for a weekend of fun.
Featured Speaker: TBA
RSVP to: Bill Reinecke billreinecke@yahoo.com

2/21/2009

CENTRAL TEXAS AA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Location: Embassy Suites Conference Center
(1001 McCarty Lane; San Marcos, TX 78666)
Additional Information: Reception at 6:00; Dinner
at 7:00. Visit www.centexphipsi.com for more
information
Featured Speaker: Paul Wineman Washington
Alpha ‘55, SWGP - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: George Dixon 512-257-0659

2/20/2009

SILICON VALLEY AA /
CALIFORNIA BETA
Start Time: 6:30 p.m.
Location: CA Beta Chapter House (592 Mayfield
Ave.; Stanford, CA 94305)
Featured Speaker: Ron Ransom Indiana Zeta ‘00,
Director of Expansion - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Eric Watkins ewatkins@gmail.com or
650-814-4364

2/21/2009

CHICAGO AA
Start Time: 6:30 p.m.
Location: Marcello’s Italian Restaurant (645 W.
North Avenue; Chicago, IL 60610)
Additional Information: Visit www.marcellos.com
for more venue information
Featured Speaker: Will Haskett Indiana Zeta ‘00,
Director of Alumni Services - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Online registration at www.phipsichicago.org

2/20/2009

TOLEDO AA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Location: Central Park West Banquet Hall (3141
Central Park West Drive; Toledo, OH 43617)
Additional Information: Reception with dinner to
follow
Featured Speaker: Will Haskett Indiana Zeta ‘00,
Director of Alumni Services - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Larry Zaiser lzaiser@muzakoftoledo.com
or 419-473-8811
 "! ""!""!

2/21/2009

CLEVELAND AA - OH EPSILON
Start Time: 5:00 p.m.
Location: Carlton Commons (Case Western
Reserve Campus; 11892 Carlton Road;
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Cleveland, OH 44106)
Additional Information: Dinner served at 6:00
after happy hour
Featured Speaker: Jim Denny Pennsylvania Alpha ‘68,
Director of Alumni Associations - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: John Witkowski leftfield5069@gmail.com

Additional Information: Reception starts at 5:00;
Dinner at 6:15; Activities all weekend including
a Friday evening reception and Saturday
morning philanthropy event
Featured Speaker: Jerry Nelson California Epsilon
‘48, Endowment Fund Trustee
RSVP to: Jacob Folks jacob.folks@ey.com

2/21/2009

EAST TENNESSEE AA / TN EPSILON

2/21/2009

Start Time: TBA
Location: Tennessee Epsilon Chapter House (1804
Fraternity Park Dr.; Knoxville, TN 37916)
Additional Information: First-ever Founders Day
event for the East Tennessee AA. It will be a
luncheon
Featured Speaker: TBA
RSVP to: John Jacobs amicivideo@yahoo.com

PENNSYLVANIA THETA
Start Time: TBD
Location: The Old Grey Barn (715 Sullivan Lane;
Easton, PA)
Additional Information: More information can be
found at www.penntheta.com
Featured Speaker: Mark Lipka Pennsylvania Phi ‘04,
Director of Chapter Services - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Jon Glick glickj@gmail.com

2/21/2009

INDIANAPOLIS AA

2/21/2009

Start Time: 11:30 a.m.
Location: Laurel Hall (5395 Emerson Way;
Indianapolis, IN 46226)
Additional Information: 10:00 am initiation in
chapel followed by reception at 11:30 and
luncheon at 12:30
Featured Speaker: TBA, Check www.pkpindyaa.org
for the announcement
RSVP to: Tom Pennington tcp@americanla.org

PHILADELPHIA AA
Start Time: 6:30 p.m.
Location: New Deck Tavern (3408 Sansom St.;
Philadelphia, PA 19104)
Additional Information: Visit
www.newdecktavern.com for more venue info.
Alumni Association elections and 50/50 raffle
included with dinner
Featured Speaker: Tryon Hubbard Alabama Alpha
‘64, SWVGP - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Paul Sanborn psychologymajor316@
yahoo.com or 215-901-1484

2/21/2009

LANCASTER COUNTY AA /
PENNSYLVANIA ETA

2/21/2009

Start Time: 3:00 p.m.
Location: TBD (Campus of Franklin and Marshall
College)
Additional Information: Dinner served at 5:00
after an alumni meeting
Featured Speaker: Shawn Collinsworth Indiana Eta
‘91, Executive Director - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Ricardo Rivers rgrivers@aol.com or 646824-6981

SACRAMENTO AA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Location: TBA
Additional Information: Cocktails at 6:00; Dinner
at 7:00
Featured Speaker: Ron Ransom Indiana Zeta ‘00,
Director of Expansion - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Travis Nagler travisnagler@hotmail.com
2/21/2009

2/21/2009

SAN DIEGO AA

NEBRASKA BETA

Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Location: Tom Hams Lighthouse (2150 Harbor
Island Dr.; San Diego, CA 92101)

Start Time: 5:00 p.m.
Location: Doubletree - Downtown Omaha (1616
Dodge St.; Omaha, NE 68102)
 "! ""!""!
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Additional Information: Dinner starts at 7:30. Cost
is $45 per person ot $80 per couple prior to
January 1st. $55 per person or $100 per
couple after.
RSVP to: Josh San Julian jsanjulian@gmail.com or
619-519-1852

Featured Speaker: Dud Daniel Arizona Alpha ‘47,
“Mr. Phi Psi” Executive Director Emeritus
RSVP to: Joel Davis joelalexanderdavis@gmail.com
2/21/2009

WASHINGTON, D.C. AA /
DC ALPHA

2/21/2009

Start Time: 4:00 p.m.
Location: Old Dominion Brewhouse (1219 9th St
NW; Washington, DC 20001)
Additional Information: Visit
www.olddominion.com for more information
on the venue
Featured Speaker: TBA
RSVP to: Doug Miller dcphipsi@yahoo.com

SEATTLE AA /
WASHINGTON ALPHA
Start Time: 4:00 p.m.
Location: WA Alpha Chapter House / UW Club
(UW Club: Located on E. Stevens Way on the
UW Campus)
Additional Information: 4:00 is an open house
cocktail hour at the chapter. Reception starts
at UW Club at 5:30. Default meal is steak;
email jerrymgonzalez@aol.com to change your
menu selection. Cost of dinner is $50 plus $25
association dues
Featured Speaker: Recognition of Whitney Harris
Washington Alpha ‘30, Prosecutor at
Nuremberg Trials
RSVP to: Matthew Donegan-Ryan 425-681-8505
or mdr1583@gmail.com

2/21/2009

WEST VIRGINIA ALPHA
Start Time: 5:30 p.m.
Location: Waterfront Hotel (2 Waterfront Pl.;
Morgantown, WV 26501)
Additional Information: 2:00 afternoon chapel
service; 5:30 cocktails and 6:30 dinner
Featured Speaker: Robert Reynolds West Virginia
Alpha ‘71
RSVP to: Bob Henderson 304-288-9942 or
hendersonr@hotmail.com

2/21/2009

TEXAS SOUTH PLAINS AA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Location: Lakewood Country Club (6430 Gaston
Ave.; Dallas, TX 75214)
Additional Information: Cocktails at 6:00, dinner at
7:00. Cost is $60 for alumni, $35 for
undergraduates. Payment must be received in
advance to Joe Stout: 6247 Twin Oaks Circle;
Dallas, TX 75240
Featured Speaker: Scott Noble Texas Alpha ‘81,
SWAG - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Frank Bray f.bray@att.net or 972-3867792

2/22/2009

GARDEN STATE AA
Start Time: 11:00 a.m.
Location: The Farnsworth House (135 Farnsworth
Ave.; Bordentown, NJ 08505)
Additional Information: Also includes annual
meeting
Featured Speaker: Tryon Hubbard Alabama Alpha
‘64, SWVGP - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Tom Chelchowski
tchelcho@optonline.net

2/21/2009

2/22/2009

TUCSON AA

GREATER ORANGE COUNTY AA /
LOS ANGELES AA

Start Time: 7:00 p.m.
Location: Student Union Memorial Center
(University of Arizona Campus)
Additional Information: $35 per person includes a
3-course meal for the event. Check
www.phipsiaz.com for more information
 "! ""!""!

Start Time: 5:00 p.m.
Location: Mesa Verde Country Club (3000 Club
House Rd.; Costa Mesa, CA 92626)
Additional Information: More information can be
found at www.uciphipsi.com
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Featured Speaker: Paul Wineman Washington
Alpha ‘55 & John Speraw California Epsilon ‘91,
SWGP & Coach of 2008 Gold Medal Winning
Men’s Olympic Volleyball Team
RSVP to: Ethan Temianka ethan@rfcomsites.com

2/28/2009

WESTERN NEW YORK AA
Start Time: 6:30 p.m.
Location: Pearl Street Grille (76 Pearl St.; Buffalo,
NY 14202)
Additional Information: Part of a full weekend of
activities. Host hotel is the downtown Hyatt in
Buffalo
RSVP to: Tony Thothongkum 716-481-2462 or
tonythothongkum@hotmail.com

2/26/2009

CHARLOTTE AA
Start Time: 6:30 p.m.
Location: Dilworth Neighborhood Grill (911 E.
Moorehead St.; Charlotte, NC)
Additional Information: Continuing discussion
about potential undergraduate expansion in
the area
Featured Speaker: Kyle Jordan Indiana Epsilon ‘97,
Educational Programs Consultant - State of
North Carolina
RSVP to: Alex Jankowsky jankowa@adelphia.net

3/1/2009

BIRMINGHAM AA /
ALABAMA ALPHA
Start Time: Noon
Location: Pine Tree CC (5100 Pine Whispers Dr.;
Birmingham, AL 35210)
Additional Information: Visit
www.ptccalabama.com for more venue
information
Featured Speaker: Will Haskett Indiana Zeta ‘00,
Director of Alumni Services - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Ryan Johnston rjohnston@fmmafco.com
or 205-310-6800

2/27/2009

ATLANTA AA
Start Time: 6:30 p.m.
Location: Petit Auberge Restaurant (2935 N
Druid Hills Rd NE; Atlanta, GA 30329)
Additional Information: Dinner served at 7:30.
Featured Speaker: Gordon Letterman West
Virginia Alpha ‘72, great-grandson of Founder
William Henry Letterman
RSVP to: Flynn Brantley 404-325-0595 or
flynn151@aol.com

3/5/2009

NORTH TEXAS AA
Start Time: 6:00 p.m.
Location: Maggianno’s Little Italy Restaurant (6001
W. Park Blvd.; Plano, TX 75093)
Additional Information: Visit
www.northtexasphipsi.com for more
information
Featured Speaker: Bob Marchesani Indiana Zeta
’94 (Pennsylvania Nu ‘79), Chairman - NorthAmerican Interfraternity Conference
RSVP to: Bill Long 214-435-7839 or
iblong2@sbcglobal.net

2/28/2009

FLORIDA PANHANDLE ALUMNI
Start Time: 7:00 p.m.
Location: Calypso Beach Café & Sports Grille
(15812 Front Beach Rd.; Panama City, FL
32413)
Additional Information: All alumni living in the
Panhandle are welcome to attend as we look
toward revitalizing an official alumni association
in advance of the 2010 GAC in Orlando
Featured Speaker: Will Haskett Indiana Zeta ‘00,
Director of Alumni Services - Phi Kappa Psi
RSVP to: Frank Taylor 850-234-5517 or
laguna123@comcast.net

 "! ""!""!

3/14/2009

MICHIGAN ALPHA
Start Time: 5:30 p.m.
Location: Palmer Commons, University of
Michigan - Ann Arbor
Additional Information: Cost: $60
RSVP to: Michael Bertenthal 412-913-6121 or
mbert@umich.edu
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ACCREDITATION UPDATES
With each chapter’s newsletter, you will find the chapter’s level of accreditation, if applicable. A chapter is
considered “Accredited” by successfully completing at least 8 of the 11 areas of the accreditation packet,
which is due on a biannual basis during Woodrow Wilson Leadership School years. A chapter is “Accredited
with Honors” if it exceeds our standards in 10 of the 11 categories, and a chapter that is able to surpass
National guidelines in all 11 categories is “Accredited with Distinction.”
There are several reasons that a chapter may not be accredited. The packet may have been submitted
after our deadline, or not submitted at all. Documentation may have been lacking in certain areas, or the
chapter may struggle to meet our standards in several areas. For more information on a chapter’s
accreditation status, please contact the chapter. To find out how you can help your chapter become
Accredited with Distinction, contact your Alumni Advisory Committee, Housing Corporation or Mark Lipka,
Director of Chapter Services, at mjl@phikappapsi.com, or by calling 1-800-486-1852.
successful, and it offers a unique opportunity for
current undergraduates and alumni to better know
each other.
Mark Gilbride

ALABAMA ALPHA

University of
Alabama
6;;>A:?@A:B3?@7B,?8@?<;@?=<
The brothers of Alabama Alpha continue to
make and envision further progress in becoming an
even better chapter, with particular emphasis on
bolstering philanthropy, improving academics,
increasing chapter size and uniting our
undergraduate brothers with the alumni. Our
chapter has renewed its commitment to charity,
continuing our partnerships with such
organizations as Boys and Girls Club of West
Alabama, Habitat for Humanity and Best Buddies.
We also have plans to hold more benefits similar to
the wing eating contest for oncology research held
last spring. In order to improve our academic
standing, grade point requirements have been
raised across the board from officers to new
initiates. The chapter now requires study hall hours
for all brothers not meeting these standards. It is
our hope that this will propel our chapter’s
academics into an elevated ranking on campus.
Recruitment has also taken on a particular
emphasis and members of our current fall pledge
class accepted bids as early as last spring. The early
effort at reaching out to high school seniors
continues and we have already seen a modest
increase in pledges upon which we hope to
expand with a large spring class. Our alumni
continue to give their support and this fall began an
extensive tailgating operation, designed to bring
more alumni back to the chapter house for home
football games. So far this has proven very
 "! ""!""!

ALABAMA BETA

Auburn University
6;;>A:?@A:B
We at Alabama Beta have recently moved into
a new house located at 320 W Magnolia Ave
Auburn Alabama 36832. We were able to get
seven pledges for the fall semester. We have had
moderate success in intramural flag football and
soccer. On October 24-26 we had our annual Fall
Beach retreat which was a big success and we had
lots of fun.
Keith Simon

ARIZONA ALPHA

University of Arizona
6;;>A:?@A:B3?@7B&=<=>8
Arizona Alpha has enjoyed another great
semester here in Tucson. We started off the fall
with a great rush week led by Membership
Chairman Adam Levinson. He secured one of our
biggest pledge classes in the last decade with 34
pledges. Pledge Educator Justin Kimura brought a
lot of new ideas to the pledge semester and did an
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excellent job transforming the pledges into
knowledgeable, active brothers. SWGP Paul
Wineman visited the chapter to give his
negotiation talk and check up on the state of the
chapter. He left very impressed by the strong
brotherhood that he observed on his trip as well
as the leadership skills of our current officers. We
had an especially memorable Homecoming this
year due to well planned socials and an awesome
looking float for the homecoming parade. We are
currently in negotiations to extend the lease on
our 20,000+ square foot fraternity house (biggest
in the state of Arizona). We feel that nothing
promotes brotherhood more than having 50
brothers living in the house, as is presently the case.
District VI Archon Scott Wood has taken a lead
role in the negotiation process and things are going
very well, which has everyone feeling more than
pleased about the future of the chapter. GP Nathan
Beird ran an efficient and conflict-free term as
president. Brother Keith Peters was elected as the
next GP to help keep our chapter’s momentum
going into 2009. He encourages all undergraduate
and alumni brothers to stop by the chapter if
you’re ever in the area. Keith can be contacted at
(520) 236-4064. The chapter would like to
congratulate Brother Sean Bedrick on his
graduation this fall, and thank him for being a model
brother throughout his four and half years in the
chapter.
Daniel Levy

other better. California Beta has been a housed
fraternity on Stanford campus for over seven years
now, and we haven’t looked back since. We just
initiated a new class of 18, and our total
membership is an incredible 58 brothers, 37 of
whom live in the house. And thanks to the support
of our House Corporation, 592 Mayfield Avenue
looks better than ever. Our alumni continue to be
an active part of our chapter. This October’s
homecoming dinner brought well over 100
brothers and guests into our house. We were
honored by the presence of George Jedenoff ’37
and Bill Quackenbush ’40. Hearing their stories
made us realize that the best things in Phi Psi
remain the same, even after 70 years. We’re
expecting an even better turnout for Founders
Day. We have many great events lined up again this
year. One of the most successful events last year
was a charity Guitar Hero Tournament. We were
able to raise almost $1,000 for Prayas, an
organization based in India that combats child
trafficking. Returning to our roots, this year we plan
to have a charity Tug-o-War to raise money for a
similar cause. Our other community service efforts
include building houses with Habitat for Humanity,
doing beach cleanups, and installing solar panels in
the local community. We put in over 1000 hours of
community service last year. Another tradition
which we’re continuing is the Looking Ahead
Speaker Series. This series allows us to bring some
of the most successful entrepreneurs to campus to
share their experiences with our brotherhood and
the community at large. Last year we had Mark
Stevens of Sequoia Capital speak about his work as
a venture capitalist. He gave valuable insights into
starting a business and how to capitalize on the
energy and intelligence of people at Stanford.
We’re working on a political speaker this year in
light of the election. We continue to make a name
for ourselves on campus, and have become known
as the “classy fraternity.” I’m personally very excited
to see what else Cal Beta can do before the year’s
end. We’re expecting a great rush, more great
parties, and some fantastic retreats. California Beta
is working hard to make a positive impact on our
community, all the while forming bonds with each
other and alumni which are sure to last a lifetime.
Sean Meador

CALIFORNIA BETA

Stanford
University
6;;>A:?@A:B3?@7B,?8@?<;@?=<
At the backdrop of Stanford University’s
comings and goings, a little chapter house owned
by the brothers of Phi Kappa Psi is bustling with
activity. It’s an ordinary Wednesday night, but the
balcony is full and people are chatting away. Two
brothers are explaining their life stories and
answering both serious and frivolous questions. It’s
our weekly Spotlight On, and in the time crunched
life of a student, it is a great opportunity for the
brothers to take a breath and get to know each
 "! ""!""!
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been doing a lot of work to get the group moving.
We have already had two very successful
philanthropy events this quarter, helping out at the
community soup kitchen. The Davis community is
just beginning to learn about the great values of Phi
Psi, and we will continue to make our name
through bigger and better philanthropy events. We
recently celebrated a victory during Homecoming
weekend in Division I football, as the Aggies
defeated their opponents in a 49-26 beat down.
We also have our Picnic Day here at UC Davis,
which will be held in April, and we invite all alumni
to come celebrate with the Cal Iota Chapter. And
as always, in February, we would also like to invite
all alumni to attend our Founders Day Banquet in
nearby Sacramento. Lastly, we would like to send
our warmest and most congratulatory wishes to
Cal Iota alumnus and Chapter Advisor Brother
Travis Nagler. Brother Nagler was married on
Saturday, October 18. We wish Travis the best of
luck on behalf of all the brothers of Phi Kappa Psi.
Leo Cristobal and David Langone

CALIFORNIA EPSILON

UCLA
6;;>A:?@A:B3?@7B,?8@?<;@?=<
No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP Pierce Cooley at
rpcooley@ucla.edu or 916-804-7472.

CALIFORNIA ETA

California Polytechnic
6;;>A:?@A:
No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP Mathew Werber at
mathew3186@yahoo.com or 209-598-5509.

CALIFORNIA IOTA

UC-Davis
6;;>A:?@A:B3?@7B,?8@?<;@?=<
Greetings from UC Davis, Cal Iota Chapter! We
are currently rejoicing over our recent Iota spring
class being initiated into our chapter here at UC
Davis. We have had a successful Fall Recruitment to
start off the year, and going back to the start of last
year, we have doubled the size of our active roster
from Fall 07 to Fall 08. Congratulations to our
Membership and Fraternity Education Committees
for doing a fantastic job. In other news, we recently
were paid a visit by the District IV Archon. Brother
Shumaker and Brother Gordon Letterman graced
us with their presence at our most recent chapter
meeting, sharing their experiences as members of
this great Fraternity and reminding us what it truly
means to be a brother of Phi Kappa Psi. We
discussed the importance of scholarship, the new
Mentoring Program, and we even got to catch a
glimpse of the first badge of one of the great
Founders of our noble Fraternity. Their visit was
truly an energizer and inspiration to the entire Cal
Iota Chapter here at UC Davis, and we look
forward to seeing them again in the near future.
Our new philanthropy committee chair, Carlos has
 "! ""!""!

CALIFORNIA KAPPA

UC-Irvine
California Kappa kicked off the new school year
with one of the most memorable fall rushes at UC
Irvine, which resulted in 30 new members excited
to become new brothers. The chapter is looking
forward to another successful year with several
major philanthropies already planned, such as the
Phi Psi 500 this winter and the Phi Psi Fight Against
Cancer in the Spring.The chapter is already at pace
to dominate in athletics, with multiple consecutive
championships in several IFC sports. After throwing
a successful Gala to raise awareness for the
purchase of a chapter house, members and alumni
are planning the 20th Anniversary celebration of
California Kappa being chartered. Coinciding with
the 157th Founders Day, the event will lay host to
all Southern California chapters and will feature
many distinguished speakers, including SWGP
Brother Paul Wineman and 2008 Olympic Goldwinning Volleyball Coach Brother John Speraw. For
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our chapter. As expected, the positive effects of the
membership review came almost instantly. For one,
member attendance at our weekly meetings
increased and stayed constant. A second effect was
seen via a significant increase in the number of
community service hours that our chapter
accomplished.The house goal for the semester was
to obtain a total of 700 hours and surpass the
traditional “Phi Psi 500” challenge. This was a big
step from last semester, in which we did less than
300 hours of community service. The third effect is
seen in the overall sense of responsibility that each
member acquired. This newly found feeling was an
important step in order to make sure that every
member felt accountable for his actions. The way
that our chapter and alumni felt that this
accountability issue would best be enforced was to
have every member in the house sign a zero
tolerance contract. This contract consisted of
pledging not to use illegal substances. In addition to
this contract, the executive board deemed it
necessary to raise our house GPA and win the
award for most improved GPA on campus. To
accomplish this, the minimum chapter GPA was
raised to above a 2.5 and, if any member did not
meet this minimum, then that member would be

more details on all Cal Kappa or to register for our
event, visit www.uciphipsi.com.
Michael Sene

CALIFORNIA LAMBDA

San Diego State
University
The Cal Lambda Chapter of the Phi Kappa Psi
Fraternity has seen many drastic changes as of late,
and these changes are directly related as a result of
San Diego State University’s drug bust in May of
2008. Despite the fact that only a couple members
of our chapter were involved in “Operation
Sudden Fall,” that is all that was needed to place us
in a position of helplessness and scrutiny. In order
to combat the reputation that all of our members
were a part of or knew of the events taking place
in our chapter, a membership review of our
initiated and uninitiated brothers alike was made
mandatory by the alumni and our president, David
Lee. The membership review, although an
extremely serious and unprecedented matter, was
necessary in order to weed out the poison from
 "! ""!""!
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placed on a study program. This study program
includes but is not limited to: meeting with an
academic advisor, study hours at the library, and
obtaining a mentor that would help out in any way.
Perhaps one of the most noticeable changes in our
chapter was not with our own members, but in the
relationship between the undergraduate brothers
and the alumni. Before our house cleansing and the
drug bust, the relationship between our chapter
and the alumni was nearly non-existent, but now it
seems as though the alumni are taking considerable
steps and time to help the members in the house
succeed in any way possible. This success comes in
the form academics, assurance that our status on
the SDSU campus will continue, and in the overall
hope that each member of the chapter leads his
life by the decrees of the Creed and like a true
gentleman. Although this semester did not turn out
like the members of Phi Kappa Psi expected,
whether it was with the lack of pledges, our
exclusion from IFC sports, and no social calendar;
the future looks brighter than ever and once the
chapter is given the opportunity, it will flourish just
like it was meant to.
David Lee

COLORADO ALPHA

University of Colorado
No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP Fritz Singer at
fritz.singer@colorado.edu or 520-954-4159.

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA ALPHA

George Washington
University
The D.C. Alpha Chapter has started another
successful year. Our continuous presence on
campus and strong sense of brotherhood has had
a positive impact on our chapter. We had the
highest turnout for rush in the Greek community,
and have assembled the largest pledge class in our
chapter’s history. We are looking forward to adding
the 31 new members of our pledge class to our
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relations. Our chapter would like to welcome the
newly initiated brothers from the spring 2008
semester, as well as our current pledges for fall. We
would like to congratulate all of the brothers who
graduated this last year, and we wish them great
success in life. Founders Day festivities have been
scheduled for February 21, 2009 in Tallahassee, and
we hope to see many Florida Alpha Alumni there.
Jonathan Green

Fraternity. We have just finalized plans with the
Boys and Girls Club of the Greater Washington
D.C. area, and held our Phi Psi 500 event with
them in November. Also, our chapter was crowned
Greek Week champions when we came in first
place in Greek Week, the week-long celebration of
Greek Life at GWU, for the second consecutive
year. Lastly, The George Washington University is
celebrating its 150th anniversary of Greek Life.
Chris Pappas

FLORIDA ALPHA

GEORGIA ALPHA

Florida State
University

University of
Georgia

The 2007-2008 year brought a lot of change for
the Florida Alpha Chapter of the Phi Kappa Psi
Fraternity. We were faced with many challenges,
but through the combined effort of the brothers
we were able to overcome them. The expansion
process, although slow, has been steady, and we
have many prospects for spring 2009. We are
working to make the Phi Kappa Psi name better
known throughout campus, using information
sessions in the dorms as well as improving sorority
 "! ""!""!
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The Georgia Alpha Chapter is continuing its
steady improvement in all aspects of fraternity life
here at the University of Georgia. Under the
guidance of our leadership and dedicated
brotherhood, we have seen success in our
philanthropic, recruitment, social and academic
efforts. Georgia Alpha has continued to be
proactive in regards to our philanthropic efforts.
Recently, we held the First Annual Greek Family
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Feud competition benefiting UGA HEROs with the
ladies of Sigma Delta Tau. The event saw great
participation from the UGA Greek Community,
and we look forward to continuing this event on an
annual basis. Georgia Alpha is continuing to build
up our membership through our aggressive
recruitment campaign. This year, we signed over 20
young men to become a part of our brotherhood.
Due to our perpetual improvement in recruitment,
our chapter has doubled in size over the past two
years and is one of the fastest growing chapters at
the University of Georgia. On the social front, we
have experienced continuing success. We have
seen great attendance at all of our band parties this
fall. We also had the pleasure of hosting the
Alabama, Tennessee and Vanderbilt chapters at our
home football tailgates. Additionally, we hosted our
annual “Glory to Ole’ Georgia” and Toga Date
Nights, and we will be holding our semi-formal and
chartering banquet in the coming months.
Academically, the Georgia Alpha chapter is
continuing to make strides in the classroom. With
new measures and higher expectations for
brothers and pledges, academic excellence is
becoming an even larger priority in the daily lives
of our members. We expect that our new
initiatives to improve academically will be a great
addition to our mandatory study hours. With our
continued improvement and dedication to
excellence, the Georgia Alpha chapter is once
again becoming a model of fraternal merit.
Britt Bush

ILLINOIS ALPHA

Northwestern
University
No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP Jonathan McClure at
jmcclure@u.northwestern.edu or 317-414-6628.

ILLINOIS DELTA

University of
Illinois
6;;>A:?@A:B
As we celebrate over a hundred years at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, this fall
has been very exciting and accomplished here at
Illinois Delta. We are happy to announce our
anticipation of the initiations of over twenty more,
highly qualified, pledges into our chapter this
semester. Beyond rush and pledgeship, Illinois Delta
has been very active in both the Greek and student
community here on campus. Many members of
chapter have continually excelled both in and out
of the classroom. As a whole the chapter has
continued to stand out here among the Greeks on
campus. Recently we helped organize and manage
one of the largest student-run philanthropy events
at the U of I. In coordination with the Sigma Alpha
Mu chapter on campus and the help of ladies of
the Sigma Chapter of the Alpha Gamma Delta
sorority, we co-ran a two week long event,
concluded by our annual Blitz Day to help raise
money to send children to summer camp in the
area through the Urbana Park District. Many of our
members have also participated in many of the
various philanthropy events here on campus. From
the Alpha Gamma Delta Water Wars, to the Alpha
Omicron Pi Mud Wars, the men of Illinois Delta
have continued to show their strong commitment
to philanthropy and civil service in our community.
This fall we’ve continued to live up to our strong
social tradition and history as well. Our annual
Samoa party was a smashing success and exciting
time for everyone who attended. We’ve had many
social events thus far in semester with the many of
the sororities on campus and look forward to
attending more by the semester’s end. This

GEORGIA BETA

Georgia Institute
of Technology
6;;>A:?@A:
No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP Charles Holder at
charlie.holder@gmail.com or 404-944-5071.
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semester continues to be a success in Illinois
Delta’s long and rich history.
Alexander Sapone

ILLINOIS ZETA

DePaul University

ILLINOIS EPSILON

Illinois State
University
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At Illinois Zeta, this past summer and fall was
seen as a time of change, discipline and great
accomplishments. Fall rush was also a great success
to say the least. Brothers Robert Vizza and Joseph
Perry were already making plans for the fall rush
during the summer. Their efforts combined with
the brothers’ support paid off, making this one of
the strongest rushes the chapter has seen in the
university’s history. As of now we have inducted 23
pledges into our chapter, which is nearly 75% of
our active chapter. It will be a challenge developing
these pledges into fraternity men, but we feel our
fraternity education program is very strong and we
initiated them as our brothers in November. The
chapter has also made great strides to become
more involved in the community. Leadership and
dedication to service our community is something
we are proud of, and encourage every brother to
become actively involved in some facet. The last
three presidents of DePaul’s Inter Fraternity
Council (IFC) have been from our chapter. We also
work every home Chicago Bears game to raise
money for our chapter. Our service and leadership
efforts at DePaul University have been officially
recognized by the university’s governing board. We
compiled over 1,300 service hours for the 20072008 school year, which was by far the most by any
fraternity on campus, and we are aiming to shatter
that number this upcoming year. We received two
awards from IFC regarding our excellence in
community service. Marc Dumas, our Chapter
Advisor, also won yet another Chapter Advisor of
the Year Award. Our chapter has also had a large
presence at Relay for Life, which raises money for
the American Cancer Society. Finally, we look
forward to hosting our 2nd Cornhole for Cancer,
which helps us raise money for cancer research.
Overall, this last year has been one of both great
success and great challenges. We have fought
valiantly to make sure we are still the most
organized, recognized, and respected Greek
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These past few months have been truly
phenomenal for Illinois Epsilon. At the end of last
semester, Illinois State had its annual Greek Week,
in which we took 1st place for small chapter. Weeks
later, Phi Kappa Psi was recognized for having the
2nd highest fraternity GPA on campus. Over the
summer, we continued our progress towards
becoming a premier fraternity at ISU. With the help
of our co-founder and new chapter advisor, Todd
Curtis, and some of our newly graduated alumni,
our executive board drafted a mission statement
for Illinois Epsilon. Besides laying out the direction
in which we are headed, it also provided us with
another slogan to live by: Leading Ourselves to
Lead Others. This has not only further motivated
us in our endeavors with Phi Kappa Psi, but has also
inspired us to become more involved with other
organizations. With a strong drive, we hit the fall
semester harder than ever. Our recruitment
succeeded in signing on 11 strong and ambitious
pledges, all of which show great potential. Beyond
our on-campus involvement being at its highest, we
have partaken in more Greek related
philanthropies than ever before and are seen as an
exemplary fraternity within the Inter-Fraternity
Council. Additionally, our recently successful Alumni
Day has not only led to greater alumni activity, but
also to an increase of $500 in scholarships which
will surely help propel us to the #1 GPA. As we
look ahead, the future only shows promise. This
November, we will be holding our 2nd Annual
Shelton Aid for Alex and his family. Building on the
popularity from last semester and with the
generous help of Delta Delta Delta, there is no
doubt that we will outdo ourselves. Please see
what we are all about at our new website,
www.ilstuphipsi.com.
Brendon Weidner
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Organization on DePaul’s campus. As of now I
don’t think that we’ve ever been more secure
financially and structurally as we are today, and we
hope that we can continue our tradition for many
years to come.
Matthew Starr

GPA of all national fraternities on campus. Although
we did not take 1st place at last years Greek Week
competition, our brothers banded together, finished
strong, and took home 2nd place. Three new
members were inducted, William DeFotis of
Hoffman Estates, Travis Farrington of Glen Ellyn, and
Joseph Mazzone of Palatine. We would like to
congratulate our newest alumni brothers Senad
Basic, Adam Boersma, Brian Egerton, Matt Johnson,
Jeff Macdonald and Bryan Strysik on graduating and
wish them the best of luck and know they will excel
in all their post college endeavors. Over the summer,
brothers found time to gather from their various
hometowns. Our annual golf outing was a success
with a large showing of both alumni and active
brothers. The end of the summer gave us a chance
to prepare for recruitment with some guidance from
alumni and founders Nick Valianoff, Jonathan
Aardsma and Matthew Swanson during our annual
retreat in Wolcottville, Ind. The brothers of Ill. Theta
continued to fundraise this year by working
concessions for the Chicago Bears games at Soldier
Field. This is a great opportunity for the chapter to
raise money and have a good time together, and we
look forward to doing it again next year.This has been
another great year for philanthropy. In September, Ill.
Theta co-sponsored a dodgeball tournament with all
proceeds donated to a local childcare center. Coming
up this fall, we plan to build bikes and toys for Toys for
Tots and fireproofing homes in our area for Fire
Stoppers. After the success last spring of Relay for
Life, Rebuilding Together, and volunteering for PBS’s
WTTW telethon, we plan to repeat these events this
spring as well. Rush has set the year off to a great
start, with a group of eight promising new pledges.
We look forward to the next few weeks of teaching
them the ideals and traditions of Phi Kappa Psi.These
pledges will make fine additions to our chapter as we
continue to expand Phi Kappa Psi at UIC.
Travis Farrington

ILLINOIS ETA

Southern Illinois
University at Edwardsville
The brothers at Illinois Eta are excited about
another great school year, which has brought new
initiates, pledges, philanthropies, fundraisers and
social events for the chapter. We continue to
improve our current academic performance and
campus involvement. First, congratulations to our
newest initiates this fall: Brothers Zach Yoder and
Jatin Patel. And this fall’s pledge class is among the
largest in our history. This year we are striving to
attain the highest GPA among all Greek
organizations on campus with our newly revised
scholarship plan. We also plan on continuing our
mark set last year with over 500 service hours
contributed from our chapter brothers. This year at
Southern Illinois University - Edwardsville, a Phi Psi
brother was elected Homecoming King for the
third consecutive year, setting a record never before
accomplished by any organization on our campus.
Next February also marks our 10-year charter
anniversary and we are planning a large celebration
for the occasion. More info about this will be
provided later. Lastly, we are thankful to our alumni
for their constant support through their interest,
advice, and participation in our chapter meetings
and other activities. You are always welcome!

ILLINOIS THETA
ILLINOIS IOTA

University of
Illinois – Chicago

Northern Illinois
University
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Illinois Theta finished strong this last academic year.
We once again maintained the highest cumulative
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The men of Illinois Iota are proud to announce
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the progress that we have seen so far this year. First
off, we have set up a new system of recruiting in
order to meet our goal of doubling our chapter
size. We have made it three quarters of the way
there with our first pledge class this semester. We
have also changed our recruiting tactics. We are
now having two pledge classes each semester and
recruiting has become an ongoing process. Also,
our chapter has decided to postpone initiation for
our current pledge class to make sure each
candidate is truly worthy and that each fulfills grade
requirements. Our chapter is hard at work on our
new philanthropy. Starting this spring, we will be
hosting Phi Psi Mud Volleyball. We have a goal of
raising $2000 for the MS Society. In addition to
raising money, we have also been serving our
campus and community. So far this semester, we
have logged over 250 hours of community service.
Housing has been a big issue with our chapter the
past two years. We our now currently working with
the company Emperor Group to get a house built
in the next couple years. It has always been a
dream for the founding fathers of Illinois Iota to
have a house on campus, and soon it will be a
reality. Our initial plans are almost compiled into a
strategic plan. Upon receiving the plan we will
begin the largest fundraising campaign we have
ever attempted. If you would like to help in any way
please contact our Housing Corporation President,
Paul Oblon at Consults@ais.net.
Justin Briggs
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INDIANA ALPHA

DePauw
University
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Once again, the fall semester has accumulated
numerous accomplishments for the brothers of
Indiana Alpha. The pledge class of 2008 has moved
into the house and has acclimated and contributed
immensely to the life of Fraternity and brotherhood.
The chapter will soon be preparing in anticipation of
another successful rush and pledgeship in the spring
of 2009. Academic prestige has continued to be
stressed to members of the house, as last semester’s
house GPA remained above average in the rankings
of DePauw fraternities, which will be a likely
outcome for this semester, as well. Furthermore, five
brothers are currently studying abroad in attempts
to pursue their academic endeavors. Philanthropy
on campus has also been an influential component
in the lives of the men of Indiana Alpha. We have
hosted one barbeque thus far, and plan to soon host
another in our backyard in collaboration with the Pi
Beta Phi sorority. Brothers have also been very
active in other Greek activities and participated in
philanthropy events hosted by various sororities
across campus including Anchor Splash (Delta
Gamma) and Mr. University (Kappa Alpha Theta).
We also teamed up with the women of Pi Lambda
Xi to pass out candy to local trick-or-treaters as part
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of “Greek Street Trick-or-Treat.” Indiana Alpha has
not just had success in the classroom, but in the
realm of athletics, as well. We have had numerous
members that represent DePauw in football, cross
country, and soccer for the fall season.The basketball
team will begin the season within the upcoming
weeks with four men on the roster from Phi Psi,
including three returning starters. We have also
amounted success on the intramural field, bringing
home the intramural football championship for the
first time in six years. Brothers have also had success
on the rugby and Frisbee club-teams. Perhaps the
most significant accomplishment of the semester has
been the improved relations with alumni and Home
Corp. We have been working hand-in-hand with
Home Corp. to ensure that Phi Psi remains the toprated fraternity on DePauw’s campus. Some of the
measures taken have included leadership direction
and numerous house renovations. The house, most
commonly referred to as “The Rockpile,” has seen
vast improvements within the past six months
including new carpeting, paint, doors, wood trim,
wood flooring, couches, sprinkler system, television
and many more to come in the ensuing weeks. We
continued to improve alumni relations during
homecoming weekend. Old Gold weekend was
highlighted by Indiana Alpha’s annual Symposium, an
event that invites alumni back to the house for
dinner, a guest speaker, and socializing with current
members. This fall’s symposium was the most
successful in several years, with 17 alumni in
attendance. Vice President of Hill-Rom, Andy Reith
’79, gave the current members of the house
insurmountable words of wisdom and intelligence as
the guest speaker. The presence of all the alumni
displayed their devotion and everlasting love for
Indiana Alpha. As the semester comes to a close, we
will have a very full social calendar. Within the next
six weeks, we will host both our formal and informal,
a philanthropy barbeque, and travel to Wabash
College for the Monon Bell game. As always, alumni
are forever welcomed back to the house with open
arms. If any alumnus should wish to contact the
chapter house or our house mother Dorothy
Brown, the address is:
110 East Larabee Street
Greencastle, IN 46135
(765) 658-5008
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As a final note, the men of Indiana Alpha are
continuously contributing to and striving to
maintain Fraternity, brotherhood, and the tradition
of Phi Kappa Psi. Live Ever, Die Never!
Brian Fisher

INDIANA BETA

Indiana
University
Here at Indiana Beta, we’ve had an eventful and
successful semester so far. Time seems like it has
been flying by. With a strong new pledge class of 28,
we had a successful rush. We had to turn down so
many good guys but we found a great mix that will
make perfect gentlemen. Our annual philanthropy,
the Phi Psi Haunted House, was incredibly
successful: paired with IU Dance Marathon, over
600 people attended. Afterwards we were able to
make a $700 contribution to IUDM, which benefits
the Riley Children’s Hospital of Indianapolis. In the
spirit of the Thanksgiving season, we were also able
to donate 500 non-perishable items to the Hoosier
Hills Food Bank, which provides meals for hungry
Hoosier families.The IU/Purdue Oaken Bucket relay
is coming up soon and it promises to not only raise
money but also strengthen chapter relations.
Homecoming went off without a hitch and we
spent the week celebrating with Delta Delta Delta
as well as pairing with Delta Gamma for one of IU’s
biggest Greek traditions, IU Sing. Other than that,
we have Dad’s Weekend and our classic Christmas
formal to look forward to for the rest of this busy
semester. As the leaves change and winter comes
knocking, I know that here in southern Indiana, the
brotherhood has never been stronger.
Spencer Smith

INDIANA GAMMA

Wabash College
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No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP Matthew Goodrich at
goodricm@wabash.edu or 317-373-0660.
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Diversity Step Show. I would like to thank all of our
alumni for their support, and we hope to see you
all in the near future.
A.J. Schoch

INDIANA DELTA

Purdue
University
The Indiana Delta Chapter and all of its
members would like to thank all of our alumni that
came to our last homecoming at 359
Northwestern. We would also like to encourage
any other alumni to come see the house before
our big move to Tower Acres next August. On the
weekend of the 21st of November we hosted a
philanthropy, benefitting the Boys and Girls Club, in
coordination with the Indiana Betans and alumni
from both chapters. It consisted of running a
football from IU to Purdue, and it arrived just
before kickoff of the Oaken Bucket game. If you
would like to contribute or participate in future
events please contact Mark Granum at
mgranum@purdue.edu. It has been a great
semester for many of our brothers where
philanthropies seem to be the hot topic. On
October 22nd our house paired with Kappa Kappa
Gamma and Phi Mu to win the 7th annual Cultural

INDIANA EPSILON

Valparaiso
University
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The 150th Anniversary of Valparaiso University
and the change to a new president have created
many opportunites for involvement for Indiana
Epsilon members of Phi Kappa Psi. We have already
held successful events and have many more
planned this year. Homecoming 2008 marked the
150th Anniversary of Valparaiso University and the
55th Anniversary of Indiana Epsilon. The day was a
very successful one, full of fun events and stories of
alumni’s glory days. The schedule of events started
with a fiercly competitive game of alumni vs. active
football. The actives’ youth and agility faced off
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against the alumni’s mental capabilities to cheat the
score, which allowed them to just barely squeak by
with a victory. After the game, everyone attented
the intense Valparaiso overtime victory against
Davidson University. The day of festivities ended
with our House Corporation hosting a cocktail
hour at our chapter house. We were very pleased
with the turnout and want to thank again our
alumni for coming. Indiana Epsilon is hosting many
other beneficial events. On November 8, we had
our fourth annual Freshman Scholarship at
Strongbows Restaurant. This year, we have four
winners who are overly deserving of their awards.
On November 16, we hosted our annual Kyle
Carson Basketball Tournament at the Valparaiso
University Athletic-Recreation Center. This event is
a philanthropic tournament in honor of our late
brother Carson. All proceeds are donated to the
Boys and Girls Club in Valparaiso, Ind. Our final
event for this semester was our second faculty
Christmas Party on December 12th. The goal of
this event has been to informally meet university
professors and administration to enhance
relationships for the future and to show our
involvement on campus and in the community. We
are pleased to announce that on May 2, 2009 we
will be hosting our third annual Amici Invitational
golf tournament. All family, friends, alumni, and
other Phi Psis are welcome to attend this golf
outing, which is held at the Aberdeen Golf Course
in Valparaiso, Ind. Please contact Bruce Morgan at
Bruce.Morgan@valpo.edu with questions regarding
attendance. Although we have recently lacked
success in intramurals, we are looking forward to
our resurrection to dominance with our first
intramural championship in almost a decade. With
our new jerseys, we already have individual and
team championships in bowling and golf, second
place finishes in tennis and football, and a third
place finish in soccer. From these strong finishes we
lead all fraternities in intramural points. We look to
continue our supremacy in the winter sport season
with indoor soccer, basketball, hockey and water
basketball. This year, our university involvement is at
an all-time high with many of our members holding
executive positions in student run organizations.
We lead all other fraternities with members who
hold executive positions, with our brothers holding
 "! ""!""!

positions from IFC executives to a member who
was in charge of preparing and administering the
inauguration of Valparaiso University’s new
president, Mark Heckler. However, we also take
pride in our non-campus involvements as well. We
continually have volunteers with the Café Manna
(local soup kitchen), Big Brothers, Big Sisters, Best
Buddies and the Boys and Girls Club. As you can
see, this semester has been full of great events and
great people from Indiana Epsilon. We are
continually looking to fulfill our goals and grow
from all of the opportunities we supply ourselves.
Amici.
Vince Faso

INDIANA ZETA

Butler
University
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The men of Indiana Zeta have been busy this
semester. The semester began with our first annual
women’s beach volleyball tournament, which
benefited the American Breast Cancer Society. We
were very pleased with the campus wide turn out
and the support we received from the other
Greek houses. This fall we placed first and second
in the Kappa Alpha Theta “Grill Off ” and Alpha Phi
“Bounce for Beats” philanthropy lip sync
competitions. Recently we held an event with Best
Buddies at our chapter house. The event was well
attended by both brothers and members of Best
Buddies. Best Buddies was very appreciative and
here is a little part of the thank you letter we
received from them stating, “Each person that you
met on Sunday will hold you close to their heart
for the rest of their life. They thrive on interactions
and I want to thank all of you for being such great
role models.” The entire chapter geared up for our
sixth annual philanthropy event, Phi Psi 5k. The race
took place on October 11 at the chapter house.
Last year, we raised over $11,000 for the American
Cancer Society. With support from our families,
friends, the university and the surrounding
community, we are on pace to double our
donation from a year ago. A special thanks goes out
to Albert Cuneo, an alumnus from the Pennsylvania
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each year in hopes of finding a cure and promoting
awareness for this disease. We finished a successful
Parents Day event on September 27; it was a great
turnout as parents were enthusiastic about what
direction their sons are going in as well as what the
chapter has in store for the future. We currently
have 13 men that wish to further their
membership within Phi Kappa Psi. We will continue
to strive for academic and personal excellence. If
you want any more information regarding Indiana
Eta, feel free to contact Corresponding Secretary
Michael Hanley at mhanleyboy14@comcast.net.
Michael Hanley

Alpha Chapter, who donated 210 gallons of water
from the Swift Transportation Company. This past
spring, Indiana Zeta initiated our 700th brother, and
we are looking forward to bringing another great
class into the brotherhood this spring. Our first
formal rush event of 2008 was held on October 2.
October 20th marked the beginning of Butler’s
Homecoming Week. This year we paired with the
women of Kappa Alpha Theta and are teamed up
with them in events such as Lawn Decs, a costume
contest, a cheer competition and building a float for
the homecoming parade. Last year Phi Psi was
paired with the women of Kappa Kappa Gamma
and ended up finishing in 2nd place. Also, for the
2nd year in a row, Indiana Zeta will compete in the
Sigma Chi-Phi Psi Chariot Race. The chariot race is
one of Butler’s oldest traditions. Last year the men
of Phi Kappa Psi beat Sigma Chi in this historic race
and we plan to do so again this year. We pride
ourselves on our intramural sports teams that are
known all over campus for their sportsmanship and
quality of play. We are currently undefeated in
intramural football, soccer and volleyball. So far, this
semester has been full of memorable events and
we look forward to finishing the semester off just
as strong as it began. We can’t wait for another
successful pledge class in the spring. In this
semester and the next, we will continue to strive in
the ideals of being a brother of Phi Kappa Psi as we
spread our legacy to future Butler Students.
Timothy Dawson

INDIANA THETA

Indiana UniversityPurdue University of
Indianapolis
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Over this past summer we were inducted as
the Indiana Theta Chapter at this year’s GAC in
Indianapolis. This was a huge achievement for the
31 founding fathers that had worked so hard to get
from the colony to the Ind. Theta Chapter. Though
we have now accomplished our biggest goal we
still look to keep motivation high and set high goals
to keep achieving to our potential.Through this first
semester we had our second annual carbash to
raise money for United Way. We are also helping
set up the IFC for the IUPUI campus and are taking
part in writing the IFC Constitution. Also we have
representatives taking part in the All Greek Council
helping to promote Greek life at the IUPUI
campus. As we move forward we look to not only
progress ourselves but help progress IUPUI’s
Greek life as a whole so we can flourish with
others. If you are interested in helping take part in
any events with our chapter please email us at
jtlister@iupui.edu and let us know. Thanks for
everyone’s continued support.
Joseph Todd Listerman II

INDIANA ETA

Indiana State University
Indiana Eta is right on task this year. We just
recently completed our Halloween Fun Run. The
Fun Run consisted of a 5K run course and a
separate one-mile walk course throughout
campus. This philanthropy was created to support
research for Cerebral Palsy. Approximately 150
people signed up to participate in the walk or run
course. We raised about $2,500 to donate to UCP,
which gives to cerebral palsy research. We also
earned the support of over 20 local sponsors for
the event. We plan to continue to have this event
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made available to brothers at the most recent GAC.
Pledges are encouraged to elect class positions, run
their own meetings, and, create their own goals for
the chapter. Fraternity educators have truly embraced
the importance of educating not only pledges, but the
entire chapter in the noble traditions of Phi Kappa Psi.
Iowa Alpha brothers continue their strong
involvement throughout the University of Iowa
campus. Recently, several members followed through
on their commitment to run all 26.2 miles of the 2008
Chicago Marathon to raise money for Dance
Marathon, an organization dedicated to help children
diagnosed with cancer. Other members are actively
involved with organizations including the
Interfraternity Council, Delta Sigma Pi business
fraternity, ROTC, Mock Trial, and many more. A great
demonstration of the brothers’ commitment to the
community was apparent when floods rushed
through the middle of campus over the summer.
Many university buildings were evacuated along
residential homes and a sorority house. Phi Psis
volunteered every day leading up the floods,
sometimes in ten-hour shifts, to help in sandbagging
efforts. Members of Colorado Alpha and Iowa Beta
volunteered their efforts as well, as they planned a trip
over to assist in a Habitat for Humanity project.
Driving over 1,000 miles to help those in need shows
great dedication on the part of the brothers from the
University of Colorado and is a shining example what
Phi Psis are willing to do for the good of others.
Thankfully, the Iowa Alpha chapter house was
undamaged throughout the floods. Iowa Alpha
welcomes home all alumni and fellow brothers to visit
the chapter house at any time. We would especially
like to welcome brothers to attend our Founders
Day Celebration in the winter.This year’s event saw a
great rise in attendance, and we look forward to
continuing that trend.
Axel Larson

IOWA ALPHA

University of Iowa
6;;>A:?@A:B3?@7B,?8@?<;@?=<
In 2002, Iowa Alpha was proud to be recognized
for their accomplishments, as they were awarded the
Grand Chapter award. Six years later, the chapter was
honored to once again receive the recognition of
Grand Chapter, at the 74th Grand Arch Council held
this past August. Former Chapter President and
District V Archon Barrett Anderson was also awarded
the Undergraduate of the Year Award. We would like
to sincerely thank all alumni for paving the way for our
chapter to continue its success. More recently, the
chapter saw great success over the summer
recruitment months, as we tested a new recruitment
system with brothers working part time for the
chapter, allowing them to travel and personally meet
outstanding incoming freshmen. The recruitment
coordinator positions proved to be a great success as
we are thrilled to be in the process of pledging 36
potential new members this fall semester. Several of
those 36 men were selected as Kinnick Scholarship
recipients, as the program awarded a record $10,000
to incoming freshmen exemplifying strong leadership,
academic and philanthropic qualities. Our continued
thanks go out to all alumni who contribute to the
chapter Alumni Fund as well as the Endowment Fund,
which makes our scholarship program possible.
Recipients this year included Student Council
Presidents, National Merit Finalists and class
valedictorians among other outstanding qualifications.
Our annual Kinnick Brunch was held this August at
the Kinnick Stadium press box. The chapter was
honored to host North-American Interfraternity
Conference Chairman Bob Marchesani Indiana Zeta
’94 (Pennsylvania Nu ’79) as our keynote speaker for
the event. Brother Marchesani gave an insightful
speech regarding the benefits of fraternity life and his
personal undergraduate experiences as a member of
Phi Kappa Psi. After the brunch, several scholarship
recipients commented that the speech had positively
changed their view of fraternity life completely. A main
focus this semester has been continuing to improve
the pledging process in accordance with the
revamped pledge education program, which was
 "! ""!""!

IOWA BETA

Iowa State University
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Iowa Beta has hit the ground running this fall. As
classes start handing out more and more
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homework, and homecoming is just around the
corner we are all excited after a very successful
spring and summer. Our fall pledge class is the
largest we’ve had since our rechartering in
October 2007 – 17 intelligent and driven young
men. Our current recruitment chairman, Morgan
Janes ’07, worked diligently over the spring and
summer to bring us our largest pledge class to
date. Summer of 2008 has also brought the
completion of the Phi Psi house at 316 Lynn Ave.
Our third floor underwent a complete renovation
this summer, adding capacity for seventeen more
men. Our chapter house is once again complete,
ready to welcome home many more generations
of Phi Psi men. Perhaps one of our greatest
achievements over the last year was our academic
success. With a GPA average of 2.67 in the fall of
’07 (23rd among fraternities at ISU), we rallied
together to seek academic success. Spring of 2008
brought us the fruits of our labor – a GPA of 2.93
(9th among fraternities at ISU), which was a 69%
improvement over the previous semester. We are
still working hard toward that number one
academic spot. Overall, things have been going
smoothly at Iowa Beta, and the only place for us to
go from here is up.
Jason Paull

LOUISIANA ALPHA

Louisiana State
University
This fall semester has been interesting for
Louisiana Alpha. On the good side, we look to
initiate 17 pledges at the end of the semester,
which is a good number compared to recent years.
On the not so good, our house was somewhat
damaged by the hurricane, but not severely, so
repairs will be complete soon. We are coming up
on the spring, which will be the last semester we
have on probation, and are looking forward
growing the chapter in the coming years. We have
started already, and are working on ensuring a large
spring class. We are also continuing our efforts to
get in touch with our alumni, and look forward to
the events we have planned in the upcoming year
to do this.
Clayton Allen

LOUISIANA GAMMA

Loyola
University
6;;>A:?@A:B3?@7B&=<=>8
No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP Blake Gable at
bjgable@loyno.edu or 609-634-7758.

KANSAS ALPHA

Kansas University
6;;>A:?@A:B3?@7B&=<=>8
No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP Charles German at
chuck123@ku.edu or 913-896-4044.

KENTUCKY BETA

University of Kentucky
No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP Theodore Simpson at
tedsimpson@uky.edu or 859-576-9182.
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MARYLAND ALPHA

Johns Hopkins University
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Maryland Alpha is quickly becoming a
powerhouse on the Johns Hopkins campus. We
have accomplished quite a lot since our last checkin:
1) The Johns Hopkins University awarded our
chapter with the Excellence in Community
Service & Philanthropy Award. It also
recognized current GP Affan Sheikh ’07 with
the Outstanding Greek Sophomore Award and
Spirit of Fraternity Award. Also this spring,
! "

 
We are excited to report more positive
accomplishments in the future. If you are an
alumnus interested in contacting us, please call our
Alumni Relations chair, Daniel Teran, at 609-8653441.
Affan Sheikh

Maryland Alpha granted $7,450 in chapter
scholarships.
2) The old chapter house at 3906 Canterbury,
home to brothers since 1974, was recently sold
to the Calvert School. The brothers are now
working towards finding the chapter a
permanent home.
3) Brothers on the Johns Hopkins water polo
team are showing outstanding effort, racking up
strong wins against Navy and Pomona College.
They also won the Division III Eastern
Championships. VGP Kyle Gertridge’07 and
Brother Christopher Hutchens ’06 were named
to the All-Tournament First Team, while Brother
Peter Sauerhoff ’07 was named to the Second
Team.
4) GP Affan Sheikh ‘07 and P Marc Perkins ‘07 hold
positions as senators on the Johns Hopkins
Student Government Association.
5) Maryland Alpha is making a name as the most
philanthropic Greek organization on campus.
For our first event, we helped STAND: A
Student Anti-Genocide Coalition raised $400
for their cause. The Phi Psi 500 was a huge
success – we raised nearly $1,000 for the
Collegebound Foundation. More recently, we
held a Halloween event in collaboration with
Habitat for Humanity which allowed them to
raise $835.

MASSACHUSETTS
BETA

Brandeis University
6;;>A:?@A:B3?@7B&=<=>8
The brothers of Mass Beta are off to a great start
of the semester and are looking forward to a very
busy year. Recruitment has been extremely
successful, as we have one of our biggest pledge
classes ever. Because of this, we are extremely close
to bringing our membership to 50 brothers. We are
committed to upholding the motto of Phi Kappa Psi,
“The Great Joy of Serving Others,” and have taken
part in many philanthropic events already this
semester. Over 10 brothers are volunteering to be
“Reading Buddies” for elementary students at the
Stanley Elementary School in Waltham. Almost half
of the brothers participated in the charity event “Kick
for AIDS”, a 3-on-3 soccer tournament played
barefoot in the rain. We have also helped sort food
for the Greater Boston Food Bank, collected canned
goods for the traditional “Halloween for the Hungry”
food drive and have partnered with Wendy’s to raise
money for the Phi Kappa Psi scholarship foundation.
Additionally, we are constantly improving and
expanding the capacities of our house.This past year,
the brothers constructed a new bedroom in the
house solely by themselves. Academically, we are
continuing to excel and are very proud of our
summa cum laude standing within the Phi Kappa Psi
fraternity. Continuing a trend of excellence in
athletics, the upperclassmen and lowerclassmen
intramural flag football teams are ranked 2nd and 4th
respectively in the school, and we are hopeful of an
all-Phi Psi championship game. With the drive
exhibited by the brothers already, I am confident this
semester will be even better than the last.
Seth Meltzer
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October 1, 2008. Highlights of the four-week rush
include an outing to a Detroit Tigers baseball game,
a Whirlyball event, and numerous rush barbeques.
Philanthropically, Michigan Alpha is in the process of
planning our annual “Home for the Holidays”
Christmas charity event, for which we invite
underprivileged kids from Ypsilanti to our house for
a Christmas party and gifts. This year we will
partner with Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority, and we
are looking forward to another fun and successful
night. We are also in the preliminary stages of
bringing the “Phi Psi 500” bicycle relay race to Ann
Arbor. Socially, we always look forward to Saturday
pre-party for football games. Despite a tough
season, we still love to cheer on our players at the
Big House. Another major highlight of the semester
was winning an inter-fraternity football tournament
to play in our first-ever Mudbowl, an annual charity
football game hosted by Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity. We are proud of our players and
enthusiastic fans and we look forward to
competing again next year. Looking forward, we are

MICHIGAN ALPHA

University of Michigan
6;;>A:?@A:B3?@7B&=<=>8
As brothers of Michigan Alpha, we returned for
fall semester excited for a great year. After the
departure of our graduated seniors, our chapter
has 88 current brothers, including 31 live-ins. We
were extremely privileged to arrive to refinished
floors and new carpeting in our chapter house.
There were also numerous upgrades with the
lighting fixtures and windows. We take pride in our
status on campus, as we are the second largest
fraternity with one of the top GPAs in the IFC. We
elected new, very hardworking committee
chairmen, and they have been very impressive in
only their first semester. Our six recruitment
chairmen recently completed an extremely
successful rush period, and we formally initiated 22
young men into our fall 2008 pledge class on
 "! ""!""!
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approaching new executive board elections and
are confident that new execs will improve upon
our past successes. We have also set the date for
Founders Day, which will be held on March 7, 2009.
We are working hard to set up another great night
with our supportive alumni. As always, we continue
to embody the ideals of the Phi Kappa Psi
Fraternity as we enjoy our time here at the
University of Michigan.
Ryan Patrick Dolan

MICHIGAN BETA

Michigan State
University
No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP Nicholas Zott at
zottnich@msu.edu or 586-512-8498.

MINNESOTA BETA

University of Minnesota
6;;>A:?@A:B3?@7B&=<=>8
The gentlemen of the Minnesota Beta chapter
of Phi Kappa Psi are very excited about this school
year. We were honored to win the Dr. Gordon
Sparks Letterman Men’s Health Award, the Senior
Involvement Award, and the Award for Scholastic
Improvement at this summer’s GAC held in
Indianapolis. After winning these awards, our
chapter was excited to kick off this fall semester.
We started off the school year coming back from
a successful brotherhood retreat held in the
Wisconsin Dells at a brother’s house. Many
brothers made the trip, allowing this weekend to
be a beneficial bonding experience for all who
attended. Furthering our devotion to maintaining a
strong brotherhood within our chapter and also
other chapters of Phi Kappa Psi, some brothers
traveled to Illinois Delta to watch our Golden
Gophers battle the Fighting Illini. This semester has
been busy socially as well. We had a very successful
and fun Homecoming. We were paired with the
ladies of Gamma Phi Beta and the gentlemen of
 "! ""!""!

Delta Chi and Omega Nu Alpha. In the
competition of Lip Sync, our pairing put on an
amazing performance and placed a close second.
Our pairing also performed well in the Cheer
competition. We have also had some successful
exchanges with some sororities on campus. We
had a fun “P-themed” exchange with the ladies of
Pi Beta Phi, where everyone had to dress as
something that started in the letter “P.” We also are
looking forward to our annual Beach Party
exchange with the ladies of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
In the Great Joy of Serving Others, our chapter has
been very active in volunteering in the community.
We sent over 15 people to volunteer for Stride
and Ride for the Muscular Dystrophy Association
helping them put together a fun event. We also had
brothers volunteer at an auction for the Special
Olympics, and continue to volunteer at the local
Feed My Starving Children locations at least once
a month.This semester, the Minnesota Beta chapter
has been lucky with our recruitment. We are very
excited for our new members and cannot wait for
them to become active members. They all possess
the qualities that make men outstanding members
of Phi Kappa Psi. With the addition of the new
members, the Minnesota Beta Chapter continues
to grow while focusing on the ideals of academics,
philanthropy, brotherhood and recruitment.
Matt Kwech

MINNESOTA GAMMA

Minnesota State
University at Mankato
6;;>A:?@A:
The brothers of Minnesota Gamma have
enjoyed a productive semester with many exciting
events. We started off the semester with our
annual alumni golf tournament. We would like to
thank all of the alumni who attended as it was once
again an excellent time to interact with our alumni.
We look to build off that success in spring with our
second annual poker tournament. Over the
semester, we have done renovations to the house.
The driveway and backyard parking lots have been
! "

 
repaved. The laundry room is in the process of
being remodeled. We have two fundraising events
going on this semester. Brother Jeff Wulff organized
for our chapter to paint a house in our
neighborhood in an effort to raise chapter funds.
We congratulate our chapter advisor, Paul Benson
for getting married on October 4. Also, Brother
James Haag as he single-handedly raised the most
money out of the entire Greek Community for the
LEEP Foundation. We would like to congratulate
Brothers Jared Bachelder and Justin Reisdorfer for
graduating this fall. We would also like to wish
Brother Artie the best, as there is a future Phi Psi
on the way in February. We will have three active
brothers graduating this coming spring. Those
Brothers are Travis Simon, Samuel Hansen, and
Evan Hedwall. Their dedication to the chapter has
been very much appreciated. Our recruitment
efforts over fall semester have paid off with a great
new class. These new members will help lead our
chapter for years to come and help us where we
have been lacking. Recruitment has become one of
our top priorities over the last year and it has
resulted in us having two of our best classes in
recent memory. We look to build off of that
success in the semesters to come.
Ryan Rafferty
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space to bring people to the fields. Everyone had a
great time rolling around in the mud, and some of
us still have a few lasting marks to help us
remember the occasion. Plans are also in the works
to for our big Texas Hold’em tournament that we
host every fall. Students play for prizes and all we
ask for the “buy-in” is that they provide a canned
good to donate to a local food shelf. We are
looking to finish this semester out as strong as we
started, and we are excited to see what our
pledges, Brad and Conrad, are capable of.
Adam Hembroff

MISSISSIPPI ALPHA

MINNESOTA DELTA

University of
Minnesota, Duluth
6;;>A:?@A:
Minnesota Delta started this year off with big
plans and many events. We began the new
semester with a giant game of croquet on campus.
Next, we hosted Mocktails with the women of Phi
Sigma Sigma to promote safe drinking. Nonalcoholic beverages were provided and the theme
was Las Vegas, so we ran a couple of card games to
help draw in people. On the second Saturday of
the semester, we brought a bunch of students out
paintballing with us. More than 60 people had
signed up and we were starting to worry about
transportation, but in the end we did have enough
 "! ""!""!

University of
Mississippi
The Mississippi Alpha Chapter of Phi Kappa Psi
has once again continued to excel on the campus
of the University of Mississippi. Since the last
installment of The Shield, Mississippi Alpha has
completed its second consecutive successful formal
recruitment process by obtaining 40 pledges
through rush. Including the new pledges, the total
brother count is up to 75 members, which will put
Mississippi Alpha on the doorstep for over 100
active members, next fall. Alumni involvement has
continued with great success through donations
from brothers Mike Garner, Aaron Bullock, Tim
Walsh, Ryan Jackson and Missouri Alpha’s Ed
Brandon. From a social standpoint, Mississippi Alpha
has hosted numerous social events. Most recently,
80s cover band Fly-By Radio played at the chapter
house, where brothers from Alabama Beta,
! "
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recently hosted the Nebraska Alpha alumni
reunion featuring a golf tournament, scholarship
banquet and tailgate luncheon. Many Phi Psi alums
made the trip back to reconnect with the house
and recollect past memories. We are so grateful for
the support and knowledge we continue to gain
from our alumni. Soon the house will hold the
annual Phi Kappa Fry, a philanthropic event
benefitting Toys for Tots. Members are currently
planning for the event and collecting donations
from local businesses. The night will include all-youcan-eat fried food, drawings for prizes and a local
band headed by a Phi Psi alum. Nebraska Alpha
continues to grow and ever perpetuate the Phi
Kappa Psi tradition.

Kentucky Beta and Texas Alpha joined the brothers
of Mississippi Alpha. As stated during formal
recruitment, Mississippi Alpha is taking off towards
new heights!
Kory Keys

MISSOURI ALPHA

University of Missouri
6;;>A:?@A:
No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP David Ippolito at
daiwc2@mizzou.edu or 847-312-9277.

NEBRASKA ALPHA

NEBRASKA BETA

University of
Nebraska

Creighton
University

The new school year is off to a great start at
Nebraska Alpha. Twenty-three pledges have begun
the pledge process and are quickly becoming
involved within the chapter and the university. We

6;;>A:?@A:
Throughout this calendar year, we at Nebraska
Beta have met and exceeded our goals from last
year. Our recruitment this past spring expressed
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record turnout with 70+ prospectives at each
event. The excellent recruitment programming
contributed to our record spring class of 38
pledges. These new brothers have been exercising
their great potential as future leaders within and
outside the chapter. During the past year we
succeeded in raising record funds for philanthropy
and look forward to continuing this trend in the
coming term through our 2nd annual Nebraska
Special Olympics Polar Bear Plunge and Haunted
House. We co-sponsored a volleyball tournament
with Theta Phi Alpha sorority for the first time and
had great success with more than 25 teams and
$500 raised for charity. We have been fortunate to
have been recognized for our academic, athletic
and philanthropic achievements this past year on
national and local levels, being named the Most
Philanthropic Chapter of the Year and the Top
Academic Chapter in District Five at the 2008
Grand Arch Council. We were also honored for
our outstanding intramural programming at GAC
this past July. We currently have 18 members living
in the house who are enjoying the numerous
improvements that have been made over the past
year including new pavement in the parking lot, an
additional room, new carpet and an HD Projector
and screen for presentations and brotherhood
events. We are looking forward to replacing all our
windows this winter and revamping the central air
in the house. This fall, our alumni website was
launched and we are looking forward to having our
chapter website running by winter. The brothers of
Nebraska Beta are not known to rest on their
laurels, however, and we look forward to topping
new records and achievements this coming year.
We encourage alumni at all levels of involvement
with the chapter to join us as we honor the name
of Phi Psi in word and deed.
Cory Collins

and excellence in all measurable categories. With
the highest GPA on campus, we have been rated
the best Fraternity on The College of New Jersey
campus by the Inter-Greek Council. N.J. Delta has
grown immensely within the last three years from
19men to a 45-man brotherhood, the largest on
campus. As the most-rushed fraternity at TCNJ, N.J.
Delta still maintains a strong brotherhood with
supportive and active alumni. From intramural
sports championships to our Homecoming 2008
championship, we are highly respected in any
competitive event and greatly represented in many
non-Greek organizations from the Ambassador
program to the College’s varsity sports teams. The
brothers of N.J. Delta can all confidently say that
we are part of the best student organization on
The College of New Jersey Campus.
Travis Martindale

NEW JERSEY EPSILON

Rowan University
No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP Nicholas Schaeffer at
NSchaeffer@gmail.com or 609-369-2002.

NEW YORK ALPHA

Cornell
University
The brothers of New York Alpha have had an
eventful semester. Due to the tremendous
generosity of alumni, we are currently making some
exciting renovations to the house.Thus far we have
refurnished our great hall, and hung some historic
banners from the ceiling. We have improved our
sky lounge by adding a 50-inch television and new
furniture. We are currently in the process of making
a miniature movie theatre in our old storage room.
These additions have drastically improved the
overall quality of the house making it more livable.
We are hoping that these efforts will help us with
recruitment and increase our pledge numbers for
next semester.
Daniel Riggi

NEW JERSEY DELTA

The College of
New Jersey
The New Jersey Delta Chapter of Phi Kappa Psi
prides itself on diversity within our brotherhood
 "! ""!""!
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NEW YORK BETA

NEW YORK ETA

Syracuse
University

University at
Buffalo

Throughout the fall 2008 semester, N.Y. Beta
continues to make strides in its efforts to better
itself as a chapter. With weekly poker tournaments,
football and a semiannual Canada trip, we
strengthen our bond. On October 3, Brother Jerry
Nelson visited Syracuse for the weekend and
taught us the importance of setting goals, imposing
self-discipline and being a winner. Our chapter
benefited immensely from Brother Nelson’s words
of wisdom. As we progressively improve our
relationship with Headquarters, we also preserve
our status as one of the largest fraternities on
campus.This semester, we gained 10 new members
giving us approximately 70 men. In the past year, we
have designed two new annual philanthropy
events: Phi Kappa Psi GUTS and a “fun run.” A new
website, alumni golf tournament, and major house
renovations have served to enhance our status as
well. We hope to further our success in the coming
semesters.
Eric Lyons

This fall has been a busy one for the N.Y. Eta
Chapter. Our positions are filled with many young
actives of the chapter and have been busy with
various fundraisers and volunteer events. We’ve
been working with Shark, a local energy drink, on
campus fundraising events. They also helped us
greatly during our rush events, which helped us
come out with four pledges who were recently
initiated. We’ve been involved with weekly
volunteering teaching young children to learn to
swim, as well as a neighborhood clean-up. Our
Homecoming event here at UB brought over 20
alumni to participate in our alumni vs. actives football
game, and for who knows how many years in a row
the alumni won again. Right now our top priority is
to build up our member numbers at a steady pace,
and we’ve been quite successful, initiating 14 new
members in the past three semesters. We’re looking
forward to a very successful end of the year and a
great spring semester. We hope we’ll being seeing
you all at Founders.
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NEW YORK THETA

Rochester
Institute of
Technology

NEW YORK KAPPA

State University of New
York College at Oneonta

6;;>A:?@A:B
New York Theta has continued to move in a
great direction this fall. On September 20, 2008 we
held our 13th Annual Mud Tug. This event is cosponsored by us and the ladies of Zeta Tau Alpha.
It’s an all-out tug of war battle with a pit of mud
separating you from your opponents. All of our
proceeds go to Breast Cancer Education and
Awareness (Zeta Tau Alpha’s national
philanthropy). We were able to raise just shy of
$4,000 and had 62 teams participating! I truly
doubt this event would have had its success if it
weren’t for our Major Events committee chair,
Bryan DiCarlo. Over the past three years we have
seen this event grow from 38 teams, to 53 teams
last year, and now 62 teams this year! On top of
having our record breaking Mud Tug event, we have
seven great new pledges. Our chapter is currently
28 strong with 4 on co-op, and we are very excited
to see these seven fresh faces that we hope will
soon become members of Phi Kappa Psi.
Justin Blais

6;;>A:?@A:
Greetings from the Brothers of New York Kappa!
Here at SUNY Oneonta we have some exciting
news to share with everyone from last semester: Phi
Kappa Psi was named the Chapter of the Year for all
recognized Greek Life. This is truly a great
accomplishment, being only our fourth year as a
chapter. Not only did the brotherhood receive this
great honor, but our advisor, Roger Sullivan, was
named Greek Advisor of the Year. We are extremely
proud of this distinction and are working hard to
repeat in the upcoming school year. In only a couple
months at school, we have already had several great
philanthropic events. For the second year in a row
we volunteered for Punt-Pass-Kick, which is a
competition for local kids. Brothers had a great
afternoon tossing the football around and helping
facilitate the competition. We continue to be
involved with the local Oneonta Historical Society,
helping out with a cleanup day, an auction, and an
antique show. Coming up in November, we will be
hosting a charity bowling event with the sisters of
Sigma Sigma Sigma. All proceeds from the bowling
event will go to the local Boys and Girls Club and
the Robbie Page Memorial Fund. We have also
continued our presence at open house for the
college, with several brothers helping out as tour
guides and others stationed around campus. Phi Psis
continue to be extremely involved on campus. We
currently have two brothers serving on the
executive board of the student government, along
with five student government senators. We also have
brothers serving as RAs, one brother on the
executive board for IGC, two brothers on the
executive board of the Greek Honor Society,
sophomore class president, and a foundations board
member just to mention a few. Campus involvement
is something we value at New York Kappa, and
something we look for in our new members. Finally,
we would like to formally announce that we will be

NEW YORK IOTA

Binghamton University
No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP Anton Brovchenko at
phipsigp@gmail.com or 718-934-4915.
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hosting a Cardinal Ball to celebrate our five-year
anniversary in the fall of 2009. We will be sending
invitations out in the coming months, and we would
love it if everyone could join us for the celebration.
If you would like to plan an event or visit NY Kappa,
contact Edward Hyde Clarke, Corresponding
Secretary, at edwardhydeclarke@gmail.com.
Edward Hyde Clarke

NORTH CAROLINA
BETA

East Carolina University
6;;>A:?@A:
As the fall semester draws to a close, the
brothers of North Carolina Beta can look back on
a successful semester. First, I would like to start off
by congratulating our recently initiated Alpha Theta
class. We are excited to add four new and
dedicated brothers to our chapter. With these
newly initiated gentlemen, our numbers continue
to grow. Recruitment is one of our highest
priorities, and we are looking forward to a
successful spring. This fall semester we are striving
to raise our GPA and achieve the honor of Best
Fraternity on campus. Philanthropy has been a
huge success this fall for the brothers of North
Carolina Beta with the hosting of our annual Blood
Drive with the American Red Cross. We exceeded
the limit of donors required and look forward to
working with the American Red Cross again. We
recently joined forces with Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity and Delta Zeta Sorority in order to
promote Greek Life on campus. Together, we were
able to make a music video for our local crime
stoppers telethon to help prevent crime in our
area. On August 30, we attended the Virginia Tech
and East Carolina football game in Charlotte.There
we tailgated with alumni of Virginia Zeta as well as
our fellow North Carolina Beta alumni. It was a
great game and we had a wonderful time meeting
our fellow brothers. We are looking forward to an
outstanding year and the many opportunities
ahead. For any questions contact Corresponding
Secretary Ahmet Aksoy at aa1006@ecu.edu.
Ahmet Aksoy
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OHIO ALPHA

Ohio Wesleyan
University
Many exciting things are happening this year at
Ohio Wesleyan, the Ohio Alpha Chapter. With the
help of our new fraternity advisor Jim Newman, we
are on the right track with our renovations to our
house. We are getting a new roof on the week of
November 2. While we are off for Christmas break
we are also renovating our basement. We are
currently the largest chapter on campus and
hoping to continue to expand with our improved
living conditions and increased zeal into recruiting
bright up and coming members.
George Brown

OHIO BETA

Wittenberg
University
Ohio Beta enjoyed a great fall semester full of
excitement and success. We had a great
Homecoming weekend, with many alumni coming
back to visit. We also had the privilege of hosting
Jerry Nelson and SWGP Paul Wineman on
October 25. We would like to thank them again for
this special opportunity. At Ohio Beta, we take
philanthropy very seriously. We conducted our
annual haunted house philanthropy event on
Halloween. By all accounts it was very successful in
raising money for a local charity. Combine this with
three philanthropy events we did last spring, and it
is clear that we are committed to improving the
lives of those around us.The brothers of Ohio Beta
continue to strive for excellence in the Wittenberg
community. Last spring, our house improved its
GPA two spots among campus fraternities.We had
two brothers volunteer in Lesotho over the
summer. There are also brothers leading student
organizations, clubs, and varsity sports teams.
Jeff Hochstetler
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successful in raising money for the Boys and Girls
Club of America, and touching the lives of many
underprivileged kids during the holiday season. Our
dedication for excellence in the areas of academics,
athletics and philanthropy, as well as our other
improvements inside the chapter, have continued
to make the Ohio Delta Chapter a productive and
successful one.
Ryan James Cooney

OHIO DELTA

The Ohio State
University
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We at the Ohio Delta Chapter have continued
to excel academically, philanthropically, and
athletically. Under the leadership of our current
president Steve Sapp and all of our current officers,
our house has continued to improve. We have
increased the amount of brotherhood events and
this has led to a heightened sense of unity, pride,
and commitment. We had the pleasure of having
Tommaso Marsella, one of the many leadership
consultants of Phi Psi, visit with us for a few days to
analyze our chapter. He made some minor
suggestions on how we could improve, but I’m
proud to say he was very impressed with our
chapter and this was evident in his very positive
review. Our grade point average is currently 3.2,
ranking us seventh out of the 30 fraternities at The
Ohio State University. Though this is a great
achievement, our commitment to academics is
pushing us to do even better in the future. We
continue to encourage library study times twice a
week and have made them mandatory for those
who do not achieve a 3.0 to help us reach this goal.
We have continued to have a strong presence in
the intramural sports program at the university.
Both of our intramural football teams have played
valiantly and are championship-bound. We were
very fortunate to have Brother Jerry Nelson join us
for a chapter dinner. Brother Nelson was very
motivational. Our chapter greatly benefited from
the experience. Despite the loss to Penn State, our
Homecoming weekend had a positive impact on
both the undergraduates and alumni who
attended. The events included a golf tournament
and a formal dinner, and both were successful in
that many relationships were made between the
undergraduates and alumni that will lead only to
opportunity. Philanthropically, we have been doing
weekly street clean-ups in our neighborhood. We
have and are continuing to participate in various
sorority philanthropies. We are currently in the
process of planning our annual Christmas
philanthropy, that has previously been ultra
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OHIO EPSILON

Case Western
Reserve
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The brothers of Ohio Epsilon are proud to
announce that our chapter GPA is improving
significantly. Our previous semester GPA was 3.201
which was higher then the all men’s average on
campus and we are setting our sights even higher.
Our Scholarship Chair, Brother Daniel Dennhardt
’04, has set forth a goal that involves each brother
improving his GPA by one letter grade. This year,
CWRU Greek Life set higher goals concerning
both philanthropy and service. In order to surpass
these benchmarks we have been very active with
service events. As of November 1 we have
participated in seven events and have almost half of
the 455 required hours. We have also just
completed one of our two major philanthropy
events, the second annual Phi Kappa Psi 3v3 soccer
tournament to benefit Tomorrow’s Stars which was
organized by Brother Paavan Mehta ’06.
Tomorrow’s Stars is a charitable organization
founded by alumnus Brother George Weir. Its goal
is to make education possible for the children of
Elmira, Ghana. We were able to donate all the
earnings of the tournament to Tomorrow’s Stars,
our contributions should help make up roughly 4%
of their yearly operating budget. We are in the
process of planning our Founders Day celebration;
if you are not already in contact with Alumni
Chairman John Witkowski, please give him your
contact information at john.witkowski@case.edu so
he can add you to the mailing list.
Brice Lambelet
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proud as a chapter and as students. Receiving the
Most Improved Chapter award at our Greek
Recognition night last semester has really driven us
to set an example, not only for others, but for
ourselves also. Socially this year, we just finished
Homecoming and it was a successful year. Doing
Homecoming with a local sorority here at the
University of Toledo, we knew most of the girls all
ready, which helped us make one of the tallest floats
in the history of the university. During the parade,
the float was a big attention getter, knocking into
branches and barely missing the power lines.
Another new thing to our chapter is a program
called Trading Letters. Everyone has seen or heard
of the television show Trading Spaces, well this is a
program you apply to win, put on by the university,
that is similar, just in the Greek community. Applying
this year, we felt good as a chapter, then recently
finding out that we got it, really got us pumped.
Trading letters with the local Alpha Omicron Pi
chapter, we are very excited and can’t wait to see
what happens. As a chapter, all ready this semester
we have been nothing but busy as you really work
to be the chapter that we want to be.
Trevor Higgins

OHIO ETA

University of Toledo
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This semester the Ohio Eta chapter has pushed
the limits of time management. As a chapter, we
started things off before the semester even began,
lending a helping hand to freshman moving in on
campus. Then, a big part of our semester all ready
is the Boys and Girls Club of America. The entire
chapter has helped in many ways at the club, the
biggest one coming up. Our chapter decided to
help the Boys and Girls club hold their annual
Halloween party, not only help organize the games
and events, but help put together a haunted house
at the club.
Our next big event was the Race for A Cure,
with this being such a well- known and popular
charity, we knew we had to get involved. As a
chapter, we decided that we would participate in a
5K walk and make a donation supporting this great
cause. With almost 100% participation, the Ohio
Eta chapter was proud to walk with almost 25,000
other supporters. Something new this year that we
haven’t done in the past was helping out at a local
Boy Scouts camp. The local Cub Scout pack had
their annual one day camp, where we decided to
volunteer. This being the first time we have got
involved with the Boy Scouts, we were not sure
what to expect, but yet again, we turned the
community service hours into something fun that
we all enjoyed. Whether it was teaching the cubs
how to throw a football or roasting apples and
smores on a campfire. The experience was nothing
but a day filled with fun. One of the biggest changes
this year was the fact we had around 10 brothers
this past semester graduate. Which although is a
wonderful thing to get out and start your career, it
put a lot of stress on the younger brothers. As a
chapter, we were able to do it, pulling in a great
pledge class during recruitment and really seeing
everyone work hard and function the way a
fraternity should. Also, a big improvement in our
chapter again this semester was our chapter GPA.
This has been the third semester in a row where
our GPA has gone up and it is still rising, making us
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OHIO THETA

Ashland University
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Ohio Theta is as busy as ever kicking off the new
semester. We have fourteen new pledges: Blair
Bowers from Sidney; Joe Pelasky from Ashland; Joe
Sypolt from Wadsworth; Spencer Morrell from
Liberty Township; Andy Gandert from Caledonia;
Tyrone Conner from Euclid; Mike Fleichinger from
Macedonia; Dave Thomas from Bethel Park, Pa.;
Barry Weiss from Sunbury; Nate Lewis from
Northfield; John Ciacchi from Galena; Preston
Montgomery from Worthington; and Tony Myer
from Gahanna. Our large pledge class is due to the
hard work of all brothers especially those on
Membership Committee. The committee was
chaired by Jarrod Williams, a senior from East
Liverpool. Special recognition also should be given
to Kent Rhode, a sophomore from Millersburg, and
George Maxin IV from Louisville for their
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dedication to the Membership Committee.This was
an extremely important issue for us due to the fact
that we currently have 18 seniors in our
brotherhood. One thing Ohio Theta prides itself on
is our diversity. We currently have brothers involved
in many different campus organizations, including
Ashland University Student Senate, Students in Free
Enterprise, Campus Activities Board, Varsity Golf,
Varsity Football, Club Soccer, Club Lacrosse, Club
Volleyball, Young Life and Criminal Justice Club, just
to name a few. We are always working on improving
our philanthropy, and this semester we are trying a
break a world record for the longest basketball
game ever played. We hope to draw sponsorship
from local businesses, friends, family, and brothers all
over the country, not only from Ohio Theta. If you
are interested in contributing please contact Max
Julian at mjulian@ashland.edu. On May 30 of this
year, the brothers of Ohio Theta were deeply
saddened to learn of the passing of one of our own,
Jerry Dunlap. He was president of our house
corporation for 30 years. Jerry’s life work was his
part in founding Camp Nuhop, a camp for children
with learning disabilities, attention deficit disorders
and behavior disorders. His family suggests memorial
contributions be made in Jerry’s name to Camp
Nuhop 404 Hillcrest Ave, Ashland, OH 44805.
Max Julian

OHIO LAMBDA

Miami University
No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP Nicholas Nolting at
noltinna@muohio.edu or 937-474-0305.

OHIO MU

University of
Dayton
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Greetings from Ohio Mu! Our committees have
been working diligently this semester to strengthen
ourselves as brothers and to distinguish ourselves
among our peers. Newly initiated brother Tyler
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Britton ‘11 was appointed Scholarship Committee
chairman and has been hard at work with his
committee thus far. He has reserved a study room
at the library for all brothers to use several days out
of the week, to promote healthy study habits.
Current and past GPA records are being obtained
for the purpose of awarding brothers showing
significant academic strength. Additionally, to
promote scholarship and enjoyment of academia,
gift cards to area eateries are awarded weekly to
those brothers who feel they have performed well
in the classroom. The Philanthropy Committee, led
by Senior Russ Pierce just finished up another
successful Phi Psi 500, raising over $1,000. Events
this year included annual events such as Phi Psi
Sweetheart, which was run by Brother Anthony
Lopresti, and Phi Psi Pub Night, where our very own
band Blanko Nino performed. In addition to these
events, we also had one of the original columnists
from College Humor, Steve Hofstetter, come to
campus to do his stand-up routine. The most
significant aspect of our 500 week was the fact that
we partnered with another fraternity, Pi Kappa
Alpha to put on our comedian event. We feel like
establishing good relationships with other
fraternities on campus is integral to our mutual
success. Therefore, we are very proud of the work
Russ and our Philanthropy put into 500.The Service
Committee, led by veteran Kevin Stebelton, have
been hard at work this semester finding and
organizing service events for the brothers. Notable
service events include “Trunk or Treat” which was a
Halloween service event at local Fairview
Elementary School which consisted of people
driving over, dressing up, and giving candy out to
kids. The event is organized to provide a safe trickor-treating environment for children. We had a
good group of brothers who participated in the
event. Another recent event was Green Sweep,
which focused on cleaning the streets of the UD
Student Neighborhood (Ghetto) this year. We also
had a strong showing at this event. In Fraternity
Education we have a strong number of 8 pledges,
which is good for Dayton because only
sophomores and older can pledge in the fall.
Fraternity Educator Steven Cvetanovich has been
working diligently to orchestrate exciting and
engaging activities for our pledges during the entire
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pledging process.The pledges organized and carried
out a brotherhood appreciation night and a service
event. We held Initiation November 8 at Laurel Hall,
our National Headquarters. At the University of
Dayton Greek awards dinner, we were voted best
fraternity by the sororities at Dayton. We also had
our President Ryan Carpenter receive best
President, and our Philanthropy Chair, Russ Peirce
receive best Greek Man. As our elections approach,
we are eagerly looking for the younger brothers to
step up into positions of leadership and continue
our success. Thank you.
Nathan Deutsch

OKLAHOMA ALPHA

Oklahoma
University
Great things are happening here at Oklahoma
Alpha. The year started off with visits from
Headquarters staffer Ron Ransom to help us
refocus on recruitment, bringing in five new
pledges at the start of the semester. With
continuous open recruitment, we already have
many new prospects for the spring. We’ve recently
received Most Improved GPA from IFC for the
second consecutive semester, placing us near the
top of the Overall Greek GPA. For Homecoming
this year we joined up with Alpha Omicron Pi,
placing near the top in many events and finishing
fourth overall. We placed second in Kappa Sigma’s
“Are you afraid of the dark?” a Halloween carnival
put on for children. In closing, the chapter would
like to thank all of the alumni who were able to
make it out to game days this year and hope to see
y’all for Founders Day in February.
Kyle Ray

when you consider where we have been as a
chapter the last several years. With 14 pledges in
our fall class, we are now sitting at 39 for total
membership with only one planned graduating
senior. With our success in recruitment, our House
Corporation was able to borrow against our
Endowment Fund and we have completed over 41
projects on the house over the summer. We have
a new paint job, landscaping and a refurbished
kitchen. We have a new cook who has been
spoiling us all with amazing food since he started.
The year ahead has everyone in the house
extremely excited as we are now at the average
chapter size for our campus and we are competing,
getting involved and building respect for the name
of Phi Kappa Psi. This success is not without cost, as
we lost a great alumnus to the chapter eternal. Jack
Price ’85 passed away in a tragic accident on
October 14, 2008. Jack had been volunteering his
time for the last three months leading the house
projects and renovating our kitchen. We treated
him as our House Dad for the short time he was
with us and his mentorship will be sorely missed. It
is rare to have such a dedicated alumnus give so
much of himself for so little. Rest in peace, Jack…
Christopher Gerritz

PENNSYLVANIA ALPHA

Washington &
Jefferson College
No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP Ryan Borchik at
borchikrg@washjeff.edu or 516-698-9976.

PENNSYLVANIA BETA

Allegheny
College
OREGON BETA

Oregon State University
Over the last year or so, Oregon Beta has gone
through some growing pains, good pains to have
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The men of Pennsylvania Beta have opened the
school year with much success as we strive to ever
increase our philanthropy and membership. In the
first week, we hosted a charity volleyball
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tournament with the Sisters of Kappa Kappa
Gamma, raising $350 and donating the proceeds to
the Rose McGill Foundation. A couple weeks later,
the entire chapter along with some potential new
members participated in Make a Difference Day,
where we tackled the challenges of building two
wheelchair ramps and repairing a roof. These
projects were the most to be done by any Greek
organization on campus. Along with the future
philanthropy events we have planned we are well
on our way to completing the Phi Psi 500. This
semester marks one of the most successful
recruitment periods that we have enjoyed in the
past several decades. Much of this is due to us
sending eight brothers to GAC this past summer in
Indianapolis. These eight brothers represented onethird of the Penn Beta chapter at Allegheny College,
easily one of the best ratios of all the chapters
attending GAC. At GAC, the brothers had their Phi
Psi fervor recharged and came back to the chapter
with a great deal of enthusiasm. This passion spread
throughout the chapter and aided us in expressing
the joy and advantages of being a Phi Psi to the
freshmen. As a result, we plan on having
approximately 20 pledges for the spring, a huge
class considering our chapter has 25 active

brothers.This past Halloween weekend, we had the
pleasure of welcoming newly elected SWGP Paul
Wineman to speak to the chapter and students of
the school about the art of negotiating. The speech
was a great success – brothers, students, and even
rushees attended. On April 25, 2009 Penn Beta will
again have the great honor of having Brother
Wineman give the keynote speech for our chapters
Founders Day. All who are interested or desire to
attend are recommended to email Alumni
Chairman Phil Talarico at talarip@allegheny.edu.
Philip Gerard Talarico

PENNSYLVANIA
GAMMA

Bucknell University
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The Penn Gamma chapter has enjoyed another
successful semester. There have been new additions
and improvements to the house over the past few
months including an exciting group of new
members, changes to the dining room, new
scholarship distribution and an effort to grow
relations between current members and alumni.
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semester. Homecoming festivities brought over 30
alumni members back to reminisce about “the best
time of their lives.” With alumni support stronger
than ever, Phi Psi Gettysburg recently launched a
new website at www.pennsylvaniaepsilon.com to
help current members keep alumni up to date
about what’s going on back on campus, in addition
to providing information to prospective members.
Philanthropically, Phi Psi has donated time helping
with the Special Olympics and was recently
recognized by the Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation for participating in the Adopt-AHighway program for over ten consecutive years.
Performance in the classroom has also been
awarded, with the Pennsylvania Epsilon Chapter
awarding $3,000 in scholarship money to three
deserving members. We are currently working on
improving the house to help make Weiser Hall a
home for future Phi Psis as well as a great place to
live.
Adam Ortiz

The chapter recently completed another highly
successful rush program. Over 50 sophomores
ranked Phi Psi as their number one choice among
all 13 chapters on campus. The brotherhood
extended 29 bids and currently has 28 in the new
member education program. The new members
are doing very well, and we are confident in their
ability to continue to uphold the excellence and
ideals of Phi Kappa Psi. Additionally, the dining room
is looking better than ever thanks to the purchase
of 50 new chairs.The financing was possible through
the generous contribution of Brother Norman D.
Mackenzie, class of 1933. The brotherhood also has
plans to refurnish all the tables and continue dining
room improvements in the near future. The alumni
board convened over summer break and was
pleased to award two members with the Norman
D. MacKenzie Scholarship. Brothers Schott Shapiro
and Eric Miller were awarded the scholarship based
upon scholastic merit, leadership, service, and need.
The recipients are truly grateful for the opportunity
to receive such a distinguished award. After our
annual Penn Gamma Alumni Corporation Trustees
meeting, various initiatives have been agreed upon
to help with chapter/alumni relations. An emphasis
has been placed on increasing the use of the
Penn Gamma Alumni social networking site
www.penngammaalumni.org. Please take a few
minutes to visit the site and sign up for an account.
If any technical issues or problems are encountered,
please email eric.miller@bucknell.edu for help
registering. The AG will have an ongoing role in the
development of this site in the future. Homecoming
weekend was also very enjoyable, as we welcomed
back a diverse mix of young and old alumni to the
chapter house to meet the current brothers and
participate in the traditional ‘Shipwrecked’ Party. We
look forward to electing a new Executive Board in
the coming weeks, and along with it incorporate
new and creative ways to improve our chapter.
Eric Miller

PENNSYLVANIA ETA

Franklin &
Marshall College
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Pennsylvania Eta had an incredibly successful
spring semester. We initiated 10 new brothers in
Miller Hall, continuing a great increase in
membership over the recent few years. Only three
years ago, we were struggling for membership with
12 active brothers, but now we have 26 active
brothers who continue to promote and exemplify
the values and traditions of Phi Kappa Psi. Our
chapter has been very productive philanthropically.
We have been devoting many hours to
volunteering at the local Boys & Girls Club chapter,
as well as having many individual commitments to
various other community service activities. We
helped sell tickets for an F&M production of The
Laramie Project, and donated the profits to the
Human Rights Campaign. Our most successful
projects revolved around our support for the MS
walk to fund research for curing multiple sclerosis.
In addition to receiving generous donations from
family and friends, our chapter baked cookies and

PENNSYLVANIA
EPSILON

Gettysburg College
The men of the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity have
returned to school with great plans for the fall
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brownies to sell to the campus community. The
spring pledge class organized a successful Super
Smash Brothers tournament to contribute to our
MS walk donation. In the end, we raised nearly
$1000 for the MS Walk. We have also enjoyed
connecting to our alumni and other Phi Psi
chapters. We had a fun visit to the Pennsylvania
Upsilon chapter at Drexel last semester, and hope
to make trips out to other chapters this semester.
Early in the fall semester, we enjoyed the company
of many returning alumni for Homecoming
weekend, and are starting to plan for our
sesquicentennial. 2010 is fast approaching, and it is
truly amazing to see how much enthusiasm there
is on the part of both the alumni and the
undergraduates, as we sprint forward to that
historic date. The future of Pennsylvania Eta
continues to look bright as we are educating four
new gentlemen hoping to join our chapter. We are
living in a new house, allowing 12 brothers to lease
rooms from the college, which is a great
improvement over our last residence that housed
only five. Our respectable image on campus is
expanding even greater than our own numbers
and quality of living, and this trend should continue
for many years to come.
Ben Berg

years in the “Old Grey Barn.” Recently renovated in
2006, the chapter house was originally constructed
in 1909 several hundred feet from where it now
stands. In the 1970s, the house was moved to its
present location to make way for a Lafayette
College library. We look forward to celebrating the
many years that the house has served the chapter,
and the many that it will continue to serve in the
future.
Jeffrey Beavan

PENNSYLVANIA IOTA

University of
Pennsylvania
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This year has been another great one for
Pennsylvania Iota, brining new goals and success.
This spring, we completed a successful recruitment
season with the inducted of 22 new brothers into
our chapter, making this one of the largest classes
in our chapter’s history. The celebration of these
fine gentlemen continued that night, with a
combined Founders Day and 30th Anniversary
Dinner, commemorating 30 years since the Penn
Iota’s recolonization. Held at the Sheraton Hotel,
the event was a huge success, bringing alumni back
from classes as far back as the early 1950s to
celebrate the continued success of Penn Iota. Penn
Iota has also continued to succeed in our
community as well. This year, we again held one of
the highest GPAs on campus, showing our
brothers’ commitments to academic excellence. In
the spring, Penn Iota had two teams participate in
the Relay For Life, raising money throughout the
night for cancer survivors and research. We will
soon be taking place in Operation Santa Clause, a
community service event that will raise money for
sick children so that they can receive toys and gifts
of hope for during the holiday season. The chapter
has also continued with its Gentlemen, Leaders,
and Innovators Scholarship, which rewards young
men who truly embody the ideals of Phi Kappa Psi.
Penn Iota has been working earnestly to rebuild
our alumni network. Beginning with last year’s 30th
Anniversary Dinner, the chapter has hosted a
BBQ/Phillies game for alumni to meet the

PENNSYLVANIA
THETA

Lafayette College
The Pennsylvania Theta chapter has been busy
over the summer and in the current semester.
Several brothers attended GAC and had an
educational and enjoyable time, rubbing elbows
with several relatives of Phi Psi’s Founders. This
semester we have been very involved in
philanthropy, continuing our participation in the
PennDOT Adopt-A-Highway program and
supporting campus groups and organizations to
raise awareness and money for issues. In addition,
Penn Theta has partnered with Habitat for
Humanity and has become more involved in the
surrounding community. Upcoming in 2009, Penn
Theta brothers are going to be celebrating 100
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undergraduates. This year’s Homecoming weekend
was a huge success, bringing the most alumni back
to Penn Iota in many years. This year has been a
successful one; with that success, we look forward
to continued excellence in spring recruitment,
alumni relations, and community service. Live Ever,
Die Never!
Brian Recchione

’55 for their great motivation and inspiration into
working hard and staying together as a
brotherhood to accomplish a huge goal in getting
this new house. On October 18, 2008 Jerry
Nelson and Paul Wineman were at Pa. Nu for a
House Dedication Ceremony, where our Housing
Corp. President Joe Soltis and current chapter
President Stuart Harris gave speeches along with
Paul and Jerry, which were phenomenal.
Pennsylvania Nu is looking forward to becoming
the biggest chapter on campus and, with a little
help from the house, that will be accomplished. We
have set many goals and a lot we have met, but
there is always room for improvement. Some of
our goals are having zero accounts receivable and
also setting up philanthropy events on and off
campus which will also get out name out there and
help us double our size within the next year. We
are all excited and cannot wait to see what is in
store for this chapter in the future.
Jarred Alcott

PENNSYLVANIA
LAMBDA

Penn State University
Greetings from the Happy Valley! First, we invite
you to share with us the most joyous of
congratulatory wishes to our new initiates: Scott
David Ruzal, James Alexander Adams, Badr Adas
and Sultan Aljafari. The beginning of their journey
with Phi Kappa Psi comes at a time of drastic and
exciting changes to both the Penn Lambda house
and brotherhood. House renovations and
restorations have been taking place throughout this
first semester, with major construction taking place
this upcoming summer. In order to supplement our
ability to afford such expenses, the undergrads
have extended a fraternal helping hand to the
Kappa Delta Rho fraternity in housing members
displaced by their own house restorations.Through
unparalleled integrity and civility, this collaboration
has displayed a venerable example for the entire
Greek Life community. As Penn Lambda continues
forward with honor, the near future looks
particularly bright. And time has turns, and the year
has weeks.
Scott David Ruzal

PENNSYLVANIA XI

Edinboro
University
This semester for the Pennsylvania Xi chapter
has been off to a tremendous start. We currently
have 11 pledges and 15 active brothers, bringing
our active members to 26 guys and making us the
second-largest fraternity at Edinboro University.
We would like to thank all our alumni for coming
to our homecoming picnic, and we hope next year
the turn out will be even greater. We are proud to
announce that this spring is our 25th year at
Edinboro University, and we will be sending out
invitations and a newsletter to all our alumni with
information for an anniversary banquet that’s going
to be held in March of 2009. Also we would like to
remind all the brothers of Penn Xi that they are
welcome to our formal that is being held near the
end of April. We would also like to announce to all
brothers of Phi Kappa Psi that our third annual
“Homeless For A Week” philanthropy will be held
this February and appreciate all the help and
donations that you may make! If you would like to
know more about Penn Xi, please contact chapter

PENNSYLVANIA NU

Indiana University of
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Nu is proud to announce that its
brand-new house that it’s been striving for has
finally been built and is full of Phi Kappa Psi
brothers. Pa Nu can thank Jerry Nelson California
Epsilon ’48 and Paul Wineman Washington Alpha
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president Michael Stafiej at 724-516-1843 or by
email at wordsareloaded@hotmail.com.

chapter events can spread faster and more
efficiently than “snail mail.” Also, we will soon be
sending out a chapter newsletter to keep alumni
updated about recent events the active brothers
have been participating in. We expect a great
turnout of older brothers as well to our annual
Christmas Dinner, which should be a great way for
younger brothers to meet those that began our
chapter here at the University of the Sciences in
Philadelphia. Besides keeping up with alumni and
recruiting members, PA Sigma has had numerous
philanthropic endeavors this semester. We held a
basketball tournament in October to benefit the Big
Brothers-Big Sisters organization. Brothers kept
score and refereed games at the tournament, an
inspiring and refreshing event. Many of the actives
recently participated in the Philadelphia AIDS Walk,
an eight-mile effort to fund research seeking AIDS
relief. We also hosted a Halloween Ball to give
students the option of celebrating Halloween on
campus. Our chapter has also helped raise over 200
pounds of clothing to benefit a local charity. Within
two weeks, bags upon bags of clothes had been
donated from across the university. Brothers had
teamed up to organize all the donations before
giving them away to those in need. To literally give
back to the community, brothers helped with a local
tree planting at a nearby park. Keeping a community
park green offers a pleasant area for the
neighborhood. Brothers helped plant five young
trees in the surrounding recreational area.
Philanthropy has been outstanding at PA Sigma with
many more events planned to make the year as
benevolent as possible. With the semester coming
to a close, brothers will be working even harder to
accomplish all our goals. As many brothers have said
in the past, “may the best of our past be the worst
of our future.” Amici and wish the best to all for
another successful year!
Arpit Shah

PENNSYLVANIA RHO

York College
6;;>A:?@A:
Hello brothers! The Pennsylvania Rho Chapter is
having a great start to a new semester here at York
College. All returning and new brothers from the
spring class of ’08 were excited to kick off rush
week the way we did: with a large turnout of
potential members for the fall and spring classes. As
always, the brothers of PA Rho are continuing our
philanthropy tradition of Adopt-A-Block and are
seeing better turnouts with different organizations
wanting to participate in such a time-honored
activity at York College. On the academic side, we
are still maintaining one of the highest GPAs of any
organization on campus and still rising with a few of
the brothers that are recognized for their academic
superiority. The planning for fall festivities are
happening now and as always alumni are more than
welcome to join or contribute to the arrangements.
Timothy R. Moulthrop

PENNSYLVANIA SIGMA

University of the
Sciences in Philadelphia
6;;>A:?@A:B3?@7B&=<=>8
The past few months have been very productive
for Pennsylvania Sigma. Our Rush committee has
put forth some outstanding, quality efforts this
semester. The annual video game rush was a huge
hit with the incoming freshmen. Hopefully, an
excellent class will be initiated at the end of next
semester. Progressive efforts to bring back more
alumni this semester have been made by working
hard to update information about alumni and
setting up an alumni phone tree so word about
 "! ""!""!

PENNSYLVANIA
UPSILON

Drexel University
This fall, the Pennsylvania Upsilon chapter has
been off to great start with the planning of several
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events. Just recently, we had philanthropy at Drexel,
where we had bands come in and perform for
students. The event turned out to be a huge
success, as all earnings went towards the victims of
Georgia. In addition, we also helped out towards
the community where we participated in an event
called Opening Doors. We held our Annual
Thanksgiving Philanthropy, by cooking Thanksgiving
food and serving it to the homeless. Taking a look
at other areas in our chapter, for the first time in
our chapter’s history we gave out a $1,000
freshman scholarship. The idea brought out many
candidates to our rush events, which lead us to a
huge success in recruiting, giving out 18 bids. As our
chapter continues to grow towards success each
day, we can only hope to go a long this great path
in the forthcoming months.
Jaishan Anandamohan

PENNSYLVANIA PHI

Lycoming
College
6;;>A:?@A:B
Pennsylvania Phi was very productive last
semester, taking on various community service
opportunities, and helping new chapters get
started. We pride ourselves with our community
service here at Lycoming, and all of our brothers
put in at least 20 hours of community service last
semester. We did many different community
service things such as Relay for Life, and helping to
set up and tear down the stage from the annual
concert that we have towards the end of each
year. A few of our brothers were also on hand to
witness the induction ceremony of a new Phi
Kappa Psi colony at Lock Haven University. Several
of our brothers made the trip down to watch
these events unfold. We also participated in the
campus’ annual Greek Week where we competed
with other fraternities and sororities on campus in
various events such as volleyball, flag football,
chapel skits and pool skits. Last semester we
initiated a pledge class of eight members, which
brings our current brotherhood total to 21.
Elections are coming up for new executive board
this semester and we are anxious to see who will
 "! ""!""!

take over, since we will need good leadership as we
will be losing five seniors to graduation this year,
with twelve more to follow next year. We are
hoping to have a double-digit pledge class in the fall
full of hard-working, blue-collar gentlemen that will
be able to fill in nicely for those of us who are
leaving. This year, Penn Phi will be celebrating its 5year anniversary. Please contact Edward Frick
(friedwa@lycoming.edu) or Jason Heritage
(herjaso@lycoming.edu) if you are interested in
coming to celebrate with us!
Eddie Frick

RHODE ISLAND ALPHA

Brown University
6;;>A:?@A:
Another great year is underway at the Rhode
Island Alpha Chapter. Brother Yashua Bhatti (Class
of 2010) was able to attend the GAC this summer,
where we received a Summa Cum Laude award for
the second straight GAC. Furthermore, we just
finished inducting 13 new members into our
chapter, and we are as diverse and strong as ever,
including among our membership the vicepresident of Brown University’s student body. On
the community service front, we participated in the
Providence Dash for Diabetes, beating out other
Greek organizations at Brown to take home the
fastest fraternity trophy at the event. In midNovember, we hosted an event that benefitted the
Darfur Action Network, aiming to raise over $1,000
for their cause. Academically, Rhode Island Alpha is
still going strong. Besides our Summa Cum Laude
status, we currently have Phi Psi graduates attending
med schools such as Brown and Case Western,
while other graduates in computer science are
working at Facebook and Microsoft. Moreover,
Brother Amiralli Valliani (Class of 2009) recently
finished an internship in Afghanistan, working in
corporate strategy for Afghanistan’s largest telecom
operator. The fraternity house itself also continues
to be improved, as a new riser was built in the fall,
the lounge was partially repainted, our benches
were repaired and a new projector screen was
purchased thanks to donations from current
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brothers. All things considered, the chapter is in
great shape, and we encourage any brothers who
happen to be in the Providence area to stop by!
Adam Epstein

RHODE ISLAND BETA

University of
Rhode Island
Rhode Island Beta is pleased to announce the
completion of our chapter house’s million dollar
renovation. It took a lot of time, effort, and patience
from alumni, undergrads, and businesses alike, but
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a whirlwind of activity. We hosted our annual
philanthropy golf tournament in mid-September,
benefitting the Tennessee Chapter of the ALS
Association. We also hosted an alumni reception
the Friday of Homecoming for the first time, which
yielded a strong turnout. More importantly, there
has been great activity in the past six months from
our local alumni. A meeting was held at the GAC
to look into the possibilities of constructing a new
fraternity house as the current one passes its 40th
birthday. We are proud to report that we remain
the only House Corporation on campus that still
owns its own property, but this means that we
must finance the entire project without help from
Vanderbilt. Recruitment is in full swing and we look
forward to a great rest of the semester.
Jon Hedgecock

it’s finally finished! A big thank you goes out to all
Phi Psis that helped. In late September we were
lucky enough to have a visit from Phi Psi Jerry
Nelson. He spoke to the undergraduate
population citing the classic “Winners and Losers”
speech. “I took a lot away from it,” said junior Ryan
Spain. “I’ve heard a lot of great things about the
sessions that Jerry runs in Cabo San Lucas. If his
performance here is anything like Cabo, I’ll
definitely be there this year.” To kick off URI’s
Philanthropy Week, our chapter is hosting Phi Psi’s
annual “Runs for Lungs” softball tournament; we
put on a softball tournament for the Greek system
to compete against each other. The proceeds this
year are going to the Alpha-1 Association for lung
disease. We’re having a very successful year with
the pledge program; we pledged 13 in the spring of
last year and 15 this fall. This brings our list of active
brothers well over 100 making us the largest, and
best, house on campus. If you want to see the full
list of upcoming events go to www.ribeta.com or
contact the undergrads at PhiPsiURI@gmail.com.
Brendan M. Murphy

TENNESSEE EPSILON

University of
Tennessee
Greetings from Tennessee Epsilon! This year we
welcomed 15 quality men as pledges, and thus far
they show great promise.Their first task as a pledge
class was to compile and perform a synchronized
swimming routine for Delta Gamma’s
“Anchorsplash.” During the Florida and Alabama
weekends, we welcomed back many of our alumni,
which included fantastic tailgates equipped with

TENNESSEE DELTA

Vanderbilt
University
Greetings to all of our brothers from Tennessee
Delta at Vanderbilt! The semester has flown by with
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shrimp boils. Our brothers made the trip to both
Alabama Beta and Georgia Alpha for football
games. Even though our team ended up on the
losing side, our brothers felt welcomed by the
brothers of both chapters, and are happy that the
brotherhood of Phi Psi extends through SEC
rivalries. Right now we are busy doing
Homecoming with Sigma Kappa. The theme this
year versus Wyoming is “Give the Cowboys the
BOOT” and we feel we are prepared to bring the
first place trophy home to Phi Kappa Psi. If you are
ever in the Knoxville area, please feel free to stop
by the house. Brothers are always welcome at
Tennessee Epsilon.
Ben DeVault

TEXAS ALPHA

work and late nights, it was all worthwhile due to
the bonds and new friendships we gained working
with the girls of ADPi. Although we did not win
overall Homecoming, we did win first place in spirit
for the Homecoming week. Though it seems Texas
Beta is all smiles, we unfortunately had to say
goodbye to two of our most respected brothers
this fall. Tom Johnson and Kyle Keltz were once
again deployed to Iraq to fight for our nation. Our
support and prayers go out to them, and we thank
them for their honor and courage in protecting our
freedom. Finally, more thanks goes out to our
alumni for their continued dedication to the
chapter. They have spent a lot of time and effort
this past year making sure the chapter continues its
success. As 2009 draws near, Texas Beta looks not
to match, but exceed the success we had in 2008.
Brent Kirbo

University of Texas
No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP David DaGian at
D.DaGian@mail.utexas.edu or 512-576-1446.

TEXAS BETA

Texas Tech
University
6;;>A:?@A:
For the second straight year, Texas Beta has
started the fall semester off with success. After
several active brothers and alumni spent some
time in Los Cabos, Mexico, thanks to the generosity
of Jerry Nelson, it was time to get down to
business. Under the leadership and dedication of
Stewart Keene, recruitment efforts did not fall flat
during the summer months. With such activities like
our annual Dallas State party, river trip in New
Braunfels and welcome back party, Texas Beta was
able to increase our chapter with 17 new pledges.
A big thank you goes to Stewart, as well as the
other brothers that spent their summer and free
time recruiting students in joining our chapter. This
fall, for the first time in several years, Texas Beta
participated in Homecoming with the Sister of
Alpha Delta Pi. While the week was full of hard
 "! ""!""!

TEXAS GAMMA

Texas State University
at San Marcos
The gentlemen of Texas Gamma have enjoyed a
great fall semester thus far. Our rush started this
summer with something we have never done
before: sending out information packets out to
incoming freshmen. We have launched a new
website that has helped us tremendously with
recruitment and our alumni relations. Please visit us
at www.txstatephipsi.com. After our successful
rush, we hope to initiate 17 new members next
semester. With that we had three brothers initiated
this semester that have been waiting a long time to
become Phi Psis. We are now helping an old
brother of ours in a new cause to raise money for
cancer research called Texas 4000. We are raising
money to sponsor him to ride his bike across
America. This is all along with our weekly trips to
the Boys and Girls Club. We welcome anyone to
contact us on our new website and enjoy a great
year.
Jonathan Vera
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VIRGINIA ZETA

Stephen F. Austin
University

Virginia Polytechnic
Institute & State
University

No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP Daniel Driver at
driverdc@titan.sfasu.edu or 832-260-2369.

No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact AG Erich Raschid at
raschid@vt.edu or 443-465-5766.

TEXAS EPSILON

WASHINGTON ALPHA
VIRGINIA ALPHA

University of
Virginia
Following a progressive spring semester, Virginia
Alpha has continued to fortify alumni relations.
Thanks to Alumni Chairman Charlie, Cox our Old
Boys Cocktail hour and dinner was a resounding
success. The gathering allowed some of our most
honored alumni to take a visit down memory lane
as well as see the numerous improvements made
on the house. Virginia Alpha’s dominance in
intramural sports and inter-fraternity competitions
has strengthened our solid reputation as well. I
would like to recognize brothers Joe O’Brien,
Charlie Cox, Ben Allen, Tom Courlas, and Mike
Manion for placing first among fraternities in a
team skeet shooting philanthropy competition.
Brother J.B. Oldenburg looks to lead our
intramural football squad to a third consecutive
championship. Membership Chairmen C.A. Merrill
and Christopher Marsh are making serious plans
for spring rush 2009, as we look to improve upon
our phenomenal performance of last year.
Bijan A. Khalatbari

VIRGINIA BETA

Washington &
Lee University
No newsletter submitted. For more
information, contact GP Carson Bruno at
brunoc@wlu.edu or 412-491-6150.
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University of
Washington
6;;>A:?@A:
From the accomplishments of this summer and
the latest outstanding Washington Alpha Retreat in
Cabo San Lucas, the chapter is poised to make big
leaps forward! The chapter received the Ritual
Exemplication Award at the GAC in August. This
award is given to the chapter that best understands
and performs the Fraternity’s Ritual for pledging,
initiation, and conduct of chapter meetings. We’re
proud that one of our own, Paul Wineman ’55, was
elected National President at the GAC, and Jim
Boyle ’88 is serving as Paul’s Attorney General. Ken
Katzaroff ’04 was appointed to the National
Mentoring Committee. Combining winter, spring
and summer rush, we have a total of 18 pledges
thus far in 2008. Two of the winter 2008 pledges
were initiated at the start of this quarter: David
Birlenbach (son of alum Dr. Ulrich Birlenbach ’71)
and Lyle Zoumut. We are grateful to Craig
Nishizaki ’88 for working with the chapter as we
strive to meet all 11 of the program requirements
in the Fraternity’s Chapter Excellence and
Accreditation Program. With Craig’s guidance
we’re highly confident that we will cover all bases
this time around. Look for the results of our efforts
later this year in The Shield. We’re continuing our
tutoring at Loyal Heights Elementary School, and
planning an All-Greek Etiquette Program, working
with Chi Omega. Sorority money-raising
philanthropies have started – we won the flag
football tournament sponsored by Delta Zeta. We
! "
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have been working closely with the Alumni
Association this summer, and will continue
throughout the school year. We’ve enjoyed
working with the alums, and want to extend special
thanks to Bill McCallum ’56 for all of his efforts and
enthusiasm for energizing the Seattle AA and
supporting the active chapter. Founders Day will be
at a new venue, The University Club (behind the
HUB building), Saturday February 21, 2009. There
will be an open house at the chapter house before
and after Founders Day.
Jeff Menday

WEST VIRGINIA
ALPHA

West Virginia University
6;;>A:?@A:B3?@7B&=<=>8
The leaves are finally starting to turn and the
end of October is already approaching. Updating
our previous article, the exterior of our house has
 "! ""!""!

been completely renovated and is looking
wonderful. We installed a brand new roof, all new
windows, and the president’s suite has been
renovated to accommodate our recently hired
House Mother. The mother moved in comfortably
and is getting along great with all of the actives.
Interior renovations are planned and ready to be
accomplished for this upcoming summer. We
recently had some of our alumni come and visit for
our Homecoming weekend. It was a great chance
for the actives to meet some of the alumni and get
to know them and their families. The alumni also
got a chance to meet our fall pledge class of 37,
which came as a shock to most them because it
has been a while for our chapter to bring in that
many new faces. We all enjoyed a mixer, a WVU
football game (which we won), and a Sunday
afternoon brunch. Our Phi Psi 5K philanthropy
went fantastic as well, which was run on a beautiful
late summer day next to the Monongahela River.
Our chapter earned over $1,000 for Steve Reed
who is suffering from cancer. Our most recent
news is something that will never be forgotten by
the actives when they got a chance to meet
! "

   
pledge classes on campus. We also are continuing
our popular fireside chat program, where we invite
prominent scholars on campus to our house to
talk to the brothers and the community at large
about their research and personal interests. Over
the last semester, we have had an anthropologist, a
physicist and a renowned mathematician over to
the house, all of which drew large crowds and
interesting discussions. Our formal event last
semester, because of good food, good
entertainment, and great planning, was a time for
brothers and their dates to enjoy and night on the
town and have a break from typical collegiate
environments. This semester our Homecoming
event was a good chance for our students to meet
alumni who were able to attend. We raised money
at the Homecoming game for the Boys and Girls
Club though a wonderful and well-attended cornroast and cookout. We were able to show off the
improvements we have made to our house,
including a new sign for our building and a large
kitchen extension. Beyond all these fantastic
developments and growth for the chapter, this year
in particular is a exciting one for Wisconsin
Gamma. The interim President of Beloit College,
Dick Niemiec, is an alumnus of not only Beloit, but
Wisconsin Gamma ’62. Interim President Niemiec
has been doing a fine job, and we have had the
privilege of his visits and company already a
number of times this last year.
Peter Nencka

National President Paul Wineman. Mr. Wineman
gave the brothers great advice for both the present
and the future and they all left the meeting a better
person.
Michael Bronowski

WISCONSIN GAMMA

Beloit College
6;;>A:?@A:B3?@7B&=<=>8
Wisconsin Gamma has had an excellent
semester, finding a repeated and strengthened
commitment to the values and ideas of Phi Kappa
Psi. Last semester we initiated 14 members, all of
whom we judged as excellent gentlemen who
would contribute to the chapter and the campus at
large. Our members last semester were involved in
all facets of campus life, from actors and stage
managers to athletes and musicians to volunteer
and political activists. Our philanthropic activities
continued and our members logged hundreds of
hours of community service through Habitat for
Humanity, the Boys and Girls Club and many other
fine community partnerships. At the same time, we
are continuing to balance the needs of being
involved in the community and the chapter with
the primary reason we are in college, academic
study. We remain the fraternity with the highest
GPA on campus, and our new initiates last
semester had the highest GPA of all new Greek
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Arizona Alpha, University of Arizona
Mr. Robert B. Cravens ’51

Maryland Alpha, Johns Hopkins University
Lowell R. King ’50
Vincent J. Capowski ’51

California Delta,
University of Southern California
Robert H. Bielski ’38

Massachusetts Alpha, Amherst College
Ward Burns ’47

California Epsilon,
University of California, Los Angeles
Jack M. Wagner ’41

Michigan Alpha, University of Michigan
Robert L. Zapp ’39
Michigan Beta, Michigan State University
Allan B. Chubb ’54

California Gamma,
University of California, Berkeley
Charles G. Togni ’42
Lawrence R. Lysinger ’51

Minnesota Gamma,
Minnesota State University, Mankato
Thomas G. DeChaine ’73

Colorado Alpha, University of Colorado
Nathaniel N. Kinney ’24

Nebraska Alpha, University of Nebraska
Lee G. Liggett ’37
David L. Ernst ’66

Florida Alpha, Florida State University
Stanley K. Bohnhoff ’68

New Hampshire Alpha, Dartmouth College
Dickinson Buell ’50

Illinois Alpha, Northwestern University
Charles I. Hill ’47
Jack J. Maniglia ’62

New York Alpha, Cornell University
William C. Lauth ’45

Indiana Alpha, DePauw University
Robert W. Agan ’48
Mark Willard Hoover ’83

New York Eta,
State University of New York at Buffalo
Jack E. Penhollow ’54

Indiana Beta, Indiana University
Robert L. Siebenthal ’36
Robert S. J. Lukemeyer ’48
David G. Koehler ’55

Ohio Alpha, Ohio Wesleyan University
Donald N. Beddard ’54
Ohio Beta, Wittenberg University
Warren D. Koblenzer ’39

Indiana Delta, Purdue University
John W. Cochrun ’37
Orville I. Richolson Jr. ’45

Ohio Delta, The Ohio State University
James A. MacMillan ’43
William H. Hoge ’46
Michael J. Burns ’63

Indiana Epsilon, Valparaiso University
Timothy John Riehman ’84
Indiana Gamma, Wabash College
Thomas J. Bleau ’71

Ohio Epsilon,
Case Western Reserve University
Charles F. Burrows ’36

Iowa Alpha, University of Iowa
Edward N. Anderson Jr. ’48
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Ohio Zeta, Bowling Green State University
Lynn D. Howell Jr. ’65
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Oklahoma Alpha, University of Oklahoma
Harold D. Herndon ’46

Tennessee Delta, Vanderbilt University
David W. Griffin ’38
George R. Williams Jr. ’47

Oregon Alpha, University of Oregon
Thomas R. Baldwin ’38
Hal R. Baker Jr. ’41

Texas Beta, Texas Tech University
Michael Henry Chappell ’75

Oregon Beta, Oregon State University
Jack Dell Price II ’85

Washington Alpha, University of Washington
Robert O. Blecken ’47
Roger K. Tulloch ’62

Pennsylvania Theta, Lafayette College
Thomas John Scheuren ’74

Wisconsin Gamma, Beloit College
James G. Duggan ’42

South Carolina Alpha,
University of South Carolina
Cyrus Manning Euliss ’78

Bob died of pulmonary fibrosis at his home on June
13, 2008. He was 81. He was also a charter
member of the American Conifer Society. “He liked
conifers because they were native to Washington,”
said Ann Blecken, his wife of 54 years. He grew
many exotic conifers from seed and gave several to
the Botanic Garden. When they were not in their
garden, the Bleckens would take groups of 25 on
tours of gardens throughout Europe. “We went
everywhere, said Ann, and had a wonderful time.”
Bob was very outgoing. “He liked people a lot, and
the feeling was mutual. That’s why he made such a
good insurance executive,” his wife said. When he
was 17, Bob joined the Navy, and served during
WWII. After the war ended, he was a
quartermaster on the U.S.S. Rendova, an escort
aircraft carrier used as a training ship. Bob entered
the University of Washington in 1946, was initiated
into Phi Kappa Psi in 1947, and earned an
Economics and Business degree. Frank Nolan ’43
remembers him as an undergraduate: “Bob was
not only a handsome young man, I doubt that he
ever went more than a few moments without a
smile.” He went to work for the Washington State
Apple Commission upon graduation and traveled
extensively promoting apples. He met Ann on his
first trip to Memphis. He soon accepted a job as
manager of The March of Dimes in Memphis. This
later led to him starting an eventually very

THOMAS J. BLEAU
INDIANA GAMMA ’71
Thomas John Bleau, beloved husband, father
and friend passed away Nov. 3, 2008 after a very
brave fight with cancer. He was born in Pontiac to
John and Eris on July 9, 1952. Tom was a long time
member of St. Stanislaus Kostka parish, the Bay
County Bar Association, Michigan Magistrates
Association, and the Rose Lake Circle. He was a
very proud alumnus of Wabash College. His
community activities included Bay City Central
High School Band Boosters and Schools of the
21st Century among many others. Tom was a very
special, giving person and touched so many people
with his generous nature. He will be sorely missed.
Tom is survived by his spouse of 33 years, Mary;
son Geoff; daughter Jessica; his mother; and
brothers Jim, Bob and John. His father preceded
him in death.

ROBERT O. BLECKEN
WASHINGTON ALPHA ’47
Bob Blecken grew up on a fruit orchard in
Yakima, Wash. where he began a life-long interest in
horticulture. Friends would kid him that he loved
plants almost as much as people. A past president
of the Memphis Botanic Garden Foundation and
co-founder of the Memphis Horticultural Society,
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successful insurance agency representing health
insurance companies. He was also a 30-year
member of the Kiwanis Club, and a 55-year
member of the Episcopal Church of the Holy
Communion. He was a past president of the
Episcopal Kingsmen Group, and a member of the
Brotherhood of Saint Andrew. In addition to his
wife Ann, Bob also leaves older brother William
Blecken Washington Alpha ’42; nephew Kenneth;
and three nieces, Karen, Kris and Karol. A member
of the Solon Summerfield Society, Bob left a
planned legacy for the Washington Alpha
Scholarship Fund held by the National Endowment
Fund.

Baltimore, my father found the Martin Company,“
said his son, Richard. “He watched the company
grow to over 50,000 employees during the war
and then downsize to 600 before he retired.”
Burrows served 45 years with the company and
worked in its Advanced Manufacturing Lab. He
retired from Martin Marietta in 1984. During
WWII, he was assigned to a Martin aircraft plant in
Omaha, Neb. He worked on the Enola Gay, the B29 bomber that dropped the first atomic bomb on
Hiroshima, Japan, in 1945. His son said Burrows led
a team that tested the plane’s bomb-carrier
assembly but was unaware that it would be used
for an atomic device. At one point, he almost lost
his life when a window exploded out of a B-29
during a pressure test. His son said the thick glass
missed him by inches. In 1954, Burrows received a
patent for the Martin hard coating process, a
nonmetallic oxide-resistant coating applied to
aluminum that provides corrosion resistance. The
coating is used on Analon cookware. He held 12
patents but received a token $1 in compensation
because the research work had been conducted at
the aircraft firm. In the late 1950s, Burrows set up
a business, Metal Finishers Inc. He employed nearly
50 persons before closing and returning to the
Martin Co. He later started B&B Services, a metals
joining and consulting service, with a partner,
Bernie Bandelin. Burrows flew his own airplane, a
1940s Ercoupe, across the country. He told family
and friends stories about landing in cornfields,
leaking fuel tanks, and flying without
instrumentation. After his marriage to Florence
May Johnson, his wife gave him an ultimatum: her or
the airplane. He stopped flying. Burrows enjoyed
figure skating, fishing, archery, bowhunting, target
shooting, swimming, basketball and table tennis. He
was on an ice hockey team that was destined for
the 1940 Winter Olympics in Sapporo, Japan.Those
Olympics were called off because of the war. He
built a step hydroplane and was a former crew
member on the White Cloud, a racing sailboat out
of Baltimore. He was also an avid tenpin bowler
and competed in the Drug Trade League. A Mason,
he belonged to the Shriners and was a member of
the Waverly Lodge and the Boumi Temple Harem;
he marched in parades in an elaborately feathered
costume. During his retirement, Burrows did

DICKINSON BUELL
NEW HAMPSHIRE ALPHA ’50
Dickinson Buell, born 1931 in Oakland, Calif.
passed away Dec. 3, 2008 in Medford, Ore. He is
survived by his brother Kent; sons DJ and John;
daughters Carolyn and Nancy; and 11
grandchildren. After 10 years as a Naval Aviator,
Dick graduated from Purdue University with a
Master‘s degree in Electronics Engineering. Dick
founded a computer consulting company in San
Francisco in 1978 and retired to Oregon in 2004.
Dick was an avid pilot, fly fisherman, skier, sailor,
dancer, singer and musician. He will be greatly
missed by his family, and many friends. The local fish
population will be greatly relieved.

CHARLES F. BURROWS
OHIO EPSILON ’36
Charles F. Burrows, a metallurgist engineer who
helped build the first warplane to drop an atomic
bomb, died Oct. 25, 2008 at College Manor, Md.
after suffering a fall at his home a month ago. The
Timonium, Md. resident was 93. A specialist in
metal coatings and finishes, he held patents used on
kitchenware, airplanes and medical equipment.
Born in Cleveland, Burrows earned a bachelor’s
degree in metallurgical engineering at Case
Institute of Technology, where he also earned a
Master’s degree in the same field. He came to
Baltimore to deliver an automobile and noticed the
Glenn L. Martin plant in Middle River. He saw a
“help wanted” sign and was hired on the spot in
December 1939. “Thanks to a fortuitous trip to
 "! ""!""!
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woodworking projects that he gave to family and
friends. Survivors include another son, David;
daughter Linda; brother Robert; and six
grandchildren. His wife of 58 years died this year.

ROBERT S. LUKEMEYER
INDIANA BETA ’48
Robert St. John Lukemeyer, 79, passed away
peacefully from this life to the next on Sept. 30,
2008. He was at home surrounded by his children.
Born and raised in Jasper, Ind. Luke was the
youngest child of John and Mary. Preceded in death
by his sisters Sarah and Virginia, Luke is survived by
his brother, George. Luke was a proud graduate of
Indiana University where he made lifelong friends
at Phi Kappa Psi and lettered in basketball. While a
junior at IU, he was charmed by Pat Miller whom
he wed in 1951. She was the light of his daily life
until her death in June of 2005. A veteran of the
Korean War, Luke never wavered in his love of
country and gratitude for what life as an American
provided, including the ability to grow a successful
business. In 1958, Luke and his brother-in-law Rod
McDonald founded Roderick St. John’s, one of the
first tenants of the Glendale Mall.The clothing store
became an iconic symbol of a traditional lifestyle to
many Hoosier baby-boomers. Luke and Pat raised
their family in Zionsville, Ind. where they were
active in the community. Luke served on the
Zionsville school board. He and Pat helped found
the Zionsville Fellowship where his love of God
and trust in Jesus as his savor grew. Luke relished
making memories for his family and friends. A grand
storyteller, he had a gentle wit and a twinkle in his
eye. His pranks and playacting were given full reign
at Lake Wawasee where The Trial of Doris Morris
became an Ogden Island legend. Mischievous but
never mean he was a good sport, kind, humble in
his honesty and quietly generous. Luke will be
sorely missed by his friends in JUNTO, his pals from
the Crooked Stick, and above all by his family. In
addition to his brother, Luke is survived by his
children Robert, Sarah, James and Jennifer; several
grandchildren and step-grandchildren; and many
nieces and nephews.

JAMES G. DUGGAN
WISCONSIN GAMMA ’42
Marines officer, corporate lawyer, devoted
husband, father and grandfather James Duggan
died Oct. 14, 2008. Born July 28, 1923 in Chicago,
Duggan was raised in Glen Ellyn, Ill. He enlisted in
the Marines after the attack on Pearl Harbor. After
hostilities ceased, he was a witness to war crimes in
Guam, which kindled his interest in law. He finished
at Beloit in 1947, married Lois Sarty, then went to
law school at Northwestern, finishing in 1950.
Recalled to the Marines, he served in the Judge
Advocate General Corps until 1952. He returned
to Glen Ellyn, and in 1961 accepted a position as
secretary-treasurer for Fansteel, Inc. and moved his
family to Lake Forest, Ill. He retired in 1986 as vicepresident and general counsel, and devoted the
rest of his life to his family and hobbies. He is
survived by son David; daughters Carole and Anne;
and six grandchildren. His wife Lois preceded him
in death.

CYRUS M. EULISS
SOUTH CAROLINA ALPHA ’58
Cyrus Manning Euliss II, 50, of Burlington, S.C.
died at his residence Nov. 27, 2008. A native of
Alamance County, S.C. he was the son of the late
Ray and Alice, who survives. He was a graduate of
the Blue Ridge School in Virginia, where he was a
board member. He was also a graduate of the
University of South Carolina, where he was a
member of Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity and an avid
Gamecock fan. He was a sales representative for
Industrial Paper Products. Euliss was a member of
Front Street United Methodist Church, where he
was former chairman of the Mission Man Triathlon
and a past head usher. In addition to his mother,
survivors include three sons Ray, James and Stuart;
his former wife, Kim Bandy; a cousin and several
aunts and uncles.
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JACK E. PENHOLLOW
NEW YORK ETA ’54
Jack E. Penhollow, M.D., age 73 of Jamestown,
N.Y. died November 20, 2008 in WCA Hospital,
Jamestown of cancer. He was a retired
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ophthalmologist, having had his private practice in
Jamestown for over 27 years. He is survived by
Adele, his wife of 48 years; two daughters, Tracy
and Julie; four sons, Erik, Andrew, Matthew and
John; and four grandchildren.

time was the only way the fraternity could afford a
new kitchen. Without him, it looked like the project
would stall. However, Phi Kappa Psi brothers at the
University of Missouri already have stepped
forward and offered to pay for a new contractor.
The chapter has dedicated the kitchen to his
memory, and he will be sorely missed.

THOMAS J. PIERCE
PENNSYLVANIA THETA ’74
Thomas J. Scheuren, 53, of Somers, N.Y., passed
away Wednesday in Putnam Hospital, N.Y. He was
born in Pottsville, N.Y. on Oct. 23, 1955, the son of
Frank and Marie. Thomas attended Malvern
Preparatory School, was a graduate of Lafayette
College, where he majored in business, and
received a Master’s degree in business
administration from Lehigh University. He worked
in banking for more than 20 years, where he
specialized in corporate profitability. Thomas was
preceded in death by a brother, Frank, in 1970. He
is survived by a daughter, Elizabeth.

ROBERT L. SIEBENTHAL
INDIANA BETA ’36
Robert Lane Siebenthal, 90, of Bloomington, Ind.
passed away Oct. 28, 2008 at Bloomington
Hospital. Born May 29, 1918 in Bloomington, he
was the son of Lane and Ruby. Bob was a graduate
of Bloomington High School and Indiana University
School of Business in 1939, where he earned a
bachelor’s of science degree. Bob entered the
military service in June 1941 and was
commissioned a 2nd Lt. in the United States Air
Force in June 1942. He served as a P-38 pilot with
the 80th Fighter Squadron in the Southwest Pacific
and was honorably discharged from active duty in
1945. He is a lifetime member of the 80th Fighter
Squadron Headhunter Assoc. He served in the U.S.
Air Force Reserve until 1978, and retired as a Lt.
Colonel. Bob was a lifetime member of First
Christian Church, having served as a deacon and
treasurer. He served as board member of Fountain
Federal Savings and Loan (now Old National). He
is a member of Bloomington Elks Club and the
American Legion. He joined the staff of Indiana
University Insurance Dept. in 1945 and retired
from IU in 1983 as Director of Office of Budgetary
Planning and Preparation. Since his retirement he
has been a volunteer for Meals on Wheels. Bob
was married in 1945 to Mavis Cloud in San
Francisco. Survivors include Mavis, his wife of 64
years; two daughters, Judith and Tracy; and five
grandchildren. He was preceded in death by his
parents; his daughter Janet; a brother, Ben; and a
sister, Mary.

JACK D. PRICE
OREGON BETA ’85
Jack Price, 43, died Oct. 9, 2008. The Beaverton,
Ore. resident was working underneath a stalled
truck, reaching into the engine compartment, when
the truck suddenly restarted and lurched forward.
He was crushed. Price had been helping out at the
Oregon Beta chapter house, where he had been
adopted as House Dad. Price was more than the
guy working on the kitchen, chapter GP
Christopher Gerritz said. As an older man, the
1985 OSU graduate and Phi Psi alumnus was a role
model. As a tree farmer in the Portland area, Price
found himself with plenty of spare time in the
summer months. He spent four to five days a week
volunteering his time to his old chapter. In addition
to his volunteer efforts, he had served on the
chapter’s alumni board of advisers for 10 years. “He
was really involved and really dedicated to the
fraternity,” Gerritz said. Price had been working on
the kitchen project for two months. His unpaid
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Atlanta AA
Flynn Brantley, 404-325-0595 flynn151@aol.com
www.geocities.com/atlantaphipsi

Indianapolis AA
Tom Pennington, 317-222-1287
tcp1330@me.com www.pkpindyaa.org

Sacramento AA
Travis Nagler, 530-601-6596
travisnagler@gmail.com

Baltimore AA
Josiah Lau, 917-478-5578 lau.josiah@gmail.com

Kansas City AA
John Gillis, 816-333-2091 john@johngillis-law.com

Saint Louis AA
Bill Reinecke, 636-226-4188
billreinecke@yahoo.com

Birmingham AA
Shannon Price, 205-995-0629
price291@hotmail.com

Lancaster County AA
Ricardo Rivers, 212-807-6726 rgrivers@aol.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/lcaa

Central Iowa AA
Mark Easler, 515-457-1278 mjeasler@msn.com

Los Angeles AA
John Ciccarelli, 818-700-1336 jcicarelli@aol.com
www.laphipsialumni.com

Central Texas AA
George Dixon, 512-257-0659
gdixon5@austin.rr.com www.centexphipsi.com
Charlotte AA
Alex Jankowsky, 704-655-9261
jankowa@adelphia.net
www.charlottephikappapsi.com
Chicago AA
Karl Marschel, 773-506-0746
kmarschel@sbcglobal.net
www.phipsichicago.org
Cleveland AA
David Gardner, 216-533-9910
gardnerd12@gmail.com
Columbus AA
Mitch Grant, 614-296-6029 mitch.grant@lfg.com
www.ohiodelta.com
East Tennessee AA
John Jacobs, 931-808-1274
amicivideo@yahoo.com www.pkpalumni.com
Garden State AA
Tom Chelchowski, 201-274-4458
tchelcho@optonline.net
http://groups.yahoo.com/group.gardenstateaa/
Greater Orange County AA
Matt Shaw, 949-645-4942
matthew.shaw@yum.com
Houston AA
Chuck Brandman, 281-856-8279
cebrandman@dow.com
Huntsville AA
Charles Buttrey, 618-288-8953
imglenb@comcast.net
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Mid Missouri AA
Ed Brandon, 573-642-7342 a3diners@aol.com
www.geocities.com/midmoaa
New Mexico AA
Lewis Bejcek, 505-720-4872 lbejcek@comcast.net
New York City AA
Nick Hsu, 650-862-6731 nickhsu@gmail.com
http://phipsinyc.blogspot.com
North Texas AA
Bill Long, 214-553-5396 iblong2@sbcglobal.net
Northern California AA
Ken Perscheid, 925-947-6797
kenperscheid@yahoo.com www.calgamma.com
Oregon AA
Chris Koons, 503-844-7216 chris@travelpdx.com
www.oregonphipsialumni.com

San Diego AA
Benjamin Moraga, 805-208-1993
benmoraga@gmail.com
Silicon Valley AA
Eric Watkins, 650-814-4364 ewatkins@gmail.com
http://www.phipsisvaa.com/
South Florida Gulf Coast AA
Bones Davis, 941-423-9904
fsubones@verizon.net
Texas South Plains AA
David Norman, 806-798-7943
danjdcpa@aol.com www.ttuphipsi.org
Toledo AA
Larry Zaiser, 419-474-8714
lzaiser@muzakoftoledo.com
Tucson AA
Joel Davis, 520-882-5233
joelalexanderdavis@gmail.com
www.phipsiaz.com
Twin Cities AA
Jason Baker, 952-840-7222 jbaker@jbaker.org

Philadelphia AA
Paulie Sanborn, 215-901-1484
psychologymajor316@yahoo.com

Washington, DC AA
Douglas Miller, 301-681-3990
douglasjmiller@yahoo.com
www.geocities.com/dcphipsi

Phoenix AA
Ted Hackman, 623-312-7222 thackman@cox.net

Western Chicago AA
Paul Oblon, 630-886-6102 consults@ais.net

Pittsburgh AA
Jim Denny, 724-518-5105 jcpdenny@comcast.net
www.pittsburghphipsis.com

Western New York AA
Tony Thothongkum, 716-439-4999
thothongkum@hotmail.com

Rhode Island AA
Kevin Low, 401-475-7718 kevin@sns-usa.net
www.ribeta.com

Wheat State AA
Kevin McShane, 913-341-5395
kmcshane@peaveycorp.com
www.wheatstatealumni.com

Rochester Area AA
Jonathan Ziehl, 585-734-7347 jonathan@ziehl.net
Rubber City AA
Steve Horgan, 330-873-9499
horgans@nskind.com



Wisconsin AA
Robert Ulaszek, 630-513-1855 rob@ulaszek.com
www.badgerphipsi.net
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Alabama Alpha - University of Alabama
www.phipsiala.com
P.O. Box 11122, Tuscaloosa, AL 35486
Chapter Advisor: Jay Masingill, 205-752-3369 jmasingill@ogb.state.al.us
Alabama Beta - Auburn University
315F Genelda Ave, Auburn, AL 36830
Chapter Advisor: Gordon Carter, 334-279-1213 rebelgtc@yahoo.com
Arizona Alpha - University of Arizona
http://clubs.asua.arizona.edu/~phipsi/
1011 North Tyndall, Tucson, AZ 85719
Chapter Advisor: Joel Davis, 520-882-5233 joelalexanderdavis@gmail.com
California Beta - Stanford University
www.stanford.edu/group/phi_kappa_psi/
592 Mayfield Ave., Stanford, CA 94305
Chapter Advisor: Robert McGrew, 650-804-2529 bmcgrew@cs.stanford.edu
California Delta - University of Southern California
2202 South Figueroa Street, #643 Los Angeles, CA 90007
Chapter Advisor: Christian Navar, cnavar@mac.com
California Epsilon - University of California, Los Angeles
613 Gayley Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90024
Chapter Advisor: Joshua Pierson, 310-869-9454 jpierson@onebox.com
California Eta - California Polytechnic State University
1335 Foothill Blvd., San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Chapter Advisor: Brad Lachemann, 805-481-5735 blachemann@lmusd.org
California Iota - University of California, Davis
2744 Del Rio Place, Suite 100 Davis, CA 95618
Chapter Advisor: Travis Nagler, 530-601-6596 travisnagler@gmail.com
California Kappa - University of California, Irvine http://www.phipsi.net
2967 Michelson Dr. Ste. G269, Ste. G269 Irvine, CA 92612
Chapter Advisor: Xavier Quan, 9497353669 Xavier.quan@gmail.com
California Lambda - San Diego State University
http://www.pkpsdsu.com
5525 Aztec Walk, San Diego, CA 92115
Chapter Advisor: Benjamin Kowalczyk, 619-243-4900 vigemus190@hotmail.com
California Mu - Occidental College
Occidental College - Office of Student Life, 1600 Campus Rd Los Angeles, CA 90042
Chapter Advisor: Alec Traub, 310-502-2945 schematics13@gmail.com
Colorado Alpha - University of Colorado
1131 University Ave., Boulder, CO 80302
Chapter Advisor: Josh Mercier, 310-502-2945, joshua.mercier@colorado.edu
District of Columbia Alpha - George Washington University
http://www.dcphipsi.com/ 2152 F Street North West, Washington, DC 20037
Chapter Advisor: Ed Roessler, 703-815-1813 milesedr@aol.com
Florida Alpha - Florida State University
A300 University Center, Tallahassee, FL 32306
Chapter Advisor: Kory Ickler, 800-324-3533 kory@penningtonlaw.com
Georgia Alpha - University of Georgia
398 S. Milledge Ave., Athens, GA 30605
Chapter Advisor: Robert Brouillard, 706-355-9914 robertdbrouillard@eaton.com
Georgia Beta - Georgia Institute of Technology
PMB 332, 541 10th St. NW Atlanta, GA 0
Chapter Advisor: Flynn Brantley, 404-325-0595 FLYNN151@AOL.COM
Illinois Alpha - Northwestern University
2247 Sheridan Rd., Evanston, IL 60201
Chapter Advisor: Glenn Gibisch, 630-968-6061 ggibisch@seeler.com
Illinois Delta - University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
911 S. Fourth St., Champaign, IL 61820
Chapter Advisor: Todd Salen, 217-356-2439 toddsalen08@comcast.net
Illinois Epsilon - Illinois State University
Phi Kappa Psi - IL State University, Campus Box 2700 Normal, IL 61790
Chapter Advisor: Todd Curtis, 661-587-4076 curtistdz@yahoo.com
Illinois Zeta - DePaul University
www.phipsidepaul.org
2250 N Sheffield St., Chicago, IL 0
Chapter Advisor: Marc Dumas, 773-733-2617 masdumas@gmail.com
Illinois Eta - Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville
http://www.siue.edu/STACTV/PKP/
Campus Box 1168, Univ. Center, Southern IL University Edwardsville, IL 62025
Chapter Advisor: Wheels Wiegand, 618-632-0555 twheels33@aol.com
Illinois Theta - University of Illinois, Chicago
http://www.uicphipsi.com/
UIC Campus Programs, Rm 340, MC-118, 750 S. Halsted Street Chicago, IL 0
Chapter Advisor: Marc Dumas, 773-733-2617 masdumas@gmail.com
Illinois Iota - Northern Illinois University
PO Box 218, Dekalb, IL 60115
Chapter Advisor: Paul Oblon, 630-886-6102 consults@ais.net
Indiana Alpha - DePauw University
www.depauw.edu/student/greek/phipsi
110 E. Larabee St., Greencastle, IN 46135
Chapter Advisor: Thomas Mote, 317-637-0819 tmote@earthlink.net
Indiana Beta - Indiana University
www.indiana.edu/~phipsi
1200 N. Jordan Ave., Bloomington, IN 47406
Chapter Advisor: Jim Bridenstine, 3173324648 jbridenstine@kortbuilders.com
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Indiana Gamma - Wabash College
602 W. Wabash Ave., Crawfordsville, IN 47933
Chapter Advisor: Ben Kessler, 219-462-0058
Indiana Delta - Purdue University
www.indianadelta.com
359 Northwestern, West Lafayette, IN 47906
Chapter Advisor: Erik Props, 765-494-1688 props@purdue.edu
Indiana Epsilon - Valparaiso University
http://www.valpophipsi.org
801 Mound Street, Valparaiso, IN 46383
Chapter Advisor: Kevin Marks, 630-379-6647 kevinjohnmarks@yahoo.com
Indiana Zeta - Butler University http://www.butler.edu/studentlife/phikappapsi/
810 West Hampton Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46208
Chapter Advisor: Tyler Johnston, 317-242-9620 tjohnsto@gmail.com
Indiana Eta - Indiana State University
www.phipsiisu.org
228 South 6th Street, Terre Haute, IN 47807
Chapter Advisor: Jesse Hile, 812-232-8148 jhile@indstatefoundation.org
Indiana Theta - Indiana University-Purdue University, Indianapolis
4353 North Broadway Street, Indianapolis, IN 46205
Chapter Advisor: Tom Pennington, 317-222-1287 tcp1330@me.com
www.uiowa.edu/~phipsi
Iowa Alpha - University of Iowa
363 N. Riverside Drive, Iowa City, IA 52246
Chapter Advisor: Jim Paponetti, 319-621-3604 JimTrig2000@yahoo.com
Iowa Beta - Iowa State University
316 Lynn Avenue, Ames, IA 50014
Chapter Advisor: Bill Good, 515-955-2737 William.Good@JohnsonLawIA.com
Kansas Alpha - Kansas University
1602 W. 15th St., Lawrence, KS 66044
Chapter Advisor: Jeff Burgess, 785-218-1282 Jeff.burgess@uscm.org
Kentucky Beta - University of Kentucky
403 Aylesford Place, Lexington, KY 40508
Chapter Advisor: Rob Patterson, 513-708-4025 rhpatterson@yahoo.com
Louisiana Alpha - Louisiana State University
P.O. Box 16009, Baton Rouge, LA 70893
Chapter Advisor: David Normand, 225-328-7639 dave_normand@yahoo.com
Louisiana Gamma - Loyola University New Orleans
Box 1 Danna Ctr. Loyola Univ., 6363 St. Charles Ave. New Orleans, LA 70118
Chapter Advisor: Bill Cruikshank, 985-764-0517 bcruikshank@wpcoinc.com
Maryland Alpha - Johns Hopkins University
223 E 33rd St, Baltimore, MD 21218
Chapter Advisor: Chad Kenney, 610-212-9198 ckenney4@gmail.com
Maryland Gamma - University of Maryland - College Park
PMB #877, 4423 Lehigh Road College Park, MD 20740
Chapter Advisor: Micah Kleid, 443-722-3465 pkpkleid@gmail.com
Massachusetts Beta - Brandeis University
20 Hammer St, Waltham, MA 2453
Chapter Advisor: Jason Hyne, 973-768-5387 jason.hyne@gmail.com
Michigan Alpha - University of Michigan
www.umich.edu/~mialpha
700 South State Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Chapter Advisor: Nicholas Katona, 734-846-5531 nkatona@umich.edu
Michigan Beta - Michigan State University
www.msuphipsi.com
522 Abbott Rd., E. Lansing, MI 48823
Chapter Advisor: Joe Gervason, 248-646-1261
Minnesota Beta - University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
1609 University Ave. S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55414
Chapter Advisor: Lance Fischer, 612-730-1434 fisc0282@umn.edu
Minnesota Gamma - Minnesota State University, Mankato
http://katophipsi.no-ip.org 227 Lincoln St., Mankato, MN 56001
Chapter Advisor: Paul Benson, 763-441-5132 pauldavid262@msn.com
Minnesota Delta - University of Minnesota, Duluth www.umdphipsi.com
10 University Drive, Duluth, MN 55812
Chapter Advisor: Justin Meinhold, 612-483-3488 mein0055@d.umn.edu
Mississippi Alpha - University of Mississippi
http://www.olemissphipsi.com/
P.O. Box 8168, 315 Fraternity Row University, MS 38677
Chapter Advisor: Andrew Smith, 662-832-2777 smithandrews@hotmail.com
Missouri Alpha - University of Missouri, Columbia
http://students.missouri.edu/~phipsi 809 S. Providence Rd., Columbia, MO 65203
Chapter Advisor: Steve O’Rourke, 573-446-3602 tork1038@aol.com
Nebraska Alpha - University of Nebraska
1548 S St., Lincoln, NE 68508
Chapter Advisor: Ryan Sewell, 712-322-4033 rsewell@cox.net
Nebraska Beta - Creighton University
3618 Farnam, Omaha, NE 68131
Chapter Advisor: Richard Hauser, 402-280-3010 hausersj@creighton.edu
New Jersey Delta - The College of New Jersey http://www.tcnj.edu/~phikpsi
Brower Student Center, P.O. Box 7718 Ewing, NJ 8628
Chapter Advisor: Mark Kadetsky, 609-601-0032 markbassk2@aol.com
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New Jersey Epsilon - Rowan University
http://www.njepsilon.com
Student Government Assoc., 201 Mullica Hill Rd. Glassboro, NJ 8028
Chapter Advisor: Marc Chaty, 609-871-1069 CHATYMARC@HOTMAIL.COM
New York Alpha - Cornell University
http://www.phikappapsi-cornell.org/
120 Mary Ann Wood Dr, Ithaca, NY 14850
Chapter Advisor: John Jacobs, 716-876-8585 jackjacobs1@verizon.net
New York Beta - Syracuse University
500 University Place, Syracuse, NY 13210
Chapter Advisor: David Murray, 315-425-1281 dmurray@alumni.indiana.edu
New York Eta - State University of New York at Buffalo
169 Highgate Ave., Buffalo, NY 14215
Chapter Advisor: Ron Dinino, 716-695-1816 rjdinino@yahoo.com
New York Theta - Rochester Institute of Technology
616-1 Charters Way, Rochester, NY 14623
Chapter Advisor: Alfio Macri, 301-908-3672 alinroch@gmail.com
New York Iota - State University of New York at Binghamton
Binghamton University, UU 145 Binghamton, NY 13902
Chapter Advisor: Kevin Yeager, 607-729-4080 kyeageresq@aol.com
New York Kappa - State University of New York College at Oneonta
56 Maple St., Oneonta, NY 13820
Chapter Advisor: Roger Sullivan, sullivrb@oneonta.edu
North Carolina Beta - East Carolina University
109 Mendenhall, East Carolina University Greenville, NC 27858
Chapter Advisor: Eric Miller, 919-732-5289 ericmillerot@gmail.com
Ohio Alpha - Ohio Wesleyan University
Adam Schultz, HWCC Box 3343 Delaware, OH 43015
Chapter Advisor: James Newman, 440-247-9946 jimnewman115@aol.com
Ohio Beta - Wittenberg University
203 W. College, Springfield, OH 45504
Chapter Advisor: Christopher Silliman, clsilliman@gmail.com
Ohio Delta - The Ohio State University
124 E. 14th St., Columbus, OH 43201
Chapter Advisor: Derek Hegarty, 614-226-6118 derek.hegarty@ubs.com
Ohio Epsilon - Case Western Reserve University http://home.cwru.edu/phipsi/
11915 Carlton Road, Cleveland, OH 44106
Chapter Advisor: Jim Miller, 440-324-4529 jmiller@buckleyking.com
Ohio Eta - University of Toledo
2999 W. Bancroft Unit E1, Toledo, OH 43606
Chapter Advisor: Larry Zaiser, 419-474-8714 lzaiser@muzakoftoledo.com
Ohio Theta - Ashland University
Box 1983, 401 College Ave Ashland, OH 44805
Chapter Advisor: Eric Molnar, 440-323-3634 emolnar@ashland.edu
Ohio Lambda - Miami University
122 S. Campus Ave., Oxford, OH 45056
Chapter Advisor: George Jonson, 513-241-4722 gjonson@mrj.cc
Ohio Mu - University of Dayton
www.udayton.edu/~phipsi
106 Lawnview Ave., Dayton, OH 45409
Chapter Advisor: Michael Hauck, 513-755-7522 mjhauck@fuse.net
Ohio Nu - Ohio University
www.ohiou.edu/~phikpsi
PO Box 2420, Athens, OH 45701
Chapter Advisor: Jim Blazer, 614-571-2967 blazer99@aol.com
Oklahoma Alpha - University of Oklahoma
720 Elm Ave., Norman, OK 73069
Chapter Advisor: John Laudermilk, 405-737-0984 johnokalpha@hotmail.com
Oregon Beta - Oregon State University
140 NW 13th St, Corvallis, OR 97330
Chapter Advisor: Ryan Robinson, 541-752-1255 ryanmrobinson@yahoo.com
Pennsylvania Alpha - Washington & Jefferson College
50 S. Lincoln Street #1, Washington, PA 15301
Chapter Advisor: Joe Morascyzk, 724-225-1110 josephmorascyzk@hotmail.com
Pennsylvania Beta - Allegheny College
Allegheny College, Box 49 Meadville, PA 16335
Chapter Advisor: Tom Zumpella, 814-332-2389 phipsi1780@aol.com
Pennsylvania Gamma - Bucknell University
http://www.penngamma.org
Box C-3960, Bucknell Univ., Lewisburg, PA 17837
Chapter Advisor: Clifford Lesher, 570-524-4633 lesher@dejazzd.com
Pennsylvania Epsilon - Gettysburg College
www.PennsylvaniaEpsilon.com
102 W. Water St., Gettysburg, PA 17325
Chapter Advisor: Doug Brouder, 717-337-6489 dbrouder@gettysburg.edu
http://www.penneta.org
Pennsylvania Eta - Franklin & Marshall College
Phi Kappa Psi - Office of Student Activities, PO Box 3003 Lancaster, PA 17604
Chapter Advisor: Marc Persson, 215-880-1505 mper129572@aol.com
Pennsylvania Theta - Lafayette College
Lafayette College, Farinon Center Box 9453 Easton, PA 0
Chapter Advisor: Jonathan Glick, 203-623-6758 glickj@gmail.com
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Pennsylvania Iota - University of Pennsylvania
3934 Spruce St., Philadelphia, PA 19104
Chapter Advisor: Brett Topche, 732-995-2652 btopche@gmail.com
Pennsylvania Lambda - Pennsylvania State University
403 Locust Ln., State College, PA 16801
Chapter Advisor: Charles Brown, 814-422-8490 chbrown@magloclen.riss.net
Pennsylvania Nu - Indiana University of Pennsylvania
220 South 7th Street, Indiana, PA 15701
Chapter Advisor: Joe Soltis, 724-459-0508 jpsoltis@comcast.net
www.edinboro.edu/cwis/phikappapsi/
Pennsylvania Xi - Edinboro University
P.O. Box 411, Edinboro, PA 16412
Chapter Advisor: Michael Ley, 814-866-6191 lmley655@msn.com
Pennsylvania Rho - York College of Pennsylvania http://www.phipsiycp.org/
Student Activity Office, 411 Country Club Road York, PA 17403
Chapter Advisor: Damien Lynch, 717-244-8160 dlynch116@yahoo.com
Pennsylvania Sigma - University of the Sciences in Philadelphia
4401 Pine St., Philadelphia, PA 19104
Chapter Advisor: Paul Sanborn, 215-901-1484 psychologymajor316@yahoo.com
Pennsylvania Upsilon - Drexel University
http://www.duphipsi.com
001 Creese Student Center, Drexel University Philadelphia, PA 19104
Chapter Advisor: Harry Wilson, 215-205-6834 harry.p.wilson@gmail.com
Pennsylvania Phi - Lycoming College
http://www.lycoming.edu/orgs/pkp/
Lycoming College, 700 College Place Box 202 Williamsport, PA 17701
Chapter Advisor: Ryan Bolig, 570-321-1235
Rhode Island Alpha - Brown University www.brown.edu/Students/Phi_Kappa_Psi
P.O. Box 1166 Brown Univ., Providence, RI 2912
Chapter Advisor: Mark Marinello, 401-433-1007 signsys@gmail.com
Rhode Island Beta - University of Rhode Island
4 Fraternity Circle, Kingston, RI 2881
Chapter Advisor: Bruce Tavares, 401-364-3814 tavaresfamily@cox.net
Tennessee Delta - Vanderbilt University
Vanderbilt Univ., 7042 Station B Nashville, TN 37235
Chapter Advisor: Chuck Higgins, 615-298-9981 cshiggins4@comcast.net
Tennessee Epsilon - University of Tennessee
http://web.utk.edu/~phipsi
1804 Fraternity Park Dr., Knoxville, TN 37916
Chapter Advisor: Jim Hagler, 865-376-5718 haglerfarm@aol.com
www.utphipsi.com
Texas Alpha - University of Texas
2411 Longview, Austin, TX 78705
Chapter Advisor: Terik Chettouh, 512-567-1337 terik08@mail.utexas.edu
Texas Beta - Texas Tech University
www.texastechphipsi.org
1406 Orlando, Lubbock, TX 79416
Chapter Advisor: Brian Murry, 806-570-9472 BRIANMURRY3@HOTMAIL.COM
Texas Gamma - Texas State University, San Marcos
416 Lindsey Street, San Marcos, TX 78666
Chapter Advisor: Thomas Holloway, 512-923-5944 tomholloway@gmail.com
Texas Epsilon - Stephen F. Austin State University
SFA Box 6159, Nacogdoches, TX 75962
Chapter Advisor: Chuck Brandman, 281-856-8279 cebrandman@dow.com
Texas Zeta - Houston Baptist University
7502 Fondren Road, Houston, TX 77074
Chapter Advisor: John Packard, 832-453-6636 jpackard78@yahoo.com
Virginia Alpha - University of Virginia
159 Madison Ln., Charlottesville, VA 22903
Chapter Advisor: Seth Winter, 540-664-6456 MCP768@YAHOO.COM
Virginia Alpha - University of Virginia
159 Madison Ln., Charlottesville, VA 22903
Chapter Advisor: Mike Wakefield, 540-989-9321 mrw7Z@virginia.edu
Virginia Beta - Washington & Lee University
http://phipsi.wlu.edu
301 E. Washington St., Lexington, VA 24450
Chapter Advisor: None Listed
Virginia Zeta - Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University
1391 L. G. Sweeney Rd., Blacksburg, VA 24060
Chapter Advisor: Donald Barker, 540-961-1040 donbarkervt@comcast.net
Washington Alpha - University of Washington
2120 N.E. 47th St., Seattle, WA 98105
Chapter Advisor: Jim Boyle, 425-591-5378 jboyle@nevadafirm.com
West Virginia Alpha - West Virginia University
780 Spruce St., Morgantown, WV 26505
Chapter Advisor: Terry Turner, 304-367-0574 tturner@ma.rr.com
Wisconsin Gamma - Beloit College
Beloit College Box #193, 700 College St. Beloit, WI 53511
Chapter Advisor: Michael McCoy, 608-274-1638 mccoymh@chorus.net
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Brothers:
The theme of our 2009 Founders Day events was “1+1=71,000: Growing One Brother at
a Time.”
Building on that idea within Phi Kappa Psi is easy because the Fraternity provides the basic
structure from which one’s life evolves:
1. People (brothers) with whom one chooses to interact;
2. People (brothers) from whom one asks for help or support.
My message for this issue is a call to action to all of our members. Follow this basic structure
of support to change not only your life, but the lives of other brothers in this Fraternity.

PART #1: TO OUR UNDERGRADUATE BROTHERS:
Through mentoring (a formalized program that will be presented to chapters in the fall
semester), reach out to a Phi Psi alumnus for help in your field. Use Phi Psi Connect and various
other social networks to ask an older Phi Psi for advice or to act as a big brother in your life. It
is easy to find something in common that will connect you with an alumnus.

PART #2: TO OUR 71,000+ LIVING ALUMNI BROTHERS:
Avail yourself by logging on to Phi Psi Connect and openly stating your desire to help a
younger Phi Psi, particularly one interested in your career field. Offer to be his Phi Psi “mentor.”
This is not a task that monopolizes a lot of time but can dramatically change the life of a young
man for the good. Some basic information you take for granted on a daily basis can be extremely
valuable to a young man trying to find his place in the world.
As we know, in our Fraternity there is no greater joy than in serving others. How about
starting with our own brothers? Undergraduates can re-engage alumni, while the latter can help
prepare those same young men to grow as they once did. I implore each of you to take a few
moments and develop that relationship.

Paul Wineman
Washington Alpha, ’55
President, Phi Kappa Psi
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immediately we ask your patience during this time
as we make a change that will allow us to better
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JOHN “RED” KERR
REMEMBERED

eternal

On February 10 of this year, the Bulls honored
John at a halftime ceremony in the United Center,
unveiling a sculpture of Kerr which will stand at the
center. NBA President Jerry Colangelo presented
John with the Basketball Hall of Fame’s John W.
Bunn Lifetime Achievement Award at the
ceremony. Three days later, John was named one of
16 finalists for the Naismith Memorial Basketball
Hall of Fame.
A life of achievement, service, and love.
Members of the Illinois Delta chapter of Phi
Kappa Psi have a closer memory of John “Red”
Kerr. They knew him as a fraternity brother who
gave deeply and enthusiastically to them and to
Illinois Delta. Fame, they all say, never turned his
head. Brothers in John’s early 1950s era at Illinois
Delta offer their remembrances of a Phi Psi who
celebrated brotherhood in its truest meaning.

John “Red” Kerr Illinois Delta ’50 was
perhaps best known as the Chicago Bulls
color commentator for over 30 years,
but his Illinois Delta brothers
remembered him as a great Phi Psi and
friend. When Red passed on February
26, 2009, many of those brothers came
together to ensure his memory would
live on in the pages of The Shield. Their
collaborative effort gives a unique
perspective on a Phi Psi’s life.

When John “Red” Kerr succumbed to cancer
on February 26 of this year, basketball fans across
the nation mourned the passing of a legend.
John at six feet, nine inches tall had been a
standout at Chicago’s Tilden Tech High School. He
led the University of Illinois to a Big 10
championship and the NCAA Final Four in 1952.
He finished his college career as a Second Team AllAmerican, the Illini captain, and the Illini then alltime leading scorer with 1,299 points. He was
named to the University of Illinois All-Century
team when the school celebrated its 100th year of
basketball in the 2004-05 season.
John was signed by the Syracuse Nationals as
the 6th overall pick in the NBA Draft. He helped
the Nationals win their first NBA championship in
his first 1954-55 season and was a three time AllStar with the Nationals. Later, he played for the
Baltimore Bullets, before being selected by the
Chicago Bulls in the NBA expansion draft. John
opted to retire to become the Bulls’ first coach
Kerr was the NBA Coach of the Year in 1966-67.
Differences with Bulls owner Dick Klein saw
John sign with the Phoenix Suns in 1968 as their
first expansion team coach.
In 1975, John returned to Chicago as a member
of the Bulls front office staff. It was then that John
became the Bulls color commentator, a celebrity
role he filled for more than 30 years through the
end of the 2007-08 season and in a time that saw
the Bulls win six championships in the Michael
Jordan era. He left the air when his prostate cancer
deepened.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

I first encountered John Kerr in high school,
although I did not realize it at the time. Our group
was walking towards the gym in Centralia, Ill. to
cheer for Champaign High School in the famed
Holiday Tournament when a group of large guys
approached us. As they passed by, crowding us off
the sidewalk, we heard the tall redhead say, “We’re
from Chicago. Everyone else is a baaastard!”
Two years later, I was greeted by the same voice
at a Phi Kappa Psi spring rush picnic. By that time
the big 6’9” redhead was a star basketball player at
the University of Illinois. We found him to be
friendly and a great promoter of Phi Psi. The fall
rush was more of the same as all of the actives,
including the athletes, worked hard to put together
our 33-man pledge class.
John roomed in the house with fellow
basketball player Dick Christiansen, who
remembers John as “a great roommate, a great
brother, and a great friend.”
John was always around and involved except
during basketball season.
We found that he could anything that took
good coordination. At Spring Carnival, he
jitterbugged on a precarious 10-foot high stage
with an AOPi who he threw around like a rag doll.
In our pledge-active football game he caught
anything thrown his way until a frustrated pledge
climbed up his 6’9” frame. And that almost stopped
5
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John was a great guy, and it was a pleasure to be
in his company. When John was a professional
player with the Syracuse Nationals, he invited me
to spend the night when I was traveling in the area.
He always had room for a Phi Psi brother.
John and I were roommates in the Phi Psi house
for a semester. I seldom (if ever) saw John open a
book, but during finals I remember opening the
newspaper and there was a picture of John
immersed in a pile of books!
John had the ability to loosen things up in the
house. I remember a particular softball game. He
was the pitcher.. He had a wide variety of throws…
under his leg, behind his back… his gyrations knew
no bounds.
John was always the life of the party. Everyone
wanted to be in his company.
Buck Tate Illinois Delta ’52

When I think of John Kerr as a Phi Psi brother I
see someone with unwavering loyalty to his fellow
Phi Psis. I am reminded of the Illini fight song, “We
are loyal to Illinois.” Well, John’s relationship to
Illinois Delta was “I am loyal to you Phi Kappa Psi.”
John’s loyalty was a strong suit in his life: his
marriage, his friends, the Chicago Bulls, Chicago…
He lived his life loyal to the relationships he
treasured, and he never wavered.
With John it also was, “What you see is what you
get.” He always was the same person throughout
his life. Nothing phony or put on. He was for real. I
visited John at half-time when he was broadcasting
a Bulls game in Detroit several years ago. He slipped
me the grip and autographed a couple of copies of
a book he recently had authored. I did not see John
again until a 50-year Phi Psi reunion in Champaign.
He was still the same John Kerr.
John retained his image of “just being John Kerr”
even though he was celebrity in every sense of the
word. A standout, heavily recruited high school
basketball player, a Big 10 star, NBA star, head coach
of the Chicago Bulls, head coach of the Phoenix
Suns, voice of the Bulls broadcasting all Bulls games,
headliner in charity golf, John had every reason to
play the high profile, celebrity role, but remained
the same John Kerr we knew as pledge in the Phi
Kappa Psi.

Red poses during his college days with
coach Harry Combes
the game. He always was the life of our parties,
dancing and singing with his wife-to-be Betty.
Together they entertained and enjoyed all of the
brothers, including we lowly pledges.
John went on to be a legendary NBA player,
coach, and announcer. He was not only the voice
but also the heart of the Chicago Bulls until his
sudden illness and recent death. In all of those years,
he never forgot his time at the University of Illinois
or the brothers at “Old 911,” often returning for Phi
Psi reunions and other events. Only a fortunate few
of us knew that in addition to his great career John
Kerr was a great fraternity brother.
Jim Acheson Illinois Delta ’52
The first time I saw John play basketball was in
Huff Gym. I was a senior in high and a guest of my
brother, Al, who was a Phi Psi. I remember Al saying
the big redhead on the floor was a Phi Psi pledge
and that the only thing John would say was “it ain’t
bad.” It is ironic that John became a great
communicator. This skill was honed as an NBA
head coach of the Chicago Bulls and as its radio
announcer for many years.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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I believe John’s last time at Illinois Delta was a
50-year reunion in 2003. He was drinking beer,
singing Phi Psi songs and reminiscing with all. After
the first evening’s planned activities, John and a few
of us went on to closing time at a campus pub.
John had a great sense of humor and a positive,
cheerful view of life. He left his imprint on all who
knew him. John was someone we will never forget.
We all miss the “Big Guy.”
Don Buske Illinois Delta ’50

John’s decision to play basketball at Illinois was a
Phi Psi coup! John was the tallest high school star in
Illinois and was heavily recruited by many schools.
His decision to come to the University of Illinois
was greatly influenced by our Phi Psi brother and U
of I basketball standout Wally Osterkorn, who
made sure “Red” Kerr spent time at the Phi Psi
house during those intense recruiting days.
John was active in Phi Psi campus activities. The
year Phi Psi won the Spring Carnival with what was
to become our famous movie focused on
developing a wimp into a campus heavyweight,
John packed the house for the show.
Phi Psi won the Greek football championship
one year. I was the quarterback and John the
perfect target as an end. His fraternity football
career ended abruptly when basketball coach
Harry Combes found his “star” playing and
suspended his participation!
John attended my wedding in Litchfield in 1952,
along with a group of Phi Psis and my wife’s
sorority sisters. After the wedding, these Illini took
the party to one of the Lichfield pubs, and the
locals talked about this wild bunch for years after.
photo courtesy of Chicago Bulls

The first time I saw Red walk through the front
door of the house, he was with Wally “Ox”
Osterkorn Illinois Delta ’47. Ox was an Illini
basketball star, and he knew about John’s fame in
Illinois high school basketball. Other schools were
after John, so Ox hid him for the athletic
department until he was officially signed. Illinois
signed John, and the Phi Psis had a new pledge!
We knew from the beginning that John would
be an asset in our house. He liked having brothers
to eat with, study with, and party with. Once an
active, he loved slipping the grip to brothers.
John was one of six varsity athletes in the
house. He loved to participate in house activities –
exchanges, dances, rushing and all the rest. His
house activities blended with his challenges on the
basketball court. It was during this time that he met
Betty – and the rest was history. After college, John
played professionally with the Syracuse Nationals
and the Baltimore Bullets. Later, he coached the
Bulls and Arizona. The most important aspect of
this was that John stayed in touch with his brothers
and events at Old 911.
As recently as our 2003 reunion for Phi Psis
from the class of ’51 plus three years on either
side, John was there to lead us in songs and party
one more time. What a wonderful fraternity
brother and friend! We all will miss him.
Ed Collins Illinois Delta ’50

Many fond memories of John. Almost all are
non-suitable for a story.
When John arrived on campus, the U of I
basketball center and Phi Psi Wally Osterkorn was
6’4”. Kerr at 6’9” posed a serious logistical problem

Red’s years with the Chicago Bulls
provided many chances to celebrate
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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at Phi Psi. In the sleeping dorm, his feet stuck out
12 inches beyond the end of the bed (I hope we
did something to remedy this situation).
Ken Dunnivant Illinois Delta ’50

I saw John irregularly after college. My business
often took me to Chicago’s Loop. Our paths would
cross when we would unexpectedly see each
other at lunchtime.This was during the Italian foods
period of his life.
I invited John to speak at the Union League
Club of Chicago, a time when he talked of his
professional basketball career. He was both
enlightening and humorous in his very well
received presentation.
I remember production of the movie U2CAN
(Be Built) starring John among the other Phi Psi
headliners. John not only starred in the movie but
he also put in hours performing on the stage at the
booth, drawing a huge part of the Armory crowd
to see the movie. Others who appeared were
Herb Jones, Carl Lane, and Clark O’Halloran.
In closing you will note I have not mentioned his
kindness, generosity, courtesy, and good nature. He
was a Great Man in my book. I am proud to have
been associated with him.
Hap Halliday Illinois Delta ’51

John and I took English 101 together, I think in
Lincoln Hall. On the first day, the class introduced
itself. After the class left, John went up to see the
instructor. When he came out, he told me he
asked the teacher if she liked basketball. Yes, she
replied. “I will have season tickets for you today,”
John said, and he never went to another class.
After dinner at the house, some of us would
play bridge downstairs. One night Coach Combes
stopped by to see John. The coach told John he
had word that his class attendance was far from
what it should be. “I thought you wanted me to
play basketball, not be in class” was John’s
memorable response.
Bill Hagen Illinois Delta ’50

My first recollection of meeting John was, not
surprisingly, on one of the courts at Memorial
Stadium. A group of us played a pickup game with
him. He was an active and we were pledges. He did
treat us almost as equals. I’m not certain that I
knew he was a part of the varsity at that meeting.
I have to correct myself because it was not my
first meeting. That was during rush when a very tall
redhead played a lousy but loud ukulele.
I suspect that all of us at one time or another
followed John’s lead in singing “Once in Love with
Amy,” “Hands on Myself, Vass Iss Das Here?” “T’was
a Cold Winter’s Evening” and any of perhaps 50 or
so collegiate standards at various Champaign and
Urbana watering holes.
I guess it was the summer of 1951 when the
Wanzer (Wanzer on Milk) Dairy man stopped at
my Rosemoor (Chicago) home and greeted my
mother at the door with “Hello, Mrs. Halliday.” Yes,
it was John. We did buy Wanzer milk, delivered. But
our home was not on his route!
My wife Peg recalls meeting John on a Mother’s
Day at the house and my borrowing John’s shoes
to wear for a costume dance. They were a bit large
even over my shoes on my feet.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

John Kerr was cool. Did we use that word then?
He had it all together and was looked up to by
his fellow students. I found this out after spending
two semesters on the large University of Illinois
campus following my transfer from a small
Midwestern junior college the second half of my
freshman year. I pledged Phi Kappa Psi. It was there
I first heard of John Kerr.
It was some time in my third semester that I was
assigned to have my study desk in John’s room. My
spirits soared. I considered all the benefits that would
accrue. But no. We had no classes together and
therefore could not help each other on assignments.
No, I could not borrow his clothes to wear on dates
as no fit was possible. I considered that I now had
access to the mother lode in that John’s size 16 quad
A shoes (should he permit) would be a boon for
any costume party that I would attend. He
permitted, and I was in hog heaven!
Fraternity life with the incredible John was
special. You realized what a talent this man had and
the wonderful mark he would leave on you.
Others in the well-known Illinois athletic
hierarchy recognized John as a leader. It was in late
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Red provided color commentary for the Bulls during their six NBA championships
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Many years later my wife, Joan, and I returned
from Arizona to the campus and were delighted to
spend time with John and hear him relate that he
had given each of his sons championship rings he
had won with the Bulls. As the years passed, I drove
up to see John at a Suns game. It was always great
to visit him.
John could have been a dancer, a comedian, or
a counselor but above I remember him as a great
friend. I will always have happy memories of John
“Red” Kerr.
Bud Strom Illinois Delta ’52
photo courtesy of Chicago Bulls

Saturday night adventures around a dimly lit poker
table in the basement of the Phi Psi house that I
met some of the most unforgettable characters of
that era.
We participated in the university’s Spring
Carnival and in our stage production John was
never a shrinking violet. He performed on stage in
the key role as a Thief of Baghdad dancer. We, of
course, took first place!
John was dating his future wife Betty during our
college days. Betty fixed me on blind dates on two
occasions.

Red (left) is best known for his role as color commentator with the Chicago Bulls
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Joe sent a letter from school to his wife-to-be.
He wrote:
“My dearest darling, Wally, John, Tom and I
pooled our spare cash and bought an old car. Can
hardly wait until the first home game so you can
see it.”
The John, of course, was John Kerr.
In her memoir, Joe’s wife wrote:
“Who should appear at the front door on the
following Saturday evening. It was Joe! He just
couldn’t wait to show me the car. I looked past his
smile of delight and anticipation and saw, parked on
the street, a beautiful, shiny 1927 Packard touring
car. Bear in mind this was the fall of 1951, and the
car, in perfect condition, was twenty-four years old!
It was moss green with black trim, and the exterior
was spotless; not a scratch marred its surface, and
the interior was the epitome of luxury. The
windows in the back seat had cloth shades with
fringe trim and loop pulls, while each armrest held
a glass vase and a cigarette lighter. The jump seats,
located in the forward area of the back seat, were
ready and waiting for extra passengers.The interior
was so large that a six foot, eight inch basketball
player and fellow fraternity brother John Kerr could
sit in the rear seat, stretch his legs and fail to touch
the front seat. Where had this car come from and
why had it been secreted away in an old garage for
the past twenty-four years? Was it owned by
mobsters of long ago, hidden away, waiting for the
owner to be released from prison? We’ll never
know.”
Joe Vernasco Illinois Delta ’50 and
Wally Vernasco Illinois Delta ’52

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Brother Jim Acheson, Illinois Delta ’52, was the
inspirational force in organizing these
remembrances and tributes to John Kerr. Jim called
Illinois Delta Phi Psis from the early 1950s, John’s
time at the University of Illinois, to ask for
contributions of what they remembered best
about John, and he recruited me, the old Daily Illini
guy, to edit the material for submission to The Shield
in part because Jim is a stalwart of another time: no
e-mail, no computer. Jim also coordinated his effort
with Matt Yob in the Chicago Bulls front office. We
owe Jim our appreciation and our salute for the
honor he has brought to John Kerr’s memory.
I also pass along the esteem John’s family has for
his Fraternity. When I met 15 or more family
members in the receiving line at the funeral home
and introduced myself as a classmate and a Phi Psi,
their big, warm smiles and affection told me they
know how much Phi Kappa Psi and Illinois Delta
meant to John. For those of us who remember
those early days, a grandson in that line is a dead
ringer for the young John Kerr. The boy doesn’t
have John’s height, but the same red hair and face
are there.
Wayne Woltman Illinois Delta ’50

Chapter Eternal is continued on page 36.
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Phi Psi’s
Leadership Weekend
Over 150 Phi Psis Learn More
About Leading Their Chapters
The weekend of January 23-25, 2009 brought
over 150 Phi Psis to Indianapolis for three distinct
programs: the Presidents Leadership Academy
(PLA), now in its fourteenth year; New Volunteer
Orientation (NVO); and Recruitment Boot Camp
(RBC). During this one weekend, undergraduates
and alumni representing chapters across the nation
learned how to better lead their chapters, officers,
alumni and potential new members.
Each program is specifically targeted toward an
important facet of Phi Psi life. PLA brings chapter
GPs together to network and learn how to
effectively lead both small and large groups. NVO
invites our newest alumni volunteers to discover

important ways to connect to an undergraduate
group and manage both the chapter and a
property. RBC throws the “rush” system out the
window and gives participants a model that relies
on year-round recruitment and measurable criteria
for new members.
These programs help our chapters improve. As
our leaders at the undergraduate and alumni levels
become more adept in their positions, the men
they lead are better prepared for the myriad
challenges on campus and later in their professional
lives. Read on to learn more about each of these
great programs.

With 85 participants, it was dif
ficult to fit everyone in the PLA
group photo

PresidentsLeadership
Academy
The annual Presidents Leadership Academy
(PLA) was hosted this year at the campus of our
newly installed Indiana Theta Chapter at IUPUI’s
Hotel and Conference Center over the weekend of
January 23-25. The PLA, in its fourteenth year, was
one of the first programs of its kind developed in
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

the interfraternity world. It provides an intense
experience for chapter leaders to develop and
hone their leadership skills and capabilities, form a
closer working relationship with Headquarters staff
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and gives an opportunity to network with
of the relevancy of Greek life on college campuses
presidents around the nation. Through a generous
and universities in the world of today. Programming
grant from our Foundation, participants make a small
throughout the day dealt with advisor/student
investment fee while all lodging, transportation, meal,
partnership, leading as a role model, and
and participant materials are covered. With 76
accountability and responsibility. The day wrapped
chapters and all 4 colonies in attendance, we set a
up with a group tour of Laurel Hall. At the
new record for undergraduate participation at 85!
conclusion of the program on Sunday morning,
Under the guidance of 9 alumni small group
participants got their day in court as Dave Westol
facilitators, two large group facilitators, and the
of Limberlost Consulting delivered his powerful
Director of Leadership Development, chapter
keynote presentation Hazing on Trial. Small group
members were lead through exercises and
facilitator Ben Slutz Ohio Theta ’99 commented,
discussion that dealt with a plethora of topics
“Hazing is a nationwide epidemic with no simple
ranging from effective communication, confrontation
cure in sight. As an organization, we need to
and problem solving methods, to strengthening
continue working effectively with our
individual values and practical, relevant application of
undergraduates and alumni to steer away from
the information learned.
unnecessary “traditions” and practices that have
Friday began with an address by the Fraternity’s
been engrained in the minds and culture of our
National President, Paul Wineman, and the
chapters over the years. Sure they may seem
Fraternity’s Executive Director, Shawn Collinsworth.
harmless to some, but I think that members don’t
Shawn, who is also credited with the creation of the
always analyze the possible consequences that
PLA, told participants, “The programming that you
could include bodily or mental stress and injury,
are going to experience this weekend will better
criminal prosecution, expulsion of the chapter, or
equip you to not only manage your home chapter’s
even death. Hopefully this gets the leadership of
more successfully and efficiently, it will also prepare
our chapters to seriously question what goes on
you to be more effective in the professional world
behind closed doors.”
after college.” Brotherhood
building
activities
and
icebreakers followed the
address to get participants
more familiar with the
brothers and alumni that they
would be in community with
for the duration of the
weekend. The main focus of
the evening moved toward the
DiSC personality profile
system. DiSC is a program that
was developed by lead PLA’s small groups allow participants to discuss what
facilitator Karyn Nishimura they’ve learned and go deeper into their specifics situations
Sneath of Npower that gives
participants a better understanding of their
The date for next year’s PLA has been set for
leadership style and demeanor through different
January 22-24, 2010. Registration will be available
personality profiles based on values, habits, and
on Phi Psi Connect on or before November 1,
character traits. This helped to set the tone for the
2009. A special word or thanks goes out to the
weekend as the personality profiles dealt directly
Foundation for their continued support and
with the large and small group topics.
funding of the PLA, co-lead facilitator Jim Paponetti,
Straight from the starting line on Saturday
the small group facilitators, and everyone else that
morning, students were confronted with a question
had a hand in the programming of the conference.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Recruitment Boot Camp
The brand a chapter maintains has a direct
impact on its ability to recruit new members. This
was the message delivered to 66 undergraduate
members of Phi Kappa Psi during their trip to the
Recruitment Boot Camp Conference in Indianapolis,
Ind. January 23 – 25. For the second year, Phi Kappa
Psi Fraternity hosted the Recruitment Boot Camp
Conference, developed by David Stollman and
Campuspeak. RBC is an intense, 72-hour program
that challenges members to think differently about
recruitment. From the very beginning, members are
asked to look beyond “rush week” to find answers
for improving their recruitment. Year-round
recruitment has become a very important part of
members’ review steps that will help them improve
the product that they are selling before they attempt
to recruit members utilizing a year-round process.

him.” These are points that we often hear during bid
sessions or discussions regarding new members. The
RBC program challenges its participants to establish
membership expectations and standards to clarify
what “A good guy” really is. Often, chapters recruit
based on nothing more than opinion, utilizing
statements such as those mentioned above. By
developing chapter eligibility standards, members will
have an opportunity to fairly and effectively recruit
men who are suitable for their chapter. Chapters may
set a minimum GPA for joining or a specific number
of community service hours that each prospective
member must have prior to becoming a member.
After joining, the chapter may require that members
maintain certain standards to remain in good
standing. All standards and eligibility requirements
affect the overall quality of the group.

BRANDING AND ALIGNMENT

SMART GOALS AND ACTION PLAN

What does the logo on the back of your t-shirt
say about your Fraternity? How does the theme of
your party reflect your organization? These are a
few of the branding and alignment questions that
were discussed at the conference. Many members
were challenged when faced with defending t-shirts
that their chapters produce or parties that they
hold annually. The program focuses on aligning the
values of the chapter with its brand, or, to
paraphrase Dud Daniel’s famous quote, “being what
we say we are.” Members discussed issues within
their chapters that prevent them from offering a
“true” Phi Psi brand to prospective members. Some
members realized for the first time that the
opinions of others often came as a result of one or
two interactions the chapter has each year.

By the conclusion of the program, each
member has a completed action plan. Members
are taught how to develop SMART goals in order
to build their action plan. Smart goals are Specific,
Measurable, Attainable, Realistic and TimeOriented. While developing the action plan,
participants are also expected to include objectives
for the chapter, expected outcomes as well as allies
and enemies in the process. Each participant
walked away with a completed action plan. A copy
was also sent to the chapter president and chapter
advisor. The program depends largely on the
support of alumni members.
Over the next year, the Headquarters staff will
be evaluating the success of chapters that sent
representatives to the RBC program. While the full
benefit of the program may not be immediately
apparent, improvements in chapter operations,
membership standards and membership numbers
are all signs that the program has had an impact on
our members.

MEMBERSHIP STANDARDS AND
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
“He’s a good guy.” “I think he’ll make an
outstanding brother.” “I talked to him and I really liked
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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2009 New Volunteer
Orientation Wrap-Up
For the second straight year, the New Volunteer
Orientation (NVO) program was able to join
forces with the annual strength of the Presidents
Leadership Academy (PLA) to form a truly dynamic
and relevant program for alumni volunteers
stepping into roles for the very first time. After an
extremely large turnout during the pilot program in
2008, NVO in 2009 saw a total attendance of 20
new volunteers, meeting the goals of the staff. While
the turnout was about half of the previous year,
outreach efforts leading up to the program focused
solely on volunteers that had started positions on
chapter advisory teams or house corporations
within the previous 12 months.

“We wanted to make sure that the program
catered to the ‘new’ volunteers in our
organization,” said Will Haskett, Director of Alumni
Services. “The curriculum is designed to give basic
skills training to individuals working in these
capacities for the first time, and having experienced
volunteers in attendance would be counterproductive.”
Making things even stronger this year was an
increased amount of interaction with undergraduates in the sessions. More than half of NVO’s
programming was jointly held with that of PLA.
Participants were able to work with the students in
the areas of conflict resolution, volunteer
communication and problem solving. In some
unique situations, alumni volunteers were able to
spend significant time with the GP of their own
chapter, more so than in all of the months leading
up to the program.
“Let’s face it, our volunteers have to be
comfortable working with college students and vice
versa,” said Mark Lipka, Director of Chapter Services.
“The more open opportunities we provide our
members to understand the different perspectives,
the better those relationships will become.”
Of course, the entire curriculum was not
designed with collaboration in mind. Building off of
what has been successful in the past, hypothetical
discussions and situational role playing was used
effectively to get the participants in the mindset of
what might happen within those roles. While the
basics are easy to teach, the unexpected is often
what leads to the most problems and catches
alumni off guard.
“We design many of the exercises to be
controversial and sometimes confrontational in
discussion,” Haskett said. “We had some alumni
attend that hadn’t been involved with a chapter in
decades. It is a different world now than when they
were students, so teaching them the proper way to
be involved can be a difficult task.”

John Gibson, Indiana Alpha’s House
Corporation President, looks on during
NVO
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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With annual volunteer turnover close to 100 in
our Fraternity, plus the addition of new chapters
regularly, there continues to be a place for NVO in
Phi Kappa Psi for years to come. Thanks to the
support of the Phi Psi Foundation, it offers one of
the most affordable opportunities for new alumni
volunteers to gain the skills necessary to make a
difference in their chapter back home. The
continued partnership with PLA also makes it one
of the most dynamic leadership programs in the
inter-fraternal world.

“I strongly encourage all new volunteers to try
and attend this program,” Lipka added. “Not only
does it prepare you for what to expect, but the
lasting benefit of the relationships you build with
the staff and other volunteers will plug you into a
support network that will greatly impact your role.”
For more information on NVO in 2010 or to
obtain more information, contact Will Haskett at
WLH@phikappapsi.com or 800-486-1852.

NVO and PLA participants had plenty of chances to interact and discover new
solutions to their chapters’ problems

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Local Leadership Program Informs
Undergraduates Chapter Holds
Regional Leadership Conference
The National Fraternity isn’t the only Phi Psi
Affairs Kevin Worthen and Director of Leadership
entity working to improve the leadership skills of
Development Eric Jezewski touched on
our members. The Pennsylvania Theta Chapter at
accountability of Greeks within and among
Lafayette College recently held a leadership
organizations and aligning the strategic plan of
conference involving 14 distinguished alumni and
Greek organizations with that of Lafayette
guests. Brothers attended the conference from
College.
Greek organizations at Lafayette College and
In what was a surprise appearance,
multiple Phi Psi chapters were invited. The
Representative Charlie Dent took part in a
conference opened with remarks from the
networking discussion involving Lafayette College
President of the National Fraternity, Paul Wineman,
graduates Jim Akerheilm, John Pierce, and Ed Sager.
regarding the importance of long-term planning in
The importance of networking was stressed in all
ensuring the stability of Greek life. He emphasized
levels of life. Sager explained, “I have over 10,000
the strong financial infrastructure of our Fraternity,
people in my network, but I don’t include people
and the ongoing role of brotherhood in shaping
that I haven’t talked to for at least 30 minutes.
Greek organizations.
Networking isn’t about people you know, it’s about
The buzzword of the day was “values
people you know well.”
congruence,” and Bob Marchisani, Chairman of the
For more information on Phi Psi’s leadership
National Interfraternity Council, touched on the
programming, including how your chapter can
importance of service, integrity, and commitment
improve its leadership structure, contact Eric
and the high standards to which all individuals must
Jezewski, Director of Leadership Programming, at
hold themselves. Marchisani said, “You often hear a
800-486-1852 or EMJ@PhiKappaPsi.com.
story about a jumbo
jet landing safely, isn’t
that what is supposed
to happen?” There is a
view regarding Greek
life that fraternities
and sororities must
be held to higher
values, and too often
the negative aspects
of Greek life are
emphasized, while the
positives are glossed
over.
A panel discussion involving Bob
Attendees of the Pennsylvania Theta leadership conference learn
Marchisani, Lafayette
more about how to lead their chapters
Dean of Student

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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2009 Phi Kappa Psi Founders Day – 1+1=71,000
– Growing One Brother at a Time

Founders Day 2009 One
of the Strongest on Record
It seems as if the economy is an excuse for many
of the problems our country is facing, but adversity
is often the best opportunity for groups to see
surges in activity, as brothers come together for
networking opportunities and social interaction.
Founders Day 2009 was no exception, with one of
the strongest turnouts of alumni across the nation
Phi Psi has ever experienced.
An overwhelming majority of events fell on the
weekend immediately following Founders Day this
year, with Saturday, February 21 as the busiest day.
This trend would seem to be very likely moving
forward, as the 19th will be a Friday in 2010. The
weekend nearest our official Founders Day
(February 19) is a convenient time for many groups,
whether meeting for a luncheon or a multi-day event.
One interesting statistic was that there was an
almost 50-50 split amongst groups when asked
whether the meal was casual or formal. There has
been much discussion recently about the tradition
of Founders Day and how it should be treated. It
should be noted that more groups are becoming
casual with the times, and while a full meal and
meeting should take place, formal dress is not
mandatory for success.
Our attendance numbers in 2009 proved to be
tremendous based on the simple comparisons to
the past two years. Here are the numbers we had
reported, with a total estimation of brothers
attending a Founders Day celebration drawn from
our average responses.

In comparing the samples in Fig. 1, it is apparent
that 2009 saw a strong increase in total attendance,
with roughly 4% of our living population estimated
to have attended some version of an event in 2009.
Of even larger importance is the attendance
rate as it compares to the total number of people
invited to attend an event. We asked each group to
estimate the total population that received some
version of invitation to Founders Day in 2009 and
compared the response rate to that number.
Year
2007
2008
2009

Total #
1,085
593
1,961

Invited #
6,305
4,192
11,453*

Return Rate
16%
13%
17%

*Figure was missing one respondent, so an average
was created to give an effective calculation

This data set is important because it shows a
much higher rate of return than when we look at our
total numbers in terms of population. It also shows us
that our associations are generally dealing with a
smaller (more manageable) list of alumni in terms of
outreach, hence leading to a higher return rate.
A postcard mailing to a broad alumni audience
was sponsored by Brother Scott Noble Texas
Alpha ’81. This communication also assisted both
the National and local outreach to our brothers,
and was a factor in the success of this year’s events.
We need to continue to promote advanced
promotion and a variety of touches when it comes

Fig. 1
Year
2007
2008
2009

# of brothers
N/A
565
1,739

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

# of guests
N/A
28
232

Total #
1,085
593
1,961
18

Event AVG
63.8
42.4
70

Total # (est.)
2,042
1,779
3,220
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Obviously, the songs are an easy thing to
incorporate and a good sign that some tradition is
being kept in our events. There are a number of
events within a Founders Day celebration that
have found considerable success, and
Headquarters will be communicating ways to
incorporate some of those events into future
Founders Days for all groups.
Thank you to all of our alumni and
undergraduates involved in the execution of Founders
Day 2009. As we move forward, we look to push our
attendance rate even higher and continue to get Phi
Psis from across the nation and across generations to
come together and celebrate the Fraternity. If you
would like more information on Founders Day or
Alumni Associations, please contact Will Haskett,
Director of Alumni Services, at 800-486-1852 or
WLH@PhiKappaPsi.com.

to promoting events. We’ve found that alumni who
are notified well in advance of an event, and are
notified several times in different media (e.g. email,
phone, etc.) are most likely to attend.
We also asked our groups and Founders Day
attendees about their reasons for attending an
event.
Affinity for Phi Kappa Psi
67.9%
Reconnect with old friends
71.4%
Networking opportunities
21.4%
Featured speaker
25.0%
Celebration
39.3%
As for the layout of the events, most had a
designed schedule, and here is a breakdown of the
activities used:
Alumni Induction Ceremony
19.2%
Alumni Hall of Fame
19.2%
Candle Ceremony
11.5%
Singing of Amici and/
or Noble Fraternity
73.1%
Traditional Toasts
42.3%
Initiation
3.8%

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Bowling Green State
University Colony
Here at the Bowling Green State University
Colony of Phi Kappa Psi, we have had the distinct
pleasure to become a strong brotherhood of men
whom have recognized our strengths and
weaknesses, while having the motivation and drive
to continue forth and make history here at Bowling
Green State University. The men that we have
recruited this past year are ambitious and talented
young leaders here at BGSU, but always willing to
learn and help their fellow brothers learn and
grow. This past year has been the most successful
year of the Bowling Green State University Colony,
where we were able to show Greek Affairs how
capable of a fraternity we are. They kindly gave us
a house, which is the first time Greek Affairs and
BGSU has ever given a colony a house. Just one
semester after receiving our house, we are greatly
honored with the ability to tell everyone that the

Executive Council has accepted our chartering
petition, something that we have been working
hard and diligently on for the last year. We plan on
holding the chartering ceremony sometime in
October and we are truly excited about the future
of the return of the Ohio Zeta Chapter.
Among the success of our chartering petition,
the men here at the Bowling Green State University
Colony have been pushing themselves to become
better students and better leaders in their
community. Brother Daniel Caldwell, the previous
president of the Bowling Green State University
Colony, received the Thomas D. Hayne Outstanding
IFC Chapter President award from Greek Affairs,
for which he competed with 15 other fraternity
presidents. Continuing the Phi Kappa Psi success
was Brother Patrick Grayshaw, who received the
Steven R. Hanna and Kevin L. Ross Memorial

The men of the Bowling Green State University Colony
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Award, which is given to seniors who have shown
great leadership skills in the Greek community and
their chapters. These achievements show the
remarkable progress we have made as a colony and
as a producer of strong leaders here at BGSU.
Along with Greek Life, our men participate in other
organizations, such as The American Red Cross
Club, the Association for Computing Machinery, and
the Interfraternity Council and others. We have had
the pleasure to do major community service
projects as well. One of these projects was the
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day of Service, in which we
helped clean, remodel and purchase supplies for
our local teen center. We received media attention
for our efforts and were interviewed by the WTOL
11 news station, Toledo’s News Leader along with
appearing in the Sentinel Tribune newspaper of
Bowling Green, Ohio.

Lately, we have been hard at work developing
our annual philanthropy event which we hope will
have the community here at BGSU talking, along
with our alumni. It will be an event which will bring
back great memories and inspire new ones. Our
philanthropy will take place sometime in
September and we are excited to see what success
it will bring. We are still deciding as to what charity
we will be donating to, but we have several in mind.
If you are an alumnus that would like to
participate in the exciting future of the Bowling
Green State University Colony and the return of
the Ohio Zeta Chapter, please contact the colony
advisor, Neil Johnson, at njohnson@jheng.com or
the president, Bret Moore, at mooreba@bgsu.edu.
Bret Moore

Monmouth University
Colony
speakers and the camaraderie we received from
our brothers. This was a great experience because
we now can educate our members who were
unable to attend and to emphasize that Phi Kappa
Psi and its networks are invaluable.
On behalf of the colony, we thank SWVGP
Tryon Hubbard and our colony advisory
committee led by Rich Contardi (father of colony
president Mike Contardi), Peter Bruckmann, Bill
Kebea, Bill McLaughlin, Mark McKeever, and Steve
Resnick. There will be a second reunion for New
Jersey Beta alumni at the Holiday Inn in Tinton Falls
on August 22, 2009. The invitations will be sent out
shortly. Alumni of NJ Beta, please email
RJCPTPTL@aol.com to update us on your
whereabouts.
Without the tireless efforts of Ron Ransom and
the HQ staff who have been essential with
restarting at Monmouth, we would not be as far
along the path to chartering as we are now. We had
upwards of 20+ New Jersey Beta alumni at our

At Monmouth University, we are honored to
have been provided with the chance to re-charter
the New Jersey Beta Chapter. Our colony has been
working since February 22, and we are taking all
the opportunities available to us to succeed. We
currently have 26 members and have the highest
men’s GPA with a 3.16. We participated in ZTA’s
“Big Man on Campus,” which helped raise money
for breast cancer awareness, and our own Matthew
Hammett won the event and provided us with
much needed publicity. Two of our brothers,
Harrison Cotler and Bryan Martin, have assembled
a “Relay For Life” team for the American Cancer
Society and have helped establish a good name for
our colony. Our sports chair, Eric Walsh, has
scheduled several informal football games with the
other fraternities to get to know them better.
Eight of our colonists were able to attend the
American Leadership Academy down in beautiful
Cabo San Lucas; we all learned and enjoyed it all
more than words can describe because of the
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Monmouth University Colony’s members show off their budding Phi Psi pride

colony installation ceremony; it was amazing to us
that we have so many devoted and generous alumni
willing to give up their time to offer support and
help (essentially) young men they had never met.
We have a great group of gentlemen that really
have the same motives and goals in mind, and we

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

want to become a fully functioning and
contributing chapter of Phi Kappa Psi in 2010.
Please email us at phipsi.njbeta@gmail.com and we
will see you all in Buffalo at WWLS.
Matthew Hammett
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Alumni Clubs & Associations
Atlanta AA
Bill Simpson 770-761-8265
bsimp68514@aol.com
www.geocities.com/atlantaphipsi
Birmingham AA
Freddie Stakes 205-879-4346
jfs11647@bellsouth.net
Central Iowa AA
Elliott Smith 515-279-4745
esmith@iowabusinesscouncil.org
Central Texas AA
Darin Tietgen 714-557-3297
darin@dwtdevelopment.com
www.centexphipsi.com
Central Virginia AA
Daniel Mouer 804-559-4699
PHIPSI33@AOL.COM
Charlotte AA
Alex Jankowsky 704-655-9261
jankowa@roadrunner.com
www.charlottephikappapsi.com

Indianapolis AA
Tom Pennington 317-222-1287
tcp1330@me.com www.pkpindyaa.org

Sacramento AA
Travis Nagler 530-601-6596
travisnagler@hotmail.com

Kansas City AA
John Gillis 816-333-2091 john@johngillis-law.com

Saint Louis AA
William Reinecke 314-609-1489
billreinecke@yahoo.com

Lancaster County AA
Ricardo Rivers 212-807-6726 rgrivers@aol.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/lcaa
Los Angeles AA
John Ciccarelli 818-700-1336 jcicarelli@aol.com
www.laphipsialumni.com
Mid Missouri AA
Ed Brandon 573-642-7342 a3diners@aol.com
www.geocities.com/midmoaa
New Mexico AA
Lewis Bejcek 505-720-4872
LBEJCEK@COMCAST.NET

San Diego AA
Benjamin Moraga 805-208-1993
benmoraga@gmail.com
Seattle AA
Matthew Donegan-Ryan 425-681-8505
mdr1583@gmail.com
Silicon Valley AA
Eric Watkins 650-814-4364 ewatkins@gmail.com
http://www.phipsisvaa.com/
South Florida Gulf Coast AA
Murray Renick 941-794-5523
mrarenick@yahoo.com

New York City AA
Evan Rakowski 203-209-7629
evan.rakowski@gmail.com
http://phipsinyc.blogspot.com

Texas South Plains AA
David Norman 806-795-9516 danjdcpa@aol.com
www.ttuphipsi.org

North Texas AA
Gregory Bruce 214-642-9106
mgb1768@yahoo.com
www.northtexasphipsi.com

Toledo AA
Larry Zaiser 419-474-8714
lzaiser@muzakoftoledo.com

Northern California AA
Ken Perscheid 925-947-6797
kenperscheid@yahoo.com www.calgamma.com

Tucson AA
Joel Davis 520-882-5233
joelalexanderdavis@gmail.com
www.phipsiaz.com

Oregon AA
Chris Koons 503-844-7216 chriskoons@msn.com
www.oregonphipsialumni.com

Twin Cities AA
Jason Baker 952-840-7222 jbaker@jbaker.org
www.mnbeta.org

Philadelphia AA
Russell Pocaro 856-366-4941 russell.pacaro@tmoble.com

Washington, DC AA
Douglas Miller 301-681-3990
douglasjmiller@yahoo.com
www.geocities.com/dcphipsi

Pittsburgh AA
Joe Soltis 724-459-0508 jpsoltis@comcast.net
www.pittsburghphipsis.com

Western Chicago AA
Paul Oblon 630-886-6102 consults@ais.net

Greater Orange County AA
Matthew Shaw 949-645-4942
mattjshaw@yahoo.com

Rhode Island AA
Bruce Tavares 401-364-3814
tavaresfamily@cox.net www.ribeta.com

Western New York AA
Tony Thothongkum 716-439-4999
TONYTHOTHONGKUM@HOTMAIL.COM

Houston AA
Charles Brandman 281-856-8279
brandman@pdq.net

Rochester Area AA
Jonathan Ziehl 585-734-7347 jonathan@ziehl.net

Wheat State AA
Kevin McShane 913-341-5395
kevinmcshane@kc.rr.com
www.wheatstatealumni.com

Chicago AA
Anthony Sacco 312-375-2841
anthony.sacco@gmail.com
www.phipsichicago.org
Cleveland AA
David Gardner 216-533-9910
gardnerd12@gmail.com
Columbus AA
Mitch Grant 614-296-6029 mitch.grant@lfg.com
www.ohiodelta.com
East Tennessee AA
Eric Gray 678-393-2142 eric.gray@hilton.com
www.pkpalumni.com
Garden State AA
Tomasz Chelchowski 201-274-4458
tchelchowski@gmail.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group.gardenstateaa/

Huntsville AA
Glen Buttrey 256-509-1267
imglenb@comcast.net
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Rubber City AA
Steve Horgan 330-873-9499
HORGANS@NSKIND.COM
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Wisconsin AA
Robert Ulaszek 888-202-9899 rob@ulaszek.com
www.badgerphipsi.net
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Phi Psi alumni around the country are getting together with local Alumni Associations. To get involved, see
the Alumni Association directory on page 21. No Alumni Association in your area? Contact Will Haskett,
Director of Alumni Services, at WLH@PhiKappaPsi.com or call 1-800-486-1852 to learn how to set one up
in your town!
relaxing cocktail hour and the traditional Founders
Day toasts, the assembled brothers and guests
enjoyed a beautifully prepared five-star meal.
During dessert, Symposiarch Bill Good Iowa Beta
’69 led a very interesting and insightful program,
the keynote speaker for which was Todd Schoell
Iowa Alpha ’75 from Arlington Heights, Ill. Brother
Schoell’s comments focused on how important the
Phi Psi experience was to building character during
his formative undergraduate years and how critical
it is for alumni to remain involved with the
Fraternity, not only on the National level but also
with local chapters. Reports were received by
representatives of the houses at the University of
Iowa and Iowa State, and incoming CIAA President
Elliott Smith Iowa Alpha ’78 provided an update as
to the health and welfare of the Central Iowa
Alumni Association, which, we are glad to report, is
very good! The group is approaching 40 members
now, with more interest and participation
occurring at each event. At evening’s end, this
Founders Day celebration was judged to be an
excellent launch for the 2009 CIAA event
schedule. All area Phi Psis are urged to watch for
details about the upcoming third annual CIAA
Spring Golf Outing – start getting those yips and
shanks worked out now!

ATLANTA
On Friday evening, February 27, 2009 the
Atlanta area Phi Psis gathered at the Petite
Auberge Restaurant for fine food, fantastic
fellowship and renewal of old friendships as 52
brothers assembled to hear our guest speaker,
Gordon R. Letterman West Virginia Alpha ’72. As
has been our custom, representative delegations
from Georgia Alpha, Georgia Beta and Alabama
Beta swelled the ranks to a respectable number, as
our attention turned from quantity to quality
within our membership. We also shifted the angle
to examine our organization not as winners and
losers, but rather as givers and takers. The
sentiments were echoed throughout the evening,
as brothers expressed their appreciation for
opportunities to share with other members what
the Fraternity has meant to them, and how they
can continue to serve within the community.
Among recognitions, we presented 50-year pins
to Richard Daley Tennessee Delta ’59, and to Mike
Grozdanoff Ohio Epsilon ’59. Brother Letterman
was given an embroidered coat of arms of the
Fraternity as a token of our appreciation for his visit
with us. As the Atlanta group continues to grow
and reach out to serve, we encourage your
participation at our lunches (on the second Friday
of each month) and involvement with the local
chapters in their philanthropy events and other
projects to better the world at large.

CENTRAL TEXAS
As the Fall, 2008, “Shield” newsletter stated, the
Central Texas Alumni Association has been
reestablished. April 1, 2008 was the beginning with
22 alumni; on April 1, 2009 there are now 80+
alumni subscribed to the association. In Austin and
San Antonio, we have active groups meeting
monthly with a Quarterly Joint meeting in New
Braunfels. The AA is seeking to “reach, teach, and
renew” Phi Psi brotherhood throughout the
Central Texas area from Austin to San Antonio and
the surrounding towns of each city.
On Saturday, February 21 we had the largest
Founders Day event ever in conjunction with the
Texas Gamma Chapter at Texas State University.

CENTRAL IOWA
Greetings from middle America! “The Bond of
Brotherhood” was the theme for the fourth annual
Central Iowa Alumni Association (CIAA) Founders
Day Celebration, held Friday evening February 20,
2009 at the Wakonda Club in Des Moines.
Outgoing CIAA President Mark Easler Iowa Alpha
’86 expertly organized and graciously hosted 25
alumni brothers and spouses from various points
around the Midwest. Pledge classes spanning the
last five decades and representing several different
Phi Psi chapters were in the room. Following a
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Jason Stiefer Texas Gamma ’03 has done an
outstanding job as our Webmaster for our website,
www.centexphipsi.com. Please check it out; it has
lots of useful information, and it’s designed to be
easily updated. Thanks go to Jason!

There was a chapter initiation, a chapter meeting,
an evening reception, dinner and a dance at the
Embassy Suites Hotel in San Marcos. There were
over 100 in attendance including Texas Gamma
undergraduates and alumni representing chapters
from throughout the country. Paul Wineman
Washington Alpha ’55, Phi Psi’s SWGP, honored
the AA and the chapter with his attendance and
“words of wisdom.” George Dixon, AA president
and Ryan Spencer, Texas Gamma GP, were the
“Masters of Ceremony” for this outstanding
Founder’s Day celebration. We want to extend our
thanks to George and Ryan a job well done!
The Alumni Association hosted its first Golf
Tournament on May 8 at the world class, Lakeway
Yaupon Golf Course.
Our new officers for 2009 are: President Darin
Tietgen California Zeta ’94; Vice President Jerry
Norman Ohio Epsilon ’70; Secretary Dan
Ouellette Texas Gamma ’69; Treasurer Troy Jaster
Tennessee Epsilon ’00; Vice President, San Antonio,
David Webb Texas Beta ’70; President Emeritus
George Dixon Texas Gamma ’72.

CENTRAL VIRGINIA
On Friday, February 21, 2009 16 brothers from
around Richmond and a number of their
sweethearts met at a private home to celebrate
the 157th founding of Phi Psi. During the evening,
an application was signed for submittal to recharter the Central Virginia Alumni Association.
Among the highlights of the evening were two
brothers from Ohio Iota (University of Akron)
who had not seen each other in over 30 years,
neither of the brothers knew that the other lived
in the Richmond Area. Two of our Phi Psi brothers
traveled as far away as Williamsburg, Va. and
Sykesville, Md. to attend the function. Since
Founders Day, the association has met informally
and has plans to attend a spring horse racing event
at Colonial Downs. Also, a new Phi Psi colony will

The Central Texas AA’s Founders Day event was enjoyed by over 100 Phi Psis and guests
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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be started at VCU this fall and the brothers of the
CVAA are planning to assist national in this
endeavor. There has never been a better time to
renew your brotherhood and get involved with the
CVAA at one of our events. All interested alumni are
encouraged to contact the alumni president, Daniel
Mouer Pennsylvania Rho ’92 at (804) 559-4699.

for making it one of the biggest and best Founders
Day celebrations in recent years. Brothers from all
around got together at the Old Dominion
Brewhouse near the convention center and had
instant camaraderie. To top the night off, the
brothers of Maryland Gamma celebrated a muchdeserved basketball win against their rival UNC
that raised the mood of the entire event.
On a more serious note, the D.C. Alumni
Association would like to thank Brother Paul
Springman Tennessee Delta ’70 for traveling all the
way up to D.C. to be our keynote speaker. Brother
Springman offered very wise and relevant words
for today’s times. It was very thought provoking and
gave us all (undergraduates and alumni) something
to think about. Finally, summer is approaching. For
those brothers that are coming into D.C. for
internships or summer jobs, please don’t hesitate
to contact us. We always like to meet and hang out
with brothers from all over the country.The Alumni
Association can get you in touch with brothers
from D.C. Alpha and Md. Gamma that are living in
the area. And for those of you in the area, stay in
touch and watch out for upcoming events. We also
value your input so if you have ideas for events for
brothers and/or their families let us know at
dcphipsi@yahoo.com.

CHARLOTTE
We had a successful Founders Day event in
Charlotte. We had approximately 20 folks attend,
and had Brother Gordon Letterman West Virginia
Alpha ’72 join us. Brother Kyle Jordan Indiana
Epsilon ’87 gave us a great update on the Fraternity
as a whole. The AA is excited about having a
chapter at UNC-Charlotte soon.
Brother Letterman also shared with the AA the
1st PKP badge worn by Brother William Henry
Letterman. Really amazing to see first hand.
Although this is brief, we had an outstanding
event and look forward to a successful 2009.

CHICAGO
This year’s Founders Day celebration for the
Chicago Alumni Association was a great success
with one of our highest turnouts in recent
memory, reflecting that of the other Alumni
Associations across the country. We had an
inspirational speech from Brother Will Haskett
Indiana Zeta ’00, Director of Alumni Services for
Phi Kappa Psi, who was able to make it through the
snow, and not so favorable weather conditions. His
speech was memorable and many alumni and
current undergraduates reflected on what
Founders Day truly means to each of them.
The Chicago Alumni Association is planning
many events for the upcoming year which include
our monthly Happy Hours. This summer we are
planning a Chicago Cubs Wrigley Field Tour
scheduled tentatively for Saturday June 6th, 2009 at
5:30pm, followed by a night out in Wrigleyville.
Check out our website for upcoming events
and happy hours at www.phipsichicago.org.

GARDEN STATE
On Sunday, February 22, the GSAA celebrated
our 19th annual Founders Day Event at The
Farnsworth House Restaurant in Bordentown, N.J.
with a record turnout of over 60 brothers.
Our guest speaker, SWVGP J. Tryon Hubbard
Alabama Alpha ’64 gave a good Sunday sermon (as
he put it) and updated all about the state and
future of our Fraternity. Afterwards, he and others
trekked eastward to our new Monmouth colony
where he pinned 22 new members. We wish the
colonists and the N.J. Beta alumni the best on their
road to reestablishing our chapter at Monmouth
University.
We would like to congratulate all N.J.-based
graduating seniors, and invite any local members as
well as those of N.J. Delta and N.J. Epsilon to join
the GSAA.
We will be holding our annual golf outing on
Saturday, June 27 at Gambler Ridge Golf Club in

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington D.C.’s Founders Day 2009 was a
huge success. We would like to thank the
organizers, particularly the brothers of D.C. Alpha,
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Garden State
celebrated Founders
Day with over 60 Phi
Psis in attendance

Dan Driver Texas Epsilon ’07 – Texas Epsilon
Undergraduate of the Year; Ivan Almeida Texas Zeta
’08 – Texas Zeta Undergraduate of the Year; Mac
Pafford Arkansas Alpha ’85 – Houston AA Alumnus
of the Year; R. George Cunningham Texas Alpha ’50
– Houston AA Hall of Fame. Thanks to all who
attended and be sure to mark your calendar for
next year’s event! For more information about
upcoming events join our yahoo group at
HoustonPhiPsis@yahoogroups.com.

Cream Ridge, N.J. See www.GamblerRidge.com for
more info on the venue. For costs/details, please
check the groups.yahoo.com/GardenStateAA or
our Facebook page for future events.
N.J. Delta will celebrate its 20th and N.J. Epsilon
its 10th anniversaries with a formal in the spring of
2010. Planning is already underway - we urge the
N.J. Delta and N.J. Epsilon alumni to please update
your contact information with your chapters and
us to ensure that you receive invitations and
updates.
If you have any questions, please contact
Tom Chelchowski, GSAA President at
tchelchowski@gmail.com.

KANSAS CITY
Over 25 area alumni brothers from various
chapters met for dinner and lively discussion at the
Hereford House restaurant on Friday, February 27.
We had brothers from the University of Missouri,
University of Kansas, Cornell, Swarthmore and
Southern Cal, for a pretty wide geographical
representation. The weekly lunch group meets
every Wednesday at noon at the First Watch
restaurant at 95th Street and Metcalf Avenue. All
are welcome with open seating.

HOUSTON
Our Founders Day banquet this year was a big
success and a good time was had by all. Co-hosts
this year were the Houston Alumni Association, and
the Texas Epsilon and Zeta Chapters. We were
thrilled to see attendance grow to 60 brothers and
guests. It was great to sing “Amici” and “Noble
Fraternity” again, not to mention closing the night
with a High, High, High! And of course, the traditional
Phi Psi toasts. Both local chapters gave a state of the
chapter speech followed by pinning the recent
graduates with their alumni recognition pins. Special
thanks to our three main speakers: state of the
Houston AA - Chuck Brandman Ohio Epsilon ’70,
update on the Phi Psi Foundation - John Buck
Indiana Beta ’75, and keynote speech - Will Haskett
Indiana Zeta ’00. We would also like to acknowledge
our scholarship and award winners: Lincoln Cao
Texas Zeta ’08 – Houston AA Scholarship Recipient;
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

LANCASTER COUNTY
Pennsylvania Eta alumni traveled from around the
Mid-Atlantic and New England to attend the
Lancaster County Alumni Association celebration of
Founders Day at Franklin and Marshall College on
February 21. Congratulations to Ricardo Rivers who
was re-elected as the LCAA President. The event
included a buffet style dinner and presentations by
alumni, and undergraduates. We were honored to
have Phi Kappa Psi executive director Shawn
Collinsworth as our featured speaker, who inspired
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N.Y. Kappa and Calif. Beta alumni, including Brother
Hsu, who flew from California for the weekend to
attend. We elected a new board of officers: Evan
Rakowski New York Kappa ’04 as President; Nick
Hsu as Vice President; Steven Lehrburger California
Beta ’05 as Treasurer; and Brother Richardo Francis
New York Kappa ’04 as Secretary.
This brotherly reunion has already led to several
events and we look forward to seeing everyone
again next year. We are always having economic
stimulus-dependent poker nights and would love to
hear from additional brothers in the area. Feel free
to contact us at evan.rakowski@gmail.com to get
on our listserv.

us on the spirit and traditions of Phi Kappa Psi, as
well as the importance of alumni and undergraduate
relations. We have begun planning for Pa. Eta’s
Sesquicentennial Celebration, which will be held on
April 10, 2010. We are actively seeking alumni who
would like to assist us throughout the planning
stages. Please contact the LCAA President, Ricardo
Rivers at RGRIVERS@aol.com or at (646) 824-6981
for further information.

NEW MEXICO
Greetings from the New Mexico Alumni
Association! Our annual Founders Day dinner was
held on Feb. 19 at the MCM Elegante Hotel, where
we had six brothers in attendance.
Though our group is small, we had a good time
over dinner and chatting with our newest member
of the association, Gordon Letterman. Brother
Letterman regaled us with stories of Phi Psi lore
and imparted with us much wisdom from his great
grandfather, Founder William H. Letterman. If any
brothers from anywhere in the state of New
Mexico wishes to join the association, please
contact Lewis Bejcek, President of the AA at
lbejcek@comcast.net or at 505-550-4033.

PHILADELPHIA
The Philadelphia Alumni Association (PAA) held
its annual Founders Day celebration on Saturday,
February 21, 2009 at the New Deck Tavern.
Nestled in the center of University City, “New
Deck” provided a central location for the
upperclassmen of all three of our Philadelphia
chapters as well area alumni. We utilized the
private room in the downstairs area of the pub.
The 2009 Founders’ Day celebration was our
best turnout for Founders Day since the
reestablishment of the PAA in 2007, with 26
brothers in attendance, 20 of them alumni.
Chapters represented were Pa. Iota (University of
Pennsylvania), Pa. Sigma (University of the Sciences
in Philadelphia), Pa. Upsilon (Drexel University) and
N.J. Epsilon (Rowan University).
Our celebration entailed a dinner off New Deck’s
menu.The New Deck Tavern is an Irish style pub, and
some our guests took advantage of some Irish
cuisine, such as Shepherd’s Pie and Bangers and
Mash, as well as the always amazing pints of Guinness.
Towards the end of the dinner, we handled the
business portion of the day and ended with officer
elections. The PAA officers for the next year are
Russ S. Pocaro N.J. Epsilon ’00 as President, Abey K.
Abraham Pa. Upsilon ’03 as VP, Harry P. Wilson Pa.
Upsilon ’02 as Treasurer, and Paul M. Sanborn Pa.
Sigma ’98 as Secretary.
Our keynote speaker for the day was SWVGP
Tryon Hubbard Ala. Alpha ’64, who gave an
amazing recap of the activities of HQ and the

NEW YORK CITY
Phi Psis from all over the New York metropolitan
area (and beyond) came together on February 7 to
celebrate the 157th year of the Fraternity.
Approximately 35 brothers gathered at the Stone
Street Tavern in downtown Manhattan to honor
our Noble Fraternity and hungry stomachs. Our
normal Founders Day venue had to cancel our
reservation due to an issue with its furnace that day,
but through the heroic actions of our outgoing
president Nick Hsu California Beta ’04, we were
able to find a substitute on short notice.
After consuming many drinks and the
occasional bite to eat, the brothers settled in and
heard a moving speech from Brother Jim Miller
Ohio Delta ’85, our National treasurer and guest of
honor. He reaffirmed the importance of
commitment to Phi Psi as alumni and regaled us
with stories of his travels around the nation.
We were happy to be joined by alumni from
across the country, including a sizable contingent of

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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NORTH TEXAS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
NTAA is proudly breaking new ground by giving
an additional scholarship. Andrew Kuklish Texas
Epsilon ’02, NTAA Scholarship Chairman, proudly
presented
$750
scholarships
to
two
undergraduates, both GP of their chapters, Gabriel
Bolender Oklahoma Alpha ’08 and Stewart Keene
Texas Beta ’06.
Our sincere thanks go out to exiting President
William Long Oklahoma Alpha ’92, and we give a
hearty welcome to incoming President Greg Bruce
Texas Delta ’88. James Adams Texas Beta ’80
transitions from Secretary to Vice President, Marc
Winandy Texas Delta ’93 repeats as Treasurer, and
Andy Kuklish takes over as Secretary.
NTAA ended this Founders Day breaking new
ground by expanding membership from 48 to 51
paid members. Expanding our community
connection and remaining “In The Bond!”

With a gust of wind at our back, the North
Texas Alumni Association came into Founders Day
2009 with the largest membership it has ever
experienced: 44 brothers joined together to renew
old bonds and begin new ones.
Our Guest Speaker, Bob Marchesani Pennsylvania
Nu ’79, Indiana Zeta ’94, Chairman of the North
American Interfraternity Conference, provided all of
the brothers with some great insight on the National
Interfraternity scene. Brother Marchesani adeptly
answered questions and provided hope for a
reinvigorated and rededicated AIC in the near term,
working for the benefit of all Fraternities.
Executive Council Secretary Scott Noble Texas
Alpha ’81 also spoke to the assembled group and
provided updates on the National Fraternity’s
expansion activities and efforts to increase and
improve communication between alumni and
undergraduates.

The North Texas AA is expanding its membership to new heights

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Fraternity on a national level. It is very easy to be
caught up in your local area, and having someone
come, speak, and remind you that we are part of a
National organization is always a treat.
Our night commenced with heading upstairs to
the main pub floor and enjoying conversation,
stories, and beverages. It was a great night. I would
like especially to thank Bill Staples of Pa. Iota for
coming to Founders Day. Bill has been a long time
active member of Phi Kappa Psi in the Philadelphia
area, as well as a member of the Order of the SC,
and it is always great to see him.
Future events for the next few months are our
second annual Paintball outing in May; a picnic for
graduating brothers, alumni and their families,
where we will induct new alumni using the Alumni
Induction Ceremony in June; taking in a Phillies
game in August/September; as well as a trip to
Helium comedy club. If interested in any events, we
would love to meet and see you.
For any information about the Philadelphia AA
or its events, feel free to contact Paul M. Sanborn
at paul.sanborn@gmail.com. I can also be found on
Phi Psi Connect, where there is also a PAA page.
The PAA is also on Facebook. We are always
hoping to see some of the hundreds of older area
alumni in the Philadelphia area to come out to
some events, so please contact me if anyone is
interested.

Brian Horvath Pennsylvania Nu ’02 offered
remarks about the Alumni Association and its first
Alumni Induction Ceremony, held April 11, 2009 at
the Pennsylvania Nu Chapter house at Indiana
University of Pennsylvania.
Our Keynote Speaker was Brother McCormick.
He addressed the “United States Energy Outlook.”
Afterwards, Joseph Pavlik Pennsylvania Beta ’01 and
Michael Ley Pennsylvania Xi ’86 presented 25 and
50 year membership pins to those brothers in
attendance.
Scott Schricker Pennsylvania Nu ’80 and Woody
Wollesen Pennsylvania Alpha ’62 introduced the
Phi Kappa Psi Pittsburgh Alumni Association Hall of
Fame recipients for 2009. Enshrined into the Phi
Kappa Psi Pittsburgh Alumni Association Hall of
Fame were:
Fred Gentile (Posthumously) Pennsylvania
Alpha ’61 was the President of Pennsylvania Alpha
in the early 1960’s and played football at
Washington and Jefferson College. He was the first
inductee into the Washington and Jefferson
College Hall of Fame and had his “number” retired
as a result of his playing accomplishments.
Following his academic and athletic career at
Washington and Jefferson, Brother Gentile served
our country as a 1st Lieutenant in the 3rd Battalion,
7th Infantry, 199th Light Infantry Brigade. His
military accomplishments include a Silver Star for
gallantry in action, Bronze Star with Valor Device
with Second Oak Leaf Cluster, Purple Heart, and
the Army Air Medal for meritorious achievement.
Following his distinguished military service, Brother
Gentile was the owner/operator of the historic
(1832) Saxonburg Hotel in Saxonburg, Pa. Brother
Gentile was buried in Arlington Military Cemetery
with full military honors in 2006. Brother Gentile’s
younger brother, Gary Gentile Pennsylvania Alpha
’66, accepted the Hall of Fame induction on his
behalf.
Arthur Gilkes, Jr. Pennsylvania Alpha ’62 is a
distinguished attorney with a general private
practice in Pittsburgh. Brother Gilkes attended
Washington and Jefferson College and was a fouryear letterman in tennis as the number one singles
and doubles player. After college, Brother Gilkes
served in Vietnam War as a 2nd Lieutenant. For his
service, Brother Gilkes was awarded both the

PITTSBURGH
The famous Duquesne Club in downtown
Pittsburgh was the setting for the annual Phi Kappa
Psi Pittsburgh Alumni Association celebration on
February 18, 2009. Over 80 alumni and
undergraduates attended the 157th celebration of
the founding of Phi Kappa Psi.
Pittsburgh AA Board Member Ray McCormick
Pennsylvania Lambda ’73 was the emcee for the
evening and welcomed all the attendees. Brother
McCormick set the tone for an informal evening of
meeting new brothers, reuniting with old friends,
and honoring our fraternity. Ron DeMay
Pennsylvania Lambda ’73 started the evening off
with opening remarks and conducted our brief
annual business meeting. Abraham Key West
Virginia Alpha ’78 offered an invocation prior to
dining. After dinner, Pittsburgh AA Board Member
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Bronze Star with Valor Device and a Purple Heart.
After serving our country, Brother Gilkes began a
long and successful career in law in the Pittsburgh
area. Among his professional accomplishments he
was the Solicitor to the Coroner of Pittsburgh,
Chief Deputy Coroner, and acting Coroner for
Pittsburgh; Assistant City Solicitor for the City of
Pittsburgh; Solicitor for the City of Pittsburgh
Municipal Pension Board; Legal advisor to the City
of Pittsburgh Bureau of Police; and Solicitor to the
Pine Richland Home Rule Study.
David Woodrum West Virginia Alpha ’61 was
the National President of Phi Kappa Psi from 19941996. Brother Woodrum has served the Fraternity
in many roles, both nationally and back home at
West Virginia University. Among his distinguished
service to our Fraternity, Brother Woodrum was
the National President from 1994-1996, National
Vice President from 1992-1994, Corporate
Secretary from 1990-1992, Chief Development
Officer from 1992-1994, Director of Alumni
Relations of the National Fraternity from 19881990, Audit Committee of the National Fraternity
from 1989-1993, and a member of the House
Corporation at West Virginia University from
1981-1983. Brother Woodrum was also the author,
creator and publisher of the 100 Year History of
West Virginia Alpha. Professionally, Brother
Woodrum has a broad spectrum of experience in
health care administration, management, and
revitalization. He is currently a partner in
Woodrum/Ambulatory Systems Development
LLC, a national ambulatory surgery and
ambulatory care company. Brother Woodrum is
also president of Woodrum, Inc., a national hospital
turnaround and transitional management company.
Jim Denny Pennsylvania Alpha ’68, outgoing
President of the Pittsburgh AA, discussed his new
role as National Director of Alumni Relations and
Alumni Associations for the National Fraternity. He
also thanked everyone in attendance for their
assistance over the years that he served as
President of the Pittsburgh AA. Brother Denny’s
new role for the National Fraternity will allow him
the opportunity to share what he has learned here
as a member of Pittsburgh AA.
Ray McCormick introduced Joseph Soltis
Pennsylvania Nu ’79, the incoming President of the
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Pittsburgh AA. Brother Soltis spoke briefly
regarding the new chapter house at Indiana
University of Pennsylvania after a devastating fire
that took place in 2004. Brother Soltis stressed the
rebuilding of their Chapter House was due to the
combined efforts of their Housing Corporation
and the AA with Pa. Nu’s alumni and
undergraduates. He reported that Pa. Nu’s rebirth
at IUP was accomplished under the modified
banner from the American Leadership Academy, “If
it is to be, it is up to (me) us.” The groundbreaking
ceremony for the new chapter house took place
on April 7, 2008 and Pa. Nu reopened at 220
South Seventh Street on August 24, 2008. Brother
Soltis thanked Jim Denny for his dedicated service
and discussed his plans to increase the visibility and
scope of the Pittsburgh AA. Brother Soltis
highlighted the importance of service, both
individually and combined, in accomplishing
fraternity goals and reminded us that our Founding
Brothers used that concept in the establishment of
our beloved Fraternity.
The evening concluded with a rousing rendition
of “Amici” and the Phi Kappa Psi yell. Afterwards a
billiards event was held. We invite all our brothers
to mark next year’s date on their calendar for the
Pittsburgh AA Founders Day event for Wednesday,
February 17, 2010.

SACRAMENTO
The Sacramento Alumni Association had a
wonderful time on February 21, 2009 at Lucca’s
Restaurant in Sacramento for our annual Founders
Day Dinner, celebrated by our 44 attendees. We
would like to personally thank all the brothers who
attended the event:
Travis Nagler Calif. Iota ’89; Mark Wong Calif.
Iota ’88; David Tilley Calif. Iota ’93; Jason Weiner
Calif. Beta ‘00; Dr. Maynard Johnston Ind. Beta ’55;
Monte Killingsworth Calif. Beta ’52; Ryan McNulty
Calif. Iota ’98; Jack Wander Colo. Alpha ’50; Bob
Miller Okla. Alpha ’50; Steve Platt Calif. Kappa ’00;
Sukhjeet Batth Calif. Beta ’04; Timothy Skok Colo.
Alpha ’99; O.J. Solander Cal Beta ’62; Reggio Hearn
Calif. Iota ’92; Nate Osburn Okla. Alpha ’99; Chris
Ruhl Calif. Iota ’89; Ron Ransom Ind. Zeta ’00; Nick
Reed Pa. Phi ‘06; Corey Peart Ind. Epsilon ‘05; Chris
Casas Calif. Iota ‘06; Leo Cristobal Calif. Iota ‘06;
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Andrew Reineke Calif. Iota ‘07;Tyler Meadows Calif.
Iota ’09; Taylor Torrence Calif. Iota ’09; and Andrew
Nelson Calif. Iota ’09.

held in the Davis area as that is where the least
expensive golfing is located. But if anyone has any
other suggestions as to a great place for both golf
and a BBQ setting, we would be happy to entertain
them. We will be sure to get more information out
as soon as it becomes available.
Thanks again to all our attendees. As ever, please
feel free to email us for any reason whatsoever at
travisnagler@hotmail.com. We would love to keep
in touch with our local brothers and let the
association know of any special moments in your
lives or ideas you may have.

In particular, we would like to thank David Tilley
for all the work he put in to make this Founders
Day dinner the great success that it was.
Brother Ron Ransom was our featured speaker
for the evening. As the Fraternity’s Director of
Expansion and having worked with Brothers Nick
Reed and Corey Peart on re-establishing the
California Gamma chapter at UC-Berkeley, he gave
the association a complete update on the status at
that campus as well as the focus on expansion for
the whole fraternity in the remainder of the
biennium. We are very proud to have had him
speak at our event and wish him continued success
in his position. It is important to us as a Fraternity
that he succeeds. Thank you, Ron!
Brother Reggio Hearn received the Alumni of
the Year award for his generous volunteerism with
the Calif. Iota Alumni Corporation Housing
Committee and with the undergraduate brothers
of the California Iota Chapter at UC-Davis. Brother
Mark Wong received a special Mayor’s Award for
his consistent unselfish work for the betterment of
the Fraternity as a whole. His hard work for the
Fraternity and its brothers does not go unnoticed.
Both awards were presented by Brother Steve
Platt, who made the trip all the way up from Los
Angeles just for this event. Congratulations to both
our award recipients! They are a credit to us all!
As our official association meeting of the year,
we also held the election of new officers. The slate
of Travis Nagler - President, David Tilley - VicePresident and Jason Weiner - Treasurer was
successfully elected on the first ballot of voting. We
would like to thank everyone for their support and
Brothers Tilley and Weiner on their elections. We
look forward to continued work with the local
alumni to further the interests of our brotherhood
in the coming year.
Everyone had a great time and we look forward
to an even bigger success next year! Our next
event on the calendar is the annual SAA Phi Psi
Cup Golf Tourney/Phi-Psi-B-Que to be held on
Saturday, August 22, 2009 - please make a note of
the date change from August 29. This is typically
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

SEATTLE
The Seattle Alumni Association held its largest
Founders Day event in decades.This year, the event
was moved to the University of Washington’s
Faculty Club. The new facility allowed for 150
brothers to attend the event, up from an average
of 100 attendees in previous years.
Festivities began at the Washington Alpha
Chapter house, where dozens of alumni brothers
joined the undergrads for house tours, stories and
to watch the UW v. Southern Cal basketball game.
Before dinner, brothers bid on 30 items (many
donated by Mark Crisler Washington Alpha ’80)
and raised $3,000 for future Alumni Association
events.
The undergraduate brothers were awarded
$18,000 in scholarships.
The featured speaker was Chip Lydun, UW’s
Associate Athletic Director. He discussed the
football and basketball programs and told some
stories of his favorite coaches dating back to Don
James.
Craig Nishizaki Washington Alpha ’88 was
presented with the Whitney Harris Alumni of the
Year Award for helping the undergraduates with
personal goal setting, seeking Phi Kappa Psi
accreditation, applying to become the 2010 Grand
Chapter, and becoming the chapter advisor.
After the banquet, almost all of the attendees
walked to the chapter house to relive the old days
and socialize with brothers from all generations.

TEXAS SOUTH PLAINS
Texas Beta and the TSPAA joined forces again in
Dallas for an inspiring Founders Day celebration.
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Over 70 undergraduates, alumni and guests filled
the banquet room of the Lakeview Country Club.
Many thanks go to organizers Frank Bray Texas
Beta ’60 and Joe Stout Texas Beta ’60 for all their
hard work in putting on a great celebration.
Special thanks go out to our Keynote Speaker,
Executive Council Secretary Scott Noble Texas
Alpha ’81. Scott took time out of his busy schedule
to provide inspiration and motivation for all alumni
to honor our bond by reaching back to support
our active members with not only our monetary
support but our precious time as well.
TSPAA continues its support of the Texas Beta
Chapter by expanding our scholarship offering to
include an additional scholarship, with plans to add
another in the near future.
TSPAA awarded 4 undergraduate scholarships
this year with plans to expand that offering for the
next semester.

Friday evening, February 20. Members of the Ohio
Eta Chapter, Ohio Zeta Colony and alumni
representing five chapters dined and lifted their
glasses to our nation’s and our Fraternity’s leaders.
Brother Will Haskett, Director of Alumni
Services, presented remarks from HQ and was
well received, except when he compared his native
Butler to Toledo on the basketball court.
Joseph Hendrikx Ohio Eta ’50 who literally fell
out of his chair with surprise, was named the
Edward Schmakel Alumni Leadership Award.
The Past Presidents Award was presented to
Alton Lyman and the Outstanding Brother Award
was presented to Brandon Slatcoff.
The Toledo AA plans a summer golf outing
during the summer months.

TUCSON
Local alumni in Tucson gathered on Feb 21 for
Founders Day events at the University of Arizona
and at the Arizona Alpha Chapter house. The
chapter hosted an open house during the day, and
then the Tucson AA hosted a dinner at the Rincon

TOLEDO
The anniversary of the founding of our beloved
Fraternity was celebrated by 109 brothers on

(L-R) Jay Kinnison of the Texas South Plains AA presents scholarships to Stewart Keene,
Zach Etlinger, Whitt Behr, and Orion Mitchell
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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SOUTH FLORIDA GULF COAST

The South Florida Gulf Coast AA rang in the 158th year of Phi Psi at a
Founders Day luncheon

alumni events and provided a sense of continuity to
the night as he remembered the founding days of
Arizona Alpha. District VI Archon Scott Wood gave
an update on National Fraternity events and Keith
Peters, President of Arizona Alpha, gave an update
on the state of the undergraduate chapter. Danny
Israel, Ariz. Alpha Housing Corporation President,
gave an update on housing and announced that a
new lease has been signed with the owners of the
current property, ensuring that Arizona Alpha will
have a home for at least the next two years.
Upcoming alumni events at Arizona Alpha were
announced by Alumni Committee Chair Eric
Stratton and alumni association news was shared
by Tucson AA President Joel Davis.
Rounding out the evening, local alumni were
recognized for their service, and we were pleased
to find out that some of the alumni present
qualified for 10, 25, and 50 year membership lapel
pins. This was by far the most successful Founders
Day held in Tucson in many years. We thank each
of the alumni who attended and contributed to
making this such a memorable event. If you find

Ballroom of the Arizona Memorial Student Union.
This was the first Founders Day hosted by the AA
since receiving its charter in 2008.
A total of 32 alumni visited Arizona Alpha for
the open house, many of them seeing the “new”
house for the first time. The house is a former
apartment complex and former ZBT house,
located two blocks west of campus. The 81
undergraduate brothers and 13 pledges greatly
appreciated connecting with alumni from each and
every generation in the history of Arizona Alpha.
That evening, 26 alumni gathered at the Rincon
Ballroom for dinner and an evening of brotherly
camaraderie. Among the out-of-town alumni
attending were charter member James M. Smith
and Ariz. Alpha’s first Archon Dean Olson, both
from Phoenix. The evening‘s events were presided
over by symposiarch Phil Davidson, Arizona Alpha
’59, and featured alumni speaker Dud Daniel, Mr.
Phi Psi himself. Phil, a former national historian,
brought a sense of tradition to the proceedings
that will guide us in planning our events for years
to come. Dud shared his memories of previous
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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yourself in Tucson, please feel free to drop by.
Upcoming events will be announced on the Tucson
AA website at http://www.phipsiaz.com/.

The Wisconsin Alumni Association was pleased
to be involved with a very successful Founders Day
celebration orchestrated by the Wisconsin Gamma
Chapter on February 21st in Beloit. After Dick
Niemiec Wisconsin Gamma ’64 was named the
Interim President of Beloit College last fall, the
undergraduates, led by VGP Peter Nencka, seized
the opportunity to secure him as the keynote
speaker. Approximately 75 people in attendance,
some from as far away as Dallas and New York,
enjoyed the unusual level of access to the college
administration as well as Brother Niemiec’s
recollections of life as a Phi Psi back in the 60s.
Attendees gathered at the chapter house for
several hours prior to the dinner and program, and
virtually everyone returned afterwards for a
collegial reception that lasted into the wee hours
and featured a rousing version of Adam as well as
toasts with Quimbambuli.
Though it had to be rescheduled due to severe
weather, several brothers upheld the Wisconsin
Founders Day tradition of honoring the memory
of William (Billy) Mitchell D.C. Alpha 1896 by
placing pink and lavender flowers at his grave at
Forest Home Cemetery in Milwaukee. Brother
Mitchell, who passed on Founders Day in 1936,
distinguished himself as pioneer of military aviation
and is honored locally by the Milwaukee airport
that bears his name.
The Wisconsin AA is proud to be returning as
a volunteer organization for Bratfest 2009.
Madison, Wis., the “Brat Capital of the World,” will
hold its annual festival on Memorial Day Weekend
(May 22 – May 25, 2009). We are seeking brothers
who can work the grills as they attempt to break
last year’s new world’s record of 191,712 brats
sold. The Wisconsin AA uses the compensation
offered by Bratfest to help fund its activities
supporting the Wisconsin Gamma chapter, the
forthcoming Wisconsin Alpha colony, and area
alumni. If you are interested in participating in
future Bratfests or other Wisconsin AA activities,
notify Rob Ulaszek via e-mail (rob@ulaszek.com)
or by phone (888-202-9899). Participants get a
free Bratfest t-shirt, a free brat per shift, and a
waiver of this year’s WAA dues.

WESTERN NEW YORK
The Western New York Alumni Association of
Phi Kappa Psi had another strong turnout for its
2009 Founders celebration.The festivities began on
Friday Feb. 27 at the local chapter house, where
the alumni got a chance to interact with the local
chapter as well as reconnect with old friends.
Festivities continued through to the Saturday
Banquet at The Pearl Street Grill and Brewery
where the food, drink and friends were as plentiful
and as enjoyable as in years past. A hearty hand
shake and thanks are extended to our fearless
leader, Tony Thothongkum, for all of the work he
did to insure a successful Founders celebration.

WHEAT STATE
For the 3rd year in a row we were forced to
cancel our Founders Day event at the Kansas
Alpha chapter house because of a snow and ice
storm. This year we decided to try and “outsmart”
Mother Nature and move our event to March 28.
Well, she showed us by dumping 20 inches of snow
on parts of the state and closing almost every
highway west of Lawrence. Although the Lawrence
and Kansas City area escaped the major brunt of
the storm, we did receive enough ice and snow
that we canceled the event to err on the side of
safety. That disappointed 65 or some alumni and
undergraduates that did not get the opportunity to
hear our own Dan Simons Kansas Alpha ’80 speak,
or the opportunity to meet Tryon Hubbard
Alabama Alpha ’64, the Fraternity’s National Vice
President.
However, please make plans to join us for our
annual reunion and golf tournament this summer.
Last summer we had over 100 alumni in
attendance for some part of the event either gold
or the festivities back at the house. Look for
information in your mail box this summer, or
contact Jeff Maher at jeffmaher@aol.com or 913530-8498.
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Arizona Alpha, University of Arizona
Andrew James Segal ’07

Indiana Gamma, Wabash College
Thomas K. Atkins ’49
Richard R. Risk ’65

California Beta, Stanford University
Lawrence P. Day ’48

Iowa Beta, Iowa State University
David H. Moenk ’71

California Delta,
University of Southern California
Thurston H. Ross Jr. ’40
Owen K. King ’44
Howard H. Smith ’55
John H. Akerberg ’61
Ted R. Fisher ’67

Kansas Alpha, Kansas University
Robert F. Pugh Jr. ’43
Maryland Alpha, Johns Hopkins University
Lowell R. King ’50
Michigan Beta, Michigan State University
Samuel R. Post ’57

California Epsilon,
University of California, Los Angeles
Turner B. Baxter ’41
Dan S. Pinckney ’45
Colorado Alpha, University of Colorado
Jack D. Eberl ’56

Minnesota Beta,
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Robert H. Meixner ’37
Daryl L. Purington ’57

Illinois Alpha, Northwestern University
Bently T. Handwork ’33
Charles I. Hill ’47

Missouri Alpha,
University of Missouri, Columbia
Matthew William Bernsen ’92

Illinois Beta, University of Chicago
Edward C. Fritz ’35

Nebraska Alpha, University of Nebraska
Lee G. Liggett ’37

Illinois Delta, University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign
John W. Dadmun ’37
John G. Kerr ’50

Nebraska Beta, Creighton University
Timothy George Quille ’82
New Hampshire Alpha, Dartmouth College
Eagleton B. Chrisman ’50

Indiana Alpha, DePauw University
William E. Gamble ’47

New Jersey Alpha, Rider University
William F. Budnovitch ’65

Indiana Beta, Indiana University
Fred M. Wilson ’33
George P. Osborn ’46
Lewis D. Dellinger Jr. ’57

New York Alpha, Cornell University
Baldwin C. Avery ’35

Indiana Delta, Purdue University
Erwin S. Mason Jr. ’36
William E. Keefe ’47

New York Beta, Syracuse University
Russell J. Bayley ’39
William L. Fuller ’47
Robert L. Nero ’50

Indiana Epsilon, Valparaiso University
Herbert E. Ebert ’53
Lavern H. Ebert ’53
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New York Gamma, Columbia University
William B. Weisell ’33

Pennsylvania Gamma, Bucknell University
Richard T. Lichtermann ’38
Edward M. Glover ’46
Christopher W. Ambler ’77

North Carolina Alpha, Duke University
James M. Dunphy ’47
Keith Douglas Pruitt ’80

Pennsylvania Iota,
University of Pennsylvania
James L. Spangler ’40

Ohio Beta, Wittenberg University
Carol L. Sundberg ’35
William E. Norman ’95

Pennsylvania Lambda,
Pennsylvania State University
Kenneth B. Bunn Jr. ’49
William M. Schumacher ’54
Dennis L. Bryan ’64
Timothy Edward Zillifro ’81

Ohio Delta, The Ohio State University
William H. White ’62
James B. Rader ’64
Jay B. Morrison ’66
Jeffrey D. Snider ’68

Pennsylvania Theta, Lafayette College
Charles F. Adams ’39

Ohio Epsilon, Case Western Reserve
University
William B. Scott ’28
Richard F. Smail ’40
Edwin R. Schellentrager ’41

Tennessee Zeta, University of Memphis
Philip Arthur Ruleman ’74
Texas Alpha, University of Texas
Lewis V. LaBenske ’38
Jamie H. Clements ’49
William M. Kerr ’49
John C. Chambers ’54
John C. Culpepper Jr. ’57

Ohio Eta, University of Toledo
Richard M. Poll ’50
Oklahoma Alpha, University of Oklahoma
Edward D. Loughney ’24
John H. Andrus ’56
James W. Loving ’57

Texas Beta, Texas Tech University
Oliver C. Thomas ’53
Granville E. Waters ’53

Oklahoma Beta, Oklahoma State University
Randy Eugene Riddell ’73

Virginia Beta, Washington & Lee University
Edward L. Laird ’54

Oregon Alpha, University of Oregon
Eugene S. Wall ’56

Washington Alpha, University of Washington
Robert G. Keever ’40
Eric P. Englund ’45

Pennsylvania Beta, Allegheny College
Jack B. Hickernell ’35
Pennsylvania Epsilon, Gettysburg College
Frederick S. Weiser ’54

West Virginia Alpha, West Virginia University
Edwin V. Duffy Jr. ’34
W. Gibson McCoy ’42
Paul G. Lowe ’64

Pennsylvania Eta,
Franklin & Marshall College
Bernard J. Bonner ’61
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JOHN H. AKERBERG
CALIFORNIA DELTA ’61

BERNARD J. BONNER
PENNSYLVANIA ETA ’61

John Akerberg died August 26, 2008. He was
born January 10, 1942 in Kansas City, Mo. to Hank
and Camille. He grew up and body surfed in
Southern California, and graduated from Southern
Cal with a business degree in 1964. He met the
love of his life, Sally, on a bus to Seattle in 1969.
Three months later he arrived on her doorstep
and asked her to run away with him, and they
began their 40 year journey together. The two
raised four children together in Cheshire, Ore.
where John built a home for the family. He spent
his life as a commercial painter in the Eugene area
and retired in 2008. He worked hard and played
hard. He enjoyed swimming, camping, sailing, golfing,
vacations in the tropics, playing dominoes, watching
TV in his chair and playing with his grandkids. He is
survived by his loving wife Sally; daughters Rachel,
Becky and Ashley; son Jake; sister Kay; and four
grandchildren.

Bernard J. Bonner, 70, a construction executive,
died March 7, 2009 at Neighborhood Hospice,
West Chester, Pa. In August, 2007 he had been
diagnosed with a glioblastoma multiforme, the
most aggressive form of brain cancer. Born in
Philadelphia on the Fourth of July, 1938 he was the
son of William and Cecilia. He graduated from
Springfield Township High School and Franklin and
Marshall College where he was co-captain of the
football team and president of Phi Kappa Psi
Fraternity. Mr. Bonner had a 47 year career in the
construction industry, working for the former
Counties Contracting and Construction Co. For
the last 25 years he has been a Vice President for
Danella Companies Inc. in Plymouth Meeting. He
was a long time member of Whitemarsh Valley
Country Club where he served as Pool Chairman
and on the Green Committee. He loved playing
golf with his sons and his many friends, and he also
partnered with his wife to win many Husband and
Wife Tournaments in competition. He was also
past president of the Country Club Swimming
Association and a member of the Philadelphia
Seniors Golf Association. In the Whitemarsh
community where he lived for 34 years, he had
coached Little League and been involved in
leadership roles in Boy Scout Troop 12. He served
as a Lector at St. Philip Neri and later at St. Eleanor
in Collegeville where he and his wife have lived for
the past eight years. A lifelong Phillies and Eagles
fan, he had attended the 1960 NFL Championship,
which the Eagles won. Bernie was a devoted family
man and he is survived by his loving wife of 46
years Sandra; his beloved children Bradley, Suzanne,
Andrew and Christopher as well as eight precious
grandchildren.

THOMAS K. ATKINS
INDIANA GAMMA ’49
Thomas Atkins, 77, passed away on December
7, 2008 in Indianapolis, Ind. He worked from 1952
to 1991 with Eli Lilly and Co. as head of
manufacturing computer systems group. He was
the treasurer of Atkins Desserts from 1991 until his
death. He was an active charter member of St.
Luke Catholic Church and a former usher. He
served on the school board and endowment
board of St. Andrew Catholic Church in Virginia. He
was a Knight of the Holy Sepulcher, vice minister of
the secular Order of St. Francis, member of the
Indiana Chapter of Legatus International, Traders
Point Hunt Club, Contemporary Club, Woodstock
Club and past President of the Dramatic Club of
Indianapolis. He graduated from Wabash College in
1952, where he was a member of Phi Kappa Psi
and a charter member of the Wabash Newman
Club. He is survived by his wife of 57 years Jeanne;
sons Patrick and Jack; daughters Lisa and Laura; and
eight grandchildren. He was preceded in death by
his parents and son Thomas.
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DENNIS L. BRYAN
PENNSYLVANIA LAMBDA ’64
Dennis Bryan, 65 succumbed peacefully to
cancer on March 1, 2009. Born in Pittsburgh, Pa. to
Marina and Lynn, Dennis lived the last 30 years in
his beloved Louisville, Ky. He is survived by his
daughter Tracy; brother Thomas; and two
grandchildren.
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October 9, 1938, he graduated from Monticello
High School in 1956, Indiana University in 1960 and
received his law degree from IU in 1966. He served
in the U.S. Army as a Signal Corps Officer from
1959-1963. He practiced law in his family firm with
his father and later his son from 1966 until his
retirement in 2001. He was elected White County
Prosecutor in 1966, serving two terms, and was the
President of the Indiana Prosecutors Association.
He founded Court Street Management Co., which
managed the operation and construction of 278
low-income senior citizens apartments in White
and Cass counties. He was a life-long Boy Scout
and troop leader and a loyal fundraiser for the
Three Rivers and Sagamore Councils, serving on
the council for nearly 40 years. He loved to hunt
and play golf, playing varsity golf on scholarship for
IU and for his military base during his service. He
won the Tippecanoe Country Club men’s
championship in 1960, 1966, 1967, 1969, 1970,
1972, 1973 and the men’s two-man best-ball
championship with his son in 1993. He is survived
by his loving wife of 43 years Nina; son Lewis;
daughter Andrea; and five grandchildren.

JOHN CECIL CULPEPPER JR.
TEXAS ALPHA ‘57
John Cecil Culpepper Jr., one of Texas’ leading
commercial real estate developers, died on Friday,
December 19, 2008 in Bryan,Texas. Born December
29, 1936 in Cameron, Texas to Mary and John, he
attended public schools in Bryan and College Station
and received from the University of Texas in Austin
a bachelor’s degree in Business Administration and a
Doctor of Jurisprudence from its School of Law
where he was selected as associate editor of the
Texas Law Review. He served as a member of the
Board of Directors of the University of Texas Law
School Association, 1965-68. John was initiated in
1957 to Texas Alpha, and served as rush captain in
1959. A member of the House Corporation Board
for several years, John received the Texas Alpha
Outstanding Alumnus Award in 1985. In 2002 he
received the Private Sector award in recognition of
the honor he had brought to Texas Alpha. It was a
source of honor to him that 6 family members were
Texas Alphas. Two served as GPs and two, John and
his son, Jack, as rush captains. After admission to the
Texas Bar in 1963, John returned to Bryan-College
Station to join his father in the company he had
established in 1937. He was blessed to have been
able to pursue his career alongside both his father
and his son. With them, John was responsible for the
development and building of more than three
million square feet of shopping malls, retail centers,
office buildings, and restaurants throughout Texas.
John’s lifelong avocation was bow hunting. A senior
member of the Pope & Young club, he took pride in
his inclusion in its book of records. He derived
continuing pleasure from teaching two generations
of young people to shoot the bow. A member of the
Salvation Army Advisory Board for nine years, John
served as its chairman for seven. A 40 year member
of the International Council of Shopping Centers, he
served as faculty member of its University of
Shopping Centers. He is survived by his wife Mary;
son John; and three grandchildren.

ERIC P. ENGLUND
WASHINGTON ALPHA ’45
Eric Englund, 83, passed away in the early
morning of December 31, 2008. He was born
September 26, 1925 to Olga and Eric. He studied
architecture at the University of Washington and
joined Phi Kappa Psi. He married Lois Buck on
March 17, 1950. He retired from the Post Office in
1984 after 31 years of civil service. He was a
brilliant woodworker and carpenter and built much
of the house that he lived in for most of his life. He
also enjoyed playing golf. He is survived by his wife
Lois; son Jim; daughter Lisa; and two grandchildren.

TED R. FISHER
CALIFORNIA DELTA ’67
Ted R. Fisher, born Feb. 27, 1948 in Los Angeles,
Calif. to Claude and Shirley, passed away on Dec.
10, 2008 at his home in Thousand Oaks, Calif. Ted
is survived by his wife of 38 years, Mary; their two
sons Patrick and Colin; his sister Claudine; his
brother Jeffrey; and many nieces, nephews and
cousins. Ted grew up in Whittier, Calif. and

LEWIS D. DELLINGER JR.
INDIANA BETA ’57
Lewis Dellinger Jr. passed away March 1, 2009.
Born to Lewis and Kathryn in Lafayette, Ind.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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graduated in 1966 from La Serna High School,
where he captained the water polo team. Ted
graduated from the University of Southern
California in 1971 with a B.S. in Civil Engineering,
and also earned his MBA from Southern Cal in
1974. Like his father, Claude, Ted was a member of
the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity. Ted married Mary Jane
Stricklin on June 13, 1970. Colin was born on June
18, 1976 and Patrick on Nov. 30, 1979. After
graduating from Southern Cal, Ted worked for
EmKay Development for several years, briefly
residing in Boise, Idaho.Ted began working with The
Voit Development Company in 1980, retiring in
2007 as a vice president and director of
construction management. Ted also worked for
Bermant Development Company in Santa Barbara.
Ted loved to travel with his family and always made
time for driving vacations, camping trips and mine
explorations. Ted especially loved the desert and
dirt-bike riding with the boys Colin, Patrick, Jeff and
Bill. In his work, Ted was known for his integrity,
wealth of knowledge and ability to find efficient and
effective solutions. Ted will be fondly remembered
by all for his encyclopedic knowledge of and
passion for Trojan football. Fight on, Ted.

CHARLES I. HILL
ILLINOIS ALPHA ’47
Charles Hill, 81, died October 16, 2008. He was
born November 17, 1926 to Mellville and Matilda.
He served in the U.S. Navy while attending Notre
Dame University. He later attended Bowling Green
State University before graduating from
Northwestern in 1948, where he joined Phi Kappa
Psi. He moved to New York City in 1948 and
worked for Alcoa Aluminum until 1971. He then
moved to the San Francisco Bay Area to work for
Alumax Aluminum Corp. There, he served as Vice
President of Primary Materials. During his career
he lived in New York City, Venezuela, Switzerland,
Pittsburgh, Pa. and retired in Menlo Park, Calif. He
was an avid skier, tennis player and golfer. He is
survived by a son, Grady; daughter Gwen; brother
Melville; three grandchildren; and many nieces,
nephews and friends.

ROBERT G. KEEVER
WASHINGTON ALPHA ’40
Robert Keever died September 13, 2008. He
served honorably in the U.S. Navy during WWII.
He was President of White and Bollard
Commercial Real Estate Company. He will be
remembered for his entrepreneurial spirit, keen
sense of humor, his loving, fair and kind nature, and
for being the stable foundation of his family. He is
survived by sons Ed, Robert and Michael; daughters
Kathy and Jill, 18 grandchildren and eight greatgrandchildren.

WILLIAM E. GAMBLE
INDIANA ALPHA ’47
William E. Gamble passed away on August 21,
2008 in Grand Junction, Colo. He was born in
Chicago on January 14, 1928 to Richard and Vera.
He graduated from DePauw University in 1949
and Northwestern University Medical School in
1953. He married Marilyn Cruikshank in 1954 in
San Francisco during his residency as an
orthopedic surgeon. They moved to Denver in
1959 after he served as a Medical Officer in the
U.S. Navy. He practiced with the Denver
Orthopedic Clinic for 35 years. During his long and
rich life, Bill climbed all 50 14,000-foot mountains in
Colorado at least twice, rafted countless rivers,
traveled to all seven continents and was happiest in
the outdoors. He was a man of few words,
preferring to let his actions define his character. He
is survived by his wife Marilyn; his children Andrew,
Will, Sally and Barb; and 10 grandchildren.
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LOWELL R. KING
MARYLAND ALPHA ’50
Lowell King, 76, passed away in Albuquerque,
N.M. on October 26, 2008. He was born in 1932
in Salem, Ohio to Lowell and Vesta. He was a great
traveler and a great lover of all things
southwestern. He finished his degree at Johns
Hopkins University in three years, with honors, and
went on to medical school. During his urology
residency, he re-ignited an interest in pediatric
urology, becoming the first full-time pediatric
urologist in the United States at Children’s
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Memorial Hospital in Chicago. In 1974, he became
Surgeon-in-Chief at Children’s, where he stayed
until 1981. He later moved on to Duke University
and finally to Albuquerque in 1997, where he
continued his work at the University of New
Mexico School of Medicine until a year before his
death. In 1993, he was the eighth physician to win
the Pediatric Urology Medal, the most prestigious
honor in pediatric urology. He also received the
Certificate of Achievement in 1996, and the
Ferdinand C. Valentine Award from the New York
Academy of Medicine Section on Urology in 2002.
His contributions to pediatric urology, including
over 250 publications, are legendary. He was a
strong spokesperson for pediatric urology, and its
strength as a specialty and its influence in the
pediatric and urologic communities are very much
the result of his efforts. He was often referred to
as the “Father of American Pediatric Urology.”

LEE G. LIGGETT
NEBRASKA ALPHA ’37
Lee Liggett, 90, died October 22, 2008. He was
born March 31, 1918 to George and Charlotte. He
was a commissioned officer in the U.S. Army,
beginning his military career in 1942 until his
retirement as a Brigadier General in 1972. He
served as an Adjutant General with General
Patton’s 3rd Army, and came ashore on Utah Beach
during the invasion of Normandy on June 11, 1944.
He remained in the European Theater through VE
Day, and was awarded the Bronze Star for bravery,
the Purple Heart for wounds received during the
Battle of the Bulge, and the Legion of Merit for
meritorious service during his 30 years of active
service. He served as Nebraska Governor Val
Peterson’s administrative assistant, as well as the
State Director of Selective Service. He worked for
the National Bank of Commerce and later as a
development officer for the University of Nebraska
Foundation, where he also served as a trustee. He
was a member of American Legion Post #49, the
Masonic Lodge, Sesostris Temple of the Shrine,
Scottish Rite, a past United Way chairman, and was
a past president of the Executive Club. He is
survived by his wife of 65 years Mary Ann; sons
Scott and Jim; and eight grandchildren.

EDWARD L. LAIRD
VIRGINIA BETA ’54
Edward Laird, 72, passed away June 6, 2008.
Born and raised in Waverly, Iowa, Ed was an
exceptional athlete. After graduating from
Washington & Lee University, he earned his J.D. at
Drake University in 1959. In 1961, Ed and his wife
Marilyn moved to Southern California, settling in
Tustin. Ed began his legal career as a prosecutor for
the Orange County District Attorney in 1963,
moving to private practice in 1972 when thenGovernor Ronald Reagan appointed him to the
Orange County bench as judge. Over his career as
a Municipal and later Superior Court Judge, he
presided over more trials than any other judge in
Orange County history. He was renowned in the
legal community for his efficiency in bringing legal
matters to a fair and speedy conclusion. He
enjoyed golfing with friend and family. He also
touched hundreds of lives coaching youth athletic
teams. During the period of 1967-1979, his Pee
Wee Division Tustin Rams won an unprecedented
seven Orange County Championships. He was a
positive influence long after his players turned in
their gear, and he maintained contact with many
players over the years. He is survived by his wife of
54 years Marylin; sons Edward, Stephen, James and
Ralph; 10 grandchildren; and several nieces.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

DAVID H. MOENK
IOWA BETA ’71
As remembered by Bill Good Iowa Beta ’69
David Moenk passed away January 10, 2009
after a hard-fought battle with cancer. Dave spent
nearly 25 years working in corporate accounting
and finance in the health care industry. More
recently, he served as the Chief Financial Officer for
Conservation Design Forum in Elmhurst, Ill. Dave is
survived by his wife Nancy; daughter Stephanie;
and son Michael. For the last five years, Dave did an
excellent job as corporation board treasurer. He
and I jumped back into the fray at about the same
time. One of the fun things for me about getting
reinvolved with the chapter has been connecting
with old friends from the past. Dave and I hadn’t
seen or talked to each other in years, but we found
ourselves spending a lot of time on the phone
wringing our hands about how to make the
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chapter comeback financially possible. In time, I
found myself calling him just to shoot the breeze
while commuting back and forth between Ames
and Fort Dodge. Dave was an all-around good guy
who will be missed. A memorial service was held
Saturday, January 17 in Cedar Rapids, Iowa at the
church Dave attended growing up. We had a good
showing of Iowa Beta Phi Psis in attendance – Mark
Hall ’73, Terry King ’70, Jerry Soper ’73, John Segura
’71, Ross Stafford ’70 and his wife Shirley, Tom
Marsden ’70 and his wife Phyllis, Jim Patchett ’71
and his wife Renee, Jim Watson ’70, and Lindy and
me. Those desiring to give memorials in Dave’s
honor are encouraged to direct them to the Iowa
Beta Chapter Scholarship Fund, a sub-account of
the Endowment Fund of the Phi Kappa Psi
Fraternity, 5395 Emerson Way, Indianapolis, IN
46226.

Greenfield and Indiana Gas Distribution Company,
Corydon, all in Indiana. He was active in business
matters having served as General Counsel and a
member of the Board of Directors of Fidelity
Federal Savings Bank, Marion, Ind., Foster-Forbes
Glass Company, Marion, Ind. and Central Indiana
Gas Company, Marion, Ind. He also served as
President and CEO of Central Indiana Gas prior to
its merger with Indiana Gas Company. He served
as a member of the Board of Directors of
Northern Indiana Fuel, Auburn, Indiana, until its
merger with NIPSCO (now Duke Energy). He was
involved in local affairs having served as President
of the YMCA, a Trustee of the YWCA, President of
the United Way of Grant County, Ind., a member of
the Board of Directors of the Grant County
Chamber of Commerce and as president of the
Mecca Club and the Meshingomesia Country Club.
From 1964-1965, he was chairman of the Grant
County Republican Central Committee. From
1981 to January 2001, he was Trustee of the Merlin
J. Loew Charitable Trust, which under his direction
contributed more than three million dollars to
charitable organizations located in Grant County.
Surviving is his wife Marilyn; five children; and 13
grandchildren.

GEORGE P. OSBORN
INDIANA BETA ’46
George Preston Osborn, 80, of Wilson, N.C.
died May 19, 2008. Mr. Osborn was born March
21, 1928 in Marion, Ind., the son of Arthur and
Mary. He was preceded in death by his brother,
Joseph, and his sister, Marilyn. George P. Osborn
attended Mercersburg Academy, Mercersburg, Pa.,
Indiana University and was a graduate of the
University of Virginia School of Law. At law school,
he was a member of the Phi Delta Phi, Notes
Editor of the Virginia Law Review, member of the
Order of the COIF, the National Legal honorary,
and a member of the Raven Society, a Virginia
academic honorary. He engaged in the practice of
law in Marion, Ind. commencing in 1956. He was a
member and past president of the Grant County
Bar Association, member and past member of the
Board of Managers of the Indiana State Bar
Association and for three years served as chairman
of the Legal Ethics Committee of the State Bar
Association. He was admitted to the practice of
law in Indiana and before the Seventh Circuit
Court of Appeals, Chicago and the District of
Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals, Washington.
He also had served as a member of the Federal
Energy Bar Association. He had served as Utility
Regulator Counsel for Indiana Gas Distribution
Company, Brownsville, Greenville Gas Company,
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

JAMES B. RADER
OHIO DELTA ’64
James Rader, 63, passed away December 12,
2008. He was born December 24, 1944 to Elinor
and Donald. He graduated from The Columbus
Academy, where he lettered in basketball, football
and track. He graduated from The Ohio State
University in 1967, where he joined Phi Kappa Psi.
He was a Sergeant in the U.S. Marine Corps,
serving in Da Nang, Vietnam. He was a respected
investment professional and was the founder and
owner of Financial Asset Management. He was a
member of Rotary Club, Holy Spirit Church, The
Ohio State Alumni Association, and was and avid
golfer, fly fisherman, skier, traveler, and was a fan of
the Buckeyes. He is survived by his mother; sons
Donald and Arthur; sister Barbara; and nieces and
nephews.
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Business School of the University of Pennsylvania.
He was a member of the University of
Pennsylvania’s rowing team and a lifelong member
of Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity. Upon graduation James
was commissioned a Second Lieutenant in the
Army Air Corps, serving in World War II. After the
war he moved to Tucson, Ariz. in 1946 and
purchased Arizona Neon Advertising with his
brother Reuben. The business was operated
successfully for almost 40 years until their
retirement in 1985. James was recognized as a
lifelong member of the Sunshine Kiwanis club,
Trinity Presbyterian Church and the Tucson
Country Club. He will be remembered for his
strong faith, his love of sports (especially tennis and
football), his sense of humor, his love for his family
and his ability to always put others before himself.
He was preceded in death by his wife Elizabeth;
sister Virginia; and brothers Jackson and Reuben.
He is survived by his daughter, Bertrande; sister
Lovell; six grandchildren; two great grandchildren;
and many nieces and nephews and loyal friends.

WILLIAM B. SCOTT
OHIO EPSILON ’28
William Scott died Monday, September 1, 2008
in Charlottesville, Va. He was born October 11,
1909 in Cleveland, Ohio to Xenophon and Lucy.
He graduated from Case School of Applied
Science at Case Western Reserve University,
where he joined Phi Kappa Psi and was the
quarterback for the football team. He worked his
way through college as a gold miner in Canada and
was a truck driver for the city of Cleveland during
the summer. Upon graduating and during the
depression, he worked for several major industrial
firms. During WWII he played a vital role as a
metallurgical engineer in the production of parts
for tanks, aircraft and naval equipment. In the 1950s
he specialized in foundry work. While working for
the Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Corp., he let his two
sons sit in the cabin of the last steam locomotive
produced in the United States. He also worked in
labor relations. In 1962, he founded his own
company, Plasmet Inc., a hardfacing and specialty
welding business in Burlington, N.J. He later formed
a partnership with Dr. Ralph Schafer of Philadelphia
doing research and consulting in the field of battery
materials and catalysts for the petro-chemical
trade. He was a licensed professional engineer. His
family and friend valued his wisdom, wry sense of
humor, generosity, loyalty and storytelling. He
enjoyed gardening, woodcutting and his fireplace,
poetry (both writing and reading), travel, bagpipe
music, and visiting friends and family. He designed
and built several of his own homes. He is survived
by his sons Xenophon and William; two
grandchildren; one great-grandchild; and many
nieces and nephews.

WILLIAM B. WEISELL
NEW YORK GAMMA ’33
William B. Weisell died peacefully at the
Meadowood
Retirement
Community
in
Bloomington, Ind. on March 3 at the age of 96. Bill
was born on May 21, 1912 in Bluffton, Ind. where
he grew up and gained recognition throughout the
area for his accomplishments in music and sports.
On August 21, 1930 he won first place in the
Cornet competition at the Chicagoland Music
Festival at Soldier Field and followed this with other
musical achievements. From 1930 to 1932 he
attended Culver Military Academy, where he
served as the academy bugler and was awarded
the prestigious McDonald Award for his
contribution to the cultural life of the academy
along with the gold cup, given to the band member
with highest scholarship. This was followed by four
years undergraduate study at Columbia College in
New York, followed by law school at Columbia
University. At Columbia he pledged Phi Kappa Psi
and he made enduring friendships and developed
a lifelong commitment to his alma mater. He also
met his future wife, Mary Craig of Denton, Texas, a
library school student at Columbia whom he

JAMES L. SPANGLER
PENNSYLVANIA IOTA ’40
James L. Spangler, 87, passed away peacefully on
May 13, 2008. James was born on October 13,
1920 in Bellefonte, Pa. He was one of five children
born to Anna and Reuben. James was raised in
Bellefonte, Pennsylvania attended Bellefonte High
School and then completed his education in 1941
graduating with honors from the Wharton
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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married on June 18, 1941. Bill and Mary enjoyed
67 years of happy and devoted married life until
Mary’s death in June 2008; they had two children,
Virginia and Robert whose causes he championed
and accomplishments he extolled, as he did those
of all his family members. William B. Weisell served
his country as an officer in the Air Force during
World War II, after which the young family
returned to Indianapolis, their home until 1994. Bill
rose to become a senior partner in the law firm of
Locke, Reynolds, Boyd and Weisell. He loved the
practice of law and was active in various
professional association activities. Bill was a leader
in many civic and community organizations, serving
as an elder and active choir member (baritone) at
Tabernacle Presbyterian Church; President of the
Washington Township School Board during that
district’s critical formative years from 1961 to 1962;
and strong advocate for the Indianapolis Symphony
Orchestra, serving as President of the Indiana State
Symphony Society from 1974 to 1979. Bill was an
enthusiastic reader and music lover with eclectic
tastes. Annual vacation trips during the period
1948 to 1956 to scenic and cultural sites across
America took Bill and his family from Maine to
California, from Canada to Mexico. Later he joined
wife Mary in traveling abroad, tracing his ancestors
to a small German village, touring Europe, and
visiting his children in Nigeria, Tanzania, Zimbabwe
and Zambia. In 1994 Bill and Mary moved to
Meadowood
Retirement
Community
in
Bloomington, where he lived until his death,
participating in this new community as actively as
he had in others, and enjoying a full social life and
family visits. Bill is survived by his children, Virginia
and Robert, eight grandchildren and three greatgrandchildren.
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WALTER ZUST JR.
WISCONSIN GAMMA ’45
Walter’s contributions to his family, his country,
his company and his community are beyond
measure. After graduating with a B.A. in history
from Beloit College, where he joined Phi Kappa Psi,
he joined the U.S. Air Force. He served in the
Korean War, where he received the Air Medal with
one Oak Leaf Cluster, the Distinguished Flying
Cross and the Korean Service Medal. After active
duty, he remained in the Reserves for another 26
years, achieving the rank of lieutenant colonel.
During that time, he earned Master’s of
Transportation from Northwestern University. He
was the assistant controller for Blue Cross-Blue
Shield from 1968-1974. In the late 1970s, he joined
Century 21 Realtors and later Remax Realtors.
That became the love of his working life until his
retirement in 1991 to South Carolina. There he
designed and built a family vacation home on the
Savannah River for future generations of family to
gather for annual reunions. In addition to his own
six children, he was a foster parent to over 100
more. He was active in the Boy Scouts, the
treasurer of the 90th Bomb Squadron since its
inception, guardian ad litem for children at risk,
polling official, adoptive highway participant, South
Carolina Humane Society member and always a
contender for the Area Bridge Championship.
Once can only guess at the number of lives he
touched. He is survived by loving wife Barbara; sons
J. Bradford, Scott and Randy; daughters Julie and
Sara; and 17 grandchildren.
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Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity is governed by elected and appointed officers who serve as volunteers. The Fraternity’s daily
affairs are administered by its professional staff. The Endowment Fund of the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity and The Permanent
Fund of the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity are each administered by a board of volunteer trustees.
The Fraternity Headquarters is located at 5395 Emerson Way, Indianapolis, Indiana 46226 and may be reached by
telephone at (317) 632–1852, by fax at (317) 637–1898. The Fraternity’s web site is http://www.PhiKappaPsi.com.

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
District I Archon
District II Archon
District III Archon
District IV Archon
District V Archon
District VI Archon

ENDOWMENT FUND
Paul R. Wineman
J. Tryon Hubbard
James L. Miller
A. Scott Noble
Sean Devlin
David Voll
Charles Albert
John Shumaker
Barrett Anderson
Scott Wood

John F. Buck (2012), Donald V. Fites (2012)
James E. Hagler (2010), Frederick A. Hegele (2010)
Bruce A. Jackson (2012), John D. Klinedinst (2012)
Henry B. Marvin (2010), D. Bruce McMahan (2010)
Matthew C. Michelsen (2010), Jerry Nelson (2014)
Kent P. Newmark (2014), Richard E. Ong (2012)
Dennis J. Schwartz (2014), Henry E. Vierregger (2014)
Wayne W. Wilson (2014)
Executive Director
Managing Director
Programs and Events Coordinator
Stewardship and Campaign Coordinator
Bookkeeper
Controller

HEADQUARTERS STAFF
Executive Director
Shawn M. Collinsworth
Assistant Executive Director
Chad M. Stegemiller
Director of Alumni Services
William L. Haskett
Director of Leadership Development
Eric M. Jezewski
Director of Communications
RJ Proie
Director of Expansion
Ronald K. Ransom
Database Administrator
Jennifer Gray
Bookkeeper
Pamela L. Graves
Administrative Assistant
Christina A. Silas
Archivist
Timothy N. Tangen
Consultants
Michael D. Buehner, Nick T. Dascoli
Tommaso R. Marsella, Corey J. Peart, Nicholas S. Reed
Executive Director Emeritus
Ralph D. Daniel

APPOINTED OFFICERS
Attorney General
James D. Boyle
Deputy Attorney Generals
John M. Mead, Eric R. Parker
Chaplain
Rev. David M. McDonald
Historian
Michael H. McCoy
Mystagogue
Kent C. Owen
Surgeon General
Todd R. Gengerke
Director of Mentoring Program
Robert A. Huff
Director of Alumni Relations and Associations
James C. Denny
Director of Membership Education
Jason R. Pierce
Curator of Antiquities
Dr. Robert W. Mouser
Coordinators of Housing Corporations
C. Matthew Fox
Alex J. Montoya
Coordinator of Chapter Advisors
Stephen R. O’Rourke
Coordinator of Chapter House Refurbishment
Brent A. Monroe
Coordinator of Strategic Planning
Paul Oblon
Coordinator of Computer Services
Adam J. Mattina
Coordinator of Accreditation
James R. Paponetti
Coordinator of Membership Development
Matthew J. Shaw
Coordinator of House Directors
J. Edward Brandon
Coordinator of Philanthropy
Robert J. Parada

CANONSBURG CORPORATION
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee

John J. Ziegelmeyer (2010)
James T. Schwartz (2010)
Wynn H. Weigand (2009)
John P. Henebry (2011)
Chad J. Overton (2010)
Robert M. Kort (2009)
Shannon E. Price (2011)

PERMANENT FUND
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
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S. Wade Garard
Ben S. Nicol
Stephanie L. Miller
M. Katie Kaminski
Wendy K. Truitt
Jake L. Koenig

Fred H. Clay, Jr. (2013)
Gregory C. Knapp (2011)
Terrence G. Harper (2009)
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Alabama Alpha - University of Alabama
www.phipsiala.com
P.O. Box 11122 Tuscaloosa, AL 35486
Chapter Advisor: Jay Masingill 205-752-3369 jmasingill@ogb.state.al.us
Alabama Beta - Auburn University
PO Box 2279 Auburn, AL 36831-2279
Chapter Advisor: Gordon Carter 334-279-1213 rebelgtc@yahoo.com
Arizona Alpha - University of Arizona
http://clubs.asua.arizona.edu/~phipsi/
1011 North Tyndall Tucson, AZ 85719
Chapter Advisor: Joel Davis 520-882-5233 joelalexanderdavis@gmail.com
California Beta - Stanford University www.stanford.edu/group/phi_kappa_psi/
592 Mayfield Ave. Stanford, CA 94305
Chapter Advisor: Robert McGrew 650-804-2529 bmcgrew@cs.stanford.edu
California Delta - University of Southern California
2202 South Figueroa Street #643 Los Angeles, CA 90007
Chapter Advisor: Christian Navar cnavar@mac.com
California Epsilon - University of California, Los Angeles
613 Gayley Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90024
Chapter Advisor: Joshua Pierson 310-869-9454 jpierson@onebox.com
California Eta - California Polytechnic State University
1335 Foothill Blvd. San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Chapter Advisor: Brad Lachemann 805-481-5735 brhine@surewest.net
California Iota - University of California, Davis
2744 Del Rio Place Suite 100 Davis, CA 95618
Chapter Advisor: Travis Nagler 530-601-6596 travisnagler@hotmail.com
California Kappa - University of California, Irvine
http://www.phipsi.net
2967 Michelson Dr. Ste. G269 Irvine, CA 92612
Chapter Advisor: Xavier Quan 9497353669 Xavier.quan@gmail.com
California Lambda - San Diego State University http://www.pkpsdsu.com
5525 Aztec Walk San Diego, CA 92115
Chapter Advisor: Benjamin Kowalczyk 619-243-4900 bjkowalczyk@gmail.com
California Mu - Occidental College
Occidental College - Student Life 1600 Campus Rd Los Angeles, CA 90041
Chapter Advisor: Alec Traub 310-502-2945 agtraub@aol.com
Colorado Alpha - University of Colorado
1131 Unversity Ave. Boulder, CO 80302
Chapter Advisor: Josh Mercier 303-651-3848 joshua.mercier@colorado.edu
District of Columbia Alpha - George Washington University
http://www.dcphipsi.com/
2201 Virginia Avenue NW #305 Washington, DC 20052
Chapter Advisor: Ed Roessler 703-815-1813 milesedr@aol.com
Florida Alpha - Florida State University
A300 University Center Tallahassee, FL 32306
Chapter Advisor: Kory Ickler 800-324-3533 kory@penningtonlaw.com
Georgia Alpha - University of Georgia
398 S. Milledge Ave. Athens, GA 30605
Chapter Advisor: Robert Brouillard 706-355-9914 robertdbrouillard@eaton.com
Georgia Beta - Georgia Institute of Technology
PMB 332 541 10th St. NW Atlanta, GA 30318-5713
Chapter Advisor: Jeffrey Wysong 678-921-5117 JeffWysong@gmail.com
Illinois Alpha - Northwestern University
2247 Sheridan Rd. Evanston, IL 60201
Chapter Advisor: Glenn Gibisch 630-968-6061 ggibisch@seeler.com
Illinois Delta - University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
911 S. Fourth St. Champaign, IL 61820
Chapter Advisor: Todd Salen 217-356-2439 toddsalen08@comcast.net
Illinois Epsilon - Illinois State University
Phi Kappa Psi - IL State University Campus Box 2700 Normal, IL 61790
Chapter Advisor: Todd Curtis 661-587-4076 curtistdz@yahoo.com
Illinois Eta - Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville
http://www.siue.edu/STACTV/PKP/
Campus Box 1168, Univ. Center Southern IL University Edwardsville, IL 62025
Chapter Advisor: Wynn Wiegand 618-632-0555 twheels33@aol.com
Illinois Iota - Northern Illinois University
PO Box 218 313 Augusta Ave Dekalb, IL 60115
Chapter Advisor: Paul Oblon 630-886-6102 consults@ais.net
Illinois Theta - University of Illinois, Chicago
http://www.uicphipsi.com/
UIC Campus Prg, Rm 340, MC-118 750 S. Halsted Street Chicago, IL 60607-7012
Chapter Advisor: Marc Dumas 773-733-2617 masdumas@gmail.com
Illinois Zeta - DePaul University
www.phipsidepaul.org
2250 N Sheffield St. Chicago, IL 60614-3212
Chapter Advisor: Marc Dumas 773-733-2617 masdumas@gmail.com
Indiana Alpha - DePauw University
www.depauw.edu/student/greek/phipsi
110 E. Larabee St. Greencastle, IN 46135
Chapter Advisor: Thomas Mote 317-637-0819 tmote@earthlink.net
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Indiana Beta - Indiana University
www.indiana.edu/~phipsi
1200 N. Jordan Ave. Bloomington, IN 47406
Chapter Advisor: Jim Bridenstine 3173324648 jbridenstine@kortbuilders.com
Indiana Delta - Purdue University
www.indianadelta.com
359 Northwestern West Lafayette, IN 47906
Chapter Advisor: Erik Props 765-494-1688 props@purdue.edu
Indiana Epsilon - Valparaiso University
http://www.valpophipsi.org
801 Mound Street Valparaiso, IN 46383
Chapter Advisor: Kevin Marks 630-379-6647 kevinjohnmarks@yahoo.com
Indiana Eta - Indiana State University
www.phipsiisu.org
102 Gillum Hall Terre Haute, IN 47809
Chapter Advisor: Jesse Hile 812-232-8148 jhile@indstatefoundation.org
Indiana Gamma - Wabash College
602 W. Wabash Ave. Crawfordsville, IN 47933
Chapter Advisor: Ben Kessler 219-462-0058
Indiana Theta - Indiana University-Purdue University, Indianapolis
4353 North Broadway Street Indianapolis, IN 46205
Chapter Advisor: Tom Pennington 317-222-1287 tcp1330@me.com
Indiana Zeta - Butler University http://www.butler.edu/studentlife/phikappapsi/
810 West Hampton Dr. Indianapolis, IN 46208
Chapter Advisor: Tyler Johnston 317-242-9620 tjohnsto@gmail.com
Iowa Alpha - University of Iowa
www.uiowa.edu/~phipsi
363 N. Riverside Drive Iowa City, IA 52246
Chapter Advisor: Jim Paponetti 319-621-3604 JimTrig2000@yahoo.com
Iowa Beta - Iowa State University
316 Lynn Avenue Ames, IA 50014
Chapter Advisor: William Good 515-955-2737 William.Good@JohnsonLawIA.com
Kansas Alpha - Kansas University
1602 W. 15th St. Lawrence, KS 66044
Chapter Advisor: Jeffrey Burgess 785-218-1282 Jeff.burgess@uscm.org
Kentucky Beta - University of Kentucky
403 Aylesford Place Lexington, KY 40508
Chapter Advisor: Rob Patterson 513-708-4025 rhpatterson@yahoo.com
Louisiana Alpha - Louisiana State University
P.O. Box 16009 Baton Rouge, LA 70893
Chapter Advisor: David Normand 225-328-7639 dave_normand@yahoo.com
Louisiana Gamma - Loyola University New Orleans
Box 1 Danna Ctr. Loyola Univ. 6363 St. Charles Ave. New Orleans, LA 70118
Chapter Advisor: William Cruikshank 985-764-0517 bcruikshank@wpcoinc.com
Maryland Alpha - Johns Hopkins University
223 E 33rd St Baltimore, MD 21218
Chapter Advisor: Chad Kenney 610-212-9198 ckenney4@gmail.com
Maryland Gamma - University of Maryland - College Park
PMB #877 4423 Lehigh Road College Park, MD 20740
Chapter Advisor: Micah Kleid 443-722-3465 pkpkleid@gmail.com
Massachusetts Beta - Brandeis University
20 Hammer St Waltham, MA 2453
Chapter Advisor: Jason Hyne 973-768-5387 jason.hyne@gmail.com
Michigan Alpha - University of Michigan
www.umich.edu/~mialpha
700 South State Street Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Chapter Advisor: Nic Katona 219-221-0199 nic.katona@gmail.com
Michigan Beta - Michigan State University
www.msuphipsi.com
522 Abbott Rd. E. Lansing, MI 48823
Chapter Advisor: Joe Gervason 248-646-1261 gervasoj@hotmail.com
Minnesota Beta - University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
1609 University Ave. S.E. Minneapolis, MN 55414
Chapter Advisor: Lance Fischer 612-730-1434 fisc0282@umn.edu
Minnesota Delta - University of Minnesota, Duluth
www.umdphipsi.com
1120 Kirby Drive KSC 115 Duluth, MN 55812
Chapter Advisor: Justin Meinhold 612-483-3488 mein0055@d.umn.edu
Minnesota Gamma - Minnesota State University, Mankato
http://katophipsi.no-ip.org
227 Lincoln St. Mankato, MN 56001
Chapter Advisor: Paul Benson 763-441-5132 pauldavid262@msn.com
Mississippi Alpha - University of Mississippi
http://www.olemissphipsi.com/
P.O. Box 8168 315 Fraternity Row University, MS 38677
Chapter Advisor: Andrew Smith 662-832-2777 Andrew@umfoundation.com
Missouri Alpha - University of Missouri, Columbia
http://students.missouri.edu/~phipsi
809 S. Providence Rd. Columbia, MO 65201
Chapter Advisor: Steve O’Rourke 573-446-3602 tork1038@aol.com
Nebraska Alpha - University of Nebraska
1548 S St. Lincoln, NE 68508
Chapter Advisor: Ryan Sewell 712-310-7107 rsewell@cox.net
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Nebraska Beta - Creighton University
3618 Farnam Omaha, NE 68131
Chapter Advisor: Richard Hauser 402-280-3010 hausersj@creighton.edu
New Jersey Delta - The College of New Jersey http://www.tcnj.edu/~phikpsi
Brower Student Center P.O. Box 7718 Ewing, NJ 8628
Chapter Advisor: Mark Kadetsky 609-601-0032 markbassk2@aol.com
New Jersey Epsilon - Rowan University
http://www.njepsilon.com
Student Government Assoc. 201 Mullica Hill Rd. Glassboro, NJ 8028
Chapter Advisor: Marc Chaty 609-871-1069 CHATYMARC@HOTMAIL.COM
New York Alpha - Cornell University
http://www.phikappapsi-cornell.org/
120 Mary Ann Wood Dr Ithaca, NY 14850
Chapter Advisor: John Jacobs 716-876-8585 jackjacobs1@verizon.net
New York Beta - Syracuse University
500 University Place Syracuse, NY 13210
Chapter Advisor: David Murray 317-703-9690 dmurray@alumni.indiana.edu
New York Eta - State University of New York at Buffalo
169 Highgate Ave. Buffalo, NY 14215
Chapter Advisor: Ron Dinino 7166951816 rjdinino@yahoo.com
New York Iota - State University of New York at Binghamton
Binghamton University UU 145 Binghamton, NY 13902
Chapter Advisor: Kevin Yeager 607-729-4080 kyeageresq@aol.com
New York Kappa - State University of New York College at Oneonta
56 Maple Street Oneonta, NY 13820
Chapter Advisor: Roger Sullivan sullivrb@oneonta.edu
New York Theta - Rochester Institute of Technology
616-1 Charters Way Rochester, NY 14623
Chapter Advisor: Alfio Macri 301-908-3672 alinroch@gmail.com
North Carolina Beta - East Carolina University
109 Mendenhall East Carolina University Greenville, NC 27858
Chapter Advisor: Eric Miller 919-732-5289 ericmillerot@gmail.com
Ohio Alpha - Ohio Wesleyan University
Ben Pepe HWCC Box 1176 Delaware, OH 43015
Chapter Advisor: James Newman 440-247-9946 jimnewman115@aol.com
Ohio Beta - Wittenberg University
203 W. College Springfield, OH 45504
Chapter Advisor: Scott Phillips 440-263-1285 phillips.st@gmail.com
Ohio Delta - The Ohio State University
124 E. 14th St. Columbus, OH 43201
Chapter Advisor: Derek Hegarty 614-226-6118 derek.hegarty@ubs.com
Ohio Epsilon - Case Western Reserve University http://home.cwru.edu/phipsi/
11915 Carlton Road Cleveland, OH 44106
Chapter Advisor: Jim Miller 440-324-4529 jmiller@buckleyking.com
Ohio Eta - University of Toledo
E1 McComas Village-Univ of Toledo 3050 Village Loop Toledo, OH 43606
Chapter Advisor: Larry Zaiser 419-474-8714 lzaiser@muzakoftoledo.com
Ohio Lambda - Miami University
122 S. Campus Ave. Oxford, OH 45056
Chapter Advisor: George Jonson 513-241-4722 gjonson@mrj.cc
Ohio Mu - University of Dayton
www.udayton.edu/~phipsi
106 Lawnview Ave. Dayton, OH 45409
Chapter Advisor: Michael Hauck 513-755-7522 mjhauck@fuse.net
Ohio Nu - Ohio University
www.ohiou.edu/~phikpsi
64 Stewart A Athens, OH 45701
Chapter Advisor: Jim Blazer 614-571-2967 blazer99@aol.com
Ohio Theta - Ashland University
Box 1983 401 College Ave Ashland, OH 44805
Chapter Advisor: Eric Molnar 440-323-3634 emolnar@ashland.edu
Oklahoma Alpha - University of Oklahoma
720 Elm Ave. Norman, OK 73069
Chapter Advisor: John Laudermilk 405-737-0984 johnokalpha@hotmail.com
Oregon Beta - Oregon State University
3130 NW Van Buren Corvallis, OR 97330
Chapter Advisor: Ryan Robinson 541-752-1255 RYANMROBINSON@YAHOO.COM
Pennsylvania Alpha - Washington & Jefferson College
50 S. Lincoln Street Washington, PA 15301
Chapter Advisor: Joseph Morascyzk 724-225-1110 josephmorascyzk@hotmail.com
Pennsylvania Beta - Allegheny College
Allegheny College Box 49 Meadville, PA 16335
Chapter Advisor: Tom Zumpella 814-332-2389 phipsi1780@aol.com
Pennsylvania Epsilon - Gettysburg College
www.PennsylvaniaEpsilon.com
102 W. Water St. Gettysburg, PA 17325
Chapter Advisor: Douglas Brouder 717-337-6489 dbrouder@gettysburg.edu
Pennsylvania Eta - Franklin & Marshall College http://www.penneta.org
Office of Student Activities PO Box 3003 Lancaster, PA 17604
Chapter Advisor: Marc Persson 215-880-1505 mper129572@aol.com
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Pennsylvania Gamma - Bucknell University
http://www.penngamma.org
Box C-3960, Bucknell Univ. Lewisburg, PA 17837
Chapter Advisor: Clifford Lesher 570-524-4633 lesher@dejazzd.com
Pennsylvania Iota - University of Pennsylvania
3934 Spruce St. Philadelphia, PA 19104
Chapter Advisor: Brett Topche 732-995-2652 btopche@gmail.com
Pennsylvania Lambda - Pennsylvania State University
403 Locust Ln. State College, PA 16801
Chapter Advisor: Charles Brown 814-422-8490 chbrown@magloclen.riss.net
Pennsylvania Nu - Indiana University of Pennsylvania
220 South 7th Street Indiana, PA 15701
Chapter Advisor: Joe Soltis 724-459-0508 jpsoltis@comcast.net
Pennsylvania Phi - Lycoming College
http://www.lycoming.edu/orgs/pkp/
Lycoming College 700 College Place Box 202 Williamsport, PA 17701
Chapter Advisor: Ryan Bolig 570-321-1235
Pennsylvania Rho - York College of Pennsylvania http://www.phipsiycp.org/
Student Activity Office 411 Country Club Road York, PA 17403
Chapter Advisor: Damien Lynch 717-244-8160 dlynch116@yahoo.com
Pennsylvania Sigma - University of the Sciences in Philadelphia
4401 Pine St. Philadelphia, PA 19104
Chapter Advisor: Steven DeVane 301-848-9265 sjdevane1212@yahoo.com
Pennsylvania Theta - Lafayette College
Lafayette College Farinon Center Box 9453 Easton, PA 18042-1784
Chapter Advisor: Jonathan Glick 203-623-6758 glickj@gmail.com
Pennsylvania Upsilon - Drexel University
http://www.duphipsi.com
001 Creese Student Center Drexel University Philadelphia, PA 19104
Chapter Advisor: Harry Wilson 215-205-6834 harry.p.wilson@gmail.com
Pennsylvania Xi - Edinboro University www.edinboro.edu/cwis/phikappapsi/
P.O. Box 411 Edinboro, PA 16412
Chapter Advisor: Michael Ley 814-866-6191 lmley655@msn.com
Rhode Island Alpha - Brown University www.brown.edu/Students/Phi_Kappa_Psi
P.O. Box 1166 Brown Univ. Providence, RI 2912
Chapter Advisor: Mark Marinello 401-433-1007 signsys@gmail.com
Tennessee Delta - Vanderbilt University
2301 Vanderbilt Pl. VU Station B 351524 Nashville, TN 37235
Chapter Advisor: Chuck Higgins 615-298-9981 cshiggins4@comcast.net
Tennessee Epsilon - University of Tennessee
http://web.utk.edu/~phipsi
1804 Fraternity Park Dr. Knoxville, TN 37916
Chapter Advisor: Jim Hagler 865-376-5718 haglerfarm@aol.com
Texas Alpha - University of Texas
www.utphipsi.com
2411 Longview Austin, TX 78705
Chapter Advisor: Terik Chettouh 512-567-1337 terik08@mail.utexas.edu
Texas Beta - Texas Tech University
www.texastechphipsi.org
1406 Orlando Lubbock, TX 79416
Chapter Advisor: Brian Murry 806-570-9472 BRIANMURRY3@HOTMAIL.COM
Texas Epsilon - Stephen F. Austin State University
SFA Box 6159 Nacogdoches, TX 75962
Chapter Advisor: Charles Brandman 281-856-8279 brandman@pdq.net
Texas Gamma - Texas State University, San Marcos
416 Lindsey Street San Marcos, TX 78666
Chapter Advisor: Thomas Holloway 512-923-5944 tomholloway@gmail.com
Texas Zeta - Houston Baptist University
7502 Fondren Road Houston, TX 77074
Chapter Advisor: John Packard 832-453-6636 jpackard78@yahoo.com
Virginia Alpha - University of Virginia
www.phipsiuva.com
159 Madison Ln. Charlottesville, VA 22903
Chapter Advisor: Mike Wakefield 540-989-9321 mrw7z@virginia.edu
Virginia Beta - Washington & Lee College
Chapter Advisor: Advisor Needed
Virginia Zeta - Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University
1391 L. G. Sweeney Rd. Blacksburg, VA 24060
Chapter Advisor: Donald Barker 540-961-1040 donbarkervt@comcast.net
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HI6;;
J^[F^_AWffWFi_<ekdZWj_ed"V*%&X(ejWa^XX]Vg^in!lVh
ZhiVWa^h]ZYidV^Y!ZcXdjgV\Z!egdbdiZVcYXdcig^WjiZidi]Z
ZYjXVi^dcVaVcYhX]daVhi^XVhe^gVi^dchd[idYVnÉhXdaaZ\^Vch#I]Z
;djcYVi^dcVahdldg`hid^c[dgbVajbc^!XdaaZ\^Vch!eVgZcih
VcY[g^ZcYhVWdji]dli]Z^gÒcVcX^Vahjeedgi]VhVaadlZYjhid
Xdci^cjZdjgb^hh^dc#6YY^i^dcVaan!^i^hdjg]deZi]Vidi]Zghl^aa
WZ^che^gZYWni]Z;djcYVi^dcÉhZ[[dgihid[jcYgZaZkVcia^[Zh`^aah
VcYaZVYZgh]^eegd\gVbb^c\VcYl^aaXdch^YZgbV`^c\V\^[iid
hjeedgii]ZhZZ[[dgih#
Ldg`^c\l^i]i]Z;djcYVi^dchiV[[iZVb^c>cY^VcVeda^h!>cY#^h
V&*bZbWZg7dVgYd[IgjhiZZh#I]ZhZbZbWZgh!l]dhZgkZVi
i]Z^gdlcZmeZchZ!jcYZghiVcYi]ViYZkZade^c\aZVYZghgZfj^gZh
VhjWhiVci^Va^ckZhibZci#Id\Zi]Zg!i]ZhiV[[VcYIgjhiZZhldg`
idgZ\jaVganXdbbjc^XViZ\^k^c\deedgijc^i^ZhVcYidegdk^YZ
i]ZgZhdjgXZhcZXZhhVgnidegdYjXZVcZ[[ZXi^kZVYkVcXZbZci
egd\gVb[dgi]ZbjijVaWZcZÒid[YdcdghVcYi]Z;gViZgc^in#

Pvs!Njttjpo
Id[dhiZgi]ZYZkZadebZcid[aZVYZgh
VcYidegdbdiZVXVYZb^XZmXZaaZcXZ
^c]^\]ZgZYjXVi^dc#

7iieY_Wj[:edeh
H[bWj_edi9eehZ_dWjeh!
Ojdipmbt!U/!Ebtdpmj!
EfQbvx!Ö16
:edehH[bWj_edi9eehZ_dWjeh
Efcpsbi!W/!Ibnnpoe
;n[Ykj_l[:_h[Yjeh
T/!Xbef!Hbsbse! !
Joejbob!Ö:1


!

9edjhebb[h!
Kblf!M/!Lpfojh
Fhe]hWciWdZ
;l[dji9eehZ_dWjeh!
Tufqibojf!M/!Njmmfs
CWdW]_d]:_h[Yjeh!
Cfokbnjo!T/!N/!Ojdpm!
Wbmqbsbjtp!Ö11
Ij[mWhZi^_f9eehZ_dWjeh!
Ubzmps!M/!Tdivi
8eeaa[[f[h!
Xfoez!L/!Usvjuu
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mfuufs!gspn!
DJG8=6>GB6C

AVhinZVglVhnZiVcdi]ZghjXXZhh[janZVg[dgi]ZE]^@VeeVEh^;djcYVi^dc#BjX]d[i]Zdg\Vc^oVi^dcÉhhjXXZhhlVh
YjZidi]ZYZY^XViZYaZVYZgh]^eVcYhZgk^XZd[bn[ZaadlIgjhiZZh!i]ZXdci^cjZYVcYi^gZaZhhhjeedgid[i]Z;gViZgc^inÉh
kdajciZZghVcY!Vahd![dgi]Zi]djhVcYhd[E]^Eh^hl]d^c'%%-bVYZVXdcig^Wji^dcidi]Z;djcYVi^dc#7nYd^c\hd!
ndj]VkZbVYZ^iedhh^WaZ[dgi]Z;djcYVi^dcVcY;gViZgc^inidXdci^cjZdjghjeedgid[i]ZcZXZhhVgnaZVYZgh]^eVcY
bZbWZgYZkZadebZciegd\gVbh[dgdjgjcYZg\gVYjViZWgdi]Zgh#9jg^c\'%%-lZlZaXdbZY]jcYgZYhd[Wgdi]Zgh!
ndjc\VcYdaY!idi]Z,)i]<gVcY6gX]8djcX^a<68^c>cY^VcVeda^h!>cY#l]ZgZlZ]dhiZYi]Z^cVj\jgVa;djcYZgh
8je<da[Dji^c\!i]ZEgZh^YZciÉhGZXZei^dcVcYkVg^djhdi]ZgZkZcih[dgndjc\Vajbc^VcYbZbWZghd[i]Z7g^Y\Z
7j^aYZgVcYAZiiZgbVcBddgZHdX^Zi^Zh#8ZgiV^can!<68lVhVldcYZg[jadeedgijc^inidh]dlXVhZi]Z;gViZgc^inÉh
=ZVYfjVgiZgh!AVjgZa=Vaa#>iVahdVaadlZYjhidXZaZWgViZi]ZdkZg+)+!%%%^chX]daVgh]^ehVcY\gVcihegdk^YZY
iddjgbZbWZgh^chjeedgid[i]Z^gVXVYZb^XZcYZVkdghVcYaZVYZgh]^eejghj^ih#
>[ndj]VkZ]VYi]Zdeedgijc^inidk^h^ii]Z;gViZgc^inÉhcZllZWh^iZndjl^aacdi^XZVX]Vc\Z^ci]Zdg\Vc^oVi^dcÉh
WgVcY^c\#6hhjX]i]Z;djcYVi^dc]Vhldg`ZYidVY_jhidjgcVbZ!WgVcY^c\VcY^bV\ZgnidgZÓZXii]ZXdccZXi^dc
d[i]Zilddg\Vc^oVi^dch#GZVX]7ZndcY#6X]^ZkZHjXXZhh#lVhhZaZXiZYVhi]Z;djcYVi^dcÉhiV\a^cZ#>ci]^hgZedgi
dci]ZhiViZd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc!ndjÉaaY^hXdkZgi]ZiZhi^bdc^Vahd[djg[ZaadlWgdi]ZghVcY]dli]Zn]VkZX]dhZc
idGZVX]7ZndcY#6X]^ZkZHjXXZhh#
;dghdbZ!a^`Z7gdi]Zg9Vc9Zcc]VgYi8VhZLZhiZgcÉ%)!^iÉhVWdjii]Z;djcYVi^dcVlVgY^c\]^bl^i]VcVi^dcVa
hX]daVgh]^el]^X]]VhVaadlZY]^bidGZVX]7ZndcY#6X]^ZkZHjXXZhh½#^chX]dda#L]^aZ[dg7gdi]Zg8]jX`=^\\^ch
KVcYZgW^aiÉ+,^ibZVchhZgk^c\VhVX]VeiZgVYk^hdgVcY\j^Y^c\jcYZg\gVYjViZWgdi]ZghVhi]Zn\gdlVcYYZkZade
Yjg^c\i]Z^gXg^i^XVaYZkZadebZciVanZVgh#
;dgdi]Zgh!^iÉhVWdji]Vk^c\i]Zdeedgijc^inidaZVgckVajVWaZaZVYZgh]^eh`^aahi]Vil^aa]Zaei]ZbidGZVX]7ZndcY#
6X]^ZkZHjXXZhh½#VhVaZVYZg^ci]Z^gX]VeiZgVcY^ci]Z^gXdbbjc^i^Zh#7gdi]ZgCZ^a7V`ZgNdg`É%,VcYc^cZin
di]ZgWgdi]ZghViiZcY^c\i]ZEgZh^YZciÉhAZVYZgh]^e6XVYZbni]^hnZVggZXZ^kZYi]^hineZd[igV^c^c\Òghi"]VcY#
>ldjaYZcXdjgV\ZndjidgZVYVWdjii]Z^beVXii]Z;gViZgc^inVcYbdgZ^bedgiVciani]ZjceVgVaaZaZYVcYWgdVY
WVhZYÒcVcX^Vahjeedgi[gdbdjgbZbWZgh]^e^h]Vk^c\dcidYVnÉhjcYZg\gVYjViZh#
>igjhii]Vindjl^aaWZZcXdjgV\ZYWni]Zhidg^ZhVcYVX]^ZkZbZcihYZiV^aZY^ci]^hgZedgi#>ldjaYVahdhj\\Zhi
i]Vindjk^h^ii]Z;djcYVi^dcÉhlZWh^iZVilll#E@E;djcYVi^dc#dg\idk^Zli]Z'%%-=dcdgGdaad[9dcdgh!i]Z
XdbegZ]Zch^kZa^hid[Ydcdgh[dg'%%-VhlZaaVhk^YZdiZhi^bdc^Vah[gdbhdbZd[djgbdhildgi]njcYZg\gVYjViZh#
L]Zi]Zg^iÉhYdcVi^c\ndjgi^bZ!bdcZndg`cdlaZY\Z!>ZcXdjgV\Zndj!VcYVaad[djg+-!%%%E]^Eh^Vajbc^Wgdi]Zgh!
idY^hXdkZg]dlndjXVcGZVX]7ZndcY#6X]^ZkZHjXXZhh#
>ci]Z7dcY!
>ci]Z7dcY!

LVncZL#L^ahdc!B^X]^\VcHiViZÉ*.
LVncZL#L^ahdc!B^X]^\VcHiViZÉ*.
8]V^gbVc
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&%d[hijYZcih
ViiZcY^c\VejWa^X
)"nZVg^chi^iji^dc
l^aa\gVYjViZl^i]
YZWi^cZmXZhhd[
('!..)#

Bqqspyjnbufmz!47&!!
pg!tuvefout!xpssz!uifz!!
xjmm!gbdf!npouimz!efcu!!
qbznfout!uibu!xjmm!!
cf!npsf!uibo!uifz!!
+
dbo!bggpse/
HdjgXZh/Egd_ZXidcHijYZci9ZWi!8daaZ\Z7dVgY!
;ZYZgVi^dcd[hiViZEjWa^X>ciZgZhiGZhZVgX]<gdjeh

311:!!
Gpvoebujpo!Hpbm!gps

'%%HX]daVgh]^e6eea^XVi^dch#
I]Z;djcYVi^dcl^aagZXZ^kZ
'%%XdbeaZiZYcVi^dcVa
hX]daVgh]^eVeea^XVi^dch#
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BdhihijYZcihVcY
i]Z^g[Vb^a^ZhXVc
ZmeZXiideVn!dc
VkZgV\Z!&%-id
&!(.-bdgZi]Vc
aVhinZVg[dgij^i^dc#

HdjgXZh/Egd_ZXidcHijYZci9ZWi!8daaZ\Z7dVgY!
;ZYZgVi^dcd[hiViZEjWa^X>ciZgZhiGZhZVgX]<gdjeh
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<D!>86CI:AANDJI=6I
I=:H:6L6G9H6G:
7DI=BJ8=C::9:96C9
6EEG:8>6I:9#>6B6B6O:9
I=6II=:DG<6C>O6I>DC
I=6I=6HH=6E:9B:>CID
I=:E:GHDC>6BID96N>H
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IdYVnÉh\gVYjViZhVgZcÉiaZVk^c\XdaaZ\Zl^i]_jhiVcZYjXVi^dc!Wji^chiZVYVgZaZVk^c\
hl^bb^c\^chijYZciadVcYZWi#L^i]iZchd[i]djhVcYhd[YdaaVgh^cYZWi!\gVYjViZhVgZ
ZmeZg^ZcX^c\VeZg^dYl]Zci]Z^gÒcVcX^VadWa^\Vi^dchVgZ]^\]Zgi]Vci]Z^gVccjVahVaVgn
VcYVgZÒcY^c\i]ZbhZakZh[dgXZYidYZ[ZgeVnbZcih!Vh^ijVi^dci]Vi[jgi]Zgegdadc\hVcY
XdbedjcYhi]Zbdc^ZhdlZY#6hijYnd[]jcYgZYhd[[djg"nZVgXdaaZ\ZhVXgdhhi]ZXdjcign
cdiZYi]Vii]ZVkZgV\ZhijYZci\gVYjViZhl^i]Veegdm^bViZan'&!.%%^cYZWi!VcYi]Z
cjbWZgd[\gVYjViZhl^i]dkZg'*!%%%^chijYZciadVcYZWi]Vhig^eaZY^ci]ZaVhiYZXVYZ#
?jhiVhi]ZgZVakVajZd[VXdaaZ\ZZYjXVi^dc^hcdi_jhii]Z^c"XaVhhZmeZg^ZcXZ!i]ZgZVa
Xdhid[\d^c\idXdaaZ\Z^hbdgZi]Vcij^i^dc#>i^cXajYZhWdd`hVcYhjeea^Zh!igVchedgiVi^dc!
]ZVai]XVgZVcYdg\Vc^oVi^dcVaYjZh#I]ZhZXdhih!Vhl^i]ij^i^dc!Xdci^cjZidg^hZVcY]VkZ
eaVXZYcZlhigV^chdc[Vb^anWjY\Zihi]ViVgZVagZVYnjcYZgh^Z\Z#>cXgZVhZYYZWi]VhZkZc
[dgXZYhdbZhijYZcihid[dg\di]Z^gVhe^gVi^dchd[VcVYkVcXZYYZ\gZZ#BdgZi]Vc)%d[
XdaaZ\Z\gVYjViZhl]dYdcÉiejghjZ\gVYjViZhX]ddaWaVbZhijYZciadVcYZWi#
HijYZciadVcgZeVnbZciXVcWZY^[ÒXjai[dgE]^Eh^\gVYjViZhhiVgi^c\i]Z^gXVgZZghVcY]Vh
WZXdbZbdgZX]VaaZc\^c\l^i]i]ZXjggZciZXdcdb^XYdlcijgc!Vhndjc\Vajbc^adhZi]Z^g
_dWhdghigj\\aZidaVcYdcZ#HdbZbZbWZghVgZ\gVYjVi^c\l^i]YZWicZVg^c\&%%!%%%!
eVgi^XjaVgan^[i]ZnViiZcYV\gVYjViZegd\gVb#
8dci^cjZYdceV\Z-
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hX]daVgh]^eegd\gVbh
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7JG9:C:97N9:7I8DCI>CJ:9
I]Z;djcYVi^dcÉh8]VeiZgHX]daVgh]^e;jcYegd\gVbÉhVW^a^inidWZiV^adgZYidZVX]
^cY^k^YjVaX]VeiZgÉhcZZYhegdkZYdcXZV\V^cidWZ^ih\gZViZhiVhhZi#6ai]dj\]i]Z
]jcYgZYhd[bZc]dcdgZYl^i]hX]daVgh]^eh]VkZZmXZaaZY^cVXVYZb^Xh!X]VeiZg
aZVYZgh]^eVcYXVbejh^ckdakZbZci!ZVX]X]VeiZglVhVWaZidhZaZXii]dhZbZbWZgh
i]ViXdcig^WjiZY^ci]ZbdhibZVc^c\[jalVnidi]ZhjXXZhhd[i]Z\gdje#>ci]^hlVn!
i]Z8]VeiZgHX]daVgh]^e;jcYegd\gVb]VhZcVWaZYX]VeiZghidgZXgj^i!gZXd\c^oZVcY
gZlVgYi]ZVeegdeg^ViZWgdi]Zghl]dl^aaXdcig^WjiZidi]ZX]VeiZgÉhdkZgVaalZaa"WZ^c\#
8jggZci8]VeiZgHX]daVgh]^e;jcYegd\gVbeda^X^ZhbV`ZVkV^aVWaZVcVbdjciZfjVa
id*d[i]Zeg^cX^eVaidX]VeiZghZVX]nZVg[dghX]daVgh]^ehVcYVlVgYh#6ajbc^
kdajciZZgh[gdbZVX]X]VeiZgZhiVWa^h]i]ZXg^iZg^VVcYdkZghZZi]ZegdXZhh[dg
VlVgY^c\i]Zbdc^Zh[gdbi]Z^gVXXdjci#H^cXZi]Zegd\gVbd[[ZghVXdch^hiZcihdjgXZ
d[VccjVagZkZcjZ!8]VeiZgHX]daVgh]^e;jcYhVgZVhigdc\idda^chigZc\i]Zc^c\
gZXgj^ibZciVcYgZiZci^dc!VhlZaaVhWj^aY^c\hjeedgi[gdbeVgZcihVcYi]ZX]VeiZgÉh
]dhi^chi^iji^dc#
6YY^i^dcVaan!i]Z;djcYVi^dc^hegdjYidd[[Zg^ihbZbWZghcVi^dcVahX]daVgh]^ehi]Vi
gZlVgYVXVYZb^XVcYhdX^Vaejghj^ih!]ZaebZcVYYgZhhi]ZZkZg"^cXgZVh^c\Xdhihd[
]^\]ZgZYjXVi^dcVcYgZYjXZi]Z^gYZeZcYZcXZdceVgi"i^bZZbeadnbZcihdi]ZnXVc
XdcXZcigViZdci]Z^ghijY^Zh#;dgin"ÒkZbZbWZgh^c'%%-gZXZ^kZYdkZg-%!%%%^c
Vhh^hiVcXZi]gdj\]i]ZcVi^dcVahX]daVgh]^eegd\gVb#
I]ZXVa^WZgd[i]Z(.,bZcX]dhZcidgZXZ^kZcVi^dcVaVcYX]VeiZg"WVhZYVlVgYh^c
'%%-]VhXdci^cjZYidg^hZ#I]ZhZWgdi]Zgh]VkZY^heaVnZYXdch^hiZciVcY]dcdgVWaZ
VXVYZb^X]^hidgn!djihiVcY^c\hZgk^XZidi]Z;gViZgc^inVcYi]Z^gXVbejhVh
eVgi^X^eVi^c\bZbWZghVcYaZVYZgh^cjc^kZgh^in"l^YZdg\Vc^oVi^dch!VcYhZgkZ
VhgdaZbdYZah!bZcidghVcYkdajciZZghl^i]^ci]Z^gXdbbjc^i^Zh#I]ZnVgZd[iZc
^ckdakZY^ckVgh^inVi]aZi^Xh!hijYZci\dkZgcbZci!hdX^Vaan"[dXjhZYdg\Vc^oVi^dch
VcY]dcdghdX^Zi^Zh#
I]ZhZVlVgYhXdci^cjZidjcYZghXdgZi]Z;djcYVi^dcÉhWZa^Z[i]VihjXXZhhl^i]i]Z
;gViZgc^inVcYa^[ZWZ\^chl^i]VXdaaZ\ZZYjXVi^dc#K^h^illl#E@E;djcYVi^dc#dg\
idk^ZlVXdbeaZiZa^hi^c\d[i]Z'%%-hX]daVgh]^egZX^e^Zcih#
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Obujpobm!tdipmbstijqt
VgZZhiVWa^h]ZYWn^cY^k^YjVa
Vajbc^!\gdjehd[Vajbc^dg[g^ZcYh
d[E]^Eh^#6lVgYhVgZY^hig^WjiZY
WVhZYdcVlVgYXg^iZg^VVcY
i]ZZVgc^c\hd[i]Z[jcY#K^h^i
i]Z;djcYVi^dcÉhlZWh^iZVi
mmm$FAF<ekdZWj_ed$eh][dg
bdgZ^c[dgbVi^dcdcVaai]Z
;djcYVi^dcÉhhX]daVgh]^eVcY
[Zaadlh]^eegd\gVbh!^cXajY^c\
^c[dgbVi^dcdc]dlidZhiVWa^h]
VcVbZYhX]daVgh]^e^c]dcdg
d[ndjghZa[!V[ZaadlWgdi]Zg
dgV[g^ZcYd[i]Zdg\Vc^oVi^dc#

hX]daVgh]^eegd\gVbh

ÓUiftf!dbti!bxbset!ibwf!ifmqfe!
nf!up!efgsbz!bmnptu!b!ßgui!pg!uif!
dptu!pg!hsbevbuf!tdippm!bcspbe-!
ftqfdjbmmz!bu!bo!joufsobujpobm!
tuvefou!sbuf/Ô
ÒCfokbnjo!K/!Nfmdijpst!Cvumfs!Ö15
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hX]daVgh]^eegd\gVbh

96C9:CC=6G9I
obujpobm!tdipmbstijq!sfdjqjfou
Qij!Qtj!Qspwft!!
Qpxfsgvm!Bodips!!
gps!Cspuifs!Besjgu!!
jo!Epvcu
9Vc9Zcc]VgYi8VhZLZhiZgcÉ%)^hkZgnZmX^iZY[dg]^h[jijgZ#
I]ZgZXZci\gVYjViZ[dgZhZZhh^\c^ÒXVci_dWdeedgijc^i^Zh
[daadl^c\]^hXd"deZmeZg^ZcXZl^i]<ZcZgVa:aZXig^X!VcY]Z
hjheZXih]^haZVYZgh]^eZmeZg^ZcXZhVhD]^d:eh^adcÉh[dgbZg
X]VeiZgegZh^YZcil^aaZcg^X]i]dhZegdheZXih#=Z^hZkZc
Xdch^YZg^c\VYY^c\VXdjeaZVYkVcXZYYZ\gZZhl^i]^cV[Zl
nZVgh#A^[Z^h\ddY!Wjii]^c\hlZgZcÉiValVnhhdgdhn#
Æ8VhZ^hVgVi]Zgg^\dgdjhVXVYZb^XZck^gdcbZci!eVgi^XjaVgan
[dgZc\^cZZg^c\bV_dgh#;gZh]bVcnZVg>heZcibjX]d[bn
[gZZi^bZhijYn^c\#>ÉbVeZg[ZXi^dc^hi!hdXdaaZ\ZlVhgVi]Zg
higZhh[ja[dgbZ#>c[VXi!>VXijVaanYZWViZYigVch[Zgg^c\id
Vcdi]ZghX]ddaWji^ci]ZaViiZg]Va[d[bnhde]dbdgZnZVg!
>WZXVbZbdgZ^ckdakZYl^i]E]^Eh^!l]^X]>Xdch^YZgi]Z
bV^c[VXidg^c]Vk^c\hiVnZYVi8VhZ#Ç
9VclVhY^hXdkZg^c\l]ViXdjciaZhhWgdi]Zgh]VYWZ[dgZ]^b/
i]ZbdgZVXi^kZ]ZWZXVbZ^c]^hX]VeiZg!i]ZWZiiZg]Z[VgZY
^c]^hhX]daVhi^Xegd\gZhh#;Vg[gdbWZ^c\VY^higVXi^dcdg
XdjciZgegdYjXi^kZ^cÓjZcXZÄVhhdbZdjih^YZghb^\]iegd_ZXi
VWdjii]Z[gViZgcVaZmeZg^ZcXZÄ]ZXgZY^ih]^haZVYZgh]^e
ejghj^ihl^i]^cE]^Eh^l^i]aZVY^c\]^bidVbdgZ\gdjcYZY
VXVYZb^XZmeZg^ZcXZ#
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ÓNz!tveefo-!npsf!joufotf!jowpmwfnfou!
rvjdlmz!ubvhiu!nf!up!nbobhf!nz!ujnf!npsf!
fggjdjfoumz-!boe!uibu!tfnftufs!J!sfdfjwfe!!
nz!gjstu!5/1/!Uijt!bdijfwfnfou-!bmpoh!xjui!!
bmm!uif!tvqqpsu!gspn!nz!cspuifst!evsjoh!!
uif!tfswjdf!boe!qijmbouispqjd!bdujwjujft!!
J!xbt!ifmqjoh!qmbo-!tpmjejgjfe!nz!efejdbujpo!
up!Qij!Qtj/Ô
L]ViÉhbdgZ!9Vc]ZVgY[gdbdi]ZgWgdi]Zghl]dVX`cdlaZY\ZY
E]^Eh^ÉhgdaZVhVcVcX]dg^c`ZZe^c\i]Zb[dXjhZYVcY^c
hX]dda#Æ6iaZVhiÒkZWgdi]Zgh]VkZidaYbZi]ViE]^Eh^^h
i]Zdcani]^c\i]Vi`Zeii]Zb[gdbaZVk^c\i]Zjc^kZgh^in#Ç
I]ViegdkZhidWZedlZg[jaiZhi^bdcndci]Zedh^i^kZ
^cÓjZcXZi]Z;gViZgc^inÉhk^h^dc^h]Vk^c\dcidYVnÉh
jcYZg\gVYjViZbZbWZgh#
:heZX^Vaan[dghdbZdcZa^`Z9Vc!l]dhVnh]ZcZkZg
^ciZcYZYidÆ\d<gZZ`#Ç

hX]daVgh]^eegd\gVbh

Æ>Y^YcÉi]VkZbjX]d[VXdcXZeiVWdjii]ZcVijgZd[[gViZgc^i^Zh!VcY>Y^YcÉi
]VkZVeVgi^XjaVg^ciZgZhiidÒcYdji!Ç]ZVYb^ih#7ji]ZlVh^ck^iZYidV
WVgWZXjZVcYlVh^begZhhZYl]ZcV\gdjed[Wgdi]Zghh]VgZYl^i]]^bi]Z
X]VaaZc\ZhVcYig^jbe]hd[i]Z^gdlcXdaaZ\^ViZ_djgcZn#Æ>Zc_dnZY]Vc\^c\
djil^i]i]Zb#>[Zai>XdjaYaZVgchdbZi]^c\[gdbi]ZbÄZkZci]dj\]>
XZgiV^canY^YcÉi[dgZhZZ[gViZgc^ina^[ZWZXdb^c\hjX]Vc^bedgiVcieVgi
d[bnXdaaZ\ZZmeZg^ZcXZ#Ç
E]^Eh^^c[VXieaVnZYVc^ciZ\gVagdaZ[dgi]ZgZbV^cYZgd[9VcÉhnZVgh
Vi8VhZ#
7gdi]Zg9Zcc]VgYilVhZaZXiZYX]VeiZgegZh^YZci]^h_jc^dgnZVg#=Z\V^cZY
^bbZchZZmeZg^ZcXZ^cdkZghZZ^c\i]ZbVcn[VXZihd[VYb^c^higVi^dc!
[gdbhjWb^ii^c\VlVgYVeea^XVi^dchidldg`^c\dcX]VeiZgVXXgZY^iVi^dc!
VchlZg^c\XdggZhedcYZcXZ!bdc^idg^c\i]ZX]VeiZgÉhWjY\Zi!bdi^kVi^c\i]Z
bZbWZgh]^e!YZVa^c\l^i]gdji^cZbZbWZgh]^efjZhi^dch!VcYZkVajVi^c\
X]VeiZgVXi^k^i^ZhVcYY^hX^ea^cZ#Æ9Zhe^iZi]ZeVgi^XjaVganhigZhh[jagdaZ!Ç
]ZhVnh!Æ>Zc_dnZYbnhZa[^bbZchZan#Ç
6YY^i^dcVaan!]ZhZgkZY[dgVnZVgVhi]ZK^XZEgZh^YZci[dg8dbbjc^XVi^dch
dci]Z>ciZg[gViZgc^in8djcX^a#
9Vcfj^X`angZVa^oZYi]ViE]^Eh^d[[ZgZYbdgZi]VcWgdi]Zg]ddYVcY
hjeedgi#ÆI]ZegZh^YZcid[djg=djhZ8dgedgVi^dc]VYWZZcZcXdjgV\^c\bZ
idVeean[dgcVi^dcVahX]daVgh]^ehi]gdj\]i]ZE]^@VeeVEh^;djcYVi^dc#
;dgVndjc\bVcl]dcZkZgZck^h^dcZY]^bhZa[VbZbWZgd[V[gViZgc^in!
7gdi]Zg9Zcc]VgYi^hegdd[d[Vc^cXgZY^WaZigVch[dgbVi^dci]Vihdd[iZc
iV`ZheaVXZ^cÆVXX^YZciVaÇE]^Eh^h#
ÆI]Zegdhd[_d^c^c\E]^Eh^VgZiddcjbZgdjhidcVbZ!Wji[dgbZi]ZWZhi
WZcZÒih]VkZWZZci]Zdeedgijc^inidh]VgZZmeZg^ZcXZhl^i]hdbVcn
jcYZg\gVYjViZbZbWZghVcYVajbc^!lViX]^c\cZVgan-%cZlbZbWZgh
_d^ci]ZWdcYYjg^c\bnnZVghVi8VhZ!VcYheZcY^c\i]ZaVhi[djg"eajhnZVgh
l^i]hdbZd[bnWZhi[g^ZcYhÄbnWgdi]Zgh#Ç
Cdli]Vi]Z]VhbdkZYdc[gdb8VhZ!9Vcadd`h[dglVgYidVY^[[ZgZci
ineZd[[gViZgcVa^ckdakZbZciVhVlVnidZmegZhh]^h\gVi^ijYZ[dgi]Z
bVcnVYkVciV\Zh]Z\V^cZYi]gdj\]bZbWZgh]^e#Æ>ÉYWZ]Veenid
hZgkZ^cVcVYk^hdgngdaZ#6cY>eaVcidWZXdbZVaZVYZg^ci]Z8aZkZaVcY
6ajbc^6hhdX^Vi^dc!ldg`^c\l^i]di]ZgadXVaVajbc^idgZhidgZVhigdc\Zg
gZaVi^dch]^el^i]Wdi]adXVaX]VeiZghVcYi]ZCVi^dcVa;gViZgc^in#6ahd!l^i]
gZheZXiid\^k^c\WVX`idE]^Eh^!>jcYZghiVcYi]ViVajbc^WZ[dgZbZbVYZ
edhh^WaZi]ZhX]daVgh]^eh>gZXZ^kZY!VcY>l^aahjgZanYdcViZeVgi^XjaVgan
WZXVjhZdjg[ZaadljcYZg\gVYjViZWgdi]ZghcZZYi]ZhjeedgiidYVnbdgZ
i]VcZkZg#Ç
8aZVgan!i]Vc`hidE]^@VeeVEh^!9Vc9Zcc]VgYiidYVn]VhVadibdgZ
\d^c\[dg]^b#

ÓJ!sfnfncfs!sfdfjwjoh!b!mfuufs!gspn!
uif!Gpvoebujpo/!J!xbt!wfsz!fydjufe-!
tp!nvdi!tp!uibu!ju!uppl!nf!b!xijmf!
up!opujdf!uibu!JÖe!bduvbmmz!sfdfjwfe!
uxp!tdipmbstijqt!Ñ!b!Tvnnfsgjfme!
Tdipmbs!Bxbse!boe!uif!Sbmqi!E/!
ÓEveÔ!Ebojfm!Mfbefstijq!Bxbse/!!
J!jnnfejbufmz!dbmmfe!nz!gbnjmz!!
up!mfu!uifn!lopx"Ô
ÒEbo!Efooibseu!Dbtf!Xftufso!Ö15

Idk^ZlVXdbeaZiZa^hi
d[CVi^dcVaVcY8]VeiZg
hX]daVgh]^el^ccZghk^h^i
lll#E@E;djcYVi^dc#dg\#
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6:

311:!!
Gpvoebujpo!Hpbm!gps

'!(+(!&&-#')
IdiVaYZh^\cViZY
XVh]Xdcig^Wji^dch

ÓQij!QtjÖt!spmf!jt!up!ifmq!!
cspuifst!mjwf!b!wbmvft.esjwfo!
mjgf-!gpdvtjoh!po!tfswjdf!up!fbdi!
puifs!boe!uifjs!dpnnvojujft/!
Tp!nvdi!jo!pvs!xpsme!jt!!
opu!wbmvft.esjwfo/!JuÖt!!
dpotvnqujpo.esjwfo-!ps!!
fmtf!kvtu!qvsf!foufsubjonfou/!
Boe!gsbolmz-!xifo!b!dibqufs!!
gpdvtft!po!uiptf!uijoht-!!
ju!hfut!joup!uspvcmf/Ô!
ÒDibsmft!T/!Ijhhjot!Ks!Wboefscjmu!Ö78
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7GDI=:G=><<>CH>H6&.,%
G:8>E>:CID;E=>@6EE6EH>ÉH
C6I>DC6AHDADC:#HJBB:G;>:A9
H8=DA6GH=>E#=:>HEG:H>9:CI
D;:9<:<GDJE>C8#!6A6C9
HJGK:N>C<;>GBAD86I:9>C
C6H=K>AA:!L=:G:=:6C9
=>H;6B>ANB6@:I=:>G=DB:#

mfbefstijq!EGD<G6BH
7J>A9>C<A:69:GHÄ6C9E=>EH>ÉH;JIJG:
;dghdbVcnndjc\VYjaih^cXdaaZ\Z!
a^[ZidYVn^h[gV\bZciZY!Y^higVXiZY!
Yg^kZc^ciddbVcnXdbeZi^c\Y^gZXi^dch#
Æ;gZcZi^XÇ^hi]ZldgYX]VeiZgVYk^hdg
8]jX`=^\\^chKVcYZgW^aiÉ+,jhZh#Æ>i]^c`
dcXVbejhZh!i]ZgZ^higZbZcYdjheZZg
egZhhjgZWZXVjhZd[i]Zh]ZZgcjbWZg
d[deedgijc^i^ZhidYVn#>iV[[ZXihVadi
d[i]^c\h#Ç
7gdi]Zg=^\\^ch^hXdck^cXZYi]ViE]^
@VeeVEh^ÆXVc!h]djaYVcYYdZhÇWg^c\
Vedh^i^kZ[dXjhidbZbWZghÉa^kZhYjg^c\
i]Z^g[dgbVi^kZXdaaZ\ZnZVgh#
6Xgdhhi]Z<gZZ`ldgaY!i]dhZ[gViZgc^i^Zh
l^i]higdc\Vajbc^^ckdakZbZciZc_dnV
Y^hi^cXi^kZaZVYZgh]^e"Wj^aY^c\VYkVciV\Z#
7gdi]Zg=^\\^chVaajYZhidi]^hWZcZÒi^c
gZXdjci^c\]^hdlc_djgcZnV[iZgaZVk^c\
KVcYZgW^aiÄdcZl]^X]Xjab^cViZY^cV
YZX^h^dcaVhiCdkZbWZgidVXXZeii]ZgdaZ
d[X]VeiZgVYk^hdg#
Æ6[iZghZXjg^c\bnBVhiZgÉhYZ\gZZ^c
Zc\^cZZg^c\!>bdkZYVlVn[gdbCVh]k^aaZ
[dgVi^bZ#6nZVgdgildaViZg!>WZXVbZ
gZZc\V\ZYl^i]VcVajbc^\gdje#7VX`^c
CVh]k^aaZ!lZdg\Vc^oZYVXVbeV^\cideVn
d[[i]ZYZWi[dgi]ZX]VeiZg]djhZ#

>ilVhWj^ai^c&.+)!VcYlZeV^Y^id[[
Wni]Zb^Y"&.,%h#Ç
DkZgi]ZnZVgh!8]jX`VahdViiZcYZY
hZkZgVacVi^dcVaXdckZci^dch#
Æ7ji[gVc`an!>gZh^hiZYWZXdb^c\^ckdakZY
VhVX]VeiZgVYk^hdgWZXVjhZWni]Zi^bZ
>lVh^cbn*%h!>i]dj\]i>lVhidddaY#
È<ZZ!>Ébcdi^cVedh^i^dcid]ZaeVWjcX]
d[&-"'%"nZVg"daYhÉlVhl]Vi>i]dj\]i#
7ji>lVhlgdc\#Ç
AVhinZVg!7gdi]Zg=^\\^chidd`VcZl
djiadd`idlVgY]^hVW^a^inidbV`ZV
bZVc^c\[jaXdcig^Wji^dcidi]ZIZccZhhZZ
9ZaiV8]VeiZg#=ZXdjaYhZZi]Z^g
Zci]jh^Vhb\gdll]ZcVcZaYZgWgdi]Zg
ldjaYXdbZWVX`VcYh]dlVgZVa^ciZgZhi
^cl]VilVh]VeeZc^c\#=^hdlcYVj\]iZg!
cdl'(!lVhbdk^c\i]gdj\]]ZgXdaaZ\Z
nZVgh!VcY8]jX`hVnhÆ]ZgZmeZg^ZcXZh
iVj\]ibZVadiÇ
Hd!aVhinZVgl]Zc]Zidd`i]Zeajc\Z!
]ZVahdYZX^YZYidiV`ZVYkVciV\Zd[
E]^Eh^ÉhCZlKdajciZZgDg^ZciVi^dc
CKDigV^c^c\egd\gVb#8]jX`XVaahi]^h
i]gZZ"YVn!;djcYVi^dc"[jcYZYldg`h]de
ÆZmigZbZan]Zae[jaÇ^cZmeadg^c\Vl^YZ

VggVnd[gZaZkVciide^Xh#ÆCKDlVhV\gZVi
idda#>ilVhkZgn!kZgnZcXdjgV\^c\!VcY
VahdVhhjV\ZYbn[ZVgh#>\dikVajZdji
d[ZkZgnide^XVcYVXi^k^inÄhZhh^dchi]Vi
^cXajYZYX]VeiZgegZh^YZcih!WgZV`djih
[dgcZlkdajciZZgh!VcYZkZci]ZbZZi^c\h
Y^gZXiZYidlVgYdjgheZX^ÒXgdaZh!Vh
VYk^hdghdg]djhZXdgedgVi^dcbZbWZgh#Ç
7gdi]Zg=^\\^chgZijgcZY[gdbi]Z
?VcjVgnegd\gVbl^i]VcZlbVcigV
[dgegdheZXi^kZVajbc^kdajciZZgh/
Æ<didCKD#Ç
ÆL]Vi>ÉkZaZVgcZYhd[VgVhVX]VeiZg
VYk^hdg^hi]^h/Vhadc\VhndjYdcÉi
Xdc[jhZWZ^c\VWgdi]Zgl^i]WZ^c\
V[Vi]Zg!dghdbZi^bZhZkZcV[g^ZcY!
^ildg`h#>Ébcdii]ZgZidWZÈdcZd[i]Z
\jnh#É6cY>Ébcdi\d^c\idWZVijedc
i]ZbVh>b^\]iVhVXdcXZgcZYeVgZci#
>Vbi]Z^gdaYZgWgdi]ZgÄVcVYk^hdg
VcYbZcidg#Ç
7gdi]Zg=^\\^chhVnh]ZÆYZÒc^iZan
WZa^ZkZh^cl]ViE]^Eh^^hYd^c\#>i^h
\gZVi[dgdjgndjc\ZgWgdi]ZghWji^iÉh
VahdVbVo^c\WZXVjhZ>ÉkZXdci^cjZY
id\ZihdbZi]^c\djid[^iZkZgnYVnidd#Ç
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aZVYZgh]^eegd\gVbh

6AJBCJHG:8DCC:8IHK>6
EG:H>9:CIHA:69:GH=>E6869:BN
KDAJCI::G>C<7J>A9HB:6C>C<;JA7G>9<:
L]Zc7ZcHajio6h]aVcYÉ..\gVYjViZY^c'%%(!hiVn^c\VXi^kZ
^cE]^Eh^lVhcÉi]^h]^\]Zhieg^dg^in#=ZbdkZYdcidVXVgZZg
^c\gVe]^XVgihVcYÆlVhcÉigZVaan^ckdakZYl^i]i]Z;gViZgc^in#Ç
7ji!l]Zc^ck^iZYidhZgkZVhV[VX^a^iVidgViE]^Eh^ÉhEgZh^YZcih
AZVYZgh]^e6XVYZbnEA6!]ZVXXZeiZYVidcXZ#
DcXZi]ZgZ!7gdi]ZgHajioY^hXdkZgZYVcZlVheZXiid]^h
gZaVi^dch]^el^i]E]^Eh^!VcYcdl\Vj\Zhi]ZZmeZg^ZcXZ
VhWZcZÒX^VaidWdi]Vajbc^VcYjcYZg\gVYjViZh#

ÓJu!xbt!hsfbu!up!tff!uiftf!zpvoh!dibqufs!
qsftjefout!ubmljoh!up!fbdi!puifs-!gjoejoh!!
pvu!xibu!puifst!bsf!epjoh!uibuÖt!tvddffejoh/!
J!uijol!uifz!gpvoe!uif!joufsbdujpo!!
fyusfnfmz!wbmvbcmf!up!ifmqjoh!dpogjsn!
xifuifs!uifjs!pxo!dibqufs!jt!ifbefe!!
jo!uif!sjhiu!ejsfdujpo/Ô
7gdi]ZgHajioWZa^ZkZhVcdi]Zg^bedgiVciVheZXid[EA6^h
`ZZe^c\VaaX]VeiZgaZVYZghdci]ZhVbZeV\Z!hdi]Vii]Z
;gViZgc^inÉh^YZci^in^hXd]Zh^kZVcYXdch^hiZci#Æ>gZbZbWZg
VhVcjcYZg\gVYjViZbZZi^c\E]^Eh^h[gdbdi]ZghX]ddah!
VcYhdbZi^bZh^ihZZbZYi]Z^gX]VeiZg]VYVWhdajiZancdi]^c\
^cXdbbdcl^i]djgh#EA6^hV\gZVieaVXZidVYYgZhhi]^h#Ç
7Zc[djcYVine^XVagVc\Zd[X]VaaZc\Zh[VX^c\idYVnÉhndjc\
Wgdi]Zgh[gdbbV^ciV^c^c\ÒcVcX^VahiVW^a^inVcYgZXgj^ibZci
^hhjZhidi]ZeVgi^X^eVi^dcd[daYZgbZbWZgh#<j^Y^c\i]Z
Y^hXjhh^dc^ci]Zg^\]iY^gZXi^dclVh7gdi]ZgHajioÉhbV^c
dW_ZXi^kZ#=ZlVhVahdVWaZidh]VgZZmeZg^ZcXZh]ZÉY]VY
Vi]^hdlcX]VeiZg#Æ8db^c\WVX`V[iZgh^mnZVghd[cdiWZ^c\
^ckdakZY^ci]ZYVn"id"YVnVXi^k^i^Zh\VkZbZi]ZVW^a^inidadd`
Vii]^c\hdW_ZXi^kZan#Ç
7Zc^hVhigdc\WZa^ZkZg^ckdajciZZg^c\^c\ZcZgVaVcYhZZh
^bbZchZWZcZÒihd[Vajbc^^ckdakZbZci^ci]Za^kZhd[
jcYZg\gVYjViZE]^Eh^h#ÆL]ZclZlZgZdcXVbejh!Vajbc^
Wgdi]ZghXVbZWVX`id]Zae#>[i]Zn]VYcÉi!djgZmeZg^ZcXZ
ldjaYcÉi]VkZWZZci]ZhVbZ#BVcnldjaYhVn^iÉhdjgYjinVh
Vajbc^id\^kZWVX`#>iÉh\gZViidhZZhdbVcnWgdi]ZghiV`^c\
eg^YZ^cl]Vii]ZnVXXdbea^h]ZYl]Zci]ZnlZgZ^chX]ddaVcY
i]ZclViX]i]ZbkdajciZZgVhVajbc^^cdgYZgidbV`ZXZgiV^c
i]^c\hVgZhi^aaegd\gZhh^c\^cVedh^i^kZY^gZXi^dc#Ç
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Æ>begZhhZYÇVcYZkZcÆhjgeg^hZYÇlVh7gdi]ZgHajioÉhgZhedchZ
idi]ZaZkZad[Zci]jh^Vhb]ZhVl^ci]Zdi]ZgEA6[VX^a^iVidgh
VcYViiZcYZZh#ÆI]ZnlZgZ^cidZkZgnVheZXid[l]VilVh\d^c\
dc#>ilVh\gZViidhZZI]ZeVgi^X^eVcihidd`^ihZg^djhanÄndj
XdjaYYZÒc^iZaniZaai]ZX]VeiZgaZVYZghgZVaanlVciZYidWZi]ZgZ#
I]ZnVh`ZYfjZhi^dchVcYlVciZYidaZVgcVaai]ZnXdjaYhdi]Zn
ldjaYWZWZiiZgZfj^eeZYidaZVYi]Z^ggZheZXi^kZX]VeiZgh#
ÆI]ZeVgi^X^eVcihlZgZVWaZid]dcZi]Zh`^aahi]ZnaZVgcZY
^cVaai]Zldg`h]dehVcYhZhh^dchi]gdj\]i]Z^g^ciZgVXi^dch
l^i]i]ZVajbc^egZhZciVcYVaai]Zdi]ZgViiZcYZZh#>cdgYZg
idWZhjXXZhh[ja!VaZVYZgh]^eegd\gVbbjhi]VkZVhigdc\
Xjgg^Xjajb[gdbi]ZideYdlc/Èi]^h^h]dl^iÉhYdcZÉ½VcY
E]^Eh^^hYd^c\i]Vi#6cYi]ViÉhl]Vil^aabV`Zi]ZhZ
Wgdi]ZghhjXXZhh[ja#Ç

aZVYZgh]^eegd\gVbh

IDA>K:6C9A:69
L>I=>CI:<G>IN
6CCJ6A6869:B>:H7J>A9HIGDC<
8=6EI:GA:69:GH6C9KDAJCI::GH

Bmvnoj!Mfbefstijq!Nbuufst
I]ZgZÉhcdfjZhi^dci]ViVXgdhhi]ZXdjcign!
E]^Eh^Wgdi]ZghlVciVcYcZZYhigdc\Vajbc^
^ckdakZbZci#EZg]Vehi]^h^hndjgbdbZciid
iV`Zi]ZcZmihiZedcndjga^[Zadc\_djgcZn
d[Wgdi]Zg]ddY#
;dgVajbc^d[VaaV\Zhl]dl^h]idVhh^hiVadXVa
X]VeiZgVhVegd[Zhh^dcVabZcidg!VYk^hdgdg
]djhZXdgedgVi^dckdajciZZg!CZlKdajciZZg
Dg^ZciVi^dc^hVc^ckVajVWaZheg^c\WdVgY[gdb
l]^X]idY^kZ^cD[[ZgZYVccjVaan!i]^hlZZ`ZcY
^heVX`ZYl^i]i^eh!iddahVcYVXi^k^i^ZhZcVWa^c\
ndjidbVm^b^oZndjg^beVXidci]Zndjc\bZc
ndjÉaahZgkZ#
;^ghindjÉaaiV`ZVadd`VindjggdaZVhVkdajciZZg
l^i]^ci]ZXdciZmid[ldg`^c\l^i]X]VeiZg
aZVYZgh#NdjÉaaWZ^bbZghZY^ci]Z]diide^Xh
V[[ZXi^c\idYVnÉhWgdi]Zgh#NdjÉaaZmeadgZi]Z
YV^anX]VaaZc\Zhi]ZnZcXdjciZg^ca^k^c\jeid
i]ZigjZk^h^dcd[E]^Eh^Éh[djcYZghVcYi]Z
;gViZgc^inÉhG^ijVa#HddcZcdj\]!ndjÉaaÒcY
ndjghZa[[dgbjaVi^c\de^c^dch!^YZVhVcY\dVah
[dg]dlndjXVc]Zae#:ci]jh^Vhb!ÒgZ!VcY
Yg^kZhZi^c#6cYÒcVaan!ndjÉaaY^hXdkZgi]Vi
ndjgXVeVX^inidegdk^YZbZVc^c\[ja\j^YVcXZ
^hjc^fjZidndj#I]Vi^h!cddcZZahZl^i]^c
i]ZZci^gZ;gViZgc^inXVcd[[ZgegZX^hZani]Z
XdbW^cVi^dcd[h`^aah!^ch^\]i!iVaZciVcY
ZmeZg^ZcXZi]VindjXVc#

I]ZE]^@VeeVEh^;djcYVi^dchZZ`hidZcg^X]i]Z[gViZgcVaZmeZg^ZcXZ[dg
Wdi]jcYZg\gVYjViZhVcYVajbc^Wnegdk^Y^c\VaaWgdi]Zghl^i]ZmZbeaVgn
ZYjXVi^dcVadeedgijc^i^Zh#Cdl]ZgZ^hi]^hXdbb^ibZcibdgZZk^YZci
i]Vc^ci]ZEgZh^YZcihAZVYZgh]^e6XVYZbnEA6VcYi]ZCZlKdajciZZg
Dg^ZciVi^dcCKDegd\gVb#
EA6^hE]^Eh^ÉhegZb^ZgaZVYZgh]^eYZkZadebZciXdjghZ[dgX]VeiZgVcY
XdadcnegZh^YZcihVcY^hVbdYZal^i]^ci]Z<gZZ`ldgaY#I]Zegd\gVb
XVe^iVa^oZhdci]ZiVaZci!l^hYdbVcYZmeZg^ZcXZd[Vajbc^idiZVX]djg
ndjc\aZVYZghhjXXZhh[jaeg^cX^eaZhd[X]VeiZgaZVYZgh]^e#I]Z^ciZch^kZ
V\ZcYVZmeadgZhbZi]dYh^cZ[[ZXi^kZXdbbjc^XVi^dc!iZVb"Wj^aY^c\!
Y^hX^ea^cZ!ÒcVcX^VaVYb^c^higVi^dc!bdi^kVi^dc!Zi]^Xh"WVhZYYZX^h^dc
bV`^c\!VcYbdgZÄVaal^i]^ci]ZbVhiZg[gVbZldg`d[E]^Eh^Éh
[djcY^c\kVajZh#
Cdl^c^ih&*i]nZVg!i]ZEA6Zc_dnhhiZVYnedejaVg^inVbdc\jcYZg\gVYjViZh
YgVl^c\cZVgan.%eVgi^X^eVcihVccjVaanidi]Zi]gZZ"YVnldg`h]de#>ih
ZcYjg^c\gZXd\c^i^dc^hViZhiVbZcicdidcanidVY^hi^cXi^kZXjgg^Xjajb!
WjiVahdid^ihedh^i^kZZ[[ZXihdccdidcani]ZViiZcYZZhWjii]Z^gX]VeiZg
Wgdi]Zgh#8]VeiZgegZh^YZcihldg`i]gdj\]djii]Z^gi^bZViEA6
idhigZc\i]Zci]Z^gVW^a^inidhjXXZhh[jaanbVcV\Zi]Z^gX]VeiZgh
VcYhZgkZVhVc^che^gVi^dcVaaZVYZg[dgi]Z^gWgdi]ZghdcXVbejh#
GZk^kZY^c'%%-!CKDlVhXdbW^cZYl^i]i]ZEgZh^YZcihAZVYZgh]^e6XVYZbn
VhVlVnidbVm^b^oZi]Z^beVXid[Wdi]^c^i^Vi^kZh#CKDigV^chE]^Eh^Vajbc^
VhhjXXZhh[jakdajciZZgh^cjcYZghiVcY^c\VcYVYYgZhh^c\i]ZcZZYhd[
idYVnÉhjcYZg\gVYjViZh#CZVgan)%Vajbc^idd`VYkVciV\Zd[CKD^c'%%-#
I]gdj\]i]ZXdbW^cZYegd\gVbh!ndjc\aZVYZghVcYZaYZgWgdi]ZghWZcZÒi
[gdb_d^cihZhh^dchl]^X]ZcVWaZVXadhZgZmX]Vc\Zd[^YZVh#EA6VcYCKD
VgZildd[i]ZhZkZgVaegd\gVbh[jcYZYi]gdj\];djcYVi^dc\gVcihidi]Z
E]^@VeeVEh^;gViZgc^in#I]gdj\]i]Zdc\d^c\!iVm"YZYjXi^WaZ\ZcZgdh^in
d[Vajbc^!i]ZE]^Eh^;djcYVi^dcXdci^cjZhnZVganhjeedgi[dgfjVa^[n^c\
edgi^dchd[XdckZci^dch!aZVYZgh]^eVXVYZb^Zh!ldg`h]deh!heZV`ZghVcY
di]ZgaZVYZgh]^e$ZYjXVi^dcVaigV^c^c\VXi^k^i^Zhi]VihjeedgihX]daVgh]^e!
aZVYZgh]^eVcYhZgk^XZ#

I]ViÉhl]VibV`ZhndjgXdcig^Wji^dcidi]Z
;gViZgc^inÉhndjc\ZhibZbWZgheg^XZaZhh#

K^h^illl#E@E;djcYVi^dc#dg\
[dgVXdbeaZiZa^hid[EA6

;DGBDG:>C;DGB6I>DC67DJICKD!DGID
G:><C>I:NDJG;>G:;DG69K6C8>C<I=:
7GDI=:G=DD97N:MEADG>C<KDAJCI::G
DEEDGIJC>I>:H!8DCI68II=:;DJC96I>DC
6I-%%#(*%#&-*'#

VcYCKDViiZcYZZh#
EA6B69:69>;;:G:C8:
;DGC:>A76@:GNDG@É%,#
H::=>HHIDGNDCA>C:6I
lll#E@E;djcYVi^dc#dg\
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gvuvsft!FJ:HI

P:K6CHL6CHDCR

Fwbo!Txbotpo!jt!usfbtvsfs!pg!Qij!
Lbqqb!QtjÖt!Jpxb!Bmqib!Dibqufs/!
Uif!tpqipnpsf!ipqft!up!buufoe!mbx!
tdippm!boe!fwfouvbmmz!npwf!joup!
qvcmjd!tfswjdf!dpoevdujoh!cpui!
sftfbsdi!boe!ipmejoh!pggjdf/!

6E=>EH>EG:68=:HÆ768@IDI=:76H>8HÇ
;DG8=6EI:GHJ88:HH
:kVcHlVchdc]VYcdi]^c\idadhZ#L]Zci]ZegZh^YZcid[]^h
X]VeiZg!>dlV6ae]V!hj\\ZhiZY:kVch]djaYVeean[dgV;jijgZh
FjZhi;Zaadlh]^ei]gdj\]i]ZE]^Eh^;djcYVi^dc!i]Zhde]dbdgZ
_jbeZYVii]Zdeedgijc^in#

ÓJÖe!buufoefe!rvjuf!b!gfx!mfbefstijq!
bdbefnjft!boe!tjnjmbs!usbjojoh!qsphsbnt!
jo!ijhi!tdippm/!J!lofx!uijt!xpvme!cf!npsf!
Hsffl!psjfoufe-!boe!uif!gbdu!uif!Gpvoebujpo!
qspwjeft!gfmmpxtijqt!xijdi!dpwfs!cpui!uif!
dptu!pg!sfhjtusbujpo!boe!usbwfm!nbef!uijt!
pqqpsuvojuz!b!op.csbjofs/Ô
=dhiZYZVX]nZVgWni]ZCdgi]"6bZg^XVc>ciZg[gViZgc^in>chi^ijiZ
C>8!;jijgZhFjZhi^hVc^ciZch^kZ^ciZg[gViZgcVaZmeZg^ZcXZ
YZh^\cZY[dgcZlan^c^i^ViZYbZbWZghd[[gViZgc^i^Zh#I]^h
djiYddggZigZViiZVX]ZhiZVb"Wj^aY^c\!egdWaZb"hdak^c\VcY
YZX^h^dc"bV`^c\h`^aah#I]Z]^\]a^\]id[i]ZlZZ`ZcY!V]^\]
gdeZhXdjghZ!hnbWda^oZhi]ZdWhiVXaZh[VXZYl]ZchZgk^c\
^cVaZVYZgh]^eedh^i^dc#
Æ>]dcZhianlVhcÉihjgZl]ViidZmeZXi!Ç:kVcgZXVaah#ÆI]^hlVh
gZVaanbnÒghideedgijc^inid\ZiViVhiZd[]dlY^kZghZVcYWgdVY
<gZZ`a^[Z^hVgdjcYi]ZXdjcign#>\dii]ZX]VcXZidhZZ]dl
X]VeiZghd[di]Zg[gViZgc^i^Zh]VcYaZi]Z^gX]VaaZc\Zh#>bZVc!
i]ZgZlZgZ<gZZ`h[gdbVaaVgdjcYi]ZXdjcign!hbVaaVcYaVg\Z
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X]VeiZgh!gjgVaXVbejhZh!W^\X^inXdaaZ\Zh½h]Vg^c\Vaai]^h
^c[dgbVi^dciVj\]ibZVadi#Ç
CZVgi]ZZcYd[i]ZgZigZVi!eVgi^X^eVcihVgZX]VaaZc\ZYidiV`Z
WVX`hdbZi]^c\d[aVhi^c\kVajZidi]Z^gdlcX]VeiZgh#;dg:kVc!
l]dÉYWZZcWgdi]Zg]ddYXdbb^iiZZX]V^gbVcVcYlVhi]Z
X]VeiZgÉhcZligZVhjgZg!dcZcZZYXVbZ^cid[dXjh#
Æ;jijgZhFjZhiYZÒc^iZan]ZaeZYbZl^i]`cdl^c\]dlid
gZXd\c^oZl]ZgZaZVYZgh]^eVcY\j^YVcXZ^hcZZYZY#DjgX]VeiZg
]VhWZZc[VX^c\Vcdg\Vc^oVi^dcVaegdWaZb#DjgbZbWZgh]^e
\gZlgZVaan[Vhi/lZjhZYidWZ+%"-%\jnhVcYcdli]ZgZVgZ&&(#
>iÉhZVhnidadhZigVX`d[`ZZe^c\VgZVaandg\Vc^oZY!higjXijgZY
hnhiZb[gdbnZVgidnZVg!ZheZX^Vaanl^i]hdbVcnhZc^dgh
\gVYjVi^c\ZVX]nZVg#
ÆHd>XVbZWVX`egZVX]^c\WVX`idi]ZWVh^Xh#6[Zldi]Zg\jnh
lZgZdci]ZhVbZeV\Z#LZXdjaYhZZi]VidcXZndjbdkZVlVn
[gdbi]ZWnaVlhVcYi]ZWVh^XhigjXijgZVcYgjaZh!Vadid[i]^c\h
ha^ei]gdj\]i]ZXgVX`h#HdlZÉgZgZk^h^i^c\i]dhZVgZVh#>i]^c`
i]ZZVh^ZhilVn[dgVX]VeiZgid[Vaaide^ZXZh^hl]Zc^ihiVgih
VXi^c\bdgZa^`ZVXajWVcYaZhha^`ZV[gViZgc^in#;jijgZhFjZhi
]ZaeZYbZhZZi]Vi#Ç
:kVcVahdWgdj\]iWVX`^YZVhid]Zae]^b^c]^hgdaZVhigZVhjgZg#
Æ7Z^c\igZVhjgZgbZVch>]VkZideaVni]ZWVY\jnZkZgndcXZ
^cVl]^aZ#>ÉkZ[djcYi]ViWZXVjhZndjYZVal^i]`ZZe^c\igVX`
d[Vaai]ZÒcVcXZhVcY]VkZidbV`ZhjgZbdcZn^hcÉiWZ^c\
b^hjhZY!ndjZcYje`cdl^c\VadiVWdjiZkZgna^iiaZYZiV^ad[i]Z
X]VeiZg#NdjÉgZ^cX]Vg\ZdgdkZghZZi]djhVcYhd[igVchVXi^dch

aZVYZgh]^eegd\gVbh

Æ768@IDI=:76H>8HÇ8DCI>CJ:9
VcYndj]VkZidWZVXXdjciVWaZ#6i;jijgZhFjZhi!>lVhVWaZidiVa`l^i]
igZVhjgZgh[gdbdi]Zg[gViZgc^i^ZhVcYaZVgc]dli]Z^gX]VeiZghbVcV\Z
i]Z^gÒcVcX^VaX]VaaZc\Zh#Ç
7ZXVjhZd[]^hZmeZg^ZcXZVi;jijgZhFjZhi!:kVcZcXdjgV\Zhdi]ZgE]^
Eh^hidÆ`ZZeVcZnZdjiVcYhZZ`djih^b^aVg[Zaadlh]^ehWZXVjhZi]Zn
egdk^YZVcdeedgijc^inid\V^cVcdjih^YZeZgheZXi^kZdci]Zldg`^c\hd[
ndjgX]VeiZgVcYd[djg;gViZgc^in#Ç
6ccjVaan!i]ZE]^@VeeVEh^;djcYVi^dcegdk^YZh&%[Zaadlh]^eh[dgE]^
Eh^hidViiZcY;jijgZhFjZhi#DkZgl]Zab^c\an!eVgi^X^eVcihgViZi]^h
deedgijc^inVhVc^ckVajVWaZZmeZg^ZcXZ^ci]Z^g[gViZgcVa_djgcZnVcY
^ciZg[gViZgcVaZYjXVi^dc#
;dg:kVc!i]ZWZcZÒihl^aaXdci^cjZVh]ZegZeVgZh[dgVWgdi]Zg]ddY
gZigZVii]^hhjbbZg!l]ZgZ]ZeaVchid^cigdYjXZhZkZgVa^YZVh[gdb
;jijgZhFjZhi#ÆDjgX]VeiZgYZÒc^iZanYdZhVadid[i]^c\hg^\]i#7ji
lZhi^aa]VkZVcjbWZgd[i]^c\hlZXdjaY^begdkZdc#>iXVcWZiVm^c\#
>iiV`ZhVadid[Z[[dgiVcYeZghdcVahVXg^ÒXZ!Wjil]Vi^ca^[Zi]ViÉh
ldgi]l]^aZYdZhcÉi4Ç
8aZVgan!i]Zg^eeaZZ[[ZXi[gdb;jijgZhFjZhi^hVagZVYngZVX]^c\i]Z&%% 
Wgdi]ZghViE]^Eh^ÉhJc^kZgh^ind[>dlV8]VeiZg#Æ>igjan]VkZVhZchZd[
ejgedhZVcYWZadc\^c\idV\gZViZgXVjhZ#Ç
6cY:kVc[dgZhZZhE]^Eh^gZbV^c^c\eVgid[]^ha^[Z!ZkZcV[iZg]^h
jcYZg\gVYjViZYVnhVgZWZ]^cY]^b#Æ>]deZidWZa^k^c\XadhZZcdj\]
id_d^cV]djhZXdgedgVi^dcdgVajbc^VhhdX^Vi^dc#>ÉaaValVnh`ZZe^c
idjX]l^i]XZgiV^c[g^ZcYh½VcYZkZcijVaan>ÉbhjgZ>Éaa\^kZWVX`idi]Z
;gViZgc^in!Wdi]cVi^dcVaanVcYdcVadXVaaZkZa#>lVciid\^kZdi]ZgE]^
Eh^hi]Zdeedgijc^i^Zh>ÉkZ]VY#>Éaah^beanVh`E]^Eh^idejibZl]ZgZ
i]ZncZZYbZ#Ç

Gvuvsft!Rvftu!Qbsujdjqbout
@naZA#7dg\
@naZA#7dg\

>aa^cd^hHiViZ

?jhi^cI#7g^\\h
?jhi^cI#7g^\\h

Cdgi]Zgc>aa^cd^hÉ%,

I^b=Vb^aidc9Vlhdc
I^b
=Vb^aidc9Vlhdc

7jiaZgÉ%-

@naZ9dlch
@naZ9dlch

>JEJ>

?ZgZbnAZZ;Zn
?ZgZbnAZZ;Zn

IdaZYd

B^X]VZa<ddY
B^X]VZa<ddY

>dlVHiViZ

6YVb7gnVciAZ\\Zii
6YVb7gnVciAZ\\Zii

:Vhi8Vgda^cV

HiZe]ZcGVnbdcYEVhY^dgV
HiZe]ZcGVnbdcYEVhY^dgV

>dlV

HXdiiGjoVa
HXdiiGjoVa

EZccHiViZ

:kVc7gVYaZnHlVchdc
:kVc7gVYaZnHlVchdc

>dlV

?Vhdc9#IZVa
?Vhdc9#IZVa

7dla^c\<gZZc

=ZcgnLVc\
=ZcgnLVc\

>dlVHiViZ

BDG:DC;JIJG:HFJ:HI½
I]Z;djcYVi^dc^hegdjYidXdci^cjZidd[[ZgE]^Eh^ÉhjcYZg\gVYjViZhi]Zdeedgijc^inid
ViiZcY;jijgZhFjZhi!Vegd\gVbi]Viegdk^YZhaZVYZgh]^eigV^c^c\ididecZlbZbWZghl]d
]VkZ_d^cZYV[gViZgc^in^ci]ZaVhinZVg#I]Z[dXjhd[i]ZlZZ`ZcY^h]Zae^c\ZVX]eVgi^X^eVci
^YZci^[n]^heZghdcVahigZc\i]hVcYa^b^iVi^dch!YZkZadeaZVYZgh]^eVcYXdbbjc^XVi^dch`^aah!
ZmeadgZeZghdcVakVajZh!higZc\i]Zc]^hXdck^Xi^dch!VcYbV`ZVXdbb^ibZciid[gViZgcVa^YZVah#

EVgi^X^eVcihaZVkZl^i]VeaVc[dgi]Z[jijgZ#
;jijgZhFjZhi^hVc^ciZch^kZa^k^c\"aZVgc^c\ZmeZg^ZcXZ!l^i]egd\gVbhhiVgi^c\ZVgan^ci]Z
bdgc^c\VcYhigZiX]^c\lZaa^cidi]ZZkZc^c\h#;jijgZhFjZhiiV`ZheaVXZ^ci]ZdjiYddgh^c
8ZcigVa>cY^VcV^cVWZVji^[ja!lddYZYgZigZVih^iZ#:VX]eVgi^X^eVci^h\j^YZYi]gdj\]i]Z
FjZhiWnVcZmeZg^ZcXZYbZcidgl]dh]VgZh]^h`cdlaZY\ZVcYd[[ZghVkVg^Zind[Vhh^hiVcXZ#
I]^hgZaVi^dch]^eegdkZh\Zcj^cZVcYaVhi^c\#Ndjc\bZcVgg^kZVhhigVc\Zgh!VcYaZVkZVh
^ciZg[gViZgcVaWgdi]Zgh#I]ZWdcYhd[[g^ZcYh]^eVcYi]Z^ciZg[gViZgcVahe^g^i!l]^aZ[dg\ZY
fj^X`an!gZbV^chiZVYnVcYhigdc\adc\V[iZgi]ZlZZ`ZcY^hdkZg#
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!Ó!VJGJ!tibqfe!nf!bt!b!mfbefs/!J!mfbsofe!ipx!up!svo!
b!dpmpoz!boe!npujwbuf!jut!nfncfstijq!bmm!xijmf!
dpoujovjoh!up!hjwf!cbdl!up!uif!dpnnvojuz/Ô!

VJGJ!

JC9:G<G69J6I:>CI:G;G6I:GC>IN>CHI>IJI:

P96C86A9L:AAR

6XdadcnbZbWZgVi7dla^c\<gZZc!9Vc8VaYlZaaViiZcYZYi]Z
JcYZg\gVYjViZ>ciZg[gViZgc^in>chi^ijiZJ>;>^c?jan'%%-l^i]
i]ZejgedhZd[dWhZgk^c\]dlX]VeiZgh[gdbdi]Zg[gViZgc^i^Zh
VcYhdgdg^i^Zh!eVgi^XjaVgani]dhZdjih^YZi]ZB^YlZhi!YZVail^i]
h^b^aVg^hhjZhidi]dhZ]Z[VXZYl^i]^c]^hXdadcn#L]Vi]ZXVbZ
VlVnl^i]lVhVcZleZgheZXi^kZdci]ZY^kZgh^inVcYhigZc\i]
d[i]ZZci^gZ<gZZ`Xdbbjc^in#

I]ZJ>;>aZVYZgh]^eZmeZg^ZcXZÄbV`^c\Y^kZghZcZl[g^ZcYh
VcYWj^aY^c\gZaVi^dch]^ehÄ]Vh\^kZc7gdi]Zg8VaYlZaai]Z
`cdlaZY\ZVcYXdcÒYZcXZidhiZedjid[]^hXdb[dgiodcZVcY
hjXXZZYV[iZg\gVYjVi^dc#Æ>VbegZeVgZYcdlidiV`Zi]Z^c^i^Vi^kZ
VcYhZZ`djicZldeedgijc^i^Zh[dgeZghdcVa\gdli]VcYVb
VahdgZVYnidiVX`aZVcYVYYgZhhi]Z^hhjZheaV\j^c\bnXdadcn#Ç
]ZhVnh#

Æ>bZieZdeaZd[Y^[[ZgZciV[Òa^Vi^dchVcYY^[[ZgZciaZiiZgh!Wji
i]ZnVaa]VYVeVhh^dc[dgi]Z^gXdgZkVajZhVcYWZa^Z[h#Ç6hV
gZhjai!9VchVnh!]ZgZijgcZYid7dla^c\<gZZcl^i]Vhigdc\Zg
eVhh^dcidhjeedgiVcYWj^aY]^hdlcXdadcn#=ZY^hXdkZgZYi]Vi
Xdadc^ZhVcYX]VeiZghVXgdhhi]ZXdjcignlZgZYZVa^c\l^i]
h^b^aVgX]VaaZc\Zh!VcY]ZhVkdgZYi]Zdeedgijc^inidaZVgc
[gdbi]ZhigZc\i]hd[di]Zgh#

I]Z;djcYVi^dc"hedchdgZY[Zaadlh]^e\gVciZYid7gdi]Zg8VaYlZaa
^hdcZd[i]ZbVcn^ciZg[gViZgcVaaZVYZgh]^edeedgijc^i^Zh
hjeedgiZYi]gdj\]i]ZE]^Eh^;djcYVi^dc#I]ZVlVgY"l^cc^c\
aZVYZgh]^eegd\gVb!YZh^\cZY[dgWdi]bZcVcYldbZcl]d
VgZX]VeiZgdg<gZZ`Xdbbjc^inaZVYZgh!Wg^c\hid\Zi]Zg*%"+%
eVgi^X^eVcih[gdbVXgdhhi]ZJc^iZYHiViZhVcY8VcVYV[dgV
lZZ`adc\a^k^c\"aZVgc^c\ZmeZg^ZcXZ#J>;>[dXjhZhdceZghdcVa
VcYX]VeiZgkVajZh!aZVYZgh]^eYZkZadebZci!\gdjeYncVb^Xh!
eZghdcVaVlVgZcZhh!dg\Vc^oVi^dcVaX]Vc\ZVcYi]ZVgi
d[Wj^aY^c\Xdbbjc^in#

9VclVhVahdVWaZidgZegZhZci]^hXdadcnVi<68i]^heVhinZVg
VcYidaZVgcVcYWj^aYdci]ZigVY^i^dchd[adnVaVajbc^#Æ>iVaadlh
ndjidhZZi]ZkVajZi]Zn]VY^cbV`^c\i]Z;gViZgc^inl]Vi
^i^hidYVn#>ibVYZbZ[ZZaeVgid[hdbZi]^c\VadiW^\\Zg#Ç
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aZVYZgh]^eegd\gVbh

J>;>8DCI>CJ:9

ÓUispvhipvu!uif!jotujuvuf!J!opujdfe!dpotjefsbcmf!
gpdvt!po!uif!qptjujwf!btqfdut!pg!gsbufsojujft!!
boe!tpspsjujft!jo!beejujpo!up!jnqpsubou!
ejtdvttjpot!bcpvu!jttvft!uibu!uisfbufo!pvs!
gvuvsf/!J!bn!opx!npsf!uibo!fwfs!sfbez!gps!uiptf!
dibmmfohft!boe!uif!dibmmfohft!J!xjmm!gbdf!!
bt!J!mppl!upxbse!hsbevbujpo/Ô!
;dg7gdi]Zg8VaYlZaa!\ddYi]^c\h]VkZVagZVYn]VeeZcZYVhVgZhjai
d[]^hViiZcYVcXZViJ>;>#9VclVhkdiZYi]Z>ciZg[gViZgc^in8djcX^a
>;8EgZh^YZci!l]^X]]ZY^gZXianXgZY^ihid]^hJ>;>ZmeZg^ZcXZ#=Z
VahdgZXZ^kZYVX]VeiZghX]daVgh]^e[gdbi]Z;djcYVi^dcVcYl]^aZ
]^hVX]^ZkZbZcihXdci^cjZidhidX`e^aZ!9VcgZbV^ch]jbWaZ#ÆId]VkZ
i]ZXdadcnWZVXXZeiZYVhVk^VWaZX]VeiZgl^i]^ci]^h\gZVi;gViZgc^in
^hZcdj\]d[VcVXXdbea^h]bZci[dgbZ#Ç

VJGJ!Qbsujdjqbout
7gVcYdc@naZGZbbZgi
7gVcYdc@naZGZbbZgi

IZccZhhZZÉ%,

BVii]Zl9Vk^Y9ZZ\
BVii]Zl9Vk^Y9ZZ\

D`aV]dbVÉ%*

6cYgZlG#K^b^c^
6cYgZlG#K^b^c^

BVgnaVcYÉ%,

?d]c9Zcc^hL^i`dlh`^
?d]c9Zcc^hL^i`dlh`^

8VhZLZhiZgcÉ%,

7^aaGdWZgi:gc^Z=^abZg
7^aaGdWZgi:gc^Z=^abZg

>dlVHiViZÉ%,

G^X]VgY;#L^ciZg
G^X]VgY;#L^ciZg

AdX`=VkZc

HZVc7gVcYdcEZiZghdc
HZVc7gVcYdcEZiZghdc

:Vhi8Vgda^cVÉ%+

9Vc^Za?VbZh8VaYlZaa
9Vc^Za?VbZh8VaYlZaa

7dla^c\<gZZc

BDG:DCJ>;>½
J>;>^h]dhiZYWni]ZCdgi]"6bZg^XVc>ciZg[gViZgc^in8dc[ZgZcXZC>8VcYd[[Zgh^cY^k^YjVah
i]Zdeedgijc^inideVgi^X^eViZ^cVc^ciZch^kZ!^ciZgVXi^kZVcYZcZg\^o^c\aZVYZgh]^eZmeZg^ZcXZ#
IdZcVWaZfjVa^ÒZYWgdi]ZghidiV`ZVYkVciV\Zd[i]^ha^[Z"X]Vc\^c\deedgijc^in!i]Z;djcYVi^dc
VccjVaanVlVgYh&%J>;>;Zaadlh]^eh!l]^X]XdkZggZ\^higVi^dcVcYigVkZaXdhih[dgi]Zegd\gVb#
6hi]ZlZZ`egd\gZhhZh!eVgi^X^eVcihVgZX]VaaZc\ZYidYZkZadeVeZghdcVaeaVcd[VXi^dcid
aZVYi]Z^gdg\Vc^oVi^dch^cXdbb^ii^c\idX]Vc\Zh[dgi]ZWZiiZg#6iiZcYZZhVahdcZildg`VcY
Wj^aY[g^ZcYh]^ehl^i]cjbZgdjhdi]Zg[gViZgc^inVcYhdgdg^inbZbWZgh!VhlZaaVh<gZZ`
Xdbbjc^inaZVYZgh#
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ÒcVcX^VaXdbbZciVgn

>C8DB:
I]Z;djcYVi^dcgZa^ZhdcXdcig^Wji^dch[gdbi]Z;gViZgc^inÉhbZbWZgh]^eVcY[g^ZcYh^cdgYZgidbV^ciV^cl]Viild?Z[[Zghdc
8daaZ\ZhijYZcih!L^aa^Vb=ZcgnAZiiZgbVcVcY8]VgaZhEV\ZI]dbVhBddgZ![djcYZYhdbZ&*,nZVghV\d#:VX]\^[ibV`ZhV
Y^gZXi^beVXidcidYVnÉhE]^Eh^XdaaZ\^Vch#I]Z;djcYVi^dcZYjXViZh^cY^k^YjVahdci]Zdg\Vc^oVi^dcÉhb^hh^dcVcYi]Z^bedgiVcXZ
d[e]^aVci]gde^X\^k^c\VcYZcXdjgV\ZhVaaVajbc^id^ckZhi^ci]Z6ajbc^HjeedgiEgd\gVb!AVjgZa=VaadgdcZd[i]Zbng^VYd[
aZVYZgh]^edgX]VeiZg[dXjhZY[jcYh#
I]Z'%%-VccjVaXVbeV^\c!ZcY^c\9ZXZbWZg(&!'%%-!gZhjaiZY^cjcgZhig^XiZY\^[ihidiVa^c\.%-!*.)d[l]^X]&+(!**(lZgZ
cZleaZY\ZhVcY,)*!%)&lZgZXVh]Xdcig^Wji^dch#JcgZhig^XiZY\^[ihbVYZidi]Z6ajbc^HjeedgiEgd\gVbVgZi]Zbdhik^iVa
\^[ihidi]Zadc\"iZgbhjXXZhhd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc#I]ZhZXdcig^Wji^dchegdk^YZhjeedgi[dgcVi^dcVahX]daVgh]^eh!aZVYZgh]^e
egd\gVbb^c\!VgZVVajbc^ZkZcihVcYi]Z;djcYVi^dcÉhdeZgVi^c\WjY\Zi#I]ZVeegdm^bViZan&-d[jcgZhig^XiZY\^[ihgZXd\c^oZY
Yjg^c\'%%-VheaZY\ZhVgZlg^iiZcegdb^hZhd[[jijgZ\^[ihidi]Z;djcYVi^dcbVYZWnVajbc^bZbWZgh#6ai]dj\]i]ZhZ\^[ih
]VkZWZZcgZXdgYZYYjg^c\'%%-i]ZhZbdc^Zhl^aacdiWZgZXZ^kZYjci^abZbWZgh[jaÒaai]Z^gXdbb^ibZcih#<^[ihbVYZYjg^c\
i]ZÒhXVanZVgVcYYZh^\cViZY[dgX]VeiZgheZX^ÒX[jcYhidiVaZY(!**(!,&%#6YY^i^dcVaan!i]Z;djcYVi^dcgZXZ^kZY&%!.'*d[
eZgbVcZciangZhig^XiZY\^[ih#
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* Total contributions represents both cash contributions as well as pledges or written
promises, made within a speciﬁc year, of future gifts or contributions to the Foundation.
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]dlZkZgi]Z;djcYVi^dcÉh^ckZhibZciXdbb^iiZZ]VhXdci^cjZY
idbdc^idgVcYVYVeiVhVeegdeg^ViZi]Z;djcYVi^dcÉh
edgi[da^dd[^ckZhibZcih#AVhinZVgÉhbVg`ZiXdcY^i^dchlZgZ
YZkVhiVi^c\aneddgVXgdhhVaahZXidgh!aZVk^c\bdhi^chi^iji^dch
hj[[Zg^c\gZ\VgYaZhhd[egdeZg\j^YVcXZVcYZmeZgi^hZ#A^`ZVaa
^chi^iji^dcVa^ckZhidgh!i]Z;djcYVi^dc[VXZYX]VaaZc\Zh^c'%%-
i]ViV[[ZXiZY^ckZhibZcigZijgchidVcZmiZcicdiZmeZg^ZcXZY
h^cXZi]Z&.,%hdgZkZci]Z&.(%h#9dbZhi^XVaan!Zfj^in
bVg`Zihadhi(,l]^aZdkZghZVh!^ckZhidghl^icZhhZYZkZc
hiZZeZgYZXa^cZh#L]VihiVgiZYVhigdjWaZ^cVhbVaahZ\bZci
d[i]ZbVg`ZiZkZcijVaanhegZVYidZkZgnXdgcZgd[i]ZldgaY#
GZ\jaVidgnWdY^Zh]VkZWZZcV\\gZhh^kZdcWdi]VÒhXVaVcY
bdcZiVgnaZkZa!ign^c\idbV^ciV^cgZh^a^ZcXn^cdjgZXdcdbnVcY
bVg`ZiWjii]ZZ[[ZXi^cXjggZciXdcY^i^dchVcY^beVXidc[jijgZ
eZg^dYh^hjcXZgiV^c#
;dgY^hX^ea^cZY!adc\"iZgb^ckZhidgh!'%%-egdkZYY^[ÒXjaiVhi]Z
XdgZeg^cX^eaZhWZ]^cYY^kZgh^ÒXVi^dch^bean[V^aZY#I]ZXgZY^i
WjWWaZ^beVXiZYcZVganVaaVhhZiXaVhhZhVcYi]ZgZ[dgZZkZgn
bVg`Ziadhih^\c^ÒXVcianVcYZfjVaan#6hi]Z;djcYVi^dcgZÓZXih
dc'%%-VcYgZk^ZlhgZedgih[gdbdi]Zg[gViZgcVa[djcYVi^dch!
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XdaaZ\ZhVcYjc^kZgh^i^ZhVcYhdbZd[i]ZaVg\Zhi[djcYVi^dc
edgi[da^dh!lZl^icZhhlZaa"Y^kZgh^ÒZYhigViZ\^Zhi]ViVgZ
egdYjX^c\gZijgchVhadlVh")*^chdbZXVhZhl^i]bdhi
[Vaa^c\^cVgVc\Zd["'*id")%#
E]^Eh^ÉhYdcdghbVnÒcYhdaVXZl^i]eZg[dgbVcXZgZhjaih
dcVgZaVi^kZWVh^h#>i^h^bedgiVciidcdiZi]ViWZXVjhZd[i]Z
;djcYVi^dcÉhXVgZ[jaVcYWVaVcXZY^ckZhibZcihigViZ\^ZhVcY
egVXi^XZh!i]Z;djcYVi^dcÉh^ckZhibZcihadhi[VgaZhhi]Vcbdhi
di]Zgh#CVijgVaan!i]Zedgi^dcd[i]Z;djcYVi^dcÉhedgi[da^d
^ckZhiZY^cZfj^i^ZhadhikVajZXdbbZchjgViZl^i]i]ZhiVcYVgY
WZcX]bVg`h!]dlZkZgVjc^fjZWaZcYd[VaiZgcVi^kZ^ckZhibZcih!
eVgi^XjaVganVedgi^dcd[i]Z;djcYVi^dcÉhedgi[da^d^ckZhiZY^cd^a
VcY\VhgdnVain^ciZgZhih^cXgZVhZY^ckVajZ#I]Z;djcYVi^dcÉh
^ckZhibZcih!dcVlZ^\]iZYVkZgV\Z!adhiaZhhi]Vc&%d[
i]Z^gkVajZ^c'%%-#6ai]dj\]iddZVganidYZÒc^iZanhiViZ!i]ZhZ
gZijgchVeeZVgideaVXZi]Z;djcYVi^dcÉhedgi[da^d^ci]Zide
fjVgi^aZVbdc\djgeZZgh#I]VihV^Y!^iÉhY^[ÒXjaiidWZZci]jhZY
l]Zci]ZVWhdajiZgZhjaih^ci]ZbVg`ZiVcYi]Zdg\Vc^oVi^dcÉh
gZijgchVgZaZhhi]VcYZh^gZY#
6hd[9ZXZbWZg(&!'%%-!i]Z;djcYVi^dcÉh^ckZhibZciedgi[da^d
Xdch^hiZYd[ÒmZY^cXdbZ^chigjbZcihidiVa^c\*#%(b^aa^dc!

ÒcVcX^VaXdbbZciVgn

>CK:HIB:CIH8DCI>CJ:9
Zfj^i^Zh[jcYhidiVa^c\VWdji&#%'b^aa^dc!XVbejh]djh^c\
^ckZhibZcihidiVa^c\'#.-b^aa^dc!gdnVain^ciZgZhihidiVa^c\
'*#)*b^aa^dcVcYXVh]d[*%!%%%#6cVYY^i^dcVad^aVcY\Vh
gdnVain[jcY^hi]ZVhhZid[i]ZE@EBXBV]Vc;^cVcXZ:c\^cZ
AA8!Vh^c\aZ"bZbWZgAA8XgZViZYidgZXZ^kZVcYbVcV\Z\^[ih
d[^chjgVcXZeda^X^Zh#I]gdj\]^c^i^VaXVh]\^[ihVcYVadVc!i]Z
[jcY\ZcZgViZhZVgc^c\hhj[ÒX^ZciideVn^ciZgZhidci]ZadVc
VcYi]Zeda^XnegZb^jbh#I]Z;djcYVi^dc^hi]ZhdaZbZbWZg
VcYWZcZÒX^Vgnd[i]Z;^cVcXZ:c\^cZ#
I]ZgZaVi^kZhjXXZhhd[i]Z;djcYVi^dcÉh^ckZhibZcigZijgc]Vh
WZZcYjZidi]Z\j^YVcXZVcYZmeZg^ZcXZd[i]Z;djcYVi^dcÉh
^ckZhibZciXdbb^iiZZ#IgjhiZZh?VbZh=V\aZg!7gjXZ?VX`hdc!
9#7gjXZBXBV]VcVcY@ZciCZlbVg`]VkZY^heaVnZYVc

jcbViX]ZYigVX`gZXdgYd[Z[[ZXi^kZedgi[da^ddkZgh^\]iVcY
i]gdj\]dji'%%-jcYZgi]Z^gY^gZXi^dci]Z;djcYVi^dc]Vh
WZZcdeZcidVb^md[hiVcYVgY^ckZhibZcihVhlZaaVh
VaadXVi^dchidVaiZgcVi^kZVhhZiXaVhhZh#
6hlZadd`id'%%.^iXdci^cjZhidWZi]Z;djcYVi^dcÉhV^b
idVX]^ZkZ^ckZhibZcigZijgchi]ViegZhZgkZi]Zadc\"iZgb
ejgX]Vh^c\edlZgd[i]Zdg\Vc^oVi^dcÉhZcYdlZY[jcYh
V[iZg\gVcihVcYdeZgVi^c\ZmeZchZh]VkZWZZceV^YVcYid
gZhedch^Wan^ckZhii]Z;djcYVi^dcÉhdi]Zgbdc^Zh^cdgYZg
idbZZiegd\gVbb^c\cZZYh#6hhjX]!i]Z;djcYVi^dcVcY
^ih^ckZhibZciXdbb^iiZZl^aaXdci^cjZidadd`[dgdeedgijc^in
^ci]ZbVg`Zil]^aZZbe]Vh^o^c\adc\"iZgb\gdli]VhlZ
ejh]i]gdj\]kdaVi^aZeZg^dYh#

Jowftunfou!Qpsugpmjp!Sfuvsot
688DJCI
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epopst!

P?:;;8D7JGCR

<D>C<I=::MIG6B>A:½DG'!%%%
ÆNZV]!9VY!bn[g^ZcYhV^Y>XdjaY\ZiV_dWl]ZgZ]ZÉhldg`^c\i]^h
hjbbZg#Ç&+"nZVg"daY?dh]8dWjgcgZVhhjgZh]^h[Vi]Zg#
Æ6cY>ÉbegZiinhjgZ>XVcegdWVWan\ZidcZYdlcVii]ZadXVa½Ç

7nh]ZZgXd^cX^YZcXZ!Vcdi]ZgYZeVgibZcibVcV\Zg]VY_jhi
adhiVkVajZYbZbWZgd[]^h\gdje#?Z[[lVhZhhZci^Vaan]^gZY
dci]Zhedi#

ÆNZh?dh]!Wji]VkZndj\dcZYdlcVcYVeea^ZY4Ç?Z[[8dWjgc!
B^ccZhdiVÉ-%!lVcihid`cdl#Æ6cYVgZndjVeean^c\id
bdgZi]Vc_jhidcZdgildeaVXZh4ÇI]ZX]Zb^XVaZc\^cZZg
jcYZghiVcYhÒghi]VcYi]ZkVajZd[WZ^c\egdVXi^kZ!d[cdi
lV^i^c\VgdjcY[dgdeedgijc^inid`cdX`ÄWjiW^YY^c\^iid
ndjgYddg#

I]^hnZVg!?Z[[bVg`h]^h')i]nZVgl^i]GI>!dcZd[i]Z
ldgaYÉhaZVY^c\^cYZeZcYZci!cdcegdÒigZhZVgX]VcY
YZkZadebZcidg\Vc^oVi^dch#

L]^aZ^c\gVYjViZhX]ddaVi6g^odcVHiViZ!?Z[[lZciidk^h^i]^h
eVgZcihl]dÉYgZXZcianbdkZYidCdgi]8Vgda^cV#>ilVhi]ZgZ
i]Vi]ZÒghi]ZVgYVWdjiGZhZVgX]Ig^Vc\aZEVg`!GIEdjg
cVi^dcÉhaVg\ZhiVcYadc\ZhiXdci^cjVaandeZgVi^c\gZhZVgX]
eVg`!ZcXdbeVhh^c\,!%%%VXgZhVcY]djh^c\bdgZi]Vc&,%
d[i]ZldgaYÉhXjii^c\"ZY\ZXdbeVc^ZhVcY^chi^iji^dch#
ÆBnE]^Eh^ÈW^\Wgdi]ZgÉVcY]^hh^hiZga^kZYcZVgGIEVii]Zi^bZ#
H]ZlVhVWaZid\ZibZVY^gZXidgnd[ZkZgnXdgedgVi^dc^ch^YZ
i]ZEVg`#ÇHdbZi^bZaViZg!?Z[[lVhegZeVgZYidhZcYgZhjbZh
VcYcVggdlZY]^hX]d^XZhidildVgZVh/Hdji]Zgc8Va^[dgc^V
dghdbZl]ZgZcZVgGIE#
Æ>hZcigZhjbZhidZkZgnXdbeVcni]ZgZ!Ç?Z[[gZXVaah#ÆCddcZ
ZkZc]VYVcndeZc^c\h#7jiV\jnXVaaZYbZ[gdbGI>!dcZd[
i]ZgZhZVgX]Ògbh#=ZlVhkZgn^ciZgZhiZYZkZci]dj\]]ZY^YcÉi
]VkZV_dW[dgbZVcYXdjaYcÉiÓnbZdji[dgVc^ciZgk^Zl#Ç?jhi
ildi]djhVcYb^aZhVcYVcVkV^aVWaZedh^i^dchiddY^ci]ZlVn#
7ji?Z[[]ZaYdcidi]ViaZVY#6cYl]Zc]Z\gVYjViZYVcY
lZciWVX`idCdgi]8Vgda^cVidk^h^i]^heVgZcih!]ZXVaaZY
i]ZZmZXji^kZ#Æ>Éb^cidlc#9dndjhi^aalVciid^ciZgk^ZlbZ4Ç
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?Z[[XgZY^ih]^hZmeZg^ZcXZh^cE]^@VeeVEh^[dg]Zae^c\]^b
\V^cgZVa"ldgaYhdX^VaVcYaZVYZgh]^eh`^aahi]Vi]VkZhZgkZY
]^blZaa#Æ>aZVgcZYVadiÄ]dlidbVcV\ZVWjY\Zi!]dlid
iV`ZgZhedch^W^a^inVcYXVgZ[dgegdeZgin!]dlidejibnhZa[
djii]ZgZVcYbV`Zbndlcdeedgijc^i^Zh#Ç
Æ>VahdaZVgcZYVadiVWdji^chiVaa^c\YgnlVaa!g^ee^c\djihaVih
VcYejii^c\^c^chjaVi^dcWZXVjhZdjg]djhZ!lZaa!^ilVhdaY#
LZejiVadid[ldg`^cidgZcdkVi^c\!Vadid[ldg`#Ç

ÓJ!uipspvhimz!fokpzfe!nz!ujnf!jo!uif!
dibqufs/!Bmtp-!J!xbt!gpsuvobuf!up!sfdfjwf!
b!tdipmbstijq!bxbse!gspn!Qij!Qtj/!J!
xbou!up!nblf!tvsf!puifst!ibwf!uif!tbnf!
pqqpsuvojujft!boe!fyqfsjfodf/Ô
>c]^hXVgZZgl^i]GI>!?Z[[YdZhcÉicZZYiddbjX]]VcYnbVc
ZmeZg^ZcXZ#7ji]ZZc_dnhi]ZX]VaaZc\ZVcYkVg^Zind[]^h
gZhZVgX]gZhedch^W^a^i^Zh#8jggZcian!]^h[dXjh^h^chjeedgi^c\
i]Z:E6Éh6^gD[ÒXZÄ]Zae^c\YZkZadegZ\jaVi^dchjcYZgi]Z
8aZVc6^g6Xi#ÆI]ZgZVgZVidcd[VgZVhhiZbb^c\[gdbXa^bViZ
X]Vc\Zl]ZgZi]Z:E6]VhcÉinZilg^iiZcgjaZh#BnVgZVhd[

Ydcdgh

<D>C<I=::MIG6B>A:8DCI>CJ:9
ZmeZgi^hZVgZeZigdaZjbgZÒcZg^ZhVcY[djcYg^Zh#>ÉbX]Vg\ZY
l^i]]Zae^c\^YZci^[ni]Zeg^bVgnZb^hh^dchdjgXZh!ZkVajVi^c\
i]ZXdhihVcYZ[[ZXi^kZcZhhd[egdedhZYgZ\jaVidgnZ[[dgih!
VcYZkZcegdk^Y^c\iZX]c^XVaYZ[ZchZd[i]ZgjaZhl]ZclZ
\ZiiV`ZcidXdjgi#Ç
?Z[[hVnh]^hedh^i^dcl^i]GI>]Vhegdk^YZYVXdchiVciZYjXVi^dc
VhcZlcZZYhZbZg\ZdkZgi^bZ#Æ>ÉkZaZVgcZYidgZ"hZaaVcY
gZ"eVX`V\ZbnhZa[#8dchZfjZcian!>ÉkZWZZcVWaZidWZXdbZVc
ZmeZgi^cVadid[VgZVhÄgZÒcZg^Zh!aVcYÒaah!Wj^aY^c\g^h`"WVhZY
bdYZah!XdbejiZgbdYZa^c\ldg`!bV`^c\gZXdbbZcYVi^dch
dcgjaZh#Ç

>iÉhVÒii^c\ZmVbeaZ[dg?dh]!:i]VcVcY7Zc#?Z[[Éhhdch&+!&%!
VcY,gZheZXi^kZan[VXZX]VaaZc\Zh?Z[[jcYZghiVcYhVgZ^cbVcn
lVnhY^[[ZgZciVcYbdgZXdbeaZmi]Vci]dhZ]Z\gZljel^i]#
ÆIdYVnÉhndjc\eZdeaZcZZYidaZVgcidYdi]ZZmigVi]^c\!\di]Z
ZmigVb^aZ!iV`Zi]ZZmigVhiZehi]ZncZZYidgZVX]i]Z^g\dVah#
>Ébign^c\idiZVX]bnhdch½YdcÉiZmeZXi^iid_jhi[Vaa^cndjg
aVe#>iÉhcdiValVnhZVhn#Ç
?Z[[`cdlh#

?Z[[]VYWZ\jc]dc^c\i]dhZh`^aah[dgaZVYZgh]^eVcYVYVeiVW^a^in
[gdbi]ZdjihZil^i]E]^@VeeVEh^#Æ>lVhegZiinVXi^kZÄ>
eVgi^X^eViZY^cVXdjeaZLddYgdlL^ahdcAZVYZgh]^eHX]ddah
VcYlVhk^XZegZh^YZcid[i]ZX]VeiZg#>]VkZVahdViiZcYZYi]Z
<gVcY6gX]8djcX^a<68ÒkZi^bZh!]ZaeZYhiVgiVcVajbc^
VhhdX^Vi^dcVcYk^h^iZY:Vhi8Vgda^cVJc^kZgh^inhZkZgVai^bZh
l]ZcE]^Eh^lVhhiVgi^c\VXdadcni]ZgZ#DcXZbn[Vb^an
hiVgiZYid\gdl^iWZXVbZ]VgYZgidhiVn^ckdakZY#Ç
Hi^aa!?Z[[ÉhXdbb^ibZciid]^h[Vb^anVcYXVgZZgYdZhcÉibZVc
]ZÉh[dg\diiZcVWdjiE]^Eh^#=ZXdci^cjZhidbV^ciV^ci^Zh
i]gdj\]gZ\jaVgXdcig^Wji^dchidi]ZE]^Eh^;djcYVi^dc#
Æ>i]dgdj\]anZc_dnZYbni^bZ^ci]ZX]VeiZg#6ahd!>lVh
[dgijcViZidgZXZ^kZVhX]daVgh]^eVlVgY[gdbE]^Eh^#>lVciid
bV`ZhjgZdi]Zgh]VkZi]ZhVbZdeedgijc^i^ZhVcYZmeZg^ZcXZ#Ç

L6CI:9/
6AJBC>
7GDI=:GH

xip!xjti!uifz!
lofx!uifo!xibu!
uifz!lopx!opx

9dcdgh!Wdi]ndjc\VcYhZVhdcZY!bV`ZVY^[[ZgZcXZ#
HZZi]Zhidgnd[ildYdcdgh!AVggnOV^hZgB^X]^\Vc
HiViZÉ+'VcY9jhi^cCVh]J>8É%+!dca^cZ
Villl#E@E;djcYVi^dc#dg\#

>[dcanndjÉY]VYidYVnÉh`cdlaZY\ZVcYZmeZg^ZcXZWVX`^cXdaaZ\ZÄ^bV\^cZl]ZgZndjÉYWZcdl
=ZgZÉhndjgX]VcXZidaZcYVa^iiaZl^hYdbidndjc\Wgdi]Zgh^ccZZYd[\j^YVcXZ#L]Zi]Zgndjg
dlcXdaaZ\ZYVnhlZgZdcZ!iZc!dgÒ[innZVghV\d!i]ZE]^@VeeVEh^;djcYVi^dccZZYhndj#
>i^hi]gdj\]iVaZciZY!l^hZ!ZmeZg^ZcXZYVcY\ZcZgdjhVajbc^Wgdi]Zghi]ViE]^Eh^^hVWaZid
egdk^YZidYVnÉhXdaaZ\^Vchl^i]djihiVcY^c\deedgijc^i^Zh[dg\gdli]^chX]daVgh]^e!aZVYZgh]^eVcY
hZgk^XZ#NdjÉgZ^ck^iZYid_d^ci]ZiZVbd[[VX^a^iVidgh[dgi]Z;djcYVi^dcÉh\gVci"[jcYZYaZVYZgh]^e
YZkZadebZciegd\gVbh#NdjÉaaaZVgcVWdjia^k^c\i]ZE]^Eh^G^ijVa!aZVYZgh]^e!hZa["VlVgZcZhh!
[VX^a^iVi^dc!Xdbbjc^XVi^dcVcYigjhi#CdZmeZg^ZcXZ!ZmXZeii]ZkVhilZVai]ndjVagZVYnedhhZhh!
^hcZZYZYÄi]Z;gViZgc^inÉhegd[Zhh^dcVahiV[[l^aaigV^cndj#EaZVhZXdciVXii]Z;djcYVi^dcd[ÒXZh
[dgbdgZ^c[dgbVi^dcVcYidd[[Zgndjgi^bZVhVkdajciZZg[VX^a^iVidg!VYk^hdgdgbZcidg#
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311:!!
Gpvoebujpo!Hpbm!gps

,'*
BZbWZghd[i]Z
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csjehf!cvjmefs!HD8>:IN
ÓJ!epobuf!up!uif!Qij!Lbqqb!Qtj!Gpvoebujpo!bt!
b!Csjehf!Cvjmefs!cfdbvtf!J!cfmjfwf!tuspohmz!jo!
tdipmbstijq!boe!uif!vojwfstjuz!fyqfsjfodf/!Uifsf!
jt!b!cpoe!uibu!jt!dsfbufe!xjuijo!uif!Gsbufsojuz/Ô
ÒEbwje!Tufjofs!Cpxmjoh!Hsffo!Ö97

I]Z7g^Y\Z7j^aYZgHdX^Zin^hi]ZZmXajh^kZVccjVa\^[iXajWd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
i]VigZXd\c^oZhbZbWZghVcY[g^ZcYhl]dbV`ZVccjVaXdcig^Wji^dch^ci]Z
Vbdjcid['*%dgbdgZ#I]ZHdX^Zin]Vh[djgaZkZahd[bZbWZgh]^eÅGjWn!
EZVga!:bZgVaYVcY9^VbdcYÅl]^X]VgZYZbVgXViZYWnYdaaVgVbdjcih
idXaZVgangZXd\c^oZi]ZÒcVcX^Va\ZcZgdh^ind[i]dhZl]dVgZZa^\^WaZ
[dgbZbWZgh]^e#<^[ihidi]Z;djcYVi^dcÉh6ajbc^HjeedgiEgd\gVb!i]Z
AZVYZgh]^eVcYBZbWZgh]^e9ZkZadebZci;jcYVcYX]VeiZgheZX^ÒX
[jcYhVaafjVa^[n#

Bo!pme!nbo-!hpjoh!b!mpof!ijhixbz-!
Dbnf!bu!uif!fwfojoh-!dpme!boe!hsbz-!
Up!b!dibtn-!wbtu!boe!effq!boe!xjef-!
Uispvhi!xijdi!xbt!b!gmpxjoh!boe!tvmmfo!ujef/!
Uif!pme!nbo!dspttfe!jo!uif!uxjmjhiu!ejn<!
Uif!tvmmfo!tusfbn!ibe!op!gfbst!gps!ijn<!
Cvu!if!uvsofe!xifo!tbgf!po!uif!puifs!tjef!
Boe!cvjmu!b!csjehf!up!tqbo!uif!ujef/

I]ZWZcZÒijhjVaanX^iZYWni]Z7g^Y\Z7j^aYZgHdX^ZinbZbWZghVhWZ^c\
bdhigZlVgY^c\^hi]Z`cdlaZY\Zi]Vii]ZnVgZbV`^c\VigZbZcYdjh
^beVXidci]Za^kZhd[jcYZg\gVYjViZE]^Eh^h#Æ>YdcViZidi]ZE]^@VeeV
Eh^;djcYVi^dcVhV7g^Y\Z7j^aYZgWZXVjhZ>WZa^ZkZhigdc\an^chX]daVgh]^e
VcYi]Zjc^kZgh^inZmeZg^ZcXZ#I]ZgZ^hVWdcYi]Vi^hXgZViZYl^i]^ci]Z
;gViZgc^in#HX]daVgh]^eVcYWgdi]Zg]ddY\d]VcY^c]VcYÅiddbjX]d[
dcZVcYcdiZcdj\]d[i]Zdi]Zg!VcYi]ZZmeZg^ZcXZ^hcÉiVaai]Vi^iXdjaYWZ#
6WVaVcXZd[i]ZhZildXdcXZeihl^aaegdk^YZi]Zdeedgijc^in[dg\gdli]i]Vi
l^aaaVhiVa^[Zi^bZ#I]jh!`ZZe^c\^i\d^c\^heVgid[i]ZgZhedch^W^a^ind[dcZ
l]dXdci^cjZhidgZXZ^kZ^ihWZcZÒih!ÇX^iZY7g^Y\Z7j^aYZg9Vk^YHiZ^cZg
7dla^c\<gZZcÉ-+#

ÓPme!nbo-Ô!tbje!b!gfmmpx!qjmhsjn!ofbs-!
ÓZpv!bsf!xbtujoh!tusfohui!xjui!cvjmejoh!ifsf<!
Zpvs!kpvsofz!xjmm!foe!xjui!uif!foejoh!ebz<!
Zpv!ofwfs!bhbjo!nvtu!qbtt!uijt!xbz<!
Zpv!ibwf!dspttfe!uif!dibtn-!effq!boe!xjefÒ!
Xiz!cvjme!zpv!uif!csjehf!bu!uif!fwfoujef@Ô

Id_d^cdggZcZlndjgbZbWZgh]^e^ci]Z7g^Y\Z7j^aYZgHdX^Zin!eaZVhZk^h^i
i]Z;djcYVi^dclZWh^iZVilll#E@E;djcYVi^dc#dg\idbV`ZVhZXjgZdca^cZ
\^[idgXVaai]Z;djcYVi^dcVi-%%#(*%#&-*'#NdjXVcVahdhZijeVgZXjgg^c\
\^[iÅh^beanX]ddhZi]ZaZkZad[ndjgbZbWZgh]^e!i]Z[gZfjZcXnd[ndjg
\^[ibdci]an!fjVgiZgan!VccjVaanVcYlZÉaaiV`ZXVgZd[i]ZgZhi>iÉhcZkZg
WZZcZVh^ZgidWZV7g^Y\Z7j^aYZgVcYWZVbdc\i]dhZhZaZXiYdcdghl]d
bV`Zi]ViVccjVaXdbb^ibZciidhjeedgiE]^Eh^#

Uif!cvjmefs!mjgufe!ijt!pme!hsbz!ifbe;!
ÓHppe!gsjfoe-!jo!uif!qbui!J!ibwf!dpnf-Ô!
if!tbje-!ÓUifsf!gpmmpxfui!bgufs!nf!upebz!
B!zpvui!xiptf!gffu!nvtu!qbtt!uijt!xbz/!
Uijt!dibtn!uibu!ibt!cffo!obvhiu!up!nf!
Up!uibu!gbjs.ibjsfe!zpvui!nbz!b!qju.gbmm!cf-!
If-!upp-!nvtu!dsptt!jo!uif!uxjmjhiu!ejn<!
Hppe!gsjfoe-!J!bn!cvjmejoh!uif!csjehf!gps!ijn/Ô
L>AA6AA:C9GDB<DDA:
&-+%"&.()
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9DCDGH
?VbZhH#BXL^aa^VbhCZWgVh`VÉ+'

Tpdjfuz!Nfncfstijq!Mfwfmt

9^VbdcY
:bZgVaY
EZVga
GjWn

BDCI=AN
'%-#()
-(#()
)&#+,
'%#-)

FJ6GI:GAN
+'*
'*%
&'*
+'#*%

BVg`6aVcBZYoZ\^VcLVh]^c\idcÉ.%
B^aZh<VgcZgBddgZ>dlVHiViZÉ-%

6CCJ6AAN
'!*%%
&!%%%
*%%
'*%

GdWZgiBddgZAV[VnZiiZÉ*'
?ZggnCZahdcJ8A6É)@ZciE#CZlbVg`8VaÉ*,
6ci]dcnHXdiiCdWaZIZmVhÉ-&
Cdgi]lZhiZgcBjijVa;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

Uif!Gpvoebujpo!jt!qmfbtfe!up!sfdphoj{f!uiptf!xip!ibwf!diptfo!up!tvqqpsu!Qij!
Qtj!xjui!b!hjgu!pg!%361!ps!npsf!evsjoh!Kbovbsz!2!Ñ!Efdfncfs!42-!3119!bt!nfncfst!
pg!uif!Csjehf!Cvjmefs!Tpdjfuz/!Uiftf!mpzbm!cspuifst-!pshboj{bujpot!boe!gsjfoet!
ibwf!gpmmpxfe!uif!fybnqmf!tfu!cz!uibu!gbnpvt!Ópme!nboÔ!jnnpsubmj{fe!cz!Xjmm!
Bmmfo!Espnhppmf-!pof!xip!cvjmet!uif!csjehf!gps!uif!zpvoh!nbo!xip!xjmm!gpmmpx!
bgufs!ijn/

G^X]VgY:j\ZcZDc\DgZ\dcHiViZÉ**
IdccB^iX]ZaaDhiZg\VgYCZWgVh`VÉ,EZcchnakVc^V<VbbV8]VeiZg7jX`cZaa
HiZkZc8]VgaZhE^aVgh`^EZccHiViZÉ-(
HZi]GnVcEdgiZgD]^dHiViZÉ%&

9>6BDC9

7g^VcA#=VaaVCZWgVh`VÉ+*

@ZccZi];#EgdXidgJ8A6É))

6CCJ6A<>K>C<IDI6A>C<
'!*%%6C967DK:

GdWZgiH]ZgbVc=Vb^aidcD]^dHiViZÉ.-

9Vg^cH]VnEj]aJ8A6É-(

GdWZgiL#=VccV?g#EZccHiViZÉ,&

L^aa^Vb:YlVgYGZncdaYh>>>9ZEVjaÉ.(

?VbZhL^aa^Vb6`Zg]^ZabAV[VnZiiZÉ-(

=VgaVc;Vb^an;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

G=I>cX#;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

9Vk^Y:gcZhi6cYZghdc>dlVHiViZÉ,(
@naZ?VbZh6cYgZlhD]^dHiViZÉ,-

9dj\=#=VgaVc>cY^VcVÉ--

?VbZh7g^VcGdlaVcY6g^odcVÉ-.

?VbZh7#6ee^cdEjgYjZÉ*&

G^X]VgYL#=Vgi>aa^cd^hÉ'.

8VbeWZaa<^aZh9Vc^ZaGj[[IZmVhIZX]É+(

6fjVhXVeZ9Zh^\ch>cX#
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

;gZYZg^X`6#=Z\ZaZD]^dHiViZÉ+(

LVaiZg8#HZgk^XZ>>>EZccHiViZÉ*'

9Vk^Y?#=Zcc^X`Z7Zad^iÉ*+

6aZmVcYZgHiZ\bVc7]Vi]VaJ8A6É.)

?#9#H]V[[Zg;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

I]dbVh9#=Zcg^dcCZWgVh`VÉ+'

=Zcgn9#7gdchdcEjgYjZÉ*)

<Zdg\ZI#H^bdcD]^dHiViZÉ+&

BVgk^c9dj\aVh7gdlc>cY^VcVÉ,*

=Zcgn:#K^ZggZ\\Zg8E6
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

8]g^hide]Zg@#H^iiaZg8dadgVYdÉ.%

L^aa^Vb;#8]g^hide]ZgEZccHiViZÉ,'

9Vk^Y7#=Zcgn7jX`cZaaÉ+.

8dbbjc^in;djcYVi^dc
d[Adj^hk^aaZ9Zedh^idgn>cX#
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

=^aaBZX]Vc^XVa<gdje
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

LZhaZn7g^Vc8gdjhZAV[VnZiiZÉ,-

=VgdaYL#=d[bVc?g#DgZ\dcHiViZÉ*-

9Vk^YI]jghidc8jaWZgihdcD]^dHiViZÉ%&

?#AadnY=jX`?g#EZccHiViZÉ)'

EVig^X`L#9dnaZD]^dHiViZÉ)(

I]dbVhG#>aZhEZccHiViZÉ,%

GdWZgiH#7#:a]Zc^X`n@ZcijX`nÉ.&

7gjXZ6#?VX`hdc8VhZLZhiZgcÉ,%

:aa^dii67A^k^c\Igjhi
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

?VbZh6ee^cd8]Vg^iVWaZIgjhi
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

?VbZh8#:aa^diiEZccHiViZÉ+*

G^X]VgYAncc?d]chdc>dlVHiViZÉ*,

;^YZa^in8]Vg^iVWaZ<^[i;jcY
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

DhXVgL#?d]chidcEZccHiViZÉ+-

;^iZh;Vb^an8]Vg^iVWaZIgjhi
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

G^X]VgYH#@d]V\ZcLVh]^c\idcÉ**



6jhi^c9#G^ccZ>cY^VcVÉ(.



?VbZhL#=^aaEjgYjZÉ+&

?d]c9#@a^cZY^chiLAÉ+-

9dcVaYK#;^iZhKVaeVgV^hdÉ*(

7Zcidc=j\]AVbhdcHdji]Zgc8VaÉ-+

LVncZB#;daZnEZccHiViZÉ++

7g^VcAZZAVkdg^c^EZccHiViZÉ-*

8]g^hide]ZgB#;dgbVciLAÉ,'

GdWZgiBZgg^X`AZZAV[VnZiiZÉ,(

?dhZe]:#;gVcX]iEZccHiViZÉ+.

=ZgWZgi<#A^ZcZcWgj\\ZgL^iiZcWZg\É+&
EZccHiViZÉ+(

9dc=#<VWg^ZahZcHiVc[dgYÉ),
8VgaH#<dZioCZWgVh`VÉ+*
<dgYdcB^X]VZa<dj\]D]^dHiViZÉ.,
;gVcX^hG#<joZ`EZccHiViZÉ+)
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EVja?VbZhDWadcEjgYjZÉ.%

=Zcgn7#BVgk^cHdji]Zgc8VaÉ*+
6aaZc8#BVi]ZcVD]^dHiViZÉ+&
?d]cI]dbVhBX<gZZg>>>CZWgVh`VÉ*'

q!3119!boovbm!sfqpsu

?VbZhB#HcZY^`Zg8VhZLZhiZgcÉ+%
Hdadc:#HjbbZgÒZaY;djcYVi^dc>cX#
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
GdWZgi9#HeVg`h>dlVÉ*&
GVae]HXdiiHeg^\\hD]^dHiViZÉ,(
EVjaL#Heg^c\bVcKVcYZgW^aiÉ,%
9Vc^ZaHiVcaZnHi^[ÓZgD]^dHiViZÉ-)
BVii]Zl<ZgVaYHidcZg7jiaZgÉ.*
8]VgaZh@#Higd]L^iiZcWZg\É*+
GdWZgi=#HigdjhZAV[VnZiiZÉ+,
6aVc?VbZhHjiidcD]^dHiViZÉ,*
G^X]VgY=#IgdnZgLVh]^c\idcÉ*+
6aWZgi6#KVg\d?g#D]^dHiViZÉ+.
=Zcgn:#K^ZggZ\\Zg8VaÉ*+
L#@#@Zaad\\;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
L^aa^VbHiVkZgLZ^VciB^Vb^É,Bg#Bgh#9Vgl^cA#L^Z`Vbe
;g^ZcYhd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
G^X]VgYHXdiiL^aZn>cY^VcVÉ,(
?d]c:#L^aahdcEZccHiViZÉ)LVncZL#L^ahdcB^X]^\VcHiViZÉ*.
9dcVaYL#L^eZg?g#D]^dHiViZÉ*%



Wg^Y\ZWj^aYZghdX^ZinYdcdgh

<gZ\dgn<gVciL^iihidX`D]^dHiViZÉ-.

?VbZhA#;aZiX]ZgCZWgVh`VÉ+(

@ZccZi];#Bdg\VcJ8A6É))

BVii]ZlGdW^cOV[i?d]ch=de`^chÉ.)

;djcYVi^dc[dg:c]VcX^c\8dbbjc^i^Zh
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

Bdg\VcA#Bdg\VcJ8A6É*&

:B:G6A9

:g^XL^aa^Vb<dhhVgY9ZEVjaÉ.+

6CCJ6A<>K>C<IDI6A>C<
&!%%%Ä'!)..

B^X]VZa=#Bja`ZnDgZ\dcHiViZÉ*(

=Vgg^hdc<#<dj\]B^ccZhdiVÉ)&

CZWgVh`V6ae]V=djhZ8dgedgVi^dc
CZWgVh`V

?VbZh:YlVgY=V\aZgKVcYZgW^aiÉ*-

CdgbVc8#6WWZnJ8A6É**

6cYgZlH#BdnZgEZccHiViZÉ+'

L^aa^VbK#=VcoVaZ`AV[VnZiiZÉ+-

EVX^ÒX9Zh^\c8dchjaiVcih
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

I]dbVh=#=VgYnD]^dHiViZÉ+.

?VbZhA#EV^haZn>dlVHiViZÉ)(

@Zci:#6\cZhh>cY^VcVÉ+.

7gZci=VYaZn=VgkZnEjgYjZÉ--

;gZYZg^X`B#EVdcZ?g#LAÉ,%

9Vk^YA#6ci]dcn>dlVHiViZÉ*)

@jgi6aaVc=Za\ZghdcLVh]^c\idcÉ-,

Gdhh:#6jhi^cD]^dHiViZÉ*.

9Vk^Y?dhZe]=Zcc^c\8VhZLZhiZgcÉ.'

EZaaVGdahXgZZc;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

AZZ7#7VX`hZc>dlVHiViZÉ*-

IgVXn9VaZ=^\\^cWdi]VbD]^dHiViZÉ-,

I]ZdÒadh<#7VaVWVc^hEZccHiViZÉ*(

?VbZhL^aa^Vb=^aa?g#>dlVHiViZÉ,.

GdcVaYAZZ7VgcZh>dlVHiViZÉ-)

IgVk^hH#=^cZgCZWgVh`VÉ+(

?Z[[gZnL#7VjhJ8A6É*+

?#;gZY=dabZhLVh]^c\idcÉ*+

<gZ\dgnEVig^X`7ZX`]VbIZmVhÉ-.

=dhe^gV:beadnZZ<^k^c\8VbeV^\c
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

GdcVaYB#EdlaZhh>cY^VcVÉ*&

?d]cL#=j[[bVcDgZ\dcHiViZÉ*-

GdWZgiHiZe]ZcEg^iX]VgYD]^dHiViZÉ-%

?#A#;aZiX]Zg8E6E8
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

9Vk^Y6#GZccZgHngVXjhZÉ*.

;gZYZg^X`8#=Vc[iAV[VnZiiZÉ+-

?VbZhH#6X]Zhdc>aa^cd^hÉ*'
6YVb?#LZ^hhbVc;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc



<ZgVaY6#7ZaiJ8A6É*+
7^aanÉhdc7jgcZi;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
8dgcZa^jh7dZghbV>>>@VchVhÉ*,
8dgcZa^jh7dZghbV>KD]^dHiViZÉ-&
8]VgaZh:#7gVcYbVc8VhZLZhiZgcÉ,%

?d]cL#=j[[bVcGZkdXVWaZIgjhi
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc



:g^XHiZkZcEZgabVcAV[VnZiiZÉ,?d]c=ZcgnE^ZgXZAV[VnZiiZÉ,L^aa^VbLVaiZgEdcY7jiaZgÉ,(
=#GVnEdeZEZccHiViZÉ(+
7aV^cL#;#EdiiZg@ZcijX`nÉ--

G]dYZ>haVcY7ZiV=djhZ8dgedgVi^dc
G]dYZ>haVcY
GdYcZnE#Gdb^\CZWgVh`VÉ+*

I]ZdYdgZA#?d]chidc>dlVHiViZÉ)%
8]^XV\dÉ)+

G^X]VgY8#GdhibZnZgEZccHiViZÉ*&

I]dbVh9#7jggdlhHdji]Zgc8VaÉ)L^aa^VbBdghZ7jhZn7Ziin=Vb^aidc7jhZn
;g^ZcYhd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

?d]chidcZHjeean 
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

BVg`6cYgZlHXjYYZgCZWgVh`VÉ-'

;gZYZg^XG#7jh]cZaa?g#>dlVHiViZÉ).

G^X]VgYH#?dcVhJ8A6É),

8Va^[dgc^V:eh^adc=djhZ8dgedgVi^dcJ8A6

9Vk^Y6gi]jg?dcZhIZmVhIZX]É**

8^i^<gdjeHb^i]7VgcZn
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

9Vk^Y8nci]^V?jc`Zg
;g^ZcYhd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

H]VlcB#8daa^chldgi]>cY^VcVHiViZÉ.&

6cYgZlEVig^X`@ZccZYnJ8>gk^cZÉ.(

LVncZI#8dd`EZccHiViZÉ+*

?dhZe]8#@dghV`EZccHiViZÉ+-

GVnbdcYI#7jgchJ8A6É)(

?VbZh7VgWVgV8dedjah
;g^ZcYhd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc



B^X]VZaI]dbVh8jaWZgihdc 
D]^dHiViZÉ%'

@Zk^c?VbZh@doaZcB^hhdjg^É.+
B^X]VZa?#AZnbVhiZgD]^dHiViZÉ+'
7dla^c\<gZZcÉ+%
I^bdi]nAdc\>cY^VcVÉ.+

GdWZgiL^ahdcHVX`Zii>dlVHiViZÉ*)
7g^VcHXdiiHZaWnHBJÉ-.
G^X]VgYH^b`^chLVh]^c\idcÉ*&
9dj\aVh8#Hb^i]>aa^cd^hÉ,)
8Vgaidc8#HiVc[dgi]D]^dHiViZÉ*%
HiViZ;Vgb8dbeVc^Zh;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
8]VgaZhA#HidjeD]^dHiViZÉ((
BVgX6aVcI]dbVhJ8A6É.&
IgVk^h@Vi]n=^cZg;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

=Vggn9#8jaaZnAV[VnZiiZÉ*)

9ZVcAdlgZnJ8A6É),

IgdbWaZZ;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

@Znh6#8jggn?g#IZmVhÉ*)

9VaZBVgXjhAjX]i>dlVHiViZÉ,&

<ZcZA#IgdbWaZZ8VhZLZhiZgcÉ*(

GdWZgi?#9VcV]ZgB^ccZhdiVÉ)(

?#AVcY^hBVgi^cCdgi]lZhiZgcÉ+*

?d]c8#Jci]Vc`CZWgVh`VÉ+(

I^bdi]nL^aa^Vb9ZVgbdcY@ZcijX`nÉ--

9Vc^Za<VgnBVi]^hZc>dlVHiViZÉ-(

@ZccZi]AnccJg^h]EZccHiViZÉ.-

AdX]aVcc7#9ZnEZccHiViZÉ*-

9dcVaY;#BX8Vgi]n?g#8dadgVYdÉ--

?VXdWjh?#KVc9deEZccHiViZÉ,%

9Vk^YG#9dY\ZD]^dHiViZÉ++

I]ZdYdgZCVh]BX8anbdciCZWgVh`VÉ,.

BVgX6aZmVcYZgHZWVhi^Vc9jbVh
9ZEVjaÉ.(

<Zdg\Z:#BXIjg`EZccHiViZÉ*-

KVc\jVgY8]Vg^iVWaZ:cYdlbZciEgd\gVb
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

?d]c7j[dgYBZVYdlh?g#IZmVhÉ-.

?#8]g^hide]ZgLZWZgEZccHiViZÉ,%

?d]c9#9jhZcWjgnEZccHiViZÉ+%

B^Xgdhd[iBViX]^c\<^[ihEgd\gVb
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

Lncc=j[[L^Z\VcYB^hhdjg^É,)

Bgh#?d]cL#=#B^aaZg
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

OZe]ngIjg[XVgZ:fj^ebZci
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

:beadnZZh8dbbjc^in;jcYd[i]Z
7dZ^c\8dbeVcn;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
:c8VcV8VgZhJH6;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
L^aa^Vb8]VgaZh;VjhiAV[VnZiiZÉ%%

Adj^h8]VgaZhB^cioZgEZccHiViZÉ.-

9Vk^YL#L^cYjh>dlVHiViZÉ,%

L^aa^Vb9#O^Z\aZg?g#EZccHiViZÉ*(

BVg`K#Bdc`]djhZEZccHiViZÉ,&
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9DCDGH8DCI>CJ:9
E:6GA
6CCJ6A<>K>C<IDI6A>C<
*%%Ä...

@ZaanEVig^X`@a^cZHVc9^Z\dHiViZÉ.+

6aVcG#HZ[[ZchD]^dHiViZÉ,+

9jcXVcH#@a^cZY^chiLAÉ,&

AnccG#HZ^aZg>dlVHiViZÉ++

:g^`@cde]LVh]^c\idcÉ-*

HVbjZaCV_^H]VVnVJ8>gk^cZÉ%&

<gZ\dgnB^X]VZa6bVidAHJÉ.-

I]dbVh6gi]jg@jZchiZg?g#Hdji]Zgc8VaÉ%*

<Vgn;#H]dgi>dlVHiViZÉ*-

6b\Zc;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

BVgXG^X]VgY@jhicZgEZccÉ%%

?Z[[gZn9#Hdji]bVnYLAÉ,%

G^X]VgYA#AVcX^dcZL^iiZcWZg\É+%
D]^dHiViZÉ+%

CdgbVcB#HeV^cD]^dHiViZÉ((

6aZm6#AVGdX]ZAV[VnZiiZÉ.*

9Vk^Y?d]cHiZ^cZg7dla^c\<gZZcÉ-+

HXdii6aaVcA^[ZD]^dHiViZÉ.&

8]VgaZhL#Hl^[iJ8A6É).

9Vc^Za7#A^ÓVcY7gdlcÉ.'

<^[[ZcLVYZIgdiiZg9ZEVjaÉ.(

Ad]bVcAVlD[ÒXZhEH8
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

@Z^i]<#IgdjibVc>JEÉ,%

?Vn6cYgZl7VWX]j`
8VaHiViZCdgi]g^Y\ZÉ,*
?Z[[Zgn8aVg`Z7VaYl^c7jiaZgÉ-7g^Vc:Yl^c7Vc\hCZWgVh`VÉ.+
GjhhZaaA#7Vj`c^\]i
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
9dcVaYG#7dc^cZB^X]^\VcHiViZÉ+%
?d]c;gZYZg^X7jX`>cY^VcVÉ,*
B^X]VZa?VbZh7jggZaa>aa^cd^hHiViZÉ.&

HZVcE]^aa^eAd]bVc@ZcijX`nÉ-:gcZhi9VaZAjch[dgY>dlVHiViZÉ,)

I^bdi]nC^X]daIjgg^ii^cD]^dHiViZÉ-'
Jc^iZYLVnd[@^c\8djcin
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

@Zk^cB^X]VZaBV`^B^X]^\VcHiViZÉ.+

Jc^iZYLVnd[Hdji]ZgcCZkVYV
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

@Zk^c?d]cBVg`hKVaeVgV^hdÉ.'

:YlVgY6#LV\cZgDgZ\dcHiViZÉ+)

9Zcc^hE#8]g^hi^VchdcCZWgVh`VÉ+'

I]dbVh?#BVghYZc>dlVHiViZÉ,%

B^X]VZa9#LVaaZcB^Vb^É,'

?d]cK^cXZci8^XXVgZaa^
8VaHiViZCdgi]g^Y\ZÉ,'

L^aa^Vb8#BVgi^cL^iiZcWZg\É*.

?d]cB#LVgYZaaAV[VnZiiZÉ),

BVhhVX]jhZiih7ZiV=djhZ8dgedgVi^dc
7gVcYZ^h

?d]cI#L]^iadX`B^hhdjg^É**

B^X]VZa?VbZhBX<gVi]>aa^cd^hÉ,.

GdWZgiL^aa^VbOZhX]D]^dHiViZÉ-(

6YVb=Vgg^h8deZaG>IÉ.,

B^X]VZa6i]VcVhBX@ZccVEZccÉ-(

?dcVi]VcG^X]VgYO^Z]aG>IÉ.*

?d]c?#9dnaZEZccHiViZÉ).

HiZkZ6gi]jgBXAZaaVcYB^X]^\VcHiViZÉ,'

6aaZc:#O^bbZgbVcEZccHiViZÉ*-

@Zk^c7ZgcVgY9dnaZAV[VnZiiZÉ%(

BVg`I]dbVhBZa^dEZccHiViZÉ,.

GdWZgi8#O^kcZn?g#IZmVhÉ+-

B^X]VZa9jXZn;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

L^aa^Vb6#BZnZg>dlVHiViZÉ**

L^aa^Vb=#9jYaZnJ8A6É),

?VbZhAnaZB^aaZgD]^dHiViZÉ-*

AZdcVgYL#:an?g#HiVc[dgYÉ),

G^X]VgY:kVcCVeda^iVcd6g^odcVHiViZÉ,.

EVjaL#;gZ^iV\?g#KVaeVgV^hdÉ*(

:YlVgYB#CVgZiid8VaEdanÉ++

HiZe]ZcLVYZ<VgVgY>cY^VcVÉ.%

E]^aa^eBVg`CVoVgd[[J8>gk^cZÉ%%

8]g^hidhI]ZdYdgZ6YVbdedjadh
?d]ch=de`^chÉ.(

?Zggn6aVc<^aa^aVcYD]^dHiViZÉ,*

EVja9#CZjZchX]lVcYZg6g^odcVÉ),

GdWZgiB#6aaVc7Zad^iÉ*+

7gVYaZnHXdii<^aajb7jiaZgÉ-(

9jhi^c?#C^X]dahdcIZmVhIZX]É.-

HXdiiAdj^h=VZ\ZaZD]^dHiViZÉ-.

Gd]^iD\gV<Zdg\^VIZX]É%'

6bZg^eg^hZ;^cVcX^Va:beadnZZ
<^k^c\8VbeV^\c;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

GdWZgi:#=Vb^aidcCZWgVh`VÉ))

I]dbVhBVX@a^cEV[[dgY6g`VchVhÉ-*

B^X]VZaI]dbVh6jZgIZmVhIZX]É-+

I]dbVh=Zcg^dc?g#
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

GdWZgi?d]cEVgVYV?g#G>IÉ.'

?Vhdc6cYgZl7VWnV`G>IÉ.(

I]dbVh8VgaEZcc^c\idcIZmVhÉ-%

6cYgZl7jgch7V`ZgJ8A6É-.

BVgXHiZkZcEZghhdc;BÉ.,

7VaaHiViZJc^kZgh^in;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

<dgYdcH#EZiZghLVWVh]É).

8Vggdaa8]VYl^X`7VaaVgY>>>LAÉ%(

?VbZh=#E]^aa^ehDgZ\dcHiViZÉ*,

7Vc`d[6bZg^XV;djcYVi^dc>cX#
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

8Va^[dgc^V:eh^adc8]VeiZgJ8A6
8ZcigVa8Vgda^cV8dbbjc^in;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

8dbbjc^in;djcYVi^dcd[8ZcigVa>aa^cd^h
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

8]VgaZhH#=^\\^ch?g#KVcYZgW^aiÉ+,
L^aa^Vb?#=jYhdc?g#8dgcZaaÉ*(
>dlV7ZiV=djhZ8dgedgVi^dc>dlVHiViZ
>G8]Vg^iVWaZ;djcYVi^dc&(%
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
?VX`IdYY>kZnIZmVhÉ-*
B^X]VZa6cYgZl?VheZgHVc9^Z\dHiViZÉ.@Zk^c:aYdg?ZhhZcKVaeVgV^hdÉ.BVg`6aaZc?dchdcLVh]^c\idcÉ.%
9jglddYAdj^h@ZaaZgJAAV[VnZiiZÉ,?d]c6#@Zai^c\D]^dHiViZÉ+,
?Z[[Zgn6aaVc@Zci9ZEVjlÉ.%
BVii]Zl?dhZe]@aZZbVccJHEÉ.+
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GdWZgi<ddYAd]bVc>>>@ZcijX`nÉ--

9dj\aVhGVae]HiZVgch>dlVHiViZÉ-%

EgjYZci^Va;djcYVi^dcBViX]^c\<^[ihEgd\gVb
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

G#9dj\aVhNV_`dL?É+'

GJ7N
6CCJ6A<>K>C<IDI6A>C<
'*%Ä)..

8]g^h6ci]dcn7VgcZhEZccÉ-&

?dhZe]?VnEgjhhLVh]^c\idcÉ-&

;gZYZg^X6#7ZX`aZnEZccÉ-(

:Y\Vg?#GZccdZ?g#>cY^VcVÉ))

GVae]?VbZh7Zggn7jiaZgÉ,+

G^X]VgY?VbZhG^Z\ZaEZccHiViZÉ-'

?d]cG^X]VgY7ZiiaZg>dlVHiViZÉ-+

I]dbVhC#G^c\d>cY^VcVÉ)*

GdcVaY?#7^VcXd>cY^VcVÉ+)

EVja9Vc^ZaG^hXVaaVJ8>gk^cZÉ%-

?d]c:#7daidc8VhZLZhiZgcÉ++

GdWZgi=Zcg^XGddnV``ZghI8C?É.%

<Zdg\ZI]dbVh7gZchZ`Z?g#J8A6É-&

9Vk^Y8]VebVcGdlaZnEZccHiViZÉ-*

BVg`8]g^hide]Zg7g^\]idc8VhZLZhiZgcÉ.*

?dh]jVLda[Gji]^oZgAV[VnZiiZÉ.,

GdWZgi9#7g^i^\Vc?g#9ZEVjlÉ**
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L^aa^VbGdWZgi7gdYo^ch`^EjgYjZÉ.(

I^bdi]nE#BX8djgiLVh]^c\idcÉ,-

?d]cL#7gddbZDgZ\dcÉ)-

<gZViZg=djhidc8dbbjc^in;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

7gVYaZnB#7gdlcHdji]Zgc8VaÉ+(

?VbZh=Zcgn<gdkZ>>>HiVc[dgYÉ-.

8anYZG#BX8jaadj\]B^ccZhdiVÉ+'

=dhbZg6#7gdlcB^ccZhdiVÉ(.

7ngdcL#<jhi^cD]^dHiViZÉ+(

9ZgZ`GVnBZ^mZaaG>IÉ..

=Vggn7gjXZJ8A6É),

9Vc^Za?Zcc^c\h=VVhZ>dlVÉ%(

<gZ\dgnH#B^YYaZWgdd`h<Zdg\^VÉ-)

GdWZgiLVaiZg7jX]Zg?g#<ZiinhWjg\É,(

@naZ@jgi^h=V\WZg\LVh]^c\idcÉ--

?d]cI]dbVhB^ZhcZgLZhiK^g\^c^VÉ-&

9Vk^YAZZ7jiaZg:VhiZgcCZlBZm^XdÉ-.

@jgi?VbZh=VgibVcHVc9^Z\dHiViZÉ%%

6ci]dcnGdWZgiB^aVcdG]dYZ>haVcYÉ%'

BVg`6cYgZl7ngcZJ8A6É,-

G#8aVn=VjWZgi8VhZLZhiZgcÉ+-

:g^XAZZB^aaZg:Vhi8Vgda^cVÉ%%

?VX`hdc:aYdc8VbeWZaa>>>HVc9^Z\dHiViZÉ.+

8]g^hide]Zg?d]c=ZYWZg\8dadgVYdÉ-.

?VbZhGdhhB^aaZg>dlVHiViZÉ,&

GjWZc6gbVcYd8VbedhIZmVhIZX]É.*

GdWZgiLVggZc=ZZiZgEjgYjZÉ%*

9Vk^Y=#BdZc`>dlVHiViZÉ,&

7gZci:YlVgY8VgZnHdji]Zgc8VaÉ.(

LVaiZgH#=Zcg^dc;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

Bdgg^hdcIgjhi;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

9dcVaYE#8VgiZgB^hhdjg^É),

:cg^Xd6c\Za=ZgcVcYZoHiVc[dgYÉ,-

L^aa^h>#Bdgg^hdc?g#J8A6É)-

<gVci6aaZc8VhcZgJ8A6É.-

?d]c;#=^Z]aZLZhiK^g\^c^VÉ*(

9Vk^YHXdiiBdnZg6aVWVbVÉ.&

GVnB^c\8]jHiVc[dgYÉ.&

HiZkZcI]dbVh=^aaZgG>IÉ.-

@naZ8#BjYYHngVXjhZÉ++

I]dbVhLZ]aZ8aVg`AV[VnZiiZÉ,-

<Vgn9#=d[[bVcKVaeVgV^hdÉ+*

6g^>#Bj`VbVaHiVc[dgYÉ.(

7g^Vc<ddYl^c8aVg`Z>cY^VcVÉ,+

?d]cI#=jWWVgY?g#6aVWVbVÉ+)

7gVcY6aZmVcYZgCZlaVcY>dlVÉ%%

9Vk^YC#8daa^chB^ccZhdiVÉ+(

EZiZg?VbZh=j[[HBJÉ-.

7Zc_Vb^cH#B#C^XdaKVaeVgV^hdÉ%%

=Vaa?#8dbeidcEjgYjZÉ+.

GdWZgiB#=jgaZn8VhZLZhiZgcÉ+-

?V`ZCdZa"Hidgg;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

:j\ZcZ6#8dcaZnCZWgVh`VÉ),

AadnYLVa`Zg?VgnIZmVhÉ**

?d]cE#CdgY^cLVh]^c\idcÉ)*

I]dbVhLVaiZg8dgYcZg<Zdg\^VIZX]É%%

<VgnI#?Zc`^chAHJÉ,%

EVjaG#DÉ7VgD`aV]dbVÉ*&

?dhZe]E^ZggZ8dhiVW^aZD]^dLZhaZnVcÉ,)

?d]c=#?ZehZcCZWgVh`VÉ+'

HiZkZc?VnDahdc7jiaZgÉ.&

AZgdn:#8dmHdji]Zgc8VaÉ).

GdWZgi:#?ZlZiiB^X]^\VcÉ*'

9VgVcAVcZEVg]VbD`aV]dbVÉ--

?d]c<#8gVl[dgYLVh]^c\idcÉ+'

?d]chdc8]Vg^iVWaZ<^[i;jcY
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

?d]cEVjaE^gdci^G>IÉ.(

7^aaK^Xidg8gZVcHBJÉ.(
6aZmVcYZg8a^[idc8jgVkd6h]aVcYÉ%+

8]VgaZh>#?d]chdcLVh]^c\idcÉ).
I]dbVh:#?jY\Z>dlVHiViZÉ*)

B^X]VZa=#BX8dn>cY^VcVÉ*-

G^X]VgY6#EdgiAV[VnZiiZÉ+L^aa^VbI#Eg^X]VgY>aa^cd^hÉ*%

I]dbVh<#@VgiZgEjgYjZÉ*-

Egd\gZhh^kZ>chjgVcXZ;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

C^X`@]djgnDgZ\dcÉ,.

G?Egd^Z6aaZ\]ZcnÉ%%

EVja?dhZe]@^a\Vaadc>aa^cd^hÉ-%

B^X]VZa6aVcEgdh`^c7gVcYZ^hÉ.(

L^aa^Vb=#@^aa\dgZIZmVhIZX]É+,

L^aa^VbB#FjVX`ZcWjh]HiVc[dgYÉ)&

CVi]VcHXdii@^c\G>IÉ.'

BZakncG#FjZaZg;BÉ*.

L^aa^Vb9#@^g`9j`ZÉ),
EZiZg?#@aZcidhD`aV]dbVÉ*)

GVcYVaa;Vb^an;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

9dcVaYL#@dX]J8A6É+%

GdcVaYA#GVcYVaa9ZEVjlÉ*.

@EB<;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

GdWZgi:#GVc`^cL^iiZcWZg\É*%

G^X]VgY?dhZe]AVbWgdhHdji]Zgc8VaÉ-(

GdcVaY@Z^i]GVchdb>>7jiaZgÉ%%

IdYY8]g^hide]ZgAVcY^hAV[VnZiiZÉ.-

?dh]jV:g^XGVicZgG]dYZ>haVcYÉ%)

9Vc^ZaOk^;ZjZg7gVcYZ^hÉ%*

AZdcVgYH]^gaZn:an:cYdlbZci;jcY
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

BVg`?VbZhGVj\jhiLVh]^c\idcÉ%&

9VggZaa=#;dmIdaZYdÉ*%

9dj\aVh:gcZhiA^cYfj^hiEZccHiViZÉ-(

9Vc^Za?VXdW;gVc`?d]ch=de`^chÉ%%

L^aa^Vb;#GZ^cZX`Z?g#B^hhdjg^É-,

?VbZh@#;gdYh]VbJ8A6É+%

AadnYL#?Vgn6gX]^iZXi
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

EZggn;#GZ^c^c\V6aaZ\]ZcnÉ*&

G#?Vn<Z^\ZgAV[VnZiiZÉ*.

6Vgdc?d]cBVVhhZaD]^dHiViZÉ.+

IdYYGd\Zg<Zc\Zg`Z>dlVÉ.-

6cYgZlG^X]VgYBVadcZ6h]aVcYÉ.)

BVg`I]dbVh<Zgdc^bZ>dlVHiViZÉ-,

:YbjcYIZYBVcc8VhZLZhiZgcÉ)(

L^aa^Vb6#<^[[]dgc>>>8VhZLZhiZgcÉ).

8]VgaZh=ZcgnBVgh]<Zdg\^VÉ,+

L^aa^Vb8#<^aWZgi8dadgVYdÉ*)

E]^a^eK^cXZciBVgi^c8VaEdanÉ,)

GdWZgi?#<ddYbVcD`aV]dbVHiViZÉ+,

7g^Vc9Vk^YBVnB^X]^\VcÉ..

?d]c9Vk^Y8jgg^Zg?g#7jiaZgÉ-.
9VaaVh;djcYVi^dc;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
?d]cBVgi^c9É6bZa^dAV[VnZiiZÉ.=dlVgY:#9ZcWd9ZEVjlÉ*%
L^aa^VbB#9Zgg^X`B^ccZhdiVÉ,+
HZVcB^X]VZa9Zka^c9gZmZaÉ%+
?jhi^c?VbZh9jYZ`J8>gk^cZÉ.,
L^aa^Vb8#:WZghdaZB^X]^\VcHiViZÉ*)
I]dbVhEZiZgh:lWVc`>cY^VcVÉ+(
9Vk^YLVgY;ZchiZgbV`Zg>cY^VcVÉ,)
HnYcZn6#;ZgcVaYJ8A6É)7gjXZ<#;Zgg^h@VchVhÉ+'

:g^`7g^VcGZX]ZcWVX]IZccZhhZZÉ%'

GdWZgi<#GZii^\EjgYjZÉ)IdYL#G^Y\ZlVnHdji]Zgc8VaÉ++
?VbZhB^X]VZaG^hiV\cdG]dYZ>haVcYÉ%(
L^aa^Vb=#GdWWCdgi]lZhiZgcÉ+*
IdYYGdWZgiGdWZghdc9ZEVjlÉ,.
7Vgi]dadbZl?#GdWZgihdc>cY^VcVHiViZÉ%*
@Zk^c9dcVaYGdWZgihdcDgZ\dcÉ,,
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9DCDGH8DCI>CJ:9
7gnXZDhlVaYGdW^chdcLVh]^c\idcÉ.(

BVii]Zl<gZ\dgnHdaV`KVaeVgV^hdÉ%*

?d]ccn7#LVa`ZgIZmVhIZX]É+*

?VbZhB#Gd\Zgh>cY^VcVÉ*(

IdYYB^X]VZaHiVYaZgD]^dHiViZÉ.'

AZdCZahdcLVaaVX]J8A6É.-

9Vk^YH#Gdhh^?d]ch=de`^chÉ.)

9Vc^ZaB^X]VZaHiZZaZIdaZYdÉ-(

GdWZgiAZha^ZLVaaVcJ8A6É-&

@Z^i]:YlVgYGdhh^G]dYZ>haVcYÉ.*

9Vk^Y?dhZe]HiZ[ÒZNdg`É.'

6cYgZl;gZYZg^X`LVaiZgB^X]^\VcHiViZÉ.*

L^aa^VbIdYYHVaZc>aa^cd^hÉ,,

8]VYB^X]VZaHiZ\Zb^aaZg7jiaZgÉ.-

8gV^\:#LVcVbV`ZgCZWgVh`VÉ+'

HVc6cidc^d6gZV;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

@Z^i]?#HiZ^cZg;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
8gV^\B#HiZlVgiD]^dHiViZÉ+&

7Zc_Vb^cEdaaVgY6ahdeLVgi]Zc
K^g\^c^VÉ+'

EVjaB^X]VZaHVcWdgcJHEÉ.-

?dc:g^XHigVjibVc7jiaZgÉ,.

:g^XL^aa^VbLVi`^chHiVc[dgYÉ.-

LVncZE#HVnVidk^XHngVXjhZÉ+)

=Zcgn9#HjcYZgaVcYJ8A6É).

?jhi^c?VnLZWWEjgYjZÉ.*

H]dVW6a^HVnZZY>dlVÉ-(

HXdiiB#Hji]ZgaVcYBdcbdji]É,%

L^aa^VbAZZLZWWKVcYZgW^aiÉ,(

BVii]Zl?VbZhHX]VZ[ZgDgZ\dcHiViZÉ%)

HiZkZBVii]ZlIVc\KVaeVgV^hdÉ%%

9Vc<#LZWhiZg>>>IZmVhIZX]É*-

HiZe]ZcG#HX]cZ^YZgIZmVhHiViZÉ,)

7gjXZB^X]VZaIVkVgZhG]dYZ>haVcYÉ,)

B^X]VZa=#LZcYZa^c6g^odcVÉ,-

6cidc^dAj^\^HX^c^XVg^Zaad8VhZLZhiZgcÉ.,

HiZe]Zc8#I]VnZg;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

9Vk^Y8]g^hi^VcL]ZZalg^\]iDgZ\dcÉ-&

GdWZgi<#H]Vccdc6aaZ\]ZcnÉ)-

I]dbVh<#@VgiZg6iidgcZnViAVl
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

@ZccZi]H#L]ZaVcGdlVcÉ%%

BVii]Zl?VbZhH]VlJ8>gk^cZÉ.(
L^aa^VbB#H]Zaidc?g#J8A6É))

@ZccZi]6#I]dgeB^hhdjg^É*(

AZZ?d]cL]^icZn8VaHiViZCdgi]g^Y\ZÉ,*

L^cÒZaYH]^gVh>>>8dgcZaaÉ)*

IdYL#G^Y\ZlVnIgjhi;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

EVig^X`H#L^aa^VbhB^ccZhdiVÉ-&

@Zk^cAnccH]dgiB^hhdjg^É-'

?VbZh7#IdlchZcY?g#CZWgVh`VÉ)&

=VggnEVnciZgL^ahdc>>>9gZmZaÉ%'

?d]c8#H]diiLZhiK^g\^c^VÉ)'

;gZYB#Ig^ZgLVh]^c\idcÉ+&

?Vhdc=ZgWZgiH^bbdchG>IÉ.,

GdWZgi6ci]dcnJaVhoZ`7Zad^iÉ-.

Ndg`:c\^cZZg^c\:fj^ebZci8dbeVcn
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

EVjaE#H^gV\jhV7j[[VadÉ++

9^dc^h^dhHe^gdKZgk^ih^di^h;BÉ.-

GVnbdc6#Ndg`HiVc[dgYÉ*,

<ZgVaYH`^YbdgZEjgYjZÉ*&

?d]c?#O^Z\ZabZnZg?g#@VchVhÉ,%

8Vak^cG#Hb^i]DgZ\dcÉ),

LVX]dk^V;djcYVi^dcBViX]^c\<^[ihEgd\gVb
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

L^aa^VbD#HcnYZgD`aV]dbVÉ*&

GdWZgi8dcVlVnLV\cZgK^g\^c^VIZX]É,+

?Z[[gZnI#L]^iZhZa6h]aVcYÉ,&

?d]cI#O^Z\aZg<ZiinhWjg\É).

BZbWZg]Vh_d^cZY8]VeiZg:iZgcVa

ÓGps!nf-!juÖt!opu!bcpvu!cfjoh!jo!uif!
Csjehf!Cvjmefs!Tpdjfuz/!J!kvtu!xbou!!
uif!tbnf!pqqpsuvojujft!gps!Qij!Qtjt!!
upebz!bt!J!ibe!xijmf!jo!tdippm/Ô
ÒKpio!B/!Lfmujoh!Pijp!Tubuf!Ö78
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311:!!
Gpvoebujpo!Hpbm!gps

&!%)*!'),#)(
IdiVajcYZh^\cViZY
XVh]Xdcig^Wji^dch

Ó!Up!cf!jo!uif!Gsbufsojuz!!
boe!hjwf!cbdl!xjui!cpui!zpvs!
ujnf!boe!npofz-!fwfo!bgufs!
zpvÖwf!cffo!sfnpwfe!gspn!uif!
voefshsbevbuf!fyqfsjfodf!gps!
b!mpoh!ujnf-!tqfblt!wpmvnft!
bcpvu!Qij!Qtj!boe!uif!dibsbdufs!
pg!uif!nfo!ju!dsfbuft/Ô
! ÒOfjm!Cblfs!Zpsl!Ö18
q!3119!boovbm!sfqpsu
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tvnnfsgjfme!HD8>:IN
I=:HJBB:G;>:A9HD8>:IN=DCDGHI=DH:L=DA:6K:6A:<68N
;DGI=:;JIJG:D;E=>@6EE6EH>I=GDJ<=6EA6CC:9<>;I
8DBB>IB:CI#B:B7:GHD;I=:HJBB:G;>:A9HD8>:ING:8D<C>O:
I=:C::9;DGI=:;DJC96I>DCID7J>A9ADC<G6C<:;>C6C8>6A
HI67>A>IN7N>C8AJ9>C<I=:DG<6C>O6I>DC>CI=:>G:HI6I:EA6CH
L>I=HJ8=>CHIGJB:CIH6HA>;:>CHJG6C8:!L>AA7:FJ:HIH!
6CCJ>I>:H6C9IGJHIH#;DGB6CN6AJBC>!I=>H>HI=::6H>:HI
L6NIDB6@:6H><C>;>86CI<>;II=6I6AADLHI=:BID>BE68I
I=:A>K:HD;<:C:G6I>DCHD;E=>EH>HID8DB:#>;NDJ=6K:
>C8AJ9:9I=:E=>EH>;DJC96I>DC>CNDJGL>AADG:HI6I:EA6C
7JI=6K:CDICDI>;>:9DJGD;;>8:!EA:6H:9DHD6C9NDJL>AA
7:G:8D<C>O:96H6B:B7:GD;I=::M8AJH>K:HJBB:G;>:A9
HD8>:IN#DG!>;NDJLDJA9A>@:IDA:6GCL=6INDJ86C9D
I=GDJ<=NDJGDLCL>AADG:HI6I:EA6C!8DCI68IDC:D;DJG
<>;IEA6CC:GH#I=:EDHH>7>A>I>:H6G::C9A:HH

7gdi]ZgHdadc:#HjbbZgÒZaY@VchVh&-..lVhd[iZci]dj\]i
d[Yjg^c\]^hjcYZg\gVYjViZnZVghVhVndjc\bVcl]dcZkZg
Wdi]ZgZY]^hiZVX]ZgcdgY^Y]ZZkZg\^kZi]ZbXVjhZid
Wdi]Zg]^b^cgZijgc#=ZlVhVgZhZgkZYbVc!VcYXZgiV^can
hjgeg^hZY]^hE]^Eh^Wgdi]Zghl]Zc]ZaViZgWZXVbZdcZd[i]Z
;gViZgc^inÉh\gZViZhiWZcZ[VXidgh#A^`ZhdbVcnVajbc^!]ZlVh
[dcYd[]^hE]^Eh^ZmeZg^ZcXZVcY[Zaii]Z;gViZgc^inlVhdcZd[
i]ZbV_dggZVhdch[dg]^haViZghjXXZhh^ci]ZWjh^cZhhldgaY#
I]VihjXXZhhldjaYXdbZV[Zlh]dginZVghaViZgYjg^c\i]Z
ZVgan&.%%hl]Zch^a`hidX`^c\hlZgZWZ\^cc^c\idZbZg\ZVh
VedejaVg[Vh]^dcVXXZhhdgn#7gdi]ZgHjbbZgÒZaYYZX^YZY
i]^hlVhVegdYjXidcl]^X]]ZXdjaYhiV`Z]^h[jijgZ#=^h]VgY
ldg`VcYZcigZegZcZjg^Vahe^g^iaZYidi]ZZhiVWa^h]bZcid[i]Z
<di]VbH^a`=dh^Zgn8dbeVcn#Cdl!ZkZcV[iZg]^hYZVi]!]^h
aZ\VXnegd[djcYan^beVXihi]Za^kZhd[jcYZg\gVYjViZE]^Eh^h
ZkZgnnZVg#

ÓJ!xjti!up!nblf!qpttjcmf!b!dpmmfhf!dpvstf!!
gps!b!ovncfs!pg!xpsuiz!cpzt-Ô!HjbbZgÒZaYlgdiZ!
Óup!bje!zpvui!up!qsfqbsf!gps!vtfgvm!mjwjoh/Ô
I]ZHjbbZgÒZaY;djcYVi^dc^ceVgicZgh]^el^i]i]Z
E]^Eh^;djcYVi^dc^hegdjYZkZgn[VaahZbZhiZgidegdk^YZ
VlVgYhÅgVc\^c\[gdb&!%%%id(!%%%Å[dgE]^Eh^Éh
WZhiVcYWg^\]iZhindjc\bZcWn]dcdg^c\i]Z^gVXVYZb^X
VX]^ZkZbZcihVcYi]Z^gaZVYZgh]^e^ci]Z^gX]VeiZgh!
XVbejhZh!VcYXdbbjc^i^Zh#
BVcn^cY^k^YjVah!^[Vh`ZYl]ni]Zn]VkZWZZchjXXZhh[ja
^cWjh^cZhhVcY^ca^[Z!b^\]ibZci^dci]Z^cÓjZcXZd[i]Z^g
eVgZcih!i]Z^gX]jgX]!dgWdi]!dgidjX]dci]ZkVajZd[V\ddY
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ZYjXVi^dc#6chlZghiZcYidkVgn[gdbeZghdcideZghdcÅl^i]dcZ
cdi^XZVWaZZmXZei^dc#BZbWZghd[E]^@VeeVEh^^ckVg^VWanXgZY^i
i]Z;gViZgc^in[dg^ihedh^i^kZVcYadc\"iZgb^beVXidci]Z^ga^kZh#
>cVeegZX^Vi^dc!bVcnE]^Eh^hbV`ZeaVccZYdgdi]ZgineZh
d[Xdcig^Wji^dchid]ZaehZXjgZi]Z;gViZgc^inÉh[jijgZ#DcZ
edejaVgVcYZVhndei^dc^hZhiVWa^h]^c\Vegdk^h^dc^cndjgl^aa#
I]ZVeegdeg^ViZldgY^c\[dgbV`^c\V\^[iYZeZcYhjedci]Z
ineZd[\^[i!hiViZaVlVcYndjgdlcjc^fjZX^gXjbhiVcXZh#
I]Z[daadl^c\l^aaegdk^h^dc^hVcZmVbeaZd[]dlndjbVn
YZh^\cViZndjg\^[i#>i^h]Zae[jaidbV`ZjhVlVgZi]Vii]Z
;djcYVi^dc^hWZ^c\cVbZY^cndjgl^aa#I]^hlVn!ndjXVcWZ
hjgZndjgWZfjZhil^aaWZZmZXjiZY^ci]ZbVccZgndj^ciZcYZY#
>cVYY^i^dc!lZ]VkZheZX^VabZVchd[gZXd\c^o^c\Ydcdghl]d
]VkZcVbZYjh^ci]Z^gl^aah^cXajY^c\bZbWZgh]^e^ci]Z
HjbbZgÒZaYHdX^Zin#
Æ>!PcVbZR!d[PX^in!hiViZ!o^eR!\^kZ!YZk^hZVcYWZfjZVi]
PeZgXZciV\Zd[ZhiViZ!lg^iiZcVbdjcidgYZhXg^ei^dcd[
egdeZginRidi]Z:cYdlbZci;jcYd[i]ZE]^@VeeVEh^
;gViZgc^in!Vcdi"[dg"egdÒiXdgedgVi^dc:>C(+"+&(%+**
l^i]d[ÒXZh^c>cY^VcVeda^h!>cY^VcV#I]^h\^[i^hbVYZid]Zae
[jgi]Zgi]ZdW_ZXi^kZhVcYejgedhZhd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc#Ç
Hjeedgi[gdbdjgbZbWZghVcY[g^ZcYhbV`Zhegd\gVbh!
hX]daVgh]^ehVcYhiV[Òc\VkV^aVWaZid]ZaedjgbZbWZghZc_dn
edh^i^kZVcY[jaÒaa^c\ZmeZg^ZcXZh#6hl^i]Vcndi]ZgYZX^h^dc
^ckdak^c\ndjgVhhZih!ndjh]djaYY^hXjhhndjgÒcVcX^VaVcY
X]Vg^iVWaZ\dVahl^i]ndjgaZ\VaVcYÒcVcX^VaVYk^hdgh#LZ
ldjaYWZ]VeenidXdchjail^i]ndjdcndjgeVgi^XjaVgcZZYh!
e]^aVci]gde^XYZh^gZh!fjZhi^dchdgXdcXZgch#I]Z;djcYVi^dc
hiV[[hiVcYhgZVYnidVhh^hindj!l]ViZkZgndjg\dVah#

hjbbZgÒZaYhdX^ZinYdcdgh

9DCDGH
9dcVaY6#6YVbhJ8A6É),

IZggZcXZ<#=VgeZgD`aV]dbVHiViZÉ-*

Idb8#EZcc^c\idcIZmVhÉ-%

@Zci:#6\cZhh>cY^VcVÉ+.

G^X]VgYL#=Vgi>aa^cd^hÉ'.

?d]c=ZcgnE^ZgXZAV[VnZiiZÉ,-

9Vk^YA#6ci]dcn>dlVHiViZÉ*)

:Vga;#=Vl`^ch8VhZLZhiZgcÉ*'

9dj\aVh?#EhoXoda`dlh`^6aaZ\]ZcnÉ-,

GdWZgiL#7VgiaZiiB^ccZhdiVÉ)+

L^aaVgY8#=Vnh8VhZLZhiZgcÉ)&

EVja8]VgaZhGVkZg?g#>cY^VcVÉ.&

L^aa^VbB#7ViiZcD]^dHiViZÉ'.

;gZYZg^X`6#=Z\ZaZD]^dHiViZÉ+(

GdWZgi?#GVnWjgcJ8A6É.'

8]VgaZh9#7^cc^c\<ZiinhWjg\É(,
EZccHiViZÉ(-

:cg^Xd6#=ZgcVcYZoHiVc[dgYÉ,-

6jhi^c9#G^ccZ>cY^VcVÉ(.

8]VgaZhH#=^\\^ch?g#KVcYZgW^iiÉ+,

I]dbVhE#Gd\ZghLZhiK^g\^c^VÉ*(

9Vk^Y=#=dV\6aaZ\]ZcnÉ*,

6a[gZYA#GjZWZa>>IZmVhÉ*%

GVcYdae]=#=d\ZK^g\^c^VÉ'&

L#IdYYHVaZc>aa^cd^hÉ,,

9VaaVh;#=dgkVi]7dla^c\<gZZcÉ+(

9Zcc^h?#HX]lVgioEjgYjZÉ+%

GdWZgiA#=dn?g#B^hhdjg^É*.

BZgg^aa=#H]VZ[[Zg8VhZLZhiZgcÉ(.

=VggnK#=j[[bVcEjgYjZÉ+&

9Vk^Y?#H]V[Zg<Zdg\^VÉ-(

GdWZgi7#7^gYLZhiK^g\^c^VÉ,(
L^aa^VbB#7aVX`D]^dHiViZÉ*%
GdWZgiA#7aVcY?g#LZhiK^g\^c^VÉ')
GdWZgiD#7aZX`ZcLVh]^c\idcÉ),
;gZYZg^X`9#7dgcbVc9Vgibdji]É&-
L^aa^Vb6#7dlZgh>>>G]dYZ>haVcYÉ++

:YlVgY6#=jgaZn?g#B^ccZhdiVÉ)+

LVaiZgAZZH]ZeeVgY?g#8dgcZaaÉ'.

7gjXZ6#?VX`hdc8VhZLZhiZgcÉ,%

<Zdg\ZI#H^bdcD]^dHiViZÉ+&

8gV^\7#?d]chdcD]^dLZhaZnVcÉ-)

CdgbB#HeV^cD]^dHiViZÉ((

<Vhidc8#?dcZhDaZB^hhÉ(,

L#<jnHeg^\\hD]^dHiViZÉ,&

?d]c9#@a^cZY^chiLAÉ+-

EVjaL#Heg^c\bVcKVcYZgW^aiÉ,%

G#HiVc@d]V\ZcLVh]^c\idcÉ**

:YlVgY?#HiZgcEZccHiViZÉ'%

6#9dcVaYAVjYZgLVh]^c\idcÉ'+

AZhiZg;#HiZkZch?g#9Vgibdji]É'%

GjYY^X`8#AVlgZcXZLVh]^c\idcÉ(&

8gV^\B#HiZlVgiD]^dHiViZÉ+&

GdWZgi:#AVooZaaLZhiK^g\^c^VÉ)'

8]VgaZh@#Higd]L^iiZcWZg\É*+

GdWZgi:#AZWZg<ZiinhWjg\É)+

Hdadc:#HjbbZgÒZaY@VchVh&-..

GdWZgi;#BVgX]ZhVc^?g#7jiaZgÉ.)
>JEÉ,.

L^chidcG#IViZ@VchVhÉ&-

:kZgZii8djiVci9j`ZÉ)'
LZhaZn7g^Vc8gdjhZAV[VnZiiZÉ,-

=Zcgn7#BVgk^cHdji]Zgc8VaÉ*+

GVae]9#9Vc^Za6g^odcVÉ),

9VaZ?#BX@c^\]iLVh]^c\idcÉ('

7jgch=#9Vk^hdc>>>>dlVHiViZÉ,.

9#7gjXZBXBV]VcHdji]Zgc8VaÉ*,

?d]cG#9dccZaa?g#8VhZLZhiZgcÉ*.

I]dbVh9#BZ^hcZgAV[VnZiiZÉ+-

?VbZhL#:b^hdc9ZEVjlÉ).

CdgbVcG#BZcYZc]VaaEjgYjZÉ'(

?dhZe]=#:g`ZcWgZX]ZgDgZ\dcÉ*)

7gnVcA#B^aaZg>cY^VcVHiViZÉ.'

7gjXZL#:l^c\?g#D]^dHiViZÉ*.

?VbZhAnaZB^aaZgD]^dHiViZÉ-*

:gcZhi=#<VgWZ8dajbW^VÉ)%

K^g\^aG#BdZc7Zad^iÉ',

GVn=#<VggV?g#9j`ZÉ*'J8A6É*)

?ZggnCZahdcJ8A6É)-

?VbZh:#<Zg\ViD]^dHiViZÉ++

HiZkZc:#C^ZhaVlh`^>aa^cd^hÉ,.

=j\]A#<^abdgZL^iiZcWZg\É()

8gV^\Nj_^C^h]^oV`^LVh]^c\idcÉ--

B^iX]Zaa=#<gVciD]^dHiViZÉ,-

I^bdi]nE#DÉ7g^ZcIZmVhÉ%%;adg^YVÉ,,

?d]cH#<g^[ÒcEjgYjZÉ(+

?Zggn6#DÉ8VaaV\]VcDgZ\dcÉ)%

6aVc7#<gdhWVX]>cY^VcVÉ+*

=j\]7#Da^e]VciDgZ\dcÉ+&

7ngdcL#<jhi^cD]^dHiViZÉ+(

G^X]VgY:#Dc\DgZ\dcHiViZÉ**

?d]cG#=VgbVc>aa^cd^hÉ)%

HiZe]ZcG#DÉGdjg`ZB^hhdjg^É,)

7Zc_Vb^c?VbZh7dlbVcB^ccZhdiVÉ..
?VbZh9#7dnaZLVh]^c\idcÉ-;gVc`L#7gVnIZmVhIZX]É+%
8]VgaZhA#7gdVYlZaa@VchVhÉ*+
?d]c;#7jX`>cY^VcVÉ,*
7gVYaZnAncc8VbeWZaaB^Vb^É.(
<dgYdcI]dbVh8VgiZg6aVWVbVÉ,*
?d]cK#8^XXVgZaa^8VaHiViZCdgi]g^Y\ZÉ,'
7dWL#8daZbVcD`aV]dbVÉ**
AZl^h@#8dd`hZn8VgcZ\^ZBZaadcÉ'.

9Vk^Y=#I^bbdchD]^dHiViZÉ).
BVgXLZhaZnKVc=d[[L^iiZcWZg\É..
;gZYB#KZgXdZD]^dHiViZÉ)-
L^aa^VbG#LVa`ZgHdji]Zgc8VaÉ',
L^aa^Vb=#LVaaVXZ6g^odcVÉ),
BVcc^c\9#LZWhiZgD]^dHiViZÉ'*
Lncc=#L^Z\VcYB^hhdjg^É,)
G#6cYgZlL^a`^ch>>LZhiK^g\^c^VÉ+*
8]VgaZhA#L^aa^VbhB^X]^\VcHiViZÉ**
LVncZL#L^ahdcB^X]^\VcHiViZÉ*.
EVjaG#L^cZbVcLVh]^c\idcÉ**
9Vk^YA#LddYgjbLZhiK^g\^c^VÉ+&
L^aa^VbG#NV\aZLZhiK^g\^c^VÉ**
<#@ZciNdlZaa8dadgVYdÉ)+
BVii]ZlG#OV[i?d]ch=de`^chÉ.)
?d]c?#O^Z\ZabZnZg?g#@VchVhÉ,%

BZbWZg]Vh_d^cZY8]VeiZg:iZgcVa
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mjgfujnf!hjwjoh!9DCDGH
Uif!Gpvoebujpo!sfdphoj{ft!uif!tjhojgjdbou!jnqbdu!bmvnoj-!gbnjmz-!gsjfoet!
boe!dpsqpsbujpot!nblf!po!cfibmg!pg!Qij!QtjÖt!ofbsmz!6-111!voefshsbevbuft/!
Ipopsfe!ifsf!bsf!uiptf!epopst!xip-!tvqqpsujoh!uif!Gpvoebujpo!pwfs!uifjs!
mjgfujnf-!ibwf!sfbdife!dvnvmbujwf!hjwjoh!mfwfmt!pg!%21-111!boe!bcpwf/!Uiftf!
joejwjevbmt!ibwf!fqjupnj{fe!uifjs!dpnnjunfou!up!mjgfmpoh!cspuifsippe/
Mjgfujnf!Hjwjoh!Tpdjfujft
I]Z;djcYZgh8^gXaZ
I]Z=Zg^iV\ZIgjhi
I]Z8VcdchWjg\8ajW
I]Z?Z[[ZghdcHdX^Zin
I]ZIgjhiZZ6hhdX^ViZh
I]ZEgZh^YZciÉh;dgjb
I]Z>ccZg8^gXaZ
I]ZAVbea^\]iZgIgjhi
I]ZH]^ZaYHdX^Zin
I]Z&-*'HdX^Zin
I]Z8djcX^a6hhdX^ViZh
I]Z8Zcijgn8ajW
=dcdgGdaa
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*%%!%%%VcYVWdkZ
'*%!%%%")..!...#..
&%%!%%%"').!...#..
*%!%%%"..!...#..
'*!%%%").!...#..
&%!%%%"')!...#..
*!%%%".!...#..
'!*%%")!...#..
&!%%%"'!)..#..
*%%"...#..
'*%")..#..
&%%"').#..
#%&"..#..

a^[Zi^bZ\^k^c\Ydcdgh

9DCDGH
I=:;DJC9:GH8>G8A:

D]^d7ZiV=djhZ8dgedgVi^dcL^iiZcWZg\

8]g^hide]Zg@jgiH^iiaZg8dadgVYdÉ.%

A>;:I>B:<>K>C<IDI6A>C<
*%%!%%%6C967DK:

9Vk^Y<#Eg^XZHdji]Zgc8VaÉ*&

L#<jnHeg^\\hD]^dHiViZÉ,&

GdWZgi?#GVnWjgcJ8A6É.'

BVg`6ci]dcnHiZkZchHdji]Zgc8VaÉ-&

9dcVaYK#;^iZhKVaeVgV^hdÉ*(

6jhi^c9#G^ccZ>cY^VcVÉ(.

6aVc?VbZhHjiidcD]^dHiViZÉ,*

:gcZhi=#<VgWZ8dajbW^VÉ)%

9Vk^Y=#I^bbdchD]^dHiViZÉ).

=Zcgn:#K^ZggZ\\Zg8VaÉ*+

A^X`^c\8djcin;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

L^aa^VbG#LVa`ZgHdji]Zgc8VaÉ',

L^aa^VbL#Kd\Za\ZhVc\D]^dHiViZÉ,+

9Vk^YGVcYVaaLZ]ganJ8A6É-'

?VbZhE#LVgb^c\idcHdji]Zgc8VaÉ+'

L^aa^VbA^cYV<ddY8]Vg^iVWaZ;jcY
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

GdWZgiE#LVgb^c\idcHdji]Zgc8VaÉ+'
BVcc^c\9#LZWhiZgD]^dHiViZÉ'*



9#7gjXZBXBV]VcHdji]Zgc8VaÉ*,
?ZggnCZahdcJ8A6É)-
CZahdc;Vb^an;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc



6#HXdiiCdWaZIZmVhÉ-&
E]^@VeeVEh^;gViZgc^in
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
?#<^aWZgiGZZhZD]^dHiViZÉ),
Hdadc:#HjbbZgÒZaY;djcYVi^dc>cX#
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

8]VgaZhA#L^aa^VbhB^X]^\VcHiViZÉ**
LVncZL#L^ahdcB^X]^\VcHiViZÉ*.

I=:IGJHI::6HHD8>6I:H

EVjaG#L^cZbVcLVh]^c\idcÉ**

A>;:I>B:<>K>C<IDI6A>C<
'*!%%%").!...

I=:?:;;:GHDCHD8>:IN

=dlVgYG#6aiZg;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

A>;:I>B:<>K>C<IDI6A>C<
*%!%%%"..!...

L^aa^VbB#7aVX`D]^dHiViZÉ*%

L^aa^VbB#7ViiZcD]^dHiViZÉ'.

7aV^gBVgi]VG^Zi];Vb^an;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

L^chidcG#IViZ@VchVhÉ&-

?d]c:#7dd\"HXdii>KIZmVhÉ-+

B^X]VZaG#7addbWZg\?d]ch=de`^chÉ+&

I=:=:G>I6<:IGJHI

9dY^Z7gVX`Zc;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

;gVc`L#7gVnIZmVhIZX]É+%

A>;:I>B:<>K>C<IDI6A>C<
'*%!%%%")..!...

?VbZh7g^X`ZgEZccHiViZÉ(%

IZgZcXZL#7g^\]VbJ8A6É+%

=Zcgn9#7gdchdcEjgYjZÉ*)

=Vggn7gjXZJ8A6É),

GVae]:#8gjbeJ8A6É),

LZhaZn7g^Vc8gdjhZAV[VnZiiZÉ,-

8Va^[dgc^V:eh^adc=djhZ8dgedgVi^dcJ8A6

?VbZhL#:b^hdc9ZEVjlÉ).

@Znh6#8jggn?g#IZmVhÉ*)

=^aahlddY;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

?VbZh7#;gVc`a^cIZmVhÉ)(

8dbbjc^in;djcYVi^dcd[Adj^hk^aaZ
9Zedh^idgn>cX#;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

9Zcc^h?#HX]lVgioEjgYjZÉ+%
9Zcc^hA#HiVcaZn>dlVHiViZÉ,%
G^X]VgYHXdiiL^aZn>cY^VcVÉ,(

;gZYZg^X`7dgcbVcIgjhi
[dg8dchZgkVi^kZ8VjhZh
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

L^aa^Vb?#8dclVn?g#AV[VnZiiZÉ+,


8]VgaZh<#<^abdgZLAÉ(+

8]VgaZh9#8ngLVh]^c\idcÉ)+
GVae]9#9Vc^Za6g^odcVÉ),

I]dbVh9#=Zcg^dcCZWgVh`VÉ+'

:Y\ZbZg;djcYVi^dc>cX#
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

?VbZhL#=^aaEjgYjZÉ+&

L^aa^Vb=#:aa^h@VchVhÉ)'

=^aaBZX]Vc^XVa<gdje
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

L#GdWZgi<daYbVc?g#B^Vb^É,'L?É+)

?VbZhL^aa^Vb6`Zg]^ZabAV[VnZiiZÉ-(

9Vk^Y=#=dV\6aaZ\]ZcnÉ*,

GdWZgi:#=Vb^aidcCZWgVh`VÉ))

8]VgaZh9#7^cc^c\<ZiinhWjg\É(,
EZccHiViZÉ(-

=VgdaYL#=d[bVc?g#DgZ\dcHiViZÉ*-
G^X]VgYAncc?d]chdc>dlVHiViZÉ*,

GdW^c6#=VgWV\Z
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

GdWZgi?#?d]chdcIZmVhÉ+)

9dj\=#=VgaVc>cY^VcVÉ--

?d]c9#@a^cZY^chiLAÉ+-

=VgaVc;Vb^an;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

I=:86CDCH7JG<8AJ7
A>;:I>B:<>K>C<IDI6A>C<
&%%!%%%"').!...

GdWZgiA#7aVcY?g#LZhiK^g\^c^VÉ')
?d]cG#9dccZaa?g#8VhZLZhiZgcÉ*.
EVig^X`L#9dnaZD]^dHiViZÉ)(
;^iZh;Vb^an8]Vg^iVWaZIgjhi
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

GdWZgi:#AZWZg<ZiinhWjg\É)+
=Zcgn7#BVgk^cHdji]Zgc8VaÉ*+

L^aa^Vb?#<ddY>dlVHiViZÉ+.

AVlgZcXZ?#BX8VWZEZccHiViZÉ**

?VX`:#<dhX]J8A6É).

?d]cI#BX<gZZg>>>CZWgVh`VÉ*'

GdWZgiH]ZgbVc=Vb^aidcD]^dHiViZÉ.-

CdgbVcG#BZcYZc]VaaEjgYjZÉ'(

=Vggn=Zcc^c\Zg
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

BVii]Zl8#B^X]ZahZcG]dYZ>haVcYÉ.&

7#LVncZ=j\]ZhHdji]Zgc8VaÉ**

@ZciE#CZlbVg`8VaÉ*,

7g^Vc=#@ZccZYnHdji]Zgc8VaÉ+&
GjYY^X`8#AVlgZcXZLVh]^c\idcÉ(&

EZcchnakVc^V:eh^adc=djhZ8dgedgVi^dc
<ZiinhWjg\

GdWZgiBZgg^X`AZZAV[VnZiiZÉ,(

?d]c=ZcgnE^ZgXZAV[VnZiiZÉ,-

Gd\ZgH#CZlidcAV[VnZiiZÉ+.

8VbeWZaa<#9#Gj[[IZmVhIZX]É+(

K^g\^aG#BdZc7Zad^iÉ',

?d]c8#<gVnD]^dHiViZÉ+%

?d]cG#=VgbVc>aa^cd^hÉ)%
;gZYZg^X`6#=Z\ZaZD]^dHiViZÉ+(
?#AadnY=jX`?g#EZccHiViZÉ)'
>aa^cd^h9ZaiV=djhZ8dgedgVi^dc>aa^cd^h
>cY^VcV6ae]V;djcYVi^dc9ZEVjl
>cY^VcV7ZiV=djhZ8dgedgVi^dc>cY^VcV
?VbZh9#>gl^cD]^dHiViZÉ),
7gjXZ6#?VX`hdc8VhZLZhiZgcÉ,%
7Zcidc=#AVbhdcHdji]Zgc8VaÉ-+
<dgYdcH#AZiiZgbVcB^hhdjg^É(-
9ZVcAdlgZnJ8A6É),
?#GdWZgiBZhZgkZHiVc[dgYÉ()
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a^[Zi^bZ\^k^c\Ydcdgh

9DCDGH8DCI>CJ:9
?d]cB#BZnZgLVh]^c\idcÉ+*

?d]c?#7jiX]Zg^cZHVc9^Z\dHiViZÉ.+

>dlV6ae]V=djhZ8dgedgVi^dc>dlV

D]^dAVbWYV;djcYVi^dcB^Vb^

8Va^[dgc^V7ZiV=djhZ8dgedgVi^dcHiVc[dgY

8Vga9#?d]chdc?g#>aa^cd^hÉ)%

G^X]VgY:#Dc\DgZ\dcHiViZÉ**

<Zdg\Z?#8VbeWZaa>>>AV[VnZiiZÉ*&

<ZgVaYA#@Vk`VD]^dHiViZÉ++

?VbZh9Vk^YEZeeZg>dlVHiViZÉ-&
7jiaZgÉ-%

L^aa^Vb;#8]g^hide]ZgEZccHiViZÉ,'

9jglddYA#@ZaaZgJAAV[VnZiiZÉ,-

8aVgZcXZL#8daZbVc@VchVhÉ'.

?d]cI#@ZbeZgLVWVh]É+.

8dbbjc^i^Zh;djcYVi^dcd[IZmVh
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

I]dbVhC#@^Zg?g#8VaEdanÉ,&

9VcL#8dd`>>>CZWgVh`VÉ*)
HiVc[dgYÉ*+

G#HiVc@d]V\ZcLVh]^c\idcÉ**

<dgYdcH#EZiZghLVWVh]É).
GdWZgi?#EdcYB^ccZhdiVÉ)+
8anYZB#GZZYnB^ccZhdiVÉ)%
L^aa^Vb=#GZ^c]VgYi?g#>dlVHiViZÉ)+
G]dYZ>haVcY7ZiV=djhZ8dgedgVi^dc
G]dYZ>haVcY

<dgYdcI#@gZ`dlLVh]^c\idcÉ).
L^aa^Vb?#AjW^X8dajbW^VÉ),

7aV^g6cYZghdcG^Zi]?g#9ZEVjlÉ,,

I^bdi]nL^aa^Vb9ZVgbdcY
@ZcijX`nÉ--

?d]cIdlchZcYGdWZgih9ZEVjlÉ,,

?d]c<#9^aa?g#B^ccZhdiVÉ)-

IdYYGdWZgiBVgh]HVc9^Z\dHiViZÉ.+

9Vk^YB#Gdi]AV[VnZiiZÉ+,

?d]c7g^Vc9^bbZgDgZ\dcÉ-&

?#AVcY^hBVgi^cCdgi]lZhiZgcÉ+*

:YlVgY;#HV\Zg?g#AV[VnZiiZÉ++

?d]cG#9dccZaa8VhZLZhiZgcÉ(&

6aaZc8#BVi]ZcVD]^dHiViZÉ+&

?VbZhB#HcZY^`Zg8VhZLZhiZgcÉ+%

?d]c6#9jWWZgaZnIZmVhÉ).

L#<Zdg\ZBX6YVbh6aVWVbVÉ+-

CdgbB#HeV^cD]^dHiViZÉ((

?VbZh8#:aa^diiEZccHiViZÉ+*

B^X]VZa=#BX8dn>cY^VcVÉ*-

EVjaL#Heg^c\bVcKVcYZgW^aiÉ,%

:aa^dii67A^k^c\Igjhi
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

HeZcXZg9#BX<dlVcIZmVhÉ-(

8gV^\B#HiZlVgiD]^dHiViZÉ+&
6aWZgi6#KVg\d?g#D]^dHiViZÉ+.
?d]cI#KVj\]Vc8VhZLZhiZgcÉ()
BVjg^XZ?#LVgcdX`DgZ\dcÉ'(
L^aa^VbH#LZ^VciB^Vb^É,-
Bg#Bgh#9Vgl^cA#L^Z`Vbe
;g^ZcYhd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

I=:EG:H>9:CIÉH;DGJB
A>;:I>B:<>K>C<IDI6A>C<
&%!%%%"')!...
6bZg^XVc:cYdlbZci;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
9Vk^Y:gcZhi6cYZghdc>dlVHiViZÉ,(
=#K^cXZ6cYZghdc9j`ZÉ*&
@naZ?VbZh6cYgZlhD]^dHiViZÉ,-
?VbZh7#6ee^cdEjgYjZÉ*&
6fjVhXVeZ9Zh^\ch>cX#
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

7gjXZL#:l^c\?g#D]^dHiViZÉ*.
:mmdcBdW^a;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
;^YZa^in8]Vg^iVWaZ<^[i;jcY
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

GdWZgiL#B^aaZg8dgcZaaÉ*'

GdWZgi6#<^WhdcHlVgi]bdgZÉ*(
6aaZ\]ZcnÉ*(

I]dbVh?#B^aaZg>dlVHiViZÉ+.

<Zdg\Z@#<dh`dB^ccZhdiVÉ)+
=Vgg^hdc<#<dj\]B^ccZhdiVÉ)&
<gVn6bZg^XV8dgedgVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
6aVc7#<gdhWVX]>cY^VcVÉ+*
?VbZh:#=V\aZgKVcYZgW^aiÉ*-
;gVc`E#=VaaD]^dHiViZÉ).
?d]cE#=ZcZWgn?g#Hdji]Zgc8VaÉ-*

=Zcgn:#K^ZggZ\\Zg8E6
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

?d]c;#7jX`>cY^VcVÉ,*
GjhhZa:#7jg`Zii?g#Hdji]Zgc8VaÉ)&
;gZYZg^XG#7jh]cZaa?g#>dlVHiViZÉ).

BVg`6#BZYoZ\^VcLVh]^c\idcÉ.%
?Z[[gZn?#B^aaZgHdji]Zgc8VaÉ+.

<ZgVaY6#7ZaiJ8A6É*+

BVgk^c9#7gdlc>cY^VcVÉ,*

HiZkZ6gi]jgBXAZaaVcY
B^X]^\VcHiViZÉ,'

<Zdg\^V7ZiV=djhZ8dgedgVi^dc<Zdg\^VIZX]

LVaiZgH#=Zcg^dcCZWgVh`VÉ(&

?dc9#7dnZhD]^dHiViZÉ*.

9VaZ?#BX@c^\]iLVh]^c\idcÉ('

9dc=#<VWg^ZahZcHiVc[dgYÉ),

AZZ7#7VX`hZc>dlVHiViZÉ*-

EZiZg:#7ddgc6aaZ\]ZcnÉ*(

:bb^iG#BX=V[ÒZD]^dLZhaZnVcÉ+*
IZccZhhZZÉ+,

B^X]^\Vc6ae]V;djcYVi^dcB^X]^\Vc

9Vk^Y?#=Zcc^X`Z7Zad^iÉ*+

HiZkZcB#7adX`LVh]^c\idcÉ+&

6#@ZccZi]BV^ZghEZccHiViZÉ((

LVncZB#;daZnEZccHiViZÉ++

EZiZg6gi]?g#DgZ\dcHiViZÉ+)

LVaiZgG#7aVX`lddY6aaZ\]ZcnÉ+%
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?dVcH#8dghdc;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc

9jcXVcH#@a^cZY^chiLAÉ,&

GVcYVaaAZZB^cZVg>dlVHiViZÉ,+
GdWZgi:#BdhhAV[VnZiiZÉ*)
GdWZgiL#BdjhZgLVWVh]É).
CZlNdg`6ae]V;djcYVi^dc8dgcZaa
:g^X8#Cdgfj^hiJ8>gk^cZÉ.&
EVig^X`?#Cdgidc8VhZLZhiZgcÉ+.
=Zcgn;#DViZhCdgi]lZhiZgcÉ&&
?Zggn6#DÉ8VaaV\]VcDgZ\dcÉ)%
?jYn;#Da^e]Vci;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
K^cXZciEVaVj;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
9dcVaY:#EZVhZ8VaEdanÉ++
6aWZgi?#EZ^[[ZgLVh]^c\idcÉ()

AVXn7#=ZggbVcc7gdlcÉ),

Idb8#EZcc^c\idcIZmVhÉ-%

:aa^dii=^X`Vb>cY^VcVÉ(.

EZcchnakVc^VI]ZiV=djhZ8dgedgVi^dc
AV[VnZiiZ

9Vk^Y;#=jaa?g#AHJÉ++
I]dbVhG#>aZhEZccHiViZÉ,%
>cY^VcV:eh^adc=djhZ8dgedgVi^dc
KVaeVgV^hd
>cY^VcV<VbbV=djhZ8dgedgVi^dc
LVWVh]
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IdYYBVii]ZlEZiZghLVWVh]É-)
?VbZh=#E]^aa^ehDgZ\dcHiViZÉ*,
?VbZh=#EdhhZ]aLVh]^c\idcÉ+(
?#@ZccZi]EdiiZgD]^dLZhaZnVcÉ*&
9Vg^cH]VnEj]aJ8A6É-(

a^[Zi^bZ\^k^c\Ydcdgh

L^aa^Vb:#GZncdaYh>>>9ZEVjaÉ.(
?d]cI#G^X]iZgB^ccZhdiVÉ)(
I]dbVhC#G^c\d>cY^VcVÉ)*
:YlVgY?#;#GdZhX]EjgYjZÉ'.
8]VgaZh:#Gd\Zgh@VchVhÉ'(
I]dbVhE#Gd\ZghLZhiK^g\^c^VÉ*(
HXdiiHXVbbZaa>>>6h]aVcYÉ+,
JAAV[VnZiiZÉ+.
HZViiaZ;djcYVi^dc
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
LVaiZg8#HZgk^XZ>>>EZccHiViZÉ*'
=Zcgn6#HZhh^dch?g#IZmVhIZX]É**
GdWZgi9#HeVg`h>dlVÉ*&
G^X]VgY9#HiVggD]^dHiViZÉ+*
:YlVgY?#HiZgcEZccHiViZÉ'%
L^aidcG#HidcZHg#IZmVhÉ*'
8]VgaZh@#Higd]L^iiZcWZg\É*+
GdWZgi=#HigdjhZAV[VnZiiZÉ+,
L^aa^VbHlVchdcLVh]^c\idcÉ'.
IZmVh6ae]V:cYdlbZci;jcYIZmVh
@Z^i]<#IgdjibVc>JEÉ,%
L^aa^Vb:#IjgcZgAV[VnZiiZÉ+,
KVc\jVgY8]Vg^iVWaZ:cYdlbZciEgd\gVb
;g^ZcYd[i]Z;djcYVi^dc
<Zdg\ZL#KZVaZ>K8VhZLZhiZgcÉ)&
I^c`]VbKZVaZ>>8VhZLZhiZgcÉ()
LVh]^c\idc6ae]V=djhZ8dgedgVi^dc
LVh]^c\idc
8a^[[dgY7#LViiIZmVhIZX]É+)
G#A#<#L]^iZ?g#AV[VnZiiZÉ+&
I]dbVh;#L]^iZ7Zad^iÉ**
?VX`L#L]^iZbVcLVh]^c\idcÉ((
Lncc=#L^Z\VcYB^hhdjg^É,)
?VbZhG#L^aa^Vbh9ZEVjlÉ)9dcVaYL#L^eZg?g#D]^dHiViZÉ*%
L^hXdch^c<VbbV=djhZ8dgedgVi^dc7Zad^i
<gZ\dgn<gVciL^iihidX`D]^dHiViZÉ-.
GdWZgi6#LdaiZg>dlVHiViZÉ,&
9Vk^YA#LddYgjbLZhiK^g\^c^VÉ+&
G^X]VgY6#Nj`ZhB^hhdjg^É+BVii]ZlG#OV[i?d]ch=de`^chÉ.)

BZbWZg]Vh_d^cZY8]VeiZg:iZgcVa


BZbWZg]VhbVYZV\^[iYjg^c\i]Z'%%-
\^k^c\nZVg?VcjVgn&Ä9ZXZbWZg(&

K^h^illl#E@E;djcYVi^dc#dg\[dgVa^hid[Ydcdghi]Vi]VkZ
bVYZVYdcVi^dc^c]dcdgdgbZbdgnd[Vc^cY^k^YjVa#I]ZhZ
\^[ihVgZeZg]Vehi]ZÒcZhilVnidgZXd\c^oZV[ZaadlE]^Eh^#
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:VX]\^[ibV`ZhVY^gZXi^beVXidcidYVnÉhE]^Eh^XdaaZ\^Vch#8daaZXi^kZan
ndjXVc]ZaeVYkVcXZi]Z;djcYVi^dcÉhZ[[dgihd[WZXdb^c\VegZb^ZgZ
aZVYZgh]^eVcYZYjXVi^dcVadg\Vc^oVi^dc#GZ\VgYaZhhd[i]Zh^oZd[ndjg
\^[i!ndjgeVgi^X^eVi^dc^hkZgn^bedgiVci#
I]Z;djcYVi^dcgZbV^ch^cYZWiZYidi]ZYZY^XViZY^cY^k^YjVahVcY
dg\Vc^oVi^dchi]Vi^c'%%-bVYZi]ZÒcVcX^VaXdbb^ibZciidZcg^X]i]Z
a^kZhd[ndjc\bZcVXgdhhi]ZXdjcignVcYi]gdj\]djii]ZldgaYi]gdj\]
V\^[iidE]^Eh^#I]gdj\]ndjg\ZcZgdh^in!Wgdi]Zgh]VkZXdbeaZiZYi]Z^g
hijY^Zh!aZVgcZYVcYVeegZX^ViZYdjg;gViZgc^inÉh]Zg^iV\ZVcYWZZcegdk^YZY
ZmXZei^dcVaaZVYZgh]^eVcYhX]daVgh]^eegd\gVbhhjX]Vhi]ZEgZh^YZcih
AZVYZgh]^e6XVYZbnVcYLddYgdlL^ahdcAZVYZgh]^eHX]dda#Idk^ZlV
XdbeaZiZa^hi!^cX]VeiZgdgYZg!l]^X]gZÓZXihi]ZbVcnhjeedgiZghÅWgdi]Zgh!
[Vb^an![g^ZcYh!VcYdg\Vc^oVi^dchÅl]d]VkZbVYZ\^[ihidi]Z;djcYVi^dc
WZilZZc?VcjVgn&VcY9ZXZbWZg(&!'%%-k^h^illl#E@E;djcYVi^dc#dg\#
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IDK>:L68DBEA:I:A>HI
D;I=DH:L=D=6K:B69:
<>;IHIDI=:;DJC96I>DC
7:IL::C?6CJ6GN&6C9
9:8:B7:G(&!'%%-K>H>I
lll#E@E;djcYVi^dc#dg\#

I]Z;djcYVi^dc]VhbVYZZkZgnZ[[dgiid^cXajYZVaa
Ydcdgh#Jc[dgijcViZan!ZggdghYddXXjg#>[ndjgcVbZ
]VhWZZcdb^iiZYdg^cXdggZXiana^hiZYdgndjldjaY
a^`ZbdgZ^c[dgbVi^dcVWdjii]Z;djcYVi^dcVcY^ih
egd\gVbh!eaZVhZXdciVXidjgd[ÒXZhVi-%%#(*%#&-*'
dg^c[d5E@E;djcYVi^dc#dg\#
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a letter from
our president
THE PHI KAPPA PSI NATIONAL MENTORING PROGRAM
At our Woodrow Wilson Leadership School, held in Buffalo, N.Y. June 17-21, we rolled out Phi Kappa Psi’s
Mentoring Program, put together for the Fraternity by appointed Fraternity officers and the alumni and
undergraduates of Minnesota Beta at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis, Minn.
The alumni and undergraduate brothers involved in this effort, which took close to a full year of trial and
error, have built a mentoring program that can be adopted and adapted to every fraternity chapter across
the country. It is built on the principles of a 150+ year old Fraternity organization dedicated to “the job of
serving others” and enhanced through best-practices of mentoring from colleges and companies worldwide.
We should be thinking about this program, not just in terms of the delivery of mentoring to our
undergraduates, but as a chance to communicate and realize the ideals of our Fraternity as a brotherhood
for life. After all, the first paragraph of the Phi Kappa Psi Creed reads: “I believe that Phi Kappa Psi is a
brotherhood of honorable men, courteous and cultured, who pledge throughout their lives to be generous,
compassionate and loyal comrades.”
The mentoring program, therefore, is a key touch point for Phi Kappa Psi that fosters participation and
learning on many levels and in many ways.
We believe that this program has the potential, quite literally, to save lives, and to engage our
undergraduates with our alumni and vice versa. It’s a chance for everyone to give of themselves to create a
better world in which we live and work.
Paul R. Wineman
Washington Alpha ‘55
SWGP, Phi Kappa Psi
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Terry Harper,
Phi Psi’s
Fourth
Executive
Director,
Passes at 45
Friends, Coworkers
and Brothers
Remember a
Great Phi Psi
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Terry Harper meant so much to many people. Upon his passing, The Shield solicited remembrances
of our friend from those who knew him as we did: as our brother. What follows is not a reconstruction
of Terry as a husband, father or journalist, though he was all of those things. Phi Psi will remember Terry
as a leader and a man whose actions advanced our Fraternity, but also as a prankster with a deft sense
of humor. As so many noted while remembering Terry Harper, he will be sorely missed.
The Foundation of Phi Kappa Psi has started a fund in Terry’s memory. To donate and ensure
that Terry’s influence on the Fraternity will live on for new generations of Phi Psis, visit
www.pkpfoundation.org and select Terry Harper Fund from the donations page menu, call 1-800-3501852 or send a check with Terry Harper Fund in the memo line.
Terry wrote a final post for his blog at http://melonthump.blogspot.com/, which was published after
his death. That post follows our recollections of our friend.
remained active in the volunteer ranks by serving
as a Permanent Fund Trustee, Treasurer of the
Indianapolis Alumni Association, member of the
Order of the SC, and most recently as
Symposiarch of the 2008 Grand Arch Council’s
closing banquet.
Professionally, Terry had served the past seven
years as the Executive Director of the Society of
Professional Journalists.
Terry is survived by his wife Lee Ann, and sons
Dale and Jace.
As you will read in this issue of The Shield, Terry
has touched many over his years of service to the
Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity. Because of this, and all he
has done for “our strong band,” the Phi Kappa Psi
Foundation has established the Terry Harper Fund.
On a personal note, I had the pleasure of
working for Terry during my first two years on the
Fraternity Headquarters staff. He often reminded
me that he had been dubbed the “wittiest male in
the Yukon High School class of 1982.” I am certain
that a similar honor could be bestowed upon him
within the ranks of Phi Kappa Psi. Between his
renditions of Broadway musicals, complete with full
choreography and spot on impersonations, his
remarkable knowledge for Brady Bunch Trivia, or
even sitting next to him at a formal dinner and
finding random pieces of silverware in the pockets
of your suit coat, he was always there for a good
laugh and conversation. One quickly discovered
that being around Terry meant bringing your “Agame” for conversation and matching wits.
Under his humorous exterior, I know Terry
deeply cared about his brothers and for the Phi

Terrence Guenveur Harper Oklahoma State ’85,
the Fraternity’s fourth Executive Director from
1990 – 1999, entered Chapter Eternal on June 2,
2009 after bravely fighting cancer for almost two
years. During Terry’s 13 years on staff, he was
instrumental in creating programs such as the
Presidents Leadership Academy, the Leadership
Experience, as well as working with countless
brothers on the Executive Council, Headquarters
staff and local and National volunteers to better
the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity.
After Terry’s departure from staff in 1999, he
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Kappa Psi Fraternity. Even after Terry left staff in fall
of 1999, he would still take time out of his schedule
to go to lunch with me just to get an update on the
happenings of the Fraternity. Some of my best
memories of Terry come from these meals and
conversations. He quickly became a guiding force
and mentor in my life by extending friendship and
true honesty. To me, Terry is what Phi Kappa Psi is
all about: being a friend, a gentleman and a brother.
He will be missed.
Shawn Collinsworth Indiana Eta ’91,
6th Executive Director of Phi Kappa Psi

I remember an Executive Board meeting in
Orlando. Fred Clay, Terry Harper, Greg Knapp and
I went to dinner after everyone else had left. We
had the greatest time laughing and telling stories. I
think I will always remember this night. The
Fraternity was headed in the right direction. It was
just four guys who cared about the Fraternity
having a great time.
I will say that we are fortunate that Terry served
Phi Psi. There are a lot of people who try to tell us
how to live. Terry showed us how to die.
James “Smitty” Harrison South Carolina Alpha ’72

He always had a knack for saying the most
inappropriate thing at the precisely appropriate
time. He was a quick wit and a fast friend. He was
an impeccable mimic and a shameless showman.
But for all his wry wit and humor, he always
remembered my birthday, and always said to say hi
to my mom.
John Mead Tennessee Epsilon ’87

I shared a great day in Bermuda with Terry, just
him and me, after a couple days of meetings with
our interfraternal colleagues from FRMT. By sheer
happenstance, our separate airline schedules
caused us to be the last two people from our
group left on the island, and both of us had the
whole day to kill. So after breakfast we rented
mopeds at our hotel and spent the whole day
exploring the island, visiting the historical sites,
enjoying the exquisite maritime scenery, admiring
the brightly painted houses and trying to master
driving our motor bikes on the left side of the road
in what was, downtown anyhow, heavy traffic.
I laugh out loud every time I think about us
screaming like two school girls as we maneuvered
our way through our first roundabout — which
seemed to come out of nowhere — and totally
caught two Midwestern kids by surprise. For a
second I actually thought about ditching the bike,
but Terry was right behind me. So we plowed

I remember a difficult time on the Executive
Council when we had to select a new Executive
Director. We asked Dud Daniel’s assistance by
returning to Indy to serve as Interim Executive
Director.
During the interviews for the Executive
Director position, Terry talked about working for
Dud. I wish I could remember the exact words, but
he talked about how Dud saw working on staff as
a service. It was not a job. Terry said Dud taught
him what it meant to serve the Fraternity.

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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of the staff that I saw in Terry that day in Bermuda.
I think that is because they are so good at what
they do and because they take their jobs so
seriously. Certainly Terry did. I can’t help but think
what a burden it must have been on him
sometimes.
So I will remember Terry as the consummate
professional as well. For the benefit of Lee Ann,
Dale and Jace, I also want to mention how much
Terry talked about his family while he was away at
those Fraternity meetings. I know it must not have
been fun for him to be away from the three of you
on weekends or otherwise, nor for any of you
either - especially with busy, growing children.
Know that even though distance separated you,
each of you was always on Terry’s mind and in his
heart, just as today the three of you reflect his soul
back to each other and the rest of us. He was so
proud of you, and he always bragged as a loving
husband and father does about how you were all
doing and what was going on in your busy lives. I
know he continues his vigil everyday. Eternal rest
grant unto him O Lord, and let perpetual light
shine upon him.
Steve Nieslawski Illinois Delta ’79

through. I remember Terry shouting “Wheeee!”
from behind me as we exited the circle without
incident. Somehow we even wound up on the
right roadway after our few moments of whiteknuckled mayhem in the roundabout. The rest of
the day was pure fun. It was the most relaxed and
carefree I had seen Terry ever.
Usually when we were together, as it probably
was for most volunteers, it was in a large group for
a Fraternity event. On those EC and other Phi Psi
weekends Terry was all business. He was always
well-prepared and was working really hard while
the rest of us were indulging ourselves as
volunteers. So I have always treasured that day, and
it is how I will always remember Terry: fun,
humorous, quick-witted, sarcastic and really kind
and generous of spirit – all at once.
That experience also gave me great insight into
the often overlooked professionalism of our
Fraternity staff. How fun-loving brothers just like
the rest of us put aside personal pleasures to tend
to the membership and make meetings and
weekends with large numbers of volunteers stay
on track and remain productive. It is a lot of work.
We don’t often get the opportunity to see the side
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Though he could be very intense, there was an
absurdity and hilarity that Terry brought to the
office each day, often through music. My three
favorite memories of Terry are when he organized
a field trip to a KISS concert, when he did the same
for a Sammy Hagar show (probably the most
enjoyable concert I’ve been to) and, most
memorably, Ricky Martin Day. This was at the
height of “Livin‘ la Vida Loca“ and Terry somehow
got hooked on the song. He changed the “hold”
music to the song, was heard belting out the lyrics
all day, forced the staff to participate in singalongs… I was seriously waiting for him to show up
in leather pants the next day! I was heavily
influenced by Terry’s personality, organizational
approach and management style, but most
importantly his ability to bring fun to work. High!
High! High! Brother, you’re missed.
Josh “Rhodie“ Mitchell Kentucky Beta ’95

parking lot. I asked him why he was leaving,
because the note on our bulletin board stated the
ELC was in town through mid-Saturday. He
responded by saying that his work was done,
insofar as Washington Alpha’s officers weren’t
cooperative in his visit. In the hour or so we spent
talking, he said something to the effect of, “You
know, Jim, Washington Alpha could be a great
chapter with the right leadership. There’s more to
Phi Psi than just these four walls. You’re the Pledge
Class President, why don’t you do something about
it? And with that said, I’m off to Colorado to go
skiing!” That was the first time I ever thought of Phi
Psi as something larger than Washington Alpha, and
the first time I considered that my chapter could be
something better than what it was. I like to think
Terry’s comments led to my attending the GAC in
1988, and later to my running for Archon in 1989
– both events leading eventually to my continued
involvement with the Fraternity’s national offices
and staff and to my various and continued roles
with Washington Alpha;
In the fall of 2008, Terry came to Las Vegas for a
convention-scouting visit for the Society of
Professional Journalists. He called and invited me
to dinner, which we had at one of Las Vegas’ many
fine restaurants. We enjoyed a few adult beverages
and reminisced over the many funny stories and
memories we had experienced together since that
fall day in 1987. I commented that his role as MC
at the 2008 Grand Arch Council was really a trip
down memory lane, his having covered the full
gamut of his personality – the singing, the jokes, the
witty commentary and observations, and the
passion for life and for Phi Psi. As I bought him
dinner, I sensed then that Terry knew he might not
have much time left and that our visit was perhaps
his last to Las Vegas. But we promised to get
together in the next year for dinner in Indianapolis
when I had a chance to get back east, and he
agreed that that next dinner would be on him. I
regret that I never had the opportunity to take him
up on that dinner offer and more story-telling, so
I’ll be calling on Terry in Chapter Eternal someday
for that dinner he still owes me.
I laugh often at the joy Terry brought to so
many lives. His wit was unparalleled, his creativity
boundless and his passion for Phi Psi endless. He

I will always have fond memories of Terry. He
was a tremendous friend and Fraternity brother,
and I will miss him greatly. I first met Terry in 1987
when I was a pledge at Washington Alpha and he
was our traveling consultant. He gave me my first
exposure to the National side of Phi Psi. When I
was elected Archon of District VI, we worked
together on the Executive Council and I was part
and parcel of his becoming Phi Psi’s fourth
Executive Director. Terry hired me as an ELC in
1992 and I worked for him on staff through 1994.
Afterward, we again enjoyed a strong working
relationship as I served the Executive Council in
various appointed officer positions. Terry and I
were initiated together in The Order of the S.C. in
2000. And we later worked together for the
American Leadership Academy and various Phi Psi
efforts after Terry left staff. I look back at my
twenty-two years of Phi Psi experience and Terry
was always part of those wonderful times.
The stories I recall of Terry’s humor, shenanigans
and the general soul he brought to Phi Psi are too
many to count, but two stand out among the rest
and are reflective of the man we had the pleasure
of knowing and of my friendship with Terry:
In the fall of 1987 I had returned to the chapter
house from work on a Friday afternoon to find
Terry packing his car in Washington Alpha’s back
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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In the fall of 1997, Terry and I were invited to
attend the 50th anniversary of our Arizona Alpha
Chapter at The University of Arizona along with
Brother Dud Daniel. Terry and I shared a room in
which my initial stages of sleep apnea and loud
snoring all night drove him crazy. I opened my eyes
just in time to see him standing over me, holding a
large pillow, ready to silence the irritant.
Terry and Lee Ann’s family’s courage and
strength during these past two years are a
reminder of how important we are to each other.
I will always remember Terry as a fine individual and
brother who made me laugh and made me proud
to be a member of the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity.
John V. Ciccarelli California Theta ’72

loved to tell stories and he loved to be the center
of attention. He thoroughly enjoyed working for
our Fraternity and the daily interactions it brought
with so many brothers. His loss leaves a big empty
spot in the fabric of our brotherhood. I will miss
you Terry.
James D. Boyle Washington Alpha ’88
Terry displayed more courage and strength that
I could ever hope for, along with his supportive
family.
My fraternal thoughts of Brother Terry Harper
include many nice memories of knowing and
working with him as a volunteer and officer of the
Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity.
It was Terry who had assumed the role as our
fourth Executive Director at a very young career
age and crossroads within the organization that
was filled with many challenges and who worked
hard to ensure its success.
We had the opportunity to participate at many
happy occasions that included chapter installations,
chapter anniversary and Founders Day
celebrations, where I enjoyed Terry’s penchant for
well-timed, quick-witted responses in various
situations.

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Terry became Executive Director following the
sudden, shocking and unexpected departure of the
prior Executive Director. Those not there at the
time will never know what dark days those were
for Phi Kappa Psi. Terry was quite young at the
time and lightly experienced. Nevertheless, the
Executive Board was a quite impressed with Terry’s
integrity, character and work ethic in his days of
service following the departure of the prior
Executive Director, so much so that it entrusted
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him with the Executive Director’s job. Terry proved
himself to be more than worthy of such trust. His
pleasant nature and good judgment made working
with him a true pleasure. He will be missed.
Paul Lapuzza Nebraska Beta ’66

Jersey for the night. My brother Rich, the founding
brother of N.J. Epsilon, and I took it upon ourselves
to entertain Terry for the evening. Much like the
meeting, this, too, proved to be wholly unnecessary
as Terry chose to entertain himself instead.
As we made our way to the Olive Garden
(South Jersey’s Finest Italian!) Terry decided that it
was Broadway Night, and proceeded to sing the
entire score to The Music Man from start to finish.
He only paused to order (in broken Italian), and
even then, continued to hum in between courses.
I have never laughed harder in my life. As we left
him at the hotel, the final chords of “Gary, Indiana”
floated gently on the pungent South Jersey night.
To this day, whenever I hear “76 Trombones” I
cannot help but think of Terry and unlimited
breadsticks.
In a way, I think that night was indicative of the
man. He could make the best of any situation,
would always go the extra mile, could diffuse any
tension, and inject levity into any crisis to make it
comfortable and manageable. More than anything
else, these attributes are what I will miss and
remember. Because it will certainly not be his
penchant for showtunes.
Thomas Rozycki Jr. New Jersey Delta ’93

I met Terry in 1993 when I had the good
fortune to attend the Woodrow Wilson
Leadership School (WWLS) in Indianapolis as an
uninitiated new member. It was at the WWLS that
Terry helped to orchestrate a “live” Ritual
workshop (which I believe may have been the first
of its kind), which allowed me to return home a
fully constituted member of Our Strong Band.
Over the next 15 years, as an Archon, chapter
advisor and a brother, I had the good fortune to
interact with Terry on a fairly regular and hilarious
basis. My initial impressions were favorable, as his
demeanor in Executive Council meetings was the
stuff of legend. He is the only person I know who
could actually pretend to be typing the minutes
while playing solitaire at the same time. But I
digress.
It was in the founding of New Jersey Epsilon at
Rowan University that I truly learned the depth of
Terry’s patience and his “unique” coping skills.
Persuading Rowan to allow the chapter on campus
was, to be polite, arduous. Even with the colony
and chapter mandates from the Executive Council,
the Director of Campus Activities insisted that she
have not one, not two but THREE separate faceto-face meetings with the Executive Director. Each
time, Terry obliged, flying out from Indy to help us
push the ball over the goal line. The first two
meetings were identical in nature, and lasted all of
30 minutes. Total. Terry deftly deflected the
inconvenience explaining, “It’s OK. It’s Jersey. It
takes a while for things to sink in with ‘yous guys.’ ”
My most vivid memory of Terry, however, will be
from that third and final “mandatory meeting” prior
to the installation of N.J. Epsilon. After weeks of
planning, upon arriving at the campus, we were told
by the host that the meeting was completely
unnecessary and had been cancelled, “but thank
you for your time.” While he never showed it,Terry
was clearly “nonplussed” with the turn of events.
And of course, the last flight out of Philly had
already left, and thus Terry was stranded in South
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Terry was a Headquarters staff member when
I was first appointed to the Executive Council, and
at that time he was learning the ropes of the
professional world and how to relate to the
undergraduate members. Terry has always done
things differently, and at this phase of his life, he was
enjoying
sending
out
some
written
communications that were without capitalizations
and punctuation. While indeed this for the time
made him the e.e. cummings of Phi Psi – the poet
who also wrote in such a style – it was rather hard
to interpret unless you read it out loud. He
probably got a smirking kick out of envisioning his
recipients having to read his missives aloud.
Later, Terry was serving as Executive Director
while I was privileged to sit on the Executive Board,
so I was able to watch with pleasure as he grew
into that position. He always maintained that
curious – to us, not to him – balance between his
serious side and his irreverent, surprising, caustic
attitude. He was able to be firm and serious with
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the students when called for, but could turn on a
dime into his comic persona.
His usually off-the-wall zingers always caught
your attention whether appropriate or not! Terry
combined a professional demeanor with the ability
to instantly morph into a standup comedian. He
entertained us and enormously inspired us. He was
taken from us all too soon, but as with all great
performers, what he said and what he did will
remain with us as long as we last.
Byron Cain Tennessee Delta ’70

story hallway). Since we were working so hard,
Terry decided to face his stereo speakers out his
window and blast the local (KOSU) radio station
to remind us there still was a world out there, and
we were missing it.
Remember, it was the mid-80s, and U2’s Joshua
Tree was still at the top of the charts. I vividly
remember Terry, with his wild, curly hair, sticking his
head out the window and shouting, at the absolute
top of his lungs, “IN THE NAME OF LOVE, WHAT
MORE IN THE NAME OF LOVE!!!”
From that day on, every time we heard that
song, we asked Terry to sing. To this day, I can’t hear
that song and not imagine his head sticking out his
window and shouting at us.
Wiley Carlile Oklahoma Beta ’85

During the 1990-92 biennium, as SWP I
worked very closely with Terry Harper. Sometimes
we spoke daily. Phi Kappa Psi was experiencing
some difficult financial times and we made some
difficult decisions. Terry was new in his job, yet
because of his very positive attitude and ability to
digest information quickly, he excelled in his service
to the Fraternity. He was a team player and
became a close friend. I wrote to Terry just prior to
his death:
Terry, I don’t know if you realized how
much I appreciated you during the two
years I was treasurer of PKP. My view on
who Terry Harper is, was cemented during
those two years. My admiration of your
honesty, integrity, humor, devotion to
family and friends and love of life has never
changed. I remember when you went
skydiving! I told you as a pilot, I would
never jump out of a perfectly good
airplane! They say the most important
factor in a happy life is a good marriage.
Then the second most important must be
a happy and harmonious family. You have
hit a home run on these!
Fred Clay Alabama Alpha ’67

Terry Harper and I worked together at Phi Psi’s
former National Headquarters building, Heritage
Hall, during the time when he worked on fraternity
communications like The Shield and I was working
for the Endowment Fund. It was clear from the
moment I first met Terry that he was an unusual
person. Unusually smart. Unusually funny.
Unusually talented. Terry had the ability to make
you laugh by making you laugh at yourself. He
could be as funny as a stand-up comedian in one
moment and not long after as serious as a heart
attack. He could be extraordinarily kind. He could
seem a little harsh at other times if you were the
butt of his joke but he never meant any malice in
his pursuit of a laugh.

If you’re expecting a maudlin retrospective,
you’ve come to the wrong place.
Terry was our chapter president my pledge
semester. One day, my pledge brothers and I were
out on the basketball court at good ol’ 308 S.
Hester smashing the “beverage” cans which had
accumulated in the “Shawn Patrick Memorial Beer
can dispenser” (a large 2x4 and chicken wire
contraption conveniently located below our upper
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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I recall attending one meeting of the Fraternity
Executives Association where the Phi Psi Executive
Director at the time got angry at me for a fairly
trivial matter, but being my boss it was upsetting
nonetheless. To soothe my frustration, I left the
banquet we were all attending to sulk by myself
over being humiliated by our boss. A few minutes
of self-pity passed before Terry found me and told
me to come back to the banquet and to forget
about my concerns. His advice was basically “don’t
sweat the small things.”
It was clear then, as it was throughout his
professional life, that Terry was the real deal. He
had a vitality and energy about him that was
contagious. His spirit for fun and mischief was
infectious. His passion for others especially his
brothers in Phi Kappa Psi was genuine.
I had the honor of Terry calling me after he was
diagnosed with cancer. I have worked as a cancer
therapy marketing strategist for Lilly for 15 plus
years and, so as a fairly knowledgeable layman on
the subject of cancer, I was able to provide some
suggestions and some direction to Terry. We kept
in touch as he was being treated. I think the thing
about Terry’s cancer treatment that is a lesson for
others is that he was in total control every step of
the way. He used his intellect and his resources
perfectly to make decisions that were best for him
and Lee Ann. I marveled at his strength and
courage. He was heroic and an inspiration to
others, even others he never met personally who
were touched and moved by his writings on his
blog.
I will never forget the incredible grace and
dignity he demonstrated in his facing his mortality
head-on. But more happily I will always remember
the Terry Harper who made us all better brothers
through his smarts, wit, charm, character and
comradeship.
Bob Marchesani Indiana Zeta ’94
(Pennsylvania Nu ’79)

arranged his passing
with character. I only
hope I can be half as
good when my
number is called –
hopefully a good 20
or 30 years from
now. Whenever it’s
my turn, I want to
be as ready as Terry
was: no regrets, no
false hope, but never give up.
One last thing: Terry was always neat and
organized, almost to a fault. I know – though he
never told me because doing so would have been
bad form – he disliked me using my fraternity
nickname,Toad, while I was on the Executive Board.
I think he thought it was not dignified!
Nonetheless, I always had great respect for him,
and he for me. I will miss him very much.
Tom “Toad” Meisner Pennsylvania Theta ’68
While watching my local news, I caught bits and
pieces of a story about a man who had been
known for his popular blog describing his progress
while fighting brain cancer. I looked up and caught
a glimpse of a picture of a guy from around the
1980s who looked awfully familiar, like Terry
Harper. The story went on about this person’s
many accomplishments, including his role as
Executive Director for the nation’s largest
journalism society. Unfortunately, the praising story
eventually concluded by mentioning the passing of
‘Terry Harper’.
I was actually in a state of shock for quite a
while, wondering if the story I just saw was really
about the same Terry Harper who I got to know in
the mid-90s. We had lost touch over the years and
I was unaware of his life story. Sadly, it was the same
Brother Harper.
During the mid-90s, I was on the Housing
Corporation Board for California Delta at
Southern Cal, serving as president during 19941995. I worked closely with several dedicated Cal
Delta brothers during a very difficult time for our
chapter, including Brothers John Henebry and Eric
Smith, and the late Morgan Cox. We worked
exceptionally hard to get the chapter back in good

I am now 60 and getting older by the minute. I
don’t feel old, but I have creaks and pains that
sometimes don’t go away. In short, I am acutely
aware of my mortality now. The way Terry handled
his has made all the difference for me. He was a
man of integrity, intelligence and style who
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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with great pride and guidance from their beloved
husband and dad. Best wishes also go out to his
whole family, as well as all of his friends and
colleagues. Everyone in Terry’s life can certainly be
very proud to have known him. He will be truly
missed!
As a final shout out to Brother Harper, thank
you for all your help and effort while serving as our
Fraternity’s Executive Director. Your assistance will
always be greatly appreciated! Proud to call you my
brother.
God Bless!
Scott C. Torrence California Delta ’84

standing with the IFC and university officials, while
also balancing our busy personal lives. During this
challenging time, Headquarters kept close tabs on
our progress and the members of the Executive
Board were of great help to us. Most specifically,
Terry Harper (then Executive Director) and other
key staff members such as Tom Pennington and
Jamie Acton were very encouraging in their
support of our efforts to get our beloved chapter
back on track. We also received great support from
other devoted brothers such as Bruce McMahon,
Jerry Nelson, Wendell Childs, George Humphries,
John Ciccarelli, Eric Godfrey, and multiple other
loyal Phi Psis. It was an excellent combined effort
by everyone and we greatly appreciated the
support of National. We also appreciated the
several times that Terry, Tom and Jamie flew out
from Indiana to check on our chapter’s progress
and to join us for our annual Founders Day
celebration involving the members from USC,
UCLA, UCI, and Cal State Northridge. What
excellent fraternal memories!
I’m sure every brother who knew Terry will be
very saddened to learn of his passing. Our heartfelt
best wishes to his wife, Lee Ann, and sons, Dale and
Jace. May they live strong, confident and happy lives

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

I’m sure Terry wouldn’t want us to dwell on the
downside of things too long and I’m sure he’d
appreciate this tribute to him. The thing I
remember most about Terry, and for which I have
ever been grateful for, is the way in which he really
helped me as an Archon get a dose of reality after
I was elected back in 1993. As most Archons are,
I was full of ideas and confidence at my first EC
meeting in November of ‘93 and couldn’t wait to
put my mark on the Fraternity. I remember we
were in the midst of a discussion around the
expansion of the Spring Break program to Cabo
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San Lucas and although I can’t remember the point
I was making, I do remember Terry saying to me
“that’s an interesting idea Kurt, why don’t you and
I talk more about it tonight at dinner?”
I was all excited that the Executive Director was
going to take action on what I’m sure I thought was
a particularly fabulous idea so imagine my surprise
when meeting Terry for a drink prior to dinner he
said, “Did you even think through that idea before
you said it?”
All throughout that evening,Terry took the time
to explain to me the dynamics and politics that go
into board meetings and the sharing and
agreement of ideas – all of which were jockeying
for position amongst various interests. Yes, we’re all
here for the Fraternity, he said, but being an Archon
on the EC was about making tough decisions
which all are debated and discussed at length and
it’s never as easy as you think – no matter how
good you think your point of view is. At which
point he likely called me a typical Indiana Beta and
to go get back on my stupid bicycle and ride
around a track a billion times like I was in Breaking
Away or something.
Anyway, the thing I’ll always remember about
Terry is that despite his “devil may care” demeanor
and back-handed compliments to us Archons, he
always recognized the importance of the
undergraduate perspective on the EC, and went to
great lengths to ensure we understood our roles
and excelled at them. I can say with great
confidence that not only did I learn a lot from Terry
to become (I think) a valued contributor to the EC
and the Fraternity, but that those lessons he taught
me also still have relevance to this day. For that I’m
ever grateful and certainly say that he will be
missed tremendously.
Kurt Knackstedt Indiana Beta ’91

our roles in leadership, and, in time, mostly through
Terry’s patience, we found that we could work
together without the initial wariness that had
brought us both to the Executive Council in the
early 1990s.
Terry was a builder of friendships and
relationships throughout his years on the staff and
in his work among the brothers after his tenure as
Executive Director. He never lost focus of the
tasks before him, and he was creative in drawing
on the resources at hand to accomplish what
could have been impossible objectives for almost
anyone else. The implementation of the
Continuum Plan which laid out the path for moving
into the 21st century demanded careful
coordination among brothers who had more
history of disagreement than would naturally have
permitted success. Terry worked tirelessly behind
the scenes to ensure that the efforts of each
brother would be incorporated, implemented and
appreciated, fully aware that the personalities might
conflict. However, the objective of building a better
Fraternity was paramount.
Terry and I were not the closest of Brothers, but
we grew to understand and value the contributions
that each brought to the table. I learned much
from him, and hope that I was able to bring some
moments of humor, love, and friendship to enrich
his time with me. Although he is departed from us
in body, his spirit abides with us.
Flynn E. Brantley South Carolina Alpha 1972
I first met Terry in 1988 when he was a chapter
consultant. When we were still young and the
bodies were still nimble, he would fly to California
and we would go skiing in the Sierra Nevadas.
Those were special times. On those trips he would
always make me laugh with his voice caricatures
and his humor.
As we got older, the trips ceased. However,
when I would see Terry at a WWLS or GAC, he
would always recall our ski trips. He would also
greet me by my full name “Enrico Angel
Hernandez” in his best Spanish. That always
brought a smile to my face. Terry is making God
laugh now.
I will miss him.
Rico Hernandez California Beta ’78

As is true for many brothers, my first meeting
with Terry Harper came shortly after his selection
as Executive Director. I believe that our friendship
was hindered by our very different personalities,
with Terry seeing a job that needed to be done
with as much dispatch as possible, and with my
being me, an unpredictable element that shifted
from the ridiculous to the sublime with little effort.
Through it all, we managed to maintain respect for
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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So this is it. I have shuffled loose the mortal
coil. My soul has been hurled into the great
void. I am taking the proverbial dirt nap. I
bought the farm. I kicked the bucket. I have
checked out. Crossed the River Styx. Bought
a pine condo. Ceased to be. I am wandering
the Elysian Fields. Gone belly up. Checked
out. Cashed in. Sleeping with the fishes.
Danced the last dance. Run down the
curtain. I am pushing daisies. I have joined
the choir invisible. I have paid Charon’s
fare. I have succumbed. I have sprouted
wings. I am history. I am dead.
I started composing this final message in
early October 2008. My once-Grade III
Anaplastic Astrocytoma with features of a
Grade IV Glioblastoma Multiforme had
morphed into a recurrent malignant glioma
within 13 months of my initial diagnosis. Where brain tumors are concerned, the word
“progression” is the most unkind word of all.
When that became clear in late August and early September, I knew that it was not
really a matter of if I was going to die, but when and how to make the absolute best
use of the time remaining, whether that was two months or two years.
I never viewed this disease as a “gift” or that I was on some kind of “journey.” It just
was. There was no way of knowing how this thing appeared in my brain so I tried not
to waste any time or energy wondering what I should have or could have done
differently. That would have been an exercise in futility. I think I recall one of my
doctors telling me early on that there was no way to determine the cause of 98
percent of primary brain tumors. I was probably in the other two percent that didn’t
forward one of those damn chain E-mails to my eight closest friends.
I can’t deny there were times when I felt down about the whole situation. Hell, who
wants to die in their mid-40s? Not me. All things considered, I would rather just be
going about my life with Lee Ann at my side, watching Dale and Jace grow up and live
their lives…and hopefully getting our tile roof replaced one day.
I have no idea what lies beyond. I do know that if love transcends the boundaries of
life and space and time, I have amassed more than enough to carry me safely to my
next destination. And I hope that I have left enough behind to help light a path so that
we may one day meet again.
And especially to Lee Ann, Dale and Jace…wherever you go and whatever you do, be
happy and know that my love will always be with you. Forever. I cannot imagine what
my life would have been like without the three of you in it. It was a great ride.
So long for now…
Love,
Terry
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Robert Marchesani Reelected Chair
of North-American Interfraternity
Conference Board of Directors
regarding the identification of opportunities and
challenges facing the fraternity and sorority world.
He has been an active participant in discussing
relevant solutions utilizing the NIC’s strengths and
resources, and he will continue to appropriately
educate and influence college and university
leaders in a way that benefits member fraternities;
continue key NIC initiatives that develop fraternity
leaders; and further relationships with public policy
decision makers. In addition, Marchesani will
continue to travel to speak to, guide and assess
NIC member fraternities and other fraternal
umbrella organizations.
A marketing executive at Indianapolis-based Eli
Lilly and Company, Marchesani is a member of Phi
Kappa Psi Fraternity and has a 25-year history of
service to both the NIC and his fraternity. Not only
is he a former member of the Phi Kappa Psi
professional staff, he also was the first former NIC
staff member to be elected board chairman.
Phi Kappa Psi’s Executive Director Shawn
Collinsworth commented that “The men of Phi
Kappa Psi look forward to Bob’s continued
leadership in advancing the NIC’s mission. I am
confident that Bob will continue an open dialogue
with the member organizations throughout this
centennial year of the organization and that he will
continue to help guide the priorities and growth of
the NIC.”
Marchesani earned his undergraduate degree in
1979 from Indiana University of Pennsylvania,
where he became a member of Phi Kappa Psi. He
later earned a master’s degree in business
administration from the University of Indianapolis.
He and his wife, Dr. Marlene Smith Marchesani, and
their three children Allison, Andrew, and Matthew,
reside in Indianapolis.
Founded in 1909, the NIC works to ensure that
fraternities can operate in an environment
conducive to their success through advocacy,
collaboration, and education.

Robert F. Marchesani Jr. Indiana Zeta ’94
(Pennsylvania Nu ’79) was elected to a second
term as chair of the North-American
Interfraternity Conference (NIC) Board of
Directors at the group’s annual meeting in
Washington, D.C. The NIC is a 100-year-old trade
association whose membership includes 73
international and national men’s Greek-letter social
fraternities with more than 5,300 chapters on
more than 800 campuses throughout Canada and
the United States.
Marchesani was elected to the NIC Board of
Directors in 2004. In 2006, he was re-elected to a
second term, as well as being elected vice
chairman. In 2008, he was elected to a one-year
term as leader of the nine-member NIC Board of
Directors.
As chairman, Marchesani will continue to be an
active partner in interfraternal discussions

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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2009 WWLS Recap
Phi Psi’s Largest
Leadership Program
Comes To Buffalo
By: Eric M. Jezewski, Director of Leadership Development
For more photos from the 2009 WWLS, visit our Flickr account at
http://www.flickr.com/photos/phikappapsihq/.

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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The 2009 Woodrow Wilson Leadership School
and District Councils (WWLS) were held at the
University at Buffalo’s North Campus June 17-21.
This program is graciously funded by a grant from
our Foundation. The purpose of WWLS is to get
undergraduate students to realize the potential for
impact that their leadership can have through
ethics and values, preparation, action, and
application. Attendees live and learn together in a
dorm and classroom setting. Alumni that attend
during the week participate in a track that is similar
to the undergraduates, but is tailored specifically to
mentoring and outreach, event planning, and
communication. Some alumni choose to stay at a
nearby hotel, as opposed to the luxurious dorm
accommodations!
Bringing
alumni
and
undergraduates together provides for diverse
networking opportunities.
One of the highlights of the week is the
speakers that are brought in. Many are nationally
known speakers and educators that speak on a
number of diverse topics. This year we had the
privilege of hosting Dave McDonald Wisconsin
Gamma ’82, Josh Orendi, Patrick Alderdice, Brad
Karsh and Eric Greitens. Each speaker analyzed
different areas of leadership, including personal and
interpersonal communication, chapter operations,
corporate structure, military service and civic duty.
We have found that undergraduates sometimes
become so engulfed in the chapter leadership idea
and how it relates only to their chapters that other
important duties are pushed to the side. In
uncertain economic and financial times, it’s
important that we do our best to lead not only in
the Greek world, but in our local and national
communities.
One important aspect of the Woodrow Wilson
Leadership School is our emphasis on service.
Often times we misinterpret the word “service“ to
mean having a fundraiser and donating the
proceeds to a charity, as opposed to going out and
doing some hands-on work with our local

communities. At each Woodrow Wilson
Leadership School, we have consistently set one
day aside to go out into the community where the
conference is held to make a difference. This year
in Buffalo, due to the national shortage of blood,
we partnered with the local chapter of the Red
Cross to help with mailings, database work and a
blood drive.There were so many Phi Psi volunteers
in line and willing to donate blood that the Red
Cross didn’t have enough staff on hand to
accommodate such a high volume! Jarrod Williams
Ohio Theta ’05 said, “I was having such a good time
serving the Buffalo community that I started to feel
dizzy. Then I remembered that it was probably the
two pints of blood that I had just donated! It was
still a great opportunity to help out with some
hands on work.”
Another key element of the Woodrow Wilson
Leadership School is the introduction of new
programming. This year the National Mentoring
Program was introduced to 10 test chapters. The
main goal of the program is to provide
undergraduates the support, guidance and
resources to thrive in a complex and changing
world. Also, it provides alumni a meaningful and
valuable way to serve others and continue to grow
personally and professionally. The test groups will
be putting this program into action at the beginning
of the 2009 fall semester and reporting throughout
the year on the pros and cons of the program. This
will also help us to tailor the program specifically to
individual chapters, while still being connected
nationwide. If you are interested in learning more
about this program, please contact Eric Jezewski at
EMJ@PhiKappaPsi.com or 1-800-486-1852.
For the past year, SWGP Paul Wineman has
been spearheading an effort to get our chapters to
go back to the basics of fraternity. One area in
particular that grabbed his attention is the songs of
Phi Psi. Paul noticed that many chapters had fallen
away from the age-old tradition of gathering
around the chapter house to sing the songs of our
Fraternity, and at every National event we hear and
see about 20 variations of “Noble Fraternity“ and
“Amici.“ From fists swinging in the air like Popeye,
to tones and octaves that still have yet to be
identified on any major, minor, harmonic, melodic
or pentatonic scale, uniformity needed to come to

Opposite page:
WWLS undergraduate participants
milled about after finishing a service
project in record time
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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While undergraduates sat in on large and small group sessions, Director of Alumni
Services Will Haskett brought alumni together to share best practices for chapters
and AAs
As the week came to a close on Saturday
evening, the final banquet was held at the HSBC
Arena. The arena, which is home to the Buffalo
Sabres hockey team and overlooks the harbor,
provided an elegant evening and a much needed
break from the Ellicott Complex. Kudos to Marc
Brenner for tipping us off to such a great location in
the heart of the city! The evening consisted of
camaraderie, dinner, drinks, and a keynote by
SWVGP Tryon Hubbard that reminded us to lead
from the Creed. At the conclusion of Brother
Hubbard’s address, the highly anticipated awards for
Accreditation and academics were handed out to
the chapters that had submitted Accreditation
packets. The evening concluded with the
presentation of the Grand Chapter Award to Ohio
Mu. The Headquarters Staff, Executive Council and
the rest of your Phi Psi brothers across the nation
extend a hearty congratulation to you for a job well
done! Thanks to everyone that helped out with the
conference and attended. We look forward to
seeing you at the 2010 Grand Arch Council in
Orlando, and at the 2011 WWLS!

our most foundational songs. Paul decided to
create a singing competition for any group that felt
that they had the vocal tenacity to give the best
representation of what our songs should sound
like. The winners received five paid registrations to
WWLS.
Several chapters submitted video applications,
but the Iowa Beta singers won out in the end and
geared up for their cross country trip and debut in
Buffalo. Throughout the week they showed up
intermittently and sang songs for those in
attendance at the general sessions and District
Council dinners. The true test of their musical
mastery came on Friday, June 19 as the five-man
chorus undertook the challenge of getting all of the
participants to sing Noble Fraternity and Amici on
key, in harmony. The room was split up into four
sections and an Iowa Beta singer was assigned
correspondingly with their tonal range. After a few
minutes of work, the different sections were called
to order and the first verse of Noble Fraternity
came to life. We were caught off guard as to how
good it actually sounded.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Iowa Beta’s singing quartet showed the WWLS how Phi Psi songs are meant to be sung,
and then taught them four-part harmony arrangements

Ohio Mu at Dayton won the Grand Chapter award, given to the chapter best
exemplifying Phi Psi values for the past year
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Expansion: 2008–2009

Phi Kappa Psi
Continues to Grow
Growth of Phi Kappa Psi has become one of
the primary focuses of the organization. As a
result, the Fraternity has experienced tremendous
growth in recent years. Added staff members and
increased visibility nationwide have contributed to
the success of expansion and the new colonies of
Phi Kappa Psi. While growth has increased, the
primary focus of the Fraternity is to continue to

focus on establishing groups that can provide a
positive Phi Psi experience for its members.
Two campus expansion projects are scheduled
each academic year. During the 2008 – 2009
academic year, new Phi Kappa Psi colonies were
established at California State University, Long
Beach in the fall and the University of California,
Berkeley in the spring. Both expansion projects

Our expansion plans ensure that Phi Psi will continue to open strong new chapters,
like California Nu at the University of California, Riverside.

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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were successful. The colony at Long Beach
currently has 20 members while the group at
Berkeley has 33 members. The groups have both
become very well adjusted to their campus
communities and are preparing to participate in
campus recruitment beginning this fall.
The Fraternity also added two other colonies
that came about as interest groups. A group of
students at Monmouth University in West Long
Branch, N.J. contacted the fraternity during the
spring of 2008. The group was approved by
Monmouth University in February of 2009 and the
men were officially inducted as colony members as
part of the Garden State Alumni Association
Founder’s Day celebration in ceremony. The men
were fortunate to have National Vice President,

Tryon Hubbard in attendance to conduct the
ceremony. The other colony was formed at the
University of Oregon where a group of freshmen
were interested in creating a new opportunity on
campus.
The petitions of Bowling Green State University
and University of California, Riverside have both
been approved. The University of California,
Riverside chartering took place on May 30, 2009 at
the Old Mission Inn where 54 men were inducted
into the Fraternity. The Bowling Green State
University Induction Ceremony and banquet will
take place on October 17, 2009 in Bowling Green,
Ohio. For more information regarding the BGSU
chartering, you can e-mail headquarters at
whyphipsi@phikappapsi.com.

PREVIOUS COLONIES
While new colonies are opening, recently installed groups in Phi Kappa Psi continue
to experience success on their campuses. The groups have made an impact on their
campuses and continue to recruit quality members in order to maintain their chapters.
Indiana University, Purdue University – Indianapolis

42 Members

Occidental College

43 Members

Ohio University

65 Members

Houston Baptist University

29 Members

Iowa State University

43 Members

University of Maryland

42 Members

Northern Illinois University

43 Members

Phi Kappa Psi will continue to seek new growth throughout the country. Several
students have contacted Phi Kappa Psi Headquarters, interested in establishing a new
chapter on their campuses. The Fraternity has expansion projects planned through the
year 2011 and will continue to open new colonies at qualified four year academic
institutions across the country.

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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ACCREDITATION UPDATES
With each chapter’s newsletter, you will find the chapter’s level of accreditation. A chapter is considered
“Accredited” by successfully completing at least 8 of the 11 areas of the accreditation packet, which is due
on a biennial basis during Woodrow Wilson Leadership School years. A chapter is “Accredited with Honors”
if it exceeds our standards in 10 of the 11 categories, and a chapter that is able to surpass National guidelines
in all 11 categories is “Accredited with Distinction.”
There are several reasons that a chapter may not be accredited. The packet may have been submitted
after our deadline, or not submitted at all. Documentation may have been lacking in certain areas, or the
chapter may struggle to meet our standards in several areas. For more information on a chapter’s
accreditation status, please contact the chapter. To find out how you can help your chapter become
Accredited with Distinction, contact your Alumni Advisory Committee, Housing Corporation or Mark Lipka,
Director of Chapter Services, at mjl@phikappapsi.com, or by calling 1-800-486-1852.

ALABAMA ALPHA

We are also getting ready for our big spring party,
Outback, which will be held April 15-18 and will
hopefully bring in large numbers of potential new
members for the fall semester. The recruitment
efforts by brothers this semester have been
phenomenal and have given us one of the largest
spring pledge classes on campus. Our membership
chair continues to put in a great amount of effort
so that next fall we will have a large pledge class to
incorporate into our chapter. The future is looking
better and better every day for the brothers at
Alabama Alpha as we close out the spring and get
ready for summer and another great fall here in
Tuscaloosa.
Matthew Gardner

University of
Alabama
Accredited with Honors
Now that the fall has come and gone the
brothers of Alabama Alpha continue to strive to be
one of the top fraternities on campus. Before
returning to classes for the spring semester, we
held the initiation of our fall pledge class. Overall,
nine new pledges were initiated into the Alabama
Alpha Chapter. Following initiation, we started off
our semester with a much needed brotherhood
retreat at Camp Sumatonga. There our brothers,
along with alumni and some guests from
Headquarters addressed issues within the chapter
and were able to give our chapter a much needed
boost in spirit and camaraderie. So far this
semester we have made many great steps to
improving our chapter’s GPA and philanthropy
efforts. Our chapter continues to set the bar higher
academically and has set new GPA requirements
for next fall. All new initiates and existing brothers
are required to have a 2.5 starting next fall with a
2.75 in order to hold office. Recently we
participated in the campus’ Relay for Life efforts
and raised the most money out of all the social
fraternities on campus. On that note we are
continuing to make a bigger name for ourselves
through philanthropy projects on campus along
with helping groups off campus such as the Boys
and Girls Club of West Alabama and Best Buddies.
Our final philanthropy project of the year will take
place at the end of April when we host our second
annual wing eating contest sponsored by Hooters.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

ALABAMA BETA

Auburn
University
Accredited
This past semester for Alabama Beta has been
a busy one. We have been working hard on
obtaining the Phi Psi 500. We had a descent
recruitment period where we were able to get 2
pledges (who were initiated April 19). This will
bring our chapter to 24 brothers for the upcoming
fall semester. Our goal is to reach 40 brothers by
the end of fall semester, so we will be holding
recruitment events in Atlanta in Birmingham over
the summer. If you know any potential new
members, please contact Beau Crook at 205-6430435. We are hoping to again rank in the top 10
GPA at Auburn. We have exceeded a lot in this
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The chapter
house at Auburn,
where it does
snow every once
in a while

say, we’ve been quite busy with rush the past several
months. We are now extremely proud to have a
new pledge class of 26 members. This is the largest
pledge class in recent memory, and they form a
perfect replacement for our 26 graduating seniors.
Beyond rush, we’ve had quite a few campus
events since the fall. Our annual Battle of the Bands
party was a huge success this year. We held it
outside for a better turnout. Fortunately, we were
blessed with good weather and it felt like the entire
campus showed up. Our Founders Day and
Homecoming celebrations were also very
successful, with turnout of over 100 brothers and
guest for each. I’d like to invite any California Beta
alumni or Phi Psis in the area to come out next
year. Feel free to send me your contact information
so we can keep you posted.
We’ve also had a strong community service
presence this year – participating in middle school
tutoring, trail builds, beach cleanups, and charity
relays, to name a few. One of the highlights was
playing basketball with kids with disabilities through
the Special Olympics program. Our members have
clocked over 800 hours since the summer and we
are still going strong.
We still have a lot left to do this spring before
graduation. Our annual Phi Psi 500 event this year

department, winning the Scholastic Improvement
award at the 2008 GAC. If you would like to
submit any donations to our chapter, please mail to
P.O. Box 2279, Auburn, AL 36831-2279.
Keith Simon

ARIZONA ALPHA

University of Arizona
Accredited wit
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Keith Peters at kap1@email.arizona.edu
or 520-236-4064.

CALIFORNIA BETA

Stanford
University
Accredited with Distinction
Greetings again from California Beta. A lot has
happened here since our last newsletter in the fall.
One revision we made last year was reducing
recruitment to one period in the spring. Needless to
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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will be a tug-o-war between different on-campus
groups. Our Speaker Series is slotted for late May,
with an emphasis this year on humor and personal
over business advice. These events on top of
pledge, service, and social activities, means we’ll
have our hands full up until initiation. However, I’m
already quite confident that with the help of our
new pledges and under the leadership of our new
officers we’ll be able to realize all of our goals for
this year and the next.
Finally, I’d like to mention that we are actively
striving for more California chapter cohesion.
Congratulations to California Nu, UC Riverside, on
becoming a chapter. We are excited to begin a
strong relationship with our brothers across the
bay, and hope to have more shared events with
them and California Iota, UC Davis.
Sean Meador

support and mentorship over the past two years.
Most recently, our chapter GPA was 3.23 – one
of the highest among fraternities on Greek Row.
Our Parents’ Club hosted our second scholarship
dinner to celebrate our success, and we will
continue to hold ourselves to a higher standard of
academic performance.
This spring, California Delta Brothers Alex
London ’06, Jason Lipsitz ’06 and Tyler Vanstory ’07
partnered Phi Psi with the USC basketball team to
introduce Slam Dunk Scholars, a community
reading initiative within local elementary schools.
After significant support from the teachers and
parents, the most outstanding student readers
earned tickets to a home game at the USC Galen
Center. Next semester, we plan to resume the
program, welcome back the Phi Psi 500, build our
traditional Halloween haunted house and
implement the third annual Chase Elder Memorial
Blood Drive in honor of Brother Elder ’05.
The Cal Delts enjoyed a busy and gratifying
semester, which was highlighted by another
successful pledge semester – we welcome 13
fantastic new initiates to the chapter. SWGP Paul
Wineman joined up for a Monday night dinner and
chapter meeting, and it was a great opportunity for
us to learn more about the resources of the
National Fraternity. In intramurals, a tough loss to
Kappa Sigma knocked us out of the semifinals in 5on-5 basketball, but we plan to bounce back and
dominate in our favorite sport, football.
Our chapter takes pride in our diversity – our
hometowns range from Jacksonville all the way to
Istanbul, and our fellow brothers are engaged in
extracurricular activities that include student
government, entrepreneurship and varsity athletics.

CALIFORNIA DELTA

University of
Southern California
Not Accredited
Just one year after rejoining the USC Greek
community, the California Delta Chapter of Phi Psi
progresses into the fall semester with over 80
members. For our success and stability, we owe a
special thank you to House Corporation president
Brian Haight ’96, and we are lucky to have the
unwavering support and energy of the Phi Kappa
Psi Parents’ Club. We also express our gratitude to
Brother Brian Kennedy ’61 for his exceptional

The top student readers from Vermont
Elementary are honored at the USC chapter’s
Slam Dunk Scholars philanthropy
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In other relevant news, plans for the
construction of the new house continue to
progress, and we look forward to working side-byside with our Alumni Association in the fund-raising
process already underway.
On behalf of the active brotherhood, we, as
undergraduates, extend our gratitude and
appreciation for each and every alumnus and your
continued commitment to the fraternity. We
encourage you to come back to the house and
relive the glory days at our Alumni Reception in
May. See you all then.
Matthew J. Wiener

Brothers Taj Gibson ’07, Daniel Hackett ’07 and
Dwight Lewis ’07 represent California Delta on the
varsity basketball team, and Everson Griffen ’09,
Jordan Campbell ’09, Daniel Harper ’09, Spencer
Spiegel ’09, Preston Cavignac ’07, Ryan McMahon
’08 and Billy O’Malley ’07 are on the varsity football
team.
This March, dozens of alumni joined us at the
Phi Psi house for a banquet dinner and USC
basketball game. Next semester, we encourage all
Phi Psis to join us on campus to tailgate and enjoy
another great season of USC football. Heading into
my second semester as president, I am proud of
our progression as a chapter, and am truly excited
to embark on an unforgettable fall.
Alex Fiance

CALIFORNIA ETA
CALIFORNIA EPSILON

California Polytechnic

UCLA

Not Accredited
After our successful fall recruitment, we
essentially doubled the size of the California Eta
Chapter of Phi Kappa Psi to 44 active brothers, on
the California Polytechnic State University, San Luis
Obispo Campus. This increase has really given a
positive boost to our committees. One such
example is our Philanthropy Unleashed committee,
which is working on several projects with our
largest being a potential girls’ soccer tournament.
During our winter quarter, we played IFC
basketball. Our team went undefeated in the
regular season. That secured us a slot in the
playoffs, where we continued our dominance on
the court, and won the championship game. This
quarter, we are hoping to put another trophy on
the mantel during the spring IFC soccer league.
This term, we kept our rush momentum going
positively, and had a lot of interest during our
events, which included a casino night and
appetizers. Since we now have a larger presence
on campus, we were able to focus solely on quality
and picked up 10 quality pledges.
As far as social events go, we had a concert last
quarter at our house and were able to donate part
of the proceeds to testicular cancer research. We
also had an exchange with the ladies of Alpha

Accredited with Honors
Looking forward to a bright 2009, the California
Epsilon Chapter at UCLA continues to ensure its
place atop Fraternity row and is eager to carry this
momentum into the new year.
In November, Cal Ep initiated a very strong
pledge class of 26 members, bringing the total
membership to well over 100 active brothers.
Additionally, our brothers have vastly increased
their involvement within the UCLA community,
planning and participating in several university-wide
philanthropy events, taking on leadership roles
within on-campus organizations, and excelling in a
wide array of Division I and Club athletic teams.
While Winter Quarter comes to a close, we
look forward to spring in Los Angeles – with beach
weather and spring recruitment just around the
corner, we are naturally hopeful and excited about
what’s to come in the near future. In April, we will
be hosting our first annual “Phi Psi Greens the
Greeks” Philanthropy to benefit the non-profit
organization Heal the Bay. The event will include a
beach clean up, guest speakers, and a fundraising
concert. Each brother has already pledged to raise
$75 and the fraternity aims to raise $10,000 with
all proceeds going directly to Heal the Bay.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Cal Poly’s brothers looking dapper outside the chapter house

Omega Phi last quarter, and have plans in place for
an event with Kappa Alpha Theta and Tri-Delta.
Cooper Allison

CALIFORNIA IOTA

UC-Davis
Accredited
Currently, we are celebrating a successful Winter
Quarter that included the addition of five newly
initiated brothers, a delightful evening in downtown
Sacramento celebrating Founders Day with the
Sacramento Alumni Association, and an
unforgettable performance at Pi Beta Phi’s annual
Arrowjam Dance Competition. We also recently
elected new officers, and we are excited for the new
direction of the Fraternity in the upcoming year.
At the conclusion of fall quarter we were graced
with the presence of our current SWGP Brother
Paul Wineman and former SWGP Richard Ong.
Brother Wineman presented his 5 and 10 year
goals for Phi Psi and gave us his address on the state
of the Fraternity at large. A unique rendition of his
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

UC Davis brothers participated in
Relay for Life this spring
famous negotiation speech was given by our very
own chapter advisor, Brother Travis Nagler, and at
the conclusion of the night the Brothers of Cal Iota
were all given copies of Paul’s Negotiation Book.
We have also spent time giving back to the
community through our time and enthusiasm,
embodying the spirit of both our motto and our
Founding Fathers. We have volunteered at the local
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Boys & Girls Club in Sacramento and raised money
for the organization through a week-long March Of
Dimes event, participated in monthly Soup
Kitchens at the local church, and recently we spent
a whole 24 hours raising money with the lovely
ladies of Alpha Kappa Delta Phi for cancer research
at the annual Relay For Life event held at UC Davis’
Toomey Field.
Spring Quarter is progressing rapidly, and we
invite all of our brothers to come join the
California Iota Chapter here at Davis to celebrate
our annual Picnic Day on April 18. We will be
having a BBQ/Meet & Greet at the Chapter
House, and we look forward to reuniting with all of
our Alumni Brothers and meeting many new ones!
Leo Cristobal

COLORADO ALPHA

University of Colorado
Not Accredited
This semester has been especially exciting for
the men of Colorado Alpha. This year marks the
95th anniversary of our chapter as well as our
chapter coming back to one of the largest on
campus. We would like to congratulate the fall
pledge class of 25 men in the transition they made
to become brothers of Phi Kappa Psi. Also we
would like to welcome our spring pledge class of
10 men; we would like to wish them the best of
luck on their paths to becoming brothers. Our
annual philanthropy of Powder Puff Football is
being held this semester and we already have
every sorority on campus signed on to participate.
Also, the IFC has allowed our philanthropy to be a
part of Greek Week 2009, which means more
participation throughout the Greek System and
the community. We hope to raise more than
$1,000 dollars for the charity. Colorado Alpha’s
GPA continues to be above the university’s
average, even with our chapter expanding to
almost 70 active members. Our major plan for this
semester is to complete 10 hours of community
service per man, which totals 700 hours for the
house. This would make us one of the top
community service houses on the campus. We are
already well on our way to complete our goal with
project being held almost every weekend.The men
of Colorado Alpha just completed a Boulder
Creek Clean Up last weekend, which the
community greatly appreciated. Another goal we
are accomplishing is restoring relations with our
alumni and to keep them updated with the state of
our chapter. In closing, we would like to thank our
alumni who came to Founders Day and who
continue to show support for the chapter. We are
very happy with the progress we made this year
and we cannot wait to continue our growth into
next year.
Connor Pontiakos

CALIFORNIA KAPPA

UC-Irvine
Accredited with Honors
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Christopher Pelch at cpelch@uci.edu
or 626-351-5553.

CALIFORNIA LAMBDA

San Diego State
University
Not Accredited
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP David Lee at davidleepkp@gmail.com
or 909-348-3648.

CALIFORNIA MU

Occidental
Accredited
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Anders Eliasen at 206-714-8344.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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FLORIDA ALPHA

Florida State
University

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA ALPHA

George Washington
University

Not Accredited
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Aaron Freeman at alf06d@fsu.edu or
727-709-9262.

Accredited
The brothers of D.C. Alpha have completed
another successful academic school year.The spring
achievements have been highlighted by the
welcoming of 31 new brothers into the D.C. Alpha
Chapter. Additionally, D.C. Alpha will be adding 6
new members at the end of the spring semester.
D.C. Alpha is very excited at the enthusiasm and
excellence of its new members. Over the past year,
D.C. Alpha has put a new emphasis on its alumni
relations. There are approximately 3,000 Phi Kappa
Psi alumni in the D.C. Metro area. Our alumni
committee has spent countless hours trying to
reach out to the area alumni by sending out
newsletters and hosting events for the alumni. As
our chapter goals decree, expanding and
purchasing a house are our top priorities. We
would like our alumni to help lead us in the right
direction as we take on these challenges. On the
philanthropic side, this spring we focused heavily on
fund raising and participating in the American
Cancer Society’s Relay for Life. Headed by Brother
David Miranda, D.C. Alpha is the leading
contributing team for fund raising on the GW
campus, as we raised nearly $10,000. Feeding off of
David Miranda’s dedication, Relay for Life has been
a great success for D.C. Alpha and the GW
Community. Brother Brand Kroeger was recently
inducted into the GW Wall of Fame. The GW Wall
of Fame is an honor given annually to 3 individuals
of the 20,000 Graduate and Undergraduate
students who exhibit phenomenal leadership
throughout the GW community. D.C. Alpha is
extremely proud of Brand’s achievements and it is
a testament of the excellence D.C. Alpha strives
for. Finally, D.C. Alpha wants to thank its graduating
seniors for their hard work and dedication they
have contributed over the years to making our
organization what it is today.
Jack Bermingham

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

GEORGIA ALPHA

University of Georgia
Accredited with Honors
It is a very exciting time for the brothers at
Georgia Alpha. We are currently in the midst of a
great breakthrough at the University of Georgia.
The future has never been brighter for Georgia
Alpha. We have had a full social and philanthropic
calendar throughout this school year, capping it off
with our biggest party of the year, Arabian Nights,
on April 17 and 18. We are also very proud of our
graduating brothers this semester. This also means
that our younger brothers are stepping up and
bringing new perspective and fresh ideas to help
lead our chapter into the future.
We had great spring recruitment and we signed
a quality pledge class. The brothers of Georgia
Alpha are streamlining and updating our
recruitment portfolio in preparation for summer
and fall recruitment; this upcoming pledge class is
going to be a keystone to our success here at
UGA. We have every reason to be confident and
we are greatly looking forward to building one of
our best pledge classes yet. The brothers at
Georgia Alpha will not be satisfied with anything
less than a record pledge class for our chapter.
We have also enjoyed great support from our
alumni this year. Earlier this month, we held our
annual Chartering Banquet. At the banquet, we
presented the current state of the chapter, allowing
our alumni the chance to share in our past success
and future goals. It was a beautiful event and
showed great promise for our next annual
Chartering Banquet.
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Our main philanthropy this year was Greek
Family Feud, organized with the help of Sigma
Delta Tau. The event had an incredible turnout and
both our brothers and the sisters of Sigma Delta
Tau have decided to make it an annual event. In
fact, Greek Family Feud was the highest grossing
philanthropic event for UGA Heroes. Right now,
our Philanthropy committee is in a flurry of activity
preparing for our philanthropies next fall. We are
very excited to be bringing back the philanthropic
tradition of the Phi Psi 500 next year. Our brothers
have also attended several sorority philanthropies
including Kappa Alpha Theta’s Casa BBQ, Pi Beta
Phi’s Dart Tournament, and Delta Zeta’s Paintball
Tournament.
Here at Georgia Alpha the pride we have in our
achievements is matched only by our optimism for
the future.
Brett Aronson

GEORGIA BETA

Georgia Institute
of Technology
Not Accredited
Things are quite busy here at Georgia Beta!
Aside from trying to survive from the usual grind
at tech, we’ve gone through quite a transition in the
last semester! Most of our older brothers
graduated leaving the chapter with all the young
guys. The beginning of the semester posed many
difficult problems, yet with the strong motivation
our brothers, and the great drive of our president
Chris, we were able to overcome them. Last
month we initiated four great men into the chapter,
who we believe will bring many great things to the
chapter in the years to come. We just had our
semiformal in Nashville, Tenn. and currently we’re

Georgia Tech members prepare for their formal
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members hope to build upon the Fraternity’s
success while preserving its values and traditions.
In addition to the substantial social presence
enjoyed during this academic year, our house has
achieved the fourth highest grades for a fraternity
on campus with an average GPA of 3.47. But most
importantly, the chapter has also been involved in
various philanthropic events including Dance
Marathon, Oasis Outreach Day and Greek Build.
Looking to the future, the house will soon hold
elections for all positions and is optimistic, given the
abundant new leadership attained through
successful recruitment efforts.
Kevin Ryan

competing in Greek Week (so far 11th place out of
31!). In the coming weeks we’re having a party with
Delta Sigma Phi, Relay for Life fundraiser and
brotherhood retreat.
We’re currently at the stage of planning for our
fall semester. We’re looking at events such as
tailgating, road trips, brotherhood events,
philanthropy events and informal rush events, and
getting to know our other local chapters. On top
of that, we’re continually working on forming bonds
with other fraternities and sororities on campus
and getting our name out there. In addition to that,
we’re building a giant porch to spruce up our
recruitment site a la Scrubs style. We’re also
looking at doing different events for rush week, and
going on a more grassroots style approach.
We’d finally like to thank all our alumni who
have been with us all these years.This semester has
been a great learning experience, and if it hadn’t
been for the support of alumni (especially Jeff
Wysong, Charles Park, Tim Allman, and Willie
Whang) none of our success would be possible. As
you can see, we’ve got a lot of energy and a lot of
determination for the years to come. If you’re in
the Atlanta area, please stop by!
Chandana Edirisinghe

ILLINOIS DELTA

University of
Illinois
Accredited
Rob Nash is our current president with Dirk
Haller as our VGP. John McAndrew serves as the
EVGP. Josh Shownkeen is our treasurer. Rhys
Southworth is the AG.
Last semester, we initiated 19 new members (in
consecutive badge order with their hometowns in
parentheses): Rhys Southworth (Western Springs,
Ill.); Krishna Martinez-Singh (Springfield, Ill.); Kyle
Becker (Oswego, Ill.); Michael Robertson
(Arlington Heights, Ill.); Neal Mitchell (Park Ridge,
Ill.); Jack Caplice (Western Springs, Ill.); Konnor
Depesquale (Elgin, Ill.); Chris Porst (Terrace Park,
Ohio); Eddie Kanive (Elwood, Ill.); Guillermo Blanco
(West Chicago, Ill.); Kyle Stimpson (Western
Springs, Ill.); John Malandruccolo (Carol Stream, Ill.);
Brian Bergquist (Buffalo Grove, Ill.); Ryan Johann
(Des Plains, Ill.); Peter Fiflis (Indian Head Park, Ill.);
Joshua Goldman (Waukegan, Ill.); Matt Beatty
(Alton, Ill.); Ted Pacyga (Buffalo Grove, Ill.); and
Shaun Stavnem (Crystal Lake, Ill.). We are excited
about this class. Rhys Southworth, Kyle Becker, Neal
Mitchell, Guillermo Blanco, Kyle Stimpson, and
Peter Fiflis are already holding offices within the
house.
This semester we have four men pledging our
chapter. They are Michael Wlezien (Berkeley, Ill.),

ILLINOIS ALPHA

Northwestern
University
Not Accredited
These last months have been eventful ones for
Illinois Alpha. Throughout the academic year, the
chapter has taken large strides toward crystallizing
our upstanding reputation on campus. We have
seen great success in building relationships with
other Greek chapters, university officials and the
student body as a whole through greater
participation in university life.
As of April, the chapter has welcomed 27 new
brothers – a record number for our 145-year-old
chapter. Capable and motivated all, our new
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Robert Allen Craig (Fox Lake, Ill.), Justin Matthew
Long (Springfield, Ill.), and Matthew Moliter
(Wheaton, Ill.). Recently, we had the pledge retreat.
We spent the day paintballing and had a good
time.
On April 26, we are having our second annual
charity basketball tournament. Last year the
tournament raised $1,000 to benefit the Nothing
but Nets charity to fight Malaria in Africa. This year,
we have changed the charity to Coaches vs.
Cancer, a more recognizable name around campus.
Also, many of our brothers have a loved one with
cancer so we wanted our donations to go towards
cancer research and awareness. We are hoping that
this year the tournament will be an even bigger
success. Our goal is to raise $2,000.
We have had a good social calendar so far this
semester. We have particularly enjoyed the time
spent with the Pi Beta Phi sorority. They are our
Attius partners. Moms Day was April 18.
Penthouse was April 4. The house looked
unbelievable and everyone enjoyed themselves.
The alumni golf outing was May 2. This year, the
outing took place at Stone Creek Golf Course with
tee times starting at 11am.
Rhys Southworth

Illinois Epsilon is continuing to be a premier
fraternity at Illinois State University as we are the
most represented chapter on IFC. Along with our
involvement in the IFC, Illinois Epsilon has seen the
highest undergraduate involvement in registered
student organizations in six years, many of those
being leadership positions.
We have also improved and enhanced internal
affairs in accordance with our growing numbers.
We revamped our risk management policy, making
it more structured than before. We have
implemented the new member education
program and it’s working with great success. Last
semester, our Thanksgiving dinner was the best
many brothers have seen, with every brother
providing something for the grand feast. What
culminated was a bountiful meal, shared by the
closely knit brothers of Illinois Epsilon.
One of our goals this year was to reconnect
with many of our alumni. To remedy this, Illinois
Epsilon embarked on touching base with many
alumni that left their college days long ago. They
were thrilled to hear from us and wanted to know
how the chapter was doing as well as share some
of their great stories from long ago. We also had
our alumni day a few weeks ago and it was a great
success. Thanks to all of those who attended and
we hope to see you again.
We have many events planned for the
conclusion of the spring semester. We are currently
engaged in Gamma Phi Beta’s annual week long
philanthropy, and next week we have Greek week.
As we become more involved and well known on
campus, we still have the close knit brotherhood
that brought us all together in the first place.Thanks
to all the alumni and L.E.D.N! For updates on the
chapter, visit http://www.ilstuphipsi.com/
Edwin Olguin

ILLINOIS EPSILON

Illinois State
University
Not Accredited
Our chapter has continued its expansive
growth this term, not only in membership
recruitment, but also in community and campus
involvement. Several of our members have gone as
far as giving up their spring break to help
communities in Mississippi and Oklahoma. As a
chapter, we have extraordinary attendance at
philanthropies hosted by other organizations.
Though we are not be the largest fraternity on
campus, we sure make our presence known when
we are cheering on a fellow brother, whether it be
showing off a talent in a talent show, or using all of
our strength to beat other fraternities in a tug of
war match.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

ILLINOIS ZETA

DePaul
University
Not Accredited
The brothers of Illinois Eta are proud to be
finishing our 10th school year as a chapter here at
Southern Illinois University of Edwardsville. We
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$400,000 for the Foundation. As volunteers, we
dealt poker, helped with the auction, set-up the
event, and broke it down the following day. Illinois
Zeta’s dedication to service has never been higher.
No other Greek organization on campus boasts as
many community service hours as Illinois Zeta
does. Logging about 2,300 hours of service in the
last four quarters, we have averaged and
completed more than the Phi Psi 500 not only for
the last two years, but every quarter as well. We
have been leading the Greek community in this
area for over a year now and plan to keep up our
work.
Illinois Zeta is also gearing up for Cornhole for
Cancer, which is a philanthropic bags tournament
open to the DePaul community. This event is more
than just a philanthropy event to raise money. It is
targeted to bring the community closer and
integrating other chapters across all three councils
together. Eight other organizations are sponsoring
the sets of boards used in the event, and a large
number of participants is expected. Illinois Zeta will
continue to uphold Phi Kappa Psi’s values and
strengthen the Greek community on DePaul’s
campus.
Paul DiMasi

would like to thank all of our friends, family and
alumni who attended our celebration event in
February. The past ten years have been full of ups
and downs which in the end helped create the
outstanding brothers of our chapter. In these 10
years we have initiated over 160 brothers and look
forward to continuing our expansion and growth
on campus. This spring semester we are aiming
once again to improve our average GPA and retake
the top fraternity GPA on campus. Through social
and philanthropic events the Illinois Eta chapter is
continuing to build our reputation on campus. We
are proud to finally see our banner hanging in our
campus center thanks to Brother Steppe’s work as
our public relations chair. We would like to
congratulate our most recent initiates Brothers
Malcolm, Mitch, Anthony, Taylor and Jason. Lastly we
are thankful to our alumni for their constant
support through their interest, advice and
participation in our chapter meetings and other
activities. Chapter meetings are still every Sunday at
6:00 pm in the Engineering Building, you are always
welcome.
Austin Garber

ILLINOIS THETA

ILLINOIS ETA

University of
Illinois – Chicago

Southern Illinois
University at Edwardsville

Accredited with Distinction
This semester has been an exciting one for us
at Ill. Theta. We initiated eight new men into the
fraternity last semester at Laurel Hall.
Congratulations to Pat Swanson, Ben Schwarz, Joe
Davey, Tony La, James Niles, Gary Polk, Victor Chan
and Pat Aquino on their initiation into the
Fraternity. We know that each of these brothers
will be a great asset to the chapter. We began this
semester by recruiting three excellent men: David
Majchrowski from Hoffman Estates, Steven
Chmura from River Grove and Dino Simunac from
Wilmette. We bid farewell to our most recent
graduates: Roger Tay and Brian Hayes, and will
induct them, along with this semester’s graduates,
Benjamin Johnson and Brian Lewandowski, on May

Accredited
As the largest IFC organization on campus at
DePaul University, Illinois Zeta currently has 51
active brothers after initiating eight pledges in April
and eighteen more last November. The fall pledge
class was one of the largest pledge classes this
chapter has ever seen. The chapter has also been
focusing heavily on service. Over the last year, we
have developed a steady relationship with Aspire
of Illinois, an organization that helps children and
adults with mental disabilities. In the past few
months, we have volunteered at their resale shop
multiple times, the fashion show, dinnerdance/auction and several other fundraisers. We
also had many brothers volunteer at the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation’s Poker night, raised about
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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members of Ind. Epsilon at Valpo, and we hope to
see them and even more chapters at the
tournament next year. With the semester coming
to a close, we are preparing for recruitment
season, which begins early in the summer. We met
with Educational Leadership Consultant Tommaso
Marsella from March 31 – April 2 to devise new,
effective strategies to bring in more individuals to
strengthen our chapter. We will use everything that
Tommaso has suggested to us in order to recruit
the best men into Phi Kappa Psi.
Navin Kesari

8, 2009 at our annual Honors Dinner which will be
held downtown at the Parthenon. We wish these
brothers the best of luck in their future endeavors
and are confident they will succeed. We celebrated
the 6th anniversary of our founding with our
annual formal at the Carleton of Oak Park on
March 14. There was a great turnout as brothers
both past and present came to celebrate the
founding of this chapter. Awards were given out for
both comical and serious categories including Most
Gullible, Most Scholarly and Closest Brothers. The
members of Ill. Theta have worked diligently on
upholding the principles of our founders by
completing almost 300 hours of philanthropy this
semester. We began the year by working closely
with the Little Brothers Friends of the Elderly, and
have volunteered at other events such as raising
money for Relay for Life, answering phones at a
WTTW telethon and tutoring children at St.
Vincent DePaul. Fellow brothers from other
schools joined us once again for our 2nd Annual
Softball tournament on April 4, 2009 and had three
teams compete: Ill. Theta, Ind. Gamma and Ind.
Epsilon. The champions this year were the

ILLINOIS IOTA

Northern Illinois
University
Not Accredited
The dream of every founding father at Illinois
Iota has been realized: we finally got a house! Our
House Corporation headed by Paul Oblon,
Charles Albert and Grant Carter spent countless
hours on finding, negotiating and finalizing contracts

The new home of the Northern Illinois Chapter
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so that we can live in an amazing house for the
upcoming fall semester. This will be a great
opportunity for the brotherhood as it will bring all
of us closer together.
The brothers of Ill. Iota have been busy this
spring maintaining our chapter operations and
planning for next fall. Our recruitment chair Bryan
Navaleza has done a great job in motivating
brothers, and this year we have nearly doubled the
membership of our chapter. Bryan and the
members of Illinois Iota are even more excited for
next years fall recruitment class as our new house
will be a tremendous asset to recruitment. The
recruitment committee has been planning events
for next fall so we can follow the recruitment
schedule as soon as we get back to school.
The brothers of Ill. Iota have also excelled in
giving back to the community by following our
motto of, The great joy of serving others. Our
service committee chairman, Will Rezin, has set a
goal of accumulating over 800 community service
hours this spring semester. We provide 400 hours
for the chapter to do as a group and the other 400
has to be done individually to encourage brothers
to give back to what they enjoy most. We are on
track to complete this goal by the end of the
semester, entailing the most community service
hours completed in one semester by the chapter.
We are also in the final steps of planning our
new annual philanthropy, Muddy for MS. It is a mud
volleyball tournament, and all of the proceeds will
be donated for research in Multiple Sclerosis. We
are going to host this event at our new house at
the beginning of the fall semester. All the brothers
are excited to be a part of our first annual
philanthropy and would like to thank local alumnus
Greg Wittstock for supporting us with this
endeavor.
Finally, we would like to congratulate our
graduating seniors who are also founding fathers of
our chapter: Charles Albert, Grant Carter, Pat
Leatherman, Steven Hatcher, Sean Eriksen, Daniel
Kemling, Chris Champion, James Perez. You have all
been an amazing asset to our chapter and we wish
you well.
Justin Briggs

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

INDIANA ALPHA

DePauw
University
Not Accredited
It is my pleasure to report the many
accomplishments and successes of Indiana Alpha
this spring semester. Phi Kappa Psi continues to
increase its presence on campus through the great
efforts of our members. Following a successful
recruiting process, I am proud to say that we have
initiated 26 new members this spring.
Although Indiana Alpha has maintained an
above average GPA, we have still set goals to
increase our campus ranking. Indiana Alpha strongly
supported two philanthropy events in particular
this semester. For “Volley’s for Collies,” we
sponsored four doubles teams and sold both shirts
and raffle tickets, with all proceeds going to the
Humane Society. At the annual Special Olympics
Indiana Women’s Basketball Tournament, every
member of Indiana Alpha helped set up the
basketball courts, register the athletes, and actively
cheer on the competitors. In addition, we also
sponsored a pizza party for all the athletes
following the tournament. When the school
newspaper asked our president Alec Enfield how
he motivated so many members to show up and
support Special Olympics he said, “As a house this
event is something we take seriously; it is a chance
to give back and we have fun doing it.”
Athletics are a center focus for Indiana Alpha.
With captains on the baseball, tennis, basketball,
and soccer teams, Phi Psi is thought of as the
premier sports house on campus. A notable
accomplishment, senior Michael Moore was named
the SCAC Men’s Basketball Player-of-the-Year.
Outside of varsity athletics, Indiana Alpha has also
had great success in intramural sports, as we are
currently pursuing our 12th intramural
championship.
As every Phi Psi knows, we live by the motto
“the Great Joy of Serving Others.” Here at Indiana
Alpha, no one serves as a better mentor and
example of this philosophy than our beloved
housemother Dorothy Brown. This past March,
DePauw renamed the Cultural Resource Center in
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and overcome those challenges, however not all of
our challenges have been completed.
One of the challenges that several brothers
have been able to face is living in a new
environment, adjusting to a new culture, and being
enrolled in classes on the other side of the globe.
Brothers Taylor Barrett, Grahm Johnson, Patrick
Griffith, Matthew Rushton, Michael Spillson, Tanner
Tritch and Paul Wilson, all class of 2010, have had
the opportunity to take Phi Kappa Psi abroad to
various countries in Asia and Europe, including
Bhutan, Nepal, Austria, Scotland, Ireland, Czech
Republic and Spain. Brothers Corey Buehner ’11
and Jacob Stump ’11 also have had the opportunity
to take Phi Kappa Psi with them abroad through
immersion learning trips, either one or two weeks
in length, to Germany and Italy, respectively. We
also had 10 of our brothers relocate to Mexico for
a week to attend Cabo Alpha!
While all the traveling was going on, the chapter
house was certainly not lacking excitement. We
were able to initiate a pledge class of 13 for the fall
semester and have 3 slated for becoming new
members in the spring semester. Looking ahead
toward a recruitment class for Fall 2009, we have
found that much greater effort will be needed to
recruit young men into Greek life—we have
decided as a chapter to be committed to recruit
quality gentlemen with diverse interests and a
passion for the spirit of Phi Kappa Psi.
Facing challenges nearly everyday are leaders,
regardless of what scale they are on. Indiana
Gamma has many brothers that are leaders in
various clubs and organizations at Wabash College
including, but not limited to, The Bachelor (our
campus news), Wabash Christian Men,The Wabash
(our campus yearbook), seven various varsity
sports and service groups Best Buddies of
Crawfordsville and Alpha Phi Omega. There are
many more campus-related activities that Phi
Kappa Psi is involved with as leaders as well.
One of our shining moments for the semester
was our philanthropy event for the spring semester,
which was dubbed “Singer/Song Writer,” where
musicians from across campus came to our chapter
house and played music. Our guests were able to
bring either monetary or food donations for charity.
Patrick Griffith

her honor for her years of dedication to DePauw,
Greencastle, and the greater Putnam county
community. Mom Brown, as we endearingly call her,
was the first African American to teach in
Greencastle schools and served as principal of
Ridpath School. She has been active in many local
organizations, including Greencastle Kiwanis,
Putnam County Museum, NAACP, Gobin Church
and Girl Scouts. Senior Studio Art major Erik
Lundorf unveiled a portrait of Mom Brown at the
dedication, which will be displayed in the center
that bears her name.
As the semester comes to a close, we will have
a very full calendar. Within the next three weeks,
we will be taking finals and preparing for summer
jobs. As always, alumni are forever welcomed back
to the house with open arms. If any alumnus should
wish to contact the chapter house or our house
mother Dorothy Brown, the address is:
110 East Larabee Street
Greencastle, IN 46135
(765) 658-5008
As a final note, the men of Indiana Alpha are
continuously contributing to and striving to
maintain Fraternity, brotherhood, and the tradition
of Phi Kappa Psi. Live Ever, Die Never!
Charles Davis

INDIANA BETA

Indiana
University
Not Accredited
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Christopher Held at cpheld@
indiana.edu or 630-443-9362.

INDIANA GAMMA

Wabash College
Not Accredited
The Brothers of Indiana Gamma have had to
rise to many challenges throughout the past year. In
many ways we can say that we were able to meet
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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and between alumni themselves. This year, Indiana
Delta has been active in all types of philanthropies
from our 3rd consecutive victory in Delta
Gamma’s Anchor Splash, to our victory at the
Diversity Step-Show. Indiana Delta has also
continued our philanthropy for the second year.
The Phi Psi – Kappa Alpha Theta Trikes for Tikes
race went off without a hitch and we were able to
raise substantial funds for The Boys and Girls Club.
As the summer fast approaches and finals begin, we
have a lot of changes to undergo from transferring
relics from the 359 house to preparing for a new
location in a new house for the first time in
decades. We encourage all and any who are
interested in touring the new house to join us for
football games and tailgating with the undergrads. I
promise you will be impressed. Until next time,
amici usque ad aras.
William Alex Mecker

INDIANA DELTA

Purdue University
Not Accredited
Indiana Delta has been going through changes
on every level over the last two semesters. We
have almost completed construction on our new
multi-million dollar chapter house. The new house
will be located in the Purdue Tower Acres with
great location for tailgating and other events. This
year we are going high-tech, and have created the
Indiana Delta Alumni Facebook Network page
located
at
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=534236
38500. Please join this group in order to build our
connection between the undergrads and alumni,

Brothers at Valparaiso gather outside the Phi Psi house for a group photo

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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INDIANA EPSILON

500 and our third annual golf outing. Please make
the trip back to Indiana Epsilon and enjoy some
brotherhood and golfing. Amici

Valparaiso
University

Matt Lemus

Accredited
The brothers of Indiana Epsilon have been very
busy this spring semester keeping up with their
schoolwork and participating in the life of the
chapter. During this semester, we recruited a
pledge class of 17 members. This is the largest
pledge class we have had in several years and we
have continued to see growth in numbers every
spring semester. These new members bring great
potential for improving our chapter even more,
and we are excited for the upcoming years.
This semester has been full of planning and
partaking in different events. For Founders day, we
sent two seniors to the Chicago Alumni
Association’s celebration. We also sent four
members to the American Leadership Academy in
Cabo San Lucas, Mexico. Currently, we are getting
ready for Phi Psi 500, our largest philanthropy
event of the year. We look forward to raising
money for the Boys and Girls club with this event.
This semester hosted our third annual Amici
Invitational golf tournament on May 2. Alumni,
undergrads, family and other Phi Psis attended this
golf tournament, which is held at the Aberdeen
Golf Course in Valparaiso, Ind. If you would like to
attend any of our events, please register online at
http://www.valpophipsi.org/alumni. If you have any
further questions please contact Bruce Morgan at
Bruce.Morgan@valpo.edu.
As always, Indiana Epsilon finds itself very active
on Valparaiso University’s Campus. This year we
have three members on the Interfraternity Council,
including the president, vice president of
recruitment, and secretary/treasurer. We also have
three brothers on the Greek Judicial Board
including one being the Chief Justice. We also have
two brothers who are on Student Senate. As usual,
we are volunteering in different philanthropy
events hosted by other Greeks and working the
soup kitchen at Café Manna. Finally, we are proud
to say we have a brother who is currently serving
in Guam for this semester.
This semester has been very busy and full of fun
and exciting activities. We look forward to Phi Psi
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

INDIANA ZETA

Butler
University
Accredited
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Michael Smith at sssmith1@butler.edu
or 812-663-8456.

INDIANA ETA

Indiana State University
Not Accredited
The brothers of Indiana Eta are setting their
sights high for the spring 2009 and fall 2009
semesters. We are extremely excited for
recruitment next year as this semester’s pledges
are continuing to do extremely well throughout
their pledge education program. We are obtaining
a new house and have many new ambitious
members eager to excel and tackle challenges
thrown their way. We will truly miss our old house
but has life’s memo says “nothing last forever.” Also
we are going to miss our chapter advisor Tony
Vukusich who has done so much for us including
having a banquet giving away three different
scholarships to ISU students who have achieved
academically. Tony will be going on to new heights
by receiving his Masters degree but still plans on
remaining close with Indiana Eta. Along with Tony
we will be graduating two seniors this year, Adam
and Dave, who were tremendous brothers.
Currently we are working hard to finish first in this
year’s annual tandem race, Greek Intramurals and
defend our first place title in airband. Also we plan
on continuing our 2nd annual Phi Psi Halloween 5k
philanthropy for United Cerebral Palsy. This
semester we have also participated in all Greek
39
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be donating all proceeds to the Boys and Girls
Club of the Midlands. We have done well with
philanthropy so far this semester, with participation
and donations to such charities as Relay for Life,
Dance Marathon for the Children’s Hospital in Des
Moines, Boys and Girls Club Shoot the Rock
around the Clock, and many other events.
This semester we also had a great initiation
week and would like to congratulate new
members Joel Brewer, Joel Talamantes, Colton
Kennedy, Benjamin Raleigh, Steven Amberg, Even
Todtz, Michael Good, Jonathan Brugioni, Nick
Dodson, and Henry Wang. We would like to
recognize Colton Kennedy, who was also awarded
with the Best New Member of the Greek
Community Award here at Iowa State. We look to
him and all of our new members to be leaders
within our chapter in the future.
We will be hosting an alumni event during the
annual VEISHEA event at Iowa State and hope to
see many alumni members present. We will also be
holding the first Formal since our re-charting this
semester and are excited to dance and socialize.
We have done well this semester and look
forward to the end of semester and semesters to
come.
Nolan Vallier

philanthropies at Indiana State University,
continuing our ritual to service for others. A couple
of new things we have started this year was an
Alumni Club to keep our alum informed on our
annual events and our Indiana Eta website Feel free
to check it out or contact us at www.phipsiisu.org.
Gregory Shannon

INDIANA THETA

Indiana UniversityPurdue University of
Indianapolis
Accredited with Honors
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Sean Graft at scgraft@iupui.edu or
765-384-5740.

IOWA ALPHA

University of Iowa
Accredited with Honors
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP John Rigby at john-rigby@uiowa.edu or
319-373-6029.

KANSAS ALPHA

Kansas University

IOWA BETA

Accredited with Honors
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Cory Buck at trooper@ku.edu or 785272-6403.

Iowa State
University
Accredited with Honors
This past semester has been a good one for
Iowa Beta. Our chapter has been active within the
Greek community at Iowa State by participating in
all of the Greek community’s events. We
participated in Varieties, an annual event that
showcases musical vignettes, with our show Perfect
Circles. We had a fun time creating our “Bed-Racer”
for the Bed Racing challenge in Greek Week.
Our chapter had a great time holding our
annual philanthropy, Cooking for the Kids. We will
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

KENTUCKY BETA

University of Kentucky
Not Accredited
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Yohei Sakamoto at ysaka4@uky.edu or
703-250-4592.
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LOUISIANA GAMMA

Loyola
University

LOUISIANA ALPHA

Louisiana State
University

Accredited with Honors
The brothers of the Louisiana Gamma Chapter
started the spring 2009 semester off with a
successful rush, bringing in eight new pledges. This
was the second-largest pledge class on campus.
Through the hard work of rush chair Sean Murphy,
as well as work from our GP Blake Gable and VGP
Sean Wolf, we were able to bring in a diverse
group of young men. We would like to thank our
strong local alumni base for donating their time
and money in an effort to ensure future success of
the chapter. Recruitment was a very important
focus this year because of our strong senior class
that will soon be leaving the active chapter.
One senior who really stepped up this past year
was Brother Josh Aranguiz, also the IFC President,
who took it upon himself to bring a spark back to our
chapter’s athletic program.Through his hard work and
leadership we excelled in all the intramural leagues
Loyola has to offer. We finished third in football, first in
volleyball, third in the regular season standings of
basketball (got bounced out in a heartbreaker 53-52
OT loss in the first round of the playoffs to our arch
rival the Bad Apples), and are currently in first place in
soccer and softball. Josh also organized a team to
participate in Theta Phi Alpha’s Grass Volleyball day
tournament. We took first place in that and received
a $500 gift certificate to the school bookstore.
Louisiana Gamma likes to remain as active as
possible with other organizations on campus.
Another event we helped run during the spring
semester was “Loyola Basketball Race for the
Cure.” Here we teamed up with Loyola athletics to
run a weeklong awareness booth set up in our
student center, which all led up to that weekend’s
big game against our school rival Spring Hill. Our
chapter was in charge of running the booth and
selling “Race for the Cure” t-shirts. We sold over
$400 worth of t-shirts that all went to the Susan
G. Komen cancer foundation.
The Loyola Chapter is proud of the work we put
into our spring 2009 semester and look forward to
continuing that success in the semesters to come!
Blake Gable

Not Accredited
Louisiana Alpha had another strong year in
2008-2009 and we are looking forward to our best
year yet in 2009-2010. The chapter is one which
believes strongly in philanthropy and in
brotherhood. This past year La. Alpha led all
fraternities in total service hours and had two
successful philanthropies. We also participated in
several others hosted by the sororities at Louisiana
State University.
Our fall philanthropy is the Phi Kappa Psi
Halloween Carnival. This year we had ladies from
all of the sororities help us host a carnival for the
youth in the greater Baton Rouge area which
coincided with the sororities’ trick or treat.
Together, the brothers and the sorority members
entertained over one-thousand children at the
fraternity house.
The spring philanthropy La. Alpha organizes is
the Phi Kappa Psi Field Day. The brotherhood puts
on a field day for the Boys and Girls Club of Baton
Rouge. This year the fraternity hosted on-hundred
children and several more volunteers. The children
participated in field day events such as the potato
sack race and lunch was served afterwards.
Louisiana Alpha will soon be coming off of its
three year probation. We look forward to the
opportunities this will provide for the brotherhood
on a social basis. Regardless, the probation has not
hindered the strength of Louisiana Alpha’s
brotherhood. Every semester we partake in events
such as skeet shooting, tike tubing and a golf
tournament.
Over the past two years, one of our objectives
has been to better establish our communications
with alumni. We will be having our first
alumni/active brother golf tournament in the
coming weeks. It is truly a great time to be a
brother at LSU as we look to increase in numbers
and in strength of brotherhood.
Parker Brown
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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highly experimental state-funded boarding school
for underprivileged children. The event was wellreceived and Phi Psi hopes to continue to develop
our relationship with the young and ambitious
program in its first year.
Maryland Alpha joined forces with Maryland
Gamma for a tailgate in support of respective
lacrosse team at the Face-Off Classic at M&T Bank
Stadium.
Brother Jamie Neuwirth ’07 has spent each
Friday of this school year at City Spring Elementary
School in East Baltimore helping 7th and 8th grade
students prepare for the MSAs. He focuses on
helping students with their math skills.
Brother Samuel Ball-Brau ’08 became the CFO

MARYLAND ALPHA

Johns Hopkins University
Accredited with Distinction
Maryland Alpha has achieved a great deal since
the last issue of The Shield.
We co-sponsored a philanthropic event with
the Red Cross student group on campus which
was a huge success and raised over $600. This
money will be used towards the opening of an
HIV/TB clinic in India.
Twelve brothers participated in a self-organized
soccer event with the SEED School of Maryland, a

Brothers at Johns Hopkins display their musical talents

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Beautifying the Baltimore landscape with members at Johns Hopkins
technology, engineering, and mathematics
disciplines who are pursuing research-based
master’s and doctoral degrees in the U.S. and
abroad. He is currently conducting research at
University of California at Berkeley in the field of
Chemical Engineering – particularly improving
battery technology. He plans on pursuing a PhD.
Through our rush events, we were able to form
a diverse pledge class of 20 new members. 8 of
these pledges took part in an IFC-sponsored
Synchronized Swimming event. Our team placed
first with their routine that had the crowd on their
feet. (http://alturl.com/zb8u)
Finally, our annual Beach Party was held on May 1.
Affan Sheikh

of a partnership between Johns Hopkins and
Baltimore Civitas School, which aims to develop
and grow a $70,000 program designed to recruit,
train and place high impact teaching assistants in
Baltimore City Public School classrooms. In addition
to helping design the program, Samuel also got
firsthand experience in the classroom itself, by
assistant teaching a 9th grade class at Civitas.
Current P Marc Perkins ’07 was elected
Executive President of the Student Government
Association.
Alum Alex Teran ’06 was recently awarded a
National Science Foundation Fellowship. The
program recognizes and supports outstanding
graduate students in NSF-supported science,
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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while also voting several younger members into
executive positions. Maryland Gamma entered the
spring semester with a vibrant energy, recruiting
and initiating eleven more men into the fraternity.
While pledging, now initiated brother Michael
Fanning organized and coordinated a lacrosse
tailgate with three other chapters in the local area.
The chapter participated in Founders Day, once
more celebrating the founding of Phi Kappa Psi at
the Old Dominion Brew House with the members
of D.C. Alpha. The brothers also recently
participated in Anchor Splash, a philanthropic event
hosted by the University of Maryland chapter of
Delta Gamma benefiting Service for Sight.
After a spectacular showing, including a terrific
performance
in
synchronized
swimming
which will be available on our website
(http://www.phipsiumd.com/), the chapter placed
second overall. In another attempt to further the
philanthropic ideals of the Fraternity, Brother Sean
Naron helped found Terrapins for the Boys and
Girls Club, a local chapter of the Boys and Girls
Club of which every Maryland Gamma member is
now a part. The brothers will be participating in
Greek Week with Delta Gamma and Sigma Nu this

MARYLAND GAMMA

Maryland
Accredited
Maryland Gamma inducted as alumni a large
class of the chapter’s Founding Fathers, leaving the
chapter for the first time almost entirely in the
hands of post-chartering members last fall. Despite
this, the brothers recruited hard in a very
competitive environment to pledge and initiate
nine new members. The chapter also hosted Jerry
Nelson and Paul Wineman so that they could give
their speaking presentations on successful business
practices and negotiating. Maryland Gamma hopes
to make this the first in a series of annual speaking
events in order to further establish itself as a
dominant force in Greek life at the University of
Maryland. The brothers were paired with Alpha
Epsilon Phi and Sigma Phi Epsilon and although
they showed up in great force and were very
competitive, they did not place in the final rankings.
During end of the year elections, the chapter
decided to re-elect as President Andrew Vimini

Maryland members display a completed pledge class project

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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spring and are very excited to make up for the fall
performance. Finally, for formal and alumni
induction, Maryland Gamma will be travelling to
Gettysburg in early May. To contact the Maryland
Gamma chapter of Phi Kappa Psi, email
Corresponding Secretary Noah Myers at
nmyers12@umd.edu or President Andrew Vimini
at avimini@umd.edu.
Noah Myers

remembering our commitment and taking the time
to serve others.
Mitchell Berkowitz

MICHIGAN ALPHA

University of Michigan
Accredited with Honors
Fellow brothers, it is an exciting time to be part
of the Michigan Alpha family. As the chapter
implements its strategic plan, the Alumni Relations
Committee has been reformed and is moving
forward with great enthusiasm. We have come to
appreciate that we are beneficiaries of generations
who have succeeded by means of an extraordinary
prescience in their obligation to their Fraternity.
A high priority therefore is to link and engage
our 800+ alumni. Those in the Ann Arbor area can
help in our recruitment activities, assist our
Housing Corporation, or serve as mentors. We
have found this kind of alumni support to be
extremely helpful. We need the financial support of
our alumni no matter where they are. While we do
realize that a number of our alumni are just
beginning careers and cannot make major gifts,
every dollar counts. Currently, our biggest challenge
is to make sure that a sufficient scholarship –
Wolverine Fund – is available to ensure that access
and opportunity are not denied because of
economic barriers.
On March 14, the chapter welcomed nearly 50
alumni back to Ann Arbor to celebrate Founders
Day. Admitted to be one of the most successful
celebrations in years, undergraduates and alumni
enjoyed an entire weekend together in the bonds
of brotherhood.
As the world’s “leaders and best,” our chapter
continues to strive for academic distinction. Our
scholarship committee provides an extraordinary
academic culture - a true culture of excellence - a
magnet that attracts and retains exceptional
candidates and members. Situated at 114 active
members, Michigan Alpha is recognized as the
second largest fraternity on campus with one of
the most efficient and productive recruitment
programs. This winter our chapter formally initiated

MASSACHUSETTS
BETA

Brandeis University
Accredited with Distinction
After a productive fall semester, the brothers of
Mass Beta have accomplished a great deal this
spring. We have continued our participation in the
after-school “Reading Buddies” program at the local
public elementary school, working with students to
help them improve their reading skills.The brothers
and students alike look forward to these
afternoons, and both parties seem to sincerely
enjoy working together. Continuing with our great
tradition of servings others, 30 brothers will be
participating in the American Cancer Society’s
Relay for Life in just a few weeks.Together, these 30
brothers have raised over $3,000 and there is still
plenty of time to raise even more!
In an effort to bring a new tradition to Mass
Beta, the brothers have divided themselves into
four teams, each engaging in a semester-long
competition. The events have brought the brothers
closer together, rallying for one another and
enhancing the relationships between the older and
the younger members. The scores are very close,
and it is sure to be an exciting finale as the
semester comes to a close. Hopefully this tradition
will continue and future brothers will enjoy it as
much as we have.
The brothers of Mass Beta hope to end the
semester strong, continuing our tradition of
academic excellence. Hopefully, this momentum
will continue when we return in the fall, helping us
to grow closer together as a brotherhood while
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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seven worthy gentlemen into the membership of
our beloved Fraternity. The enthusiasm and
dedication of our membership chairmen in the fall
and winter has ensured the chapter house will
remain at full capacity come fall 2009.
In the face of our very successful “Home for the
Holidays” annual charity event, our philanthropy
committee has continuously renewed and revised
their strategic planning efforts and has revisited
them in the aggregate each semester. This winter
Michigan Alpha participated in the American
Cancer Society’s, Relay for Life, and raised nearly
$5,000 benefiting cancer research. In the fall, the
philanthropy committee intends to revitalize the
much-admired “Phi Psi 500” and introduce the “Phi
Psi Open” – a competitive team oriented charity
golf tournament – in spring of 2010.
Our chapter continues to vehemently celebrate
the Phi Psi spirit. Michigan Alpha is not about size
or volume or brashness. It is about service. It is
about ambition. It is about leadership. It is the
legacy of our founders William Henry Letterman
and Charles Paige Thomas Moore. It is a legacy
worthy of celebration. Even more, it is a legacy
worthy of living. Live Ever, Die Never.
Matthew S. Lewis

tournament. We will be hosting our annual Alumni
Golf Outing on May 2, which was a great success
last year. This year we hope to double our
donations and alumni attendance. In closing,
Michigan Beta is on the path to greatness, and fall
’09 will be a semester for the ages.
Nicholas Zott

MINNESOTA BETA

University of Minnesota
Accredited with Distinction
The gentlemen of the Minnesota Beta Chapter
of Phi Kappa Psi are very excited for the start of
this spring semester. The semester was kicked off
with our sweetheart week in which ladies from all
the sororities on campus competed to be our
sweetheart. Following our sweetheart week, our
chapter held our annual tubes and tubs date party.
We started off the night by going to a local snow
tubing hill. Following the snow tubing in below
freezing weather, we all came back to the chapter
house to relax in hot tubs that we had rented. We
also held another successful founders day in which
over 100 Phi Psis attended including the national
treasurer James Miller. In the Great Joy of Serving
Others, Minn. Beta has been actively participating in
a variety of events. We raised 1852 dollars at our
annual date auction. We have also volunteered by
playing Wii with handicapped people in a
community. In addition to this, we continue to
volunteer at Feed my Starving Children at least
once a month. Minn. Beta has enjoyed the success
of the men’s basketball team this year. After finding
out that we made the tournament, a number of
our brothers made the trip down to North
Carolina to watch our Minnesota men’s basketball
team play in the NCAA tournament. Our chapter
has also put together a mentorship program that
was launched this semester. This program pairs
undergraduate members with a mentor in a career
field that they are interested in entering. Events
have been held this semester that have allowed the
two to come together to discuss their goals and
bond. A final banquet will be held in the upcoming

MICHIGAN BETA

Michigan State
University
Not Accredited
Phi Kappa Psi at Michigan State University has
done a complete overhaul of the chapter this year.
We started the fall ’08 semester with 19 active
members, and after initiating 11 new brothers that
semester and nine this spring, we have doubled our
chapter size. In the last week of February, which
was Greek Week at MSU, we received 1st place
overall – this includes 1st place in money raised for
Relay for Life ($24,068), 1st place in Relay for Life
field events, 1st place in Songfest and 2nd place in
MTV Dance Night. Our own brother Matthew
Schlicker was top five in Relay donations in the
entire Greek system here at MSU. We also placed
2nd in the Coaches vs. Cancer basketball
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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month and we are excited to have Paul Wineman
attend. We hope that this program is one day
implemented in our entire national fraternity. This
semester, the Minnesota Beta has been successful
with our recruitment. We are excited to initiate our
spring pledge class as they will all make outstanding
additions to our house. With the addition of these
new members, the Minnesota Beta Chapter will
continue to grow while focusing on the ideals of
brotherhood, service, academics and recruitment.
Our chapter is looking forward to spring jam in
which we are paired with the ladies of Alpha
Omicron Pi, and the gentlemen of Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Our pairing will compete in track and field
events, a ballyhoo competition and a battle of the
bands. We hope to improve on our second place
overall finish of last year. The men of the Minnesota
Beta chapter hope all is well nationally, as the
Fraternity continues to grow and thrive.
Sam Wright

community service. This year, five of our brothers
attended the American Leadership Academy. This
was a great learning experience for them. They
brought back a lot of helpful information to
improve our recruiting strategies for next year. We
have another extremely important event on the
way, for which we are looking forward to having
President Paul Wineman in attendance, and that is
our 40th anniversary as a chapter at MNSU. Many
painstaking hours are being put into this process to
ensure everything goes right. This took place May
2. We also had our second annual poker
tournament. This was a good chance to have our
new members meet some of the alumni. We
would like to thank the alumni which were in
attendance. On another note we have a new little
Phi Psi. Brother Nicholas Ballard Hampton had a
son, Gavin Hampton born on March 6. We would
also like to congratulate the brothers who are
graduating this year: Travis Simon, Justin Reisdorfer
and Evan Hedwall.These three were great assets of
the chapter and will be missed dearly. We hope
that all of our other brothers are doing well and
have a great summer.
Phillip Sell

MINNESOTA GAMMA

Minnesota State
University at Mankato
Not Accredited
The brothers of Minnesota Gamma have had a
strenuous but fun filled semester with many
obstacles to overcome. First off our boiler broke
twice over the winter.This left the brothers without
heat for nearly a month. Once the boiler was
replaced, it then broke four days later. To our
surprise it magically decided to fix itself. We have
also decided to partake in a high-risk drinking
forum. We are contributing to the high-risk drinking
forum as panelists and assisting in organization.
Fellow panelists include law enforcement agents,
Blue Earth County officials and university faculty.
The forum increases awareness with the
community and university students about the
affects of high-risk drinking. Along with this forum,
the brothers focused on other forms of
community service. One group which we
promoted is campus kitchen. In one week alone
our brothers contributed over 250 hours of
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

MINNESOTA DELTA

University of
Minnesota, Duluth
Not Accredited
The brothers of Minnesota Delta have enjoyed
a very productive semester with many exciting
events. We started out the semester by hosting
Mocktails with the women of Phi Sigma Sigma. In
order to promote safe drinking, we provided nonalcoholic beverages and ran a few card games to
draw people in. We recently held our annual Spring
Banquet in Beaver Bay along the beautiful northern
shore of Lake Superior. Even though there was
quite a bit of snow still on the ground, the weather
was beautiful and many of the brothers even went
hiking. This weekend is our 10th semi-annual Texas
Hold-em tournament. Students buy in by donating
canned goods that go to the Second Harvest food
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shelf. Our chapter has been very busy with
philanthropic work – we have played dodge ball
with the kids of the Boys and Girls Club, cooked
dinners at the Damiano soup kitchen, and we are
going to clean up I-35 through the Adopt a
Highway program once the spring melt dries out.
Our brothers are looking forward to Relay for Life
later this month. Every year at four o’clock in the
morning we treat all of the Relayers to Phi Psi
Pancakes. The line gets so long it take at least an
hour to feed everyone. We would like to welcome
our new brothers, Brad Cain and Conrad Hayman
and wish well to our graduating brothers Jon
Meiners, Jake Thomason, Brandon Schelcht and
Matt Slinger. Our brothers have had an excellent
year and we are looking forward to finishing this
year with a bang.
Josh Connelly

MISSOURI ALPHA

University of Missouri
Not Accredited
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Luke Hesse at lchvr5@mizzou.edu or
314-541-0955.

NEBRASKA ALPHA

University of
Nebraska
Accredited
The spring semester finds Nebraska Alpha in
the midst of continued efforts to improve the
chapter. We ended the fall on a high note by raising
$500 for Toys for Tots at our annual philanthropy,
the Phi Kappa Fry. This event featured all-you-caneat fried food and a band lead by a recent Neb.
Alpha alum. We also experienced great parental
involvement when we decorated our chapter
house for the holidays. Our yearly Mom’s Day
included time for decorating but also time for
mothers to become acquainted with one another.
Parental involvement and support is something we
really value.
We began the new year with our annual
initiation banquet where we experienced a record
turnout of both parents and alumni. Ten
outstanding members were initiated and are
already becoming very involved with the chapter.
Throughout this semester the chapter has been
working towards achieving 500 community service
hours in various events. We’ve lent a helping hand
at projects like Meals on Wheels, can food drives
and Habitat for Humanity. The Big Event, a day of
campus-wide community service, is also planned
for the end of the semester.
A recent visit of SWGP Paul Wineman raised
the spirits of members to new heights. Everyone
learned something about personal strengths, life
goals and methods of improvement during his
insightful speech. It gave us renewed energy to
continue our improvement. One of the biggest

MISSISSIPPI ALPHA

University of
Mississippi
Not Accredited
The brothers of the Mississippi Alpha Chapter
of Phi Kappa Psi would like to report the progress
that the chapter has made over the last academic
year. The current brotherhood stands at just under
70 active members with 90% of the brotherhood
consisting of underclassmen. This means that the
current active members are hungry to take the
chapter to the new heights that were promised
during fall formal recruitment. The chapter house
continues to receive improvements due to the
assistance of the Mississippi Alpha House
Corporation. We, as brothers of Phi Kappa Psi,
invite all of our alumni to visit the chapter house
this fall over the numerous football weekends
where our heavily anticipated Ole Miss Rebels will
take the field in the second season under Head
Coach Houston Nutt. For any comments or
questions, contact President Kory Keys at
kvkeys@olemiss.edu.
Kory Keys, Adam Andrews
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Nebraska brothers traveled to Colorado to enjoy spring break with members of
Alpha Chi Omega sorority

improvements recently involved enhanced
communication between active members of
Nebraska Alpha. We’ve implemented a new online
communication tool called the Group Interactive
Network (GIN) System. The GIN system has
enhanced communication exponentially by
allowing members to log in and see
announcements, upcoming events, discussion
boards, and more. The system automatically sends
texts to members about upcoming events and can
be added as a Facebook application.
With little time left in the semester our sights
are set for the upcoming recruitment period. With
great tips from the American Leadership Academy
and from UNL Greek Affairs we have new and
unique ways to attract more outstanding men to
Phi Kappa Psi. Our newly created website will also
be a valuable tool for rush.
Nebraska Alpha ever strives to improve and
extend the presence of Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity.
David Bramhall
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

NEBRASKA BETA

Creighton
University
Accredited with Honors
For Nebraska Beta, this year has been a year of
excellence – a year of achieving goals and
actualizing the dreams of the brothers before us.
We had a tremendous recruitment season with 23
new members, which, in combination with an
unbelievable retention of 25 seniors, ranks our
chapter at a record 107 members.
This band of brothers that the year 2009 bears
forth is promised to renew the tradition of
exceeding the standard which their predecessors
set. The Interfraternity Council is controlled by a
dominating Phi Psi membership, holding the
maximum three of five executive positions in
addition to our chapter representative and
alternate.
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Creighton’s brothers out in
force in school color letters

This fall’s chapter house is leased to capacity
with 22 active brothers who will be enjoying the
recent improvements. In addition to the new
jumbo-projector and screen in the chapter room,
complete window replacement, A/C unit
replacement, bathroom remodeling, chapter repainting, and new industrial carpeting for the first
floor, we are also preparing improvements for the
garage, parking lot and laundry room.
Another goal seen to realization this year has
been the design, launch and maintenance of a new
chapter website. The website interfaces with our
separate alumni website implemented last fall and
serves as an invaluable recruitment, public relations
and interfraternity organizational tool.
Nebraska Beta continues the tradition of giving
back with philanthropic distinction through events
such as Skating with the Jays, Phi Psi Haunted
House, our biannual Theta-Phi Psi Volleyball, and
many others which benefit charitable organizations
and causes including the Boys and Girls Club.
At the conclusion of this semester, we at
Nebraska Beta look forward to the coming year
with aspirations of grandeur and confidence in our
power to attain it.
John Huston Jr

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

NEW JERSEY DELTA

The College of
New Jersey
Not Accredited
As New Jersey Delta approaches our 20th year
as a chapter at The College of New Jersey, we have
a great deal to be proud of and a very exciting
future ahead. In just four short years we have
grown from 30 members to a brotherhood of 80,
making us the largest Greek organization on our
campus.
Last spring we took the largest pledge class in
our chapter’s history and welcomed 20 new
brothers. The growth of our chapter parallels the
growing interest in the Greek community at our
college. Our most recent rush was one of the most
successful ever due to a record number of people
interested in Greek life, and recruitment ideas
brought back from the American Leadership
Academy. Many young men look at our chapter
and meet our brothers and realize just how much
Phi Kappa Psi can enhance their college
experience. Our newest pledge class matches our
previous in size, currently giving us our largest
active brotherhood in chapter history.
Our chapter also has the leadership and
diversity necessary to achieve success in many
areas. We consistently have one of the highest
GPAs as an organization and always exceed the
general population. Our local service activities such
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very hard to top over 500 service hours in one
semester and initiating seven of the university’s
finest gentlemen. However, we have gotten close to
reaching that same mark yet again. By the end of
the semester we could have over 1,000 service
hours for the entire school year. We also matched
last semester’s mark of seven initiates. Included in
this group are two foreign-born individuals and
two commuters, making this a very diverse group
of new brothers.
This semester has the chapter improving
relations with our Greek counterparts on campus.
We had events with a Latina sorority and a fellow
fraternity in addition to the on-campus sororities.
This will hopefully pay dividends in the future to
improving our ever-growing presence on the
campus. This upcoming year will mark the 10-year
anniversary of our chapter. It should be a
momentous event next spring at our Formal.
Please contact our chapter if you are interested in
going and attending this once in a lifetime event.
James Hitscherich

Our TCNJ Chapter teamed up with
Kappa Delta to win the college’s
Homecoming week competition
as our annual food drive are always very much
appreciated by the community. In addition, one of
our proudest achievements of this year was
teaming up with the sisters of Kappa Delta and
winning our college’s weeklong Homecoming
competition. This competition gave many of our
brothers a chance to show off their singing,
dancing, athleticism and creativity in a series of
games and events.
Looking ahead, we will be hosting a
philanthropy barbeque for the entire campus in
late April in order to raise money for the Boys and
Girls Club.This is one of our new programs that we
are looking to make a tradition since it reaches out
to our campus and provides an afternoon fun,
while also directly benefitting the Boys and Girls
Club.
We take pride in our achievements and our
position as leaders on campus, but we continue to
look forward. With our alumni support and strong
undergraduate involvement, the future of our
chapter is looking stronger than ever.
William Bucher

NEW YORK ALPHA

Cornell
University
Not Accredited
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Jordan Banninga at hwb3@cornell.edu
or 607-339-6833.

NEW YORK BETA

Syracuse
University
Accredited
Throughout the spring 2009 semester, N.Y. Beta
continued to strengthen its bonds as a
brotherhood and better itself as a chapter. With
the election of a new President and Vice President,
many new goals have been set in order to keep
moving forward and striving for excellence. A few
large projects that we completed as a brotherhood
were house renovations and the construction of a

NEW JERSEY EPSILON

Rowan University
Accredited with Honors
This semester has been one of New Jersey
Epsilon’s best in our nine years of existence. It is
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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by paying off all of our debt and building a stronger
line of communication. This semester, we initiated
nine new members giving us approximately 75
brothers and remaining one of the largest
fraternities on campus. We hope to build on this
success in order to become an even stronger
brotherhood in the future.
Alec B. Truitt

new chapter room. Our basketball intramural team
won their division and made the playoffs. The
indoor soccer intramural team also had a
successfully season by finishing second in their
division and going to the playoffs. With weekly visits
to the Syracuse Boys and Girls Club of America,
taking part in philanthropy events, and games of
football and soccer we are able to strengthen our
bond as brothers and help others in our
community. This semester we are hosting our
annual Phi Kappa Psi GUTS philanthropy event in
order to raise money for the Boys and Girls Club
of America. We also participated in the American
Cancer Society’s Relay for Life again this year. On
February 13, Brother Paul Wineman visited our
chapter for the weekend to start our Founders
Week. His presentation was very insightful by
reminding all of us why we joined Phi Kappa Psi
and what we can do to make our chapter and the
Fraternity as a whole even stronger. All of the
wisdom and advice that Brother Wineman shared
with us will help every brother to have a greater
presence within our chapter and to complete their
tasks more efficiently. Our chapter benefited
immensely from Brother Wineman’s visit and will
never forget the knowledge he shared with us.
Over the course of the semester we have
strengthened our relationship with Headquarters

NEW YORK ETA

University at
Buffalo
Not Accredited
New York Eta continues to make headway with
chapter growth and community involvement. We
participated in Relay for Life, helping raise over
$10,000 for the American Cancer Society of
Western New York, visited several Buffalo public
schools and acted as adjudicators for student
debates, and held grassroots fundraisers to support
the economically disadvantaged in the impoverished
greater Buffalo area - just to name a few. In addition,
on April 28 we participated in Buffalo News Kids
Day to help raise money for the Women and
Children’s Hospital of Buffalo. N.Y. Eta’s commitment

Syracuse brothers
congregate all around
their chapter house
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to serving others and our growing campus and
community popularity will permit rapid growth for
Phi Kappa Psi in the semesters to come.The chapter
is very thankful to our alumni for their continued
support and we are excited to meet our brothers
from across the nation at the Woodrow Wilson
Leadership School to be hosted at UB this summer.
Scott Bleier

chapter took on the carefully measured risk of
skipping a quarter of rushing to try a more
dynamic rush style to get our numbers up for the
spring pledge class. This was greatly successful,
giving way to the largest spring pledge class since
2001. It also allowed the brothers to get their
grades up enough to give our chapter the honor of
having the highest Greek GPA on campus.
As the close of the quarter approaches and
exams loom ahead, our brothers stride on to finish
the semester strong and continually improve our
chapter, in hopes that next year our
accomplishments will match those of this year.
Josh Torrey

NEW YORK THETA

Rochester Institute of
Technology

NEW YORK IOTA

Binghamton
University

Accredited
The gentlemen of the New York Theta chapter
of Phi Kappa Psi have begun to start a new trend.
Under the direction of the young leaders bouncing
off their recent pledging, the governing body of the
chapter have picked up the reigns of the chapter
and taken it to new heights.
Part of this new trend was creating a new major
event to expand on our philanthropy: Winter
Banquet. This event was set up on a zero based
budget to raise money for the Fisher House
Foundation. The event involved selling wristbands
with the phrase “Support our Troops” all across
campus, and in the local community. The wristbands
were sold at a minimum donation of a dollar. The
follow-up to the wristbands was a banquet in which
individually selected and invited members of the
RIT faculty and staff were invited to partake in a first
class meal with entertainment to boot. And all to
support a good cause. This was a great event that
both helped out a worthy charity and skyrocketed
public relations for us at all levels of campus. Our
brothers’ continued desire and motivation to help
others helped our chapter to raise over $6,000 for
charities and compile over 1,300 hours from our
35-man chapter over the course of the year—
doubling the amount donated to charities last year.
Being able to help others isn’t the only thing our
chapter has been excelling at. Last quarter our
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Not Accredited
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Michael DeGrella at mdegrel1@
binghamton.edu or 914-629-5413.

NEW YORK KAPPA

State University of New
York College at Oneonta
Accredited with Honors
Greetings from the brothers of New York
Kappa! Here at SUNY Oneonta, the brothers of
Phi Kappa Psi are hard at work. As stated in our last
Shield article, New York Kappa was named the
Chapter of the Year, and we have made it our goal
to repeat that title. Our fine group of gentlemen
has set many goals to accomplish this feat, including
reaching well over 1,500 hours of community
service, and a steady GPA of 3.0 or higher.
Thus far this semester, we have given our services
to the Oneonta Historical Society by cleaning up and
aiding with auction antique shows, Residence Life as
several brothers are tour guides and others just offer
a helping hand, and we also participated in our
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personal favorite, Relay for Life. Not only did we walk
laps for cancer, we joined in on dance competitions,
played some funk music, threw around the football,
played some extreme leapfrog, and won an award.
Phi Kappa Psi received the “trophy” for best campsite
at Relay for Life (we literally brought our whole living
room), and our advisor, Roger Sullivan, won the
award for walking all night. While achieving this feat,
the brotherhood was very supportive and
encouraged him when he needed help.
Along with the many activities our chapter has
accomplished, we successfully recruited for two
pledge classes this spring. We are extremely proud
to welcome six more honorable men into our
fraternity, and are very excited for the five
members of the Xi pledge class to complete the
new member program as well.
One of the main ideals of our chapter is campus
involvement. We have brothers associated with
Student Government, Inter Greek Council, Order
of Omega National Honor Society, Omicron Delta
Kappa Leadership Society, our campus radio
station WONY, our campus newspaper The State
Times, Intramural Sports, multiple clubs, musical
groups on campus, and much more. Along with
that, we have brothers who are residence advisors,
teaching assistants and academic advisors.
We look to continue the success we’ve had this
spring semester, and our chapter wishes all others
the best of luck as well.
If you would like to visit New York Kappa, plan
an event, or have any general questions, contact
Kevin O’Braskin, Corresponding Secretary, at
kevin.obraskin@gmail.com.
Kevin O’Braskin

this newly initiated gentleman, our numbers will
continue to grow. Recruitment is one of our
highest priorities, and we are looking forward to a
successful fall semester.
This spring semester we are striving to raise our
GPA and achieve the honor of Best Fraternity on
campus. On April 3, the North Carolina Beta
chapter hosted the first annual Phi Kappa Psi Car
Bash. We had a good turnout and are looking
forward to making this a yearly fixture at East
Carolina University.
We recently joined forces with Tau Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity and Chi Omega Sorority during
East Carolina’s Greek Week. Together, we
competed in several events including hosting a
torch relay for all of Greek Life on campus.
On February 21, we hosted a tailgate for
Founders Day, the baseball team played
Monmouth and we had a good turnout of alumni
to attend. After the baseball game we went out to
dinner at a local diner. Gordon Letterman, direct
descendant of William Henry Letterman was able
to attend our festivities.
We finished last year with the 2nd highest GPA
among IFC fraternities on campus.
We are looking forward to an outstanding year
and the many opportunities ahead. For any
questions contact Corresponding Secretary, at
jlp1101@ecu.edu.
Jesse Poplin

OHIO ALPHA

Ohio Wesleyan
University
Not Accredited
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Benjamin Pepe at 407-644-1624.

NORTH CAROLINA
BETA

East Carolina University

OHIO BETA

Wittenberg
University

Accredited
As the spring semester draws to a close, the
brothers of North Carolina Beta can look back on
a successful semester.
First, I would like to start off by saying that we
are preparing to initiate our Alpha Iota class. With
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Not Accredited
The Ohio Beta Chapter has been making many
positive strides in several areas since the beginning
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Seven of us had the opportunity to spend
spring break at Brother Jerry Nelson’s Resort in
Cabo. Our brothers greatly benefited from
networking with the successful business executives
in both serious and social settings. Everyone gained
a lot from the experience and has been
enthusiastic about teaching the rest of the chapter
what they learned.
Our chapter’s relationship with our house
corporation is currently the strongest it has ever
been. Our house corporation has established a
mentorship program with the goal of assisting us in
the internship and job search process.The program
covers resume building, as well as interview and
networking skills. Furthermore, they are in the final
stages of approving a multi million-dollar house
renovation project that would ideally take place
next summer.
We have continued to excel academically and
athletically. Our cumulative grade point average is a
3.23 and this ranks us 5th amongst social
fraternities. Our intramural basketball team had a
dominant season, and was crowned champions
after crushing ATO by more 20 points in the finals.
Also high on our accomplishment list for winter
quarter was our 400 hours of community service
done through weekly street clean ups, volunteering at
the Boys and Girls Club of Columbus, as well as
working with the Columbus Big Brother Program.We
are currently in the planning stages of the Phi Psi 500
that is widely regarded as the best Greek philanthropy
event on campus, and has been very successful in the
past at raising large amounts of money.
It has been a fantastic year thus far, and we look
forward to continuing our tradition of excellence in
the spring.
Ryan James Cooney

of 2009. For recruitment, we recently initiated a
pledge class of eight fine men, the second largest
formal pledge class at Wittenberg. Academically, we
achieved the highest cumulative GPA on campus
among fraternities. This is a remarkable
achievement, given that we had the fourth highest
GPA among the seven fraternities on our campus
just one semester ago.
As members of Phi Kappa Psi, we continue to
live under the premise of “The Great Joy Of
Serving Others” when reaching out to help our
community. For our philanthropic duties, we raised
nearly $300 for orphans in Lesotho during our
annual “Sit with Wally Witt,” as well as collected a
large amount of clothing for donation in our
inaugural Winter Apparel Drive. Additionally, we
were recorded as having the largest amount
donated to charity by a fraternity at Wittenberg
this year.
Unfortunately, Ohio Beta will no longer have an
official chapter house after the end of this year, due
to structural and electrical problems within our
current residence. However, we are in the process
of utilizing the support of our strong alumni
network to seek a long-term solution to this
problem, and hope to have arrangements for a
new chapter house in place by the 2010-2011
school year.
With the ideals of our Fraternity in mind, Ohio
Beta continues to strive for excellence on our
campus and beyond, just as we have since 1866.
Andrew Long

OHIO DELTA

The Ohio State
University
Accredited with Distinction
As second semester winds down for most
college students, spring quarter at The Ohio State
University is just getting started, and we here at the
Ohio Delta chapter couldn’t be more excited.
With a recent change in leadership, and the
initiation of our 24 quality winter pledges, our
house continues to move forward in a positive
direction, and our presence on campus is only
getting stronger.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

OHIO EPSILON

Case Western Reserve
Accredited with Distinction
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Jason Li at jason.li@case.edu or 513779-6202.
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adopted a highway near Ashland University and
April 26 is slated for our first clean up of the area.
The Philanthropy Committee headed up by Garrett
Wienecke really dedicated their time and effort to
making sure that we as brothers are motivated and
have a way to participate in philanthropic activities.
After all philanthropy is one of the main goals that
brothers of Phi Kappa Psi should strive to meet day
after day. The philanthropy committee is also in the
early stages of developing what we hope will
become one of our main philanthropic staples in
the years to come, the Phi Psi 500.
This semester we have a new GP, Brian
Montgomery, who will help guide our chapter into
another successful year, and one pledge Ray
Stimmer from West Holmes, Ohio. He has been
succeeding very well and quickly in pledge education
and will make a great brother and addition to our
ever-growing chapter here at Ashland. A much
deserved thanks also goes out to the head of our
Social Committee Sean Smith because he has
helped maintain our fraternity-sorority relations this
semester and improved upon them. The Social
Committee gave each sorority on our campus
Valentine’s Day cookies and cards and painted
Easter eggs for Easter. We also went ice skating with
the Alpha Phis, which was very enjoyable for both
parties. Coming up soon is our annual family dinner
where we as a brotherhood get to know each
others family members and say our goodbyes to our
outgoing senior brothers and rock out with your
cook out is towards the end of April. At the cookout
we invite the Ashland campus to come to our house
to grill and have fun on a slip n slide; it helps every
body relax before exams start. At Ohio Theta we
are very proud of our chapter and the goals we
have achieved especially in philanthropy and will
strive to keep living the Creed every day.
David L. H. Stuck

OHIO ETA

University of Toledo
Accredited
The Ohio Eta chapter of Phi Kappa Psi is
celebrating a special milestone in our history; we
have taken our 1000th member. This is a huge
achievement since our local founding in 1950 when
the Sigma Beta Phi chapter initiated the largest
pledge class in Phi Psi history of 150 members.
Another achievement in our chapter is that in
the spring 2009 semester we obtained over 1600
community service hours as a chapter. Five of our
brothers decided to donate their spring break and
help rebuild hurricane-destroyed homes in
Louisiana. They went with a group called
Alternative Spring Break. The group brought a total
of 22 students down to Cameron, La. The brothers
laid subflooring, hung drywall, and mudded the
freshly hung drywall.
Through our philanthropy, the quesadilla dinner,
we raised $1,800 and were able to donate $1,255
over the past academic year. We donated the
money to the local Boys and Girls Club of America.
They used the money to buy plasma televisions for
their facilities, which we visit on a regular basis.
We maintained a one hundred percent
retention rate with the fall and spring pledge
classes this year. We are looking forward to the
men that fall rush brings and hoping to match the
one hundred percent retention rate.
Tulley Wahren

OHIO THETA

Ashland University
Accredited with Distinction
Hello from all the brothers here at Ohio Theta,
we have been very busy this semester especially
with philanthropy. So far this semester alone we
have hosted a dodge ball tournament, root beer
pong tournament and will be hosting a dunk tank at
the annual spring fest at Ashland University with all
the proceeds benefiting charity. Ohio Theta has also
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

OHIO LAMBDA

Miami University
Not Accredited
The Brothers of Ohio Lambda had another
great year. We had a new pledge class of 29,
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trying to put together an alumni weekend so they
can come back and meet the current brothers and
reunite with old friends. If you wish to contribute
to the house feel free to contact Will McCandless
(Alumni Chair) or Chris Cooley (President) with
any questions or donations at mccandwl@
muohio.edu or cooleycn@muohio.edu.
Chris Cooley

including a varsity football and basketball player.The
chapter has over 120 members and expects to
have around 50 of them living in the house next
year. As a result of the large numbers living in our
house, we are investing a great deal of time and
money to repair the house. We are putting in new
hardwood floors, replacing old carpet and rewiring
the whole house.
Our chapter is currently in first place for the
Division I All-Sports Championship and came in a
close second for Greek Week. We were also
recognized for outstanding academic performance
(>3.1 GPA), philanthropy and Adopt-a-School, a
program that sends college students to tutor at
surrounding schools. We put on two major
philanthropies this semester: For the first event we
had Project Pat, an Emmy award-winning artist, come
to campus and put on a concert benefiting prostate
cancer. For our second event, we co-hosted Monday
Night Football along with Alpha Chi Omega and
Alpha Xi Delta, which benefited the Dove House, a
refuge for abused women and children.
We also want to reach out to our alumni and
get them back involved with the house. We are

OHIO MU

University of
Dayton
Accredited with Distinction
The brothers of Ohio Mu have been extremely
busy this last semester with our continued
philanthropic, service and on-campus awareness
push. This past semester we elected our new
president, Kevin Heitz, vice president, Chris Glavan,
a new executive board, and new committee heads.
Service head Brother Perkins and our chapter
teamed up with the American Heart Association
to provide hundreds of service hours towards their

Ohio Mu members visited Laurel Hall this past spring to initiate their newest pledges
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OHIO NU

Heart Mini Marathon in Cincinnati. We prepared
bags for runners, set up and broke down the race,
attended race day to help, and ran in the race.They
raised over $1.4 million dollars during the event
and we look forward to next year’s race on March
28, 2010!
Philanthropy head Brother Gross is continuing
our spring philanthropy with the American Cancer
Society’s Relay for Life. Our second annual Sausage
Fest, lead by Brother LoPresti, sold hot dogs for $1
and raised over $500 for Relay. Combined with
donations to individual brothers, we are reaching,
and expect to surpass, our $15,000 goal.
Brothers Cabrera and Gibson put together a
great recruitment and Brother Falasco, our new
fraternity educator, shaped another great group of
11 brothers who were initiated March 14 at Laurel
Hall. New brothers during their pledging time did
many hours of service cleaning up Dayton’s
student neighborhood and threw a great
brotherhood event. We congratulate and welcome
new Brothers Keith Conti, Brad Baracz, Mark Riffel,
Kevin LeMelle, James McHenry, James Healy, Alex
Clapp, James Huffman, Scott Johnson, Ryan Mellion,
and Nick Yurek!
Brothers and alumni celebrated Ohio Mu’s 5th
anniversary of colonization during Founders Day
celebration. Local alumni, Ohio Mu alumni from
around the country, and active brothers took part
in social events and a dinner over the weekend of
March 7th-8th. We are already planning on a major
gala for our 5th anniversary of chartering.
This past semester we launched our new
website at www.daytonphipsi.com. Information on
the 5th Anniversary event, the latest news, links,
and photos are located on the site. Also, if you are
an alumnus in the area, go to the brotherhood
section, click “Alumni Update Form” to share your
info with us and sign up for our newsletter. If you
have any other questions, you can email the
Corresponding Secretary, Joseph Matt, at
josephmatt@gmail.com, or the President, Kevin
Heitz, at heitzket@notes.udayton.edu.
Joseph Matt

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Ohio
Not Accredited
The Ohio Nu chapter of Phi Kappa Psi has
recently celebrated its one year anniversary since
being installed, and is continuing to grow in
numbers and in strength. Greek officials love our
involvement in the Greek community and the
sororities love us because of our gentlemanly
conduct.
On April 19 we initiated eight men of Phi Psi
quality into our chapter and brought our number
of active brothers to above 50.
Under new leadership, the Ohio Nu chapter is
raising the standards for new pledges and initiated
brothers. We have continued to update and revise
our bylaws to reflect the needs of our young
chapter and now have a fully functioning grievance
committee. Brothers and pledges must now hold a
minimum G.P.A. of 2.7 to participate in social
activities and everyone is required to have at least
five hours of community service each quarter.
We have always prided ourselves in our ability
to give back to the community. This year we have
over 500 hours of community service, not only in
Athens, but in our hometowns as well. This winter
we ran a new philanthropy event called Canned
Food Castle, in which organizations collected
canned food and used it to build castles.The castles
were then judged on size and creativity. The food
was then donated to the Athens county food
pantry.
This year we plan on reaching another
milestone. With the help of Jim Blazer and others,
we are in the middle of buying or leasing a house
for our chapter. The addition of a house will finally
give the Ohio Nu chapter a place to call home and
will help make our brotherhood grow stronger.
On Founders Day, a three brothers returned to
the grave site of Charles Page Thomas Moore to
place flowers on his grave. This was a follow up to
last autumn’s trip made by 15 members and
pledges to clean the grave site and take time to
reflect on the history of Phi Kappa Psi. We plan on
going back to the grave periodically to remove
weeds and as an educational event for our pledges.
Jerrod Gotschall
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Oklahoma members helped promote the inaugural Phi Psi Easter egg hunt

our young members to experience brotherhood
at a new level. So we would like to hear from our
fellow brothers and regain contact by e-mailing us
at nickarchibald@ou.edu!
Nick Archibald

OKLAHOMA ALPHA

University of
Oklahoma
Not Accredited
The gentlemen of Oklahoma Alpha are excited
about the new changes and developments
occurring in such a short semester! We have had
five men come back from a life-changing trip at
Cabo San Lucas, Mexico for the American
Leadership Academy. Their enthusiastic attitudes
for becoming a better chapter have influenced
each and every brother. Since their trip, we have
created a web page to stay better connected with
our alumni, participated in what is to become an
annual Easter egg hunt for local children, and are
working on a new philanthropy for the fall
semester involving many campus organizations
competing in a dodge ball tournament!
Most important for our chapter is that we want
to develop a greater relationship with our alumni.
With new members every semester, we feel that it
is important for them and alumni to meet, and for
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

OREGON BETA

Oregon State University
Not Accredited
A nice re-carpeting of the upstairs hallway and
an excellent remodeling of the kitchen was
somewhat wasted when our chapter house blew
up. The original boiler had somewhat of a problem
and decided to burst, taking the foundation under
the living room with it. However, no one was
injured and since it really only damaged the living
room/basement, there wasn’t much damage to our
personal things.
The upside to this is that we were insured and
we have an architect working on the plans for a
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officers, four rising juniors, one rising senior and a
brand new attitude, the future looks very bright for
the brothers at Washington & Jefferson College.
Pennsylvania Alpha’s first goal was the better their
relationship with the school, which has been
accomplished in only a short amount of time,
winning Washington & Jefferson College’s Greek
Week and participating in numerous charity
events, with significant hours put in at the local
animal shelter and with the Special Olympics. The
second goal was to reestablish a strong alumni
relationship, which was accomplished partially at
the Pittsburgh Alumni Association’s Founders Day
celebration at the prestigious Duquesne Club in
downtown Pittsburgh. The seven active brothers in
attendance met some very accomplished alumni
throughout the celebration. Additional efforts to
reestablish alumni relations will be made through a
new
and
improved
chapter
website,
phikappapsialpha.com. The website will serve as a
vital communication and donation tool. Other
goals include efforts to raise chapter GPA and
increase revenue through new policies and
incentive programs.
Aside from the strides being made to improve
the chapter, Pa. Alpha continues to excel athletically,
with brothers holding spots on the college’s
lacrosse, wrestling, soccer and hockey teams. Many
undergraduates are currently members of
numerous honor societies and have been
recognized as outstanding Greeks by the college
community. Former president and graduating
senior Ryan Borchik was accepted to, and plans to
attend, Pennsylvania State University’s Dickinson
School of Law, while fellow senior Anthony Mollica
has landed a staff accountant position with
McCrory & McDowell in Pittsburgh. Other seniors
also plan to enter the job market after graduation,
as the active brothers wish them the best of luck
and show continuing support. The brothers also
thank them for all that they have done for the
chapter, setting a foundation on which the
Pennsylvania Alpha chapter can grow and flourish
one day soon.
Brandon Kern

The Oregon State Chapter is
rebuilding after a boiler explosion

new house. Once it’s built, it will be one of the
nicest, newest chapter houses on campus.
The remodeling of the kitchen was done by
alumnus Jack Price. Sadly, just shy of finishing, he was
killed less than a block away from our house. Last
October, while starting his truck from under the
hood, it slipped into gear and he was pinned
underneath. We plan on dedicating the kitchen in
the new house to him, and will put up a memorial
plaque.
However, we haven’t let these sad events
dampen our spirits. We are continuing to grow and
are currently at 36 members. As our chapter
grows, so does our name and reputation. This year
we placed third in Kappa Delta’s Annual Mock
Rock philanthropy. This is one of the biggest
philanthropy events on campus and we were all
proud to place third.
Jim Oates

PENNSYLVANIA ALPHA

Washington &
Jefferson College
Not Accredited
Pennsylvania Alpha is beginning its turnaround
to reestablish chapter excellence. With new
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In terms of all-chapter events, we have had a
fantastic semester philanthropically. These
represent an amalgamation of campus and
community activities to ensure that our chapter
enriches the entire community around us. For
example, we raised the highest level of funds for
our local Relay for Life, with committed brothers
attending the event all day putting innovative ideas
into action to do more for the charity. Our efforts
in the philanthropic regard were recognized at the
Allegheny Greek Awards, when we received the
All-Greek Philanthropy Award for the most
dedication towards charitable, altruistic actions.This
award doesn’t end our commitment to
philanthropy, however, as we plan to co-host a
volleyball tournament towards the end of the
semester with a sorority on campus, with all
proceeds going to a charitable organization.
Especially given the success our chapter is now
having, we were also enormously pleased to
welcome SWGP Paul Wineman back to our

PENNSYLVANIA BETA

Allegheny
College
Accredited
It has been an exciting semester for the brothers
of the Pa. Beta Chapter! Throughout the course of
these past few months, we have received numerous
accolades from the campus community and nearly
doubled our chapter size. We have initiated a
stunning 17 pledges this semester, and the positive
energy that they wield is already apparent. For
example, through the hard work and dedication of
our new members, Penn Beta won the Students
Against Multiple Sclerosis contest held at Allegheny
College, allowing us a chance to work towards a
good cause while excelling at campus activities. Our
pledge class also held the highest GPA out of all the
fraternities on campus, showing a great new push
for increased scholarship within our chapter.

Members of the Allegheny Chapter (and a dog) gathered for a group photo
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Allegheny’s members celebrate their newest initiates with the “High! High!
High!” chant

campus to give the keynote speech at Founders
Day. With all this going on, it is obvious that the
future of Penn Beta Chapter is going to be a fun
and exciting time for all.
Noah Goodling

campus with over 65 members. In recognition of
our scholastic accomplishments, Pennsylvania
Gamma was awarded the Award for Scholastic
Improvement at the Grand Arch Council last
August.
After making vast improvements to our
community service and philanthropy programs this
past year, our chapter accumulated 1,816
community service hours and $7,735 in
philanthropy during 2008. In April, we will be
hosting our annual “Battle of the Bands”
philanthropic event. All proceeds from this
charitable event will go to Bucknell University’s
Million Penny Project. We are also participating in
the American Cancer Society’s Relay for Life this
April.
In February, Brother Mark Kawczenski was
named Bucknell University’s Outstanding Greek
Athlete. This distinguished award is given to the

PENNSYLVANIA
GAMMA

Bucknell University
Accredited with Distinction
The Pennsylvania Gamma Chapter has been very
busy over the past few months. In November, we
elected our new Executive Board. Since being elected,
they have stressed their commitment to finding new
and creative ways to improve our chapter.
In 2008, our chapter had a cumulative GPA of
3.35 which was the highest of all the fraternities on
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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was a great opportunity for our alumni to revisit
the house, relive old memories, and interact with
our undergraduates.
Please visit our alumni social networking site
www.penngammaalumni.org to update your
alumni profile or create your account if you have
not yet done so. If you have any technical issues or
problems, please feel free to contact me at
derek.johnson@bucknell.edu.
Derek Johnson

individual who is best able to balance success in
athletics with fraternity life. Mark was the cocaptain of the men’s swimming team during his
senior season. He has served as our chapter’s
scholarship chair and was a member of the
governing board during his senior year.
Over spring break this March, seven brothers
attended the American Leadership Academy in
Cabo San Lucas, Mexico. This experience taught
the members of our chapter how to improve the
house through goal setting and various other
leadership techniques. Since returning from Cabo,
we have sought to increase alumni involvement
within our chapter. We are working with Bucknell
to devise a Pennsylvania Gamma alumni e-mail list
which we can use to keep alumni more involved in
the chapter. Moreover, we have continued to make
improvements to our alumni website and are
beginning to plan an alumni dinner for sometime
next September or October.
We recently welcomed over twenty alumni
back to the house for House Party weekend. This

PENNSYLVANIA
EPSILON

Gettysburg College
Accredited
The men of the Pennsylvania Epsilon Chapter of
Phi Kappa Psi continued to uphold a tradition of
philanthropic excellence by celebrating their third
annual King of the Wings event on Saturday, April
18, 2009. Held on the lawn of Weiser Hall, Penn

Gettysburg’s King of the Wings event raised funds to fight multiple sclerosis
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PENNSYLVANIA ETA

Epsilon’s chapter house, the wing eating contest
brought both Greeks and non-Greeks together in
an effort to raise money for Multiple Sclerosis
awareness.
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is an autoimmune
condition that causes the immune system to attack
the central nervous system. The disease most
commonly appears in young adults, and females are
typically more susceptible than males. Researchers
have discovered many of the inner workings of the
disease, but the cause remains unknown. Currently,
there is no cure.
In the spirit of the strong bond of brotherhood
we all share, the men of Pennsylvania Epsilon have
always tried to aid organizations that deal with
issues that personally affect our brothers. Several of
the current brothers have relatives who suffer from
MS and understand what a trying experience it can
be. When it became known that the community of
Gettysburg was holding its “Walk for MS” event the
day after King of the Wings, the choice seemed to
have been made for them.
Not content to just deliver an impersonal check
to a charity, the men of Pennsylvania Epsilon also
participated in the “Walk for MS.” Joining other
students and many members of the community,
the brothers walked in an effort to burn off the
wings, support MS survivors and raise money to
continue research for a cure.
Taking place on one of the first perfect days of
spring, the King of the Wings event involved
students participating in a two round wing eating
contest. Contestants were given one three-minute
round and one two-minute round to eat as many
wings as possible from a pre-weighed plate. The
plates were weighed again after each round and
contestants were eliminated based on the
difference between the starting and final weights.
The winning participant was awarded a gift
certificate and was crowned “King of the Wings.”
One of the most successful philanthropies that
the men have had in years, King of the Wings 2009
was also one of the most enjoyable thanks to the
perfect weather, large campus participation, alumni
involvement and support and the amazing
dedication of our brothers.
JD Mazzocco

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Franklin &
Marshall College
Accredited with Honors
During the fall semester we initiated three new
brothers and just recently initiated another six new
brothers who pledged during the spring semester.
Also, this year we are grateful to have been given a
new house at 446/448 West James Street through
the new James Street Properties. This is a big
improvement over our past housing. The new
house has 12 brothers living in it as opposed to the
four that lived in our previous house at 505 West
James Street.
Our big goal for this year has been to involve
ourselves in more philanthropic events, both
nationally and in the local community. We have
been actively attending and helping out at the Boys
and Girls Club in downtown Lancaster. We have
brothers and pledges going weekly three days
during the week to help out with their after school
programs. Also, we are working on adopting a
section of Harrisburg Avenue through the city’s
adopt a highway program in order to help clean up
the area around the college.
We are currently working on our annual
fundraising for the MS Walk later this semester. This
is our major philanthropic event that we raise
money for during the spring semester each year.
The walk was on Sunday, April 19 this year. Over
the course of the semester, we had many different
events to raise money for the cause such as selling
baked goods in the College Center Atrium. We are
trying to top our fundraising for the event last year
by aiming to raise over $1,000.
Basil Coutifaris

PENNSYLVANIA THETA

Lafayette
College
Accredited
Located at Lafayette College in Easton, Penn.
the Penn Theta Chapter is comprised of 48 of
Lafayette’s brightest male students. Currently, Penn
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PENNSYLVANIA IOTA

University of
Pennsylvania
Accredited with Honors
Since our last update, Penn Iota has continued
to set new goals and find success in its efforts. This
spring, we completed a successful recruitment
season with the induction of 11 new brothers into
our chapter. These fine gentlemen truly embody
the ideals of Phi Kappa Psi, and we know they will
strengthen the chapter as strong brothers in the
near future. Penn Iota was awarded with the Best
Recruitment and Roster Management Award
during the University of Pennsylvania’s Annual
Greek Awards in recognition for our successes in
recruiting the past several years.
Penn Iota has also continued to succeed in our
community as well. This year, we again held one of
the highest GPAs on campus, showing our
brothers’ commitments to academic excellence.
This March, Penn Iota had three teams participate
in the Relay for Life, raising money throughout the
night for cancer survivors and research. We
organized an Operation Santa Clause fund raiser, a
community service event that raised money for
sick children so that they can receive toys and gifts
of hope during the holiday season. We are
currently organizing our next community service
event, which will involve a life-sized version of the
game Wack-A-Mole. The chapter has continued
with its Gentlemen, Leaders and Innovators
Scholarship, which rewards young men who
embody the ideals of Phi Kappa Psi, and has served
as an excellent recruitment tool in years past.
Penn Iota’s rebuilding of our alumni network
continues. Beginning with last year’s 30th
Anniversary Dinner, the chapter has hosted a
barbeque/Phillies game for alumni to meet the
undergraduates.This year’s Homecoming Weekend
was a huge success, bringing the most alumni back
to Penn Iota in many years. During the pledging
process, alumni met with our newest brothers to
teach them about fraternity history and provide
insight into life after college. Founders Day gave our
newest brothers a chance to meet new alumni at
a dinner in New York City that commemorated the
founding of our beloved fraternity. Another

Lafayette’s recently renovated
Old Grey Barn is a landmark on
campus
Theta has the highest average GPA of all
fraternities, and surpasses the all male average at
the school. In addition, Penn Theta prides itself on
its diversity as well as its good standing with the
college. During the spring semester, the chapter has
hosted a wide variety of events, including several
academic talks and this year’s Leadership
Conference. Throughout the semester, brothers of
this chapter have attended several seminars on
sexual and cultural education. Also, Penn Theta has
also given back to the Easton community by
participating in Habitat for Humanity, Adopt a
Highway and tutoring programs for local high
school students. Like its involvement with the
surrounding community, Penn Theta is also strongly
active in the Interfraternal Council to help
promote and maintain good relations between
other fraternities and sororities within the Greek
community. With the addition of brothers from the
class of 2011, Penn Theta has been able to
strengthen its recruitment, philanthropy and
scholarship programs. Upon graduating, several
brothers from the class of 2009 will either be
entering the work force, making as high as six figure
salaries, or graduate school to pursue higher
degrees of education.
Brian Stobben
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in which we placed second overall, not to mention
instilled our pride in being Greek. As the semester
comes to a close, our attention is focused on finals
and finishing the year strong, no matter how strong
the temptation is to laze in the volleyball court as
the weather warms. As always, we encourage Phi
Psis from around the country, as well as alumni, to
come to the house and feel at home. That
especially goes for those of you looking for a place
to stay during next year’s football season.
Peter Bradley

undergraduates and alumni Phillies trip will be
taking place at the end of April, to the great
excitement of the entire brotherhood, and we look
forward to more similar events in the future.
This year has been a successful one; with that
success, we look forward to continued excellence
in brotherhood, alumni relations, and community
service. Live Ever, Die Never!
Brian Recchione

PENNSYLVANIA
LAMBDA

PENNSYLVANIA NU

Indiana University of
Pennsylvania

Penn State University
Accredited
As another semester at Happy Valley flies by, the
brothers at Penn Lambda continue to look forward
with enthusiasm. The semester started off great, as
our yearly school philanthropy THON took no
notice of the economy and shattered last year’s
record by accumulating a total of $7,490,133.87, all
for the Four Diamonds Fund, whose mission is to
conquer childhood cancer by assisting children
treated at the Penn State Hershey Children’s
Hospital. THON continues to be the pride and joy
of Penn State, especially for Phi Psis, who had four
representatives stay awake and standing for 46
hours during the dance marathon. As our capital
campaign continues on for a new and renovated
house, the brothers continue to hold each other
responsible to maintain the ideals that we have
been taught. After sending members to this year’s
American Leadership Academy in Cabo,
Recruitment Boot Camp, PLA and WWLS, our
brothers are learning from the best Phi Psis from
around the country about recruitment, leadership,
conflict negotiation, communication and sales skills.
While being Phi Psis we are given the tools to
efficiently run a fraternity, and these skills are no
less useful when we enter the “real world” one
step ahead of those college students who did not
take advantage of this opportunity. In other news,
we are proud to have our second annual Volleyball
Beach Bash philanthropy coming up soon. We also
had a very successful Greek Week with our
partners in Sigma Omicron Pi and Phi Sigma Rho,
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Not Accredited
Pennsylvania Nu is coming to its end of the first
year of having a brand new house. We have
accomplished many goals during this year and
some particularly this spring 2009 semester. We
are starting to add more bricks to the wall in the
basement and also will be adding a TV in it as well.
We owe a zero debt to Headquarters and
participated in charity events. Pa. Nu was involved
in Bowl for Big Hearts Little Hands and we thank
the alumni for donations we raised money from
and from companies around IUP that donated for
the cause. Pa. Nu also participated in Anchor
Splash and in Greek Week and Greek Sing. We had
seven brothers go down to Cabo Mexico and be
part of the ALA program, and we plan on having
brothers go down next year. We also started a
recycling campaign that is currently being operated
at our house which is going extremely well. Dealing
with the brotherhood, we inducted seven new
brothers into the fraternity this semester and grew
to a roster of 43 as of this semester. Next year all
of the fraternities at IUP will be doing deferred
recruitment and not be able to take first semester
freshmen. Going along with the new type of
recruitment new members will need to have a
2.25GPA along with 12 credits to be allowed to
pledge into the fraternity. We are also planning a
40th anniversary event next year. The event will be
held at the Indiana Country Club and will be having
many events throughout the whole weekend. To
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cap off the celebration there will be a dinner also
held at the Indiana Country Club. We would want
to thank Joe Soltis, our Housing Corporation
president, for his work that he put in along with the
rest of his staff apart of the Housing Corporation
for Pa. Nu. Further information about the
anniversary will be available on the Pa. Nu website
at phipsipanu.com in the upcoming months once
we find out more details on the event. Joe Soltis
who is working with the undergrad committee on
the anniversary, and coordinating with having bricks
added to the wall can be reached at
jpsoltis@comcast.net. We are setting new goals
with trying to become the highest roster on
campus, and expanding our philanthropy program.
We are all excited for next year and improving the
chapter to the best of our ability. Any further
questions can be submitted at the Pa. Nu website.
Jarred Alcott

www.phikappapsipennxi.com. We encourage all
our alumni to create an account, as this will be the
mode by which we are sending newsletters and
postings on upcoming events from now on. We
would like to thank Brother Paul Trani for
maintaining the chapter’s previous site for the past
few years.
We would also like to announce we are kicking
off our first capital campaign. Our goal is to raise
$2,500 from our alumni this year. This money will
be placed in a separate account from our general
fund and used to create 4 fellowships per year for
the next 5 years. These fellowships will pay the
registration for the deserving brothers to attend
the American Leadership Academy each spring
and will be based on the following criteria: 1st for
the best scholastic performance, 2nd for the most
improved scholastic performance, 3rd will be need
based, and 4th will be used as a recruitment
incentive for new brothers. We would like to thank
those alumni who have already donated or
pledged a $100 donation to this fund. They are
Brothers Mike Griffith, Dave Frank, John Knapp,
Mike Ley, Ryan McDonnell and Devin Kagle. Alumni
who would like to donate or need more
information may contact Brother Ley at
LMLEY655@msn.com, or visit the new website.
We look forward to an even more promising
2009-2010 as we become the preeminent
Fraternity at Edinboro University.
Jeremy Oosterkamp

PENNSYLVANIA XI

Edinboro
University
Not Accredited
Greetings from Edinboro. As the 2008-2009
school year closes, we’d like to review our
accomplishments. We’ve added 10 Brothers this
year and have 16 returning in the fall, making us
one of the largest fraternities on campus.
We attended GAC in Indianapolis, and sent
brothers to PLA and Recruitment Boot Camp in
January. We will send two brothers to the WWLS
this summer. All our bills are current. We
celebrated our 25th uninterrupted year on campus
with a reunion dinner on April 17 that was enjoyed
by all who attended. In February, our 3rd annual
“Homeless for a Week” philanthropy event raised
over $1,300 as well as clothing and canned goods
for the Erie City Mission and the Second Harvest
Food Bank. This is the largest philanthropy event by
any fraternity at Edinboro. Greek Week and
Homecoming were both fun and successful.
We have launched a new, interactive chapter
website and almost half of our alumni have
created user accounts. It can be found at
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

PENNSYLVANIA RHO

York College
Accredited
Hello Brothers! The Pennsylvania Rho Chapter is
experiencing a great semester at York College. We
are now the largest fraternity on campus, and we
just had the largest pledge class of all fraternities in
the spring as well! We’d like to welcome the six new
brothers in the Alpha Kappa pledge class. We also
have the second highest GPA of all fraternities on
campus. A few of our brothers are recognized by
York College for their academic excellence that
they maintain every semester. As always the
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Cerborino, Scott Motisko, and Levin Chacko) the
chapter brought its consecutive badge number up
to 96. The chapter’s recent accomplishments
include lifting our chapter’s cumulative and term
GPAs to the top 5 on campus. We also have Greek
Week coming along in 2 weeks in which we hope
to finally place for the first time.
Charles Alexander

brothers of Pa. Rho are continuing our philanthropy
tradition of the Adopt-A-Block program, and we
are seeing larger turnouts every semester that we
do it. We are planning for Greek Week and our
spring formal in a few weeks. We feel that we have
a great chance of winning Greek week this year as
some of our brothers are pretty athletic. This year’s
Founders Day was a great success where fun was
had by all. We had the biggest alumni turnout in
recent memory and look forward to an even bigger
turnout next year. Formal was April 25 in Baltimore.
We also planned our annual Summer Golf Outing
held on June 13th.The chapter is looking forward to
Woodrow Wilson this summer in Buffalo, N.Y.
Please continue to send in updated contact info. We
always enjoy seeing and catching up with alumni, so
don’t be shy next Founders Day or any time you
want to stop by!
Daniel J. Little

PENNSYLVANIA PHI

Lycoming
College
Accredited with Honors
The Pennsylvania Phi chapter has had the fortunate
opportunity to celebrate our 5th year anniversary on
the Lycoming College campus. New members as well
as other current actives were presented the
opportunity to meet with many of our founding
fathers, some of whom have not been back since their
graduation in 2006 or earlier. All told, there were 37
brothers in attendance, active as well as alumni.
This was particularly special being that our
chapter has not even issued 60 badges yet and had
over half of our members in attendance. The
alumni and undergraduates interacted throughout
the course of the night, forming a memory that will
be with our brothers for years to come. It was very
encouraging to see the men who shaped our
chapter, those who took everything from an idea
and made it into a reality on our campus.
The alumni were proud to see that our current
brothers are upholding their tradition of
exceptional community service, as we have
completed over 1,800 hours so far in the 20082009 academic year.
Our brothers have also been active in some
campus-wide events, including Relay for Life, the
Autism Walk and a Battle of the Bands that we cosponsor with the campus radio station, WRLC. The
proceeds of Battle of the Bands went on to benefit
AIDS Resource.
We are also proud to announce that we have
filled several important positions outside of the
immediate fraternity operations, including faculty
and alumni advisors.

PENNSYLVANIA
SIGMA

University of the
Sciences in Philadelphia
Accredited
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Thomas Lehman at nfgreenday@
optonline.net or 973-986-4231.

PENNSYLVANIA
UPSILON

Drexel University
Not Accredited
This spring the Pennsylvania Upsilon Chapter is
going to hopefully go through a major
accomplishment: we will hit our 100th initiated
brother in our 8th year of existence.This is a proud
moment in time for our chapter. With the guidance
of young leaders Pennsylvania Upsilon is growing
larger and better with every term. With the recent
initiation of our Xi pledge class (Josh Kievitt, Mikhail
Alloy, John Piotrowski, Nick Meyers, Shaun
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Penn Phi initiated two new brothers this
semester as well, and everyone is excited to start
recruiting for what we believe will be a very
successful fall rush next semester.
We continue to grow in a positive manner
every day, as chapter unity has been a focal point
of many of our 23 active brothers throughout the
semester.
Jordan Hall

TENNESSEE DELTA

Vanderbilt
University
Not Accredited
The brothers at Tennessee Delta recently
celebrated Founders Day for the first time in
several years. A modest but very supportive group
of Nashville-area alumni showed up for the
weekend festivities. Saturday, active brothers and
alumni teed off at Hermitage Golf Course. After
repetitive slices and hooks on the opening tee,
strict scramble rules were quickly forgotten and
everyone conveniently “won.” Afterwards, we all
celebrated the day by grilling hamburgers on our
hunter green porch. The most important part of
the weekend, however, was the rededication of our
beloved house to mystic alumnus, H. Fort Flowers,
one of the principal financiers and directors during
the early years of Vanderbilt Phi Psi. Overall, the
weekend was a success and we are very
appreciative to all of the alumni who could show
up to support us.
We are currently working on a way to update
our chapter website and make it more accessible
to alumni. Currently, this site can be found at the
following URL: http://www.phipsitndelta.com/
Edwin Huffman

RHODE ISLAND ALPHA

Brown University
Accredited
It has been a terrific 2009 for Rhode Island
Alpha. In particular, in November we initiated a class
of 13 new brothers who have already begun to
lead the chapter in a positive, prosperous direction.
It is a nerve-wracking endeavor to consider the
upcoming graduation of the 15 brothers of the
senior class, but we are confident that the newly
initiated brothers will be more than capable of and
willing to pick up the slack. Moreover, we are
confident in the thinking and planning we have done
with respect to the recruitment period, and feel
assured that our new pledge class will be a
spectacular one, and a further valuable addition to
the Rhode Island Alpha brotherhood.
We are particularly proud this year of our
involvement in the Brown University community
and the Providence community at large. More than
anything else it was our community service
undertakings that achieved this goal and further
integrated the image of Phi Kappa Psi into the
aforementioned communities. Our work with the
Dash for Diabetes, Relay for Life and any of a
number of events thrown for disadvantaged
children in Providence were not only successful
community service events, but served to remind us,
as a brotherhood, of the importance of sacrifice and
hard work in aiding those who need it most.
If you have any questions or just want to get in
touch, please email our alumni chair at
matthew_doup@brown.edu.
Corey Goerdt
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TENNESSEE EPSILON

University of
Tennessee
Not Accredited
Greetings from Phi Psi at University of
Tennessee, Tennessee Epsilon! We have great news
from Knoxville! To start, we initiated 11 great new
members in early January who have the potential
to take this chapter and the Fraternity as a whole
to new places.
This spring semester we are very busy doing a
host of different things. To start we would like to
congratulate Brothers Josh Gatewood and P.J.
Cassidy for putting their faces on the line and
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competing in the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
interfraternity philanthropy boxing tournament.
On the philanthropic side, we will have
competed in a plethora of different sororities
events. From KKG and Phi Mu, to AXO, Pi Phi and
DZ, Phi Psis at Tennessee are doing work on
sororities’ philanthropies.
We are also starting our own new philanthropic
event: Phi Psi Field Days. We are going to have a
field day with the kids from the Boys and Girls
Clubs. This event will took place on April 13. To
celebrate this event we had a country music star
come up from Nashville for free to play at a bar
the Thursday night before the event!
We are also had our first annual Mothers
Weekend the first weekend of April. This is a
weekend where all the brothers invite their mothers
to come and spend a weekend with the chapter.
As well as our Mothers Weekend, we held our
annual Alumni Golf Tournament April 18-19. This is
one of the greatest weekends in the spring
because we have all ages of alumni come from all
over to meet the guys and have a great weekend.
Also, two of our brothers went to ALA in Cabo
and had a great experience meeting other
brothers from all over the nation.
Spring of 2009 has been a busy semester for
Tennessee Epsilon, from starting a philanthropy and
a mothers weekend, to going to Cabo and having
a blowout alumni golf tournament.
If you are ever in East Tennessee we invite you
to come to our home located on campus on
Fraternity Row. For further details or if you have
any questions about anything you read here please
feel free to contact our Corresponding Secretary
Taylor Fortune at tfortune@utk.edu, or feel free to
visit our website at utkphipsi.com.
We look forward to seeing you!
Taylor Fortune

TEXAS BETA

Texas Tech University
Not Accredited
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Trevor Roney at trevor.roney@ttu.edu
or 806-438-2398.

TEXAS GAMMA

Texas State University
Not Accredited
The brothers of Texas Gamma recently
celebrated our chapter’s 40th anniversary with an
alumni weekend that included the initiation of our
newest brothers, and a banquet honoring our
beloved Fraternity. Our special guest, SWGP Paul
Wineman, was able to meet with the brothers
throughout the weekend while energizing and
motivating the chapter. During the weekend Phi Psi
brothers were able to mingle with each other at
the house and many new friendships were made
while old ones were strengthened. Alumni were
extremely excited to help the chapter and take
part in the initiation of the chapter’s 15-man Nu
pledge class. The new brothers were excited about
what the Fraternity has in store for them. “It was
really moving that the National President of the
Fraternity would come and help initiate our class, I
felt proud,” said new member Chris Anthony.
During the banquet, awards were given to
outstanding members of the chapter as well as our
alumni for their continued support. Brother
Wineman spoke about the importance of alumni
involvement and how the best chapters in Phi Psi
are those with a strong alumni base. He also
stressed that the values of Phi Kappa Psi and its
Creed should be part of our everyday tasks. The
brothers of this chapter took a lot away from what
Brother Wineman said to them. Throughout his
time in San Marcos, he praised the brothers and
inspired them personally grow while helping Phi Psi
reach its goals. Moving into the next 40 years the

TEXAS ALPHA

University of Texas
Not Accredited
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Scott Schuh at scschuh@
mail.utexas.edu or 210-492-7836.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Texas Gamma chapter is proud of its
accomplishments and hopes to live and flourish in
the years to come with the help of alumni in the
area. To find how to become involved in the
process contact GP Ryan Spencer at
ryanspencer@txstate.edu
The chapter also wants to say thanks to brother
Jon Stringer who is currently attempting a bike tour
called Texas 4000 that stretches from Austin, Texas
to Anchorage, Alaska. The Tour is taking place to
raise money and awareness for the fight against
cancer. We wish you the best Jon and hope you
make it all the way!
Jake Tucker

organizations on campus. Texas Epsilon was also
one of among four fraternities above the all men’s
average on campus. We have great plans for the fall
and hope to continue to have the consistent
growth we have experienced.
William J. Crume

TEXAS ZETA

Houston Baptist
University
Not Accredited
Texas Zeta has had an exciting and busy year at
Houston Baptist University! New officers were
elected, including a new president, which marked
our third president in chapter history. Texas Zeta
also celebrated the chapter’s first birthday since its
chartering with alumni, advisors and actives on
Founders Day. During fall recruitment, Texas Zeta
broke the record of most pledges for all
fraternities. Pledgeship went amazing and the
chapter initiated 11 new brothers, bringing our
total number of active brothers to 23. Although
several brothers graduated, they have stayed
involved in the chapter, attending meetings and
events. Texas Zeta has been active on campus by
participating in all intramural sports and cosponsoring a fundraiser event that aimed to bring
recycling to our entire campus. This was a joint
effort with S.I.F.E. (Student in Free Enterprise), and
the chapter raised enough money to bring
recycling bins and other necessary items to
effectively start the program. Currently the chapter
has been reaching out to the alumni in the greater
Houston area by creating a newsletter that will
keep the alumni informed on the chapter’s
activities and events. Texas Zeta is going through a
time of change and growth, and the chapter is
working hard to raise the standard for excellence
within our chapter and HBU.
Albert Ceniceros

TEXAS EPSILON

Stephen F. Austin
University
Not Accredited
Texas Epsilon has had a tremendous year. In
November we initiated five brothers, and as for the
spring we are awaiting the initiation of another four,
bringing our undergraduate brotherhood to 14
and our total number initiated to 65. Texas Epsilon
has been striving to regain numbers and has
successfully had over 200 percent growth over the
past year.
In January we had three brothers attend the
ALA in Los Cabos, as well as having brothers
attend the PLA and the Recruitment Boot Camp
in Indianapolis. On Founders Day we attended the
Houston Alumni Association dinner along with
Texas Zeta.
We have been active socially, as well, doing
several events with the Gamma Kappa Omega
sorority. In October we successfully raised over
$1,700 from the annual Phi Psi Phast for breast
cancer. In April we will be hosting Brother
Wineman to speak on “The Fine Art of
Negotiation.” Texas Epsilon has been actively
participating intramural sports, and has been
striving to make our brothers active in student
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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VIRGINIA ALPHA

University of
Virginia

VIRGINIA ZETA

Virginia Polytechnic
Institute & State
University

Accredited
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP James Comfort at jrc8a@virginia.edu
or 845-638-9407.

Not Accredited
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Zachary Costantini at 703-945-6710.

VIRGINIA BETA

WASHINGTON ALPHA

Washington &
Lee University

University of
Washington

Not Accredited
The Virginia Beta chapter of Phi Kappa Psi has
set forth on a dynamic 154th year at Washington
& Lee. This fall, Virginia Beta saw huge success
hosting the annual Parents’ Weekend Pancake
Breakfast Fundraiser with Kappa Alpha Theta. This
year the proceeds benefitted the Rockbridge Area
Relief Association. This year’s Homecoming events
saw the return of many alumni, and the annual
Caveman and Christmas Weekend parties were
also a big hit.
Following an invigorated informal recruitment
period during fall term, this winter Virginia Beta
earned one of the top pledge classes on campus
and the chapter’s strongest pledge class in 15 years,
gaining 20 new members including 10 student
athletes.
Virginia Beta has also maintained a strong
presence on campus in sports, leadership and
academics. Phi Psi is represented on the
University’s swimming, track, rugby, baseball,
football, lacrosse, tennis and golf teams. In addition,
chapter members take strong roles in the
Appalachian Adventure Program, Outing Club,
Mock Convention, Kathekon, Nabors Service
League and other extracurricular organizations.The
brothers of Virginia Beta are eagerly awaiting the
chapter’s annual trip to Cabo, and look forward to
another strong year at Washington & Lee.
Robert Claiborne
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Accredited with Honors
No newsletter submitted. To find out why,
contact GP Collin Belcher at cbel22@hotmail.com
or 206-781-8476.

WEST VIRGINIA
ALPHA

West Virginia
University
Accredited
The old saying goes, “April showers brings May
flowers.” West Virginia Alpha wasn’t expecting for it
to be snow showers! With the weather still being a
bit chilly, the warm feeling about another school
year being completed gives the Phi Psis something
to get excited about. West Virginia Alpha has been
very busy, finishing up a great Founders Day
weekend and preparing for our annual
philanthropy, Queens of the Beach volleyball
tournament. The tournament consists of all the
sororities, along with the WVU cheerleading team,
competing in a double elimination volleyball
tournament format. All the proceeds are donated
to the Children’s Hospital. Founders Day was
another success of having the current brothers
getting an opportunity to meet some of the alumni
and their wives.The brothers were lucky enough to
get an inspiring speech from World War II veteran
Roger Neighborgall and a motivational speech
from Fidelity Investments Chief Operating Officer
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and Vice Chairman, Robert Reynolds. The current
brothers are coming off a down right now after the
West Virginia basketball team was eliminated in the
first round of the NCAA Tournament but, with the
warm weather and end of the year approaching,
life can’t get much better here at West Virginia.
Mike Bronowski

Members have been stepping up to help with
leadership and the chapter is running smother than
ever. One of the things that makes Phi Psi at Beloit
College different from other fraternities on our
campus is our strong sense of brotherhood. This
brotherhood has only been strengthened this past
semester by our recruitment success and our
continued involvement in campus life.
The interim president of Beloit College, Dick
Neimic is a graduate of Beloit and a brother of
Wisconsin Gamma.This has continued to bring our
chapter pride and recognition in the Beloit College
community. We have been recognized by faculty as
well for our excellence. We continue to break
Greek stereotypes that the faculty holds, and we
have been told that we are a fraternity that makes
many anti-Greek faculty members rethink their
views on Greeks.
As we gear up for the fall semester, we invite
any interested alumni and all brothers to stop by
the Wisconsin Gamma house when they are in
Beloit. Our doors are always open.
Alex Brower

WISCONSIN GAMMA

Beloit College
Accredited
Wisconsin Gamma has been undergoing a
renaissance this semester. Many of our members
are in top leadership positions in student
government and campus clubs. The Phi Psi house
continues to be a social hub on campus, and every
pledge class continues to grow. A few weeks ago,
we initiated 13 new brothers from our Spring
Alpha pledge class. As this article is being written,
we are again preparing to initiate another 10
pledges for Spring Beta.
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The Padre Goes
Back To School
Rev. Dr. David M. McDonald Wisconsin Gamma 1982, National Chaplain
At 40, my mid-life crisis consisted of the need to
go back to school. Having completed my Master’s
in the early 1990s, and my Bachelor of Arts in the
mid-1980s, going back to school wasn’t necessarily
the brightest idea I’ve ever had. Still, as a general
rule I have liked school and learning. Late in the
summer of 2005, I was invited to enroll in a
doctoral program at Christian Theological
Seminary. CTS is a graduate school of the Christian
Church/Disciples of Christ sandwiched between
Butler University and Crown Hill Cemetery in the
old Irvington neighborhood of Indianapolis. Until
1958, CTS was known as the Butler School of
Religion, but at that time it was established as a
free-standing, independent but related body to
Butler.
Post-graduate education in theology is not
necessarily typical of other doctoral programs. I
was required to be on-campus for three separate
weeks throughout the year, and to meet with my
cohort in Indianapolis twice each semester as well.
Accordingly, I was in Indianapolis about once every
six-to-eight weeks until the spring of 2007.
As the part of the Fraternity’s appointed officer
ranks, I’d had a number of occasions to be on the
Butler campus and at the Indiana Zeta Chapter
house through the years. In the 1990s, while
serving as Mystagogue, I was asked to come and
lead a Ritual workshop for the chapter, and so had
had the chance to see their house on Hampton
and meet various undergraduates along the way. A
few years back, the chapter’s alumni corporation
completed an expansion of the chapter house.
Coincident to a meeting of the Executive Council
I attended as chaplain, in Indianapolis, the chapter
honored Dud Daniel, “Mr. Phi Psi,” by naming the
library after him. I’d had the chance to get to know
a number of the chapter’s undergraduates through
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

the years in wider-Fraternity settings, and several of
the chapter’s alumni have become good friends.
While in-town for classes, I tried on several
occasions to contact the chapter and visit, but the
schedules frequently did not cooperate. Finally, this
spring with the help of Will Haskett, Ray Volpe and
Mickey Rogers, I was able to connect with the
undergraduates.

“DUMPSTER’S OVER THERE…”
My time in town was during the week prior to
the opening of the spring term – rush week. Sadly,
the winter had not been kind to the chapter
house, with a number of pipes bursting over the
break due to cold, sending water cascading
throughout parts of the chapter house over the
holiday. A number of alumni and undergraduates
put in long and hard effort to get the house back
into shape for the new semester.
I arrived in the middle of a work week, and
everybody was putting forth effort to clean the
house to prepare for the first formal function of
rush. Painting, sweeping, mopping, repairing,
cleaning, and vacuuming were the order of the day.
All day. By the time I’d tried to run the vacuum with
the really short handle (turns out, it’s self-storing
and telescopes to extend, as I later learned), there
were significant numbers of trash bags on each
floor landing, waiting to be put in the dumpster. For
the first time in more than 20 years, I found myself
on garbage detail.
Now, I would hesitate to comment on being old
and feeble, but dumpsters nowadays are A LOT
taller than they were in the ‘80s, and the haulers
had not been out to empty the contents
accumulated over several days. Perched high above
the ground, in a pyre of empty bottles, discarded
furniture and accumulated rubbish, was a sofa, four
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feet above my head. Onto that pile, I was to place
the bags I brought out. Eventually, all seven bags
were added to the pile, though it took more
ingenuity than a theology post-grad student should
be required to muster on a snowy, early January
afternoon.
Beyond being a trash boy, I also played risk
management spy, going into rooms and pointing out
any potential violations of campus policy with regard
to logos and assorted alcohol-related items which
might have drawn the administration’s ire to the
chapter during the open house.The undergraduates
were good-natured about it, even when they didn’t
always see why a photo of a comely and buxom
blond in a Heineken t-shirt, on spring break with a
shot glass in hand, might be a problem.
The chapter certainly didn’t need a creepy old
guy hanging out during house tours, so I was invited
to come back after the conclusion and join the
chapter in watching video introductions of all the
prospective rushes. A DVD of all interested guys
was issued by the Greek affairs office, with each
man introducing himself and giving a bit of
identifying detail. Having come into the Fraternity in
an era of scribbled notes and frantic endeavors to
remember details about prospective new
members, the idea of sitting down and seeing
every interested man in one evening boggled my
mind. I was privileged to share in a relaxed evening
of brothers enjoying camaraderie with one
another while they planned for rush. In the end, the
chapter secured nearly 30 new initiates.
Having been away from studies and fraternity
life for so long, getting the chance to reconnect, if
even only briefly, with an undergraduate chapter
was great fun. As the brothers teased and joked
with one another, I was reminded of the fellowship
that was shared when I had been their age. It was
also a chance to learn how very different, in some
ways, the modern fraternity experience is, what
with risk management matters and alcohol-free
policies and practices that are foreign to one who
was “of age” at 18 and in Wisconsin to boot! Many
alumni come back to their chapters and long for
“the way things used to be,” but the
undergraduates of this era are more dedicated
students and in many ways, far more responsible
than I remember being at that stage in my life.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

With the close of the spring term, I was finishing
my degree. As part of a doctoral program, an oral
defense is required, so once more I was on campus
to meet with faculty and conduct my exam.
Fortunately for me, it was scheduled on the same
weekend as Indiana Zeta’s last chapter meeting of
the semester. To their good credit, the
undergraduates greeted me kindly and welcomed
me into the house again and to their chapter
meeting. Once more, in some ways it was as if I
was 22 and listening to the ebb and flow of chapter
life. In other ways – Power Point agendas projected
on the wall, laptops, cell phones – it was a lifetime
away from my experiences in college. It was a
privilege to listen to the men as they thanked their
senior brothers as they prepared for graduation
and the switch to “real life.” Several even took the
time to wish me good luck on my exam the next
morning.
Let me simply urge any alumnus brother –
particularly anyone returning to school after
several years’ hiatus from academic work, and
more especially to anyone who is doing so on a
campus different from their own chapter’s host
institution – to make an effort to introduce himself
to the undergraduate chapter. Pitch in with a little
HP or KP, and get a chance to know a few of the
boys. Listen to what they’re talking about and the
issues they face on campus in this era. Many of the
conversations will be similar, but for many (if not
all) of us, the changes in students’ experiences since
we first came into the Fraternity will prove eyeopening, for the good. Reconnecting with a chapter,
if even only briefly, will give you the chance to
reflect upon your undergraduate days, and to
connect with the current generation of Phi Psis.
Having been given the chance to get to know
the members of Indiana Zeta, this Wisconsin
Gamma member came away pleased with the
experience, impressed with the men, and proud to
call them my brothers in Phi Kappa Psi.
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Arizona Alpha, University of Arizona
Mark H. Taylor ’80

New York Epsilon, Colgate University
John A. Yaeger ’48

California Delta,
University of Southern California
Harry E. Taylor Jr. ’49

New York Eta,
State University of New York at Buffalo
Raymond J. Prell ’54

Colorado Alpha, University of Colorado
John O. Parker ’38

North Carolina Alpha, Duke University
John C. Trainer Jr. ’47
Robert E. Osborn ’49
Thomas E. Russell ’55

Indiana Beta, Indiana University
Edward C. Lidikay Jr. ’32
Lawrence B. McFaddin ’42
Fred G. Osborn ’76

Ohio Alpha, Ohio Wesleyan University
William M. Semans ’43
Alexander R. Milne ’46
Earl V. Thomas ’46

Indiana Delta, Purdue University
Martin L. Horn ’49
J. Howard Storm ’49
Albert J. Graf III ’66

Ohio Epsilon,
Case Western Reserve University
Harry E. Figgie ’43
Robert C. Biering ’51

Indiana Epsilon, Valparaiso University
Herbert E. Ebert ’53

Ohio Eta, University of Toledo
Frank J. Comte ’51

Indiana Gamma, Wabash College
Robert G. Knight Jr. ’52

Ohio Zeta, Bowling Green State University
Charles W. Gildenmeister ’50

Iowa Alpha, University of Iowa
William P. Madigan ’44

Oklahoma Alpha, University of Oklahoma
Earl F. Cunnyngham Jr. ’46

Iowa Beta, Iowa State University
Donald R. Dingman ’58

Oklahoma Beta, Oklahoma State University
Terrence G. Harper ’85

Maryland Alpha, Johns Hopkins University
George L. Swift ’54

Oregon Alpha, University of Oregon
John M. Talbot ’33

Missouri Alpha,
University of Missouri, Columbia
John L. Morrissey ’47

Pennsylvania Beta, Allegheny College
Armen Bazoian ’56

Nebraska Alpha, University of Nebraska
David G. Noble ’50
Michael G. MacLean ’60

Pennsylvania Epsilon, Gettysburg College
Kent Gilbert III ’38
James E. Reid ’56

New Hampshire Alpha, Dartmouth College
Dwight S. Jacobsen ’49

Pennsylvania Gamma, Bucknell University
Henry A. Martin ’36

New York Alpha, Cornell University
Preston S. Weadon ’35
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Pennsylvania Lambda,
Pennsylvania State University
Robert A. Speidel ’41

Virginia Alpha, University of Virginia
Randolph H. Hoge ’21
David B. Marshall ’37
James N. Pope ’60

Tennessee Epsilon, University of Tennessee
William L. Rice Jr. ’70

Friends of Phi Kappa Psi
William W. Prager
Howard R. Alter

Texas Alpha, University of Texas
James B. Franklin ’43
John C. Chambers ’54
Texas Beta, Texas Tech University
James H. Kennedy ’54

JOHN C. CHAMBERS
TEXAS ALPHA ’54

Constabulary Squadron during WWII. He was a
member of United Methodist Church, Bellevue,
and Bellevue Elks, and a former member of
Kiwanis. In the 1950s, Charles purchased his family’s
franchise of Chrysler-Plymouth dealership and later
purchased the Buick-Pontiac franchise of Leiber
and Sons. He was the owner until his sons acquired
the businesses. He was a financial planner with
Merrill Lynch in Cleveland and later Sandusky until
his retirement. He is survived by his wife of 58
years Jacqueline; sons Charles, Scott and Mark;
daughter Lisa; two brothers and 14 grandchildren.

John Charles Chambers, beloved husband,
father and grandfather, died Sunday Feb. 8, 2009 in
Midland, Texas at the Hospice Inpatient Unit of
Midland Memorial Hospital. Born July 18, 1933 to
Ethel and Thomas, he graduated from Waco High
School in 1951. He attended Rice Institute in
Houston and the University of Texas, Austin. He
graduated from the University of Texas Law School
in 1960 and began his law practice in Amarillo,
Texas with the firm of Stone & Stone. At the time
of his death, he was a partner with the firm of
Hinkle, Hensley, Shanor & Martin. He was a
member of the St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church in
Amarillo and St. Nicholas’ Episcopal Church in
Midland. John served in the 11th Airborne Division
of the U.S. Army, stationed in Munich, Germany
1955-58. He married Susie in 1959. Survivors
include his wife; daughters Lisa and Claire; and two
granddaughters.

ALBERT J. GRAF III
INDIANA DELTA ’66
Albert J. Graf III, died at age 62 on February 21,
2009. He had a successful career as a Navy Supply
Corps Officer and retired as a permanent
Commander of the U.S. Navy. He then had a
successful second career with AMSEC, LLC, a
government contracting company in Virginia Beach,
Va. He was proud of his Fraternity membership. He
leaves behind his wife Meg and three adult children.

CHARLES W.
GILDENMEISTER
OHIO ZETA ’50
Charles W. Gildenmeister of Bellevue, Ohio
died January 1, 2009 in the Ohio Veterans Home in
Sandusky, Ohio. He was 81. He was born in
Bellevue on Aug. 14, 1927 to Francis and Corrine.
He graduated from Bellevue High School in 1945
and attended Bowling Green State University.
Charles was a veteran of the U.S. Army 51st
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

EDWARD C. LIDIKAY
INDIANA BETA ’32
Edward Cline Lidikay, M.D. of Indianapolis
passed away on March 22, 2009 at the age of 95.
Edward was born to Edward and Edna in Ladoga,
Ind. He graduated from IU School of Medicine and
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went on to become an OBGYN at Coleman and
Community Hospitals. Edward was a past member
of the Indianapolis OBGYN Association, Indiana
State Medical Society, Meridian Hills Country Club
and Northminster Presbyterian Church. He was a
veteran of WWII. Edward enjoyed traveling, golfing
and playing tennis. He is survived by daughters
Anne and Linda; five grandchildren and many greatgrandchildren. Preceding him in death were his wife
Jane; daughter Marilyn; and sister Adelaide.

for the king and Saudia Arabian Army. He also
worked for 13 years as a Smithsonian docent for
the National History Museum. He was well known
for his kind nature, vast knowledge, sharp sense of
humor and will be missed by all. He is survived by
his loving wife of 31 years Jeanne; son William;
daughters Lillian and Candace; one granddaughter
and numerous nieces and nephews.

JOHN L. MORRISSEY
MISSOURI ALPHA ’47
WILLIAM P. MADIGAN SR.
IOWA ALPHA ’44

John was born in Bloomington, Ill. and joined the
Navy during WWII, serving aboard the aircraft
carrier U.S. Core CVE-13 in the Atlantic and Pacific
theaters. Following the war, John attended the
University of Missouri and served as president of
the chapter. He received a bachelors degree in
journalism and, after moving to Iowa, was the
publisher of the Montezuma Republican, retiring in
1990. He was a member of the Iowa Newspaper
Association and was named a Master EditorPublisher in 1978. He also served as a member of
the Montezuma City Council. John was also a
member of St. Mary’s Catholic Church in Grinnell,
Iowa and the American Legion. He is survived by
his wife Jean; daughters Jean and Katie; and son Jack
Missouri Alpha ’73.

William “Bill” Patrick Madigan Sr. died on May
18, 2009 at the Melech Hospice House in Temple
Terrace, Fla. He was a retired Army Colonel and
Smithsonian docent. He was born in Chicago,
attended the University of Hawaii and graduated
from the University of Iowa. He did graduate work
at both New York University and the University of
Alabama. He is a graduate of the Army War
College, the Armed Forces Staff College, the
Command and General Staff, the Navy Post
Graduate School and the Artillery and
Quartermaster Branch Schools. He was
commissioned in 1948 and retired in 1979. During
his career, he served in many high-level commands
and staff positions. His military assignments in the
Army were extensive and included the occupation
of Japan, the Korean War and two tours in Vietnam.
He served as Commander of an overseas Army
depot in Vietnam, and had Battalion, Batter and
Company level commands. He served on the
Department of the Army staff, the Field Army and
Joint Chiefs of Staff. The units he commanded in
Korea and Vietnam each received Meritorious Unit
Citations. Bill’s military honors include 39 medals
and awards, the most significant being three Legion
of Merit, two Bronze Stars and numerous United
States, Korean and Vietnamese decorations. The
Meritorious Unit Citation is equal to a Legion of
Merit, awarded to a unit for outstanding
performance of duty during wartime. His Korean
Medal, Hwarang, is the second-highest military
award the Korean government bestows. He was
also awarded the Vietnam Medal of Honor. After
his retirement he worked in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia,
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

FRED G. OSBORN
INDIANA BETA ’76
Fred Glen Osborn Jr., M.D. of Cicero, Ind., died
May 30, 2009 in Community Hospital, Anderson,
Ind. at the age of 52. He was born Nov. 19, 1956 in
Kokomo, Ind. to Fred and Elizabeth. They survive
him and reside in Kokomo. He graduated from
Kokomo High School as salutatorian of the 1975
class. He then received a B.S. Degree in 1979 and
his Doctorate of Medicine Degree in 1983, both
from Indiana University. He completed his
residency in Emergency Medicine in 1986. He has
worked in the Anderson Community Hospital
Emergency Room for 23 years. He was past
president of the Indiana American College of
Emergency Physicians and the current president of
Anderson Community Hospital Medical Staff. He
was a member of Hoosier Hundred and the
Cicero United Methodist Church. He was an avid
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fan of IU football and basketball, as well as the
Chicago Bears and Cubs. He married Christine on
Oct. 1, 1983. She survives him. In addition to his
parents and wife, other family survivors are sons
Jared and Zachary; sisters Kathi and Susie; sisters-inlaw Cathy, Linda and Karen; brother-in-law David;
and four nieces and five nephews.

Commerce and the downtown Lions Club. In
1970, he built and 18-foot sailboat and then joined
MBYC. Youth activities were important to him and
he served as Junior Coordinator at the yacht club.
Ray became Commodore of MBYC in 1980. He
was interested in promoting yachting events and
ultimately served as Commodore of SDAYC,
SCYA and YRU. Ray was president of Dist. 15
IOBG and was Rear Commodore of PCYA. He
was a leader in his community, and loved reading,
gardening and his grandchildren. He is survived by
his wife of 52 years Rose; daughters Karen, Judy and
Tracy; son Chris; and nine grandchildren.

JOHN O. PARKER
COLORADO ALPHA ’38
John O. Parker died June 26, 2009 at Orchard
Heights Senior Community in Salem, Ore. at the
age of 90. He was born May 31, 1919 in Denver,
Colo. to George and Marie. Before the 2nd grade,
he began drum lessons and later saxophone and
xylophone. In junior high, he played drums in a jazz
band, and in 10th grade he formed his own dance
band, playing for small clubs in Denver. He moved
to New York and graduated from New Rochelle
High School, where he had his own band. He sat in
on the drums with Duke Ellington’s band, and he
and Ellington remained lifelong friends. He married
Judith on July 20, 1942. They both graduated from
the University of Colorado. He served in the Army
in Europe during WWII at the 192nd General
Hospital. He later worked as Personnel Director
for TWA, Central Hudson Gas & Electric Co.,
United Hospital and Mountainside Hospital until
retirement. He was on the Board of Directors for
Rotary, sang in several church choirs, was
Commander of DAV Chapter #24 Ocean County,
was Chaplain of American Legion Post 129, and a
member of VFW Post 6063. He has been cited in
Who’s Who in America for his many years of
community service. He was also a lifelong member
of the Presbyterian Church. He is survived by three
sons, a daughter, four grandchildren and a greatgrandson.

THOMAS E. RUSSELL
NORTH CAROLINA ALPHA ’55
Thomas E. Russell died peacefully at his
residence on Nov. 25, 2008. He was born to
Margaret and Robert of Upper Montclair, N.J. A
beloved member of the Yardley, Pa. community for
many years, Tom moved to Newark, Del. after
retiring from a long career in banking. He started
his career at Chemical Bank in New York City after
graduating from Duke University and serving two
years in the Navy as a Second Lieutenant stationed
in Hawaii. Tom spent the majority of his career at
National State Bank and ended his career at PNC.
In retirement, Tom enjoyed traveling with his wife
Barbara and spending time with his family. An avid
barbershop singer, Tom was involved in several
choruses over the years from the Montclair
Chorus to the Bucks County Chorus. He was also
active in Boy Scouts with Troop 10 in Yardley, Pa.,
including serving as Scoutmaster for two years. He
is survived by his wife of 45 years Barbara; sons
Douglas and Mark; daughters Cynthia and
Catherine; sister Elizabeth; and seven grandchildren.

WILLIAM M. SEMANS
OHIO ALPHA ’43

RAYMOND J. PRELL
NEW YORK ETA ’54
Raymond J. Prell was born in Buffalo, N.Y. on
Oct. 15, 1933. He met his wife Rose at the
University at Buffalo. In 1960, Ray moved his family
to San Diego. He was employed by Western
Lumber/Boise Cascade Corp. as a district manager.
He enjoyed his membership in the Chamber of
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Dr. William M. Semans passed away on April 10,
2008 in Sandusky, Ohio following a brief illness. He
was 84. William served in the U.S. Army, 41st
Division, 162nd Infantry, Medical Detachment in the
Pacific theater during WWII. Following his graduation
from Ohio Wesleyan, he attended The Ohio State
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University College of Dentistry, earning his degree in
1952. He practiced general dentistry in Sandusky,
Ohio until his retirement in 2007. He is survived by
his wife Barbara, whom he married on June 30,
1951; son William; daughter Patricia; sister Susie; two
grandsons and several nieces and nephews.

Kalamazoo in 1951 and practiced there until 1978.
He introduced several new procedures during his
practice, including cerebral arteriography, surgery
for cerebral aneurysms, carotid endarterectomy
and shunts for hydrocephalus. He was an active
staff member of many hospitals in southwest
Michigan. After retirement, he moved to Shelburne,
Vt. and then to Hendersonville, N.C. before
returning to Kalamazoo in 1993. He was a member
of the American Association of Neurological
Surgeons, the American Medical Association, the
state medical societies of Michigan and Vermont,
the Kalamazoo Academy of Medicine and the Sons
of the American Revolution. He was a lifelong
devotee of classical music, having been greatly
influenced by singing in the Episcopal Cathedral
choir in Garden City and by his mother, who was
an accomplished pianist. He is survived by son
Mark; daughters Christine and Laura; and several
grandchildren, nieces and nephews.

PRESTON S. WEADON
NEW YORK ALPHA ’35
Dr. Preston S. Weadon died May 20, 2009 in
Kalamazoo, Mich. He was born in 1916 in New
York City, the son of E.R. and Emily. He grew up in
Garden City, N.Y. and was a graduate of Cornell
University, where he received A.B. and M.D.
degrees. In WWII he served in the Army Medical
Corps in North Africa, Sicily, Italy, France, and
Germany. He trained in neurological surgery in
Boston, Rochester, N.Y. and Ann Arbor, Mich. He
married his wife Betty in 1948. He moved to
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Alumni Clubs & Associations
Atlanta AA
Bill Simpson 770-761-8265
bsimpson@skcfilms.com
www.geocities.com/atlantaphipsi

Kansas City AA
John Gillis 816-333-2091
john@johngillis-law.com

Sacramento AA
Travis Nagler 530-601-6596
travisnagler@hotmail.com

Birmingham AA
Freddie Stakes 205-879-4346
jfs11647@bellsouth.net

Lancaster County AA
Ricardo Rivers 212-807-6726
rgrivers@aol.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/lcaa

Saint Louis AA
William Reinecke 314-609-1489
billreinecke@yahoo.com

Central Iowa AA
Elliott Smith 515-279-4745
esmith@iowabusinesscouncil.org
Central Texas AA
Darin Tietgen 714-557-3297
darin@dwtdevelopment.com
www.centexphipsi.com
Central Virginia AA
Daniel Mouer 804-559-4699
PHIPSI33@AOL.COM
Charlotte AA
Alexander Jankowsky 704-655-9261
jankowa@roadrunner.com
www.charlottephikappapsi.com
Chicago AA
Anthony Sacco 312-375-2841
anthony.sacco@gmail.com
www.phipsichicago.org
Cleveland AA
David Gardner 216-533-9910
gardnerd12@gmail.com
Columbus AA
Mitchell Grant 614-296-6029
mitch.grant@lfg.com
www.ohiodelta.com
East Tennessee AA
Eric Gray 678-333-8014
eric.gray@hilton.com
www.pkpalumni.com
Garden State AA
Tomasz Chelchowski 201-274-4458
tchelcho@optonline.net
http://groups.yahoo.com/group.gardenstateaa/
Greater Orange County AA
Matthew Shaw 949-645-4942
matthew.shaw@yum.com
Houston AA
Charles Brandman 281-856-8279
brandman@pdq.net
Huntsville AA
Glen Buttrey 256-883-2353
imglenb@comcast.net
Indianapolis AA
Thomas Pennington 317-222-1287
tcp1330@me.com
www.pkpindyaa.org
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Los Angeles AA
John Ciccarelli 818-700-1336
jcicarelli@aol.com
www.laphipsialumni.com
Mid Missouri AA
Ed Brandon 573-642-7342
a3diners@aol.com
www.geocities.com/midmoaa
New Mexico AA
Lewis Bejcek 505-550-4033
LBEJCEK@COMCAST.NET
New York City AA
Evan Rakowski 203-209-7629
evan.rakowski@gmail.com
http://phipsinyc.blogspot.com
North Texas AA
Gregory Bruce 214-642-9106
gregory.s.bruce@accenture.com
www.northtexasphipsi.com

San Diego AA
Benjamin Moraga 805-208-1993
benmoraga@gmail.com
Seattle AA
Matthew Donegan-Ryan 425-681-8505
mdr1583@gmail.com
Silicon Valley AA
Eric Watkins 650-814-4364
ewatkins@gmail.com
http://www.phipsisvaa.com/
South Florida Gulf Coast AA
Murray Renick 941-794-5523
mrarenick@yahoo.com
Texas South Plains AA
David Norman 806-795-9516
danjdcpa@aol.com
www.ttuphipsi.org
Toledo AA
Larry Zaiser 419-474-8714
lzaiser@muzakoftoledo.com

Northern California AA
Kenneth Perscheid 925-947-6797
kenperscheid@yahoo.com
www.calgamma.com

Tucson AA
Joel Davis 520-882-5233
joelalexanderdavis@gmail.com
www.phipsiaz.com

Oregon AA
Chris Koons 503-844-7216
chriskoons@msn.com
www.oregonphipsialumni.com

Twin Cities AA
Jason Baker 952-840-7222
jbaker@jbaker.org
www.mnbeta.org

Philadelphia AA
Russell Pocaro 856-366-4941
russell.pocaro@t-moble.com

Washington, DC AA
Douglas Miller 301-681-3990
douglasjmiller@yahoo.com
www.geocities.com/dcphipsi

Pittsburgh AA
Joe Soltis 724-459-0508
jpsoltis@comcast.net
www.pittsburghphipsis.com

Western Chicago AA
Paul Oblon 630-886-6102
consults@ais.net

Rhode Island AA
Bruce Tavares 401-364-3814
tavaresfamily@cox.net
www.ribeta.com

Western New York AA
Tony Thothongkum 716-439-4999
TONYTHOTHONGKUM@HOTMAIL.COM

Rochester Area AA
Jonathan Ziehl 585-734-7347
jonathan@ziehl.net

Wheat State AA
Kevin McShane 913-341-5395
kevinmcshane@kc.rr.com
www.wheatstatealumni.com

Rubber City AA
Steve Horgan 330-873-9499
HORGANS@NSKIND.COM

Wisconsin AA
Robert Ulaszek 888-202-9899
rob@ulaszek.com
www.badgerphipsi.net
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Alabama Alpha - University of Alabama
www.phipsiala.com
P.O. Box 11122, Tuscaloosa, AL 35486
Chapter Advisor: John Masingill 205-752-3369 jmasingill@ogb.state.al.us
Alabama Beta - Auburn University
PO Box 2279, Auburn, AL 36831-2279
Chapter Advisor: Gordon Carter 334-279-1213 gordontcarter@yahoo.com
Arizona Alpha - University of Arizona
http://clubs.asua.arizona.edu/~phipsi/
1011 North Tyndall, Tucson, AZ 85719
Chapter Advisor: Joel Davis 520-882-5233 joelalexanderdavis@gmail.com
California Beta - Stanford University www.stanford.edu/group/phi_kappa_psi/
592 Mayfield Ave., Stanford, CA 94305
Chapter Advisor: Robert McGrew 650-804-2529 bmcgrew@cs.stanford.edu
California Delta - University of Southern California
2202 South Figueroa Street, #643 Los Angeles, CA 90007
Chapter Advisor: Christian Navar cnavar@mac.com
California Epsilon - University of California, Los Angeles
613 Gayley Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Chapter Advisor: Advisor Needed
California Eta - California Polytechnic State University
1335 Foothill Blvd., San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Chapter Advisor: Brad Lachemann 805-481-5735 brhine@surewest.net
California Iota - University of California, Davis
2744 Del Rio Place, Suite 100 Davis, CA 95618
Chapter Advisor: Travis Nagler 530-601-6596 travisnagler@hotmail.com
California Kappa - University of California, Irvine
http://www.phipsi.net
2967 Michelson Dr., Ste. G269 Irvine, CA 92612
Chapter Advisor: Xavier Quan 9497353669 Xavier.quan@gmail.com
California Lambda - San Diego State University
http://www.pkpsdsu.com
5525 Aztec Walk, San Diego, CA 92115
Chapter Advisor: Benjamin Kowalczyk 619-243-4900 bjkowalczyk@gmail.com
California Mu - Occidental College
Occidental College - Student Life, 1600 Campus Rd Los Angeles, CA 90041
Chapter Advisor: Alec Traub 310-502-2945 agtraub@aol.com
California Nu - University of California, Riverside
Student Life, 229 Commons Riverside, CA 92521
Chapter Advisor: James Gosses 520-991-7809 jamesgosses@gmail.com
Colorado Alpha - University of Colorado
1131 University Ave., Boulder, CO 80302
Chapter Advisor: Josh Mercier 303-775-6667 joshua.mercier@colorado.edu
District of Columbia Alpha - George Washington University
http://www.dcphipsi.com/
2201 Virginia Avenue NW, #305 Washington, DC 20052
Chapter Advisor: Edwin Roessler 703-815-1813 milesedr@aol.com
Florida Alpha - Florida State University
A300 University Center, Tallahassee, FL 32306
Chapter Advisor: Kory Ickler 800-324-3533 kory@penningtonlaw.com
Georgia Alpha - University of Georgia
398 S. Milledge Ave., Athens, GA 30605
Chapter Advisor: Doug Brouillard 706-355-9914 robertdbrouillard@eaton.com
Georgia Beta - Georgia Institute of Technology
PMB 332, 541 10th St. NW Atlanta, GA 30318-5713
Chapter Advisor: Jeffrey Wysong 404-735-4907 JeffWysong@gmail.com
Illinois Alpha - Northwestern University
2247 Sheridan Rd., Evanston, IL 60201
Chapter Advisor: Glenn Gibisch 630-968-6061 glenngibisch@prodigy.net
Illinois Delta - University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
911 S. Fourth St., Champaign, IL 61820
Chapter Advisor: William Salen 217-356-2439 toddsalen08@comcast.net
Illinois Epsilon - Illinois State University
Phi Kappa Psi - IL State University, Campus Box 2700 Normal, IL 61790
Chapter Advisor: Todd Curtis 661-587-4076 curtistdz@yahoo.com
Illinois Eta - Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville
http://www.siue.edu/STACTV/PKP/
Campus Box 1168, Univ. Center, Southern IL University Edwardsville, IL 62025
Chapter Advisor: Wynn Wiegand 618-632-0555 twheels33@aol.com
Illinois Iota - Northern Illinois University
1115 N. Annie Glidden Rd, Delkalb, IL 60115
Chapter Advisor: Paul Oblon 630-886-6102 consults@ais.net
Illinois Theta - University of Illinois, Chicago
http://www.uicphipsi.com/
UIC Campus Prg, Rm 340, MC-118, 750 S. Halsted Street Chicago, IL 60607-7012
Chapter Advisor: Marc Dumas 773-733-2617 masdumas@gmail.com
Illinois Zeta - DePaul University
www.phipsidepaul.org
2250 N Sheffield St., Chicago, IL 60614-3212
Chapter Advisor: Marc Dumas 773-733-2617 masdumas@gmail.com
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Indiana Alpha - DePauw University
www.depauw.edu/student/greek/phipsi
110 E. Larabee St., Greencastle, IN 46135
Chapter Advisor: Thomas Mote 317-637-0819 tmote@earthlink.net
Indiana Beta - Indiana University
www.indiana.edu/~phipsi
1200 N. Jordan Ave., Bloomington, IN 47406
Chapter Advisor: Jim Bridenstine 3173324648 jbrides6@gmail.com
Indiana Gamma - Wabash College
602 W. Wabash Ave., Crawfordsville, IN 47933
Chapter Advisor: Benjamin Kessler 219-462-0058
Indiana Delta - Purdue University
www.indianadelta.com
1307 Tower Drive, West Lafayette, IN 47906
Chapter Advisor: Erik Props 765-494-1688 props@purdue.edu
Indiana Epsilon - Valparaiso University
http://www.valpophipsi.org
801 Mound Street, Valparaiso, IN 46383
Chapter Advisor: Kevin Marks 630-379-6647 kevinjohnmarks@yahoo.com
Indiana Zeta - Butler University http://www.butler.edu/studentlife/phikappapsi/
810 West Hampton Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46208
Chapter Advisor: Tyler Johnston 317-242-9620 tjohnsto@gmail.com
Indiana Eta - Indiana State University
www.phipsiisu.org
102 Gillum Hall, Terre Haute, IN 47809
Chapter Advisor: Jesse Hile 812-237-3707 jesse.hile@gmail.com
Indiana Theta - Indiana University-Purdue University,Indianapolis
6052 Gilford Avenue, Indianapolis, IN 46220
Chapter Advisor: Thomas Pennington 317-222-1287 tcp1330@me.com
Iowa Alpha - University of Iowa
www.uiowa.edu/~phipsi
363 N. Riverside Drive, Iowa City, IA 52246
Chapter Advisor: Nathan Totten 319-621-2154 nathan-totten@uiowa.edu
Iowa Beta - Iowa State University
316 Lynn Avenue, Ames, IA 50014
Chapter Advisor: William Good 515-955-2737 William.Good@JohnsonLawIA.com
Kansas Alpha - Kansas University
1602 W. 15th St., Lawrence, KS 66044
Chapter Advisor: Jeffrey Burgess 785-218-1282 Jeff.burgess@uscm.org
Kentucky Beta - University of Kentucky
403 Aylesford Place, Lexington, KY 40508
Chapter Advisor: Rob Patterson 513-708-4025 rhpatterson@yahoo.com
Louisiana Alpha - Louisiana State University
P.O. Box 16009, Baton Rouge, LA 70893
Chapter Advisor: David Normand 225-328-7639 dave_normand@yahoo.com
Louisiana Gamma - Loyola University New Orleans
Box 1 Danna Ctr. Loyola Univ., 6363 St. Charles Ave. New Orleans, LA 70118
Chapter Advisor: William Cruikshank 985-764-0517 bcruikshank@wpcoinc.com
Maryland Alpha - Johns Hopkins University
223 E 33rd St, Baltimore, MD 21218
Chapter Advisor: Chad Kenney 610-566-3217 ckenney4@gmail.com
Maryland Gamma - University of Maryland - College Park
PMB #877, 4423 Lehigh Road College Park, MD 20740
Chapter Advisor: Micah Kleid 443-722-3465 pkpkleid@gmail.com
Massachusetts Beta - Brandeis University
20 Hammer St, Waltham, MA 2453
Chapter Advisor: Jason Hyne 973-768-5387 jason.hyne@gmail.com
Michigan Alpha - University of Michigan
www.umich.edu/~mialpha
700 South State Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Chapter Advisor: Nicholas Katona 219-221-0199 nic.katona@gmail.com
Michigan Beta - Michigan State University
www.msuphipsi.com
522 Abbott Rd., E. Lansing, MI 48823
Chapter Advisor: Joe Gervason 248-646-1261 gervasoj@hotmail.com
Minnesota Beta - University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
1609 University Ave. S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55414
Chapter Advisor: Lance Fischer 612-730-1434 fisc0282@umn.edu
Minnesota Gamma - Minnesota State University, Mankato
http://katophipsi.no-ip.org
227 Lincoln St., Mankato, MN 56001
Chapter Advisor: Paul Benson 763-441-5132 pauldavid262@msn.com
Minnesota Delta - University of Minnesota, Duluth
www.umdphipsi.com
1120 Kirby Drive, KSC 115 Duluth, MN 55812
Chapter Advisor: Justin Meinhold 612-483-3488 mein0055@d.umn.edu
Mississippi Alpha - University of Mississippi
http://www.olemissphipsi.com/
P.O. Box 8168, 315 Fraternity Row University, MS 38677
Chapter Advisor: Andrew Smith 662-832-2777 smithandrews@hotmail.com
Missouri Alpha - University of Missouri, Columbia
http://students.missouri.edu/~phipsi
809 S. Providence Rd., Columbia, MO 65201
Chapter Advisor: Steve O’Rourke 573-446-3602 tork1038@aol.com
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Nebraska Alpha - University of Nebraska
1548 S St., Lincoln, NE 68508
Chapter Advisor: Ryan Sewell 712-310-7107 rsewell@cox.net
Nebraska Beta - Creighton University
3618 Farnam, Omaha, NE 68131
Chapter Advisor: Richard Hauser 402-280-3010 hausersj@creighton.edu
New Jersey Delta - The College of New Jersey http://www.tcnj.edu/~phikpsi
Brower Student Center, P.O. Box 7718 Ewing, NJ 8628
Chapter Advisor: Mark Kadetsky 609-365-2507 markbassk2@aol.com
New Jersey Epsilon - Rowan University
http://www.njepsilon.com
Student Government Assoc., 201 Mullica Hill Rd. Glassboro, NJ 8028
Chapter Advisor: Marc Chaty 609-871-1069 CHATYMARC@HOTMAIL.COM
New York Alpha - Cornell University
http://www.phikappapsi-cornell.org/
120 Mary Ann Wood Dr, Ithaca, NY 14850
Chapter Advisor: John Jacobs 716-876-8585 jackjacobs1@verizon.net
New York Beta - Syracuse University
500 University Place, Syracuse, NY 13210
Chapter Advisor: David Murray 315-703-9690 dmurray@alumni.indiana.edu
New York Eta - State University of New York at Buffalo
169 Highgate Ave., Buffalo, NY 14215
Chapter Advisor: Ron Dinino 716-864-7590 rjdinino@yahoo.com
New York Theta - Rochester Institute of Technology
616-1 Charters Way, Rochester, NY 14623
Chapter Advisor: Alfio Macri 301-908-3672 alinroch@gmail.com
New York Iota - State University of New York at Binghamton
Binghamton University, UU 145 Binghamton, NY 13902
Chapter Advisor: Kevin Yeager 607-729-4080 kyeageresq@aol.com
New York Kappa - State University of New York College at Oneonta
56 Maple Street, Oneonta, NY 13820
Chapter Advisor: Roger Sullivan sullivrb@oneonta.edu
North Carolina Beta - East Carolina University
109 Mendenhall, East Carolina University Greenville, NC 27858
Chapter Advisor: Eric Miller 919-732-5289 ericmillerot@gmail.com
Ohio Alpha - Ohio Wesleyan University
Ben Pepe, HWCC Box 1176 Delaware, OH 43015
Chapter Advisor: James Newman 216-312-9339 jimnewman115@aol.com
Ohio Beta - Wittenberg University
203 W. College, Springfield, OH 45504
Chapter Advisor: Scott Phillips 440-263-1285 phillips.st@gmail.com
Ohio Delta - The Ohio State University
124 E. 14th St., Columbus, OH 43201
Chapter Advisor: Derek Hegarty 614-226-6118 derekjhegarty@hotmail.com
Ohio Epsilon - Case Western Reserve University http://home.cwru.edu/phipsi/
11915 Carlton Road, Cleveland, OH 44106
Chapter Advisor: James Miller 440-324-4529 jmiller@buckleyking.com
Ohio Eta - University of Toledo
E1 McComas Village-Univ of Toledo, 3050 Village Loop Toledo, OH 43606
Chapter Advisor: Larry Zaiser 419-474-8714 lzaiser@muzakoftoledo.com
Ohio Theta - Ashland University
Box 1983, 401 College Ave Ashland, OH 44805
Chapter Advisor: Eric Molnar 440-323-3634 dantesimpson@yahoo.com
Ohio Lambda - Miami University
122 S. Campus Ave., Oxford, OH 45056
Chapter Advisor: George Jonson 513-241-4722
Ohio Mu - University of Dayton
www.udayton.edu/~phipsi
106 Lawnview Ave., Dayton, OH 45409
Chapter Advisor: Michael Hauck 513-755-7522 mjhauck@fuse.net
Ohio Nu - Ohio University
www.ohiou.edu/~phikpsi
64 Stewart A, Athens, OH 45701
Chapter Advisor: Jim Blazer 614-571-2967 blazer99@aol.com
Oklahoma Alpha - University of Oklahoma
720 Elm Ave., Norman, OK 73069
Chapter Advisor: John Laudermilk 405-737-0984 johnokalpha@hotmail.com
Oregon Beta - Oregon State University
PO Box 625, Corvallis, OR 97339
Chapter Advisor: Ryan Robinson 541-231-6674 RYANMROBINSON@YAHOO.COM
Pennsylvania Alpha - Washington & Jefferson College
50 S. Lincoln Street, Washington, PA 15301
Chapter Advisor: Joseph Morascyzk 724-225-1110 josephmorascyzk@hotmail.com
Pennsylvania Beta - Allegheny College
Allegheny College, Box 49 Meadville, PA 16335
Chapter Advisor: Tom Zumpella 412-448-3535 phipsi1780@aol.com
Pennsylvania Gamma - Bucknell University
http://www.penngamma.org
Box C-3960, Bucknell Univ., Lewisburg, PA 17837
Chapter Advisor: Clifford Lesher 570-524-4633 lesher@dejazzd.com
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Pennsylvania Epsilon - Gettysburg College
www.PennsylvaniaEpsilon.com
102 W. Water St., Gettysburg, PA 17325
Chapter Advisor: Douglas Brouder 717-337-6489 dbrouder@gettysburg.edu
Pennsylvania Eta - Franklin & Marshall College
http://www.penneta.org
Office of Student Activities, PO Box 3003 Lancaster, PA 17604
Chapter Advisor: Marc Persson 215-880-1505 mper129572@aol.com
Pennsylvania Theta - Lafayette College
Lafayette College, Farinon Center Box 9453 Easton, PA 18042-1784
Chapter Advisor: Jonathan Glick 203-623-6758 glickj@gmail.com
Pennsylvania Iota - University of Pennsylvania
3934 Spruce St., Philadelphia, PA 19104
Chapter Advisor: Brett Topche 732-995-2652 btopche@gmail.com
Pennsylvania Lambda - Pennsylvania State University
403 Locust Ln., State College, PA 16801
Chapter Advisor: Chip Brown 814-422-8490 chbrown@magloclen.riss.net
Pennsylvania Nu - Indiana University of Pennsylvania
220 South 7th Street, Indiana, PA 15701
Chapter Advisor: Joe Soltis 724-459-0508 jpsoltis@comcast.net
Pennsylvania Xi - Edinboro University
www.edinboro.edu/cwis/phikappapsi/
P.O. Box 411, Edinboro, PA 16412
Chapter Advisor: Michael Ley 814-866-6191 lmley655@msn.com
Pennsylvania Rho - York College of Pennsylvania
http://www.phipsiycp.org/
Student Activity Office, 411 Country Club Road York, PA 17403
Chapter Advisor: Damien Lynch 717-244-8160 dlynch116@yahoo.com
Pennsylvania Sigma - University of the Sciences in Philadelphia
4401 Pine St., Philadelphia, PA 19104
Chapter Advisor: Steven DeVane 301-848-9265 sjdevane1212@yahoo.com
Pennsylvania Upsilon - Drexel University
http://www.duphipsi.com
001 Creese Student Center, Drexel University Philadelphia, PA 19104
Chapter Advisor: Harry Wilson 215-205-6834 harry.p.wilson@gmail.com
Pennsylvania Phi - Lycoming College
http://www.lycoming.edu/orgs/pkp/
Lycoming College, 700 College Place Box 202 Williamsport, PA 17701
Chapter Advisor: Ryan Bolig 570-321-1235
Rhode Island Alpha - Brown University www.brown.edu/Students/Phi_Kappa_Psi
P.O. Box 1166 Brown Univ., Providence, RI 2912
Chapter Advisor: Mark Marinello 401-433-1007 signsys@gmail.com
Tennessee Delta - Vanderbilt University
2301 Vanderbilt Pl., VU Station B 351524 Nashville, TN 37235
Chapter Advisor: Charles Higgins 615-298-9981 cshiggins4@comcast.net
Tennessee Epsilon - University of Tennessee
http://web.utk.edu/~phipsi
1804 Fraternity Park Dr., Knoxville, TN 37916
Chapter Advisor: Jim Hagler 865-376-5718 haglerfarm@aol.com
Texas Alpha - University of Texas
www.utphipsi.com
2411 Longview, Austin, TX 78705
Chapter Advisor: Terik Chettouh 512-567-1337 terik08@mail.utexas.edu
Texas Beta - Texas Tech University
www.texastechphipsi.org
1406 Orlando, Lubbock, TX 79416
Chapter Advisor: Brian Murry 806-570-9472 BRIANMURRY3@HOTMAIL.COM
Texas Gamma - Texas State University, San Marcos
416 Lindsey Street, San Marcos, TX 78666
Chapter Advisor: Thomas Holloway 512-923-5944 tomholloway@gmail.com
Texas Epsilon - Stephen F. Austin State University
SFA Box 6159, Nacogdoches, TX 75962
Chapter Advisor: Charles Brandman 281-856-8279 brandman@pdq.net
Texas Zeta - Houston Baptist University
7502 Fondren Road, Houston, TX 77074
Chapter Advisor: John Packard 832-453-6636 jpackard78@yahoo.com
Virginia Alpha - University of Virginia
www.phipsiuva.com
159 Madison Ln., Charlottesville, VA 22903
Chapter Advisor: Mike Wakefield 540-989-9321 mrw7z@virginia.edu
Virginia Beta - Washington & Lee University
http://phipsi.wlu.edu/
301 E. Washington St, Lexington, VA 24450
Chapter Advisor: Advisor Needed
Virginia Zeta - Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University
1391 L. G. Sweeney Rd., Blacksburg, VA 24060
Chapter Advisor: Donald Barker 540-961-1040 donbarkervt@comcast.net
Washington Alpha - University of Washington
2120 N.E. 47th St., Seattle, WA 98105
Chapter Advisor: Jim Boyle 425-591-5378 jboyle@nevadafirm.com
West Virginia Alpha - West Virginia University
PO Box 631, Morgantown, WV 26507
Chapter Advisor: Terry Turner 304-367-0574 tturner@ma.rr.com
Wisconsin Gamma - Beloit College
Beloit College Box #193, 700 College St. Beloit, WI 53511
Chapter Advisor: Michael McCoy 608-274-1638 mccoymh@chorus.net
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son basketball auction, and dinner at a downtown
establishment, the event was a tremendous
success. Thanks to the incredible auctioneering
skills of brother Alan Cosby, we helped raise over
3,500 dollars from the mothers, all of which went
to the charitable organization sponsored by Iowa
Alpha, the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation.
We also held our “Dads Day,” which was another
hit. Over 50 dads came into town to celebrate the
big event, a day filled with golf, a barbeque, and
other fun activities. Our annual philanthropy, a 3on-3 basketball tournament held in conjunction
with Kappa Alpha Theta, took place near the end of
April, and was once again an incredible success.
Over 85 teams signed up to participate in the
tournament, and, as always, we were very proud
that we could donate even more money to JDRF.
We also had a large group of brothers attend the
American Leadership Academy during the winter
and spring sessions. Coupled with the beautiful
weather of Cabo San Lucas, brothers got to listen
and learn from successful business owners and
leaders from around the nation. And, as anyone
who has attend ALA before can tell you, the
experience was an incredibly rewarding one.
As the chapter looks forward to the summer, we
eagerly await the summer informal recruitment
process. Recruitment Chairmen Steve Pasdiora,
with the assistance and help from Recruitment
Coordinator Jeff Roeske, will work diligently
throughout the summer and into the fall, bringing
in new members who possess the traits of a true
Phi Psi: intellectual stewardship, an emphasis on
service and brotherhood, and respect towards his
fellow students and the community. With the fall
semester just around the corner, we’re confident
that we can keep the fire here at Iowa Alpha
burning for the many pledge classes, semesters, and
years to come.

IOWA ALPHA

University of Iowa
Accredited with Honors
The spring semester here at Iowa Alpha was
definitely an exciting one. At the start of the
semester in late January, we were thrilled to have
National President Paul Wineman come out to
Iowa City and spend a weekend with the chapter.
Brother Wineman’s visit allowed for us to set
reachable goals that we looked to meet or exceed
by the end of the semester and beyond. One of
those goals was to recruit five or more people
through our informal recruitment process, which
ended in mid-Febuary. This goal was accomplished,
as we welcomed six stellar new members, ranging
from freshman to juniors, into our beloved
fraternity. Another goal that was set was to have
each individual brother put an even higher degree
of emphasis on community service. This spirit of
serving others was truly exemplified during the
University of Iowa’s Dance Marathon, a 24-hour
dancing event that benefits children who are
inflicted with cancer and other malignant diseases.
Iowa Alpha had over 35 brothers participate in this
emotional event, including 20 freshman. As a group,
we helped raise over 18,000 dollars for the
Children’s Miracle Network, helping to contribute
to the UI’s amazing total of over 1,000, 000 dollars.
The brothers have shown not only their willingness
to provide service to the community, but also a
high level of leadership involvement within the UI
and Iowa City area. Currently, we have brothers
who serve as members of the executive board on
UI Student Government, The Interfraternity
Council, Dance Marathon the Marathon, UI Tour
Guides, UI GreekWeek, and UI RiverRun. In
February, we had our inaugural “Moms Day.”
Consisting of an early afternoon brunch, mother-

CORRECTION
The chapter newsletters for Illinois Zeta and Illinois Eta on pages 33-34 each appear
under the other’s chapter name.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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readers’

a letter from
our president
Brothers:
In my spring 2009 message to the Fraternity, I suggested ways in which both undergraduates and alumni
could interact with one another to further the capabilities of our younger brothers and more deeply involve
our older brothers into our Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity as it enters the 21st century.
Therefore, it pleases me to be able to introduce the emergence of our Mentoring Program into Phi Psi.
Full credit for this program goes to the alumni and undergraduates at Minnesota Beta who have worked
tirelessly over the past year to put together a workable program applicable to every chapter of the
Fraternity. Beginning this month, 10 Phi Psi chapters have been selected to initiate Minnesota Beta’s program
within their own chapters, involving both their alumni and undergraduates. Minnesota Beta has prepared the
Mentoring Program in easy to follow stages so that each chapter will have minimal effort in implementing
mentoring within each of their memberships.
The initial Phi Psi chapters selected to become “mentoring” chapters are: Indiana Delta, Illinois Delta,
Ohio Delta, Minnesota Beta, Washington Alpha, Indiana Zeta, Nebraska Alpha, California Eta, Pennsylvania
Theta, Texas Zeta.
It is the Fraternity’s intent to select another 15 chapters to be introduced to the program by the
beginning of 2010, and another 20 chapters by the spring of 2011.
The next group of chapters has not yet been selected, so any GP who would like to have his chapter
become involved in the Phi Psi Mentoring Program should contact Shawn Collinsworth, Executive Director
of Phi Kappa Psi, at 1-800-486-1852. We know that participation in mentoring will bring the alumni of each
chapter in closer working contact with their undergraduate brothers. There is no greater joy than serving
others, and starting with our own chapter brothers can only lead to stronger chapter unity and success for
our young Phi Psis.
Many undergraduate Phi Psis have been asking for this program for some time. Now that it is ready for
implementation we look forward to establishing it throughout Phi Kappa Psi.
Fraternally,
Paul R. Wineman, Washington Alpha ’55
SWGP, Phi Kappa Psi
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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THE GREAT JOY OF
SERVING OTHERS:
PHI KAPPA PSI
AND
BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS OF AMERICA
PARTNER TO “BE GREAT”

IA Beta brothers teamed up with AOPi sisters to hold a Cookin’ For Kids
event during Greek week to benefit the Club in Story County.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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example to all Phi Psi brothers. Criteria for this
search included: the co-location of local branches
near existing Phi Psi chapters, colonies and alumni
associations; the opportunity for tangible, hands-on
involvement with members of the local community;
and the strong desire to prepare the next
generation of Americans to become leaders in an
increasingly challenging, complex global society.
The goals and character of BGCA were
recognized early in the selection process as being a
very strong fit to the Phi Kappa Psi service partner
criteria. BGCA is one of the top ten non-profit
brands in the United States of America. Through
more than 4,300 locations across America and on
U.S. Military bases throughout the world, Boys &
Girls Clubs serve some 4.5 million young people
each year. With programming ranging from the
arts, to fitness and recreation, health, character and
leadership and education, Clubs inspire the youth
they serve to reach their full potential for more
than 100 years. BGCA and Phi Kappa Psi share a
commitment to the idea that every child can be
great.
There can be no doubt that membership in
Boys & Girls Clubs changes the lives of the youth
they serve. A recent survey of BGCA alumni
revealed that 75% of Club Alumni are actively
engaged in their communities and a staggering 92%
identified helping others as a personal priority. 57%
said the Club saved their life.
Our two organizations are also joined by a
sense of identity and belonging, by the idea of
membership. While Clubs are available to all
youth, and no child is turned away for financial
reasons, Boys & Girls Club members pay a nominal
annual membership fee that averages between $5
and $10. Though small, this helps the youth served
by Clubs develop a sense of ownership of “their”
Club. Members and alumni carry that sense of
identity with them for the rest of their lives, in
much the same way as Greek organization
membership.

At the dawn of this new century, Phi Kappa Psi
announced it had designated Boys & Girls Clubs of
America (BGCA) as its official service partner. This
year, the national leadership of both organizations
has been working together to further strengthen
this relationship. Our partnership brings benefits to
both Phi Psi and BGCA, and we’re excited to show
our chapters and alumni associations, as well as
individual Phi Psis around the country, how to get
involved.

CONNECTING OUR PAST TO TO
OUR FUTURE THROUGH SERVICE
The motto of the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity is
“The Great Joy Of Serving Others.” More than a
mere sentiment, this is a tradition dating to our
Founders William Henry Letterman and Charles
Page Thomas Moore, who cared for classmates at
Jefferson College during an epidemic even before
the Fraternity was founded in 1852. Through
service to our communities, Phi Psi brothers
connect our past to our future.
The Phi Psi motto is exemplified today by our
continuing commitment to community service. It
is our belief that service to one’s community helps
develop us as men of integrity and is the greatest
compliment to our education. There is no more
powerful way to affect the world than a member’s
care for his community and fellow man. Therefore,
service and Phi Kappa Psi go hand in hand.
Service in Phi Kappa Psi takes on many forms.
Our undergraduate brothers take on important
roles on campus to better the experience of
students who will come later and support local
organizations in need of hands-on assistance and
financial support. Our alumni continue their
undergraduate commitment, for example, by
organizing fundraisers for needy families, and by
volunteering as board members of charitable
organizations in their local communities. Each
spring, Phi Psi brothers nationwide unite in a day of
service to reinforce our bonds with our
communities and one another.
In the spirit of uniting brothers in a common
philanthropic cause, Phi Psi conducted a search for
a national-level service partner. This search was
lead by Brother Bob Marchesani whose dedication
to Phi Psi and community service is a powerful
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

PARTNERSHIP VISION
The vision for the relationship between Phi
Kappa Psi and BGCA is to facilitate all Phi Psi
brothers to positively impact their local
communities through involvement with BGCA.
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Leaders in both organizations have committed to
developing helpful materials to guide interested Phi
Psi brothers in becoming involved with BGCA –
whether through a Phi Psi group or as an individual.
These materials will be made accessible to BGCA
and Phi Psi members as the current academic year
continues.

therefore required to cover the increased need.
Phi Psi brothers and groups can have a very
significant impact on BGCA by contributing to
through fund-raising activities and personal
donations. This may take many forms. For
example, Phi Psi groups can hold membership
support drives to raise funds to sponsor a
certain number of BGCA annual membership
fees ($5-$10), so that additional children may
participate in their local Club’s programs. As
another example, alumni associations can hold
dinners to raise funds for the national BGCA
organization, with a representative of the local
Boys & Girls Club participating as the invited
speaker for the event. Many additional
opportunities exist.

Involvement can take many forms, for example:
Club Member Counseling: Phi Psi chapter
and colony leaders may contact leaders of their
local Boys & Girls Clubs to gain an
understanding of the specific needs of each club
and partner to design a high-impact service
program. As part of this understanding process,
a BGCA speaker could participate in a chapter
meeting to put a personal face on the
relationship that is being formed. As one
example, in line with BGCA’s balanced
mentoring of body, mind, and soul, there is a
need for people to provide math and science
counseling because the inability to perform
basic math is a leading cause of school dropout. College-aged volunteers can also provide
a valuable service by mentoring BGCA
members about the high-school-to-college
transition including, help studying for SAT and
ACT exams, and help working through the
college application process.

Public Awareness: Phi Psi volunteers may
team up with members of their local Boys &
Girls Club to raise awareness of the community
impact of the Club. For example, both
organizations hold a national day of service,
presenting opportunities to coordinate the
dates and associated programming and lining up
coverage by the local media.
It is the goal of the leadership of both
organizations to facilitate Phi Psi interactions with
BGCA in all these ways, as the personal
circumstances and inclinations of the Phi Psi
group/brother dictate. To help the national
leadership assess the success of the guidance
being given to Phi Kappa Psi and BGCA members,
the overall level of engagement will be monitored
and communicated to both organizations.

Club Stewardship: Phi Psi brothers can
interact with BGCA professionals, for example,
by serving on the boards of local BGCA
organizations and providing direct assistance to
Club staff in the operations of Clubs. This direct
assistance to staff and steering teams –
particularly by Phi Psi alumni – can help to forge
a long-term relationship between a Phi Psi
group and a particular Boys & Girls Club.

ESTABLISHED LOCAL
RELATIONSHIPS
As we partner to strengthen the level of
interaction between BGCA and Phi Kappa Psi
members, we are building on a very solid base.
During the recent chapter and colony accreditation
process, each of the Phi Psi groups shown in the
attached table reported some level of interaction
with their local Boys & Girls Club over the
preceding academic year. This represents a
significant percentage of all Phi Psi groups.

Financial Support: To cover all of its
programming goals, the national-level BGCA
organization requires a solid base of financial
support. As a result of the recent economic
recession, there has been a noticeable increase
in both the number of children applying for
BGCA membership and the length of time they
remain members. Financial assistance is
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Phi Psi Groups With Recent
BGCA Interactions
Alabama Alpha
DC Alpha
Mississippi Alpha
Ohio Eta
California Epsilon
Illinois Delta
Nebraska Beta
Ohio Theta
California Eta
Iowa Beta
New Jersey Epsilon Ohio Mu
California Iota
Kansas Alpha
New York Beta
Pennsylvania Eta
California Mu
Maryland Gamma
North Carolina Beta Tennessee Epsilon
Colorado Alpha
Minnesota Delta
Ohio Delta
Texas Epsilon
These interactions take a variety of forms that
match Club needs and Phi Psi group talents: weekly
member mentoring, holiday-themed events,
tutoring, sports tournaments and clinics, fundraising dinners and events, facilities improvement,
toy making, physical activity class, and career
lunches.

This past spring, the brothers of Alabama Alpha
Chapter collectively contributed over 800 hours of
community service, part of which included handson involvement at their local Club. In the words of
Philanthropy Chair Collier Meyer, “it's really cool
being able to interact with younger kids. Most of
the kids we're meeting show us how our
generation is different than theirs. It's amazing to
see how different they are due to the changing
world around us. Most of my brothers were born
in the late 1980s, where half of the kids at Boys and
Girls Club have been born in the late 90s or early
this decade. There's a clear change in the way they
act from an existing spread of cultural ideas and
beliefs. Children are the future and we should get
to know them.”
The California Iota Chapter is actively
supporting its local Club in Sacramento. This past
year, the brothers dedicated an entire week to
raise money for the Club by sponsoring a Phi Psi's
March of Dimes event to collect donations from

The brothers of IA Beta after their “Phi Psi Can Man fund-raiser”
for the Club in Story County.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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“a place to get away from it all and just kick back
and play with the kids. All of your problems and any
stress from school, work, or friends can all be
forgotten when you’re at the Club. It's a place
where you can be a kid again!”
The brothers of Ohio Eta are an excellent
example of how to forge a strong relationship with
local Clubs like the Club of Toledo with whom they
interact in a variety of ways. Brothers volunteer
their time on a weekly basis to participate in
activities such as, play pool, basketball, video games,
and ping pong. The brothers are also present for
holiday fun including, helping to run the games and
haunted house at the Club’s Halloween party, and
hosting a movie day at a local theater for several
Clubs in their area at Christmas time. Their
quesadilla dinner event raised over $1,200 for local
BGCA needs which was especially appreciated by
the local Clubs given the hard times they have gone
through this past year. Philanthropy Chair Anthony
Kubinski shared “our chapter really loves going to
the Club. The kids there know us by name and they
like when we come around and spend some time
with them. We give as much time as we can to the
BGCA in hopes of helping children who are less
fortunate to grow up to become better people.”
Tennessee Epsilon at The University of Tennessee
held its first annual Phi Psi Field Day event for the
Club of Knoxville. Working closely with the
leadership of the Club of Knoxville, the brothers
arranged for a day in which 400 members
representing several local Clubs came to a centrallylocated Club for a day of outdoor fun in which up
to 15 games were going simultaneously including,
musical chairs, hop scotch, four square, relay races
and tug-of-war contents. An informal cookout was
held for the children, Club staff, brothers and guests.
Several sororities from the University of Tennessee
also participated. All the participants had a great
time and stated that there were very few
opportunities to perform a service having such a
direct impact on their community. The event is being
planned again this year. Corresponding Secretary
Taylor Fortune describes the chapter’s motivation
for holding this event as being “the true tradition and
spirit of Phi Psi” and went on to say that the event
“was a chance to be with our brothers as well as to
serve the community we call home.”

the UC Davis student body. The brothers also
dedicated their personal time to directly interact
with Club members, helping with homework,
participating in snack time, and participating in
various sports and physical activities. Chapter
President Leo Cristobal says, “It was a great
experience spending time with the kids. It was
obvious that they thoroughly enjoyed spending
time with new visitors, and both parties were able
to take valuable lessons away from our interaction:
the kids got to catch a glimpse of what college life
can bring to their lives, and our brothers got to give
back to the children of the community by being
mentors and friends to the generation of the
future. The interactions were very fulfilling and will
remain a priority in the Cal Iota agenda.”
At Iowa State, the brothers of Iowa Beta
partnered with Alpha Omicron Pi sisters on a
Cookin’ For Kids event on campus during Greek
week that raised $700 for the Club in Story
County; these funds were used to buy a new
foosball table and other supplies for the Club
members. The chapter also held a separate Phi Psi
Can Man redeemable can drive that raised an
additional $500 for the Club; this event will be held
again in November 2009.
Corresponding
Secretary Nick Dodson characterizes the Club as

The brothers of Ohio Eta have forged a
strong relationship with the Club of
Toledo through both direct program
involvement and fund-raising
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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A PERSONAL ACCOUNT OF THE PARTNERSHIP’S VALUE
Many members of the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity have been beneficiaries of the programming and
services of Boys & Girls Clubs. In the coming year, Phi Psi will institute a new Phi Psi Connect Group
to help identify these brothers and allow their stories to be shared with the larger brotherhood.
Involvement in both organizations has also extended to our alumni members and their families. In
this inaugural communication, we share a personal account from the wife of one of Phi Psi’s most
distinguished brothers in Chapter Eternal, James Wade Emison III, who attended Indiana Alpha
(DePauw University).
Phi Psi Brothers,
As a long time advocate of the Boys & Girls Clubs of America, I have listened many times to the life
stories of the Club youth. Hearing the struggles and obstacles that many of these youth have confronted
and endured, I guarantee will make you feel sad that young people should experience these difficulties.
And as you listen, you will also become extraordinarily optimistic knowing that the Clubs have given
them the hope and opportunity to overcome any tragedy or obstacle that stands in their way.
When young people join a Club, they find emotional support, a sense of belonging, words of hope
and a vision to “be great.” They participate in programs that ensure academic success, challenge their
minds and their bodies and build character and leadership skills. No matter what environment or
circumstances these children come from, when they enter a club they all find Club professionals who
believe in them and help them develop into their full potential as productive, caring, responsible citizens.
I am confident that you will understand how important your support of the Clubs really is. My late
husband, Jim would have been proud that Phi Kappa Psi has partnered with Boys & Girls Clubs of
America to make a difference in the lives of today’s youth. I have been an ardent supporter of this
organization because they have helped change the course for millions of America’s youth – in every
community, including Native American lands and U.S. military bases – toward a bright and successful life.
As you meet Club youth, I know you will find them special and agree they deserve a future of hope
and opportunity.
Yours truly,
Jane Emison
National Trustee, Boys & Girls Clubs of America

LOOKING FORWARD

Phi Psi members whose locations and
circumstances do not permit them to directly interact
Boys & Girls Clubs and professionals are encouraged
to consider becoming financial donors to our service
partner, to help them fully fund the increasing number
of boys and girls so in need of the services and the
opportunities provided by these clubs.
Further examples of the impact of our service
partnership will be reported and additional details for
engaging with local BGCA clubs will be provided in
future communications. In the interim, Phi Psi groups
and individuals in seeking further information to help
connect with the BGCA are invited to contact the Phi
Kappa Psi Coordinator of Philanthropy, Robert
Parada (rparada@rochester.rr.com).

As the 2009-2010 academic year continues to
roll along, Phi Psi members nationwide will find a
number of opportunities to becoming personally
involved in our partnership with BGCA, including
those shown in the calendar of events below:
• Development of Guidance Materials
to Engage BGCA
Fall 2009
• BGCA-centric National Day of Service
Spring 2010
• Grand Arch Council Service Project
& Programming
Summer 2010

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Phi Psi Welcomes
New Archons
During WWLS summers, undergraduate representatives gather at District Council meetings to discuss District
business and to elect Archons. One Archon represents each of Phi Psi’s six Districts for two years on the
Executive Council. As Archons are undergraduates, and there are 10 members of the Executive Council, Phi
Kappa Psi is unique in the fraternal world with majority undergraduate control of the Fraternity.

JORDAN KAPLAN, DISTRICT I
Jordan B. Kaplan Penn Theta ’07 was born May 17, 1988 and lives in
Livingston, N.J. Jordan is an Economics and Business major at Lafayette
College, scheduled to graduate in May 2010. After his undergraduate
career, Jordan aspires to attend law school. In his pledge class at
Lafayette College, Jordan received the second lowest badge number –
1513. In his chapter, Jordan has served as GP, Hod, Hi and Fraternity
Educator. Jordan has attended PLA 2008, GAC 2008 in Indianapolis, the
American Leadership Academy in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico in 2008, and
WWLS 2009 in lovely Buffalo, N.Y. In the summer of 2008, Jordan
worked as a fellow of the William T. Morris Foundation, studying the
effects of art and culture as an economic catalyst for the revitalization
of post-industrial cities, a topic which he will continue to research as an
honors thesis. In his free time, Jordan enjoys playing golf (don’t ask
about the handicap, you’d probably beat him), playing the piano, and
listening to the Beatles.

CONNOR WALSH, DISTRICT II
W. Connor Walsh District of Columbia Alpha ’06 was born April 27,
1988 in Englewood, Colo. Connor graduated from Arapahoe High
School in Centennial, Colo. and is currently a senior majoring in
Economics at The George Washington University in Washington, D.C.
Connor pledged Phi Kappa Psi in the fall of 2006, serving as president
of the Alpha Eta pledge class and becoming D.C. Alpha’s 445th initiate.
Since his initiation, Connor has served his chapter in a variety of roles
including rush chairman and vice president, helping to grow and solidify
D.C. Alpha’s presence as GW’s premier fraternity. He attended WWLS
in ‘07 and ‘09 and ALA in ‘08 and ‘09. While at GW, Connor has held
several internships with members of Congress and political consulting
firms in D.C. Upon graduation in May 2010, Connor plans on going to
work in political communications on a Congressional campaign.
In his free time, he enjoys spending time with family and friends,
college football, traveling, and photography.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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STEVE PASDIORA, DISTRICT V
Stephen R. Pasdiora Iowa Alpha ’08 was born September 17, 1988
in Park Ridge, Ill. Steve is currently enrolled as a junior at the University
of Iowa, working on a double major in Biology and English and a minor
in French. He knocks on wood each and every morning in hopes of
graduating in 2011. He plans to attend medical school after his
graduation to pursue a career in pediatric medicine. When Steve
received his bid card from the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity, he took it home
to speak with his parents about making the decision to join.This resulted
in a unanimous answer of “no” coming from his mother, father and
younger brother. He is pleased to report that each of his parents now
own a “Phi Kappa Psi Parent” sweatshirt and attend Phi Psi parent
events regularly. As a Phi Psi, Steve has acted as Pledge Class President,
Grievance Board Representative, Fraternity Educator, and currently
serves as both the Recruitment Chairman and the Nile C. Kinnick
Scholarship Chairman. Steve attended the Futures Quest Program and
Undergraduate Inter-Fraternity Institute in the winter of 2008, the Cabo
San Lucas Alpha Leadership Academy in the spring of 2009, and the
Woodrow Wilson Leadership School in 2009. Through the summer,
Steve was dually employed as an admissions representative for the
University of Iowa and as a medical intern for the University of Iowa
Hospitals and Clinics, while also managing his chapter’s $10,000
scholarship program. Steve enjoyed training for the 2009 Chicago
Marathon, and enjoys Happy Hour at Sonic and of course spending
time with his family.

NICK ESTRADA, DISTRICT III
Nicholas A. Estrada Indiana Theta ’08 was born May 7, 1989 in Fort
Bragg, N.C. Nick is currently a junior majoring in Forensic and
Investigative Sciences and Chemistry at Indiana University Purdue
University Indianapolis (IUPUI). Nick pledged Phi Kappa Psi in the fall of
his freshman year when the Ind. Theta chapter was still a colony and
became one of its Founding Fathers on July 31, 2008 when the chapter
was installed at GAC in Indianapolis. He has served as Treasurer, Public
Relations Chair and as a Rush Captain for the Membership Committee.
He is also involved heavily on his campus serving in the past as Hall
Council Vice President and President, School of Science Senator, and the
Undergraduate Student Government Vice President and Treasurer. He is
a Bepko Scholar, which is a prestigious scholarship at IUPUI. In his spare
time, Nick enjoys reading, listening to music, playing tennis or running,
and hanging out with his brothers and friends.

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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AUBREY RICHARDSON, DISTRICT IV
Aubrey P. Richardson III Alabama Alpha ’06, was born June 8, 1988 in
Laguna Beach, Calif. Aubrey graduated from South Brunswick High
School in Monmouth Junction, N.J. and currently is a senior majoring in
Criminal Justice and Psychology at The University of Alabama. Aubrey
pledged Phi Kappa Psi in the fall of 2006, receiving the lowest badge of
his pledge class and becoming Alabama Alpha’s 494th initiate. Since
initiation, Aubrey has served his chapter as Treasurer, President and
currently as Chaplin. Aubrey is also a member of the University of
Alabama Homecoming Committee, and is serving as the Executive
Director of Operations for Homecoming 2009. Aubrey has attended
national events such as Recruitment Boot Camp in 2007, PLA in 2008,
GAC in 2008 and WWLS in 2009. In his free time, Aubrey enjoys
traveling, riding his motorcycle, and spending time with his friends and
family.

JARED SMITH, DISTRICT VI
Jared Laine Smith California Kappa ’08 was born Oct. 24, 1988 in
New Brunswick, N.J. Jared is entering his junior year at the University of
California, Irvine and is scheduled to graduate in 2011 with a Bachelor
of Arts degree in Political Science. Jared began his Phi Psi career as
president of the Alpha Omicron pledge class at UC Irvine in 2008, and
then as chair of the chapter’s Marketing Committee in 2009. In the
summer and fall of 2008, only a few months after being initiated into Phi
Kappa Psi, Jared worked for a local Cal Kappa alum as a Field and
Communications Director for a city council race in Costa Mesa, Calif.
Before he started college, he worked on Capitol Hill as a U.S. House
Page and as an intern for several members of Congress from both
parties. He is planning on pursuing a career in the field of Advertising or
Political Consulting.
As a sophomore, Jared directed an award-winning short film for a
Greek Philanthropy on campus and acted in several film projects. A
career in entertainment is not out of the question. An avid country
music fan, Jared enjoys going to concerts when he has free time, all
while exploring the beautiful sights of Southern California.

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Phi Kappa Psi Alumni Benefits
At an important moment in your life, you took an oath to the
Great Joy of Serving Others. That membership got you the
lifelong advantages of brotherhood. Below is a listing of some
benefits we’ve arranged to give you more for being a member
of Phi Kappa Psi.

MetLife Insurance: Visit www.phikappapsi.com/connect or contact HQ to
receive a link to discounted group rates on auto and home insurance, or great
tools for planning your future. Or, call 800-888-2308 and speak to a MetLife
representative

Brooks Brothers: All Phi Kappa Psi members have the opportunity to
enroll in the Brooks Brothers Corporate Membership Program, good
for 15% off all clothing. Simply visit membership.brooksbrothers.com
or call 866-515-4747.
Organization ID #: 83301 / Pin Code #: 12369

Hyatt Hotels: Visit www.phikappapsi.com/connect or contact HQ to
receive access to hotel discounts, expedited booking and free stays at
Hyatt worldwide.

Phi Psi Wine: We have several vendors that can customize high-quality gifts for
you or a Phi Psi event. One such product is a collector’s edition wine, with a
unique Phi Psi label. Visit www.personalwine.com/phikappapsi.
Don’t forget to also check out our website for more great vendors and unique
pieces of Phi Psi merchandise.

Graduate School Preparation: Phi Kappa Psi is proud to have joined forces with Veritas Prep, a global
leader in graduate school admission consulting and test (GMAT) preparation. Phi Psi members can
receive a 10% discount by using the member code PHIPSI09. Call 800.925.PREP or go online to
www.veritasprep.com for more information.
The Phi Psi Network: Don’t forget to visit Phi Psi Connect to make connections with brothers around the world.
www.phikappapsi.com/connect

chapter

Phi Kappa Psi
Continues To Expand
The Process of Starting a New Phi Psi Group
Recruitment is the lifeblood of any chapter –
we preach this maxim to our undergraduate
brothers throughout the year as advisors, mentors
and alumni in general. If a chapter doesn’t recruit
new members, it will undoubtedly close. On the
National level, we refer to recruitment as
expansion and, similar to our chapters, without it
the Fraternity as a whole would slowly wither and
die. Without continuous growth and renewal, our
Noble Fraternity would become complacent with
mediocre chapters, fall behind the other major
fraternities and lose out on the best
undergraduates in the country as our top notch
programming slips into obscurity. In fact, not only
does a high-quality expansion program keep the
Fraternity alive and rejuvenated, it also brings
positive side effects like more accountability and
stronger Greek communities on campuses where
Phi Psi and other fraternities expand.
A continuous and strong expansion program
allows Phi Kappa Psi to improve its membership in
more ways than one. By steadily expanding, Phi Psi
can more easily hold chapters accountable for their
actions. A chapter that is a huge risk management
problem and regularly falls short of Phi Kappa Psi
standards is much easier to suspend when the
Fraternity knows another chapter, stronger from
the rigorous demands placed on colonies, will
come along soon to replace it. Furthermore,
expansion by Phi Kappa Psi and other fraternities is
beneficial for all our chapter’s local campus
communities. When Headquarters opens new
colonies, we regularly raise standards for
membership, tirelessly recruit and place high
expectations on colony members. This forces the
entire campus community to raise their standards,
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

goals and recruitment efforts to remain
competitive, thus creating a stronger Greek climate
at the campus.
In the fraternal world, there are an endless
number of expansion models. Phi Kappa Psi has
adopted a steady, conservative approach that
places great emphasis on creating competent and
entrenched colonies in strong and upcoming
Greek communities throughout the country. The
program has changed recently with new upgrades
from new Expansion Director, Nicholas Reed
Pennsylvania Phi ’06. Our model starts with the
campus selection process. A matrix system was
designed this summer to analyze expansion
opportunity, where we grade campuses potential
benefit to Phi Psi based on retention and
graduation rates, acceptance rates, standardized
tests scores, giving rates, rankings in sources like U.S
News and Princeton Review, university staff
support, area alumni, former chapter presence and
history, risk management history of the current
system, peer fraternities on campus, average
chapter size, and academic success averages. An
evaluation rubric scores points to campuses within
specific marks, e.g. three points if the campus has
>90 percent freshmen retention rate. Currently,
Phi Kappa Psi has ranked over 200 institutions
based on the criteria above, which allows the
Director of Expansion to make quicker decisions
when presented with interest and local groups
who seek to become a colony of Phi Kappa Psi and
guide the Fraternity to the places where Phi Psi will
succeed for cold starts.
Phi Kappa Psi regularly receives inquiries from
groups of men interested in starting a colony of Phi
Psi at their campus. Phi Psi responds to all inquiries
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and policy has become to help direct an interest
group to another fraternity when Phi Psi is unable
or unwilling to accept it. The group’s campus is
evaluated based on the matrix above to provide a
strong idea of whether or not Phi Psi will succeed
there. Phone interviews are conducted with the
interest group’s leadership to get a good
understanding of their intentions and reasoning
behind choosing Phi Kappa Psi. The Fraternity will
then send a national representative or two, as well
as local alumni, to meet with the group and
conduct membership reviews of all interested
parties. Carte blanche acceptance of the entire
group is rare due to Phi Psi’s high standards of
excellence regarding potential groups. The
membership standards include a minimum GPA at
or above the all Greek GPA or a 2.75 for interest
parties, whichever is higher, involvement in at least
one other campus organization is preferred and
willingness to sign membership expectation forms,
code of conduct and promissory notes regarding
dues and premiums of the National Fraternity are
a must. Once members of an interest group have
been reviewed and accepted, Phi Kappa Psi will
send in members of staff for a colonization
ceremony and to set up officers, committees and
establish an understanding of the general structure
of Phi Psi as well as begin to counsel the group in
becoming a high-quality organization. This same
style applies to local fraternities that come forward
wishing to join the ranks of Phi Kappa Psi. Close
attention is paid to local fraternities incorporating
into Phi Psi to ensure local traditions are broken in
favor of those of Phi Kappa Psi. While interest
groups and local fraternities make up a portion of
Phi Psi’s expansion model, for more control of
colonies and membership Phi Psi Expansion
Directors opt to create cold start chapters.
A cold start is when three staff members of Phi
Kappa Psi, particularly the Expansion and
Recruitment Consultants, stay on a campus for four
to six weeks creating a colony of Phi Kappa Psi
from scratch. Cold starts are scheduled years in
advance through an application process all
campuses have some variation of. Generally, the Phi
Kappa Psi Expansion Director sends an expansion
proposal to the school’s student affairs
department, it is judged by a committee
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

established by the school, and then Phi Psi is
welcomed to come present in front of the
committee and student body. Usually, after
presentations are completed the school makes a
decision and schedules the fraternity they have
chosen to start in one to five years. Most schools
are receiving 10 to 20 proposals a semester, so Phi
Psi sees a lot of competition for these spots.
During cold starts, Phi Psi recruits from other
clubs and organizations on campus, with referrals
from sororities and faculty and a mass media blitz
on campus; all at the same time as trying to seek
out alumni for area support as advisors. The staff
seeks out the top students on campus who
possess the drive and capability to create a colony
from nothing. Phi Psi Headquarters does not
recruit with alcohol or false promises; everything,
including dues and the struggles of being a founding
father, are laid out right in front of the students.
Furthermore, similar to interest group standards,
the potential members must meet criteria such as
a minimum GPA above the all men’s average or
2.75, whichever is higher and the willingness to sign
the proper documentation as well as pass in an
interview with the staff where his intentions, drive,
and competence are measured. Many schools are
attracted to Phi Psi‘s philosophy of helping to build
up a campus’s Greek system. Phi Psi staff sends
potential recruits to other fraternities they may fit
better, establishes scholarships for members of the
Greek system and aids in risk management
programming while they’re on campus. The idea is
simple; the stronger the Greek system, the stronger
our colony.
After the expansion process is completed, the
colony process begins. Over a period of two to six
semesters, the colony meets the eleven standards
of excellence in the Colony Petition, which is similar
to the Chapter Accreditation program. Basically, all
our colonies are chartered as top chapters in Phi
Psi. During a group’s time as a colony, they receive
more visits and are subjected to weekly calls from
National Headquarters staff, specifically the
Director of Expansion. Phi Kappa Psi retains almost
complete control over colonies and can remove
troublesome members, as well as close a colony
due to risk management issues, which the
Fraternity has no tolerance for. Our groups are
17
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given support from Headquarters and the
Foundation by aiding them to attend leadership
schools when they first start out as a colony since
they haven’t had time to build up funds yet. This
support and enthusiasm helps Phi Psi continually
produce top colonies, only adding to our
reputation and appeal at Greek communities
across the country.
Phi Kappa Psi’s belief regarding expansion is
simple; a steady influx of high quality groups, with
proper support, will continue our tradition of
excellence. When a student commits himself to Phi
Kappa Psi, the Fraternity commits itself to that
student. For this reason, Phi Psi does not start more
than three to four groups a year and doesn’t

maintain more than eight to ten colonies and
because we keep the size of our expansion
program contained and within a certain boundary
Phi Psi is able to continually produce excellent
groups without losing many colonies. At the writing
of this article the Fraternity has eight colonies at
Lock Haven University, Bowling Green State
University, UC-Berkeley, as well as cold start
expansions planned through the fall of 2011 at
UNC-Charlotte, Carnegie Mellon, U. of Wisconsin
and Ball State University and numerous proposals
out around the country. If you have questions or
interest in helping and/or starting a colony of Phi
Kappa Psi, please contact the Director of Expansion,
Nicholas S. Reed at nsr@phikappapsi.com.

Prior to being reinstalled as the Ohio Zeta Chapter, the BGSU Colony has some fun.

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Bowling Green State University,
Ohio Zeta Chapter
(BOWLING GREEN, OHIO)

to undergraduate members.
It thrills us to inform everyone that we brought
back a philanthropy we used to do in the past: the
Phi Psi Raft Race (previously known as the Bathtub
Race), returned to the Bowling Green State
University campus this September. We held a race in
the pond between the Recreation Center and Perry
Field house at BGSU, where the teams used
inflatable rafts and paddles to race against each
other on the water. It is something that no one else
does here at BGSU, and it is rewarding to do
something that we have done in the past, since
tradition is important to us. All proceeds went to the
Habitat for Humanity here in Bowling Green, Ohio.
In addition to having our inaugural philanthropy
this semester, we went into this school year with
the highest interfraternity GPA, and one of the
highest among the Greek organizations here at
BGSU. We had an effective scholarship plan during
the past spring semester, and we hope to continue
our academic endeavors to have the highest GPA
among all Greek life.
We are very excited about the years to come
for this organization at BGSU. We have had many
feats within the past two years, and we hope to go
even further. We inspire to be the best chapter her
on campus, and one day hope to be Grand
Chapter of Phi Kappa Psi.
Bret Moore

Here at Ohio Zeta, the aura of excitement is
constant and motivation is steady. We have
accomplished our major goal of a colony; that of
receiving our charter, and this took place October
17, 2009. We definitely would not have
accomplished such a feat if it were not for all the
brothers involved in making this happen, including
undergraduate members and alumni. In particular, I
would like to take time to thank some alumni that
have helped this colony grow and succeed.
Firstly, I want to thank Neil Johnson, our colony
advisor, who has helped us every step of the way
in the quest to get re-chartered. His dedication to
this Fraternity has contributed highly to the
motivation and inspiration of the young men within
this colony. I also want to thank Haldon Dick and
Dallas Horvath, whose contributions have also
given us determination to make this colony
succeed. Their wisdom and dedication to the
fraternity shows us what a rewarding commitment
it is to be part of this wonderful brotherhood.
Lastly, I want to thank James Skulski, Craig Moeller,
Matthew Eakin, and the rest of the alumni in
OZAC (Ohio Zeta Achievement Committee).
Without their help, we would not be receiving our
charter this October.Their presence at events, such
as Homecoming and Founders Day, has given the
brothers opportunities to meet our alumni and
allow us to see that our brotherhood is not limited

California State University,
Long Beach Colony
(LONG BEACH, CALIF.)
Although Phi Kappa Psi was formed at Cal
State, Long Beach in the fall of 2008 with 13
members, it was not until the spring of 2009 when
activity truly began. Since, then Phi Psi has
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continued its march toward excellence, coming out
of the gates strong in this fall. In our first spring
semester, we has a relatively successful recruitment
period where five new brothers came together to
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form our Alpha Class. Although that number may
seem small, even the largest of fraternities don’t
pledge more than 10 in the spring and many
organizations on campus coveted the members
who joined our cause to establish a chapter that
lives true to Phi Kappa Psi’s name and ideals.
Our Greek advisor on campus is proud of the
integrity we have shown and all the other houses
have said nothing but good things about us. We
have been given plenty of compliments about our
smart and original activities and involvement on
campus. The group took part in Greek sing last
semester and placed third along with our partners,
shocking the other chapters – the team with a
colony was able to outdo the rest of the
community – what a proud moment for us.
Furthermore, we participated in every
philanthropy project that other chapters put on
and had several very successful mixers throughout
the semester. The sororities that weren’t able to
work with us last semester were making a great
effort to put us on their calendar and the ones we
did have a chance to interact with returned for
future engagements. However, our proudest
accomplishment is our academics; with an average
GPA of 3.1 we left the other chapters in the dust.
Thus far, every member of our colony has
shown great dedication and loyalty by giving their
full effort in every new challenge that arises. All of
us are excited for the opportunity to help continue
establish an organization with such high standards
and morals. Many of us play different sports are

actively looking for potential new members with
strong character in our fellow athletes. We’re also
planning to continue to be very active on campus
and in the Greek community here. Since we don’t
have a house where we can hold events, brothers
have used the apartments or houses they rent for
different events. We currently hold our meetings at
a yacht club thanks to the continued involvement
of alumnus Brent Carey. His dedication to helping
us establish this chapter is apparent as he juggles his
work responsibilities, personal life and us with great
efficiency. He deserves special recognition and
sincere thanks for the time he gives us.
Moving forward, we’re focusing on community
service. Just recently we took part in a weekend
long event where testimony was taken from
Cambodian survivors of the Khmer Rouge, a
genocide that occurred in Cambodia during the
1970s. These testimonies will be sent to the UN
so the perpetrators can be taken to trial. Further
community service events of similar nature are
being organized. We are also making an effort to
find a Senior Living center where we could possibly
volunteer. Of course we’re looking to raise our
average GPA and continue to build on the success
we currently have. Also, we’ll be making more of
an effort to interact with surrounding alumni to
ensure that Phi Kappa Psi has a strong chapter and
respected name here in Long Beach. Please email
our President, Steven Gray at sportstersteve@
gmail.com if you’d like to get involved.
Steven Gray

Capital University Colony
(COLUMBUS, OHIO)
Capital University in Columbus, Ohio has
always played host to a dominant local Greek Life.
With the founding of the school’s first social
fraternity in 1927, a trend for local fraternities
became the norm. The origin of the newly formed
Capital University Colony is no different. The
brothers come from a local fraternity named Delta
Tau Upsilon, which was absorbed and colonized by
Phi Kappa Psi on Sunday, September 20, 2009.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Delta Tau Upsilon was a social fraternity at
Capital that was founded in 1968 on the principals
of Brotherhood, Strength and Knowledge. After a
proud 41 years as a local fraternity, the current
membership voted to start researching national
organizations with similar values that would be
likely candidates to petition. The members noted
that a general lack of accountability and mediocre
risk management were becoming all too common.
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Homecoming at the Alpha Chapter because of the
warm welcome we were given” elaborates Miller.
The colony is quickly growing. With a deferred
freshman recruitment program in the spring, the
brothers are taking advantage of the ability to
practice continuous open bidding and are aiming
to take a moderate sized fall class of sophomores
and juniors. “Seeing a national organization with
71,000 alumni nationwide as a network is an
incentive that upperclassmen will be taking very
seriously with careers on the horizon” said Adam
James, Colony Recruitment Chair.
With lofty aspirations and an unprecedented
motivation, the colony is aiming to be chartered in
two to three semesters. Currently, the roster
includes 12 members, a Faculty Advisor who heads
the campus tutoring center, and Tony Vukusich
(who was recently hired as a Residence Hall
Coordinator) as the chapter advisor. The colony
hopes to have an active membership of 30 by the
chapter initiation. With these goals and many
others in mind, the Capital University Colony of Phi
Kappa Psi believes, wholeheartedly, “Vivimus and
Vigemus.”
Adam Miller

After months of researching several groups with
little promise, Colony President Adam Miller
contacted his colleague Tony Vukusich Indiana Eta
’07 whom he’d met while Vukusich was interning in
Capital’s Student Activities Office. Vukusich made
contact with former Director of Expansion Ron
Ransom, who impressed the group with his quick
response and eagerness to begin the expansion
process.
“Aside from the amazing support that we were
receiving from Headquarters, it was the similar
values fraternity that stood out the most during
the search, Phi Psi made us feel like we would be
raising expectations for Greeks campus-wide” says
Miller. The commitment to scholarship, leadership
and service made the organization the only clear
choice. I can now see our brotherhood not only
producing the next generation of leaders, but well
rounded men of excellence,” states Joshua
DeVault, Colony SG and Hi.
A major part of this transition has been visiting
other chapters to experience the Phi Psi culture on
a variety of campuses. “The men of Ohio Delta
and Pennsylvania Alpha have been more than
hospitable…several of us plan on attending

Lock Haven University Colony
(LOCK HAVEN, PA.)
becoming involved with the group. To continue to
serve our community, we have adopted, from the
group of gentlemen from Lycoming College, an
Odd Jobs program. This service will allow LHU Phi
Psis in their free time an opportunity to get out into
the community. We accept any job, big or small, and
only ask that a donation be made to a specific
organization. We are currently accepting donations
for the Relay for Life and Colleges Against Cancer,
and our brother Richard Winter has been accepted
as chair to the Colleges Against Cancer Committee
here on campus. As you can see, things are
progressing quickly, and we are taking a more active
role on campus. The colony members at Lock
Haven University hope that all readers of The Shield
are doing well in their endeavors and we offer up a
High High High to you!

The Lock Haven Colony of Phi Kappa Psi has
been moving along at an aggressive pace. At the
beginning of the semester, our Greek Life Advisor,
Mr. Michael Heck, informed us that with our current
progress we have met the requirements set forth
by LHU to become chartered. Their goal for us, and
the goal we have adopted, is to become charted
before the semester’s closing. We have recently
become very active with the American Red Cross,
providing the grunt work, set up, clean up and
assisting where needed. We have also developed a
close relationship with the Lock Haven City
Women’s Shelter. They recently came to campus to
give a presentation about Domestic Violence and
Sexual Harassment. It was an eye opening
experience, and we received kudos from
administration and faculty alike for immediately
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Monmouth University Colony
(WEST LONG BRANCH, N.J.)
With another summer out of the way and the
school year just under way, we have hit the ground
running. We started with an inspirational and
informative visit from the National President of our
Fraternity, Paul Wineman and our Archon, Jordan
Kaplan. Mr. Wineman talked to our group about
what it means to be part of a brotherhood and
how to better ourselves and our colony. He also
informed us about the possibility of re-chartering as
New Jersey Beta before his term as President has
expired, which is sooner than we had expected.
The group appreciated Paul taking time out of his
busy schedule, to talk to us as well as spend time
with all of us. Thank you, again, Paul Wineman.
The days following Paul’s visit, allowed us to
participate in our first formal rush events through
the IFC, the governing body of Greek life on campus.
We had a great showing for our first events. Meet
the Greeks proved to be beneficial for getting
potential new members. Following Meet the Greeks,
we had a Round Robin and a Volleyball tournament,
giving us an increased ability to show the new
members all that Phi Psi has to offer, as well as giving
us the opportunity to get to know the potential new
members, on a more personal basis. We already
have seven new members, and still have a lot more
men who are showing interest in us. Our success
would not have been possible without the help and
guidance of Jarrod Williams, the recruitment and
expansion consultant. He gave us valuable insight on
how to attract people of Phi Psi caliber. We really
hope he can come back and help us.

It is an unwritten tradition on our campus that
you have Homecoming with your “sister” sorority.
Since we are the newest fraternity we do not have
a sister sorority at this point in time. But even still
we were approached by a well established sorority
on campus to have Homecoming events with. We
are honored that they broke “tradition” because it
shows us that we are heading in the right direction
with our actions. We are continuing to establish
ourselves on campus and remake a nice, little
home for Phi Psi on Monmouth’s campus. We are
very excited to be participating in our first
Homecoming as a cohesive group.
Over the summer our very own Frank Gogal
wrote and published an alumni newsletter. It gained
much notice and was able to capture the attention
of not only alumni that are involved already but
alumni that might not have been aware of the
current status of Phi Psi on Monmouth’s campus. It
was a big hit because of the long amount of time
since the last update from active brothers. We are
very proud of Frank and his efforts that benefit the
Phi Psi community. It was so important for us to
reestablish communication with our alumni,
because they do so much for us they truly deserve
everything, and more, that we can give them.
The semester is just a few weeks old so far and
there is still so much work to still get done that we
are glad we have gotten off on the right foot. This
was all thanks to Paul Wineman, Jordan Kaplan,
Jarrod Williams, Chris Hammer, our alumni and of
course the hard work of current members.

University of California,
Berkeley Colony
(BERKELEY, CALIF.)
After an overwhelmingly enthusiastic response
by students at the University of California, Berkeley,
Phi Kappa Psi has begun the process of
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

reestablishing its California Gamma Chapter. The
nascent colony, which resumed its activities on the
Cal campus only this past spring, has seen its
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numbers swell to over 40 pledges and initiates. So
successful has our colony been that it has fully
occupied a house of its own in this first year of its
existence. This is in no small part due to the active
and committed base of the California Gamma
alumni whose support and patronage of our
colony has been absolutely critical. We would like
to especially express our gratitude to Brother Blake
Yeaman ’81, Cal Gamma Alumni Advisor and
Housing Corporation President, for his continued
and essential help in assisting us with the process of
re-colonization.
As the first full academic year of the colony has
gotten underway, the brothers have been busy
organizing and realizing a whole range of activities.
Coming off the heels of a successful fall rush, the
chapter has organized an intramural soccer team
that has been competing against other fraternities
on the Cal campus. The chapter has also been
coordinating study sessions on most week nights
and running a rather comprehensive weekly
fraternity education class. Additionally, we are in the
process of getting involved with our community
and have a number of events planned for the fall
semester.
The Cal Colony has also been known to have
hosted a number of successful game day football
parties. Cal Gamma alumni and brothers have
come together to watch and cheer their California
Golden Bears, as they have triumphed again-andagain against their most worthy of opponents. On
that note, we would like to invite all of our alumni
to attend the Big Game Lunch at Harrington’s Bar
and Grill, in San Francisco this November 20, to be
held, as always, with our fellow brothers and alumni

The
Berkeley
Colony
members
gathered
for a
group
shot

from Stanford’s California Beta Chapter. More
details will follow as the day of the Big Game
approaches.
The brothers of Phi Psi are proud of the
extraordinary work our colony has done in the
few short months of its existence here at UC
Berkeley. We are excited at the pace of our
progress and would once again like to note the
immense contributions of our alumni base: we
could not have come so far so quickly without
them. We also look forward to the coming months
as we work to establish both full university
recognition, and accreditation with the national
branch of Phi Kappa Psi. Our brothers are strong,
smart, committed, and intelligent and we have no
doubt that our chapter will continue to grow and
prosper. United by friendship, sustained by honor,
and led by truth, we live and flourish.

University of Oregon Colony
(EUGENE, ORE.)
The Oregon Colony has taken very profound
leaps forward in the last few months of activity. We
have 27 members who live together in a fraternity
house very close to campus. We have seen an
increase in interest in our organization and, as a
result, we will continue to recruit through the end
of the term. In order to uphold Phi Psi standards,
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

we will recruit for quality of men rather than just
for sheer numbers.
This term is the first term where community
service has really jumped on the radar as a
necessity for us. We have been contacting
numerous non-profit organizations within the
Eugene-Springfield area to provide some possible
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candidates for who we may want to apply our
service to. At the University of Oregon, the
required amount of community service is three
hours per person per term. I see no reason why
each individual member of the colony should fail to
surpass this mark. We have also raised our house
standard for grades to 2.7 so that we can bring
ourselves closer to achieving our goal of meeting
the all men’s average at the University of Oregon,
which is notched at 3.0.
Within the past two weeks, we have received
housing on campus for next year, which is a rare
treat for a colony as many chapters on campus are
fighting to get fraternity housing on campus. We will
have brothers living in and working on the house
periodically throughout the summer. This house will
be a critical tool, as it will act as our headquarters
for summer recruitment. Summer recruitment will

be a great opportunity to grab high caliber recruits
early and we have been working closely with the
university to ensure that we are closely involved in
the recruitment process on campus.
Various Phi Psi brothers have also been meeting
weekly with Amy Long, our Greek adviser at the
University of Oregon. She has been a valuable
source of information in helping us become more
involved in the Greek community as well as helping
us strive towards achieving the university
endorsement standards so that we can have our
charter by our goal of January 2010
We are looking forward to being involved in
Greek Week this spring because it is the biggest
time for Greek philanthropies and events on
campus. Our involvement is critical for establishing
a presence on campus and we are excited for what
the next term has in store for us.

Members of the VCU Colony experience the teambuilding
and challenge of a ropes course.

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Virginia Commonwealth
University Colony
(RICHMOND, VA.)
how we need to take care of ourselves properly. I
know myself, as well as a number of my newfound
brothers came into college not particularly thinking
that the Greek life was for us, and it speaks
volumes that they convinced us to change all of our
minds and convince us to be founding fathers of
Phi Kappa Psi. Furthermore, we all express a huge
amount of gratitude to the alumni members of Phi
Psi from the Richmond area who have been
marvelous with helping us getting started. Phi Psi
really is a brotherhood that actually does continue
after just being an undergrad. These men have
shown us what it really means to be a lifelong
brother.
We like to give a special thanks to John D. Watt,
who has been more then amazing with everything.
With John’s help, we were able to set up a great
team building activity for all of us. Everyone had a
great time and we all got to learn more about
ourselves and each other. I know all of my brothers
are eternally grateful for all of the things he has
done and will do in the future. All in all, the
excitement, organization and rate at which we are
achieving set goals give us the utmost confidence,
and I cannot express how much hope I have for
this group in the future.
Ty Gentner

The men of the new colony of Phi Kappa Psi at
Virginia Commonwealth University, and I feel safe
saying that we honestly have more potential than
any other fraternal organization on campus. There
are 11 founding members so far; a great bunch of
men, who are truly dedicated to making this
Fraternity the best that it could possibly be. It is
going to take a lot of hard work and probably
some trial and error, but we know that we have
what it takes to be the best. The level of
excitement that we have for this venture is
amazing. The combination of our energy for Phi Psi,
and the collective creativity and smart-mindedness
of the men has really got the group started off right
and hitting the ground running. I consider it a
personal privilege and honor to be a part of this
great organization and to be able to call the rest of
the men involved my brothers. This is absolutely
the start of a remarkably great thing.
We have had a lot of help getting to the point
we are now though. Jarrod Williams, Nick Reed,
and Michael Voll were the men Headquarters sent
down to help us getting started and, being a
person who never gives praise when it isn’t
deserved, these guys did more than a fantastic job
giving us the great start that we need and setting
us up on the right path. Now we can slowly see

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Experience the Endless Possibilities

Welcome Home
OVER THE LAST FOUR YEARS, HOSTING NUMEROUS LEADERSHIP
ACADEMIES AND SERVING AS A DESTINATION FOR ALUMNI AND
UNDERGRADUATES, PHI PSIS FROM ACROSS THE COUNTRY HAVE
CALLED LAUREL HALL HOME.
As caretakers of this landmark, the Phi Kappa Psi Foundation remains committed to preserving and restoring the
grandeur of Laurel Hall while utilizing assets like the Ruth Lilly Conference Center to serve the Fraternity’s membership.
Generous donations from brothers and friends have afforded the Fraternity the opportunity to bring Laurel Hall to life.
From sponsored rooms to engraved pathway bricks, donors’ names adorn the walls of the building with pride. Brothers
are also making themselves at home by using the facility for their most important occasions. Nine brothers have
celebrated their wedding day surrounded by the majesty of the grand estate and this number continues to grow.
We welcome you to read the following stories about the memorable experiences fellow brothers have had at Laurel Hall
and ﬁnd out how you can help the Foundation ensure that Laurel Hall will serve Phi Psi for decades to come as a center of
activity and events, a site for education and research and a place to host alumni and friends from around the world.
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Exceeding Expectations
Phi Kappa Psi’s Headquarters, Laurel Hall, was purchased in May 2005 by
the Foundation through gifts from generous donors. Since then, Laurel
Hall has opened its doors and hosted over 130 weddings, corporate meetings
and functions, as well as numerous non-profit organization fundraisers,
Phi Psi Chapter initiations and alumni gatherings. Among those Phi Psis
who have chosen to share in Laurel Hall’s long and important history in
the Indianapolis community for hosting events are Danny Nauth Butler ’01,
Evan Bedel Wittenberg ’02 and Dustin Nash UIC ’06.
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Danny and Emily Nauth
Past, Present and Forever

After a six year relationship that began while they both attended Butler University, Emily and
Danny Nauth were married at Laurel Hall on May 16, 2009 in front of family, friends and 25
Phi Psis and their guests.
Emily met Danny while he was working as a houseboy at her sorority, Kappa Kappa Gamma.

“Danny first asked me to go with him to Phi Psi’s winter formal.
Unfortunately, I had to decline because I had family in town
that weekend. Danny, being the gentleman he is, didn’t take no
for an answer and asked me to a movie the following weekend.
I think it was fate because that next Saturday was Valentine’s
Day and we’ve been together ever since!”
When looking for a place to host their wedding, the Nauths wanted something classic and
timeless but also unique and fun. They immediately thought of Laurel Hall. “When we
arrived for our tour, we both knew Laurel Hall was the place for our wedding.” The venue
offered everything they were in search of for their spring wedding and there was an added
bonus for Danny. “I felt a strong sense of pride knowing that our National Headquarters
is such a highly regarded and beautiful venue in Indianapolis.” That sensation as Danny
walked throughout Laurel Hall sealed the deal.
Danny Nauth Butler ’01
and his wife Emily

Friends and family commented on Laurel Hall’s grandeur and historic architecture as
well as its secluded presence despite being within the Indianapolis city limits. Many were
surprised that such a venue was right in their backyard and they had no idea. “Unlike
every other outdoor space we visited, Laurel Hall is perfectly situated – nestled within
a wooded area, adjacent to Fall Creek and away from busy roads – making it extremely
quiet and private, the perfect place for the most important day of our lives.”
Brother Nauth’s guests continued to ask him how he was able to ﬁnd such a magniﬁcent
venue. His reply was straightforward “It’s because of Phi Psi, yet another opportunity the
Fraternity has provided for me.”
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Evan and Abbe Bedel

There’s no place like home

For Evan and Abbe, June 20, 2009 was
years in the making. They began dating
in high school but after a few weeks they
went their separate ways. Neither would
have guessed, during a summer break
from college, they would both return to
Indianapolis and their paths would cross
again. The two became inseparable and
stayed together despite the challenge of
a long distance relationship during the
remainder of their college years.
For Abbe, her dream wedding was
simple. “I love to entertain, so for our
wedding I wanted to host an inviting,
private affair for our closest friends and
family.” Unsure of the perfect venue for
their wedding, Abbe turned to a fellow
friend who happened to be familiar with
Laurel Hall. She recommended Abbe and
Evan schedule a time to tour the facility.
Once the couple arrived they felt that
they had stepped away from the chaos
of the city and into a setting unlike any
other. “As we approached the building, its
historical features made us feel we were
walking back in time. The originality and
inviting feel of the building nearly sold
us before the tour – there is nothing else
like it!” Knowing they wanted to host their
ceremony outside, the Bedels toured the
terrace. “Once we saw the view of the
terrace and the grounds we said Yes! This
is where we are having our wedding.”

It was during the tour of Laurel
Hall that Evan discovered it was the
National Headquarters for Phi Psi. “Not
recognizing that Laurel Hall was the new
National Headquarters, we were stunned
when the Laurel Hall team informed us
that we received a discount rate since I
am a Phi Psi. It certainly was icing on the
cake!”
Evan and Abbe invited 180 of their closest
friends and family to attend the event.
Over 20 of Evan’s Ohio Beta Chapter
brothers attended the wedding and like
him, many were unfamiliar with Phi Psi’s
Headquarters. Evan and Abbe enjoyed
seeing the expressions on their guests’
faces when they arrived at Laurel Hall.
“For my friends to be there and see the
Headquarters was a unique experience. I
felt as if I had brought them back to their
roots, they were more appreciative of our
wedding given the Phi Psi connection.”
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Evan Bedel Wittenberg ’02 and his wife Abbe

“We couldn’t have asked for
a more amazing evening to
close out what was a perfect
day.” Even though the night
was coming to an end Evan
and his brothers had one
last surprise for Abbe. The
brothers surrounded her
and serenaded her with Phi
Psi songs. “I was a little
startled at f irst” said
Abbe, “but I knew it was a
memorable moment for Evan
and his brothers, plus now
I’m off icially a part of the
Phi Psi family.”

“Not recognizing that Laurel Hall was the new
National Headquarters, we were stunned when
the Laurel Hall team informed us that we received
a discount rate since I am a Phi Psi. It certainly was
icing on the cake!”—Evan Bedel Wittenberg ’02
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Illinois Theta Initiation
Inspiring Brotherhood

For the past three years Dustin Nash, currently
the vice-president of the Illinois Theta Chapter at
UIC, and his chapter brothers have held their fall
semester initiation at Laurel Hall. Dustin was a part
of the ﬁrst pledge class to be initiated at Laurel
Hall. “Each year as a chapter we head to Indy from
Chicago. We use the initiation ceremony at Laurel
Hall as the start to a weekend retreat. Holding our
initiation at the Headquarters shows the pledge
class that they are part of a larger organization.”
Laurel Hall offers a unique experience for chapter
initiations. “It’s very powerful to see 157 years of
history surrounding you and your brothers as you
engage in a fraternal tradition like the initiation
ceremony. Laurel Hall inspired everyone from the
president of our chapter to the new initiates.”
Chapters enjoy hosting their functions at Laurel Hall
as the building’s historic charm is complemented by
its collection of Fraternity artifacts. “We opted to use
the library rather than the chapel for the initiation
as the room has a very classic and professional
feeling. It’s overwhelming and yet humbling to be
surrounded by Phi Psi manuals, minute books, and
past editions of the Shield which date back to the
late 1800s.”

Welcomes You.

Whether you’re a member of a chapter looking for a place to host your next initiation
ceremony or other activity or an alumnus interested in using Laurel Hall’s unique spaces for
a wedding, corporate or organizational event, Laurel Hall welcomes you.
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“I would encourage all Phi Psis to visit Laurel Hall.
Not every organization has the opportunity to
have a facility that can inspire its membership
in so many ways. We should all be proud of our
Headquarters and take advantage of its assets.”
—Dustin Nash UIC ’06
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Valparaiso ’53

Presidential Suite Room Sponsor
In the life of every great organization there are
moments when decisive action is taken that
prepare it for the future. Just a few short years
ago numerous alumni members recognized
the Fraternity’s need for a physical structure
that would allow our organization to grow
and expand its programs and services to our
chapters and members. One brother who
was instrumental in the purchase of Laurel Hall and continually supports the
Fraternity both through gifts of his time and money is Don Fites Valparaiso ‘53.
Brother Fites, a Foundation Trustee and the former CEO of Caterpillar Inc.,
knew immediately when touring Laurel Hall for the ﬁrst time that the structure
would be a catalyst for the ideas and programs which will enable Phi Psi to
continually remain relevant. “This monumental building is more than a National
Headquarters; it is a symbol of strength and stature that deﬁnes us as Phi Psi.”
The Presidential Suite, sponsored by Brother Fites, is one of the most
extraordinary rooms within Laurel Hall. With its elegant grandeur and historic
furnishings, the room fosters a warm welcoming. “My motivation for sponsoring
the Presidential Suite was to offer Phi Psis a place to stay that recognized our
Fraternity’s heritage and strength.” Brother Fites expresses that the Fraternity
played an inﬂuential role in his life and has vowed to give back in order to
provide the same experience to young brothers. “Involvement is an instrumental
part of my personal goals in life. I want brothers to realize they control their own
destiny and anything is possible with the right standards, priorities, ethics and
goals, which is the foundation of Phi Kappa Psi. I stood on the shoulders of those
who came before me and I plan on doing the same for the young men who are
involved today.”
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“We’ve all dedicated
ourselves to an eternal
brotherhood, which this
building represents. Laurel
Hall is the embodiment of
the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity.
Everything from our
historical foundations,
current goals and our future
endeavors are housed under
the roof of Laurel Hall.”

Sponsorship/Naming Opportunities
Exterior And Grounds

If you would like to add your name to the list of Laurel Hall
supporters and find out more about the numerous sponsorship
opportunities, contact the Phi Kappa Psi Foundation at
800.350.1852.

Public Rooms

Founders Room (Grand Lobby)
Executive Board Room
Music Room
Formal Dining Room
Solarium
Kitchen
Museum & Archives

Private Rooms

Chapel, Ballroom & Museum
Presidential Guest Suite
Consultant Suite
Alumni Lounge
Junior Board Room
Junior Guest Suites/Directors’ Ofﬁces (5)
Foundation Call Center

Memorial Benches (10)
Pathway of Laurel Hall Gardens (2)
Lighting & Lampposts (3)
Pathway of Laurel Hall Bricks (large)
Pathway of Laurel Hall Bricks (small)

$150,000
$100,000 (Sponsored)
$50,000 (Sponsored)
$50,000 (Sponsored)
$50,000 (Sponsored)
$50,000 (Sponsored)
$25,000

Windows And Furnishings
Stained Glass Windows (13)
Chapel Chandeliers (4)
Conference Center A/V Equipment

$1,000 each (Sponsored)
$2,500 each
$2,500 each
$500 each
$250 each

$5,000 each
$5,000 each
$5,000

Drapery for Executive Board Room,
Music Room, Conference Center,
Formal Dining Room & Grand Lobby (5) 5,000 each room

$150,000
$100,000 (Sponsored)
$100,000
$100,000 (Sponsored)
$50,000
$25,000 each
$20,000

Chapel Stained Glass Windows (5)
Conference Center Display Cases (2)
Conference Center A/V Cabinets (2)
Executive Board Room Tables (2)

Interior Restoration

Honor And Memorial

Donor Wall of Honor
$10,000
National Leadership Award Wall of Honor $10,000

$2,500 each
$2,500 each
$1,000 each
$500 each

Fireplace Restoration (5)

$7,500 each

Antique Furniture Restoration
(throughout Laurel Hall)

Priced per piece.

Your Place In Our History
THE FOUNDATION’S PURCHASE OF LAUREL HALL HAS GIVEN PHI PSI
ADDITIONAL SPACE TO HOST ALUMNI EVENTS, RESOURCES TO BETTER SERVE
THE FRATERNITY’S UNDERGRADUATES AND AN OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE THE
FACILITIES WITH OTHER FRATERNAL AND NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS.
You are the only one who can place a value on your Phi Psi experience – on the lifelong
friendships you made, the networks it created, the impact it had on your values and principles.
Today is your opportunity to leave a lasting legacy on your Fraternity by purchasing a brick for
the pathways of Laurel Hall.
Bricks may be purchased to commemorate any number of occasions – many have used
them to honor a pledge brother or loved one. Additionally, because of requests from chapters,
alumni associations and members, the pathway now includes larger bricks with more
engraving room. These bricks are ideal for pledge classes or a group of Phi Psis looking
to commemorate their bond.
By purchasing a commemorative brick, you not only mark your place in Phi Psi history, but
your contribution also provides the ﬁnancial support to foster the development of leaders
and promote academic excellence in higher education. Join those brothers that have already
cemented their place in Phi Psi history and order a brick today!
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Donors
LAUREL HALL GIVING TOTALING $1,000 - $2,499
Walter W. Baz Washington ’41 
James R. Blazer II Ohio State ’79
Blazer and Associates Friend of Laurel Hall
J. Duncan Campbell Gettysburg ’34 
James D. Campbell Jr. Cornell ’59
James D. Campbell III Cornell ’90
James W. Farrell UCLA ’48
Edwin A. Flinn Jr. Cal ’46
G. Lamar Gaston Indiana ’50
James E. Hagler Vanderbilt ’58
Indiana Beta House Corporation Indiana
Bruce A. Jackson Case Western ’70
John D. Klinedinst W & L ’68
Richard E. Ong Oregon State ’55
Stephen R. O’Rourke Missouri ’74
Tom C. Pennington Texas ’80
David A. Renner Syracuse ’59
Walter C. Service III Penn State ’52
Daniel Paul Sikorski Arizona State ’98
Charles K. Stroh Wittenberg ’56
Nancy Stubbs Friend of Laurel Hall
Theodore T. Teegarden Indiana ’49
Brian D. Thiessen Duke ’57
Pratim Jay Varma Georgia ’88
Henry E. Vierregger Cal ’56
Bruce Walker DePauw ’50
Wynn H. Wiegand Missouri ’74
Wayne W. Wilson Michigan State ’59
Mark J. Wong UC Davis ’88
Matthew R. Zaft Johns Hopkins ’94

Listed below are those donors who
have supported Phi Psi through a
contribution to Laurel Hall since its
purchase in 2005. These individuals
and organizations understand the
importance of supporting Phi Psi’s
educational endeavors through
scholarships, fellowships and
leadership programs.
LAUREL HALL GIVING TOTALING $200,000 AND ABOVE
James W. Emison DePauw ’49 
Donald V. Fites Valparaiso ’53
Hillswood Foundation Friend of Laurel Hall
D. Bruce McMahan Southern Cal ’57
Jerry Nelson UCLA ’48
A. Scott Noble Texas ’81
J. Gilbert Reese Ohio State ’47
Dennis J. Schwartz Purdue ’60
LAUREL HALL GIVING TOTALING $50,000 - $199,999
Jesse Edward Brandon Jr. Missouri ’05
John R. Donnell Jr. Case Western ’59
James B. Franklin Texas ’43 
Austin D. Rinne Indiana ’39
LAUREL HALL GIVING TOTALING $10,000 - $49,999
Mark Browning Vanderbilt ’70
John Brian Dimmer Oregon ’81
Benton H. Lamson Southern Cal ’86
Henry B. Marvin Southern Cal ’56
Gordon S. Peters Wabash ’49
Todd Matthew Peters Wabash ’84
James M. Snediker Case Western ’60

LAUREL HALL GIVING TOTALING $500 - $999
James Warren Adams IV Texas Tech ’80
William L. Beale UCLA ’45
Timothy William Dearmond Kentucky ’88
Thomas A. DeWree Texas ’79
Stephen R. Elliott Ohio Wesleyan ’68
Robert P. Flower Southern Cal ’48
Matthew James Gegg Missouri ’00
James Neil Harger UCLA ’78
Thomas F. Hartch Friend of Laurel Hall
Frederick A. Hegele Ohio State ’63
James W. Hill Purdue ’61
Richard Lynn Johnson Iowa State ’57
Robert Michael Kort Indiana ’88
Thomas Arthur Kuenster Jr. Southern Cal ’05
J. Landis Martin Northwestern ’65
David M. McDonald Beloit ’82
John W.H. Miller Friend of Laurel Hall
Erik Brian Rechenbach Tennessee ’02
Bill F. Reinecke Jr. Missouri ’87

LAUREL HALL GIVING TOTALING $2,500 - $9,999
Neil B. Ballard Minn. State – Mankato ’71
John F. Buck Indiana ’75
John V. Ciccarelli Cal State Northridge ’72
Richard M. Jackson Case Western ’68
Durwood L. Keller UL Lafayette ’78
Thomas N. Kier Jr. Cal Poly ’71
Robert E. Lazzell II West Virginia ’85
Gregory L. Mikkelsen Indiana ’65
Richard F. Nelson Creighton ’75
Kent P. Newmark Cal ’57
Donald E. Pease Cal Poly ’66
William E. Reynolds III DePaul ’93
Christopher Kurt Sittler Colorado ’90
William D. Ziegler Jr. Penn State ’53
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R. George Rosenberger Cal Poly ’70
Eric C. Sampson Valparaiso ’86
Scott Scammell III Ashland ’67 (UL Lafayette ’69)
William W. Slocum III Swarthmore ’39
Douglas C. Smith Illinois ’74
Robert D. Sparks Iowa ’51
James B. Townsend Jr. Nebraska ’41
W.K. Kellogg Foundation Friend of Laurel Hall
Jason Thomas Wieloch Ole Miss ’04
R. Douglas Yajko W & J ’62

Charles E. Davison Ohio Wesleyan ’53
Thomas H. DeWitt Vanderbilt ’68
Larry G. Disbro Kent State ’71
David Scott Eaton San Diego State ’96
Robert S. B. Elhenicky Kentucky ’91
Christopher James Foster Tennessee ’02
Gregory Thomas Fulton Virginia Tech ’76
William N. Garbarini Jr. TCNJ ’90
Joshua M. Gerkin Tennessee ’94
Robert A. Gibson Swarthmore ’53 (Alleghenny ’53)
Bradley Scott Gillum Butler ’83
James Carleton Giolitto Purdue ’87
Gary M. Goldstein Cal ’78
William J. Good Iowa State ’69
Levi Matthew Hall Butler ’00
Richard C. Hall Buffalo ’57
Robert William Hamilton Texas ’48
Kurt James Hartman San Diego State ’00
Enrico A. Hernandez Stanford ’78
David Robert Hoffman UC Irvine ’97
Peter James Huff SMU ’89
Robert M. Hurley Case Western ’68
Thomas R. Iles Penn State ’70
Illinois Theta Chapter UIC
J. Todd Ivey Texas ’85
Gregg & Patricia Jackson Friends of Laurel Hall
Paul T. Jasper Indiana ’58
James T. Jennings III Kansas ’61
Kevin Eldor Jessen Valparaiso ’98
Gary R. Johnson Cal ’65
David A. Jones Texas Tech ’55
Richard A. Jones South Carolina ’72
David & Cynthia Junker Friends of Laurel Hall
Abe Lincoln Key III West Virginia ’78
Nathan Scott King RIT ’92
Michael Eugene Kite Southern Cal ’91
Matthew Joseph Kleemann USP ’96
James L. Koenig Friend of Laurel Hall
Daniel Lee Krouse UMBC ’94
Alex A. LaRoche Lafayette ’95
Ronald S. LaVine Cal State Northridge ’75
Carl V. Leier Creighton ’65
Laura Leiva Friend of Laurel Hall
Scott Allan Life Ohio State ’91
Earl William Linder Ashland ’77
Robert T. Lintern Missouri ’65
R. Fred Little Jr. Purdue ’79
John Augustus Looby IV Michigan State ’01
Keith Doncaster Lummis Buffalo ’93
John G. Macy Cal Poly ’66

LAUREL HALL GIVING TOTALING $250 - $499
John W. Abshire Indiana ’53
Kent E. Agness Indiana ’69
Timothy John Ahlers Iowa ’00
Richard P. Allen UCLA ’61
Nathan L. Anderson Wittenberg ’94
David William Auckland Washington ’93
Judson O. Bailey III Alabama ’90
Brace R. Baldwin UCLA ’42
Carroll Chadwick Ballard W & L ’03
Brian Edwin Bangs Nebraska ’96
Brian Howard Barnett Arizona ’91
Michael L. Barton Nebraska ’62
Beale Professional Services Friend of Laurel Hall
David Michael Bellinger UC Santa Barbara ’90
Allen K. Billingsley DePauw ’51
Robert B. Bird West Virginia ’73
Carroll H. Bitting Vanderbilt ’47
Charles H. Black Southern Cal ’47
Benjamin Adam Bly Wabash ’05
Cornelius Boersma IV Ohio State ’81
David T. Boersma Kansas ’84
Donald R. Bonine Michigan State ’60
Eric Frank Born Purdue ’02
Karl D. Brensike Southern Cal ’96
Matthew John Bresnahan Cal Poly ’01
Marvin D. Brown Indiana ’75
Gordon O. Burgess Washington ’56
Ruben Armando Campos Texas Tech ’95
Grifﬁths Cullum Carnes III Texas Tech ’01
CFO and Controller Services, Inc. Friend of Laurel Hall
Thomas Allen Chard II Oklahoma ’00
Robert P. Clark Tennessee ’67
Robert P. Clarke Indiana ’76
Steven Richard Corder Nebraska ’81
John A. Cowhey Jr. Buffalo ’91
Billy Brian Coyle Ole Miss ’98
Michael Thomas Culbertson Ohio State ’02
John D. Currier Jr. Butler ’89
Keys A. Curry Jr. Texas ’54
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Donors (continued)
Terry Wilfred Madge Cal Poly ’89
Michael Scott Magee Texas Tech ’00
Kevin J. Marks Valparaiso ’92
Charles Henry Marsh Georgia ’76
John & Rosemary Mazero Friends of Laurel Hall
Daniel B. McConnell Indiana ’91
James P. McHenry UCLA ’87
Jeff McMahan San Diego State ’02
John & Margaret Merjavy Friends of Laurel Hall
Carl L. Meyer Indiana ’53
Lawrence Michael Modder Rhode Island ’92
Brent P. Monteleone Texas ’84
Jeffrey H. Morgan Rhode Island ’91
David Scott Moyer Alabama ’91
Michael H. Mulkey Oregon State ’53
Ernest G. Nash III Texas ’96
Richard Scott Neville DePauw ’73
Cuong Nguyen UC Irvine ’93
Dustin J. Nicholson Texas Tech ’98
Benjamin S. M. Nicol Valparaiso ’00
John P. Nordin Washington ’45
David Richard Norris San Diego State ’04
E. Lee North W & J ’42
John R. Ogden Duke ’62
Garrett Olson Arizona State ’99
Steven Jay Olson Butler ’91
David H. Orr Michigan State ’59
Scot D. Pannepacker Temple ’87
Andrew R. Peacock Ohio Wesleyan ’59
William M. Pearce Jr. Florida State ’88
Roland Brian Pelt SMU ’88
D. Paul Prevallet Missouri ’83
Donald E. Prevallet Valparaiso ’53
Travis Pritchett Arizona ’00
Douglas J. Pszczolkowski Allegheny ’87
Robert E. Rankin Wittenberg ’50
Joshua Eric Ratner Rhode Island ’04
Philip Michael Reich III Delaware ’85
Peter W. Replogle Cornell ’53
Rhode Island Beta Chapter Rhode Island
Ronald A. Richard Minnesota ’84
James Michael Ristagno Rhode Island ’03
Bartholomew J. Robertson Indiana State ’05
Ry Richard Robinson Oregon State ’95
Keith E. Rossi Rhode Island ’95
Donald S. Rudd Oregon ’50
Jonathan Allen Scheibe Drexel ’03
Stephen R. Schneider Texas State ’74

James T. Schwartz Purdue ’85
Neal Alan Severn SIUE ’01
George W. Shanks Indiana ’64
John A. Shanks Indiana ’34 
Enid A. Sharpe Friend of Laurel Hall
Matthew J. Shaw UC Irvine ’93
Duane Alan Smith Oklahoma State ’73
Gregory A. Smith Kansas ’69
Daniel Michael Steele Toledo ’83
Darryl Scott Stevens Ole Miss ’80
Craig M. Stewart Ohio State ’61
Daniel Stanley Stifﬂer Ohio State ’84
John Richard Stockdale Stanford ’03
A. Martin Stradtman UCLA ’60
Robert Patterson Swan III UC Santa Barbara ’86
Bruce M. Tavares Rhode Island ’74
Ernest F. Thompson Jr. IUP ’70 
Talbott Patrick Thompson Georgia ’84
Charles J. Trabold Friend of Laurel Hall
William D. Trammell Texas Tech ’55
Matthew Shanahan Trofholz Kansas ’07
Wendy K. Truitt Friend of Laurel Hall
Nathaniel D. Ushio Colorado ’01
Peter J. vanTwuyver F & M ’87 (USP ’96)
Virginia Beta Chapter W & L
Jonathan Vouche Drexel ’02
John Michael Warakomski Missouri ’74
Christopher L. Warke Valparaiso ’88
Kirk R. Wilhelmus Indiana ’69
Harry Paynter Wilson III Drexel ’02
Rex Wiseheart Jr. Indiana ’39
Larry E. Zaiser Michigan State ’62
Herbert A. Zeller Oregon State ’48
LAUREL HALL GIVING TOTALING $100 - $249
Benjamin James Bowman Minnesota ’99
John R. Caldwell Duke ’70
Donald P. Carter Missouri ’47
Lee Tyson Clanton Vanderbilt ’87
Harold H. Coe Case Western ’52 
Shawn M. Collinsworth Indiana State ’91
Don & Peggy Tobin Ranch Friend of Laurel Hall
Marc A.S. Dumas Depaul ’93
Jonathan Thomas Ells Loyola ’03
Matthew Jennings Gardner Iowa ’06
Gary L. Geipel Friend of Laurel Hall
John A. Gibson DePauw ’66
James H. Grove III Stanford ’89
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Tim Hardin Oklahoma ’70
James R. Hebden Brown ’48
Randall C. Lawson II Butler ’73
Daniel Bernard Liﬂand Brown ’92
Richard S. Lynch Ashland ’67
Ari I. Mukamal Stanford ’93
Robert John Parada Jr. RIT ’92
Richard James Pera Ohio Wesleyan ’74
Norman W. Raedle Northwestern ’49
Peter Joshua Richmond Purdue ’99
Robert P. Robeson Jr. Indiana ’67
James M. Rogers Indiana ’53
SBC Employee Matching Gifts Program Friend of Laurel Hall
Antonio Luigi Scinicariello Case Western ’97
Gerald J. Scott Jr. UC Santa Barbara ’67
William K. Strycker Indiana ’65
Texas Epsilon Chapter SFA
Don F. Tobin Colorado ’35
Keith G. Troutman IUP ’70
R. Andrew Wilkins II West Virginia ’65
Paul R. Wineman Washington ’55
William T. Wrege Indiana ’65

Daniel A. Caccamise Buffalo ’52
Jacklyn H. Cole Friend of Laurel Hall
Michael D. Curry Dayton ’07
Richard A. Daley Vanderbilt ’59
Walter M. Dickey Swarthmore ’58
James M. Dunphy Duke ’47 
Brian Matthew Ebeling York ’97
James Joseph Facciola Maryland ’07
Harry S. Fenson Penn ’43
Aaron Lang Freeman Florida State ’06
Robert J. Garagiola Rutgers ’91
Richard M. Gibney Brown ’48
Garrett John Hayes Stanford ’07
Evan John Hedwall Minn. State – Mankato ’05
Michael J. Howard UCLA ’63
Nicholas Cha-Yie Hsu Stanford ’04
Garrison Daniel Hunter Minn – Duluth
Shawn Thomas Jahn RIT ’06
Socrates N. Jimenez Stanford ’88
April M. Johnson Friend of Laurel Hall
Michael Sovheil Kassis RIT ’07
Luke Li Stanford ’05
Andrew Michael Lutomirski Stanford ’03
Robert John McGrew Stanford ’00
Sean Christopher Meador Stanford ’07
Philip D. Mortenson Cal ’61
Joshua James Partlow Minn. State – Mankato ’05
Michelle D. Payne Friend of Laurel Hall
Blake B. Pell Indiana ’97
RJ Proie Allegheny ’00
Richard W. Raney Jr. Vanderbilt ’64
Ronald Keith Ransom II Butler ’00
Kyle Justin Ray Oklahoma ’06
Allen F. Rust Brown ’43
William M. Semans Ohio Wesleyan ’43 

LAUREL HALL GIVING TOTALING $50 - $99
Jeffrey George Barber Gettysburg ’76
Jeffrey Alan Bartolino Gettysburg ’76
Bruce C. Beach Sr. Dickinson ’60
John R. Brestel Nebraska ’53
John H. Burlingmae III Northwestern ’46
D. Ray Douglass Jr. W & J ’42
Michael R. Field Indiana ’66
Gap Foundation Inc. Friend of Laurel Hall
Joseph Lowell Garrett Bowling Green ’91
John Wesley Howard Jr. Gettysburg ’76
Kyle Fariss Jordan Valparaiso ’97
Joseph Roland Kraus Beloit ’86
Daniel James Priga Gettysburg ’76
Coulson M. Scheuermann Case Western ’50
Peter T. Smoot Cal ’64
Andrew Vincent Stich Kentucky ’88
Scott Charles Sutton Lycoming ’04
Thomas Paul Tillett Gettysburg ’76
Kelly Valentine Friend of Laurel Hall
Kennard E. Voyles Purdue ’42

Cody Shayne Shumaker Valparaiso ’05
John Jeremiah Shumaker Kentucky ’04
Christina Silas Friend of Laurel Hall
William M. Spotts Friend of Laurel Hall
Chad M. Stegemiller Butler ’98
Donald S. True Jr. Syracuse ’47
David Charles Voll Ohio State ’04
Claude M. Warren III DePauw ’96 (Butler ’95)
Eric William Watkins Stanford ’98
Daniel McClelen Young Georgia Tech ’05

LAUREL HALL GIVING TOTALING $1 - $49
Barrett James Anderson Iowa ’05
Daniel Caban Michigan State ’07


Member has joined Chapter Eternal
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“This monumental building is more than
a National Headquarters; it is a symbol of
strength and impressiveness that defines
us as Phi Psi.”—Don Fites Valparaiso ’53
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Founders Day 2010 –

Honoring Our Best
What better way for Phi Kappa Psi to celebrate
158 years of history than by augmenting our annual
celebrations with recognition of those brothers
that continue to uphold the highest standards of
her. We can only go so far as our members allow
us to. Therefore, we must do our best to celebrate
not only the accomplishments of the organization,
but also the accomplishments of those individuals
that continue to make Phi Kappa Psi a leading
fraternity in developing quality members.
To help promote this recognition, our
Founders Day theme for 2010 is “Honoring Our
Best.” In 2009, more alumni associations around
the country adopted a growing practice of
creating local Hall of Fame programs in their
respective areas. We want that growth to continue
in 2010, and encourage all alumni associations
around the country to adopt those programs.
Within them, the opportunity to recognize alumni
who have achieved success in their lives grows and
more brothers are recognized and brought back
into the Phi Psi family.
In order to populate those groups of esteemed
honorees around the country, we need your help
to nominate a brother. On the facing page, you will
find a nomination form. Take a few moments to fill
it out and send it back to the national office. We
will be sure to have it forwarded to the
appropriate group(s) for consideration. Keep in
mind, a brother could be nominated for a number
of worthy reasons:
Career Achievement
Local Community Work
Phi Psi Volunteerism
Noteworthy Contribution to Society

National Leadership Award. These will be
presented by the Phi Psi Foundation at the 2010
Grand Arch Council in Orlando, Fla.
As for our associations and groups around
the country, do not forget that your event
information is due to the national office by
December 1st for inclusion in the winter edition
of the Shield. Please email all of the specifics (date,
time, location, RSVP contact, etc.) to Will Haskett
at WLH@phikappapsi.com.
Founders Day offers us a tremendous
opportunity in 2010. It is the single-greatest
gathering of brothers around the country on an
annual basis. With that group comes a fantastic
opportunity to lead a new generation in what is
expected of our members. Those who we honor
have made choices in their lives to uphold the
standards of Phi Kappa Psi. Not only are they an
example to all of us, but we hope to keep them
engaged with the Fraternity from this point forward.
Please nominate a worthy brother, attend your
local Founders Day and continue to find ways to
perpetuate the highest ideals of our beloved
Fraternity.

Not only could this brother be the honored
guest at a Founders Day celebration this coming
February, but he could also be considered for one
of Phi Kappa Psi’s highest forms of recognition: the
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Phi K appa Psi
Alumni Recognition Nomination Form
Your Name:

Chapter & Initiation Year:

Preferred Phone and/or Email:

Nominees Name:

Chapter & Initiation Year:

Current Address Hometown and State:

Please list the occupation of the nominee:

Occupation History:

Outstanding Accomplishments:

Awards:

Service to Community or Phi Kappa Psi:

General Comments on the Strength of the Nominee:

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Alumni Association
Newsletters
PHI PSI ALUMNI AROUND THE COUNTRY ARE GETTING TOGETHER WITH LOCAL
ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS. TO GET INVOLVED, SEE THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
DIRECTORY ON PAGE 52. NO ALUMNI ASSOCIATION IN YOUR AREA? CONTACT
WILL HASKETT, DIRECTOR OF ALUMNI SERVICES, AT WLH@PHIKAPPAPSI.COM
OR CALL 1-800-486-1852 TO LEARN HOW TO SET ONE UP IN YOUR TOWN!
FOUNDERS DAY DETAILS WILL BE AVAILABLE IN THE WINTER 2010 ISSUE, WHICH
WILL BE IN MAILBOXES IN EARLY JANUARY.

Central Iowa alums enjoyed their third annual golf tournament

CENTRAL IOWA

the year was the Third Annual Foursome Best-Ball
Golf Outing held on a warm and sunny August 1
at beautiful Wakonda Country Club in Des Moines.
The focus of the 2009 Outing was to raise funds
for a Phi Psi from Iowa Alpha whose immediate

Greetings from the heartland of America! It has
been a busy and productive 2009 for area Phi Psi
alums. Following an excellent Founders Day
Celebration in February, our next major event of
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Homecoming.
Tryon Hubbard, SWVGP, Alabama Alpha ‘64, has
been invited by the Central Texas Alumni
Association and the Texas Gamma Chapter to be
the keynote speaker at the 2010 Founder’s Day
Celebration in February. Be sure to watch for
more information regarding an outstanding
Founder’s Day in the near future. George Dixon,
our CENTEX president emeritus, has recently had
health issues, but he is recovering at home, and is
planning on attending the Homecoming. Our
prayers have been with him, as well as with the
Texas Gamma Chapter “Founding Father #1, “69,
Cliff Berkman, who also has had health issues. We
pray for his prompt recovery.
The CENTEX Alumni Association, “Austin
Division” is currently reviewing their meeting
locations, dates and times in Austin. More on that
will be forthcoming in the upcoming weeks. If any
questions arise regarding the Austin or the San
Antonio alumni meetings, please call 877-5065205 or go to our website www.centexphipsi.com.
Our CENTEX officers for 2009 are:
President: Darin Tietgen California Zeta ’94
Vice President, Austin: Jerry Norman OH
Epsilon ’70
Vice President, San Antonio: David Webb
Texas Beta ’81
Secretary: Dan Ouellette Texas Gamma ’69
Treasurer: Troy Jaster Tennessee Epsilon ’00
President Emeritus: George Dixon Texas
Gamma ’72

family members are facing some serious medical
issues and bills. With this as the backdrop, over 40
brothers from at least eight states (spanning four
decades as Phi Psis!) made the effort to travel to
Des Moines for the tournament and the evening
festivities that followed. Another ten or so
Brothers who could not attend still sent along very
generous donations for the cause. After final
tabulations at the end of the day, this event easily
exceeded all expectation and raised an amazing
$8,000 for our Phi Psi brother and his family!
Tremendous credit and thanks for the Golf
Outing’s organization goes to Ron Barnes Iowa
Beta ’84, Mark Easler Iowa Alpha ’86, Ted Irvine
Iowa Alpha ’82, and last but definitely not least
Brad Winterbottom Iowa Alpha ’76. It was hard
work done by outstanding men that produced a
great day with an excellent result! Indeed, the
2009 Golf Outing proudly showcased the lifelong
impact and bond that truly is Phi Kappa Psi – as if
there has ever been any doubt. Coming soon to
your inbox: details regarding the Central Iowa Phi
Kappa Psi Alumni Association’s Fourth Annual
Holiday Hot Toddy Hour! Best wishes to all.

CENTRAL TEXAS
During the summer, the Central Texas Alumni
Association (CENTEX) has been fairly inactive.
However, the August 25 meeting activated the “San
Antonio Division” with all of the core members
attending. On September 2, we were invited by
the Texas Gamma Chapter at Texas State
University to their first chapter meeting of the
school year, which we attended. At that meeting,
we heard an update of the upcoming football
season by Coach Wright prior to the meeting.
Then, we were updated with the chapter’s fall
recruitment and other anticipated activities for fall
2009.
The alumni association is seeking to “reach,
teach, and renew” Phi Psi brotherhood throughout
the Central Texas area from Austin to San Antonio
and the surrounding towns of each city. An “Alumni
Rush” campaign has been initiated on Sunday,
September 27 with over a hundred alumni
contacted with very positive results. On Saturday,
October, 31, the AA was invited by Texas Gamma
Chapter to attend the Texas State University’s
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

CENTRAL VIRGINIA
Brothers of Central Virginia Alumni Association
are back better then ever. This fall Phi Kappa Psi
planted its flag at Virginia Commonwealth
University. Phi Kappa Psi’s VCU Colony has 14
colony members and is looking for more. Brother
John D. Watt North Carolina Alpha ’75 has been
assisting the new colony with great success. The
colony has already started several community
service activities that include improving an
elementary school playground and a blood drive.
The brothers of CVAA have fully committed to
the new colony and recently met the undergrads
at a gathering in Richmond. We welcome all
alumni living in the area to come out and get
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The Central
Virginia AA
helped to
welcome the
new colony
members at
Virginia
Commonwealth
University

June to tour the friendly confines at the corner of
Addison and Clark, followed by a night out in
Wrigleyville.
As we approach the holidays, the Chicago AA
will close the year out with its last major event. The
Webster Wine Bar will be the venue for an evening
of wine tasting and pass hors d’oeuvres.
Please check the website (www.phipsichicago.
org) for details on the wine tasting event and
monthly happy hours.

involved either with the CVAA or the new VCU
Colony. High! High! High! Contact CVAA President
Daniel Mouer at phipsi33@aol.com.

CHARLOTTE
The Charlotte Phi Kappa Psi Alumni Association
has taken the lead to help save lives from a deadly
disease - cancer. This October our Association has
formed a team to participate in the Susan G.
Komen Race for the Cure in Charlotte. In the spirit
of Phi Kappa Psi and service to others, we have
raised over $200 for cancer research.
Brothers Alex Jankowsky, Jeff Fagan, Matt
Cameron, Mike Hill, and Mike Foess ran in the 5k
race.
We continue to host brotherhood happy hours,
which are generally held the third Thursday of
every month.
If you are in the Charlotte area and would like
to learn more about our happy hours, Phi Psi
labeled wine, or would like to get involved, please
visit our website at www.charlottephikappapsi.com.

GARDEN STATE
The Garden State Alumni Association (GSAA)
has had a good 2nd half of 2009. The GSAA has
an active alumni base. Many from the GSAA
membership assist at various levels with the local
chapters (New Jersey Delta at TCNJ, New Jersey
Epsilon at Rowan, New Jersey Beta Colony at
Monmouth, along with a number of other local
chapters in neighboring states like N.Y. and Pa.).
The GSAA aims to serve N.J. brothers by aiding
with the current N.J. chapters, help with the
establishment of new chapters in N.J., social
opportunities, continued
education
and
professional networking. In addition, since N.J.
brothers tend to work close to NYC or
Philadelphia, the GSAA tries to work closely with
both the Philadelphia AA and NYC AA for event
planning and distribution of Phi Psi information.
Some highlights: The GSAA had its annual golf
outing in June where a number of brothers
enjoyed a great day out on the links. A number of
GSAA members attended the Philadelphia AA’s
paintball event, BBQ, and happy hour where they

CHICAGO
Greetings from the Windy City. Every summer
the Chicago Alumni Association sponsors a
“Chicago Day” where area alumni will gather to
experience something local. Many here would
argue that summer in Chicago is best in the
country.
This summer was no different as the Chicago
Alumni Association highlighted the year with a tour
of Wrigley Field. Brothers gathered together in
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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had a great time. This fall the NYC AA and GSAA
have a planned group outing at a well-known
establishment in Greenwich Village. This is the
inaugural official outing with both groups with the
hopes that many more will follow. Members of the
GSAA also attended the colony pinning and colony
initiation ceremonies for N.J. Beta colony
(Monmouth University). The GSAA is very excited
to help the colony complete their requirements
and become a chapter (with completion expected
in the fall of 2010).
For 2010 the GSAA will be holding its annual
Founders Day luncheon along with a number of
other events. These include an annual golf outing,
possible minor league baseball game, participation
in N.J. Delta’s 20-year anniversary celebration,
participation in N.J. Epsilon’s 10-year anniversary
celebration, a professional networking event with
the neighboring alumni associations, events with
the Philadelphia / NYC AAs, and other events that
the brothers desire.

• The GSAA itself is looking for volunteers for its
expansion and event planning committees.
• Both N.J. Delta and N.J. Epsilon chapters are
always looking for alumni willing to contribute
to both chapters’ continued success.
• The NJ Beta colony is also looking for alumni to
help mentor the young men as they prepare to
complete their recolonization effort.
• The GSAA supports the expansion of Phi Psi to
other schools as well as strengthening current
chapters in N.J. We work with Nick Reed
(Director of Expansion) to assure alumni are in
place for new chapters to come to fruition.
With members all over N.J., we have intimate
knowledge of all the N.J. schools that can aid in
the potential establishment of Phi Psi chapters
at schools where Phi Psi currently does not
have a chapter. One of the current organization
efforts is to bring alumni together to support
the potential recolonization of the N.J. Gamma
chapter at Rutgers University.

Founders Day:
This year Michael H. McCoy (Indiana Beta ’58),
the Fraternity’s National Historian, will be the guest
for the GSAA alumni association brunch. Brother
McCoy joins the list of prominent Phi Psi guests to
attend a GSAA hosted event over the past few
years. Other prominent guests have included Will
Haskett, Shawn Collinsworth, J. Tryon Hubbard, and
Paul Wineman.
Founders Day weekend will feature a number
of events between the area alumni associations
(events and dates are subject to change):
• NYC AA – Dinner on Friday February 19 contact Evan Rakowski
(evan.rakowski@gmail.com) for details
• Philadelphia AA – Dinner on Saturday
February 20 – contact Paul Sanborn
(paul.sanborn@gmail.com)for details
• GSAA – Brunch on Sunday February 21 –
contact Tom Chelchowski
(tchecho@optonline.net)for details

The following individuals can be contacted if
interested in helping:
• GSAA – Tom Chelchowski –
tchecho@optonline.net or Erik Abramson
wildeklave@aol.com
• N.J. Beta colony (Monmouth) – Richard
Contardi – RJCPTPL@aol.com
• N.J. Gamma potential recolonization (Rutgers)
– Erik Abramson
wildeklave@aol.com
• N.J. Delta (TCNJ) – Mark Kadetsky markbassk2@aol.com
• N.J. Epsilon (Rowan) – Marc Chaty chatymarc@hotmail.com
• General expansion in N.J. – Erik Abramson –
wildeklave@aol.com
The GSAA wishes everyone a happy fall/winter
season and looks forward to seeing you at one of
our future events.

NORTH TEXAS
Greeting to all from your fellow North Texas
alumni! With the exception of the vast amounts of
rain received in the past few months, it has been a
good summer for relaxing and enjoying the
outdoors. We are happy to announce that our

Costs for the event are yet to be determined.
Alumni volunteering:
There are a number of alumni opportunities that
the GSAA would like to let brothers know about.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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The happy hour is always a significant other-friendly
event, so feel free to bring them.
We also have one final announcement about
Founders’ Day 2010. We all know that it will be
here before we know it! The Philly AA will hold its
event on Saturday, February 20, 2010. This will be a
brothers-only event, and we will have an extra
special guest with us for the evening: National
Historian Michael H. McCoy Indiana Beta ’58
(Indiana University). We will begin with dinner at
6pm (details on location forthcoming) and as usual
several of us will continue to hang out throughout
the evening discussing our Fraternity. You want to
make sure you clear your calendars for this evening
now, because we are doing something
unprecedented for the Philadelphia Alumni
Association. We will induct the inaugural class of
Edgar Fahs Smith’s Ring of Honor. Edgar Fahs
Smith’s Ring of Honor is named in honor of one of
the founding members of the Pa. Iota Chapter
(University of Pennsylvania); he was also one of the
first co-editors of The Shield. Each year the
Philadelphia Alumni Association will induct one
Philadelphia-area alumnus of Phi Kappa Psi who has
shown extraordinary dedication and service to a
colony, chapter or the national organization into our
Ring of Honor. Our inaugural class will consist of
two members. We are very excited about this, and
I hope many of you can join us. If you would like
more information, my contact information is below.
If you are a local alumnus and need information
about the Philly AA, please contact me at
paul.sanborn@gmail.com. We have a Google Group
(http://groups.google.com/group/philapkpaa); please
contact me if you would like to become a member.
We also have a Facebook group. We post most of
our information on both; however, if you would like
information via a different medium, please feel free
to email me at paul.sanborn@gmail.com.

association president, Greg Bruce Texas Delta ’88,
was married in June. We all wish Greg and his wife
well.
Now with school in session and the onset of
autumn, the North Texas Alumni Association is in full
swing with many projects. First is the introduction of
the 2010 NTAA Scholarship. Two scholarships, in
the amount of $750 each, are offered to all
undergraduate and graduate brothers at chapters in
Texas, Oklahoma and Louisiana. More information
and printable applications will be available on our
website, www.northtexasphipsi.com. Completed
applications will need to be submitted to the NTAA
by January 29, 2010. Recipients of the scholarships
will be announced at our Founder’s Day banquet in
March. Second order of business is our continued
contacts with area alumni. A couple “meet-andgreets” and “happy-hours” are in the works to be
able to keep in contact with our fellow brothers and
encourage new alumni to join the NTAA. Last
order of business, and most important, is the
planning for our 2010 Founders Day banquet. This
is one of the best occasions we hold for connecting
with brothers and celebrating our great Fraternity.
Stay tuned for information on our banquet.
As always, every brother is welcome here. If
you visit the Dallas-Fort Worth area and need
assistance with something, or just want to hang out,
we’ll be here for you.

PHILADELPHIA
We hope all of you had a wonderful summer.
Now that school is back in session, we are bringing
back the programming.
On September 26, we had our first Alumni
Association BBQ, held at Drexel University’s beach
volleyball courts. It was a great time, as a mix of
alumni and undergraduate brothers ate amazing
food grilled by Brother Harry Wilson, discussed the
upcoming semester, and played some volleyball.
We’d like to announce our monthly Happy
Hours are back. We meet on every 3rd
Wednesday of the month from 6pm to 8pm at
Chickie’s and Pete’s in South Philadelphia. The
address is 1526 Packer Avenue, Philadelphia, PA
19145-5407 (http://www.chickiesandpetes.com).
Come on out, meet some local brothers and enjoy
their “world-famous” crab fries, and a drink or two.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

RHODE ISLAND
Needless to say, this past year has had its ups
and downs. Unfortunately, due to numerous
university violations, the undergraduate chapter of
Rhode Island Beta will not exist at the University of
Rhode Island for the next 3 to 5 years.The national
sorority ZTA has leased our house for the next
three years with two one-year options. Presently
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The Rhode
Island AA
enjoyed
another
Pop Top
Open golf
tournament

as our undergrads go for the next 3 to 5 years we
will still be very active as an alumni association. I am
asking that all alumni make every effort to attend
our events in the upcoming 2009-2010 calendar
year. I promise you that you will enjoy seeing some
of the old fossils. It is very important that we
remain active as an alumni association.
We are extending an invitation to all Brown
University Phi Psi’s as well as any other brothers of
all chapters to join the Rhode Island Alumni
Association, contact
Bruce Tavares
at
tavaresfamily@cox.net. To all R.I. Beta brothers,
please sign up on our www.ribeta.com website,
thanks to Brother Frank Lee. The following is a list
of events for the 2009-2010 calendar years.
• Founders Day February 6, 2010 6:30 PM at the
Fireman’s Club in Providence
• 2nd Annual “Beer Tasting Social” for Brothers,
Wives and Friends, April 24, 2010 7-9PM
Fireman’s Club, Providence
• Alumni Basketball Get Together - TBA
• National Grand Arch Council (GAC) Disney
World Orlando Florida, July 27 – August 1 2010
• Pop Top Open Golf Tournament – late
August/early September 2010 at Beaver River
Country Club

our National Fraternity is holding our charter for
colonization in the future. If the climate is right at
the University of Rhode Island, we will start the
colonization in the fall of 2013, subject to the Phi
Kappa Psi National schedule. It will take at least one
to two years to have our charter reinstituted. At
that time we will call upon alumni to help with the
colonization process as well as the re- chartering of
our chapter. It will be essential that our new
brothers follow the edicts of Phi Kappa Psi and
take the Phi Kappa Psi Ritual to heart.
The good news is that the house is in better
than new condition, and something to be proud of.
The Rhode Island Alumni Association has remained
vibrant and active. Founders Day was a great
success with over 45 alumni in attendants. We also
had for the first time, a beer tasting social for
brothers, wives and friends which was successful
thanks to Brother Steve ”Big Mac” Maccioni and
Brother Carl ”The Meat” DiSanto. Also, a special
thanks is in order for Brother William Guglietta for
organizing the alumni basketball event as well as
Brother Joe Hart for his help in organizing the Pop
Top Open golf tournament, which is always a
popular event.
Even though we will be in a hold pattern as far
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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RUBBER CITY

wonderful time and I want to personally thank
everyone for attending.
The Phi-Psi-B-Que was again graciously held at
Brother Rich Naval’s ranch, Cal Iota ’92, on the
outskirts of Davis. It was attended by many
brothers and Phi Psi ladies, including some
undergraduate brothers from Cal Iota at UC Davis
who helped with the cooking, giving the alumni
some more time to mingle. It was very much
appreciated! After the hot dogs and hamburgers
were put down, a number of brothers made their
way over to Brother Naval’s barn to go for a ride
on his ATVs. A good time was had by all! The new
fire pit, though not actually burning, was put to
good use as a seating area as the sun went down,
enabling us to watch a beautiful sunset over the
coastal mountains. It was a great ending to a great
day. The Sacramento AA would like to give a huge
thank you to Brother Naval for letting us use his
ranch and facilities, and Brothers David Tilley Cal
Iota ’93, and Jason Weiner Cal Beta ’00, for really
coming through in helping to put on the events.
They are all very much appreciated!
Our next event is going to be a big, blowout
Founder’s Day Gala for the Sacramento AA’s 10
Anniversary Founders Day Dinner on Saturday
February 20, 2010! To help you out, it is the
Saturday AFTER the President’s Day holiday
weekend in February. All brothers and Phi Psi ladies
are invited; alumni, undergraduate or otherwise!
This will be held in conjunction with the California
Iota Alumni Corporation and the California Iota
Chapter at UC Davis for a grand event and
fundraiser! This is a black-tie optional affair (I know
I’ll be in my penguin suit for this one) with many
out-of-town brothers heading in for what will
surely be an unforgettable weekend!
The social hour will expand from one to two
hours, followed by our traditional dinner and
program. After dinner this year, we will open up the
dance floor and boogie the night away, a first for
our annual dinners! All types of music will be
played, from the 40s to today, so don’t let the music
hold you back from attending this wonderful event.
We’ll have something for everyone!
The events will all be held at the Holiday Inn
Capitol Plaza, located one block from the Old
Sacramento waterfront and seven blocks from the

It was a beautiful sunny summer afternoon that
welcomed golfers from the RCAA, sons and
friends to our Annual Golf outing at Rawiga
Country Club in Seville, Ohio on August 15. Our
group was 36 strong as golfers from over three
different decades teed-up for a very enjoyable
afternoon on Rawiga’s well kept course. The four
man scramble was won handily by the group of
Deano Pol Ohio Iota ’85, Daniel Pol, John Vugas and
Brent Hughes. Congratulations!
The RCAA would like to thank everyone who
came but especially Brothers Stan Mazur Ohio Iota
’70 and John Kiss Ohio Iota ’70. We always
appreciate the stories from the 70’s and enjoy the
advice that we get from you.
After the round all players engaged in much
camaraderie and brotherhood while enjoying the
wonderful steak dinner that Rawiga C.C. serves.
Everyone took home something and of course
“Show Down” was the final event of the evening at
Rawiga. After that many brothers came to the
after party and we hooped it up until late in the
evening. I hope you will take a moment and
consider coming to next year’s golf outing.
Founders Day information will come in the next
newsletter. For now set aside February 20 as the
date. Thanks for your consideration. If you live in
Northeast Ohio and want to join in our activities
please e-mail Steve Horgan at horgans@nskind.com
or call Tim Lynskey at 216-701-9117.
The Rubber City Alumni Association would like to
express its deepest condolences to the family of Terry
Harper. Lea Ann, Dale and Jace – your husband and
father helped Ohio Iota more than you can know. He
was a wonderful man with a wonderful sense of wit
and humor. He will be missed.

SACRAMENTO
Our summer was very successful this year! We
had great participation in our 7th Annual “Phi-PsiB-Que” and 3rd Annual Phi Psi Cup Golf
Tournament on August 29, 2009. The tournament
took place at the Davis Golf Course in Davis, CA,
with a very good turn-out. The low gross winner
was Brother OJ Solander Cal Beta ’62, with the low
net trophy going to yours truly, Travis Nagler Cal
Iota ’89. All brothers and Phi Psi Ladies had a
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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State Capitol. A preliminary price for the dinner and
dancing has been set at $50/alumni single or
$90/alumni couple. As always, the social hour (two
hours) is a no-host bar, which will be in a reserved
section of the hotel bar. A room block will be held
for us at the hotel so plan on spending a nice
weekend in Sacramento. I will contact our SAA
email list with further information as we go forward.
If I do not have your email address, please contact
me at travisnagler@hotmail.com or 530-601-6596
to get on the list. But make your flight reservations
today for attending on Saturday February 20, 2010
in Sacramento, Calif. I will get out more information
soon. You’ll not want to miss this one!

The three final association events in 2009
included two UW tailgates and a poker night. The
tailgate events were held during Homecoming on
Oct. 24 and Apple Cup on Nov. 28 games. The
poker night was held at the UW Chapter house on
Nov. 11.
Save the date: Founders Day 2010 will be held
on Saturday, February 20.
More association and event information can be
found at:
Google:
http://groups.google.com/group/seattlephipsi
Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=1740
4506615
Twitter: http://twitter.com/seattlephipsi

SAINT LOUIS
The St. Louis Alumni Association has had a busy
summer of brotherhood, bonding and golf.
Although the summer is winding down, the Alumni
Association is gearing up and starting planning for
some fall events and even preparing for Founders
Day. We would like to thank all the participants
that took part in the BBQ and Golf Tournament at
Innsbrook Golf Course over the summer. We had
12 teams compete in the tourney and are already
thinking of next year’s rematch. During the fall we
are hoping to get the brothers together for a
couple happy hour events.
Even though the specifics are still being worked
out, McMurphy’s Grill in St. Louis will again be hosting
the St. Louis Alumni Association Founders Day
Dinner. The event will also correspond with annual
Mardi Gras parade in downtown St. Louis. The day
of the parade we will also be having a brotherhood
event to celebrate. If you are planning on attending
from out of town please book your hotel room quick
because they fill up fast that weekend.

Or email us for more information on how to
get involved in Seattle at seattlephipsi@gmail.com.

SOUTH FLORIDA GULF COAST
The South Florida Gulf Coast Alumni
Association (SFGCAA) will celebrate Founders
Day February 20, 2010 at 11:30 A.M. at the Firkins
& Fox Pub, 2505 Manatee Ave East (SR 64),
Bradenton, FL 34208 (941) 748-7694, which is
located 4 miles west of Interstate 75, Exit 220, on
the right side (north) of the road. We have a
private room.
Our guest speaker will be the Fraternity’s
Executive Director Shawn Collinsworth. If you have
had the pleasure of hearing Bro Collinsworth at
Woodrow Wilson Leadership School in Buffalo,
N.Y. this past summer or at the last few GACs, you
know he is excellent. The cost of the luncheon is
again $20.00 with a cash bar available.

TOLEDO
The Toledo Alumni Association is pleased to
welcome the newly re-chartered Ohio Zeta
Chapter at Bowling Green State University and its
alumni to full membership in the association. Even
though the University of Toledo and Bowling
Green State University are rivals in sporting events,
the synergy of the two Phi Kappa Psi chapters and
their alumni are important to the Phi Psi
brotherhood in northwest Ohio.
Golf tournaments and homecomings are
behind us, so we now look to the third Friday of

SEATTLE
The Seattle Alumni Association has had a great
year. We moved our Founders Day celebration to
the University of Washington’s campus, held a 45person golf tournament, hosted bi-monthly socials
and attended alumni friendly Washington Alpha
Chapter events including the Paul R. Wineman
incoming freshman scholarship luncheon,
scholarship check presentation, new pledge meet
and greet, and the parents luncheon.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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each month for the Sig Bet alumni luncheons and
to February 19, 2010 for the Founders Day event.
All Phi Psi alumni living in the NW Ohio/ SE
Michigan area are welcome at any Toledo Alumni
Association events.

in DeKalb, Ill. The young chapter is in need of alumni
guidance and members to create a housing board.
Also, The Western Chicago Alumni Association
will hold its annual holiday dinner on Thursday,
December 10 at 6pm at “The Odyssey” located at
667 W. Roosevelt Rd in Lombard, Ill. To inquire
about how to get involved in the Western Chicago
suburbs, or to RSVP for the Holiday Dinner, contact
Paul at consults@ais.net or 630.886.6102.

WESTERN CHICAGO
The Western Chicago Alumni Association is
looking for members to help our new chapter at NIU

Alumni Clubs & Associations
Atlanta AA
Bill Simpson 770-761-8265
bsimpson@skcfilms.com
www.geocities.com/atlantaphipsi
Birmingham AA
Freddie Stakes 205-879-4346
jfs11647@bellsouth.net
Central Iowa AA
Elliott Smith 515-279-4745
esmith@iowabusinesscouncil.org
Central Texas AA
Darin Tietgen 714-557-3297
darin@dwtdevelopment.com
www.centexphipsi.com
Central Virginia AA
Daniel Mouer 804-559-4699
PHIPSI33@AOL.COM
Charlotte AA
Alexander Jankowsky 704-655-9261
jankowa@roadrunner.com
www.charlottephikappapsi.com
Chicago AA
Anthony Sacco 312-375-2841
anthony.sacco@gmail.com
www.phipsichicago.org

Greater Orange County AA
Matthew Shaw 949-645-4942
matthew.shaw@yum.com
Houston AA
Charles Brandman 281-856-8279
brandman@pdq.net
Huntsville AA
Glen Buttrey 256-883-2353
imglenb@comcast.net
Indianapolis AA
Thomas Pennington 317-222-1287
tcp1330@me.com
www.pkpindyaa.org
Kansas City AA
John Gillis 816-333-2091
john@johngillis-law.com
Lancaster County AA
Ricardo Rivers 212-807-6726
rgrivers@aol.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/lcaa
Los Angeles AA
John Ciccarelli 818-700-1336
jcicarelli@aol.com
www.laphipsialumni.com

Cleveland AA
David Gardner 216-533-9910
gardnerd12@gmail.com

Mid Missouri AA
Ed Brandon 573-642-7342
a3diners@aol.com
www.geocities.com/midmoaa

Columbus AA
Mitchell Grant 614-296-6029
mitch.grant@lfg.com
www.ohiodelta.com

New Mexico AA
Lewis Bejcek 505-550-4033
LBEJCEK@COMCAST.NET

East Tennessee AA
Eric Gray 678-333-8014
eric.gray@hilton.com
www.pkpalumni.com

New York City AA
Evan Rakowski 203-209-7629
evan.rakowski@gmail.com
http://phipsinyc.blogspot.com

North Texas AA
Garden State AA
Gregory Bruce 214-642-9106
Tomasz Chelchowski 201-274-4458 gregory.s.bruce@accenture.com
tchelcho@optonline.net
www.northtexasphipsi.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group.garde
nstateaa/
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Northern California AA
Kenneth Perscheid 925-947-6797
kenperscheid@yahoo.com
www.calgamma.com
Oregon AA
Chris Koons 503-844-7216
chriskoons@msn.com
www.oregonphipsialumni.com
Philadelphia AA
Russell Pocaro 856-366-4941
russell.pocaro@t-moble.com
Pittsburgh AA
Joe Soltis 724-459-0508
jpsoltis@comcast.net
www.pittsburghphipsis.com
Rhode Island AA
Bruce Tavares 401-364-3814
tavaresfamily@cox.net
www.ribeta.com
Rochester Area AA
Jonathan Ziehl 585-734-7347
jonathan@ziehl.net
Rubber City AA
Steve Horgan 330-873-9499
HORGANS@NSKIND.COM
Sacramento AA
Travis Nagler 530-601-6596
travisnagler@hotmail.com
Saint Louis AA
William Reinecke 314-609-1489
billreinecke@yahoo.com
San Diego AA
Benjamin Moraga 805-208-1993
benmoraga@gmail.com
Seattle AA
Matthew Donegan-Ryan 425-6818505
mdr1583@gmail.com
Silicon Valley AA
Eric Watkins 650-814-4364
ewatkins@gmail.com
http://www.phipsisvaa.com/
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South Florida Gulf Coast AA
Murray Renick 941-794-5523
mrarenick@yahoo.com
Texas South Plains AA
David Norman 806-795-9516
danjdcpa@aol.com
www.ttuphipsi.org
Toledo AA
Larry Zaiser 419-474-8714
lzaiser@muzakoftoledo.com
Tucson AA
Joel Davis 520-882-5233
joelalexanderdavis@gmail.com
www.phipsiaz.com
Twin Cities AA
Jason Baker 952-840-7222
jbaker@jbaker.org
www.mnbeta.org
Washington, DC AA
Douglas Miller 301-681-3990
douglasjmiller@yahoo.com
www.geocities.com/dcphipsi
Western Chicago AA
Paul Oblon 630-886-6102
consults@ais.net
Western New York AA
Tony Thothongkum 716-439-4999
TONYTHOTHONGKUM@HOTMA
IL.COM
Wheat State AA
Kevin McShane 913-341-5395
kevinmcshane@kc.rr.com
www.wheatstatealumni.com
Wisconsin AA
Robert Ulaszek 888-202-9899
rob@ulaszek.com
www.badgerphipsi.net
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Adam Lopez takes a break for a photo as the house nears completion

Phi Psis Assist Extreme Home Makeover
The popular television show Extreme
Makeover: Home Edition has been providing new
housing structures for disadvantaged families for
years now. For a recent build, some Phi Psis helped
out and furthered the Great Joy of Serving Others.
Todd Salen Illinois Delta ’77, Kevin Kozlen Missouri
Alpha ’96 and Adam Lopez Illinois Delta ’05
assisted hundreds of community volunteers to
build an entirely new house for a family in just a
few days.
Kevin Kozlen (L) and Todd Salen
pose during “Move That Bus”
day for Extreme Home Makeover
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Indiana Delta members from the 80s enjoyed a weekend of golf
and catching up with old friends

The More Things Change, The More They Stay
The Same: Indiana Delta’s Lively Reunion
the gang joined in when we all met at a local
Noblesville watering hole and shared the story of
how brother Klatte had become the first man in
course history to have been hit squarely in the
center of the forehead by a 90 yard chip shot. It
was a fine shot by brother Cartwight, hit directly at
the pin, and the group agreed that no penalty
stroke was to be assessed. Thankfully, the golf
outing on Saturday morning at BearSlide did not
see any similar incidents.
Many of us from the Kappa through Rho classes
of have kept in touch through the years, but I think
that it is safe to say that most of us hadn’t seen
each other for a couple decades. We have all taken
different paths since graduation. In the group there
were no less than 15 different trades and

The weekend of July 18 could have been like
any other for me this summer – kids, soccer games
and a little time at the pool. But thanks to the
efforts of some very dogged organizers, it was a
good deal more interesting: there was a reunion of
the Indiana Delta chapter of Phi Kappa Psi. The
alumni give special thanks to Todd Butler for leading
the charge in organizing the event and also to Chip
Camp for hosting the event at his house in Cicero,
Ind.
When all of the beer cans were counted at the
end of the day on Sunday it turned out that 40 or
so of the brothers from the mid-1980s had been
able to make it to the weekend. For about half of
the crew, it started on Friday with a round of golf
at Purgatory Golf Club in Noblesville. The rest of
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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be familiar with the particulars, but you’ll likely
recognize the themes. If you would like more
information on how to plan a reunion for your
chapter, contact Headquarters at 1-800-486-1852.
The chapter’s alumni updated the Shield with
information about Dan Phillips Indiana Delta ’81,
who was battling cancer during the reunion.
Brother Phillips passed away on Sept. 19.

professions represented and we have worked in
places as far north as Prudhoe Bay, Ala., as far east
as Beijing, and as far south as Miami. Yes, it is true
that time has begun to show on some of the faces,
but not nearly as much as you would expect.
Beyond a little grey/white, everyone was pretty
much the same as when I last saw them. And that
is not all that had stayed the same. Standing
around the deck at Chip’s house, so much was very
familiar. The same card table was surrounded by
Dadan, Weyer, Landmann and Cooter ensconced
in a game of Double-bid Euchre, Butt was ensuring
that we all kept on schedule, and there was never
a question as to where Ballzy was standing based
on the decibel level of the conversation. Later in
the evening there was a recounting of stories that
were all-too-familiar and completely inappropriate
for retelling in print. It was a spectacular reminder
of the great times that we shared.
I sincerely hope that it isn’t another 23 years
until we get together again. I think that thanks to
the wonders of Facebook and Linked-in there is a
good chance that we will be staying in closer touch
in the coming years.
The assembled Indiana Delta brothers also
passed along context-free quotes from the reunion
weekend. The more appropriate ones have been
gathered here for your amusement – you may not

Golf events tend to demand creativity in
addition to skill

Chip Camp’s house provided a picturesque setting for the Indiana Delta reunion.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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resume since then, and can’t risk jail time, or
any other embarrassment.

A very nice addition to the cookout on
Saturday night was Jeff Ambrose passing out
cherries that have been soaking in gasoline
since 1986. He claims it was “moonshine”,
but I am pretty sure it was gasoline.



At the time this Shield is published, it is my
hope that Dan “Flip” Phillips will still be
courageously fighting the nasty cancer first
diagnosed in December 2008 [Dan Phillips
passed away on September 19, 2009 –Ed.].
Flip turned 48 in 2009. As of August 24, over
11,500 have visited his Caring Bridge
website. If you took the time to read his
guest book you would have discovered he
touched many people in a way probably all
of us did not realize.


Rule of thumb, never tend pin on
approach shot.


There really is truth in… High High High,
Phi Kappa Psi, Live Ever, Die Never, Phi Kappa
Psi!





To many, referring to a frat bro as a
brother is goofy. To us Indiana Delts, it was a
special time in our lives that gave us lifetime
friends. Many of us had not seen each other
in many years, yet we seemed to pick up
right where we left off. For all of us,
hopefully the comments, pictures, stories
have brought a smile to your faces and
warmth in your heart for the friendships we
secured at Purdue.

For any who care, the [golf course’s]
name is Purgatory. Catholics will recall this as
the eternal unknown which you cannot
escape. I think this is a fair assessment of the
course.


Promise not to engage in any
confrontations with bike gangs this time. I
have added a wife and 2 kids to my personal

A full weekend brought Indiana Delta alumni together to golf, eat, relax and reminisce
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Texas Tech Law Dean appointed National Defense
University Distinguished Senior Fellow
Texas Tech Law School Dean Walter Huffman
Texas Beta ’64 has been appointed as a
Distinguished Senior Fellow at the National
Defense University’s Institute for National Strategic
Studies. His role will be to serve as the National
Security Law expert during the inter-branch and
interagency crisis simulations held by the Institute
in Washington, D.C. The Institute for National
Strategic Studies was established by the Secretary
of Defense in 1984.
As the appointment letter states, this role “will
offer numerous opportunities to help evaluate
critically broad national security strategy and policy
issues and to provide professional insight and
expertise to the Secretary of Defense Strategic
Policy Forum in our crisis simulation events for
Executive Branch officials, members of Congress,
and senior-level military staff. These simulations are
an important part of the national security process
and provide bipartisan, not-for-attribution dialogue
between the Executive and Legislative branches
and among interagency participants. The U.S.
Department of Defense values this forum as a way
to gain Congressional and interagency insight and
experience on national security issues and policy.”
The Institute holds four crisis simulation
exercises each year, and the next event, a narcoterrorism exercise, is described in detail in the
attached flyer. Huffman stated that he is “extremely
honored to be appointed to this prestigious
position” and he notes that it fits perfectly with and
adds emphasis to the National Security Law class
he has taught at Texas Tech Law for the last seven
years. Huffman also said that “in addition to the
personal honor of this appointment, I am very
pleased that this appointment also recognizes the
strength of our school of law and Texas Tech
University at the national level of our government.”
Dean Huffman will continue as Dean and W. Frank
Newton professor of law at Texas Tech while
serving in this appointment, and he says that “I do
not believe my service as a National Defense

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Walter Huffman Texas Beta ’64 has
been appointed to a position at the
National Defense University’s Institute
for National Strategic Studies
University Distinguished Senior Fellow will detract
in any way from my ability to fulfill my
responsibilities at Texas Tech.”
Huffman, a retired Army Major General, has
served as Dean of the Texas Tech University School
of Law since 2002. He was formerly a senior
assistant for law and policy to The Secretary of
Veterans Affairs, and, prior to that position, served
as The Judge Advocate General of The Army – the
Army’s senior military lawyer.
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The Centennial of the North-American
Interfraternity Conference: 2009 - 2010
In April, within view of the Pentagon, the Joint
Services Color Guard of the Military District of
Washington opened the centennial meeting of the
North-American Interfraternity Conference
House of Delegates. To acknowledge the growth
of the fraternal movement, and to recognize that
the 73 NIC member fraternities represent both
national and international organizations, the
executive directors and guests present sang both
the Canadian and American national anthems.
With the House of Delegates session launched, so
was a year-long centennial celebration that will
highlight interfraternalism, brotherhood and
collaboration.
The National Interfraternity Conference was
founded at the University Club of NYC on
November 27, 1909 by delegates of 26 fraternities.
At the NIC’s 75th anniversary, one dinner speaker
noted that in 1909, “the climate was such that the
country, the fraternities and the people were ready
for change.” And in the 100 years since fraternities
agreed there was value in collaboration, the
fraternal movement has indeed changed – the
country, the fraternity system, and the people
involved with both.
Today there are 127 inter/national fraternities
and sororities, and 73 fraternities hold membership
in the NIC. In the 100 years since the NIC’s
founding, two additional important trade
organizations have developed, reflecting how the
fraternity world and the country have developed.
The National Pan-Hellenic Council Inc. represents
nine fraternities and sororities with predominantly
African-American membership; and the National
Association of Latino Fraternal Organizations has a
membership base of 23 fraternities and sororities.
The industry continues to evolve with the
development and growth of the National Asian
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Pacific Islander American Panhellenic Association
(NAPA) and the National Multicultural Greek
Council (NMGC).
Combined, the 12,000
fraternity and sorority chapters on more than 800
campuses in the U.S. and Canada have
membership of more than nine million, with
750,000 of those being today’s undergraduate
members and the world’s future leaders.
Leadership development is one of many
strengths today’s fraternity and sorority community
offers as the largest and most visible values-based
organizations on campus. Without question,
fraternities and sororities provide the most
successful leadership development programs for
college students and provide the largest network
of volunteers in the U.S.
How large? Millions of hours of volunteer
service are given by fraternity and sorority
members annually. Just last year, NIC member
fraternities provided more than 1.3 million service
hours and raised more than $12.8 million for
philanthropy.
But leadership is more than service and
philanthropy. Fraternities encourage their
development and promote their importance as a
foundation for life-long success within the context
of being values-based organizations. Many success
stories demonstrate how men live their fraternity’s
values. You can find many of these on
www.fraternityinfo.com, the website devoted to
telling the fraternity story and celebrating the
impact of fraternities on campus, within
communities, and on individual lives. Illustrating the
point of the speaker at the NIC’s 75th anniversary,
the men highlighted there have indeed changed
the world, the fraternity system and the people
involved with both.
The roots of the NIC go back to 1883, to a
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meeting of fraternity editors in Philadelphia. Ten
years later, the “College Fraternities Congress” was
held at the Chicago’s World Fair; and in 1895, more
than 300 fraternity men met in Atlanta to form The
American Panhellenic Society. The idea for a
permanent society was formalized in 1909, and in
the 100 years since the NIC has grown nearly
threefold. Throughout the century it has changed
to meet the needs of its members and the
fraternity world. Today, through advocacy,
collaboration, and education the NIC works to
ensure that fraternities can operate in an
environment conducive to their success. That is the
NIC mission.
How does it do that? Through local, regional,
and international representation on campuses, in
communities, within the fraternity industry, and on
Capitol Hill; through public and media relations;
web-based initiatives that now include promotion
and
recruitment
assistance
through
fraternityinfo.com; through position statements
that are clear about the values of fraternity men;
and through campus intervention and guidance on
policies, IFC recognition, colonization, voting,
expansion and more.
The NIC’s annual recognition and awards
program emphasizes the NIC Standards and
rewards men, chapters and fraternity members
who exemplify them. The awards also encourage
fraternities to tell their stories that demonstrate
the benefits of fraternalism. The NIC Awards of
Distinction celebrate the endeavors and triumphs
of those men who “live their ritual” everyday.
The NIC provides extensive programming for
IFCs and campus leaders to learn through the IFC
Academy and the INTERCHANGE Resource
Network. It also provides extensive programming
for IFCs and campus leaders to develop their
leadership through undergraduate programming
that includes the Undergraduate Interfraternity
Institute (UIFI), the IMPACT Institute, the Alumni
Academy, and the Jon Williamson Futures Quest.
In 2010, the NIC will celebrate the 20th
Anniversary of UIFI, a program from which over
10,000 fraternity and sorority leaders have
graduated since 1990.
The nine-man NIC board of directors planned
the year-long celebration that began in April in
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Washington and will conclude at the NIC’s annual
meeting in April, 2010. To kick off this 100th year,
the leaders of the National Panhellenic
Conference, the National Association of Latino
Fraternal Organizations, the National Pan-Hellenic
Council Inc., and the Association of
Fraternity/Sorority Advisors joined the crowd in
Washington at the Centennial Banquet to
recognize the successes of the fraternity world and
to discuss what that work will look like over the
next 100 years. The banquet room was filled with
a memorabilia exhibit recounting 100 years of the
NIC; and reminiscent of a Harry Potter movie, the
flag of every member fraternity was hung from the
ceiling. NIC Board Chair Bob Marchesani reflected
on the history of the organization, but Dud Daniel,
who was present at the 50th anniversary
celebration, offered many anecdotes from having
lived through much of it. Other luminaries from
the fraternity world, men whose leadership have
put the fraternity movement in the position of
strength it is in today, also took the podium and
entertained the crowd.
The celebration will continue throughout this
year. A Centennial Charter was created and
displayed at the annual meeting in Washington, and
all 73 members will receive a framed edition. To
return to the roots of the NIC, the winter meeting
of the board will be held in New York City to
coincide with a reception in the University Club
where the group will replace the 75 anniversary
plaque with one commemorating the centennial.
Most importantly, to involve undergraduates in this
historic occasion the four Greek regional
conferences will present a video shot during the
2009 annual meeting, one involving undergrads, as
well as alumni, in telling the story that is
interfraternalism.
While the 26 founding member fraternities
could not have envisioned videos, websites, and
twitter being part of a centennial celebration,
certainly they envisioned the interfraternity
cooperation that existed then growing into the
collaboration that exists today. That collaboration,
among 73 international and national men’s
fraternities, with a focus on advocacy and education
for each member, is the mission of today’s NorthAmerican Interfraternity Conference.
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Savin Gatchalian sends word of his marriage to
Lisa Greisiger – congrats brother!

Phi Psi Wedding – Savin Gatchalian Arizona Alpha ’01
If ever you have heard someone say that joining
Phi Kappa Psi was the best decision they have ever
made in their life, this statement may not be an
exaggeration. In fact, I stand as a true testament
to this idea. Not only did I inherit life long
friendships with my Fraternity brothers, it has truly
changed my life.
As an undergraduate at the University of
Arizona, I was introduced to a sweet Alpha Chi
Omega, Lisa Greisiger, through one of our various
sorority/fraternity events. Five years later, I asked

her to marry me.
Alongside, I invited my closest Fraternity
brothers to be part of the wedding, my
groomsmen, and my best man. On July 18, 2009
we held a beautiful beachside wedding at Turtle
Bay Resort, Oahu, Hawaii.
I am grateful for the lessons Phi Kappa Psi has
taught me, the friendships I have made as a brother,
and most importantly the chance to have met the
love of my life. Thank you Arizona Alpha, and I am
truly proud to be a Phi Psi.

Phi Psis Meet At Booster Event
Greg Knapp Illinois Delta ’72 and Andrew Reese Indiana Zeta ‘99 met this
summer at the annual Eureka (Illinois) Hornet Athletic Booster Golf Outing.
Andrew was on the Hornet basketball team in 1995-1998, and Greg was on
the Hornet basketball team in 1967-1970.The other “Eureka connection” Phi
Psi missing this year’s outing was Deiken Maloney Illinois Delta ‘97. Deiken
played b-ball for the Hornets in 1994-1997.They all also played other sports
for the school. Greg (pictured left) is currently an attorney in Eureka (and
former National President of Phi Kappa Psi), Andrew (pictured right) is a
physician’s assistant in Peoria and Deiken is in business in Chicago.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Arizona Alpha, University of Arizona
Henry J. Czajkowski Jr. ’48

Ohio Delta, The Ohio State University
Robert L. Koblenzer ’43
Jay B. Morrison ’66

Arkansas Alpha, University of Arkansas
Michael Andrew Reynolds ’80

Ohio Epsilon, Case Western
Reserve University
James J. Horan Jr. ’50

California Beta, Stanford University
Robert A. Nesbit ’44
Illinois Alpha, Northwestern University
Albert L. Bailey ’39

Oregon Alpha, University of Oregon
Donald R. Kresse ’42
Robert C. Bennett ’46

Illinois Delta, University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign
Ronald G. Keller ’54

Pennsylvania Epsilon, Gettysburg College
Warren B. Gilbert ’34
Robert C. Crawford ’50

Illinois Zeta, DePaul University
Carlos Navarro ’03

Pennsylvania Eta,
Franklin & Marshall College
Edgar R. Barnes Jr. ’42
William E. Wimble Jr. ’49

Indiana Alpha, DePauw University
James H. Emison ’43
Raymond P. Lewis Jr. ’48

Pennsylvania Lambda,
Pennsylvania State University
Edward T. Wilhelm Jr. ’36

Indiana Beta, Indiana University
Norman C. Schlemmer ’41

Texas Alpha, University of Texas
Robert P. Baxter ’37
Tom Field Jr. ’57

Indiana Delta, Purdue University
John G. Durham ’49
Iowa Alpha, University of Iowa
James E. Bromwell ’39

Texas Gamma, Texas State University,
San Marcos
Rowland J. Ingram ’71

Iowa Beta, Iowa State University
Daniel L. Lefgren ’62

Virginia Beta, Washington & Lee University
Mark H. Sayers ’70

Kansas Alpha, Kansas University
John C. Horner ’69
Mark David Boresow ’84

Washington Alpha, University of Washington
James W. Fredenberg ’63

New York Iota, State University
of New York at Binghamton
Steven Wayne Kovacs ’06

West Virginia Alpha, West Virginia University
Philip R. Robinson ’45
Jerry R. Sturm ’59
James Mark Riley ’74

North Carolina Alpha, Duke University
Franklyn G. Norris M.D. ’41
Ohio Alpha, Ohio Wesleyan University
David A. Wible ’36
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ALBERT L. BAILEY
ILLINOIS ALPHA ’39

ROBERT P. BAXTER SR.
TEXAS ALPHA ’37

Albert Lee “Al” Bailey was born April 21, 1920
to Robert and Ruth at Saint John’s Hospital in
Anderson, Ind. Al passed away after a brief illness
on March 15, 2009, in Libertyville, Ill. He was 88.
With the untimely death of his father in 1930, Al
and his mother moved to Evanston, Ill., when Al
was still in high school. After graduating from
Evanston High School, Al attended Northwestern
University and graduated from Indiana University,
Bloomington. Al was a World War II decorated
veteran and served in the 462d Army Air Forces
Base Unit. Aug. 10, 1942 - May 2, 1945. Al
completed his term of service with the rank of
sergeant. In May of 1949 he married his wife of 51
years, Martha (Muffe). Together they had two
children, Dann and CiCi. Al was the consummate
salesman starting with Ditto Corp., Pitney Bowes
and then his own company, Pancakes A Plenty. Al
was also staunch Indiana University fan, loved
hockey, movies, dancing and music, especially jazz.
He was an avid reader. Rarely would a day go by
that Al did not devour the entire contents of the
Chicago Tribune. Al is survived by his son Dann;
daughter Caroline.; grandson John (currently
serving in Iraq); brother Jack; and several nephews
and a niece, great-nephews and great-nieces.
Besides his parents, Al was preceded in death by his
wife Muffe; brother Bob; and sister Marty.

Robert P. Baxter Sr. died July 8, 2009 at the age
of 90, surrounded by friends and family. He was
born May 26, 1919 in Dermott, Ark. to R.W. and
Sallie. He was an Eagle Scout at age 12 and enjoyed
baseball and boxing through high school, despite
suffering crippling polio in his youth, for which he
rehabilitated for many decades at Baylor Hospital.
He was honored by the Texas Alpha Chapter in
2001 with the George Nelson Lytle award for
lifelong service and contribution to the Fraternity.
He was President of the Rio Grande National Life
Insurance Co. and became a member of the Young
Presidents’ Organization in 1960. He passed the
complete exam for the Chartered Life
Underwriter designation at age 22 and received
numerous honors in the life insurance industry. He
taught classes in insurance at Southern Methodist
University and contributed to the development of
that degree program at SMU business school. He
was President of the Dallas Optimist Club in 1951
and was active as an officer in the Community
Chest, a predecessor to the United Way. He was
instrumental to many Dallas area community and
academic boards, helping to advance their missions
and fundraising. He is survived by sons Robert and
Stephen and many grandchildren. He was
preceded in death by his wife Colleen; son Scott;
brothers Turner, Murphy and William.

EDGAR R. BARNES JR.
PENNSYLVANIA ETA ’42

JAMES E. BROMWELL
IOWA ALPHA ’39

Edgar R. Barnes Jr. died May 15, 2009 at the age
of 84. He was a graduate of Franklin & Marshall
College and served in the Army Air Corps during
World War II. Upon graduation from Dickinson
Law School, he served as law clerk to a U.S. District
Court judge in Scranton, Pa. and returned to
Lancaster, Pa. to practice law for 58 years, until the
time of his death. He is survived by his wife Eleanor,
a daughter, a son, two grandchildren and a greatgranddaughter.

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Born March 26, 1920, in Cedar Rapids, to Olive
and Maxwell, Jim graduated from Franklin High
School in 1938 and received his undergraduate
degree in 1942 from the University of Iowa, where
he was a member of Phi Kappa Psi. He served as
an officer in the U.S. Army during World War II,
stationed in New York and Paris, and was
honorably discharged as a Captain in 1946. He
married Dorothy Bennett on Sept. 10, 1946, in Des
Moines. After earning an MBA from the Harvard
Business School in 1947, he received a law degree
from the University of Iowa in 1950, then passed
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the Iowa Bar and began practicing in Cedar Rapids.
From 1957 to 1960, he served as the Assistant Linn
County Attorney and contributed to the formation
of Life Investors Corp.
In 1960, he began two terms as U.S.
Representative, representing the 2nd District of
Iowa. His service included significant contributions
to the Judiciary Committee that created and
ultimately helped pass the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Jim Bromwell had great respect for his country,
and was especially fond of Iowa, poetry, history,
farming, genealogy and horses. His love for his
family and friends was exceptional, as was his deep
and abiding faith.

family established a second home in Ocean Pines,
Md. where he enjoyed playing tennis, golfing and
boating. Survivors include his beloved wife of 51
years Barbara; sons Scott, Brian and Andrew; and
five grandchildren.

JAMES H. EMISON
INDIANA ALPHA ’43
James Henry Emison, husband of Eileen Sullivan
Emison, died August 30, 2009 at Pomperaug
Woods. He was born February 5, 1926 in
Vincennes, Ind. the son of John and Mary. Older
brothers John C., Richard A., and Robert S.
preceded him in death.
Jim graduated from the Harvey School, Taft
School, DePauw University and the Harvard
Graduate School of Business. While at DePauw he
was a member of the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity; he
was also enrolled in the Navy V12 program which
led to his commission and service aboard the USS
Stoddard (DD 566) in World War II serving with
the U.S. Pacific Fleet.
He began his career with Uniroyal Inc. (U. S.
Rubber Co.) in Naugatuck, Conn. progressing over
the years to become the Corporate Comptroller
of Uniroyal before retiring after 35 years.
Emison was very involved with his community. He
was chairman of the Waterbury Area American Red
Cross, President of the Pomperaug Woods Board of
Directors, Chairman of the Waterbury Foundation
Grants Committee, Chairman of the Middlebury
Planning and Zoning Commission, Treasurer and
Trustee of the Middlebury Congregational Church, and
President and Treasurer of the Highfield Country Club.
He is survived by his wife of 61 years Eileen;
sons James, David and Mark; daughter Susan; four
grandchildren; and three great grandchildren.

ROBERT C. CRAWFORD
PENNSYLVANIA EPSILON ’50
Government-business executive Robert C.
Crawford, 79, passed away Aug. 19, 2009 due to
complications from leukemia in Silver Spring, Md.
He was a charter member of the federal
government’s Senior Executive Service and served
for 30 years as a federal executive. He was born in
Philadelphia, and later moved to Highland Park, Pa.
Following service in the U.S. Army, he graduated
with at B.A. in Economics, cum laude, from
Gettysburg College. Afterwards, he earned a
Master of Public Administration degree from
Wayne State University in Detroit. He was the
recipient of a Fulbright Fellowship with the
International Union of Local Authorities in the
Netherlands, a Brookings Institution Federal
Executive Fellowship, a Lent D. Upson Fellowship at
Wayne State University, a Fellowship at the
Salzburg Seminar in American Studies, and was a
Fellow at the Federal Executive Institute in
Charlottesville, Va. His government career included
assignments in the Atomic Energy Commission, the
Office of Economic Opportunity, the National
Science Foundation, and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. Following his government
service, he established a consulting firm advising
emerging IT companies and was later employed as
a senior executive with CTIS, Inc. and the ST
Group in Maryland. He was involved in the
Rockville United Church and numerous
Montgomery County and City of Rockville
commissions and community service activities. His
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi
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Jay will long be remembered for his calm
demeanor, insightful mind, fortitude and friendly
nature. He exuded honesty and trust. His sense of
humor stayed with him even as the ravages of his
disease destroyed his body, and it will be one of the
many legacies he leaves to all of those who knew
him. Jay is survived by Jody, his wife of more than
30 years; son Geoffrey and daughter Kimberly.

Jay B. Morrison

ROBERT A. NESBIT
CALIFORNIA BETA’44

JAY B. MORRISON
OHIO DELTA ’66

Bob died unexpectedly on April 23, 2009 after
urgent surgery. Born in 1924 to Robert and Edith
in southern California, he was raised on a citrus
ranch in Cucamonga along with his sister Janice. He
attended Chaffey High School and Stanford
University, where he met his wife Mary. Following a
geology assignment in South America, he and Mary
were married in Park Ridge, Ill. on Sept. 11, 1947.
They later lived in Columbia and Venezuela. Bob
earned his Master’s Degree at Oregon State.
During his career, they moved between California
and Texas, and welcomed two sons, Robert and
John. Bob retired from Gulf Oil Company during
their third stay in Bakersfield, where they wished to
remain. Bob thoroughly enjoyed his profession,
especially field work. He was active in tennis and
golf, enjoyed yard work and was a non-stop reader.
His friendly smile and sense of humor attracted
many friends. He belonged to Stockdale Country
Club and Westminster Presbyterian Church. He
will be greatly missed by his wife of nearly 62 years
Mary, his sons and his grandson.

Jay Bernard “Benny” Morrison passed away on
January 6, 2009, in Orinda, Calif. after a courageous
battle with brain cancer. Jay was born to Clancy and
Forest in Canton, Ohio on April 18, 1947, and was
raised on the family farm. A graduate of East Canton
High School, Jay earned BIE and M.Sc. degrees in
Operations Research from the Ohio State
University. He received his Ph.D. in Management
Science from the Haas School of Business at the
University of California at Berkeley. Back in the day,
Jay, then known as Benny or Ben, was section leader
of the Ohio State Marching Band and President of
the OSU chapter of Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity.
A founding member of Newbury Ventures in
1992, Jay began his venture capital career more
than 25 years ago when he joined Berkeley
International Capital. He had previous
management experience at Wells Fargo Bank,
which included serving as Vice President of Global
Foreign Exchange Trading. He began his career with
AT&T’s Operation Research group which later
became part of Lucent. Jay was a Senior Research
Fellow at the National Bureau of Economic
Research, and he was an active speaker for the
Berkeley Entrepreneurs Forum at the University of
California’s Haas School of Business.
A “car guy” from an early age, Jay had a passion
for Porsches. With his son as navigator, Jay twice
drove his rare Ruf racecar to victory at Nevada’s
Silver State road race. His fully restored 1960
Porsche Cabriolet was a regular show stopper at
car shows in northern California. An ardent college
football fan of both OSU and Cal, he was a fixture
in Cal’s family section and regularly attended OSU’s
big games, including their last national
championship at the 2003 Fiesta Bowl game.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

J. MARK RILEY
WEST VIRGINIA ALPHA ’74
J. Mark Riley 54 of Indianapolis, passed away
Aug. 16, 2009. He was born June 7, 1955 in
Clarksburg, W.V. to the Charles and Virginia. Mark is
survived by his wife Kathy. He was employed 10
years at FCCI Insurance Group as a Loss Control
Manager Midwest Region. His memberships are
Mt. Pleasant Christian Church, Phi Kappa Psi
Fraternity and Southern Dunes golf club. He was a
1977 graduate of West Virginia University. Other
survivors are daughters Ashley, Amy and Angela;
son Scott; and several grandchildren.
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MARK H. SAYERS
VIRGINIA BETA ’70

on April 16, 1944 in Greensburg and she survives
at the home. Other survivors include his three
sons Norman, Arthur and David; brother Carl; and
many grandchildren and great grandchildren.

Mark H. Sayers died August 7 after a
courageous battle with cancer at age 60. He was a
generous, loving, kind and caring soul who will be
loved, honored and missed forever. Beloved son of
Theodore and Lillian, brother, uncle, great-uncle,
nephew, cousin, godfather to 14 and adored friend
to so many. Mark was a graduate of The Hotchkiss
School and Washington and Lee University. He
was vice president of the highly successful Emes
Management Company which primarily invested
in real estate in the southern and midwestern
United States. He was also the managing general
partner of Saymar Partners, a prosperous private
hedge fund.

WILLIAM E. WIMBLE
PENNSYLVANIA ETA ’49
William Edward “Bill” Wimble Jr., 81, of West
Chester, Pa. died July 23, 2009 at his home. Born in
Upland, Pa. on March 27, 1928 he was the son of
William and Louise. He is survived by his wife of
57 years Ruth; brother Carl; two sons William and
David; two daughters Barbara and Cynthia; 10
grandchildren; four great-grandchildren; and a
great-great-granddaughter.
As a youth, Bill was involved in Boy Scouts and
was an all-around athlete. During World War II, he
volunteered as an air raid runner. After graduation
from Upper Chichester Township High School in
1946, he enlisted in the U.S. Navy and served on
the cruisers U.S.S. Macon and Albany in the
Caribbean. Upon his discharge in 1948, he
enrolled at Franklin and Marshall College in
Lancaster. There he participated in varsity sports,
earned his degree in Chemistry in 1952, and met
his bride to be.
Bill spent his career in the Specialty Chemicals
Division of the Atlas Powder Company (later
called ICI Americas; now AstraZeneca) in
Wilmington, Delaware, for nearly 30 years. After
retiring in 1980, he became an enthusiastic
volunteer driver for the Disabled American
Veterans Transpor tation Network at the
Coatesville Veterans Administration Hospital.
Bill had many loves and interests. First and
foremost, he was a devoted father and was very
proud of his family. In addition, he was an avid
golfer and was one of the first members of the
Penn Oaks Country Club. He was also a
dedicated gardener, and an ardent student of
history, his family’s genealogy, and theology.
Inquisitive about life and people in general, he
loved traveling and learning about new things. He
loved to tell stories, and he had a unique sense of
humor, an unforgettable wit, and an easy smile. His
passion for life and learning inspired his family and
friends.

NORMAN C. SCHLEMMER
INDIANA BETA ’41
Norman Conrad Schlemmer, 86 of Greensburg,
Ind. passed away peacefully on Tuesday June 30,
2009 at the Morning Breeze Nursing Home
Greensburg. He was born Sept. 19, 1921 in
Vicksburg, Miss. the son of Norman and Jessie. He
was a graduate of Greensburg High School as well
as a graduate of Indiana University. He was a
member of the U.S. Army serving as 1st LT 3rd
Platoon, K Company 3rd Battalion, 394th Infantry
Regiment, 99th Infantry Division. During the Battle
of the Bulge he was wounded, earning the Purple
Heart with the Bronze Star and the Combat
Infantryman Award. During his many years as a
businessman in Greensburg, he owned with his
father in law Arthur M. Lynch the Firestone Store
and served as Chairman of the Board of the
Decatur County Bank and negotiated its sale to
Fifth Third Bank and served as Chairman of Fifth
Third Bank of Indiana until his retirement. He also
served as the Indiana State and National Treasurer
of the American Legion and as its Chairman of
Military Affairs Committee. He received the
Sagamore of the Wabash from the Governor. He
was a member of the First Presbyterian Church
Greensburg, American Legion, ELKs, and Scottish
Rite. Throughout his life, serving his family, friends
and community always came first. He married June
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Alabama Alpha - University of Alabama
www.phipsiala.com
P.O. Box 11122, Tuscaloosa, AL 35486
Chapter Advisor: John Masingill 205-752-3369 jmasingill@ogb.state.al.us
Alabama Beta - Auburn University
PO Box 2279, Auburn, AL 36831-2279
Chapter Advisor: Gordon Carter 334-279-1213 gordontcarter@yahoo.com
Arizona Alpha - University of Arizona
http://clubs.asua.arizona.edu/~phipsi/
1011 North Tyndall, Tucson, AZ 85719
Chapter Advisor: Joel Davis 520-882-5233 joelalexanderdavis@gmail.com
California Beta - Stanford University www.stanford.edu/group/phi_kappa_psi/
592 Mayfield Ave., Stanford, CA 94305
Chapter Advisor: Robert McGrew 650-804-2529 bmcgrew@cs.stanford.edu
California Delta - University of Southern California
2202 South Figueroa Street, #643 Los Angeles, CA 90007
Chapter Advisor: Christian Navar cnavar@mac.com
California Epsilon - University of California, Los Angeles
613 Gayley Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Chapter Advisor: Advisor Needed
California Eta - California Polytechnic State University
1335 Foothill Blvd., San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Chapter Advisor: Brad Lachemann 805-481-5735 brhine@surewest.net
California Iota - University of California, Davis
2744 Del Rio Place, Suite 100 Davis, CA 95618
Chapter Advisor: Travis Nagler 530-601-6596 travisnagler@hotmail.com
California Kappa - University of California, Irvine
http://www.phipsi.net
2967 Michelson Dr., Ste. G269 Irvine, CA 92612
Chapter Advisor: Xavier Quan 9497353669 Xavier.quan@gmail.com
California Lambda - San Diego State University
http://www.pkpsdsu.com
5525 Aztec Walk, San Diego, CA 92115
Chapter Advisor: Benjamin Kowalczyk 619-243-4900 bjkowalczyk@gmail.com
California Mu - Occidental College
Occidental College - Student Life, 1600 Campus Rd Los Angeles, CA 90041
Chapter Advisor: Alec Traub 310-502-2945 agtraub@aol.com
California Nu - University of California, Riverside
Student Life, 229 Commons Riverside, CA 92521
Chapter Advisor: James Gosses 520-991-7809 jamesgosses@gmail.com
Colorado Alpha - University of Colorado
1131 University Ave., Boulder, CO 80302
Chapter Advisor: Josh Mercier 303-775-6667 joshua.mercier@colorado.edu
District of Columbia Alpha - George Washington University
http://www.dcphipsi.com/
2201 Virginia Avenue NW, #305 Washington, DC 20052
Chapter Advisor: Edwin Roessler 703-815-1813 milesedr@aol.com
Florida Alpha - Florida State University
A300 University Center, Tallahassee, FL 32306
Chapter Advisor: Kory Ickler 800-324-3533 kory@penningtonlaw.com
Georgia Alpha - University of Georgia
398 S. Milledge Ave., Athens, GA 30605
Chapter Advisor: Doug Brouillard 706-355-9914 robertdbrouillard@eaton.com
Georgia Beta - Georgia Institute of Technology
PMB 332, 541 10th St. NW Atlanta, GA 30318-5713
Chapter Advisor: Jeffrey Wysong 404-735-4907 JeffWysong@gmail.com
Illinois Alpha - Northwestern University
2247 Sheridan Rd., Evanston, IL 60201
Chapter Advisor: Glenn Gibisch 630-968-6061 glenngibisch@prodigy.net
Illinois Delta - University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
911 S. Fourth St., Champaign, IL 61820
Chapter Advisor: William Salen 217-356-2439 toddsalen08@comcast.net
Illinois Epsilon - Illinois State University
Phi Kappa Psi - IL State University, Campus Box 2700 Normal, IL 61790
Chapter Advisor: Todd Curtis 661-587-4076 curtistdz@yahoo.com
Illinois Eta - Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville
http://www.siue.edu/STACTV/PKP/
Campus Box 1168, Univ. Center, Southern IL University Edwardsville, IL 62025
Chapter Advisor: Wynn Wiegand 618-632-0555 twheels33@aol.com
Illinois Iota - Northern Illinois University
1115 N. Annie Glidden Rd, Delkalb, IL 60115
Chapter Advisor: Paul Oblon 630-886-6102 consults@ais.net
Illinois Theta - University of Illinois, Chicago
http://www.uicphipsi.com/
UIC Campus Prg, Rm 340, MC-118, 750 S. Halsted Street Chicago, IL 60607-7012
Chapter Advisor: Marc Dumas 773-733-2617 masdumas@gmail.com
Illinois Zeta - DePaul University
www.phipsidepaul.org
2250 N Sheffield St., Chicago, IL 60614-3212
Chapter Advisor: Marc Dumas 773-733-2617 masdumas@gmail.com
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Indiana Alpha - DePauw University
www.depauw.edu/student/greek/phipsi
110 E. Larabee St., Greencastle, IN 46135
Chapter Advisor: Thomas Mote 317-637-0819 tmote@earthlink.net
Indiana Beta - Indiana University
www.indiana.edu/~phipsi
1200 N. Jordan Ave., Bloomington, IN 47406
Chapter Advisor: Jim Bridenstine 3173324648 jbrides6@gmail.com
Indiana Gamma - Wabash College
602 W. Wabash Ave., Crawfordsville, IN 47933
Chapter Advisor: Benjamin Kessler 219-462-0058
Indiana Delta - Purdue University
www.indianadelta.com
1307 Tower Drive, West Lafayette, IN 47906
Chapter Advisor: Erik Props 765-494-1688 props@purdue.edu
Indiana Epsilon - Valparaiso University
http://www.valpophipsi.org
801 Mound Street, Valparaiso, IN 46383
Chapter Advisor: Kevin Marks 630-379-6647 kevinjohnmarks@yahoo.com
Indiana Zeta - Butler University http://www.butler.edu/studentlife/phikappapsi/
810 West Hampton Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46208
Chapter Advisor: Tyler Johnston 317-242-9620 tjohnsto@gmail.com
Indiana Eta - Indiana State University
www.phipsiisu.org
102 Gillum Hall, Terre Haute, IN 47809
Chapter Advisor: Jesse Hile 812-237-3707 jesse.hile@gmail.com
Indiana Theta - Indiana University-Purdue University,Indianapolis
6052 Gilford Avenue, Indianapolis, IN 46220
Chapter Advisor: Thomas Pennington 317-222-1287 tcp1330@me.com
Iowa Alpha - University of Iowa
www.uiowa.edu/~phipsi
363 N. Riverside Drive, Iowa City, IA 52246
Chapter Advisor: Nathan Totten 319-621-2154 nathan-totten@uiowa.edu
Iowa Beta - Iowa State University
316 Lynn Avenue, Ames, IA 50014
Chapter Advisor: William Good 515-955-2737 William.Good@JohnsonLawIA.com
Kansas Alpha - Kansas University
1602 W. 15th St., Lawrence, KS 66044
Chapter Advisor: Jeffrey Burgess 785-218-1282 Jeff.burgess@uscm.org
Kentucky Beta - University of Kentucky
403 Aylesford Place, Lexington, KY 40508
Chapter Advisor: Rob Patterson 513-708-4025 rhpatterson@yahoo.com
Louisiana Alpha - Louisiana State University
P.O. Box 16009, Baton Rouge, LA 70893
Chapter Advisor: David Normand 225-328-7639 dave_normand@yahoo.com
Louisiana Gamma - Loyola University New Orleans
Box 1 Danna Ctr. Loyola Univ., 6363 St. Charles Ave. New Orleans, LA 70118
Chapter Advisor: William Cruikshank 985-764-0517 bcruikshank@wpcoinc.com
Maryland Alpha - Johns Hopkins University
223 E 33rd St, Baltimore, MD 21218
Chapter Advisor: Chad Kenney 610-566-3217 ckenney4@gmail.com
Maryland Gamma - University of Maryland - College Park
PMB #877, 4423 Lehigh Road College Park, MD 20740
Chapter Advisor: Micah Kleid 443-722-3465 pkpkleid@gmail.com
Massachusetts Beta - Brandeis University
20 Hammer St, Waltham, MA 2453
Chapter Advisor: Jason Hyne 973-768-5387 jason.hyne@gmail.com
Michigan Alpha - University of Michigan
www.umich.edu/~mialpha
700 South State Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Chapter Advisor: Nicholas Katona 219-221-0199 nic.katona@gmail.com
Michigan Beta - Michigan State University
www.msuphipsi.com
522 Abbott Rd., E. Lansing, MI 48823
Chapter Advisor: Joe Gervason 248-646-1261 gervasoj@hotmail.com
Minnesota Beta - University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
1609 University Ave. S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55414
Chapter Advisor: Lance Fischer 612-730-1434 fisc0282@umn.edu
Minnesota Gamma - Minnesota State University, Mankato
http://katophipsi.no-ip.org
227 Lincoln St., Mankato, MN 56001
Chapter Advisor: Paul Benson 763-441-5132 pauldavid262@msn.com
Minnesota Delta - University of Minnesota, Duluth
www.umdphipsi.com
1120 Kirby Drive, KSC 115 Duluth, MN 55812
Chapter Advisor: Justin Meinhold 612-483-3488 mein0055@d.umn.edu
Mississippi Alpha - University of Mississippi
http://www.olemissphipsi.com/
P.O. Box 8168, 315 Fraternity Row University, MS 38677
Chapter Advisor: Andrew Smith 662-832-2777 smithandrews@hotmail.com
Missouri Alpha - University of Missouri, Columbia
http://students.missouri.edu/~phipsi
809 S. Providence Rd., Columbia, MO 65201
Chapter Advisor: Steve O’Rourke 573-446-3602 tork1038@aol.com
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Nebraska Alpha - University of Nebraska
1548 S St., Lincoln, NE 68508
Chapter Advisor: Ryan Sewell 712-310-7107 rsewell@cox.net
Nebraska Beta - Creighton University
3618 Farnam, Omaha, NE 68131
Chapter Advisor: Richard Hauser 402-280-3010 hausersj@creighton.edu
New Jersey Delta - The College of New Jersey http://www.tcnj.edu/~phikpsi
Brower Student Center, P.O. Box 7718 Ewing, NJ 8628
Chapter Advisor: Mark Kadetsky 609-365-2507 markbassk2@aol.com
New Jersey Epsilon - Rowan University
http://www.njepsilon.com
Student Government Assoc., 201 Mullica Hill Rd. Glassboro, NJ 8028
Chapter Advisor: Marc Chaty 609-871-1069 CHATYMARC@HOTMAIL.COM
New York Alpha - Cornell University
http://www.phikappapsi-cornell.org/
120 Mary Ann Wood Dr, Ithaca, NY 14850
Chapter Advisor: John Jacobs 716-876-8585 jackjacobs1@verizon.net
New York Beta - Syracuse University
500 University Place, Syracuse, NY 13210
Chapter Advisor: David Murray 315-703-9690 dmurray@alumni.indiana.edu
New York Eta - State University of New York at Buffalo
169 Highgate Ave., Buffalo, NY 14215
Chapter Advisor: Ron Dinino 716-864-7590 rjdinino@yahoo.com
New York Theta - Rochester Institute of Technology
616-1 Charters Way, Rochester, NY 14623
Chapter Advisor: Alfio Macri 301-908-3672 alinroch@gmail.com
New York Iota - State University of New York at Binghamton
Binghamton University, UU 145 Binghamton, NY 13902
Chapter Advisor: Kevin Yeager 607-729-4080 kyeageresq@aol.com
New York Kappa - State University of New York College at Oneonta
56 Maple Street, Oneonta, NY 13820
Chapter Advisor: Roger Sullivan sullivrb@oneonta.edu
North Carolina Beta - East Carolina University
109 Mendenhall, East Carolina University Greenville, NC 27858
Chapter Advisor: Eric Miller 919-732-5289 ericmillerot@gmail.com
Ohio Alpha - Ohio Wesleyan University
Ben Pepe, HWCC Box 1176 Delaware, OH 43015
Chapter Advisor: James Newman 216-312-9339 jimnewman115@aol.com
Ohio Beta - Wittenberg University
203 W. College, Springfield, OH 45504
Chapter Advisor: Scott Phillips 440-263-1285 phillips.st@gmail.com
Ohio Delta - The Ohio State University
124 E. 14th St., Columbus, OH 43201
Chapter Advisor: Derek Hegarty 614-226-6118 derekjhegarty@hotmail.com
Ohio Epsilon - Case Western Reserve University http://home.cwru.edu/phipsi/
11915 Carlton Road, Cleveland, OH 44106
Chapter Advisor: James Miller 440-324-4529 jmiller@buckleyking.com
Ohio Eta - University of Toledo
E1 McComas Village-Univ of Toledo, 3050 Village Loop Toledo, OH 43606
Chapter Advisor: Larry Zaiser 419-474-8714 lzaiser@muzakoftoledo.com
Ohio Theta - Ashland University
Box 1983, 401 College Ave Ashland, OH 44805
Chapter Advisor: Eric Molnar 440-323-3634 dantesimpson@yahoo.com
Ohio Lambda - Miami University
122 S. Campus Ave., Oxford, OH 45056
Chapter Advisor: George Jonson 513-241-4722
Ohio Mu - University of Dayton
www.udayton.edu/~phipsi
106 Lawnview Ave., Dayton, OH 45409
Chapter Advisor: Michael Hauck 513-755-7522 mjhauck@fuse.net
Ohio Nu - Ohio University
www.ohiou.edu/~phikpsi
64 Stewart A, Athens, OH 45701
Chapter Advisor: Jim Blazer 614-571-2967 blazer99@aol.com
Oklahoma Alpha - University of Oklahoma
720 Elm Ave., Norman, OK 73069
Chapter Advisor: John Laudermilk 405-737-0984 johnokalpha@hotmail.com
Oregon Beta - Oregon State University
PO Box 625, Corvallis, OR 97339
Chapter Advisor: Ryan Robinson 541-231-6674 RYANMROBINSON@YAHOO.COM
Pennsylvania Alpha - Washington & Jefferson College
50 S. Lincoln Street, Washington, PA 15301
Chapter Advisor: Joseph Morascyzk 724-225-1110 josephmorascyzk@hotmail.com
Pennsylvania Beta - Allegheny College
Allegheny College, Box 49 Meadville, PA 16335
Chapter Advisor: Tom Zumpella 412-448-3535 phipsi1780@aol.com
Pennsylvania Gamma - Bucknell University
http://www.penngamma.org
Box C-3960, Bucknell Univ., Lewisburg, PA 17837
Chapter Advisor: Clifford Lesher 570-524-4633 lesher@dejazzd.com

The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi

Pennsylvania Epsilon - Gettysburg College
www.PennsylvaniaEpsilon.com
102 W. Water St., Gettysburg, PA 17325
Chapter Advisor: Douglas Brouder 717-337-6489 dbrouder@gettysburg.edu
Pennsylvania Eta - Franklin & Marshall College
http://www.penneta.org
Office of Student Activities, PO Box 3003 Lancaster, PA 17604
Chapter Advisor: Marc Persson 215-880-1505 mper129572@aol.com
Pennsylvania Theta - Lafayette College
Lafayette College, Farinon Center Box 9453 Easton, PA 18042-1784
Chapter Advisor: Jonathan Glick 203-623-6758 glickj@gmail.com
Pennsylvania Iota - University of Pennsylvania
3934 Spruce St., Philadelphia, PA 19104
Chapter Advisor: Brett Topche 732-995-2652 btopche@gmail.com
Pennsylvania Lambda - Pennsylvania State University
403 Locust Ln., State College, PA 16801
Chapter Advisor: Chip Brown 814-422-8490 chbrown@magloclen.riss.net
Pennsylvania Nu - Indiana University of Pennsylvania
220 South 7th Street, Indiana, PA 15701
Chapter Advisor: Joe Soltis 724-459-0508 jpsoltis@comcast.net
Pennsylvania Xi - Edinboro University
www.edinboro.edu/cwis/phikappapsi/
P.O. Box 411, Edinboro, PA 16412
Chapter Advisor: Michael Ley 814-866-6191 lmley655@msn.com
Pennsylvania Rho - York College of Pennsylvania
http://www.phipsiycp.org/
Student Activity Office, 411 Country Club Road York, PA 17403
Chapter Advisor: Damien Lynch 717-244-8160 dlynch116@yahoo.com
Pennsylvania Sigma - University of the Sciences in Philadelphia
4401 Pine St., Philadelphia, PA 19104
Chapter Advisor: Steven DeVane 301-848-9265 sjdevane1212@yahoo.com
Pennsylvania Upsilon - Drexel University
http://www.duphipsi.com
001 Creese Student Center, Drexel University Philadelphia, PA 19104
Chapter Advisor: Harry Wilson 215-205-6834 harry.p.wilson@gmail.com
Pennsylvania Phi - Lycoming College
http://www.lycoming.edu/orgs/pkp/
Lycoming College, 700 College Place Box 202 Williamsport, PA 17701
Chapter Advisor: Ryan Bolig 570-321-1235
Rhode Island Alpha - Brown University www.brown.edu/Students/Phi_Kappa_Psi
P.O. Box 1166 Brown Univ., Providence, RI 2912
Chapter Advisor: Mark Marinello 401-433-1007 signsys@gmail.com
Tennessee Delta - Vanderbilt University
2301 Vanderbilt Pl., VU Station B 351524 Nashville, TN 37235
Chapter Advisor: Charles Higgins 615-298-9981 cshiggins4@comcast.net
Tennessee Epsilon - University of Tennessee
http://web.utk.edu/~phipsi
1804 Fraternity Park Dr., Knoxville, TN 37916
Chapter Advisor: Jim Hagler 865-376-5718 haglerfarm@aol.com
Texas Alpha - University of Texas
www.utphipsi.com
2411 Longview, Austin, TX 78705
Chapter Advisor: Terik Chettouh 512-567-1337 terik08@mail.utexas.edu
Texas Beta - Texas Tech University
www.texastechphipsi.org
1406 Orlando, Lubbock, TX 79416
Chapter Advisor: Brian Murry 806-570-9472 BRIANMURRY3@HOTMAIL.COM
Texas Gamma - Texas State University, San Marcos
416 Lindsey Street, San Marcos, TX 78666
Chapter Advisor: Thomas Holloway 512-923-5944 tomholloway@gmail.com
Texas Epsilon - Stephen F. Austin State University
SFA Box 6159, Nacogdoches, TX 75962
Chapter Advisor: Charles Brandman 281-856-8279 brandman@pdq.net
Texas Zeta - Houston Baptist University
7502 Fondren Road, Houston, TX 77074
Chapter Advisor: John Packard 832-453-6636 jpackard78@yahoo.com
Virginia Alpha - University of Virginia
www.phipsiuva.com
159 Madison Ln., Charlottesville, VA 22903
Chapter Advisor: Mike Wakefield 540-989-9321 mrw7z@virginia.edu
Virginia Beta - Washington & Lee University
http://phipsi.wlu.edu/
301 E. Washington St, Lexington, VA 24450
Chapter Advisor: Advisor Needed
Virginia Zeta - Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University
1391 L. G. Sweeney Rd., Blacksburg, VA 24060
Chapter Advisor: Donald Barker 540-961-1040 donbarkervt@comcast.net
Washington Alpha - University of Washington
2120 N.E. 47th St., Seattle, WA 98105
Chapter Advisor: Jim Boyle 425-591-5378 jboyle@nevadafirm.com
West Virginia Alpha - West Virginia University
PO Box 631, Morgantown, WV 26507
Chapter Advisor: Terry Turner 304-367-0574 tturner@ma.rr.com
Wisconsin Gamma - Beloit College
Beloit College Box #193, 700 College St. Beloit, WI 53511
Chapter Advisor: Michael McCoy 608-274-1638 mccoymh@chorus.net
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Only you can place a value on your Phi Psi experience – on the lifelong friendships you
made, the networks it created, the impact it had on your values and principles. Today is your
opportunity to leave a lasting legacy on your Fraternity by participating in the many naming
and sponsorhip opportunities at Laurel Hall.

TO SEE THE IMPACT LAUREL HALL IS HAVING ON PHI PSI, PLEASE SEE PAGE 34

